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AVANT-PROPOS

Pour souligner le vingt-cinquième anniversaire de l'entrée de Terre-Neuvedans la Confédération du Canada, le ministère des Affaires extérieures aentrepris de publier deux volumes de documents portant sur les relations
que le Canada a entretenues avec Terre-Neuve avant que celle-ci ne devienne
une province canadienne. Le présent volume montre le déroulement de ces
relations au cours des années 1935-1949; le second, qui sera publié inces-
samment, fait voir comment, au cours de la période de 1945 à 1949, l'entréedans la Confédération en est venue à se réaliser.

Cette initiative vise à rendre hommage à Terre-Neuve et à sa population
en cette année qui marque les 25 ans de vie canadienne de lMe. Le premier
avril dernier, le Premier ministre, M. Pierre Elliot Trudeau déclarait à laChambre des communes:

Avec leurs riches traditions, leur culture séculaire distfnctive, leur vi-
goureux esprit d'indépendance et leurs nombreux talents, les Ternes-Neu-
viens ont fait un apport très important dans presque toutes les sphères de
la vie canadienne. !e suis persuadé qu'il continuera à en être ainsi, car
pendant les 25 dernières années,, les Terres-Neuviens ont été des Canadiens
loyaux et devoufs. Ils se sont profondément engagés à maintenir itatJtE
nationale, pourtant aucun groupe ne démontre plus clairement que des
Canadiens aux antécédent différents mais aux objectifs communs peuvent
travailler à la réalisation de desseins nationaux, tout en conservant leur
Identité et leur affection pour leur propre patrlmolne. Nous espetrnnt tous
que les Terre Neuviens ne perdront jamais ces qualités, mais les connais.
sQnt bicn, nous savons que c'est peu probable.

1:0 jour oÙ Terre-Neuve s'est jointe.au Canada constitue un événement
d'une grande Importance dans l'histoire du Canada. Je recommande ce
volume, ainsi que celui qui s'y ajoutera bientôt, aux étudiants, aux uaivwsi-
taires et a tous cxuac qui veulent mieux comprendre la portée, de cet événement
et, mieux connaître les circonstances dans lesquelles 0 s'est produit.



FOREWORD

To mark the twcnty-fifth anniversary of the confederation of Newfound-
land with Canada the Department of External Affairs has undertaken the
production of two volumes of documents on Canadas relations with New-
foundland in the prc-confcdcration period. This volumc, the first of the two,
documents actual relations in the years 1935-1949; the second, which will
show how confederation was brought about in the 194549 period, will be
publishad shortly.

Thcsc steps arc being taken as one means of honouring Newfoundland
and its people in this year which marks the twcnty-fifth anniversary of the
union of Newfoundland and Canada. As the Prime Minister, the Right Hon-
ourable Pierre Elliot Trudeau, said in the House of Commons on April I st.
last:

With thelr rich traditions, their centuries-old distinctive culture, their
strong. indtpendent spirit and their many talents, Newfoundlanders have
made a very significYrnt contribution in virtually every sphere of Canadian
ender»bur, I am sure this will continue to be the case, for during the past
twenty-five years NeK•loundlarders have been loyal and dedicated Cana-
dfcns. They have a deep commitment to ncuional unity. Yet no group offers
ckanr proof that It is possible In Canada for people of varied and di!-
lerent backgrounds who have common objectives to work for the advance-
ment of ncuiortal purposes, while at the same time maintaining their
Individuality and "tluir affection for their special and unique heritage.
We all hope the Newfoundlanders will never lose these qualities and,
knowing them at we do, there It srnnt likelihood that they k•ill.

The union of Newfoundland with Canada was a major cvcnt in Canadian
history. I commend this volume, and its companion volume when it appears,
to students, scholars and others w ho a ish to acquire a fuller understanding
of that c%-cnt and of the drcumstanocs in which it occurred.
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H

Au moment où la série intitutlée Documents relatifs aux relations exté-
rieures du Canadal allait aborder la période 1939-1945 Terre-Neuve se pré-
parait à célébrer en 1974 le 25e anniversaire de son adhésion à la Confédéra-
tion canadienne; nous avons donc jugé qu'il convenait de souligner cette
occasion par la publication d'un volume spécial sur cette province.

Nous nous sommes rapidement aperçus qu'il faudrait deux volumes, car
il était impossible de raconter l'histoire de cette adhésion sans fournir force
détails sur les rapports que le Canada et Terre-Neuve avaient entretenus
pendant la guerre et, dans une certaine mesure, aussi bien avant qu'après.
En raison de la guerre, ces rapports, qui avaient été jusque-là aussi amicaux
que sporadiques devinrent de plus en plus étroits et suivis. Dès juillet 1941, le
sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures signalait au Premier ministre
que «le Canada traite avec Terre-Neuve d'affaires plus variées, plus impor-
tantes et plus urgentes qu'avec l'ensemble de tous les dominions autonomes
où nous possédons des hauts-commissariats». Le présent volume met en
relief cette intensification des rapports.2

En comparaison des volumes de la série régulière, ceux qui sont consacrés
à Terre-Neuve semblent offrir un champ étroit. Bien que les documents réunis
s'échelonnent sur une période relativement longue, ils portent tous sur un
aspect limité et bien défini. Aussi le lecteur est-il en mesure d'étudier cette
question historique en profondeur, d'autant plus qil'un grand nombre des
documents ont été préparés à des paliers inférieurs de l'élaboration des poli-
tiques.

L'attention a porté autant que possible sur les événements qui intéressent
aussi bien Terre-Neuve que le reste du Canada. Chaque fois qu'il en est
autrement, ils n'ont trait qu'à Terre-Neuve; le présent volume fait état
notamment du rôle de Terre-Neuve dans la conduite de la guerre et les
débuts de l'aviation civile. Dès lors, certaines activités ne sont qu'évoquées
sans être l'objet d'une documentation complète. C'est ainsi que le présent
volume ne traite pas vraiment de la Bataille de l'Atlantique,g pas plus qu'il

1 Documents relatifs aux relations extérieures du Canada.
Ottawa, Information Canada,1967- . Dans le présent volume, les renvois seront normalement abrégés. Ex.: «Voirvolume 8, document 26..

»Les documents relatifs à l'adhésion de Terre-Neuve à la Confédération
canadienneparaîtront dès que pourront être rendus publics les documents pertinents du Cabinet,présentement sous séquestre en raison du «règlement des 30 ans..

"Voir Schull, Joseph. Lointains navires (Compte rendu officiel des opérations navales cana-diennes lors de la Seconde Guerre mondiale).
Imprimeur de la Reine, Ottawa, 1961. 570 p.

I
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When the series entitled Documents on Canadian External Relation.st was
approaching the 1939-49 decade it was recalled that the 25th anniversary of
Newfoundland's confederation with Canada .vould fall in 1974; it there-
fore seemed fitting to plan a special. Newfoundland volume for publication
that year.

It soon became apparent that two volumes would be needed. The con-
federation story could be properly documented only against the background
of relations as they existed during the war and, to a certain extent, before
and after it. Before the war relations had been friendly but desultory; with
the war they became incrcasingly close and active. As earl}' as July, 1941,
the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs was advising the Prime
Minister that "Canada has more varied, more important and more urçent
business with Newfoundland than with all the self-governing Dominions in
which we maintain High Commissioners put together." The present volume
reflects this cxpansion.2

In comparison with volumes in the recular documents series, the New-
foundland volumes are microcosmic. Although their time-span is relatively
long, they are concentrated on a narrow, Nvell-defined subject. Consequently,
the documents-many of them at the secondary level of policy formation-
expose the history in some depth.

Focus has been sustained on the Canada-tiew-foundland a^pect; as closely
as possible; to the extent that there is deviation from this norm, it is toward
depiction of the Newfoundland r6le per ^r-in the prc^ent Nolume, in
prosecution of the war and in the development of civil aviation. This means
that some activities, though included or touched upon, are not completely
documented. For example, the story of the Battle of the Atlantic is not rcall}
in this volume" nor is the entire operational story of the Atlantic ferry
sen•ice.' The United States r6le in the defence of \cxNfoundland and in the
ferry service, though Nti,oven into the fabric of the defence chapter, is not fulls
depicted. Also, the multilateral negotiations which established the po^t«•ar

' Doeument.r on Carradian Externat Relations. Ottawa, Information Canada. 1967-
Citations in the present volume will normally take an abbrcviatcd form, c g., "See Volume R,
Document 26."

' ïZre documents on confederation will be published when the relevant Cabinet documents,
now sequestered because of the "thirty-}rar rule", can he made public.

' Scc Schult, Joseph. The Far Diçtant Shit+r (an official account of Canadian naval opera-
tions in the Second 11'orld li'ar), Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1961. 527 P.

• The ferry service, in addition to delivering aeroplanes as shown here, was important as
a life-line for mat1, freight and VIP's travelling on war business.
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ne fournit de détails sur l'activité du service transocéanique.* Il ne relate pas
non plus tous les aspects du rôle joué par les États-Unis dans la défense de
Terre-Neuve et dans l'établissement du service transocéanique, bien qu'il
soit question de ce rôle dans le chapitre consacré à la défense. De même,
si le présent volume renferme de la documentation sur les négociations
multilatérales qui ont précédé la création des compagnies d'aviation assurant
le service transatlantique après la guerre, c'est uniquement pour éclairer les
attitudes respectives du Canada et de Terre-Neuve à cet égard.

Les six premiers volumes de Documents relatifs aux relations extérieures
du Canada renferment quelques documents sur les rapports que le Canada
et Terre-Neuve ont entretenus de 1909 à 1939. Les volumes 7 et 8, con-
sacrés à la période 1939-1941, renfermeront des pièces qui complètent de
façon utile les parties du présent volume portant sur la position de Terre-
Neuve dans le cadre des plans de défense canado-américains, des rapports
de commandement à Terre-Neuve, et des bases des États-Unis. Ils compor-
teront également des documents sur les deux questions qui firent l'objet de
presque toutes les relations canado-terre-neuviennes de 1939-1945, soit celle
des îles Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon, et celle de la préoccupation du Canada à
l'égard du Groenland; ces questions sont à peine abordées dans le présent
volume.

Dans les années trente, Terre-Neuve figurait parmi les territoires aussi
intéressants qu'obscurs de l'hémisphère occidental. C'est à la guerre et aux
premières envolées transatlantiques comme mode de transport commercial
que Terre-Neuve doit la place prééminente qu'elle a acquise sur la scène
internationale au cours des années quarante. Tant pendant la guerre que
dans les années qui suivirent, c'est vers elle que convergeait toute l'activité
de l'Atlantique-Nord, en raison de sa situation stratégique et du tremplin
qu'elle constituait pour l'aviation civile. Son importance à cet égard ne cesse
cependant de décroître depuis quelques années. Bien que les États-Unis y
possèdent toujours une base navale à Argentia, la base aérienne de Goose
Bay-seule base de Terre-Neuve à ne pas avoir perdu son importance straté-
gique dans l'après-guerre-ces installations perdent constamment de leur
importance militaire à l'ère des missiles; et bien que Gander et Goose Bay
soient encore des aéroports civils importants, les gros avions à réaction en
provenance des pav-, d'Europe ne s'y arrêtent presque plus; on préfère se
rendre sans escale d'Europe en Amérique du Nord.

Les documents rassemblés dans le présent volume font ressortir le rôle
joué par le Canada dans cette évolu'ion entre 1935 et 1949; c'est le temps
qu'il a fallu à Terre-Neuve pour atteindre sa prééminence géopolitique. Ils
mettent éealement en lumière les relations économiques qui existaient déjà
entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve. Pour l'historien qui s'intéresse aux rela-
tions socio-culturelles de cette période, le présent volume n'a que peu d'in-

'En plus de permettre la livraison d'avions, comme les documents en font état, le service
transocéanique servit de mode essentiel de transport pour le courrier, les marchandises et
les personnages importants en service commandé pendant la guerre.
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pattern of transatlantic aviation are documented only to the extent that they
shed light on Canadian and Newfoundland attitudes.

The first six volumes of Documents on Canadian External Relations contain
some documents on Canada-Newfoundland relations in the 1909-1939 period.
Volumes 7 and 8 of the same series will cover the 1939-1941 period and
will contain material which usefully supplerr.ents the parts of the present
volume dealing with Newfoundland in Canada-United States defence
planning, command relationships in Newfoundland, and United States bases.
They also contain documentation of two subjects which were at the edge of
the main stream of Canada-Newfoundland relations during the 1939-45
war-the St. Pierre-Miquelon issue and Canada's concern with Greenland;
these subjects receive only cursory treatment in this volume.

In the thirties Newfoundland was one of the interesting but obscure
countries of the western hemisphere. Its rise to a position of international
prominence in the forties was a result of the war and of the emergence of
transatlantic flying as a commercially viable form of transportation. During
the war and for some time afterward Newfoundland occupied a central
position in the North Atlantic region both with regard to military strategy
and with regard to civil aviation. In recent years it has again begun to assume
a more secondary rôle in these affairs. While the United States still maintains
a presence in its naval base at Argentia, and in the Canadian air base at
Goose Bay-the only Newfoundland air base to retain postwar strategic
significance-these installations have come to have less and less military
meaning in the missile age; and, while Gander and Goose Bay are still im-
portant civil airfields, they are regularly by-passed by large jet planes flying
non-stop from places in Europe to airports on the North American mainland.

The documents in this volume show the part played by Canada in this
evolution between 1935 and 1949, the period when Newfoundland was rising
into a position of geopolitical prominence. They also throw light on economic
relations between Canada and Newfoundland during the same period. The
historian of this time should of course pay attention to social and cultural
relations but the present volume will not help him much since these activities
are difficult to document from official sources.

Treatment of documents about the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
deserves a brief note. Documents which shed light on the origin of the Board
and on its general concern with Newfoundland are in the Joint Board section
while documents germane to particular defence activities have been placed
elsewhere with other documents covering these activities. A complete list
of the Board's recommendations affecting Newfoundland is in Appendix A.

At the more technical level, because the subject-matter of this volume is
relatively homogeneous the customary list of documents containing a sum-
mary of each has been omitted; it is hoped that the table of contents an.i the
index (occasionally supplemented by footnotes) will prove sufficient. The
documents have been reproduced as found and no attempt has been made
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térêt à cet égard car les documents officiels ne sont pas de nature à ren-
seigner sur cette sorte d'activité.

Il y a lieu d'expliquer brièvement le mode de traitement des documents
relatifs à la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense. Ceux
qui traitent de la création de cet organisme et de l'intérêt général qu'il porte
à Terre-Neuve sont réunis dans la section réservée à la commission; par
contre, ceux qui ont trait à des activités précises de défense ont été insérés
ailleurs, parmi d'autres documents relatifs à ces diverses activités. La liste
complète des recommandations de la commission concernant Terre-Neuve
figure à l'appendice A.

A un niveau plus technique, vu l'homogénéité relative du sujet, nous nous
sommes abstenus, cette fois, d'établir la liste et le résumé des documents.
Nous espérons que la table des matières et l'index (accompagnés parfois
de renvois) suffiront. Il s'agit de documents originaux, et nous n'avons pas
tenté d'en uniformiser l'orthographe, la ponctuation ou l'emploi des majus-
cules. Nous avons néanmoins corrigé les erreurs typographiques flagrantes
et donné autant que possible aux noms et aux titres officiels leur appellation
conventionnelle. Parfois, nous ne reproduisons qu'en partie les longs docu-
ments. Nous avons agi ainsi par économie d'espace, et uniquement dans les
cas où les parties omises traitent de questions non pertinentes ou banales;
nous indiquons d'ailleurs toutes les coupures.

Chaque document est précédé d'une indication de l'endroit où se trouve
l'original; ces notes sont expliquées dans la section du livre intitulée tpro-
venance des documents». Le lecteur qui tombera sur des noms propres qui
ne lui sont pas familiers pourra identifier les plus importants en consultant
la «liste des personnalités>. Le présent volume renferme également une
«liste des abréviations>.

La plupart des localités de Terre-Neuve et du Labrador dont il est ques-
tion dans les documents figurent sur les cartes à grande échelle qui se
trouvent au début et à la fin du volume, sur la face interne de la couverture.
Une carte à petite échelle situe Terre-Neuve dans l'Atlantique-Nord.

L'un des aspects inhabituels du présent ouvrage provient du fait que le
rédacteur et son adjoint ont participé eux-mêmes activement à maints évé-
nements qui y sont décrits. Le rédacteur, fonctionnaire au ministère des
Affaires extérieures, se rendit pour la première fois à Terre-Neuve au début
de la guerre, lorsqu'il servait dans la Marine royale canadienne. Devenu
employé du ministère une fois la guerre terminée, il eut à traiter avec ce
territoire tout d'abord en qualité de responsable de secteur, puis de repré-
sentant du Canada à Terre-Neuve. L'adjoint du rédacteur, M. R. A. Mackay,
est professeur émérite de l'Université Carleton. Lorsqu'il était professeur de
sciences politiques à l'Université Dalhousie il y a plus de trente ans, M.
MacKay fit oeuvre de pionnier dans le domaine des études sur Terre-Neuve
et fut considéré par la suite comme la principale autorité canadienne pour
tout ce qui touche Terre-Neuve avant son adhésion à la Confédération cana-
dienne. C'est lui qui, au ministère des Affaires extérieures, fut chargé des
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to impart consistency in spelling, punctuation, capitalization, etc. However,
obvious typing errors have been corrected and place names and official titles
have been given the standard form when such exists. In some cases parts of
long documents have been omitted. This has been done mainly to save space
but only when the deleted portion is irrelevant or trivial; where there have
been deletions, this is indicated.

At the head of each document there is an indication of where it may be
found; these indications are explained in the section of the book entitled
"Location of Documents". Readers encountering personal names with which
they are not familiar may identify some of the more important by consulting
the "List of Persons". There is also a "List of Abbreviations".

The large-scale maps inside the front and back covers show the location
of most of the places in Newfoundland and Labrador which are mentioned
in the documents. The small-scale map shows Ne%N-foundland's gZ!oqraphical
position in the North Atlantic area.

An unusual feature of the \e%%foundland volumes is that the editor and
his consultant played an active part in many of the events documented. The
editor, an officer of the Department of External Affairs, first visited Ne^v-
foundland early in the war when in the Canadian navy. After the war, having
joined External Affairs, he was associated with ;1cwfoundland as "d:sk
officer" dealing with that country and as a diplomatic representative of
Canada in Newfoundland. his consultant is Professor R. A. Machav,
professor emeritus at Carleton University. More than thirty years ago, when
professor of political science at Dalhousie University. he did pioneer \vork
in the field of Newfoundland studies and was the leading Canadian authority
on 1e%%-foundland in the pre-confederation period. He was in charge of New-
foundland relations in the Department of External Affairs during most of the
years between 1943 and 1949.

Professor MacKay has contributed an introduction to the present volume
which should be especially helpful to uninitiated readers of the defence
chapter.

The editor wishes particularly to acknowledge the work of his principal
research assistant, Michel Normandin. He prepared lists of source material
on Canada-Newfoundland relations, assisted with selection of documents
and photographs, and generally took charge at the operational level. The
editor also gratefully ackno«-ledces the assistance of Dorothy Burwash, who
-out of a rich background of scholarship and public service-prepared the
documents for printing and acted as principal proof-reader.

The Newfoundland Government has kindlv facilitated research in the
Provincial Archives where the Archivist, R. Burnham Gill, his principal
assistant, John Greene, and other members of his staff have been most helpful.
In London, England, Norman Evans of the Publk Record Office was invaria-
bly co-operative.

The Newfoundland volumes were launched when the Honourable Mitchell
Sharp was Secretary of State for External Affairs. As an official of the Depart-
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relations avec Terre-Neuve durant la plus grande partie de la période allant
de 1943 à 1949.

Le professeur MacKay est l'auteur de l'introduction du présent volume,
introduction dont le profane appréciera sûrement l'utilité au moment de lire
le chapitre sur la défense.

L'éditeur tient à signaler tout particulièrement le travail de Michel Nor-
mandin, son principal documentaliste. C'est M. Normandin qui a établi les
listes des sources documentaires sur les relations canado-terre-neuviennes;
il a en outre collaboré à la sélection des documents, des photographies, et
assumé l'ensemble des tâches techniques. L'éditeur tient également à témoi-
gner sa reconnaissance à Mlle Dorothy Burwash qui, grâce à son érudition et à
une longue expérience de la fonction publique, a préparé les documents en
vue de l'impression et agi en qualité de principal correcteur d'épreuves.

Le gouvernement de Terre-Neuve a grandement facilité les recherches
que nous avons dû faire dans les Archives provinciales, où nous avons béné-
ficié de l'aide précieuse et avisée de l'archiviste, M. Burnham Gill, de sonprincipal adjoint, M. John Greene, et d'autres membres de son personnel.
A Londres, nous savions que nous pouvions toujours compter sur M. Nor-
man Evans, du Public Record Office.

La préparation des volumes sur Terre-Neuve fut entreprise alors que
l'Honorable Monsieur Mitchell Sharp détenait le portefeuille des Affaires
extérieures. En sa qualité d'agent au Ministère des Finances, il avait participé,
en 1947 et 1948, aux réunions qui aboutirent à l'entrée de Terre-Neuve dans
la Confédération; par la suite, il ne cessa de manifester un intérêt particulier
pour le projet de publication dont ce volume fait partie. Nous sommes infini-
ment reconnaissants au sous-secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures, Mon-
sieur

A. E. Ritchie pour son appui et ses encouragements. Nous désirons
aussi remercier le directeur, Monsieur A. E. Blanchette, son adjoint Monsieur
G. W. Hilborn, et le personnel de la Direction historique du ministère des
Affaires extérieures pour toute l'aide qu'ils nous ont si aimablement apportée.

Nous osons espérer que les documents du premier volume seront utiles
en eux-mêmes, tout en aidant le lecteur à envisager l'adhésion de Terre-
Neuve à la Confédération canadienne dans sa véritable perspective. Con-
sidérés globalement, les documents des deux volumes devraient favoriser
chez les Canadiens de Terre-Neuve et du reste du pays une meilleure appré-
ciation réciproque.

Ottawa, septembre 1974
PAUL BRIDLE
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ment of Finance, he had participated in the 1947 and 1948 meetings leading
up to confederation, and he has always been most considerate of the pres;,nt
Newfoundland project. The support and encouragement of the Under-Secre-
tary, A. E. Ritchie, and the assistance of the Director of the Historical
Division, A. E. Blanchette, his deputy G. W. Hilborn, and other members of
his staff are also gratefully acknowledged.

It is hoped that the documents in this first volume will not only be useful
in themselves but will also assist readers of the second volume to consider
Newfoundland's confederation with Canada in its actual context. Taken
tog.--ther, the volumes should help to foster a sense of mutual appreciation
between Newfoundland and the rest of our country.

Ottawa, September 1974 PAUL BRIDLE



INTRODUCTION

TERRE-NEUVE DANS LA STRATÉGIE NORD-ATLANTIQUE
AU COURS DE LA SECONDE GUERRE MONDIALE

Au moment où la guerre éclata en 1914 et de nouveau en 1939, Terre-
Neuve était dépourvue de forces militaires. Car, depuis la prise de possession
de l'île par la Grande-Bretagne, sa sécurité était liée à la maîtrise qu'exerçait
la marine britannique sur l'Atlantique Nord. Toutefois, les stratèges britan-
niques croyaient généralement qu'en cas de crise, le litige serait réglé en
Europe et non dans les eaux de l'Atlantique Nord; de plus, ils estimaient
que tant que l'ennemi serait confiné dans les ports d'Europe et qu'il ne pour-
rait pas avancer davantage vers l'Ouest, Terre-Neuve serait à l'abri de toute
attaque importante ou de l'occupation. En temps de guerre on ne pouvait
exclure la possibilité de raids aériens. Cette conjoncture pouvait justifier le
maintien d'une petite garnison à St. John's pour empêcher les raids aériens,
mais les autorités militaires britanniques estimaient qu'il serait inutile d'y
établir d'importantes forces de défense ou des bases fortifiées.'

En 1870, les dernières forces impériales furent retirées des colonies auto-
nomes, y compris la garnison de quelque trois cents hommes à Terre-Neuve.'
Dorénavant elle serait responsable de sa propre défense. De temps à autre
on tenta de former une milice mais sans grand succès. En conséquence,
durant le régime du gouvernement responsable, Terre-Neuve adopta, par
défaut, la politique impériale traditionnelle voulant que la sécurité du terri-
toire soit confiée à la Marine royale plutôt qu'à des troupes locales sous son
propre contrôle.

Même en temps de paix, une force de défense locale, soit
une petite milice, était un luxe qu'elle ne pouvait se permettre.

Les Terre-Neuviens toutefois demeuraient profondément conscients des
liens les rattachant à la mère patrie et ils étaient fiers de former la plus
vieille colonie britannique. Dans chaque conflit mondial, Terre-Neuve offrit
promptement un contingent et participa davantage à la défense des pays
d'outre-mer qu'à sa propre défense. Dans les deux guerres, les unités mili-
taires de Terre-Neuve furent intégrées à l'Armée britannique et s'illustrèrent
sur plusieurs champs de bataille, surtout à la bataille de la Somme lors de la
Première Guerre mondiale où le Régiment de Terre-Neuve subit d'énormes

Graham, G. S.
Newfoundland in British Strategy from Cahot to Napoleon

dans NewJound.land, Economic, Diplomatic and Strategic Studies.
Édité par R. A. Alaci:ay, Toronto,Oxford University Press, 1946. p. 245-264.

' Stacey, C. P.
The Withdrawal of the Imperial Garrison from Newfoundland

dans CanadianHistorical Review. 1936. 17(2): 147-158.
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NEWFOUNDLAND IN NORTH ATLANTIC STRATEGY
IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR

When war came in 1914, and again in 1939, Newfoundland was without
military forces of any kind. Since Britain first laid claim to the Island its
security had depended on British naval control of the North Atlantic. But
British strategy had generally assumed that in a crisis the issue of control
would be decided in European rather than in North American waters and
that, as long as an enemy could be bottled up in European ports and pre-
vented from breaking out in force to the West, Newfoundland was safe from
any major attack or occupation, although in wartime it might be subject
to raids. This situation might justify maintaining a token garrison in St. John's
to take care of raids, but substantial garrison forces or fortified bases in
Newfoundland were deemed by British military authorities to be largely suPer-
tluous.'

In 1870 the last Imperial forces were withdrawn entirely from the self-
governing colonies, including the garrison of sonic 300 men in Newfound-
land.^ Henceforth Newfoundland would be responsible for its own local de-
fence. Sporadic attempts were made from time to time to establish a militia
force. but without success. Under responsible government Nemfoundland thus
adopted by default the traditional Imperial policy of reliance on the Royal
Navy for security rather than on local defence forces under its own control.
Local defence forces, even a militia, in peacetime seemed a luxury that
New-founciland could not afford.

The Ne"foundland people, however, remained deeply conscious of their
ties with the mother country and proud of being Britain's oldest colony. In
each world war Newfoundland promptly offered a contingent and made
its major efforts overseas rather than in home defence. In both Nvars New-
foundland military units were integrated with the British Army and had dis-
tinguished battle records, especially in the Somme Battle of the First War
when the Newfoundland Regiment suffered dreadful casualties.' In both

I Graham, Co. S. Ncti', fnundland in British Srralcer Jrnm Cahot to .A'apnlron in ,A'c^fnr^nll,md,
Fcrrnnrnic, 1)iTlonraric and Strateeic Snudic.t. Edited by R. A. Atackay, Toronto, Oxford
L'ni%craitv Prctis, 1946. p. :45-264.

^ Staccy, C. t'. The 1iYrhdrawal of the Imperial Garrison from \'cWJnundland in Canadian
lli.rforical Reiiew. 1916. 1(2): p. 147-158.
hiehol«on, G. W. L. The Fightin,z ,1'exjnundlander (.4 Flirtorv of the Rmal A'cmlnrmd'and
Rccimcnt). St. John's, Government of Newfoundland, 1964. 614 p. and idem. More Ficru,ng
,\'t% Jnturdlandcr.t (.4 Flwnrv of \'rM•Jotrndlan,fs FiChlinc Forcer in the Second II'orld fi'ar).
St. John's. Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1969. 621 p.
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pertes en vies humaines.3 Grâce à la maîtrise qu'exerçait la Marine royale
sur l'Atlantique

Nord, Terre-Neuve eut, chaque fois, le temps d'organiser
un contingent destiné à combattre outre-mer et une milice pour sa propre
défense.

Mais bien avant la Seconde Guerre mondiale il devint évident, ou il aurait
dû l'être, que la séculaire stratégie britannique était dépassée et qu'à l'ère
de l'aviation Terre-Neuve acquerrait une importance stratégique nouvelle.
Les premiers vols transatlantiques commençaient ou se terminaient habi-
tuellement là et dès 1935 la Grande-Bretagne, le Canada, Terre-Neuve et
l'Irlande s'étaient entendus afin d'établir un service aérien transatlantique
régulier dès que les installations le permettraient. La Grande-Bretagne s'était
engagée à construire un aéroport près du lac Gander et une base d'hydravions
à Botwood.4 Le premier hydravion amerrit à Botwood en 1937 et le premier
avion atterrit à Gander juste avant le début des hostilités en 1939.11 Bien
que ces nouvelles installations fussent principalement destinées à l'aviation
civile, leur importance militaire était évidente.

L'avant-guerre

Entre temps la situation internationale se détériorait rapidement. Pour leur
part les autorités militaires canadiennes s'inquiétaient de ce qu'elles ne con-
naissaient pas les plans britanniques devant assurer la défense de l'île et
de ses eaux adjacentes advenant une guerre. En 1937, dans un mémorandum
envoyé à leur ministre, les chefs d'état-major signalèrent que la défense de
la côte est du Canada et celle de Terre-Neuve étaient si intimement liées,
qu'on ne pouvait la concevoir séparément, et ils soulignèrent que l'industrie
sidérurgique de Sydney en Nouvelle-Écosse, qui représentait environ 30;''0
de la production canadienne d'acier, dépendait des mines de lile Bell dans
la baie de la Conception pour son approvisionnement en minerai. Le mémo-
randum suggérait que le problème de la défense de Terre-Neuve soit discuté
lors de la prochaine Conférence impériale devant avoir lieu plus tard dansl'année.

Cependant, ce sujet ne fut pas abordé probablement à cause de la
réticence bien connue du Premier ministre King à se compromettre sur la
question de la défense de l'Empire.°

Avant d'en arriver à une véritable collaboration, il y avait un problème
majeur à régler. Ayant abandonné la formule du gouvernement responsable,

' Nicholson, G. W. L.
The Fighting NeN'foundlander (A History of the Royal ;\'ewloundlandRegiment).

St. John's, Government of Newfoundland, 1964. 614 p. et
idem. lfore Fi,¢hrin^Newloundlanders (A History of NewJoundland'a Fighting Forces

in the Second i{'orld i{'ar)St. John's. Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1969. 621 p-
' Document 1038.
° Fraser, A.

M. A History of the Participation 01 Ntwfoundland in World K' rDepartment of National Defence
Manuscrit déposé à la direction historique }1Q 1453-1(D3), n.d. 98 p. a If. Ottawa,

° Document 3 et Stacey, C. P.
Armes, hommes et gouvernements (Les Politiques dtCanada 1939-1945).

Ottawa, Information Canada, 1970, P. 102-I04. tutr►t du
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wars, because of the Royal Navy's control of the North Atlantic, Newfound-
land, although possessing no defence forces at the outset, had time both to
organize for despatch of forces abroad and to organize a militia for home
defence.

But it was becoming increasingly evident well before the war, or should
have been, that Britain's historic Atlantic strategy no longer sufficed and
that in the rapidly developing air age Newfoundland was acquiring a new
strategic importance. Experimental transatlantic flights usually began or
ended there and as early as 1935 it was agreed between Britain, Canada,
Newfoundland and Ireland that a regular transatlantic air service should be
established as soon as facilities were available. Britain agreed to construct
an airfield for land planes at Gander Lake and a flying boat base at Botw•ood.*
Newfoundland subsequently agreed to meet part of the British costs. The
first flying boat arrived at Botwood in 1937 and the first wheeled plane
touched down at Gander just before the outbreak of war in 1939.5 Although
the primary purpose of the new airports was the promotion of civil aviation,
none could long deny that they had military significance.

The Approach of War

Meantime, the international situation was deteriorating rapidly and Cana-
dian defence authorities were becoming concerned over their lack of infornia-
tion about British plans for the defence of Newfoundland and adjacent
waters in the event of war. In 1937 the Chiefs of Staff sent forward to their
Minister a memorandum pointing out that the defence of Canada's cast
coast area and that of Newfoundland were inseparably linked, that no good
purpose was served by treating the defence of Newfoundland and the defence
of Eastern Canada separately, and that the steel industry at Sydney, Nova
Scotia, which produced some thirty percent of Canada's steel, was dependent
for its ore on the mines at Bell Island in Conception Bay. The memorandum
suggested that the problem of Newfoundland's defence should he discussed
at the forthcoming Imperial Conference scheduled for later in the year,
but such a discussion was not held, probably because of Prime \tinister
King's well known reluctance to he drawn into commitments on Imperial
dcfence.°

One difficulty that had to he overcome before effective co-operation for the
defence of Newfoundland could he achieved was that 1e^%foundlanci, having

given up responsible government at least temporarily, had in effect reverted

to the status of a crown colony whose defence and external relations were
the responsibility of the United Kinedom government. Hence official com-

munications between St. John's and Ottawa normally went through London.

Moreover, in London the security of Newfoundland seemed much less

• Document 1038.
' Fraser, A. M. A llictory of the Participation of New loandland in World Ii'ar 11 Ottawa.

Department of National Defence (Manuscript held in the Directorate of Flistwy 11Q 1453-1
(D3)), nd. P. 98.

• Document 3 and Stacey. C. P. .1rms, Men and Governnunt.r (The War Policies of Canada1939-19I5). Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1970. p. 92-93.
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du moins temporairement, Terre-Neuve était redevenue une colonie impé-
riale dont la défense et les relations étrangères relevaient du Royaume-Uni.
En conséquence les communications officielles entre St. John's et Ottawa
devaient normalement passer par Londres. De plus à Londres la sécurité de
Terre-Neuve semblait beaucoup moins compliquée que celle du Royaume-
Uni. Lorsque le Canada demanda quels étaient les plans de la Grande-
Bretagne pour la protection de Ille en cas de guerre, on répondit qu'aucune
mesure particulière n'était envisagée si ce n'était l'envoi de six dragueurs de
mines au début des hostilités, et par la suite de vaisseaux anti-sous-marins.
Quant à sa «défense générale» on jugeait qu'ellc «serait assurée par la cou-
verture fournie par la Marine royale». Bien que pressé par ses conseillers
militaires, le gouvernement canadien demeura muet sur la question; à ce
sujet, l'historien attitré de l'Armée canadienne dans la Seconde Guerre mon-
diale, le colonel Stacey, fait cc commentaire: eL'absurditê militaire ne saurait
être poussée plus loin.»T

Quoi qu'il en soit, le déclenchement de la guerre en 1939 souleva imm6-
diatement la question de la participation du Canada à la défense de Terre-
Neuve. Dans une allocution prononcée aux Communes le 8 septembre, le
Premier ministre King déclarait: sl"intêgrité de Tcrre-Ncuve et du Labrador
est essentielle à la sécurité du Canadas• et en participant à la défense de
Terre-Neuve, le Canada défend non seulement son propre territoire, mais
encore vient en aide à la Grande-Bretagne. A la demande de l'amiral de la
Marine royale, responsable de l'Amérique et des Indes Occidentales, le Ca-
nada entreprit de faire la reconnaissance de la côte de Terre-Neuve une
semaine avant de déclarer la guerre. Avant d'exécuter cette tkhe, le Canada
demanda à Terre-Neuve de permettre au CARC de survoler n Importe
quelle partie du territoire de Terre-Neuve et du Labrador et d'utiliser les
installations de l'aéroport. Le gouverneur répondit Immédiatement que Terrc-
Neuve était heureuse d'agréer cette demande

Le gouvernement de Terre-Neuve était m0 par un esprit plus fertile et plus
réaliste que celui de Londres ou d'Ottawa. Dès le 15 septembre 1939, il télé-
graphiait au Royaume-Uni pour faire remarquer que le nouvel aéroport de
Gander serait sûrement un atout dans la guerre mais quil n'avait pas les res-
sources nécessaires pour l'exploiter à fond dans ce contexte. Il proposa donc

ïque l'aéroport et la base d'hydravions à Botwood soient confiés au Canada
et sous sa responsabilité pour la durée de la guerre. Ccpc^dant, les autorités
britanniques rejetèrent catégoriquement ce projet, alléguant quii contrecarrait
les plans de l'aviation civile.10 D'autres démarches visant à renforcer les liens
de collaboration militaire • entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve ^ furent tentées
durant les sept mois de la edrblc de guerre», mais les .tfsnltàts tangibles
furent à peu prft négligeables.

9 rut. P. 104.
0 Docomt 41.
9 D^o=mmu 36 et 38-4a
" n«onœlà 45 as1.
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problematical than that of the United Kingdom. In answer to an inquiry
from Canada as to what plans the United Kingdom might have for the
defence of Newfoundland in the event of war, Canada was informed that
no specific measures were planned for its local defence except the despatch
of six minc-swecpcrs at the outbreak, to be followed by anti-submarine
units. As for Newfoundland's "general defence", it was contemplated that
this "would rest on the cover provided by the Royal Navy". Although
pressed by their military advisers the Canadian government made no reply;
Coloncy Staccy, the official historian of the Canadian Army in World War
11, thus comments: "Military absurdity could not have gone much further' .T

The outbreak of war in 1939, however, at once raised the contingency of
Canada's participation in Newfoundland's defence. Speaking in Parliament
on September 8 Prime hiinistcr King declared that "the integrity of New-
foundland and Labrador is essential to the security of Canada"a and that
in contributing to the dcfcncc of Newfoundland Canada would not only be
defending Canada but also assisting Britain. At the request of the Admiral
of the American and West Indics station of the Royal Navy Canada under-
took a reconnaissance of the Newfoundland coast in the week before Canada
declared war. But before undcrtaking the task Canada requested permission
from Newfoundland for the RCAF to fly over any part of Ncwfoundland or
Labrador and to make use of airport facilities. To this the Governor replied
promptly that Newfoundland was entirely agccablc.•

The Newfoundland Govcrnmcnt was more imaginative and realistic than
either London or Ottawa. As early as September 15, 1939, it cabled the
United Kingdom pointing out that the new Newfoundland airport at Gander
was certain to be a useful asset in the war effort, but that Newfoundland
did not have the resources to make optimum use of it for war purposes. It
suggr.stcd, therefore, that the airport and the seaplane base at Botwood
be transferred to Canadian use and control for the duration of the war.
But the proposal was shot down by the United Kingdom authorities on the
ground that it would Interfere a ith plans for civil aviation."' Further steps
looking toward closer military co-operation bctv►-ccn Canada and Ncwtound-
land were taken tentatively during the seven months of the "phoney war"
but %ith no vcry important concrete results.

The Collapse on the Western Front in 1940
The catastrophic events on the Westcrn front in the spring and early

summer of 1940 shocked North American governments Into action. In
April, Nom-ay and Denmark were ooccupicd; In May, the Low Countries
were ovcr-run, and France was attacked and In three weeks capitulated.
The French fleet had avoided capture but who could say for how long?
The British expeditionary force had escaped from France but virtually

Ir I6£ P. 93.
' Docv«t 11.
' Doa:mtati 36 aad 1s-10.

10 Domamts4s.ads1.
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., L'effondrement du front de l'ouest en 1940
Les événements catastrophiques survenus sur le front 'de l'ouest au prin-

temps et au début de l'été 1940, incitèrent fortement les gouvernements nord-
américains à passer à l'action. En avril, la Norvège et le Danemark étaient
occupés; en mai, les Pays-Bas étaient envahis; en juin, la France était attaquée
et capitulait au bout de trois semaines. La flotte française avait échappé à

' l'ennemi, mais pour combien de temps? Le corps expéditionnaire anglais
'avait fui la France, mais presque sans armes. Hitler était maintenant maître
de tous les ports et de tous les chantiers de construction navale de l'Europe
continentale, de l'extrémité nord à la frontière franco-espagnole. Inquiets,
les gouvernements et la population en Amérique du Nord, de même qu'en
Grande-Bretagne se demandaient: «La Grande-Bretagne peut-elle tenir le
coup?» Sinon, quel sera le sort de la Marine royale? Pouvait-elle éviter
d'être capturée ou détruite? Si la Grande-Bretagne tombait, l'Amérique du
Nord pourrait bien être la prochaine cible.

Heureusement, la Grande-Bretagne ne fut pas envahie. La Marine royale
ne perdit jamais la maîtrise de l'Atlantique Nord bien que sa situation fut
assez précaire de temps à autre, et aucune attaque importante ne fut tentée
contre l'Amérique du Nord. Mais il fallait parer à toutes les éventualités.
En quinze jours, en août et septembre, trois ententes ou accords
majeurs destinés à protéger l'Amérique du Nord furent conclus, du moins
en principe, entre les gouvernements intéressés. Ces accords eurent pour
conséquence directe de transformer Terre-Neuve, de protégée de la Marine
royale qu'elle était, en un bastion pour la défense de l'Amérique du Nord.
Les trois accords conclus étaient les suivants:

(1) une entente sur la défense entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve;
(2) la déclaration d'Ogdensburg entre le Canada et les États-Unis;
(3) l'accord sur les bases cédées à bail entre les États-Unis et la

Grande-Bretagne.
.

L'accord sur la défense entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve
E'I.e Canada fit le premier pas pour aider Terre-Neuve. Le 14 juin, un

télégramme fut adressé directement au gouverneur lui offrant d'affecter des
forces aériennes et terrestres à l'aéroport de Terre-Neuve (Gander). L'offre
fut immédiatement acceptée et quelques jours plus tard une escadrille
d'avions de reconnaissance y atterrissait et un bataillon d'Infanterie db-
barquait a Botwood pour se rendre à Gander." ^

Ces mesures 'furent prises avant la signature d'un accord otûdel. Eï ao8t,
ayant que le président Roosevelt =ninvite le Premier tnintstre King à le ren-
contrer à Ogdensburg, l'honorable 'C: " t3; Power, - m inistre ' canadien de la
Défense nationale_ pour l'Air, await réussi â^ renoootrer la 'gouv^droprunt de
Terre-Neuve à St. John's, pour étudier la question des ententes conjointes
sur la défense. Il a'y trouvait encore au moment oh King était à Ogdauburg^..
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without weapons. Hitler now controlled all ports and shipyards of continental
Europe from the North Cape to the Franco-Spanish border. Anxious govern-
ments and people in North America, as well as in Britain were asking, "Can
Britain hold out?". If it could not, what would be the fate of the Royal
Navy? Could it avoid capture or destruction? North America might well be
the next target if Britain fcll.

Fortunately, Britain was not ovcr-run. The Royal Navy never lost control
of the North Atlantic although control was gravely threatened from time to
time, and no major attack was ever mounted against North American tcrri-
tory. But contingencies had to be guarded against. In a single fortnight in
August and September three major agreements or understandings designed
to counter the threat to North America were reached, at least in principle,
between the governments concerned. The net strategic effect on New-
foundland was to transform it from a ward of the Royal Navy into a
bastion for the defence of North America. The three agreements u-crc:

(1) a dcfcnce understanding between Canada and Ncwfoundland;
(2) the Ogdensburg Declaration between Canada and the United States;

and
(3) the Leased Bases Agreement between the United States and the

United Kingdom.

The Canada-Ncx•joundlvnd Defence Accord
Canada moved first to assist Newfoundland. On June 14 a telegram was

sent direct to the Governor of Newfoundland offering to station air and
ground forces at the Newfoundland Airport' (Gander). The offer was
promptly accepted and in a matter of days a flight of RCAF reconnaissance
planes had landed at Gander and a battalion of infantry had disembarked at
Botv►rood and entrained for Gander."

Thcse steps wcne taken without waiting for a formal agreement. In
August, before President Roosevelt Invitcd Prime Minister King to meet
at Ogdcnsburg, lion. C. G. Powcr. Canadian Minister of National Defence
for Air, had arranged to meet with the Newfoundland Government in St.
John's to consider joint ' dcfcnee arrangements. He was in Newfoundland
when King was at Ogdensburg and his meeting with the Newfoundland
Government took place on August 20.12 At first the Canadian government
seems to have been thinking In terms of a general defence agreement that
would give Canada in principle complete control of defence mauers, but the
Commission of Go%Yrnmcnt demurred at such a broad grant of power, al-
though they were quite prepared to consider specific Items. In fact no
gencral, defence agreement was worked out during the war, the two jovrrn-
meats contenting ttumsclves with arrangements to cover specific defcnee
requirements as they arose. In the early stage most of the arrangements
v!ae worked out In bilateral conferenocs, the first of which was the meeting

* Dmwme+o 1ffltS.
^ rktstttiV. J. W. 7U Màrkenrk X1ott Jt«w,L. VOL i, Toroator Lidvadv of TbX,ooto

itrtV„ f60. p. I19-8,03.
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et une rencontre avec le gouvernement de Terre-Neuve eut lieu le 20 aoat.1=
II semble qu'au début, le Canada pensait conclure un accord général sur
la défense qui lui aurait accordé les pleins pouvoirs en matière de défense,
mais la commission pour Terre-Neuve hésitait à accorder une si grande auto-
rité à un gouvernement étranger bien qu'elle fût préte à étudier des questions
bien précises. De fait, aucun accord général sur la défense ne fut conclu
durant la guerre, les deux gouvernements se contentant d'élaborer des en-
tentes suivant les besoins. Au tout début, la plupart des ententes furent
conclues lors de conférences bilatérales, la première ayant eut lieu en août
1940, la seconde au cours des mois de novembre et décembre suivants et
la troisième en avril 1941. Après la nomination d'un haut commissaire
canadien à Terre-Neuve au cours de l'été 1941, les négociations au moyen
de conférences bilatérales firent place aux négociations «diplomatiques».
Ces deux méthodes permirent une collaboration fondée sur l'égalité entre
Terre-Neuve et le Canada malgré la différence considérable de grandeur,
de puissance, de richesse et d'autonomie dont jouissaient les deux interlocu-
teurs. Cette façon d'agir rendit l'arrivée des soldats canadiens plus accep-
table que ne l'aurait fait la vaste délégation de pouvoir originellement
proposée par le Canada.

A la première conférence bilatérale, les deux parties prirent promptement
les mesures nécessaires pour renforcer les défenses de l'ale. Il fut rapide-
ment convenu que les forces terre-neuviennes tomberaient sous le com-
mandement canadien et que Terre-Neuve prendrait Immédiatement les
mesures législatives nécessaires, y compris l'adoption de la Loi sur les
forces étrangères (Commonwealth britannique) qui ressemblait à la loi du
même genre en vigueur dans les pays autonomes du Commonwealth. La loi
prévoyait deux modes de collaboration militaire entre deux ou plusieurs
pays du Commonwealth en cas de guerre. Les forces pouvaient `choisir entre
«servir conjointement» avec les forces d'un autre pays du Commonwealth
ou encore «agir de concert». Si elles «servaient conjointement», elles con-
serveraient leur identité nationale et leur structure hiétarchique particulière.
SiVelles cagissaient de concerts, elles pourraient étre réunies sous un com-
mandement unique et dirigées par un officier commandant choisi parmi
n'importe laquelle des forces et nommé par la, Couronne,

'Après l'adoption de la Lot sur /es forcer étrangères pat Terrr.NEUve, les
deux Rouvcrnements déclarèrent que leurs forces tagirAient de concerts` à
Terre-Neuve.is Ceci facilitaitla création ^d'un commandematt 'de 1'Atlan-N
tique englobant les Maritimes et diri gé par.nn commandant en :the! mnt
son ,quartier général à Halifax, en : plus d'un sous-contmaâdm=t à Terre.
Neuvt-. De -plus. Terre-Neuve reconnaissait eftidtnemcnt ' le commandant
canodien ' du -tous-commandement de Terre-Ne= comme { k` oûmtna,tldJtnt

,.des frn= sur son territoire.

10 Pkken*üt. J. W. The 1N'ackmtje XMt R«o•L Vol. 1, Torootor Uwerky et T9oroaloPrest 1960. o. 134 et Stacelr. C.P. op. rit. p; 135.
Documents Sa4-dtS, Dfcnrt du Cmutl cana" P.C. 3822 dî 12 bobt l m et Tarr.N«V%, YltinMt Fo►tti Ordtr, Na. 1. 4 mn 19110 . t, r, ^ ,, ..: ,.
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in August 1940, the second a conference the following November-Dccember,
the third a meeting in the April following. After the appointmcnt of a Cana-
dian High Commissioner to Newfoundland in the summer of 1941, negotia-
tions in bilateral conferences gave way to negotiations by "diplomacy".
Both methods assumed ' a partnership based on equality of status between
Newfoundland and Canada, despite profound differences in size, power
and wealth and in the degree of self-government enjoyed. This practice made
the introduction of Canadian forces more acceptable than a broad grant of
power, as originally proposed by Canada, might have done.

The first bilateral conference promptly took action to strengthen New-
foundland's defences. It was quickly agreed that Newfoundland forces would
come under Canadian operational command and that the necessary legislative
steps would be taken immediately by Ncwfoundland, including enactment
of a Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Act similar to that in force
in autonomous countries of the Commonwealth. The Act provided for two
ways in which two or more Commonwealth countries could co-operate for
military operations in event of war. The forces might be declared formally
to be "serving togcthcr" with the forces of another Commonwealth country,
or to be "acting In eombination". If "scrving together", they would retain
their national idcntity and separate command structure. If "acting in combina-
tion~, they might be brought within a unified command under a commanding
officer chosen from either, fforce and appointed by the Crown.

After the passage of the Visiting Forces Act by Newfoundland both
goi=meatts formally declared that their forces in Newfoundland were "acting
In combination"." This facilitated the establishment of an Atlantic Command,
which embraced the Maritime Provinces, with a Commander-in-Chicf based
on Halifax and a Newfoundland sub-command. Newfoundland also formally
raaognizcd the Can-Lidian commander of the Newfoundland sub-command as
commander of Newfoundland forces.

Canada also agreed to station a battalion of Infantry at St. John's, to pro-
vide coastal artillery and to crect harbour defences at St. John's. Canadian
plans also Included construction of an air base adjacent to St. John's, If
the terrain proved suitable, to provide fighter cover for the city and nearby
shipping (a proposal first mooted by the Newfoundland Commissioner for
Justice In cariy dcfcncc talks In Ottawa)14 and an advanced naval ban
at St. John's and possibly a summer base at Botwood. Two further eonfcr-
cnocs were held during the following months, the second of which oomplctod
an agreement for the transfer of Gander air basa and Botwood sea-plane
base to Canada for the duration of the war.19 At the same conference New-
foundland also gave written approval for the construction by Cauiada of
an airport nt Torbay.14

00 Documents ttl and tiS, Canadias Ordet In Cemictt No. 3t22 of Ausud i3, ili0 aeâ New-
fomWlaad Vütrtr Fwcvs o►den, No. 1. Atarcb s . 1911.

w Document 67.
r Ao11dtx L
N Docvmeet 460.
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Le 'Canada convint également d'affecter un bataillon d'infanterie à St.
John's, qui serait chargé de l'artillerie côtière et de la construction des défenses
du port de St. John's. Les plans du Canada comprenaient également la cons-
truction d'une base aérienne près de St. John's si le terrain s'y prêtait, pour
protéger la ville et les installations d'expédition maritimes adjacentes (cette
question fut soulevée par le commissaire à la Justice de Terre-Neuve lors
des premières discussions sur la défense à Ottawa)," en plus d'une base
navale à St. John's et possiblement une base d'été à Botawd. Deux autres
conférences eurent lieu au cours des mois suivants; lors de la deuxième
rencontre, un accord fut conclu prévoyant la remise de l'aéroport de Gan-
der et de la base d'hydravions à Botwood pour la durée de la guerre.'&
Lors de la même Conférence, Terre-Neuve autorisa également le Canada
par écrit à construire un aéroport b Torbay.'•
Torbay

Du point de vue de la défense,'du confort des troupes de défense et de
la population civile, il semblait logique de construire un aéroport près de
St. John's. Terre-Neuve n'était financièrement pas en mesure de participer
à ce projet, sauf en ce qui concerne l'octroi des terres de la Couronne
nécessaires, mais elle n'avait aucune objection à ce que le gouvernement
canadien achète les terrains privés selon le besoin. La nouvelle base entra
en opération avant la fin de 1941. Le gouvernement da Tern-Neuve Imposa
une restriction: durant et après la guerre, Torbay ne devait pas servir à
l'aviation civile sauf sur son autorisation. Une autre restriction sous-cntendue,
sinon stipulée expressément, voulait que les titres de propriété ne puissent
être transférés à un autre gouvernement sans le consentement de Terre-Neuve.
Les Américains dont le quartier général était situé à côté de l'a
auraient sans doute pris possession , sil avait ` EtE disponible. Toutefois, Ils
pouvaient utiliser librement la base et les Installations à des fins tntlitaitrs,
A ce moment, la question de l'utilisation de la base après lai guerre, soit
pour la défense soit pour l'aviation civile, ne se posait pu
: Dès le début, Torbay , s'avéra - un, atout important dans la bataille del'Atlanti ue car elle9 permettait d'augmenter considérablement la = dtstanee
sur laquelle les convois pouvaient être Protégés par avion en plus de devenir,,
à la fois pour les avions militaires canadiens et américalas, une autre escale
possible en cas de mauvais temps.

La déclaration d'Ogdea.tburg: la CPCAD
Jusqu'à ce que la Seconde :. Gnern; a^ndlale K devicanc Iaiasina^ {cChiada et les lats•Unis' avalent formulé l ^ ^•. .. jeun politiques de dltfâno rrsPoo-trves sans se consulter . Juste` avant'.1Â? Seôoôde: C3

la Maison blanche, le Premier nïinturà eut un bref eattetIeâ
{.^^ ^...

::. '. .
. r j { k : . ..: . . - .Roosevelt ob t1 fut question de dFfenie'w entre autres cboe^sl et; C060, av=

1,1 Document 67.
10Appeadke E.
W Document 46&
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Torbay
An airfield adjacent to St. John's made sense from the standpoint of

defence and convenience of defence forces and the civilian population. New-
foundland was unable to participate financially, except to provide any crown
lands needed, but it had no objection to the Canadian Government purchasing
privatcly-owncd lands as requircd. The new base became operable before
the end of 194 1. One restriction imposed by the Newfoundland Govcrn-
mcnt was that Torbay should not be used during or after the war for civil
aviation except as approved by the Newfoundland Government. Another
restriction understood, if not spelled out, was that title would not be passed
to any other Government without the consent of Newfoundland. The Amer-
icans with their headquarters base adjacent to the airfield would no doubt
have readily taken it over if it had been available. They were, however,
permitted free use of the basc and facilities for military purposes. The ques-
tion of post-war uso-ahcthcr for defence or for civil aviation-was for the
time being left open.

From the first Torbay proved to be an important asset in the Battle of the
Atlantic since it substantially increased the distance over which air cover
could be provided to passing convoys; it also afforded an additional bad
weather alternate for both Canadian and American military aircraft.

The Ogdcnsburg Dcclcrnatlon.• the PJ11D
Until World War II was imminent Canada and the United States had

formulated their respective defence policies in complete isolation from one
another. Just before the second a-ar the Prime Minister, when on a visit
to the White House, had a brief informal talk on defence among other
topics with Roosevelt, and with the consent of both go«ccrnmcnts there were
some exchanges of. %iews beta-rcn defence officials. But there was no es-
teblishcd procedure for consultation bcta1ocn the two governments at the
political level or for the exchange of vicws or information betaacn their
defence advisers. When war came cvcn the Informal personal contacts between
Roosevelt and King ceased for the time being. one difficulty being that the
United States was still neutral, and as yet hoped to remain :o, vwhcrcas Can-
ada had joincd in the war almost at the outset. Each government was tture-
fore careful to avoid any appearance of alliance or' miÜtary understanding
with the other.

The military collapse In the summer of 1940, howvvcr, rudely awakened
both governments to their common dangcr. Canada, as we have seen, quickly
moved to the defence of NewtoundWui, but American policy was far from
c3ear for several weeks. In the uncertainty the Prime Minister agrrod to
staff talks between Canadian and American defence otl;dals and, while the
proposal was not acceptable in Washington for a time. the tallca took plscx.
Ultimately President Roosevdt personally telephoned Prime Mutïstet" Mag,
suggesting that they meet in the Presidential railway car, at Ogdense
burg, New York, the follorving wack-end when the President hoped to be In
the vIânity. There, in an evrning and moratag ditdan the two leaden
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l'assentiment des deux gouvernements, il y eut échanges de vues entre les
militaires des deux pays. Toutefois, il n'existait aucun mécanisme officiel
de consultation entre les deux gouvernements au niveau politique ou pour
l'échange de vues et d'informations entre leurs conseillers militaires. Même
les contacts personnels officieux entre Roosevelt et King avaient cessé car les
États-Unis étaient encore neutres et espéraient le demeurer alors que le
Canada avait déclaré la guerre dès le début presque. Chaque gouvernement
devait donc s'efforcer d'éviter toute alliance ou entente militaire avec l'autre.

Toutefois, l'effondrement militaire à l'été de 1940 éveilla brutalement
les deux gouvernements à leur péril commun. Le Canada, comme nous
l'avons vu, accourut rapidement à la défense de Terre-Neuve alors que la
politique américaine mit plusieurs semaines à se préciser. Durant la période
d'incertitude, le Premier ministre accepta les échanges entre militaires cana-
diens et américains, et bien que Washington n'accept3t pas cet état de chose
pour quelque temps, des échanges eurent tout de même lieu. Finalement le
Président Roosevelt téléphona lui-même au Premier ministre King pour lui
proposer une rencontre dans le wagon présidentiel à Ogdcnsburg, New York,
la fin de semaine suivante lorsque le Président prévoyait être dans la région.
À Ogdensburg, dans un entretien qui dura une soirée et une matinée, les
deux chefs d'état rédigèrent le célèbre communiqué de presse indiquant que
les deux pays adoptaient une approche conjointe aux problèmes communs
de défense 17 Bien que ce communiqué de presse ait été souvent cité, il
vaut la peine de le reprendre ici car il touche de très près les relations entre
le, Canada et Terre-Neuve pendant la guerre:

Le Premier ministre et le Président ont discutè des problèmes, de
défense en ce qui a trait à la sécurité du Canada et des Etats-Unis.

Il a été convenu que les deux pays établiraient immédiatement une
Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense.

La Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense commen-
cerait immédiatement l'étude des problèmes de défense maritime, terrestre

, et aérienne y compris ceux du personnel et du matériel.

La Commission étudierait dans son ensemble la défense de la moitid
', nord de l'hémisphère occidental. :

La Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense se corn.
poserait de quatre ou cinq membres de chaque pays dont la p
seraient des militaires. Elle se réuniraît bientôt..^ ,... .,. w

Bien que singulièrement vague et imprécise, la déclaration d'Ogd
marqua un changement profond dans l'approche de la ; politique deë dEi^
des États-Unis et du Canada. Jusque-là la défense était considérée çôâùnc
aspect' de la souveraineté nationale de chaque pays et par conséquent
bait 'unilatéralement à chacun. Par contre, la dEclaratioô : admettajt
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drafted the famous press rcleasc providing for a joint approach to mutual
problems of defencc.17 Although the press release has been widely quoted
elscwhcre. It is worth quoting here since it was of special concxrn to Cana-
dian-Newfoundland relations during the War:

The Prime Minister and the President have discussed the mutual problems
of defence relating to the safety of Canada and the United States.

The positivr proposal which Institutionalircd the new concept of defence

it has been agreed that a Permanent Joint Board on Defence shall be set
up at once by the two countries.

The Permanent Joint Board on Defence shall commence immediate studies
relatinS to the sea. land and air problems, iaeludint personnel and material.

It will consider In the broad sense the defence of the north half of the
Western bemispbue.

The Permanent Joint Board on Defence will consist of four or five meaa-
bers from each country. most of them from the services. It will meet sbortly.

• The Ogdcauburg Declaration, although a singularly vague and imprecise
document, marked a profound change In the approach to defence policy by
•both the United States and Canada. iiitherto defence had been considered
an aspect of the national sovcreignty of each country and therefore of uni-
lateral concern to each. The Declaration on the other hand assumed that
at least in some respects defence was a mutual problem demanding a joint
approach in the Interest of the security of both Canada and the United
States.

was the establishment of a Permanent Joint Board on Defence whose func-
tion would be to "study" the problems of defence pI the "north half of the
Western Hemisphere". The Board was promptly appointed after the Ogdcns-
burg meeting, and it began work within a week. Its first and most urgent prob-
lcm was that of deienoe of Ncwfoundland, which had been consulted neither
about Its establishment nor about its purposcs.

In the absence of agreed defence plans the i3oard, at Its first substantive
meeting, approved an appreciation of Newioundland's strategic signiBcance,
both for the defence of Canada and the United States and For the protection
of transatlantic trade and air routes. It found Newfoundland Inadequately
delended, thereby endangering the security of Canada and the United States.

The Board': appreciation of the strategic importance of Newfoundlaad,
. adopted in its second meeting, sounded a distinctly North American note:

The hland or Newfoundlaod occnpks a ooaunaudins position at am torance
to the St. Larrr+eoce-(3reat i.alces rratetway and on the Aaak of ft; tea toute
betwcen • the Atlantic treabosrd of North Aaurica and Nortlem Ealops. It Is
on the direct air route ôetw,rsn the Fast (Dota of tbe United Stages aod I+tottberai
Europe. It is the point In North America nauest to Europe.- tram ` *W. If
oanpied by an eotmy. further open ►tions apûut the North Amer;= ouatinent
mtsbt be eQecttrcly tnidatedd. As such, it sboudd be .àaqaitety defeo""

Since Canada had assumed responsibilities for the dcfeoca of Newfonnd-
-1and, the Board tended to treat Neifonnldland as If It were a part of Canada
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certains égards la défense était un problème commun nécessitant une approche
conjointe dans l'intérêt de la sécurité des deux pays.

La proposition formelle qui donna corps au nouveau concept de défense
fut l'établissement d'une commission permanente canado-américaine de défense
chargée «d'étudier» les problèmes de défense de la «moitié nord de
l'hémisphère occidental>. Les membres de la Commission furent rapidement
nommés après la rencontre d'Ogdensburg et se mirent au travail en moins
d'une semaine.

Le problème le plus urgent auquel devait s'attaquer la Commission était
la défense de Terre-Neuve qui d'ailleurs n'avait pas été consultée ni sur la
création, ni sur la formulation du mandat de la commission.

Étant donné l'absence de plan de défense, la Commission, lors de sa
première réunion formelle, approuva une évaluation de l'importance straté-
gique de Terre-Neuve à la fois pour la défense du Canada et des États-Unis
et pour la protection du commerce et des routes aériennes transatlantiques.
Elle constata que les défenses de Terre-Neuve n'étaient pas suffisantes, ce
qui mettait en danger la sécurité du Canada et des États-Unis. I,'évaluation
de l'importance stratégique de Terre-Neuve qu'adopta la Commission il sa
seconde réunion avait un caractère tout à fait nord-américain: Lite de Terre-
Neuve occupe une position de commande à l'entrée du réseau du Saint-Laurent
et des Grands Lacs et est située sur le flanc de la route maritime entre la côte
de l'Atlantique et le Nord de l'Europe. Elle est sur la route aérienne directe
entre la côte Est des États-Unis et le Nord de l'Europe. C'est le point en
l'Amérique du Nord le plus près de l'Europe depuis lequel, si elle était occupée
par l'ennemi, d'autres attaques pourraient être portier contre le continent
nord-américain. Pour ces raisons.. Terre-Neuve devrait dtre suffisamment
déf endue.18

Puisque le Canada s'était chargé de la défense de Terre-Neuve, la Com-
mission avait tendance à considérer l'ile comme partie Intégrante du
Canada en matière de défense. Cette attitude ne plut guère au gouvernement
de Terre-Neuve qui demanda la permission d'assister aux réunions de la
Commission lorsqu'il serait question de défense. Mais l'accord d'Ogdensburg
ne prévoyait pas la présence d'un troisième pays. La -solution adoptée
fut donc d'inviter celle-ci à assister à certaines réunions sans lui reconnaf tre
officiellement le droit de présencx. Terre-Neuve fut Invitée à envoyret des
représentants siéger avec la Commission à' cinq reprises au moins et à
quatre occasions des représentants se rendirent à. lJnvitation; évidemment
leur statut était davantage celui d'observateur, d'.
de membre de la Comanssion. ^^ ^^ que celui

. .,
L'accord sur les bases cédé« à bail et le protocole

T_ •

^-"à •G.&u uG , acxora ae t940-1941 sur les bases cédées j ban, les États-Unis obtinrent des baux emphytéotiques de 99 ans pou
ramMatrois endroits à Terre-Neuve ainsi qu^aux Bermudes te aux Indes ^^dbases en----- talas.

" DocMumtzio.
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for defence purposes. This was not satisfactory to the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment which pressed for the right to attend meetings of the Board when
the defence of Newfoundland was under consideration. But the Ogdens-
burg Agreement made no provision for representation by third countries.
The alternative adopted was to invite Newfoundland to attend specific
meetings without formally recognizing attendance as a right. On at least five
separate occasions Newfoundland was invited to send representatives to sit
with the Board, and on four occasions Newfoundland representatives at-
tended; but their status was obviously that of observers, or expert witnesses,
rather than members of the Board. •

The Leased Bases Agreement and Protocol
Under the Leased Bases Agreement of 1940-41, the United States ac-

quirc:d lcascholds to run for 99 years to base areas in three locations in
Newfoundland, as well as in Bermuda and the West Indics. The three
locations in Newfoundland wcre: for an army garrison base adjacent to
St. John's (Fort PcppcrrcU); for a naval and army base at Argcntia on the
South coast (Argentia and Fort AicAndrew); and for an air base on the
Gulf sida (Stephcnvillc), originally intended as a staging field for short-
range aircraft between the Maritimc provinces and eastern Newfoundland
but later turned over to the U.S. Transport Command.

Agreement in principle to the exchange of base rights for destroyers was
reached by the British and United States Governments within a few days
of the meeting between President Roosevelt and Prime Minister King at
Ogdcnsburg, but agreement on details was more difficult to achieve. A
conference between the two Governments was then convened in London
where a formal treaty was ultimatcly ncgotiatai."

Although Canada was coaccrnod with the establishment of United States
bases in Newfoundland, she was invitcd to be represented at the London
Conference only by observers. Canada did not object to the bascs-inderd
Prime Minister King had personally helped the parties to come to an agree-
ment-but Canada was dissatisfied with several clauses in the draft treaty,
in particular with an emergency provision which seemed to authorize the
United States to take whatever action it deemed necessary anywhere in
Newfoundland in the event of atar or other emergency.

Newfoundland, for its part, was dissatisfiod with the extensive rights which
the United States was to be given in Newfoundland, in particular with the
extent to which the United States authorities would retain jurisdiction
over their nationals with respect to any offences against Newfoundland law.
At a late stage in the conference, on Newfoundiand's Initiative, the Cana=
than and Newfoundland delegations made common cause in an effort to

^ Fot neratistioa ne Daaameoti 212-300: " Stacry C P. op. r«. p. 357461 and Dzbdea,
Stanley W. JtlpâWy Jtelaim betwrrw the Untted Smu mf Cmr& 19l9-1911. Waàiattoa
O,3ce of thé Càici o[ I►tittarp tiimm 1959. p. 162 (UnW Statu dnw M R'oPtl Wi► Il.
Sp«ioJ S"e,4 VOL S).
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À Terre-Neuve, il s'agissait d'une base de garnison près de St. John's (Fort

Pepperrell), d'une base navale et militaire à Argcntia sur la côte
(Stephenv

sud
tia et Fort McAndrew) et d'une base aérienne

court rayon d'actionles avionsdà golfeurqui originellement devait servir d'étape po
la navette entre les provinces maritimes et l'Est de TcriJ-Q cuve, mais

desqui plus tard fut confiée au Service des transports
faisant

Rooscvelt et du Premier
Quelques jours après la rencontre du Prési dent

ministre King à
Ogdensburg, les gouvernements de la Grande-Bretagne et

des États-Unis en arrivèrent à un accord de principe sur l'éch^nc ied^ b^enir

de tenure des bases pour les destroyers , n
^conférencel entre les deux gou-

un accord sur les modalités de l 'entente.

ernements eut lieu à Londres où un traitéofficiel fut finalement né n•^t
v

Bien que l'établissement des bases américaines être Terre-N
euve

enté
le Canada, ce dernier ne fut i ne eoppo-

rence de Londres que par des observateurs seulement. ^•^anonncllemcnt
sait pas aux bases-en effet, le Premier r minis tre

il était cn désa^rd avec plu-
aidé les parties à en venir à un accord-mais • ition
sieurs clauses du projet de traité, surtout en ce qui concernait i

^^p^ ures
d'urgence qui semblait autoriser les États-Unis à prendre

jugées nécessaires sur toute l'étendue de Terre-Neuve en cas de guerre ou

d'autre situation critique.
. Terre-Neuve pour sa part était .mécontcnte des pouvoirs^ilnsi^ ^ qlue

accordés aux États-Unis sur son territoire lcs l^o'tst de Tctrc-Ncuve soient
les ressortissants américains qui enf reignaient
jugés par les autorités américaines. Plus tard au cours de la conférence, sur

nN^^^ x
l'invitation de Terre-Neuve, • les délégations ^canadienne et terre-neuvienne'

firent cause commune pour faire en sorte que l'accord concernant

soit négocié séparément de celui sur les Indes Occidentales. Mais cc fut
.

en vain.
. r Il fut également difficile pour les Canadiens de s'assurer des amendements

au texte (déjà presque établi par les États-Unis et le Royaume-Uni ) m

en fin de compte il fut décidé d 'y annexer un protocole signé par les
sentants de la Grande-Bretagne, des États-Unis et du Canada visant protéger

les intérêts du Canada dans la défense de Tcrre-Ncuvc.s0
officiellementEn vertu du protocole les trois gouvernements reconnaissaient oRi

«que la défense de TerraNeuve constitue une partie Intégrante du plan de
défense du Canada ct, comme telle.` .8-vient une qucstion nul Intéresse
culièrement le gouvernement canadien qui, d'ores et déjà a assumé
responsabilités à l'égard de ladite défense.» Il fut de plus convenu que dans
toute mesure que prendraient les États-Unis â Terte-Neuve dans le cadre de
raccord, «les intérêts canadiens ayant trait à, la défense seront .J pleinement

•: Anny ,in Wo►ld Waa-ll, SpttLi Sttrdk5, fd. Sj.I94.). wawn"s"On• p^^ ^ t}^ Cbki oi A,liwll ^ •

----
^ Au sujet des négociations roit les documents 232-3e and SWOey. C.i'. oo. r*. a 3S1-

361 et Dziuban, Stanley W.` MlJitap RtbtloRt b«xm tlrt VRütd Stases and Co" 1919-
i 3ibtoryr t9S4 p.' f 62 f Vr^tt1 Satd

• Appendice B.
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have the agreement with respect to Newfoundland negotiated separately
from the agreement with respect to the West Indies. This effort proved
unavailing.

It proved no casier from the Canadian point of view to secure amendment
of the text (already virtually agreed between the United States and the
United Kingdom) but eventually it was decided to annex a protocol, signed
by representatives of Britain, the United States and Canada for the purpose
of protecting the Canadian defence position in Ncwfoundland20

Under the Protocol, the three governments formally recognized "that the
defence of Newfoundland is an integral feature of the Canadian scheme of
defence and as such is a matter of special concern to the Canadian Govern-
mcnt which has already assumed certain responsibilities for this dcfencc".
It was agreed further that, in any action taken in Newfoundland by the
United States under the Agreement, "Canadian interests in regard to defence
will be fully respected"; that nothing in the treaty should affect arrangements
already made in Newfoundland by the United States and Canada in pursuance
of recommendations submitted to the two Governments by the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence; and finally that, where the treaty provided for
consultation with Newfoundland, the Canadian Government, as well as
the Newfoundland Government, should be entitled to participate. From a
legal standpoint the Protocol was probably less satisfactory than suitable
amendments to the text of the trcaty-if they could have been obtained-but
It was at least some restraint on too liberal an interpretation of the treaty
in favour of the United States military authoritics.

That Canada had some grounds for uneasiness over American intervention
in Newfoundland was evident. Before sites for the United States bases had
been decided on, the United States military planners had urged that leased
areas should include Gander, IIot%vod, and naval facilities at St. John's.
Inclusion of Gander was vetoed by the Prrsident.=' and it was decided that
St. John's was too small and congested to serve as a United States naval
base. Later, a special Army Planning Committee set up to recommend base
sites proposed that the United States be guaranteed the use of all harbours,
anchorages, and air fields in Newfoundland and a modified version of the
proposal found Its way into the Leased Bases Agmemean

Still more disturbing was the posting of American air and ground forces
to Gander as garrison forces, without consultation with Canada or New-
foundland 'at the political level and despite the fact that Canadian forces
were already doing garrison duty thcrc. Such Incidents were no doubt due
to a desire on the part of the American forces to make sure that vital loca-
tions in Newfoundland were adequately protected, but they also tended to
raise latent Canadian and Newfoundland suspicions of long-range United
States intentions.
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sauvegardés» et qu'aucune disposition du traité ne modifierait les ententes
déjà conclues à Terre-Neuve entre les États-Unis et le Canada conformément
aux recommandations soumises aux deux gouvernements

Terre-Neuve
Commission

permanente canado-américame de défense. Enfin, que
être consultée aux termes du traité, le gouvernement canadien aurait le droit
de participer aux réunions au même titre que le gouvernement de Terre-
Neuve. Du point de vue juridique, le protocole était probablement moins
satisfaisant que les amendements au texte du trait6-s'il avait été possible
d'obtenir de tels amendements-mais du moins il servait à restreindre une
interprétation trop libérale du traité en faveur des autorités militaires des

États-Unis.
Il était évident que les inquiétudes du Canada quant à l'intervention

américaine à Terre-Neuve étaient fondées. Avant que le site des bases
américaines fût choisi, les planificateurs militaires américains avaient

à o^ a aoientsur le fait que Gander, Botwood et les installations na
inclus dans le territoire sous bail. Le Président avait opposé son veto à
l'inclusion de Gander21 et il fut décidé que le port de St. John's était trop
petit et trop congestionné pour servir de base navale américaine. Plus tard,
un comité spécial de planification de l'armée form6 en vue de recommander
des sites de bases proposa que les États-Unis obtiennent le droit d'u tiliset tous
les ports, tous les mouillages et toutes les pistes d'atterrissage à Terre-Neuve,
et une version modifiée de cette proposition fut Insérée dans raccord sur les

bases cédées à bail?2
La situation se compliqua davantage lorsqu'une `garnison américaine de

forces aériennes et terrestres fut affectée à Gander, sans consultation préalable
avec le Canada ou Terre-Neuve au niveau politique et endEpit du fait qu'il y
avait déjà des forces canadiennes en garnison. De tels incidents s'expliquaient
sans doute par le désir des forces américaines de s'assurer que les endroits
clés à Terre-Neuve étaient adéquatement . protégés.
tendance à alimenter les soupçons du Canada et de T^N uve quant aux

projets à long terme des États-Unis.

truction de leurs bases vers le milieu de :1941, mais les abroports (ArSeada
nait à plein rendement a la fln de 1942. Les États-Unis oomttttnce=t la cons-

Les années 1941 et 1942 virent un grand accroissement des installations de
défense à Terre-Neuve. I,e Canada ajouta des pistes d'atterrissage et des
casernes à Gander et à Botwood pour répondre aux besoins des ^ Américtins,
pour recevoir un nombre sans cesse croissant de patrouilles aériennes et pour
assurer le service transocéanique (dont il est question plus loin). Le Canada
construisit également les bases aériennes de Torbay et de Goose Bay. -Toutes
deux _ entrèrent en service avant la fin de ,1941: Au:. nom de ' l'Amirauté
britannique le Canada construisit aussi une base navale 'à St.:John's dont le
port continua à fonctionner pendant la durée des travaux. La,base _fonction-

Le bastiôn de T'Atlantique
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ATLANTIC BASTION

The years 1941-42 witnessed great expansion of defence facilities by
both Canada and the United States in Newfoundland. Canada added to
the runways and housing facilities at Gander and Botwood to meet the
American requirements and to accommodate expanded air patrols and the
Atlantic ferry service (discussed later). Canada also constructed Torbay
and Goose Bay Air Bases. Both were in operation before the end of 1941.
On behalf of the British Admiralty, Canada was also constructing the St.
John's naval base which was continued in operation while construction
was going on. The base was fully operable by the end of 1942. The United
States began construction of its bases in mid-1941 but its air fields (Argentia
and Stcphcnvillc) were not available much before the spring of 1943?2
In addition the United States was constructing a large army garrison base at
Fort Pcppcrrcl, adjacent to St. John's. Electronic communications were
gradually set up bctwccn the numerous bases and radar and weather sta-
tions were established by both countries.

American and Canadian garrison forces in Newfoundland substantially
Increased for a time after Pearl Harbour. The high point seems to have been
reached In mid-1943 when there were more than 10,000 U.S. army personnel
in Newfoundland, and nearly 6,000 Canadian army personnel. Before the
end of the year each had scaled down its forces to about 5,000. They
remained at about this level until near the end of hostilities?4

These ligures, however, are for garrison troops, not for totals of armed
services in Newfoundland. Such figures would include: naval personnel en-
gaged in convoy duty (mostly Canadian); airmen (mostly U.K.) serving
in the Atlantic Ferry Command; the Canadian battery and infantry battalion
(some 1300 all ranks) stntionad in Labrador for the defence of Goose Bay;
and the Canadian airrrtn serving at Torbay, Gander and Goose and at
RCAF headquarters in St. John's. Nor should the Newfoundland militia
be cxcludcdZ3 Eventually organized on a t%%o-icvci pattern of active
militia and part-timc home guard, by the end of 1943 its active personnel
of some 570 all ranks had been organized under the historic name of
the Ncwfoundland Regiment and had taken on the rrsponsibility, under
Canadian operational command. of the defence of Bcll Island and other
sensitive points along the coast "

Command and Strategic Direction
The Issue of a supreme command of Canadian and American forces in

Newfoundland first arose in the Permanent Joint Board on Dcfcncc at Its
Brst series of meetings on the situation in Newfoundland. Thcrc were serious
competing intcrests to be reconciled: Canada was legally at war and was

• lbu. N 16l.
161d. pr 175-177.
DOOMMb 26 and 29•33 wd Staoey. C P. Slar Yewt of Wdr iOQicW Ntao►r et Mie Cortse

"
w
`.: di" Arntr M tlre S«vnl ti'o+11 Wà,r). Vot. 1. Ottawa, Qœeo'r Priot. 1935. p,1tiQ.

Dotumeab 639 and Stscsp, C.P. toea cit.
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et Stephenville) ne furent pas - disponibles avant le printemps de 1943.23
De plus, les États-Unis construisirent une énorme base de garnison à Fort
Pepperrell près de St. John's. Peu à peu les nombreuses bases furent reliées
entre elles au moyen de communications électroniques et les deux pays éta-
blirent des postes de radar et des stations météorologiques.

Après l'attaque sur Pearl Harbour, les forces américaines et canadiennes
en garnison à Terre-Neuve augmentèrent considérablement. Elles semblent
avoir atteint leur plus haut point vers le milieu de 1943 lorsqu'il y avait plus
de 10 000 soldats américains et près de 6 000 Canadiens à Terre-Neuve.
Avant la fin de l'année, les deux forces avaient été réduites à environ 5 000
hommes. Elles furent maintenues à ce niveau jusqu'à la fin des hostilités.z'

Ces chiffres correspondent toutefois aux troupes en garnison et non pas au
nombre total de militaires à Terre-Neuve, car ils ne tiennent pas compte des
forces navales chargées des escortes ( surtout des Canadiens); des pilotes
(surtout Britanniques) assurant le Service transocéanique de la RAF; le
bataillon canadien de batterie et d'infanterie (quelque 1 300 soldats de tous

les grades) affecté au Labrador à la défense de Goose Bay; des pilotes

canadiens à Torbay, Gander et Goose Bay ainsi qu'au quartier général du
CARC à St. John's. La milice de Terre-Neuve non plus n'est pas comprise?s
Finalement organisée selon un modèle structural à deux paliers,-milice
active et garde domestique à temps partiel-cette milice, comptant quelque
570 hommes de tous les grades et regroupée sous le nom historique de
Régiment de Terre-Neuve vers la fin de 1943, s'était chargée, sous les ordres
du commandant canadien, de la défense de lile Bell et d'autres lieux stratégi-
ques le long de la côte.28

Le commandement et la direction de la stratégie'
La question du haut commandement des forces canadiennes et améri-

càines à Terre-Neuve fut soulevée pour la première fois par la Commission
permanente canado-américaine de défense lors de sa première série de
réunions sur. la situation à Terre-Neuve. Il y avait d'importants conflits
d'intérêt à, résoudre: le Canada était officiellement en guerre et s'était
engage à participer aux combats outre-mer, alors que les États-Unis étaient
encore une nation non-belligérante dont les efforts militaires consistaient à
s'occuper exclusivement de la défense de l'Amérique du Nord. Plus encore,
les autorités militaires américaines avaient tendance à prendre plus au séricux
que les Canadiens les possibilités d'attaques à partir des pays occupés
d'Europe.

Sous les ordres de la CPCAD, ces militaires préparèrent deux plans de
base pour la défense conjointe du Canada, de Terre-Neuve et des États-
Unis-le premier, le plan ABC-1 ( ou ABC-1940) était un plan d'urgence

ils Ibid. P. 168
94 Ibid. p. 175-177

Documents 26 et 29-33 et Stacey, C.P. Six années de guerre (lllstoire officielle de la particlpa-
Non de Parmie canadienne ,à la Seconde Guerre mondiale). Vol. 1, Ottawa, Imprimeur de la
Reine. 1957. p. 184.

n Documents 639 et Stacey, C.P. loc. cit.
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committed to participation overseas, whereas the United States was still a
non-belligerent whose military efforts were as yet concentrated on making
North America secure. Moreover, American military leaders tended to
take more seriously than Canada the possibilities of aggression from oc-
cupied Europe.

Under instructions from the PJBD its service members prepared two basic
plans for the joint defence of Canada and Newfoundland and the United
States-the first, ABC-1 (or ABC-1940) was an emergency plan intended to
come into force immediately if Britain were overrun, or if the Royal Navy
lost control of the North Atlantic; the second and later plan, ABC-22, was
more complete and was intended to come into force if the United States
joined in the war on the side of the Commonwealth, as it did after Pearl
Harbor. Plan 1 allotted tasks and responsibilities between the United
States and Canada but omitted all reference to command and strategic
direction since no agreement had been reached in this field by the Board. In
addition to the plans already mentioned, there was a revision of Plan 1,
the so-called "Montreal Revise", which attempted to fill this gap.27 (Actually
there were two plans numbered ABC-22,-a British-American Plan for
co-operation in the event of the United States entering the war, and a
Canadian-American one providing if this occurred for co-operation in North
America bctwecn Canada and the United States, which was treated as a sort
of annex to the British-American Plan. This was confusing to military hierar-
chies at the time and later to scholars. To avoid confusion the first Canadian-
American Plan was frequently referred to as ABC-1940.)

The revision of ABC-1940 proposed that the United States should have
command and strategic direction of all Canadian and American forces in
each of British Columbia, the Maritime Provinces, Gaspé and Newfoundland.
The forces in each region would be under American overall command with
a Canadian sub-commander under him in charge of Canadian forces. How-
ever, when American forces equalled or surpassed Canadian forces in any
of these regions, the sub-command would pass to the United States. It was
also evident that the Americans intended to incorporate Canadian forces
in their regional operational commands.

Responsibility for stratcgic direction would be vcstcd in the Chief of
Staff of the U.S. Army who was to consult the Canadian Chief of Staff before
issuing orders to Canadian sub-commandcrs.

Canadian service officers on the PJBD evidently without instructions, ac-
ceptcd thesc proposals after substantial amendments. However, neither the
Chiefs of Staff nor the Canadian Cabinet War Committee were prepared to
accept even the amended proposals once the issue was faced in the context
of ABC-22 which postulated a war in which Britain was undefeated and the
United States had entered on the side of the Allies.=s From a Canadian stand-
point there were two main objections: it would mean that Canadian forces

° Stacey, C. P. Aimt Aten. and Governments p. 349.
Ibid. p. 350 and Dziuban, Stanley W. op. cit. P. 114.
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destiné à être. appliqué immédiatement si la Grande-Bretagne était envahie,
ou si la Marine royale perdait la maîtrise de l'Atlantique Nord; le deuxième
plan, ABC-22, était plus complet et devait être; utilisé si les États-Unis décla-
raient la guerre au côté du Commonwealth comme ils le firent après Pearl
Harbour. Le premier plan répartissait les tâches et les fonctions entre les
États-Unis et le Canada, mais il ne faisait aucunement allusion au comman-
dement et à la direction de la stratégie, car la Commission n'en était pas ar-
rivée à un accord à ce sujet. En plus des plans déjà mentionnés, il y eut la
version révisée du premier plan dite révision de Montréal» qui visait à
combler cette lacune.27 (En réalité, deux plans furent numérotés ABC-22:
un plan de collaboration anglo-américain au cas où les États-Unis entre-
raient en guerre et un plan de collaboration canado-américain en Amérique
du Nord qui fut considéré comme une sorte d'annexe au plan anglo-
américain. Tous ces plans semèrent la confusion d'abord parmi les autorités
militaires de l'époque, puis plus tard chez les historiens. Pour éviter toute
confusion, le premier plan canado-américain fut souvent appelé le plan
ABC-1940.)

Le plan ABC-1940 révisé proposait que les États-Unis aient le comman-
dement et la direction de la stratégie sur toutes les forces canadiennes et
américaines stationnées en Colombie-Britannique, dans les Maritimes, à
Gaspé et à Terre-Neuve. Dans chaque région, le commandant en chef serait
un Américain ayant sous ses ordres un sous-commandant canadien qui s'oc-
cuperait des forces canadiennes. Cependant, lorsque le nombre de militaires
américains serait égâl ou supérieur à celui des militaires canadiens dans
n'importe laquelle des régions, le commandement en second passerait aux
États-Unis. Il était aussi, évident que- les Américains avaient l'intention
d'incorporer -1es forces canadiennes à leurs commandements opérationnels

,
régionaux.

- Les pouvoirs -décisionnels en. matière de direction de la ^ stratégie seraient
attribuées au chef de l'état-major de l'armée américaine qui devrait con-
sulter le chef d'état-major canadien avant de donner des ordres aux sous-
commandants cânadiens.

Les militaires canadiens siégeant à la CPCAD acceptèrent, apparemment
sans avoir, reçu l'ordre, ces propositions après avoir exigé d'importantes
modifications. Toutefois, ni les chefs d'état-major ni le Comité de guerre du
Cabinet canadien, n'étaient prêts à'accepter ces propositions, même modi-
fiées, alors que lesdites propositions envisagées dans le contexte du plan
ABC-22 posaient comme postulats une guerre où la Grande-Bretagne ne
serait pas défaite et où les États-Unis se joindraient aux Alliés.28 Le Canada
opposait deux objections principales; le plan ABC-1940 révisé signifiait que les
forces canadiennes en sol canadien seraient sous les ordres d'un commandant
en chef américain et, plus encore, que le Canada risquait de perdre le com-
mandement de ses propres forces:

N Stacey, C.P. Armes, hommes et gouvernements. P. 387.
0 Ibid. P. 389 et Dziuban, Stanley W.. op. cit.. p, 114.., ^ -,
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would be under American command in Canada; moreover, Canada might lose
control of the disposal of its own forces. ,

The Americans were astounded that the proposal, although previously
accepted by Canadian service members of the Board, was now rejected. The
result . was a short period of serious tension between American and Cana-
dian members of the Board. The Chairman of the American Section, Mayor
LaGuardia, actually appealed directly to Roosevelt for support and suggested
that the President take the matter up with the Prime Minister. Although
the President did not approach the Prime Minister, he gave assurance of
support to LaGuardia and on the advice of the Secretaries for War and Navy,
instructed him to take the following line with the Canadians:29

(a) Although not a belligerent, the United States was virtually ready
to undertake the defence of eastern Canada and Newfoundland.

(b) Canada had neither the men, or the matériel for this task except
as a participant on a smaller scale than the United States.

(c) The Canadian war effort was designed primarily to send men and
materials overseas.

(d) Since the defensive effort would fall nine-tenths to the United
States, the strategic responsibility should be vested in that country.

There were, however, real differences in approach to the problem. The
Americans considered it a military one capable of a military solution. In
their view a unified command under an American commander was necessary
for security. The Canadians felt strongly that the problem of a higher
command could be resolved by co-operation between appropriate com-
manding officers and that the preservation of Canadian autonomy in com-
mand arrangements was politically essential.

Compromise along the lines of the Canadian proposals was eventually
accepted and remained generally in effect until the end of hostilities, with
the exception of naval arrangements which will be discussed later. The
following proposals, among others, were accepted by both Governments,
although somewhat reluctantly by the Americans:a0

1. The forces of each country should be assigned to tasks for which
they were specially suited.

2. Each country should retain strategic direction and command of
its own forces.

3. Co-ordination of military effort would be by mutual consultation
and co-operation.

4. A unified command might be established by local commanders
where required, on agreement of the Chiefs of Staff of both
countries.

5. Exchange of liaison officers between commands at various levels.a'

" Dziuban, Stanley W. op. cit. p. 114.
Loc. cit.

a Stacey, C. P. op. cit. p. 353 and Dziuban, Stanley, W. op. cit. p. 115.
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Les Américains furent étonnés que leur proposition, bien qu'acceptée
antérieurement par les militaires membres de la Commission, soit main-
tenant rejetée. En conséquence, les relations entre les membres américains
et canadiens de la Commission connurent une courte période de forte
tension. En effet, le président de la section américaine de la Commission,
le maire La Guardia, alla même jusqu'à faire appel directément au président
Roosevelt pour obtenir son appui et suggéra que ce dernier discute de la
question avec le Premier ministre. Bien que le Président n'abordât pas le
sujet avec le Premier ministre, il assura le maire La Guardia de son soutien

canadiennes fut accepté et demeura en vigueur jusqu'à la fin des hostilités,

et sur l'avis des secrétaires de la Guerre et de la Marine lui conseilla
d'adopter la ligne de conduite suivante:29

(a) Bien que les États-Unis fussent une nation non belligérante, ils
étaient disposés à défendre l'Est du Canada et Terre-Neuve.

(b) Le Canada n'avait ni les hommes ni le matériel nécessaires pour
accomplir cette tâche, sauf à titre de participant sur une plus
petite échelle que les États-Unis.

(c) L'effort de guerre du Canada visait principalement à envoyer
des hommes et des matériaux outre-mer.

i (d) Puisque la défense incomberait dans les neuf dixièmes aux États-
p Unis, les pouvoirs de décision en matière de stratégie devaient leur

être attribués.

Il y avait cependant de profondes différences d'approche au problème.
Pour les Américains il s'agissait d'un problème militaire auquel il fallait
apporter une solution militaire, et pour des raisons de sécurité, il était
nécessaire d'avoir un commandement unifié sous les ordres d'un chef d'état-
major américain. Les Canadiens pour leur part croyaient fermement que
la question du haut commandement pouvait être résolue par des efforts de
collaboration entre les commandants concernés et que l'intégrité de l'auto-
nomie canadienne était essentielle du point de vue politique.

En fin de compte, un compromis respectant les principes des propositions

sauf en ce qui touche les questions navales dont nous parlerons plus loin.
; Les propositions suivantes, entre autres, furent acceptées par les deux
i gouvernements, quoiqu'avec une certaine réticence. de la part des Amé-

ricains:-:1°
1. La répartition des tâches entre les deux pays tiendrait compte des

spécialités de leurs forces militaires.
Chaque pays conserverait le haut commandement de ses propres
forces.

3. La coordination de l'effort militaire se ferait par consultation
mutuelle et en coopération.

4. Les commandants locaux pouvaient établir un commandement

Dziuban, Stanley W, op. cft. P. 114.
Loc. cit.
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Despite the compromise between Canada and the United States on the
question of command the Newfoundland Commission of Government, with
United Kingdom support, continued to press for a unified command in New-
foundland under a Canadian otficer-evidently preferring to treat with one
Canadian military authority rather than with four or five separate military
commands (Canadian Army, Air and Navy; U.S. Army and Navy).32 The
Canadian authorities passed on to their American colleagues the Newfound-
land proposal, but they could hardly advocate a unified command under a
Canadian officer, having previously opposed in principle a unified command
under an American officer. Nothing came of the proposal.

One important development, however, was the organization of separate
national unified commands by both Canada and the United States. This doubt-
less improved co-ordination within national services. It also simplified the
problems of co-ordination between national services, even if at times relations
between national commanding officers were somewhat strained.

The Atlantic Ferry
After the military collapse in Europe in 1940 the United Kingdom was

desperately short of aircraft of all types. Britain had a large aircraft industry
but far from sufficient to supply its needs in full. For the balance it was heavily
dependent on United States industry. New types of bombers and other planes
were beginning to roll off production lines in giant new industries in the
Western and Pacific states, but the problem of getting them quickly and in
adequate numbers to Britain remained to be solved. Average delivery time by
sea from factory to combat readiness in Britain. was about three months.
Moreover, shipping by sea required much precious cargo space and losses by
submarines had to be accepted.

In July 1940 the British Ministry of Aircraft Production approached the
Canadian Pacific Railway with the proposal that it organize a system of deliv-
ering long-range planes to Britain by air from Canada. The system worked out
provided that civilian crews should fly planes direct from the U.S. factories to
Montreal, where other civilian crews would take them over and fly them to
Britain with a refuelling stop at Gander for land planes and at Botwood or
Bermuda for seaplanes. Only the longer-range land planes such as bombers
could as yet fly the Atlantic, and Gander to Britain was just within comfort-
able range. In mid-I941, the British Government took ovcr the privately
operated system, and the United States developed its own system which, until
the completion of Goose, also mainly used Gander. Other ferrying routes
were developed later, notably one across the Caribbean, Brazil and West
Africa, after the landing of the Allies in North Africa, and a northern route
via Goose Bay, Greenland and Iceland for short-range planes including
fighters. But the Gander route (Montrcal-Gander-Prestwick)-supplcmentcd
by the Goose Bay routc in the latter half of the war-was the principal ferry
route for bombers and other long-range planes.

See Chapter 1, Part S. Section c and Stacey. C.P. op. cit. p. 364:
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unifié suivant les besoins et avec l'accord des chefs d'état-major
des deux pays.

5. Il y aurait échange d'agents de liaison à divers échelons entre les
commandements.31

Malgré le compromis entre le Canada et les États-Unis, le gouvernement
de Terre-Neuve, avec l'appui de la Grande-Bretagne, continuait de demander
qti à 'l'erre-Neuve il y ait' un commandement unifié sous les ordres d'un
officier canadien-Terre-Neuve préférant évidemment avoir affaire à un
commandant canadien plutôt qu'à quatre ou cinq commandants distincts
(l'armée, l'aviation et la marine du Canada; l'armée et la marine des États-
Unis)."-«' Les autorités canadiennes transmirent la proposition terre-neuvienne
à leurs homologues américains, mais elles pouvaient difficilement proposer
un commandement unifié dirigé par un officier canadien alors qu'elles
s'étaient opposées au principe d'un commandement unifié sous un officier
américain. Cette proposition n'eut pas de suite.

Il importe de mentionner toutefois que par la suite, le Canada et les États-
Unis mirent sur pied des commandements unifiés distincts. Ceci a sans
doute facilité la coordination entre les divers corps d'un même pays tout en
simplifiant la coordination entre les corps semblables des deux pays,
même si les relations entre les commandants canadiens et américains étaient
parfois tendues.

Le service transocéanique
,.Après l'effondrement militaire en Europe en 1940, le Royaume-Uni était

désespérément à court d'avions de tous les modèles. La Grande-Bretagne avait
une grande industrie aéronautique, mais était incapable de répondre entière-
ment à la demande. L'industrie américaine comblait en grande partie la
demande excédentaire. De nouveaux types de bombardiers et d'autres avions
étaient fabriqués dans les grandes usines nouvellement construites dans les
États de l'Ouest et du Pacifique, mais il y avait encore un problème clé à
résoudre,-comment transporter ces avions rapidement et en nombre sufii-
sânt en Grande-Bretagne? En moyenne, le délai de transport par mer de
l'usine à la base aérienne en Grande-Bretagne était d'environ trois mois.
De plus, l'expédition par mer prenait beaucoup d'espace précieux et il
fallait s'attendre à des pertes par suite des attaques de sous-marins.

En juillet 1940, le ministère britannique de la Production d'avions proposa
au .Canadian Pacific Railway d'organiser l'acheminement du Canada à la
Grande-Bretagne des avions à long rayon d'action. Pour ce faire des équipages
civils conduiraient les avions directement des usines américaines à Montréal
où d'autres équipages civils prendraient la relève et effectueraient le reste du
vol jusqu'en Grande-Bretagne, après escale pour, faire le plein d'essence à
Gander pour les avions, et à Botwood ou aux Bermudes pour les hydravions.
A ce moment-là, seuls les avions à-long rayon d'action tels les bombardiers
pouvaient traverser l'Atlantique, la, distance entre Gander et la Grande-

il Stacey, C. P. Armes, hommes et gouvtrnanentt p. 391-392 et Dtiuban, Stanky. op. cit. p.11 S.
« Voir le chapitre I, partie S, section .e et Stacey, C. P.-op. rtt. p, 403 ,
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. The first transatlantic ferry flight consisting'of seven planes took off from
Gander on November 11, 1940, and landed safely the next day at Prestwick.
A new age in mass Atlantic flying had thus begun. The volume of ferry traffic
built up rapidly until 1944, after which the demand for planes was declining.
In 1940, 26 planes made the crossing; in 1941, 593; in 1942, 867; in 1943,
883; in 1944, 1,864; and in 1945, 686: for a grand total of almost 5,000 .33

Goose Bay

As earl} as 1941 Gander was becoming unduly crowded and much more
traffic in heavy bombers could be anticipated as U.S. industry got into its full
stride. Moreover, the advantages of a ferry service for medium and short-range
planes was clearly apparent and a new airfield near the North-West River in
Labrador was proposed. It was strategically located for the fulfilment of three
main functions: it would strengthen the direct defence of Newfoundland and
North Eastern Canada and the United States; it would be an important staging
field on a new route for ferrying planes via Greenland and Iceland to the
United Kingdom; and it would be a useful operating base in the Battle of the
Atlantic. Canada undertook construction of the new field (later designated
Goose Bay) which was in use by December 1941, although not yet equipped
with, paved runways =1

The United States did not participate openly in the Atlantic section of the
ferry service until after it entered the war (December 8, 1941) but thereafter
it moved large numbers of its forces as well as acroplanes overseas by ferry
routes. Indeed, on occasion entire tactical formations crossed via Presque
Isle, Gander or Goose, Greenland and Iceland. Nor should the enormous
freight tonnage and large numbers of passengers carried by the United States
Air Transport Command via Newfoundland (normally -through Stephenville
with Goose and Gander available as alternates) be overlooked. The RAF
Transport Command andTrans-Canada Air lines also participated in these
services.

After VE Day the ferry routes were available for the return westward of
United States forces for demobilization or service in other theatres. By July
over 3,000 tactical aircraft, carrying 50,000 personnel were returned with the
loss of only one aircraft and no lives. By mid-Scptcmbcr over 80,000 person-
nel were transported westward. In addition over 160,000 personnel due for
demobilization were transported westward without a fatality. The great
majority of these returned through bases in Newfoundland including
Goose Bay.0

THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC

Canada's most distinctive contribution to the war at sea was that of escort-
m8 convoys over the Atlantic. At the outset of the war the Royal Canadian
Navy (RCN) was allotted two main tasks: protection of Canada's sea-borne

~ Appendia D.
~ Dziubia. Stanley W. op. cit. p. 191 and 192.
• LOC. Nt.
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Bretagne étant par trop grande. Vers le. milieu de 1941, le gouvernement
britannique prit la direction du service privé et les États-Unis établirent leur
propre-service qui, jusqu'à l'ouverture de l'aéroport de Goose Bay, utilisera
principalement celui de Gander. D'autres routes furent mises en service plus
tard, notamment une route qui traversait les Antilles, le Brésil et l'Afrique
du Nord, et une autre plus au nord via Goose Bay, le Groenland et l'Islande
pour les avions à court rayon d'action, y compris les chasseurs. Mais la route
de Gander (Montréal-Gander-Prestwick)-complétée durant la deuxième
moitié de la guerre par la route de Goose Bay-fut la principale route pour
les bombardiers et les autres avions à long rayon d'action.

Le premier groupe d'avions à faire la traversée de l'Atlantique se composa
de sept appareils qui décollèrent de Gander le 11 novembre 1940 et atterrirent
sans encombre le lendemain à Prestwick. C'était le début d'une nouvelle
époque dans l'histoire du transport transatlantique. Le nombre d'avions ainsi
livrés augmenta rapidement jusqu'en 1944; après quoi la demande dimi-
nua. En 1940, 26 avions effectuèrent la traversée; en 1941, 593; en 1942,
867; en 1943, 883; en 1944, 1864;33 en 1945, 686; ce qui donne un grand
total de presque 5 000.

Goose Bay
Dès 1941, Gander devint très congestionné et avec l'augmentation de la

production américaine, on pouvait prévoir l'arrivée d'un plus grand nombre
de gros bombardiers. De plus, il était évident qu'un service de transport
d'avions à court et à moyen rayon d'action serait très utile et en conséquence,
la construction d'un nouvel aéroport près de North-West River au Labrador
fut proposée. Du point de vue stratégique, cet emplacement remplissait trois
fonctions principales: il fortifiait directement la défense de Terre-Neuve,
du Nord-Est du Canada et des États-Unis; il constituait une importante
plate-forme de départ pour le Royaume-Uni grâce à une nouvelle route
via le Groenland et l'Islande; et c'était une bonne base d'opérations dans
la Bataille de l'Atlantique. Le Canada entreprit la construction de ce nouvel
aéroport (appelé plus tard Goose Bay) et il fut disponible dès décembre
1941, bien que les pistes ne fussent pas encore goudronnées a'

Avant de déclarer formellement la guerre (le 8 décembre 1941) les États-
Unis ne participèrent pas ouvertement au transport transocéanique; mais
par après, ils utilisèrent les routes établies pour déplacer un grand nom-
bre de leurs troupes et pour transporter des avions outre-mer. En effet, il
est arrivé que des formations tactiques de combat entières traversent
l'Atlantique via Presqu'île, Gander ou Goose, le Groenland et l'Islande.
Il ne faut pas non plus oublier l'énorme quantité de fret et le grand
nombre de passagers que le Service américain du transport aérien trans-
porta en passant par Terre-Neuve (normalement. par Stephenville, avec
Goose et Gander comme autres escales d'urgence). Le Service du trans-
port de la RAF et Trans-Canada Air Lines participèrent au maintien de
ces services.

28 Appendice D.
" Dziuban, Stanley W. op. cit. p. 191-192.
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trade, including approaches to ports, and protection of Canada's coastline.
This was a formidable assignment for Canada's tiny navy of 6 destroyers
(4 on the west coast), 5 mine sweepers (3 based on Halifax, 2 on Esquimalt),
1 sailing ship used for training recruits, and 1 motor launch sg Canadian naval
policy had been based on two assûmptions which were rarely mentioned, that
in event of war the Atlantic and Pacific approaches would be under the control
of friendly powers, and that, although there were no commitments on the
part of Britain or Canada, Canada would not have to fight alone, but would
presumably be associated in one way or another with Great Britain.

Enemy attempts at occupation of Canadian territory might be discounted
but raids against communities on the east coast by powerful new ships of the
German navy, such as the so-called "pocket battle ships", were not impossi-
ble. Canada's destroyer navy would have been powerless against such raiders.
Fortunately no such raids against coastal communities occurred.

Before war broke out the Royal Navy had based two cruisers on Halifax to
strengthen local defence in the area and to initiate a convoy system. The
RCN were early directed to co-operate to the "fullest extent" with the RN. In
practice when British and Canadian ships found themselves together, they
were treated as a single force under the command of the senior naval officer
present, whether British or Canadian.87

The Convoy System

Protection of Canadian sea trade was also beyond the capability of the
RCN at the time of the outbreak of war, but the direction to co-operate "to
the fullest extent" with the Royal Navy cleared the way to co-operation in
escorting convoys. The experience of the first world war had amply demon-
strated the necessity of convoy operations to protect trade against the then new
weapon of the submarine. Convoy operations in the second war began at once...
From the outset, Halifax was the assembly port for east-bound convoys-the
first of which sailed out of Halifax within a week after the Canadian declara-
tion of war, protected by two RN cruisers and two RCN destroyers. The
latter, however turned back as soon as the convoy had cleared Canadian
waters, while the cruisers continued to a point within protection of British
bases sa

In the first eight months there was virtually no submarine activity in the
Western Atlantic, Hitler having banned U-Boat operations there lest it pre-
cipitate intervention by the United States. The main theatre of U-Boat
activity for the time being was the approaches to British ports. But after the
fall of France, French Atlantic ports gave the U-Boats direct access to the
Atlantic, and meantime the German submarine fleet was being rapidly ex-
panded. The U-Boats began to appear wherever ships sailed the broad

Tucker, O. N. T. The Naval Service of Canada. VoL 2, Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1952, p. 7.
Stacey, C. P. op. cit. p. 16.

~ Tucker, O. N. T. op. cit. p. 12 and Schull, Joseph. The Far Distant Ships (An Ofliclal
Account of Canadian Naval Operations In the Second World War). Ottawa, Queen's Printer,
1961. p. 19.
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.: Après la victoire des Alliés, ces - mêmes routes servirent à- ramener vers
l'ouest les forces américaines qui devaient être démobilisées ou envoyées à un
autre front. Au mois de juillet 1945, plus de 3 000 avions de combat
transportant 50 000 soldats firent le voyage de retour; un seul avion fut
perdu et sans qu'il y eût perte de vie humaine. A la mi-septembre, plus de
80 000 personnes avaient été transportées vers l'ouest. De plus, 160 000
soldats qui devaient être déplacés vers l'ouest firent le voyage de retour
sans un seul accident mortel. La plupart de ces avions passèrent par Terre-
Neuve ou par Goose Bay.35

LA BATAILLE DE L'ATLANTIQUE

La plus grande contribution du Canada à la guerre navale fut la protection
de convois traversant l'Atlantique. Dès le début de la guerre, la Marine
royale du Canada (MRC) assuma deux grandes fonctions: la protection
des marchandises canadiennes transportées par mer, les approches des ports
et la protection de la côte du Canada. C'était une tâche formidable pour
la petite marine canadienne qui se composait de 6 contre-torpilleurs (4 sur
la côte de l'Ouest), 5 dragueurs de mines (3 à Halifax et 2 à Esquimalt),
1 navire à voiles pour la formation de nouvelles recrues, et une vedette.a°
La politique navale du Canada avait été élaborée suivant deux postulats
rarement mentionnés: premièrement en cas de guerre, les approches de
l'Atlantique, et du Pacifique seraient entre les mains de puissances alliées;
et deuxièmement, malgré l'absence d'engagements formels entre la Grande-
Bretagne et le Canada, le Canada n'aurait pas à se défendre seul et que d'une
façon ou d'une autre, il serait associé au Royaume-Uni.

Il était improbable que l'ennemi tente d'occuper le'territoire canadien,
mais il ne fallait pas éliminer la possibilité de raids contre les villes situées
sur la côte Est par les nouveaux et puissants navires de la marine allemande
tels lesdits. anavires de poche». Les contre-torpilleurs canadiens seraient
impuissants devant des navires aussi rapides. Heureusement les villes côtières
n'eurent pas à subir de tels raids.

Avant le déclenchement de la guerre, la Marine royale avait affecté deux
croiseurs à Halifax pour renforcer la défense locale et pour voir à la forma-
tion des convois. Dès le début, la MRC reçut l'ordre «d'apporter son entière
collaboration> aux projets de la MR. En pratique, lorsque les navires bri-
tanniques et canadiens navigaient ensemble, ils étaient considérés comme
une seule flotte sous les ordres de l'officier, de marine le plus haut gradé,
.qu'it fut britanniq-- - - --- - ^_ _ ^^

Les `convois

'Au début de la guerre, la MRC ne pouvait assurer l'entière protection des
marchandises canadiennes, mais l'ordre «d'apporter son.entière.collaborations... ,.. :

. .' t .^, .,. ^ ^. f .•; . : .
ai £0C. Cl;.,

•' . . . ..
, ^ .. r `„ .. ^,. ., •'^

,.;;_ .^^ ♦ : ";' ^ t` '̂^ ,.-. .. r r . . .

•^ -Tucker; G. N.• T. The Naval 8êrvlce`•oJ Ca^da.f Vol.-2,.- Ottawa,- QÙWsa Printer, 1952, p. 7.^ Stacey, C. P. op. Cil. p. 18. .- r ..
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Atlantic, especially on the main convoy lanes. The battle. began to shift to
the middle and western Atlantic.

Convoys to or from North America were securing protection at both ends
of the voyage but-except for troop convoys which warranted continuous
capital ship protection-there was a long gap between the point at which
escorts from one side ^ left off and the other took over, and tragic losses in
this area began to occur.

Convoy escort ships were exceedingly scarce. What was wanted was many
fast, manoeuvrable ships which could be produced quickly and cheaply by
Canadian as well as British ship-yards. Just before the war Britain had been
experimenting with a new type of small ship, the corvette, for local defence.
The new warship was not beautiful; it was was not well adapted to high seas
operations because of its limited range and the discomfort it imposed on
crews; its main weapons were depth charges, not guns. It had not been tried
in battle, but there was nothing else suitable in sight.39

Contracts were let early in 1940 with nearly every ship-yard in Canada,
including those on the Great Lakes; and already, as the submarine menace
worsened, the first of the new ships began to come down the ways in British
yards. There can be little doubt that the corvette saved the situation. It was to
be improved as the war continued and to be succeeded in part by larger and
more sophisticated escort ships, such as the frigate, but by that time the turn
of the war had come and the corvette had proven itself as a seaworthy and
efficient fighting ship capable of great endurance so long as refuelling facilities
were available at sea.

The St. John's Naval Base

There was also great need for a mid-Atlantic base where the little ships
could refuel and rest crews• between convoys, and from which protection
could effectivcly be givcn to convoys over the long gap in mid-Atlantic.
St. John's was the only port available. Hitherto it had not played much part in
the war, largely because it was unsuitable for the larger ships of the navy.
But it was far from ideal; the harbour was small and already crowdcd; it
opened directly on an area of the Atlantic notorious for fog and storms; it
had no substantial industrial base to support a ship rcpair industry; supplics
for construction and maintenance would have to be brought in from the
mainland or Britain; and it had a limitcd supply of skillcd labour and of
housing facilities and ofCce accommodation for scrvice personnel. But it had
the inestimable advantage of location on the great circle route about a third
of the way bctwccn New York and Britain, and close to or alongside the
main sea lanes which would permit air cover for convoys far out into the
Atlantic.

The plan proposcd by- the Admiralty was briefly that the convoy route
should be divided for escort purposes into three areas: the Western region

,-where cast-bound convoys would assemble under local escort,-Halifax for^_
~Tucker, O. N. T. op. cit. P. 31-33 and 3742..
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à la Marine royale ouvrit la porte à la coopération dans ce domaine. L'expé-
rience de la Première Guerre mondiale avait amplement démontré la nécessité
d'escorter les cargos pour les protéger contre le nouvel engin de guerre
qu'était alors le sous-marin. Les opérations d'escorte débutèrent avec le
déclenchement de la guerre. Halifax fut le port de rassemblement pour les
convois à destination de l'Europe; le premier de ces convois quitta ce port
au cours de la première semaine qui suivit la déclaration de guerre du Canada,
sous la protection de deux croiseurs de la MR et deux contre-torpilleurs de
la MRC. Ces derniers toutefois rebroussèrent chemin dès qu'ils eurent quitté
les eaux canadiennes et les croiseurs continuèrent jusqu'à ce que les navires
fussent dans le périmètre de protection des bases britanniques.38

Au cours des huit premiers mois, il n'y eut à peu près pas de sous-marins
dans l'Atlantique Ouest car Hitler craignait que leur intervention ne provoque
une déclaration de guerre de la part des États-Unis. Les opérations des sous-
marins étaient donc limitées aux approches des ports britanniques. Après la
capitulation de la France, les sous-marins allemands eurent directement accès
à l'Atlantique à partir des ports du littoral français. Entre temps,
les Allemands agrandissaient leur flotte de sous-marins et commençaient à
s'aventurer en plein Atlantique, surtout le long des routes principales des
convois. Rapidement la bataille commença à s'étendre au milieu et à la partie
occidentale de l'Atlantique.

.Les convois à destination ou en provenance de l'Amérique du Nord étaient
protégés aux deux extrémités du trajet, mais-sauf dans le cas de convois
de troupes qui demandaient une protection importante tout le long de la
traversée-il y avait une longue distance à parcourir entre le départ d'une
escorte et l'arrivée de l'autre. D'importantes pertes commencèrent à se pro-
duire dans cette zone non protégée.

Les navires d'escorte étaient excessivement rares. On avait besoin d'un
grand nombre de navires rapides et très maniables que l'on pourrait fabri-
quer au Canada et en Grande-Bretagne rapidement et à peu de frais.
Juste avant la guerre, la Grande-Bretagne expérimentait un nouveau genre
de petit navire, destiné à la défense locale, la corvette. Le nouveau navire
de guerre n'avait pas belle apparence; il ne se prêtait pas très bien aux
opérations en haute mer à cause de son court rayon d'action et des incon-
vénients qu'il comportait pour l'équipage; son armement principal était la
grenade sous-marine et non le canon. II n'avait jamais été utilisé en combat,
mais c'était le seul navire disponible 89

Au début de 1940, des contrats furent passés avec presque tous les
chantiers de construction navale au Canada, y compris ceux des Grands
Lacs; et au moment où la menace sous-marine commençait à s'aggraver, les
premières corvettes étaient lancées en Grande-Bretagne. Il est incontestable

Tucker, G. N. T. op. cit. p. 12 et Schull. Joseph. Lointains navires (Compte pendu officiel des

1953
dt la marine canadienne au cours de la Seconde Guttrt). Ottaaa. Imprinxtv de laReine,

opérations
. p. 20.

10 Tucker. G. N. T. op. cit. p. 31-33 and 37-42.
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fast convoys and Sydney for slow ones-and from which they could be
escorted to an agreed West Ocean Meeting Point south of Newfoundland
where they would be handed over to a Mid-Ocean escort group based on
St. John's and shepherded to a Mid-Ocean Meeting Point east and south of
Iceland, there to be escorted to British harbours by ships based on Iceland
or Britain, and under air cover. Escort ships would refuel for the return voyage
at Londonderry or Iceland, or at St. John's or Halifax as appropriate.

The RCN at once offered to assume responsibility for the Mid-Ocean
segment, provided ships then serving with the Royal Navy were returned,
and agreed to add corvettes as soon as available. The Admiralty promptly
accepted and the RCN began its expanded operations.10

The project of a base at St. John's raised political and financial, as well as
strategic, considerations. Newfoundland clearly could not finance construction
of a base. The United Kingdom could but was short of dollars. Canada could
but, with the Canadian taxpayer in mind, the Government felt that Canada
should have title or at least long-term occupancy in return for meeting
the bill.

An arrangement was eventually agreed to whereby Canada would con-
struct the base for the Admiralty which would be ultimately responsible for
capital costs and which would have title to the base. Since the base would
be used mainly by Canadian escort forces, Canada would be responsible for
its operation and maintenance. The question of post-war use remained to be
settled after the war, except that Canada would be consulted if it was proposed
at any time to relinquish title or control of the base and shore facilities.

At Bay Bulls, about twenty miles south of St. John's, Canada also con-
structcd a subsidiary repair base which proved highly useful for effecting
"running repairs"41 of the escort ships and occasionally of merchant ships.

The Newfoundland Government made a substantial contribution to the
construction of this base and agreed to a 99-year lease to Canada. In the
end, this was not taken up by Canada in view of the surplus ship-repair
facilities available after the war;42 nor did the Newfoundland Government
want the base to compete with commercial ship-repair facilities at that time.

When the new scheme for escorting convoys became fully operational,
the United Kingdom furnished about fifty percent of the protection for North
Atlantic trade convoys, Canada forty-cight percent, and the United States
two percent. The United States was also responsible for fast freight and troop
convoys after it entered the war, but it was soon heavily engaged in the
Pacific, as well as along its Atlantic coast, and it withdrew most of its
destroyers from Atlantic convoy duty.

The RCN also participated in convoy escort duty in the Mediterranean, in
the Caribbean and along the Atlantic coast of the United States. Canadian

N Stacey, C. P. op. cit. p. 310-314 and Chapter 1, part 4, Section b.
" Tucker, G. N. T. op. cit. p. I98-199 and Chapter I, Part 4, Section b.
" See Chapter I, Part 4, Section b.
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que la corvette sauva la situation. Elle allait être perfectionnée pendant la
guerre et fut remplacée en partie par des navires d'escorte plus grands et
plus perfectionnés telle la frégate. À ce moment-là les sous-marins alle-
mands battaient la retraite devant la corvette qui était devenue un navire
de combat redoutable, facile à manoeuvrer, d'une grande résistance mécanique
mais qu'on devait ravitailler en carburant en haute mer.

La base navale de St. John's

Le besoin d'une base avancée sur le littoral de l'Atlantique où les petits
navires pouvaient faire le plein et où les équipages pouvaient se reposer
entre les convois, et à partir de laquelle les navires d'escorte pouvaient bien
défendre les convois le long de la zone protégée se faisait sentir. St. John's
était le seul port disponible. Ce port n'avait pas joué un grand rôle dans
l'effort de guerre car il ne se prêtait pas au mouillage des gros navires de la
marine. De plus c'était loin d'être un port idéal; il était trop petit et déjà
congestionné; il donnait directement sur une partie de l'Atlantique reconnue
pour son brouillard et ses tempêtes; il ne possédait pas de secteur industriel
assez important pour permette l'existence d'un chantier de réparation navale
et les matériaux de construction et d'entretien devaient être transportés du
continent ou de la Grande-Bretagne. Enfin St. John's n'avait pas assez de
main-d'oeuvre spécialisée et souffrait d'une pénurie de logements et de
locaux de travail pour les militaires. Cependant, St. John's possédait l'im=
mense avantage d'être située le long de la route du grand cercle à peu près à
un tiers du chemin entre New York et la Grande-Bretagne, et d'être près,
ou le long, des principales routes maritimes ce qui permettait aux convois
d'être protégés par une couverture aérienne loin dans l'Atlantique.

Le plan de l'Amirauté prévoyait en bref que la route des convois ft1t, pour
fins d'escorte, divisée en trois zones; la région ouest où les convois à
destination de l'Europe seraient sous la protection d'une escorte locale-
Halifax pour les convois rapides et Sydney pour les convois plus lents;
une deuxième région commençant à un point au sud de Terre-Neuve où uneautre escorte stationnée à St. John's prendrait la relève jusqu'à un lieu de
rendez-vous au milieu de l'Océan à l'est, et une troisième au sud de l'Islande
d'où les convois seraient escortés jusqu'aux ports de Grande-Bretagne par des
navires venant de l'Islande ou de la Grande-Bretagne sous protection aérienne.
Les navires - d'escorte pourraient faire le plein pour le voyage de retour à
Londonderry, en Islande, à St. John's ou à Halifax, suivant le cas.

La Marine royale du Canada offrit immédiatement de se charger de
l'escorte de la zone centrale si les navires affectés à ce moment-là à la MR
lui étaient remis, et elle accepta d'ajouter des corvettes à sa flotte dès qu'elles
furent disponibles.

L'Amirauté accepta immédiatement cette offre et laMRC commença à remplir sa 'nouvelle -tâche.40
Le projet d'une base à St. John's souleva des questions d'ordre politique

et financier ainsi que stratégique. Terre-Neuve ne, pouvait qpas de toute
40 Stacey, C. P. op. cit. P. 343-348 et *le chapitre 1, partie 4, Section. b. rta .. .,. . ,_
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ships under command of the RN took part in landing operations in North
Africa, Sicily, and Italy and finally in the landing in France. But convoy
escort in the North Atlantic remained its major responsibility. Indeed, during
the last three years of the war Canadian naval ships were the preponderant
force in the escort of supply convoys all the way from North America to
Britain. This underlines the importance of St. John's, along with Halifax,
in the continuing Battle of the Atlantic.

Naval Command13

The early pattern of naval relations (between Britain and the United
States on the Atlantic) had been largely set by the agreement between Roose-
velt and Churchill at Argentia in 1941 that strategic direction of the
war in the Western Atlantic, including protection of convoys, should be
the responsibility of the United States, while Britain would continue to be
responsible for the Eastern Atlantic. Hitherto the Newfoundland Escort
Force which Newfoundland had been instrumental in supporting and, to
some extent, supplying, had operated under British direction. It would
now be under United States naval command at Argentia.44 Canada had
not been invited to the Atlantic Conference; nor, it would appear, had there
been any formal consultation with Canada about the proposed transfer to
American naval command of the convoy escort forces it had serving with
.the British in the Atlantic. But what might have been a source of friction was
overcome by the good sense and tact of the American and Canadian naval
commanders concerned.

I

American convoy escort forces were almost entirely withdrawn from the
North Atlantic route for a time after Pearl Harbour. This raised again the
question of command in the Atlantic. Although American naval authorities
were at first reluctant to sec a separate Canadian command established, this
was agreed to in 1943 and a separate Canadian operational command (The
Canadian North-West Atla)ritic Command) with command responsibility for
all trade convoys in the Western Atlantic north of the latitude of New York
City was established, subject to the United States retaining stratcgic dircc-
tion of the war in the Western Atlantic-a largely academic proviso once
the North African campaign had run its course. This arrangement con-
tinued for the duration of the war. Thus, for the first time, the RCN was
awarded command responsibilitics appropriate to its actual role in the Battle
`of the Atlantic. The RN, with which the RCN was serving, and which had
much wider responsibilities ranging from Murmansk to Dakar, retained
command in the Eastcrn Atlantic.

The Battle of the Atlantic was at its height during the ycars 1942-43 and
much of the battle raged off Newfoundland's shores. During 1942 alone,
some 956 ships were sunk in the North Atlantic by U-Boat action. In the
same year twenty-one ships were sunk in the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence,

" Stacey. C. P. op. cil. p. 313-319 and Driuban. Stanley W. op. cit. p. 175.
" See CbaPter l. Part 5, Section c and Tucker, O. N. T. op. cit. p. 402-417.
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évidence financer la construction d'une base. Le Royaume-Uni était en
mesure de le'faire, mais n'avait pas assez de dollars. Le Canada le pouvait,
mais, compte tenu ; des contribuables, le gouvernement croyait qu'il devrait
avoir des titres de propriété ou au moins un bail emphytéotique s'il défrayait
le coût de la base.

Finalement on en arriva à une entente: le Canada construirait la base
pour l'Amirauté qui finirait par payer les frais d'immobilisation et qui en
serait propriétaire. Puisqu'elle servirait surtout aux navires d'escorte, le
Canada serait responsable des frais de fonctionnement. La question de l'utili-
sation de la base après la guerre restait à déterminer mais le Canada obtint
d'être consulté si à un moment ou l'autre on se proposait d'en céder les titres
ou la direction des installations portuaires.

A Bay Bulls, à environ vingt milles au sud de St. John's, le Canada
construisit aussi une base auxiliaire qui servit énormément à faire les «répara-
tions courantes»41 nécessaires aux navires d'escorte et parfois aux navires
marchands.

Le Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve contribua largement à la construction
de cette.base et accorda au Canada un bail de 99 ans. À la fin des hostilités
cependant le Canada révoqua son bail à cause du surplus d'installations de
réparation navale;42 De plus, à ce moment-là Terre-Neuve ne voulut pas
que la base fasse concurrence aux chantiers maritimes privés.

Lorsque le nouveau plan pour la protection des convois fut en vigueur,
le Royaume-Uni assurait environ cinquante pour cent de la protection des
convois transatlantiques, le Canada quarante-huit pour cent, et les États-Unis
deux pour cent. Après qu'ils eurent déclaré la guerre, les États-Unis se
chargèrent des convois rapides de marchandises et de troupes, mais en peu
de temps ils furent tellement pris dans le Pacifique et le long de la côte de
l'Atlantique qu'ils retirèrent presque tous leurs contre-torpilleurs du service
d'escorte transatlantique.

La Marine royale du Canada participa aussi à la protection des convois
dans la Méditerranée, la mer des Antilles et le long de la côte américaine
de l'Atlantique. Des navires canadiens sous le commandement de la MR
prirent part aux débarquements en Afrique du Nord, en Sicile, en Italie et
finalement en France. Mais la protection des convois dans l'Atlantique Nord
demeura la principale tâche de la MRC. En effet, au cours des trois dernières
annees de la guerre, les navires canadiens furent principalement chargés de
la protection des convois de marchandises de l'Amérique du Nord jusqu'en
Grande-Bretagne. Ce fait souligne l'importance de St. John's et de Halifax
dans la poursuite de la Bataille de l'Atlantique.
Le commandement naval-3

Le premier schéma des relations navales (entre la Grande-Bretagne et
les

États-Unis dans l'Atlantique) avait en majeure partie été établi par
l'accord conclu à Argentia en 1941 entre Roosevelt et Churchill. Cet

u Tucker, G. N. T. op. cit. p. 198-199 et le chapitre I. partie 4, section b." Voir le chapitre I, partie 4, section b.
*' Stacey, C. P. op. cit. p. 347-353 et Dziuban, Stanley W. op. cit. p. 175.
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including two escort ships;45 two ships were sunk at anchor at Bell Island
and two more in convoy there;lg and the Caribou, the ferry plying between
North Sydney and Port-aux-Basques, was sunk with the loss of some 136
lives;47 in addition, mines were laid in the approaches to Halifax and St.
John's. But by the end of 1943 victory over the U-boats, if not yet achieved,
seemed a reasonable prospect. By the end of the year, sinkings were
declining, and the construction of new ships in allied yards appeared to be
gaining over losses.

The Strategic Importance of St. John's

Dr. Tucker, the official historian of the RCN, sums up the importance of
St. John's in the desperate struggle as follows:

The importance of St. John's as a wartime naval base can hardly be exaggerated.
In simple terms it was the principal western base and turn-around port for
ships flying the white ensign. These were engaged in escorting, on the lap
between Newfoundland and the British Isles, the great transatlantic convoys
that formed the main pipeline through which the enormous resources and strength
of North America were pumped into Europe. For the U-boats in the North
Atlantic that small harbour was a hornet's nest, and the naval activities which
were carried on there made an inestimable contribution towards winning the
war.'°

The extent to which St. John's was actually used by escort ships is
indicated by the following table"' based on Dr. Tucker's figures:

Warships Based at St. John's

Jan. 1942
June 1942
Jan. 1943
June 1943
Jan. 1944

Destroyers Frigates
16
11
23
12
12

June 1944 _**
Jan. 1945 8
June 1945 3

2
7
9

27
36

Corvettes

52
46
30*
37
39
31
39
41

• Many Canadian corvettes participated in the Allied assault on North Africa in the fall of
1942 and remained on convoy duty in the Mediterranean in 1943.

•*At this time all destroyers were required for the invasion of Europe.

t
POST-WAR ARRANGEMENTS

With the approaching end of hostilities in Europe, Canada and New-
foundland were confronted with the need to re-examine their mutual

" Tucker. G. N. T. op. cit. p. 391.
« Documents 647-649 and 652.
" Document 732.
" Tucker, G. N. T. op. cit. p. 203.
M Loc. cit.
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accord prévoyait que la direction stratégique de la guerre dans l'Atlan=
tique Ouest, y compris la protection des convois, incomberait aux États-Unis
alors que la Grande-Bretagne continuerait à s'occuper des opérations dans
l'Atlantique Est. Avant cette accord, la flotte d'escorte de Terre-Neuve que
le gouvernement terre-neuvien avait appuyée et dans une certaine mesure
aidé à établir, avait été sous les ordres d'un commandant britannique;
dorénavant, elle relèverait du commandement naval américain à Argentia'4
Le Canada n'avait pas été invité à la Conférence de l'Atlantique; de plus
il semblerait que les autorités canadiennes n'aient pas été officiellement con-
sultées au sujet de ce transfert de pouvoir dans le cadre duquel les forces
canadiennes d'escorte servant avec les Britanniques dans l'Atlantique relève-
raient d'un commandement naval américain. Cette situation critique fut
désamorcée par le bon jugement et le tact des commandants américains et
canadiens en cause.

Les forces américaines d'escorte furent presque complètement retirées de
l'Atlantique Nord pendant un certain temps après l'attaque de Pearl Har-
bour. En conséquence, la question du commandement dans l'Atlantique fut
de nouveau soulevée. Bien que les autorités navales américaines hésitèrent à
accepter la création d'un commandement canadien distinct, cette mesure fut
acceptée en 1943. Un commandement canadien des opérations (celui de
l'Atlantique du Nord-Ouest) chargé de la protection de tous les convois
marchands dans l'Atlantique Ouest au nord de New York fut établi sous
réserve du maintien par les États-Unis de la direction stratégique de la guerre
dans l'Atlantique Ouest-une restriction plutôt théorique une fois que la
campagne de l'Afrique du Nord fut terminée. Cette entente resta en vigueur
pendant toute la durée_ de la guerre. Ainsi donc pour la première fois, la
MRC se voyait confier un commandement conforme au rôle qu'elle remplissait
effectivement dans la Bataille de l'Atlantique. La MR, au côté de laquelle
servait la MRC, et qui avait des responsabilités beaucoup plus grandes sur de
nombreux fronts de Murmansk à Dakar, conserva le commandement dans
l'Atlantique Est.

La Bataille de l'Atlantique atteignit son apogée en 1942 et 1943 et se
déroula pour une bonne part près des côtes de Terre-Neuve. En 1942
seulement, 956 navires furent coulés par des sous-marins allemands dans
l'Atlantique Nord. Dans cette même année, vingt et un navires furent coulés
dans le golfe du Saint-Laurent, y compris deux navires escorte,'a deux
navires ancrés à l'île Bell qui furent torpillés ainsi que deux autres en
convoi à destination de cette île48 sans oublier le Caribou, traversier faisant
la navette entre North Sydney et Port-aux-Basques, qui fut coulé entraînant
la mort de 136 personnes."" De plus, des mines furent mouillées aux
approches des ports de Halifax et de St. John's. Mais, à la fin de 1943, il
semblait raisonable de prévoir la victoire contre les sous-marins allemands

" Voir le chapitre I, partie 5, section c et Tucker, G. N. T. op. cit. p. 402-417.Tucker. G. N. T. op. cit. p. 391.
Documents 647-49 et 652.

a' Document 732.

®
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defence arrangements. These arrangements had been made largely piece-
meal to take care of -immediate ' militàry problems. The- question 'now at
issue was whether they could be adapted to peacetime conditions. •
- From a strictly military standpoint it might be argued that there was
now no need for Canada to underwrite the security of Newfoundland
which, with the .United States in strategic control of the Western Atlantic,
was probably as secure as it had been while the Royal Navy was in control.
The three American bases were still active and, although the United States
had made no commitments for local defence except for its base areas, it
could be counted on in an emergency to come to the assistance of New-
foundland in its own interests. But there were other than military considera-
tions. Canada's assumption of responsibility for the defence of Newfoundland
had been clearly recognized by Britain and the United States in the Protocol
annexed to the Bases Agreement of 1941. To repudiate this obligation, or
to permit local defence to go by default, would indirectly encourage the
United States to take over local defence in the event of an emergency, a
situation which might be unacceptable to the people of Newfoundland or
to the people of Canada. More generally, while not anxious to assume costly
post-war defence commitments outside Canada, the Canadian Government
had learned during the war that Newfoundland was indeed essential to the
defence of Canada.

One difficulty was the uncertain political future of Newfoundland. Its people
had been promised that they would -decide their own political future if
the Island once again became solvent, a condition which was at least tem-
porarily. .achieved in the latter years of the war due mainly to the massive
construction programmes of the United States and Canada. Any Canadian
post-war defence arrangements, to be lasting, would have to be adaptable to
various political alternatives. Meantime the Newfoundland Government was
reluctant to assume responsibility for decisions which might be unacceptable
to the Newfoundland electorate in the event of restoration of responsible gov-
ernment. If Newfoundland were tô join Canada, the situation would be auto-
matically solved, as defence would be a federal responsibility. But at the time
union seemed very unlikely.

time,

Tenure to Defence Installations

From a legal standpoint Canada's post-war defence position in Newfound-
land was much weaker than that of the United States. The United States pres-
ence rested on the leased bases agreement of 1941, which defined the rights,
powers and privileges of the United States forces in Newfoundland in peace
and war. These included the right to operate virtually anywhere in or over
Newfoundland in war or emergency. On the other hand, while Canada had
enjoyed wide freedom of movement in and over Newfoundland during the
war, and the use of whatever facilities for defence were available, its posi-
tion' depended basically on the goodwill of the Newfoundland Government
and on government regulations implementing wartime statutes such as the
Visiting Forces (Commonwealth) Act and the Emergency Powers (Def ence) .
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car les pertes de navires diminuaient et le nombre de nouveaux navires
construits dans les chantiers alliés dépassait les pertes.,

L'importance de St. John's
- L'historien attitré de la MRC, monsieur G. N. T. Tucker, résume ainsi l'im-

portance de St. John's dans la lutte contre l'ennemi: Il serait difficile d'exa-
gérer l'importance de St. John's comme base navale pendant la guerre. Bref,
c'était la principale base occidentale et un important point de départ ou
d'arrivée pour les navires affichant le pavillon de la marine britannique.
Ceux-ci protégeaient, entre Terre-Neuve et la Grande-Bretagne, les grands
convois transatlantiques qui transportaient, tel un pipe-line, les énormes res-
sources de l'Amérique du Nord vers l'Europe. Pour les sous-marins allemands
dans l'Atlantique Nord, ce petit port était un guêpier et les opérations navales
réalisées à partir de ce port contribuèrent largement à la victoire définitive.413

Le tableau suivant,49 établi après les données du Dr Tucker, révèle à
quel point les navires d'escorte utilisaient le port de St. John's:

Navires de guerre stationnés à St. John's
Contre-Torpilleurs Frégates Corvettes

Janv. 1942 16 - 52
Juin 1942 11 - 46
Janv. 1943 23 - 30*

. Juin 1943 12 2 37
Janv. 1944 12 7 39
Juin 1944 -* * 9 31
Janv. 1945 8 27 39
Juin 1945 3 36 41

# Beaucoup de corvettes canadiennes participèrent au débarquement des Alliés en Afrique
du Nord à l'automne de 1942 et restèrent sur le front de la Méditerranée en 1943
pour protéger les convois.

#* A cette époque, tous les contre-torpilleurs étaient utilisés pour l'invasion de l'Europe.

LES ARRANGEMENTS DE L'APRÈS-GUERRE

La fin prochaine des hostilités en Europe obligea le Canada et Terre-Neuve
d'étudier de nouveau leurs ententes de défense. Car elles étaient plutôt
hétérogènes et avaient été élaborées pour répondre aux divers besoins mili-
taires qui se posaient. Il s'agissait maintenant de savoir si ces ententes
pouvaient s'appliquer en temps de paix.

Du point de vue strictement militaire, on peut soutenir que le Canada
n'avait pas à garantir la sécurité de Terre-Neuve qui était probablement
aussi bien protégée lorsque les États-Unis assuraient la direction stratégique
de l'Atlantique Ouest que lorsque le commandement relevait de la Marine
royale. Bien qu'ils ne se soient engagés à défendre que leurs bases, dans un
cas urgent les États-Unis viendraient sans doute au secours de Terre-Neuve
pour protéger leurs propres intérêts. Mais il y avait encore d'autres facteurs
militaires à considérer. La Grande-Bretagne et les États-Unis avaient claire-

« Tucker, G. N. T. OP. cit. P. 203.
10. Loc. cit.
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Act. Broadly speaking, these regulations were intended • to be effective for the
duration of the war only and they would cease to be valid within a reasonable
period after hostilities ended.

In addition Canada had been promised post-war tenure to certain defence
installations constructed during the war, but, with the exception of Goose Bay,
none of these promises had been implemented when hostilities ceased in
Europe.

The Defence Agreement of 1946

After prolonged discussion in Ottawa on Canada-Newfoundland post-war
defence relations and, informally, between the governments concerned, the
Canadian Government took the initiative in proposing a formal conference
between the Canadian and Newfoundland governments (and the United King-
dom Government as required) on the post-war use of military airfields and
related defence matters. Before the conference the Newfoundland Government
was assured that Canada had no plans calling for the stationing of Canadian
forces in Newfoundland in normal times.50 It was thought desirable, however,
that defence facilities in Newfoundland be maintained and that they be readily
available to Canadian forces in the event of emergency, so as to enable them
to act promptly in the region. It was also proposed that there be a genéral
understanding between the two governments that they consult with one
another from time to time as occasion required in order to co-ordinate their
defence activities.

The conference was convened in St. John's early in 1946 and quickly
achieved a satisfactory agreement, the main points being as follows:al

(1) Canada undertook to vacate Gander, Gleneagles and Botwood, as
provided in the Air Bases Agreement of 1941, and to forego *fifty-
year leases promisqd by the Newfoundland Government to parcels
of land within the air bases on which Canada had constructed hous-
ing, hangars and other facilities mainly to meet the needs of
American forces. Newfoundland agreed: to pay Canada $1,000,000
for improvements useful for civil aviation; to store military èquip-
ment and supplies at Gander and to permit similar storage by
Canada at Torbay; that in the event of hostilities involving New-
foundland and Canada, Newfoundland would transfer control and
operation of Gander to Canada on request for duration of the emer-
gency; that the two parties should consult one another on defence
matters from time to time (the United Kingdom to be included as
required); and that Canadian and United Kingdom military air-
craft might fly at any time over Newfoundland and use airports
under Newfoundland or Canadian control as required.

(2) Canada was also to be granted title in fee simple to Torbay airport
. as promised by Newfoundland in 1941. Torbay was to become a

" Document 985.
4 Appendix Ii.
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ment reconnu le Canada comme défenseur de Terre-Neuve dans-le protocole
annexé à l'entente de 1941. S'il reniait cette obligation ou négligeait la
défense de l'île le Canada encouragerait indirectement les États-Unis à s'en
charger. Les. Terre-Neuviens et les ^ Canadiens n'étaient peut-être ^ pas prêts
à accepter cette éventualité. Bien que dans l'ensemble il ne cherchât pas à
s'engager dans la défense coûteuse d'un territoire étranger, le gouvernement
canadien avait appris par expérience que la sécurité de Terre-Neuve était
essentielle à sa défense.

Une des difficultés fut l'avenir politique incertain de Terre-Neuve. Les
Terre-Neuviens avaient reçu la promesse que si l'île redevenait solvable, ils
pourraient décider de leur avenir politique. Cette condition avait été remplie
en raison surtout des énormes programmes de construction des États-Unis et
du Canada, au cours des dernières années de la guerre. Pour durer, toute
entente bilatérale de défense dans l'après-guerre devait être assez souple
pour s'adapter aux diverses solutions politiques. Entre temps, le gouvernement
de Terre-Neuve hésitait à prendre des engagements que l'électorat pourrait
rejeter advenant le retour au gouvernement autonome. Si Terre-Neuve
s'unissait au Canada, le problème serait automatiquement réglé car la défense
relèverait du fédéral. A ce moment-là -toutefois, l'union semblait très im-
probable.
Le droit d'occupation des installations de défense

Du-point de vue juridique, la position du Canada vis-à-vis la défense de
Terre-Neuve après la guerre était beaucoup plus faible que celle des États-
Unis. La présence américaine était fondée sur l'accord de 1941 qui stipulait
les droits, les pouvoirs et les privilèges des États-Unis à Terre-Neuve en
temps de paix et en temps de guerre, y compris le droit de manoeuvre sur
presque tout le territoire de l'île. Cependant, le Canada avait joui d'une
grande liberté opérationnelle à Terre-Neuve pendant la guerre et avait utilisé
toutes les installations militaires disponibles, mais sa position était fondée
principalement sur la bonne volonté : du gouvernement terre-neuvien et sur
l'application de lois adoptées en temps de guerre telles la Loi sur les forces
étrangères (Commonwealth britannique) et l'Emergency Powers Defence Act.
DansTensemble, la portée de ces règlements était limitée au temps de guerre
et ils seraient annules-quelque temps après les hostilités.

De plus le Canada avait reçu la promesse' qu'après la guerre, il pourrait
occuper certaines installations de défense construites pendant la guerre,
mais à l'exception de Goose Bay, aucune de ces promesses ne fut tenue
après la fin des hostilités en Europe.

L'accord de défense de 1946 '
Après de longues discussions à Ottawa sur les relations de défense d'après-

guerre entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve, et des entretiens officieux entre les
gouvernements intéressés, le gouvernement canadien . prit l'initiative de pro-
poser une conférence officielle entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve (et le
Royaume-Uni, suivant les besoins) sur l'utilisation des aéroports militaires
et sur d'autres questions de défense. Avant la conférence, le gouvernement,
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commercial airport operated by the Canadian Government in the
Canada-Newfoundland service. Torbay was also to be available to
the RCAF for training purposes and for storage of equipment and
supplies.

(3) Newfoundland also agreed to retain as military reserves a number
of small defence sites (e.g. for coastal and anti-aircraft artillery
and for radar) .a2

(4) The agreement was to last for three years and thereafter to continue
in force subject to revision or termination by mutual consent on
twelve months' notice.

Three important facilities constructed by Canada were omitted from the
agreement of 1946, namely St. John's naval base, Bay Bulls ship repair base
and Goose Bay air base. It will be recalled that the St. John's naval base was
built by Canada on account for the Admiralty which took title to the base.
At the close of the war the RN and the RCN agreed that St. John's was a
wartime base only and surplus to requirements for peacetime operations,
especially in view of the existence of U.S. bases on the Island. Discussions
about disposal of the base were being held between the two naval authorities
at the time of the conference of 1946 and it was decided not to intervene.
In the end the base was dismantled, some shore facilities going to the New-
foundland government on a use and maintenance basis.

It was agreed that Bay Bulls would not be allowed to become competitive
in peacetime with other ship-repair establishments. It was accordifigly dis-
mantled, declared surplus to requirements and disposed of to private interests
by the Canadian War Assets Corporation.

The status of Goose Bay had been decided only two years earlier by the
Goose Bay lease agreement under which Canada was entitled to occupation
for ninety-nine years.6$ By the end of 1946 Goose Bay was the only defence
facility in Newfoundland, including Labrador, under the command and con-
trol of Canadian forces. Under the Goose Bay lease the United Kingdom and
the United States had rights of use for the duration of the war and for such
time thereafter as was agreed by the Canadian and Newfoundland Govern-
ments to be necessary or desirable. The primary functions of the base during
wartime had been to assist in the Atlantic ferry service and in anti-submarine
warfare. These functions, of course, ceased with the end of hostilities, but
a new danger was appearing on the horizon. With the onset of "the cold
war", Goose Bay became for a time a key base in the defence of North
America against possible raids over the Arctic. The PJBD, in discussing
Canada-United States post-war defence plans declared in 1946: "Goose Bay is

" For security reasons, this section of the agreement of 1946 was not published at the time.
" Appendix F. (Canada had originally requested title in fee simple to the arrangement for

rbay but the Newfoundland Government proposed a ninety-nine year lease instead,
apparently on the ground that it would be more acceptable to the Newfoundland public
than outright owner:hip:)
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de Terre-Neuve avait reçu l'assurance que le Canada ne prévoyait pas envoyer
de force en garnison à Terre-Neuve en temps normal.110 On croyait toutefois
souhaitable de maintenir des installations de défense à Terre-Neuve et de
permettre aux forces canadiennes de les utiliser immédiatement en cas
d'urgence pour qu'elles puissent agir promptement dans la région. Il fut aussi
proposé que, dans le cadre d'une entente générale, les deux gouvernements
se consultent de temps à autre, selon le besoin, pour coordonner leur défense.

La conférence eut lieu à St. John's au début de 1946. On en arriva très
rapidement à un accord acceptable par les parties. Cette accord stipulait:si

1) Le Canada s'engagea à évacuer Gander, Gleneagles et Botwood
conformément à l'accord sur les bases aériennes de 1941 et à
dénoncer les baux de cinquante ans que le gouvernement de
Terre-Neuve lui avait accordés sur les parties des bases aériennes
où le Canada avait construit des logements, des hangars et d'autres
installations surtout pour répondre aux besoins des forces améri-
caines. Terre-Neuve accepta de payer un million de dollars au
Canada pour les installations destinées à l'aviation civile; d'entre-
poser des matériaux et des fournitures de guerre à Gander et à
autoriser le Canada à faire de même à Torbay; dans le cas
d'hostilités impliquant le Canada et Terre-Neuve, cette dernière
confierait sur demande la direction et le commandement de Gander
au Canada. Terre-Neuve accepta que les deux parties se consultent
de temps à autre sur les questions de défense (et que le Royaume-
Uni puisse être invité suivant le besoin); et que les avions militaires
du Canada et du Royaume-Uni puissent survoler Terre-Neuve
en tout temps et utiliser les aéroports sous contrôle terre-neuvien
ou canadien suivant le besoin.

2) Le Canada reçut aussi les titres de propriété avec tous droits de
jouissance et de possession à l'aéroport de Torbay suivant la
promesse que Terre-Neuve lui avait faite en 1941. Torbav allait
devenir un aéroport commercial exploité par le gouvernement
canadien pour faire la liaison Terre-Neuve-Canada. Torbay devait
aussi servir à la formation des nouvelles recrues du CARC et à
l'entreposage de matériaux et de fournitures.

3) Terre-Neuve accepta aussi de conserver quelques petits sites
défensifs comme réserves militaires (par exemple, l'artillerie cô-
tière et anti-aérienne et le radar).52

4) L'accord devait durer trois ans et par après il serait encore renou-
velable par un commun accord et sur un préavis de douze mois.

Trois importantes bases construites par le Canada ne furent pas men-
tionnées dans l'accord de 1946, notamment la base navale de St. John's,
le chantier de réparation navale de Bay Bulls et la base aérienne de Goose
Bay. Il faut se rappeler que le Canada avait construit la base navale de

a Document 985.
!'Appendice H. . .
as Pour des raisons de sécurité, cette section de l'accord de 1946 ne fut pas publiée à l'époque.
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considered vital to the defence of the United States and Canada and should be
maintained as a military base on such a scale as to provide for the stationing
of operational squadrons as required."54

The draft agreement worked out at the Conference of 1946 proved
acceptab!e to the three governments concerned. Each of the three countries
reaped substantial benefits. To Canada it meant assurance of freedom of
action in the Newfoundland area in the event of another emergency; to
Newfoundland it meant assurance of immediate support from Canada in the
event of a crisis, without loss of sovereignty; to the United Kingdom it meant
assurance that the wartime partnership of Canada, the United Kingdom
and Newfoundland for the maintenance of transatlantic sea and air com-
munications, which had been so important in the achievement of victory in
the North Atlantic, still survived in fact. But the 1946 Agreement was soon
superseded by events. For the time being, the issue of Newfoundland's
political future took precedence, at least among Newfoundlanders. Three
years from the day the Agreement of 1946 became effective, Newfoundland
became the tenth province of Canada. Henceforth its defence would be the
responsibility of the Government and Parliament of Canada.

Ottawa, September 1974 R. A. MACKAY

" Document 1010.
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St. John's pour l'Amirauté qui en prit possession. A la fin de la guerre,
la MR et la MRC convinrent que St. John's était inutile en temps de paix,
compte tenu surtout de la présence de bases américaines sur l'île. Des discus-
sions au sujet du sort de la base eurent lieu entre les deux autorités navales
lors de la conférence de 1946 mais on maintint le statu quo. En fin de
compte, la base fut demantelée et certains installations côtières furent remises
au gouvernement de Terre-Neuve qui en retour devait se charger de l'entretien.

Il fut convenu qu'en temps de paix, Bay Bulls ne devait pas faire concur-
rence aux autres chantiers navals. En conséquence, les installations furent
donc démantelées et vendues par la Société canadienne des biens de guerre.

Le.statut de Goose Bay avait été déterminé seulement deux ans plus tôt
par 1 la remise d'un bail qui accordait des droits d'occupation au Canada
pour quatre-vingt-dix-neuf ans.53 A la fin de 1946, Goose Bay était la seule
base militaire à Terre-Neuve et au Labrador, qui était encore sous les ordres
et la direction des forces canadiennes. Aux termes du bail de Goose Bay,
le Royaume-Uni et les États-Unis avaient le droit d'utiliser la base pendant
la guerre et pour une période ultérieure fixée selon le bon vouloir des gouver-
nements du Canada et de Terre-Neuve. Pendant la guerre, la base. avait servi
principalement 'au service transocéanique et à la guerre anti-sous-marine.
Par après; ces fonctions disparurent, mais un nouveau danger apparaissait à
l'horizon: la «guerre froide>. Goose Bay devint une base clé dans la défense
de l'Amérique du Nord contre les raids possibles via l'Arctique. Dans ses
discussions sur les plans de défense canado-américaine d'après-guerre, la
CPCAD a déclaré en 1946: «la base de Goose Bay est essentielle à la défense
des États-Unis et du Canada et elle doit être maintenue comme base militaire
de manière à permettre l'installation d'une garnison d'escadrons opérationnels
dont l'effectif varierait suivant le besoin».6;

Le projet d'accord rédigé à la Conférence de 1946 fut agréé par les trois
gouvernements concernés; chacun en bénéficia. Il garantissait au Canada la
liberté d'action dans la région de Terre-Neuve advenant une autre catastrophe;
il assurait Terre-Neuve de l'appui immédiat du Canada en cas de crise, sans
compromettre son autonomie; pour le Royaume-Uni, l'accord signifiait la
survie effective de la collaboration qui avait uni le Canada, le Royaume-Uni
et Terre-Neuve pendant la guerre dans leur effort pour maintenir les commu-
nications transatlantiques maritimes et aériennes, effort commun qui avait
sensiblement contribué à la victoire dans l'Atlantique Nord. Toutefois, l'accord
de 1946 fut bientôt dépassé par les événements. Â cette époque, la question
de l'avenir politique de Terre-Neuve devint prioritaire, du moins pour
les Terre-Neuviens. Trois ans après l'entrée en vigueur de l'accord de 1946,
Terre-Neuve devenait la dixième province du Canada et dorénavant sa
défense ressortirait au gouvernement fédéral.
Ottawa, septembre 1974. R. A. MAcKAY

^ Appendice F. Au début le Canada avait demandé d'obtenir les titres de propriété avec tous
droits de jouissance et de possession lors de l'accord sur Torbay. Cependant le gouvernement
de Terre-Neuve proposa un bail emphytéotique de quatre-vingt-dix-neuf ans, alléguant que
le bail serait mieux accepté par la population terre-neuvienne que la possession absolue.

" Document 1010.
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DND(DH) ............Ministère de la Défense nationale (Direction historique)/
Department of National Defence (Directorate of History)

HCD ......................Débats de la Chambre des communes/Debates of the House
of Commons

Howe Papers ........Archives publiques du Canada/Public Archives of Canada
MG 27 III B20

JWP ........................Pickersgill, J. W. The Mackenzie King Record. Vol. 1,
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1960. 723'p.

King Papers ............Archives publiques du Canada/Public Archives of Canada
MG 25 J1,4

MacKay Papers ......Archives publiques du Canada/Public Archives of Canada
MG30E48

NPA ........................Newfoundland Provincial Archives

Privy Council ..........Archives publiques du Canada/Public Archives of Canada
RG 2 18

PRO ........................Public Record Office, Londres/London
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LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS*
LIST OF PERSONS*

Anderson (commodore de l'air N. R.),
commandant de l'aviation, région aéri-
enne de l'Est (1938-1942); directeur du
personnel militaire au Conseil de l'Air
(1942-1943); membre de la CPCAD
(1942-1944).

Anderson (major-général T. V.), chef
d'état-major général (1938-1940); ins-
pecteur général au Canada central
(1940-1942).

Angus (H. F. ), conseiller spécial du sous-
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
(1941-1945).

Attlee (Clement R.), secrétaire d'État aux
Dominions (1942-1943).

Beatty (Sir Edward), président du Cana-
dian Pacific Railway (1918-1942).

Beaverbrook (lord), ministre de la Pro-
duction d'avions de Grande-Bretagne
(1941-1943); lord du Sceau privé
(1943-1945).

Biggar (colonel O. ri.), président de la
section canadienne de la CPCAD (1940-
1945).

Bower (R. P.), commissaire au commerce
à Terre-Neuve (1943-1945).

Bowhill (maréchal en chef de l'air, sir
Frederick), commandant du Service
transocéanique de la RAF (ffi1-1943).

Brant (major-général G. C.), commandant
en chef des troupes américaines à Terre-
Neuve (1941-1943).

Breadner (maréchal de l'air L. S.), chef
de l'état-major de l'Air (1940-1943).

Bridle (Paul A.), haut commissariat à
Terre-Neuve (1945-1946, 1948-1949);
secrétaire du Comité interministériel sur
les relations Canada-Terre-Neuve (1946-
1948); haut commissaire par intérim à
Terre-Neuve 1948 et mars 1949.

Anderson,' Air Commodore N. R., Air
Office Commanding, Eastern Air Com-
mand, 1938-42; Air Member for Air
Staff, 1942-43; Member of the PJBD,
1942-44.

Anderson. Major-General T. V., Chief of
the General Staff 1938-40; Inspector
General for Central Canada, 1940-42.

Angus, H. F., Special Assistant to Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
1941-45.

Attlee, Clement R., Secretary of State for
Dominions, 1942-43.

Beatty, Sir Edward, President of Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, 1918-42.

Beaverbrook, Lord, Minister of Aircraft
Production of Great Britain, 1941-43;
Lord Privy Seal, 1943-45.

Biggar, Colonel O. M., Chairman, Cana-
dian Section of the PJBD, 1940-45.

^

Bower, R. P., Trade Commissioner in
Newfoundland, 1943-45.

Bowhill, Air Chief-Marshal Sir Frederick,
Officer Commanding RAF Ferry Com-
mand, 1941-43.

Brant, Major-General G. C., Command-
ing General, Newfoundland Base Com-
mand (United States), 1941-43.

Breadner, Air Marshal L. S., Chief of the
Air Staff, 1940-43.

Bridle, Paul A., High Commission in
Newfoundland, 1945-46, 1948-49; Sec-
retary of Interdepartmental Committee
on Canada-Newfoundland Relations,
1946-48; Acting High Commissioner in
Newfoundland, 1948 and March 1949.

' Les fonctions énumérées dans cette liste se
rapportent aux événements auxquels ont
particip6 les personnalités et non pas à
toute la période 1935-1949.

• The positions enumerated in this list relate
to the events in which the persons parti-
cipated and not to the whole of the 1935-
1949 period.
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Britton (J. C.), haut commissariat à Terre-
Neuve (1943-1945); commissaire au
commerce à Terre-Neuve (1945-1948).

Brooks (général John B.), commandant
en chef des troupes américaines à Terre-
Neuve (1943-1944).

Burchell (C. J.), haut commissaire à
Terre-Neuve (1941-1944, 1948-1949).

Campbell (sir Gerald), haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne (1938-1941).

Carew (W. J.), secrétaire de la commis-
sion pour Terre-Neuve et secrétaire aux
Affaires intérieures de Terre-Neuve
(1934-1949).

Clark (W. C.), sous-ministre des Finances
et secrétaire du Conseil du Trésor
(1932-1952).

Clutterbuck (P. A.), sous-secrétaire ad-
joint aux Dominions (1940-1942);
sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Domi-
nions (1942-1946); haut commissaire de
Grande-Bretagne (1946-1952).

Cranborne (vicomte), secrétaire d'État
. aux Dominions (1943-1945).
Crerar (major-général H. D. G.), chef

d'état-major général (1940-1941).
Croil (vice-maréchal de l'air G. M.), chef

de l'état-major de l'Air (1938-1940);
inspecteur général du CARC (1940-
1943).

Cuffe (commodore de l'air A. A. L.),
membre de la CPCAD (1940-1942);
directeur du personnel militaire au Con-
seil de l'Air (1940-1943).

Curtis (vice-maréchal de l'air W. A.),
directeur du personnel militaire au Con-
seil de l'Air (1944-1947); membre de la
CPCAD (1944-1947).

Curtis (W. E.), agent des priorités de
Terre-Neuve (1942-1945).

DeCarteret (S. L), sous-ministre de la
Défense nationale pour l'Air (1941-
1944).

Duff (sir Patrick), haut commissaire ad-
joint de Grande-Bretagne (1941-1944).

Dunn (P. D. H.), commissaire aux Res-
sources naturelles de Terre-Neuve
(1941-1945).

Dyde (colonel H. A.), secrétaire du Con-
seil de, défense (1940-1944); rattaché
au haut commissariat à Terre-Neuve
(septembre-décembre 1941).

Earnshaw (brigadier Philip), commandant
des forces militaires canadiennes et
terre-neuviennes à Terre-Neuve (1940-
^941).

LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS

Britton, J. C., High Commission in New-
foundland, 1943-45; Trade Commis-
sioner, 1945-48.

Brooks, General John B., Commanding
General, Newfoundland Base Command
(United States), 1943-44.

Burchell, C. J., High Commissioner in
Newfoundland, 1941-44, 1948-49.

Campbell, Sir Gerald, High Commissioner
of Great Britain, 1938-41.

Carew, W. J., Secretary of Commission
of Government and Secretary for Home
Affairs of Newfoundland, 1934-49.

Clark, W. C., Deputy Minister of Finance
and Secretary of the Treasury Board,
1932-52.

Clutterbuck, P. A., Assistant Under-Sec-
retary for Dominions, 1940-42; Assistant
Under-Secretary of State for Dominions,
1942-46; High Commissioner of Great
Britain, 1946-52.

Cranborne, Viscount, Secretary of State
for Dominions, 1943-45.

Crerar, Major-General H. D. G., Chief of
the General Staff, 1940-41.

Croil, Air Vice-Marshal G. M., Chief of
the Air Staff, 1938-40; Inspector Gen-
eral of the RCAF, 1940-43.

Cuffe, Air Commodore A. A. L, Member
of the PJBD, 1940-42; Air Member
for Air Staff, 1940-43.

Curtis, Air Vice-Marshal W. A.; Air
Member for Air Staff 1944-47; Member
of the PJBD, 1944-47.

Curtis, W. E., Priorities Officer of New-
foundland, 1942-45.

DeCarteret, S. L, Deputy Minister of
National Defence for Air, 1941-44.

Duff, Sir Patrick, Deputy High Commis-
sion of Great Britain, 1941-44.

Dunn, P. D. H., Commissioner for Na-
tural Resources of Newfoundland,
1941-45.

Dyde, Colonel H. A.. Secretary to Defence
Council, Ottawa, 1940-44; attached to
High Commission in Newfoundland,
September-December, 1941.

Earnshaw, Brigadier Philip,' Commander,
Combined Newfoundland and Canadian
Military Forces in Newfoundland, 1940-
41.
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Edwards (commandant C. P.), sous-minis-
tre des Transports (1941-1949).

Elkins (major-général W. H. P.), maître
général de l'artillerie (1938-1940); géné-
ral commandant en chef de la région
de l'Atlantique (1940-1943).

Emerson (sir Edward), commissaire à la
Justice de Terre-Neuve (1937-1940);
commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
de Terre-Neuve (1940-1944); juge-en-
chef de Terre-Neuve (1945-1949).

Flinn (major W. H.), commissaire aux
Ressources naturelles de Terre-Neuve
(1945-1948).

Gibson (brigadier R. B.), directeur des
opérations militaires et des renseigne-
ments (1940-1941).

Gibson (Colin), ministre du Revenu na-
tional (1940-1945); ministre de la Dé-
fense nationale pour l'Air (1945-1946).

Gill (lieutenant-colonel E. W. T.), secré-
taire du Comité des chefs d'état-major
(1943-1945); secrétaire du Comité de
Défense du Cabinet (1945-1949).

Goodeve (brigadier L. E.), commandant
des forces militaires canadiennes et
terre-neuviennes à Terre-Neuve (1945-
1946).

Gordon (Donald), sous-gouverneur de la
Banque du Canada (1938-1949); prési-
dent (en alternance) de la Commission
de contrôle du change étranger (1939-
1941); président de la Commission des
prix et du commerce en temps de guerre
(1941-1947).

Gushue (Raymond), président de la Com-
mission des pêcheries de Terre-Neuve
(1936-1952).

Guthrie (commodore de l'air K. M.),
directeur des services de l'état-major de
l'Air, région aérienne de l'Est (1939-
1942); commandant du CARC à Gander
(1941).

Heakes (capitaine de groupe F. Vernon);
directeur des plans et des opérations
aériennes (1940-1942); membre de la
CPCAD (1942); commandant de l'avia-
tion, premier groupe à Terre-Neuve
(1943-1944).

Heeney '(A. D. P.), secrétaire principal du
Premier ministre (1938-1940); greffier
dû Conseil privé et secrétaire du Cabinet
(1940-1949).

Edwards, Commander C. P., Deputy Min•
ister of Transport, 1941-49.

Elkins, Major-General W. H. P., Master
General of the Ordnance, 1938-40;
G.O.C.-in-C, Atlantic Command. 1940-
43.

Emerson, Sir Edward, Commissioner for
Justice of Newfoundland, 1937-40;
Commissioner for Justice and Defence,
of Newfoundland, 1940-44; Chief Jus-
tice of Newfoundland, 1945-49.

Flinn, Major W. H., Commissioner for
Natural Resources of Newfoundland,
1945-48.

Gibson, Brigadier R. B., Director of Mili-
tary Operations and Intelligence, 1940-
41.

Gibson, Colin, Minister of National Rev-
enue 1940-45; Minister of National
Defence for Air, 1945-46.

Gill, Lt.-Col. E. W. T., Secretary, Chiefs
of Staff Committee, 1943-45; Secretary,
Cabinet Defence Committee 1945-49.

Goodeve, Brigadier L. E., Commander,
Combined Newfoundland and Canadian
Military Forces in Newfoundland, 1945-
46.

Gordon, Donald, Deputy Governor, Bank
of Canada, 1938-49; Chairman (Alter-
nate) Foreign Exchange Control Board,
1939-41; Chairman, Wartime Prices and
Trade Board, 1941-47.

Gushue, Raymond, Chairman, Newfound-
land Fisheries Board, 1936-52.

Guthrie, Air Commodore K. M., Senior
Air Member, Eastern Air Command,
1939-42; Officer Commanding RCAF,
Gander, 1941.

Heakes, Group-Captain F. Vernon, Direc-
tor of Plans and Operations, 1940-42;
Member of the PJBD, 1942; Air Officer
Commanding No. 1 Group Newfound-
land, 1943-44.

Heeney, A. D. P., Principal Secretary
to the Prime Minister, 1938-40; Clerk
of the Privy Council and Secretary to the
Cabinet, 1940-49.
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Henry - (major-général 'Guy V.),. membre
de la section américaine de la CPCAD
(1942-1947).

Hickerson (J. D.), membre de la section
américaine de la CPCAD (1940-1945).

Hopper (George D.), consul général des
Etats-Unis à Terre-Neuve (1941-1945).

Howe (C. D.), ministre des Transports
(1936-1940); ministre des Munitions
et des Approvisionnements (1940-
1945); ministre de la Reconstruction
(1944-1945); ministre de la Recons-
truction et des Approvisionnements
(1946-1948).

Howell (J. Gordon), secrétaire aux doua-
nes de Terre-Neuve (1942-1949).

Ilsley (J. L.) ministre des Finances (1940-
1946); ministre de la Justice (1946-
1948).

James (R. L. M.), commissaire aux Fi-
nances de Terre-Neuve (1946-1949).

Jenkins (colonel J. H.), directeur des opé-
rations militaires et de la planification
(1942-1946).

Keenleyside (H. L.), secrétaire de la sec-
tion canadienne de la CPCAD (1940-
1945); conseiller, ministère des Affaires
extérieures (1940-1941) ; sous-secrétaire
d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
(1941-1944); haut commissaire par in-
térim à Terre-Neuve (1944).

King (W. L. Mackenzie), Premier minis-
tre (1935-1948); secrétaire d'État . aux
Affaires extérieures (1935-1946).

La Guardia (F. H.), maire de New York
(1934-1945); président de la section
américaine de la *CPCAD (1940-1947).

Leclerc (major-général P. E.), officier gé-
néral commandant les forces militaires
canadiennes et terre-neuviennes à Terre-
Neuve (1943-1945).

Lockwood (T. C.), régisseur des trans-
ports, ministère des Transports (1939-
1945).

London (sir George E.), commissaire aux
Services publics et aux Approvisionne^
ments de Terre-Neuve (1944-1945).

Macdonald (Angus L.), ministre de la
Défense nationale pour les Services na-
vals ; (1940-1944).

Macdonald (sir Gordon), gouverneur de
Terre-Neuve (1946-1949).

Henry, Major-General Guy V., Member,
United States Section of the PJBD,
1942-47.

Hickerson, J. D., Member, United States
Section of the PJBD, 1940-45.

Hopper, George D., Consul General of
United States in Newfoundland, 1941-
45.

Howe, C. D., Minister of Transport,
1936-40; Minister of Munitions and
Supply, 1940-45; Minister of Reconstruc-
tion, 1944-45; Minister of Reconstruc-
tion and Supply, 1946-48.

Howell, J. Gordon, Secretary for Customs
of Newfoundland, 1942-49.

Ilsley, J. L., Minister of Finance, 1940-46;
Minister of Justice, 1946-48.

James, R. L. M., Commissioner for Fi-
nance of Newfoundland, 1946-49.

Jenkins, Colonel J. H., Director of Military
Operations and Planning, 1942-46.

Keenleyside, H. L., Secrétary, Canadian
Section of the PJBD, 1940-45; Coun-
sellor, Department of External Affairs,
1940-41; Assistant Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, 1941-44;
Acting High Commissioner in New-
foundland, 1944.

King, W. L. Mackenzie, Prime Minister,
1935-48; Secretary of State for External
Affairs, 1935-46.

LaGuardia, F. H., Mayor of New York,
1934-45; Chairman, United States Sec-
tion of the PJBD, 1940-47.

Leclerc, Major-General P. E., General
Office Commanding Combined New-
foundland and Canadian Military Forces
in Newfoundland, 1943-45.

Lockwood, T. C., Transport Controller,
Department of Transport, 1939-45.

London, Sir George E., Commissioner for
Public Utilities and Supply of New-
foundland, 1944-45.

Macdonald, Angus L., Minister of Na-
tional Defence for Naval Services,
1940-44.

Macdonald, Sir : Gordon, Governor of
Newfoundland, 1946-49..
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LIST OF PERSONS'

Macdonald (J. S.), conseiller, ministère
des Affaires extérieures _ (1940-1944);
haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve (1944-
1948).

MacDonald (Malcolm), secrétaire d'État
aux Dominions (1938-1939); haut com-
missaire de Grande-Bretagne (1941-
1946).

Macdonnell (R. M.), ministère des Af-
faires extérieures (1944-1947); secré-
taire de la section canadienne de la
CPCAD (1945-1947).

Machtig (sir Eric Gustav), sous-secrétaire
permanent d'État aux Dominions (1940-
1949).

MacKay (R. A.), conseiller spécial du
sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exté-
rieures (1943-1947); directeur de la di-
rection du Commonwealth (1947-1952);
directeur adjoint du Comité interministé-
riel sur l'union de Terre-Neuve avec le
Canada (1948-1949).

Manning (Raymond), secrétaire aux Ser-
vices publics de Terre-Neuve (1935-
1949).

Marshall (Walter), secrétaire aux Finan-
ces de Terre-Neuve (1938-1949).

Massey (Vincent), haut commissaire en
Grande-Bretagne (1935-1946).

McEwan (capitaine de groupe C. M.),
commandant de l'aviation, premier grou-
pe aérien à Terre-Neuve (1941-1943).

Mills (W. G.), sous-ministre de la Défense
nationale pour les Services navals (1941-
1945).

Murchie (major-général, J. C.), directeur
des opérations militaires et des renseigne-
ments (1940-1941); état-major, quartier
général militaire du Canada, Londres
(1941-1942); sous-chef d'état-major gé-
néral (1942-1944); chef d'état-major
général (1944-1945).

Murray (commodore L. M.), sous-chef de
l'état-major naval (1939-1941); membre
de la CPCAD (1940); commodore com-
mandant les navires et établissements
canadiens dans les eaux de Grande-
Bretagne (1941); officier supérieur, dé-

`tachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve
(1941-1942).

Neill (J. S.), commissaire aux Services
.-publics et aux Approvisionnements de
Terri-Neuve (1945-1948).

Macdonald; J. S., Counsellor, Department
of External Affairs, 1940-44; High Com-
missioner in Newfoundland, 1944-48.

MacDonald, Malcolm, Secretary of State
for Dominions, 1938-39; High Commis-
sioner of Great Britain, 1941-46.

Macdonnell, R. M., Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs, 1944-47; Secretary, Cana-
dian Section of the PJBD, 1945-47.

Machtig, Sir Eric Gustav, Permanent
Under-Secretary of State for Dominions,
1940-49.

MacKay, R. A., Special Assistant to Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
1943-47; Head of Commonwealth Divi-
sion, 1947-52; Deputy Chairman of
Inter-Departmental Committee on Union
of Newfoundland with Canada, 1948-49.

Manning, Raymond, Secretary for Public
Utilities of Newfoundland, 1935-49.

Marshall, Walter, Secretary for Finance
of Newfoundland, 1938-49.

Massey, Vincent, High Commissioner in
Great Britain, 1935-46.

McEwan, Group-Captain C. M., Air Officer
Commanding, No. 1 Group, Newfound-
land, 1941-43.

Mills, W. G. Deputy Minister of National
Defence for Naval Services, 1941-45.

Murchie, Major-General J. C., Director
of Military Operations and Intelligence,
1940-41; General Staff, Canadian Mili-
tary Headquarters, London, 1941-42;
Vice-Chief of the General Staff 1942-
44; Chief of the General Staff, 194445.

Murray, Commodore L. M., Deputy Chief
of the Naval Staff, 1939-41; Member
of the PJBD, 1940; Commodore Com-
manding Canadian Ships and Establish-
ments in Great Britain, 1941; Flag
Officer, Newfoundland Force, 1941-42.

Neill, J. S., Commissioner for Public Util-
ities and Supply, Government of New-
foundland, 1945-48.



Nelles (vice-amiral Percy W.), 'chef de
l'état-major naval (1939-1944); président
du Comité des chefs d'état-major (1940-
1944).

Outerbridge (sir Leonard), secrétaire privé
honoraire du gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
(1930-1944);. directeur de la défense
civile de Terre-Neuve (1942-1946).

Page (major-général L. F.), officier géné-
ral commandant les forces militaires
cànadiennes et terre-neuviennes à Terre-
Neuve (1941-1943).

Parsons (J. Graham), secrétaire de la
section américaine de la CPCAD (1945-
1947).

Pattison (chef d'escadrille (RAF) H. A.
L.), directeur de l'aviation civile de
Terre-Neuve et représentant du minis-
tère de l'Air de Grande-Bretagne à
l'aéroport de Gander (1937-1949).

Pearson (L. B.), sous-secrétaire d'État ad-
joint aux Affaires extérieures (1941-
1942); ministre-conseiller à la légation
aux États-Unis (1942-1944); ministre
aux États-Unis (1944-1945); ambassa-
deur aux États-Unis (1945-1946); sous-
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
(1946-1948); secrétaire d'État aux Af-
faires extérieures (1948-1957).

Penson (J. H.), commissaire aux Finances
de Terre-Neuve (1937-1944).

Pick (A. J.), haut commissariat à Terre-
Neuve (1941-1942).

Pope (major-général Maurice), directeur
des opérations militaires (1939); état-
major, quartier général de l'Armée cana-
dienne, Londres (1940-1941); sous-chef
d'état-major général (1941); membre de
la CPCAD (1941-1945); représentant du
Comité de guerre du Cabinet à Washing-
ton (1942); président de l'état-major
interarmes du Canada à Washington
(1942-1944); secrétaire du Comité de
guerre du Cabinet (1944).

Power (C. G.), ministre associé de la Dé-
fense nationale et ministre de la Défense
nationale pour l'Air (1940-1944).

Price (E. C.), président de la Commission
des douanes de Terre-Neuve (1937-
1942); sous-contrôleur de l'alimentation
de Terre-Neuve (1942-1943). -

Puddester (H. G.), secrétaire à la Justice
de Terre-Neuve (1944-1949).

LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS

Nelles, Vice-Admiral Percy W., Chief of
the Naval Staff, 1939-44;' Chairman,
Chiefs of Staff Committee, 1940-44.

Outerbridge, Sir Leonard, Private Honor-
ary Secretary to the Governor of New-
foundland, 1930-44; Director of Civil
Defence, 1942-46.

Page, Major-General L. F., General Officer
Commanding Combined Newfoundland
and Canadian Military Forces in New-
foundland, 1941-43.

Parsons, J. Graham, Secretary, United
States Section of the PJBD, 1945-47.

Pattison, Squadron-Leader H. A. L., RAF,
Director of Civil Aviation of New-
foundland and representative of British
Air Ministry at Gander Airport, 1937-
49.

Pearson, L. B., Assistant Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs, 1941-42;
Minister-Counsellor, Legation in United
States, 1942-44; Minister in United
States, 1944-45; Ambassador in United
States, 1945-46; Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, 1946-48; Sec-
retary of State for External Affairs,
1948-57.

Penson, J. H., Commissioner for Finance
of Newfoundland, 1937-44.

Pick, A. J., High Commission in New-
foundland, 1941-42.

Pope, Major-General Maurice, Director of
Military Operations, 1939; General Staff,
Canadian Military Headquarters, Lon-
don, 1940-41; Deputy Chief of the
General Staff, 1941; Member of the
PJBD, 1941-45; Representative of Cab-
inet War Committee in Washington,
1942; Chairman, Canadian Joint Staff,
Washington, 1942-44; Secretary of
Cabinet War Committee, 1944.

Power, C. G., Associate Minister of Na-
tional Defence, Minister of National
Defence for Air, 1940-44.

Price, E. C., Chairman, Newfoundland
Board of Customs, 1937-42; Deputy
Food Controller, 1942-43.

Puddester, H. G. Secretary for Justice of
Newfoundland, 1944-49.



,LIST OF PERSONS

Puddester (sir John), commissaire à la
Santé publique et au Bien-être social et
vice-président de la commission pour
Terre-Neuve (1934-1947).

Ralston (J. L.), ministre des Finances
(1939-1940); ministre de la Défense
nationale (1940-1944). '

Read (J. E.), conseiller juridique, minis-
tère des Affaires extérieures (1929-
1946).

Reid (Escott), ministère des Affaires ex-
térieures (1941-1944); ambassade aux
États-Unis (1944-1945); conseiller,
haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne
(1945-1946); conseiller, ministère des
Affaires extérieures (1946-1947); sous-
secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires
extérieures (1947-1948); sous-secrétaire
d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
(1948-1952).

Reid (commodore H. E.), commandant de
la région navale de l'Atlantique (1939-
1940); sous-chef de l'état-major naval
(1941-1942); officier supérieur, détache-
ment de la MRC à Terre-Neuve (1942-
1943).

Robertson (Norman A.), ministère des
Affaires extérieures (1935-1940); con-
seiller, ministère des Affaires extérieures
(1940-1941); sous-secrétaire d'État par
intérim aux Affaires extérieures (1941);
sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires ex-
térieures (1941-1946); haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne (1946-1949).,

Rogers (B. A.), conseiller spécial du
sous-ministre de la Justice (1943-1945).

Russell (H. J.), gérant général du chemin
de fer de Terre-Neuve (1923-1948).

St. Laurent (Louis S.), ministre de la Jus-
tice (1941-1946 et 1948); secrétaire
d'État aux Affaires extérieures (1946-
1948); Premier ministre (1948-1957).

Schwerdt (capitaine (MR) C. M. R.),
secrétaire particulier du gouverneur de
Terre-Neuve (1936-1942); premier of-
ficier de marine, St. John's (1939-1941);
capitaine du port de St. John's (1941-
1942).

Stuart (brigadier Kenneth), membre de la
CPCAD (1940-1941); sous-chef d'état-

,major général (1941); chef d'état-major
général (1941-1943).

Puddester, Sir John, Commissioner for
Public Health and Welfare and Vice-
Chairman, Commission of Government
of Newfoundland, 1934-47.

Ralston, J. L., Minister of Finance, 1939-
40; Minister of National Defence, 1940-
44.

Read, J. E., Legal Adviser, Department of
External Affairs, 1929-46.

Reid, Escott, Department of External Af-
fairs, 1941-44; Embassy in United States,
1944-45; Counsellor, High Commission
in Great Britain, 1945-46; Counsellor,
Department of External Affairs, 1946-
47; Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs, 1947-48; Associate
Under-Secretary of State for External
Affairs, 1948-52.

Reid, Commodore H. E., Commanding
Officer, Atlantic Coast, 1939-40; Vice-
Chief of the Naval Staff, 1941-42; Flag
Officer, Newfoundland Force, 1942-43.

Robertson, Norman A., Department of
External Affairs, 1935-40; counsellor,
Department of External Affairs, 1940-41;
Acting Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs, 1941; Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs, 1941-46;
High Commissioner in Great Britain,.
1946-49.

Rogers, B. A., Special Assistant to the
Deputy Minister of Justice, 1943-45.

Russell, H. J., General Manager, New-
foundland Railway, 1923-48.

St. Laurent, Louis S., Minister of Justice,
1941-46 and 1948; Secretary of State
for External Affairs, 1946-48; Prime
Minister, 1948-57.

Schwerdt, Captain C. M. R., R.N., Pri-
vate Secretary to the Governor of New-
foundland, 1936-42; Naval Officer-in-
Charge, St. John's 1939-41; Captain
of the Port, St. John's, 1941-42.

Stuart, Brigadier Kenneth, Member of the
PJBD, 1940-41; Deputy Chief of the
General Staff, 1941; Chief of the Gen-
eral Staff 1941-43.
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Taylor -(commodore C. R. H.), officier
supérieur, détachement de la MRC à
Terre-Neuve (1944-1945).

Towers (Graham F.), gouverneur de la
Banque du Canada (1935-1954); prési-
dent de la Commission de contrôle du
change étranger (1939-1951).

Walsh (A. J.), agent des relations de
travail de Terre-Neuve (1942-1944),
commissaire aux Affaires intérieures et
à l'Éducation de Terre-Neuve (1944-
1947); commissaire à la Justice et à la
Défense de Terre-Neuve (1947-1949).

Walwyn (vice-amiral sir Humphrey), gou-
verneur de Terre-Neuve (1936-1946).

Wild (Ira), commissaire aux Finances de
Terre-Neuve (1941-1946).

Wilgress (L. D.), directeur du Service de
renseignements commerciaux, ministère
du Commerce (1932-1940); sous-minis-
tre du Commerce (1940-1942); prési-
dent de la Commission canadienne de la
marine marchande (1941-1942).

Wilson (Morris W.), président directeur
général de la Banque royale du Canada
(1934-1944).

Winant (J. G.), ambassadeur des États-
Unis en Grande-Bretagne (1941-1946).

Winter (H. A.), commissaire aux Affaires
intérieures et à l'Éducation de Terre-
Neuve (1941-1944); commissaire à la
Justice et à la Défense de Terre-Neuve
(1945-1947); juge de la Cour Suprême
de Terre-Neuve (1947-1949).

Winter (J. A.), commissaire aux Affaires
intérieures et à l'Éducation de Terre-
Neuve (1936-1939).

Woods (sir Wilfrid), commissaire aux
Services publics de Terre-Neuve (1937-
1942); commissaire aux Services publics
et aux Approvisionnements de Terre-
Neuve (1942-1944).

Wrong (H. H.), sous-secrétaire d'État ad-
joint aux Affaires extérieures (1942-
1944); sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux
Affaires extérieures (1944-1946).

LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS

Taylor, Commodore C. R. H., Flag. Of-
ficer, Newfoundland Force, 1944-45.

Towers, Graham F., Governor of the
Bank of Canada, 1935-54; Chairman,
Foreign Exchange Control Board, 1939-
51.

Walsh, A. J., Labour Relations Officer of
Newfoundland, 1942-44; Commissioner
for Home Affairs and Education, 1944-
47; Commissioner for Justice and De-
fence, 1947-49.

Walwyn, Vice-Admiral Sir Humphrey,
Governor of Newfoundland, 1936-46.

Wild, Ira, Commissioner for Finance of
Newfoundland, 1941-46.

Wilgress, L. D., Director of Commercial
Intelligence Service, Department of
Trade and Commerce, 1932-40; Deputy
Minister of Trade and Commerce,
1940-42; Chairman of Canadian Ship-
ping Board, 1941-42.

Wilson, Morris W., President and Manag-
ing Director, Royal Bank of Canada,
1934-44.

Winant, J. G., Ambassador of United
States in Great Britain, 1941-46.

Winter, H. A., Commissioner for Home
Affairs and Education of Newfoundland,
1941-44; Commissioner for Justice and
Defence of Newfoundland, 1945-47;
Judge of the Supreme Court of New-
foundland, 194749.

Winter, J. A., Commissioner for Home
Affairs and Education of Newfoundland,
1936-39.

Woods, Sir Wilfrid, Commissioner for
Public Utilities of Newfoundland,
1937-42; Commissioner for Public
Utilities and Supply of Newfoundland,
1942-44.

Wrong, H. H., Assistant Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs, 1942-44;
Associate Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs, 1944-46.
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Photo prise à l'occasion de la première
réunion de la CPCAD tenue à Ottawa le
26 août 1940. Assis de g. à d.: S. D. Em-
bick, Armée des É.U.; O. M. Biggar, prési-
dent de la section canadienne; J. P. Moffat,
ministre des É.U.; W. L. Mackenzie King,
Premier Ministre; F. L. La Guardia, prési-
dent de la section américaine J. L. Ralston,
ministre de la Défense nationale; H. W. Hill,
Marine des É.U. Debouts de g. à d.: H. L.
Keenleyside, secrétaire de la section cana-
dienne; J. D. Hickerson, secrétaire de la
section américaine; K. Stuart, sous-chef
d'état-major général; L. W. Murray, sous-
chef de l'état major naval; F. P. Sherman,
Marine des É.U.; A. A. L. Cuffe, CARC;
J. T. McNarney, Armée des É.U.; J. S.
Gullet, attaché de l'air à la légation des É.U.

Picture taken on the occasion of the first
meeting of the PJBD held in Ottawa on
August 26, 1940. Seated, 1. to r.: S. D. Em-
bick, U.S. Army; O M Biggar, Chairman of
Canadian Section: J. P. Moffat, Minister of
U.S.; W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Min-
ister; V. L La Guardia, Chairman of the
Americau Section; J. L. Ralston, Minister
of National Defence: H. W. Hill. U.S. Navy.
Standing I to r.: H. L. Keenleyside, Secre-
tary of Canadian Section; J. D. Hickerson,
Secretary of American Section; K. Stuart,
Deputy Chief of General Staff; L. W. Mur-
ray, Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff; F. P.
Sherman, U.S. Navy: A. A. L. Cuffe, RCAF:
J. T. McNarney, U.S. Army; J. S. Gullet.
Air Attaché, U.S. Legation.

Premier bombardier de type Digbv à faire First Digby bomber to pass through Gan-
escale it Gander. Août 1941, der, August, 1941.



Bombardiers de type Hudson attendant le Hudson bombers awaiting take-off, Gan-

signal du départ. Gander, septembre 1941. der, September 1941.



Avions militaires attendant le départ. Military aircraft awaiting take-off, Gan-
Gander, août, 1944. der, August, 1944.

Vue d'ensemble des installations de défense General view of Botwood defence installa-
à Botwood. À l'avant-plan on remarque la tions. In foreground one can sec the sea-
base d'hydravions. Juillet 1943. plane base. July, 1943.



Les installations navales à Botwood. Juillet Naval installations at Botwood, July 1943.

1943.
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Construction de l'aéroport de Torbay. Torbay Airport under construction, Octo-
Octobre 1941. ber, 1941.



Construction de l'aéroport de Goose Bay. Goose Bay Airport under construction,
Mars 1942. March, 1942.

a
Canon anti-aérien manœuvré par le Corps

d'artillerie royal canadien à l'aéroport de
Goose Bay. Mai 1942.

I
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Anti-aircraft gun manned by Royal Cana-
dian Artillery, Goose Bay Airport, May
1942.



Avion de type Liberator prêt à décoller. Liberator ready for take-off, Goose Bay,
Goose Bay, mai 1943 May, 1943.

Les baraquements de l'aéroport de Goose Living quarters, Goose Bay Airport, May,
Bay. Mai 1943. 1943.

Équipage prêt pour l'envolée. Goose Bay, Air crew about Io By. Goose Bay, October,
octobre 1943. 1943.



Signature du protocole annexé à l'accord
sur les bases cédées à bail aux États-Unis.
À la table: un personnage non identifié, J.
Winant, Winston Churchill Vincent Mas-
sey. Londres, mars 1941.

C The Times (London)

Signing of Protocol to U.S. Bases Agree-

ment. At table: unidentified person, J. Wi-
nant, Winston Churchill and Vincent Massey.
London, March, 1941.

Harmon Field, base américaine près de Harmon Field. U.S. base near Stephen-
Stephenville. Août 1943. ville. August, 1943.



Ruggles Commercial Photographic Studio

Fort Pepperrell, base américaine près du Fort Pepperrell, U.S. base on Quidi Vidi

lac Quidi Vidi. St. John's, circa 1944. Lake, St. John's, circa 1944.

M

Navire de transport de troupes ancré le Troopship alongside U.S. Army wharf, -
long de la jetée de l'armée américaine. St. St. John's, October, 1943.
John's, octobre 1943.



Corvettes de la MRC en route de Halifax RCN corvettes en route to St. John's

à St. John's. Mai 1941. from Halifax, May, 1941.

Vue d'ensemble de la ville et du port de St. General view of St. John's city and har-
John's. A l'arrière-plan on aperçoit le lac bour. showing Quidi Vidi Lake. Circa 1941.
Quidi Vidi. Circa 1941.



Construction des quartiers généraux de la RCN Headquarters being erected. In the
MRC à St. John's. À l'arrière-plan on background anti-torpedo nets. St. John's,
aperçoit les filets anti-torpilles. Novembre November, 1941.
1941.

Début de la construction des installations RCN Dockyard, St. John's, commence-
portuaires de la MRC. St. John's, septembre ment of construction, September, 1941.
1941.



Construction des installations portuaires de RCN Dockyard under construction, St.
la MRC à Si. John's. Mai 1942. John's. May 1942.

Les installations portuaires de la MRC RCN Dockyard, Si. John's, ai point
vers la fin des travaux, Si. John's, mai 1942. 1 of completion. May 1942.



Corvettes naviguant dans le brouillard.
Juin 1941.

Corvettes in station in light fog, June,
1941.

Vue aérienne des canons postés à Cape Corvettes à l'ancre le long de la jetée sud
Spear protégeant l'entrée du port de St. du port de St. John's. Mai 1942.
John's. Octobre 1941.

Corvettes alongside southside jetty, St.
Aerial view of gun-sites on Cape Spear, John's.to St. John's harbour. October,

's. May, 1942.

1941.
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Navires dans le port de St. John's. Avril
1943.
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Shipping in St. John's Harbour, April,

1943.
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Vue aérienne du port de St. John's. Mai
1943.

Aerial view of St. John's Harbour, May,
1943.
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Corvette dans une mer déchaînée. Sep-
tembre 1943.

Corvette in heavy sea, September, 1943.

Ravitaillement en essence d'une corvette en
haute mer. Novembre 1942.
Corvette oiling at sea, November, 1942.

Opération de sauvetage. Avril 1944.
Rescuing survivors, April, 1944.

Transport des blessés après une bataille.
Si. John's, août 1942.

Bringing casualties ashore, St. John's,
August, 1942.



Départ d'un sous-marin d'entraînement.
St. John's, mars 1942.

Casting off training submarine, St. John's,
March, 1942.

Bassin de raboub flottant remorqué vers Frégate dans le bassin de radoub flottant àSt. John's. Septembre 1943. St. John's. Mars 1944.
Floating drydock being towed into St. Frigate in floating drydock St. John's,

John's, September, 1943. March, 1944.



Petit navire marchand en cale sèche. Si. Contre-torpilleur endommagé en réparation
Johris, avril 1944. à Bay Bulls. Mai 1944.

Small merchant ship in drydock, St. John's, Damaged destroyer in drydock, Bay Bulls,
April, 1944. May, 1944.

Sous-marin d'entraînement en cale sèche.
St. John's, octobre 1942.

Training submarine in drydock. St. John's,
October 1942.



Quartier général des opérations, St. John's, Operations Centre. St. John's, February,
février 1943. 1943.

Corvette de retour d'expédition. Février Corvette after voyage, February, 1944.
1944.



I

Capture des membres de l'équipage d'un Captured members of U-Boat crew, April
n11..nand e-a todl IOdi

Sous-marin allemand après sa reddition.
St. John's, mai 1945.

Surrendered U-Boat alongside jetty, St
John's, May, 1945.

1



Station de radio à Bay Bulls. Janvier 1943. Radio station, Bay Bulls, January, 1943.

Filet anti-torpilles tl l'ile Bell. Juillet 1943. Bell Island, showing anti-torpedo net,
July, 1943.



Les membres de la commission pour
Terre-Neuve et d'autres dignitaires photogra-
phiés à l'occasion d'un vol inaugural spécial
de TCA entre Ille et le continent. De g. à
d. P. D. H. Dunn, H. A. Winter, Andrew
Carnell (maire de St. John's), deux person-
nages non identifiés, sir Edward Emerson,
C. J. Burchell, sir John Puddester, sir Wil-
frid Woods et I. Wild. Gander, avril 1942.

law
Photo prix i1 l'occasion du premier vol

régulier de TCA entre Torbay et le conti-nent. Mai 1942.

Members of Commission of Government
of Newfoundland and other personalities on
special inaugural TCA flight, Gander, April,
1942. L to r P. D. H. Dunn, H. A. Winter,
Andrew Carnell (Mayor of St. John's), two
unidentified, Sir Edward Emerson, C. J.
Burchell, Sir John Puddester, Sir Wilfrid
Woods and Ira Wild.

® St. John's Evening Telegram

First regular TCA flight from Torbay to
mainland. May, 1942.



Lord Beaverbrook, ministre de la Produc-
tion d'avions de Grande-Bretagne, et le
commodore de l'air Guthrie à Gander en
août 1941. Lord Beaverbrook était alors
en route vers Argentia où il devait rejoindre
le premier ministre Churchill pour la confé-
rence de la Charte atlantique.

Le capitaine C.M.R. Schwerdt MR.

Captain C.M.R. Schwerdt RN.

Lord Beaverbrook, Minister of Aircraft
Production of Great Britain, and Air Com-
modore Guthrie, at Gander in August, 1941.
Lord Beaverbrook was then en route to
join Prime Minister Churchill at "Atlantic
Charter" conference at Argentia.

Le maréchal de l'air sir Frederick
Bowhill.

Air Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill.



Le vice-amiral sir Humphrey Walwyn.

Vice-Admiral Sir Humphrey Walwyn.

(•1 Kanh. Ottawa

Hon. H. A. Winter.

© Karsh, Ottawa

Sir Edward Emerson.

Sir Albert Walsh.



® Karsh, Ottawa

Le très honorable W. L. Mackenzie King.

Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King.

Hon. C. G. Power.

LJ
Hon. Colin Gibson. Hon. C. D. Howe.



C. J. Burchell examinant une plaque
témoignant du passage de sir Humphrev
Gilbert à Terre-Neuve en 1583. Cette plaque
fut trouvée lors des travaux à Bay Bulls
en septembre 1943.

Hon. C. J. Burchell examining a relic of
Sir Humphrey Gilbert's sojourn in New-
foundland in 1583. This relic was found
during excavation at Bay Bulls in September,
1943.

H. L. Keenleyside

\ewfoundland Historical Society

J. S. Macdonald

Q Office national du Film/National Film Board

R. A. Maclkav



CHAPITRE I/CHAPTER I

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

DEFENCE RELATIONS

PARTIE 1/PART 1

LA PÉRIODE D'AVANT-GUERRE

THE PRE-WAR PERIOD

L NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le commissaire aux Finances au secrétaire particulier
du gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Finance to Private Secretary, Government House

SECRET St. John's, May 4, 1936
Sir Murray Andersont informed me that, when early in 1934 the consti-

tution of Newfoundland was tcmporarily changed, the Dominions Office
requested that he would prepare, or have prepared, a Defence Scheme for
the Island. He put this work in the hands of Capt. H. B. Robinson. Early in
December 1935, as not much progress had been made he transferred it to
a Committee consisting of myself, as Chairman, and of Messrs. Dunn, Harper,
Dunfield, Manning and Capt. Robinson, as representing the main Dcpart-
ments affected. Capt. Robinson was succeeded by yourself in January last.

The report of the Committee has been signed today, and the original and
five copies will be sent to you within a few days by Mr. Dunfield (who has
acted as Secretary) for transmission to the Dominions Office. ...

E. N. R. T[RENTIIAMJ

'Gouverneur de Terre-Neuve de 1932 1 'Governor of Newfoundland, 1932-1936.
1936.
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SECRET

main headings:

(a) The Island covers the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the St. Lawrence
ports, which can be approached only through Cabot Strait and the
Straits of Belle Isle.

(b) St. John's is the most easterly port in British North America and

lies within a few miles of the main steamship track across the

North Atlantic.
(c) Owing to its position, St. John's might in the event of a naval raid

in the Atlantic be a convenient port of refuge.

(d) The Island forms a stepping stone for an air service across the

North Atlantic.
(e) The Island is one of the principal nerve centres of the North

Atlantic cable communication system.
( f) The port of St. John's possesses a dry fedock

et w delasbottom,
length

incrcas-ing on keel blocks. The entrance
ing to 89 feet at top, and the depth on the sill at low water springs

is 23 feet 6 inches.
(g) There is in St. John's an oil storage plant having a capacity of

approximately 250,000 gallons.
(h) During a state of war Si. John's would be a minor routeing port for

North Atlantic shipping.

2. The principal ports in Newfoundland capable of handling shipping of

moderate size and provided with railway communication are: St. John's on
the Avalon Peninsula, and the most easterly point of the Island; Botwood

on the North Coast; Corner Brook on the West Coast, and Port-aux-Basques
at the south-west angle upon Cabot, Strait. Besides these there arc a very

large number of bays and inlets in which vessels could shelter. The ports of

Bonavista and Placentia have railway communication, but no facilities for
handling large ships. At Bonavista there is no harbour. At Placentia small

steamers of draught not exceeding 21 feet can enter at ordinary high tides.

3. With the exception of Grand Falls, a paper manufacturing town of about
7,000 people, all towns and settlements of any importance are on the seaboard
and open to attack.

4. The general defence problem will be dealt with under the following

NPA S-4-2-1

Extrait du plan de défense de Terre-Neuve, 19361

Extract f rom New f oundland Defence Scheme, 1936t'

St. John's, May 4, 1936

INTRODUCTORY

The Island of Newfoundland occupies what might in some circumstances

be an important strategic position in the Western North Atlantic:

(a) Description of area to be defended.
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(b) Reasons for undertaking Defence.
(c) Scale and form of possible attacks.
(d) System of Command and Statement of Garrison.

(A)-DESCRIPTION OF AREA TO BE DEFENDED
(i) Objectives; Vulnerable Areas; Internal Communications.

General

5. The only extensive road system is upon the Avalon Peninsula. A map
(marked A)' showing the existing road system in this area is annexed. In
other parts of the country there exist short stretches of road as shown on
map (marked B)1 of the Island annexed. Away from the roads practically
the whole Island consists of rough uncultivated country, comprising rocky
hills, more or less barren moors, extensive stretches of brush and scrub,
occasional stretches of spruce and fir timber, and marshes, usually passable
on foot, with many lakes large and small. There is little or no country
over which small forces of infantry could not readily pass on foot at a slow
speed, but away from the roads most of the country would be impassable
for whceled transport. There is very little level ground. There is but little
cleared and cultivated land and that in small patches. For the benefit of
authorities unacquainted with the Island, the coastal country may be
described as not unlike that met with in the north-western portions of
Scotland and the Hebrides. The interior, as it does not contain any mili-
tary objectives whatever, is not material for the purposes of this document.
Possible Military Objectives

6. The Island is entircly undefcnded. The nerve centre of the Island,
the only place where large property damage can be done, is the City of
St. John's, population with suburbs about 47,000, which is the scat of
Government, and the main centre of commercial operations. The town
is in part relatively congested; and is built almost entirely of wood. It has
on two occasions been for the most part burnt to the ground by accidental
fire. If a conflagration were to be brought about by enemy action, the
money loss would run into many millions of dollars, while the affairs of
the Island would be very largely disorganised.

Vulnerable Areas connected with St. John's
7. About two-thirds of the town is in view from the sea and could be

fired upon from ships by direct observation. The remainder could be fired
upon by indirect observation if acroplanes were available to the attacking
force. Under suitable weather conditions a moderate number of incendiary
shells could cause a complete conflagration.

The central transformer station serving the town and street car lines is
situated close to the dry dock at the head of the harbour, and is not visible
from the sea but is casily within range. The same applies to the dry dock
itself and to the principal station of the Newfoundland Railway, including
roundhouse, turn-table and open-air coal storage and freight sheds.

reproduite, I Not printed.
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The principal electrical installation supplying current to the town is at

Petty Harbour, a very small port, some 18 miles by road south of St.
John's. It is within sight of the sea and both it and the wooden flume
conducting water to it could be fired upon from ships by direct observation.
A smaller, but substantial, electrical power station is situated at Pierre's
Brook, about 15 miles to the south of St. John's. It also is visible from
the sea and could be fired upon from ships by direct observation.

The small house containing the inlet and screens of the St. John's water
system is situated at the foot of Windsor Lake, 3

t
miles north

John's and some 500 feet above sea level. g
de-where to find it, it could very readily be ob served the air

^e,
stroyed by bombing or by a party from a se plane landing on

Other Possible Military Objectives
Spear,The Harbour of St. John's is to some extent guarded by Cape Pear,

which projects to the south of the harbour and stands about 3 miles off

the "Narrows". .
The "Narrows", or channel by which the harbour is entered, has a navi-

gable width of 275 feet at its narrowest point and a depth of 54 feet at
mean low-water springs. There is complete shelter in the harbour for a
limited amount of shipping of moderate size. The largest ship which has
used the harbour has been one of 17,000 tons. The harbour is defended from
observation from the sea, except through the "Narrows", by Signal Hill,
an eminence of about 600 feet.

St. John's is the terminal of four Atlantic cables owned by the Commercial
Cable Company; one working between London, Liverpool and New York;
one working between France and New York; and two working between
London and New York. These cables land at Cuckold Cove, about a mile
north-east of St. John's, and are thence led to Quidi Vidi Lake and up the
bed of the Lake to the town.

9. On Bell Island, in Conception Bay, there is an iron mine containing
vast quantities of ore (red haematite), which runs out under the sea to the
northward. Production has gone as high as 3 million tons a year and the mine
is capable of almost unlimited expansion. The galleries of the mine extend
several miles under the sea. As the whole width of the Island does not excced
3 miles and the mine works are visible from the sea, they could be destroyed
by direct fire. The loading piers are on the east side of the Island at the
-water's edge and can be approached by large ships. If explosive charges were
:exploded in the submarine galleries, thus letting in the sea, the mine would
be put out of production for an indefinite period.

10. At Bay Roberts, in Conception Bay, are the shore ends of five trans-
Atlantic cables; four working between Penzance and New York, and one
between the Azores and New York. These 'are owned by the Western Union
Telegrapli Company.

11. At Harbour Grace; in the same Bay, a few miles further north is the
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shore end of a cable working between Land's End and Halifax and owned
by the Cable and Wireless, Limited.

12. At Heart's Content, on the south side of Trinity Bay, are the shore
ends of four Atlantic cables owned by the Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany and working between Valencia and New York.

13. At Arnold's Cove, in the head of Placentia Bay, are the other shore
ends of three of the four cables referred to under the head of Heart's Content.
At Colinet, at the head of St. Mary's Bay, is the other end of the fourth cable
referred to under Heart's Content. These places, however, are so far up the
respective Bays that they are unlikely to be attacked.

14. At Placentia, upon the cast shore of Placentia Bay, is the shore end
of a cable owned by the Wcstern Union Telegraph Company and working
between St. John's, St. Pierre and North Sydney; also the other shore end of
three of the cables referred to under Bay Roberts.

15. At Port-aux-Basques is the shore end of a cable owned by the Com-
mercial Cable Company and working between St. John's and Canso, Nova
Scotia. At this place also is the western terminal of the Newfoundland Rail-
way. Both are under direct observation from the sea.

16. At Cape Race there is a wireless telegraph station owned by the
Government of Canada, having a range of about 700 miles for service of
ships at sea. This is open to observation from the sea.

17. At Belle Isle, in the Straits of Belle Isle, there is a wireless station of
similar ownership also open to observation from the sea.

18. Other wireless stations on the coast arc referred to under the head of
"Communications".1

19. The other places whcra serious damage could be donc arc: Grand
Falls, where there is a large and valuable paper mill; Buchans, where there
is an important mine producing lead and zinc in quantities for shipment
through the port of Botwood; and Corner Brook, where there is a large and
valuable paper mill. The former two arc so far inland as to be immune from
attack by any force likely to approach the Island. The mill at Corner Brook
is open to the sea, but being within the Gulf of St. Lawrence is likely to be
immune from attack.

Internal Communications i

20. In addition to the roads mentioned under head "Gcncra!" above,
there is a railway system extending from St. John's via Grand Falls and
Corner Brook to Port-aux-Basqucs, with a branch cxtcnding to Bonavista,
and. another to Placentia. This is shown on the map (marked B) hereto

i La auttes stations de TSF Etaicnt situées ' The other wireless stations were at St.
ï> . St. John•s et & trois diffircriu endroits au John's and at three points in Labrador; they
Labrador. Ces stations ftaient exploitées par were operated by the Canadian Marconi
11 C°nodidn Afa►cvnl Company sous contrat Company under contract to the Newfound-
e"e 1e ministtre des Postes et des T1l6- land Department of Posts and Teletraphs.
graphes de Terre-Neuve.

f
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annexed. It is of a gauge of 3 feet 6 inches and is well supplied with engines
and rollingstock. In conjunction with this railway the Newfoundland Govern-
ment operates seven small steamers in the coastal service.

21. There is a Government Telegraph system throughout the Island. In
this, however, wireless telegraphy has to a large extent been substituted for
land wires and this substitution is still in progress.

(ii) Shipping Communications

25. The volume of foreign-going shipping entering and leaving Newfound-
land ports every year is of the order of 1,100,000 tons.

26. The following regular steamship lines serve Newfoundland:
(a) British Register. Furness, Withy and Co. (ships owned by John-

ston Warren Lines ( Limited ) ) .
(i) Steamship Newfoundland. Passenger capacity, 300; gross

tonnage, 6,791.
(ii) Steamship Nova Scotia. Passenger capacity, 300; gross ton-

nage, 6,796.
Both registered at Liverpool. Trading between Liverpool, St. John's,
Halifax and Boston.

(b) Canadian Register. Newfoundland Canada Steamships.
Steamship Belle Isle, carrying passengers and cargo. Gross tonnage,

1,960. Trading between Halifax, Sydney, St. Pierre and St.
John's in winter, and Montreal, Prince Edward Island, Syd-
ney, St. Pierre and St. John's in summer.

Clarke Steamship Company (Limited).
Steamship New Northland, carrying passengers and cargo. Gross

tonnage 3,445; trading between Montreal and St. John's in
winter, and Montreal, Corner Brook and Labrador in summer.

(c) Newfoundland Register.
(i) Steamship Humber Arm. ,Gross tonnage 5,758.
(ii) Steamship Corner Brook. Gross tonnage 5,767.

Both trading between Corner Brook and New York with paper.
(iii) Steamship Geraldine Mary. Gross tonnage 7,244. Trading

between Botwood, Newfoundland and Great Britain with
paper.

(iv) Stean,ship Caribou. Gross tonnage 2,222. Trading between
North Sydney, Cape Breton Island and Port-aux-Basqucs.
Owned by the Newfoundland Government.

(v) Steamship Portia. Gross tonnage 978. Sailing between Halifax
and Newfoundland ports. Owned by the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment.

(d) Bermuda Register. Furness Réd Cross Line.
(i) Steamship Fort Townshend. Gross tonnage 3,400; passenger

capacity 130.
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(ii) Steamship Fort Amherst. Gross tonnage 3,400; passenger
capacity 130.

These ships trade between New York, Halifax and St. John's with
passengers and freight.

(e) Norwegian Register.
Steamship Magnhild. Gross tonnage 1,135. Operated by Newfound-

land Canada Steamships, carrying cargo only between Hali-
fax, St. Pierre and St. John's.

27. In addition to the foregoing, three steamships of substantial size are
owned in St. John's, viz.:

(i) Steamship Blue Peter. Gross tonnage 4,132 (refrigerator
vessel).

(ii) Steamship Beothic. Gross tonnage 1,825 (seal fishing vessel).
(iii) Steamship Imogene. Gross tonnage, 1,638.

28. Other shipping consists mainly of chartered steamers not regularly
in local service.

(iii) Details as to Air Companies, Routes and Landing Grounds
29. No Air Companies operate in or over the Island as yet. There is a

small more or less prepared landing ground at Harbour Grace, which can
be used under favourable conditions by small aeroplanes, and has been so
used in connection with several transatlantic flights. Apart from this there
are no prepared acrodromes in the country. With seaplanes it would be
possible to land on the water at a great many places around the Coast, and
also upon a great many lakes, including Windsor Lake, about 3 miles north
of St. John's, and Bay Bulls Big Pond, about 7 miles south of St. John's.

30. There is only one acroQlane in Newfoundland, a two-passengcr ma-
chine owned by the Newfoundland Government.

(iv) Topographical, Nydrographical and Meteorological Details
likely to affect Sea, Land and Air Operations

General
.

36. There are on the coasts of Newfoundland a considerable number
of uninhabited harbours, where submarines could shelter and probably re-
main unobserved for considerable pcriods. These also would be dealt with
only by organizing a marine or land patrol.
Population

37. The population according to the 1935 Census is 289,560. It may be
taken however, that the approximate population is 300,000. The main body
of population is in St. John's and around Conception Bay; Trinity Bay,
Bonavista Bay and Notre Dame Bay arc relatively populous. There is some
concentration of population round the Bay of Islands on the west coast. The
nst of the Island is thinly populated. The population is, as to 99 per cent,
of pure Anglo-Saxon (mostly English West Country) and Irish stock. There
lkré no aboriginals, cxccpt a few thousand Esquimaux in Labrador, and a

.

®
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handful of Micmac Indians of Canadian origin round Hermitage Bay. There
is a very small French-Indian, half-breed population near Bay St. George.

Rivers
38. The rivers of Newfoundland are practically valueless as means of-

communication. The Humber River on the West Coast is navigable by small
craft for a few miles only. Except during the seasons of heavy rain or in the
Spring when the ice and snow are breaking up, the rivers are as a rule ford-

able by infantry everywhere.

Coast
39. There are ample though unequipped landing places on almost all parts

of the coast.

(B) - REASONS FOR UNDERTAKING DEFENCE

General Reasons

•, 40. As stated earlier in this Chapter the Island of Newfoundland lies
across the mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The possession of any part of

it, especially the South-West and North-West parts, by enemy forces would
constitute a serious menace to the Dominion of Canada, and might result in
the stoppage of the sea channels between the St. Lawrence and the Atlantic.

41. The position of the Island as commanding the main North Atlantic
trade routes gives it strategic importance.

42. St. John's possesses a small but very well sheltered though unfortu-
nately unfortified harbour, and might be useful as a mercantile port of refuge
in which a certain amount of British shipping in mid-Atlantic would be able
to seek safety from molestation or capture in time of war.

43. The large modern dry dock at St. John's capable of taking ships of
the length of 570 feet on keel blocks might in some circumstances be of
much value. The entrance is 70 feet at bottom increasing to 89 feet at top,
and the depth on the sill 231 feet at low water springs.

44. Although the importance of Newfoundland as an air ccntre is small
at present, its potentialities from the point of view of trans-Atlantic service
are great, and there is every possibility of its developing into an important
air base in the not far distant future.

45. The population of the Island, drawn in the past almost wholly from
the United Kingdom, is exceedingly loyal and of the best racial type, as has
been evidenced by the fine record of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment and
the Newfoundland Royal Naval Reserve during the War of 1914-18. The
people are almost all accustomed to seafaring work and are excellent in
boats and small craft.

46. The Island is also possibly the most important cable centre, linking
the Old with the New World.

47. The nature of the trade of the Island at present is that the people
live almost entirely by the production of dried 'codfish, iron-ore, newsprint
paper and timber, all of which things are sold abroad; and, with the exception
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of a little fish, a little meat, and some vegetables, which are locally produced,
the food of the population is imported and paid for in cash. The dislocation,
therefore, of the Island's trade by enemy interference might produce condi-
tions of famine and despair, which would be very embarrassing to the
responsible authorities.
Summary

48. To summarize, therefore, the reasons for undertaking the defence of
the Island are as follows:

(i) The strategic and political value of the Island both to the Empire
and to Canada.

(ii) Its possible importance as a refuge port.
(iii) Its importance as the centre of cable communications.
(iv) Its potential importance as a source of iron-ore.
(v) General reasons of patriotism and Imperial solidarity.

(C)-SCALE AND FORNi OF ATTACK

(i) Strategic and other Considerations covering the Probable Nature
of Attack by Sea, Land and Air

Strategic Considerations
49. The strategic considerations are outlined in Section (B) of this

Chapter.
Other Considerations

52. Air-The distance of the Island from all possible centres of aggres-
sion is such that hostile bombing operations from a land base could not
in the present state of the science be carried out, nor would the value of
any military objectives in the Island warrant the employment of aircraft `
on any but the smallest sca1C. It is highly improbable that ships carrying
any number of aircraft would have occasion to be in the neighbourhood of
the Island.

53. Supplies-Newfoundland is largely dependent on Canada and the
United States for food supplies, and upon the trade in salt fish with the
Mediterranean countries, the West Indies and South America, the trade in
newsprint paper with the United States and Great Britain, and the trade in
iron-ore with Germany, for the cash wherewith to purchase those supplies.
In, the event of interruption of the Island's trade, therefore, it would be
necessary to take emergency measures for the provisioning of the population.
A list of 'necessary commodities is annexed (see Chapter VI, Section 24,
and the Annex thereto.)1

It is possible that the .programme of agricultural development now en-
visaged by the Commission of Government may within a considerable num-
ber of years make the Island more nearly self-supporting in the matter of
food supplies. It is, however, definitely not so self-supporting at present, and

^ that by a large margin.

1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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(ii) Estimated Scale and Form of Attack by Sea, Land and Air, and
(iii) Probable Forms of Attack to be Guarded against

Scale and Form of Attack
54. The scale and form of attack to which Newfoundland may be con-

sidered liable can be taken to be as follows:
(a) Raiding attack by cruiser, with the intention of creating moral effect

and doing as much damage as possible in a short time. It appears
possible that a weak enemy raiding naval force escaping into the
Atlantic and unable either to return home or to break away to the
southward might, if the far more valuable shipping of the North
Atlantic had been withdrawn or placed under convoy, find a
possible final adventure in the destruction of St. John's, the Bell
Island iron mine and the numerous cable terminals near St. John's
and in Conception Bay; all of which would have a propaganda
value altogether out of proportion to its military importance, since
St. John's is a British capital Overseas, the iron mine is a source of
ore in immeasurable quantities, and the destruction of the cables
would have repercussions upon almost the entire world.

(b) Attack by a small Raiding Force such as might be landed by one
or two cruisers with a view to the destruction of vulnerable points,
e.g.:

The town of St. John's, its electric power stations, the water
works, and the cable offices and terminals at St. John's, Hr. Grace
and Bay Roberts.

(c) Attack by Armed Merchant Vessel-
(i) By gunfire.
(ii)By mine-laying in the approach to St. John's Harbour.

(d) Attack by Submarines-
(i) By gunfire at moderate or close ranges.
(ii) By mine or torpedo on shipping sheltering in St. John's or

other Harbours.
(e) Attack by Aircraft-

(i) From aircraft-carrying vessels.

Attacks by Cruisers, Armed Merchant Vessel, Submarine or Aircraft
55. As there are at present no defences, vessels armed with modern guns

of any size could carry, out bombardment of St. John's or of practically any
other place in the Island by direct observation; the object of such an attack
would be to set fire to the town or to damage shipping lying in the harbour,
oil fuel installations, dock, etc., and to create moral effect.

56. Owing to the smallness of the channel leading into St. John's Harbour
it could easily be blocked or defended by observation mines, &c.

57. The type of aircraft carried by cruisers is not suitable for bombing
purposes, and it seems unlikely that aircraft carriers would ever be in the
vicinity. Therefore attack by this means is unlikely. ' i
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Attack by Raiding Forces landed from Enemy Ships, with a view to
Destruction of Vulnerable Points

58. It is considered that the scale of attack would not be likely to exceed
a raid such as could be conducted'by one or two cruisers, with a maximum
landing force of 200-300 men.

59. The most likely vulnerable points have already been described.

(iv) The "Period before Relief" and the Time Factor of the Defence
(There being no defences or garrison, this section is not applicable)

(D)--SYSTEM OF COMMAND AND STATEMENT OF GARRISON

(There being no garrison this section is not applicable.)'

Signed at St. John's, Newfoundland, this 4th day of May, 1936, by the
following members of the Defence Committee:

E. N. R. TRENTHAM
Commissioner for Finance

(Chairman)

P. D. H. DUNN
Chairman, Board of Customs

R. MANNING

Secretary of Public Works

E. E. HARPER

Secretary for Posts and Telegraphs

C. M. R. SCIIWERDT, Captain, R.N. (Retired)
Private Secretary to His Exccllency the Governor

BRIAN DUNFIELD
Secretary for Justice (Secretary)

'Le restant du plan de défense contenait
une énumération des différentes étapes à
Suivre en cas de guerre. Cette énumeration
comprenait le contrôle de la navigation, les
mesures de sécurit6, la censure, l'approvision-
ne=nt en denrées essentielles et la défense
civile- Étant donné l'absence de troupes
années importantes, on ne pouvait organiser
que sommairement la défense des sites et des
installations vitaux. La seule référence faite à
une force militaire importante était tune
ao^1e anti-soumarine ou de dragueurs de
miaes* devant étre basée à St. John's.

' The balance of the defence plan contained
a description of the steps to be taken in the
event of war. These included naval control,
security precautions, censorship, provision of
essential supplies and civil defence; in the
absence of significant armed forces only
skeleton plans could be made for defence of
vital localities and installations. The only
reference to a military force of any conse-
quence was to "a mine-sweeping or a/s
flotilla" to be based at St. John's.
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LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

DND HQS 7410

Mémorandum du Comité interforce d'état-major

Memorandum by Joint Staff Committee

[Ottawa,] March 22, 1937

THE DEFENCE OF SYDNEY AND ITS STEEL INDUSTRY

1. In its survey of the coast defence requirements of Canada, the Joint
Staff Committee proposes to submit recommendations for the defence of the

seaport town of Sydney and its steel industry. The measures proposed will, in

addition, ensure the security of a proportion of the local coal mines, the out-

put of which is necessary to the working of the Dominion Coal and Steel

Corporation. The defence of Sydney is also of importance because of the fact

that in the event of what may be termed an "Atlantic" war it will presumably

be used as a convoy assembly port. It was so used during the Great War.

2. The Dominion Coal and Steel Corporation is one of the important pro-
ducers of iron in Canada, the others being the Algoma Steel Corporation
(Sault Ste Marie), the Steel Company of Canada (Hamilton) and the Cana-
dian Furnace Company (Port Colborne). According to a report of the Bureau

of Mines dated December, 1936, on the Metallurgical Works of Canada, this
first named corporation possesses upwards of thirty per cent of the rated
annual capacity of the iron blast furnaces operated,in Canada. The impor-
tance of the Sydney works to the Canadian steel industry is clearly indicated
and the necessity of affording it protection in war time, in the public interest,
would seem to be equally clearly established.

3. The provision of coast defences at Sydney, however, will not in them-
selves ensure the uninterrupted working of its blast furnaces in time of war
for the reason that the ore and limestone required for the production of iron
are obtained from Newfoundland. The iron mines are situated at Wabana, on
Bell Island in Conception Bay. No alternative source of supply of ore is
available and, in any event, the smelting process employed at Sydney is one
peculiarly designed to suit the characteristics of the Wabana ore. As a consc-
quence, the protection of the source of ore supply is of no less importance
than the security of the East furnaces themselves. In 1918, it was stated by
Sir Louis Jackson, who had been requested to report upon the matter, that
one shell in the boiler house or power house on Bell Island might stop pro-
duction for five or six months. Limestone, obviously, can be freely obtained
in Canada.

4. As a result of the recent change in the form of Govemment of New-
foundland the responsibility for its security, in the` last analysis, rests on
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the Government of the United Kingdom. In any event, the obligation can
in no way devolve upon Canada. And yet, as has been indicated above,
upwards of thirty per cent of the iron production of this country is directly
dependent on .the production of the Wabana mines. Nor should the fact be
overlooked that in view of the United States neutrality laws, the industrial
capacity of Canada with respect to the production of munitions in time of
war is a matter of special importance to the United Kingdom. It is therefore
clear that the defence of Bell Island is a matter of Imperial concern.

5. While from the strictly Canadian viewpoint the position could be par-
tially safeguarded by building up reserve stocks of ore at Sydney so that
at any time of the year there should always be a minimum of six months'
supply in hand, there is another aspect to the problem. Canada has under-
taken to make provision for her own local defence and insofar as her
Atlantic coast is concerned, that defence is intimately bound up with the
defence of Newfoundland. The two problems are really one and no good
purpose can be served by treating them separately. It is therefore important
that Canada should receive information as to the nature and scope of
British plans for the defence of Newfoundland and the waters adjacent
thereto and to [sic] take these into account when drawing up her own scheme
of defence. This is clearly a case in which co-operation between the two coun-
tries is required and to this end it is recommended that the matter be noted
for discussion with the responsible British authorities atthe forthcoming
Imperiâl Conference.i

' La Conférence impEriale eut lieu à
Londres en mai 1937. Le 14 septembre 1931,
commentant une ébauche de l'histoire oQi-
de11e de l'âimfe canadienne, le major-général
à la retraite H. D. G. Crerar écrivit ceci au
colonel C. P. Staccy, alors directeur de la
direction historique de l'armée canadienne:

'The Imperial Conference took place in
London in May, 1937., On September 14,
1951, in comments on a draft of the official
history of the Canadian Army, Major-
General H. D. G. Crerar, theit retired, wrote
to Colonel C. P. Stacey, then Director of the
Historical Section of the Canadian Army:

The members of the Joint Staff Committee, and myself as Secretary, were
carefully instructed by the late Dr. Skelton, before the Conference commenced
as to the necessity of avoiding any conversations with our "opposite numben"
on the other Commonwealth delegations-particularly with those of the United
Kingdom-which could be interpreted by them as being in the nature of a

' military commitment. even though only on a Service level.
As an example of how. far this was carried, the Joint Staff Committee was

Informed by Dr. Skelton that it could not even discuss the steps planned by
the United Kingdom for the protection of Newfoundland-even though this
matter was of the greatest importance to Canada in respect to its own local
defence.
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NPA S-4-2-1

Remarques sur le plan de défense de Terre-Neuve faites par un sous-comité
du Comité de défense impériale

Remarks on Newfoundland Defence Scheme by a Sub-Committee of
Imperial Defence Committee

O.D.C. 794-R
SECRET [London,] June [ ], 1937

The Dominions Office have referred to the Oversea Defence Committee
for consideration the Newfoundland Defence Scheme, 1936, which was re-
ceived under cover of a secret despatch from the Governor, dated the 11th
May, 1936.1

2. The Defence Scheme was printed and issued in provisional form pend-
ing its examination by the Oversea Defence Committee. Copies were for-
warded to the Governor, Newfoundland, with Dominions Office Secret
despatch No. 550, dated the 20th November, 1936.1

3. The Governor, Newfoundland, under cover of his secret despatch, dated
the 28th December, 1936,1 returned one copy of the provisional Scheme, in
which certain amendments to the Preface, consequent upon the issue of
O.D.C. Memorandum No. 664-M2 and a number of other minor alterations,
resulting from changes which have accrued since the Scheme was drafted, had
been made. These amendments have been included in the final prints of the
Scheme.

4. The final prints of the Defence Schemez are now issued with these
Remarks. As this edition varies in some respects from the provisional edition
(vide paragraph 3 above and Remarks below), all copies of the latter should
now be destroyed.

GENERAL REMARKS

5. This is the first Defence Scheme received from Newfoundland since
the war, and the Committee wish to place on record their appreciation of
the excellent way in which it has been prepared. The pro forma laid down
in O.D.C. Memorandum No. 653-M2 has been closely followed, and the
Scheme should prove of the greatest value to those responsible for the defence
of the Island.

6. The Instructions for the Preparation of Defence Schemes have, however,
recently been revised by the Committee, and are contained in O.D.C. Mem-
orandum No. 653-M (Revise), dated the 24th June, 1936.2 The revised
instructions do not necessitate any particular amendments to the Scheme
at present under review, but the Committee would draw attention to the new
Chapter VII, Passive Air Defence Measures, which will now be required.

Local Forces
7. The Committee observe that no plan of any sort exists for the active

defence of Newfoundland, ` and that ` the only armed forces consist of 255
Constabulary and 50 Rangers,'armed with obsolete and ineQ'icient weapons,

1 Non reproduite. 1 1.
_` i Not printed. .

' Non reproduit. 8 Not printed.
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who must be "regarded as practically unarmed for purposes of modern war-
fare." In view of the weighty reasons for undertaking the defence of New-
foundland, which are clearly stated in Chapter I, Section (B), this is a state
of affairs which gives the Committee serious concern.

8. It is a fundamental principle of Imperial Defence that each part of the
Empire should take such steps as are within its capacity to provide for its
own local defence. It appcars from Chapter 11, paragraph 3, that the per-
sonnel to form a local voluntecr defence force 1,000 to 2,500 strong is readily
available, but that no steps have been taken to provide the necessary equip-
ment or to organise and train this manpower.

9. It is clear that without equipment, training or organisation, the part
which such volunteers could play in the defence of the Island would be of
small account. To postpone the raising of a defence force until a state of
emergency actually arises might be to risk the whole security of the country
and of the important communications which pass through it.

10. An additional reason for maintaining a local defence force is the need
for having available at all times an armed and disciplined body to support
the civil power in emergency in the preservation of law and order.

11. The necessity for maintaining local forces, both for defence against
external aggression and for the maintenance of civil authority in case of
internal disorder, has been referred to in various Memoranda of the Oversea
Defence Committee (vide O.D.C. Memoranda Nos. 537-M1, 618-M1 and
667-M'). Their value for both purposes has been clearly shown in the past
on many occasions and in many places. No part of the Empire can be con-
sidered immune from the danger of such emergencies arising.

12. The Committee understand that a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve
existed in Newfoundland befote the war, and that the question of reviving this
force or, alternatively, of forming a local branch of the Royal Naval Volun-
teer Reserve, is now being examined by the Government of Newfoundland.
For the reasons given the Committee would welcome any steps that it might
be found practicable to take to organise a local force.

^• NPA GN1/3 320/35
Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Dominions au gouverneur

de Terre-Neuve

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Dominions to Governor
; .: of Newfoundland
SECRET [London,] January 21, 1938
My dear Governor,

s Sir Francis Floud, the United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada,
has recently raised the question of the supply to the Canadian Government
of a copy of the Newfoundland Defence Scheme.
_

1 Non reprodult. • . 1 Not printed.
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Floud points out that Newfoundland apparently comes within the Intelli-
gence area of the Canadian Intelligence centre and that there is a Reporting
Officer at St. John's, Newfoundland, who is theoretically part of the organ-
isation of the Canadian Director of Naval I ntelligence,

w
that the latter had

hich had in factnever seen a copy of the Newfoundland Defence Scheme,
not been communicated to either the Canadian Government or the United
Kingdom High Commissioner.

The authorities here agree that it would be desirable that both the Cana-
dian Government and the United Kingdom should have
copies of the Newfoundland Defence Scheme
Committee's remarks on the Scheme; and I am accordingly writing to let you
know that we have forwarded to the Acting United Kingdom High Com-
missioner in Canada two copies each of th ose e documents

Government forhe would communicate one copy of each
their information and retain the others for his own use. I feel sure that you
will agree as to the desirability of this.

It is suggested that, when the Scheme is nextupofor
f

revision, the position
Defenceshould be regularised by including in the remarks

Committee, if the Scheme itself does not already make provision for it, a
recommendation that a copy should be sent to the Canadian Government.

Yours sincerely,
H. F. BATTERBEE

6.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State

516 K/2

SECRET

My dear Dr. Skelton,

for External A f Jairs
Ottawa, February 11, 1938

I have received from the Government of the United Kingdom, with
instructions that I should communicate it to the Canadian Government for
their information, the enclosed copy of the Newfoundland Dcfence Scheme,
1936, together with a copy of the "remarks" thereon of.the Oversea Defence
Sub-Committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence. These documents arc
respectively numbered 36 and 45.

You will no doubt be so good as to communicate these documents to the
appropriate authorities and I should be very grateful if you would advise me
of their safe receipt by you.

° Yours very,sincerely,
STEPIffiN L. HOLMES
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7. DND HQS 7410

Mémorandum du directeur du service de renseignements navals et des plans
au chef de l'état-major naval

Memorandum f rom Director of Naval Intelligence and Plans
to Chief of the Naval Staff

SECRET Ottawa, March 15, 1938
I agree in general with A/D.N.I's remarks.'
Factors in the Newfoundland Defence Scheme which affect Canada are:

(i) Security of Bell Island, from which' the ore is obtained for the
Sydney Iron Works.

(ii) Protection of cables, both trans-Atlantic and to Canada.
(iii) Protection of wireless stations, both for communication and as

navigational aids for ships and aircraft. 4 stations are owned by
the Canadian Government.

(iv) Supervision of Newfoundland and Labrador coast lines in which
bases for enemy raiders of all types might be established.

(v) Intelligence Organisation.

2. The following points are noted in the report:
(a) No indication of the extent of any R.N. forces to be allocated to

Newfoundland's defence.
A Minesweeping and A/S flotilla is mentioned but what ships

are to be utilized for this purpose is not stated.
Retired R.N. and R.N.R. Officers are to be nominated by the

Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies.
(b) The Government have two aircraft only and there is no suggestion

of any air reinforcement for reconnaissance or counter attack.
(c) The scale of surface ship attack assumed is generally in agreement

with our views.
Air attack is, however, almost completely discounted.

(d) No suggestion that the Intelligence Centre is connected with Ottawa
or that the Reporting Officer at St. John's looks, to D.N.I. & P.,
Ottawa, as his head.

(e) No indication, and this is probably deliberate, that measures
should be co-ordinated with Canada.

3. It is understood the Governor of Newfoundland and his Secretary will
be in Ottawa for Easter. It is suggested that the concurrence of the Minister
be obtained to a discussion with them during their visit, it being understood
that of course no commitments would be made.*

H. A. C. LANE
Commander, R.N.

'Non reproduites. ' Not printed.
•Note telle que dam l'oriQinal: *Note as in original:

Su9sest this ubeme be discussed by Joint Staff Committee at some future
eonvenient date. P. W. N(Et,tES] 2S.3.38

.
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DND HQS 7410

Mémorandum du directeur du service des plans et des opérations
au directeur des services de l'état-major de l'air

Memorandum from Director of Plans and Operations
to Air Staff Officer

S. 1196
SECRET

[Ottawa,] March 30, 1938

NEWFOUNDLAND DEFENCE SCHEME-1936
1. In reading through the Newfoundland Defence Scheme, I cannot but

feel that the question of air defence has not been given the consideration it
requires.

2. In April, 1937, we raised the question of the air defence of Newfound-
land in our Quarterly Liaison Letter to the Chief of the Air Staff, and stated
that the matter would undoubtedly be brought up at the Imperial Conference.
Whether this was done, I am, of course, not in a position to say.

3. Extracts from the Scheme are given below with comments following.
Extract page 7, para. 36. "The coast of Newfoundland contains a

considerable number of uninhabited harbours where submarines could
shelter and probably remain unobserved for considerable periods. These
would be dealt with by organizing a marine or land patrol."

Comment. An air patrol for this purpose would seem to be essential.
It is also presumed that although not mentioned Labrador is included
in the term Newfoundland.

Extract page 7, para. 40. "The possession of any part of Newfound-
land by enemy forces, especially the Southwest and Northwest parts,
would constitute a serious menace to the Dominion of Canada."

Comment. Canada is vitally interested in the defence of Newfound-
land as it affects her communications and shipping routes, and if the
accepted scheme for the defence of Newfoundland does not include a
part of the Royal Air Force, Canada may be called upon to defend
Newfoundland in order to protect itself.

Extract page 8, para. 52. "It is highly improbable that ships carrying
any number of aircraft would have occasion to be in the neighbourhood
of the Island."

Comment. As no provision is made in the Scheme for air defence,
one aircraft bombing the City of St. John's would have considerable
moral effect and cause considerable material damage as there would be
no opposition whatever.

Extract page 9, para. 57. "The type of aircraft carried by cruisers is
not suitable for bombing."

Comment. Any aircraft is capable of dropping bombs and will cer-
tainly do so in view, of the lack of any opposition.

4. As stated by the C.N.S., the Governor of Newfoundland and his Secre-
tary (who incidentally was one of the officers responsible for drawing up the
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Scheme) will be in Ottawa shortly, and a discussion with them, as suggested
by the C.N.S., would be well worth while. It is suggested that they might be
prevailed upon to request the Air Ministry for the aircraft necessary for their
defence. It would also appear that some agreement between the Canadian
and Newfoundland Governments will be essential to permit the use of base
facilities by service aircraft of either country. The advocates of the opinion
that Canada is not necessarily at war when Great Britain is at war would
have some very interesting problems to solve with respect to Newfoundland
if this was actually the case.

G. V. «ALSII
Wing-Commander

9. DND HQS 7410
Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

VERY SECRET. URGENT [Ottawa,] April 8, 1938
Dear Sir,

In the absence of my Minister, I send you herewith a copy of a Joint
Staff Committee memorandum on the subject of the Defence of Canada-
Atlantic Coast and its relation to Newfoundland.

It would be very much appreciated if permission could be given at an
early date for the discussions with the Governor of Newfoundland and his,'
Secretary as referred to in paragraph 6 of the memorandum.

Yours very truly,

L. R. LAFLÉCIiE

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] ,

1156-D-39
Mémorandum du comité interforce d'état-major

Memorandum by Joint Staff Committee
HQS 7410 [Ottawa,] April 5, 1938
VERY SECRET

DEFENCE OF CANADA-ATLANTIC COAST

I. You will remember that prior to the departure of the Canadian
Delegation to the Imperial Conference last year, the Joint Staff Com-
mittee submitted to you a memorandum on "The Defence of Sydney

;'and its Steel Industry"1 together with a covering note (dated 2 April,
19372) which terminated as follows:

Volt I. documcnt 3. i See Document 3.
e Nou reproduite. I Not printed.
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Whatever naval, military and air measures the United Kingdom plan to take
with respect to the defence of Newfoundland cannot fail to have an important
bearing on our defence plans not only for Sydney, but also for the entire Canadian
Atlantic coast, and in consequence it is urged that occasion be sought to explore
this question with the British authorities next month.

2. Although certain informal inquiries concerning the steps contem-
plated by the Admiralty in the matter of the defence of Newfoundland
were put forward by the Chief of the Naval Staff, the general explora-
tion of this mutually important problem was not undertaken in the ab-
sence of specific authority to proceed to this end.

3. This Department has recently received Copy No. 15 of the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence document O.D.C. 794-R, "Newfoundland De-
fence Scheme 1936". It has been the subject of study by the Joint Staff
Committee and, as a result, the following observations are submitted for
your consideration.

4. In view of the dominant strategic position of Newfoundland in relation
to the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Atlantic seaboard of Canada, it is of
vital importance to this country that no actual or prospective enemy should
be permitted to utilize that Island, or its Labrador coast line, as a base for
naval or air operations.

In addition, as pointed out in the Memorandum previously submitted
and referred to in para. 1 above, the security of Bell Island and of sea
communications to and from the mines there situated and Sydney, N.S.
is essential to the continued operation of the steel industry in Eastern
Canada.

5. On the other hand, it would appear from the text of the "Newfound-
land Defence Scheme" that the defence preparations contemplated by the
British Government in conjunction with the Administration of Newfound-
land are of a somewhat superficial nature. In particular, the means allotted
for air and naval reconnaissance of its coast line appear dangerously in-
adequate from the point of view of possible enemy plans for attack on
Canadian objectives.

6. It is understood that the Governor of Newfoundland and his Secretary
will be in Ottawa for Easter. It' is strongly urged that arrangements be made
which will permit discussions to be undertakën with these Officials on defence
problems of mutual importance during their visit. These discussions would be
exploratory and would involve no commitments.

C. F. CONSTANTINE, Major-General
for Chief of the General Staff

PERCY W. NELLES

Chief of the Naval Staff

G. M. CROIL
Senior Air Officer



DND HQS 7410
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of National Defence

SECRET

DEFENCE RELATIONS

10.

Ottawa, April 11, 1938

With further reference to your letter of April 8th (HQS 7410), I wish to
say that I am instructed by the Prime Minister to state that while he considers
such proposals' should be brought up sufficiently in advance to permit full
consideration, he sees no objection to the holding of the discussions, which
it is indicated would be purely exploratory. He would wish to have a report
on the conversations after they have taken place.

Yours sincerely,

O. D. SKELTON

Dear Colonel LaFlèche,

arrive on Monday, I could only say that it was ditii ultttosund rsta dawh
further notice had not been given. y

. n v^cw o is statcment that Ca t

d m ofNewfoundland and his Secretary, Captain Schwcrdt y who iscaGme ber of
some Newfoundland Defence Committec, wished to discuss some questions
regarding Newfoundland defence with Canadian officials. Sir Francis said
ordinarily such a request should, he thought, have been put forward through
the Dominions Office.

I told him that I had had an enquiry from the Depârtment of National
Defence on the subject this morning, and had brought it to the attention of
the Prime Ministcr I ' f h'

(DH) 3,55.012 (D1)
Mémorandum du sous-secritaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,) April 11, 1938
NEWFOUNDLAND CONVERSATIONS

Sir Francis Floud stated that he had lcarncd tod h
April 9, 1938

Sir Francis Floud tclephoned today to sa th t h h d
April 11, 1938

o e nltcly Lmited as hc had gathered.
concerned, It dId not indicatc that the proposed conversations were tolip s dfi.

oA.-.I
ihc discussions. So far as the information that had reached me^ . . . .

Schwcrdt wished to discuss merely the question of a Reporting Otli c a ntdcr
the Naval Intelligence Department, particularly as to whether some Canadian
representative could possibly go to Newfoundland and give definite instruc-

^^ons. I told him that I had just hcard from the Prime Minister that he had
auth .
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1156-D-39

Mémorandum du Comité interforce d'état-major
au ministre de la Défense nationale

Memorandum f rom Joint Staff Committee
to Minister of National Defence

HQS 7410 [Ottawa,] April 21, 1939

SECRET

1. Following the receipt of the letter dated 11th April, 1938, from the
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, arrangements were made for
representatives of the three services to meet the Secretary of the Governor
of Newfoundland. On Tuesday, 12th April, Colonel Crerar (D.M.O. and I.),
Group-Captain Breadner (A.S.O.) and Commander Lane (D.N.I. and P.)
met Captain C.M.R. Schwerdt, R.N., Secretary to the Governor, at Naval
Service Headquarters.

2. It was made quite clear to Captain Schwerdt that discussions in regard
to the Newfoundland Defence Scheme were purely exploratory and Captain
Schwerdt, on his part, made it equally clear that he was in no way able to
give any official view, but that he was permitted by His Excellency the Gov-
ernor to explain any matters referred to in the Scheme, on which information
was desired, to the best of his ability.

These discussions, therefore, involved no commitment to either Govern-
ment.

3. Captain Schwerdt pointed out at the outset of the discussion that the
defence of Newfoundland under the particular conditions now obtaining
rested entirely in the hands of the British Government authorities and that
any points on which we required an official opinion must be raised with that
Government. i

He also observed that while the Newfoundland Commission of Govern-
ment desired to take every possible step for Newfoundland defence in ac-
cordance with the fundamental principle of Imperial Defencc-(i.e. that
each part of the Empire should provide, as far as possible, for its own local
defence), Newfoundland's financial resources available for defence were very
limited.

4. Questions were then raised regarding certain aspects of the problem of
Newfoundland defence of particular concern to this country. It was pointed
out that unless forces were made available for the effective air and naval
reconnaissance of the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador that [sic] enemy
air, surface or submarine raiders might establish bases in these waters
from which attacks could be directed against our shipping in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and off the East Coast. A further item of marked importance
to Canada is the security, in war, of the iron ore mines on Bell Island, Con-
ception Bay, on which the activities of the Dominion Coal and Steel. Cor-
poration at Sydney, N.S. depend. °
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Captain Schwerdt, in reply, stated that the need for joint consideration of
the measures required to meet these problems was fully appreciated and that
he saw no obstacle to the closest co-operation of the Newfoundland and
Canadian authorities provided matters were raised first through the proper
channels.

5. The Joint Staff Committee has considered the report of the Service
representatives as summarized in the preceding paragraphs. The Committee
desires to emphasize the fact that Canadian measures for the protection in
war of harbours and shipping in the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Coast area
are, of necessity, dependent upon the means of defence which may be made
available to Newfoundland. A proper appreciation of the defence require-
ments on Canada's Eastern seaboard is therefore only possible if the measures
to be taken by the British Government in respect to Newfoundland are
known.

It is therefore strongly recommended that an enquiry of the British Govern-
ment should be made to ascertain what measures Naval and Air, for the
defence of Newfoundland are contemplated in the event of a European war.

E. C. AsfrroN, Major-General
Chief of the General Staff

H. A. C. LANE
for Chief of the Naval Staff

G. M. CROIL, Air Commodore
Senior Air Officer

13. 10
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire particulier du gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Dominions

Private Secretary, Government House, to Assistant
Under-Secretary of State for Dominions

SECRET [St. John's,] May 5, 1938
My dear Clutterbuck,

I am still very busy dealing with the work since my return , but I feel sure
you would like to know that H.E.'si visit to Ottawa was a great success and
has I think been of considerable value.
..

I immediately called on Sir Francis Floud and Stephen Holmes both of
,them receiving me most kindly. We discussed the Defence business of
which I send you a copy of the report2 which I wrote for H.E. and the

'Commission of Government.

'Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve. 1 Governor of Newfoundland.
1 Non reproduit. 8 Not printed.
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Holmes ^ has also got a copy and telegraphed to me that Sir Francis Floud
and Lane both concurred with my statements.

You will notice that I acted with great caution, bearing in mind your
comments when we last met. Actually, by coincidence, I had met and knew
well every one present at the discussion except the airman with the result
that the discussion itself was far less formal and far more friendly than my
report perhaps indicates.

The Canadian Department of National Defence as represented by the
friends I met are in a very difficult position owing to the attitude of the
politicians who are most averse as a body, to committing Canada in any
way in the event of a war entered into by the United Kingdom.

It was explained to me that the utmost care should be used in any ques-
tions of Empire Defence to avoid giving the Government any reason to be-
lieve that they were in fact in the slightest degree committed.
..:

The trend towards increasing Trades Unionism seems to me to be creeping
gradually eastward from Canada and the States to include Newfoundland,
and it was for this reason that I was impressed by Lord Twecdsmuir's
statement to H.E. that he thought it essential to have some force available to
support the Police in order to avoid any civil disturbance.

At the same time, as you know, the C.I.D.1 are anxious that Newfound-
land should contribute something, however small, as a defence force (See
O.D.C. 794-R)2.

How to compete with both these requirements is rather a complex problem
but is being considered by H. E. and the Commissioners.

Yours ever,
[C. M. R. SCInvERDT]

14. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
yto Dominions Secretar

DESPATCH 185 Ottawa, July 27, 1938
SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to state that during a visit of the Governor of New-

foundland in Ottawa at Easter time, the occasion was taken to arrange for
a conversation between his Secretary, Captain C.M.R. Schwcrdt, R.N., and
representatives of the three defence Services of Canada, who desired to

1 Comité de défense impériale.
' Voir le document 4.

' Committee of Imperial Defena.
' See Document 4.
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obtain if possible information concerning certain aspects of the defence of
Newfoundland.

2. The conversation, which both sides understood to be wholly of an
informal and' exploratory nature, was held on April 12, 1938, at the
Canadian Naval Service Headquarters.

3. The Canadian officers mentioned specially two aspects of the problem
of Newfoundland defence as being of particular concern from their point
of view in relation to the defence of Canada: (a) the danger of enemy air;
surface or submarine raiders establishing bases on the Newfoundland and
Labrador coasts to operate against Canadian shipping in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and off the East coast; and (b) the danger of the interruption
of iron ore shipments from Newfoundland to the steel works at Sydney, N.S.

4. Captain Schwcrdt pointed out in reply that the problem of the defence
of Newfoundland now rested entirely in the hands of the Government of
the United Kingdom, so that information in that regard should properly be
sought from that Government.

5. Accordingly the Canadian Government wish to inquire whether the
United Kingdom Government are in a position to state, for the information
of the Canadian Government, what measures, naval and air, for the defence
of Newfoundland are contemplated in the event of war.

I have etc.

W. L. MACKENZIII KING

15.
NPA S-4-2-1

Mémorandum du president du comité de défensel d la commission pour
Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Chairman of Defence Cornmitteei to Comrnission of
Covernnrent of Newfoundland

[St. John's,] September 26, 1938
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEWFOUNDLAND DEFENCE SCNEME

The following statement has been prepared for the information and ap-
proval of the Commission of Government:
•..
3.(e)...

(iii) During the discussions which took place in Ottawa in April
this year the Canadian auhtoritics mentioned that it was probable that

f = Formé en janvier 1938, le Comité de la
défense succédait au comité qui avait ré-

Plan de défense de 1936. Le com-
mhsaire aux Affaires intérieures (alors re-
VOnsable de la défense) en assumait la pré.
emCe. Le secrétaire Etait, comme aupara-
2^4 le secrétaire à la Justice. Tous deux
,^tat des Terre•Neuviens.

'The Defence Committee formed in Jan-
uary, 1938 to succeed the committee which
drew up the 1936 Defence Scheme. Its
Chairman was the Commissioner for Home
Affaira (then responsible for Defence) and
its Secretary, as previously, was the Secretary
for Justice; both were Newfoundlanders.
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they would ask to base aircraft on the Newfoundland Airport forthe f
the reconnaissance of the Gulf of St. Lawrence t

and
h shipp' g^i ^s

Newfoundland in order to prevent interferenceuadron-Leader Pattison should be sent
for consideration whether Sq
for to discuss

(1) What aircraft can be accomm ^^tbased at the Newfoundland
(2) To what degree Canadian airc

could contribute to the defence of Newf oundl Né ,

that in the event of any
cruiser arriving off

^O ^dM^d
Airport raiding
aircraft might constitute our sole defence. be desirable

it is realized that this is a delicateam
t

ft^é C^^di^ Government

to let the Dominions office know ^tection of Canadiaa shipping.
desire to base aircraft here for the pro to co-operate and
the Newfoundland Government would be willing

a representative
to suggest to them that as a precaution^Y measure

the Royal Canadian Air Force mightof
be invited through the

appropriate channel to fly over to discuss this question.

J. A. WINTER

NPA GN1/3 320/35
16.

Le Gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

[St John's,] September 27, 193 8
TELEGRAM 236 of the
IMNiED1ATE. SECRET. In view of your Secret and

provision of defence force
24th

Septemberi we have had under consideration
e calculate that numbers

that may become necessary if emergency arise s•
required for defence of St. John's and points of importance kt^ai f Defence
requiScheme is about three hundred. Generally speaking we n precise estimate
less than four hundred should be pro vided

that force of 400 would cost not
of cost involved is available, we consider
less than $275,000 a year (including equipment, arms and ammunition,

and machine guns).
As you are aware no funds are available to meet such an ex^âditure,

and indeed financial situation here, apart from this t^ • ^ liabilities,
would in an emergency be serious in the owing

^e.g., Italian insurance and probable loss of revenue.
Commission accordingly desires to lay the whole matter before Loe event

request your advice and guidance. We consider, how iQé^^ l^in
ovislon of some force isof the emergency ansmg pr

1 Not printed. ,
1 Non reproduit.
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With regard to training of force we suggest that War Office should be
invited to assist by lending us the services of (a) experienced military officer
to organize force (b) two non-commissioned officers to help in training it.
If so, they should be made available at earliest opportunity and at any rate
immediately emergency arises. In the event of your advising that Force
should be organized at early date we would suggest approach to Government
of Canada to assist in supply of necessary equipment.i

17. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM [London,] September 27, 1938

SECRET. With reference to Secret Despatch from Canadian Government
to you, No. 185 of the 27th July, of which Clutterbuck has copy, and to
Private Secretary's letter to Clutterbuck 5th May containing report of
conversations at Ottawa, we should be glad to know whether there have been
any further developments in regard to question of co-operation between
Newfoundland and Canada in defence matters, including use of Newfound-
land Airport.

18. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary Io Secretary of State
for External Affairs i

DESpATC1I CANADA 323 London, October 21, 1938

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to refcr to your secret despatch No. 185 of the 27th July

. regarding conversations carlier in the year betwecn the Secretary to the
Governor of Newfoundland and representativcs of the three defence services
of Canada, as a result of which His Majesty's Governmcnt in Canada enquired
what measures, naval and air, for the defence of Newfoundland were con-
templated by His Majcsty's Government in the United Kingdom in the event

,of war.
autre plus i Neither this intiative nor a more fully

Ni cette initiative, une
° flsborie présentée en décembre 1938 no sus-

elaborated one in December, 1938 elicited a

cita une réponse favorable à Londres; cepen-
positive response in London; however some

summer of 1939.

^^ 1939. Volt lei documents 26, 29 r l33^•Et6 See documents 26, 29 o 33
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2. The position in this respect is that no specific measures for the local
defence of Newfoundland in war are proposed on the part of naval and air
forces of the United Kingdom other than the despatch to St. Jôhn's of six
auxiliary mine-sweeping vessels and three auxiliary anti-submarine vessels at a
later stage after the outbreak of war. It is, however, contemplated that the
general defence of the territory would rest on the cover provided by the Royal
Navy. Present plans are based on the assumption that, in the contingency
envisaged in your despatch, trade protection units of the Royal Navy would
be based at Halifax and that an air sauadron, if available, would also be
located there for the same duties. No squad ron

in order to carry out theForce, however, is earmarked for this purpose and,
above plans the necessary Squadron would either have to be raised as a new
unit in the United Kingdom after the outbreak of war or be provided from
some other source in the British Commonwealth.

I have etc.
DEVONS1iIRE

for the Secretary of State

19. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le sous-secrétaire d'État ad joint aux Dominions ait haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Dominions to
High Commissioner of Great Britain

D.245/11 [London,] October 21, 1938

My dear Campbell,
We are sending an official secret despatch to the Canadian Government

by to-day's mail in reply to their despatch No. 185 of the 27th July making
enquiries as to the measures proposed for the defence of Newfoundland.

You will see that we have been careful to relate the present plans for
basing trade protection units and an air squadron at Halifax to the con-
tingency envisaged in the Canadian Government's despatch; in view of the
general nature of that despatch and the specific reference in paragraph 3
to the danger of enemy craft operating against Canadian shipping we have
felt justified in assuming that contingency to be one in which Canada would
be actively co-operating with us. The last sentence of our despatch refers to
the possible provision of an Or squadron either from the United Kingdom
"or from some other source in the British Commonwealth". What we
should hope would be that Canada herself would be prepared to provide this
squadron, but we thought it wiser not to say this in terms in the despatch.
You will no doubt be able to let the Department of Defence know informally
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that this is in fact what we had in mind. Whether you make any informal
explanation in the sense of the first part of this paragraph is a matter which
we leave to your discretion: as to this you will no doubt be guided by the
Canadian Government's reactions.

It would, of course, be of great advantage if the Canadian Defence
authorities, having displayed this interest in the defence of Newfoundland,
were to get into direct touch with the Newfoundland authorities for the
purpose of discussing defence questions of common interest. In view of
recent events, a suggestion of this kind might possibly commend itself to
them more than would previously have been the case. Should you think it
advisable, there * would be no objection to your mentioning this possibility
to them.

Yours sincerely,

H. F. BATTERBEE

20. NPA GNI/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newf oundland

DESPATCH NEWFOUNDLAND 501 [London,] October 21, 1938
SECRET

Sir, 1 .

With reference to your Secret telegram of the 27th September regarding the
question of co-operation in defence matters between Newfoundland and
Canada, I have the honour to transmit to you copies of the despatch from the
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs No. 185 of the 27th July,
and the reply which has now been returned thereto.'

2. As regards the particular point mentioned at the end of your telegram,
while His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom would of course
welcome Canadian co-operation in all defence matters including the use by
Canadian aircraft of the Newfoundland airports, it will be observed that, so
far as concerns trade protection, present plans contemplate that the air
squadron (whether United Kingdom or Dominion) which, if available, would
be engaged upon these duties would be located at Halifax.

I have etc.
DEVONSIiIRE

for the Secretary of State
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21. NPA GNI/3 320/35

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Dominions

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for Dominions

516 K/8 [Ottawa,] November 22, 1938
SECRET

My dear Batterbee,
I received your letter No. D245/11 of the 21st October regarding the

defence of Newfoundland with interest, and quite appreciate the considera-
tions which you had in mind when the Duke, of Devonshire's official despatch
No. 323 of the same date to the Canadian Government was drafted.

You may like to know that before any action was taken on your letter
Colonel Pope, who, as was reported in Sir Francis Floud's despatch No. 204
of the 22nd July,i was recently appointed Secretary of the Joint Staff Com-
mittee here, went out of his way to tell Holmes what a very good reply the
despatch of the 21st October formed, in his opinion, to the Canadian Govern-
ment's approach. As was mentioned by Holmes in his letter to Dixon
No. 516 K/61 of the same date, which crossed your communications on the
subject, the Canadian despatch itself represented a considerable triumph on
the part of those defence authorities here who are anxious for co-operation
between Canada and the United Kingdom on such matters. We gather that
what was said in the Duke of Devonshire's reply and the way in which it was
put will give those same authorities just what was required to get the question
properly considered here.

On the 18th November, on my instructions, Holmes had a private talk with
Pope and was able to put to him the various points made in the second and
third paragraphs of your letter. Pope agreed that it would have been un-
reasonable for the Canadian Government to expect, having regard to the
terms of their own enquiry, that we should draft our reply on the basis that
Canadian co-operation with us in the circumstances envisaged was not to be
assumed. He said that there would be no misunderstanding on the part of the
Canadian authorities as to the source from which we naturally hoped the air
squadron for Newfoundland would be forthcoming.- He also stated that the
.suggestion that the Canadian authorities should get in touch with the New-
foundland Government direct on the subject generally was a sound one, and
Holmes gathered that Pope would make this suggestion as one of his own in
drafting the Joint Staff memorandum appropriate to the issue.

In fact, Holmes gathered,' the existing "Plan for the General Defence of
Canada" (and it is'encouragmg to know that such a plan does exist in some
shape or form) provides for a concentration of something like five squadrons

' Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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of aircraft in the Nova Scotia peninsula and Saint John, N.B. It is being repre-
sented to the Government that the proper patrolling of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence inevitably involves the patrolling of the much indented Newfound-
land coast. It would therefore be entirely natural, assuming that Canada was
with us in a European war, for the Canadian Air Force to ask for such
aviation facilities as exist in Newfoundland, i.e., a situation for their own
purpose, the defence of Canada and Canadian waters.

This is the sort of way in which, as you will realise, the Department of
National Defence here must approach the problem, but so far as we can see
it suits our own purposes well and the Canadian Government have as you
know already expressed concern not only at the possibility of enemy bases
being established on the Newfoundland and Labrador coasts, but also at the
possib'.e interruption of the present heavy shipments of iron ore (from Bell
Island in Conception Bay) required for the steel works at Sydney, N.S. I
think that we may therefore take it that the whole of Newfoundland would be
regarded as a Canadian defence "commitment" in the technical sense and
that plans will be made accordingly.

I imagine that you will agree that this is as far as we can take the matter
at present but naturally at a later stage, if the Canadian Government have
not reverted to the correspondence officially, we should be able to enquire at
least informally how their minds arc working on the basis of what was
conveyed to them in the despatch of the 21st October.

Yours ever,
GERALD CAMPBELL

22• Skelt P
1 I.

on apers 395
Le conseiller au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Counsellor to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] November 26, 1938
Dr. Skelton,

Herewith is Croil's "Liaison Letter" to London of Nov. 23,1 which
'National Defence have now asked to be returned to them for some reason
I do not know.

Before it goes back I suggest you read paragraph 4-at page 3 re defence
of Newfoundland as part of our East Coast defence.

The D.O. reply-No. 323 of Oct. 21/38-shows quite clearly that the
U.K. are not going to make any special preparations for the defence of Nfld.
as-such. Their interest is protection of trade routes for their own supplies.
Their position as shown in this despatch is entirely intelligible and entirely
4line with their main defence policy deüned by Mr. Chamberlain last March.
tsee my memos. of June 16/ 382 and June 24/382.)

z Not printed.
^ Not printed.
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I think the D.O. reply speaks for itself and there is no need for "further
official correspondence" as Croil suggests.

The practical conclusions which I think the government ought to face are
along the following lines:

That Canada hereto assume the defence of Nfld. as part of the defence
of her own East Coast

That our General Staff should be instructed to submit plans accord-
ingly

That upon receiving a scheme from the General Staff, if conversations
with the U.S. general staff in Washington seem appropriate in this
connection, our.General Staff be authorised to enter into such conversa-
tions at once. L. C. C[tiRISTIE]

23. DND NSS 1440-166/25.
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité interforce d'état-major

Minutes of Meeting of Joint Staff Committee

VERY SECRET [Ottawa,] December 12, 1938
The Chairman read Secretary of State for Dominions Affairs despatch,

No. 323, dated 21st October, 1938, which had been received in reply to the
Prime Minister's despatch No. 185, dated 27th July, 1938, regarding the
defence of Newfoundland, and also C.N.S.'s and S.A.O.'s memoranda thereon,
of the 24th1 and 25th November,i respectively, (H.Q.S. 7410, folios 34, 38,
43, and 44).

Some discussion ensued as to the precise meaning of the words "that an
air squadron, if available, would also be located there for the same duties",
which appear in the British reply. S.A.O. was of opinion that an air squadron
located in Newfoundland was implied. In any event it appeared to him that
the United Kingdom dispatch had been designed so as to leave the way open
for the Canadian Government to state that it would assume a general respon-
sibility for the defence of Newfoundland. C.G.S. thought it was clear that if
the defence of Newfoundland was deemed desirable in the Canadian interest
we should have to see to it ourselves. Consequently he thought that the course
of action suggested by C.N.S. was sound, that is to say, that the defence of
Canadian interests on the Atlantic seaboard, if it was to be effective, required
naval and air reconnaissance of Newfoundland waters, that this reconnaissance
should be carried out by Canadian forces, and that the Minister should be so
advised to the end that authority might be obtained for direct conversations to
be held with the Newfoundland Government as to the provision of facilities
which our forces would require. The only modification he would suggest was
that this approach should be made through the British Government. This was
agreed to.

Decision: The Secretary was instructed to draw up a memorandum to
the Minister in the sense of the above.

3 Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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King Papers C269563
Le ministre de la Défense nationale au Premier ministre

Minister of National Defence to Prime Minister

My dear Prime Minister,
[Ottawa,] January 9, 1939

I beg to forward herewith a copy of a memorandum from the Joint Staff
Committee, dealing with the defence of Newfoundland from a Canadian
aspect.

You will observe that in the last paragraph a question of policy emerges
which probably more concerns external relations than my own department.

I would therefore be very grateful for your advice and instructions in
regard to this question.

SECRET

Yours sincerely,

IAN A. MACKENZIE

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DND HQS 7410
Mémorandum du Comité interforce d'état-major

au ministre de la Défense nationale

Memorandum from Joint Staff Cornmittee
to Minister of National Defence •

SECRET
. .

33

[Ottawa,] December 27, 1938

9. Conclusions drawn from British Reply. Tt is suggested that the con-
clusions which can rcasonably be drawn from the British reply are:

(a) hithat in the early days of an emergency there will be no United
Kingdom forces for the reconnaissance and supervision of the
waters off Newfoundland and the Labrador coast.

(b) That although trade protection units of the Royal Navy may be
expcctcd to arrive at Halifax at an early stage of an emergency,
it will be necessary to rely mainly on Canadian forces for the
direct protcction of our coasts and the St. Lawrence trade. (It
scems rcasonable to infer that the primary tasks of the Royal Navy
units mentioned will be to police the great North Atlantic trade
route which passes to the south and east of the Nova Scotia
peninsula. In so doing they will, it is true, provide an element
of "cover" to Ncwfoundland. )

(c) That the naval and air reconnaissance of Newfoundland and
Labrador waters required for the direct defence of the Canadian
sca-board and the Gulf of St. Lawrence trade in the early days
of an cmcrgcncy will have to be done by Canadian Forces.

(d) That without the use of Newfoundland harbours and air bases
this essential reconnaissance cannot efficiently be carried out.

r
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10. The Joint Staff Committee are of the opinion that the danger of
attack from enemy air, surface or submarine

Coast of Canada will be at itsin the Gulf of St. Lawrence and off the
greatest in the early days of an emergéanscy^^ e

gowhich are believednumber of German vessels on the high seas, y of
be prepared for immediate conversion to armed raiders and some without
doubt will be in the immediate vicinity of our Nacoast.

su o be expected.that little or no direct assistance from Roy vy forces

11. In these circumstances it is recommended that a further communica-
tion be sent to the Government of the United Kingdom to inform them that
note has been taken of the contents of Dominions Office Despatch No. 323
of the 21st October 1938, that Canadian Defence Measures include the
basing of several Royal Canadian Air Force Squadrons at Halifax, that for
the further protection of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Newfoundland ore
supply, base facilities in Newfoundland are required, and that the Canadian
Government desire to ascertain whether the United Kingdom Government
would agree to this matter being taken up direct with the Government of
Newfoundland.

T. V. ANDERSON, Major-General
Chief of the General Staff

PERCY NELLES, Rear-Admiral
Chief of the Naval Staff

G. M. CROIL, Air Vice-Marshal
Senior Air Officer

25. DND HQS 7410

Mémorandum du secrétaire du comité des chefs d'état-major
au secrétaire du ministre de la Défense nationale

Memorandum f rom Secretary of Chiefs of Staff Committee
to Secretary of Minister of National Defence

SECRET [Ottawa,] April 3, 1939
DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

At its 54th Meeting held this date the Chiefs of Staff Committee instructed
me to invite your attention to the fact that to date they had had no word
regarding the memorandum dealing with the Defence of Newfoundland which
they had submitted to the Minister on 27th December, •1938.•

MAURICE POPE

Colonel

*Note telle que dans l'oritinal: *Note as ln orisinal:
Sec'y C. of S. Committee: The Minister is not prepared at the moment

to deal with this question GNS.[ExtoRp 3.4.39
1 Secrbtaire particulier du ministre de la 3 Private Secretary to Minister of National

D6fense nationale. Defence.
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26. NPA GN1/3 320/35
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECRAt*t 139 [St. John's,] May 22, 1939
SECRET. Reference Newfoundland Despatch Secret No. 1081, Newfoundland
Defence Force. Subject has been reconsidered after my return in the light of
information obtained by Captain Schwerdt in interviews with War Office;
and Commission now recommend establishment of Defence Force to consist
in first place of Headquarters and two Companies, eleven Officers and one
hundred and seventy-eight other ranks in all. Initial outlay will include rifles,
pistols for officers, eighteen Lewis guns, service dress for other ranks and
outfit allowance for officers, supplies of ammunition and, subject to further
examination, of camp equipment. Capital cost at present estimated $27,000.
Barracks will not be required. The recurrent cost in the first year should not
exceed $23,000, and will thus be within the total of $50,000 provided in
Estimates 1939-40. Cost in subsequent years, apart from any increase in
numbers, may slightly exceed this latter figure.

If you approve, it is proposed to arrange immediately for provision of
permanent training staff consisting of one British Captain and two Warrant
Officers at Normal rates as indicated in correspondence with War Office.

We request authority immediately for steps to be taken to arrange for
detailing of this training staff and ordering of equipment as follows: One
hundred and seventy-eight service rifles with web equipment, eleven pistols
(.38), eighteen Lewis guns, material for one hundred and seventy-eight suits

We should be grateful if you would communicate with Emerson, if you

of service dress, (old pattern), fifty-four thousand rounds of .303 ammuni-
tion and small quantity of .38 ammunition.

It would be valuable if Emerson before he leaves London could visit
Major G. G. Mears, War Office, and take preliminary steps with a view to
detailing of training staff and ordering of this equipment. Despatch containing
full details follows, but in view of urgency we would be grateful if telegraphic
approval could be given forthwith. We should be grateful also if priority could
be given to supply of arms and ammunition on above limited scale.

approve, so that he could undertake this if prepared to do so.

9475-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux A fJaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TBLE(fRAAi 1 Ottawa, June 6, 1939
SECRET. In view of the present international situation, Department of
National Defence of Canada are anxious to obtain as much information as

Non reproduite. ^ Not printed.
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possible regarding inlets and harbours of the coast of Labrador which could
be made use of by an enemy employing submarines or aircraft against trade
converging on the Gulf of St. Lawrence or Atlantic Seaboard. Existing maps
and charts are admittedly sketchy, and in large areas the information they
contain is believed to be unreliable. The Department of National Defence
consider that it would be desirable to make a reconnaissance of this coast

by aircraft.
As the season is short, it is considered that an effort should be made this

year to reconnoitre the Labrador coast between Hamilton Inlet and the
Straits of Belle Isle and, if found feasible, to extend the reconnaissance as

far as Nain.
Canadian Government wish to inquire therefore whether the Newfoundland

Government are willing to grant permission for a flight of R.C.A.F. aircraft
to conduct this reconnaissance of the area mentioned above.

In addition, it is desired to know whether the Newfoundland Government
would agree to permit of a liaison being established between the Newfound-
land Airport authorities and the Eastern Air Command at Halifax. The
assistance of the Newfoundland Airport authorities would be especially
valuable in the matter of wireless communication. If this proposal meets with
the approval of the Newfoundland Government as being in the common
interest of the two Governments concerned, it would be greatly appreciated
if full information could be given as far as possible regarding ship communi-
cation, weather conditions, likely harbours for use as seaplane bases and any
other facilities which, in their opinion, would be of value to the personnel
composing the detachment.

28. 9475-40

Le gouverneur de Tërre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM St. John's, June 15, 1939

.SECRET. Your telegram No. 1, Secret, June 6th. Newfoundland Government
agreeable to reconnaissance of Labrador coast by aircraft of Royal Canadian
Air Force And will co-operate to full extent of available facilities. Agree to
liaison between Eastern Air Command and Newfoundland airport. The air-

.,port Air. Defence Officer has been instructed to co-operate with Eastern Air
Command at Halifax and will send immediately preliminary information
regarding likely harbours, weather and wireless. Several likely temporary
bases are possible in Labrador with steamship service from St. John's fort-
nightly. Weather is suitable for flying in Labrador from now until mid-Octobcr.
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29. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 191 [London,] June 16, 1939
SECRET. With reference to your telegram of June 12th, No. 166.1 Creation
of Defence Force on lines proposed in your telegram of May 22nd, No. 139,'
is approved in principle and War Office are pursuing enquiries with a view
to secondment of -suitable training staff. Desirable for service reasons that
arms and equipment should be obtained from United Kingdom rather than
from Canada or the United States and further telegram will be sent as soon
as estimate can be given of time necessary for delivery. Please confirm in
this connection whether number of Lewis guns required, which is given as
18 in your telegram of May 22nd, should not be 8 as given in War Office
estimate.

Despatch follows with comments of Oversea Defence Committee in regard
both to defence force proposal generally and also to proposal for defence
of the airport-your despatch of April 3rd, No. 109.2

30. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary

DESPATCH NEWFOUNDLAND 283
SECRET

Sir,

[London,] June 26, 1939

I have the honour to refer to Sir William Horwood's3 Secret despatches
Nos. 1082 and 1092 of the 3rd April, setting out the proposals of the Com-
inission of Government for the formation of Newfoundland Defence Force
and for the defence of the Newfoundland Airport respectively, and to inform
you that these despatches have been considered by the Oversea Defence
Committee.

2. As regards the question of the formation of a Defence Force, the Com-
mittee noted that the scheme outlined in Sir William Horwood's despatch

i" .' Non reproduit.
.^J s Non reproduite.

Jusaen-chef de Terre-Neuve. Il exerça
k,s' fonetions d'administrateur dElEgu6 et de

.Président de la Commission pour Terra
NeuVe durant l'absence du gouverneur.

I Not printed.
' Not printed.
' Newfoundland Chief Justice. lie acted as

Administrator and Chairman of the Com-
mission of Government during the absence
of the Governor.
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No. 108 of the 3rd April was to be regarded as modified by the revised
proposals contained in your subsequent telegram No. 139 of the 22nd May.
The Committee accepted the scheme as thus modified, and as I informed
you in my secret telegram No. 191 of the 16th June, the creation of a Defence
Force on the basis of the revised proposals submitted in your telegram of the
22nd May is now approved in principle.

3. In this connection the Committee observed that it would be important

in making arrangements for the disposition of the Defence Force that the
principle of concentration should be observed so far as circumstances per-
mitted. They accordingly recommended that, in view of the undesirability
of dispersing the force to guard a number of military objectives, the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland should be advised to concentrate on the defence of:

(1) The Bell Island iron mine,

(2) The City of St. John's, and that detachments to guard the more
important cable landings and the Airport should be reduced to a
minimum.

4. As regards the proposals for the defence of the Airport, contained in

Sir William Horwood's despatch No. 109 of the 3rd April, the Committee
noted that two stages were envisaged:

(1) Pending the formation of the Defence Force, the immediate training
by the Aerodrome Control Officer of members of the airport staff,
both as machine-gunners and fire-fighters.

(2) On the formation of the Defence Force, the allocation of 30 men
from the force to provide continuous guards at the Airport in time
of emergency.

The Committee felt, on consideration, that the scale of attack to which the
Airport would be likely to be subjected was so slight that the first stage should
prove adequate to meet defence requirements, and accordingly that it should
prove unnecessary to proceed to the second stage. They therefore recom-
mended that the measures to be taken for the defence of the Airport should
be limited for the present to the provision of two anti-aircraft Lewis Guns
with ammunition, and the training of the necessary personnel from the staff
of the Airport to man them.

5. Arrangements are proceeding in cooperation with the War Office with
a view both to the supply of the arms and ammunition required for the D^-
fence Force and also to the secondment of an Officer and two Warrant Officers
from the Regular Army to assist the Newfoundland Government in organising
and training the Force. I am in separate communication with you by telegraph
in regard to these matters.

6. I should add that careful consideration has been given to the suggestion
contained in paragraph 5 of Sir William Horwood's despatch No. 109 of the
3rd April, viz. that expenditure on capital outlay in connection with the
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defence of the Airport should be regarded as part of the construction costs
and that current expenditure should be treated as part of the expenses of
operation. It is felt however that it would be inappropriate that expenditure on
defence measures at the Airport should be treated as part either of the con-
struction or the operation costs for the purpose of the special arrangement
with the Air Ministry, and the view taken is that any such expenditure should
properly be regarded as the liability of the Newfoundland Government.

I have etc.
T. W. H. INSKIP

31. NPA GN1/3 320/3,5

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRA^i 276 [London,] August 30, 1939
SECRET. My telegram 26th August No. 268 Secret.' One hundred E.T.R.
Rifles and fifty-four thousand rounds of ammunition will be shipped on S.S.
Newfoundland due to sail on September 5th.

32. NPA S-4-2-1
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAri 258 1 [St. John's,] August 31, 1939
SECRET. Urgent necessity of receiving balance of arms and equipment
apparent and should be obliged for information as to when they may be
expected. We particularly require material and trimmings for uniforms and
caps. Is there any possibility of these being shipped on September 5th.

I

33. NPA GNl/8 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice à la commission pour Terre-Neuve2

Mémorandum front Cornmissioner for Justice Io Commission of Government

our Home Defence Force has necessitated the postponement of plans for its

responsable de la dEfense. bic for Defence.

of Newfoundland2

J.52-39 [St. John's,] August 31, 1939
CONFIDENTIAL

Our inability to obtain the necessary arms, uniforms and equipment for

s Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
' Le commissaire Emerson Etait Ésalement ' Commissioner Emerson was also responsi.

t
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organization. By the boat leaving England on Sept. 5th Captain Fanning-
Evans and two Sergeants will be arriving and as at present advised 100 rifles
and 54,000 rounds of ammunition. We have no news however of the Lewis
Guns, revolvers or what is of very great importance, the material for the
making up 'of uniforms. It would I suggest be idle to recruit a force for its
month's training unless we could put them in uniform and equip them with
a rifle at least and also give them some target practice. If the material for
uniforms is not coming forward by the boat leaving September 5th I think
we should endeavour to see whether we cannot obtain same speedily in
Canada.

2. The present plan envisages the recruitment this year of 180 ranks by
monthly quotas of 25 per month. We have already lost our quota for July and
August and September is upon us. My own view is that we should proceed
at once to recruit 100 men, that is the three quotas for July, August and
September, and anticipate the quota for October. After the end of October it
will probably be too cold and the weather too uncertain to give any outdoor
rifle practice to those who come up for training and this is a very important
matter. We can of course give training with the miniature rifles in the Central
Fire Hall to those who come up during the Winter. If this proposal is agreed
to it is possible that the C.L.B. Armoury could be obtained for the housing of
the men. If not the lower flat of the Y.M.C.A. building would be suitable.
The C.L.B. Armoury is equipped with water and sewerage and the only instal-
lations required would be one or two cooking ranges. The men would be
supplied with straw filled mattresses and pillows at a very cheap rate and
would sleep on the floor. Two cooks would be requiréd. Drill could take
place either in the Armoury or in the Police Drill Hall.

3. I would suggest recruiting 50 men from St. John's and 50 men from
Bell Island. The mines are the one spot near St. John's which require instant
guarding if enemy raiders are loose in the Atlantic. With the assistance of
the Manager of the Bell Island Mines, 50 applicants from there could be
chosen who are permanently resident on the Island and I think the company
should be asked to make up to the men the difference between the allowance
paid by the Government and the sum which they would earn in the mines,
and that they should be guaranteed that their jobs would be given back to
them at the end of their month's training.

4. I think conditional applications might now be sought by the Chief of
Police by an advertisement setting forth the terms, being put in the papers.
Full particulars of each applicant would be taken so that when Capt. Evans
arrives he would be in a position to begin interviewing them.

5. It will not be possible for the Police Force tailor to handle the making
of uniforms with sufficient expedition at this late date and I suggest that the
Supplies Division should approach the two clothing factories and find out the
cost of making the uniforms on the basis that the raw materials would be
supplied, and arrange so that they may be made rapidly.
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6. In order to obviate the necessity of .continually delaying matters of detail
in order to bring them before the Commission, I suggest that the Department
of Justice be authorized to proceed with arrangements for all obvious minor
necessities, in order that no time ' may be lost before the training officer
arrives.

L. E. EMERSON

34. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 263 [St. John's,] September 1, 1939

SECRET. The Defence Act which forms Schedule one to Newfoundland
Defence Scheme 1936 has been enacted this morning. It recites the existence
of a national emergency instead of imminent danger of war. In addition to
powers contained in section two of the draft it enables the Governor in
Commission to make regulations controlling foreign exchange transactions
and to provide for declarations by persons in Newfoundland of their holdings
of foreign exchange and securities. Section 7 (b) of the draft has been
amended to permit of possession use or control being extended to ships,
vessels, aircraft and all vehicles of every description and animals and food,
forage and stores of every description. Certain regulations will be passed this
afternoon of which I will inform you.

35. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELECRAM 6 Ottawa, September 2, 1939

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. A request has been received from the Commander-
in-Chief of West Indies Squadron Royal Navy for an air reconnaissance of
the, Newfoundland coast in order to ensure that no enemy ships are in
adjacent waters. Canadian Defence authorities are prepared to make recon-
naissance using two flying boats. Please inform us at earliest convenience if
this reconnaissance is approved by the Newfoundland Government.
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PARTIE 2 / PART 2

LES PREMIERS MOIS DE LA GUERRE

THE EARLY MONTHS OF THE WAR

36. Skelton Papers 388

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 63 Ottawa, September 3, 1939

IMMEDIATE. Following from Prime Minister for Prime Minister.

1. As you are aware the Canadian Parliament will meet on Thursday of
this week.

3. As regards military activities our primary task will naturally be the
defence of Canada, which under present circumstances is a more pressing
and urgent undertaking than it was in the last war. We are also considering
to what extent we could undertake as necessity required and our means
permitted action in the Western Atlantic region, particularly in Newfoundland
and the West Indies. . .

37. 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM St. John's, September 3, 1939

With reference to your telegram September 2nd, No. 6,1 proposed recon-
naissance approved by NewfOundland Government, and all facilities will be
afforded.

38. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM 7 Ottawa, September 5, 1939

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. The Canadian Government would like to have author-
ity for Royal Canadian Air Force to fly over any part of Newfoundland and
Labrador and to make use of airport facilities available should it be con-
sidered necessary to do so, and trust this will be agreeable to the New-
foundland Government.

A reply as soon as possible would be greatly appreciated.

I Document 35.
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39. 1156-D-39
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM St. John's, September 6, 1939
SECRET. Your secret telegram No. 7, September 5th. It will be entirely
agreeable to this Government for Royal Canadian Air Force to fly over any
part of Newfoundland and Labrador and to make use of airport facilities
available when necessary. Authority is granted accordingly.

40. Skelton Papers 388
Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 59 London, September 6, 1939
IMMEDIATE. Following for your Prime Minister. Begins. I am very grateful
for your message and for information as to the defence and precautionary
measures which the Canadian Government are taking or considering.

2. We realize that, as regards military activities, the immediate task of the
Canadian Government will be the defence of Canada. As regards concerted
measures, we are most grateful for your offer of assistance, so far as is
necessary and possible, in the western Atlantic region. Participation in pro-
tection of Newfoundland will be of special value in view of the importance
of the Bell Island ore mines. ..

;of cooperation.
indicated their agreement that this would be an effective and desirable means
stake. The British Government, in reply to the inquiry we have made, have

phere, we will not only be defending Canada but we will also be assisting
Great Britain and France by enabling them to concentrate their own energies
moré in that part of the world in which their own immediate security is at

, of Newfoundland and the other British and French territories in this hemis-

and Labrador. The integrity of Newfoundland and Labrador is essential to
the security of Canada. By contributing as far as we are able to the defence

most among these is the St. Lawrence river and gulf. At the entrance of
the St. Lawrence stands the neighbouring British territory of Newfoundland

The safety of Canada de ends upon gp the adequate safeguarding of our coastal
regions and the great avenues of approach to the heart of this country. Fore-

' ' HCD
Extrait d'un discours du Premier ministre

Extract from a Speech by Prime Minister

Ottawa, September 8, 1939

Next, we must consider measures of cooperation with the United Kin dom
. . .

i
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NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELECRAM 293 [London,] September 9, 1939

SECRET. Supplies Division Telegram Sept. 4th' to Crown Agents and my
telegram Sept. 5th No. 288.1 War Office agree that it may be possible to
obtain remainder arms and equipment for Newfoundland Defence Force
more quickly from Canada than from United Kingdom.

My immediately following telegram repeats text telegram to High Com-
missioner Ottawa asking him to approach Canadian [Government] with a
view to meeting needs of Newfoundland Defence Force.

43. DND HQS 7410-2

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs .

IMMEDIATE. SECRET Ottawa, September 13, 1939

My dear Dr. Skelton,

In my letter of the eleventh of September2 I referred to a telegram which
the High Commissioner had received from the Dominions Office regarding
certain items of equipment for the Newfoundland Defence Force which it
was hoped that the Canadian Government might feel able to supply in the
near future.

It now appears from a telegram which the High Commissioner received
direct from the Governor of Newfoundland on the twelfth of September
that the list of equipment mentioned in the telegram from the Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs and included in my above mentioned letter was
settled some months ago, and that it has been revised in the light of recent
events. The Governor state3 that material for uniforms and great coats or
boots is not at present required, but that the Defence Force are anxious to
obtain all other items required to equip a soldier in modern battle dress for
a force of two hundred. Other items urgently required are:

1. 100 , rifles complete with bayonets, scabbards, frogs, slings, pull-
throughs etc.

- 1 Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
2 Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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2. 300 revolvers of .38 calibre with holsters, cleaning apparatus and
ammunition pouches.

3. 18 Lewis guns with any necessary equipment for field use and
200,000 rounds of .303 ammunition.

The Newfoundland Government are not at present sure of what major
equipment they may require.

The High Commissioner will be grateful if the Est of items given above
may be regarded as revising or, where necessary, supplementing the list
contained in my letter of the eleventh of September. Sir Gerald Campbell
understands that the Newfoundland Government have already been in direct
touch with the Canadian Government authorities in the question of the
equipment of the Newfoundland Defence Force, but he has been, neverthe-
less, requested to ask that consideration may be given as soon as possible
to the possibility of supplying this equipment from Canada.

Yours sincerely,

PAUL MASON

44.
NPA GN1/3 39/1-17

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAAi 288 [St. John's,] September 15, 1939
SECRET. In view of Canada's' publicly proclaimed interest in defence of
Newfoundland we suggest for consideration that Canadian Government be
invited to take over for the duration of the war the Newfoundland Airport
and the Botwood Seaplane Base for the use of the R.C.A.F. Details of such
^temporary transfer could best be arranged by direct negotiation in Canada
but we think basis of the arrangements should be that Canada should assume
entire responsibility for maintenance and operation of the Bases and for all
expenditure attributable to meteorological and wireless services and for other
expenditure insofar as it is attributable^ to military. as distinct from civil
requirements. Incidentally to the above proposal we suggest that the Fairchild
and Fox Moth belonging to the Newfoundland Government Internal Air
Service should be placed at the disposal of the R.C.A.F. and that the present
arrangement with Imperial Airways which is expensive and also incompatible
with military use of the planes should be terminated forthwith. The total
`cost of maintenance and operation of the Bases on the scale required for
their continued use for trans-Atlantic flights will be at the rate of about
$180,000.00 per annum exclusive of the cost of wireless and meteorological
`staff and of any military measures. We are doubtful whether this expenditure

; ll be justified at the present time unless military use can be made of the

r

ases far beyond anything our resources would permit.
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45. NPA S-4-1-1

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Justice to Commission of Government
of Newfoundland

J. 58-39 [St. John's,] October 2, 1939

CONFIDENTIAL

I annex hereto the report of the Secretary for Justice upon his recent visit
to Canada in connection with equipment for the Newfoundland Defence
Force.

He seems to have had a good reception and to have covered the ground
very fully and to have obtained pretty well everything that we want, subject
only to such delays as are inevitable in the circumstances.

SECRET

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du secrétaire à la Justice

Memorandum by Secretary for Justice

[St. John's,] September 30, 1939

REPORT UPON ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA FOR

THE SUPPLY OF EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEWFOUNDLAND DEFENCE FORCE

I arrived at Ottawa on Sunday night, September 17th, and on Monday
morning proceeded to the British High Commissioner's office at Earnscliffe
where I saw Mr. Paul Mason, Chief Secretary, who took me in to see the High
Commissioner, Sir Gerald Campbell. We compared notes as to the com-
munications which had passed heretofore and they recommended approach
to the' Government through the Department of External Affairs. They,
accordingly, rang up Dr. O. D. Skelton, Under-Secretary of State for that
Department, and made an appointment, and I went over to see him. He made
an appointment, forthwith, for me to see Colonel D. E. Dewar, Director of
Clothing, Equipment and Manufacturing Establishments.

I went into the situation fully with Col. Dewar, who was most kind and
helpful and spent a very considerable time with me on both Monday and
Z'uesday, ' examining our requirements, making suggestions as to our needs
and explaining the situation as to supply.
, I may summarize at this stage by saying that while perhaps the needs of the
National Defence Department are more clearly defined than those of most
departments, both they and every department. with which I dealt are, admit-. .
tedly, in a state of furious improvisation. Owing to the political situation, it
liai not been possible. to deal with or mention war matters until the last
moment. I heard that many militia units had, been called up, and were doing
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their own recruiting as units and that others which had not been called up
(and were indignant thereat) had had to be stripped of equipment, and I
judged that, for the moment, everything was at sixes and sevens. Most of this
was gathered outside and not from the Department.

Col. Dewar said he would recommend very strongly that all our require-
ments should be furnished to us. He was embarrassed in dealing with me by
the necessity of attending to constant pressing appointments and I went to
and from his Department a great deal during the two days. Towards the
afternoon of Tuesday, his report and recommendations having gone before
Major-General Elkins, the Master General of the Ordnance, I was taken
to see that officer, who was most kind and said that he would do all that
he could for us, but that he could not finally authorize that equipment go
out of Canada without consulting the Chief of the General Staff, who could,
for the moment, not be seen. The matter having reached this stage he asked
what I was doing next and suggested ^ that I go on to Toronto and attend to
my personal business (the placing of my son at school) and that he would
get in touch with me there as soon as he had made progress.

Incidentally, in the course of Monday and Tuesday:
.(1) I called upon the Deputy Minister of Justice, on general prin-

ciples, having received many courtesies from his Department.
-(2) At the suggestion of the Commissioner for Justice I asked the

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs if he could initiate unofficial
enquiries as to the possibilities of individuals from 'Newfoundland
enlisting in the Canadian Forces.

(3) I saw Major-General H. F. H. Hertzberg, Quartermaster General
in pursuance of an enquiry from my Commissioner as to the rations
given to the troops and to'prisoners or internees.

(4) Through the kind offices of Dr. Skelton and of the Under-Secretary
of State, Dr. E. H. Coleman, I saw the Chief Censor, Mr. Thompson,
to elucidate the question of censorship as between Canada and United
States, which I had been asked to enquire into by our censorship staff.

(5) On the introduction of Dr. Skelton, I saw Mr. Norman A. Robert-
son of his Department, in pursuance of a request from the Secretary for
Public Health & Welfare that I should try to get him some regulations,
forms or information helpful in the matter of control of foodstuffs,
prices, etc.

As to these matters:
(2) Enlistment I first saw, on Col. Dewar's suggestion, Col.

Goodeve of the Adjutant General's Department, but that De-
partment felt that the matter might have political aspects in
vew of the non-calling up of some of the existing Militia Units

^ and I was referred back to the Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs. He undertook to look into the matter unoffici-
ally, working on the following assumptions which I suggested
but, as I said, without any specific authority so to do:

r
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(a) that men might be medically examined here;
(b) that their expenses to Canada would not be a Canadian Govern-

ment expense.
He would, of course, have to see Ministers in this connection.
I asked him to include in the scope of his enquiry the question
of enlistment in the Royal Canadian Navy should we have re-
quests for the same.

As to (3) Rations Major-General Hertzberg referred me for the
rations of the troops to a book on Pay and Allowances, copies of
which I had, together with instructions modifying the same,
copies of which he then gave me. As to prisoners, he said that
under some Geneva Convention they were entitled to the same
rations as the troops. I communicated this to my Commissioner
by telegraph. He added, in so many words, that if there was any
earthly thing he could do for us we should on no account fail
to let him know. This was typical of the attitude encountered
throughout.

As to (4) Censorship The Chief Censor said that they were not
censoring to the United States as this was at present considered
to be almost impossible in practice. He said that while he was
in the stage of improvisation (he had in fact only shifted his
office that morning) his feeling was that the best course was to
exercise a selective scrutiny on mail going to the United States
without attempting general censorship the idea being to pick up
information, if possible. I pointed out, that if they were not
censoring to the United States and we were not censoring to
Canada the position was wide open so far as we are concerned.
He agreed and said he could only recommend that we take a
somewhat similar course. He said the public did not know in
what direction there was a censorship and in what direction
.there was not. I incorporated this in the code telegram sent from
the High Commissioner's Office, through the kindness of the
Chief Secretary.

As to (5) Control of Supplies Mr. Robertson said the situation
was so undefined at the moment that he really could not give
me any material which would be useful to our Food Control
Department. He explained that there were three committees,
directed more or less to (a) food control and profiteering; (b)
supply; and (c) production, and that they were in the stage of
attempting to define the fields of action of the different com-
mittees. He gave me a short set of published regulations which
I thought might be useful.

I also saw the High Commissioner and Chief Secretary again before leaving,
so that they might know what point I had reached, besides sending the cable
for me.
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I discovered, partly through my travels through Government offices and
partly on the outside that, at the moment, a change of War Ministers was
coming about and the announcement of a decision regarding the Expeditionary
Force was on the carpet, which accounted pretty well for the impossibility
of seeing senior officers such as the C.G.S. On Monday I gathered about
lunch time that that officer had been at a continuous meeting since 8.30
a.m.

On Wednesday morning I proceeded to Toronto and went about my own
business.

Not hearing anything further I got in touch with Col. Dewar by telephone
on Friday evening and he said he would ring me later. He rang me later and
said that the C.G.S. had been approached and that all would be well and that
the details could be settled with him on Monday the 25th.

On Saturday I went again to St. Catherine's to complete arrangements
with my school and on Saturday night went over to Ottawa. As the Depart-
ment of National Defence was open, I was able to make contact with CoL
Dewar and one or two of his juniors on Sunday, when we brought matters to
a further stage and I wired my Commissioner for confirmation. Col. Dewar
said that the arms would not cost us anything but would be given us on loan,
this being the Canadian Government's own idea. I had asked for them only
on the basis of payment. The other equipment was to be on a payment basis.
In relation to articles which I thought we could provide here, I asked for
samples only. (See annexed letter).'

On Monday, having confirmation from St. John's, I got a letter typed to
Col. Dewar confirming the situation. Copy of this letter is hereto annexed.'
They checked this over and said it was all in order though they did not give
me any formal confirming letter.

I found revolvers unobtainable either from Government or privately pend-
ing repeal of the United States embargo or supplies from some other source.
I was told that they do not equip military anti-sabotage guards with revolvers.
Messrs. William Scully, Ltd., of Montreal, hoped to get out a small shipment
of revolvers from the United States before long as police, not military, equip-
ment. They are to let us know when they have any. ,

Upon my second visit to Ottawa, I went to Dr. Skelton's office again re
recruiting. He was away at the moment but I got in touch with Mr. Beaudry,
next in order to him, who made contact with him and telephoned later in
the day that he was not able to give any definite answer about recruiting yet.
Mr. Beaudry also made an enquiry for me, at the request of my Commis-
sioner, as to whether Government in Canada bears the expense of guarding
industrial plants. He telephoned me later to say that Government guards only
public works, such as bridges, railways and canals, leaving industrial plants
to provide their own protection.

In moving about Montreal with my brother, who is superintendent of a
large electrical company, I noted un-uniformed guards in some of his plants,

' Non reprodnite. 1 Not printed
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whom I gathered to be his company's employees. Soldiers, on the contrary,
are on the large bridges, canals, etc. I picked up a rumour of an attempt on
one of the C.I.L. plants.

I proceeded to Montreal arriving there at 8.45 a.m. on Tuesday and forth-
with saw Messrs. William Scully, Ltd., from whom I obtained quotations on
badges and buttons which I communicated by telegraph to St. John's. (See
annexed letter) 1 Delivery of badges and buttons will take about four weeks.
In the interim, obviously, we shall have to use temporary buttons. The num-
ber of regimental buttons on the battle dress is much less than on former
uniforms.

They had their designer make a sketch for our badge which, to my mind, is
an improvement as compared with our old badge, making a more symmetri-
cal design and one better suited to metal stamping. He produced, however,
on his own initiative, an entirely different Caribou head design with Crown
which, to my mind, is far handsomer and more symmetrical and more of the
type of other regimental badges than the old Caribou in profile, the Caribou
in this case showing full face. Feeling that since we had to wait for a month
and use temporary buttons meanwhile, the matter of a few more days would
not make much difference, I brought the designs home and submit them
herewith.

I communicated with St. John's, obtained quantities and confirmed an
order subject to approval of design which can be done by telegraph.

I also, on request from St. John's, purchased a few stripes and officers'
stars, and on a like request I had already purchased in Ottawa half a dozen
Sam Browne belts and half a dozen officers' canes. The former I brought
with me; the latter will be forwarded.

46. NPA S-4-1-1

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

.Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice to Commission of Government
of Newf ound land

J. 59-1939 [St. John's,] October 3, 1939
CONFIDENTIAL

, I annex hereto for the consideration of. the Commission a draft Act'
âüthorizing the creation of what we have heretofore called the Home Defence
Force.

The Act follows closely Chapter, 4 of 1914, which authorized the creation
of the Newfoundland Regiment. I have adopted however the title "Militia"

Il Non reproduite. , 1 Not printed. 4
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and I suggest that this is the best one to be used in connection with the type
of Force which we are considering.

The Bill is a very simple one and leaves most of the chief administration
factors to be dealt with by rules and regulations to be made from time to
time by the Governor in Commission.

L. E. EMERSON

47. NPA S-4-1-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au commandant en chef, région de l'Amérique
et des Indes Occidentales

Governor of Newfoundland to Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies

TELEGRAM [St. John's,] October 19, 1939

Reference my telegram of 3rd September.i A three inch jackstay carrying
a one inch wire net, length 240 feet, mesh 10 by 6 feet, depth 18 feet, is
ready for placing in position across entrance to St. John's Harbour between
Chain Rock and a point 50 yards west of Pancake Rock.

Net can be lowered to the bottom or to 30 feet by winches. Estimated time
for lowcring 3 to 5 minutes and for raising 5 to 10 minutes. Centre of jack-
stay of net would be 8 feet below the surface of the water.

Object of net is to foul propellers, etc., of any incoming submarine which
it is thought would not be submerged on account of depth of water availa-
blc. 1 .

Propose to lower net onto bottom in conditions of low visibility, otherwise
when net (to be known as "obstruction") is raised Day and Night Signal
to be exhibited.

Thcse Signals will be exhibited at a height of 80 feet above high water
from a white flagstaff created at Anchor Point. The Day Signal will be a
white ball 6 feet in diameter having a black band 11 feet wide round the
ccntre of the ball. The Night Signal three electric lights in a vertical line, one
over the other, each 6 feet apart, the upper and lower of which shall be red
and the middle white. Visibility of signals will be 2 miles.

A net-operating crew will be accommodated close to the winch on the
South Side and will kecp permanent watch so as to lower the net for in-
coming vessels. They will be in telephonic communication with the Naval,
Customs and Harbour authorities.

Request your concurrence with above arrangements. On receipt of your
reply Newfoundland Government will issue a Notice to Mariners on above
linés giving one month's warning.

Non reproduit. i Not printed.
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48. NPA S-4-1-1

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Justice to Commission of Government
of Newfoundland

J.66-39 [St. John's,] October 20, 1939

CONFIDENTIAL

I annex hereto report' on the Cable stations and Cable landings at Cuckold
Cove, St. John's, Harbour Grace, Colinet, Freshwater, Placentia, Bay Roberts
and Heart's Content.

This report has been made by Mr. Dunfield, Secretary of the Defence
Committee and Captain Fanning-Evans and reviews the situation so clearly
that I merely need to summarize their findings, with which I concur.

1. There seems to be no need to provide a continuous guard at the cable
landings.

2. It appears to be necessary that sentry guards be appointed at the sta-
tions:

(a) Of the Commercial Cable Company at St. John's, Main Office.
(b) At the office of the Imperial Company at Harbour Grace.
(c) At the Western Union Company's office at Bay Roberts and Heart's

Content.

3. That the Cable Companies be called upon to install certain structural
precautions of a comparatively simple nature, in their stations.

L. E. ENiERSON

49. NPA S-4-1-1

'Le commandant en chef, région de l'Amérique et des Indes Occidentales,
au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies, to Governor
of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 1740 [America and West Indies Station,] October 21, 1939

Your message of October 19th. .Concur in arrangements proposed for
obstruction erected at entrance to St. John's Harbour.

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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NPA S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAm 367 [St. John's,] October 31, 1939
SECRET. My telegram No. 288 Secret. We should be glad to know if there
is any likelihood of the adoption of our suggestion for temporary transfer to.
Canada of Newfoundland Airport and Botwood Seaplane base. We are
deferring decision on estimate of annual cost of maintenance and operation
pending some reply to telegram referred to.

Si.
NPA S-5-5-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAht 408 [London,] November 6, 1939
SECRET. Questions raised in your telegram of September 15th No. 288
with regard to use of Newfoundland airport' and seaplane -base have been
carefully considered. While there can be no reason why Royal Canadian Air
Force should not have fullest use of facilities available in Newfoundland, on
suitable terms for duration of the war if any request to this effect should be
put forward by Canadian Gbwcrnment, it is felt there are strong reasons
against handing over airports to Royal Canadian Air Force. Newfoundland
is destined to play an important part in objective [sic] trans-Atlantic services
and it is considered it would be undesirable to allow these airports, which
are such an important factor in our bargaining position vis-à-vis Pan-
American Airways and United States, to pass out of our control even
temporarily. ,

It had been hoped to use acrodrome Hattie's Camp' for trans-Atlantic
services with projected new type of land plane in 1941. Owing to war the
construction of these aircraft has been dropped and it is not yet possible to
say when acrodrome is likely to be required for a regular service. It is how-
ever known that Pan-American Airways are contemplating use of land air-
craft in 1940 or 1941. Moreover as you know Air Ministry particularly
desire to do some experimental work during forthcoming winter in regard to
packing or removal of snow and they have two Harrow machines at Hattie's
Camp it is proposed to use for test flights in this connection.

r
I

' L'aEroport de Gander. ' Gander Airport.
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As regards Botwood it is intended if circumstances permit to resume
weekly trans-Atlantic services with flying boats next summer, and it is
understood that United States will wish to resume their regular service to
Newfoundland with flying boats. It would appear probable therefore that air
base facilities in Newfoundland will be required to a substantial extent in
near future for civil aviation.

As regards financial position we appreciate advantage of a saving in
maintenance costs but having regard to large contribution which Air Ministry
have undertaken to make towards construction of the bases they feel that
disadvantages of relinquishment of control far outweigh advantage of this
saving moreover there will be some considerable return for maintenance
expenditure in way of use of facilities by civil aircraft.

In the circumstances it is considered it would be best not to raise matter
with the Canadian Government, if they should make request for use of
airports we should be ready to consider possibility.

Question of utilising the air base facilities in Newfoundland directly or
indirectly in connection with Empire air training scheme will be considered
in examination of position of Newfoundland in relation to that scheme which
as stated in my telegram No. 393 of October 31st1 is being undertaken but it
is not possible at present to say what will be result.

52. 722-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

SECRET Ottawa, November 20, 1939

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that a new scheme for the control of

navigational lights in war time has just been put into operation on the cast
coast of Canada. Under such scheme such lights can be extinguished and
fog signals and radio beacons discontinued on all or any sections of the Coast
at short notice for any required length of time.

Although the lights maintained by Canada on the West and South coasts of
Newfoundland have been brought into this organization, the Dcfcncc
authoritïes here consider it desirable that the scheme be made complete by
making arrangements to have the Lights maintained by the Newfoundiand
Government also brought under this control. It is therefore requested that
consideration be given to the possibility of Instituting an organization for the
extinguishing of the main navigational lights maintained by the Newfoundland

I Non reDrodnit. ' Not priated.
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Government at short notice, particularly those on the South and East
Coasts.

The control of the Lights on the east coast of Canada is exercised by the
Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast, and should the Newfoundland Gov-
erament be willing to concur this control could be extended to the Lights
on the Newfoundland coast through the Naval Control Service Officer who
is at present stationed at St. John's.

I shall be grateful for an early indication of the views of the Newfoundland
Government in regard to this matter.

I have etc.
O. D. SKELTON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

53.
DND HQS 7410

Mémorandum du maître général de l'artillerie au commandant
de district, Québec

1ilemorandum front Master General of the Ordiw»ce
to District Officer Comma ►rding, Quebec

SECRET [Ottawa,] November 21, 1939

EQUIPAtENT FOR NEWFOUNDLAND

With reference to your telegram Q.10871 and Equipment 1 of 20 Novem-
bcr;i while the exportation of the shipment has been authorized by the
Customs Department it will be noted the machine guns, rifles, etc., are only
a"loan" issue and will no doubt be returned to Canada after the termination
of the present war or when no longer rcquircd by the Govcrnmcnt of Ncw-
foundland. This being the case and in order that particulars of the shipment
will be on record in the Customs files, it is necessary for the required
application forms to be complctcd and rehurncd to these Headquarters for

F neocssary action.

All items shipped should be detailed and where the items are on loan th, e
forms should be so endorsed to avoid any difficulties that might crop up in
ô̂onnection with rc-cntry into Canada.

W. H. P. ELKINS
Major-Gcncral
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54. 1156-D-39

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

516 K/ 17 Ottawa, November 22, 1939

SECRET. IMPORTANT

Dear Dr. Skelton,
The High Commissioner has recently received from the Governor of

Newfoundland a despatch from which it appears that the Commission of
Government have been giving anxious consideration to the problem of the
defence of Bell Island in Conception Bay.

A memorandum is enclosed setting forth the main points to which the
Governor has drawn attention. It will be observed in particular, and you
are naturally familiar with the fact, that the importance of the island rests
mainly on the consideration that it is the seat of mining operations of the
Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation. It is on that ground that the Commis-
sion of Government have reached the conclusion that the security of the
island requires to be defended against possible enemy attack upon a scale
which is beyond the scope of their own resources.

In these circumstances Sir Gerald Campbell would be grateful if you
would convey to the appropriate quarter Sir Humphrey Walwyn's suggestion
that the appropriate provision for the defence of the Island might be made
available by the Canadian Government, and if he might be informed, at
as early a date as convenient, of any views which it may be desired to
express in reply.

Yours sincerely,
W. C. HANKINSON

[PIECE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum

Memorandum

The Commission of Government of Newfoundland have recently had
under consideration the matter of the defence of Bell Island in Conception
Bay. As the Canadian Government are aware Bell Island is the seat of
operations of the Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation which mines from
the various submarine slopes the iron ore which heretofore has gone mainly
to Germany and to Sydney, Nova Scotia. The company has also a very large
establishment at Sydney where quantities of ore are smelted and their only
supply is from, Wabana Mines, Bell Island.

Commission of Government are informed by the Company that its shipments
to Sydney are being substantially increased. During the coming year its

2. The shipments of ore to Germany have now of course ceased and the
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production of steel for munitions at Sydney will rise to a point at which
upwards of a million tons of ore from Bell Island will be treated. It is also
in contemplation, provided that shipping can be arranged, that a certain
quantity of ore will be sent to Great Britain in excess of the quantity normally
exported there in peace times.

3. Consultations have taken place with officials of the company in which
the several possible methods of attack and the varying degrees of risk attached
to these methods have been discussed. In regard to internal sabotage the
Company is of opinion that the risk therefrom is not great. They are pro-
viding a number of watchmen at points of importance, a provision which in
their opinion dispenses with the necessity of Government assistance.

4. The possibility of attack by an enemy surface raider or by an airplane
flying from a raider cannot be excluded from consideration. The provision
of land armament and personnel for defence against a raider would entail
an outlay which it is thought is out of proportion to the risk. An aircraft
patrol based on the seaplane base at Botwood, however, would materially
help to guard against both these methods of attack.

5. The chief source of danger lies in an attack by a submarine rising to
the surface and shelling the loading piers and the electrical transformer which
supplies all the power to the mines. These are located on the south side of
the island and are very much exposed to this form of attack. In addition, the
loading piers are also situated on the south side and if a submarine sank a
ship while loading at one of the piers export therefrom would be interfered
with for an indefinite pcriod. It is thought that the best defence against this
danger lies in the establishment of two 4" guns and two searchlights at
properly selected points on the south side of the island. The distance from
this side of the island to the milinland varies from three to six miles and it
is felt that a submarine aware of the existence of these defences would
hesitate to rise to the surface.

6. The provision of this form of coastal defence, is, the Commission of
Government consider, one for Government and not for private enterprise.
Unfortunately in Newfoundland ^ there are neither the guns nor the trained
gun crews, nor the personnel to train the crews.

7. The Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation is one whose capital is held
entirely outside of Newfoundland and, it is believed, almost entirely in
Canada. The ore during the war will be going mainly to Canada and is a vital
necessity to the operation at Sydney which is one of the greatest producers
in Canada of steel for munitions purposes. The coastal defence of the island
therefore appears to be of imperial importance and peculiarly of importance
to the Dominion of Canada.

8. In view of all these circumstances the Commission of Government have
felt that it would not be inappropriate to ascertain from the Government of
the Dominion of Canada whether they would be prepared to make provision
for this coastal defence of Bell Island by making available the necessary
airplanes, guns, searchlights and crews for their operation.

la
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55. 722-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET St. John's, December 27, 1939

Sir,
With reference to your Secret despatch of 20th November, 1939, con-

cerning control of navigational aids in war time, I annex copies of telegrams
exchanged with the Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies Station,
on this subject.i

2. The Government of Newfoundland is prepared to consent to the pro-
posal that the scheme which has recently been put into operation in Canada
be extended to include the main navigational aids on the Newfoundland
coast which are under the control of this Government (Department of Public
Works). This consent is given on the understanding that the discontinuance
of the lights in question will be requested only in the event of an emergency
and that due regard will be paid to the dangers to Newfoundland shipping
which may result.

3. In this connection it is observed that a message received from the Naval
Commander-in-Chief on the 7th September last indicated that navigational
aids should not be extinguished or removed in ordinary commercial routes
or in commercial harbours except as specially ordered or in an emergency.

4. There are one hundred and one main navigational lights and other aids
on the coasts of Newfoundland. Thirty-eight of these, however, are located
on islands which at times are inaccessible. A list showing the main naviga-
tional aids and the available method of communication in each case is
annexed. Two copies of Newfoundland, Canadian and French Lights and
Fog Alarms on the Coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador arc also enclosed.'

5. Officials of the Department of Public Works will set up an organization
for the extinguishing of all main navigational lights and the discontinuance
of fog alarms at the shortest possible notice, having regard to the situation
of the light or fog alarm ,and the available means of communication. It is
requested that a list of the navigational aids which it is considered necessary
to bring within the proposed scheme should be furnished to this Government
as early as possible in order that these preparations may be completed. It is
hoped that the number of lights, etc., included in this will be kept to the
absolute minimum essential for defence purposes.

.6. When the scheme comes into operation requests that lights should be
extinguished should be communicated to the Department of Public Works
by the Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast through the Naval Control Officer
at St. John's.

I have etc.
HUAiPNREY WALWYN

^ Non reprodnits. ^ Not printal.
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56. 1156-D-39
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extirieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 1 Ottawa, January 3, 1940
Your telegram September 6, 1939, concerning flying by Royal Canadian

Air Force Newfoundland and Labrador and use of airport facilities. During
the coming year, it is proposed to establish an advanced base for seaplanes
at Red Bay in the Straits of Belle Isle. If the Government of Newfoundland
have no objection, it is proposed to erect certain buildings and to install a
wharf or slipway on a site of unoccupied ground which has been chosen for
the purpose. The site is approximately three to four hundred yards north
of the church at Red Bay.

Canadian Government would greatly appreciate it if your Government
would grant the necessary permission.

57. 1156-D-39
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'LEtat aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1 St. John's, January 5, 1940
Your telegram No. 1 of January 3rd. Newfoundland Government agree

to your using area of unoccupied Crown land selected at Red Bay for as long
as necessary for building wharf, etc., for establishment of the Royal Canadian
Air Force advance base for seaplanes. We also rcaffirm offer of use of
facilities at Botwood as intermediate base.

I .

58• 1156-D-39
Le haut conunissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Nigh Commission of Great Britain Io Under-Secretary of State
for External A f f airs

516 K/17 Ottawa, January 17, 1940
SECRET

Dear Dr. Skelton,
I should be glad if you would be good enough to let me know whether you

expect shortly to be in a position to reply to my letter of the 22nd November
(516 K/ 17 ) regarding the problem of the defence of Bell Island in Conception
Day, Newfoundland. The Commission of Government of Newfoundland are
pressing the High Commissioner for a reply and Sir Gerald Campbell would
like to be able to send an answer as soon as practicable.

Yours sincerely,
W. C. HANKINSON

r

A
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1156-D-39
Mémorandum du conseiller juridique1

au sous secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Legal Adviser'
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] January 18, 1940
BELL ISLAND

The position with regard to Dosco is fundamentally different from the posi-
tion of Canadian corporations doing business in Canada.

The responsibility is upon Dosco, both in Canada and in Wabana, for
doing the sort of protective work that the Prime Minister almost certainly

has in mind.
There is no instance in Canada of any corporation undertaking the sort of

measures that the Department of National Defence has in mind with regard
to the Wabana area. Indeed, no Canadian corporation would be permitted
to undertake such measures, and Dosco would certainly not be permitted to
undertake them in Newfoundland.

The measures in question are basic defence measures, including the provi-
sion of coastal batteries and air patrols.

60. 1156-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au président de Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited

YY

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to President
of Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited

SECRET Ottawa, January 19, 1940

Dear Sir,

this country. Your own company will have, undoubtedly, adopted such mea-
sures in the Sydney and Glace Bay areas and Halifax and elsewhcre. It would

enterprises have undertaken protective measures against enemy activity in

activities arising out of the war.
- You are, of course, familiar with the extent to which Canadian business

at Wabana. I should be grateful, therefore, if you would let me have, at your
earliest convenience, an indication of the nature of the protective measures
that your Company has adopted, with a view to coping with possible enemy

ernment to adopt certain measures of co-operation with regard to the defence
of Bell Island in Conception Bay, Newfoundland. In determining the course
that the Government should follow in dealing with this request, it is necessary
to ascertain the general nature of the protective measures that have been
adopted by your company with regard to its mining properties and other plants

The Government of the United Kingdom has requested the Canadian Gov-
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be helpful if you would let me know whether the protective measures adopted
by you at the Wabana area are as extensive as those which have been adopted,
say, in the Sydney and Glasgow Bay areas. If they have been more extensive,
you could, perhaps, indicate the difference in practice.

This communication is, of course, of a very secret character, and I should
be grateful if you would take precautions to prevent its contents from coming
to the attention of any persons, other than the senior officers of your com-
pany whom you may have to consult with a view to obtaining the necessary
information.

Yours sincerely,

0. D. SKELTON

61.
1156-D-39

Le conseiller juridique au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extJrieures

Legal Adviser to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] January 26, 1940
The attached letter from Mr. Cross, President of the Dominion Steel and

Coal Corporation Limited, makes it clear that the company has been doing
all that is reasonably necessary in Bell Island to make effective the sort of
protective measures that are practised by Canadian industries. He points
out that the real danger at Bell Island is from attacks from the sea by sub-
marines or other enemy craft, and the Company is not competent to provide
protection from a danger of this sort.

I may say that I should have complete confidence in any arrangements
made by Colonel J. A. Macdqrtald, whom I have known well since the sum-
mcr of 1915.

I venture to suggest that in the circumstances we should be authorized to
write to EarnsclifIe along the lines set forth in the draft letter of December
20th, 19391.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le président de Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

President of Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET M 1
Dear Sir,

ontrca , January 20, 1940

Your letter of the 19th inst. has rrccivcd careful consideration.
At the outbreak of war Colonel J. A. Macdonald of our organization who

was then placed in charge of all policing and protective measures affecting
all our properties consulted with Major Haultain of the Sabotage Division...____

' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. A visit was made to Newfoundland
and Bell Island by Col. Macdonald and Major Haultain on October 9th and
10th, 1939, and the conclusions finally reached were that the nature of the
population on the island reduced to a minimum the danger of sabotage, and
that as the avenues of approach to the island were so well controlled the
addition of four to the company's police force would be an adequate safeguard.

The real danger is that of damage to the loading piers and other properties
by attacks from the sea by submarines or other enemy craft, and the company
is not competent to provide protection from this danger.

The importance to Canada and the Empire at this time of the Bell Island
iron ore mines, and loading and shipping facilities cannot be too urgently
emphasized, as we consider that provision of adequate protection from ex-
ternal attack from the sea is most necessary.

Yours sincerely,

a

62.

A. CROSS

1156-D-39

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of Great Britain
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

516 K/17 Ottawa, February 6, 1940

SECRET •

My dear Dr. Skelton,
I hope that you will forgive me for reminding you once again about the

problem of the defence of Bell Island in Conception Bay, Newfoundland, on
which I wrote to you on the 22nd November. The High Commissioner would
like to be able to send an answer to the Commission of Government of New-
foundland as early as may be practicable.

Yours sincerely,
W. C. HANKINSON

63. King Papers C253683

Le conseiller juridique au sous-secrEtaire d'État aux Affaires extirieures

Legal Adviser to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, February 29, 1940

DEFENCE OF BELL ISLAND, CONCEPTION BAY, NEWFOUNDLAND

1. Mr. Emerson, Minister of Justice of Newfoundland, accompanied by
Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Macdonald, D.S.O., of Sydney, N.S., called to
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see me this morning at 10:15 a.m. The arrangements for the visit were made
by Mr. Hankinson after consultation with Dr. Skelton.

2. Mr. Emerson explained the special position of the Wabana Iron Mines
at Bell Island. A large scale sketch map of Conception Bay is annexed.'

3. Mr. Emerson strongly emphasized the importance of the protection of
Bell Island against raids by enemy submarines. He pointed out that the
principal danger was from a possible raid by a single submarine that had
escaped Naval cordons. He pointed out that the danger would become serious
with the opening up of the spring season.

4. The possible adverse effect of a bombardment, assuming that it was in
the nature of a"tip and run" raid, was discussed. Roughly speaking, one-third
of the Canadian steel supply was dependent upon the Wabana ores and the
destruction of the power-plant and landing facilities, if it occurred at a
critical time of the year, might involve a delay to the extent of eight or nine
months supply. That would be the maximum adverse effect, assuming effective
bombardment at the critical time in the season. Colonel Macdonald, who is
head of the company's police force, is a most distinguished and competent
artillery officer, and I think his judgment on this point would be reliable.

5. The Newfoundland Government is anxious to get a decision on this
question.

6. Mr. Emerson also discussed the question of the advisability of the
establishment of a R.C.A.F. station for reconnaissance aircraft at St. John's.2
At the present time this suggestion is merely made for consideration and he
does not make any definite requests or proposals.

7. I told him that I would endeavor to have his request, for decision on the
main question, brought to the attention of the Prime Minister at the earliest
opportunity after his return.

J. E. READ

64• 1 1156-D-39
Mémorandum du secrétaire principal du Premier ministre

au conseiller juridique

Memorandum front Principal Secretary to Prime Minister to Legal Adviser

SECRET Ottawa, March 14, 1940

RE DEFENCE OF DELL ISLAND, CONCEPTION DAY, NEWFOUNDLAND
Regarding your note of February the 29th, for the Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs, which was forwarded to the Prime Minister by
Dr. Skelton, I am directed to inform you that the subject was discussed in
Council yesterday and it was agreed that:

Non ' printed.
' Ceci DEsawait I'étabtinement de ta base 'This presaged the establishment of the

du CARC 1 Torbay, près de St. John's. R.C.A.F. base at Torbay, near St. John's.
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In view of the circumstances disclosed in your note February
Island, thewith respect to the importance of the supply of iron or e

Canadian government should undertake, for the defence of the Island against
possible attack, such measures as are approved by the Minister of National

Defence.
I informed the Prime Minister that it was my understanding that the actual

measures contemplated had been considered and approved by the Depart-

ment of National Defence.
A. D. P. H[EENEYI

1156-D-39

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of Great Britain
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

516 K/17
Ottawa, March 16, 1940

SECRET

Dear Mr. Beaudry,
The High Commissioner has asked me to bring to your notice the matter

of the defence of Bell Island in Conception Bay, Newfoundland, regarding
which I last wrote to Dr. Skelton in my letter of the 6th February (516 K/ 17).

, As this matter was originally raised with the Department so long ago as
the 22nd November last, you will understand that é^ ^^ ô^Campbell

to be able to reply to the Commission of Go
.without further delay.

Yours sincerely,
W. C. HANKINSON

,66.
1156-D-39

Le Premier ministre au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Prime Minister to High Commissioner of Great Britain

SECRET
Ottawa, March 16 , 1940

My dear High Commissioner,
RE: DEFENCE OF BELL ISLAND IN CONCEPTION BAY

- As the government of the United Kingdom is aware, the Canadian govcrn-
-ment has, since the outbreak of war, been prepared to co-operate, and has
been actively co-operating in the air defence of Newfoundland, including
the âpproach thereto, as inextricably tied in with theaL,rnmdenen ^c NcW^
Atlantic coast and, nt hasthe alre9.ad t of the f^^^ of ,^existing air facilitiesfoundland governm y granted, f f theo the?Royal,Canadian Air Force. An air reconnaissance, by airera t o
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Royal Canadian Air Force, was made of the Labrador coast during the
summer of 1939, and of the Newfoundland coast in September.

It is intended, next spring, to locate a R.C.A.F. base at Red Bay, on the
Labrador coast for the protection of the Straits of Belle Isle. In addition, a
squadron of long-distance, high-speed bomber reconnaissance aircraft will
be stationed at Dartmouth and can, if required, reach the St. John's, New-
foundland area within two hours. If circumstances so dictate, a detachment
of this squadron could operate from the Newfoundland airport at any time.

The stationing of reconnaissance aircraft, additional to these (to be located
at Red Bay), will have to be determined on the availability of aircraft from
time to time, and the general plan for the protection of the Newfoundland
and Canadian coasts. It is thought that a reasonable arrangement for the air
defence of important points in Newfoundland would be for the R.C.A.F. to
furnish the aircraft and personnel, and for the Newfoundland government to
furnish the necessary operating facilities, such as hangar, slipway, mooring,
refuelling and general maintenance requirements.

The defence of Bell Island presents a special problem, which is of direct
interest, both to the government of Canada and to the government of New-
foundland. The Canadian government is interested because of the fact that
upwards of 30% of the iron produced in Canada is smelted at Sydney from
ore obtained from the Wabana Mines. The government of Newfoundland is
interested, in so far as the industry provides employment for Newfoundland
nationals and revenue, dircctly and indirectly, for the government. The respon-
sibility for providing a measure of protection in Bell Island is, therefore, one
that the Canadian government is also prepared to share with the Newfound-
land government.

As the result of careful investigation, since the matter was first considered,
it is felt by our Department of National Defence that the coast defence of
Bell Island would be adequately provided for by the installation and manning
of two 4.7" guns and two defence electric search lights. There are in Canada
spare 4.7" mobile equipments, and adequate coast defence mountings can be
manufactured in this country. Two search lights, which would be adequate for
this purpose, will shortly becomc available at Halifax. The Canadian govern-
ment would be willing to overhaul and install these guns and search lights
and provide an officer instructor and two assistant instructors for a period of
six months. This, it is believed, should be sufficient to ensure the training of
the crews to a point of satisfactory cffïciency. The government of Newfound-
land, no doubt, could provide and maintain the necessary crews and be in a
position to carry on after the members of the instructional staff had completed
their task.

` I should be obliged if you would communicate these views to Sir Hum-
phrey Walwyn. If the project proves to be acceptablc, our government will be
prepared to make provision for any necessary discussions of detailed arrange-
ments.

Yours sincerely,
W. L. MACKENZIE KING
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Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice to Commission of Government

J.12-1940

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

NPA S-4-1-1

of Newfoundland

[St. John's,] March 23, 1940

CONFIDENTIAL

One of the principal purposes of my visit to Canada was to ascertain to
what extent the military, naval and air strategy of that Dominion envisaged
the defence of Newfoundland. My colleagues will remember that on Septem-
ber 8th, the Prime Minister of Canada made an announcement in regard to the
general policy of that country in connection with the war. He made particular
reference to the defence of Newfoundland' ...

2. I would have expected to find that as a result of the apparent agreement
between Great Britain and Canada on this subject that [sic] the technical ad-
visers to the Government would have been given instructions to coordinateGen-their strategy so as to defend Newfoundland. I interviewed the^Croil
eral Staff General Anderson, Vice-Admiral Nelles and Air Vice-Marshal
and speaking generally I found that no instructions had been issued relating
to Newfoundland except:

(a) In regard to Bell Island to which I shall address myself at greater
length, and

(b) In regard to those parts of our coasts which have to be considered
in relation to the defence of Canada.

3. I also had an interview with the Counsellor to the Department of Exter-
nal Affairs and I inferred from my conversation with him that some two
years ago correspondence took place between the United Kingdom Govern-
ment and the Canadian Government in which it was suggested that the de-
fence of Newfoundland should in the case of war be looked upon as part of
the burden to . be borne by Canada. Nothing however was done to finalize
matters as it was felt that in the case of Great Britain declaring war, New-
foundland would find itself automatically at war, whereas Canada would exer-
cise its own discretion as to whether it was to consider itself justified in joining
in the fight against Great Britain's enemy. It would appear also that since
the declaration of war by Canada the Prime Minister, who Is also Minister of
External Affairs, has been so occupied that no instructions have been iuucd
to the military, naval or air branches to consider Newfoundland as part of the
territory which they are to defend.

i Voit le docament 41 :. ; ._i See Docua*at 41.
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4. We are also without information from Great Britain. It is true that in
the Defence Scheme reference is made to a naval flotilla being based on
St. John's. We have however heard nothing further in respect of this matter,
nor have we been informed whether it is proposed that the Admiralty or Air
Ministry intend to patrol our coasts.

5. The defence of Bell Island had been the subject of consideration by the
military and naval authorities and they plan for its defence along the lines of
the despatch to Sir Gerald Campbell of 14th November, 1939. General
Anderson and Vice-Admiral Nelles were awaiting orders from the Depart-
ment of External Affairs before moving further in the matter, and we have
recently received a tclegram to the effect that preparations for the provision
of guns and training personnel can now be made.

6. I enquired as to what was intended as to the R.C.A.F. and i found that
it is proposed to establish a base for scaplancs at Red Bay in the Straits of
Belle Isle and to use Botwood for seaplanes also. It will be noted that no
provision is made to base anything on Newfoundland which would cover that
very important part of our coast from Cape Freels to Cape Race. I suggested
to Vicc-1ltarshal Croil that reconnaissance seaplanes based upon Bay Bulls
Big Pond might be considered, or if this particular stretch of water was
unsuited a base might be found in Trepassey, St. Mary's or Placentia Bay.
He appreciated the value of such a base, but stated that the difficulty at
present existing and one which might continue for some time, is that they
have not any planes to spare.

7. Vice-Admiral Nclles stated that the question of the patrol of our East
coast had not been considered. The Canadian Navy with its destroyers and
auxiliary craft will patrol the New Brunswick-Nova Scotian and Gasp6
coasts, the West coast of Newfoundland and part of the Southwest coast, all
with a view of protecting the scabornc traffic of Canada. He told me that the
dockyards of Canada arc working at full pressure to turn out as many small
craft for this purpose as possible. He does not expect deliveries until Sep-
; tember and he secs no hope of providing anything for our defence until next
pear.

8. On the military side there is not very much that Canada can do. They are
Providing two guns and two searchlights for the defence of Bell Island and
will lend us the necessary pcrsonncl to train our militia in their use. It will
tâlce a month or two to crcct the necessary barracks and install the guns and
1igbts. Colonel Craig in charge of Artillery at Halifax very kindly suggested
^t°I should send a small number of our Militia to Halifax at once and he^^
Would put them in training for handling guns and lights so that when the,
&11 ^ Island defences are -installcd, some of the men will have had some
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training. I propose to take advantage of this offer unless the Commission
orders to the contrary. I am of opinion that provision for the coastal defence
of St. John's ought to be made in a manner similar to that which

sucho points
for Bell Island, namely two guns and two se^rdc Seâ t Îi^^kled

that
at

an enquiry
at the entrance to the harbour as we are
should be made as to whether Lewisporte is to be a substantial

Atlantic rth•s
for

}^ear
storage and movement of oil for military planes flying the
and if this is so, some coastal protection there would appear to be indicated.

9. I enquired into the question of the control of navigational aids on the

East and Northeast coasts and as I expected i found thatt
deal with them

the Canadians had not asked to control
s^d West coasts, was because

in the same manner as those of the
they did not consider them of such importance to the defence of the

in Halifax
Canada. The opinion was expressed however both in Ottawa and
(Commodore Reid) that if they were responsible for the defence of N^c

foundland, navigational aids on all coasts would be treated

manner.
10. I could get no idea from any of the Departments as to the nature

the risk of enemy action against Newfoundland and Canada. It is q
that all the Authorities there are very much in the same position as we are

being
here. They do not know-there is no information that any plans are

as to the
laid and both from the naval and air angle they are guessing

the risk as real
extent to which we are in danger. They are however treating
and serious and making preparations accordingly.

11. I did not feel that I was authorized to suggest to the Canad^anGovern-

ment

vernc

ment that they should undertake anything more for the presen t g

us assistance in the,defence of Bell Island in which I included th^tp^eprovision
of reconnaissance planes based on St. John's. I however

to be done by the
has come when we should know di ny Govcrnment. It is clear that the
United Kingdom and by the Can
Canadian Government can do nothing for us this year, and I think that the
Dominions Office should be apprised of this fact. It may be that the United
Kingdom Government has been lulled into asense of security so far as
Newfoundland is concerned by the very wide terms of Prime Minister King's
statement. It may be that the Admiralty and Air Ministry have information
which enables them to place a propcr value upon the risks which our un-

_ defended position lays us open to, but whatever the truc position is I do
not think that we should remaini in our present state of uncertainty and

unpreparedness.
`, L B. EMERSON
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68. 1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

516 K/21 Ottawa, March 26, 1940

SECRET

My dear Prime Minister,

May I refer to your letter of the 16th March on the subject of the defence
of Bell Island in Conception Bay. Immediately upon receipt of your letter I
communicated the views expressed thercin to the Governor of Newfoundland
and I have now received a reply from Sir Humphrey Walwyn asking me to
express to you the appreciation of the Commission of Government of New-
foundland of the proposals of the Canadian Government in this regard.

The Commission of Government confirm that the air bases at Botwood and
the Newfoundland airport are at the disposal of the Royal Canadian Air
Force either for the defence of Canada or of Newfoundland and that such
land at Red Bay, Labrador, as is required by the Royal Canadian Air Force
will be made available to them as soon as possible after they have selected
them. The Commission of Government would be very glad to discuss with
the representatives of the Royal Canadian Air Force the arrangements for
the air defence of important points in Newfoundland and they suggest that
it will probably be considered advisable that these discussions should take
place in St. John's. At such,djscussions the nature and extent of the relative
provision by each Government could be settled.

The Commission of Government state that the proposals in regard to the
defence of Bell Island are quite acceptable and that the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment will be glad to receive information as to the date and place of the

into barracks there immediately to give them preliminary training during one
quarter bct«•cen now and the completion of the defence works. If the Cana-

discussion of details. It is suggested that in this case also the discussions could
take place at St. John's. In the meantime two points of detail arise for early
settlement. Firstly, the position of guns and lights should be located so that
the erection of barracks and other buildings may be proceeded with. If an
adviser could visit St. John's soon and settle this point it would be appreciated.
Secondly, the Governor states that Colonel Craig at Halifax kindly offered
,the Commission of Justice to take eight or ten of the Newfoundland militia

dian Government would approve of this proposal the Commission of Govcrn-
;rr.ent would be deeply obliged and action thcrcon would be taken immediately.

Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAIMPDELL
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 168
[St. John's,] April 8, 1940

SECRET. The Commission of Government feels that the time
of

_

Newfoundland
when an appreciation of the present

fen
position

ce of Bell Island from an attack from
is in order. As you are aware the de
the sea is being dealt with in isolation as being of paramount importance
from all angles. The personnel will be provided by Newfou^and Militia
and a further number of these will be used as anti-sabotage gu

When in Ottawa and Halifax the Commissioner for Justice interviewed the
heads of Army, Navy and Air Forces and notwithstanding the speech of
Prime Minister King on September 8th he could not obtain any assurance
that instructions have been issued that the military, naval or air strategies of
Canada are to include Newfoundland as a unit fornso far. as It wasdefence
apparent that Newfoundland is being considered only i
of Canada is concerned. Thus we have been requested t c^^ which willlbe
ing sets at our navigational aids on the South and West
put out of operation on receipt of prearranged signals from Canada. Land ate
Red Bay in the Straits of Belle Isle has been sought for

^e also soughtTÎn
use of Newfoundland Airport and of Botwood seaplane and Air Force
all cases we have agreed to comply with requests. The Navy
heads stated that the provision of ships to patrol Newfoundland coasts or
planes for reconnaissance or defence purposes in Newfoundland is at present
out of the question. New vessels for Canadian Navy will begin to be delivered
in September and not until next year will there be any availab le

will improve
on other than Canadi

naval and air patrols from Halifax and Sydneywas not stated. Whilst both
will to some extent cover the South and West coasts the whole East coast
from Cape Race to Straits of Belle Isle remains entirely uncovered by Canada.
From the point of view of.Newfoundland this area is of far greater importance
than the South or West coasts. St. John's, Bell Island, Lcwisporte and Bot-
wood will all have substantial shipping during summer and autumn and pit-
prop steamers in White Bay and North will be numerous. St. John's is cntire!y
unprotected but might be made reasonably safe against submarine attack by
mounting two rredium calibre pus at mouth of Harbour and by placing
mines at entrance. Lewisporte we understand will become port for storage of
quantitiés of aviation spirit for bombers ffying from America to United King-
dom and probably would justify protection similar to that of Bell Island. We
cannot estimate the nature of the naval or airplane protection required to
cover this coast but suggest that if Canada is basing planes on Botwaoodô be

Airport a base in the waters of the Penmsula °t^uncc ^n at the
worthy of consideration. The Newfoundland Governen

th d fence of Newfoundland is tomoment as to whether the provision for e e
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come from the United Kingdom or from Canada and would like this uncer-
tainty to be resolved. We could then discuss in the light of the above outline
the extent to which assistance will be forthcoming and the risks which we
are asked to take.

We would appreciate your views at an early date.

with separately by a later communication.
The questions arising out of the Air Defence of Newfoundland will be dealt

70. 1156-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A flaires extérieures
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of Great Britain

URGENT. SECRET Ottawa, April 10, 1940

Dear Sir Gerald,

May I refer to your letter, dated the 26th March, 1940, addressed to the
Prime Minister, on the subject of the defence of Bell Island in Conception
Bay.

In so far as the military, as distinct from the air force, aspect of the
questions are concerned, it is agreed that the necessary discussions should
take place in St. John's, Newfoundland.

To this end, and also to select the actual sites of the guns and lights it
is proposed to install arrangements have been made for Colonel C.S. Craig,
D.S.O., M.C., and Captain N.J.W. Smith, R.C.E., to proceed to St. John's
by the boat due to leave from Sydney on Sunday next (April 14th); and I
should be grateful if you would communicate this information to the New-
foundland authorities.

In the mcantime, the manufacture of the two extemporized coast defence
mountings which will be required for the 4.7-inch guns, will be put in hand
forthwith.

With regard to your reference to the training of some eight or ten men
of the Newfoundland militia, at Halifax, the District Officer Commanding
Military District No. 6 has been advised that this proposal has been approved
and that he is to authorize Colonel Craig to make such arrangements, as
may be necessary to this end, direct with the Newfoundland authorities. In
his discussions under this head, Colonel Craig will be informed that the
Commission of Government of Newfoundland will be asked to meet only the
actual expenditures incurred in this connection, that is to say the pay of the
men, transportation charges and the cost of the maintenance and sustenance.
No'chargc will be madc for tuition fees and expenditures of that sort.

Yours sincerely,
[O.D. SKELTONj



Should necess^ty anse an
Government is prepared to undertake the despatch of an Air Force d

etach-
mcnt to Botwood, Newfoundland, for temporary duty. The Air Force o
proceeding to St. John's, will be Instructed to Inform the Commissio n
Government of Newfoundland that their Government will be asked to pr
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut coinmissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

' •` d the situation in Canada pcrmit, the Canadian

of a detachment from a squa ro
quired, to operate temporarily from Botwood, the use of which airport has
also been approved by the Newfoundland Government.

Any other air de ence o
upon the situation as a whole, and will have to take the form of the despatch

located m Nova Scotia if and when re-

f f Newfoundland will of necessity be contingent

To this end, arrangements will be made for an officer from Eastern
Air Command to proceed to St. John's, at a date convenient to the parties
concerned, and I would be glad if the Newfoundland authoritiescou0l^ be
so informed and requested to arrange this matter direct with the Air
Commanding, Eastern Air Command, Halifax, N.S.

- It would be 'appreciated if the Newfoundland authorities could be informed
with

also, that it is still the intention of the Canadian Government to proccÉ whi h
the development of an air base at Red Bay, labrador, the use
location has met with their approval already, and to operate from that point

if sufficient aircraft are available.

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Ottawa, April 16, 1940

Dear Sir ex ,
May I make further reference to your letter dated the 26th M$é 1 Î 9a nd

addressed to the Prime Muuster on the subject of the defence

in Conception Bay.
In my letter of the 10th April of this year, I referred to the Military as

distinct from the Air Force aspects of the questions.

It is now possible to discuss the arrangements with regard to the Air

Force.
It will be satisfactory that the necessary discussions should take place in

St. John's, Newfoundland.

URGENT. SECRET

' G ald
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quarters and Housing for approximately 12 officers and 50 airmen, an
explosives building for storage of bombs and ammunition, and free use of the
airport facilities; other operational and maintenance expenses incurred by
such detachment, including fuel on repayment, to be the responsibility of the
Canadian Government.

I should be grateful if you would bring these points to the attention of the
Newfoundland Government.

Yours sincerely,

[O.D. SKELTON]

72. NPA S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECRArt 229 [St. John's,] April 30, 1940
SECRET. Your telegram No. 408 of 6th November, 1939, Secret. Penson
reports that during a recent visit to Ottawa Dominion Minister of Transport
stated in private conversation that he wished Canada could take over the use
and responsibility of the Newfoundland Airports for the Pcriod of the war.
In view your telegram under reference Penson merely replied that he
would convey this statement to the Commission of Government. Canadian
Government sending oflic6rs' shortly to St. John's for discussion regarding
possible Royal Canadian Air Force operations in Newfoundland. See telegram
from High Commissioner repeated to you No. 8151 Secret. In view of
possibilities therein contemplated we venture to urge that suggestion con-
tained in our telegram No. 288 of 15th Septembcr, 1939, should be recon-
sidered notwithstanding objections mentioned in your telegram above referred
to. We feel strongly that if Canadians had full use of and responsibility for our
Airports during war they would take much more interest in maintaining aerial
reconnaissance of whole coast of Newfoundland which we regard as of great
importance from defence point of view. We consider also that Newfoundland
interests would be served by use of Airports in war time in this way. More-
over course suggested may be expected to relieve Newfoundland budget of
considerable dollar expcnditure thus in turn avoiding necessity for United
Kingdom finding dollars for this purpose which we understand to be a matter
of Increasing difficulty. Plcasc telegraph reply as early as possible as in the
meantimc proposed visit of Canadians is in abeyance.

I Non reproduit. I Not printed.
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELECRAm 276
[London,] May 10, 1940

SECRET. Addressed to Governor of Newfoundland No. 276. Repeated to
United Kingdom High Commissioner for Canada. No. 840. Secret. Your
telegram of 8th April No. 168. As regards last paragraph there is no doubt
that responsibility for defence of Newfoundland, in so far as this cannot be
provided from Newfoundland's own resources, is that of United Kingdom
Government. If Canadian Government are prepared in any way to relieve
United Kingdom Government of this responsibility by provision of forces
or material, such an offfer would on general grounds be welcome. At the
sanie time, having regard to questions which are under discussion between
the United Kingdom and Canadian Governments as f^c ^^d be consulted

effort and its financial aspects, ^ for assistance aredput forward to Canadian
before any specific proposals
Government or any offers by Canadian Government are definitely accepted.New-
In so far as any measures taken might involve dollar lex^^ ion to general
foundland, the matter would have to be considered in
exchange position.

As regards particular question referred to in earlier part of your telegram
the importance of adequate protection for vulnerable points in Newfoundland
is fully appreciated. It will be realized that defence of Newfoundland depends
primarily upon protection afforded by Royal Navy rather than upon local
defence measures. At the present time the naval authorities consider the risk

^ wôuld
submarine,of attack upon Newfoundland, either by naval base raider

beto be remote and in view of other urgent requirements
practicable for them to provide special Naval or Air Forces for patrol
purposes as indicated in your telegram. For the same reasons it is felt that
provision of guns for St. John's or placing of mines could not be justified. If,
however, after discussions with the Canadian Government, the Commission
feel that this is a point requiring further examination they will no doubt
inform me. The whole position would of course in any case be immediately
reconsidered if there should be any change in the situation involving exten-
sions of German submarine operations to the western Atlantic or creating
other serious risk of an attack on Newfoundland.

: Suggestion contained in your telegram April 30th, No. 229, Secret, is
tobeing dealt with separately. If Government of Newfoundland desires a

discuss with . Canadian representatives suggestion that proposed base
Red Bay should be located further south at Botwood or Harbour Grace,
Air Ministry would prefer such an arrangement provided that expenditure
to be incurred by the Government is not thereby increased.
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 2581 [St. John's,] May 14, 1940
SECRET. Your telegram secret No. 276 of May 10th. The Decision as to
the control of Newfoundland Airport by Canada for the period of war will
materially affect the nature and scope of any discussions with Canadian
representatives. These discussions will therefore not take place until our
suggestion in telegram No. 229 secret of April 30th has been considered. It is
hoped therefore in view of the importance we attach to this matter and to an
early meeting with Canadian representatives that consideration will be given
urgently.

75.
NPA GN 1 /3 320/35

Le secrétaire d'LEtat aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur
de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A,(Jairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRArt 7 [Ottawa,] May 15, 1940
It would be greatly appreciated if you would furnish Canadian Govern-

ment with two copies of the report passed by Officer in Charge Newfoundland
Airport, on season's operations, covering snow compaction, equipment,
procedure, costs and meteorological data.

( ,

Extrait d'un discours du Premier ministre

Extract front a Speech by Prime Minister

Ottawa, May 20, 1940

are assisting in the defence of strategic areas in Newfoundland, and further

The Royal Canadian Navy, apart from its patrol duties on our own coasts,
is assisting actively in the coastal defence of Newfoundland, and in coopera-
tion with the British and French navies in the Caribbean area. It is also
taking an active and important share in the convoy duty so essential if the

,-military supplies and foodstuffs required by the allies are to cross the ocean
;Yin security. . .

Apart from troops overseas and troops engaged in home defence our troops

: sssignments of duties arc contemplated in the Atlantic area.

Ce tE1Etramme fut également transmis au 'The text of this teleQram was also sent to
commissaire de Grande-Bretagne. the Iiigh Commissioner of Great Britain.
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77.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Seeretary
[St. John's,] May 25, 1940

TELEGRAM 295

SECRET. ,Following for Admiralty repeated to Naval feService
of h ppingaus'ng

Ottawa. Begins. Apart from our anxiety for the Y
St. John's which has no defences, we have no means of forcibly preventing

the entry of any vessels 1 n^^ ammunition and
There is available here a 4

S.S. King Edward in order to make good
equipment which was removed from
the damage to her stern which this ship suffered by collision

oy. This

gun was mounted in the ship at Sydney, Australia in October 1939.
Permission is urgently requested for this gun and equipment to be placedtion that

at the disposal of the Newfoundland Government, on of Junc
um

pld mount
King Edward due to complete her refit ^^û t^éd to join a convoy.
another gun at Halifax to which port she P

about 3000 yards
In addition we would require searchlight

40 high explosive projectiles
and a range finder, and 40 practice projectiles ,
with 80 full charges and 100 tubes. If approval obtainedppn y E

training
dward.

of Militia personnel as gun crew can be done by gun layer of K8

NPA GN1/3 320/35
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominons

Governor of Newf oundland to Dominions SecretM
26, 1940

TELEGRAM 2982
[St. John's,] May

SECRET . The defenceless condition of this country causesCanada s ^^ rtcd
view of occurrences of recent days. The Prime M * Troops arc a^ssist-
to have stated in Parliament on May 20th.
ing in guardianship of Newfoundland but we have rcccivcd â^i^oo^ ûsused
along these lines or any other. If the Newfoundland Airports
as part of the defence of this country by Canadian Govcrnmcnons t be come
that they will require to plan substantial erecUons and installations
pleted at earliest moment after negotiations have been finalized. We urge

1 Au début de la guerre le gouvernement de ' At the outbrealc of the war ^^ nar 1

Terre-Neuve avait mis sur pied un contrôle foundland G°^m^t ^d ut up tain
naval sous le commandement du capitaine eontrol under the command of ^^ herin

ahis'P
g en•

Schwerdt. de la MR. Au début de juillet 1940, u^ weteRN. taken
Eatly Ioin July

control 1940,

dans
prises

le
prises pou

port
t^ the barbour of St. John's. An exami-

contr8ler
des

l
mtsnresa navaddiadditionnelles

entrant
furent

d: St. John's. Une aire d'inspection fut Eta-
nation area aas established and ail inbound
^ips were required Io arrait e ô^ ^?c i New-

bue et tous les navires entrant dans port t^ ^^ Preventive Ot1'^ctr
furent priés d'attendre 1'Inspettion i^^ Customs.
nier en chef de Terre-Neuve. • rpn«ted to the Ilighnier
- +Ce télégramme fut répété au haut com- ^^ of a^t Briuin.
missaire de C;rande-Breta^ne. °
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therefore a very early reply on this matter and venture to suggest that at this
stage post war problems should not be a decisive factor.

79.
DND HQS 35-8-1'

Le commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est, au secrétaire,'
ministère de la Défense nationale

Air Offlicer Commanding, Eastern Air Command, to Secretary,1
Department of National Defence

SECRET Halifax, May 29, 1940
Subject: Air Defence of Newfoundland.

Reference: Your S.7410, dated 13th April, 1940?
1. No communication has so far been received from the Newfoundland

authorities concerning arrangements to be made by this Command for the
Air Defence of that Colony.

2. In view of the present situation in Europe the Joint Service Commit-
tee, Halifax, considered it expedient to review the defence of Newfoundland
particularly the possibility of the enemy seizing undefended air bases in that
Colony with the object of conducting air operations against important objec-
tives on the Atlantic Coast.

3. One of the largest airports in the world is located on the main line of
the Newfoundland Railway at Gander Lake, Newfoundland. It has 4 hard-
surfaced runways 3 of which are 4500 feet long by 600 feet wide and the
remaining runway is 4800 feet long by 1200 feet wide. In addition there is
one large hangar 120 feet by 150 feet, very complete W/T, D/F and
Meteorological equipment, 7 very comfortable residences for married officials
and a staff house having 50 `single bedrooms, central dining-room, washrooms
and control tower for the civilian operational staff. Approximately 400 gal-
lons of 87 octane and 6000 gallons of 100 octane gasoline are kept on hand.
A plan of the Airport runways is attachcd.$

4. Enemy possession of this airport would give control of the main line
of the Newfoundland Railway and the Seaplane Base at Botwood, where
enemy ships could unload war supplies for the Seaplane Base or for trans-
portation by rail to the Airport. The Airport would bring enemy aircraft

'aMurrd in Canada and the United States, for quick delivery by air to

,^rithin 283 miles of Sydney, N.S. and 451 miles of Halifax. Enemy aircraft
E Ansing this airport would also be able to attack and disrupt our shipping
through the Strait of Bclle Isle and Cabot Strait.
^^'5. As stated n paragraph 39 of this Command's letter S. 3-5-2, dated
th Apnl, 19402 Newfoundland Airport may be of paramount importance

^.to`thc Allied War Effort as the main aerodrome on this side of the Atlantic
:,irom which to dispatch long range bomber-reconnaissance aircraft, manu-

' E. J. t3oas.
'Non reproduite, ' Not printed.
:Non reproduit. • Not printed.
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England and France should Germany conduct a terrific air bombardment of

aerodromes and aircraft factories in those ^^ number of squadrons allotted
of increasingfi, If there is any possibility

to East Coast Defence it is strongly recommended that one bomber-recon-
naissance squadron and one fighter squadron be located at the Newfoundland

Airport for the Local Air Protection of Nna o ud^^ators
Strong

should
anti-aircraf t

also be
defences consisting of guns, searchlights a

provided.
7. It is understood that Naval and Military assistance the ^li^f Service

Newfoundland is not immediately availf^^iÛery unit with guns for the
ofhas already made plans for the provision

defence of Bell Island, Conception Bay. 582, on the

8. The Joint Service Committee sent the attached^ gnûreA that one flight
25th of May, 19401, recommending, as a tcmporary personnel, bombs and
of five Digby aircraft, No. 10 (BR) Squadron, with pe^rt for General Rccon-
ammunition, be sent at once to the Ne cso nnd^ ;^ ^fence of Newfound-

Force duUnaissance and Air St king
wis

ns for aerodrome defencc should also be sent. it was Pl^ i^nland. Le guns the Newfoundland rPo
that the flight could undertake training
addition to defence duties. e

9. It is understood that accommodation can be made availoabldehaa
^o

Newfoundland Airport for the Officers ^ ei^^^ but̂̂ atents w
fion constructed

be provided or temporary barrack and s lo ed at
for the Airmen. Since it is recommended that two squadrons be emp y
the Newfoundland Airport it is considered that any temporary construction of
barracks and messes for personnel undertaken should provide suQ'icicnt

accommodation for this number.
leasc•

- 10. Your further instructions are requested, please.

S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newjoundland to Dominions Secretary

314
[St. John's,] June 3, 1940

TELEGRAI^i
al irs, ^ttawa, has â^ dhlsc thatAQaSECRET. Secretary of State for Extern

Air Vice-Marshal Croit is•visiting Maritime Pt ^ iasl of Canada
the proposed

and while there desires visit Newfoundland. I h jr that he will
visit is entirely agreeable to this Government. It is Such discussions can-
initiate discussions as to the defence t N^ô^dland• Airport and Botwood
n^t but involve the disposition of me therefore
air. base for the duration of the arar.,The urgent neccssity for a rcply

to iny messages Nos. 229 Secret, ot April 30th, 258 secret of May 14th. and
+. -

298 secret of May 26th is apparent.
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81.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland
TELECRArt 374

[London,] June 5, 1940
IMPORTANT. SECRET. Addressed to Governor of Newfoundland No. 374,
repeated to High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Ottawa No. 1143,
secret. Your telegram No. 298 of May 26th. We agree that from point of
view of defence of Newfoundland it would be desirable that Canadian Air
Units should be able to operate from bases in Newfoundland. If this would
be facilitated by handing to Canada for period of the war the responsibility
for control and maintenance of the Newfoundland Air Bases we should be
prepared in present circumstances to agree in principle to such an arrange-
ment and would have no objection to this suggestion being discussed at
proposed meeting with Canadian representatives.

If it is found, as indicated by Canadian Minister of Transport, that Cana-
dian Government are prepared to take over full responsibility for both
Botwood and Hattics Camp, certain financial questions would arise. We
do not wish at this stage to lay down precise and absolute conditions but
we should hope that you will be able to secure an arrangement under which
Canada would pay for maintenance costs as well as cost of wireless facilities.
The Air Ministry would in any case wish to stipulate that no alterations
should be made to existing lay out, that any damage would be repaired, and
that Air Ports should be handed back on a definite date.

We recognize that if Canadian Government desire to take over Air Ports
on some reasonable basis prompt action is important and we should not
wish delay to be caused by discussion of financial details. You will no doubt
however report position at once if any proposals which you would regard
as acceptable to United Kingdom [are made] in the course of discussions
with Canadian representatives so that we may have an opportunity of making
any comments before definite action is taken. Important thing is however
that as stated above discussions should not delay early action by Canadian
Government to take over Air Ports assuming they agree to do so.

82.
NPA S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELE(fRAAt 324 [St. John's,] June 6, 1940
IMPORTANT. SECRET. Addressed to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs
No. 324, repeated to High Commissioner for United Kingdom, Ottawa,
No. [?), Secret. Your telegram No. 374 Secret of 5th June. -This morning
k
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we had discussions with Air Vice-Marshal Croil and Air Commodore II and

son of the R.C.A.F. who arnved •here after
of their visit was s lely uto as-

Airport. They made it clear that the ob^ect
certain the facts of the situation at our air bases , ôd nego otiati ns t of^any
Government. They were not empowered to enter • 1 It a ^ed from these
kind or to commit their Government in any way.
conversations that it is Croil's personal opinion that^u^ in n ow

no t
Newfoundland Airport may become a positive menace

out of the question that the enemy might, ca`Pé ^at it would be unsafe
and planes operating from a raider. It is his
to use the Newfoundland Airport for defence opera ^° He was

aircraft
n ble to

provision had been made for 4- xtnnfl,
toftthe land defences required but at

express any opinion as to the to
our request will suggest to his Government sending a military officer

advise us on this aspect of the situation. We gatheron the Newfounds
opinion that in addition to land defence against an attack

land Airport itself and against parties landing on the c
aeroplanes

tliât the ë
xisting

the situation calls for the operation of military
Newfoundland air bases and at one or more new seapéan^u h^

sd'ôf St
the neighbourhood of the Straits of Belle Isle and the n gh

John's. We gainer further that Canada's resources 1include in
military

equipment generally are under severe strain. Croil will
to his Government an intimation that we hope to receive from them an
appreciation of the situation_and,a dv ^ce ;m n to ihle for the enemy to osel^t
to be adopted in orner to u^^^ 116 4"111 =•••r^---___ __^ .

Dominions. Secretory to. Governor of Newjoundland

ared

the Newfoundland Airport.and use it as a base for air ^^t^^ p^^o

not know whether they will make actual proposals for
pation in whatever measures are necessary but Croil's own attitude sug-
gested to us that they are likely tô be reluctant to assum^c^C°extensive didobliga-
tions owing to doubts as to their ab^hty to dischargc
himself suggest- the possibility of Canada taking over the air We
period of the war even when we gave an ^^é discussion^n of this matter- in
feel we cannot make further progres rt of our
until we hea'r from the Canadian Government éudt awned scwn hothis

pe that you will
conversations this morning to keep you inform
give us the fullest possible information in order that we may foresec any
dangerous situation which we may have to encoun

NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

[London,] June 10, 1940
TELEGRAM 404

SECRET. Your telegram 7th June No. 3251 Secret. Admiralty regrets that
gun and equipment from S.S. King Edward cannot be sp •

N LLnptodait. Not pdnted.
.
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PARTIE 3/PART 3

L'EFFONDREMENT EN EUROPE: TERRE-NEUVE ET
LA DÉFENSE DE L'AMÉRIQUE DU NORD

THE COLLAPSE IN EUROPE: NEWFOUNDLAND AND
NORTH AMERICAN DEFENCE

SECTION A

LE CANADA ET LA DÉFENSE DE TERRE-NEUVE

CANADA AND THE DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

SOUS-Srj/SUB-SECTION j

TERRE-NEUVE DANS LA STRATÉGIE DE DÉFENSE CANADIENNE

NEWFOUNDLAND IN CANADIAN DEFENCE PLANNING

CWC
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet iVar Committee

MOST SECRET
Ottawa, June 14, 1940

Thcre were present the following members:
The Prime Minister,
The Minister of Justice (Air. Lapointe),
The Minister of Finance (Air. Ralston),
The Minister of Mines and Resources (Mr. Crerar),
The Acting Niinister of National Defence and Aiinister of National Defence for

Air (Mr. Power),
The Atinister of Munitions and Supply and Minister of Transport

(Nir. Howe),The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs (Dr. Skelton),The Secretary ( Nir. Heeney).

NEWFOUNDLAND

18. THE ACTING MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that conCCrn
was felt regarding the defensive position of Newfoundland. The location of the
island and particularly the large aerodrome and sea plane base located there
were of vital intcrest to Canada.

The Prime Minister, at the outbreak of war, had recognized that Canada
was concerned in the defence of Newfoundland.

(Sce House of Commons debates (Special Session) September 8th,
19391, page 35).

' Document 41.
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-11 Newfoundland need be anticipated, it was,
While no large scale atta upon ible

in his opinion, necessary to provide adequate means of p reventing
raids, particularly. upon the sea plane base, aerodrome
not beyond our capabilities to provide adequate defences for this limited

purpose.
19. MR. POWER reported that consideration had beeLtgive^^y^r sphcres.

of Staff to steps which should ^e f t akenllows^ the naval, m ry

As a result he recommended between(1) That staff talks should immediately be institu ted
olved in theand American officers regarding specific problems

defence of the Atlantic Coast.

This was agreed.
(2) That a communication should be sent to the government

New-

foundland and to the U.K. go ^^ô rte éW°t he defence situation
despatch of a reconnaissance party
and recommend measures to be adopted.

of State
This was agreed, and Mr. Power handed to the Under-Secrctary
for External Affairs a draft telegram which had been prepared in this

respect.
(See Cypher telegram No. 13 of June the 14th, 19401, from the Secretary

of State for External Affairs to the Governor of Newfoundland,

St. John's).

DND HQS 3496
85. '

Le comité des chefs d'état-major au` ministre de la Défense nationale

Chiefs of Staff Committee to Minister of National Defence

SECRET
[Ottawa,] July 9, 1940

1. Herewith Chiefs of Staff Committee Plan (First Draft) for the Defencc

of Canada.
2. Submitted.

T. V. ANDERSON

Major-Gcncral
C.G.S.

PERCY NELLLES
Rear-Admiral

C.N.S.
L S. BREADNER

Air Commodore
C.A.S.
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SECRET
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Premier projet d'un plan de défense du Canada

First Draft of a Plan for the Defence of Canada

1. General (East Coast)
PART II-NAVAL PLAN

83

[Ottawa,] July 9, 1940

. The scale of attack is that which could be provided by the combined
forces of the German and Italian Navies, or whatever units might be remain-
ing to these Navies after a major conflict with the British Fleet. It is obvious
that the present Naval Forces . of Canada cannot meet this scale of attack,
neither can they be developed to do so. It is therefore a prerequisite of any
plan that the British and/or the U.S. Naval Forces must be available for any
Naval defence of Canada.

2. It must be borne in mind that should the British Isles fall to invasion,
such pressure might be brought to bear by the enemy on the personnel
of the British Fleet through threats to their wives and families ashore that
the fleet might not be available for our defence. The only guard against
this would be a comprehensive evacuation scheme of wives and families
of Royal Navy personnel from the United Kingdom.

3. On the assumption that the Naval Defence of Canada must be con-
ducted by the British and/or American Fleets their first rèquirements from
Canada will be the provision of adequate bases and in the case of the
British, special stores, ammunition, etc., which will no longer be available
from the United Kingdom. -

4. With regard to bases, the Navy should immediately undertake the pro-
vision of Naval defences for additional bases and the improvement of those
at present existing. It will be necessary to strengthen the army and air force
to provide for the security of the existing and additional bases.

5. It is considered necessary to establish the following new bases without
delay: ,

(a) Gaspé
(b) Shclbourne
(c) An advanced base in Newfoundland.i

Appendix Is gives details of proposed and possible bases and action on the
recommendations shown in this Appendix will be taken.

z Un mémorandum de 1'Etat-major général 'A memorandum by the General Staff on
en date du 3 Juillet 1940, mentionnait sous 1e the defence of Newfoundland dated July 3.titre "Plan naval": 1940. stated under the heading "Naval

Plan":
Owin,g to the total lack of resources at the present moment, all that can be

done is to arrange that a destroyer on completion of outward convoy duty
l from 11alifax will call at St. John's.
2 Non reproduit. ' Not prInted.
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6.
Regarding the improvement of existing bases, it is considered that

Halifax will in all cases be the main Canadian Eastern base. Larger quanti-
ties of oil fuel than are already available must be stored there and in a less
exposed position. An increase in the facilities for ammunition
be essential, such storage being underground. Docking

an
in repair

could probably be carried out in the United States but increase
urgent

facilities should be made. A drastic increase in A/A defence

necessity.
7. Should the American Fleet come to our assistance, som^p pre-organization

will be required to enable co-operation with existing Canad
A very necessary requirement in this connection is prior arrangement of

efficient intercommunication.

PART III-ARMY PLAN

4. Defensive Measures, Newfoundland

(a) The Army plan should provide for:

(i) Ground and anti-aircraft protection at o^B ^bi
tives and coast defences in the and

Newfoundland Airport.

(ii) Coast defences and anti-aircraft defence at Bell Island.

(iii) Coast defences and anti-aircraft defence at ports used as
bases by the Navy and Air Force.

(b) The following steps have been or will be taken:
(i) An infantry battalion for the ground and small arm

anti-aircraft defence of the Newfoundland Airport and
Botwood seaplane base has been providcd. The 1st Bat-
talion Black Watch of Canada is now concentrated at
above points. The Royal Rifles of Qucbcc are now
mobilizing and will replace I st Battalion Black Watch
who will then return to 5th Infantry Brigade.

(ii) To provide fixcd defences for Bell Island consisting of
two 4.7 inch guns and two Coast Defence Scarchlights.
Guns and lights are now being prepared. This work is
being expedited. Two light machine guns now available
with the Newfoundland Militia will be installcd for the
close protection from sabotage and also for defence
against low-flying aircraft.

(iii) To make arrangements for the training of a Company of
Newfoundland Militia to be used for local protection nt
the more important centres of population.

(iv) To make arrangements for the opening of a recruiting
• ra11centre in St. John's for the• Canadian Forccs genc y

and the setting up of the requisite medical board.
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(v) Heavy anti-aircraft guns are not available at the present
moment for allotment to the defences of Newfoundland.
A tentative allotment of twenty 3.7-inch guns and ten
Bofors guns has now been made from numbers now on
requisition for production in Canada. This will entail
provision of manning crews from Canada.

PART IV-AIR PLAN

2. Operational Zones

To implement measures for the air defence of Canada, operational zones have
been created as described hereunder. These operational zones may be reduced
or extended at any time by Air Force Headquarters as circumstances dictate:

., .

86.

(b) Under Eastern Air Command, comprising Greenland, Iceland,
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, Newfound-
land, Labrador and those portions of Quebec cast of a line drawn
between Cape Chidley (Hudson Strait) and the mouth of the
Saguenay River and extending southerly from the St. Lawrence
along the Temiscouata Railway from Rivière du Loup to Edmuns-
ton, New Brunswick.

Skelton Papers 394
Rapport d'une, réturion tenue d Washington pour discuter

de la défense de la côte atlantique

Report of a Meeting at Washington to Discuss
the Defence of the Atla»tic Coast

SECRET

[PART I]

85

Ottawa, July 15, 1940

1. Our first mccting with officers of the U.S. fighting services was held on
Thursday evening 11 th July, at the residence of Admiral Stark, Chief of
Naval Operations, U.S.N.

2. Other U.S. officers present were:
General Marshall, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army,
General Strong, Assistant Chief of Staff, U.S. Army,
Captain Schirman [sic], U.S.N.
Captain Hill, U.S.N.

3. After an excellent dinner, which succeded admirably in breaking down
restraint, we discussed in general terms, first; the extent to which the U.S.
might be able to assist us in the present phase of the war in the field of
material supplies and secondly; the possibilities of common action in the
cvcnt of an unsuccessful conclusion to the present battle for England.
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pessi-
4. We attempted to impress upon our listeners that wewreer fro m

out
mistic about the outcome of the present phase of the w ar. pointed

that our visit was in no sense dictated by panic but, on our part, was intended
to explore the possibilities of common action in the similar problems of
defence that confronted both countries. We stressed the vital importance to

was
both of our countries of the t

ntit for but a postponement of
successful it would mean not only her own survival

En

the possibility of extending the war, other than small raids to our respective
eastern shores. We expressed the hope, therefore, that any material assistance
which might be offered to us in the present phase of the war would not be
taken from stocks ear-marked for Great Britain.

5. Each member of the Canadian Groupl then explained the basic features
of our plan of defence in respect of his own branch of the service and either
replied to or made a note of questions asked.

6. This concluded the approach to our conversations
Marshall.

we

initiated at the request of Admiral StarkOk1e and
we had hoped for and all

7. This approach was received
subsequent discussion was carried out with the utmoh^i bAdmiral Stark

8. It became obvious as soon as discussion began
and General Marshall were primarily interested in the Sac'ls't^tie i^^ 1^nd air
Eastern Canada and Newfoundland for the use of U. S.
forces in that area and that neither of these officers, nor those with them,
felt that the U.S. could assist us in the present phase of the war with materiel
from service stocks. This latter attitude changcd the next morning, particu-

larly in the case of the army.
9. It was obvious, also, that both of the two senior Û•S Navy and U S^

who incidentally are the senior concerned about the need for the maintenance
Army respectively, were grea y
of the strictest secrecy regarding our conversations. Both indicated that any
leak at the present time would be disastrous and would

have the effect of
Marshall, in

curbing any further preparatory co-operative efforts. General conse-
particular, felt that a leak at the present time, because of its political
quences, might even force the Administration to cut some of his existing

and contemplated appropriations.
10. In spite of this fear both Admiral Stark and General Marshall wanted

the conversations to continue the next day at the Navy and War Departments
respectively, when maps could be consulted and specific answers given to

our questions.
11. In consequence of this decision, Brigadier Stuart ô^^ôd^ C^é adâ

with General Strong, the Assistant Chief of Staff, Air
Capt. Murray spent the morning at the Navy Department with Captain Hill,

i i,e brigadier K. Stuart, sous-chef d'Etat- ' Brigadier K. Stuart, Deputy Chief of the

major gEnEral; to capitaine L. W. Murray, General Staff; Captain L. W. Murray, Deputy

sous-chef d'Etat-major naval et to commodore Chief of the Naval Staff, and Air Com-

de l'Air A. A. L. CuSe. modore A. A. L. Cuffe.
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Director of Plans, and Capt. Sherman, Chief Aviation Officer. Air Commo-
dore Cuffe saw General Strong in the afternoon.

12. Individual reports of these discussions are attached as Appendices"A",' "B" and "C".

PART II

Common Defence Measures in Eastern Canada and
Newfoundland by U.S. and Canadian Forces

The following questions were put forward by General Strong, Assistant
Chief of Staff and head of the War Plans Division of the General Staff, U.S.
Army. Suggested replies follow each question.2

Q. 2. What part does Newfoundland have in the Canadian defence scheme?
A. 2. (a) The steel industry of Sydney, N.S., gets a large proportion of its

ore from Bell Island, which is north west of Botwood Bay.

(b) The Newfoundland Airport, 50 miles south of Botwood Bay, has
runways from 4500' to 4800' long and 600' to 1200' wide, and
consequently is a suitable base for the heaviest type of shore
based aircraft. This airport is of obvious use to us and con-
versely would be of great use to an enemy.

(c) Botwood Bay is the western terminal of the North Atlantic flying
boat route of Imperial Airways.

(d) Various small ports, bays and coves on the coast-line of New-
foundland, if 'tised as hostile submarine bases, would make more
difficult the protection of the two entrances to the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, and the focal sea areas off Halifax, N.S. and Sydney,
N.S.

(e) Our policy is to concentrate our defences at Botwood, the New-
foundland Airport, Bell Island and St. John's. At the present
time there is one battalion of infantry distributed between Bot-
wood and the Airport and one flight of Bomber (rece) Aircraft
at the Airport. Two 4.7" guns are being shipped to Bell. Island.
St. John's is to be developed as an advanced operational naval
base. Arrangements for its protection will be taken in hand as
soon as the necessary equipment can be obtained.

' Non reproduit.
'Dans Armes, Hommes et Gouvernements,

C. P. Stacey affirme que (p. 371) la majeure
partie de cette réponse canadienne fut
"verbalement" faite le 12 juillet; une réponse
detaillEe, rédigée substantiellement dans les
mlmes termes que ce document, fut envoyée
1 Washington le 5 aoQt.

1 Not Printed.
' C. P. Stacey says in Arnu, Men andGovernments (p. 335) that much of this

Canadian reply was evidently given ~verbally"on July 12; detailed written reply sent to
Washington on August S, wu In :ubstantiallythe same terms as in the above document.
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3.
What is the time, strength, probable character, objectives and direc-

Q.
tion of each attack considered likely?

A. 3. General ' Canadi
(i) The Probable Forms and Scales of ttJ ^L Staff Comtnitteeooa

and Inland Centres, assessed by the I.
6th July, 1938, is attached as Appendix

(ii) In the light of the present trend of events of the war in Europe,
and the threat of war in the Far East, it is now necessary to
make preparations for a greatly increased scale^amtû^ and d^é

maximumbuild up the defences of Canada to the
na1s.resources in manpower changed

(iii) The method by which it is proposed to preparef^^ Defence of
conditions indicated, is set forthA in the Plan n for

Canada, which is attached as pPe , as
(iv) It is pointed out that the Forms and Scales o^ nta d fcncct or-

in Appendix I constitute the basis of our p
in respect to the direct defence of Canada. Attacksganization

d

of the order indicated, may be launched at any time. The assump-
tion underlying these Forms and Scales of Attack is the existence
of a Supreme British Navy in the Atlantic, and a Supreme United
States Navy in the Eastern Pacific.

(v) The development of our present defence plans to meet a maximum
scale of attack, including the possibility of a major scale invasion
of our East Coast, rests upon the possibility that the defensive
screen now provided by the British Navy in the Atlantic, may
not be effective in the future. Should this eventuality arise, it
can be assumed that the liquidation or destruction of British
naval power could not be accomplished without very serious

our
probable,

losses to the opposing German and Italian Nav ies . is
w nter

therefore, particularly so in view of the severity of o
and the clearly expressed policy of the United States regarding
the defence of the Western Hemisphere, that a major scale in-
vasion of Canada's East Coast could and would not be attempted
until the Summer of 1941. possible(vi) In the meantime, namely in that period between the po
liquidation or destruction of British Scapower and the launching
of a major scale invasion against our East Coast, Ï im Lf ^a
more serious nature than those set forth in Appendix
expected. If we are to meet these raids successfully and with
our own resources, we shall need the co-operation of the United
States in the way of releasing to us, on purchase or loan,
certain equipment for our sea, land and air forces. present

shortage of naval craft, aircraft and army equipment of all kinds
is most serious. fi

_" • i .
= Non reproduit. Not printed.

I
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Q. 4. What is the viewpoint of the Canadian High Command as to the
minimum requirements of ground and air forces necessary for the
protection of each strategic area?

A. 4. (a) Strategic Areas, East Coast and Newfoundland

(i) It is considered unlikely that Germany and Italy would attempt
a major scale invasion of Canada's East Coast without first
having established an advanced air base or bases from which the
landings could be supported by shore based aircraft. Successive
or simultaneous attempts to establish such bases in Iceland,
Greenland, Newfoundland, and in our Maritime Provinces, are
possible. An attack on Iceland for this purpose could be
explained as being a necessary move in connection with the
present battle for England. Attacks on Greenland and New-
foundland, however, could not be interpreted in any sense other
than as preliminaries to an attack on North America. It would
seem unlikely, therefore, that serious attacks on the latter areas
would be made until shortly before an invasion of North America
was attempted. In other words such attacks, with a definite
purpose of occupation, are unlikely to be made within the next
six to eight months. In the meantime it is Canada's problem,
with such assistance as can be obtained from the United States
in the way of equipment for our army and airforcc, to provide
for the effective defence against small scale invasion of the
Botwood Bay and Newfoundland Airport areas. In this con-
nection it is important that Canada be made aware of the attitude
which the United States Government would take to such an
act on the pârt of Germany or Italy. Can Canada rely upon
immediate intervention by the United States in such an
eventuality?

..
(i^) It is obvious, of course, that unless adequate defensive measures

arc taken in this area and the necessary equipment provided,
United States intervention would probably be too late to save

' this vital region. It follows, therefore, that the only satisfactory
solution would be for the United States to make available to us
at an early date, such dcfen:ive resources as are mutually agreed
upon as being the minimum required to protect the vital New-
foundland Airport region. The understanding being that such
resources would be turned back to the United States for opera-
tion by their own personnel as soon as the U.S. Government
entered the war.

Q. S. What part of the above minimum requirements is Canada prepared
to furnish now? at 60m., at 120m., at 240m. [sic]

A. S. (1) Canada, with such assistance as the United States can give in
the way of equipment, will continue to be responsible for the
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Canada set up the administration machinery necessary to control the
civil population, supply its needs and continue the existing form of
government? (Note, It is assumed that Canada will do this in all areas
in Canada which are assigned to United States troops.)

A. 11. (i) Newfoundland has its own separate administration. The form of
government now in being will continue to exercise its usual
functions which include those mentioned in the question.

(ii) In the case of Canada, your assumption is correct.

Q. 17. What ports are suitable and available for the debarkation and supply
of A.E.F. destined for Canada? Newfoundland?

A. 17. (i) Any of the main Canadian ports are suitable. Best line of supply
• for personnel and material is C.P.R. through Montreal and

C.N.R. through Montreal.
(ii) Wire has been sent to Newfoundland requesting information.

Q. 18. Should supply be accomplished direct from the United States? If so,
in Canadian bottoms?

A. 18. As operations off our East coast will probably have started before
the United States intervenes, it would be more secure to have the
L. of C. to Newfoundland direct from Canada across the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. Whcther we or the United States will supply the bottoms
depends on the losses our shipping may suffer in the intervening
months.

Q. 20. Are railroads add' hishway adequate to support contemplated opera-
dons? Are suitable means of highway transport (motor, animal
drawn, pack) and rolling stock available?

A. 20. (i) Railways, rolling stock and highways in Eastern Canada are
adequate to support contemplated operations.

(ii) It is assumed the A.E.F. in Canada will provide itself with such
highway transport as is required to draw supplies from the rail-
heads allotted to its respective parts. It is assumed also that its
cquipment will include such transport as it will require to fulfill
its operational mission. Specific suggestions as to command,
operation, accommodation, supply and general maintenance of
the A.E.F. in Canada will be forwarded in the near future.

(iii) In the case of Newfoundland, information is being obtained re-
garding the capacity of the railway (narrow gauge). Roads are
for the most part non-existcnt.

[K. STUART]
Brigadier
D.C.G.S.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 11

Annexe au rapport d'une réunion tenue à jVashington pour
discuter de la défense de la côte atlantique

Appendix to Report of a Meeting al jVasC'nagsti n Io Discuss

SECRET

the Defence of the Atlante- el
[O:tawa,] July 14, 1940

[APPENDIX] B

[NAVAL OUTLOOK APPENDIX]

General
On Friday morning, 12th, Air Commodore CUFFE and myself visited

an office in the Navy Department where we met Captain HILL, U.S.N.,
Director of Plans, and Captain SHERMAN, Chief Aviation Officer in the
Bureau of Naval Operations. The discussions of naval interest with Captain
Hill are given below, those of Air Commodore Cuffe with Captain Sherman
will be found in the Air Appendix.

Bases. not atianI again explained to Captain û HiÔ1 ^ h^n ext ntdthat ita
was

could meet the
present and could not be built p
possible scale of attack in either-

(a) British Navy being forced to leave its bases in the United Kingdom
by enemy air power, or

(b) British Navy being destroyed by combination of German and Italian
air and naval power.

Our object at the moment, therefore, was to provide ourselves with suitable
operational bases in order to enable us to play host to either the British Navy

or the United States Navy.

Situation which would arise if United States

Fleet wished to be based in Canadian and
Newfoundland waters.

In this case they consider their Flect is sufficiently mobile and supplied
with repair ships, seaplane tenders and flect oilers to be able to operate from
an isolated anchorage such as Gaspé. As no fuel will be supplied at Gasp6
they may find it necessary to requisition a certain number of oil tankers
from the Merchant Service.

' b bl 'f the United States Fleet should come to Canada and Ncw-

bwty of one a t, ,
perhaps Lewisporte, and pobably St. 'John's. They were also intcrestcd in
the possibility of a seaplane base somewhere on the south coast of New-
foundland, probably between St. Pierre and Cape Race. i i

decision was reac e p-
t ' tolet B"J one somewhere' in the vicuiity of Botwood,P

foundland that t ey wo p
h d as to cxact itions but discussion covcrcd the possi-

It is pro e^
III uld refer more than one base in Newfoundland. No

T 6eir opinion regarding Hudson Bay was similar to ours, mai is, t s a
possibility which must be considered but most improbable. They would pro-
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pose to operate a patrol at the entrance to Hudson Strait during the time
that water is open composed of a mother ship and approximately four smaller
patrol vessels to give information only. They do not propose these patrol
vessels should be sufficiently armed to prevent passage of the Strait.

With the advent of the United States into the war it should be possible with
U.S. material resources to provide for mining of the Strait of Belle Isle and
provision of suitable patrol to prevent it being swept by enemy forces.

One of the United States' intentions is to place an Army division in New-
foundland and transportation of thcse troops is a matter which is exercising
them at the present time. I suggested that the simplest transportation would
probably be via Quebec and Cornerbrook, but explained to them for some
reason not known to us troops for Botwood were not landed at St. John's but
at Botwood itself and that I would make a point of finding out why this change
had been made. If it is connected with the lack of facilities for rail travel in
Newfoundland presented by a narrow gauge railway, it may be necessary to
land troops more closely to the spot in which they will be quartered.

The importance of a common method of inter-communication was stressed
and agreed to by the U.S. Officers. If the United States Navy should come
to Canada they will provide the R.C.N. with sufficient codes and cyphers and
a sprinkling of personnel to ensure their proper use at the beginning, in order
to make this inter-communication possible.

The question of command was discussed and it is the expectation of the
United States Navy that if they come to Canadian waters, ports, local defence
and A/S patrols connected with local defence will be carried out as now by
the R.C.N. and under R.C.N. authority. They will, of course, expect to
command their own fleet and I went so far as to inform them that in all
probability H.M.C. Ships then operating on the East Coast would be attached
to the larger command of the U.S. Navy for operational purposes, though still
being administered by the R.C.N.

L. W. MURRAY
Captain, R.C.N.,

D.C.N.S.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2]

Annexe au rapport d'une réunion tenue à lVashington pour discuter
de la défense de la côte atlantique

A ppendl x to Report of a Meeting at 1Vashington to Discuss
the Defence of the Atlantic Coast

MOST SECRET [Ottawa, July 14, 1940] *
APPENDIX C

U.S. NAVY AVIATION OUTLOOK

" 1. On the morning of 11 th July I proceeded with Captain Hill, U.S. and
Captain Murray, R.C.N. to the U.S. Navy Department, where we met Com-
mander Forest Sherman, U.S., Chief Naval Aviation Officer with Plans
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Division. After a general discussion with these officers, Commander Sherman
and myself discussed the aviation aspect.

2. A very keen interest was displayed in the Maritime Provinces, New-
foundland, Labrador and Greenland, but no nt^^édbeyond

Definite y no interest
insofar as the defence of North America is CO that possession of this
was shown in Iceland, though it wasaPP iated

the North Atlantic.island could seriously interfere with shipping in

8 Commander Sherman discussed the advisability of having advanced
operating bases throughout the Maritimes and two advanced re-

fuelling

Newfoundland. He also discussed the problem of some more
and re-arming posts along the coast of Labrador and the West coast

of Greenland.
9. It was intimated that the U.S. Navy are giving consideration to request-

ing Canada for permission to extend civil aviation routes to the Maritimes of
Canada and that these civil operation companies might be encouraged bycommunica-
the U.S. to build operating facilities, including beamsn and

coast of Labrador
tions. The question of providing R.D.F. stations alo g
and the East coast of Greenland were discussed briefly.

10. Figures given are only approximate as an indication of what might

be expected.
A. N. CROOSE

[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3]

Annexe au rapport d'une réunion tenue à Washington pour
discuter de la défense de la côte atlantique

Appendix to Report of a Meeting at Washington to Discuss
the Defence of the Atlantic Coast

MOST SECRET [Ottawaj July 14, 1940

[APPENDIX D]

U.S. ARMY AVIATION OUTLOOK

1. Early on the afternoon of 11th of July, by previous
^ ble at the timeshown to the office of General Strong but he was not av

and I called later in the afternoon.

3. From the Army (Air) point of view, facilities for the operation of large
numbers of landplanes was the principal The General

Newfoundland anddesirability of having at least one large aerodrom in
one in the Maritime Provinces with runways 5,000 feet long for the operation
of their large 4-engine bombers.
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4. In the event of large scale attack upon Canada in from nine to twelve
months time, the General visualized the Army Air Corps sending 120 aircraft
to Newfoundland composed of large 4-engine bombers, fighters, observation
dive bombers and twin-engine bombers accompanied by approximately 2500
all ranks. He visualized a similar force operating from the Maritime Provin-
ces of Canada, i.e., provided the necessary facilities were available.

[A. A. L. CUFFE]

87. DND HQS 3496

Méntorandum du chef d'état-major général au ininistre
de la Défense nationale

Memorandum from Chief of General Staff to Minister
of National Defence

Ottawa, July 23, 1940

10. I am diffident in commenting on PART II, the Naval Plan, except
to state that I regard the organization of port facilities and defences on the
east coast of Canada, including Newfoundland, to be the primary military
necessity at this date. We should be in a position (should the worst be-
fall and the invasion of the United Kingdom by Germany become an ac-
complished fact) to accommodate, supply naval facilities to and to protect
in its Canadian bases a large portion of the British flect which unquestionably
would make its way to this country rather than surrender. With a very con-
siderable portion of the ,British fiect and possibly of the British Air Force
based upon Canada, I maintain that there is still no probability of an attempt
by Germany to invade this country for a period of months if not indeed of
years. The threat of large scale raids will no doubt be increased but I sug-
gest that the conversion of Iceland into an important enemy naval and air
base would be necessary before he can successfully undertake a large scale
invasion of the country against the forces which we then should have at
our disposal.

11. As I have previously stated, I am quite convinced that United States
military co-operation in the defence of North America is inevitable. Having
in view the most probable Japanese intentions, however, I do not consider
that a high proportion of the United States naval forces will be acting with
us in the Atlantic.

13. In this preliminary reading of the Chiefs of Staff Committee plan, I
have made no attempt to analyse the detail of the army plan although
I will undertake this in the next few days. I would, however, recommend
that apart from any questions of detailed distribution of forces that the
matter of command of the Army forces' 311otted to the coastal areas be im-
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mand of these

in the Proposal that operational com-ng.mediately considered. I do not concurforces can remain under the District Offi ^ â q
mmanditaffuate s

I consider that a Command Headq^^ ôerational)perational wcontrol over those
should be established in the Maritimes
army forces earma

ing
rked for the defence of the Maritime ProavinfoUowingdth is

the Gulf of St. Lawrence area and Newfounn dsbo d be established in
a similar Command Headquarters (OPerauo)
British Columbia. The function of the several District Headq

uarters in the
Canada

eastern area and of the one in M.D. 11 under the conditions
uatters forbe restricted to administration and to the command and

of thoseshould troops not actually allotted CodCommand at su ch organiza-now
training

faces

It should be noted, in Y
operational purposes.fit in with the operational zones established by the Royal
tion would H. D. G. CRERAR
than Air Force. Major-General

DND (DH) 193.009 (D?)

88.
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chef d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Ca ►nmittee

[Ottawa,l Aubust 7, 1940
SECRET

.

4: Navy, Army^ and Air Inteiligence Reports on New1^^^ato refer them to
The Committee reviewed these reports and de joint reports

the
repare

Joint Planning Sub-Committee, with instructions t^,tPll be considered as a
containing conclusions and recomm ^nont^^c This be^me available subse-

q

draft report pending further informa Commodore
uent to the visit to Newfoundland of Major-General Elkins,

Reid, and, Air Commodore Anderson.

DND (DH) 193.009 (D2)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'ftatr-major
Minutes of a Meeting of Chiels o/ StaD Committee

1940Au t14
SECRET.

[Ottawa,l b- V

8. Object of Joint Service Plan • ^•
Rep

ort of the Joint Planning Sub-Commlttee "S^•noptic Report and
3.

Recommendations regarding the Defence of Nns^^^ ^at copies
The Committee reviewed this Report, and d^ ^^ittee on

should be distributed to the members of the special

----- ' s This visit took place on August 20 'Ohee
1 Cette visite eut lieu le 20 wOt 1oMUe Powet eonfefred with the Newfoandland

power entra en consultation avec " k 400- See ^mrnt 171.
vernement de Terre-Nem►e. Voir le

. A^."%- do11e^°`

ment 171.
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90.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Tor SECRET

50218-40

Ottawa, August 27, 1940

2. The first order of business was the discussion of the draft recommenda-
tion of the Board in regard to Newfoundland, which had been prepared
following the first meeting. Substitute texts were presented and the Board
finally decided upon the recommendation which is included in paragraph 8
of the Journal for the 26th of August.2

91.

^ d 11 rs--th dors hav'n b b IVi P

the Defence of Newfoundland: Minister of National Defence for Air,
Chief of the Air Staff, Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast, AOC
Eastern Air Command.

The remarks and recommendations of the Joint Planning Sub-
Committee will be considered in detail on receipt of the Report of
the Special Committee.i

1156-D-39

Mémorandum du sqc4s-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, August 28, 1940

CANADIAN DEFENCE ACTIVITIES IN NEWFOUNDLAND

Mr. King said today he would like to obtain a full report on the New-
foundland defence situation. He was anxious about the spending of a million
o a e or g cen given y L. ower bcfore approval had

been secured. He thought the people of Canada might question expenditure

t . g arcas In evvoundland as airf dom If the Un^tcd States lime now leasin ' N f
made in that way-also that it might have been borne by the United King-

bascs, why should we not at least get a lease on the acrodrome which we

'Les recherches ne nous ont pas permis 'Research has discovered no such report.
de découvrir un tel rapport. Il semblerait que It would appear that it, like the report ex-
k rapport attendu des officiers qui visit2rent pected from the officers who visited New-

Y, Terre-Neuve avec Power fut compris dans
& b compte rendu que ce dernier présenta au

Comité de guerre du Cabinet. Voir le docu-
eteat 92.

• Voir le document 210.

foundland with Power, was covered by his
report to the Cabinet War Committee. See
Document 92.

' See Document 210.
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one
on. I told Mr. King my impression w é^a thethe

field

are spendmg m y lete and expenslv
we were guarding was about the most comp
and had cost the United Kingdom forty million dollars. Mr. King saidto us.
if that were the case, we could hardly ask that they Brirtish had done in

He thought we should have a report as to what the
what we had done, and then consider the aé^a éffo°LNewfoundland, mon y

acquiring ownership of areas in. which we take speoverN éwfoundland• That
carefullwould be made after the war to have us

be a contingency that would have to be considered ^^ where we
wouldbut in the meantime we should have a definite unders

g

stand.

CWC

92.
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jyar Comnuttee

Ottawa, Scptcmber 5, 1940
SECRET

...
ATLANTIC DEFENCE--NEWFOUND arcd by the

26. THE PRIME MINISTER read t0 the meetin
g i11

a
SrV1pSOlto

rC
Ncwfoundland.

Associate Minister of National Defence Minister of National Defence
(See Minutes of meeting of
and Canadian officers, with representatives of Newfoundland, held at
St. John's, Newfoundland, on August the 20th, 19401).

27, Commenting on his report, Mr. Power stated that Canadian troopsation
were now in possession of the air base at Gfor the

ander Lake, and in
defence of New^ land

at Botwood. Action taken by Canada, far, tte
pt had been made to make

had been on an emergency basi ,
arrang

ements with the Newfoundland Government for the determ
ination
ould now.

Canadian rights by lease or otherwise. This matter, oedr to make any
receive consideration. Newfoundland could not be expc
substantial financial contribution to defence expenditures. Its contribution
would rather be in the way of materials and services.

28. MR. jctNa stated that in vicw of our present and probable
le

^^i Serious
mitments in the island, it had been agreed at the last meeting and obliga-
consideration should be given to the settlement of, c^c^ o^ territory with
tions. The United States were proposing a de to secure terms which
certain jurisdictional rights. Canada should arrange in the future. The dc-de-
would be of permanent value for strategical purpo^^a^aQ ^tctcst.
fence of Newfoundland would always be a primary

I
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CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, September 17, 1940

ATLANTIC DEFENCE

Newfoundland

26. AIR. RALSTON said that he had it in mind to suggest that Canada
should obtain leases of areas already occupied by Canadian forces, and
surface rights in such localities as might be needed; the question of contri-
bution by Newfoundland could be settled by subsequent negotiation and
agreement.

26. AIR. KING observed that in considering steps which should be
taken by Canada, the probability of Canada's having eventually to take over
Newfoundland and possibly Labrador should constantly be borne in mind.
In the course of negotiations leading to the solution of the immediate prob-
lem, it was important that full regard should be had to such probable future
circunnstances. Newfoundland and Labrador would always continue to be`
essential Canadian interests.

94. DND (DH) 193.009 (D2›

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité des chefs d'état-major

SECRET

Minutes of a-Aleeting of Chiefs of Stafl Committee

[Ottawa,] February 5, 1941
...
3. Security Measures on Labrador Coast.

In Minute 5 of the 95th Mcetingl D/C.A.S. requested information rcgard--
ing potential enemy base's on the Labrador Coast.

C.N.S. stated that owing to the gradual slope of the 'shorcline and the
many off-lying navigational dangers, the Coast-line from Belle Isle north--
ward to IiAAtILTON INLET was unlikcly to be used by cncmy vessels; but
that the coast from HAMILTON INLET north to SAGLEK BAY had several dccp
bays and inlets providing fairly good anchorage and the cover of stcep-to,
clitfs. Due to ice, this coast was only navigable betwcen July and mid-
October.

The question of air and sea patrols of this portion of the coastline was.
discussed, particularly in connection with the possibility of enemy air opera-
tions from this vicinity directed at such vulnerable points as the Aluminiunm

"Non reprodult ^ Not printed.
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100 of sabotage
The Committee felt that the possibility

attempt by the enemy at
Plant at ARVIDA, P.Q. t any
against such points was so paramount thaflight a^oss the wastes of Labrador lan Î Nwa^s felt
air operations, involving a

and backbé as enconsideration at a laterQuebec of over 1400 miles thereLabrador co^d e
that air and sea patrols off this regard was necessary.
`date, and that in the meantime no action in

DND HQS 5199

95.
Le secretaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major au chef d'état-major général

Committee, to Chief of the General Staff
Seeretary, Chiefs of Staff

[Ottawa,] February 7, 1941

SECRET 1 to NO. 5(b0th inclusive)

I beg to acknowledge receipt of Copies
1941^ Nwhich has been substituted for

PlanFebruary 940"of Part III-AtmY •
the same Copy Numbers of the Plan Part

[F.

dated "Aub^ GI^ON]

. L. No
Commander, RC.N.

[PItCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Annexe au
plan de défense du Canada de lévrier 1941

1941
Appendix to the Defence of Canada plan of Fc6ruary,

1941][Ottawa, January,
SECRET APPENDUCC D

IN THE EVENT OF A

STATES ARI►tY
ASSISTANCE FROM TIiE

UNIT ^R ATTACK

haveNewf vundland- {tncnt, the United States
^ In thé ëvent of a major attack becot^ng

to despatch the (ollowing
lar

to Newfoundland:
agreed

(a) " One division (triangu ranio )

6 One composite group oE aircraft (about 72 sd^t) of aircralt
O NOTE:

It bas 0117-" agrecd that this composite grouP

`•
Newfoundland Airport as sa^n as accomm^a-

^ now move to
facilities are provided by the RC.A.F. ^Vork

tion and
on this

project is in hand.

de dEfeme du Canada de fÉvr%r ,' T^ ^^ ot
Caa^di^ ^F`^ the

. Le plu ^t I. mlme q+fe 1941, was wbstantls^
t«

^^^;U^,
^ 1941 - ^t ° pubstu, ' 1940 p1un a^a^pt b
celui d'^t 1940, uni Pour ripp-D dd ôn Â^^= D to 04 Anu, Plu+. Ruich
plan de rarmée tcpmut td. teprodmd balwM,
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAl1i 35 Ottawa, March 2, 1941

MOST SECRET. Part I. Following from Prime Minister for your Prime
Minister, Begins. Since outbreak of the war we have, on the advice of the
Chiefs of Staff, consistently followed a policy of sending all possible aid to
the United Kingdom, despite the fact that this has necessarily involved the
weakening of Canada's own defences. We have recently requested the Chiefs
of Staff to review the state of home defences and to advise the Government
whether any modification should be made in present policies in the light of
their appreciation of the military situation. The text of the Chiefs of Staff
appreciation of the present position is given, for your information, in my
immediately following telegram. We should of course be glad to receive
from time to time any appreciations of the war situation which may affect
Canada or Canadian defence in any way and which has received the approval
of your Cabinct.
. 2. Naval defences do not appear to be adequate to deal effectively with
"tip and run" raids of the kind which must be regarded as a possibility
with the coming of spring. Naval protection for the Atlantic Coast consists
at present of one R.C.N. destroyer fit for service and more powerful units
engaged from time to time in convoy duty to and from Canadian ports, and
forces in the West Indics area.

3. On the Atlantic Coast we have now four bombcr-rcconnaissance squad-
rons, one of which can operate 600 miles from its base, capable of acting
as a deterrent to raids by cncmy pavai units. Trained pilot personnel in these
squadrons has been reduced to meet demands for instructors in the Air
Training Plan.

4. Coast defences from the army viewpoint are reasonably strong except
as regards anti-aircraft guns and equipment, in respect of which existing
provision is inadequate. '

5. Summary in the prcccding paragraphs in respect of naval, air and Coast
defence position of Eastern Canada should be read as supplementing mcm-
orandurn of Chiefs of Staff Committee. Together they indicate a situation
which has been causing War Committee of Cabinet a good deal of concern.
We have, from the beginning, realized the serious implications in regard to
home defence of sending you every possible assistance, naval, military and
^r. Our Chicfs of Staff believe the policy followed has been wise and justified
by results. At the same time we cannot be unmindful of our direct responsi-
bility for the defence of Canadian shores, and of the cfTect upon the common
effort and Canadian morale should our coast and harbours be attacked and
our, defences prove inadcquate to an emergency. In particular the importance
of adequate protection for the convoy assembly port of Halifax and strategic
approaches thereto cannot be too strongly cmphasiud. We should be very
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whether, having in

ad to have your views on the situation and ^o^^ Will be possible to
mind the requirements of various theatres position which Chiefs of Staffs
strengthen those features of our home defence p
analysis has shown to be inadequate.

part II follows immediately.
Skciton Papcrs 391

97. extérieures au secrétaire aux Do ►^^o^
-• 'État aux AffairesLe secretatre d bat to Dominions Secretary

SeeretarY of State for External Affairs
Ottawa, March 29 1941

TELEGRAM 36 our Prime

SECRET. Part II.
Following from Prime Minister for your

is brief appreciation by Chiefs of Staff Com-
Minister, Begins. Following 24th. Beguis,
mittee of defence position as of Feb^^ have been and are

1.
The probable Forms and Scales of Attack, which to direct action

now accepted by the Chiefs of Staff Committee, in respect.^^e Defence
against Canadian territory and territorial waters, an gl

of Canada ^

follows:
^,iscrs;Plan, dated August 1940, Part 1.1 .T

tal hMship;
am on^eât^ô g as

Atlantic Coast^ombardment by a^P „ p. attack by submarin'
or by a merchant raider mountingk

small
^'^pg parties; torpedo,

and small surface craft; a Y shore-based air-
bomb or gas attack by shipbonze or long -range
craft on sea-borne, coastal and inland O al^allcr "e and lesser

Pacï fic Coast-s'^il^ to the above but on
Staff Committeeintensity.

• articularly noted that the Chiefs of hosW2. It will be p
It

ântici ate any attempt at invasion by actual or potential
p•' of the Committee that no such attempt would be feasible sois the Opinion

and theof the British Isies succxssfully continues. Even n should
long as the defence
Germany succeed in overcoming the resistance of suâ^umno probability that
conquest of the United Kingdom ensué, there i

on the^e shores, with a^ew to invasion, ^u^ ^nun^n^
.a large scale attack_, an for. A. German-dominated pc and an

we need anticipate or P1 Ja an, could wield such tremendous econom^c
Eastern Asia controlled by P of enemy powcrs to at-
préssure that there would be no . on

o
therdc o force Canada (and the

of peace.tempt a most difficult military Invasion
t humiliadng termsUnited States) eventually to accept obtain a

3. On the other hand, ahe gta►tcr the nccdbtt^ Gnd ^c more im-
quiclc decision-and tius _ sttuation increasinSlby the oUnited States to the British
portant and effective the assistance given

' countnes, the ni ore ôbvious it 'musti becoate to Hitlc^^at n^^°^e

'romF^npu
asideration on his part can deter tiic United IStant these d cumst^^l evcrY

'' med at his eventual overwhelming dcieat.

+_ ,N réproduit
i N°t pti°ted.
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day increases the chances of "tip-and-run" sea and air raids against ports
and other military objectives in Newfoundland and Eastern Canada.

4. Should Japan join with the Axis Powers in war against us--and this
eventuality is becoming more probable-it may be that she will actively
engage in similar raids against our Pacific Coast. Such a contingency, how-
ever, should be considered as a possibility rather than a probability, as there
are important political (U.S.A.), strategic and tactical reasons for Japan
retaining all her forces in the Western Pacific.

5. Our plans for the defence of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts are still
in course of execution. In general, it may be said that our Army formations
now manning Coast Defences, or in mobile reserve in coastal areas, are suf-
ficient rapidly to contend with any limited enemy raiding forces which might
attempt to land in the vicinity of suitable objectives and attack them; but
we continue to find ourselves inadequately furnished with Naval and Air
forces, -and with anti-aircraft guns and equipment, to ensure that raids by
hostile naval or air forces against ports, the shipping in them, and other
important objectives, are met with adequate resistance. In the existing
circumstances, covering forces provided by the Royal Navy in the form
of ocean escorts are a vital part of the defences of the western Atlantic,
but these arc barely adequate for this essential duty.

6. The maintenance and protection of Canadian Defended Ports, of focal
points of shipping, and of the North Atlantic sea-routes, are essential to
victory. To ensure this, we must have adequate Naval and Air forces to
protect our shipping lanes and bases. The Chiefs of Staff Committee is of
the opinion that in the defence of the North American continent, Newfound-
land represents a highly important outpost, and is in many ways our first
fine of defence. Flanking as it does the trans-Atlantic air and sea-routes to
North America, a strongly-hçld Newfoundland upon which are based ade-
quatc Navy, Army and Air forces, represents a powerful deterrent to enemy
air and surface action against our coasts and territorial waters.

7. On the Pacific coast, the possibility of serious attack by surface-vessels
or ship-borne aircraft of the Axis Powers is rcmotc. The volume and im-
portancc of shipping in the Eastern Pacific is far less than that in the Atlantic,
and there arc no military objectives of sufficient importance to justify other
than very small-scale tip-and-run raids, the etïccts of which would have little
military significance. An actual attempt at invasion on this coast by Japanese
forces is considered highly improbable.

8. Conclusions
The Chiefs of Staff Committee consider that in the present circumstances
and in those likely to obtain in the near future, the basing of adequate
Naval and Air Forces to provide a Striking Force adequate to protect
our shipping is of the first importance. These naval and air forces
must operate from secure bases. An increase of Naval and Air forces
on the East Coast of Canada is therefore necessary, and this is only
possible by the active co-operation of such United States forces as can
be made available for this purpose. Ends.
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2. In weighing possibility of assisting in strengthening of those features
of Canadian home defence position to which Canadian Chiefs of Staff have
drawn attention, we have had to bear in mind most carefully position here,
and in other theatres where we are facing the enemy's attack. As you are
aware, . Germany is now making a supreme effort both at sea and in the
air against our trade. We, ourselves, are making corresponding effort to de-
feat these attacks by assembling all the escort vessels we can lay our hands
on, by transferring anti-aircraft weapons from our home defences to merchant
shipping, and by diverting still more air forces to defend our ships against
German long range aircraft which attack our shipping in areas hitherto
regarded as immune. At the same time, with improving weather conditions,
we have to be ready to meet increasing attacks of German bomber force
against objectives in this country. Finally, we have from now on to be fully
prepared to meet a large scale attempt at invasion. Our military advisers
have just completed a detailed examination of requirements necessary to
meet these threats, and it is clear that if we are not to fall below the danger
line we have very little to spare from the force immediately available at home.
At the same time, the recent developments in the Balkan and the Middle
East theatres make it essential for us to maintain flow of our reinforcements
to the Middle East. We have the fullest confidence in our ability to defeat
threats to this country and to build up our growing offensive power, but
you will appreciate that we are bound in common interest, referred to in
your Chiefs of Staff appreciation, to weigh with the greatest care any addi-
tional withdrawals from the United Kingdom and its north western ap-
proachcs.

3. While we fully realize the possibility of tip and run raids on Canadian
eastern seaboard, we arc of the opinion that such raids are unlikely in view
of risk raiders would run of aic attack and possible shadowing. They are
more likely to attack shipping routes in western Atlantic. Moreover, an
additional deterrent is likelihood that operations against Canadian seaboard
must precipitate entry of the United States into the war. This we feel is
particularly the case in the ncighbourhood of Newfoundland, where our
enemies must realize sensitiveness of United States to operations in area of
her newly acquired bases.

4. We note that Canadian Chiefs of Staff make no specific reference to
strengthening anti-submarine protection of shipping near Canadian coast.
In view of indication that U-boat activity may be extending to western
Atlantic, the question of strengthening naval and air forces now available in

a for anti-submarine duties is now under consideration between the
Admiralty and Naval Service Headquarters, Ottawa. We are of the opinion

Canadian coast and maintaining our freedom on this side of the Atlantic.

Atlantic for the purpose of making us ovcr-insure ourselves there at the
expense of decisive areas in western approaches. Every effort will be made to
stri1ca right balance between providing essential anti-submarine force for

that enemy will only adopt less economical use of submarines in western

^
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as many ships and aircraft fully equipped with anti-submarine devices, as

possible.

5. We feel it desirable to have these observations drawn to the attention
of the United Kingdom government, lest there be any misunderstanding of
the importance which the Canadian government and their service advisers
attach to this matter, or of the extent of the measures being taken by Canada
to meet this problem.*

101. DND HQS 7410-7

Le chef de l'état-major général à l'officier général commandant en chef,
• région navale de l'Atlantique

Chief of the General Staff to General Officer Commanding in Chief,
Atlantic Command

SECRET [Ottawa,] May 1, 1941

JOINT DEFENCE PLANS

ATLANTIC COMMAND

1. I am directed to acknowledge your A.C.S. 10-11-1 dated 28th April,
1941.1

2. In reply to para. 3 thereof, I am to refer to para. 2 of the Appreciation
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee which is attached as an Appendix to the
Defence of Canada Plan, March, 1941.2 It is considered that even though
the United Kingdom were overrun by Germany, no large scale attack on
the North American continent with a view to invasion is a contingency that
needs to be anticipated or planned for. Therefore, while the scales of attack
would remain the same with the additional risk in regard to Airport,3 it might
be anticipated that raids and/or bombardments on the scale laid down would
become more probable and more frequent, if the worst contingency happencd.

3. Your recommendations with regard to the Airport area have been con-
sidered, but in view of the Joint reconnaissance to be carried out it is felt
that the outcome of this reconnaissance and your recommendations as a
result should be awaited before a final decision is reached.

* Note telle que dam l'orisiazl: • Note as in oritiaal:
As approved by War Cabinet Committee amended

by P.M. A. D. P. li[EErrBtr] 9.4.41.

.1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
"Aucune copie de la version de mars 1941 ' No copy of the March 1941 version of

du plan n'a Eté trouv6e. the plan bas been found.
' UaÉroport de Gander. 8 Gander Airport.
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that consideration be given to the ancillary
4. I am to request, however, ort area based upon the recommenda-

tio

troops and services required for the Aup
,

uire-
ns contained in para. 5 of the letter under reply and that detailed req

ments be submitted with your further recommen
dations.

17 (b) of the
5. Finally, I am to confirm that the action referred to in para.

onal Plan No. 11 is also contingent upon the Plan being placed
Joint Operati
in effect. R. B. G[IBSON], Colonel

D.M.O. and I
for Chief of the General Staff

CWC

102.
procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité de guerre du Cébinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jl3ar Committe

Ottawa, June 5, 1941
:SECRET

. to an enquiry by the Prim'
21. REAR-AD1ViIRAL NELLES, ln answer

ethehappy about the defence
Minister, said that the Navy were not altog

Greenland. They had as yet received no detailed information as to
of
measures which the United States

escort baseaatnSt• John's, Newfoundland, thethere.As to the proposed convoy
Admiralty now planned a substantial increase in the fort bMû^ would
The base would be an R.C.N. undertaking, and Commodorewould be Canadian
be in command. Of the thirty destroyers perhaps eight
and Canada would probably supply all of the intended twentfoff uih^^ÿ^

22 . THE CHIEF OF THE
ûres w re proceeding

STAFF, speaking
pretty well according to

stated that coast defence measures works as they were
schedule and there would be nodeWa^yS in ded that authority be given
completed. In this connection . ^ battalion in
for the employment of an additional Canadian infantry

Newfoundland.
ohn's

troops
23. MR. RALSTON described the present, disposition o^t St.Canadian

1 No 1
in Newfoundland. There was one Canadian battalion

1 partie du premier plan interarme des op6•
sations relatives à Terre-Neuve; ce plan, a

l'instar du premier plan canadoaméricain de
1940 (sur lequel il se fondait), était destiné

à faire face à l'éventualité où la marine
britannique ne contrôlerait plus l'Atlantique
et où 1-Amérique du Nord serait exposée à
une invasion. Ces plans ne furent Jamais
appliqués et furent bientôt remplacés par de
nouveaux plans fondés sur l'hypothèse que

la Grande-Bretagne continuerait à contrôler
:l'Atlantique et que les États-Unis entreraient
en guerre. (Voir la section 5 c i)

1 Part of Joint OperaLonal P an
related to Newfoundland; this plan, like the

"Joint Canadian•United States ^^ ^^ndcd
1940" (on which it was based)
to take care of a situation in which the Bri-

tish Navy no longer controled the invasion
tic

and North America was ex^d
These plans were never put into eQect and
were soon overtaken by new plans based on
the assumption that Britain would continue
to control the Atlantic and the United i)St3tcs

would enter the war. (See
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another responsible for the defence of Botwood and Newfoundland Airport,
and its approaches. It was important to provide what the United States
regarded as adequate military protection for air personnel at the Airport.

24. MAJOR-GENERAL CRERAR said that the protection of the Airport
had been the subject of joint reconnaissance by Canadian and U.S. officers.
Both had come to the conclusion that further troops were required, and it
was feared that if Canada were not prepared to provide them, the United
States would send forces of their own. This would be unfortunate in view of
Canadian policy with regard to the island's defence. Air personnel at the
Airport would be approximately 3,4001 U.S. Air Corps, 500 R.C.A.F., 600
civilian ferry service personnel, as well as construction personnel.

If the recommendation to despatch an additional Canadian infantry unit
were approved, it was proposed to use an already mobilized battalion without,
for the .present, mobilizing another unit to replace it.

25. MR. KING agreed that all steps necessary should be taken to keep
Newfoundland within the Canadian orbit. In the circumstances described,
a further Canadian infantry battalion for the protection of the airport should
be provided.

26. The Committee, thereupon, approved the employment of a further
Canadian infantry battalion in Newfoundland, as recommended.

103. CWC
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du' Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jVar Committee

SECRET a
Ottawa, October 29, 1941

...

CANADIAN POLICY WITH REGARD TO NEWFOUNDLAND

20. TIIE SECRETARY reported that the Chairman of the Canadian Section
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had submitted tô the Prime Min-
ister a memorandum regarding the policy to be pursued in relation to
Newfoundland.

In his covering letter to Mr. King, Mr. Biggar had observed that certain of'
the decisions taken in regard to Newfoundland and referred to in the
memorandum were, in some degree, inconsistent with others. It would be of
assistance to Canadian members of the Board if the general principle which
would govern were to be as specifically defined as circumstances permitted..
The specific enquiry for direction was formulated by Mr. Biggar as follows:

Is it desirable that Newfoundland, outside the United States leased bases, should.
for the purposes of defence be treated so far as possible as a part of Canada, or-
should the United States be encouraged to assume responsibility for the defence

'Le nombre réel du personnel américain 'The actual number of United States per-1 Gander n'atteignit jamais plus qu'une frac- sonel at Gander never reached more than a
tion de ce nombre, fraction of this figure.
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of the country in order to permit the release of Canadian forces for service in

other areas?
Mr. Biggar's memorandum had been circulated to members of the War

Committee.See Mr. Biggar's memorandum of October 18th, 19411, re Newfound-
( with him,land. ) ations
21. THE PRIME MINISTER said that, in recent conv ^at Canada shouldview

the Governor of Newfoundlandhadd ÿ P â ÿ^^é United States.
assert her interests in Newfound ^

Canada should recognize her continuing intimate Bni^n. and conce
rn

II dian
Newfoundland which constituted ^t^^ted that Canadian responsibility ln
members of the Board should be
regard to the Island is accepted by th e

financial implications of
22. THE MINISTER OF FINANCE r made

Canadian policy in Newfoundland. Before further commitmen
ts

be prepa ed
a statement of existing U.S. and Canadian commitments

and examined. pointed
23. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOROâ v^iâr^e S

RVICE
C le.

out that U.S. expendi tures
able to etainlher own position and, at the same time,

Canada should be

S ^

to co-operate fully with the United States. It should be possible, for example

in
, respect of the Torbay aerodrome, to get over the legal di^i^ which
was held to prevent U.S. government expenditures where the

had no title.
24. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNA^AN

AFFAIRS
âi^Iâ was

that, while the vital nature of the Canadian
was probably not suffi

-ciently understood by the Canadian g the United King-mely,
dom,

appreciated by the other parties concerned ,
were

dom, the United States and Newfound land

apprehensive, both as regards Canada and the of extending U.S. assistance
United States.

25. MR. KING suggested that the possibiL y
under the lease-lend law, might be explored.

26. After further discussion, the War Committee ageed:. of the
(a) That the defence of Newfoundland was ^ for the

defence of Canada, and that, in agre g
after the war,

defence of the Island, it should be assumed ^Canadian interest;
Newfoundland would continue nto be Ua .S°go ernment undertake

(b) ; That the possibilities of having without
expenditures in connection with Newfoundland ^x cnsion of the
taking title to the property involved, and by the
provisions of the lease-lend law, should be of he Canadian Sec-

The Secretary was directed to advise the Chairman
tion of the Board of these decisions.

...
1

Sec Enclosure to Document 104.

i Voir la pièce jointe au document 104.
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104. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire à
Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 21 Ottawa, November 3, 1941

MOST SECRET

Sir,

I have the honour to enclose for your examination copies of the following
documents:

1. Memorandum entitled "Newfoundland" prepared by the Chairman
of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence;

2. Memorandum entitled "The Future Relations of Canada and
Newfoundland, addressed to the Under-Secretary of State for External
Affairs by the Secretary of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence;

3. A copy of the letter covering (1) above addressed to the Prime
Minister by the Chairman of the Canadian Section of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence;i

4. Copy of the letter in reply to (3) above addressed'to the Chairman
of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence by
the Clerk of the Privy Council.'

As you will observe from an examination of the documents listed above,
the Canadian Government has been giving careful attention to the question
of long range relationships between Canada and Newfoundland.

I shall be grateful if you will study these documents and let me have, at
your early convenience, whatever comments you wish to make on the ideas
and proposals set forth therein. You will, of course, realize the necessity for
treating this subject with the most complete secrecy and discretion.

I have etc.

NORriAN ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du président de la section canadienne de la CPCAD

Memorandum by Chairman of the Canadian Section of PJBD

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE RE: NEWFOUNDLAND

[Ottawa,] October 18, 1941

1. It is expected that at the next meeting of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence the United States members will suggest that facilities for the
operation of United States army aircraft should be provided at the recently
completed aerodrome near St. John's, Newfoundland. How sympathetically
such a proposal should be received by the. Canadian section depends in part
upon service exigencies, but in part also upon considerations of Canadian

Government policy.

2. The principal steps taken during about the last year in relation to
Newfoundland are six in number. The first was taken before the agreement
between the British and United States Governments ^^^^nasubsequently
bases by the latter on the island. The other five
to that agreement. These steps were:

(a) The assumption of certain responsibilities for the defence of
Newfoundland which have resulted in the stationing of units of the
Canadian forces and the construction of defence works and build-
ings at and near St. John's, at Gander Lake, and in the neighbour-
hood of Botwood and Lewisporte;

(b) The provision under agreement with the United States of accom-
modation and facilities for United States air forces at Gander Lake,
and the agreement to provide similar facilities at Botwood;

(c) The construction of an aerodrome primarily for fighter operation
at Torbay near St. John's;

(d) The arrangement that the British Government should meet the cost
of construction of a Naval Base at St. John's, the work to be
carried out by the Royal Canadian Navy, and the Base operated

by them;

(e) The undertaking by Canada instead of the United States of the
construction and operation of a new aerodrome at Goose Lake
[sic] (Northwest River) in Labrador; and

(f ) The decision that the rehabilitation and re-equipment of the
Newfoundland Railway should be financed and overseen by the
United States rather than by Canada and the Canadian National
Railways.

3. Disregarding all considerations except those affecting the prosecution of
the war as it is now being waged, the commonsense course for Canada would
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be to let the United States assume every responsibility it is prepared to
assume on this side of the Atlantic, and thus free all possible Canadian forces
for service in the critical theatre overseas. By so doing part at least of the
Canadian forces presently in Newfoundland might be replaced by United
States forces, and no further Canadian forces detailed for duty there, for
example at Torbay.

4. The advisability of adopting such a programme depends, however, not
only on how soon the United States may be expected to become a full
belligerent, but also upon what it is considered desirable that the future
relations of Canada and Newfoundland should be.

5. From a strictly military standpoint apart from the existing war situation
two views are open. One of these is that Canada must continue strongly to
assert her vital interest in Newfoundland owing to the position of the island
in relation to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The other is that having regard to
the relative national strengths of Canada and the United States it is of no
real military significance whether the undefended boundary between the two
countries runs eastward from Juan de Fuca Strait only to Passamaquoddy
Bay or bends northward and continues to Hudson Strait.

6. If political considerations are taken into account the question arises
whether a British colony should be allowed without Canadian opposition to
fall into United States control, or whether, on the other hand, Canada
desires to face the financial burden which ultimate assumption of responsi-
bility for the civil Government of Newfoundland would almost certainly
entail.

7. The expenditures incurred by Canada for the defence of the island either
directly by Canadian forces, or indirectly by providing accommodation for-
United States forces are already heavy. They are, however, probably small by
comparison with those made by the United States. The local phrase compar-
ing the scales of outlay and explaining the difference between them is: "The
United States is here for a hundred years; Canada only for the duration".
While the Congress continues to make generous provision for the construction,
equipment and manning of United States bases, the local comparison may
become even more unfavourable:

8. Under United States law the United States Government is not free to
incur expenditure for works on land to which it has no title. It was for this
reason that the accommodation for the United States forces at Gander Lake
was provided by Canada. The same difficulty will arise if accommodation for
a United States detachment is to be made at Torbay.

9. It would in the circumstances greatly assist the Permanent Joint Board
if some general indication could be given of the line which it is considered
desirable that Canada's future policy in relation to Newfoundland should
follow.

O. M. B[IG(3AR]
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[PIÉCE JOINTE 2/ ENCLOSURE 2]

Mémorandum du secrétaire de la section canadienne.dla CPCADi
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurs

Memorandum f rom Secretary of the CanadciënaiSection sf PJBD'

to Under-Secretary of State for External

October 18, 1941]

THE FUTURE RELATIONS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

1. In connection with the work of the Permanent Joint Board on D^teiy
the solution of whichproblems are constantly arising,

easier if we could have an indication of some clear and ,
^D^t solution

which the Canadian Government proposes to follow g a Colonel
of the long range problems of Canadian-Newfoundland relations.
Biggar has prepared and presented to Council a memorandùm in which he
has indicated certain points at which present decisions should be taken only
in the light of the principles embodied in such a fundamental or basic policy.
As yet no such policy exists. A copy of Col. Biggar's memorandum is

attached hereto.
should answers

2. The basic questions to which such a policy provide

are these:
A. Should Canadian policy be predicated upon the ?sumption that

B.

C.

Newfoundland must eventuall y
ove

enter
e tnendeavour to hasten thatIf so, should the Canadian Grnm

development, or should matters be allowed to develop without

stimulation from Ottawa?
If not, should Canada continue to take the prime ^P^ Vé that
for Newfoundland defence or should we be p p

d

duty taken over by the United States?
3. It would be easy to prepare an extended argument which would

b dshow that admission of Newfoundland into the Dominion would

and Mat Canada woul ave no g
the United States to take over full and sole responsibility for the defence
of Newfoundland.

4. There are really only two arguments against the adoption of this course;

it would not be consistent with Canadian dignity, and it would be contrary
to the sentiment of the people in Newfoundland, Canada and Britain alike.

d b left

(a) increase, rather than reduce, Canadian economlc ut ens,

(b) multiply the political dilemmas of Confederation;
(c) add new and perhaps insoluble social problems to the difficulties

with which Canada is already faced in this field;
d h thin to in-se but tnuch to gain by allowing

• the third possibility• that Newfoundlan5. There is, of course, • ..
in its present constitutional position and that defence respons.^bil^ties should

3I;. L. Keenleyside.
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continue to [?]1 Washington and Ottawa. Apart from the anom[aly the] situa-
tion creates there there is the reasonable pr[esumption that] Britain may well
soon tire of paying the defi[cit of a] colony that is geographically, eco-
nomically and [politically] a North American problem. If this should happen
[some] constitutional change would be inevitable.

6. All things considered it would seem to be lik[ely] that Canada must
prepare eventually to accept Newfoundl[and] as a tenth partner in Con-
federation. This being the ca[se] would it not be wise for the Canadian
Government, without trying in any way to hasten the ultimate union, to take
its present decisions in regard to the practical problems arising in Newfound-
land in accordance with this assumption? We could then have a simple and
consistent rule upon which to base our day to day decisions.

105. 1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State for
External Affairs

DESPATCH 91 St. John's, December 3, 1941
MOST SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your most secret despatch No. 21 of Novem-

ber 3, 1941.
2. The only comment I would make is to say that I am glad that after

many years someone in Canada had vision enough to see what Lord Balti-
more saw over three hundred years ago when he described Newfoundland as
"a key to the gulf of Canada which if the English were in possession they
might give the law to all foreign kings."

3. May I also add that my comment is cntirely apart from the question
of Newfoundland entering the Canadian Confederation. That would be
an impractical proposition for Canada unless it met with the approval of
a sub;tantial majority of the people of Newfoundland. That approval would
certainly net be given at the present time. Whether such approval would be
given at a future time depends upon developments. An essential preliminary
step is the re-education of Newfoundlanders about Canada and Canadians-
and that problem is one to which we should all give more thought than
perhaps we are now doing.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

'La seule copie disponible de ce document 1 The only available file copy of this docu-
fut endommagée. les mots ou les lettres ment was mutilated. Words or parts thereof,
apparaissant entre parenthèses furent ajoutés appearing in parentheses, bave been added
dans un effort de reconstruction visant à in an attempt to complete those sentences
compléter les phrases partiellement amputées. partially destroyed.
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L'AÉROPORT DE GANDER ET LA BASE D'HYDRAVIONS BOTWOOD

GANDER AIRPORT AND BOTWOOD SEA PLANE

1156-D-39
106.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundland

TELEGRAM 13
Ottawa, June 14, 1940

SECRET. The Canadian Government having reviewedthe a mat ter of the
defences of Newfoundland in the light of existing conditi stationedons

it would be advisable to have additional defence forces
lane base. The

Newfoundland for protection of aerodrome and Botwood seaP
Forces- considered desirable for the purpose are one flight of bomber recon-

naissance aircraft to be stationed at the Newfoundland 3ebecome avail-

able.

by one flight of fighter aircraft when suitable aircraft bat-
talion Also a military force for ground protection co^^o N^o ndland
talion with personnel of other arms attached as required. will proceed
authorities approve it is proposed that a reconnaissance party Unwhether
by air as soon as practicable. May we have prompt reply i s thorities.
sending of reconnaissance party is approved by Newfou

ndland
Newfoundland authoritiesa

Canadian Government would also be glCommissiont oh
f

o

Government of New-
consider in the meantimewô^se e a share of the responsibiliry involved
foundland would be prepared
in these measures and an early reply on this point would be appreciated.

1156-D-39
107.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 14
Ottawa, June 15, 1940

MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. My telegram No. 13, June 14th.

We find that if proposed arrangement were acceptable to your Government

it would be possible to send military forces for ground protection by vessel
leaving afternoon of Sunday June 16th. We should greatly appreciate it if you
found it possible to reply by noon Sunday or as early as possible thereafter.

1156-D-39
108.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs
St. John's, June 16, 1940

TELEGRAM
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Infantry Brigade. The Commission of Gôvern-
ment have examined proposals contained in your telegram No. 13, secret,
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June 14th for defence of Newfoundland airport and Botwood seaplane base,
and approve them. The proposed visit of reconnaissance party may take place
at your convenience. Moreover the Commission accept in principle suggestion
that it should assume a share of the responsibilities involved but before a
financial burden of this nature can be assumed we feel that we must seek the
views of the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. You will, we know,
appreciate that in existing circumstances the financial share which we can
assume must necessarily be small.

109.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM

St. John's, June 16, 1940
MOST IMMEDIATE. Your No. 14 of June 15th. We agree.

110.
DND HQS 7410

Le chef d'état-major général au conunandant de district, Québec

Chief of the General Staff to District O,(ficer Commanding, Québec
TELEGRAM G.S. 0371 Ottawa, June 16, 1940
MOST IMMEDIATE. Rusli. SECRET. Following for Officer Commanding
Black Watch from Chief of General Staff. You will command army detach-
ment proceeding Newfoundland. Detachment R.C.E. procceding separately
will come under your command when it arrives Newfoundland. Your task will
be protection Newfoundland Airport and Botwood Seaplane Base against
sabotage and or ground atta6k by enemy armed forces. You will also provide
small arm anti-aircraft defence to above localities. You will be provided with
National Defence cipher by D.O.C. M.D. Five. This cipher will be used all
messages. On arrival contact Newfoundland authority and arrange telegraphic
address notify N.D.H.Q. same when arranged. N.D.H.Q. telegraphic address
Defensor. Pending receipt telegraphic address communication with you will
be through External Affairs Ottawa and Newfoundland authorities. Separate
instructions regarding your relation Newfoundland authorities will be sent
later.

111.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrItaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM St. John's, June 16, 1940
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram No. 14, secret. Please advise
.Immediately where and when vessel will arrive, number of personnel and
^Vhere it is intended to send them. Will they have complete camp equipment
and for what period will they have rations.
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1156-D-39
112.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of New f oundlar

TELEGRAM 15
Ottawa, June 16, 1940

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. My telegram No. 14, June 15 and y all r e
aak^l ^ves

today. Black Watch of Canada, strength approxumately 900

Quebec by S.S. Antonia on Monday, June 17th, and will
of protecg

approximately 8 a.m., June 20th, for the purpose
airport and seaplane base.

Will you please make necessary arrangements for disembarkation of troops
and stores, and also for special troop and goods trai.n to proceed to destination
as soon as possible after disembarkation is completed. Full camp equipment
will be carried and rations for thirty days.

1156-D-39
113.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérie^ses

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External A flai
St. John's, June 17, 1940

TELEGRAM view
IMMEDIATE. SECRET.

Your telegram June 16th. Secret. No. 15. In

of size and draft of vessel and having regard to rock ^ceû^obstruction at l^se ship

of St. John's harbour and gener ad^^^â ^e m^el should proceed to
inside the harbour, we strongly water, wharfageis deep
Botwood instead of St. John's. At the latter pne^^eto Newfoundland airP°^
space and train facilities and it is actually
Please advise immediately that ship has been instructed accordingly and
inform us as to date of arrival at Botwood.

114.

S 30-3
C C RET

NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le commandant de l'aviation, région aérien de l'Est,

au commandant, aéroport de Gander

Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Ar^tommand,
to Officer Commanding, Gander P

Halifax, June 17, 1940

E
SUBJECT: AIR DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

1. A review of the Air Defence of Newfoundland has been made 'band it is

considered expedient to take every precaution to prevent ^e
^ object of

the Enemy seizing undefended air bases in that y
conducting air operations against important objectives on the Atlantic
Coast and shipping off the Atlantic Coast.
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2. Two organized air bases exist in Newfoundland. One base is the New-
foundland Airport situated on the main line of the Newfoundland Railway at
Gander Lake. The other air base is the Seaplane Station located at Botwood.
Enemy possession of the Newfoundland Airport would give control of the
Newfoundland Railway and the Seaplane Base at Botwood where enemy ships
could unload war supplies for the Seaplane Base or for transportation by rail
to the airport. All shipment of ore and paper from Botwood to England by
boat would thus be prevented, and air attacks could be carried out on the
Port of St. John's, Bell Island iron mine, Bishop's Falls and Grand Falls
pulp and paper mills and the lead and zinc mines at Buchans.

3. Enemy possession of the Newfoundland Airport or the Seaplane Base at
Botwood would bring enemy aircraft within 283 miles of Sydney, N.S. and
451 miles of Halifax. Enemy aircraft would also be able to attack and destroy
our shipping through the Strait of Belle Isle and Cabot Strait.

4. Your flight of 5 Digby aircraft is based at the Newfoundland Airport
for the following duties:

(a) General Reconnaissance of the East Coast of Newfoundland
from Cape Race to Belle Isle in the Strait of Belle Isle, and to
seaward from the East Coast of Newfoundland

(b) An Air Striking Force for delivering bombing attacks on any enemy
ships located within range of the aircraft based at Newfoundland
Airport

(c) Local Air Defence of the Newfoundland Airport and Seaplane Base
at Botwood

(d) Anti-aircraft Defence of the Newfoundland Airport.
5. During General Recongaissance particular attention is to be paid to any.

ships which cannot be identified as proceeding on a legitimate route in the
Newfoundland Coastal Trade, or shipping route to and from the Atlantic
Coast. Close liaison is to be established with the Senior Naval Officer, St.
John's, and information obtained as to the name, nationality, time of sailing
and route of all ships using Eastern Newfoundland ports. A careful watch is
to be kept on East Coast bays, which extend inland to the vicinity of the
Newfoundland Railway, in order to ensure that enemy ships do not enter
these bays with the object of disembarking a landing party and munitions.

6. Attached is a mapl showing 2 patrols covering the East Coast of New-
foundland. These patrols are Number 1 which extends from Cape Race to
Fogo Island and Number 2 from Fogo Town to Gull Island centre of north
channel, Strait of Belle Isle, Partridge Point then Base.

7. Orders for those patrols will quote patrol (1) or patrol (2) or both. In
addition to these patrols other special patrols to sea may be ordered which
Will be defined by the bearing and distance from some definite feature of the
Newfoundland Coast.

1 Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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8.
Orders for ^patrols will be transmitted to you on forms GRFEN and

will be in R.A.F. Station Cypher. In this connection you are to ensure
all officers of your Flight are instructed in the use of this high grade cypher.

Force
9. Serviceable aircraft not on patrol are to stand

each
an Air

the^nweather
and for Local Air Defence from dawn to dusk eah day, unless
is totally unfit for flying.

10. Lewis Guns for Anti-aircraft Defence of II^Newfo^â
effe

dortat are
all

to be placed so that c pin le^e^ntre of the runway "V" opposite the ad-

ministration
The high ground purpose. Gun positions

ministration Building is particularl âsw^
wall sand bags. They are also to be

are to be dug in and protected by or the
,camoufiaged so as to give no indication of their location ofrom neP^mature
ground until it becomes necessary to bring the guns ln
disclosure of these Anti-Aircraft Defence positions to any attacking enemy
aircraft is to be avoided since by so doing while the enemy isposition totthe
range will effect no useful purpose andw^l bôm^^^ I^o^ appear ad-
visable so that he can put it out of action by ing
visable to withhold fire until the enemy aircraft is in the process °^^^nder

and then only those guns nearest the^nemy aircraft that might attempt
to stay concealed to deal with any other
-to land on a different part of the runways. should be

11. The Military Forces being sent to the Newfoundland Airport
organized to deal with parachute troops or raiding parties i^na^p^^g^C ,nS
the Airport from the direction of the Railway. The transmitting
W/T Stations should be well protected against raid by parachute troops or

raiding parties on the ground.

.- 12.^You are to arrange with the W/T Station at the Newfoundland
Fo^

Reconnaissance
to maintain a constant listening watch on your General
iquency while aircraft are on patrol.

"13. You are to also arrange for the Meteorological Officer at the Airport to
keep your Aircraft on patrol informèd of any weather conditionsi^^^erevelopirts

which may prevent the safe return of be âVailabletforhthe information of your
for Sydney and Halifax should also
Aircraft while on patrol. landing fields

w 14. Information is to be obtained of* all possible emergencymake a safe landingand beaches in Newfoundland where your Aircraft might
under stress of bad weather conditions or for other cause, and th^j information
^hould be made known to all pilots and navigators of your 40t ghm to be

15. The general instructions of Opera^^ tentative and will be con-
^observed in your operations. These instructions
fumed and altered later by a suitable Appendix to the Operation Order.

N. R. ANDERSON
Air Commodore

I Non reproduit. f s Not printed.
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115. NPA 5-5-5-2
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECRAM 311 [St J hn' J. o ,] une 18, 1940

1156-D-39
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

our responsibiLty have arisen.

-.T 11 a
at airport and Botwood will commence forthwith, No further questions as to.. .

as arnved at auport. It is probable mat construction of necess uarter

now en route to Botwood with 900 troops equipped and provisioned for one
month. Botwood should be reached June 20th. Meantime a flight of 5 planes

on or defence of airport and air base. We agreed and S.S. Antonia

telegraphed on June 16th asking our permission to embark immediately a
b ttali f

SECRET. My telegram secret No. 355 of June 16th.' Canadian Government

116.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAAi 16 Ottawa, June 18, 1940
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. A unit of the Canadian Active Service Force, con-
sisting of Officers 21, warrant Officers 1, Staff Sergeants and Sergeants 46,
Rank and File 781, with one Supply Officer and two Clerks attached, em-
barked on the S.S. Antonia and sailed at 1515 hours, E.S.T., on the 17th
June, 1940.

Upon receipt of secret cypher from the Governor of Newfoundland dated
17th June, S.S. Antonia has been advised to proceed to Botwood, and the
approximate day and hour of arrival are Friday A.M., June 21 st. Confirma-
tion of exact time will be sent when available. '

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External ADairs

TELEGR"t St. John's, June 19, 1940
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram of June 18th. Please advise
ummediately how unit will be distributed as between Botwood and New-
foundland airport and any other destination.^..._._ ,,

N0Q reproduit. i Not printed.
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1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État. aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundlan

TELEGRAM 19
Ottawa, June 20, 1940

MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Part I. Your telegram
task is to protect

.already issued to Officer Commanding Black Watch that his
Newfoundland airport and Botwood seaplane base from sabotage and ground
attack. Also to provide small arm anti-aircraft protection

Commanding Black
Actual distribution of force therefore rests with Officer

Watch. In con-
tinuation H. Following for Officer Commanding Black Watch.Ô fg dispositions

G.S. 0371 dated 16th June, 1940. In making y P

-defence of Newfoundland airport is of primary importance. Ends.

NPA S-5-5-2
119.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 470
[London,] June 23, 1940

SECRET . Your telegram of the 16th June No. 355•1 Ŷour telegram
Canadian

June No. 371.1 We note arrangements made Newfoun
40overnments for defence of Airport and Air Base.

advised
keep

me informed of developments. I should also wish
further discussions with Canadian Government on financial side.

Your telegram of June 6th No. 3242 has now to some extent been over-
taken by subsequent events. As regards more general question

Ô Newfoundland
you should know the view taken here Nô ooff 10th3 but we will of
^till remains as stated in my telegram
course keep position under view and,you would at once be informed of any

-change in situation.

Skelton Papers 395
120.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extirieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External A f Jairs

TELEGRAM
St. John's, June 25, 1940

SECRET. Following for Secretary, Department of National Defence, from

.Officer Commanding Black Watch, Begins. All equipment and stores un-rt ^ wherc
loaded. Battalion established Botwood and NewfoundlanéfA^nds.
I^eadquarters have been set up. Will make full report la

Non reproduit i Not printed.

2 Document 82.
4 Document 73.
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121.
.1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 21
Ottawa, July 2, 1940

SECRET. Following from Defensor for Officer Commanding Black Watch
Begins. Submit urgently appreciation of situation which would arise should
enemy attempt to land either by air or water and seize existing facilities,
bearing in mind primary importance of Newfoundland Airport.

Newfoundland Minister of Justice, Mr. L. E. Emerson, now in Ottawa
has been pressing for small detachments for protection St. John's, Lewisporte,
Argentia and Bell Island. Would such detachments be of any value in
your main responsibility.

Report on nature country in vicinity Botwood, Lewisporte and New-
foundland Airport also required.

Report your telegraphic address in order that we may communicate with
you by National Defence Cipher. Ends.

122.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External AQairs

TELEGRAM St. John's, July 3, 1940

Following for Secretary, Department of National Defence from Officer
Commanding Black Watch, Begins. Telegraphic address of Red Hackle Air-
port, Newfoundland has been approved. Conferences have been held over
week-end with Newfoundland authorities and my report' will await Mr.
Emerson's arrival this week. Ends.

123. NPA GN1/3 '320 35

Le commandant de la force d'escorte navale de la MR
au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Commander of RN Ocean Escort Force to Governor of Newfoundland

PERSONAL Halifax, July 6, 1940
Dear Sir Humphrey [Walwyn],

: We had a visit from J. D. Cunningham2 last week, flying his flag in the
Devonshire. He had been all through the Norway show, eventually evacuating
the King of Norway, Olaf, his suite and twenty ladies, in his ship.

i Nou reproduit. I Not printad.
I VIes`unlral. commandant du premier 2 Vice-Admiral. CommaadiaY First Cruiser

es"dte de croiseurs de ls Marine royale. Squadron, Royal Navy.
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He flew up to see C.N.S. at Ottawa to try and shake them up. He told me
until you have seen the Hun at work, it is impossible to realise what losses
they are prepared to sustain in ships, aircraft or men, provided they gain their

object. of the
He was extremely worried about Botwoodl, and I eô^ e aa re CO.^erest.ing

notesz he took up to Ottawa. The first two paragraphs Y

to you but I thought you would like to see them all.
I have sent a copy to the Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies.

Yours sincerely,
STUART S. BONHAM-CARTER

124.
Skelton Papers 395

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELECRAM 30
Ottawa, July 23, 1940

SECRET. Major-General T.V. Anderson is leaving shortly to inspect
Canadian troops at Newfoundland Airport and Botwood. Method of transport
not yet determined. He will visit St. John's and would be glad to discuss
military defence matters. General Anderson will notify you of dates later.

125.
11,56-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

SECRET Ottawa, August 5, 1940

Dear Sir Gerald [Campbelll,
May I refer to your letter dated the 26th March, 1940,3 on the subject of

the defence of Bell Island , in %"-pon Bay,
Canada dand alSOOf Newfoundlande

broader questions affecting the d etter^ouf ted out that the Commission^^In the second paragraph of jour 1 y po
Government of Newfoundland confirmed that the air bases at1B Air rcc,

and
Newfoundland airport were at the dispos
either for the defence of Canada or of Ne^o

^ d. ^aven rcccivcd the
A ifollowing request from the Department of National Dcfence for r:

% Le ^^^w Cmmireh= Pel"
i wu evidentlY

demment davantage à Gander «à Botwood. thiaiia^ moto of Gander ÙM Of I3otwoo4.
1

,s Non reproduites. , • Not printed.
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Recently one flight of a Royal Canadian Air Force squadron has been located
at the Newfoundland Airport. In accordance with the revised plans for the defence
of Canada, however, it is proposed to develop the air defence at Newfoundland
Airport to the extent where the present accommodation and facilities will be totally
inadequate. The proposed air defence forces at Newfoundland will require
facilities for at least one Fighter and two Bomber Reconnaissance Squadrons, which
will necessitate the erection and installation of services of the items contained
on the attached paper, Appendix "A".1

The Department of National Defence is prepared to proceed at once with the
necessary construction work, the expenditure having been approved.

Prior to proceeding, however, it is desired that the Newfoundland Government be
approached regarding the provision of land, right-of•ways, etc., this to be at no
cost to the Canadian Government, and, procuring their consent to the erection
and installation of the buildings and services as listed.

If this consent is granted, the Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command,
will be instructed to co-operate with the representatives of the Newfoundland
Government as to suitable siting of the buildings and services.

in view of the urgency of the work and the desire of the Canadian Government
to make as much progress as possible before winter sets in, it is desired the consent
of the Newfoundland Government should be requested with the least possible
delay, please.

I should be grateful if you would bring this matter to the attention of the
Commission of Government in Newfoundland, if possible by telegram, in
order that substantial progress may be made with the matter before wintet
sets in.

Yours sincerely,

O. D. SKELTON

126.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Cornmissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa,'August 7, 1940
My dear Dr. Skelton, ,
.- With reference to my lettcr of the 6th August,z I write to tell you that I
have to-day received a reply from the Governor of Newfoundland in regard
to the destre of the Canadian authorities to establish incrcased air defence
forces at Newfoundland airport.

The Governor of Newfoundland will provide the spccificd land and rights
.of way, etc. at no cost to the Canadian Govcrnment and will consent to the,rection and

installation of the buildings and services mentioned.
Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL

, Non teproduit• ' Not printed.
A1'on reproduite. • Not printed.
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127.
DND HQS 7410

Le chef d'état major général au général commandant en chef,
région navale de l'Atlantique

Chief of the General Staff to General Officer Commanding in Chief,
Atlantic Command

SECRET
[Ottawa,] August 20, 1940

I am directed to imform you that recent reports of the Inspector General

and the Captain of H.M.S. Caradoci indicate that the military camp at Bot-

wood presents a very conspicuous target from the sea and air. improvement
2. The Inspector General also reports that there Boo df and Airport.

with regard to the matter of field defences at both
3. I am to request, therefore, that appropriate action be taken to ensure that

the conditions referred to above will be improved as soon as possible.
J. C. M[uRCx1El

SOUS-SECTION ili/SüS-SECTION iii

LA DÉFENSE DES INSTALLATIONS NAVALES

NAVAL DEFENCES

128.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 29
Ottawa, July 19, 1940

SECRET. Following from J. L. Ralston, Minister of National Defence. Be-

g'ins, We are considering practicability of operational Naval Base in New-
foundland subject of course to Newfoundland's concurrence and cooperation.
An;offlcer from our Naval Services is ready to go at once for purpose of
consultation with your Government regarding possibilities and most advan-

tageous location and nature of development. Please advise if you concur. If so
how soon can you receive our officer. Ends.

le document 130. ta section de te ' See Document 130. The part of this

document concernant Botwood n'at - pas document which concerns 13otwood is not

reproduite. printed.
^.;
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 26
St. John's, July 20, 1940

SECRET. Your telegram No. 29, Secret, July 19th. Following for Mr.
Ralston, Minister of National Defence. Begins. Following upon prior re-
quest of Naval Headquarters, Ottawa to which we had agreed, H.M.S.
Caradoc arrived this morning carrying sailing orders No. D. 030-1/3, July
17th,' from Commodore Jones, S.O., Halifax, of which copy should now
be at Naval Headquarters, Ottawa. We assume this will cover subject
matter of your message. Ends.

130.
DND HQS 5119-Y

Le commandant du H.M.S. Caradoc au commodore commandant
le détachement d'Halifax

Commanding Officer, H.M.S. Caradoc to Commodore Commanding
Halifax Force

[H.M.S. Caradoc], August 1, 1940
With reference to your No. D. 030-1/3 of 17th July, 19401, the attached

report is submitted.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

. Rapport du commandant du H.M.S. Caradoc
Report by Commanding Officer of H.M.S. Carâdoe

INTELLIGENCE REPORT-NEWFOUNDLAND

Ii.Ai.s. Caradoc's REPORT NO. 280/011 D T D a^T AUGUSis
1940

1940

Area
General Remarks

The area covered by this report stretches from Cape Race up the East Coast
of Newfoundland to Goose Cape to the north of Hare Bay. Only a few har-
bours could be covered in the time available, but they were considered th
most suitable after consultation with the Naval Oflicer-in-Charge at St. John's
Who had already given the matter considerable attention.
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DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND-GENERAL

Naval weather
8. Although there are any number of harbours, well protsect^el ^a^a

advanced baseasand far from the beaten track, eminently suitable for use
for an enemy raider or submarine, it is considered that exthe

tre
number of

mely for
fishing boats which abound everywhere would make it e

Y difficult

one to do so undetected, provided that it is impressed upon
seenrn ar the

they must remain undetected and report any unusual
coast. Some similar organisation for rewards as given in A.F.O. 837/401

might be instituted.
9. Certain harbours, of which particularsgi ven

for shipsat special services.
considered suitable for use as an advanced base

on

Harbours Visited
22. Pages 5-192 of this report give particulars of the harbours visited by

H.M.S. Caradoc.
A table of harbour facilities in the area, a report io

n communication
ncluded in Appendices

tems and a list of immediate recommendations are

Al, Bi and G. Chart 2983

St. John's
Chart 298^

1: Harbour, Berthing etc.
An excellent harbour, well protected from bad weather with good holding

ground. Berths are available alongside for ships up to 0for a number
drawing 30 feet of water, and there 1I a^poleaccomm odation

ssels alongside. More
of small vessels such as minesweepe
room could very simply be made in the anchorage by shifting the hulk

Briton to a more convenient position, or by mooring buoys.

2. Communications
It is the terminus of railway, coastal shipping and telegraph communica-

tions

mnni^e

tions in Newfoundland, and is connected by road to most places
Avalon Peninsula. There is no road yet to the main part of the island from
the Peninsula.

There is a small seaplane base on Quidi Vidi close northward of the city.

3. Supplies G-A water can be supplied

Arrangements could be made with the Imperial Oil Company to maintain

Supplies of food are readily available in bulk.
to ships alongside but there are no water boats in the port.

Coal, gasoline and Diesel oil are all available, but not oil fuel at present.

stocks of oil fuel at about three months notice, it is understood.

'Non reproduit. i Not printed.
I attl riated.

• Reproduits partiellement. p y p 4

• Non reproduite. • Not printed.
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4. Docks, Repair Shops and Lifting Appliances
There are good repair facilities and machine shops owned by the New-

foundland Railway, which is a Government concern. There is also a modern
graving dock, 575 feet by 70 feet with 27 feet of water on the sill.

There is a 40 ton crane.

5. Hospitals, Medical Service, etc.

There are several hospitals and a number of doctors resident in St. John's.
6. Accommodation

Accommodation for Base and/or Depot staffs and necessary offices is
readily available in buildings on or near the quayside. One building, suitable
for 50-60 ratings, will be falling vacant during August. Accommodation for
harbour defence guns' crews is available at Fort Amherst.

7. Ice,Conditions

St. John's has the great advantage over other ports in Newfoundland in
being almost ice-free. The harbour is seldom blocked for more than a week,
and some years not even that. Navigation can however be made difficult on
account of icebergs in the approaches.

8. Access, Navigational Considerations and Proximity to Focal Areas
The harbour is easy of access and is provided with a wireless D/F station

which can also be used as a Fog Radio Beacon on request or by arrangement.
It is only 60 miles from the Cape Race area, and 285 miles from the Belle

Isle Strait.

9. Harbour Defence

The present defences consist solely of an anti-submarine net across the
entrance, which can be lowered to permit of entry of shipping. This net has
a 10 ft. mesh, and when raised is at present brought up to [within] 8 feet of
the surface, to allow passage of small motor-boats etc.

The entrance channel is narrow and rocky, and it is doubtful if a sub-
marine would ever try and dive in, but, although a difficult shot, torpedoes
might be fired up the channel to hit a vessel at anchor or alongside one of
the main wharves. It is therefore thought that a modern anti-torpedo baffle
net would be of much greater value.
. Good sites for guns and accommodation for their crews exist at Fort
Amherst on the south side of the entrance, but no guns can be obtained.

The harbour lends itself readily to modern anti-torpedo net defence and
cuùld be very easily defended by the minimum number of guns. The best
1^erths in the harbour arc at present exposed to gunfire from seaward, and
Cou1d easily be bombarded by a submarine.

10. Military Aspect.
Even if an enemy force were not to attempt an entrance to the harbour,

^ete are several beaches, not far distant, on which troops and armoured fight-
108 vehicl 1cs cou d bc landcd in boats and horse boats or motor landing craft
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carried in a raider, and there does not seem to be much ^^ta mobile
country inland from the beaches. It would therefore ppe
defence force, well equipped with light automatic weapons is required to

deal with them. the y seem comparatively
Although the beaches are good for landing, y many

easy to defend if positions can be taken up
inb

ut ,
rmation

the
rof
e

expected
for all to be permanently manned, the earliest^

ossibl b rockets
landing is essential and some communications

ns(of^which large numbers
or Verey lights-between the local fishing boats
always seem to be about) and a coast watching organisation would help

very materially in this area.
In general, St. John's is a difficult town to defend from Iandwû ds^ag

^t

any strength of determined enemy, eS^ be Y«^n ^n^„ on landing.
Armoured Fighting vessels, unless they

11. Conclusion val
St. John's is the best equipped port in Newfoundland for use a of athe

base. As the only ice free port in Newfoundland, and the t
railway, it has an important winter trade as the outlet of the mineral resources

of the interior. recommended that
At present it is entirely undefendedr It is one or two guns to defend the

it should be equipped as early as possible
harbour and with an examination service.

Germans orgamzed air bases in Norway, s o donc
land defences are most serious. I am not conversant a horit cssbut matters

seem
to

of
make thessuch e good,

importance
either-

that
by H

.M.S.hCaradoc's recommendations arc for-

warded.
Part one of my telegram No. 1316 August 8th.

Part two follows.

NPA GN1/3 320/35
131.

Le commandant en chef, région de l'Amérique et des Indes Occidentales,
d i Anurauté

Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies, to Admiralty

TELEGRAM 352
[America and West Indies Stationj August 8, 1940

Admiralty 352 repeated to Governor of Newfoundland [as No. wé6t Înd'es^
Headquarters Ottawa, from Commander in Chi^, b een question
Commanding Officer of H.M.S. Caradoc who ttawa,
of Newfoundland defences on instructions from Naval He^fHeadquarters, ^ccivcd

has handed me a copy of his report. This, together w t
from C.S.I. when be recently visited Halifax, on rapidity, with w

hich
ewfo de• • h ws that deficienc^es
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132.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le commandant en chef, région de l'Amérique et des Indes Occidentales,
à l'Amirauté

Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies, to Admiralty

TELEGRAM 352 [America and West Indies Station,] August 9, 1940

From Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies, Part 2 my telegram
No. 1316 August 9th. [sic] These are briefly:

(1) Examination Service and Battery required at St. John's.
(2) Examination Service and Battery required at Botwood.
(3) Organisation and regulations to prevent neutral and/or alien sea-

men etc. from landing from merchant vessels at Botwood, St. John's
and Bell Island.

(4) Removal of surplus aviation spirit from Botwood.
(5) Organisation for quick destruction of railway and also oil and

gasoline stocks at Lewisporte in event of alarm.
(6) Organisation for destruction or defence of railway and uncom-

pleted road foundation on neck of land joining Avalon Peninsula
to Newfoundland.

I further suggest immediate formation of Newfoundland R.N.V.R. at the
expense of the Home Government, and arming of Customs patrol vessels
and other available craft.

Captain V. L. A. Campbell late Senior Naval Officer at Trinidad where a
flourishing R.N.V.R. has been organised since the war began is now available
in Newfoundland for any services required of him.

133.
NPA GN1/3 320/35,

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Srcretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRArt 665 [London,] August 20, 1940,
IMPORTANT. SECRET. Your telegram of August 15th, No. 531.1 We
r̂ecognise that owing to collapse of France position has altered since my
telegram of May 10th, No. 276, Secret.2 We would prefer, however, to
postpone our observations on specific points mentioned by the Commander-
^n-Chief, America & West Indics, in his telegram No. 352, until we receive
,nport to which he refcrs, with his comments. At this stage we need only to,
say that it is unlikely, in the present circumstances, it will be possible to►
Provide assistance in material from United Kingdom resources.

-OCUmeat -73.
, Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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We are glad to learn of the visit of Canadian representatives to St. John's
and should be grateful if you will keep us fully informed of progress of

discussions-" With regard to possible financial coô ^e Canadian Secretary of
their attitude will be that set out in your telegram t

1
355.2

State for External Affairs, repeated in your telegram of June 16th, No.
844.No.Repeated to United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada

Ends.

NPA GN1/3 320/35
134.

L'Amirauté au commandant en chef, région de l'Amérique et des Indes
Occidentales

- Admiralty to Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies

[London,] August 22, 1940
TELEGRAM 557

Commander-in-Chief America and West Indies No. 557, repeated to
Governor of Newfoundland, Naval Service Headquarters dNo.

and Ovill
from

be
Admiralty. Recommendations in yours August 9th
fully considered on receipt of information as to proposed action by Canadian
authorities from Naval Service Headquarters, Ottawa.

AVoir le document 108. ^e
le document 171. ' sec Document 171. 1

• Documeat 108.1 Voir
• N riated

135.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le commandant en chef, région de rAtlantique et des Indies Occidentales, d
1 Anurauté

Commander-in-Chief, America and West Indies, to Admiralty

TELEGttAM 464 [America and West Indies Station,] August 25, 1940

Repeated to Governor of Newfoundland, from ^ Commande No-C552^
America & West Indies. Governor of Newfoundland s Telegram
to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. Concur in desirability of New-
foundland local Naval defences being responsibility of R.C.N. but I hope
that proportion of personnel reqûired will be provided by Ne ^c^ duties
Also that if necessary R.N Officers be loaned to assist R.C.N. in
observing that experienced R.C.N. Officers are very fully employed in thcir
own heavy expansion. questionsAt the risk of infringing on political and possibly financial q .

consider Naval and Air bases in Newfoundland should be Canadian, United

9 Non reproduit. ot D
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States of America having right to use only. Case is different to West Indies,
where United States of America object is direct defence of Canal Zone and
Caribbean and leased Bases are reasonable. In Newfoundland case, while
object is defence of United States of America, Canada, a First Class Power,
lies between and should be responsible for defence of North East gateway on
behalf of both parties. A third party assuming rights in Newfoundland will
in my opinion, lead to endless trouble in years to come. Strongly urge leases
of Bases in Newfoundland to United States of America be not granted if this
can possibly be avoided and provided Canada can undertake to provide
efficient Bases herself.

136.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

L'épicier de marine canadien principal, Halifax, au premier officier de marine,
St. John's

Senior Canadian Naval Officer, Halifax, Io Naval 0g1-cer-in-Charge,
SI. Johns -

TELEGRAM
Halifax, September 14, 1940

General Constantine, Commander Gow and Colonel Craig will be visiting
Botwood and St. John's by air and rail early next week.

Commander Gow has been instructed to contact you regarding site for anti-torpedo baffle St. John's.

137.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'E`tat aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur'de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundland

,TELEGRAAi 50 Ottawa, September 30, 1940
1

Arrangements are being made to move one Infantry (Rifle) Battalion to
St. John's as soon as satisfactory temporary accommodation can be arranged
kMemorial Hall or other suitable Building. It is not considered advisable
to put troops under canvas.
^-. It would be helpful if your officials would discuss the matter with Officer
.C°mmanding "W" . Force and District Officer Commanding at Halifax to
^.eXpedite investigation of the suitability and time available and cost of making
.^yntemporary quarters pending the completion of arrangements for per-
q , t hutments.
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1156-D-39

^1^

138.

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 48
[St. John's,] October 1, 1940

SECRET.
Your telegram No. 50, Sept. 30th. St. John's has been eahaustively

examined on several occasions for temporary accommodation for troops.

Generals Elkins and Constantine and your and Our eng^eeô ^^aessage
building suitable is Memorial University College (referr

your

as Memorial Hall), which is now in session with 170 universty students and
100 teachers in training. It is not a boarding establishment ^te^ ^ve class
authorities state that difficulties attendanttennoda^ ^^^ ^^g a period of three
accommodation, whilst great, would
months while buildings are being constructed. If your military advisers are
satisfied that military necessity justifies such action, we will order evacuation
of college. You should know, however that maximum accommodation

b aUOn ^i^s d5^

according to report of your and our engineers. Two weeks ^

prepare buildings after decision reached, and cost will be be
and

four thousand dollars exclusive of cost of alternative accommodation
installation of equipment, which is difficult to estimate but will not be ex-

cessive.

50218-40
139.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires,

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
[Boston,] October 2, 1940

Action by Canadian Army
C (a) Approval granted to send an additional infantry battalion to New-

foundland. Hutments now under construction in St. John's. One company
of this battalion will proceed on or about 1st November, remainder of bat-

,talion on or about 7th December. Approval granted for the setting up in
S./John's of an H.Q. Canadian Troops in Newfoundland. This will consist
of a Brigadier with an augmented brigade staff.

C(b) Approval granted- to install two 4.7 inch guns at S./John's at
two at Botwood. The pedestals for these guns are now under construction
Sydney. Installation of these guns should be complete by end of Decembcr.
It is intended to install two 10-inch guns at S./John's and two at Botwood
when received f rom the United States.
... :

/
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140. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au Gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External ' Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM [Ottawa,] October 3, 1940

Your telegram of 1st October No. 48. Accommodation for troops.

Revised decision is not (repeat not) to use Memorial Hall or other tem-
porary quarters but proceeding erection of permanent huts immediately,
moving Rifle Battalion to St. John's (Newfoundland) by Companies inde-
pendently as construction progresses.

l Ce télégramme fut également earoy6 au "This telegram was also sent to N al

Govcrnmcnt of Newfoundland.
7. It is presumed that this action is in accordance with the wishes of

ments for accommodation of personnel.
6. Request N.O.I.C. St. John's, Newfoundland make all necessary arrange-

ttawa, October 31, 1940

1. It is intended to institute a Naval examination service at St. John's, New-
foundland, to commence functioning 1st. December, 1940.

2. Naval Officer-in-Charge, Halifax is requested to arrange for personnel in
accordance with recommendations contained in his 501-8-1 of 7th.
October, 1940.2Provision of Naval Signal ratings for examination bat-
tcries is not however approved.

3. H.M.C.S. Ambler when released from duty vide N.S.H. Ottawa 1421/30
(not to N.O.I.C. St. John's) is to proceed to St. John's and assume
duties of examination vessel.

4. Naval O[i'icer-in-Charge, Halifax, is requested to make recommendations
regarding provisioà' of relief examination vessels for St. John's , New-
foundland. In this connection examination service Canso will probably
be discontinued December 5th. The establishment of a temporary Port
War Signal Station in Cabot Tower is approved.

5. Signal ratings as watch keepers will be required.

141. NPA S-4-2-2

Le quartier général de la Défense nationale au premier officier de marine,
St. John's

National Defence Headquarters to Naval O,Qicer in Charge, St. John's

TELEGRAM1 O

ar
premier officier de marine 1 Halifax et 1 Officer in Charge in Halifax and in Quebec

City.
. Non reproduit. 8 Not printed.
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required, from . one bay to another thereby avoiding the extremely compli-

h tt niant disadvan-

modated an no mercan pp
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des nulitacres

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service 111embers

Top SECRET
Victoria, November 14, 1940

143.
50218-40

early date.
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142.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 58
St. John's, November 6, 1940

SECRET. We were informed generally at meeting here with Minister for Air
and his colleagues on August 20thi of your desire to establish advance navalthere-
bases at St. John's and Botwood and examination services

Subsequently ourwith. This was noted in Minutes handed to your delegation.
representative learnt from the Permanent Joint ^e Government. You have
intended recommending these establishments to yo
probably overlooked the fact that the Canadian Government

t wish to do
to us their approval of these proposals, and you would
so before steps are taken to bring them into e ffect.

31
Nav

al from Naval Head-

quarters,
St. John's has received telegram dated October
quarters, Ottawa, requesting him to take certain steps for institution of
examination services at St. John's, which includes obtaining Government
approval of plan for management of St. John's Harbour and provision for
accommodation of personnel. Latter will call for expenditure on Naval Service
account and probably some construction, particularly with regard to port war
signal station. Telegram is silent on the question of provision of funds and
technical assistance in construction. As Naval Service Headquarters looks for
institution of this service by December 1st, situation should be clarified at an

tagës of being tied to one harbour only.

^ Volt le document 171. ' See Document 171.
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. . .

Action by the Canadian Army

(a) The newly appointed Commanding Officer, Canadian Troops in New-
foundland, has now taken up his duties.

(b) The accommodation for the Canadian Garrison in St. John's will be
completed by I st December. Elements of one Infantry Battalion have already
arrived in St. John's.

(c) Sites for the 4.7" and 10" armaments at St. John's and Botwood have
been tentatively selected and survey parties are now completing their work.

144.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au Gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Aflairs to Governor of Newfoundland

With reference to previous correspondence relating to the defence of New-
foundland, I have the honour to outline below the naval projects which the
Canadian Government proposes to undertake in order to carry out its obli-
gation to provide for the protection of the Island.

Sir,

SECRET , em er , 940
DESPATCH 9 Ottawa Nov b 20 1

Place Service
St. John's Examination Service

Examination Battery

Port War Signal Station
Boom Defence

Boom DefeqFe Depot

Botwood Examination Service

Examination Battery

Port War Signal Station

Boom Defence
Boom Defence Depot

Accommodation

Proposais

Supply and man two examination vessels;
Provide personnel for Examination Service
ashore.

Sited at Fort Amherst. Military taking
necessary action.

To be established primarily on Cabot Tower.
Provide Anti-torpedo baffle, removing
present Anti-submarine net.
Building a skidway near the Dry Dock and
construct a storage building for winter
rcpairs.

Provide two small examination vessels, to
be available opening of 1941 season.
To be sited at Phillips Head. Military are
taking action.

To build P.W.S.S. at Wiseman Head during
this winter.
To place an A/S net at entrance of Harbour.
To build depot, wharf etc. at the site
chosen inside Phillips Head.
To construct various buildings, including
administration building, depot workshop,
quarters for personnel, wharf and boathouse,
etc.
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In addition to the projects outlined above, the Canadian military authori-
ties are putting in fixed defences, consisting of a battery of two 6 inch guns

in each port. This is in addition to the Examination Battery and sites for these

guns were chosen during the recent combined Military and Naval recon-

naissance. and
I hope that the proposals outlined above will meet with your approval out.

that we may enjoy your co-operation in the steps necessary to carry them
I have etc.

W. L. MACKENZIE KING

145.
NPA S-4-2-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH
St. John's, December 6, 1940

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your despatch No. 9 of

November 20th in which you outline certain naval projects which the Cana-
dian Government propose to undertake in this country.

These proposals meet with the approval of the Commission of Government,
and the various Departments will extend to those entrusted with the carrying
out of these projects the fullest co-operation.

• I have etc.
HUAiPliREY WALWYN

146.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service litem bers

ToP SECRET New York, December 17, 1940

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Action by the Canadian Army
(a) Accommodation for one Infantry Battalion nt St. John's, Ncwfound-

land, now complete. About 775 men of the Battalion posted to St. John's
have now arrived.,

(b) Arrangements proceeding regarding installation of Coast Defenccs at

St. John's and Botwood:
.:.
Action by the Canadian Navy

T ba^c
(d) St. John's. Examination Service Is in operation. Ncts for Al
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will be on the spot by the 23rd of December but will not be placed in water
until spring, due to ice conditions.

Botwood. Plans in advanced state. Gear is expected to be in position to
lay as soon as ice goes out in the spring and Examination Service will be
installed with opening of navigation.

Belle Isle Area. Mobile base ship has been selected and will be ready for
use by early July when ice conditions allow for operations in this area.

147.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELECRAm 3 St. John's, January 7, 1941
SECRET. Consultations with G.O.C. at St. John's and Naval Officer in
Charge during the past few days have brought. sharply into relief dangerous
position of shipping which exists in St. John's Harbour, and we feel it our
duty to advise the Canadian Government of the facts.

On December 26th there were 46 merchant ships in the harbour, aggre-
gating 118,948 tons. Today there are 39 ships of 92,615 tons. Most of these
ships necd repair due to heavy weather, enemy action and machinery defects,
and others arc loading and discharging. With limited repair facilities available,
and notwithstanding every effort, the ships that sail are being constantly
replaced by new arrivals, and during the winter months it is expected that
approximately 100,000 tons of shipping will be daily in this port and open
to destruction with impunity by a raider.

Botwood is closed by ice and paper shipments are being loaded here.
The only gun defence consists of two 75 mm. French guns on field

mountings.

The Canadian aircraft at the airport could not, even in clear weather,
arrmve under an hour and a quarter, during which time the congestion of
ahipping could be subjected to unopposed shell fire.

53rd Battalion of Canadian unit assisted by our local militia is stationed
in the city to counter a landing party and an American infantry battalion
is due shortly.

We understand that it is advised that two 4.7 guns are to be mounted on
Signal Hill, and two 10 inch guns at Spearhead in the course of time, and
a.O.C. has urged you that these defences be rushed.^^.
^:. Under the circumstances we suggest for consideration, and in this the
a•O•C. concurs, the immediate provision of two modern 6 inch guns. We
feel th . . . . .at less than dus provision is inviting disaster to large volume ofî1^3..::_
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1156-D-39
148.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundlan

TELEGRAM 3
Ottawa, January 10, 1941

SECRET. With reference to your telegram of the ^ôII ^^'4.^4nch guns
Arrangements are being made to complete install ation

St. John's on temporary platform by the end of February. The two 10 inch
guns will be installed by the end of June.

Unfortunately no modern 6 inch guns are available, but it is possible that

the United States Army may be able to take some mobile 6 inch armament
with them to St. John's which will provide additional security until the

10 inch guns are mounted.
We recognize the importance of the considerations outlined n^ ^t^at

gram and would be glad to hasten the provision of a eq
were possible. The present programme, however, is the utmost that can be
promised in the light of eausting conditions.

1156-D-39
149.
Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CIRCULAR M. 8
London, January 17, 1941

SECRET. Newfoundland No. 45, Secret. We have had under consideration
the question of providing some form of fixed defences for relatively isolated
ports throughout the Empire which are of some commercial or other im-
portance, but for which it has not hitherto been possible to provide defences,
and which have not been included in category of Defended Ports. It is
thought that a certain number of such places may form attractive targets for
enemy raiders for destruction of trade facilities, or of shipping found in port.
With our present lack of cruisers we cannot hold out any hopes of German
surface raiders, which are known to be operating at the moment, being

• • • f hle the greater becomes the

It is moreover considere at o a ,
relatively low scale of defence should prove an effective deterrent. On the
other hand,' our available resources of guns which could be mounted for the
purpose are very limited, and we have to take into full account, in asscssing
claims of individual ports overseas, nccessity for maintaining the highest
possible scale of defences [against?j threat of German invasion of the' United

Kingdom.

• ' d th t raider far from its nearest as-,

e cy
becomes the temptation for raiders to attack our trade ports. b a

rounded up in their entirety in the near uture, w h i le

Ir.-;-- ' of our measures for protection of shipping at sea, the greater
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As Dominion Governments are aware, programme of modernization of
defended ports overseas is under constant review, and claims of each major
port are taken into careful account and are being met as production permits:
It should be emphasized that the present review is confined to minor ports
for which no fixed defences have yet been provided at all.

It is, however, suggested that the Dominion Governments should consider
whether in their reinforcements of defence areas there are any such places
which appear to them to be in urgent need of defence, and whether if guns
were provided that[sic] arrangements for mounting could be made and per-
sonnel be found and trained to man them. Any recommendations which may
result would be taken into most careful consideration, though so far as the
supply of guns from United Kingdom supplies is concerned, we should have
to bear in mind claims of other places in the Empire, including of course the
defence of the United Kingdom itself.

150.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, January 20, 1941

Action by the Canadian Army

(a) Surveys of the St. John's and Botwood areas have been completed and
sites selected for the proposed 4.7-inch and 10-inch batteries at each of
these points.

(b) The 4.7-inch battery at St. John's will be installed on temporary
. platforms by the end of February, 1941, the 4.7-inch battery at Botwood
by the end of March.

(c) The 10-inch equipment for St. John's will be mounted by the end of
June, 1941, and that for Botwood slightly later.
... ,.

I51.
1156-D-39-

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Conunission of Great Britain to Under,Secretary of State
for External Affairs

516K/38 Ottawa, January 21, 1941
My dear Dr. Skelton,

May I refer to telegram circular M.8 of the 17th January from the Secretary
State for Dominion Afiairs to the Secretary of State for External Affairs.
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regarding the question of providing some form of fixed def ence éor^reola o^er
isolated ports throughout the Empire which are of some comm

importance.
I have received a telegram from Lord Cranborne asking me to inform thequestion

Canadian Government that in the course of their examin ation
and Bell

the United Kingdom authorities have felt that St. John 's,
Island in Newfoundland are of particular importance and should be given
if possible a relatively high order of priority though, as indicated in telegramLord
M.8, the number of guns likely to be available will be va

er y
f rom the

Cranborne states that in this connection he has receiv
gram

Governor of Newfoundland reporting that, on the recommendation of the
General Officer Commanding and the Naval Officer in Charge, the New-

foundland authorities have asked the Canadian authorities
for the defence of St.

modern 6 inch guns at the earliest possible moment
John's and Botwood harbours. The United Kingdom authorities would be
glad to know whether they may assume that on considering telegram M.8 the
Canadian Government will take into account the needs of Newfoundland and
make their recommendations accordingly.

Yours sincerely,
w. C. xANKINSON

1156-D-39
152.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

TELECxANt 24
Ottawa, February 16, 1941

SECRET. Your secret circular telegram M.8, January 17, 1941. St. John's
is provided with two 75 mm. guns, and two 4.7" Coast Defence guns and it
is expected that a battery of two 10" counter-bomb mS°^tebs authorities
completed by June. It bas also been learned that United .
are sending the following guns to St. John's: four 155 mm. mobile guns,
four 3" A.A. guns; a number of light A.A. guns; all with ample supply of

ammunition.
The Canadian Government therefore feel that further defences for the Pol L

of St. John's are not required.
Other Newfoundland defences are as follows:

Botwood: preparations being made to complete by late summer instal-

lation of one 4.7" battery and one IN battery sunilar to those at St.

John's.
Bell Island: two 4.7" Coast Defence guns have been in netion for

several months.
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153.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

High Commissioner of Great Britain Io Prime Minister

IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET
[Ottawa,] April 8, 1941

My dear Prime Minister,

I have just been informed by telegraph by the Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs that a telegram in the following terms has been addressed
to the Governor of Newfoundland.

The Prime Minister has received a message from President Roosevelt, stating
that he was concerned at the possibility of raids by surface naval vessels against
Newfoundland which might, in addition to local damage, adversely affect the
construction of the United States bases. He was therefore proposing to send United
States forces to St. John's on a transport leaving New York on the 18th April,
arriving at St. John's on the 20th April. The forces consist of a half battery of
8 inch guns, to be mounted at St. John's, one squadron of three medium and three
heavy bomber aeroplanes, 57 officers and 575 men. The United States Government
propose to discuss the despatch of these forces to Newfoundland informally with
the Canadian authorities and to consult with their officers at St. John's as to the
mounting of the 8 inch guns there. It is added that the aeroplanes will occupy the
quartera constructed for their use by the Canadian Government.

The Prime Minister considers that the action proposed is to be welcomed as
affording valuable security to the island and has informed President Roosevelt
that he agrees.

Lord Cranborne adds that the United Kingdom Government recognise
that the Canadian Government have assumed certain responsibilities with
regard to the defence of Newfoundland. At the same time if is clearly of the
highest importance that the Canadian military authorities in Newfoundland
should work in close consultation with the Newfoundland Government with
regard to the arrangements which are now contemplated, and I have been
asked to invite the Canadian Government urgently to take the necessary steps
to ensure this.

Yours sincerely,

MALCOLM MACDONALD

154.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

^SECRET Ottawa, April 9, 1941
'•..

DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND-ADDITIONAL U.S. ASSISTANCE

31. TIlE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR read a lettcr from the
u•K. High Commissioner to the Prime Minister reporting that the Prime

^"^ç
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Minister of the United Kingdom had received a message from the President
of the United States stating that he was concerned at the possibili ty
by surface naval vessels against Newfoundland, and, th erefore, proposed

to send U.S. forces to St. John's in the near future. Th^ée forces
and

consist of a half battery of 8" guns, and one squadron of
three heavy bomber aeroplanes, in all 57 officers and 575 men. Mr. Churchill
had informed Mr. Roosevelt of his agreement to the proposal and the
U.K. government invited the Canadian government to take the necessary
steps to assure appropriate arrangements being made in Newfoundland.

(See letter of April 8th, 1941, from the U.K. High Commissioner,

to the Prime Minister.)

32. MR. POWER stated that, so far as air personnel
pweretb^

were
ng

concerned, the necessary steps for the reception of
taken. A request had already been made, in accordance with the Permanent
Joint Board's recommendation that a U.S. fighter squadron be despatched to
the Newfoundland Airport. This was not the force mentioned in Mr. Mac-
Donald's communication, though the bombers would be welcome.

It was strange that there had been no direct approach by the U.S. govern-
ment with regard to the forces mentioned by Mr. Roosevelt. The Permanent
Joint Board had been quite unaware of the Presidcnt's proposals in this

respect.

33. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE stated tha^eh ^ was n^^r

information as to the additional artillery for St. John's,
Roosevelt's message, and was doubtful when mountings could be made
available. It would be helpful if Brigadier Stuart, Vice-Chief of the General

Staff, could attend the meeting.

not heard of the proposed U.S. additions to Newfoundland defcncc.
present situation with respect to artillery protection for St. John's was as

follows:
4 6" guns were in position, supplied and manned by the United Statcs;

ard on Defcncc,

34. THE VICE-CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF, who entered the meeting
some minutes later, at the Committee's request, said that until now, he ,hlr%a c

doubtful if this could be accomplished by June the AM. I

It was no p ^
to mount the 8" guns which the President had now proposed to send. It was

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Under recommendations of the Permanent Joint Bo
2 4.7" guns, supplied and manned by Canada would be mo ^^cu byd
June the 15th; and 2 10" guns, to be supplied by the U.S. and
and manned by Canada, would be mounted by July the 15th.

t ossible for him to say oQhand, how long it would require
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1156-D-39
Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of National Defence for Naval Services

MOST SECRET

Dear Mr. Macdonald,
Ottawa, April 9, 1941

I am enclosing, for your information, copy of a most secret letter of
April 8th from the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom to the Prime
Minister, regarding certain steps the United States Government propose to
take within the next fortnight to strengthen the United States coast defences
and Air Force stationed at St. John's, Newfoundland, against the risk of
raids by surface naval vessels.

I might add, with reference to the general question of Atlantic coast
defences, that the Prime Minister has received this morning a personal mes-
sage from Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, advising him that "as long as there is
a danger of our convoys from Halifax to the United Kingdom being attacked

powerful enemy ships, it will be necessary to escort these convoys by a
capital ship, and that one of the capital ships used for escort duties will
nearly always be in a Canadian port".

Your sincerely,
[NORMAN A. ROBERTSON]

156.
1156-D-39

" Méntorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieuresi
au Premier »anistre I

Memorandum front A'cting Under-Secretary of State for External A,Qairsi
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] April 10, 1941

With reference to Mr. Malcolm MacDonald's most secret letter of April
8th, regarding the reinforcements in aircraft and coast defence artillery which
the United States propose to despatch to Newfoundland next week, I am
enelosing, for your information, copy of a secret telegram of April 9th2
from Brigadier Lctson, our Military Attachd in Washington, to National
Defencc Headquarters, giving further particulars of the United States rein-
forcements. From discussions with National Defence officials, it seems clear

IN. A. Robertsoa.
Non norodWt. • Not printed.

;..

-.^, :
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that the President has taken a personal initiative this
Joint
matter,

normally would have been handled through the Permanent
Board. 6

Brigadier Letson's telegram states that the reconnaissance squadron
byf 52

B 18's despatched to the Newfoundland airport will be
omp^

officers and 415 other ranks. This is a much heavier complement of officers
and men than would normally be attached to

hme t isqthatr the President
probable inference from the size of the detac iate
regards the despatch of this bomber squadron not 3^^s tstage in plans
reinforcement of Newfoundland coast defences, but as
for ultimately flying American service planes to Europe by the northern

route.

157.
King Papers C287991

Le ministre de la Défense nationale au Premier ministre

Minister of National Defence to Prime Minister

Ottawa, April 11, 1941

Dear Mr. King,
I had a brief memorandum prepared by Brigadier Stuart' for your informa-

tion regarding additional equipment and personnel
which w as in

proposed by the President in his wire to Mr. Churchill
Mr. MacDonald's letter of April 8th.

You will note Brigadier Stuart's comments under ea ch
St
the
uart's

additional
proposed by the President. You will also note Brigadier

randum of April 9th 1
' f rth #,, add-the information from out Military

situation. We are vitally concerned, an we
effective steps in this business. ConseQuentlY, we ought not to be regarded
as unreasonable if we suggest there might be consultation with us bcfore a
decision is arrived at, or at least, before direct communications are sent to
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. t m#%,Ins of

What stnkes one is . that it aught y

or other that we are not just non-contributing partncrs in the Newfoundland
• d took the initiative and the early

I have only one thmg u er
Attaché at Washington is even the war plans division in Washington knew
nothing about this sudden decision by the President.

• • • ' be convc cd to the President somchow

• xccllent and ^nstan

Canadian staffs pursuant thereto.

and sudden measures taken by the President an e
Board and being put in effect by the plans divisions of the United States and

collaboration that it seems almost ce, ry
Otherwise, there is bound to be confusion and over-lapping between

by 1^ed th plant workcd out

The Joint Defence Board provides such an e
• 1 ta to suggcst that it be used.

z Non rrprodm.t.
I Not prtnted. -
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I was sorry indeed that you felt the situation was such that you had to rob
yourself of a much needed change of surroundings, but I do trust that over
the weekend you may find it possible to start on your visit.

I don't think anything more important could be done on this side of the
Atlantic at the moment than to have the President and yourself sit down
together and talk matters over as only you two can.

With kindest regards,

Yours very truly,
J. L. RALSroN

158.
1156-D-39

Le quartier général de la Défense nationale au premier officier
de marine, St. John's

National Del ence Headquarters to Naval Officer-in-Charge, St. John's
TELEGRAM

Ottawa, April 15, 1941
Please transmit following message to Honourable C. G. Gibson, Canadian

Minister of National Revenue for his information. Begins. Following is
summary of proposed naval developments by R.C.N. in Newfoundland:
St. John's Port war signal station. W/T Station. A/T nets. Boom defence

building. Examination Service of two ships. Necessary office
accommodation. Imperial Oil Company constructing 30,000
barrel fuel tank which will be available for naval purposes.

Botwood Port war signal station. Floating base ship (Now under con-
struction to be ready by end of year. In meantime temporary
arrangements will be made for small supply ship etc.). Special
defences consisting of underwater and surface detecting appara-
tus but no A/T or A/S nets.
Examination Service. One ship. Limited shore accommodation
and office space for C.X.O. and staff and small storehouse. One
20,000 BBL. fuel tank, location not yet selected.

Probable Disposition of'H.M.C. Vessels
Five corvettes based either on St. John's or Botwood as N.F.
patrol force. One M/S and 1 coil skid M/S based St. John's.
One I1i/S based Botwood 4 Fairmiles based St. John's, four
based Botwood, and four based on Red Bay or harbour in this
vicinity for Belle Isle patrol. A base ship for Belle Isle patrol
being constructed but will not be ready till spring 1942. Belle
Isle patrol may be reinforced by corvettes if available. Above
ships will be provided as and when they become available. Dis-
position of larger units (destroyers etc.) cannot be forecast and
must depend on strategic situation but policy is to provide
facilities as far as possible so that bases will be ready to accom-
modate any larger units.



i

(e) The signing of the I,ease Agreement for the bases and its protocol on
March 27, 1941 clarifies the status of United States forces in Ncwfoundland,
both within and without the base areas. The air squadron being sent to
Newfoundland Airport proceeds under agreement concludcd in pursuance
to 'Article XIX of the Lease.
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50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendit des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET
Montreal, April 16, 1941

. . .

7.
Mr. Hickerson explained to the Board the sequence of events which led

to the decision of the United States Government to sen d^ n e^edcfenccs
inch guns and 6 medium bombardment planes to supp
of Newfoundland. He pointed out that in the correspond ence

that the action
Minister Churchill and President Roosevelt it was made clear
that was taken was to be co-ordinated with the activities of, ,and carried out
in consultation with, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

0

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
Montreal, April 16, 1941

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Action by United States Army
(a) The defence of Newfoundland will be improved

o
by the
ne half dbattcry of

reinforce the United Statesbomb^^eNewfoundland
n

consisting of six medium
8-inch guns and on
bombardment aeroplanes.... Sufficient aviation personnel is be^ provided

B-17
to permit the replacement of the B-18 aeroplancs by a full sq
bombers if this becomes necessary. ..

cn r
egards(b) It has been suggested that all details should be arranged,
Bo^ dNewfoundland, by the United States of America-Canadian

informing the Government of Newfoundland. n fcrrcd• officer (Major Abbey) ^
(c) A United States Amy A^r Corps

with Canadian Air Force officers at Ottawa and worked out numerous
details regarding housing and technical facilities being provided aT^ au cwis
foundland Airport for United States Army Air Corps. Similar p
contemplated in future.

. . .
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1156-D-39
Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures au haut

commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

MOST SECRET
Ottawa, April 19, 1941

The Prime Minister very much appreciated your informing him in your
letter of April 8 of the steps which are being taken by the United States to
strengthen the defences of Newfoundland. The Canadian forces there will of
course co-operate fully in making arrangements for the reception of the
United States advance party.

My dear Mr. MacDonald,

Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSON

SOUS-SECTION iV/SUB.SECTION iV

LES CONFÉRENCES/CONFERENCES

161.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Governor of Newfoundland to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELEGRAMI
[St. John's,] June 23, 1940

SECRET. You arc already aware of the contents of our telegram No. 3742
secret to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs and his reply No. 4693
secret, in reference to the-position of the Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon.
]Emerson leaves tonight for Ottawa to confer with the appropriate Ministers

^ there on this question. You are also aware of the arrival in Newfoundland of
FCanadian troops and acroplanes. It is possible that this may be merely the
'forerunncr of further defence measures by the Canadian Government. It is
desirable that the whole question of the defence of Newfoundland should if

#possible now be considered, but if this is not practicable then such problems
,as are likely to arise might be discussed. I shall be grateful if you will make
,arrangements for Emerson to see the appropriate Ministers as soon as possi-
ble=after his arrival and for such other assistance as you are able to give him.-^_

^ ^vt reproduj^ • Not printed.

P ce télEgramme fut rEpEtd au tecretaire 'This telegram was r^ Dominions. epeated to Dominions
N Secretary.

^ "WrX Wtc 0 Not printed.
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162.
Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense à la commission

pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice and Defence to Commission of
ndland

J.24(a) '40

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

NPA S-4-1-1

Government of Newfou

[St. John's,] July 9, 1940

CONFIDENTIAL

and
National

airDuring my recent visit to Ottawa I discussed with
Minister for

Defence, Colonel Ralston, and with of Newfoumnldland, as part of the
chiefs the general question of the defence accepted at if
defence of British North America. It seems to be generally wo uld be^made
an expedition were sent to this side of the Atlantic an effortff

to establish an enemy base on this Island.
The question of the defence naturally comes for consideration under four

headings:
(a) The plan.

personnel.(b) The provision of material and p
(c) The command.

(d) Newfoundland's contribution.
then it is being kept

2. In regard to a plan of defence, if any exists,
extremely secret. I frankly do not believe that the Island h ôf the defenlces
with a view to laying down a definite scheme as to the nature
which'should be established. If this Island is to be attac û^^erwof mi1t^Y

forces.
coastal I coulddefences,

obtain
naval no statement âs to any proposals for the establishment

of any of these forms of defence. This is probably due to the existence of two

factors:
(1) The collapse in France was not anticipated and ofmthe Canad an

suddenness. The necessity for the reorganization
Government and of Canadian industry to meet the ehw^ dsom^u,
together with such problems as conscription in Canada,
pied the attention of all senior officials, that there hasb total to con-

sider
since it was realized that France s collapse was t
sider a plan for the fortification of the Eastern seaboard. far

(2) The second factor is that they do not knowinCanada of ^serious
they may look to the British Navy for assistance in
emergency arising-

3: When it comes to the provision of materials the situation is ala^ n ô
Everything which Canada can possibly sPare has been very properly
the United Kingdom. There are many Important items, such as artiien

beaeroplanes, which are not manufactured in Canada bt n Efforts are
manufactured for some time. Even rifles are impossible to
béing made to obtain supplies in the United States, but here again they are
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facing difficulty, because of the priority which must of necessity be given to
orders from the United Kingdom and it is anticipated that the arming of the
Forces of the United States for their own defence will cause further delays in
this respect. I pointed out however, and it is agreed, that it is from Canada
and the United States that material for the defence of Newfoundland must
come, as we cannot look to the United Kingdom for these supplies.

4. I discussed with these officials the question of the continuation of the
enlargement and training of the Newfoundland Militia. I pointed out that in
view of the arrival of Canadian Forces at the Newfoundland Airport' we had
to consider the rather weak position of having two military forces within
the country under separate commands. I expressed the opinion that the
command should be unified and that Canada should form a military district
in Newfoundland and enlist men here in the non-permanent militia on the
same basis as those enlisted in Canada, with the idea of ultimately forming a
Newfoundland Regiment commanded as far as possible by its own officers.
This appealed to the Military Officers but Colonel Ralston was inclined to
believe that there mi t begh political difficulties in the way. He is asking
Colonel Blackader to make a report to him on the eificiency of our Re-
cruiting Division to see whether it would be necessary to establish a Canadian
Recruiting office here, if the proposal were ultimately accepted. I expect
to be seeing him within a few days and will arrange that his report be
expedited and when it is going forward I will write Colonel Ralston again
on this subject.

5. My colleagues will remember that in the course of the exchange of
telegrams with the Secretary of State for External Affairs at Ottawa in ref-
erence to their proposal to defend the Botwood Airport and'Seaplane Base
reference was made to the share which we could assume of the financial
burden and in our telegram of June 16th2 we accepted in principle the
responsibility for some share which we stated must necessarily be small. In
the course of my discussions about the general defence problem I stated that
we would expect to be called upon to bear some financial burden but that
this share must necessarily be small and that it could not be proportioned to
the extent of the defences,now increased if the defences were added to from
time to time. This point was appreciated. Canada is definitely interested, as
one would naturally expect, in our making some offer of a financial con-
tribution and Colonel Ralston, who was when I left still Minister for Finance
as well as for Dcfcncc, asked me if I would take this matter up at an early
date after my return to Newfoundland.

6. After giving consideration to these matters I have come to the conclu-
sion for the present that we cannot do better than proceed to bring our Militia
'up to the strength of say 500. I discussed with the Department of Militia
' whethcr we could expedite our training by sending 100 men at a time to the
^,Alrport where there is a substantial supply of Officers and N.C.O.'s. Colonel
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various portions of the Southeast and South coasts, with a view to reporting
to his superiors upon their character and availability, should a decision be
reached that a seaplane base should be established in Newfoundland. As I
write we are expecting H.M.S. Caradoc whose Commander will confer on
the question of the establishment of an advance naval base in Newfoundland,
and possibly on the matter of coastal defences.

So far our contribution to this activity has been merely to place at the
disposal of your visiting officials such services and amenities as we have at
our disposal and I need hardly assure you that you will find, once the plans
have been made, there will be full co-operation on the part of all Departments
of this Government.

When I saw Colonel Blackader he had received instructions from you to
discuss with me the question of the recruiting of Newfoundlanders into the
Canadian non-permanent Militia. It is his duty to report to you on the char-
acteristics of our present Recruiting Division so that you may decide whether
it would be necessary to set up a separate Canadian recruiting establishment
in this country. The M.O. of the Black Watch is to visit St. John's in the near
future and report to Colonel Blackader on this aspect of the matter, and
doubtless I shall hear from you when you have studied this report and con-
sidered the political implications.

I also discussed with Colonel Blackader the question of extending to me
facilities for the training of 100 men at the Airport. I found him most anxious
to assist. Unfortunately there are two difficulties. In the first place he is very
short of Officers and N.C.O's. If my memory serves me right he is 8 Officers
and 12 N.C.O's short, and his difficulties in managing under these conditions
are increased by having his force divided and by there being a number of
recruits included in the other ranks. Furthermore he tells me that his supply
of ammunition is not more than sufficient for his own needs. Under all these
circumstances however, and in spite of the strain upon his Officers he very
kindly offered to take 50 men at a time from me, subject of course to your
approval, and I believe he has so reported.

I
I recognize of course the great difficulty which you, in common with other

countries are suffering, at the present time, throughlack of personnel and
supplies, but if it is at all possible to relieve Colonel Blackader's present
distressed condition in regard to personnel, I hope that you will see that it is

^ done. With his divided forces and his shortage of Officers and N.C.O.'s his
cadre is under very great strain. Furthermore if he could be assisted by

,bringing his Officers and N.C.O s up to strength, he would be in a position
` to materially help in the training of our Militia.

While on this point I feel that I cannot but again refer to my present condi-
tion in regard to rifles, machine guns and ammunition. It not only affects the
question of defence but also hampers training. At the earliest possible moment
I really must have 500 rifles and 150,000 rounds of .303. I hope you will
bear this in mind and give the order for their release either in whole or in
part as soon as you possibly can. The lack of ammunition is very serious'A



,
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because machine guns, as you know are extremely wasteful and at the present
moment the limits which have to be placed upon training with these guns,

have to'be very strict. had
Whilst I was at the Airport I was a little alarmed that no progress

been yet made with the building of the semi-p
ermanent quarters. I had with

me Sir Wilfrid W. Woods, Commissioner for Public Utilities who has had
s

great experience with difficulties of doing this kin^dl ofstart W111 be im de with^
In the interest of your tr^op s^é ^^, ge tôthat

^emselves under canvas in a
this work, as otherwise they
very exposed spot when the cold weather comeof conversation with Colonel

Another matter which came up in the course
Blackader was the question of something in the nature of an fears ô'^US sub-
for the troops. You will remember you at Ottawa, and I find that he has
ject when I was discussing it with y
arrived at the same conclusion independently. The nee ^â B a highroad and

railway
so great-they

give them
are living

communicationoi with Bishops Falls and Grand Falls which

are also populous. At the Airport there is absolutely n get ^^ ^lttlt bi eoresentof trout
moment a few of the men who have some connection with a moving picture
fishing. The Airport authorities aci of
circuit and can have shows a few times a week, but the s ^^g ŵ^ch I en-
the room which they use is quite inadequate for upon
visage. I beg to support therefore (although perhaps
matters which are not my immediate concern) the recommendation which I
understand Colonel Blackader is making on this point.

I do not know that I can usefully add anything to this rather lengthy letter,
but I feel that you are entitled to have a general survey of the presendevelop.
at the earliest possible moment. I will write you again when matters

Yours sincerely,
L. E. EMERSON

NPA GN1/3 320/35
164.

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
Memorandum by Commissioner for Justice and Defence

[St. John's, July 21, 1940]
National

On the evening of July n â Col. d LnformedRalston , Minister
me that Majfor or-General

Defence at Ottawa telepho
Anderson, who heretofore had been Chief of the General^S taff, k^a ^bourt
appointed Inspector General of the Force s,

Colonel Ralston wished
immediately of Eastern Canada and N ewfoundland.
to make an announcement that this tour was about to take place, but did not



wish to include Newfoundland in the announcement without obtaining our
previous approval. I consented to his doing this and General Anderson will
arrive here within the course of the next fortnight, informing us a little time
before of the probable date of his arrival.

L. E. EMERSON

165. DND HQS 7410

Le commandant, 1e* batallion du Black Watch, au ministère
de la Défense nationale

Commanding Officer, 1st Battalion, Black Watch, to Department
of National Defence

TELEGRAM [St. John's,] July 22, 1940

MOST SECRET. From short conversation with Governor Sunday he appears
most anxious that Canada's Defence Policy as it concerns Newfoundland
should be defined as soon as possible. Do not wish to overstep my duties but
consider matter important enough to warrant this.

BLACKADER

166. DND HQS 7410

Mémorandum du chef d'état-major général au ministre de la Défense
nationale

Memorandum f rom Chief of General Staff to Minister of National Defence

SECRET Ottawa, July 27, 1940

1. Please see the attached report of the D.M.O. & I. with reference to the
points raised in your memorandum of 25th July.i

2. With regard to item (c) of the memorandum of the D.M.O. & I., I
concur in his opinion that we should let the Newfoundland Government have
rifles and ammunition and, if the correspondence may be returned to me, I
will take up with the M.G.O. the question as to how these can best be
provided.

3. I will also take action to see that there is an amelioration of conditions
before The Black Watch are relieved by the Queen's Own.

H. D. G. CRERAR
Major-General

' Le mémorandum du ministre (25 juillet) 1 The minister's memorandum (July 25)
reprenait en substance la lettre de Sir Edward reproduced the substance of Sir Edward
Emerson en date 19 Juillet. Emerson's letter of July 19.
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[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du directeur des opérations militaires et des renseignements
au chef d'état-major général

Memorandum from Director of Military Operations and Intelligence to
Chief of General S a$

[Ottawa,] July 26, 1940
SECRET

1.
Reference the attached Minutei from the Minister, the following remarks

are submitted:
(a) Shortage of Officers and N.C.Os

Certain Black Watch officers and N.C.Os. are at
for 8 officer rein-

in England. O.C. Black Watch Y asked of
forcements

s-

to be despatched. No action has bee
^e 9th August.

the proposal to release the Black Watch on abo ut

(b) Shortage of Ammunition
Approximately 295,000 rounds of S.A.A. were despatched with

Black
Watch to Newfoundland. This, in addition to providing

equipment ammunition for Battalion, also provided a reserve of

approxisnately 150,000 rounds. It was é°^oundland Government
of this ammunition should be for the Newfoundland

Black Watch recently requested ad >^ been re-

quested

out certain small arms practices. Information
quested as to the amount he requires.

(c) New f oundland's request for rifles, machine guns and ammunition
The number of Machine Guns, both Vickers and Light Automatic,
which we have are hardly sufficient to meet our operational and

training requirements. While we have not a superabÎ ^^ ôf of

rifles and small arms ammunition at the present time,
opinion we should let the Newfoundland Government have 500
rifles and 150,000 rounds of in o^oundland^ey mayofmake some effort to assist in the defence

(d) Construction Quarters at Airport
D.E.S. informs me that money has now been P^fOV1ûr^chaased

arrangements made for nae Pu rchasin
g material to

Necessary instruc-

tions
the Newfoundla g

have been issued for the work to proceed as quickly as
possible.

(e) Recreational facilities
A member of the Auxiliary Services has now joined Forcc "^_

in Newfoundland. I have asked A.G. branch to take action reg
ing recreational buildings for which D.E.S. informs me funds arc
available.

J. C. MuxcIIIE
Colonel

,Not printed.
Non reDroduite.

d
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NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire particulier du gouverneur au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Private Secretary, Government House, to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM
[St. John's,] July 27, 1940

General, Anderson reported due to arrive St. John's 11 a.m. tomorrow,
Sunday, from Airport. May stay overnight or longer. Bethell arrives Monday
evening for 24 , hours. Suggest you may wish to come in by train leaving
Black Duck2 tomorrow, Sunday, and leaving St. John's again Tuesday, July
30th. Please telegraph if you are coming.

CAPTAIN SCHWERDT

NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve à son secrétaire particulier

Governor of Newfoundland to Private Secretary, Government House

TELEGRAM
Black Duck, July 28, 1940

Am not returning. Was not advised of Anderson's arrival and as no decision
can be taken without my authority please try and arrange he meet me Corner
Brook Monday Tuesday or Wednesday preferably latter. Reply Black Duck.

169.
NPA GN1 /3 320/35

Le secrétaire particulier du gouverneur au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Private Secretary, Goti;ernment House, to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM [St. John's,] July 28, 1940

General very much regrets short notice and inability to meet you at Corner
Brook. Am attending meeting tomorrow at which am informed no decisions
will be taken3 and after which Gcneral must re:urn direct to Halifax.

CAPTAIN SCIIWERDT

'Commandant du I I.M.S. Caradoc.

ccument 837.

$ village situé à une dizainc dc milles do
Stephenvffle.
,' ' Le major-général Anderson, les com-

, miualres Emerson et Woods, et leurs con-
'eIkrs se rencontrèrent le 29 Juillet. Voir le

' Commanding Officer of 1I1i.S. Caradoc.
'Village located some ten miles fromStephenville.
' Major-General Anderson met Commis.sioners Emerson and Woods, with advisers

on July 29. See Document 837.
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170.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

CWC

Ottawa, August 7, 1940

NORTH ATLANTIC DEFENCE--NEWFOUNDLAND

13. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR said that he proposed

shortly to visit Newfoundland with the objects of:

(1) Surveying the requirements for the defence of Botwood and the
Newfoundland airport, particularly with reference to what would
be required in the way of accommodation for aircraft and possible
U.S. forces in that area. This followed upon staff talks with Ameri-
can authoritiesi. It was estimated that an expenditure of over
$1,000,000 would be required to provide facilities for joint defen-

sive purposes, in the event of attack.

(2) Completing a general defensive survey of the
c

Atlantic
onfer with .thewould be necessary in this connection for him to

Newfoundland government.
inisters14. THE PRIME MINISTER observed that the three

^^ctu1 hroblemsshould, so far as possible, acquaint themselves personally with

of Atlantic defence.

It was important that the U.S. government be kept informed of what was
being done in these respects and also that the U.K. governmskelton would
informed of Mr. Power's proposed trip to Newfoundland. Dr.
get in touch with Mr. Power and work out what might be required in the
way of messages to the two governments.

1 voir le document 86. sSee Document 86.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue à St. John's pour discuter
des questions bilatérales de défense

Minutes of Meeting at St. John's to Discuss Bilateral Defence Questions

St. John's, August 20, 1940

Present: -

His Excellency the Governor.'

Hon. C. G. Power. Minister of
National Defence for Air.'

Air Vice-1liarshal Breadner,
D.S.C., Chief of the Air Staff.

Major-General Elkins, C.B.E., D.S.O.
General Officer Commanding the
Maritime Command.

Commodore R. E. Reid, R.C.N.

Air Commodore Anderson.

Squadron-Leader Stewart.

Hon. L. W. Emerson, K.C.,
Commissioner for Defence.3

Sir Wilfrid W. Woods,
Commissioner for Public Utilities.

Hon. J. H. Penson,
Commissioner for Finance.

Capt. C. M. R. Schwerdt,
R.N., C.V.O.

Lieut. Colonel W. Rendell.

Mr. G. B. Summers, K.C.,
Secretary for Justice.

His Excellency the Governor offered a welcome to the Canadian delegation
and expressed on behalf of the Commission of Government and of the
Newfoundland people, his assurance that every co-operation would be
given to Canada in carrying out any proposals for the defence or North
America. He expressed appreciation of what Canada had already done for
the defence of Newfoundland, and asked if the Hon. Mr. Power would then
state what was now sought to be donc by Newfoundland.

The Hon. Mr. Power stated that what was required was for Newfoundland
to help Canada and Canada to help Newfoundland. It was to be under-
stood that there would be no encroachment whatever on the autonomous
rights of Newfoundland. He asked if the principle could be admitted that
Canada should be in charge of Newfoundland defences without any modifica-
tion. Mr. Emerson replied that the question in that broad form could not be-
answered "yes" or "no". There might be some modifications and it would be
necessary for the Government to consider just what these might be.

1. Command of Forces in Newfoundland. It was made clear that by
"command of forces" was meant the right to order forces to do or abstain
from doing any act necessary to the carrying out of military operations during
the existence of an emergency, real or apprehended. The Commander

'Sir Humphrey Walwyn, K.C.M.G.
s Power et les personnes mentionn6es après s Power and those listed under him repra

lui reprEsentaient le souvernement du sented the Government of Canada.
Canada.

'Emerson (plus tard sir Edward) et ceux l Emerson ( later Sir Edward) and those
mentionnés après lui représentaient le gou- listed under him represented the Government
vernement de Terre-Neuve. of Newfoundland.
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would accept responsibility for the reasonable consequence of his orders.both
The owers and rights which would be exercised in connection

exerc ed
p affairs would be in no way different frcivil and military

in Canada and the relation between the Newfoundland Côvil^ ô t^e ^ad

Military Authorities would be in no w wd
e bét•assumed by the Canadian

of Newfoundland Forces (military)
General Officer Commanding-in-Chief. The

the
operational command

Commanding of Officer

Atlantic

New-

foundland
Coast.

Forces (
The

(naval)
operational command of Newfoundland Forces (air)

would be assumed by the Air Officer Commanding Eastern theAir ^ âium of the
was agreed that unified command is accomplished through t

Joint Service Committee.
Newfoundland would not appoint officers of rank higher than mission
Legislation (9. Visiting Forces Act) and necessary orders in ^m

would be passed to give effect to this agreement.
will be the site of a

2. Staff Headquarters .
Sthe

probable opera-
Army

that
Navy, While the main opera-

Staff Headquarters for both
tions of the R.C.A.F. are confined to the Airport, Headquarters in New-

foundland do not appear to be necessary.

3. Establishments.

- A. Military. There will be stationed in or in the vicinity of STeohorary

battalion of Canadian and Newfoundland

e

location of the hut-

ments

will be sought at the Rinks and
will be settled by the General Officer Commanding on his

return to St. John's about ten days hence.
The urgency for provision of coastal defences for St. John's at

once was appreciated. Ultimately 2, 4.7 guns will be provided
together with the anti-submarine nets , and A.A. battery. As these
cannot be presently supplied 2, 75's w^ll be furnished with requisite
Canadian military personnel pending this duty being assumed by

Newfoundland militia.
B. Navy. Progress was being made with deliveries in Canada

Coasti ofnecessary for the provision of Naval Bases on the East
Canada and the Coast of Newfoundland. Ultimately there will be
an advance Naval Base at St. John's and probably a summer
advance base at Botwood. The number of ships would gradually

For the present the bestincrease to a probable total of 10 or 12.
that could be hoped for this fall was one ship.

John's and
The establishment of the examination services at St. R.C.N. will

Botwood was noted and an officer or of^icers from the
be detailed shortly to ascertain that proper drill cxists^--ultimately
the whole personnel will be R.C.N.
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It was agreed that the creation of a Newfoundland R.N.V.R.
was not at present necessary. One exists in Canada and Newfound-
landers would be accepted in competition with Canadians.

The position of the Commander-in-Chief, North America and
West - Indies was discussed. Present discussion would appear to
indicate that Naval command in Newfoundland should be assumed
by the R.C.N. It was suggested that the Commander-in-Chief, West
Indies might welcome the change. The situation will be explored.

In the event of a change in Naval command it was suggested
that Captain Schwerdt might become S.N.O. R.C.N.

C. Air Force. The present force at the Airport will be increased and
buildings to accommodate this increased force are now being built.

Consideration is being given to the establishment of an airport
for fighters, in the vicinity of St. John's, and an engineer from
Canada will arrive shortly to examine possible sites.

4. Recruiting Newfouitdland soldiers. The recruiting of Newfoundland
soldiers into the Canadian forces was accepted in principle. Questions remain
for discussion with the General Officer Commanding on his return, e.g.
recruiting for the battalion stationed in Newfoundland, recruiting from exist-
ing Newfoundland Militia.

5. New/ouitdlaird's financial contribution. The Commissioner for Finance
explained that Newfoundland appreciated the generosity of the Canadian
undertaking. The Newfoundland Government could not offer to pay any sum
commensurate with the expense involved. It was felt however that a financial
contribution was due. What he had in mind was a fixed sum which would not
be inconsiderable, so far as the means of Newfoundland permitted. He
explained that prior to the war the annual deficit had been met by grants-in-
aid from the British Treasury. The Newfoundland Government considers
that its most important war effort consists in so managing its finances that
there will, if possible, be absolutely no call on the British Treasury for sterling.
Nonetheless Newfoundland was willing and anxious to bear its share of the
common financial burden^ .

,
Mr. Power felt that he could not speak with authority on this point for

his Government. His personal view was that the whole financial burden
should be shouldered by Canada. He appreciated the desire of Newfoundland

< to do its share but he thought it would be repugnant to the ideas of both
, countries that Newfoundland should, as it were, pay tribute to Canada and
thus appear in a somewhat servient role. He suggested that Newfoundland
Would probably wish to contribute by providing certain services and conces-
sions in its own Island, c.g. transportation of troops etc.

matter will be further considered and taken up formally with the
Canadian Government.

6. Services and Concessions. It was agreed that subject to certain r-a" e-
8nards, the Newfoundland Government would, as part of its contribution,
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absorb the cost of transport of fighting forces when travelling on duty or
being moved f rom point to point. Furthermore members of the Forces tra-
velling at their own cost would be accorded transportation on the same basis
as in Canada, i.e., a return fare at one way rate. No concession is sought as

to meals or sleeping accommodation. •

Matters relating to the cost of certain commodities sold in the Canteen
will be discussed by the Commissioner for Finance with the O.C. Queen's
Own Rifles, on his next visit to St. John's.

7. Relations with United States of America. b The
bases intNewfounde

Government of the United States may wish to esta
land was noted. Mr. Power stated that so far as Canada was concerned no
question of transfer to the United States of sovereign rights over any part
of that country would be considered. The right to use Canadian military

facilities would be accorded if sought, as also the right to erect on Canadian

soil, American facilities, but the soil would remain Canadian and all
sovereign rights and powers over it. He presumed that Newfoundland would

assume the same position.
On the part of Newfoundland it was urged that as discussions are now

impending on this subject between the Governments of Canada and theposi-
United States, the rights of Newfoundland might be commlthe Government
tion and views might not be given due consideration u nless

of Newfoundland was represented at discussions ^e^ew of
questions

the temporary
Newfoundland were directly orm^dY ^ û^p^entative character it is
nature of this form of Government
of grave importance that this point be borne in mind and that Newfoundland
should be invited to attend discussions where its interests may be involved.

Mr. Power appreciated the importance of this matter and would take it up
with the Prime Minister of Canada on his return.

172.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

[St. John's,] August 23, 1940
TELEGRAM 552

SECRET. With reference to our telegram No. 531 secret of August 15th,
19401 we have now conferred with the Canadian Minist^e're dfor Air and

efence of New
officers 'of their three fightin8°It of military and air
foundland will entail the establishment
forces in substantial numbers and the creation of an advanced

mobile 75's ate SttSt. John's and probably a summer one at Botwood,
John's presently to be replaced by two 4.7s later. Certain details
protection at St. John's and Botwood arc[sic]^c] also envisaged. Further

I Non rrprodnit.
' Not Drinted.
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will be available on the next visit of the General Officer Commanding-in-
Chief Eastern Command, Major-General Elkins who returns in about ten
days and will then tour the Island and elaborate the defence plan. We have
agreed that there should be only one Military Command and that this would
be Canadian. The relations between Newfoundland Civil and Canadian Mili-
tary Authorities would be the same as in Canada. It was proposed that the
Naval coastal Command should also be Canadian and it was suggested that
the Commander-in-Chief North America and West Indies would probably
welcome this. We undertook to explore this suggestion and we would value
your and the Commander-in-Chief's views. Newfoundland would fall into
the respective -Eastern Commands with Headquarters at Halifax and Staff
Headquarters both Military and Naval would be maintained here. Necessary
legislation e.g. Visiting Forces Act (See telegram secret No. 499 of July
25th.1) and Orders in Commission would be passed to cover these points.
Canadian Air Minister stated that he had no authority to settle Newfound-
land's financial contribution but that he felt Newfoundland should not appear
as paying tribute to Canada. We could he said furnish certain services such
as Railway transportation, temporary accommodation for troops from time
to time, maintain our Militia Force, etc. He would place his views before
Canadian Government on his return. We are çonsidering possible political
implications of this offer.

We stressed necessity for Newfoundland's representation at discussions
between Canada and United States when Newfoundland interests are directly
or indirectly involved, particularly when considering facilities and bases in
Newfoundland to be used by United States forces. Air Minister will take
this up with Canadian Prime Minister.,

We feel on this last mentioned, point, although we did not inform the
Canadian representatives that during the negotiations with the United States
regarding the acquisition by lease or sale of bases in this country, certain
aspects of our peculiar position might be borne in mind and when favourable
Opportunity arises should be brought forward. We fully appreciate need for
speed and secrecy and do not in any way wish to hamper the negotiations
nor do we wish to qualify the assurance given in our telegram No. 533
secret of August 16th1. It might however be pointed out to the,United States
that a Government of a temporary nature and of unrepresentative character
is taking serious steps vitally affecting the future of a country used to repre-
sentative Government which must be restored. It is vitally necessary therefore
in United States interests that the Agreement now reached should bear the
hallmarks of being reasonable and fair so as to ensure its meeting with the
wholehearted approval of future Governments, and none of the appearance
of being forced upon a small country by powerful nations. The fact that
special Customs and Immigration arrangements and facilities must necessarily,
arise in the settlement of the details of the agreements might be mentioned
even at this stage and this will provide an opportunity for suggesting that

'Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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when the present need for haste bas passed the United States will give
favourable and sympathetic consideration to certain codmp^^i t âgon

advantages
arrange-

to Newfoundland in such matters as morte than that a record in general terms
ments. It is not proposed to suggest

along

undert
the above lines should be made at this stage. S mhession here and

by the United States would create the most favourable 1 pr
place beyond doubt any question of opposition.

173
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.
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Le
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

o^ 55
Ottawa, October 19, 1940

TELEGRAM p
Referring to the co^Pondence and conversatioa^é following is a

regarding Canadian defence measures in Newfoundland
osed agreement between the Govcrn-

brief outline of headings 0 Jr
ments of Newfoundland Canada for your consideration.

1. The acquisition of property in Newfoundland for the use of the Govern-
of Canada, whether in fee simple or for a term of years ^né Pr

lud^é ^
ment

c

acquisition of private property by arbitration or otherwise and

to be followed in the expropriation of anyn^ ^P fop csystationed or to bc

2. Defence Forces. The strength of Ca ntndland
stationed in Newfoundland, subject to consultation with the Newfou
Government and the military advisers of the Canadian forces in

3. The question of the command of Canadian and

Newfoundland. of additions to the
Newfoundland troops. The question

defence forces

4.
of contingents which may be raised by Newfou ^^ military forces, including

the 5. requl

Relations between the civil communlt and
•rements and ` aPPlicability of the Visiting Forces Act or similarade-

quate
le ' lationtreatment the bringing into effect of such provisions as will ensure

^ ent of the problems arising out of the presence in Newfoundland

of Canadian troops. supplies
6: The most economical and advantageous mcthod of p

for the forces including personal and unit equlpment.on dut in Newfoundland.
7. Transportation costs of troops travelling Y

8. Financial arrangements generally. The extent and form of ti?^ defence
tion+ by the Newfoundland Government to the oftb of waiver of custolns
meà'sures, whether in cash, sernces or prope^y Y d

duty. discussion of the points involved is desirable and it is suggcste
A full dt a representative of the Newfoundland Government come to Ottawa at

that
an early date for this purpose...,. .: ;^;^
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174. ' 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 53 St. John's, October 25, 1940

SECRET. Your telegram No. 55, October 19th. In general it would appear
that a meeting for the purpose of discussion of details on so many matters
would reach conclusions more easily if the Canadian Government would
outline under each of headings given in your message its views as to what it
would wish the Newfoundland Government to do or to concede. On certain
of the questions we have already expressed views. For instance (1) on pro-
cedure for acquisition of property, see my despatch to you of October 2nd.1
(3) has been agreed to in principle. (5) We have passed a Visiting Forces
Act copied mutalis mutandis from your Statute. Copy was mailed you today.
(7) We have agreed to absorb cost of carrying Canadian troops on our rail-
way whilst on duty. Further the important question raised by you as to future
control of airport remains for development on each side (see my telegram
No. 47, September 30th2). We recognize the desirability of agreement on all
points as soon as possible, and upon some, at a very early date. For example,
delay in arranging procedure for early settlement of claims arising out of
expropriations of land will be embarrassing in itself, and may have undesir-
able repercussions affecting your efforts in other directions. We shall be glad
therefore if you will take early steps to let us have your views on all matters
so that we can limit the number of points that call for discussion. In any
event, as so many of our Departments would appear to be involved, we think
that ,mceting should take place in St. John's.

1175. 1156-D-39

' Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A f jairs to Governor of Newf outtdland

TELEGRAM 61 Ottawa, November 10, 1940

,SECRET. 1. Your telegram No. 53, October 25th. Following your suggestion
we are quite agreeable to have the meeting take place at St. John's. Honour-
âble Colin Gibson, Minister of National Revenue, will represent the Canadian
Government at the meeting and is ready to proceed to Newfoundland at once.

2. As pointed out in your No. 53, general agreement has been reached on
Certain of the headings in our No. 55 of October 19th. These are the ques-
tiôns of Command, The Visiting Forces Act and the arrangement regarding
the cost of carrying Canadian troops on duty on the Newfoundland Railway.

; i Voir le document 772. i Seo Document 772.
^ Document 398. ' Document 398.
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The Canadian Government has adopted regulations und ^â 1 Newfoundland
Act to implement the provisions of the Act and p Y

Govêrnment will do likewise where necessary.
3. On the remaining points raised in the above mentioned telegrams, we

suggest that it would be more satisfactory for all concerned
havevthe

at definite views on the subjects mentioned, each Government
benefit of the discussion which Mr. Gibson's visit will afford, so that views
can be crystallized in the light of facts and considerations rto ôu^ut in

the interview. We trust that this method will approve you would mention any
4. It would also be aPPm ô No. 55 whi hpyou would like to have dis-

cussed subjects not covered by
cussed in the conference, so that Mr. Gibson may be able before leaving to

inform himself of the considerations relevant to suc f^e cable No. 58 of
5. Since preparing the foregoing, we have your omission to keep

November 6th.1 The Canadian Government regret any

the Newfoundland Government informed which was entirely
Possibly Newfoundland Government did not understand
of Canadian Government's approval of Joint Defence with

be re^^ BoardbY communication
has under the procedure adopted to p

United States and vice versa and then simultaneous announ ^m^e âôW to be

made. For your confidential information co mmunica tion
with certain modifica-

tions

to United States approving
tions which do not affect Newfoundland situation, but n^aaP

corn
vern

-
-munication has been received although anticipated shortly.

ment understood that Newfoundland Government woulddmi ^^^ to inc ian-
time steps be taken to accelerate as much as possible the

assent had been given. The other matters dealt with in your No. 58
informal

Mr .can be discussed on ground with . Gibson
May we be advised if Newfoundland Government concur in ,ththis pm^ç

6. M
d

of procedure and if it is convenient to have Canadian representatives

to St. John's forthwith on receipt of information mentioned in p

above.

1156-D-39
176.

Le gouverneur de Terrc-Neuve au secrétaire d'Etat aux ADaires extéricc S dit

' Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State J01 External A flair

cx^M 60
St. John's, November 12, 1940

TELE 1casCd
SE^ET. Your telegram,No. 61, November 10thfe`We daysh^ n^dvance of his

. to see Mr. Gibson and wiU apprec;ate knowing a

`am • .
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2. There does not appear at present any important subject for discussion
other than those mentioned in our previous exchange, but doubtless some
will arise during discussions.

3. As to penultimate sentence in paragraph 5 of your telegram, we wish
and will continue to accelerate all measures. Our telegram was intended to
safeguard position that whereas proposals referred to had been discussed,
your Government had not informed us of their intention to proceed with
them in return.

177. 1156-D-39

Mémorandum d'une réunion tenue à Si. John's du 28 novembre au
1" décembre 1940 pour discuter des questions bilatérales de défense

Men:orandun: of a Meeting at St. John's to Discuss Bilateral Defence
Questions, November 28 to December 1, 1940

SECRET St. John's, December 1, 1940

There were present:

Hon. Sir John C. Puddester, Hon. Colin Gibson, M.C.,
Vice-Chairman of Commission Minister of National Revenue'
of Government, Commissioncr for
Public Health & Welfare i Brigadier P. Earnshaw, D.S.O., M.C.,

Officer Commanding Canadian Forces
Hon. J. H. Penson, M.C., in Newfoundland.
Commissioner for Finance.

Hon. Sir Wilfrid W. Woods,
Captain ti. A. Dydé, Ai.C.,
Special Assistant to Associate

K-C•M•G•,
Commissioner for Public Utilities.

Minister of National Defence.

Hon. L. E. Emerson, K.C.,
Commissioner for Justice and Defence.

M r. G. D. Summers, K.C., .
Secretary for Justice.

Mr. H. V. Hutcnings,
Secretary for Customs.

It was decided that the matters first for discussion would be those outlined
in the telcgram from the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa,
No. 55 dated Oct. 19th, and this memorandum is a résumé of the situation
on December I st.

'Sir John Puddester et les personnes cl. 'Sir John Puddester and those listed under
après indiquEes reprisentaient le gouverne- him represented the Government of New-

- ment de Terre-Neuve. foundland.
'M. Gibson et les personnes cl-après ' Mr. Gibson and those listed under him

h1diquies rearEsentaient le gouvernement du represented the Government of Canada.
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LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

1. ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY IN NEWFOUNDI.AND FOR USE OF THE

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

(a) Nature of tenure, and
(b) Procedure to be adopted in settling claims by private owners.

A discussion took place with reference to the me^°d,m°^f lv du•itnsi
property for defence requirements. When Crown Lands ed to the Canadian
understood that title will be conveyed or a lease ^ involved it was recom-

mended

without charge. When private property is
t

mended that the Canadian Government ^hed^t is r agent toecommended negotiatethat the
privately. If private agreement cannot be rea over by a
Newfoundland Government appoint a Board of three presided
Judge of the Supreme Court, the two others being chosen fonrdth^ePe dence

qualifications. This Board would sit and f ^ro^ motion, and a decision
adduced either by the parties or called
arrived at by this Board would be binding on the claimant and a ight
Government of Canada and the Government of Newfoundland,

of appeal to the Supreme Court.

2. DEFENCE FORCES

The strength of Canadian Forces in Newfoundland. It was agreed thatof the forces
there would be no substantial changes made in the

reasonable prior notifica-
assigned to the defence of Newfoundland without
tion to the Government of Newfoundland.

3. CObi1^tAND OF COMBINED FORCES IN NEWFOUNDLAN
D

â tD.T mutandis
Newfoundland bas passed a Visiting Forces Ac a

n b^ made an Order
with the Canadian Act. The Governor in Comm ission
that the Canadian and Newfoundland Military Forces are ncr wiQcûCouncil
combination. The Canadian Governmenth^derin Council tG o d Mr. Emerson.
and Colonel Gibson handed a copy of this Of
The Canadian Government has formally consented to the ô^ or ofl ^c
Government appointing Brigadier Earnshaw as Commanding pointed out
combined Force. He will be Gazetted cd bu the Permanen Joint oard on
that under the arrangement recommend by the
Defence, the Canadian Defence Forces are to control the l dcf^e'n H^ibour
nearby waters, harbours and bays of Newfoundland, ^nclud g

of St. John's.

4. NEWFOUNDLAND TROOPS

Enlistment in Canâdian An Y. Mr. Emerson stated that Major-Gcncral
Elkins had already indicated that it was not possible to consider the formation
of a Newfoundland Regtment in the Canadian Army. The forces

rerseas are enlisted on a voluatary hasts and in most battalions at the present

Cependant, aucune commission de cette ' In the event, no such Board was ,set up.

natare ne fut mise sur pied.
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time there are long waiting lists of volunteers for this service. Under these
circumstances it would not be possible to announce that the Canadian
Government would welcome Newfoundland volunteers.

It is understood that the Newfoundland Government will be responsible
for the maintenance of the Newfoundland Militia, and if this Militia has to
be relocated the provision of quarters, etc., will be borne by the Newfound-
land Government.

5. CIVIL RELATIONS

The Canadian Officer Commanding will be advised as to the Newfoundland
official responsible for calling for military aid. Further consideration will be
given this matter by the Newfoundland Government, and also to the matter
of any legislation which may be necessary, including the passing of an Act
of Indemnity. Apart from this point it would appear that the Visiting Forces
Act covers all points for the present. Brigadier Earnshaw is working out the
details of the relations between the military and civil authorities, with the
relevant Departments.

6. SUPPLIES FOR THE FORCES

This subject will be dealt with under the heading of "Financial Arrange-
ments Generally".

7. TRANSPORTATION COSTS OF TROOPS TRAVELLING ON

DUTY IN NEWFOUNDLAND

It has already been agreed that the Newfoundland Government will pay
the Newfoundland Railway for the transportation on the Railway system
of all Canadian soldiers when travelling on duty, whether individually or
in groups. Such cost to be considered as part of Newfoundland's contribution
to the cost of Canadian defence measures in Newfoundland. It was agreed
that, particularly in the case where substantial numbers of troops are being
moved to and from Canada, the Canadian Government will use all possible
efforts to land them at and move them from the nearest port at which
there is rail communication to their intended station.

The Anglo Newfoundland Development Company is the owner and
operator of a Railway from Bishops Falls to Botwood and of another from
Millertown Junction to Buchans. When Canadian troops are carried by
the Newfoundland Railway cars over these railways the cost is to be borne
by the Newfoundland Government.

8. CONTROL OF NEWFOUNDLAND AIRPORTS

Colonel Gibson referred to the proposal contained in the despatch from
the Secretary of State for External Affairs to the Government of New-
foundland, No. 7 of the 13th September, 1940,1 in which this Government
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was requested to provide for the discussion of certain proposals u^^nd,N pre-
Canada would assume control of the Newfoundland nod of hostilities.
sumably, the Botwood Seaplane base also) during the period

was explained to Colonel Gibson that this Governmennté idn
aiting

to
for a further communication from $éCÇ^adlôf State No. 47 Secret of the

this Government's telegram to the rY

30th September, 1940,1 in which this Government exPlsuch asgthat

could arr
angement

to enter into discussion of the
dd

etails of an
t be reached in regard

proposed by Canada provided agreement
to certain specified fundamental points. In that teli BcD^^mber because of
that a discussion of details should be deferrcd^^ current duties, but we
the preoccupation of the staff at the Airport t the reactions of the Canadian
had expected to hear in the meantime specified in our telegram.
Government. were to the fundamental points
Colonel Gibson explained that a reply to the telegram hadin °â ,,yeÎ^^nt

owing to pressure of business on thâ`Ç^éa^at anyth ng in the fundamental
sible and he added that he was not

mentioned in our telegram had contributed to the delay.
points shouldro

In the course of a general discussion and
^e proposal^ that

seaplaneCanada base for
take over the Newfoundland ^ int that histhe
the duration of hostilities,, Coloneshould have

l
Gibson b security tcnupe of the sites

Government was anxious th t^ accommodation for personnel and hangars
on which it had erected hut roximately $1,300,000.00.
for aeroplanes at an expense of apP that it was quite

It
was agreed by the Newfoundland representatives

reasonable that the Canadian Government should seek an assurance i h^d
would meet the possible criticism that the Canadian

ed a large sum of public money on buildings without^^s n^ essary,
expend g
tenure of the site on which the buildings had b^^t the ^^rt and seaplane
however, that regard should be had to the fact

had been constructed at a capital cost of over ^900,000 sterling
b^ rimaril for North Atlantic Commercial
provided by the British Exchequer p Y that we should consult the
Air Transport and consequentl it was necessaryy before agrecing to
Civil Aviation Department of the • British édiroMthets tes of the hutments
continued occupation ai ter hosWitles 9

d hangars constructed by the Canadian Government. Thiin was se l p
the

o m^and
necessarybecause the sites in question Rôe^ Canadian Force hutments
to the runways and in the case of the Royal to the views

ûndladand hangars between the ends of two runways. the Newfoundland
His Majesty's Government in the United 3 n y^at general stratc^_

Government considered that-it was a Prn •ǹ gi•ving the Canadian Govcrn-
ca^l considerations justifled this Government ^ , riod and the Nc^y_
ment security of tenure extending over a BsubSIAU,

ritish Governmcnt ac^rdingly•
f°undland Government would inform the

i^t 398.
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The Newfoundland Government wishes to ensure the facilities at the
Airport and seaplane base for British civil aircraft operating across the North
Atlantic or undertaking local flights and in particular, that delivery of military
aireraft across the Atlantic would be regarded as a matter of paramount
importance, and be included as one of the fundamental points.

It was agreed that the Newfoundland Government should await a reply to
their telegram No. 47 of the 30th September, to the Secretary of State for
External Affairs before taking further steps in this matter.

9. CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT OPERATING IN NEWFOUNDLAND

The Canadian representatives raised the question of the establishment of
uniform control of aircraft operating over Newfoundland and stated that it
would be desirable if Newfoundland were declared a prohibited area in order
that flights may be regulated in a manncr similar to flights over the east coast
of Canada under direction of the Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air
Command. The Newfoundland representatives stated that under the Defence
Regulations no acroplanes can fly to or from Newfoundland without a
permit. Arrangements will be made to inform the Air Officer Commanding,
Eastern Air Command of any flight.

10. INTERNEES

The Newfoundland representatives stated that it was their wish that
arrangements might be made whcreundcr it would be possible to make use
of the internment camp that had been constructed at Carbonear. Colonel
Gibson pointed out the difficulties that would arise from a defence point
of view in permitting a considerable group of military prisoners to be concen-
trated near the Newfoundland coast. It was suggested that a group of repre-
sentative officers examine and report on the feasibility of using the camp for
civilian internees.

11. NEWFOUNDLAND RAILWAY

On the point being raised, the Canadian rcpresentatives were informed
that little or no dclay in the railway service was likely to be suffered by reason
of winter conditions. Adequate snow rcmoval facilities were available.

12. BLACKOUT

, The Canadian rcpresentatives were informed that black-out regulations
had been drafted and could be put into cffect by order at any place at any
time. Practice black-outs have been held in St. John's. Black-out regulations
were in existence at the Airport but were relaxed for construction purposes
at the request of the R.C.A.F.
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13. TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH SERVICE

For military purposes it was suggested that a 24-hour service should be
instituted by the Newfoundland Commission of Government. The Newfound-
land representative stated that this would receive consideration.

14. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS GENERALLY

The Government of Newfoundland believes that insuperable administrative
difficulties will arise if bulk goods and consumable stores which enter into the
normal economic life of the community are imported by the Canadian
Government on a duty free basis.

On the other hand the Government of Newfoundland declares that it does
not- desire to use these administrative difficulties as a ground for raising
revenue out of the importations of the Canadian Government on behalf
of service units.

It was suggested that Customs duties should be paid on all goods imported
by the Canadian Government into Newfoundland, with the exception of
arms, munitions, military equipment, service vehicles and construction ma-
terials not available in Newfoundland, and soldiers parcels, the last named
during the period of hostilities only.

In order that Newfoundland might contribute to the expense of main-
taining the Canadian Forces in Newfoundland, the Newfoundland Govern-
ment is prepared to consider a contribution that would cover the amount
of duties paid, together with such further amounts as may be agreed upon.
Railway transportation and other services to be included as part of the
Newfoundland contribution.

Until such time as a final agreement has been reached the situation should
continue as at present, that is to say:

(1) All equipment and supplies to enter Newfoundland duty free, with
the exception of canteen supplies and goods for resale, provided
that special arrangements be made as to the entry of cigarettes
in parcels consigned to individual members of Canadian units, and
further provided that there shall continue the arrangement now
in effect as to the purchase by the Canadian Government of goods
produced and manufactured in Newfoundland.

(2), No drawback to be allowed on local purchases in Newfoundland.

(3) Free transportation for Canadian troops travelling on duty; a return
ticket for a one way fare when on leave.

(4) Exemption from income tax for members of Canadian Forccs
during the period of hostilities.

(5) The Newfoundland stamp tax on cheques to be paid.

(6) Motor licenses to be free, but payment to be made for license plates.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet TYar Committee

173

CWG

SECRET
Ottawa, December 13, 1940

(1) The acquisition of property

The appointment of a Canadian agent to deal with property
owners, and the establishment of an advisory board for contentious
cases, was recommended.

This was approved by the Committee.
(2) Defence forces

It was recommended that no substantial change in strength
should be made without reasonable prior - notification to
Newfoundland.

This was approved by the Committee.

(3) Transportation costs of troops on duty

Newfoundland's agreement to pay these costs should be
confirmed.

This was approved by the Committee.

(4) Control of Airports

Three bases were involved, viz., Newfoundland Airport at-
Gander, the sea plane anchorage at Gleneagles, and the sea plane
base at Botwood.

It was recommended that, upon condition of obtaining effcctive.
control of the Airport for the R.C.A.F., the government should,
agree to Newfoundland's "fundamental points", as stated in tele-
gram No. 47 of September the 30th2 from the Governor of New-
foundland to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, also to.

9. MR. POWER stated that the Minister of National Revenue and the
Special Assistant to the Associate Minister of National Defence (Mr. Dyde)
had reported fully upon their discussions in St. John's with the Newfoundland
government.

(See memorandum of meeting at St. John's, Newfoundland, November
the 29th to December the lst, 1940; also memoranduml from the Associate
Minister, with reference to Newfoundland.)

10. It was now recommended that the Canadian government should
express agreement upon matters which had formed the subject of discussions.
These related to:

' Not printed.
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allow facilities for British civil aircraft, local flights and Trans-
Atlantic delivery of military aircraft. This would involve assump-

tion, by Canada, of financial responsibility wÔ ^nuo cost of ope ra-
tion

$180,000 annual maintenance, and $100,00
tion of wireless services. Newfoundland, however, should be asked

princi-
to continue its present contribution towards cost ofgeneral

maintenance.
regard to Botwood and Gleneagles,

n not theesame urgency.ples were practicable, but there
Mr. Power read to the meeting a draft telegram to the Governor

by the
of Newfoundland, on this subject, which approved

Committee, for despatch.

(5) Internees
It was suggested that the Camp at Carbonear, of which New-

foundland was anxious to make use, might be utilized for civilian

internees.
The Committee agreed that, so far as the Canadian government

were concerned, civilian internees might be sent to Carbonear. It
was pointed out, however, that the U.K. government, so far, had

not been prepared to intern civilians there.

(6) Telephone and telegraph services t
A specific request for increased and improved service

be aken
be made, failing agreement to which, steps would have to

by Canada.

(7) Financial arrangements generally

It was recommended that Canada should agrtpayment

of Customs duty upon goods entering Newfoundland,
understanding that sums paid would be refunded as part of the
Newfoundland contribution to the defence costs. Thnâarrangement

should, if possible, be made at an early date, before Newfou
U.S. negotiations, in this respect, were completed.

New-of the New-The Minister of Finance explained the difficulty
was feared

foundland government as regards Customs per-
that if free entryof bulk goods and consumable store s

result. Mr.
mitted, insuperable administrative difficu lties

o for theGibson considered that this constituted a serious problem
Newfoundland government.

It was agreed that Mr. Power should take this matter up fur Ôn
with'Mr. Gibson, with a view to reaching a satisfactory conclusion

and that meantime the present modus vivendi should be continued.
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1156-D-39
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 4
Ottawa, January 20, 1941

Reference Memorandum of Meeting November 28th and the title Acquisi-
tion of Property, the Canadian Government desires to express its deep
appreciation of the provision whereby title to Crown lands required for
Canadian Defence measures will be conveyed or a lease granted to the
Canadian Government without charge. This is a very welcome contribution
on the part of the Newfoundland Government. The Canadian Government
agrees with the proposal to appoint an agent to negotiate privately in cases
where private property is involved and steps are being taken to implement
the recommendation of the Memorandum in this respect. The proposal by
the Newfoundland Government to establish an Advisory Board in contentious
cases is also approved and the co-operation of the Newfoundland Government
in this matter is also greatly appreciated.

2.
Referring to the same Memorandum and to the title Defence Forces,

the Canadian Government agrees that no substantial change will be made
in the strength of the Canadian forces assigned to the defence of Newfound-
land without reasonable prior notification to the Newfoundland Government.

3. Referring to the same Memorandum and to the title Telephone and
Telegraph Services, inquiry is made as to whether it has been possible
to give further consideration to the enlargement of these Services and as to
whether the Newfoundland Government is now prepared to sây what addi-
tional service can be provided with special reference to communications
necessary for the effective operation of the Military, Naval and Air forces
stationed in Newfoundland.

180.
1156-D-39

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue à St. John's pnur discuter
des questions bilatérales de défense

Minutes of a Meeting at St. Johns to Discuss

on. ir John C. Puddester,
Hon. Colin Gibson, M.C.,Vice-Chairman of Commission
Minister of National Revenue.of Government, Commissioner for

Public Health & Welfare, and
Oaptain If. A. Dyde, M.G,Acting Commissioner for Finance.
Secretary to the Defence Council.

There were present:

H S'

Brlateral Defence Questions

St. John's, April 14, 1941
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Brigadier P. Earnshaw,
D.S.O., M•C., Officer COmmanding
Combined Canadian and
Newfoundland Forces.

Wing-Commander Bryans.

Major Hugh Lumsden.

Secretary for justice.
The agenda for discussion was as set out in a memorandum G

sub
overnor,

the
Hon. Colin Gibson with a letter to His Excellency

the
by
dated at St. John's, April 11th, 1941- 11

1. communications
A. Railway. k

176 '

Hon. Sir Wilfrid W. Woods, K.C.M.G.,
Commissioner for Public Utilities,
and Acting Co^ioner for
Defence.lion. J. A. W^ter, 'C., Commissioner

for Home ^m^s^ éra fôr'
and Acting
Justice.
Hon. J. H. Gorvin, C.B.E.,
Commissioner for Natural Resources.
Mr G. B. Summers, K-C.,

(1) Adequacy of rolling stoc .
Information is required as to what tonnathe

ge
N

the
ewfou^ndd

and American Forces will be likely n^ wh ch can now be
Railway to move in any future pe askwill. The Commissioner for Pub lic Utilitie^formationf oreseen lty lf th^s
Brigadier Earnshaw, and Colonel^h ^ e^ ^^k^ if he can
can -be supplied. Brigadier branches of the
supply the information on behalf f allto the tonnage to
Canadian Forces.

When information
esentative of the

be moved is available S^d ô the Newfoundland Govern-
Canadian and U.S. Force
ment should be formed to keep in touch v ►ithtme toatime.
situation and to review the requirements from

(2)* Deliveries of freight. deliveries of freight
Enq^y was made as to whether present ^cnt

eded up even with the equipment at pr
could be speeded was noted that under present
available to the Railway.
circumstances the Railway's facilities appear to be strained

to capacity.
(3) Upkeep.arrangements made for general maintenance o

The There are
bed and equipment can be regarded as efficientof eqwptncnt,

overhauling
difficulties with regard to the •
because it is continually in use.

(4) Spur trackage.stated that light weight rails and switches are available
It was
for use as spur trackage.

1 Not pthae&
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(5) Station at Gander.
A new freight shed is to be built at Gander.

(6) Harbour and transhipment facilities.
Enquiry was made as to whether there was any avoidable
delay in freight deliveries. The difficulties of transhipment at
Sydney due to ice conditions were mentioned. Further en-
quiry into the questions raised will be a matter for the com-
mittee to be formed.

(7) Site at St. John's for gasoline storage.
The R.C.A.F. are anxious to obtain a site for the storage
in tanks or barrels of a quantity of about 25,000 gallons of
aeroplane gasoline. The site should be accessible to rail and
sea. The gasoline will be for transhipment to Labrador. A
suitable site has not yet been chosen but the request was
made that the Newfoundland Government should agree to
facilitate the acquisition of such a site as would be required
and an undertaking that the Newfoundland Government would
co-operate in this respect was given.

B. Telephone, Telegraph and Wireless
(1) Permission to establish necessary facilities in consultation

with appropriate Government Department.

It was stated on behalf of the Newfoundland Government
that the Government was prepared in principle to facilitate
the Canadian Government in establishing all necessary com-
munications for the Canadian Forces in Newfoundland.
Arrangements would be carried out in consultation with the
appropriate Government Departments.

(2) Organizing Aircraft detection Corps.

(3) Arrangements to hook up air detection corps by telephone.
These matters have been the subject of previous corres-
pondence with the Canadian Government and'have been dis-
cussed with a representative of the R.C.A.F. sent for the
purpose. Wing-Commander Bryans will ascertain the present
position from the Secretary for Natural Resources and the
Secretary for Posts & Telegraphs and will suggest some exten-
sion of the system proposed.

2. Defence Generally

(1) Reciprocal undertaking re foreign commitments.
The undertaking which Canada would like Newfoundland to give
in this respect will be drafted by Captain Dyde for discussion at
next meeting.
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(2) Provision of aid to civil power. would like to be advised
The Canadian Officer commanding
s^ifically as to the Newfoundland officials responsibl e

Coommission
for military aid. The matter wilbe ftaken

urther up with the Canadian
of Government and discussed

Authorities.
eration in establishing refuelling bases in Newfoundland and

(3) Co-op
Labrador. be required in the
In addition to such co-operation as may
acquisition of sites the Canadian Government would lPP^Dg facil t^s
foundland Government to co-operate in ensuringgasoline and other supplies.
for supplying the Labrador bases

Woû d̂obe given.
It was agreed that this Pe

(4)
Control by R.C.N. and R.C.A.F. at Botwood•

refere
the n

(and of craft in the tYto the control of persons
air

base at Botwood. The requirements of the Canadian Government
will be more precisely defined and later discus d

3. Financial
(1) Customs.
(2) Property taxes.
(4) Permits and licenses.
(4) Foreign exchange control.
(5) Postal facilities.

It

discussion of the matters ^between ltheThere was no detailed
that they should be separately discussed

was agreed Commissioner for Finance and
Canadian representatives and the acting
Departmental officials concerned.

As to
(2) it was pointed out that apart from Municipal

taxation
fee

there is no property tax in Newfoundland. There is a r egistration

on conveyances of property. to Canadian Forces on
The request that free postage be granted

service in Newfoundland as granted in the United Kingdom was noted
for future consideration.

4. Acquisition of Property mciation of their Govern-
The Canadian representatives expressed the npP

the undertaking previously given by the Newfoundland the arrangetment for
to make Crown Lands available without charg b the Canadian Govern-
mcnt whereby private property should be acquired y

• own cost, should be recons^dered. The request was made
that

and ^oment at itsNewfoundland Government would undert ak^
pay for the same as part of its contribution. ,^^difFiculûes ôf such an

A out. Further discussion under this heading, as on
arrangement were pomte

, financial matters generally, was held over.
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1156-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A,Q`airs
to Minister of National Defence for Air

Ottawa, April 14, 1941
Dear Mr. Power,

I enclose a copy of a telegraml from L. E. Emerson of the Newfoundland
Commission of Government. Mr. Emerson and Mr. Penson have been
attending the London discussions on the United States bases in Newfoundland
and, as you will see, they want to call at Ottawa on their way back to
St. John's for the purpose of discussing certain common defence problems.

I have sent Emerson a telegraml (copy of which is enclosed) saying that
we will be prepared to discuss these matters with him on Tuesday afternoon
at 2:30. I shall be very much obliged if you will appoint one of the officers
of your Department to take part in this discussion.

I am addressing a similar request to the Honourable Mr. Ralston, Honour-
able Mr. Macdonald and Honourable Mr. Howe.

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

182. 1156-D-39

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue pour discuter
des questions bilatérales de défense '

Minutes of a Meeting to Discuss Bilateral Def ence Questions

Present:
Newfoundland

Air. L. E. Enlerson
Mr. J. H. Penson
Mr. E. C. Price

Canada
Department of External Affairs

Air. N. A. Robertson
Mr. H. L. Keenleyside
Mr. C. F. Fraser

Department of National Defence
Major•General H. D. G. Crerar
Colonel R. B. Gibson

Department of Finance
Mr. H. F. Gordon

Ottawa, April 15, 1941

"Non reproduit. 1 Not printeb
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Department of National Defence (Naval Service)
Commander R. E. Bidwell
Commander F. L. Houghton

Department of National Defence (Air)
Group-Captain Heakes

Department of Munitions and Supply
Mr. D Stairs

1. A meeting was held in Room 123 in the East Block at 2:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, the 15th of April, 1941 to discuss the following problems that
have arisen in connection with the Defence of Newfoundland:

General Crerar cxpressed e op won
for all Forces in Newfoundland was not possible, it would then be esscntial

mada It essential that S01110, system of ^otnt
th '' that if a unified Canadian command

the United Kmgdom, the Umtcd State
The presence of United States and Canadian armed forces in Newfoundland

and hould be worked out.

systetn of consultation and liaison bctwccn the ovcrnm
' d N wfoun end was csscntial.

. apis
of the question of command in Newfoundland. He pointed out that some

• • • G cnts of Canada,

4 M' •General Crerar outlined the difticulues which have anscn

in a very liberal fashion. Mr. Emerson obscrved that the wor ng
Agreement with the United States in actual practice was the most serious

.,problem confronting the Newfoundland authorities.
• • • out

2. Mr. Keenleyside opened the meeting with a few words of welcome to

the members of the Commission of Government of Newfoundland. Mr.
Penson and Mr. Emerson had just returned from London and Washington
where they have been discussing problems of Newfoundland Defence. Mr.
Emerson presented a brief summary of the ground covered by Mr. Penson
and himself during their sojourn in Washington. He stated that the United
States, in negotiating their agreement with the United Kingdom respecting
Newfoundland, were endeavouring to meet the eventualities of the next
hundred years. Mr. Penson pointed out that this long range view taken by
the United States authorities had presented certain difficulties and that the
British and Newfoundland authorities were more concerned with a practical
solution of immediate local problems.

3. The more difficult of these local problems was the question of jurisdic-
don. The United Kingdom-United States Agreement in its final form
would limit United States jurisdiction over B ritish

States State Depart-

ment
within the leased area. Officials of

ment had assured the Newfoundland representatives that the United States
does not recognize the leased areas as United States territory. The United
States authorities hoped that the Agreement could be interpreted and applied

we out of the

(a) United States Bases in Newfoundland
(b) Control of Airports, Draft Agreement
(c) Labour Problems
(d) Use of Carbonear Camp
(e) MV Schulamite and M. V. Marvita

(f) Relations with Greenland.
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to subdivide the Island on geographic lines and to assign certain areas to
United States command and other areas to Canadian command. Mr. Emerson
stated that the Newfoundland authorities would greatly prefer a unified
Canadian command to any other type of control. Commodore Heakes pointed
out that the Royal Canadian Air Force had established their own bases in
Newfoundland for the express purpose of maintaining separate control.

5. Certain points in connection with the Canada-Newfoundland Draft
Agreement were then discussed. It was decided to defer for the consideration
of a smaller group the Airport question. A fundamental problem was that
raised in paragraph 17 of the Draft Agreement, viz., the use of the New-
foundland Airport and the Botwood Seaplane Base by United States author-
ides. It was pointed out that the use of these facilities by United States
forces did not constitute the establishment of a new United States Base, since
Canadian control over both the Airport and the Seaplane Base was to be
maintained. It was suggested that a separate agreement regarding accom-
modation for United States forces at the Airport and Botwood would be
desirable.

6. A question was asked regarding the effect of paragraph 19 B. of the
Canada-Newfoundland Draft Agreement. It was suggested that the eRect
of this paragraph might be to prohibit the flight of United States aircraft
over Newfoundland. This point was reserved for further consideration. The
suggestion was also made that British civil aircraft might be prevented from
flying over Newfoundland by reason of 19 B but, it was pointed out that
British civilian aviation was expressly protected by a clause in paragraph 3
(8) and that the organization for ferrying of aircraft across the Atlantic
was covered by paragraph 5.

7. At this point Mr. Penson enquired whether the Newfoûndland authorities
should discuss with Canada any new United States proposals regarding
leased areas. Mr. Kecnleyside pointed out that the right of Canada to
participate in such future discussions was reserved in paragraph 4 of the
Agreement.

8. The attention of the meeting was then directed to labour problems.
Mr. Kccnleyside presented a draft tclcgram1 addressed to the Governor of
Newfoundland, suggesting that the Commission of Government should set
up and administer a centralized organization for handling labour problems.
Mr. Emerson pointed out that the Newfoundland authorities had stead-
fastly refused to interfere with wages and labour problems generally. Both
he and Mr. Penson felt that to ask the Newfoundland authorities to devise
and administer a formalized labour policy would present great difficulties.
It was decided that Mr. Emerson should take the draft telegram to St.
John's with him and consider it further in the light of conditions there.

9. Commander Bidwell stated that the Royal Canadian Navy was most
anxious to acquire the M. V. Schulamfte and the M. V. Marvita, on a loanbasis. He added that the proposed rate of hire of $35.00 a day which had

' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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been suggested by the Newfoundland authorities was felt to be somewhat

high. Mr. Price intimated that the suggestion made by the Canadian
authorities regarding terms of acquisition of these vessels was too vague. It
was agreed that Mr. Price should discuss the matter privately with Canadian
Naval Officials with a view to arriving at some definite agreement.

10. Mr. Penson stated that he wished to learn the attitude of the Canadian
Government regarding the deterioration of certain

out that certain roadsdue to the traffic of heavy army trucks. He pointed
both in the city of St. John's andl^é h^e W^a no money available to

danerous
due to heavy army traffic and that
these roads in shape. General Crerar stated that in Canada the Department
of National Defence makes no commitments for the repair and upkeep of
roads, the matter being one for the Municipal and Provincial authorities.

11. Mr. Robertson enquired whether Mr. Penson wished to express any
views as to the use of Carbonear Camp. It had been originally intended that

this Camp should house 1,000 German airman prisoners. The Permanent
Joint Board on Defence had objected to the presence of prisoners, civilian
and military in Newfoundland on the ground that it might lead to an incident.
Some discussion followed as to what disposition might be made of the Camp
at this time. Mr. Emerson was of the opinion that it might prove useful for

quartering of troops.

12. The meeting concluded with a brief discussion of the Greenland

situation.

183.

,,,a ,,,Ppttono was attended by all of those present at the meeUng of Apn1
the Governor dated April llth, 1941. ,
Colin Gibson, Minister of National Revenue, in a letter to His Exce ency

^

The meeting w
discussion of matters set out in a memorandum submitted by the Hono 11 able

' as in continuation of a meeting held on April 14t11 for the
missioner for Defence.

1156-D-39

Procès-verbal d'une réunion pour discuter
des questions bilatérales de défense

Minutes of a Meeting Io Discuss Bllateral Defence Questions

St. John's, April 16, 1941

At the office of the Commissioner for Public Utilities and Acting Com-

` 14th, with the exception of Wing-Commander Bryans. A s a.
Notes of the meetmg Jr

correct record, and discussions were resumed on certain of the matters held
over from that meeting.

Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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DEFENCE GENERALLY .
Reciprocal undertaking re foreign commitments.

The Canadian representatives submitted a request that the Newfoundland
Government give an undertaking to the Canadian Government in the following
terms:

During the period of hostilities the Newfoundland Government
will make commitments or concessions of a defence nature to a foreign
Government only with the prior consent of the Canadian Government,
save and except such commitments or concessions as are now in effect
or which necessarily result from any existing agreement. The Newfound-
land Government will inform the Canadian Government of requests
received from the United States Government when such requests relate
to or are likely to relate to Articles I(4) II and XI (5) of the Agree-
ment of 27th March, 19411, or when such requests are likely to involve
an extension of existing defence commitments or concessions.

This was referred to as a reciprocal undertaking in as much as the Cana-
dian Government had undertaken not to enter into foreign commitments at
the Newfoundland air bases which are being transferred. It was pointed out
by the Newfoundland Government representatives that the undertaking of
the Canadian Government referred to was a condition of the transfer of air
bases in Newfoundland, designed to secure the protection of United Kingdom
and Newfoundland interests in the development of the bases for the purposes
for which they were constructed.

The Canadian representatives in further support of their request stated
that it would be embarrassing to Canada, while responsible for the defence
of Newfoundland to have another nation take defence measures in New-
foundland of which Canada was unaware and which might conflict with
Canadian interests.

The Newfoundland Government representatives drew attention to the fact
that the Canadian Government had not in any communication to the New-
foundland Government acknowledged a responsibility for the defence of
Newfoundland. It was pointed out that somewhat similar statements affirming
the interests of their respective countries in the defence of Newfoundland,
have been made by the Prime Minister of Canada and by the President of
the United States. The appreciation of Newfoundland for the assurance given
by the Prime Minister of Canada, and for the defence measures taken, was
expressed, but it was stated that the Newfoundland Government does not
feel free to assume definitely that the statement made may not be regarded,
if the Canadian Government sees fit, as limited to such defensive measures
in Newfoundland as appear to be in the interest of Canadian defence, nor to
assume that the Canadian Government regards the statement as an under-
taking given Newfoundland.

With further reference to the undertaking sought of the Newfoundland
Government, it was pointed out by the Newfoundland representatives that

' Voir l'appendice II. 1 Sec Appendix B.
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would not necessarily be in Newfoundland's interests to ô^ c ted tth
o

at lit
solely on Canada as responsible forfit^é N^oundland Government to give

ofmight not be within the province
ch an undertaking, as the United Kingdom Government is principal y

su
responsible for Newfoundland's defence.

I t
was stated by the Newfoundland Government repre^e nt=eive s that the

Commission of Government would give consideration to
request

undertaking.

Control by R.C.N. and R.C.A. F. Bonvood.
general along the lines of what is

The control which is contemplated for
usual in harbour traffic regulations and it will be necessary to provide

mooring areas around the air base. that
The Newfoundland Government representatives gave anassurancesary to

the Government would cooperate in carrying out all measures
facilitate operations of the R.C.N. and R.C.A.F. at Botwood.

ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY

toh
ead.

Sites for the Royal Canadian Navy at Fort William âeSBB̂lack
a site

It was noted that the Royal Canadian Navy may ^ÿJose h's Parish Hall. The Newfoundland
at Fort William â^cn l^ÿ ^e^Roya Canadian Navy bef i
Government is as Crown^y other persons. This site
action to make such site available for f the use
is probably not at present prop y e

The Canadian representatives submitted a request to have omad^aav^aaboln
for the use of the Royal Canadian Navy for a wireless station,
Blackhead promontory comprising a tableland area of aboute Department of

for
will write

eight hundred feet. The Canadian Authori ties
site and describing its

Natural Resources making formal application
boundaries more explicitly, and it will be made available for the duration

of the war for the purpose mentioned.

LESTER'S FIELD

Attention was drawn to the fact that private owners of property taken over
by the Canadian Government at Lester's Field, had not received compensa-

tion. The Canadian representatives agreed to pursue éis matter 9ues ^on

expedite payment without waiting for CanadiantorN
f

ewfoûndland Govern-
which had been raised, as to whether th The New-
ment should pay for the cost of acquisi tion

v an officialyavailable to
foundland Government will cooperate in making
negotiate on behalf of the Canadian Government, if asked to do so.

CUSTOMS CUTTERS

the C
, It has been agreed to make these available to anadianfovE^m n^l

and a communication will be sent to the Secretary of State

Affairs.
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1156-D-39

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue à Ottawa pour discuter
des questions bilatérales de défense

Minutes of a Meeting at Ottawa to Discuss Bilateral Defence Questions

Ottawa, April 19, 1941

There were present:

Hon. Colin Gibson, K.C., M.C., M.P. Hon. L. E. Emerson, K.C.,
Minister of National Revenue. Commissioner for Justice and Defence.

Dr. H. L. Keenleyside, Hon. J. H. Penson, M.C.,
Department of External Affairs. Commissioner for Finance.

Mr. E. C. Price,
Chairman, Board of Customs.

The agenda for discussion comprised matters left over from the discussions
held between representatives of the Canadian and Newfoundland Govern-
ments at St. John's, Newfoundland, on the 14th and 16th April, 1941.

Communications: Railway.
It was understood that the whole question of the adequacy of the existing

railway and rolling stock to meet prospective requirements had been con-
sidered by the Joint Defence Board, which, it is understood, will make specific
recommendations.

Financial: Customs.
This matter had been left over from the previous discussions held in

December, 1940, pending negotiations between the Newfoundland Govern-
ment and the United States.

Mr. Gibson expressed the view that Canadian troops in Newfoundland
should receive no less favourable treatment than that accorded to the United
States troops and pointed out the existing differences in costs to the troops
of canteen supplies. He stated that when the Canadian and United States
troops were serving in the same area a marked difference in the price of
articles, such as cigarettes or beer, would undoubtedly arouse unfavourable
comment. At the present time Canadian cigarettes sell for 25 cents a package
as compared with 8 to 10 cents for American cigarettes in U.S. army clubs.

Mr. Penson replied that the Customs arrangement with the United States
must be regarded as a whole and that any changes in the existing Customs
agreements, to put the Canadian troops in the same position as the U.S.
troops, might necessitate the withdrawal of other concessions in order to
make up loss of revenue. He pointed out, for example, that Canadian troops
are not charged Customs Duty on gifts direct to units or personal parcels
(subject to a limitation as to the number of cigarettes included in such
Parcels) whereas U.S. troops will, under the Bases Agreement, pay duty on
consumable stores, including groceries, cigarettes and liquor imported by
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other than U.S. Government agencies. He further po^hteed aomué th^at ^é c^teen
s

price of Canadian cigarettes n^^ duty wasr emoved the sale price would
price in Canada, and that even
remain considerably higher than that of U.S. cigarettes.

the sale of beer, Mr. Penson pointed out that the botltlep
Concerning and is

Canadian beer has already been reduced from 35^ to 25 ^ to which
being further reduced to 20^. The actual landedou

cost
sinlsand breakage.

must be added charges for duty, cartage, warehousing
bars, blades, etc., sell at

Other canteen articlesnte ^•such as chocola e ,

standard prices in all ca

It
was suggested that the Customs Arrangements should remain r ceived

are until it has been ascertained what concessions are bellmade to put the
by the U.S. forces and what adjustments, if any, s
Canadians on a similar basis. change in the

The Newfoundland representatives stated sthat,
ableh a lre- djustment of the

existing Customs charges be considered t to offset
now being

the losscial of revenue; e
arrangements.g.

between the two countries would be sought
financial modifying or cancelling P Yn°
made by the Newfoundland Government to the Railway for transportation

of Canadian forces.

Property Taxes: outside

'
While there are no property taxes in Newfoundland on property

reas there are municipal taxes to cover costs of services, 1ncli^
municipal a , un and roads. In St. John!s the P P Y, ,
water, sewer, fire, street ligh g and users of large quantiUes of
16% of the assessed rental value of property a

ng

water pay an additional meter charge at

f propertp

aying
rates

this m édichargeWT'he
used. The United States forces in St. ohn

J 5% s tax on Government property in
Newfoundland Government pays a

St. John's.
there is in St. John's a coal tax of 70 cents a tonoe mentIn addition, This t^c is collected by the UP^

brought in and consumed in the city.
s as a ent for the city. (The Newfoundland Governm In is willing

of Custom g eable on coal of 35 per ton.)
forego the ordinary Customs Duty charg a. John's municipalrt of the St.

was pointed out that the coal tax is p
revenue and the Customs Department has no option but ^dCOthet city has

unless other arrangements are made w ^^1R C N. vessels are exempt
exempted the vessels of the R.C.N. from wate
from harbour and light dues.

intimated that some contribution from Canada may be asked
Mr. Emerson

for by the Municipality of St. John's for the ire-par of streets.
uggested - that Canadian representatives should negotiatns with

It was s ation,
St. John's municipal officers as to t^uals m for m andunic^pal

that co
services.

f
° might be given to the payment o an a
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Permits and Licenses:
The question of license fees was discussed and it was intimated that gen-

erally the position is as follows:

Motor Vehicle License, no fee charged on Canadian Government cars,
but cost of license plate collected. All privately owned vehicles pay
ordinary license fees.
Driving Licenses will be issued free to Canadian troops driving Govern-
ment vehicles.
Liquor License not charged for messes or canteens.
Liquor Permit (personal) free. At request of a former O.C., Canadian
troops at Airport, only beer and wine are supplied to Canadian forces at
Airport and Botwood, other than commissioned officers.
Radio Licenses, no fee being charged for radios in barracks or camps.
Dog Tax, a municipal tax.

Foreign Exchange Control:
Mr. Gibson asked for information concerning the issuing of licenses to

import goods from the United States. Mr. Penson stated that, while there is no
general restriction of imports of any commodities from the United States, the
Newfoundland Government maintains close contact with the Canadian
Foreign Exchange Control Board.

Postal Arrangements:
A request was made that the Canadian forces in Newfoundland should

secure free postage as granted to other Canadian forces overseas. This had
been discussed in Newfoundland, and left over for discussion with the
Commissioner of Finance. Mr. Penson was agreeable to the proposal, pro-
vided that Canada established an Army Post Office to handle Canadian mail.
Such mail would be franked, and would be carried on the Newfoundland
Railway and by ship at the usual rates. Canadian letters to points within
Newfoundland or outside Canada would be required to bear Newfoundland
stamps. If the proposal is to be proceeded with, consultations should be
entered into with tht Departments of the Newfoundland Government con-
cerned, as questions will arise as to postal orders, parcel post and telegrams.

Acquisition of Property:
The request of the Canadian Government that the Newfoundland Govern-

ment should assume the cost of acquiring private property required by the
Canadian forces was further considered.

Mr. Penson stated that, since Newfoundland had foregone the annual
grant-in-aid from Great Britain of between four and five million dollars, the
financial resources of the country were strained to the utmost, and many im-
portant services have been seriously curtailed or abandoned. Under the cir-
cumstances, the Newfoundland Government was not in a position to assume
financial liability for the purchase of property.
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In addition, the Newfoundland representatives stated that on political
grounds, also, difficulty would be seen in making contributions for the pur-
chase of property required by Canada.

No payment has yet been made by Canada to the owners of Lester's Field,
and it had been suggested to the Newfoundland representatives that a lease
be procured for one year with an option for renewal from year to year.

The Newfoundland representatives stated that, when this Field was taken
over for military purposes, it was understood that the occupation was to be
for the period of hostilities and for a reasonable period thereafter; and that
this should be taken into consideration when acquiring rights to the property.

The Newfoundland representatives stated that their Government will assist
in every way possible the acquisition by Canada of private property and that
a Board had been set up, consisting of the Hon. Mr. Justice Higgins, F. W.
Bradshaw and J. B. Baird, to settle compensation, in the event of failure to
reach agreements with private owners.

The Newfoundland representatives further indicated that the development
of an Airfield at Torbay would entail a considerable expenditure on upkeep
of about eight miles of road between the Airport and St. John's, the present
road not being constructed to carry heavy vehicles. This matter was left over
for further consideration.

Aircraft Detection Corps:
No further progress could be made on this subject until plans have been

submitted by the Canadian forces outlining definite plans and requirements.'

185. NPA S-4-2-1

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of Commission of Government of Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, June 19, 1941

His Excellency the Governor presided.

The following Commissioners were present:
The Honourable Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare.
The Honourable Commissioner for Home Affairs and Education.
The Honourable Commissioner for Public Utilities.
The Honourable Commissioner for Justice.
The Honourable Commissioner for Natural Resources.

'Les deux gouvernements avaient l'inten-
tion de se rencontrer à nouveau afin de
«conclure un accord général., mais avec la
nomination d'un haut commissaire canadien
en juillet 1941 (section 3 a v), la néces-
sité de cette rencontre disparut.

i Both governments intended to have a
further meeting for the purpose of "conclud-
ing a general agreement" but, with the
appointment of a Canadian High Commis-
sioner in July, 1941. (Section 3 a v) the need
for such a meeting ceased to exist.
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There were also present:

Major-General H. D. G. Crerar, D.S.O., Chief of the General Staff, Canadian
Army.

Major-General W. H. P. Elkins, O.B.E., D.S.O., Chief of the Atlantic Command,
Canadian Army.

Brigadier Phillip Earnshaw, D.S.O., M.C., Officer Commanding Canadian Forces
in Newfoundland.

Colonel R. B. Gibson, V.D., General Staff Officer, Canadian Army.

Commodore L. W. Murray, R.C.N., Commodore Commanding Newfoundland
Forces, R.C.N.

Captain C. N. R. Schwerdt, C.V.O., R.N., Second in Command of the Newfound-
land Forces, R.C.N.

After welcoming the visitors His Excellency stated that the relations be-
tween the. Canadian Naval and Military Forces and Newfoundlanders were
cordial and pleasant.

He stated that the question of command, as between the Canadian and
United States Forces, was rather obscure and wondered if Major-General
Crerar could throw any light upon this point.

Major Crerar said there had been two different conceptions as to the way
in which the war would develop and plans had been made to meet either
contingency. The first envisaged North America against the Axis Powers.
Recent developments, however, had inclined the Joint Defence Board to the
view that the battle front will be confined to the United Kingdom and the
Middle and Far East. Consequently the question of a unified command does
not arise. The respective forces are carrying along happily. The plan for
Newfoundland does not indicate that Canadian troops will come under
control of United States Commanders nor that United States forces will be
under the control of Canadian Commanders.

The present position is that Canadian Fôrces will be responsible for the
defence of Newfoundland and will co-operate with United States forces in
the defence of their Bases.

The United States forces will be responsible for the defence of the Eastern
area (whatever that means) and will co-operate with the Canadians.

This arrangement would be difficult if large scale operations developed
but such operations are not anticipated. There might possibly be sporadic
bombing or bombardment or a small scale landing, and these would have to
be dealt with by whatever troops were on the spot. This would apply also if
the United States entered the war. There will be centralised Canadian com-
mand consisting of Brigadier Earnshaw, Commodore Murray and [Group-
Captain] Guthrie, R.C.A.F. This will apply to the Newfoundland Airport also.
The Canadian Government had approved the despatch of another Battalion '
which would probably be centred around the Airport, but rather more for
political than military reasons. In the event of an attack the defences of the
Airport would be mainly guns and aircraft. The United States are rather
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sensitive about the Airport and rather than have them send troops the Cana-
dians are doing it. The United States will be providing the Canadians with the
necessary anti-aircraft guns. Six batteries have been asked for but at present
the United States are short of the 3.7 guns required. The Canadians can

provide the men to operate the guns.

With regard to the anxiety of the Canadian officer in charge at the Airport
concerning the capacity of the Railway to cope with the increased require-
ments there, Major Crerar said the Joint Defence Board had discussed that
point and thought the matter had been exaggerated. He understood they
were providing 100 tank cars and some locomotives to operate between the
Airport and Botwood. He agreed that it would probably be a long time before
the main line would be unable to cope with requirements.

He did not think that a "Defence of the Western Hemisphere" complex
was now governing developments. On the contrary the pronouncements of
President Roosevelt and Secretary Knox indicated they believed the fighting
^would be confined to Europe. An attempted invasion of North America
would a most complicated military operation requiring command of the sea
and command of the air neither of which the enemy would have at that dis-
stance from his bases. If the worst happened and England were over-run, an
invasion of South America would follow, and North America would be

isolated.
Commodore Murray expressed the op'vnion that if England were conquered

and Africa and South America under enemy control there would be no
necessity for an invasion of North America. An invasion of Greenland would
only be on a small scale and for the twofold purpose of assisting raiders on the
Atlantic and obtaining meteorological information. By an arrangement with
the United States no meteorological information can now get to Germany to
help their bombers attack England. He did not believe Newfoundland could
be invaded. It is not a place that troops could be operated on 'an invasion

scale.
Major Crerar said the Joint Defence Board met about fortnightly. Some-

times the Services Committee met apart from the Board. They are now
engaged in working out Basic Plan 2 which involves the problem of convoy-
ing supplies to Great Britain. He was not a member of the Board but
promised to take up with it the point raised regarding notifying the New-
foundland Government when any matter concerning Newfoundland was being
considered. He stated the Canadians were up against the same position in their
relations with the United States and had on several occasions been confronted
with agreements already made between the United Kingdom and the United
States, without prior consultation.

'Commodore Murray stated that anti-submarine operations coupled with
longer hours of daylight on the approaches to the Western Atlantic had been
so successful that submarines had been driven further afield and it had
become a necessity for the Admiralty to extend the anti-submarine escort
system. They had selected St. John's as being the most convenient and, in

^
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fact, the only port available. Hard pressed in the Mediterranean and hard
pressed also financially, they had turned this operation over to Canada to run
for them. They had selected him to take control and Captain Schwerdt ceased
to be Naval Officer in Charge and was now his second in command. Canada
and Newfoundland were thus sharing in half the Battle of the Atlantic. His
Naval Command extended over the whole of the Island, including the Straits
of Belle Isle, round the outside and waters to the seaward. Cabot Strait and
the Gulf of St. Lawrence are under Canada.

It had been formally decided by the British Government that Canada
should control the advanced Naval Base in Newfoundland. It would be
necessary to acquire certain property on the waterfront and it was hoped it
could be done with the least possible disturbance to commercial interests.
In acquiring such property either by negotiation or requisition, the Canadian
Government would not expect any better terms than a body such as the
Compensation Board would obtain for them. He expected shortly to have a
Real Estate Valuator come down who would appraise any properties to be
taken.

He accepted the suggestion that it would be desirable to keep in touch with
the Department of Public Works regarding matters connected with the
acquisition of property, particularly in view of the fact that certain property
owners were at present unaware of the fact that their premises might be
taken. In cases where compulsory acquisition had to be resorted to it was of
course essential that he should approach the Commissioner for Public
Utilities.

The possibility of developing Harbour Grace as a subsidiary base is still
under consideration. Use of it would involve the building of a breakwater and
some buoys.

With the creation of a Naval Base in St. John's, the danger of an attack
on the City is naturally increased. He did not know of any instance which
quite paralleled the operation by Canada of a Naval Base in Newfoundland.
In Halifax the Navy worked in co-operation with the commercial interests.
The Harbour Master there, though not under Navy control, co-operates with
it, and the pilots are occasionally controlled by the Navy.

Captain Schwerdt stated that no trouble had been experienced in working
with the civilian authorities in St. John's except they were not organized on
a war basis. It was inconvenient not to be able to get the Harbour Master
at any hour of the night if required.

The Commissioner for Public Utilities stated arrangements were being
made to appoint an Assistant Harbour Master which would overcome this
difficulty.

Commodore Murray suggested the inauguration of a persistent campaign
to discourage idle and loose talk concerning war developments and move-
ments of shipping in St. John's.

W. J. CAREW
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SOUS-SEGTION V/SUB-SECTION V

LA NOMINATION D'UN HAUT COMMISSAIRE CANADIEN

APPOINTMENT OF A CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER

S. Although it would be inaccurate to say that our relations with Ne
and have been prejudiced by the diversity of the channels of communication

186.

[Ottawa,] March 27, 1941

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN NEWFOUNDLAND

1. Since the outbreak of war in September 1939 Newfoundland has been
playing an increasingly large part in considerations relating to Canadian

defence. Members of the Government have visited the Island on two occa-
sions, a number of special emissaries have been sent to St. John's for specific
discussions, and a more or less constant intercourse has been maintained
through Service channels and by telegraphic communication

Commission ofDepartment of External Affairs and the Newfdland

Government.

Board on v
isited Ottawa

2. Representatives of the Newfoundland G overnment
when

and have attended meetings of the Permanent Joint
Newfoundland matters have been under review.

3. At the present time there are at least six channels of communication
between Canada and Newfoundland. These are as follows:

(a) External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland;
(b) National Defence to Officer Commanding in Newfoundland to New-

foundland authorities;
(c) National Defence for Naval Services to Naval Officer Commanding,

St. John's, to Newfoundland authorities;
(d) National Defence for Air to Air Force and/or Newfoundland

toSupply or Transport representatives at air bases in N
Newfoundland authorities;

(e) External Affairs to Dominions office to St. John's;

(f) Munitions and Supply or Department of Transport
o Newfoundlandcharge of construction at Newfoundland air bases

authorities.
4. The Canadian Government has now been work out a a

ppoint
of certaintives to meet with Newfoundland officials to w

problems of mutual interest which still require decision. ^ouad,
. •

1793-40

Mémorandum du conseiller' au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim
aux Affaires extérieures'-

Memorandum from Counsellor' to Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External A,Vairs2
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and certain failures on our part to keep the Newfoundland authorities fully
apprised of Canadian plans, it would be fair to suggest that certain minor
misunderstandings and delays might have been obviated if we had had a
representative of the Newfoundland Government stationed in Ottawa and a
Canadian, representative stationed in St. John's.

6. It is quite clear that rather than decreasing in importance, our relations
with Newfoundland during the remainder of this year, and until the end of
the war, will be more important than they have been in the past. With Canada
taking a very large measure of responsibility for the defence of Newfoundland;
with Canadian military, naval and air forces established in, and possibly oper-
ating from, Newfoundland bases; with the expenditure of some $5,000,
000,000 [sic] by Canadian representatives in the Island immediately in
prospect; with United States forces established in Newfoundland bases and
with the United States Government maintaining a Consular representative
(Consul General) in St. John's; with problems relating to the operation
of foreign trawlers off the Newfoundland Banks and to fishing vessels from
St. Pierre and Miquelon; with the increasing use of Newfoundland facilities
for civil as well as military aircraft; and with a rapid growth in the number
of financial, legal, immigration and customs problems which will require
settlement by Ottawa and St. John's, it is - most desirable that consideration
should be given to the advisability of appointing an official representative of
the Canadian Government to be stationed permanently, or at least until the
end of the war, in St. John's. The value of such an appointment is recognized
by officials of the defence Departments and it would do much to simplify
and streng,then the contacts between the two Governments.

7. Although Newfoundland is not a Dominion it would perhaps please the
people of the Island• if the Canadian representative in St. John's were to be
designated a "High Commissioner". If for any reason the Government of the
United Kingdom should take exception to this designation, the Canadian
representative could be described as "Canadian Commissioner" or "Canadian
Agent".

8. If it should be decided to sclect a mcmber of the External Affairs
Service for this post, çonsideration might be given to bringing Kirkwood to
St. John's and filling his post in Greenland by either A. E. Porsild or one of
the junior ofïïcers of the Department, or both. If this should prove impracti-
cable, Mr. H. A. Dyde might profitably be selected. Mr. Dyde has already
visited Newfoundland and has been intimately associated with all the recent
negotiations between Canada and the Government at St. John's. His personal
qualities, moreover, would make him an admirable incumbent for such a post,

9. It is suggested that whoever may be appointed to St. John's should
also be accredited as Canadian Consul to St. Pierre and Miquelon 3

'C- C. Eberts fut nommé vice-consul ca- 1C. C. Eberts was appointed Canadian°adien à Saint-Pierre-et-Aiiquelon le 19 ao0t Vice-Consul in Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon on1941.
August 19, 1941.
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(1) As a result of the war, direct Canadian participation in the defence
of Newfoundland has developed very rapidlyazTheR.C.A.Fare in charge

for
Newfoundland Airport and Botwood and going ahead
establishing a new base at Torbay. The Canadian Army has two battalions

at Newfoundland Airport' and Botwood, a third at St. John's and coast
defence artillery units at a number of points. The Canadian Navy has been
given responsibility for the operation of the convoy escort force to be based
on St. John's. The presence of Canadian armed forces in the Island has
created a good many points of contact with the civilian authorities. Colonel
Gibson's visits have resulted in the satisfactory clearing up of the principal
outstanding points of difference, but there are continually questions arising,
the settlement of which would undoubtedly be facilitated by the presence in
the Island of an official representative of the Canadian Government as dis-
tinct from the officers commanding the various service detachments.

(2) The United States has, within
further

months ,
res

ulity
leased
coastbase at Argentia in Newfoundland, assumedss Ponsib

defences at St. John's, and for the protcction of the Newfoundland Airport.
Local relations between the Canadian and American forces sharing in the
defence of Newfoundland have been good, and it is important that they
remain so. The major questions of policy defining Canadian-American

responsibilities vis-d-vis Newfoundland will have to be settled between
Ottawa and Washington, but there is room for useful work to be done in this
field by a good Canadian representative on the spot. The recent decision of
the United States Government to appoint a new and senior Consul General
at St. John's, who will have the confidence of his Government and the local
authorities to a greater degree than his predecessor did, is another argument
for having Canadian representation in the Island of at least equivalent rank.

(3) The constitutional position of Newfoundland in the Commonwealth is
anomalous. It is not a dominion, nor is it a colony. It has, during the last
seven or eight years, been to a large extent under direct Dominions Office
control. At the same time it is economically, socially and strategically closer
to Canada than to any other part of the British Empire. Inevitably New-
foundland's international position is the resultant of a three-way pull-to the
United Kingdom, to the United States and to Canada. Any modification of
the present precariously balanced position is of direct interest to this country,
and it would seem important that Canada be adequately and directly repre-
sented in the Island, particularly during the next year or two, which are likely
to see important developments in the Island's relations with the three coun-
tries with which it is most closely connected.

(4) The internal political situation in Newfoundland is the counterpart of
its anomalous constitutional postion. Local government has been suspended
for seven or eight years, while the administration has been under the control
of a mixed Commission nominated from London, consisting half of United
Kingdom officials and half of Newfoundlanders. The Commission is probably

'L'aéroport de Gander. 'Gander Airport.
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giving Newfoundland better government than it has had for a long time, and
has undoubtedly helped to put its financial Newfoundland B

ritish, Canadian
reflectedand American spending for war purposes in

in the Island's income, which for the first time in years, has provided a surplus

over current expenditures. This easing of f self-government.the
Anyndemandyfo

t
r

strengthen the demand for a return
structural changes in the internal government of Newfoundland is likely to
be linked with a demand for a new definition of its external relations, and
thus precipitate the always latent issue of Newfoundland's interest in

Confederation.
(5) Our commercial, customs and fishery connections with Newfoundland

are chronically unsatisfactory. The reasons for this state of affairs are pretty
deep seated, though they have undoubtedly been aggravated by misunder-

with Newfoundland. Newfoundland naturally takes a particular and almost

standings and lack of appreciation of the other country's problems and inter-

ests. A Canadian representative in Newfoundland could help to straighten
out some of the snarls in which our trade and fishing relations with New-
foundland are now entangled.

(6) Apart from the continuing questions of commercial and fishery policy
in which Canadian and Newfoundland interests tend to be at odds, attention
might be drawn to a matter now before the Minister of Finance, who is being
urged by the Canadian newsprint industry to make representations to the
Newfoundland authorities against the price cutting policies of Newfoundland
newsprint producers, which are alleged to be undercutting Canadian export
business to the United States. This is an important and difficult question, in
which our Government is naturally rather reluctant to move without fuller
information than is provided by the ex parte statements 'of the Canadian
producers. Clearly, if we had a High Commissioner in St. John's, our first
step would be to. ask him for a report on the facts, and, if they were
found correct, the second step would be to ask him to discuss the whole situ-
ation informally with the Newfoundland authorities with a view to finding a
mutually acceptable solution of the problem. As matters stand, it is not a
question which we can very well take up direct with London, and the pros-
pects of reaching an agreement with Newfoundland by cable negotiations

are poor.

(7) Under 'present conditions, the special position of St. Pierre and
Miquelon has to be taken into account in any review of Canada's relations

propr'etary interest in the future of these islands, but her interest is not quite
the same as that of Canada: On grounds of general security, Newfoundland
would =be 'happier if St. Pierre - and Miquelon were definitely outside the
orbit of Vichy control. At the same time, Newfoundland would like to have
the Islands, for both fisheries and customs purposes, assimilated to New-
°f foündland. In addition to our common interest in the greater security of the
'apprôaches to the St. Lawrence, Canada would naturally take a more sympa
thetic- interest than Newfoundland in the importance of St. Pierre, and
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Miquelon as an outpost of Free France. At the same time, we might also
be interested in keeping St. Pierre and Miquelon outside the Newfoundland
customs and fisheries regime. Conceivably, under Canadian supervision, it
might provide Nova Scotia fishermen with the base near the Banks for storing
supplies and unloading fish which Newfoundland has hitherto refused to
Canadian fishermen.'

(8) The foregoing paragraphs indicate the major political questions out-
standing or in prospect between Canada and Newfoundland with which a
Canadian High Commissioner in St. John's might be expected to deal. Apart
from the fact that the presence of a resident Canadian representative in St.
John's should make it easier to deal with dispatch with these questions of
substantive policy, it may be noted at the present time that communications
between the Canadian Government and the Newfoundland Commission of
Government are complicated, first by the fact that in dealing with any given
subject one is always in some doubt as to whether one should take it up
direct by telegram with the Governor or whether one should approach New-
foundland through the intermediary of the United Kingdom Dominions Office.
This uncertainty about channels of communication is a reflection of the
anomalous political status of the Island Government. It should, I think, be
clarified by the designation of a responsible Canadian High Commissioner
in the Island, through whom all official communications from Canada to
the Newfoundland authorities would pass.

(9) It is clear from an inspection of the files of the Department of Ex-ternal
Affairs for the past six months that Canada has more varied, more

important and more urgent business with Newfoundland than with all the
self-governing Dominions in which we maintain High Commissioners put to-
gether. It may be difficult to get a good man to go to St. John's as High
Commissioner, but it is clearly a post which requires an able man who is
capable of gaining the confidence and friendship of the Newfoundlanders. One
man who I think could fill it well is Mr. C. J. Burchell, now High Com-
missioner in Australia. He is a Maritimer, familiar not only with questions of
Dominion-Provincial relations but with Commonwealth constitutional theory
and practice--both impoitant qualifications in view of the special problems
which Newfoundland relations with Canada present.
a good job in Australia, and has not been! there very long. He might feelothattranslation to

Newfoundland was not a promotion, and in any case would
probably not be available for two or three months. As a poss'ble alternative
nominee, you might wish to consider Mr. J.
Coal Administrator. Mr. Stewart is also a MaritimerGwigth a special kno 1dle
of the problems of Dominion-Provincial relations, kept up to date by his
experience as Dominion Counsel before the Rowell-Sirois Commission. I do

question de Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelonainsi
quo des démElEs entre 1e Canada et Can

Ille issue of
ada's dealings with i

erre
Newfoun^dlandn over

Terre-Neuve à ce sujet sont documentés au this, are documented in Volume 8, Chap-volume 8, chapitre 3.
ter 3.
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f amiliarity with Questions of Commonwealth

not think he has Mr. Burchells ^tor, he has shown,
relations. On the o^er hand' d Coal

labour Adminis
problems of the coal ind^t^â ^^e

ling stand him in goodthe very difficult wages an
ties of imagination and sympathy which might
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High Commissioner in U

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire en Australie

Secretary of State for External Affairs to
• A stralia

Ottawa, July 17, 1941

TELEGRAM 56 s. we

SECRET.
Following from Prime Nlinister for High Commis^Ô e^ to g IIeral

have been giving a go^ deal of conslé^ ^dlandr In the p^t six months,
question of Canadian relations with N rt^t and more urgent business ln-
Canada has had more varied, more impo
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Newfoundland, and propose to do so by ppo
a

nthere. •U•me situation, f amiliarity with Commo fâ^l ÿYour knowledge of Mar
Constitution al problems and Dominion-Provincial rela t havee d in Aust alia',

^^larly wellfor making friends, which has stood you in such good Syou aze p
led my colleagues and me to the conclusion that y
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fitted to handle the Newfoundland situation better than anybody else. We are
reluctant to suggest your return from Australia, where the usefulness of your
work has been everywhere appreciated. Menzies,i in particular, spoke most
warmly of you when he was in Ottawa. I would, however, be grateful if you
would give 'your immediate and serious consideration to the suggestion
put forward in this telegram, and let me know, as quickly as possible, whether
you would, in all the circumstances, be willing to assume Newfoundland post
and if so, how soon you would be able to take it over. Ends.

190. .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 56
Ottawa, July 19, 1941

IMMEDIATE. Canadian Government have beenincreas ingly
en Canada andinadequacy under war conditions of present contacts

Newfoundland. We feel that presence of a Canadian High Commissioner
in St. John's would facilitate' settlement of questions of mutual concern to
our Governments and strengthen our collaboration in defence field. In the

circumstances we would wish to make an early announcement of our
intention to appoint a High Commissioner to Newfoundland,

beaacceptable toglad to learn, as quickly as possible, that this step
your Government. We shall of course advise you o our nomination for

this telegramthe post before any public announcement is made. A copy of

is being communicated to the Government of the United Kingdom for their

information.

191.
1793-40

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 46
St. John's, July 22, 1941

Addressed to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa, No. 46,
repeated to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, No. 379.

Your telegram of July 19th, No. 56. Government of Newfoundland
would welcome the appointment of a High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to represent the Government of the Dominion of Canada. It is noted that
you will advise us of your nomination for the post before any public an-
nouncement is made. A copy of this telegram is being communicated to
lits Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom.

'Robert Menves, premier ministre d'Aus- 'Robert Menzies, Prime Minister of Aus-

tralie, tralia.
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1793-40
192.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 58
Ottawa, July 23, 1941

IMMEDIATE.
Your telegram No. 46 of July 22nd. I have pleasure in in-

forming you that Charles J. Burchell, K.C., first High Commissioner for
Canada in the Commonwealth of Australia, has been appointed as High
Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland. It is expected that announce-
ment of Mr. Burchell's appointment will be made publi1e^ Ottawa

^ it could
the next day or two. In the meantime, it would be app
be kept confidential.

1793-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] October 10, 1941

I àm'enclosing copy of a letter from the United Kingdom High Com-
missioner about the title of our representative in Newfoundland confirming
a conversation which you had with Lord Cranborne in London. The objec-
tion to Burchell's designation as High Commissioner seems to me to be
pretty far-fetched, and, as long as the United Kingdom sends a High Com-
missioner to the Native Territories in South Africa^oIun land's form of
should be unduly worried about e the ac of that Commissioner for any
Government prevents it using
representative whom it may have occasion to send abroad.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ ENCLOSURE]

,Lé haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

j or External A f Jacrs
Ottawa, September 9, 1941

My dear Mr. Robertson,
I DOminion Affairs that while

Newfoundland used to have a High Commissioner in n o,
tinued the practice when the new form of Government was instituted in

you were in England he spoke to inc Pnme ans
;tion is that, though

Canadian representative in Newfoundland. The P^ ^ d n they discon-

; I, have heard from the Secretary of State V&M' ' ter about the title of the

High Commissioner of Great Britain to .Under-Secretary of State
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1934, and it might accordingly be embarrassing for any Newfoundland
representative in Canada, should there be one hereafter, to be designated
"High Commissioner".

I understand that Mr. Mackenzie King agreed that this point should be
borne in mind for consideration when the next appointment to this post has
to be made; and as you will have been assailed with such hosts of matters
through every hour of your stay in England I have thought it might be
helpful if I wrote this note to you by way of record.

Yours sincerely,
MALCOM MACDONALD

194. 1793-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au Premier ministre

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Prime Minister

PERSONAL St. John's, October 14, 1941

Dear Mr. King,
I have become quite settled here and will be very happy if there is enough

work for me to do.
I note that there have been recent changes in command here under which

both the Canadian Navy and the Canadian Air Force come under the com-
mand of the American Navy and I can understand how it might very well
happen that with the constantly changing program, it may be that the
American Forces may take over complete command of the defence of
Newfoundland. In that event, I am afraid there might not be sufficient work
for this particular High Commissioner in Newfoundland.

In the possible event of such contingency, I thought it might be advisable
for me to let you know that I should be very glad to return to my former
post in Australia.

I think perhaps I might be of special value there since the change of
government, as my relations with Mr. Curtin and several members of his
Party, and also with the Labour Premiers of both New South Wales and
Queensland, were particùlarly happy. I have a great respect, and indeed
admiration, for Mr. Curtin, Mr. Forgan Smith and Mr. McKell. My relations
with them have been very friendly. I am'afraid that possibly you may have
some difficulty in finding a suitable man to go to Australia who would fit in
with the Labour leaders there.

Please understand, however, that I am writing this letter only in view of
the possible change which I mentioned in the opening paragraph.

I have a host of friends in Newfoundland who have been exceedingly
kind to me and so long as I have any work of value to perform for Canada,
I should be glad to remain here as long as you desire me to do so.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL
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195.
1793-40

Le Premier ministre au haut commissaire d. Terre-Neuve

Prime Minister to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

D CONFIDENTIAL
[Ottawa,] November 18, 1941

PERSONAL AN

Dear Mr. Burchell,
Thank you very much for your letter of October 14,wô a1 settled in

with great interest. I am glad to know that you are co^ Y
St. John's and I am glad to hear from time to time of the work that you

are doing there.
The position in regard to command in Newfoundland ^e e are for certain

It is true, as you say, that the Canadian Naval Forces
purposes subject to the direction of the United States hé^a^d^ tandyin
Canadian Air Force units in Newfoundland, on the
a different relationship to the United States Comma^der oâ t^ë b^^ ^of
being coordinated with those of United States uiu
"cooperation". The contingency to which you refrâ f^e yof Newf^oundland
by the United States of complete command of the

a likely development, although in
is not, in my opinion,

time of war we

cannot rule out any possibility, especially any that might make for efficient
the amount of work to be

action. Even in such a contingency, however,
done by the Office of the Canadian High Commissioner in N e m0 ô°^â^ é

would not be materially reduced. You for the duration of re War ând for
and one that is likely to remain such ad that it is in such
some time afterwards. I need hardly add that I am g1

capable hands. '
theref ore, I am

Much as I appreciate your offer i^ return
service

Canberra
, by continuing in

convinced that you can perform a ger national rnment
your present post. It was in the light of this conviction no ea^pt d the
offered the Australian post to General Odlum who
appointment. High

I appreciate the desirability of having in Canberra as C l with the
Commissioner a man who will understand and be able to cooperate
leaders of the'Labour Party in that country. This, I am confidént, General

Odlum willbe able to do.
In closing may I take this opportunity to send my best wishes to Mrs.

Burchell as well as yourself.

With kindest regards, I am
Yours sincerely,

W. L. MACKENZIE KING
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1793-40

Le haut commissaire a Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 5 St. John's, January 6, 1942

My telegram No. 41 of January 5th concerning my status here. I should
perhaps have pointed out to you that in the days of their Dominion status
Newfoundland Government had a functionary in London called High
Commissioner but he was almost completely ignored and all communica-
tions passed direct between Dominions Office and Newfoundland . Govern-
ment and High Commissioner was not even informed about them. You will
appreciate therefore how important it is if I am to be of any service here
that I should not be degraded in the eyes of the Newfoundlanders to the
position of a Newfoundland High Commissioner.

197. 3768-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External A,Qairs

SECRET St. John's, May 29, 1942

Dear Mr. Robertson,
Mr. Raymond Gushue spent last evening with me at my home and told

me that he has been asked by the Commission of Government to be the
representative of Newfoundland in Canada. He told me that what was
proposed was that he should be appointed as High Commissioner to Canada.
He said that this appointment would, of course, have to be subject to the
approval of the Dominions Office and he did not know whether or not they
would approve of Newfoundland appointing a High Commissioner.

Mr. Gushue has been running back and forth between St. John's, and
Ottawa and Washington during the past three or four months, having made
three or four trips since the 1st of March, and Sir Wilfrid Woods told me
a few days ago, in the course of a casual conversation, that he had under
consideration the matter of sending Mr. Gushue to reside in Ottawa in
order to look after the interests of Newfoundland, both at Ottawa and at
Washington. It did not occur to me at the time of this conversation that
the idea was to appoint him High Commissioner. Indeed, I do not think

' Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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Sir Wilfrid had that idea in mind himself when talking to me but : that is

the proposition under consideration at the present moment.

I would like to receive instructions from you by return airmail as to
the attitude of Canada to such a proposal. My ^ own rec ommendation

ouleven go fartherbe that we should encourage the idea and p ps
and recommend it to the Dominions Office in case the Dominions Office
has any hesitation in approving such an appointment.

Sir Wilfrid Woods has not talked o ver the
Would

propos ition
like to be in b

ut may
anddo so within the next three or four day

to tell him definitely what Canada's attitude would be in the matter.
Mr. Gushue was born at Brigus, Newfoundland and is now in his forty-

second year. He is a graduate of Dalhousie Law School, where he was

Gold Medallist in Law and winner of the CarswNewfoundlanda member
of the Bar of Nova Scotia and of the Bar of
President of the Newfoundland Board of Trade^^^ of91933-34. -In

1936 he gave up his law practice to become the
foundland Fisheries Board. The acceptance^nf

started on a lucrative
considerable sacrifice for him as he was getting well
practice.

Since my arrival in Newfoundland, I have heard nothing but good words
of him in the fulfilment of his duties as Chairman of the Fisheries Board,
both from the members of the Commission and from the public generally.
Admittedly, he has one of the most difficult positions to fill satisfactorily
in Newfoundland. I understand that at the time he accepted the appointment

it was on the understanding that he be given a free hand, without interference
from the Commission, and that the Act creating the

powers. I understand, however, that his with the members

of the Commission have been agreeable and I know they all think very
highly of him and of his work. He is a very patriotic Newfoundlander and
believes in Newfoundland for the Newfoundlanders. However, he may receive
an enlarged vision after spending a year or two at Ottawa.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL

198.
3768-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newf ound land

Ottawa, July 16, 1942
SECRET

Dear., Mr. Burchell,
I am sorry I have'not replied before this to your letter of May 29th

regarding the possible appointment of a representative of Newfoundland in
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Canada. The Prime Minister, with whom. I have only now had an opportunity
of discussing the question, concurs in your own recommendation that we
should _cordially welcome such a development.

It is understood that such an appointment would have to be subject to
the approval of the Dominions. Office, and that such approval might con-
ceivably not be forthcoming. I should be surprised, however, if any dif-
ficulties were put in the way of what would seem to be a sensible. and
useful arrangement. It is, of course, possible that the Dominions Office
may have some observations to offer about the prospective representative's
formal designation. As you know, the United Kingdom Government demurred
a bit at your designation as High Commissioner in Newfoundland, suggesting
that this style might appropriately be reserved for representatives exchanged
between the fully self-governing members of the Commonwealth.

I am glad to be able to add that Mr. Gushue would be very welcome in
Ottawa as the first representative of Newfoundland. He has many friends
here with whom his work as Chairman of the Newfoundland Fisheries
Board has brought him in touch. They have all a high respect for the vigour
and zeal with which he has always pursued Newfoundland's interests.

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

199. 3768-40

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

766/49 Ottawa, September 16, 1942

My dear Mr. Wrong,

The Newfoundland Government recently suggested to the United King-
dom Government the appointment of an official Newfoundland representative
accredited to the Canadian and United States Governments with a rank
comparable to that of a High Commissioner.

The United Kingdom Government agrée as to the desirability of the
appointment of a Newfoundland representative on the North American con-
tinent, though they take the view that it would be constitutionally inappropri-
ate for such a representative to be given the status of a High Commissioner.
On the understanding, however, that the diplomatic representation of New-
foundland in Washington will continue to be undertaken by His Majesty's
Embassy and that similarly matters on a political level would continue to be
handled in Canada by this Office, the United Kingdom Government see no
objection to the appointment of a Newfoundland representative with a
statûs. lower than High Commissioner, but with a title somewhat more im-
pressive than "Trade Commissioner".
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sentative should have his

. It is proposéd that the Newfoundland rePre

in
Washington and bis own communications with Émbass tbere.own office i

land Government and that he should not be States Departments, (excluding
He would have access to ^eto

various United
with commercial, technical

the State Department) and g
and supply matters affecting Newfoundland. He would not, however, have
diplomatic status and for diplomatic purposes would come under the wing
of the Ambassador with whom he would keep in close touch in all

important matters. intment involving
The United States Government have agreed to h^âP^ a proposal that

the functions described in the preceding paragrap for Newfoundland"•
the person appointed should be described

objeet^ionent to the Agent's dutieswould
It is understood ônclude Canada.
being extended t of State for

In the circumstances I havewhetherbeen ekC3nâdian Government would have

ex tension of the sphere of activity of the^proposed Agent
any obj
Dominion

ection to
Affairs theto enquire

being extended to include Canada. Yours sincerely,

1VIALCOM MACDONALD

3768-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affalres extérieures
au Premier ministre

State for External Affairs
Memorandum f rom Under-Seeretary of

to Prime Minister
[Ottawaj November 4, 1942

16th the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom
On September agree to receive all

enquired whether - the Canadian Gove S^ t
would

hat thas^officer should be
"Agent for Newfoundland". It was P P°

'ointlY to Washington and Ottawa, and that his duties notlons. Heappointed ^ be a
confined to supply, commercial and technical Newfoundl nd and would not
political representative of the Government o resumablY^ the
have access to the Department of •Staôtt

Ottawa. PoWashington 'quest^ôns concerning
Department of External Affairs in the United Kingdom 00
Newfoundland would continue to b behanB , h Âmbassador to the United
Commissioner in Canada and by, the
States. ' ^on was first

in function and position pretty muc . ..

raiscd, informally, through Mr. Burchell it was though nding
land aGovernment desired to have. a representative in Ossawnéf SS John s.

•• h to our High Commi

We have not yet replied to q • t that the Newtoun -• this en uiry When the qu d
. _ ,. • es
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We told Burchell that such an arrangement would be quite acceptable to us.
The scheme now put forward, officially, differs in two important respects
from that first suggested:

(a) the representative of Newfoundland would be something appreci-
ably lower than a High Commissioner, though senior to a Trade
Commissioner. The appointment woûld not really correspond to
Burchell's; and

(b) the Agent for Newfoundland would be appointed to the United
States as well as to Canada.

We have always objected to proposals from foreign governments for ac-
crediting in Ottawa their ministers originally appointed to Washington. As
regards lower ranks, this rule has not been rigorously enforced, particu-
larly under war conditions. It is, however, I think still a sound rule and a
strong case has to be made for breaking it.

I do not see much to be gained, either by Newfoundland or ourselves,
from the type of representation the United Kingdom authorities are prepared
to concede to Newfoundland. However, we do not want to be put in the
position of discouraging an opportunity for closer contact between Canada
and Newfoundland.

I am sending copies of the papers on the subject to our High Commis-
sioner in St. John's and think we might defer a reply until we receive his
views on the question.

201. 3768-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

SECRET [Ottawa,] December 1, 1942

Dear Mr. MacDonald, '
In your letter of September 16th, 4942, you inquired whether the

Canadian Government would be prepared to agree to the extension to
Canada of the sphere of activity of an "Agent" to be appointed to Washing-
ton as a representative of Newfoundland. The delay in sending you a reply
has not been due to any doubt as to our willingness to establish closer
contacts with Newfoundland. It has been the result of our desire to re-
examine the arguments upon which we have in the past based our consistent

- opposition to "sharing" an official representative with the United States.
On review the general considerations which have determined policy in the

Past seem,still valid and perhaps particularly apposite in the case of
Newfoundland.
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The range and importance of our contacts with Newfoundland, particularly
since the outbreak of the war, do make a strong case for stationing a
Newfoundland representative here who would, insofar as the onsCommisl
position of Newfoundland allows, be the counterpart of our High
sioner in St. John's. So much for the question of "dual appointments".

As regards direct 'Newfoundland representation in Canada, eal difficulty

certainly welcome it. For our part we would not see any
in the designating of the Newfoundland representative in Canada as aobj ec-
"High Commissioner". If your Government, howeve V^ationl ofthe usage
tion to this title, it migh t

Africa and to receive an "Accredited Repre-
sentative in Ottawa by South

if t
he

sentative of the Newfoundland Commission of Government." his func-

tions

representative were to be known as an Ag

tions were to be circumscribed to a degree appropr^f t adequate standing
would probably be difficult to find a Newfoundlander

quate

and ability who would be prepared to accept the
p

appointment.
it to be known

In the circumstances, the Canadian Government
that it would welcome the appointment of a Newfoun dland representative

be
in Ottawa, but on the understanding that such a representative
accredited to Canada alone, that his title would be "High ^3 il other r'than
"Accredited Representative" or some such suitable g
"Agent'-' and that his duties would generally correspond with those of a
Dominion High Commissioner, though subject to whatever limitation

make
practice the present constitutional status of Newfoundland

may

necessary.'
Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROIIERTSON

202.
2267-K-40

Le sous-seerétaire d'L4`tat aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External Agairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

Ottawa, March 12, 1943
CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Charlie [Burchell],
Your letter 'of Februâry 25th2 relative to the supply of dried fruits for

Newfoundland incidentally brings up the question as to the appropriate
means of communication on such matters between the Commission of

'Aucune réponse i cette lettre n'a été 'No reply to this letter has been found.

.F z , . .
. . . ^ ,

trouYÇe.

3 Non reproduite. • Nat printed.
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Government and the Department of External Affairs.` My letter of February
19th1 was not explicit on this matter, though I may assure you that I did not
intend to imply that communications should be routed directly from the
-Newfoundlan d authorities to the Department of External Affairs.

Under the procedure which is normally effective when there has been an
exchange of diplomatic representatives between two countries or two mem-
bers of the British Commonwealth of Nations each Government desiring to
bring a matter to the attention of the other uses the facilities and channel
of its own representative in the Capital of the other.

Such a procedure, however, is impossible in view of the anomalous
situation existing between Newfoundland and Canada under which no reci-
procal action has been taken by Newfoundland with respect to the opening
of a High Commissioner's Office, (for reasons for which the Newfoundland
authorities are by no means wholly responsible).

As a result of this situation your Office has undertaken a heavy burden
of work which extends beyond what would ordinarily be the limit of your
functions as a Canadian representative abroad. Indeed, you and members

• of your staff have been performing valuable service on behalf of the
Newfoundland Government and people which, it is hoped, will be as much
appreciated by them as it is commended by us.

In view of the fact that you are undertaking these "extra curriculum"
activities it is obviously essential that you be fully and immediately informed
of communications addressed by the Commission of Government to the
Canadian Government as well as vice versa.

While we cannot instruct the Commission of Government to this effect,
we shall avail ourselves of every occasion which presents itself to bring it
into practice, and I would suggest that you informally suggest to the Com-
missioners that under existing circumstances it would be advantageous to
both Governments to have communications from Newfoundland transmitted
through your Office:

Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSON

3768-40
Mémorandum du conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Aflaires

extérieuresz au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorand from Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for External

ffairs2to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] September 20, 1943

NEWFOUNDLAND REPRESENTATION TO CANADA
1• Mr. Burchell has raised again the question of a representative for

Newfoundland in Ottawa. He points out that he is in a rather invidious=
'NO" reproduite. 1 Not printed.
' R. A. MacKay.
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position
without an opposite number in Ottawa. He suggests that if a

representâtive were appointed he might supervise
undland hasr rel

ations
with the United States as well. He notes
appointed a trade representative to Washington. Mr. Burchell points out,
however, that it would be virtually impossible to get a Newfoundlander of
standing to accept a post of lesser rank than that of a High Commissioner.

2. My own opinions, for what they are worth, correspond in general with
those of Mr. Burchell. My opinions have beenror ^ bÛ^ impressions
of the conference between Newfoundland, Canadian
officials held last week on the subject of civilian supplies for Newfoundland.
The Newfoundland delegation came to Ottawa with several grievances, most
of which evaporated completely after discussion. Moreover, Newfoundland
has not been getting all the supplies of certain items to

^vent
entitled

by the Agreement of last March, partly because they
to go about getting them. Most of these difficulties probably would not have
arisen had Newfoundland even a trade representative in Canada. b

3. While the Canadian Government has opposed the appointment by any
foreign government of a single representative to act for it in Ottawa and
Washington jointly, Newfoundland's position is not on all fours with that
of any foreign government. Canada !s relations with Newfoundland are more
intimate, and ordinarily of greater importance tÎn Newfoundland appoint-
Newfoundland's relations with the United State s.
ment to both Governments jointly, official business with the Unit.ed States
would likely be less in quantity than official business in Canada,anana,Se^of the

case, say, of a South American country. Assuming t
Dominions Office, which has hitherto not been forthcoming, there would
thus appear to be no serious objection to the appointment of a single
representative to Ottawa and Washington jointly. It might, of course, be
desirable to enter certain reservations in accepting a representative of New-
foundland on these conditions: for example, it might be on the understandinge
that he reside' in Ottawa; or that his functions as represati^n of ha
United States might be .'Of a commercial or consular rather
diplomatic character; or he might be accepted as the accredited representa-
tive of Newfoundland to Canada on the understanding that

the United Statesno objections to his acting as a temporary representative to
when official business between Newfoundland and the United States required.

4. It would probably be improper for Canada to propose to the Dominionsfor
• Office that 'a representative be appointed, but it should not be imprope

us to suggest, quite informally, that we should have no objecf-on should the
Dominions Office see fit to withdraw its objection of the appotntment of a
High Commissioner for Newfoundland to Canada.

1D ks années qui :uinirent, le smetne- 'In later yeus the Canadian Government

ment canadien accepta plusiews représentants
acceMed sereral repreaentatives of Latin

de pays de l'Amérique latine en résidence 1 knedcan onntries rvho were resident a

washingtoa. Washington.
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It is suggested that advantage might be taken of Dr. Keenleyside's ap-
proaching visit to the United Kingdom in connection with the Fisheries
Conference', and that he might sound out Dominions Office in the matter.*

Canada House AR 26/7

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve'

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland'

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 18, 1944

Dear Mr. Macdonald,
It has become customary when a new Chief of Mission is appointed for

him to be given an informal letter or memorandum setting forth in general
terms the principal questions which should engage his attention after his
arrival at his new post. I enclose a memorandum of this nature which is
intended for your general information and gu'dance on your assumption
of your duties as High Commissioner in Newfoundland.

Yours sincerely,
H. H. WRONG

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum

Memorandum
CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 17, 1944

THE PURPOSE AND WORK OF THE
OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER

IN NEWFOUNDLAND

On the occasion of your acceptance of the post of Canadian High Com-
missioner in Newfoundland it may be useful to indicate in a.brief form

'Aucune documentation relative à ce projet
ne fut trouvée. Il semble que le projet mourut
du manque d'accord entre les-gouvernements
impliqués.

1 No further documentation of this project
has been found. It seems to have died for
want of agreement among the governments
concerned.

*Note telle que dans l'original: I
This seems the least unsatisfactory

' C. J. Burchell demeura haut commissaire
jusqu'en janvier 1944 alors que Ii. L. Keenley-
side lui succéda et assura l'intérim pendant
dix semaines. En mai 1944, J. S. Macdonald
fut nommé haut commissaire et détint le poste
jusqu'en mai 1948. En septembre 1948, après
que le gouvernement canadien eut réagi posi-
tivement à un vote favorable à la Confédéra-
lion lors du second référendum tenu cette
année-là, C. J. Burchell retourna à Terre-
N^e ^ en • tant que haut commissaire et y

: demcurs jusqu'en mars 1949.

• Note as in original: .
arrangement. R[osFtTSOrr]

2C. J. Burchell remained Iiigh Commis-
sioner until January, 1944, when he was suc-
ceeded by H. L. Keenleyside who was Acting
High Commissioner for ten weeks. J. S. Mac-
donald was named Iiigh Commissioner in
May, 1944 and held the post until May, 1948.
In September, 1948, after the Canadian
Government had reacted positively to a vote
favourable to Confederation in the second
referendum of that year, C. J. Burchell re-
turned as High Commissioner and remained
until March. 1949.
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some of the considerations underlying the establishment and maintenance
of this Office. The following paragraphs are, of course, not intended to give
a complete record of Canadian purposes in and policies relating to New-
foundland, but to indicate the general plan along which it is desired that
the High Commissioner should proceed and the major lines of policy wh:ch

he should follow.
While Newfoundland has relinquished f or

as an autonomous countryself-government, it has been and is being
in all formal relationships by the Canadian Government. The purposes of
your office being to further the execution of national policies, it

thatpossible to summarize these in the case of Newfoundland by saying
the Canadian Government desires:

the minds of(a) to overcome the traditional suspicion of ^ Canada in
an attitudethe people of Newfoundland and to sub

of confidence and friendship;
(b) to strengthen the economic relationships between the two countries

to their mutual advantage;
(c) to obtain and retain the co-operation

the Continent, in thedefence of that country, of Canada, and
prosecution of the war.

These are generalities, but they are generalities against which individual
instances and problems can profitably be measured and judged.

Removal of Suspicion and Promotion of Confidence
With regard to the first of these objectives of policy,-to overcome the

traditional suspicion and to encourage confidence and iQfriendship,-it
perhaps worth noting that Canada's defence activities
have given rise to considerable misunderstanding and misapprehension as
to Canada's intentions. The people of Newfoundland are jealous of their
position as "Britain's oldest colony" and natudcoperhaps

ntinue most,
Newfoundland people would prefer to see Newfoundland
separate political community within the British Commonwealth of Nations.
The Canadian Government has consistently respected this desire and,
although it has been necessary to have due regard for the exigencies of
defence, the Canadian Government has carefully avoided taking any steps
or using any methods which might be interpreted as tending to manoeuvre
Newfoundland into federation.

In 'this connection the statement of the Prime Minister to Parliament on
July 12, 1943 should be constantly borne in mind:

I would say that Canadians like and admire the people of Newfoundland-
They are attached to them by bonds of sentiment and by the memory of dangers
shared and victories won together. They look forward to a continuation of the•= relations
friendship and co-operation which have increasingly markN ^°foundland whih^
recent years. Canadians are interested in the defence of

° so'vital a part of the defence of the continent and the hemisphere. They hope that
- the people of Newfoundland will find some wholly satisfactory solution of the
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political and economic problems which confront them. They will be happy if, in
any way, they can contribute to the solution of these problems, many of which
are common to both countries.

If the people of Newfoundland should ever decide that they wish to enter the
Canadian federation and should make that decision clear beyond all possibility of
misunderstanding, Canada would give most sympathetic consideration to the
proposal.

It is only to be expected that the presence of large numbers of Canadian
armed forces in Newfoundland may, from time to time, give rise to friction
with the people of Newfoundland. While the discipline of the armed forces
is exclusively the responsibility of the officers commanding the respective
services, it should be your constant care, in co-operation with the officers
commanding, to assist in preserving harmonious relations between the armed
forces and the people of Newfoundland. Moreover, any negotiations with
the Government of Newfoundland covering matters of policy relating to
defence or the relations between the armed forces and the Government of
Newfoundland, should be conducted through your Office.

Economic Relations

With regard to the second objective of Canadian policy,-that of strength-
ening economic relations between the two countries,-it may be observed
that Canada is the main source of supply to the people of Newfoundland
and that Canada has assumed definite responsibilities with the United States,
for assuring Newfoundland a fair share of available supplies during the
present stringency. The appointment of a Trade Commissioner to New-
foundland has relieved the High Commissioner's Office of most of the
responsibility for this undertaking, but close co-operation between you and
the Trade Commissioner will be essential.

In the marketing of one commodity, fish and fish products, Newfoundland
and Canada were serious competitors in pre-war years. It is hoped that
co-operative measures for the conservation and the development of the
Atlantic fisheries, in which Newfoundland and Canada have a common
interest, can be developed and that at least the worst features` of competition
for markets in the post-war era can be avoided. It should be your concern
to report carefully on all' mattcrs relating to fisheries and any suggestions
you may have for fostering co-operation between the two countries in deal-
ing with fisheries problems will be welcomed.

Recently ' Newfoundland has been undergoing a serious inflation due to
the rising cost of imports, the relatively large expenditures there on defence,
the shortage of supplies, and the failure of local price control administration.
This situation is of importance to Canada. It is also probable that the
cessation of defence construction may result in serious economic difficultiesfor Newfoundland. These conditions should be carefully watched and
reported.

As you know, the mining industry in Newfoundland is an essential source
of sUpply for the steel and aluminum industries of Eastern Canada. Recent

i
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discoveries in Newfoundland, notably of iron ore a
l deiteat weBa

st

of Newfoundland and in Labrador, and the fluoride pos

Lawrence, are of considerable significance to all E astern
anâ areporteâ-

suggested that these developments should be carefully watched

Defence _ ain the eration
With respect to the third objective of polioseoof the war,^it may be

of Newfoundland in defence and in the prosecution
observed that co-operation between the two Governments

^ during
n aepre

war
ciatesThe Canadian

thebeen readiness
wide-spread

with andwhich satithe Newf
sfactory^undland Government has made available

facilities essential for the purposes of defence, and there is every reason

anticipate that this co-operation will continue throughout the present

emergency.
It is, however, obvious that Canada's defence interests in^Neow^^B^ d

will not terminate with the war^BÛ the âP^gd°o^ ^d the United States
Agreement of April, 1941, both
have expressly recognized that "The defence of Newfoundland recognition
feature of the Canadian scheme of defence." Presumably, this

covers the whole period of the lease agreement, i.e. nin ety-nine
defence

general, it should be your concern
secured aThere has been some

interests in Newfoundland and Labrador are Canada
opposition among the people of Newfoundland towards

the Canadian
property rights beyond the duration of the

general,

Government has not pressed for post-war defence
defence of i

n the
n daain

of certain specific properties of vital interest to the
Newfoundland. Canada has requested, and has been promised by the

A. Base-title in fee simple;

Newfoundland Government, title to defence areas as follo

To Goose Air Base-ninety-nine year lease;

To Bay Bulls Naval Property-ninety-nine year lease;

To Torbay
To areas at Gander and Botwood on which hangar and other permanent
defence structures have been erected, "security of tenure" up to fifty

years. r
To none of these properties has title yet been confirmed. It should bôû Wlll
concern in general to secure the completion of these agreements, but y
receive specific instructions about them from time to time.

by United
The presence of United States forces and the possession

States of bases in• Newfoundland raise special problems of Canadian-United
States relations. Co-operation between Canadian and eiancônd^tion
forces in Newfoundland bas so far been harmonious, and
may be expected to continue. Normally, relations between the armed forces
of the two countries are the responsibility of the respective Officers Cotn-
manding in Newfoundland, but it should be your concern to assist in
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straightening out any difficulties which may not be settled through the
usual channels, and, in general, to facilitate the co-operation between the
armed forces of the two countries. In such -matters you will no doubt have
the continued assistance of the United States Consul General. •'

It should be remembered that under the Bases Agreement Canada,
as well as Newfoundland, should be consulted, should the United States
desire to acquire further properties or rights for defence purposes in New-
foundland. While it is not suggested that the United States is seeking further
defence rights in Newfoundland, Canada's interests with respect to the
United States position in Newfoundland should be constantly borne in mind.

Civil Aviation

Canada is also interested in Newfoundland because of its strategical posi-
tion with respect to trans-Atlantic civil aviation. The use of airfields in
Newfoundland and Labrador will be almost essential if Canada is to
participate on equal terms in post-war civil aviation across the Atlantic.
Present arrangements between Canada and Newfoundland in the matter of
civil aviation are only temporary, but it is hoped mutually satisfactory
arrangements can be made for the post-war period. In the meantime it should
be your concern to watch carefully any developments in civil aviation in
Newfoundland which may seem of adverse or beneficial interest to Canada.

Cultural Relations

As indicated in the Prime Minister's statement of July 12, 1943, Canada's
policy towards Newfoundland is that of a "Good Neighbour", prepared to
consider Newfoundland's problems sympathetically and, by inference, to
assist, if possible, when assistance is desired. One way in which Canada
has been assisting Newfoundland is by the provision of educational films.
From time to time also, Newfoundland has also requested the services of
technical personnel in medical and scientific services. It is suggested that this
Policy should be fostered as occasion offers.

The Future of Newfoundland

The future of Newfoundland is obviously a matter of concern to Canada.
Reports on economic development, social conditions, public finance, and
especially reports on opinion in Newfoundland as to the island's future
stâ us will, therefore, be useful. In view of the

'rtionship of Labrador to Canada, and in view of the inte
geographical

of acertainsections
of the Canadian people in Labrador, reports about opinion in

Newfoundland as to the future of Labrador may also be useful.
Travelling

Finally, it is hoped that you will take or find opportunities to acquaint
Yourself

with conditions and opinion in settled areas outside St. John's.
Although business and government are centred in St. John's it can scarcely
^e said that conditions or opinion there are a true picture of those in

«outportsl.

I
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SECTION B

LA COMMISSION PERMANENTE CANADO•AMÉRICAINE
DE DÉFENSE (CPCAD)

THE PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE ( PJDB)I

JWP vol. 1 p. 134
205.

Extrait de The Mackenzie King Record

Excerpt f rom the Mackenzie King Record

[ , August 17, 1940]

... Mackenzie King "asked how soon the Board would
a

â and
Board

The President added a sentence [to the statement] to sy
would meet shortly. I [Mackenzie King] said I thought it might be well to

have them meet this coming week and asked if he hrIf suggest d
to where they should meet. As he did not express a preference,

it might be well for them to meet in Ottawa." Mackenzie King
and thet `first thing

be logical in that we had been working on the problems an
would be for their men to become familiar with what we already knew.
Power, for instance, today was in Newfoundland.z He would said that that

could state the situation aaftert a meeting in Ottawa, they might all
would be first rate. His idea was
wish to go to Newfoundland or to the Maritimes generally with a view to

viewing matters concretely.
"The President read the statement a second time. I approved it in its

entirety. Mr. Stimson thought it was all right." The statement3 was then

given to the press . . .

I Le 16 aoQt 1940, le président Roosevelt 'On August 16, 1940. President Roosevelt

téléphona à Mackenzie King et l'invita à le telephoned Mackenzie King and invited him
vening

rencontrer le lendemain soir à^a sdo son to
^ train a t0^bur^, N Y. lie ewanted o t^Y

train 1 Ogdensburg, N.Y. 11 vo
tenir avec King sur •1'échante de destroyers to King about the "destroyers for bases

pour des bases, ainsi que sur .1a défense deal" and about "the matter of mutual de

mutueUe de nos côtes de l'Atlantique•. Au fence of our coasts on the Atlantic~. In the
g on

cours d'une réunion tenue ^ap^dirden^r sur
17,

of an after-dinner
two kaders agreed on nthe es ab1 ht

17 ao4t, les deux chefs sen
l'Établissement d'une commission conjointe ment of a joint board to study common de

potu Etudier les problèmes de défense com- fence problems and to make recommendovcrn-

mnne, commission devant Étalement faire des to the Canadian and U^ t^, States Ca
g nada-

recommandations au gouvernement du Canada ments. They also agreed
States Permanent Joint Board op

at des États-Unis. Ils convinrent
^ ^ado• Deten^ce.rappeler. la Commission permanente

américaine de défense. , j

• Voir le document 171. • 3ee Document 171.
• L'accord d'Ogdensburg (voir l'appendice I The Ogdensbur= Agreement (Se^ APPen-

C). dix C).
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206. King Papers C282268

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary. of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM Ottawa, August 18, 1940

MOST IMMEDIATE, MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL

11. The President [Roosevelt] will take up direct with your Government
matters pertaining to bases in colonies including matters pertaining to New-
foundland. As you are aware, Canadian government is already assisting in
defence of Newfoundland and is, at the moment, contemplating additional
large expenditure for developments there. There will probably be necessity
for co-operation between the three governments in matters pertaining to
that island.

207. 703-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au.ministre aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in the United States

TELEGRAM 176 Ottawa, August 19, 1940
SECRET. With reference to announcement by Prime Minister and Presi-
dent regarding appointment of a Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

Will you please get in touch at once with appropriate officials. Point out
that the Announcement under reference stated that the Board would be
"set up at once" and "commence immediate studies relating to sea, land
and air problems". In view of this fact the Canadian Government proposes
that the first meeting of the Board should be held in Ottawa on Thursday
the 22nd of August.

. Questions of organization will require decision. It is hoped, however,
that these can be followed -immediately by consideration of certain of the
major aspects of the problems with which the Board is being appointed to
deal. United States suggestions for the Agenda will be most welcome. Forits

part the Canadian Government proposes that attention be given at once
to the following matters:

1. The defence of Newfoundland, including
(a) Sea defences
(b) Air defcnccs
(c) Coastal defences

2. The defence of the West Coast under the same headings
3• The question of reciprocal manoeuvres
4. Procurement of armament and ammunition
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208.

[Ottawa, August 20, 1940]

..."Hanson said if there were no Minister, it would not have a political
significance. I [Mackenzie King] said it was quite possible a Minister would
sit in with Board as, for example, Power, when he returns, would be able to
speak of conditions in Newfoundland. .•

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE
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.Extrait de The Mackenzie King Record'

Excerpt f rom the Mackenzie King Record'

DND (DH) 193.009(D2)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET
[Ottawa,] August 21, 1940

209.

. . .

1. Proposed Formation of Permanent Joint Defence Board
Consideration was given to the procedure which should be adopted and the

subjects which would require discussion at these meetings. It was suggested
that one or more preliminary meetings between high-ranking members of the
Services would be necessary to deal with explanations of policy, with the
ways and means of giving effect to recently approvedpresent

governmental

phases
and with

of the war
practical. In othmeasures

er words^the task of these first meetings would be
to prepare the basis for a Joint Plan of Defence. The Committee felt that the
actual working out of the Plan in detail would be best carried out by a number
of ad hoc committees reporting to the Permanent Board.

The Committee considered it essential that it should be provided with in-
formation on the following:

(a) The general nature of the agreement, if any, between Great Britain
and the United States with regard to the leasing of bases in New-
foundland and other Atlantic islands,

(b) Details, if any, regarding the location of bases by the United States,
(c) It is possible that the United States might request the lease of

Botwood Bay (Nfld.) as a sea-plane base, Gander Lake AirPort
(Nfld.) as a base for shore-based aircraft and St. John's (Nfld•) as
an advanced naval base.

1 R. B. Hanson, chef de l'opposition offi-
cielle et C3rote Stirling, député conservateur et
ancien ministre de la Défense nationale durant
les derniers mois de l'administration Bennett,
reçoivent de Mackenzie King des renseigne-
ments concernant la CPCAD. La rencontre
entre ces trois hommes eut lieu 1 la demande
de Hanson.

I

1 R. B. Haason. Leader of the Offici alrve
and (rote Stirling, C^

M.P. who had been Minister of DefMU in
the closing months of the Bennett adminisva'
tion, are being briefed by Mackenzie ^^;^

placethe PJBD. The meeting took
son's request. '
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Each one of these bases is important from • the stândpoint of Canadian
defence. Our defence plan would be prejudiced if we were to lose the privi-
lege of using these facilities. Any lease by G.B. to the U.S. should provide
for the joint use of the bases mentioned.

It must be remembered that we are at war and the United States
is not at war. Moreover, we have no indication at the moment that the
United States will intervene until such time as an operation for purposes
of occupation is directed at our shores.

It is suggested that:
(i) Every effort be made to persuade Great Britain that leases of bases

in Newfoundland should be qualified by a clause which would
enable Canada to be joint users [sic] of such bases.

(ii) Every effort be made to find out the attitude which the United
States would adopt subsequent to the occupation of such bases.
Will she patrol such areas as we patrol and resist the entry of
enemy forces by sea or air into such areas or will she patrol for
exercise purposes only and resist only after she has entered the
war.

(iii) In consequence of (ii) above it is important that we attempt to ob-
tain from the United States a specific statement as to the type of
warlike action in the Western Atlantic which would cause her
entry into the war.

The Committee further considered that some of the problems to be dealt
with by ad hoc Committees were:

(a) United States facilities available to Canada
(b) Canadian facilities available to United States
(c) Newfoundland-sea defences
(d) Intercommunication arrangements
(e) Material and supplies
(f ) Armaments and ammunition
(g) Reciprocal manoeuvres
(h) West Coast

210. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Top SECRET Ottawa, August 26, 1940

1• The first meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence was held
"I Room 479, House of Commons building, Ottawa, commencing at 3:00
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P.M. on Monday the 26th of August, 1940. The following members partici-

pated:
Canadian Membersi United States Membersi

Mr. O. M. Biggar,
The Hon. F. H. LaGuardia,

Brig. Kenneth Stuart, Lieut-Gen. S. D. Embick,

Capt. L. W. Murray, Capt. H. W. Hill,

Air Commodore A. A. L. Cuffe. Commader F. P. Sherman,

Mr. H. L. Keenleyside, Lt.-Col. J. T. MacNarney,
Mr. J. D. Hickerson,

Major Gullett, United States Military Attaché in Ottawa and Major Gailey,
aide-de-camp to Mayor LaGuardia, were also present.

2. Mayor LaGuardia suggested that Mr. Biggar should act as Chair-
man. The latter proposed that Mayor LaGuardia should join him in a joint
chairmanship and this was accepted.

3. After appropriate introductory remarks by the Châ followed
the

a brief general discussion from
Board's lfunctionss ar

clear
e to make recommendations

Board recognized that
to the two Governments in respect to the defence of Canada and the United

States.

6. At the request o .
than Section of the Board gave a general statement of Canada's defence

position.
(A) Captain Murray described the naval situation. In answer to ques-

tions arising from Captain Murray's statement Mr. Keenleyside
outlined briefly the constitutional position of Newfoundland vis-a-

vis Canada and the United Kingdom.

• f Mr Biggar the Service representatives of the Cana-

. . .

8. The Board then turned to an examination of the problem of the defence
of Newfoundland. The following statement was prepared and, after revision
at its second meeting, adopted as the Second Recommendation of the Board:2

'La composition de la délégation et la pré-
sidence de chacune des deux sections de la
CPCAD changea à plusieurs reprises. Ces
changements ne sont pas signalés dans ce
volume.

§Cette ^ seconde recommandation de la
CPCAD était la première d'une série de
dix ayant trait à Terre-Neuve. Les autres
recommandations (n•' 5, 8, 9, 14-18 et 20)
avaient également trait à Terre-Neuve. Ces
dix recommandations représentent la moitié
des résolutions adoptées par la commission
lors `de la 'première année de ses opérations.
Les recommandations n•' 7, 21-= et 26 tou-
chaient ;, indirectement Terre-Neuve. L'appen-
dice A contient une liste sommaire de toutes

s During the life of the PJBD the chair-
manship on both sides has changed several
times, as has the membership. 7bese changes
are not indicated in this volume.

2 This second recommendation was the first
of ten recommendations of the PJ13D deal-
ins with Newfoundland. Other recommenda-
tions nos. 5, 8, 9, 14-18 and 20 also related
to Newfoundland. They constitute half of
all the recommendations passed by the Board
in the first year of operations. Nos. 7, 21,
22 and 26, indirectly related to N fo ^ua e.
land are also reproduced where a Lst ôf all
Appendis A contains a :ummary ,
recommendations relating to Newfoundland.

ks recommandations relatives I Terre-Neuve.
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(A) The island of Newfoundland occupies a commanding position at
the entrance to the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes waterway and on the
flank of the sea route between the Atlantic seaboard of North
America and Northern Europe. It is on the direct air route between
the East Côast of the United States and Northern Europe. It is the
point in North America, nearest to Europe, from which, if occupied
by an enemy, further operations against the North American con-
tinent might be effectively initiated. As such it should be adequately
defended.

(B) The forces in Newfoundland now consist of one battalion of infan-
try for the defence of Botwood and the Newfoundland airport, a
battery of two 4.7-inch guns now being installed at Bell Island,
and a flight of five Digby (Douglas) landplanes operating from
Newfoundland airport. These forces are considered inadequate for
the defence of the island at the present time and the security of
Canada and the United States is thereby endangered.

(C) The Board considers that the defence of Newfoundland should be
materially strengthened by:

(a) Increasing the strength of the Canadian defensive garrisons
immediately;

(b) Establishing as soon as practicable, and not later than the
spring of 1941, a force of aircraft of suitable types adequate
for patrolling the seaward approaches to Newfoundland and
Canada and for the local defence of the Botwood area;

(c) Selecting and preparing, as soon as practicable, bases permit-
ting the operation of United States aircraft, when and if cir-
cumstances require, in numbers as follows:
(1) A minimum of four squadrons of patrol planes (48

planes).
(2) A minimum of one composite group of land planes

(73 planes). t
(d) Completing, as early as practicable, and not later than the

spring of 1941, the installation of appropriate defences for
the port of St. John's, Newfoundland, for Botwood, and for
other points as required.

(e) Taking such additional measures as further examination of
the defence problem and local reconnaissance show to be
necessary.l

^b^et septembre le Comit6 de guerre du 'On September S. the Cabinet War Com-
tion: °- "-^rouva la seconde recommanda- mittee approved the second recommenda-

tion:
••• subject to subsequent concurrence by the Ministers of the Departments con-
cecned, after opportunity for consultation with their Departmental officers.
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JWP vol. 1 p. 140

Extrait de The Mackenzie King Record'

Excerpt f rom The Mackenzie King Record'

[Ottawa, August 27, 19401

Ralston, Crerar, and Lapointe "were quite out-spoken and indignant."
Mackenzie King said he had "thought ofgnon gé t^ThhYs ^Piy had not
answer should be sent which would let Churchill
been appreciated, and make clear howeexceptionally

a h ofl a U boat^throughin the light of the despatch regarding ^pp
Newfoundland waters on the day previous."

212.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

- High Commissioner of Great Britain to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 26
[Ottawa,] August 31, 1940

MOST SECRET. Have received telegram from Secretary of State for Dom-
inion Affairs stating that you have urged importance of representation of
Newfoundland in detailed discussions with United States and further that

this was mentioned in course of recent discussions with Canadian Air
Minister who undertook to take it up with Canadian Government on his
return. Air Minister has not yet returned to Ottawa but presumably matter
was raised by Newfoundland Government during recent

t States. John'sof Naval and Air members of permanent Canadia
Should be glad to know if this was done and if so whether you regard result

as satisfactory.

213.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Governor of Newfoundland to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELECRAM 32 [St. John's,] September 1, 1940

Your tele am most secret No. 26 of 31st August. NavalMOST ECRET.
and Air members of permanent Canadian-United States Board visited New-

1 p.n réponse au télégramme de King con-
cernant les pourparlers que celui-ci avait
eus avec Roosevelt à Ogdensburt, Churchill
manifesta une certaine froideur vis-à-vis l'éta-
blissement de la Commission permanente
canado-américaine de défense. Dans ce pas-
sage de son journal. King fit état de la r6-

:action ^ des membres du comité de guerre
du Cabinet

t In reply to the telegram from King about
his talks with Roosevelt at Oadensburg.

Churchill had been cool toward the establish-
ment of the permanent joint Board on

Defencx; in the above passage of his
diary,

King recorded the reaction of inemben of
the Cabinet War Committee.
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foundland Airport but did not come to St. John's and there has been no
opportunity for discussion between this Government and them. of matter
referred to in your telegram.

214. 1156-D-39
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELECRAM 42 St. John's, September 6, 1940
Addressed to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa, No. 42,

repeated to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, No. 580, and the
High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Ottawa, No. 34.

We understand that Minutes of meeting held here on August 20thi between
the Honourable C.G. Power and his service associates and representatives of
the Newfoundland Government have been forwarded to you. At this time
when discussions of the utmost importance to our respective countries relating
to establishment of American and Canadian bases in Newfoundland are about
to take place, we wish to reiterate our view that at the meetings of the Joint
Defence Board at which decisions affecting this country are in contempla-
tion this Government should be represented. It appears to us that only in
this manner can we co-ordinate in our mutual interests the discussions re-
garding the defence of Newfoundland.

We should be grateful for an early expression of your views on this
matter.

215.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte-rendu des débats et des décisions
Pl13D, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET Washington, September 10, 1940
.

2. Mayor LaGuardia stated at the outset that his attention had been called
to statements in the Canadiah press to the fact that the Government of the
United States was seeking to acquire naval and air bases in Canada. He
cOmmented that all of the discussions in the Board had clearly shown the
inaccuracy of any such statements. He added that if, in the opinion of the
Canadian Section of the Board, it would serve any useful purpose, he would
be glad to issue a statement to the efiect that the United States had no such
intention and was not interested "in acquiring Canadian real estate." Colonel
BigBar stated that there had been such articles in the Canadian press and
agreed that it might be useful if, on a suitable occasion, Mayor LaGuardia
issued such a statement.
..,_

1 Voir le document 171. 'Sec Document 171.
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1156-Y-39
216.
Le ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au greffier du Conseil privé

Minister of National Defence for Air to Clerk of the Privy Council
Ottawa, September 14, 194

0

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Mr. Heeney, 5 1 19401
RE: MINUTES OF WAR CABINET COMMIZTTEE, SEPTEr ^^onS of the Pei-

In reply to your letter of September 10 32 ^e a^t^^nsultation with the
marient Joint Board on Defence, paragraph

Chief of the Air Staff I âtion'oCoreport as
ncurred in ows:Exchange of In f orm

Defence of Newfoundland.
Paragraphs A, B, and C. Concurred in.

Lewis porte and Newf ound-
as Canadian bases. United

land Airport are
(c) Concurred ineprovided

reserved ora leased
Bay,

States to have such use of these sites as strategical situation dictates
and provided they are willing to accord simil f States bases should
vice at United States bases. Further that United
not be established in the Avalon Peninsula or around Conception

Baya
The remainder of Paragraph 32 is concurred in insofar as it relates to the

Air Force. Yours sincerely,
CHARLES G. POWER

1156-D-39
217.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérief res

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External A^`a

TELEGRAM 43
St. John's, September 17, 1940

SECRET. Addressed to Secretary of State for External AffairsOtNô, 3^.
43, repeated to High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Ottawa,
We beg to refer you to our message to you of September 6th, No. 42, which

remains unacknowledged, and we would appvisitinvÂmer
earl

y icânréxpe^ as to
We yesterday. had lengthy discussions wi th g rti-

nature and extent to which the American Government is to take part in ^oentr
fying Newfoundland. In the course. of these discussions

lejoint

a

Defence Board
th nt they were ^n ^d American Governments hâve agreed as to the part
under which Canadian
to be played by their, respective forces in this operation.

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.

• Non reproduite.
^ Not printed.32 of Minutes of the Cabinet

• paragraphe 32 du procès-verbal de la r6- ' paragraph

union du Comité de guerre du Cabinet.
WaFÛ °R^taam^m d

Meeting.
a on ot the PJBD.

,à première recommandation de la CPCAD. sSecond Recommeadation of the PJBD.
• Seconde recommandation de la CPCAD.
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We had previously heard nothing of the plan and must not be regarded as
committed to it.

When we agreed with the United Kingdom Government that they should
offer on our behalf to the United States Government lease of areas in New-
foundland for naval and air bases, we did not contemplate the disposition of
our facilities and settlement of rights granted either to your Government or
to the American Government without consultation with this Government.

218.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 5 1
Ottawa, October 1, 1940

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. 1. Your telegram - of the 17th September, 1940,
No. 43.

2. The impression received from your discussion with the United States
experts appears to have been misleading. There is no "plan settled by the Joint
Defence Board under which Canadian and American Governments have
agreed as to the part to be played by their respective forces" in fortifying
Newfoundland.

3. The Permanent Joint Board on Defence is purely an advisory body. It
has been appointed to consider, and to advise the Governments of Canada
and the United States in regard to, the most effective means of consolidating
continental defences. We understand that its members have commenced work
on a tentative draft of a plan for the defence of the Eastern seaboard but this
hasv not been shown to, much less considered by, either Government.

4. The only recommendations which the Board has made regarding New-
foundland have had to do with the assignment of certain additional personnel
to the Canadian garrison; the augmentation, when practicable, of defensive
eQuipment for St. John's and Botwood; and the provision by the United
States of defensive aircraft to operate from the bases which are to be leased
by that country. These recommendations envisage prospective action which,
except in the case of the increase of Canadian personnel, can take effect only
after the lapse of considerable time. They will, of course, be made the subject
of discussion between the Canadian Government or the United States Gov-
e1nment and the Government of Newfoundland.

5• With regard to the defensive plan referred to in paragraph 3 above I
M sure that the Canadian members of the Board would be glad to have
authorized representatives of the Newfoundland Government present at the
discussions of the Board on the Newfoundland aspects of the draft now being
prepared with a view to Newfoundland being represented at Halifax on the 4th
and Sth October[sic]. A proposal to this effect is being made to the Joint
BOard• We shall advise you as soon as possible of the outcome.
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Skelton Papers 395
219.

Le conseiller1 au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extéri ^sres

Counsellorl to Under Seeretary of State for External Affa^
Ottawa, October 1, 1940

h
NEWFOUNDLAND REPRESENTATION AT MEETINGS OF THE DEFENCE

ENe^ IQOiBOARD

1. I telephoned to Reid at the ^
his ren

i

asked
wbeen ^eceived.

with Hickerson at once. This he did and
P Y bas no

if this proposal2 were to be made to the
2. In Mr. Hickerson's opinion, "What does the Board think about

President, Mr. Roosevelt would ask:

it?"
He also is of the opinion that if a decision of thisUnited kind ai s rSe^au n^

without prior consultation with the Chairman of the U
additional difficulties would develop.

3. In Mr. Hickerson's opinion, the best way to handle thmat
ter

be for the Board to consider the proposal at its first m eeting tomorrow

and to telegraph a recommendation to Washington and Ottawa.and
The Legation can be informed of the opinion of the Pres

identmorning3 u^e
Pected,sthe

that information to Ottawa. ^â it c^ ^éQ belegraph at once to St. John's
Department of External A
and suggest that a representative proceed to Halifax for the meetings on

the 4th and 5th.

115 6-D-39
220.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State of External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Bntarn

8 I,a commission ariilt se réunir 1^tofl•

,1 Que Terre-Neuve soit reprEsent nu-% ^lalifa^c meetings of the PJBD. in Bosto
r6uaions de la CPCAD à Halifu- •

s.^ Board ^ a^ut to mcet
a

H L. Keenleyside. • That Neafoundland be represented at the^

its meeting in Boston this morning an far as
to take it up formally with the Government of the United Statesa so legiam
the present , meeting is concerncd. The situation was met by

We were advised that the matter was ^ e L wu âs not considercd feasible

I enclose copies of telegrams exchange wi
No. 43 of September 17th from the Governor and our reply NcNo. â ^ in

land,
October 1st, with reference to the desire of thaee ivJoeIIo ^ o Defence
some way in the discussions W^^ nd r dII^ssion.
when Newfoundland questions

•#16 tl^e Joint Board at

Ottawa, October 2, 1940

My dear Sir Gerald [Campbell],
-3 'ah the Governor of Newfound-
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from the Board to the Governor of Newfoundland stating that they were
meeting at Halifax on October 4th and 5th, and at that meeting certain
problems involving defence dispositions in Newfoundland would be dis-
cussed. The Board would be glad to have a representative of the Govern-
ment of Newfoùndland attend the meeting to advise the Board while New-
foundland defence was under consideration.

Yours sincerely,

O. D. [SKELTON]

P.S. I. have since been in touch by telephone with Mr. Emerson who said
that he had been designated to represent the Government of Newfoundland,
and would be glad to attend the meetings at Halifax. As time was short it
has been arranged to send a plane to bring him from Newfoundland to
Halifax tomorrow.

O. D. SKELTON

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

50218-40

TOP SECRET
Halifax, October 4, 1940

3. At 11:45 a.m. the Board resumed its meeting with Mr. Emerson,
Commissioner of Justice and Defence, and Mr. Penson, Commissioner of
Finance, both of the Newfoundland Government, present as observers pur-
suant to the Board's telegram to His Excellency, the Governor of New-
foundland, on October 2.1

4. Colonel Biggar explained to Messrs. Emerson and Penson the nature
of the Board's work and its recommendations in regard to the defence of
Newfoundland, and these matters were discussed in some detail with the
Newfoundland observers.

5.
Mr. Emerson discussed the contributions which Newfoundland itselfcould
make to its defence. He said that thére had been a large number of

Newfoundlanders enlist in the British forces and some in the Canadian
azmed forces, but that the Newfoundland Government could not, in view
of its bud

getary position, maintain a larger force than 500 infantry troops,
the number now being maintained in the Island.

7' The Board approved the draft First Report to the two Governments,
a cOPY.of which is annexed.
..,

1 Non rePfOdwL ' Not printed.



[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

[Halifax, October 4, 1940]

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE

FIRST REPORT'

.

4. The present report is directed to indicating the allotmentndt feQ^POf sNô 1

as between Canada and the United S=ter,^the
t or concerted operationsjointAmerica so far as that defence may require

by the two countries and also the steps which should beaüô en by the two

Governments in advance of succhncert drop
concerted

eratôns maY be Prompuy and
5. In order that joint or o and are ordered to

effectively proceeded with when they become necessary
be taken, the Board recommends that each Government should independently,

as soon as possible, take the following steps.

EAST COAST
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Canada(a) Provide facilities in Newfoundland for the operation of United
States

aircraft in numbers as follows: planes (36
(i) A minimum of three squadrons of patrol P

planes)
(ii) A minimum of 73 land planes.

(b) Provide radio and other facilities at Sydney and Newfoundland

Airports, for land plane staging
(c) If physically possible, provide a fighter aerodrome near St. John's
(d) Complete defences for the port of St. John's Q ém^tBodefences)

(e) Complete the harbour defe^asShelburne(including
u

at Halifax, Sydney, Gaspé,

(f)
Expand the aircraft operating facilities in the Mariti me

ai craft ein
so as to provide for the operation of United S tates

numbers as follows:
(i) Gaspé and Maritime Province Harboyrs planes
(ii) One composite wing of appro:cimatel 200 p

United States
) Select and complete a base or bases in Newfoundlandlsu pf^ n^i2(g permit the operation of at least one squadron of patro

planes)
r • report was the Board's first and 1^

^t^ ernments; thereafter such ra
On Oc-

ports were considered uaneces^^' approved
tober to. Cabinet Wu C t^ m;nor reser•
the First R^^ io bthe West Co^t' the
vation

United Sutesg C3orernment apProved the

report on November 19.

sCe rapport fut le seul et unique rédigé
par la commission. Par la suite, la conmmis-
sion , jugea inutile ce genre de rapport. Le
10 octobre, le Comité de guerre du Cabinet
approuva ce premier rapport mais émit une
réserve mineure au sujet de la côte ouest. Le
gouvernement des États-Unis approuva le
rapport le 19 novembre.
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(h) Provide staging facilities in Newfoundland for short range aircraft
between Sydney and the Newfoundland Airport; these to include
radio facilities

(i) Develop airways and other transportation facilities in New England
so as to permit the rapid reinforcement of the Canadian Forces in
the Maritime Provinces

(j) Provide ground, anti-aircraft and harbour defences of United States
bases in Newfoundland.

Canada
EAST COAST OPERATIONS

(a) to exercise initial control of Canadian, British and friendly shipping
on the Atlantic and to inform the United States immediately of the
location and routes of all important units

(b) to undertake the initial ground, anti-aircraft, coast and air defence
of Newfoundland and its harbours, except insofar as the United
States may be in a position to participate in such initial defence

(c) To provide for the surface and air patrol of Belle Isle Strait and
the initial security of the sea communications between the mainland
and Newfoundland

(d) to provide initial air patrol over other sea approaches to New-
foundland

(e) To provide for the ground, anti-aircraft and coast defence of the
Maritime Provinces and the Gaspe Peninsula and the initial air
defence of these areas

(f ) To provide for the naval and air defence of:
(i) Gaspe and Maritime Province Harbours
(ii) The Gulf of St. Lawrence to the line Sydney-Port-aux-

Basques
(iii) The Bay of Fundy to the line United States-Canadian

Border to Yarmouth and
(iv) The sea area within a thirty mile radius from the entrance

to Sydney, Halifax, Shelburne, St. John's, Botwood, and
any other naval bases operated by Canada

(8) Provide facilities in aid of the movement, by water, of United States
forces from the Maritime Provinces to Newfoundland.

United States
,(h) To augment its forces in Newfoundland to one reinforced division

and a composite air group (73 planes)
(F) To establish off-shore surface and air patrols to seaward of waters

to be patrolled by Canada also in-shore patrols of Placentia Bay
(f )-Tô control shipping in areas patrolled by the United States
(k) `To augment the mobile ground and air defence of the Maritime
°^" Provinces in the event of a major attack.
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222.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérâleus es

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

John's, October 8, 1940
TELEGRAM 50

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Addressed to Secretary of State for po N0^4, Se^Cm-

No. 651, repeated to His Majesty's As No. 50, High Commissioner for
tary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa
United Kingdom, Ottawa No. 52.

Penson and Emerson have now returned from a meeting at Halifax of the
This meeting was called to approve first set

Permanent Joint Defence Board.
of recommendations on North American defence to be ma

de
to sendnrep-

States and Canadian Governments. This Government was asked
resentatives to express Newfoundland point of view on these reâ ^Ô snâotlnot
so far as they affect this country. The American recomme
vary materially from Greenslade proposals (see my telegram No. 608 of
September 22nd).i They propose, in addition, an emergency landing field in

the vicinity of St. George's and would like to.sendinc
lude from time

to time to Newfoundland airport. The Cjo^^sn^n
proposals

ting of a Brigadier and
(a) An Army Headquarters at St have already been

staff of one Rifle Battalion for which build^and two 4.7 guns

75 's later.commenced. Two 75 MM. guns at Fort Amherst
at Signal Hill. Further artillery will be subs tituted
Anti-aircraft defence when guns available. A battalion
divided between airport and Botwood. This will be supp

lemented
cle corps

with anti-aircraft defence later .
t DeertLake to protect main

with machine guns will be stationed at
dam from attack by raiding party.

(b) Navy
Advanced naval bases at St. John's and Botwood one

Naval base
the northeast to be agreed with Air Force (see below).
services to be established at these ports.

(c) Air Force
For defence of ships, in and around St. John's, an air establishmentmade of
near St. John's will be maintained. A survey is now being will
an area between Tippbay and Bauline s1° The airport

squadron
forces and

be increased to two bomber squadrons, one fighter
Construction of hangars and of quarters forprobably other flights.

personnel of about 1,000 is now proceeding at Newfoundland s a--
port. Two flying boat squadrons at Botwood and a submarine
tion to be agreed with navy with a view to joint occupation at Home
Ba, Labrador, or Canada Bay, Newfoundland, or an interm^^,ate

Y^
port. Fuel reserves at St. John's and Botwood.

-'- 1 Not priated.
s Non reproduit.
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Our -representatives concurred in these and American recommendations.
Commencement of Canadian enterprises has been made from time to time
with our concurrence, and problems as they arise are settled ad hoc, but no
formal agreements have been sought. The American members of the Board
state that United States Government construction work of any kind outside
of the United States is prohibited by law unless proper title is vested in their
Government. It was pointed out by our delegates that if all points upon which
agreement is to be reached are to be included in leases of bases, a considerable
period may elapse before they are executed. The Board were strongly of the
opinion that such a delay might be serious. The idea was then sug-
gested [that] upon boundaries of areas being delimited and agreed we should
grant leases for ninety-nine years at once and leave to the future negotiating
of terms, solving immediate problems as they arise. The members of the
Board did not at first appear to appreciate that a number of quite important
matters might call for solution before final agreement could be reached. They
are very anxious, however, for early action in Newfoundland and thought that
documents would be short and simple. At subsequent conferences with Big-
gar, the Canadian Chairman, and Keenleyside of External Affairs Department,
the problems were further explained. United States Government may take line
that no war material will be exported from United States until troops or naval
forces are established here, and this cannot take place until they have
title to land. If execution of leases is postponed until all terms of agreement
are settled many months may elapse. We would like you to consider whether
representations should not be made by our Ambassador at Washington with
a view of overcoming possibility of delay, and whether the Canadian Gov-
emment might not be asked to make similar representations. It may be
strongly urged that a simple lease (to be subject to terms subsequently
settled) can be *entered into by both parties, each depending upon the good
faith of the other. By doing this the United States will gain the inestimable
advantage of speedy action. Both Biggar and Keenleyside proposed to urge
this matter semi-officially, and we are satisfied that all members of the Board
are agreed upon the need for speed. If you agree that representations should
be made, you might wish us to outline for you and the Ambassador the gen-
eral nature of the problems -as we see them here and our views thereon.

223'
NPA S-5-5-1

, Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELECRAM 427 London, March 28, 1941
SECRET. Addressed to High Commissioner at Ottawa, No. 427, Repeated
to the Newfoundland Government No. 263. The Newfoundland Government
bave` been in communication with us regarding a proposal which has been
put forward following a recommendation of the Joint Defence Board for
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despatch of United States personnel- and aircraft to the^ on that th Y
Airport. The Newfoundland Government sebasesuat Botwood and
understood that schemes for estab hs sea-plane under prepara-

ration

for United States flying boat m 9uadrons were also

ration by the Board. Negotiations regarding temporary ûraüon of
Newfound

War
land Air Bases to the Canadian

for the
are of course

are nearing completion but the Newf

still
vitally interested and have expressed some conce Ôi^ae b^^osh u d

as the above involving use and operation
hem during the foermation.of such plans.

entlybe made without consultation vvit uch
Generally they feel that they have been and still are ^u bel observed othat
with the activities of the Joint Def ence
although two members of the Commission of Government attended meetings
of the Board last October no copy of the report resulting f rom those meet-

ings was sent to the Newfoundland Government.
In the Protocol to the Agreement leasing bases to the United States it

ound and involving
has been agreed that, in all consultations

Nwell as the Newfound-

land

considerations the Canadian Government
^^ as ate.

land Government would have the right to P p should be made
We regard it as important that suitable arrangements future

to enable the Newfoundland Government to be kept in^oauncdh with Wel should

deliberations of the Board whic âm fY uaff^^hN^^Canadian Authorities but
be glad if you would take this m P Emer-
before doing so it would perhaps be well to discutoday

ss the
for United States

son and Penson who are leaving â^d willcount
ry c bably visit Ottawa cn route.

on their way back to Newfoundlan P
They will inform you direct on arrival in the United States of their plans in

this respect.

224.

TOP SECRET

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Montreal, April 16, 1941

. . .

8. The Board gave consideration to its relations with the Newfoundl andth
Commission of Government and arrangements were Pe^ ^° attend the
Honourable L. E. Emerson and the Honourable J
next meeting of the Board.

^I nement cana

...
in Ottawa epD

"° Ecnerson et Penson étaient i Ottawa pour
1 Emerson and Penson were

.

conférer avec des fonctionnaires du sou^►er- ferrina w^ith ' officials of the Govern^°t

d.^ of canada.

^t=
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD,lournal of Discussions and Decisions
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50218-40

TOP SECRET Montreal, April 17, 1941

1. The Board met at 9:30 a.m. The participants were the same as on
the previous day except for the presence of the Honourable L. E. Emerson
and the Honourable J. H. Penson of the Newfoundland Commission of
Government.

2. The representatives of the Newfoundland Commission of Government
were welcomed by the Chairmen and in reply expressed their pleasure at
being present and thanked the members of the Board for the opportunity of
taking part in the meeting while Newfoundland matters were under con-
sideration.

8. The Board then discussed the question of Newfoundland representa-
tion at meetings in which problems relating to the defence of that country
would be up for discussion. In this connection, Mr. Emerson suggested that
he thought it probable that the Board would be used as the instrument of
consultation under the United States-United Kingdom Agreement and the
Protocol in which Canada was a participant. It was agreed that the Board
would, if possible, notify the Newfoundland Commission of Government of
the probable discussion at any of its meetings of a subject likely to be of
interest to the Commission and would, in any event, inform the Commission
as early as possible of the date and place of each meeting of the Board in
case the Commission should wish to present to the Board any matter relating
to the defence of the Island.

226.
' 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAAZ 57
Ottawa, July 22, 1941

Following for Emerson from Kecnlcyside. Begins. Permanent Joint Board
on Defence will meet on or about Tuesday, July 29th. Certain matters rc-
l g to defence of Newfoundland will be considered and members of the

rd
would be glad to have you or other Newfoundland representative

Present.

Meeting will probably be held in Montreal but full details as to time and
place Will be forwarded later. Ends.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET
Montreal, July 30, 1941

...
7. There was a discussion of holding the next meeting of the Board in

New
f con

-

foundland. Mr. Emersoni pointed out that in his opinion n lt̂  ^^^ter oa con-
siderable help politically for such a meeting to be
siderable discussion it seemed clear that it would probablySense of the 1Board
hold the neat meeting in Newfoundland b ut

s possible should arrange to visit New-

foundland
as many members n^i$Og^

meeting of the Board.
foundland prior t

50218-40

interest to the Board.

the course of these visits, au major Can i^ in connection with matters of
visited and first-hand information was acquired

Vanier, Captain Houghton, Comm
•• • ad' and United States activities were

members have visited Newfoun an . • ^
ander Sherman and Colonel Bissell. During

should visit Newfoundland. Smce that mee a,
,31 d Mr Bigg^ Brigadiers Pope and.. .

Montreal at the end of July that as m y dn of the Board, the following

228.
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET
New York, September 9-10, 1941

. . .

• 2. Reference was made to the suggestion at the meeti ng
^

an members the Board as possible

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

New York, Scptember 9-10, 1941
TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES ARMY

.:`•
A United States Army Member visited Newfoundland and secu of ^blic

hand information. The Governor; Sir Wilfrid Woods, Department
` the

I La commission discuta avec Emerson de The Board discussed with Emersontd^om'

du ^ ^^ ^^^^^ Ne,,,foundland 13-Mat des routes, du chemiau do ^foer,^^ d es
. communications ainsi quo ^. market.

^l à Terre-Neuve.
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Utilities; Mr. Emerson, Department of Justice and Defence; all United States
Army and Navy Commanders; Canadian Air and Ground Commanders; the
American Consul; the Manager of the Railroad; and others were contacted
and pertinent problems discussed. Four flights were made across Newfound-
land. All airports, completed and under construction, were visited as well as
all United States installations. All Canadian installations were inspected from
the air. The docking facilities at St. John's, the railroad terminal there, and
roads and communications between United States bases in Newfoundland
were inspected.

703-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commfssioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCIi 569 St. John's, September 30, 1942

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the members of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence arrived at St. John's on Sunday afternoon, September 27th,
and remained here until the following morning.

2. Apart from the information which the Board obtained from thcir visit to
the airports at Goose Bay, Gander, in this city and at Argentia, the visit of the
Board to St. John's has been of service in cementing the relationships betwcen
the American and Canadian Forces and the people of Newfoundland.

3• The following interesting editorial appcared in the St. John's EveningTelegram under date of Septembcr 29th:

GETTING KNOWN

Scarcely has one distinguished visitor conipleted a visit to Newfoundland than
another arrives. Unfortunately, such is the demand upon the time of the statesmen,
heads of the Fighting Services, and others in these days of strenuous duties that
!heir stay has had to be of the briefest and, under the stress of war, it has been
Impossible to do much more than bid them welcome and wish them farewell.

,,:But anyone failing to perceive in these visits the new importance that is attached
to Newfoundland would be somewhat short-sighted. The Island has suddenly
become the cynosure of the British, American and Canadian authorities. In some
quartera, the attention being paid to the country seems to be regarded almost with
aPPrehension, and they ask whether overnight Newfoundland is to be 'sold downthe 'rner? Why i t should be suggested that nations with whom we are on the most
friendly terms and who, it must be conceded, are animated by ideals no less
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honourable than our own should be regarded as capable of conspiracy against a

neighbour is a matter difficult to understand.
The increased importance attached to Newfoundland must surely be regarded

as the surest guarantee of its future well-being, politically as well as economically.
That is this paper's view. Further, by such visitors as Newfoundland has received,

new and far more favourable publicity will given country than
have been to

accorded
the

by persons whose main object in coming h
filthiest mire in which to wallow, and t Ôat^^at^â of theireability

by
dgeof

a stink. In respect of their insight int
conditions, it can be taken for granted, the distinguished visitors who re

have
ferred to.

to these shores are not fn^or^tohth^eeye^pep^^COÇâ fs^^ cimate^, of the spirit

The favourable impressions

in
which Newfoundland is applying itself to aid in the common cause, of the

evidence of good fellowship existing between the people and the various forces
stationed here and, too, of the manner in which she is surmounting her past diffi-
culties, are certain to be passed on to, it cannot be otherwise, the certain and lasting

advantage of the country.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCIIELL

230.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TEtECRANt 23
Ottawa, November 6, 1941

Following from Keenleyside for Emerson. Have just been informed by our
United States colleagues that they propose to bring up certain questions
relating to Newfoundland at the meeting of the Defence Board
open in Montreal on Monday next. Most of the items mentioned are ques-
tions of detail affecting relations between Canadian and United States forces.
Reference is also made, however, to use of United States tank cars by com-
mercial oil companies and to Newfoundland roads and highways.Ys• In^ ^we

consider it worth while to come to Montreal for discussion of the po

will be glad to welcome you. Please indicate your intentions by reFrid Y^
at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, as I shall be there on and after
November 7, on other business.*

Note telle que dans l'original: • Note as in oriziaal:

Emerson didn't attend.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions
- PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

50218-40

TOP SECRET St. John's, September 27, 1942
1. After visiting the Goose Bay, Gander Lake and Torbay aerodromes in

a United States naval transport plane, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
met in St. John's on Sunday, September 27, 1942. The following members
participated:

Canadian Section United States Section
Colonel O. M. Biggar Mayor F. H. LaGuardia
Major-General M. A. Pope
(assisted by Col. J. H. Jenkins)
Captain H. G. DeWolf Captain F. D. Wagner
(vice Commodore H. E. Reid)
Air Commodore F. V. Heakes Lt-Col. E. W. Hockenberry
Brigadier G. P. Vanier
Mr. H. L. Keenleyside Mr. J. D. Hickerson

The meeting was held in the office of the Hon. L. E. Emerson, Commis-
sioner of Justice and Defence. In addition to Mr. Emerson, the meeting was
attended by Major-General E. L. Page, and by Major-General G. C. Brant
and Col. D. F. Myer of the United States Army.

2. The Chairmen expressed their satisfaction at the opportunity which they
had had of seeing developments in Labrador and other parts of Newfoundland
and of holding a meeting in St. John's. They thanked Hon. Mr. Emerson for
allowing the Board to meet in his office and expressed their pleasure in hav-
ing him present to participate in the consideration of matters of common
concern. 1

3. In the discussion which followed there was a general exchange of
information and thought was-given to the present state of and future plans for
the defence of Newfoundland and Labrador. In the course of the discussion it
became apparent that neither the Canadian nor United States Governments
have at present any definite plans for the initiation of new large-scale projects
Irl the area under consideration. It was estimated that the larger part of the
Present construction programme would be completed in the first half of 1943
butitwas recognized that there would be continuing problems which would
involve the employment of smaller numbers of civilian personnel over a muchlonger

"
period.

^AS +a result of its review the Board was satisfied that good progress had
nnade and that current plans would, when completed, provide defence

facilities appropriate to the local needs and general circumstances.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dom; nions'

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

Ottawa, June 17, 1940
MOST SECRET. PERSONAL

Mr. Churchill.

Following personal message from Mr. Mackenzie King to

Begins.

to assist the United Kingdom in the present emergency ..• •

. . .

4. My opinion is that not an hour should be lost in, having^p^ 1n^^ ss ble
worked out on the understanding.that in the event of it oof the fleet will
to continue resistance in British waters the survi g of their sur-

render

transferred to overseas bases before there is any possibility
render to Hitler. So far as the North Atlantic is concerned, it wouido bde-
able that the United States be immediately afforded opportunity

plan

fences or bases at strategic points such as Iceland, Greenland, Newfouo and,

the
West Indies and elsewhere in case of developments taking such

that United States co-operation will be required to prevent the Germans gain-equi
ing a foothold in these areas. There is, unfortunately, with our lac o

f
in thee

ment, little of an effective nature that Canada alç n^e increasingly Wlner-
areas. Moreover our own Can =di ,n ^ arted with aircraft and destroyers
able as a consequence of ou g parted

^ 1 Le volume 8 (chapitre I partie 3) pré-
sente une documentation plus complète sur
l'origine du plan vitant ât rétablissement des
bases américaines dans les territoires britan-
niques de l'hémisphère occidental. Par contre,
la • scetion suivante du présent volume con-
tient la documentation relative aux néQocia-
tions de l'accord de 1941 sur les basa, ainsi
que sur les événements ayant conduit 1 cet
accord. Ces documents ont été sélectionnés
en vue de faire la lumière sur les. relations
entre Terre-Neuve et 1e Canada; pour plus
A. détails, consultez les documents originaux
du ministère des Affaires extérieures.

aLe texte Complet, se trouve au volume
8, document 57.

,Volume 8. Chapter 1. Part 3 containi ^
fuller docummeatation of the oriSins
plan to establish United States D3'e-1 '11
British territories in the western hemisp
The ensuing Section of the present voiurne'
on the other hand, contains documefltan^
on negotiation of the L.eaxd Bases ^ it.
ment of 1941, and events leading up to
.ibese documents have been selected to throa
light on

^^t see
relation; for

of the
a fuller
Department of External Affairs.

eFor complete text. see Volunie 81 Docu.
ment 57.
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233.
King Papers C282207

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre
High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

SECRET
Ottawa, July 13, 1940

My dear Prime Minister,

I have received a telegram from the Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs stating that from informal discussions between His Majesty's Ambas-
sador at Washington and United States authorities, it is understood that the
United States Government desires to obtain air facilities in certain West Indian
Colonies and in Newfoundland, to meet their immediate needs for purposes of
national defence.

The facilities in question are:

(a) Facilities for United States aircraft to land in Jamaica, Georgetown
(British Guiana) and Trinidad

(b) A lease to Pan-American Airways (acting as the agents of the
United States Government) of an area near Trinidad aerodrome
where certain facilities would be required

(c) A lease of approximately a square mile for an aerodrome in British
Guiana

(d) Permission for Pan-American Airways to start construction of an
aerodrome near Kingston, Jamaica

(e) Authority for United States army to send occasional training flights
to a Newfoundland airport

,The question whether these facilities should be offered in an attempt to
forestall more far-reaching requests from the Havana conference, meeting
on July 20th1 is under urgent consideration in London.

In view, however, of the general interest of the Canadian Government in
the position and more particularly of the responsibilities which they have
assumed in Newfoundland and in the Caribbean area, the United Kingdom
Government regard it as important that you should be informed immediately
of the above and they have instructed me to ask you if you would be so good
as tok let me have your comments at the earliest possible date.

Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL

' ks ir`tats-Unts et les autres états mem- 'The United States and the other memberbru de l'Union panaméricaine se réunirent
à lA :tata of the Pan-American Union met in

Havaae afin d'étudier les mesures 1 Iiavana to consider what to do when it ap-
ph°dro au cas où éventuellement les pos- peared likely that European possessions in the
"%'0°s européennes dans les Amériques Americas might be taken over by Germany.Da"ent aux mains de l'Allemaane.
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Le ministre de la Défense nationale au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Defence to Under-Secretary of State
for External A$airs

Ottawa, July 15, 1940

Dear Doctor Skelton,
I have your letter of July 14th1 enclosing copy of a communication ^ç d

July 13th from the High Commissioner regarding the desire
States Government to obtain air facilities in certain West Indian colonies and

Newfoundland.
From the point of view of defence, all these projects would seem to be

advantageous.
I also understand that there may be some movement or requ

est
Moncton.

United States civil aviation facilities into Canada as far as
again, from the point of view of defence, I would think that this would be

useful.

or
objection

I think that the Minister of Munitions and Supply would see
civil

to this from the point of view of Trans-Canada Airw y
aviation projects over which he has jurisdiction.

Yours very truly,
J.L. RALSTON

King Papers C282210
235.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut co^nmissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External A jf airs to
High Commissioner

of Great Britain
Ottawa, July 16, 1940

Dear Sir Gerald [Campbell],
knowled

letter of July 1'2#1, stating that it is understood
, I wish to ac ge your
that the United States Government wishes to obtain air =a;^^ea^^ ë nCéds
West Indies Colonies and in Newfoundland to meet the
for purposes of National Defence.

I am instructed to state that the Canadian Government are of the
oPon°n

the proposed activities would be an euc^he CO° desirable that ti^ée facilities
North American defence and consider highly

Q.D. SKELTON ,

i Non reproduite. I Not printed.

in question should be afiorded.
Yours sincerely,
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne'

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner of Great Britain1

TELEGRAM 18122
[London,] August 14, 1940

IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL. DECYPHER YOURSELF. Pleaselet Mr. Mackenzie King know for his own most secret and personal informa-
tion that Prime Minister recently made an urgent personal appeal to President
Roosevelt to let us have immediately a number of destroyers, motor torpedo
boats and flying boats. . . . Destroyers are frightfully vulnerable to air
bombing and yet they must be held in air bombing area to prevent seaborne
invasion. We could not keep up present rate of casualties for long and if
we cannot get a substantial reinforcement the whole fate of the war may be
decided by a minor and easily remedial factor. The air is holding well. But
loss of destroyers by air attack might well be so serious as to break our
defence of food and trade routes across the Atlantic.

Lord Lothian reported that President's reactions were favorable but he
pointed out that legislation in Congress would be necessary and that he did
not think it possible to get legislation through Congress without what he
called "MOLASSES" that is some concessions which would enable Congress
to say that the United States was safe from interference as a result of trading
destroyers to us. "Molasses" the President thought would have to be of two
kinds:

(1) In the interest of public assurance by the U.K. Government [sic]
that if things went badly in no circumstances would the British
fieet be handed over to Germany but would if necessary leave the
U.K. watcrs and continue to fight for the British Empire overseas.

(2) An arrangement whereby U.K. Government would give air and
naval facilities to the U.S. for hemispheric defence which would
imply that if any of our possessions in the western hemisphere were
likely to fall into the hands of the enemy the U.S. would be able
to assure protection over them on lines of recent Havana résolutions
until their destiny could be determined at the end of the war. .

i Une copie de ce télégramme fut remise
au ministère des Affaires extérieures.

'Le texte complet se trouve au volume 8,
d0c,mwt 80.

'La résolution de La Havane était unet0rte, d'application de la doctrine MonroeadaPtée au contexte de 1940. Elle met-
^sur pied un comité d'urgence, puis
pne commission permanente pour .1'adminis-
kat0°' Provisoire des colonies et, des pos-
^^s européennes dans les Amériques, (au
cas OÙ n deviendrait nécessaire de les em-
echa de tomber aux mains de l'Allemagne).
Aucune, des mesures envisagées ne fut prise.

'Copy of this telegram was delivered to
Department of External Affairs.

I For complete text, we Volume 8, Docu-
ment 80.

'The Havana resolution was a sort of ap-
plication of the Monroe doctrine to the
particular circumstances of 1940. It set up an
Emergency Committee, and then a permanent
Commission for "provisional administration
of European colonies and possessions in
the Americas" (in the event that this seemed
necessary to prevent their being taken over
by Germany). No action of the kind contem-
plated was ever taken.
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. As regards (2) Mr. Mackenzie King will remember that the U.K.
rtain

Government had already considered offering to the U.S. G overnment
No e1673

air facilities in the West Indies and Newfoundland Îôved before^the receipt of
of the 13th July) i and the offer was actually app
the President's reply. Lord Lothian was accordingl éS insh cted

gio^
the President that in any communication to Congr
assurance that as soon as we obtained destroyers mod make these facilities
flying boats contemplated the U. K . Government

the U.S. ovt. had in mind the
available. It was understood howeverw
lease of air and sea bases in Newfoundland, Bermuda, Trinid ad

to informslthe
one or two minor islands" and Lord of the Govts. concerned (whichconsentPresident that subject to the prior
include Canada) the U.K. Govt. were prepared to give a similar assurance

in regard to these bases also. ..

285(s)
237.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagnez

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner of Great Britain2

TELEGRAM 1814
[London,] August 15, 1940

IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL. DECYPIIER Y0 fo ^^• osi
telegram No. 1812 August 14th please inform Prime Minister
secret and personal information that further message has now

, been
po

received
ssible to

from President Roosevelt. The President no S^ôthinks
and a number of motor

furnish as immediate assistance at least fifty de Yen
eo le and

torpedo boats and flying boats provided that Cûnireturn
of

American
would thereby

Congress can be made to understand that se y o
be enhanced. President therefore thinks it necessary to ask us to take two

following steps:
(1) An assurance by the Prime Minister (which would not be a take

statement but merely an assurance to President and J^e 4th)

Empires continued defence.
(2) An agreement on the part of Great Britain Chat the British the

ernment would authorize use of Newfoundland, Bermuda,
Bahamas, Jamaica, St. Lucia, Trinidad and British Guiana as

• ,.I, on Ameri-

form of reiteration of P.M.'s statement to Parliament on
that if waters of Great Britain become untenableove

r f or
Germany ôr

the ships of Royal Navy ô l ol^n =t ^^ ôfeIIritish Empire for the
sunk but would be sent t o

. ,

and air bases by United States in the event of an atta
can hemisphere by any non•American nation; and in the meantime

i Non reproduit. ; I Not ptinted. was delivered to
' ICo of this tele^

-s une copie de ce télEanmau fut remise -- Fr
au ministère des Affaires extérieuues. DePanmeat of Externil Affairs.
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U.S. to have right to establish bases and to use them for training
and exercise purposes with understanding that land necessary for
above could be acquired' by U.S. through purchase or through a
ninety-nine year lease.

The Prime Minister thinks there need be no difficulty over (1) though
exact form of assurance will require to be carefully framed so as not to give
the impression that any such collapse is envisaged. As to (2) my immediately
following telegram repeats to you what we are saying to Newfoundland Govt.
on the subject so far as Newfoundland is concerned. May we assume that
Mr. Mackenzie King would agree to proposals from Canadian aspect? Please
telegraph reply immediately.

238.
285(s)

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve' .

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland'

TELEGRAM 641
[London,) August 15, 1940

IMMEDIATE. Addressed to Governor of Newfoundland No. 641, repeated to
High Commissioner Ottawa, No. 1815. Most secret and personal. Decypher
yourself. Secret discussions have recently taken place with President Roosevelt
as to the possibility of the U.S. sending us a number of destroyers. He has now
sent a message saying that it may be possible to furnish as immediate assistance
at least fifty destroyers, with a number of motor torpedo boats and flying
boats. The destroyer position at the moment is our most serious weakness.
Destroyer casualties have recently been heavy and if we cannot get substantial
reinforcements the fate of the war may be affected by this factor. Loss of
destroyers in air attacks in English Channel might seriously impair our defence
of food and trade routes across the Atlantic.
, President Roosevelt in his message has pointed out that Congress will re-
quire to be satisfied that security of United States of America will be enhanced
by proposed transfer. President thinks concessions to be made by us would
have to include an arrangement whereby air and naval facilities in West Indies
and Newfoundland were made available to`the United States. As stated in my
telegram No. 630 of August 10th2 facilities in Newfoundland referred to in
My telegram No. 542 of July 13th2have already been offered to the U.S. Govt.
irl this connection. President has however indicated that use of Newfoundland
(and certain West Indian islands) is essential as a naval and air base in theevent of an attack upon America and that in the meantime they would expect
t0;bi ' allowed to use Newfoundland for naval and air training purposes.
p1eSident has expressed desire to secure this either by purchase or by ninety-

Year lease of necessary areas. No doubt latter will be much easier from

Ay V°e CopK de ce télégramme fut remise
,^tète des Affaires extérieures. 'Cy of this telegram was delivered to

Department of External AffaitePtodwt. ' Not printed.
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Newfoundland point of view, and we propose to make it plain that we prefer

this alternative. wish to carry Newfoundland
In a matter of this nature we should naturally

public opinion with us. On the other hand it is essit that in vi
e ential that the ma tter

olved [sic]
be kept strictly secret at this stage. May lI é Wben matter can be made public
Commission of Government would feel point of

concurrence ofso to present the case as to ensure ^at^s. S^b
f

tor
om

we
public opinion in Newfoundland would l
propose to inform the United States that we agree to their proposal. Please

telegraph reply with least possible delay.

JWP vol. 1 p. 132
239.

Extrait de The Mackenzie King Record'

Excerpt f rom The Mackenzie King Record'
st 17, 1940][ , Augu

da,
,,. When he came to the end of a despatch referring to the ré 1 C er plied

the President said: "This is where you come in." Mackenzie King
"that Churchill had already communicated with me and that I.nhad s

ent
en basesStates

to him that we were wholly agreeable to the United^I h ad put this forward to
on the islands of the Atlanticto Newfoundland, I said both the British and our
Churchill some time ago. As
Government would probably have to do with that matter as welloundlandn^at
States." Mackenzie King added that Power had left for Ne
very day and that Canada was about to spend a million on facilities at Gandcr

airportSkclton Papcrs 395

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Allaires extérieures

au Premier mintstre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Aflairs

to Prime Minister 1940
[Ottawa,] August 22,

NEWFOUNDLAND IIASE[S]
the United Kingdom and the

you had made it clear that th^ ^^ &tadiafl control whether
add al f

" In any arrangement made for giving faciLties to e
transfer of territory

Newfoundland, as well as in o 1-1 ',, th United States in Cana

,. Under the proposed arrangement between
United States ; the latter country will lease land for air and naval bases In
U • th islands for a term of 99 years. da

acOn
built by Canad^an un -^',;^n Vit,, • f ds or Unitcd Statcs •Presumably "",Y f unds

------ lKins is desenDSns n ^^.. • -- -
the OBdens-

.. - s K^ fait état d'une oonrerution ^^ Roosevelt duriat nesotiation of
eue arec Roosevelt lors des nEsod buts Asreement.
l'sccord d'OSdeasbars-
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In view of the definite possibility of a movement on the part of Newfound-
land to enter Confederation, the question arises whether we should seek to
have any arrangement made by the United States as regards Newfoundland
brought into harmony (in the event of Newfoundland becoming part of Can-
ada) with the Canadian arrangements. Possibly we can take a chance on that
being settled satisfactorily when the day comes but it might be well at least
to issue a caveat. *

O. D. S[KELTON]

241.
1156-D-39

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa;] August 22, 1940
General Crerar and Brigadier Stuart called yesterday to obtain any further

available information as to the bearing of the Air Bases agreement on our
relations with Newfoundland. (I asked Mr. Keenleyside to be present).

General Crerar had assumed that this new arrangement between the United
Kingdom and the United States would mean that Canada would retire from
Newfoundland defence arrangements in favcur of the United States. (No?)1
He considered Newfoundland so vitally important for Canadian defence that
we should retain a footing there. (Certainly all three govts. will be con-
cerned)

I told him so far as I was aware there was no suggestion whatever that
Canada should desist from efforts she was making to cooperate in the defence
of Newfoundland. You had made it clear in discussions with Mr. Churchill
that defence in Newfoundland in the future would be a matter for the three
Governments to consider, the United Kingdom, United States and Canada, or
four, to include the Government ôf Newfoundland itself. (Yes) Presumably
all that was intended was that additional bases should be provided for United
States naval or air use. Brigadier Stuart said there was only one good air base,
thatat Gander Lakc. It would take a longtimc to build up a new base for
United States use. (U.S. will wish to be the judge of this) He said he assumed
there would be no objection to the United States and Canada using the same
û^,`pending the construction of any additional facilities that might be agreed
Pon. I said I had assumed there would not be. (All this for Joint Board toconslder)

This I should think all that is necessary at present K[trraj 22.8.40

! Note telle que dans l'original: * Note as in original:> Il4. ,

'LO Premier ministre fit des annotations en 1 Tbe Italicized comments in parentheses^ `du text ann tauen ^ -9 o -14.1 repcoduites ici aero marginal annotations by the Prime Min-
9ue et entre parenthèses. ister.
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General Crerar was anxious to learn any details as to the discussions that
and Newfoundland or the

had taken place between the United Kingdom e the Joint
United Kingdom and the United States about Newfoundlan d

to haveorinformation
Board held its first meeting as it would b b Û^tUnited Statest members. I said we
on this subject which was possessed by
would ask Sir Gerald Campbell for any information available. 5^^^• would

General Crerar seemed to think cooperation with t
muchhe value in large scale

require to be mainly navalrane ^on tions for one thing, all facilities in the
troop manoeuvres under p
Eastern Command were used for our own divisions. Isa^ethat of course
would be a matter for detailed consideration by the Board.

242.

SECRET

Dear Sir Gerald [Campbell],
You will recall that you gave the Prime Minister a copy °^te

the
fore Dominion

the 14th of August, 1940, No. 1812, from the Secretary of S
tate

airs, in which the following sentence occurs: of air
It was understood however that the U.S.^d ^^ibl

mind the
y one or tw minor

and sea bases in Newfoundland, Bermuda, Trinidad
islands, and Lord Lothian was authorized o^l dthe e pCanada) the U.IC. Govt.
the prior consent of the Govts. concerned (which
were prepared to give a similar assurance in regard to these bases also.

Mr. King informs me that when you gave him this telegram f^esuroPosed
that Canada would have no objection to the may be a matter of
leases. This letter is written in order that
written record.

While. considering this subject reference might perhaps be made to twothat
aspects of the situation upon which it would be desirable toe ^^e thaththe

is no likelihood of In S^es ŵ'll no affect the understand-
proposed arrangements anth the Uni ^
in8 uPon which Canadian participation in the defence of Newfoundland is

based. arding
The second point has to do with the details of the discussions reg -

Newfoundland which have taken place between London and ô^ÿ inental,
and possibly St. John's-ln regard to which we have receivedthat we should know
or inferential, ^' Iunder

thientialâknnk beconsiderationdesirable before decisions are
precisely what
taken, and I hope that you may be able to enlighten me in this regard.

1156-D-39

Le conseiller au haut commissaire ,de Grande-Bretagne

Counsellor to High Commissioner of Great Britain

Ottawa, August 22, 1940

Yours sincere y,
H. I,. KEENLEYSIDE
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire
de la section canadienne de la CPCAD

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Secretary,
Canadian Section of the PJBD

SECRET Ottawa, August 27, 1940

I enclose a copy of a letter from the High Commissioner for the United
Kingdom to the Prime Minister (26 Aug.) on the subject of Newfoundland.
The Prime Minister has instructed me to have it brought to the attention of
the Canadian Section of the Joint Board.

The Prime Minister informed Sir Gerald last night that he would have no
hesitation in saying that if the United Kingdom were prepared to agree to the
proposals he was quite sure the Canadian Government would raise no
objection.

Dear Mr. Keenleyside,

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

1156-D-39
Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

High Commi.ssioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

MOST IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET [Ottawa,] August 26, 1940

My dear Prime Minister,

I have just received a most immediate telegram from the Secretary of State
for Dominion Affairs asking me to inform you that the United Kingdom
Government have to-day learnt that the President has indicated that his
proposals in so far as Newfoundland is concerned are as follows:

(1) that the naval and- air facilities should be determined as' soon as
possible by a board to be appointed by the two Governments;

(2) that in the event of any disagreement within the board the matter
should be referred to the joint decision of the British and American
Secretaries of State for Foreign Affairs. He also suggested the usual
proviso that if they cannot agree the matter shall be referred to the
adjudication of an arbiter appointed by themselves, in order to get
finality;

(3) that the kind of facilities to be granted should be defined now in
outline. The President said what he had in mind was:

(a) an area in Newfoundland, probably in Placentia Bay,
unless further invesugation proved it unsuitable, which
the United States should lease for naval purposes in
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which it should have the right of cons tructing
seek to enter there,

entry for any size vessels who may
together with any docks, warehouse, supply stores etc.,
and in the neighbourhood of which it can establish guns
and anti-aircraft posts. These need not necessarily be

within the leased area.
(b) That in the above area the United States should exercise

local jurisdiction while undertaking to hand over British
subjects to British courts outside.

(c) That the United States should have the right to build an
aerodrome either in the leased territory Îr it and

supplementary to Botwood which had be
exclusive British Control.

His Majesty's Ambassador reports that the Presidentt^ e ao Govetrn-
on tour to-morrow (Tuesday) afternoon ai^d the Uni

King

ment are most anxious to be able to reply affirmatively to the a^ovôvePosals
subject to some modification or re-definition of paragraph (3) (b) ab

Lord Caldecote has asked me to consult you immediately n^o h^at

if possible, to-day, whether you concur in the President being of the
the United Kingdom Government are prepared to secure the grant

facilities in Newfoundland which he proposes.
Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL

976-40
244.

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au premier ministre

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET
[Ottawa,] August 28, 1940

My dear Prime Minister,
With reference to my letter of the 26th August and to our onof Sta^e for

that day, I received a telegram la s t from
^Churchill's r sincere thanks

Dominion Affairs asking me to exp ress to you Mr possible for
for your prompt reply which was most helpful and made it P reeing
messages to be sent to the President of the United States yesterday ag
in general to the proposals made by him for the grant of facilities.

The following are the terms in which His Majesty s Ambassador
at NVash-

ington has been authorised to convey the formal offer. o^er to
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom make the following odwiü,
the President of the United States: We are prepared, in friendshiP and g

o for
to meet your representatives forthwith in order to co ide facthe

il^ iésain t e
99 years of areas for the establishment of naval and ai r

= following places:
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(a) Newfoundland
(b) Bermuda
(c) Bahamas
(d) Jamaica
(e) Antigua
(f ) St. Lucia
(g) Trinidad
(h) British Guiana.

2. Subject to later settlements on points of detail, the facilities which His
Majesty's Government are prepared to offer at the above places are:

(a) facilities to develop naval and air establishments together with the
necessary sea-ward, coast and anti-aircraft defences;

(b) provision of localisation sufficient for the military garrisons;
(c) facilities for accommodating these garrisons together with stores, etc;
(d) such measures of jurisdiction, and of local administrative control in

each of the areas, as may be determined by mutual agreement to be
necessary, in order to give effect to the objects of the lease and for
the security and effective exercise by the United States of America
of all the above facilities.

Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL

245.
1156-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

SECRET
I

My dear Sir Gerald [Campbell]
Ottawa, August 30, 1940

Ian instructed by the Prime Minister to refer to your note of August
2 ^ô regarding arrangements which are undcr way between the United

8 m and the United States in connection with naval and air facilities in
Newfoundland.

The Prime Minister has indicated to you orally that he would have no
^eitation in saying that if the United Kingdom were prepared to agree to

Proposals, he was quite sure the Canadian Government would raise no
objection.

There are some supplementary points to which it is desired to call atten-hoa,

In communicating with Mr. Churchill on August 18th, following the
conversations with the President of the United States, Mr. King referred to
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the desirabilitY
of co-operation between the Governments ^e d

the
efencet of

Kingdom, the United States and Canada on ^e^éu detailed phases of thee
Newfoundland. Mr. Keenleyside

dAu
dealt 22awith •

question in a letter to you ^ made between the
In view of the fact that arrangements

for are tment to the United
United Kingdom and the United
States of naval and air facilities in Newfoundland, a^^o^é d s eshof
fact that the Canadian Governmentland Governments and because of its own
the United Kingdom and Newfound con
immediate and unavoidable interest in the matter, undertakenâ and in N W-t, certain defence
siderable measure already carried f National Defence for Air has recently
foundland, and that the Minister o eration with the Newfound-
been discussing various phases of further co-op

authorities, it seems desirable that steps should b Ve^
earl

roposyland
as possible to co-ordinate these activities. ^nCdô^ shorGtly with a summary
to furnish the Government of the United Kingdom

for further action
of the arrangements already made and of the prop

osals
will be

with regard to Newfoundland which are under
ennsiN^

foundÎa d defence
glad to be advised of any arrangements ^ideration in its discussions with
which the United Kingdom has u
the United States.

.246.

rllemoranduml containing a ance
the grant of naval and air facilities to the United States and the convey

` With reference to my letter of the io ^mmun ea ea to x
ccc

the enclosed
e ardingfrom Lord Caldecote asking m

9.111 lanation of the present position reg

King Papers C282310

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

Ottawa, August 31, 1940
IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET

My dear prime Minister, a telegram

of destroyers.
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247.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
J or External Affairs

Ottawa, September 2, 1940
MOST SECRET

My dear Dr. Skelton,

Thank you for your letter of the 30th August on the subject of the defence
of Newfoundland and the desirability of co-operation between the Govern-
ments of the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada in this connec-
tion. The substance of your letter has been communicated by telegraph to the
authorities in London and I will let you know as soon as I receive any reply.

In the meantime you may like to know that the Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs has informed me that the Governor of Newfoundland
has urged on them the importance of the representation of Newfoundland in
the detailed discussions with the United States. As Newfoundland interests
will necessarily form part of the discussions not only between the United
States and the United Kingdom but also between them and Canada, the
Governor hopes that a Newfoundland observer, whom he would wish to
appoint, would be able to keep in touch with the Canadian Government,
visiting Ottawa when necessary, in order to learn progress and advise on
such questions regarding the Island as may be under consideration by the
Permanent Canada-United States Defence Board.'

Lord Caldecote adds that the Newfoundland representatives in the recent
discussions with the Canadian defence representatives in Newfoundland
stressed the necessity for Newfoundland representation in the Canadian-
United States discussions and that the Minister of National Defence for Air
undertook to take this up with the Canadian Government on his return.

Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL

1000/ 6

King Papers C282312
Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

"Voir I. -

High Commissfoner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

IMPORTANT, MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL
Ottawa, September 2 , 1940

My dear prime Minister,

With reference to my letter of the 31st August regarding the grant of naval
and' air facilities to the United States and the conveyance of destroyers, I^.° •

1000/7

documents 214 et 217-218. 'See Documents 214 and 217-218.
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of State for Dominion
have now received a telegram from the Secretary
Affairs asking me to inform you that the exchange will take place
Majesty's Ambassador Sand the Secretary of State

at Washington to-day, pt
I am informed that certain modifications have

out in the memorandumi
of the letter to be addressed by Lord Lothian as set d
enclosed in my letter and the full text (as received by t Si ^a

is
be ono the

herewith. The reply by the United States Secretary of
lines indicated in the above mentioned memoranosble.^rd Caldecote
promises to telegraph to me the full text as soon as p

It is contemplated that the United States President ll ime)e on Tuesday,
to Congress on its reassembly at 12 noon (Washington
September 3rd, and that the letters will be released for publication in England

at 6 o'clock (B.S.T.) the same evening. consti-
Immediate examination is being given to the arrangem ents

forolease to the
are

sites
tution of a joint committe e

the United s
ettle the

arranging for a pre-
liminary States. In the meantime
liminary visit of representatives to the various proposed sites.

Yours sincerely,
GERALD CAMPBELL

the other nations of the Amerncas in the defence o
His Majesty's Government will secure the grant to the Governme ^t^edlate
United States, freely and without consideration, of leases for I
establishment and use, of naval and air bases, and facilities for cntrance

Un ed States andUnited Kingdom in the national secunty of the t
rate effectively with

to strengthen the ability of the United States to co-ope here,f the western hemisp

King Papers C282314

L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis
au Secrétaire d'État des États-Unis

Ambassador of Great Britain in United States
to Secretary of State of United States

MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL
[Washington,] September 2, 1940

TEXT (TELEGRAPHED) OF LETTER FROM HIS MAJES TY'S
OFTO THE UNITED STATES SECRETARY

have the honour under instructions from His Majesty' ^P of theabasis rof
tary of State for Foreign Affairs to inform you that in vie
friendship -and the sympathetic interest of His Majesty's Government ^ âes Îé

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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thereto and the operation and protection thereof, on the Avalon Peninsula
and on the southern coast of Newfoundland, and on the east coast and on
the Great Bay of Bermuda.

Furthermore, in view of the above and in view of the desire of the United
States to acquire additional air and naval bases in the Caribbean and in
British Guiana, and without endeavouring to place a monetary or com-
mercial value upon the many tangible and intangible rights and properties
involved, His Majesty's Government will make available to the United States
for immediate establishment and use naval and air bases and facilities for
entrance thereto and the operation and protection thereof, on the eastern
side of the Bahamas, the southern coast of Jamaica, the western coast of
St. Lucia, the west coast of Trinidad in the Gulf of Paria, in the Island
of Antigua, and in British Guiana within 50 miles of Georgetown, in exchano.-.
for naval and military equipment and material which the United States will
transfer to His Majesty's Government.

All the bases and facilities referred to in the preceding paragraphs will be
leased to .the United States for a period of 99 years free from all rent and
charges other than such compensation to be mutually agreed on to be paid
by the United States in order to compensate the owners of private property
for loss, expropriation or damage arising out of the establishment of the
bases and facilities in question. His Majesty's Government in leases to be
agreed upon will grant to the United States for the period of the leases all
the rights, power and authority within the bases leased, and within the
limits of the territorial waters and air spaces adjacent or in the vicinity of
such bases necessary to provide access to and defence of such bases and
appropriate provisions for their control.

Without prejudice to the above mentioned rights of the United States
authorities and their jurisdiction within the leased areas, the adjustment
and reconciliation between the jurisdiction of the authorities of the United
States- within these areas and the jurisdiction of the authorities of the terri-
tories in which those areas are situated shall be determined by common
agreement.

The exact location and bounds of the aforesaid bases, the necessary sea-
board, coast and anti-aircraft defences, the location of sufficient military
garrisons, stores and other necessary auxiliary facilities shall be determined
by common agrcement.

His Majesty's Government are prepared to designate immediately experts
toimeet experts of the United States for these purposes. Should these experts
1^ unable to agree on any particular situation except in the case of New-
foundland and Bermuda, the matter shall be settled by the Secretary of
State; of the United States and His Majcsty's Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs,.• ^
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1156-D-39
249.

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires exterreures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Ottawa, September 4, 1940

My dear Dr. S e ton,
With reference to my letter of the 2nd September ^on^ subject of the

of
defence of Newfoundland, I have now had a reply
State for Dominion Affairs to the telegram which I sent him on receipt of

your letter of the 30th August.
Lord Caldecote states that the general plan of procedure on which the

United Kingdom Government are working is as follows: th 'I'VIMum•

1000/10
SECRET

kl

with . those regarding Bermuda and the, West n •
Kingdom authorides, had in fact : already reached the conclusion ,^ eII of
best course would be that the Canadian Government and the Govern

(a) Preliminary examination is being given in London to C. m
concessions which can be made in each area to the United States
from the strategic and administrative points of view;

(b) The United States authorities are themselves about to make pre-
liminary examinations and inspections on the spot;

(c) As soon as the United Kingdom authorities have reached pro-
visional conclusions as a result of (a) above, they propose to
communicate them, so far as Newfoundland is concerned, to the
Canadian and Newfoundland Governments for

States or
before making any proposals to the United
committing themselves to any proposals by the°v th theStates;

United
(d) It will then be possible to start expert discussions

States as contemplated in the last paragraph of the letter ad-States
by His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington to the United

States Secretary of State. In view of the present ddom, y it i
s

sparing military and civil experts from the United King
being suggested that the discussions envisaged in (d) above should
take place in London.

With reference to the last paragraph of your letter, Lord Caldecote asks
me to explain that the United Kingdom authorities fully agree as to the
necessity of co-ordinating the discussions regarding the defence of NeW-
foundland which have been taking place between Canada and United States
representatives with those which are to take place between the United States
and the United Kingdom. These discussions on the part of the United

ilinked updom, so far - as they will relate to Newfoundland, must clearly United
• I dian Islands The
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Newfoundland also should appoint representatives to attend the proposed
discussions in London. They therefore hope that the Canadian Government
will consider the question of such representation. They will, as indicated
above, communicate to the Canadian Government the result of their own
preliminary examination of the concessions to be granted to the United
States in Newfoundland and keep the closest touch with the Canadian Gov-
ernment as regards the arrangements for the forthcoming expert discussions
with the United States.

Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL

250.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1000/ 12
Ottawa, September 7, 1940

MOST SECRET

My dear Dr. Skelton,

With reference to my letter of the 4th September (1000/10) on the sub-
ject of the defence of Newfoundland, I have now received a further tele-
8ram from the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs stating that the
question of the maximum concessions which could be made to the United
States from the strategic point of view has now been considered and the
following is the view taken by the United Kingdom authorities as regards
bases in Newfoundland from this standpoint:

(a) Avalon Peninsula. It would be preferable that the United States
should be excluded from Conception Bay but if they present a
very strong case for facilities in this Bay it would not be possible
to resist it. It would, however, be necessary to retain full possession
of Bell Island as a defended area' and an important source of iron
ore, and (2) the city and harbour of St. John's.

(b) South Coast of Newfoundland. No military requirements need to
limit the selection of United States bases in this area.

As'regards both the above, it will be necessary to retain control of the
eable stations at Bay Roberts, Harbour Grace, Heart's Content, Arnold's
CovC, Cohnet, Placentia and Port-aux-Basqucs.
(C) While facilities for local communications of bases will of course be

granted to the United States authorities, the control of these com-
munications should remain in British hands.
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The United Kingdom authorities would be glad to receive the b^n^ 1°h

of the Government of Canada on the eobsabove.
ervationsey

Government of Newfoundland fo r
Lord Caldecote states that as regards other aspects ofthe ôa^^ ^ éas

difficult to make progress without more detled
mid

information
His Majesty's Ambas-

sador the United States Governm
sador at Washington has been informed that it

be of
d Stat

the
es ^thorit

assistance to the United Kingd^lmeS Government
as precise an idea as

ties could give them at the e possible

possible of what they would like to obtain.
Further information may be available after the visit tNP^ Mln^ster

the naval and military experts referred to in my letter to the

of the 3rd September.i
The United Kingdom authorities have asked the Government linformally

information which they may be able to obtainland. for any
as a result of this visit as well as any 'observations 11 be dealt ^the inr the
lems in regard to the areas la^

discussions in London.course of the proposed exp ert

It has been ascertained that the experts visiting Newfou ^ de Mission being
seven naval officers and three army officers, the head of the Brigadier-
Rear-Admiral J. W. Greenslade and the senior Army
General J. L. Devers. Information is not yet available as to the probable

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD. Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET

3, er
agreed to the following as its Eighth Recommendation: practicable such

That the United States initia
of Newfoundland, covered by theportions of the increased defence

d roved in Ottawa on August

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Washington, September 11, 194U

•• Aft a brief discussion of the defence of Newfoundland, the Board

Second RecQmmendation_ of the Boar app
26 and 27, as may be found to fâll within the limits of bases now being
acquired by the United States.
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DND HQS 5199

Mémorandum du Comité interforce d'état-major au ministre de la Défensenationale, au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air et au ministre de la
Défense nationale pour les Services navals

tifemorandum from Joint Stag Committee to Minister of National Defence,
to Minister of National Defence for Air and to Minister of

National Defence for Naval Services

[Ottawa,] September 11, 1940

The Ministers

Certain agreements have recently been reached between the United
Kingdom and the United States with regard to the leasing of defence
facilities, in particular in Newfoundland, to the United States. It is not known
whether the Canadian Government was consulted in the matter of these
arrangements. In any event, the proposals were at no time communicated
to the Chiefs of Staff of the three Defence Services and consequently no
opportunity prior to settlement, was given the heads of the Services to
comment upon them.

2. The Committee desires to place on record its apprehension of the
serious military situation which Canada may face if important decisions
concerning the defence of North America are taken without opportunity for
consideration by the Defence Services cf Canada. Not only do such deci-
sions

affect the present problems which are the direct responsibility ofthe
Navy, Army and Air Force, but new problems are created which ma

requue immediate and drastic alterations to our defence policy. y
3. Submitted for consideration.

E. S. BRAND
for Chief of the Naval Staff

H. D. G. CRERAR, Major-General
Chief of the General Staff

L. S. BREADNER, Air Vice-Marshal
Chief of the Air Staff
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Skelton Papers 395
253.

Mémorandum du comité interforce d'état-major
nâo ônale pour l'Au et

Défense nationale, au ministre de la Défense
au ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

Memorandum from Joint Staff Committee to Minister of National Defence,
to Minister of National Defence for Air Services Minister of

National Defence for Naval

SECRET
[Ottawa,] September 16, 1940

The Ministers
The Chiefs of Staff have had under consideration of thé ^th Sep ember,

1000/10 of the 4th September, 1940, and 1000/12 o
1940, addressed to the Under-Secretary of State for xternal Affairs by

the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom in Canada.

2.
Observing that the United Kingdom authorities have requested sa s

observations of the Government of Canada regarding the general Propo
contained in the communications quoted above, the ^1^ fs of Staff Com-
mittee submit herewith their opinions on the questions

^ 3. The Committee agrees in general with the concessions in New-

foundland that it is proposed to' grant to the United be tmade on the clea
strongly, however, that such concessions should only
understanding that the Canadian Government should at the N^o timeland

permitted to establish any sea,l^terests of air the directsd in nce of Canada.
which are considered to be in the
The above remarks must, however, be subject to any recommendations

which may be inade by the Permanent Joint Board on Defen ^ssioner's letter
o

4. With regard to the last paragra^m^^ e notesCw ch satisfaction the
1000/10 of the 4th September, the ding
intention of the United Kingdom to co-ordinate the discussions r^e^^een
the defence of Newfoundland which have been taking place between
Canada and the United States with

United States. h Thare e tCommitPlaceCommittee, however,
the United Kingdom and the Um
wishes to stress their considered opinion that it is essential for Canadian
Services representatives to be present at these discussions.

5. Submitted for consideration.
E. S. BRAND

for Chief of the Naval Staff

H. D. G. CRERAR, Major-General
Chief of the General Staff

L. S. BREADNER, Air Vice-Marshal

Chief of the Air Staff
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254.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Cômmission of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State

1000/12
jar External Affairs

MOST SECRET Ottawa, September 24, 1940

Dear Dr. Skelton,

In his letter No. 1000/12 of the 7th September the High Commissioner
gave you an outline, which he had received from the Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs, of the view taken by the United Kingdom authorities in
regard to bases in Newfoundland.

The High Commissioner has now learned that the Newfoundland Govern-
ment have considered this statement of the views of the United Kingdom
Government, and have offered the following observations intended to em-
phasise Newfoundland's point of view.

We wish you to know that we are satisfied that public opinion would wish
broad Imperial considerations to be given fullest weight. As regards (a) of your
statement you have not indicated why it would be preferable that the United States
of America should be excluded from Conception Bay, but we ourselves can see
certain political objections to their presence in this highly populated area near the
capital even assuming the physical conditions are such as to make it suitable for a
base. On the other hand Newfoundland opinion, especially in the east of the island,
might consider that a definite attempt should be made to attract Americans to the
Conception Bay area on the ground that it would bring economic advantages to
the most highly populated part of the country. We agree as to (b). We will send
our further comments particularly as to Mortiz after the visit of the American
experts.

In reply to this communication the United Kingdom authorities
assured the

Newfoundland Government that their observations are being
taken fully into account. The United Kingdom Government do not contem-
Plate putting forward proposals themselves to the United States' of America,
Whether as regards the location of bases or as regards the problems of juris-
diction and administration which will arise. The procedure which ihey en-
kege is that, when discussions between British and United States experts

... Place, the United States representatives will formulate their proposals
Is regards these matters, and the object of the examination of problems
a'^eh is at present beingundertaken in London is to consider provisional.ly
the lines on which the British representatives, including representatives of
U^Government of Newfoundland, might deal with the proposals which the

ted States of America may be expected to put forward. As soon as they
have been able to investigate further the issues which are likely to arise the
Unit,

Government will communicate again with the Newfound-
Governrnent.

93

Yours sincerely,
W. C. HANKINSON

0
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1156-D-39
255.

Le haut commissaire de Grandé-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'^tat

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Seeretary of State

Government will wish to be aware of the rem t o
Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPI3ELL

foundland authorities and the Unite
visited the Island. I enclose copies of these two telegram

the anadian

1 f these d iscussions.

^rsf or External AQa

Ottawa, September 25, 1940

My dear Dr. Skelton,
with Mr. Hankinson's

May I refer to previous correspondence ending „^,
letter of the 24th September in regard to bases in Newfooh ^a° Goveraor of

I have now had repeated to meiwo ^^ for Dominion Atlairs re-

garding

has sent to the Secretary of
garding the discussions which have recently taken place

who recently
' d States representatives

1000/18
SECRET

than are sufficient for the in agreement of a forma
has not been approached by us with a view to any a
nature and their presence at the airport and Botwood depends ePeC.an exchange of telegrams asking our permission to land forces

authoritiesrmy
semi-permanent buildings. We had also discussed

StWiJohn's .aThe American
the establishment of about 1,000 infan try a

proposals envisage:
• J h' of a reinforced battalion

• ' ed'ate discussions. The Canadian Governmen

u utwould appear that the diicussions of
agreement as to the part to bw ^^ave each

of more details
measures in Newfoundland.

memberj have resulted in a large mc,asure of
none of the visiting party s t in taking defcnsive

(of

th Ai ;,mi Grccnslade, Genera
, ^ We had the first conference yesterday wI m
Devers and ' the, American service members who accompanied tW^ It

fence Board

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 11.

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

[St. John's,] September 17, 1940
TELEGRAM 1

(1) the establishment In or near St. V n s 11e"
of about 2,200 men and 150 officers-reinforcedms b^p alion
with guns of varions sizes and particularly A.A. guns.
will be in substitution of the Canadian battalion. Informally it Was
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ascertained that the reinforcement will be deliberately excessive
so that material can be distributed to other parts of Newfoundland,
particularly those occupied by Canadians, to make up deficiencies.
Building would commence forthwith but the early arrival of at
least some of the troops is expected in order to justify the export
of material;

(2) the establishment at some point on the Peninsula of Avalon as
well placed as, say, Whitbourne of a supply base capable of holding
supplies for a division of 16,000 men. This force which will arrive
later and be stationed at the base will be drawn on for the St.
John's battalion, for the defence of their other bases and for the
defence of the airport if they and Canadians decide that this
should be defensible by Americans. It may be supplemented by
a further 16,000 men if emergency arises and this supplement may
be either American or Canadian. From these forces would be
drawn any forces needed for an expedition to Greenland should
an expedition to that country be undertaken;

(3) the establishment of two emergency landing places for land planes,
one between Port-aux-Basques and St. George's, and one between
the Newfoundland Airport and St. John's.

(4) The Joint Board seem settled that Canada would assume naval
responsibility for the whole of the western coast of Newfound-
land and for harbour and nearby waters of the rest of Newfound-
land. The American responsibility will be the deep water defence
of the south and cast coast which will be effected with destroyers
and submarines, of which initially there will be nine and twelve
respectively. An American naval base will be established and the
naval and naval air bases will if possible be located together.
Argentia is presently favoured but other alternatives will be cx-
amined during the four day stay of the United States St. Louis
and two naval seaplanes and one army plane.

(5) Freedom from customs duties on construction material and on sup-
plies for ships, jurisdiction of the Naval Court, definition of the
right of command in the case of joint action by the American and
Canadian forces have been mentioned for discussion but not yet
discussed.

Discussions arc proceeding and we will keep you informed.
Meantime we have had no acknowledgement from the Canadian Govern-

ment °of our telegram of September 6th, repeated to you No. 580,1 and we
^^tiegraphing them this evening in terms of a message2 which we are

••.-. n8 to you. We appreciate that the defence of Newfoundland is vital
^ ltself and on broad imperial grounds the entry of the Americans into our

' ent 214.
^ ^0'^ 1e document 217. ' See Document 217.^:.,,^:,
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defence should be (group omitted). Our meetings with the visitors are in
an atmosphere of extreme cordiality. The public has welcomed the visit of
the Americans wholeheartedly but if decisions are reached over our en e^ the
public will become aware of the fact and the reaction
opinion be extremely adverse.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2]

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Seeretary

TELEGRAM
[St. John's,] September 23, 1940

The American experts have now finished their examination of St. John's
and Argentia and their exploration by air of the south coast as far as Port-
aux-Basques and other portions of the Island. Theycoôconferred with us côthis

morning and presented a memorandum in which they
mendations which they propose to make to the President as

b^

follows:
hment of a

al atively in

(1) An area on the Argentia Pe^ ^ for the
accommodate the principalnaval and a naval air base

major naval and air facilities.

(2) A base on the south side of the harbourÔ of
abo^ut 800 feet forfrontage of about 1,200 feet and a depth sting

berthing, replenishing supplies, making minor mpâi duty•
the crews of submarines and destroyers while opatrol

(3) An area of approximately 160 acres either in the western suburbs
of St. John's near Waterford Bridge railway station where the old

harbour (marked on Turner s map 192 a^
for a base and for training a division of 16,000 men referrcd to in
our earlier telegram.

(5) The Canadian Government are contemplating the building of an
air field in the vicinity of St. John's. If they do this the Ameri Ûé t

• •cans req

t

Petty Harbour road joins the
John's the Bnorth s ide of the road which

our earLcr message.
(4) An area of about two square miles on the south side of AogscrveI 5 P1 ntia Sound )

the eastern suburb of St.
runs on the north side of Quidi Vidi Lake, this area to be the
permanent estab:ishment of the reinforced battalion referrcd to in

will seek joint user. If they do not build, the Amen
the right to do so. The areas referred to in Nos. (1) to (4) abo
involve 99 year leases. We have accepted in pnncip.e the above
proposals subject site,

(i) to unforeseen difficulties in regard to any particular
and .
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(ii) to the observations of the United Kingdom Government,
and

(iii) to such consultation of the Government of Canada as is
considered desirable.

Although at our first conference it appeared as if administrative problems
were to be discussed we found later that the visiting delegates did not feel
that these problems fell within the terms of their reference and these will be
dealt with by the respective governments at the appropriate time. In view
of the reference to St. John's in paragraph (a) of your telegram 7 1 5
tember 6th1 we should explain that at our first conference Admiral Geen-
slade mentioned that he had considered St. John's as a possible naval base
but since his arrival had abandoned it. He reopened the matter in his
memorandum today making it clear that he had subsequently come to the
conclusion that a small lease of green area in St. John's was absolutely
essential to United States requirements. The visitors left for home today and
will report direct to the President probably on Monday. Meantime no
announcement except in the most general terms and on lines agreed with
Admiral Greenslade is being made by us. We should value your observations
or directions at the earliest possible moment and also an indication when
and where you expect discussions to take place between experts on adminis-
trative and other problems.

256.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

1`ligh Commissioiter of Great 13ritain Io Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1000/18
SECRET Ottawa, October 1, 1940

My dear Dr. Skelton,
With reference to my letter of the 25th September ( 1000/18 ) re aû^es, _..discussions which recently took place between the Newfoundland aûthori

and representatives of the United States, you may like to see the enclosed
^iam which the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs sent to t

hernor of Newfoundland on the 27th September in reply to the two
tele8rains enclosed in my letter of the 25th September.

x .. Yours sincerely,

GERALD CAMPBELL_ x., ,

"Produit. ' Not printed.
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[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

{ Le seerétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

[London,] September 27, 1940
TELEGRAM point of view
SECRET.

Your telegram 23rd September: From the strategical p

we see no objection to proposaLs (1) to (5).
As regards proposal (4) we

assume that this replaces proposal mentioned under (2) in Whitbourne but
the 17th September that supply base should be established at
that'one of the purposes of the land force mentioned would still be the defenceaken
of the Newfoundland Airport if it were decided that this shoSed^ io^ most
by United Statés and not CanadianStfores.

not participating in the war,
important that, so long as the United
the defence of the Airport should be entrusted to Canadian forces (or failing

them to United Kingdom forces).
From the standpoint of jurisdictional and adminis problems

States b ses
to us that the proposals (2) and (3) which would involve
in close proximity to the capital may give rise to considerable difilculty par-e
ticularly as regards an inland enclave such as is mentioned o

under
f advan3tagchas

selection of separate areas as is suggested might however be
making it easier to limit the extent of jurisdiction to be exCeci oe,fd,ûnsdice

United States and it might be possible to to be discus ed when convcrsa-
tiôn in several areas. These will be questions
tions between British and United States^épé place.

ons can begin. We are
It is not yet possible to say how soon

strongly of opinion that they should take place in London and we have so

informed the United States Government.
As regards preliminary consultation with the Canadian Government as to

the defence aspect of the United States proposals we assume that ioebcein-
foundland Government will undertake this and we shall be glad

formed of developments.

1156-D-39
257.

Mémorandum du conseiller' au ,sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Counsellor' to Under-Secretary of State
l or External Mous,

[Ottawa,] October 11, 1940

'CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN U. K: U.S. TALKS

You may wish to remind the Prime Minister that no steps ha ^bout to ebe
taken to arrange for`Canadian representation in the talks which are

,

I H. L. Keenleyside.
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initiated between the United Kingdom and the United States Governments with
reference to the terms upon which the latter will be permitted to establish bases
in Newfoundland and other British territories in the Western Hemisphere. The
representatives of our General Staffs are very definite in their recommendation
that Canada should seek to participate in these conversations.* I

258.
976-40

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET

Dear Dr. Skelton.
Ottawa, October 21, 1940

May I refer to the telegram from the Governor of Newfoundland to the
Dominions Office of the 8th October, which was repeated to the Secretary of
State for External Affairs as No. SOt, regarding the meeting of the Canada-
United States Permanent Joint Defence Board which was held at Halifax andat

which Mr. Penson and Mr. Emerson of the Commission of Government
of Newfoundland were Dresent. In the latter part of that telegram the sugges-
tion was made that a simple form of lease should be adopte.d for the naval and
air bases in order to avoid the delay which would inevitably occur if all details
had to be settled before the United States authorities could commence the
necessary construction work.

The High Commissioner told me that in the course of a conversation with
You on another matter, he had mentioned that we had had repeated to us
Vârlous telegrams from London, Washington and Newfoundland dealing interalia with this suggestion and that he assumed that the Canadian authorities
were being kept informed by_ Mr. Loring Christie of developments in this
matter. Sir Gerald Campbell gathered from the conversation that you would
be glad to have a note of the relevant portions of these communications and I
accordingly enclose a memorandum on them which I trust will prove of
2ssistance.

Yours sincerely,

W. C. HANKINSON

^ute telle que dans l'original:
• Note as in original:

When are theae talks to takc place? Wc are already talking in
N. America, including Newfoundland. London Singa re S(

' Document 222.
0 po . eEt.notvi
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum de haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire

- d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from High Commission of Great Britain to Under-Seeretary
of State for External A,Qairs

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 21, 1940

In the course of a telegram of the 10th Octoberl to the location of the
regarding certain questions which had arisen

reportedb that Colonel Knox
bases in Bermuda, His Majesty's Ambassador
said that he was most anxious to make a beginning with wôuld bec me
bases, that the money had been appropriated and Congre

restless unless it could be assured that some of the work was actually
being put in hand. In order to expedite this, Colonel Knox handed the
Ambassador a draft lease which one of his lawyers had compiled. The
Ambassador reported that the lease attempted to provide legally for
every conceivable contingency from the American point of view and that
if ever it was signed, it would lead to every , kind of legalistic dispute.President , early
Lothian proposed to tell Colonel Knox and

relations
necessary

not be based on
the following week that he was sure that r
any attempt to provide for every contingency by law in a legal document,
and that the terms of the lease ought to be as short and simple as possible,
leaving the detailed adjustment to be worked out between the American
and British authorities on the spot in the light of experience. itm ^és could
however, that it was going to take some time before all these d
be brought to a focus for settlement in London. Lord Lothian , aâom
whether, in the meantime, it would not be possible for the

wherever giee"
Government to state to the ô^^ siteStates Government

naval or air base, the United
ment has been reached as t
Kingdom Government would have no objection to the American a tlof
beginning to construct piers and wharves, and aerodrom ^^m forsome final
the necessary buildings, or to undertake dredging w

o

adjustment of the exact boundaries or legal matters. Lord Lothian instann iâ
the agreement that the naval base in Newfoundland should be at Pla e
and asked whether the.United States authorities could not be authorised to

go ahead there.
2, The Governor of Newfoundland telegraphed to the Dominions Office

on the 12th October, referring to the Ambassador s message in Pgrn
(1) above, stating that the Government of Newfoundland entirely agreed
with the reasons put forward by the Ambassador for urging the, United

I Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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States Government to proceed with active construction pending a settlement.
of all the questions of the terms of the leases. They referred to the telegram
to the Dominions Office of the 8th ' October (which was repeated to the
Canadian Government as No. 50) i in which they urged the execution of a
simple lease in order to expedite action because the United States repre-
sentatives on the Permanent Joint Defence Board had stated that the United
States Government could not constitutionally spend on real estate in a
foreign country until legal title was invested in the Government. The tele-
gram went on that if this difficulty could be overcome, the Government of
Newfoundland were quite willing that work should be commenced as soon
as the sites had been definitely delimited to the satisfaction of the United
Kingdom Government, even though in some cases the final and accurate
description could not be given.

3. On the 13th October the Foreigci Office telegraphed to the Ambassador
at Washington, saying that before they could consider the suggestion of
entering into a simple lease as a means of overcoming possible delay, it was
essential that they should have a sufficient idea as to the form which the
United States Government desired the settlement to take. It must, inci-
dentally, be recollected that they had as yet no final particulars as to the
location and extent of the areas to be leased elsewhere than in New-
foundland and were reluctant to proceed to an arrangement in Newfound-
land which would create a precedent which might be awkward.

4. In a separate telegram to the Ambassador, the Foreign Office said
that provided that there was no objection from the point of view of United
States law, the United Kingdom Government would see no objection to the
American authorities beginning construction work at Placentia. They were
also disposed to agree that if in any particular case, complete agreement
was reached between the United States authorities, the United Kingdom
Government and the Colonial Governments as to the location of sites,
lneliminary construction should be begun without waiting the experts dis-
cussions in London or the conclusion of the formal lease. A final assurance
on this point could not however be given without reference to the Governors
of the Colonies concerned, whose concurrence was being sought.

5. The Ambassador at' Washington reported on the 14th October that he
had informed the President and Colonel Knox that day that the United
Kingdom Government was quite agreeable to work being undertaken on any
bases

where the United Kingdom and the United States Governments andthe:jlocal authorities were agreed as to the site while leaving the precise
deWuons of all other matters to be finally embodied in the lease in London;
and that he had said further that so far as he could understand there was
I---
' °0curnent 222.
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agreement in the case of Newfoundland as to the naval base, etc. ataPlda â nSt.
Bay and as to the emergency landing ground and a small navy y

John's. Lord Lothian reported that both the President
latter

an
d Sa d that some

seemed entirely satisfied with this proposal, though the
Government title to these

sort of temporary lease giving the United States
areas would be necessary before Congressional money could actually beraft
spent.

He told the President and Colonel Knox that the latter' ^oo f
rictiondand

form of the lease was much too legalistic e on the same island, a simpler
that for two nations setting out to live toge
form was preferable with some clause providing for an umpirenCUlUes where
one of the Secretaries of State, who could adjust minor local ffi

this and Colonel
disagreement arose on the spot. They agreed geneally to

Knox withdrew the draft lease. The Ambassador then said that
what kind

arrange for his legal advisor to find out from the State Department
of interim title would be necessary ând to arrange for the N

aval
ofl^é t âfea in

ascertain from the Navy Department the inter im
in Newfou dland. At the same

which the United States may begin its works removed f rom
interview, the Ambassador also reserved the â^ao

f persons
British firms should be

these bases to receive compensation and
invited to tender. vcr

.6. In a telegram of the 18th Octoberi to the Dominions Office, the koof a
nor of Newfoundland reported the arrival

a ^ surveys of the
party of engineers and hydrographers, who are making

a
also

ndharbour for naval purposes and of the surrounding lands for an airp Jôh He

stated that a party of army and civilian engineers have come
sdeo of

St .
Quidi Vidi

have commenced the survey of the site on the north

been hundredLake for buildings for reinforced battalion. One of the party has be
for a location- in the harbour for mooring a steamer of aboutbou ^lns

the building
feet in length to act as barracks for one thousand troop pcquarters are
of temporary quarters. The engineers state that thc They will be
to commence at an early date and will take only a few weeks.

Uon of pcn anc build ings `hich
occvpied during the pcriod of onstruc

cl tht the cngineers are una varethat therewill take twelve months. It is ear a
are many formalities still to be finalised before construction can t^o^ e,^e

and the Government of Newfoundland have not to mformcd
permissions

Newfoundland Government have secured for thcm the necessary p
from ^the owners of' property to enter and make examinations. Th fô New

foûndland Government also stated that the Greenslade Commissionil^al labour
them that their instructions were explicit on the employment labour,
and that the engineers have told them that they are not to import any

skilled or otherwise, unless local supply is exhausted.

N reproduit. I Not printed.
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1156-D-39
Mémorandum du conseiller' au sous-secrétâire d'État .

aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandunt from Counsellor' to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 24, 1940

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN UNITED KINGDOAi-UNITED STATES TALKS

You may wish to remind the Prime Minister that no steps have yet been
taken to arrange for Canadian representation in the talks which are about
to be initiated by the United Kingdom and the United States Governments
with reference to the terms upon which the latter will be permitted to
establish bases in Newfoundland and other British territories in the Western
Hemisphere. The representatives of our General Staffs are very anxious that
Canada should be represented in these conversations.

260. .
976-40

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Nigh Commission of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1000/25
SECRET

Dear Dr. Skelton,

Ottawa, November 2, 1940

In my letter of the 21 st October, I cnclosed a memorandum on certain
developments which had taken place regarding the suggestion that a simple
form of lease should be adopted for the naval and air bases to be leased to
the United States. I now write to let you know of further developments inthis matter which have come to our notice.

Kis Majesty's Ambassador-at Washington reported that at an interview°njhe 18th October between the Secretary of the Navy and the Naval
Attach6 and Legal Adviser it was suggested to the Secretary that the
temPorary lease might take the form of a letter from the Ambassador to

,swhlch would purport to lease an area, the exact boundaries of which
a0u1d , be embodicd in a subsequent formal lease, to the United States for
99^-Y^rs. The text of the proposed letter is enclosed, marked "A".2 Thef tary of the Navy after consulting his legal department agreed that the
°*^ of the letter would be sufficient under United States law to permit
cft0ctional work to proceed. It was made clear that the letter had been
4Qi without refercnce eithcr to London or Newfoundland and that it

, u - Keaileysida.wt. ' Not priated.
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might well not prove acceptable to the British authorities, at all events in
that form. Lord Lothian urged, however, that if the United Kingdomletter,
and Newfoundland authorities saw no strong objec tion

make
some

at
it should be sent so that the United States
Newfoundland.

Certain difficulties were seen both in Newfoundé^enand London to the
out that

actual terms of the letter. The Newfoundland Gov
pointed

they were not yet in possession of any of the sites
^at^

therefo
af tere th

the
ey

use of the term "hereby leased" was premature, and
had expropriated the lands they would have to pass ôfd atlthe begin

covering
of

the final leases. They therefore suggested that the w
the proposed letter "Pending the preparation of a feII^agreed) e

(which
sh

ld betechnically assume that all the terms
se
have

ttlementaof the terms of the formal
deleted and the words "Pending sug-
lease". substituted. The United Kingdom authorities agree

not and cannot
gestion and consider also that, smce the letter 1

of theconstitute a lease, it would be preferable in sub-heading (2)
proposed

letter that the words "it is hereby agreed that the said area shall be leased"
should be substituted in place of the phrase "the said area is â e

acquiesce ^e^^Although the United Kingdom authorities would reluctantly cq
1 wording, they hope that

Secretaries of state should nommme an ..1,

Non reproduite. i Not printed.
• ire who would adj

the United Kin dom authonties do no
suggestion 'to the President and Colonel Knox (reco the twothe memorandum enclosed in my letter of the 21st October) tha^r

figures in the draft lettèr, g • aragraPh 5 ofrded in p

precedent for the various Colonies where con i o
each other and as between them and Newfoundland. such clause

The Ambassador has also been informed that, although no t f avour the

United States Government insist on the ong^na ement to lease.
the latter will be prepared to ac se>^so s^s stage such an

that in sub-heading (3) all
,The Newfoundland authontie suggested

words after the word "base" should be deleted (as the implication
encement of tthe

payment of compensation was to proc^s.tuted toe read ` the Govenunent
works) and a new paragraph (4)
of the United States shall forthwith take steps to agree with lthmeen Go âQâ Payt
of Newfoundland on a procedure to be adopted for a se
ment by the United States Government of the claims of owners of private

property , for compensation for loss or damage which may be caused
expropriation". They _consider that delay in tackling the problem

o

sation would be very embarrassing. in
These amendments with one or two minor verbal ones are incorporated

the enclosed revised version of the letter marked "B".1 end-
His Majesty's Ambassador has been informed th at

lf cthe letter. He has,
ments the United Kingdom authorities agree to the text o
however, been asked to make it clear to the United States authon d s^ a
this arrangement in respect of Newfoundland cannot be rega d

• • d'ti as widely vary as between
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local difficulties where disagreement arose on the spot.. Apart from the great
difficulty in most if not all of the Colonies concerned in finding an umpire
on the spot of the requisite standing, the view of the United Kingdom
authorities is that if any difficulties arise which cannot be resolved locally
they are likely to be points of constitutional or political principle which
would have to be referred to London, and, in the event of disagreement by
the United Kingdom, settled-excepting in the case of Newfoundland and
Bermuda-by the United States Secretary of State and the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs in accordance with the concluding sentence to the
Note to the United States Government of September 2nd. The Ambassador
has been asked to endeavour if possible to withdraw his suggestion and to
intimate to the United States authorities in general terms that the United
Kingdom Government are convinced that any difficulties arising locally can
be overcome amicably in the ordinary course of negotiations.

Yours sincerely,

W. C. HANKINSON

50218-40
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PlBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions
Top SECRET

Victoria, November 14, 1940

2. Mayor LaGuardia raised the question of the leases for the proposed
United States bases in Newfoundland and Bermuda and, owing to the
importance of these bases to the joint defence of Canada and the United
States, expressed regret that these leases had not yet been signed. He stated
that he did not know where the difficulty lay, but suggested that the Board
Consider any steps which it might appropriately take to expedite this
matter. It was the sense of the Board that this matter should be settled
at the earliest possible moment and that the Chairmen of the two Sections
of the Board should bring this view to the attention of their Governments.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires
PIBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET V•

t^ [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

ictona, November 14, 1940

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

o rgcntla Bay, Newfoundland, and will complete this
aOCk the hydrographic survey of that area, together with certain topographic^^..

.
S^ce the last meeting of the Board, the U.S.A. Bowditch, survey^cue1, prOCtedcd t A

Ac#on by United States Navy
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survey incident to the construction problem. Two P.B.Y. patrol planes
were stationed at Argentia during this period to assist in this task.

i

Action by United States Army
Elements of initial ground garrison have been selected and informed

of their prospective departure on December 1. Steamer America is in dry
dock being refitted to house this garrison until quarters can be completed
on shore. The British Government has been asked to authorize such use of
the America in St. John's harbour. Such authority has not yet been
given and no information has been received relative to accomplishment of
leases. Air Corps and Engineer officers made preliminary surveys for
staging field and selected a site near Stephenville. Metes' and bounds are
being surveyed. The lease as drawn includes the staging field.

Provision for group of Army aeroplanes has been included in Army plans.

262.

k, I

course would be tnat the Canadian Government and t e ove

' Newfoundland should appoint representatives to attend the proposed dis-

',,the United Kingdom had already reached the conclusion that the best
h G rnment of

lace between the United States and the United Kmgdom . He added t a

1156-D-39

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] December 3, 1940

You - will recall some correspondence with Sir Gerald Campbell the end
of August and the beginning of September, regarding co-ordination of dis-
cussions on the defence of Newfoundland. In our letter of August 30th
we suggested, in view of* the discussions between the United Kingdom and

the United States regarding Newfoundland bases and the action already
- taken by the' Canadian Government, that it seemed "desirable that steps
should be taken as 'early as possible to co-ordinate these activities". Sir
Gerald Campbell replied on September 4th that "the- United Kingdom
authorities fully agree as to the necessity of co-ordinating the discussions
regarding the defence of Newfoundland which have been taking place be-
tween Canada and United States representatives with those which are to t^e. . ,^

cussions in London between the United Kingdom and the United States.

We have. had no definite information as to such a meeting in London.

We have been informed that Newfoundland expects to be represented by
,Emerson and Penson. The Defence authorities, I believe consider it highlY
desirable. that we should also be represented.

' Letters of August 30th and September 4th attached.,
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50218-40
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, December 17, 1940

SECOND RECOMMENDATION
Action by United States Navy

The contract is being let this week for the construction of the Argentia
Base, with facilities for one squadron of patrol planes, and including a
landing field.

Action by United States Army
Elements of initial ground garrison will sail for Newfoundland on S.S.

Edmund B. Alexander early in January, 1941. The steamer is out of dry
dock and is at Brooklyn being refitted to house this garrison. Remainder
of the garrison will proceed to Newfoundland as soon as facilities are avail-
able. Funds for necessary construction are available or will be included in
1941 supplemental estimates. The British Government has authorized. use of
St. John's harbour by the Alexander. Authority has been received to pro-
ceed with developments in Newfoundland pending accomplishment of leases.
Metes and bounds are still under survey. The draft of lease, as now drawn, in-
cludes the staging field near St. George's and funds have been made available
to start it. Modification of the proposed lease to include an area at New-
foundland airport will be discussed at this meeting. Provision for a group of
Army aeroplanes has been included in Army plans.

264.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

OP SECRET MT
ontreal, January 20, 1941

SECOND RECOMMENDATION
Action by United States Navy

A contract has been awarded for the construction of the naval air stationat
Argentia and the contractor is preparing actively to execute the contract.

Surveys are proceeding meanwhile. This station is to have a capacity of one
Patrol squadron initially, with a landing field and piers for large tenders.
Facilities will be provided eventually for an overflow capacity of two addi-
'tional 'seaplane squadrons and one carrier aircraft group. Cost over$10,000,000.
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-Action by United States Army
Newfoundland. Alexander sailed January 15, 1941. Will delay about

36 hours at Bayonne, N.J., and then proceed at slow speed to Newfound-
land. . . . The United States War Department has authorized construction
of facilities for one pursuit squadron near Argentia. Seacoast defence equip-
ment for Newfoundland approved.

265.
Skelton Papers 385

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au eonseiller1

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Counsellor1

[Ottawa,] January 21, 1941

It was agreed by the War Cabinet yesterday that Canada should be repre-
sented at the Base discussions shortly to be held in London. Presumably so far
as the Newfoundland base is concerned, it will be necessary to take the matter
up definitely with the United Kingdom, and in the event of concurrence, to
arrange for the appointment of a representative selected from persons now
overseas. The Prime Minister suggested that Mr. Pearson might act. Some
consideration might be given to the possibility of associating with him some
Defence representative now in London, who would have some knowledge of
the Newfoundland situation.

266.
976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 156 London, January 27, 1941

United* Kingdom-United States Atlantic bases. Discussions on the subject
of strategical air and naval bases to be leased to the United States, to attend
which delegations from United States, Newfoundland and Bermuda have
arrived, start tomorrow morning. Cranborne has asked me whether Canadian
Government would like to send an observer to these meetings. Would appreCi-
ate instructions. I have been invited to attend opening session, and have
arranged to do so. ,

1 H. L. Keenleyside.
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976-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures àu haut commissaire

en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External.qffairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 139
Ottawa, January 27, 1941

IMMEDIATE.
Your telegram No. 156 of January 27th, Atlantic bases. As

previously arranged with United Kingdom Government we have intended to
be represented at discussions but had no intimation they were to begin
tomorrow. I shall be obliged if you can attend opening session as arranged,
and would suggest that Pearson together with Commodore L. W. Murray
who has just arrived in United Kingdom and is familiar with Newfoundland
situation should carry on afterward. Instructions will be furnished in m
immediately following telegram. Y

268.
976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELECRAM 140 ,
Ottawa, January 28, 1941

IMMEDIATE.
With reference to my immediately preceding telegram No. 1391e Atlantic bases. ,

1. While it is difficult, in a case of this kind, to formulate precise instruc-
tions, the Canadian representatives should, in general, be prepared to ensure
that in reaching decisions the Conference does not disregard the interests of
Canada. In pursuing this aim the following information may be found helpful.

2.
The concern of the Canadian Government in this Conference arises

Particularly from the fact that the welfare and defence of Newfoundla
flow and is likely to be a problem of increasing importance to Canada. We
Virish, therefore, to be kept fully and accurately informed with regard to the
conditions on which the U.S. is to establish bases on the Island. The presence
of Canadian representatives at the Conference will enable the Canadian
Government to make their views known if

A-The U.S. should ask for concessions which are considered unnec-
essary or unwise;

' B-Newfoundland is not prepared to accede to reasonable U.S. sugges-
tions.
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3. The Canadian Government, while not wishing to initiate the discussion,
is likely to be particularly interested in the agreements reached on the following

subjects: Currency; labour; construction; materials and supplies; import
duties; health conditions; and problems of military, naval and air command.
We would prefer to have the question of command omitted from the agenda.

4. Through his work in Ottawa and as a member of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence, Murray is already acquainted with most of the present
arrangements between Canada and Newfoundland with respect to the sta-
tioning of Canadian forces in Newfoundland and in relation to the general
obligations which we have undertaken there. Nevertheless the following sum-
mary may be useful:

(a) Acquisition of and title to property: the Government of Newfound-
land have undertaken to acquire whatever lands may be required
as a war measure under powers conferred upon the Government by
the Newfoundland Emergency Powers (Defence) Act, 1940. In the
case of Crown lands required for Canadian defence purposes,
those lands will be conveyed or a lease granted to the Canadian
Government without charge. In the case of privately owned land
the Canadian Government have agreed to appoint an agent to
negotiate privately. The Government of Newfoundland propose to
establish an Advisory Board to act in contentious cases. In the case
of lands on which R.C.A.F. buildings are being erected, the
Canadian Government have agreed to accept a lease instead of a
grant provided the term of the lease corresponds reasonably to the
life of the buildings being built thereon.

(b) Supplies and materials: the Canadian Government have agreed to
purchase in Newfoundland certain materials required for defence
purposes, and other materials manufactured in Newfoundland, on
condition that the price quoted compares favourably with that of
similar materials when imported and subjected to the laid-down
customs duties.

(c) The relations between the civil community and the Canadian forces
in Newfoundland are governed by the Newfoundland Visiting For-
ces Act, copied mutatis mutandis from the corresponding Canadian
legislation, and an Order in Council, No. 3822 of August 13, 1940,
passed under the Canadian Visiting Forces Act.

(d) The Government of Newfoundland have agreed to absorb the ^â ss
of transportation of Canadian troops on Newfoundland rai Y

while on duty.
(e) The Canâdian Government have agreed that no substantial change

will be made 'in the strength of the Canadian forces assigned
%

notifica-
to the defence of Newfoundland without reasonable prior
tion to the Newfoundland Government.

(f) The Canadian Government have agreed that no alteration shall b i
made to the existing lay-out of air bases in Newfoundland wlthou
prior consent of the Newfoundland Government.
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(g) Canada has agreed to provide and is preparing extensive facilities.
for the operation of U.S. aircraft at the Newfoundland airport.

5. While not unconcerned with the arrangements being made for the leasing
to the U.S. of bases in Bermuda and other British possessions in this hemis-
phere, our major and immediate interest is in seeing that an early and
satisfactory agreement is reached in relation to Newfoundland. Anything
that our representatives can do to facilitate the conclusion of such an agree-
ment will be viewed with the greatest satisfaction.

269. 976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 176 London, January 30, 1941

Further to your telegram No. 139, Atlantic bases discussions. There has
been some doubt as to whether Canadian representative at the discussion
should act merely as observer or be in exactly the same position as other
delegates. I have been trying to clear this up with Dominions Office, and on
the point Lord Cranborne has written me to the effect that there are important
considerations which give rise to considerable difficulties in respect of full
representation of Canada at the discussions. These discussions, in so far as
they do not relate to actual sites of bases, deal, so far as Newfoundland is
concerned, mainly with questions of jurisdiction to be exercised in leased area
and administrative arrangements arising out of leases, which matters are, of
course, within the competence of the Newfoundland Government. For political
reasons United Kingdom authorities consider it most important that it should
be made clear to public opinion in the United States, United Kingdom and
Newfoundland that Newfoundland is the principal in this matter, and that
any views expressed in.. discussions, as regards Newfoundland, should be
expressed directly by their representative to the United States representatives.
Accordingly, inasmuch as any question affecting Newfoundland arises, United
Kingdom representatives at the conference are, as far as possible, refraining
from making any •statement, and leaving it to the Newfoundland representa-
tives to present their case and conduct their negotiations. If a Canadian
representative were to take part in discussions affecting Newfoundland, there
is, according to Lord Cranborne, some risk that, however helpful his inter-
vention might be in practice, the political implications mentioned above
Might well be misunderstood. He feels, therefore, that under the circum-
stances -the Canadian representative should attend meetings as an observer,
and that the chairman and Newfoundland representatives should keep in
elosest touch with him on all matters of interest, so that Canadian point of
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view vis-a-vis United States delegates may receive fullest
o above,ihe hopes

Cranborne adds that in the special circumstances referred
that this arrangement will be satisfactory to the Canadian Government. Would

appreciate your views. and will attendCommodore -Murray arrived in London this morning, and
meetings of conference from now on.

MASSEY

270.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

A.

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jVar Committee
Ottawa, January 31, 1941

NEWFOUNDLAND

U.K.-U.S. DISCUSSIONS IN LONDON

1. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR rais ô^C^ada^ thef dise

status of and instructions for those ^antic bases t the United States. A long
cussions regarding the transfer of A
and detailed agenda had been agreed upon by the conference been

communicated to the government by the Canadian Hf^m the Canadian High
(See telegram No. 173 of January 29th, 1941, 1
Commissioner, London, to the Secretary of State for External Affairs.)

Lord Cranborne had suggested to Mr. Massey that Cantd^^ delegates,
the meetings should do so in the ^Pa^Newof observers

foundland wash

e

concerncd, would
inasmuch as the discussions, so far as
deal mainly with questions of jurisdiction and administration within the
competence of the Newfoundland government. For political reasons the
U.K. government considered it important that Newfoundland should appear as
the principal in negotiations in these matters with the U.S. representatives.

(See te:egram No. 176 of January 30th' from the Can ^ ►
^ffaHs.)

the
Commissioner, London, to the Secretary of State for Extern

2. It was pointed out that in so far as Newfoundland was conerst eto the
items on the agenda involved questions almost exclusively of Int
governments of the United Kingdom, the United States and Newfoundlandod
itself, and that Canada's primary concern was to preserve rights a

tential" in the operational control of the Newfoundland Airport and related
Po
services. e

3. It was agreed, in the circumstances, to accede to the reque st
U.K. government that Canadian representatives shouldat Ûon^ the discussionsat effect
in" London as observers only, and that a communication

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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should be sent to the Canadian High Commissioner, with a reminder that
the major Canadian interest lay in the preservation of Canadian rights under
arrangements with Newfoundland authorities regarding operational control
of the Newfoundland Airport.

(See telegrams No. 1581 and 161 of January 31st, 1941, from the Secre-
tary Of State for External Affairs, to the Canadian High Commissioner,
London.)

en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External A f jairs to High Coanmissioner
in Great Britain

TELECRArt 161

976-40
Mémorandum du conseiller2 au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim

aux Affaires extérieures3

Memorandum from Counsellorz to Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External A, f jairss

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

[Ottawa,] January 31, 1941
TELEGRArt RE ATLANTIC BASES DISCUSSIONS

1. This telegram should go tonight, if possible.
2. The question of Canadian "observers" or Canadian representatives

has been discussed with both Navy and Army Chiefs of Staff who are agreed
that it is essential that our representatives should be full members of the
Conference. (The Acting Chief of the Air Staff was not available.) •

272.'
976-40

mmtuioner advtsed accordingly. N. A. R[oaERTSON] 1.2.41

felt es,ans was considered by war Commtttee yesterday but they
quite strongly that we should be content to be represented by "observen"

and the High Cb • .

N0^ telle We dans l'original: • • Note as in original:`This draft tel •

anuary th, Atlantic bascs discussions. In
^nmstances we arc prepared to agree to United Kingdom request that
Canadiaû representattves at Conference should attend in capacity of observers.
Major Canadian interest, as outlined in my previous telegrams, lies in preser-
Vaflon of our rights under arrangements with Newfoundland authorities
r^^ing operational control of air base.
1â

Non reproduit.

'IL ^ KeerieYside. ' Not printed.

, bertson.

Ottawa, January 31, 1941
--Your telegram No 176 of J 30 •
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976-40
273.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

Ottawa, February 1, 1941
TELEGRAM 1 f)6 )

SECRET. Reference Atlantic bases discussions,
eitems in lthemagenda asnset

be of assistance in connection w ith
th' and as upplementary to my previous

out in your 173 of January 29
telegrams.

1. In negotiations between Canadian and Newfounô ë^d^ govern
men ts

evter is
form of lease has been discussed. ^e Canadian

ncessions which may be
interested in being informed as to any unusual concessions

asked for by or granted to the United States on their Newfoundland leas
e.

of sites. It is understood that
Peninsula2. Reference title 3 of agenda boundary

United States lease in Newfoundland will cover part of Argentia
south s ide

together with a naval base site of some twenty-two acres on th
of St. John's harbour and a site of some one hundred and sixty a

cres
nwish

of Quidi Vidi Lake and staging facilities in St. George 's. We would

to be informed if any other or more extensive areas are being considered.
Informal

3. Reference title 4 of agenda questions relating to Services.
can Service

discussions have taken place between Canadian and A was the reason
representatives as to command and poâci of tf ^^s. Thissubject from agenda.
for the preference previously expres
The situation in this respect is a delicate one. The Commander of Canadian
Forces in Newfoundland is by agreement with Newfoundland Governmenty
in command of Newfoundland troops as well. With reference New-

foundland
the Canadian Government subject to concurrencelf by at

foundland Government has already agreed to provide add^
Newfoundland airport to permit a composite group of 72 United States
aircraft to operate from that base beginning early summer 1941. (See

below)' overn-
Local flying regulations have been discussed with Newfoundland govern-

mentment who agree that it is desirable that Air Officer Commanding

N reproduit. ' Not printed.

• Note telle que dans l'original: • Note as in original: ^ has not
° Insert: Although agreement to transfer operational control of ^^°ect only

been reduced to writing final disposition of the matter is in reality subject

the working out of details.

V
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Air. Command at Halifax be informed of any proposed flight in New-
foundland area.

The meteorological'station at Newfoundland airport is and has for some
years been operated by and at the expense of the Canadian Government
but there are local reporting stations supported by Newfoundland. This
station is an important feature of Newfoundland Airport and is of the
greatest value to fliers in Newfoundland area and to those engaged in trans-
atlantic flights.

4.
A number of other subjects on agenda such as customs duties, emplo -

ment of local labour, use of locally manufactured goods and products,
telephone and telegraph facilities have been the subject of discussion with
Newfoundland. There is at present under discussion a proposal that Cana-
dian goods shall be subject to duty on entering Newfoundland but that as
part of its contribution to Canadian defence measures Newfoundland will
repay the amounts so collected. The Newfoundland government is exam-
nung the possibility of improving telephone and telegraph facilities for th
use of our own troops. e

976-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CIRCULAR TELEGRATi D. 59
London, February 8, 1941

SECRET.
Following for your Prime Minister. Begins. Discussions on

States bases were formally opened in London on Tuesday, January 28 United

thInendly and cordial atmosphere and tentative agreement has
alrea ' in areaçhed on many beeno^e^. y questions involved, while good progress is being made with

The two most diflîcult..questions are jurisdiction and powers ' to be
8ranted to the United States in land and waters adjacent to the leasedis being dealt with by sub-committce, and good progress

areas.

1*e• We found ourselves completely divided with the United States re rc
^ntatives on questions of powers referred to above, as they felt p
^P^t from wide provisions in their draft lcases which we have

unable to

morëthan one occasion. With the unofficial assistance of Mr. Hoccted to on
â^ ^f^r a compromise has now been drafted, and there i s the

^ent. Ends. s every prospect of

'^robabtement liarry Iiopkins, conseiller ' Probably Harry •^ dy Président Roosevelt, qui Était 3 to President Roosevelt,
wh44 ^ q•^n t ^n ona moment-là. t hia t 3 Ume.
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 278
London, February 15, 1941

as n rtusbaedry ^ot
Atlantic Bases Conference. Newfoundland dele tio arneâre

powers which United States are seeking outside leaseds
of m telegram

effective occupation of those areas. SectionsnOther examples are the following
No. 258, February 13thi, are examples.
clauses suggested by the United States: s an

(1) United States shall have right to control anchorages,
gmoo r

movements of ships,and water borne craft, and anchorages,
landings, take offs, movements and operations of roads, af

-
(2) To employ and use all utilities, services and facilities, hi8h

ways, bridges, viaducts, canals and similar channels of transporta-
tion belonging to or controlled or regulated by theconditions no less
territories or United Kingd Governmet,

from tnme
under

to the United
favourable than those applicable
Kingdom. Government.

(3) Except as otherwise herein provided, to use all public lands,
facilities,

sites, forts, docks, piers, quays, salvage shops, repa ir
arsenals, magazines and hospitals, to extent that may become

instrumentalities
necessary or convenient for protection of property,
and activities of United States of America, or otherwise to safe-
guard its national interests without compensation other than reim-
bursement of any additional cost directly resulting from such use.

be
(4) Solely to establish and operate such post offices, which

United States post offices, as may be required in leased areas.

Newfoundland delegation realize that above rights are subject to clause that
power given will not be tised by United States unreasonably, or so as unneces-
sarily to interfere with rights of sea navigation to or from ports or wl^i pro°ide
from and within [sic] territory, but are doubtful whether
adequate safeguards, especially in respect of St. John's harbour.

Newfoundland delegation feel that they would be in a better position if
negotiations were being conducted separately on their behalf

United

States, as many of the provisions, which United States delegation is at eP
to include in agreement, are to avoid difficulties which may exist in the case of
the West Indies bases but not in the case of Newfoundland.

IVIASSEY

'Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELECRANt 342
London, February 27, 1941

ATLANTIC BASES

Newfoundland delegation, who asked to see me this morning, feel strongly
that their agreement with the United States should be worked out separately
and not as part of a general agreement. They point out that Newfoundland's
position constitutionally and in other ways is different from the Colonies.
For one thing their relation to and their defence arrangements with Canada
put Newfoundland in a special position. Certainly the draft agreement now
under discussion might well affect arrangements of Joint Defence Board; and
Canada's defence commitments in Newfoundland, as well as Canada's interests
in Newfoundland as a Trans-Atlantic civil air base. In this connection I have
already mentioned that there is clause dealing with rights and powers in
leased and adjacent areas and civil aviation. There is also a defence clause,
American version of which reads "When the United States is engaged in war
or in time of other emergency, it shall have all such, rights, powers and
authority in territories and surrounding water and air spaces as may be
necessary for conducting any military operations deemed by it desirable". Not
only does this give the United States authority to control St. John's harbour
and other coastal waters to the detriment of Newfoundland, but can also be
construed as giving authority over Newfoundland airport.

The effect of this clause and others on Canada's defence responsibilities for
and her interest in Newfoundland will be appreciated, especially in view of
United States efforts to change the consultation clause of the agreement from
"between the Governments concerned" to "between the United Kingdom and
the United States". The Newfoundland delegation have not had a very warm
reception from the Dominions Office to their suggestion for separate discus-
sions and a separate 'agreement, as the Dominions Office think the United
S^tes and possibly some of the other Colonies will not like this.'7't'

^It has occurred to me that, if you thought it wise the Canadian Government
8ht help in this connection by informal approach in Washington with a view

to émphasizing Newfoundland's special position in this matter and Canada's• •TF^Ial Interest there. Ends.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
Buffalo, February 27, 1941

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Action by the United States Navy
Work has commenced at the Naval Air Station, Argentia, and a base guard

detachment of marines has been established. ..

Action by the United States Army
The Commanding Officer, American forces in Newfoundland, was advised

of thé difl'iculty of installing net -at St. John's. He reports the position of the

Alexander is defilated; that he conferred with local Commanders, and com-
pleted arrangements for putting the 155 [mm.] guns in position.

the
By lease arrangements between Great Britain and the United States,

status of American personnel outside leased areas has been determined.

. . .

The Stephenville staging field project has been revised on the basis of two
rùnways in order to simplify construction and expedite completion. The project

is now estimated to cost 21 million dollars and to be completed by the fall

of 1941.

278.

mine coming wee
be taken.

telegram and hope to be able to sen you a s a
• ' k I the meanwhile we hope that no definite decisions Will

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

ci t tement of Canadian views early

TELEGRAM 305
Ottawa, March 1, 1941

We have been
Your telegram of February 27, No. 342, Atlantic bases.

evelo ments described in this
disturbed by. the possible implications of the d p

M
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
- for External Affairs

TELECRAm 370 London, March 4, 1941
PART I.

ATLANTIC BASES

Foreign Office yesterday sent a telegram to the British Ambassador at
Washington on this subject, paragraph 1 of which reads: "It is now clear
that there is no prospect of obtaining agreement with the United States repre-
sentatives under their present instructions on articles relating to defence, and
also general description of rights, and we should therefore be grateful if
you would take these two matters up with the Secretary of State in the same
manner as questions relating to jurisdiction and customs".

Telegram then outlines difference between United Kingdom and United
States positions in respect of defence clauses, taking exception to American
amendment which would eliminate all reference to position of Governors and
to mutual interest in defence of leased areas and territories, and proposed
staff discussions on subject. This considered to be the more serious, as in a
separate article United States specifically disclaims any responsibility for
defence of territories. Telegram then states: "While our policy is to give the
United States all accommodation they require in bases for their own safety,
in return we should expect the United States not to interfere with our sovereign
Tights".

- British also perturbed because they have been informed "orally and confi-
dentially" that State Department hope that proposal to put forward a joint
commission to consider defence questions in West Indies and Bermuda would
not be 'presented "at this time". British attach great importance to this pro-
posal.

Position is therefore that United Kingdom feel that they must press some
reference to mutual defence in published agreement, and United States
wish no such reference.

Foreign Office telegram goes on:
A clear understanding of defence matters before the agreement is concluded

is necessary from' our point of view because:
(a) The defence of leased areas cannot be divorced from that of territory,

and in present circumstances the sooner we get together and work out
a scheme the better, and

(b) We shall be placed in an impossible position on publication of agreement
if it not only omits any reference to mutual defence, but includes a
disclaimer on the part of the, United States for any responsibility for
defence of territory, and moreover a clause giving the United States
additional rights when at war without giving us corresponding rights in
respect to leased areas in similar circumstances.
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LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

976-40

TELEGRAM 370

PART II.

London, March 4, 1941

It will be represented with justification ^ô the defence probl m es of the United
subordinated the securitÿ of these territories t cen
States, and that this constitutes a setback t the policy

in the c
lose
exc ange of 'note^ hich

the two countries, which was strikingly advanced
are the basis for the present agreement. In other words, the spirit of this agreement
will be entirely foreign to that of the exchange of notes.

We cannot accept any suggestion that refercns^^ç m^defence
rinc p e`under-

embarrassing to the United States. In our view, thishowever, that reference to mutual
the granting of leases. We appreciate,

defence in published agreement might conceivably be criticized the urgencyt of
but we suggest that such criticism could be met by po' ing
providing adequate defence for bases, and that th e

e Un tedeStates, onesudcan
the dovetailing of existing British defences with
adequately and most expeditiously be determsned and carried out in consultation

with the British naval and military authori tie.
The above has reference primarily to the position in the case of the Colonies.

As regards Newfoundland, special considerations arise in view of:

(1) Its geographical position; Newfoundlan;
(2) The vital interest of Canada in defence

Joanta DefenceStates
of

(3) The existence of the Canada-United
Board, which would naturally have to consi

der, in consultation with
ions ar►sins

Governments of the United Kingdom and New
as to Newfoundland defence, and has already considered such questions
and recognized the primary concern of Canada in defence measures in

Newfoundland.
It follows that the consultation envisaged in the first part o f draft

have
as the preliminary to the agreement would, in the case of Newfoundland
include consultation with the Canadian Government, and no doubt

co notd whollY
by the Joint Defence Board, and^a^ tucessary to make plamf the position in
applicable to Newfoundland. rha , not be desirable) or
this respect, either in the article Itself (which may, pe ^ Commissioncr for

'in
this,

uparate exchange of notes. We understand that the IiiSh article,Canada bas informed the Canadian Government of position as regards this article,
and you may, perhaps, wish to discuss the matter with your Canadian collcagu^

Foreign' Off'ice telegram then discusses the articles dealing with i1Sbtaking
in and adjacent to leased areas as outLned in my previous telegram ►
the view that they give excessive powers to the United States in time of peaCe,

MASSEY

®
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Mémorandum du Comité interforce d'état-major au ministre de la Défense
nationale, au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air et au ministre

. de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

Memorandum from Joint Staff Committee to Minister of National
Defence, to Minister of National Defence for Air and to Minister of

National Defence for Naval Services

SECRET [Ottawa,] March 4, 1941

The Ministcrs
The Chiefs of Staff Committee view with grave concern the developments

of the United Kingdom-United States discussions now taking place in
London in regard to strategical air and naval bases in Newfoundland to be
leased to the United States.

2. These discussions appear to be leading in a dangerous direction in-
asmuch as the U.S. Delegation appears to be insisting on rights, or on the
inclusion of clauses, which, in an emergency, would give to them complete
control of the whole of Newfoundland (sea, land and air).

3. The following clauses provide examples of those which it is considered
require to be rejected if the political integrity of Newfoundland is to be
adequately retained and the dominant Canadian interest in the defence of
that Island is to be protected.

(i) (Telegram No. 258 of 13th February 1941 from High Com-
missioner to Department of External Affairs).

(a) the United States to have the right, except as otherwise provided, to
regulate and control all communications within, to and from areas
leased.

(c) It is recognised that defence of leased areas and territories in which they
lie is of mutual concern to the United States and the United Kingdom
and the question of mutual defence shall be subject of conversations
between the two Governments, it being agreed that when the United
States is engaged in war or in time of other emergencies, it shall have
all such rights, powers and authority in territories and surrounding
waters and air space as may be necessary for conducting any military
operations deenied by it desirable.

(g) With respect to Newfoundland, if United States ahall decide to improve
leased areas, in whole or in part for use as naval or air bases, in that
event harbour and anchorage areas and landing fields of entire Island
of Newfoundland shall be available for joint use by forces of both
Governments. Docks and other facilities of United States base at St.
John': shall also be available for use of His Majesty's Government,
when and as conditions permit, the control thereof nevertheless re-
maining unimpaired in the United States of America.

(ü),: (Telcgram No. 278 of 15th February 1941, from High Com-
, . missioner to Department of External Affairs).

,(1) United States shall have right to control anchorages, moorings and
movements of ships and water borne craft, and anchorages, moorings,
landings, take-otis, movements and operations of aircraft.
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iii) (Telegram No. 337 of 26th February 1941 from High Com-

missioner to Department of External Affairs).
,, United States now definitely insist that clause shall be inserted specifying

their rights, powers and authority inside and adjacent to leased areas,
which would include the following clause: 'To regulate and control all
communications within, to and from the areas leased". This strenuously
objected to by the British Delegation.

(iv) (Telegram No. 342 of 27th February 1941 from High Com-
missioner to Department of External Affairs).

,,. When the United States is engaged in war or in time of other emergency,

for
territories

may be
au thority in

it shall have all such powers and
surrounding water and air spaces as
any military operations deemed by it desirable.

4. The Chiefs of Staff Committee are of the considered op inion that:
(a) Discussions and agreements oe ing connection with other leased

be held separatelÿ f
bases in the Western Hemisphere. The problems involved are
entirely different to those connected with Bermuda and the West
Indies; and in addition Canada is vitally interested in Newfound-
land and has in fact assumed responsibility for its defence.

(b) That in the proposed discussions, the United Kingdom, the United

States, Canada and Newfoundland should have equal representa-
tion. It would be preferable if these discussions were held in

Canada.

(c) That the Permanent Joint Board on United States--Canadian De-
fence should review the recommendations resulting from the above
proposed discussions before any Governmental action

écommendaf
the Parties concerned is taken

of suChlea review should also betions. Further, that the results
considered by the Chiefs of Staff Committee and reported upon

that in their opinion ew oun P reserva-
and is in fact Canada's first line of defence in this hemisphere, the p
tion and protection of which is absolutely vital to her interests.

S. Finally, the Chiefs of Sta omm
N f dland re rescrits a most important outpost,

by them to the War Committee of the Cabinet.

ff C 'ttee desire to make it very clear

6. Submitted for urgent consideration.

PERCY W. NELLES, Rear-Admiral
Chief of the Naval Staff

H.D.G. CRERAR, Major-General
Chief of the General Staff

L.S. BREADNER, Air Vice-Marsha1
Chief of the Air Staff
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Le général commandant en chef de la région militaire de l'Atlantique
au secrétaire, ministère de la Défense nationale

General Officer Commanding in Chief, Atlantic Command,
to Secretary, Department of National Defence

SECRET Halifax, March 6, 1941

RELATIONS-U.S. FORCES

NEWFOUNDLAND

The following notes concerning the American Forces in Newfoundland
have been received and are forwarded for information. This information was
obtained by my A.A. & Q.M.G., from Colonel Welty, American Forces, on
the Admiral Edmond B. Alexander, on which ship his Headquarters are
temporarily established:

(a) Their four 6" guns, mobile mountings, are situated on Signal Hill.
Two of the guns are in action and the other two will be shortly.
They are constructing concrete platforms for the split trail and it is
planned that all four guns will be manned by day and that two guns
with skeleton crews will be in action at night.

(b) Accommodation for gun crews is projected a few yards from the gun
positions on the reverse slope of the hill. A plotting room has
already been built and is ready for action. This construction is being
done at Canadian expense.

(c) R.D.F. (C.H.) is projected. Three stations will be built on the
southern coast of Newfoundland. They have a Gunnery Officer
already there making a preliminary survey, pending receipt of
experimental equipment next May. I propose to discuss this matter
with the A.O.C., Eastern Air Command, as the Americans desire
to know what action, if any, we propose to take in northern New-
foundland.

(d) At Argentia U.S.•plan a 10" gun battery with a separate garrison of
one infantry battalion with A.A. Bty. and separate supporting arms,
in all approximately 1300 all ianks.

(e) In St. John's accommodation is planned for 3200 all ranks, inclusive
of an Infantry battalion, A.A. and 6" mobile artillery, M.G.'s.,
mortars, etc., inclusive of U.S. Force Headquarters.

A 24 foot concrete road is projected from St. John's to Argentia,
and preliminary surveys are now being made.

(8) U.S., A.A. lights are lorry mounted with individual power plant per
light on each lorry. The question of garage accommodation should
be considered for the various technical vehicles accompanying same.1
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(h) The camp site at Quidi Vidii is being projected on a permanent
basis, all buildings with concrete foundations and permanent con-

struction.
Married quarters, schools, hospitals, theatres, dance halls

and various phases of permanent garrison life are projected.

W. H. P. ELKINS
Major-General

976-40
283.

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affairesaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A ff airs

•
TELEGRAM 378

London, March 6, 1941

Atlantic Bases. Churchill h h 1 lofMy telegram No. 370 of March 4th,
graphed Lord Halifax not to take the action

l
mentioned

ma er
p

asmoothed out
above-mentioned telegram, adding that he hopes to
and clarified here with Mr. Winant before troubling the President and

Mr. Hull. MASSEY

284.
976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

were pressing in the draft clauses had been accepted, subject to any
Pres

London, March 7, 1941
TELEGRAM 3 82

IMMEDIATE Part I. Your telegram No. 305, Atlantic Bases. P ^â e conversa-

tions

by Dominions and Colonial Secretaries, had two long of
with United States Ambassador Tuesday and Wednesday, upshot

which was that most of the alterations for which the United Statefedenta

tions which might be made on behalf of Service Departments or Emdele-

gations.gations. Important therefore that statement referred to in your telegram
should be cabled immediately.

- Part 11 follows. MASSEY

base
Ls base 'armEe américaiae i Fort ' The United States Armbase at Fort

12 de 1
, Ptppernll. Pcpperrdl.

e

0
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM -382
London, March 7, 1941PART II.

ATLANTIC BASES

United Kingdom Ministers have definitely agreed to insertion of article
dealing with rights along lines previously indicated, including a clause that
in the practical application of these rights consultation shall be between the
Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom. United Kingdom
promise to give written undertakings to the Governments of the territories
that they would be consulted in all cases where their interests would be likely
to be affected in such consultation. United Kingdom Ministers have agreed
that reference to mutual interest and concern in defence, or to any agreement
for that purpose, should be omitted, and accept United States suggestion that
defence clause should be merely "when United States is engaged in war,
or in time of other emergency, it shall have all such rights in the territories
and the surrounding waters and air bases as may be necessary for conducting
military operations". Newfoundland delegation have objected to this text on
account of special responsibility of Canada for the defence of Newfoundland.
On this point I saw Lord Cranborne this morning, who agreed that this provi-
sion to some extent cuts across the arrangement reached between the United
States and the Canadian Government on Permanent Joint Defence Board, to
the effect that Canada was primarily interested in defence of Newfoundland.
Lord Cranborne agreed that it was essential that article should somehow be
brought into harmony with above mentioned arrangement, but felt that an
actual provision to this eQect in the article would for other reasons probably
give rise to difficulties. He has suggested, therefore, that if you agree, United
States

Government should be urged to agree that simultaneously with con-
clusion of the agreement there should be a separate exchange of notes making
clear the special interests of Canada under present conditions in regard to
defence of Ncwfoundland, and ensuring that Canada would be brought into
consultation on any matters arising under the above article. My own view is
that in any such exchange of notes it should be made clear that Canada
sbould be brought into consultation on any matter under any article of this
a8retrnent which affects Newfoundland defence, e.g. under the civil aviation
artide referred to below.

^S"regards jurisdictional article, United States have maintained their d-
mand for jurisdiction over British subjects charged with offences against
^security of United States when those offences are committed in leasedand h •

en offender is apprehcnded there. Ministers have agreed to this
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• proposal, and a draft was being prepared to give effect to the decision. New-

foundland and Bermuda have objected strongly.
In civil aviation clause, I regret United States proposal mentioned in para-

graph 2 of my telegram No. 3731 of March 5th, has been accepted.
United States have proposed a clause dealing with supplementary lease

as follows:
United States may by common agreement acquire by supplementary

lease for unexpired period of lease granted in territory and (under same
conditions as are contained in this agreement unless otherwise agreed)
such contemplated areas, sites and locations as may be found necessary
for defence and use of bases.

British would replace words within above brackets by "on such terms and
conditions as may be agreed".

It was pointed out that United States authorities
site would bel requiredindicated during the past few. days that an additional

for a wireless station in the vicinity of St. John's.M^deo^ekr'fointimation had
r leases of albeen received that the United States Government v

sites received for batteries and anti-aircraft gun emplacements which were to
be established outside leased areas.

Atlantic Bases.
1. As a result of the representations made by the United Kingdom

through your telegram of January 30th, No. 176, the Canadian Go^^ernm
agreed that Canadian representatives at the discussions should attend as
observers. This was understood to be for the purpose of making clear to
public opinion that Newfoundland was the principal in this matter in so far
as the discussions referred to the leased areas in Newfoundland.

2. It now appears, however, that United States representatives are pressing
for terms and concessions which, while they may be reasonable in the case
of other Atlantic Bases, have the effect in Newfoundland of cncroaching
on a sphere which the Canadian Government feels is of direct concern to

Canada, and would in an emergency give to the United States complete
control of the whole of Newfoundland by sea, on land, and in the air.

MASSEY

286.
976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 323 Ottawa, March 8, 1941

IMMEDIATE.* With reference to your telegram of March 7th No. 382.

.»^
i Not priated.s Non reproduit.
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This is in addition to any objection which the Newfoundland representatives
may have in their own right. Particular reference is made to the defence
clause quoted in your No. 342 of February 27th, to the first paragraph of
your No. 337 of February 26th,' and to clauses (a), (c) and (g) mentioned
in your No. 258 of February 13th,1 and to clause 1 quoted in your No. 278
of February 15th. The Canadian Government feels that these clauses provide
examples of those which it is considered require to be rejected if the
political integrity of Newfoundland is to be adequately retained and the
dominant Canadian interest in the defence of that Island is to be protected.

3. In connection with the above it is emphasized that the Canadian
Government while not requesting extensive concessions in Newfoundland
has assumed a responsibility for defence measures in Newfoundland which
requires that some degree of control should be given to the Canadian
Government, the most important item of which is control of the Newfound-
land airports (excluding those constructed by the United States) during
hostilities, but which also inc:ude items connected with the Navy and the
Army. Newfoundland represents a most important outpost and is, in fact,
Canada's first line of defence in this Hemisphere. Its preservation and
protection arc absolutely vital to Canadian interests. Substantial financial
commitments have been made by Canada on this assumption and these
include expenditures of five million dollars at Newfoundland Airport, the
major portion of which is for the accommodation of American aircraft
and personnel.

4. The Canadian Government has also a vital interest in the future
development of civil aviation in Newfoundland as the latter place is an
important link in the Trans-Atlantic air route. To an extent Canadian
interests in this connection are identical with those of Newfoundland.

5. You are requested to convey the foregoing general remarks to the
United Kingdom Government together with the following specific suggestions
which the Canadian Government feels are of urgent importance.

(a) Discussions and agreements in regard to Newfoundland should be
held separately from those in connection with other leased ba3cs
in the Western Hemisphere. The problems involved arc entirely
different from those connected with Bermuda and the West Indies;
and in addition Canada is vitally interested in Newfoundland and
has in fact assumed responsibility for its defence.

(b) That in the proposed discussions the United Kingdom, the United
States, Canada, and Newfoundland should be represented.

(c) That the Permanent Joint Board on United Statcs-Canada defence
should review the recommendations resulting from the above pro-
posed discussions before governmental action is taken by any of
the parties concerned to implement such recommendations. Such
a review could be initiated at short notice as the Board would be
prepared to tassembic at any time.

114011 reproduit. I Not printed.
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976-40
287.

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELECRANt 412
London, March 11, 1941

Further to your telegram No. 323 of March 8th, Atlantic Bases. I have
taken up your proposal with the United Kingdom Government who thought

fact
possible

that though separate discussions with Newfoundl od^might ha ve
three weeks ago, it would be most difficult now, g to

many difficulties, general agreement was now almost completed with United
States, and it was hoped to sign it at the time of signing of the Lease-Lend
Bill, or shortly afterwards. The United Kingdom have reverted to proposal
mentioned in my telegram Nb. 382, that at the signing of Agreement there
should be an exchange of notes between the United States, United Kingdom,
and Canada recognizing special interests of Canada in Newfoundland. This
afternoon I also discussed question with Winant who, while showing a sym-
pathetic understanding of Canadian position vis-d-vis Newfoundland, felt
that initiating separate discussions at this time would create difficulties in
Washington, and might prejudice the reaching of general agreement on bases,
so much to be desired. He was anxious to avoid anything that would cause

delay. Winant stated, however, that the United States would agree to a

tripartite exchange of notes as mentioned abf'fectively
could safeguard Canadian interests in defence of Newfoundland as e
as a separate agreement. He suggested, for instance, that it should be made
clear in these notes that if any of the arrangements in the Agreement affecting
Newfoundland should conflict with any arrangements of the Joint Defence
Board, the latter should prevail. Also exchange might provide for Canadian
participation in consultations over Newfoundland matters arising out of the
Agreement. These notes might, he hoped, be exchanged at the same time as
the signing of the Agreement.

If you agree to this procedure, could you cable immediately points to be
included in notes in question if exchange is to take place here when the main
Agreement is signed. General Malony, who was present at discussion with
Winant, seemed to think there need not be any conflict between Joint Defence
Board arrangements and the terms of agreement, and it was suggested if there
were such a conflict, Hickerson, who is working on the Agreement and who
is also on the Board, would have brought it to the attention of the American

delegation.
Please cable at once your views on this alternative proposal of an exchange

of notes designed to cover points mentioned in your telegram No. 323.

MASSEY
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288. 976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELECRArt 354 Ottawa, March 12, 1941

Your telegram No. 412 of 11th March, Atlantic Bases. Although the
Canadian Government adhere to their view as expressed in my telegram No.
323 dated 8th March that discussions and agreements in regard to Newfound-
land should be held separately from those in connection with other leased
bases in the Western Hemisphere, they have reluctantly come to the conclu-
sion that as a general agreement has now practically been reached, recourse
will have to be had to the expedient of a tripartite exchange of notes between
United States, United Kingdom and Canada as and when the general agree-
ment is signed by the two first mentioned Governments.

In consequence the Canadian Government desire that the tripartite notes
should state that as Newfoundland constitutes part of Canada's first line of
defence in the Western Hemisphere and that as they have already in fact
assumed responsibility for its defence,' the United States and the United
Kingdom Governments recognize that the general agreement they have made
in respect of leased areas in Newfoundland is a matter of special concern
to Canada and that in all powers they may exercise and in such actions
as they may take under the agreement they undertake fully to respect these
Canadian interests.

In addition the Canadian Government would desire it stipulated that in all
consultations arising out of the agreement the right of participation therein
shall be accorded to the Canadian Government.

The Canadian Government desire that the exchange of notes should provide
that the Permanent Joint Board on Defence should review the provisions of
the Agreement made between the United Kingdom and the United States
Governments and that where the terms of the Agreement conflict with the
recommendations which have previously been made by the Board, the re-
commendations of the• Board shall prevail.

You are authorized to arrange for the exchange of notes in London and to
sign on behalf of Canada but the text 'should be cabled to Ottawa for confir-
mation before signature takes place. The agreement of the United Kingdom
and of the United States to the text to be used in the exchange of notes
should be obtained before the signing of the general agreement between the
United Kingdom and the United States.

Dans un télégramme informant le gou- ' In a telegram informing the Newfound-
vernement de Terre-Neuve sur le contenu de land Government of the contents of this
ce tElégramme-ci, le gouvernement canadien telegram the Canadian Government said
dit aimplement: simply:

The Canadian Government desires that the notes should emphasize the im-
portance of the Canadian interest in Newfoundland ...
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289. 976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 424 London, March 12, 1941

My telegram No. 412, Atlantic Bases. After discussions with Dominions
Office and Newfoundland delegation this afternoon, it was suggested that,
if you agree to principle of an exchange of notes rather than a separate
Agreement, something along the following lines might be considered:

It is recognized that the defence of Newfoundland is a matter of dominant
interest to His Majesty's Government in Canada, and that this matter is already
the subject of arrangements through the medium of Permanent Joint Board on
Defence and the United States[sic]. It is accordingly agreed that arrangements in
respect of defence of Newfoundland, reached before signing of this agreement, as a
result of discussion by the above Board, shall take priority over any provisions
of the present Agreement with which such arrangements may be found to be in
conflict.

It is further agreed that application to Newfoundland of Articles 1, 2 and
8(6) (the Defence and Civil Aviation Articles), or any other Articles involving
defence considerations, will be the subject of discussion, in which His Majesty's
Government in Canada as well as the Government of Newfoundland will take
part, and that, before effect is given to any conclusion reached in such dis-
cussion, opportunity will be taken to lay matter before the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence.

MASSEY

290. 976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 444 London, March 14, 1941

Atlantic Bases. Your telegram No. 354 of March 12th. On further consi-
deration with Dominions Office and Newfoundland delegation, in the light of
your above telegram, it is suggested that text of Agreement might read as
follows:

(1) It is recognised that defence of Newfoundland is a matter of
special.concern to His Majesty's Government in Canada, wh^s
has, in` fact, already assumed certain responsibilities for t
defence.

(2) It is agreed therefore that in all powers which may be exercised,
and in such actions as may be taken under the Leased Ba
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Agreement (by any of the participating Governments) in respect
of Newfoundland, these Canadian interests will be fully respected.

(3) It is further agreed that the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
of Canada and the United States should, in consultation with the
Government of Newfoundland, review the provisions of the Leased
Bases Agreement, and where the terms of that Agreement conflict
with the recommendations which have previously been made by
the Board, the recommendations of the Board, if accepted by the
Governments concerned, shall prevail.

(4) It is further agreed that in all consultations concerning Newfound-
land arising out of Articles Nos. I, II and VIII (6) of the Agree-
ment, or of any other article involving considerations of defence,
His Majesty's Government in Canada, as well as the Government
of Newfoundland, will have the right to participate and that,
before effect is given to any conclusions reached as a result of
such consultations, opportunity will be taken to lay the matter
before the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

Newfoundland delegation were anxious to be associated in review under
paragraph 3 above, while it was thought, in respect to paragraph 4, the
Canadian Government would not desire to be consulted on all articles of
the Agreement, many of which deal with administrative and purely domestic
questions. Felt here that reference, in formal Agreement of this kind, to
Newfoundland being part of Canada's first line of defence in the Western
Hemisphere might be omittcd.

If you agree, will take up at once with the United States delegation above
text, which it is thought might be incorporated in a separate Agreement
rather than an exchange of notes.

MASSEY

976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
% aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A,(Jairs

DESPATCIi A. 155' London, March 15, 1941

.

2. Since I last wrote you the Conference proper has been practically mori-
bund. As the copies of theP Foreign Office telegrams which I have been able
to cable to you will have shown, negotiations have, to a great extent, been
transferred from the delegates to Cabinet Ministers in London, the State
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re-
Department in Washington and the Ambassadors ine both countriesinces I last
sult, there has been no formal meeting of the Confe p oP
wrote. It would appear that as a result of these ministerial discussions, the
Agreement will embody most of the points on which the United States dele-
gation has been insisting, though there will probably be concessions to the
British point of view here and there. I hope to be able to send you a com-

pleted draft within the next few days.

3. Earlier it was thought that signature might take plac e Wednesday or
nd

Thursday of this week, but that has now been found impossible.
that efforts are being made to bring the matter to a con^udsiNewfoundl nd
early part of next week. It is probable that the Bermudan
delegates will register a formal protest on certain Articles.

4. The imminence of a final agreement promp ted
of the Agreement

March 7th, suggesting that your statement on the relation
to Canadian interests in Newfoundland should be cabled at once. Immedi-

ately on receipt of koûrp ^é Q̂^Uon . 323
of

of
separate

March 8th
discussioas and

which embodied

this statement, I t
a separate

Agreement in respect of Newfoundland with the Dominions Office, reluctant
letter and verbally. It appeared clear that the United Kingdom

mand for similar
to support this proposal as they felt it might suspi-
separate discussions from some of the Colonial Delegations, rmainouse thcement,
cions of the Americans and have a delaying effect ^^Ôpossible. The United
which they were most anxious

reverted toeth
as soon
e suggestion made earlier, that

Kingdom authorities therefore
Canadian interests in this matter might be protected by an exchange of notes
between Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom, at the same
time as the signing of the main Agreement. Winantq

5. Later, accompanied by Mr. Pearson of this Office, I sa ^M ^an Bases
the United States Ambassador, with General Malony,

the case for separateDelegation, and I put before them as strongly
discussions and a separate Agreement in respect of Newfoundland. As pointed
out in my telegram No. 412 of March 11th, Mr. Winant, though symp thetic,
also felt that there were difficulties in this Agreement and he too advocated a
separate exchange of notes to accomplish the purpose desired. As a r ul^t
I cabled you on March 12th a draft of certain paragraphs which might
included in any such note, if this procedure met with your approval. On re-
ceipt of your telegram No. 354 and after discussion with the Dominions 0111ce
and the Newfoundland delegation, this draft was modified with

New-the inclusion of the points which you mentioned. I may say that the
foundland delegation, while fully appreciating the value to them of Canadian
intervention in this matter, were anxious that this intervention and any
arrangements resulting therefrom, should be couched in such terms as to take
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due regard of the susceptibilities of the people of the territory. For that rea-
son they were reluctant to have it stated in black and white in a formal docu-
ment that Newfoundland constituted Canada's first line of defence in the
Western Hemisphere, especially as, in their view, this would not add anything
to the force of the Agreement in question. Nor did they desire that the im-
pression should be given that the Joint Defence Board could make arrange-
ments for the defence of Newfoundland without prior consultation with the
Island authorities. For this reason also they were anxious that they should be
included with the United States and Canada in any references to consultation
made in the exchange of notes. Finally, they felt that the Canadian Govern-
ment would not desire to be consulted on all matters arising out of the Agree-
ment, many of which would be merely domestic questions of administrative
detail to be arranged on the spot with the United States authorities.

6. As a result of the discussions yesterday at the Dominions Office, the
revised draft text referred to above was cabled to you by our telegram No.
444. At the same time a copy of it was sent informally and unofficially to the
United States Embassy for their consideration. It was emphasised, however,
that the views of the Canadian Government on this draft had not yet been
obtained.

I have etc.
L. B. PEARSON

for the High Commissioner

976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secritaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures ,

High Commissioner in' Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External AQairs

TELECttAM 460 } London, March 18, 1941

IMMEDIATE. My, telegram No. 444, March 14th. United States are hoping
that Atlantic Bases General Agreement can be signed on Friday the 21st.
Their delegation takes the line that Tripartite Agreement over Newfoundland
can be signed later. We are emphasizing again however that two agreements
should be signed simultaneously. Hope this point can be stressed in Washing-
ton, where I understand that discussions are taking place on draft cabled in
my telegram above mentioned.

MASSEY
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976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 3 82 Ottawa, March 18, 1941

Your telegram No. 444 of 14th March, Atlantic Bases.

1. The Canadian Government concurs in the proposal to incorporate the
final text in a separate agreement rather than in an exchange of notes.

2. In view of your intimation that it is felt in London that reference in the
separate agreement to Newfoundland being part of Canada's first line of
defence might be omitted, and although the Canadian Government feels the
phrase to be but a simple statement of fact, the Canadian Government con-
curs in such omission subject to the views expressed in the immediately fol-

lowing paragraph hereof.
3. The Canadian Government is prepared to concur in clause 1 of the text

of the proposed agreement amended to read as follows:. (1) It is recognized
that the defence of Newfoundland is an integral feature of the Canadian
scheme of defence and as such is a matter of special concern to the Canadian
Government which has, in fact, already assumed certain responsibilities for

such defence.

4. Clause (2) is concurred in.

5. With reference to clause 3, the Canadian Government notes with satis-
faction the inclusion of the provision for consultation with Newfoundland. In
this connection, however, it is presumed that, in view of the status of the
Board, such consultation will be with a representative or representatives of the
Newfoundland Government, and to clarify this point clause 3 should read ...
(3) It is further agreed that the Canada-United States of America Perma-
nent Joint Board on Defence should, in consultation with a representative or
representatives of the Government of Newfoundland, etcetera. With this

alteration, clause (3) is concurred in.

6. Prôvided that no clause in Leased Bases Agreement other than those
mentioned in your No. 444 might be construed in such a way as to give the
United States rights the exercise of which might adversely affect the Canadian
interests clause (4) is concurred in.

7. With reference to proposal mentioned in your telegram of March 18th,
No. 460, the Canadian Government feel that the two agreements should be
signed concurrently.
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976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High * Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELECttAht 463 London, March 18, 1941

Further to my telegram No. 444, Atlantic Bases. Re paragraph 3 of draft,
United Kingdom authorities anxious to know whether recommendations have
been made by Joint Board concerning Newfoundland other than those in first
report, and, if so, what are their terms. Please telegraph reply at once. Inci-
dentally, on this point, Newfoundland delegation, this afternoon, claimed that
they had not seen the first report of the Board, and obviously felt that they
might have been kept more closely informed of its activities, in so far as they
concern Newfoundland.

Re paragraph 4 of draft, United Kingdom authorities now suggest that last
three lines should be left out, and paragraph end with the words "to partici-
pate". They point out that lines in quesion do not add anything to draft, as
Joint Board could, at any time, be included in consultations referred to, while
they thought that it might be inappropriate to mention in a formal agreement
that a Board of this kind could be consultcd before conclusions reached by
Governments could become efTectivc. I would be grateful for your views on
this matter at once, and also if you could take up this point with Washington.

There was unanimity at the Dominions Office meeting this afternoon that the
general agreement should not be signed before the Newfoundland agreement,
but it was also hoped that the latter agreement might be concluded in time to
permit the signing of the general agreement within the next few days. I had
telephone conversation with the American Ambassador this morning urging
early, but simultaneous, signing of the Agreements.

MASSEY

295. •- 976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissiw:er
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 383 Ottawa, March 18, 1941

SECRBT, With reference to your telegram of March 18th, No. 463, Atlantic
Bases.

1. There have been no additions to or material changes in the recommenda-
fions contained in the First Report of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
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on Newfoundland except for the agreement to provide for one additional
squadron of United States patrol planes in the Botwood area.

2. Messrs. Emerson and Penson were completely informed as to all
proposals relating to Newfoundland when they met with the Board in

Halifax.
3. We agree to deletion of last three lines of paragraph (4) as suggested.

296. .
Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in the United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 93 Washington, March 20, 1941

IMMEDIATE 1. State Department have proposed the following changes in
draft of Tripartite Agreement'. concerning United States bases in Newfound-
land: Paragraph 2 delete "Leased Bases Agreement" and substitute "Agree-
ment for use and operation of United States bases, dated March 25th, 1941".
Omit "by any of the participating Governments" as superfluous and possibly
ambiguous. Paragraph 3 delete entiré text and su t=

relative to de f nceAgreement shall be deemed to conflict with arrangements
of Newfoundland already made by Governments of the United States and
Canada, in pursuance of recommendations submitted to those Governments
by Permanent Joint Board on Defence-United States and Canada!'. Para-
graph 4, reference to Article No. 8(6) should read 11(5) which is final
numbering of provision respecting civil aviation.

2. State Department maintain that their revision of paragraph 3 is in
effect identical with previous drafts. They will not consent to postponement
of effective date of main Agreement pending review by Permanent Board,
nor admit main Agreement can be reviewed after its signature by repre-
sentatives of Governments not parties to it. They say that all recommenda-
tions of Joint Board respecting Newfoundland have already been accepted
by the Governments of the United States and Canada respectively.

tion
3. Some objection was made to form of paragraph 1 on the assump

that Tripartite Agreement will be recorded in exchange of notes, but this
was not pressed for. Intention is to sign main Agreement March 25th for
publication next day. I assume that you intend Tripartite Agreement to be
signed and published simultaneously with the main Agreement.

4. State Department still have to : consult other Departments ont^eCe, a
but

does not anticipate proposal of further amendments. Foreign O fe
pressing British Embassy to reach accord with State Department and our-
selves as soon as possible. British. Embassy are cabling suggested amend f
ments to London tonight. Please inform inc of your views tomorrow
possible.

Voir le dôcument 290. ° . -' I Sce Document 290.11
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297. 976-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CIRCULAR TELEGRAM D. 153 London, March 21, 1941

My telegram February 8th, Circular D. 59. Following for your Prime

Minister. Begins. Substantial agreement has now been reached in discus-
sions on United States bases, and it is hoped to sign Instrument Tuesday,
March 25th. This takes the form of an Agreement covering administration
and jurisdictional matters, to which are appended draft leases in respect of
4ach territory concerned and special provisions as to particular territories.

Main provisions of the Agreement' are as follows:

(1) United States are given within leased areas and adjacent territorial
waters and air spaces, rights necessary for defence and access.

(2) When the United States engaged in wur, or in time of other
emergency, United States may exercise in territories and surround-
ing air spaces rights necessary for conducting military operations.

(3) United States under no obligation to improve leased areas or to
exercise any rights therein or to provide defence thereof.

(4) United States given various rights of jurisdiction, including right
to try British subjects charged with having committed in leased
area a security offence against the United States and arrested in
the area.

(5) Various categories of goods imported for the United States Govern-
ment and United States personnel to be exempt from customs
duties.

(6) Certain exeirptions from taxation for United States personnel.

(7) Provision as to administration matters, such as light and harbour
dues, immigration and postal facilities.

(8) Provision for acquisition by common agreement of additional areas.

Further telegram will be sent as to arrangements proposed for publication,
and in the meantime matter is strictly confidential. Ends.
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298. 976-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 407 Ottawa, March 22, 1941

With reference to your telegram of March 20th No. 485,1 Atlantic bases.

We have agreed with Washington on the following text. Begins.

Clause 1. It is recognized that the defence of Newfoundland is an integral feature
of the Canadian scherrié' of defence as well as of that of the United States,
and as such is a matter of special concern to the Canadian Government which
has, in fact, already assumed certain responsibilities for such defence.

Clause 2. It is agreed, therefore, that in all powers which may be exercised and
in such actions as may be taken under the leased bases agreement in respect
of Newfoundland, Canadian interests in regard to defence will be fully
respected.

Clause 3. Nothing in this agreement shall be deemed to conflict with arrangements
relative to defence of Newfoundland already made by the Governments of
the United States and Canada in pursuance of recommendations submitted to
those Governments by the Canada-United States Permanent Joint Board on
Defence.

Clause 4. It is further agreed that in all consultations concerning Newfoundland
arising out of Articles Nos. 1 (4), 2 and 11 (5) of the agreement, or of any
other Article involving considerations of defence, the Canadian Government
as well as the Government of Newfoundland will have the right to participate.
Ends.

In Clause 1 the words "as well as of that of the United States" may not
be insisted upon by Washington and in that case should be omitted.

We agree to Clause 4 as quoted above on the understanding that the
Articles mentioned are the only Articles in the leased bases agreement which

• can be construed in such a way as to give the United States rights the
eaercise.'of which might adversely affect Canadian interests.

We would prefer to substitute the following for the first eleven words of
Clause 3: "Nothing in this agreement shall abrogate the arrangements already
made... " but we do not insist on this.

1 Non reproduit.

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

' Not printed.
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299. 976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Aflaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A,Q`airs

TELEGRAht 496 London, March 24, 1941

MOST IMMEDIATE. Further to your telegram No. 407, Atlantic Bases.
Proposed that Agreement on Newfoundland should be attached to main
Agreement as Protocol, and signed at the same time with the following
preamble:

The undersigned Plenipotentiaries of Canada, United Kingdom, United Sta-
tes, having been authorized by respective Governments to clarify certain matters
concerning the defence of Newfoundland arising out of the Agreement signed
this day, concerning bases leased to the United States, have drawn up and
signed the following Protocol.

Then follows text.

Assume authorization for me to sign exchange of notes extends to
Protocol.

MASSEY

300. 976-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Coanmissior:er in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCIi A . 176 London, March 28, 1941
CONFIDENTIAL

I have the honour to forward, under separate cover, the Protocol on
Newfoundland attached to the Lcased Bases Agreement, signed yesterday,
March 27th, at 10, Dofting Street, by representatives of Canada, the United
Kingdom and the United States. I am also enclosing, as Annex 1 to this
despatch, copies of the Main Agrecmént,' with Annexes, and two additional
copies of the Protocol.l

2. The ceremony of signing yesterday afternoon was a pleasant, informal
affair, held in the Cabinet Room at No. 10. Mr. Churchill was in high spirits
and gave considerable cvidencc of that untiring and eager vitality which is
so characteristic of him. Already, and the day was only half over, he had
made two public speeches and a statement in the House of Commons, but
.he showed no signs whatever of fatigue. His buoyant good humour was due

-in part, no doubt, to the successful conclusion of the Leased Bases negotia-^_
1 Voir l'appendice B. See Appendix B.
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tions in which he had taken such a personal interest. But it was due also-
his words showed this-to the good news which had been coming in from
Jugo-Slavia during the morning. The Prime Minister kept referring in con-
versation to these events and made the comparison with the rising of the

Spanish people against Napoleon in 1808.

3. The cablegrams exchanged during the week between this Office and the
Department tell the story of the final arrangements in connection w th^th^e
Agreement and the Protocol. The first draft of the latter document, p p
in this Office on the basis of your cabled suggestions, was discussed with and
found generally acceptable by the United Kingdom Government. As you
know, one or two of the changes which were proposed were to meet the
wishes of the Newfoundland delegation, who took part in these discussions.
Mr. Emerson and Mr. Penson, as I have indicated in a previous despatch,
were grateful for Canada's intervention in â^ suchmatter

a way not oosuggestthe resulting document should be expresse as

to Nèwfoundland opinion that a tug-of-war was going on between Canada
and the United States for the control of the Island, with the United Kingdom
Government a referee and Newfoundland itself hardly more than a spectator.
The final draft should satisfy them in this respect and, indeed, has done so.

all
stated Messrs.

Incidentally, though your telegram No. 383
as to

19 t
the

Emerson and Penson were completely informed proposals

Joint Defence Board relating to Newfoundland, the two gentlemen in question
still seem to be under an impression to the contrary.

4. As stated in my previous despatch, the draft Protocol was sent to the
United States Embassy on March 14th. The Embassy's reply to the letter
accompanying this draft (Annex 2)2 indicated that the American

ot ocol should tlbewould prefer that final agreement on the text of th
reached at Washington. Meanwhile the second draft, embodying certain
changes made as a result of your suggestions, had also been submitted to the
United States Embassy here (Annex 3) z and acknowledged by them on

.March 21 st (Annex 4)2
5. On March 22nd, by your telegram No. 407, we received the text of the

Protocol as agreed on at Washington. The Dominions Office had also received
,'a text which differed in some minor respects from ours. These differences
were resolved after consultation

h 24th2 stated that some reference to
6. Your telegram No. 411 of March

the Protocol should occur in the Main Agreement, a view hin whicho if I
owever,

ma
hy

say so, I heartily concurred. Telegram
owin1 tUnitedwStates Govern-

proposal to this end had been 8 t the
ment's stand that such a reference was "unnecessary". It occm^e Ûn^ â
however, that if I could secure support for your proposal f
Kingdom Government and persuade Mr. Winant to recommend i c^e Wash-

ington,ington, the authoritics there might reconsider the matter. In any p

' Voir le document 295 en date du 18 min. ' Sce Document 295 under date M^ch 18.
' Not printed. ^• Non reproduit.
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could be no harm in trying. The United Kingdom had no objection to the
inclusion of the reference in question, and accepted our proposal that a
sentence should be added for that purpose to Article XXVI, along the
following lines: "The Provisions of this Agreement insofar as they concern
the defence of Newfoundland should be read in the light of the attached
Protocol". Mr. Winant, to whom this additional clause was submitted, felt
that it was unnecessary but agreed to send an amended version of it to
Washington with his blessing. His draft, which he felt stood a greater chance
of acceptance, read: "That part of this Agreement relating to the defence of
the Bases in Newfoundland shall be read in the light of the Protocol signed
this day on behalf of the Governments of Canada, the United Kingdom and
the United States."

7. Word was received on Tuesday, however, that the State Department
still opposed any reference to the Protocol in the Agreement; not so much,
it was stated, because it was unnecessary as because it was inappropriate in
view of the fact that the Main Agreement arose out of the declarations made
by Lord Lothian in his letter of September 2nd, which letter is referred to
in the Preamble of the Agreement, but bears no relation to the Protocol. The
State Department for this reason held that the latter should not be mentioned
in the text of the Agreement. I may say that I am not much impressed by this
argument, but it was sufficient to show that there was no possibility of includ-
ing the reference desired. In any case, the absence of a reference to the Proto-
col in the Agrcement has no effect on the validity of the former document.

8. I think I should add that, though there is great satisfaction here at the
fact that the discussions have resulted in an acceptable Agreement, there is a
feeling that the United States have driven a fairly hard bargain. There is also
some anxiety that the Agreement may have progressive and unfortunate con-
sequences so far as British sovereignty in the territories affected is concerned.
This anxiety is, I think, greater in the minds of the Colonial delegations than
in those of the Home Government. I am bound to state that in my own view
it has some basis in fact. It is to be hoped, however, that there will be no
public criticism of the Agreement in the various Colonies concerned, so that
the personal relations between the United States Forces and the local com-
munity can have the best possible chance of being established on a friendly
and co-operative basis. It is also to be hoped that the United* States Govern-
ment will not find it necessary to exercise all the powers conferred on them by
the Agreement. In any event, it is difficult to see how any further concessions
to the British viewpoint could have been secured in the more controversial
clauses, in view of the larger considerations involved and of the firm stand
taken, not so much by the United States delegation here, which had little
independent authority, but by the State Department in Washington.

.9. In.the present circumstances, therefore, it is all the more satisfactory
,that Canadian interests in the defence of Newfoundland should have been
recognised and, to some extent at least, protected by the Protocol.

I have etc.
VINCENT MASSEY
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DND HQS 5199-W-1

Mémorandum du chef adjoint de l'état-major général
au chef de l'état-major général

Memorandum from Assistant Chief of the General Staff
to Chief of the General Stag

SECRET
[Ottawa,] May 8, 1941

UNITED STATES HEMISPHERIC DEFENCE POLICY

1. When listening to Mr. Stimson'sl broadcast on nâssa. Naval
Western Hem-

ispheric
Britain on 6 May 41, it struck me that the passage on
ispheric defence of exceptional interest. Accordingly, the following day I
carefully studied the published text, a copy of which is attached hereto2. The
passage in question is marginally lined.

2. While doubtless we have all for long been aware of the United States'
extreme sensitiveness to any 'development which might have the effect in
the smallest degree of impairing their complete immunity from overseas
attack, I cannot recall any public address which so clearly states the thought
that is uppermost in their minds. Just as an Englishman instinctively reacts to
the slightest threat to his country's vital sea communications, so does it seem
that the United States similarly react to anything which might affect either
British or their own control of the Western Atlantic and the Eastern Pacific
for in the event of the loss of either, said Mr. Stimson, "these oceans overnight
would become easy channels for ^e path

thatf eth development" of modern air3. Proceeding, Mr. Stimson argued It nowpower has intensified the necessity of friendly control of these oceans.
made it necessary for the United States to command not only the reaches of
ocean adjacent to their own shores but the entire reach of the oceans sur-
rounding the Western Continent;

... for, if hostile nations prosessing powerful armies and air power can once

make a landing on the shores of our weaker neighbour nations either north or

south of us, our immunity is gone. It would then become a comparatively simple

matter for them to establish air bases within striking distance of the great indus-

trial cities which now fill our country. And the only way in which we could
prevent this would be the intolerable method of ourselves maintaining
large enough to command the areas of our continent for thousands of miles beyond

our borders. Such a condition would transform the good neighbour relations

which now prevail throughout the American republics, into the same abhorrent

system of forceful domination which we are seeking to keep out of the hemis-

phere: In short, to the nations of America, friendly control of the surrounding
oceans is a condition of the reign of freedom and mutual independence which

now prevail in that continent.
4. I think that the above passagé fully and satisfactorily explains the some-

what hasty manner in which the United States have acted, and are acting,
in respect of Newfoundland: They simply will not, even for one moment,

'Henry Lewis Stimson, secrétaire à la 'Henry Lewis Stimson, Secretary of Wax

Guerre des États-Unis. for the United States.

' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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tolerate anything which, however remotely, might risk the impairment of
the friendly control of the Western Atlantic which they now enjoy. I have
at times entertained some doubts as to the political consequences which
might result from the granting of the United States leased bases in New-
foundland. And that things might turn out adversely for us, were we to be
neglectful of our legitimate interests, I have no doubt, but there is no reason
why we should be neglectful. Nor do I now believe that such doubts as I
may have once entertained were well-founded not only by reason of the
foregoing but also because when we were drafting Joint Operational Plan
No. 1(the black contingency) the United States Army member of the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence freely conceded to Canada tactical com-
mand of the joint army and air forces in Newfoundland in return for our
proposed concession of strategic direction, subject to consultation, of all
forces assigned to the joint defence of Canada and the United States, to the
Chief of Staff, United States Army.'

5. In these circumstances, I think it is pretty clearly indicated that our
future policy should be to make it abundantly clear to the United States,
that our provision for land defence not only in Newfoundland, but also on
our own coasts, will be such not [only] as to meet our needs as we see them,
but also theirs as they see them, with possibly a proviso that their appreciation
as to what is required should not be too unreasonable.

MAURICE POPE
Brigadier

302. 976-40

Mémorandum du conseiller au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim
aux Affaires extirieures2

Memorandum from Counsellor to Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External A,Qairsz

[Ottawa,] May 26, 1941

Regarding the attached letter from Mr. Hickerson to Mr. Moffat con-
cerning Canadian dissatisfaction at the procedure adopted at the Leased
Bases Conference, recently held in London, I am, of course, at some dis-
advantage in commenting thereon because I do not know what Mr. King
said to Mr. Hull in Washington on this matter beyond the general reference
made in Hickerson's letter that Canada felt she had been overlooked
in recent conferences between the United States and the United Kingdom.
Hickerson seems clear in his mind that the particular conference to which
Mr. King was referring was the Atlantic Bases Conference recently held in
London.

Hickerson must, however, surely have misunderstood the nature of Mr.
King's complaint, if any was in fact made. He assumes that the Canadian
--_..

Voir Egakment le document 894. ' See also Document 894.
N. A. Robertson.
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Government could only have been worried because of the lack of informa-
tion reaching them from London in respect of the deliberations and con-

clusions of the Conference in question. This
m âssum thatoCaada

out by the facts, rests on another equally false Ption

was not adequately represented at the Conference. It is true that the status

of the Canadian representatives was not satisfactory. It is not true, how-
ever, that they were not in a position to keep

to t^e files will showinformed of the deliberations in question. A
that Ottawa was in. fact kept continuously and fully informed. That being
the case, Hickerson's assurance that, if the Americans had only known
that the Canadian Government was not being kept informed, they would
have been glad to give the Canadian Legation in Washington all the informa-
tion that they received from their own delegation, is somewhat irritating.

I think it should also be pointed out that, when the proposal for a separate
agreement in respect of Newfoundland was finally made, the main ob-
jection to it came from the United States and, only secondarily, from the
United Kingdom. Furthermore, my own feeling is that the United States were
even reluctant to accept the idea of a separate protocol recognizing Cana-
dian interests in Newfoundland, a proposal which the United Kingdoni
and Newfoundland both heartily supported. I note that Hickerson states that
if the Canadian Government in the early stages of the negotiations had made
any suggestion that a distinct agreement be concluded in respect of New-
foundland, the United States would have been inclined to go along withbu^

that

suggestion. I must say that I feel somewhat sceptical on that point,
my scepticism is ill-founded then , it is a thousand

ference.

In my view we should have ha

that we did not

make the suggestion at the very begl â full representation at this Conf erence

and not that of observers only. I think the United Kingdom were very
much at fault in that they did not give us enough notice of the Conference

to make good. our claim to such full representation.
ncerni g the d tethe file to show that any information reached Ottawa o Com-

of the proposed conference until January 27, 1941, when the High
missioner cabled that it was to open the next day and that Canada had been
invited to send an observer. At the same time a letter from Sir

Camp-

bell
and

bell of September 4, 1940, referred to the forthcom g conference h
Canadian representation at it. This letter is not on the file but a Paraaahe
from it is quoted in a draft telegram dated January 31st, 1941, t
High Commissioner, as follows:

The United Kingdom authorities had in fact already reached the conclusion
that the best course would be that the Canadian Government and the Gé
ment of Newfoundland also should appoint representatives to attend the propos
discussions in London. They, therefore, hope that the Canadian Government will
consider the question of such representation.

If this draft telegram had reached London, the High Commissioner would
undoubtedly have been able to insist that the United Kingdom carry out the
suggestion made in Sir Gerald's letter for full Canadian representation.

MA
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The telegram, however, was not sent; a notation on it by Mr. Robertson
explains why. "This draft telegram was considered by the War Committee
yesterday-but they felt quite strongly that we should be content to be -
represented by observers".

The Canadian Government could not therefore have been displeased at
the United Kingdom suggestion that they should not be accorded full repre-
sentation. We in London, however, were certainly of the opinion that this
status was only accepted reluctantly and because full representation was not
agreeable to the United Kingdom authorities. Telegram 161 to the High
Commissioner dated January 31 st seemed to confirm this view as it read "In
circumstances we are prepared to agree to United Kingdom request that
Canadian representatives at Conference should attend in capacity of ob-
servers".

It might also be complained that there should have been a separate con-
ference on Newfoundland at which Canada could have been a full participant
without running the risk of becoming involved in questions concerning the
Bermuda and West Indies Bases.

Though it was known by September 1940 that a general bases conference
was to be held, and though that conference opened on January 28th, 1941,
no suggestion, so far as I am aware, was made by the Canadian Government
until March 8th, 1941, for a separate conference over Newfoundland. By
this time the general conference had all but completed its work and it was
practically impossible for obvious reasons to initiate new and separate dis-
cussions over Newfoundland.

There is, of course, no point at this date of rehashing these matters, but
I think steps should be taken at once to clear Mr. Hickerson's mind of the
misconception suggested by the following paragraph from his letter:

We of course gathered by the time the Agreement was signed that there had
been certain gaps in Canada's contacts with the negotiations going on in London.
Any suggestion that we were responsible for those gaps is, however, astonishing
to me.

It is equally astonishing to me to learn that there were any such gaps in
the contacts in question or that Canadian representation at the Conference
was responsible for them.

L. B. PEARSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le département d'État des États-Unis au ministre des États-Unis

Department of Stale of the United States Io United States Minister

Washington, May 6, 1941
Dear Pierrepont [Moffat],

While Mr. King was talking to the Secretary in Washington on the occa-
sion of his recent visit, he remarked to Mr. Hull that in a number of
instances where conferences were held, between this Government and Great
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Britain, Canada was overlooked, notwithstanding the fact that she had inter-
ests involved, either direct or indirect. Mr. Kingu i^ë events of ^the lm

ention
ast few

Newfoundland and the Base-Lease Agreement, b
days prior to the signature of that Agreement suggest to me that it may have
been one of the things he had in mind. It, therefore, seems to me that it
might be advisable to send you a brief account of what actually happened in

respect of Newfoundland.
We were informed by the delegation which we sent to London to take part

in these negotiations that the Canadian Government was represented in the
negotiations by the Canadian High Commissioner to London, Mr. Massey,
and Commodore L. W. Murray of the Canadian Navy as observers. These
officers attended the first meeting and we assumed that they would attend all
meetings or would, if they desired, designate subordinate Canadian officials
to keep in touch with the meetings and to keep them adequately High Com-
missioner's we bad no means of knowing the extent
missioner's office followed the day to day discussions or kept Ottawa in-
formed concerning the negotiations.

We were in no sense standing on ceremony or protocol. We had no
secrets whatever from the Canadian Government in regard to Newfoundland.
.As I said we assumed that Canadian representatives were ^ttawa sitting

the
in the discussions and that they were currently informing

negotiations. Had this not been our assumption and had we received any
sort of inquiry from the Canadian Government on the subject, for my
part, I should have had no hesitation in making available to Canadian
officials in the Legation in Washington our day to day telegraphic exchanges
with our delegation. I recall, however, no inquiries whatever from the
Canadian Government or any Canadian officials which indicated that Ottawa
was not being kept adequately informed of what was going on

London.
Base-

should interject at this point that we did not wish to negotiate the
Lease Agreement in London. Twice we turned down a request by the British
Government to conduct the negotiations there, the last time obtaining thetish
President's approval in advance of communicating our decision t o ofetBe'fact

h
Government. The negotiations took place in London only because

ta
send

that Mr. Churchill made a personal request of the President thatwe ken
a delegation there to handle the negotiations. Had the negotiations
place in Washington, as we desired, naturally we would have known whether
Canadian observers were sitting in the Governmentnegotiations .

a day or so before the
The suggestion by the Canadia

Agreement was finally signed in London that all references to Newfortl dlaa e
be deleted and that a separate Agreement in which Canada would pa

i Ce fût peut-étre vrai. Mais l'événément
que, selon toute vraisemblance, King avait
le plus à l'esprit était la décision du prési-
dent (prise en avril) d'envoyer d'importants
renforts dans les régions de Terre-Neuve dé-
fendues par le Canada. Voir les documents
153 et 157.

'This may have been the case.
However,

the event King evidently had most on his

mind was the President's decision in APnI to

send aubstantialhfCa
IIada was d^ nding

Newfoundland W ,
See Documents 153 and 157.
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be negotiated in respect to Newfoundland came as a bombshell to us. Frankly
we sent a delegation to London with the expectation that a separate lease
setting forth in addition to metes and bounds our rights, powers and authori-
ties in regard to each area [was] , to be negotiated in respect to each of the
eight territories involved and that each lease, although practically identical
to the others, would be a separate document unrelated to any other. The
procedure which was actually adopted was suggested by the British Govern-
ment. The very first telegram we had from our delegation after their arrival
in London (the Embassy's No. 294, January 25 )1 dealt with this subject. The
telegram itself is fairly long and I do not have available extra copies of it but
the appropriate section reads textually as follows:

294, 25th. (section two).
Colonial office suggests that one lease for each base containing all provisions,

separate documents assumedly, viz. (1) a separate lease for each base to contain full
description of geographic areas and the usual provisions having to do with occupa-
tion and use of land, and (2) a general agreement to cover the administrative
and jurisdictional matters for all bases.[sic] This agreement would be embodied in
an exchange of notes or other agreed form and would be incorporated in each
lease by reference. We request your views.

The reason for this as stated to us is the belief that this would facilitate the
task of the British Government in persuading possibly obstructive local legislatures
to enact necessary legislation without resorting to an act of parliament.

To this we made the following reply on January 29:
The suggestions regarding the form of the leases set forth in Section Two of

your telegram No. 294 appear to us to be satisfactory.

We assumed that Canadian officials were sitting in the negotiations and that
they knew all about this suggestion on the part of the U.K. delegation. Had
the Canadian Government in the early stages of the negotiations made any
suggestion that a distinct agreement be concluded in respect to Newfound-
land we should frankly have been inclined to go along with that suggestion.
The notes which we exchanged recognizing the special position of Newfound-
land and the possibility of her regaining her Dominion status are indicative
of our realization that Newfoundland is in a special position. We recognize
quite fully that the possibility always exists that Newfoundland will resume
her Dominion status.

After two months of intensive negotiations we suddenly received through
London the Canadian suggestion for a separate agreement for Newfoundland.
It was then frankly too late to be adopted. Mr. Churchill and Mr. Winant
were both strongly urging that the negotiations be brought to a close as soon
as possible. Our Army and Navy Departments were impatient to get under
way with the Bases and thought that the negotiations had been unduly pro-
tracted anyway.

We were glad however to sign the protocol recognizing that the defence
of Newfoundland is an integral feature of the Canadian defense scheme,
agreeing to consult Canada as well as Newfoundland in pursuance of those

1 Not printed. 1 Non reproduit.
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sections of the Agreement providing for consultation and providing that
nothing in the Agreement should affect the arrangements relative to the
defense of Newfoundland already made by the Governments of the United
States and Canada in pursuance of the recommendations submitted to the
Governments by the Permanent Joint Board on Defense.

. We of course gathered by the time the Agreement was signed that there
had been certain gaps in Canada's contacts with the negotiations going on
in London. Any suggestion that we are responsible for those gaps is, how-

ever, astonishing to me.
If you think that it would be helpful, you are at liberty to show this letter

to Norman Robertson, Hugh Keenleyside, or to anyone you choose, or to
make any use you see fit of the information contained in it.

Yours sincerely,
JOHN HICKERSON

...

303.
1156-D-39

Le ministre aux bats-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 284 Washington, July 9, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 247 of June 30th, paragraph 1.1 At first dis-
cussion today between members of the British Mission and United States
staff on the defence of leased bases it was agreed that all questions affecting
Newfoundland should be deferred in accordance with proposals in appendix
No. 4 of Military Attaché's report of June 27th.2 Military Attaché and
Assistant Air Attaché were present at this meeting but will not participate
in further discussions in view of our comparatively remote interest in other

leased bases.

304.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Top SECRET Montreal, July 29, 1941

0 0
5. Captain Hill raised the question of the desirability of the installation

by the United States of certain underwater defences in the Argentia area.

He stated that the Navy Department had already received approval from

Non reproduit. s Not printed.
s Non reproduit. Les propositions :ugg6- 'Not printed. The proposals evidentlY were

raient Évidemment que les questions relatives that questions arising from imptementation

it l'application de l'accord sur les bases, étant f^d^d should be taken uP inethe PJBD.
donné leurs implications pour Terre-Neuve,
fussent soumises ü la CPCAD.
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the British Government and that the appropriate Canadian authorities had
given informal assurance that they would not object to such installation. He
therefore proposed and the Board approved the following as its Eighteenth
Recommendation:

That the United States proceed with the installation of underwater
defences in the Argentia-Ship Harbour area.

305. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941

7. It was agreed that an informal communication should be sent to the
Newfoundland Commissioner for Defence requesting his assistance in expedit-
ing the removal of civilian residents from the United States air bases in
Newfoundland. (The Secretary of the United States Section will send such a
communication to Mr. Emerson.)

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

New York, September 9-10, 1941
UNITED STATES NAVY

Eighth Recommendation
One runway at the-Naval Air Station, Argentia is ready for emergency

use, and the station is serving as a base for patrol planes engaged in active
operations. Work is progressing rapidly. Considerable delay is being experi-
enced in the evacuation of civilians from the reservation, which delay is
interfering with the progress of work.

UNITED STATES ARMY

Inability of contractors to procure certain essential construction materials
on schedule is delaying somewhat the progress of housing construction for
the United States garrison in Newfoundland.' Action has been initiated with

l Cette garnison devait ftre logée i Fort 1 To be housed in Fort Pepperrell, the U.S.pePPerrell, base américaine construite h proxi- base to be built near St. John's.mit6 de St. John's.
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a view to providing temporary housing for certain American units in the
vicinity of St. John's if permanent construction cannot be completed before
weather makes present tentage unsuitable ...

Concrete paving of runways at Stephenville is proceeding. .. The U.S.
Army recently decided to construct the third runway and work on it has been

initiated . : .
Adjacent to the Stephenville landing field, is a small lake known as-

Stephenville Pond. It is ample for the operation of PBYS or any other type
of flying boat. This sheltered water enhances the value of the installation at
the Stephenville staging field.

306.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
New York, November 10-11, 1941

UNITED STATES NAVY

2. ` Def ence of New f oundland
Progress of U.S. construction at St. John'si continues generally satisfactory.

Permanent barracks are 35% completed. It is expected U.S. Forces can be
quartered in permanent barracks by December 1, 1941...

307.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET Montreal, April 7, 1942

UNITED STATES NAVY

Second Recommendation
Construction of facilities at Argentia is progressing satisfactorily. Three

landplane runways are completed, except for a surface course, and
are usable.

Facalities for seaplanes are also complete and in use. Industrial facilities are
approximately 85% complete. U.S. Navy amphibian patrol planes and some
Army planes operate from this base. . .

1i.e., à'Fort Pepperell. z i.e., at Fort Pepperrell.
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Eighteenth Recommendation .
... A double line anti-torpedo net across the entrance to Placentia

Sound will be completed about April 15, 1942...

308. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, Apri127, 1942
UNITED STATES NAVY

...

Second Recommendation: Defence of Newfoundland.
Construction work at Argentia continues to progress satisfactorily. With

reference to the Progress Report of February 25, 1942,1 negotiations are now
underway and plans are being made for the rearrangement of the water
front and the terminal of the Newfoundland Railroad to provide docking
space for submarines, patrol vessels, and harbour utility craft.

309. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Quebec City, May 26-27, 1942

UNITED STATES NAVY
,

Second Recommendation: Defence of, Newfoundland.
• .

Plans are being made to provide a sectional floating drydock of about
' 7,000 tons capacity at Argentia, about September 1, 1942... It is anticipated
that by July 15th a total of nine moorings will be available in Argentia
Harbour behind nets.

Eighth Recommendation: Underwater Defence of Argentia Harbor.
The work of laying the anti-torpedo nets has been completed.
..

' Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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310.
DND HQS 35-1-3

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire' d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 382
St. John's, June 26, 1942

Sir,
With reference to my despatch No. 319 of June 41- I have the honour

to enclose herewith copies of a communique2 issued by the Newfoundland
Government concerning the lease of additional areas to the United States
Government in accordance with Article XXVII of the Atlantic Bases Agree-

ment.
2. The enactment of a stâtute entitled "An Act to Authorize the Execu-

tion of a Supplementary Lease to the United States of America" was
officially announced a few days ago, but without any explanation of its
meaning or significance. I therefore informally asked the Secretary for
Justice what areas were going to be affected. He said that it was a matter
of making relatively minor adjustments to the areas already leased rather
than the granting of new bases. He said that the supplementary lease would
provide for, among other things, a target range for the White Hills area,
which is on the coast near St. John's and sites for'Shs hwerescofor the

nsider dvatbase at Argentia. He said that most of the change
the time of the original leases but that it was not then possible to define
their boundaries exactly. Naturally my enquiry was of

iinformal

nature and I did not wish to make an official request for information.

3. The announcement of the granting of a supplementary lease without
explanation as to its meaning or importance aroused criticism in the local
press. I reproduce herewith the following editorial from The Daily News

of June 22:
New Leases

In view of the extraordinary constitutional position which exists in this
country it is not unnatural that the news that supplementary leases had been
executed in favour of the United States should excite some public curiosity.

Provision was made in the Bases Agreement for the leasing of lands not
included in the original plans but unless national security were to be imperilled by
publicity, it is highly. desirable that there should be no secrecy about such matters.

It is not only supplementary leases to the United States that have to be
considered but also leases which may have been made to the Canadian authorities
for defense purposes. Certainly there is very definite feeling that apart from the
original American grants, no long-term leases are necessary or should be made.

'Non reproduite.,a
Non reproduit.

^ Not printed.
• Not printed.
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4. The Evening Telegram of the same date under the heading "What
Further is Leased" contained the following comments:

What are the terms of this supplementary lease? On what authority has any
thing or any rights in Newfoundland been leased? The Commission of Govern-
ment as trustees have no power to pass over to any other country one inch of its
territory or to transfer to any outside country authority that might be exercised
to restrict individual liberties. If any such legislation is enacted at the dictation of
the Dominions Office, the latter is acting in complete disregard of those principles
recognized in connection with the administration of parts of the overseas Empire
ever since was perpetrated that supreme blunder which led to the Boston Tea
Party.

The Dominion status of Newfoundland may be in a state of suspended ani-
mation, but if the Imperial authorities or the Commission of Government assume
that, ipso facto, the independence of Newfoundlanders is dead, both those authori-
ties are due for a disconcerting awakening. When and if it may be necessary for
this Dominion to make sacrifices to further the prosecution of the war against
tyranny and oppression, it will accept them. It shall not, however, tolerate the
acceptance of sacrifices of its inalienable rights by abitrary dictates.

Failing to inform the general public of the purpose of legislation, the Com-
mission of Government, whether deliberately or unintentionally-and the fact
is the same in either case-display a deplorable indifference to the view held in
the matter by Newfoundland. Either that, or the Government have come to re-
gard their judgement as so profound as to be above question. As to that, let their
record speak.

5. I shall forward you the Act authorizing the supplementary lease as soon
as it is published.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

311. 10298-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External A,Qairs to High Commissioner
` in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 69 Ottawa, March 12, 1943
Sir,

With reference to your confidential despatch No. 82 of February 12th,
1943,1 relative to the exchange of notes between Canada and the United
States dated January 27th, dealing with United States Defence Projects in
'Canada, I have the honour to advise you that there has not been any similar

change of notes arising out of matters in connection with the Newfoundland
Bas^s Agreement since it was executed.

I
reProdwte. I Not printed.
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-
The Canadian Government naturally expects the Government of the

United States to adhere to its obligations vis-a-vis Canada. To date there has

been no evidence of any violation nor of any disposition to contravene the

spirit of the protocol.
animated

In view of the attitude of whole-hearted co-opera tion
does noesire

both Governments in this matter, the Canadian Government
to apply an excessively technical interpretation to the terms of the protocol
so as to insist upon unnecessarily strict adherence â t^^ the United

the defence
authorities to its provisions in implementing minor

program.
Operations of Canadian and United States Armed Forces in Newfoundland

are regularly discussed at meetings of the Joint Board on Defence. In the
course of these meetings there was a detailed discussion of the proposed

which
construction by the United States of the items of defence

under lreference.you refer in paragraphs 11. and 12 of your Despatch
The Canadian authorities received information concerning the extension

of United States properties at Quidi Vidi Lake but felt that this was not
of such a nature as to require express and formal consent from them.

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

312.
10298-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A,ffairs

DESPATCH 179
St. John's, March 16, 1943

Sir,
I have received your despatch No. 69 of March 12, 1943 relative to the

exchange of notes between Canada and the United States in connection
with the Newfoundland Bases Agreement.

2. I am pleased to note that relations between the Canadian^ oleheart d
and the Government of the United States have been those of own ob-

servation

in respect of matters in Newfoundland.
to certain mattersattention

This
servation but I felt that I should call your Agreement and
which have taken place here since the signing of the Bases
obtain instructions from you as to whether or not you desiremeCertâin
you informed. This was the reason for my calling to your attention
matters in my despatch No. 82 of February 12, 19431

= Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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3. In my despatch, I referred in particular to the fact that the United
States had constructed an extensive system of communication lines which,
I understand, extend across country in Newfoundland for a distance of
upwards of 800 miles.

4. I also understand that they have acquired a ninety-nine year lease
of the right-of-way of these communication lines.

5. It would, I think, be surprising if the United States Government had
proceeded with this project which involved the expenditure of several million
dollars, without first communicating with the Canadian Government.

6. In looking through my files, after writing my despatch No. 82 of
February 12, 1943, I found a copy of the letter which the Honourable
Pierrepont Moffat sent to Mr. Robertson under date of February 9, 1942,1
in which he states that in accordance with the spirit of the protocol of the
Bases Agreement, he gave Mr. Robertson complete information about the
proposal of the United States Government to obtain an easement for ninety-
nine years for a right-of-way in Newfoundland for a wire-communication
project, covering a distance of approximately 800 miles.

7. I had overlooked this communication when writing my despatch.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

313.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Debates, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, April 1-2, 1943

UNITED STATES ARMY

1. Exchange of Information:
a. Eastern Defense Command:

(1) General Progress of U.S. Projects:
(a) General construction has been completed to the extent

of 95 per cent at Fort Pepperrell, 97 per cent at Fort
McAndrew' and 95 per cent at Harmon Field.2

^ Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
Base de l'armée américaine près d'Argen- ' United States Army base near Argentia.

'Base de l'armée et de l'aviation amfri- ' United States Army and Air base atcaiQe à Stephenville. Stephenville.
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PARTIE 4/PART 4

TERRE-NEUVE ET LA POURSUITE DE LA GUERRE
NEWFOUNDLAND AND THE PROSECUTION OF THE WAR

SECTION A

LES OPÉRATIONS AÉRIENNES
AIR OPERATIONS

SOUS-SECTION 1/SUB-SECrION i

LE SERVICE TRANSOCÉANIQUE'

THE ATLANTIC FERRY SERVICE`

DND HSQ 19-55-1
314. RailwayCanadian Pacifc
Mémorandum de la direction des Services aériens,n^`an pacifie Railway

Memorandum by Air Service Department, Ca
11 1940[Montreal,] September ,

AIRCRAFT FERRYING TO UNITED KINGDOM

General Scheme

` for delivery to the United Kingdom should be delito wh téver
All aircraft Hubert Aerodrome or

aircraft constructors to our base at St. have to operate. Lockheed Hud-
base in British territory from which we may
son III's will be delivered by the Lockheed Corporation from Burbank,
to St. Hubert where they will be handed over to the Air Service )P
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

that a representâtive or representatives in
of io 1Str Htube t

It is proposed
structors and the engine manufactâDd s in order to insure that:
and to Hattie9s Camp , Newfoundl , .

1. The aircraft are in perfect condition whencommencement

2. That they are perfectly serviceable at the

ocean crossing.

1 Au milieu de 1940, le ministère de la
Production d'avions de Grande-Bretagne, di-
rigé depuis peu Par Lord Beaverbrook, avait
de nombreux contrats avec des firmes améri-
caines. En Grande-Bretagne le besoin d'avions

était pressant. On espérait donc leur faire
survoler l'Atlantique en éliminant les risques
de pertes en mer et en libérant les aires de

livraisons au profit d'autres marchandises

essentielles. Les documents qui suivent dé-
montrent le rôle que le Canada et Terre-
Neuve jouèrent dans cette entreprise. Les
données statistiques se trouvent à 17appen•
'dice D.

8L'aéroport de Gander.

of the

I By the middle of 1940. the Ministry of

Aircraft production
Lord Bea erbrook,^ had manY

taken over by in Britain
eontracts with United States fi^• and it was
the need for war planes was acute
hoped that theâvoidun8 the fl

own

risk of
across

losst at
Atlantic, thus for other
sea and freeing shipping space
essential cargoes. The documents

which foulnd-

depict the â^n twhich
his enrPr^u• S au u^ data

land playe ^x D.are included in Appendix

Gander AirPort
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It is also proposed that an engineer.should be provided by the 'Air Service
Department at St. Hubert who will be responsible for all engineering recordi,
stores, and also act as liaison with Trans-Canada Air Lines, who will be carry-
ing out the general maintenance of these aircraft. A radio servicing engineer
will be provided by the makers of the radio equipment and he will be respon-
sible for all wireless servicing before the aircraft leave St. Hubert. At Hattie's
Camp, Newfoundland, it is considered that two ground engineers will be
required to service the engines and one ground engineer to service the air-
craft. One wireless servicing engineer will also be required at this station.

It is understood that the Wright Corporation desire to keep direct watch
on their own engines and arrangements have been made for Mr. Maidment
of the Wright Corporation to be available at Montreal in an advisory capa-
city, other engineering personnel will be supplied by the Canadian Wright
Corporation for servicing ferry aircraft at St. Hubert. Arrangements are also
in hand for the Wright Corporation to supply a mechanic for Newfoundland.

Provision will also have to be made at the ocean terminal in the United
Kingdom (presumably Aldergrove) for one engine and one aircraft ground
engineer. The W.T. equipment could be looked after by the radio officer on
board the aircraft. These personnel would be available for looking after the
suggested land plane service between the United Kingdom and Canada. The
main turn-round servicing for these aircraft will presumably be done in Eng-
land and in this connection it should be pointed out that on the service
operated by Imperial Airways Limited the turn-round at New York was
carried out by a staff of four ground engineers. These consisted of three
engine mechanics and one rigger. . They also had assistance from P.A.A.
whenever necessary. A somewhat equivalent organization will be required
in the United Kingdom in order to deal with a large four-engine aircraft of
the type visualized. An alternative to this is that the turn-around maintenance
should be carried out by an English concern having the necessary facilities.

CONTROL

It is considered that a control officer should be appointed to both ocean
terminals.. . .

The following names are put forward:
' Control Officer

Hattie's Camp, Newfoundland -Squadron-Leader Griffith Powell.
(Now R.C.A.F.)

Aldergrove -Squadron-Leader Godsave or
Williamson. (Now R.A.F.)

- Squadron-Leader Powell would be available for use in connection with the
organization of the South Atlantic Route, and has had considerable experience
at Bermuda and has knowledge of the South Atlantic bases.
.. ,

Should it be found ;,mn ossibl t bt l'fi d
foundlaüd - the Group Leader will be res ons ble for all rore-ilicht f planning
and=will be the senior official of the Air Service Department. The general
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control of the flight after departure will be in the hands of SquadrooujLe edc ;

Pattison who will be responsible for h handles the present B.O A.C. flights.
in exactly a similar manner to which

MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT

Arrangements have been made for the training aircraftUnf ortunately, the
A^iontreal by the Trans-Canada Air é delivered are of nthe short range type
two training aircraft now about to b
and therefore are not to be changed over as we had first expected. Thisnuousan
means that these two aircraft will be in need ^e more

o
r K

less
ingdomtiwould

maintenance. The aircraft due for delivery to
only need a general checking before proceeding to Newfoundland.

n

wo
beruof

Montreal would
Corporation.

be done by personnel supplied by^atWright
be appro'mately

hours flown by these aircraft on arrival

eighteen.
..:

GENERAL DETAILS

It is proposed that the aircraft to be ferried should be sent
be forma-

tiontion led by an experienced pilot and first class navigato ,

as a group leader. it is suggested that this
At the commencement of the delivery flights

formation should consist of not more than nine aircraft because a larger
These numbers have been decided up in

because it becomesSec^ood case , c
ase

formation might be unwieldy and, convo our
nomical to send a trained group leader with too smthe

all laa
te delivery ofuneco

ideas on this subject may have to fé modified haveg to ostart in bad weather
the aircraft as it appears now that rY g

conditions. tain holding a
The crew of the leading aircraft shouldénced isecond cap tain. Two radio

first class navigator's license, and an exp
n
work

ted to va lwill be carried on the leader owing to the amount of

and the long period on duty.

t as
offi^^ Another aircraft should be app r
deputy leader but this will not be possible until we have a larger of an
qualified navigational personnel. The crew of this aircraft The duties
experienced captain, a first class navigator and oneéven tof anffiyctrouble on the

expof the deputy leader would b^e ot e raircraft will consist of an erienced

leading aircraft. The crew o
captain, a second captain and one radio off

obtain captains with a working
Every endeavour should be made to ouse of a sextantat

knowledge of navigation and trained in the practical
the present moment we are limited to three. I am sure thaulâ so'n1eone
personnel of this description could be obtained in England sho ractical

press the matter. Radio officers with air line experience and p
thereuse of the loop aerial are required on all aircraft. A number of these should
be obtainable from the United Kingdom, in fact it would be preferable if

0
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we could obtain all our operators from this service as it would avoid having
to give our codes to alien personnel.'

FLIGHT ORGANIZATION

The type of formation to be used for this work has not yet been definitely
settled but may be either the "V" formation or in "Line-Ahead". It is
proposed that the group leader will be responsible for all navigation and will
exercise control over the whole formation. These duties would be taken over
by the deputy leader should any trouble occur to the leader.

The main points required to make this scheme an operating possibility are
as under:

.• 5. Aircraft will leave Montreal for Hattie's Camp in small formations
and will wait at Hattie's Camp until the main formation is com-
pleted and the weather forecast for the ocean crossing and landing
conditions are favourable.

It is proposed that aircraft would leave Newfoundland during day-
light and in good weather conditions so that good visual formation
can be kept up to the operating altitude. The speed of the flight
must be computed before leaving so that the arrival in the United
Kingdom can be made shortly after dawn. This will enable accurate
fixes to be obtained shortly before arrival and a land fall made in
daylight.

12. All watches will be synchronized before departure from the New-
foundland airport. •

315.
DND HQS 19-55-1

Le directeur des Services aériens, Canadian Pacific Railway,
au chef de l'état-major de l'Air

General Manager of the Air Service Department, Canadian Pacific Railway,
to Chief of the Air Staff

SECRET
[Montreal,] September 14, 1940

Sir,'

As you know, the Air Service Department of the C.P.R. has been estab-
lished at very short notice to deliver aircraft for the Ministry of Aircraft
Production, from Montreal to the United Kingdom and is, in the main,
recruifing all but key personnel in Canada and the United States.

'Finalement, la plupart des opérateurs de 'In the end, most of the radio operators^^. ° furent fournis par le ministère des were provided by the Canadian Departmenti^orts du Canada. of Transport.
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It was originally expected that e i
weather conditions over the Atlantic are norma lly $1 ^e s now pected to
facturers have been delayed and the ^alesand shortening hours of daylight.
coincide with the period =f coequinoctial

nditions become worse.
As time goes on w possible shall

It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that all p
precautions

across the
be taken , to ensure that the first few groups of aircraft to bitfl o

own
f the absence

Atlantic shall reach the United Kingdom
acquired during the summer.

haveof the experience that ought to
. One of the precautions we should like to take is lD place Atlanticand wmho

a pilot who has had actual recent meteorological fl organization and Atlantic
is familiar with the wireless and -comutation of the
conditions. His duties there would

re
of the meteorological conditions pre-

vailing,

for the flights in the light
vailing, and to plot the course of the flight and act

ions and the aicr ftecrews
the airport, meteorological^e wireless

on the other.
on the one hand and our office

are, of course, very few such people and those we have at our
the

disposal are scheduled to lead groups •of aircraft across in the R.C.A.F.dand
train their crews. Squadron-Leader ^énffi^ Powell,ll^ân in Canada with this

particular at

Halifax, is perhaps Y

articular experience, and we would be grateful if his services co ^^ iion a
ned
nd

to this organization for, say, two months to help in the initial org

"running in".
If Squadron-Leader Powell's services can be made Halifaac. Further,

would, of course, take care of his expenses while away leave with-

out
the loan of his services could best suitable financialarrangegment direct with

out pay, we can doubtless make
him for the period.

Unofficial information now leads us to expect that the ai ^
é

It^ ë ^fItwo
recover from the earlier delays and deliver aircraft to us uence,
a day in the near future. This will intensify our difficulties and, in conseq uest

we would be very gr ossible to acccde to it, Squadron-
so that, in the event of

ateful if
your

early
finding it possible

could be given to this req

Leader Powell could reach Newfoundland before the first group of aircraf t

assembles for the crossing. rience of Squa-
dron-Leader the need in the R.C.A.F. for officers with the ucPeion but for the
dron-Leader Powell, I would hesitate to make t to the United King-
vital importance of establishing the ferrying of bombers

eliable basis; and the belief that no assignment nothé

ena
ble him to turn his knowledge and experience to better account

common cause.
I am, sir,

Yours obediently, '
I^. BURCîiALL

d Tveries would begin in August when the
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Rapport sur les aspects techniques d'un plan pour livrer des avions
en Grande-Bretagne par la voie des airs'

Report on Technical Aspects of Scheme for Delivery of Aircraft
by Air to Great Britain'

CONFIDENTIAL [London,] October 8, 1940

1. ORGANIZATION AT MONTREAL

I arrived at Montreal on 31st August by flying boat Clare, and made contact
with Mr. Woods Humphery who had set up an organization, within that of
the Canadian Pacific Railway2, for the delivery of aircraft to Great Britain
by air. He requested me to examine into and report upon the technical
aspects of the proposed scheme, and the performance of the aircraft
concerned.

The organization at Montreal was as follows:
General Manager: Lt.-Col. H. Burchall
Superintendent of Operations: Capt. A. S. Wilcockson
Flying Superintendent: Capt. D.C.T. Bennett
Assistants: Capts. Page and Ross

I found that no Hudson III's for delivery to Great Britain had yet arrived
at the airport, but that there were on hand two Hudson II training aircraft,
one of which was fitted with dual control. Intensive training operations-both
flying and ground-were in progress, and a keen and energetic spirit was
apparent. The working week was seven full days and some nights. Up to
that time the organization had been going through a period of great difficulty
in selecting flying personnel whose qualifications gave a reasonable prospect
of successful delivery flights. A considerable number of applicants from both
Canada and the United States had been interviewed, but a large proportion
had proved to be quite unsuitable. It was clear that every endeavour had been

'cc rapport se fondait sur une visite cf- i This report was based on a visit made to
fectuée au Canada et aux États-Unis par le Canada and the United States by Major R.
major R. H. Mayo, conseiller technique de H. Mayo. Technical Adviser to Imperial Air-
Imperial Airways et de British Overseas Air- ways and British Overseas Airways Corpora-
ways Corporation, en septembre et octobre ^ tion. during September and October. 1940.1940.

' Le '8 juillet 1940, Morris W. Wilson, 2 On July 8. 1940, Morris W. Wilson, repre-
représentant au Canada et aux États-Unis du sentative in Canada and the United States forministère de la Production d'avions de the Ministry of Aircraft Production of Great
Grande-Bretagne. écrivit une lettre à Sir Ed. Britain, wrote a letter to Sir Edward Beatty,
ward Beatty, président de Canadian Pacific President of Canadian Pacific Railway in
Railway, dans laquelle il disait: which he said:

I have heard ... that you have very generously offered to place the ex-
perience and facilities of your company at our disposal in order to enable us
to ferry those aircraft which are being constructed in the United States for
the British Government and which have the necessary range to be flown to
England instead of being sent by sea. Needless to say we are very grateful to
You for this offer and glad to accept it.
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made to retain for training only personnel whose ability and experience gave
reasonable prospects of ultimate success. No pilot had been retained without

being put through a flight test.

had
training aircraft

Although less than two weeks had elapsed since th
had arrived at Montreal, and some mechanical troub le
with them, good progress had already been made by Capt. Bennett and his
assistants in training personnel for the delivery flights. The experience of
Capts. Wilcockson and Bennett in in trans-Atlantic flying had, of course, been

an invaluable asset.

(). PROGRESS OF PREPARATIONS FOR DELIVERY FLIGHTS

As the progress made up to date will be dealt
would be served by mybeing prepared by Col. Burchall no useful purpose

making more than the briefest reference to this subject. While at Montreal I
have myself seen the training work proceeding, and have been greatly im-

h' h if has been tackled. As

After seeing me orgamza ion
tions of the several types of aircraft ear-marke fo=ffor

or the
delivery

proposed a
ir,
delivery

particular reference ton thperformance
work word

range
was received from Lockheeds

flights. While I was engaged on
the first long-range Hudson III was ready for trials, and Captain Bennett

therefore proceeded by air to Burbank in order to take part in these trials.
On 16th September a telegram was received from Captain Bennett stating
that the results of the trials were not satisfactory, and it was arranged, there-
fore, that I should start immediately on a projected si Burbank

visit whle to the

several plants on the Pacific Coast, so as to arrive a
Bennett was still there.

at Montreal I made a study of the specifica-

N no reproduit. ' Not printed

deliveries from Burbank vall be accomplis e
clear days.

Non-delive of the Hudson III's has precluded the possibility of t^̂é iwô
ry

practice in formation flying as proposed for the delivery fl^^ice
bn
fu

ollowing
training aircraft have been used to give each of the crews

arrived at Montreal, but the first is reporte o uent
October, and it should have arrived by now. It is to be hoped t

h

tat
mesthan four

hd
.
nas

pressed by the thoroughness and ability with w ic
mentioned above, some 21 complete crews of three each have been trained,
and each member of each crew has been passed out in the various aspects
of the work he will be called upon to do. The two training Hudson amount
have been in almost continuous use during the day, and a considerable air-
of instruction in night flying has also been given. The fact

these
and also

craft are still intact, reflects a good deal of credit on the instructors,
on the two engineers who have maintained the aircraft and engines.

At the time of completing this report (8th October), no Hudson ^k on 4th
d t have left Bu
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and maintaining position in relation to another aircraft. Opportunities for
further practice in formation flying will no doubt occur during the final
preparations for the first delivery flight.

As regards the prospects for success of the formation scheme on these
first delivery flights, it is obvious that the major factor will be the weather
actually experienced, and it must be emphasised that delay in getting the air-
craft has greatly increased the risk of bad conditions. I believe that every-
thing possible under the circumstances has been done to build up competent
and reliable teams from the material available, and generally to ensure
success. Given reasonably good weather I believe that these flights will be
brought off successfully. But if, through bad weather or other unfavourable
circumstances, the results are not 100% successful in the first instance, I
hope it will not be concluded that the scheme itself is not feasible. I think
there is every reason to believe that this scheme can be put into effect on a
large scale from next Spring onwards, with the prospect of a high degree of
success.i

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet TVar Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, January 29, 1941

FERRYING OF AIRCRAFT TO THE U.K.
10. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY reported that the

U.K. government were most anxious to have the Canadian government
undertake responsibility for the obtaining of pilots and the ferrying of planes
across the Atlantic. Existing arrangements under the U.K. Ministry of Air-
craft Production had not been a success. The problem would grow progres-
sively heavier as British orders were filled in the United States.

° 11. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR expressed the
vieW that if the R.C.A.F. were requested to assume responsibility for
obtaining pilots for ferry purposes, this could be done, but so long as existing
arrangements continued, it would not be possible for the Canadian govern-
ment to interfere. •

13.' [S1C] THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE confirmed Mr. Howe's
repor t of the anxiety of the Air Ministry on this score. Shipping space

' En efiet. la vraisemblance du plan fut dé-
montrée p^ la livraison, via Gander. de 25
bombardiers Hudson en novembre et dloem-
bre.19409>et le plan alla de l'avant gràce à
nn nombre saris cesse croissant de vols le
pr'nter"Ps suivant. Voir la section 4 a Ii.

' It was. Feasibility of the scheme was
demonstrated by delivery, via Gander, of 25
Hudson bombers in November•December
1940, and the scheme moved ahead with in-
creasingly frequent flights in the following
spring. See Section 4 a ii.



would be insufficient by a very large margin, t^é^`P ould be pinost grate-,
chased by the British in the U.S. The U.K. gove
ful if Canada could undertâke to train bomber pilots from the

B.C.A.T.P.,.

for ferrying purposes.
14. After further discussion it was agreed that the Minister of National

up
Defence for Air should take up with the Air Staff the possibility of s. g

a suitable organization to train and provide pilots for ferrying p rposes

GREENLAND

330. .,

ESTABLISHMENT OF AIR BASE
a

15. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY stated
as ofavital

landing field in Greenland was regarded whichtcould make
importance in view of the numbers of short-range aircraft
the Atlantic crossing only if landing facilities were available in G

reenland .
stated that

16. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR oV
AIR i

ment. As yet
very high priority was given to this Û S c obérnment to our enquiries in this
no reply had been received Trom the g that the
respect, although an acknowledgement had been received stating
matter would be dealt with as urgent. with the U.S.

17. It was agreed that the project should Washington
be

should be instructed
government, and the Canadian Legation in
to press for an early answer.

Howe Papers 16
318.

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements
au quartier général militaire du Canada, Londres

Minister of Munitions and Supply

• to Canadian Military Headquarters, London

TELEGRAM 308
[Ottawa,] January 31, 1941

Howe to Banks for Lord Beaverbrook : Have discussed
with Beatty

Beatty
problem of ferrying bombers across Atlantic and am informed that
is now or8anized to ferry two hundred planes per month with help of Ro

yalmy

Air Force. Assume ferrying situation satisfactory to yona ^nWÂ r Force
intervention. Had previously ascertained that Royal Ca
would undertake special training for pilots for this duty if required. In any
event we will assist whenever called upon. Would you favour making avail-
able first four Boeing four-engined bombers for transport serviceianes rare
Atlantic for mails' and flying personnel. Understande and can be fitted for
completed and in factory having bomb sights chang
ferryin'g work if desired. Believe planes are well adapted for that work.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du •Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet War Committee '

[Ottawa,] February 3, 1941

FERRYING OF AIRCRAFT TO THE U.K.

10. MR. POWER and MR. HOWE both impressed upon the meeting the
urgent need of completing, at an early date, arrangements for an adequate
ferry service for the delivery of planes across. the Atlantic. While the Air
Ministry were anxious for the Canadian government to tackle this problem,
the organization set up in North America for this purpose by the U.K.
Minister. of Aircraft Production was still in existence, though the results it
had obtained were far from satisfactory.

320. Howe Papers 16

Le ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au ministre des Transports

Minister of National Defence for Air to Minister of Transport

SECRET Ottawa, February 10, 1941

TRANS-ATLANTIC FERRYING-ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING
My. dear Colleague,

There have been informal discussions between Air Commodore Slessor
representing the Air Ministry and the Royal Canadian Air Force staff
regarding the organization necessary to cope with the Trans-Atlantic Ferry
problem in the immediate future. The contents of those discussions were
transmitted by Air Commodore Slessor to the Chief of the Air Staff, Air
Ministry, London, and from Sir Henry Self to the Ministry of Aircraft
Production in long messages which explained the situation and recommenda-
tions in considerable detail.

Copies of these messages are attached.l
In brief, the recommendations were as follows:

(a) That the Trans-Atlantic Ferry problem is too large to be handled
by the present civilian organization operating as the air services of
the Canadian Pacific Railway.

(b) That the receipt and despatch organization should be a Royal Air'
Force unit which would absorb as many of the civilian personnel
presently employed by the Canadian Pacific Railway as are willing
to be so absorbed and be augmentcd by experienced R.A.F.-
personnel, particularly in respect of first pilots, but.making every'

Noà reproduits. 1 Not printed.
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possible use of the Joint Air Training Plan output as second pilots,

navigators and wireless operators. to train the crews for
(c) That a training organization is essenti

be a Royal Air ForceTrans-Atlantic ferry work and that it should

unit.

CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Yours faithfully,

CHARLES G. POWER

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, February 11, 1941

GREENLAND

ESTABLISHMENT OF AIR BASE

29. THE PRIME MINISTER reported that word had been received from
the Canadian Legation in Washington, that the State Department were seized
with the urgency of the aerodrome problem, and had agreed âod the sending

that
an expedition in the immediate future. The U.S. Consul h ad
Greenland would be pleased to receive a group of U.S. experts. nadian

(See telegram No. 47 of February 5th, 19411, frsm é thefor Bxternalof
Chargé d'Affaires, Washington, to the Secretary

Affairs, Ottawa).
FERRYING OF AIRCRAFT TO THE U.K.

30.
THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that

he was now advised that it would be probably impossible to establish
facilities in Greenland, in time to permit fighters and medium bombers
ferried this year. Alternative plans, involving the construction of improvised

runways on rafts were being considered. 1 of ferry
31. MR. POWER said that the situation with de^he R.C.A.F^,p ôy take the

thatpilots was confused. The Air Ministry
matter over; the Aircraft Production Ministry were apparently il^l able
this be done. The R.C.A.F. were prepared to make an aerodrome avet been
to the R.A.F., for the training of ferry pilots, but no request

t^ clarify h situation
received. It was hoped that Mr. Howe would be able

the

upon his return to Canada?
• •• . . , .

N reproduit. ' Not printed. d on war
sHowe Était alors en Angleterre pour ^^ was then in Ez^^t

s'oc^per de questions de guerra

. . .
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Le quartier général de la Défense nationale au quartier général militaire
du Canada, Londres

National Defence Headquarters to Canadian Military Headquarters, London

TELEGRAivt 459 [Ottawa,] February 16, 1941

SECRET. Following from Howe, for Banks, for Lord Beaverbrook, also for
Capt. Harold Balfour. Having been requested both by Lord Beaverbrook and
Balfour to enlist Canada's help in Trans-Atlantic ferrying problem, have
discussed subject with my colleague Power, also with Beatty, Wilson, Self,
Slessor, Pirie and others associated with present organization. Consider
present organization wholly inadequate and feel those directing here have no
clear conception of magnitude of undertaking, with result that Canada may be
blamed for delay of United States planes in Canada. Can advise you secretly
that project for facilities for moving fighter planes is progressing which adds
to magnitude of operation.

Power states RCAF view as follows: It can provide an aerodrome in Nova
Scotia for operational training JATP graduates as second pilots and for
collection point land aircraft proceeding to Newfoundland airport. These
pilots are of course at the disposal of RAF on graduation from the plan under
the Plan Agreement. RAF direction therefore necessary if they are to be
employed on ferry duties. Power suggests that R.A.F. and ATFERRO SUp-
Ply first pilots for ferrying and RAF supply instructors and maintenance staff
for training school since none of these categories available in Canada either
from JATP or Home War Establishment. He further stresses necessity for
construction of new hangars to provide for accommodation large four engine
type of aircraft. Moreover provision must be made for increased personnel
accommodation at Newfoundland and if requirements large in Nova Scotia
additional buildings required there. No start has been made on construction
oWing to absence of any precise information as to your requirements.
Apparently no clear understanding amongst UK authorities here and Wash-
ington as to whether personnel of ferrying organization as distinct from ferry
training school shall be civilian or RAF. This should be cleared up immedi-
ately. Power states, all available Canadian facilities at disposal of UK Govern-
Ment but suggests that UK authorities give specific indication of what is
required. End of Power statement. We are ready to schedule Trans-Canada
Air Lines planes into Newfoundland to assist return movement of pilots
whenever we are requested to do so. Strongly urge definite direction from
London as planes have already accumulated in considerable numbers at
Montreal. Feel that I personally have done all I can except on instructions
from Your Government. Ends.
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Le ministre de la Production d'avions de Grande-Bretagne

au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Minister of Aircraft Production of Great Britain

to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELEGRAM APX 686
London, February 19, 1941

Cable
IMMEDIATE . For Howe from Beaverbrook. Begins. Ae^a=omet in Nova

M 459. With grateful thanks we accept the offer of an acknowledge their
Scotia at Debert and we have asked the Air Ministry to approve of
concurrence in your kind offer. We have

Ferry
the RAF

w 1 supply
the employment of J.A.T.P. graduates

ny duty.

first Pilots for ferrying out of Civilian Personnel. You^F will be ^ked
upon

r
R.A.F. for assistance which we hope will be given .
Instructors for Training School. Maintenance Staff will beand plans have been
construction of new hangars Co

modatonaatnNe
at once

wfoundland if additional
developed for increasing a will provide for them.
buildings are necessary in Nova Scotia this Ministry
Personnel of Ferrying Organisation will be Civilian with assista

nce
future ras i^ e

and the Organisation will be under control offer toehelp us with the
past. We are indebted to Power for his generous have
facilities and we gladly accept. It is comforting em^oo thatP

Pilots from New-
Canada Airline Planes to assist the return pilots
foundland. It is our hope that we will be in a position shortly to ferry
and crews from Great Britain to Newfoundland thus cr^^; be sufficient o
Shuttle Service. I hope that this general understanding
enable Morris Wilson to carry on all our arrangements in a form satisfactory
to you and with your co-operation. Ends. Please repeat the above to

Morris Wilson.

324.
Howe papers 16

Le représentant au Canada et aux États-Unis du ministère de la

Production d'avions de Grande-Bretagne au ministre de la

Défense nationale pour l'Air

Representative in Canada and in the United States of the

Ministry of Aircraft Production of Great Britain to
Minister of National Def ence for Air 25 1941

Montreal, February ,

Dear Major. Power,
ATFERO-0 1 . good enough to say to

When Mr. Howe was in England recently he wa^sener any assistance 110
our Minister, Lord Beaverbrook, that he would
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,could in connection with our programme of trans-Atlantic flight deliveries
of aircraft. To this end he has been in communication with our Minister
since his return, one result of which was that we were directed by Lord
Beaverbrook to submit a detailed statement of our requirements for the
consideration of your good self and other members of the government con-
cerned. Such a statement is enclosed herewith. It naturally covers a number
of items that have already been discussed, and, in some cases, definitely
arranged -for, but it was -thought well that a more or less comprehensive
statement should be on file.

Several definite requests made by Sir Edward Beatty are now before you
for consideration. As soon as we are advised of your decision, we shall take
the various matters up in detail with the appropriate officen of your De-
partment.

May we express once again our real appreciation of the assistance you
and your colleagues are giving us in this important operation.

Yours very truly,

M. W. WILSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum

Memorandum

[Montreal,] February 20, 1941

REQUIREMENTS OF CANADIAN PACIFIC AIR SERVICES IN CANADA AND
NEWFOUNDLAND TO COPE WITH TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT

DELIVERIES OF AIRCRAFT
1. To handle the volume of large a^rcraft proposed during 1941, it is

essential to have at the disposal of the C.P.A.S.1 Organization two large, well-
equipped airports somewhere in Canada east of Ottawa.

Under arrangements already completed, Debert, N.S., airport and build-
ings have been made avqilable to the U.K. authorities with whom C.P.A.S.
has a satisfactory working agreement. This station will handle approximately
half of the aircraft on delivery in addition to a training unit set up by the
R.A.F.

In order to most efficiently handle the balance of flight delivery aircraft ,
another airport complete with buildings, lighting, and all facilities is required.
Dorval would be an ideal location and would involve less disturbance to
others, as no one has yet incurred any expenses in moving or getting located
at Don,al. The field development at Dorval is very suitab,e for medium types
of aircraft.

R services aEriens du Canadian Pacific 1 Canadian Pacific Railway Air Services.ay.
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2. If a fully-equipped airport is made available. as requested in 1,

en

the buildings required are:
(a) Additional quarters for at least 150 persnons at Newfoundland.
(b) Two additional hangars at Newfoundland .

(c) Additional large hangar at Debert. con-
Plans for all these buildings have been approve^e az^ormaus that, due

tractors have the Newfoundland projects in hand. They
to the limited quantities of lumber and materials, large

impossible
start on these works for some thas• The

RIAs
have a

requested that the R.C.A.F.
gram in hand which at present priority.
grant to C.P.A.S. authority to detach approximately 25% of th

e
onoquarte

to

release sufficient materials to allow the contractor to sta
which are most urgently required.

4.
The Controller of Radio has been requested to establish 3 clear chan-

nels'of wireless communication.
Point to Point Communication

I Newfoundland-Debert-Montreal
ferry flights

II Aircraft to groÎâ
^-O Wireless communication

III Training and p

.336

•.
5. It is requested that the Canadian Government, either R.C.A.F. or

Department of Transport, provide eighteen fully-experienceodsections o
aircraft and

f inechan-
engine mechanics. These men foremen of

and Debert.
ics. They would be divided between

C.P.A.S. will house, feed, and pay the men whilst on this work.
It is impossible to obtain from outside sources experiEngineers at each 1Base.

act as foremen under supervision from the R.C.A.F. or Department of
It is believed such men are available
Transport services.

Additional experienced men will be required later in 1941 if expansion

continues.
The items outlined constitute the large and most rg^er lmupo^anc s of

C.P.A.S. to cope with the Atlantic flight deliveries. reciated
having proper facilities to handle a job of this magnitudederation bepp given to
and it is respectfully requested that favorable
these requirements at the earliest possible moment.

..In addition to mechanics, other personnel are required for crew duties.
6

.:These are :
(a) First Pilots lied and

All civilian pilots both in U.S.. and hCanada who have
ave been trained and approxi-

mately
measured

35 upfirstto pilots have been found to date. able^ of flying
Many more first pilots are needed-men who are cap
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these types of aircraft both by day and night. It is requested that
the R.C.A.F. and the Department of Transport be asked to provide
as many as possible-up to 100-as all the balance must be ob-
tained from the U.K.,'where they are sorely needed, and shipping
space is at a premium. The R.C.A.F. should be requested to set up
an additional part of the training scheme to produce first pilots,
capable of taking an aircraft on trans-Atlantic delivery flights.

(b) Navigators, Wireless Operators, Second Pilots and Flight Engineers
for certain types
are being drawn from J.A.T.P. sources through the U.K. Air
mission, Ottawa, and sufficient numbers are assured from this
source in Canada.

(c) Experienced Flight Engineers
are required for the larger types of 4-engined aircraft, and R.C.A.F.
and Department of Transport should be requested to supply 40 ex-
perienced flight engineers. Any balance will have to be obtained
from the U.K.

325. Howe Papers 16

Le ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air et le ministre des Munitions et
des Approvisionnements au ministre de la Production d'avions de

Grande-Bretagne

Minister of National Defence for Air and Minister of Munitions and Sûpply
to Minister of Aircraft Production of Great Britain

TELEGRAM Ottawa, March 3, 1941

I have fully discussed whole ATFERO matter with Power. The question is one
which he believes should be handled between Government and Government as
there is possibility of danger arising out of so many people being involved.
For example in Canada ATFERO, Clayton-Knight' and three departments of
the Canadian Government. Power and I would appreciate your Prime Minis-
ter cabling Canar`lian Government specific indication of what is required so
that we may completely integrate all interests concerned. Canadian Govern-
ment fully appreciates difficulties of the undertaking and extremely anxious to
assist to best of our ability.

1 4 comité Clayton-Knight fut formé au ' Clayton-Knight Committee was formed in
États-Unis dans le but de recruter des pilotes the United States to recruit pilots for service
susceptibles de combattre contre l'Allemagne. in war against Germany.
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326.

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements
au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Minister of Munitions and Supply

to Minister of National Defence for Air

[Ottawa,] March 8, 1941

My dear Colleague,
With reference to our communications with Lord B am advised by tele-

phone

in North America, Mr. Morris Wilson,n, I
phone from Lord Beaverbrook that the cable from Prime Minister Churchill
to Prime Minister King will be forthcoming immediately.

Sir Edward Beatty called me yesterday to advise that Morris Wilson
and 'himself will be in Ottawa on Monday evening and Tuesday next to
discuss the proposal forwarded by Mr. Morris Wilson. Perhaps we can
arrange to discuss the matter with them Monday evening.

dis-
In the meantime, I iinderstand that "Punch" Din ôOttawa oylal

cussing details of the proposed arrangements with
Canadian Air Force and Transport Department.

Yours f aithf ully,

[C. D. HowE]

327.

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Howe Papers 16

CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, March 21, 1941

FERRYING OF PLANES TO THE UNITED KINGDOM

28. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR
reported that ar-

rangements for the ferrying of fighters and, medium bom bers
chn cal officers

Britain had recently been und er
r

examination.
than thatJwhich had first beenwere inclined to favour a more northerly route

proposed. The United States had expeditions going to East and West Green-facilities in
land. Canada had undertaken to explore sui tabl

e T

sites
he f

or staging
of cost would

Labrador, and on an alternative northerly question

-be one for*or * consideradon later on. `. +
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328. 1 CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, March 27, 1941

FERRYING OF AIRCRAFT TO THE UNITED KINGDOM-PROVISION OF

AERODROMES IN CANADA FOR USE OF U.K. SERVICES

32. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported the
measures which had been taken to meet the request of the U.K. govern-
ment, on March the 9th, for aerodrome facilities in connection with the
ferrying of aircraft across the Atlantic. Facilities required would include
accommodation of an R.A.F. school to train personnel and. for a receipt and
despatch unit to be operated, on behalf of the U.K. Ministry of Aircraft
Production, by Canadian Pacific Air Service.
- After careful investigation of available facilities, and on the recommenda-
tion of the Chief of the Air Staff :

(a) the Air Station at Debert, N.S., which had originally been developed
for R.C.A.F. emergency use, and subsequently allocated to accom-
modate an R.A.F. general reconnaissance school and an air
navigation school, had been re-allotted to accommodate the R.A.F.
unit to train Atlantic ferry personnel, and the Canadian Pacific
Air. Service receipt and despatch unit.
In this connection the Acting Under-Secretary of State for External

Affairs had informed the Acting High Commissioner of the United
Kingdom of the detailed arrangements which had been made to meet
the U.K. government's requirements.

(See letter of March 25th, 1941,1 from the Acting Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs to the Acting U.K. High Commis-
sioner).

(b) The aerodrome at Charlottetown, P.E.I., originally intended as a
Joint Air Training Plan bombing and gunnery school, had been
re-allocated to accommodate the R.A.F. general reconnaissance
school and àir navigation school which would otherwise have been
located at Debert. ,

(c) The R.C.A.F. was also withdrawing from the aerodrome being
developed by the Department of Transport at Dorval, P.Q., in order
that accommodation might be available there, when the aerodrome
was completed, for a second Canadian Pacific Air Service receipt
and despatch unit. The J.A.T.P. air observer school, which was to
have been located at Dorval would now be located at St. Johns,
P.Q.; the flying squadron of No. 1 Wireless School would remain
at St. Hubert.

' Not printed
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Howe Papers 16

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements au président du

Conseil d'approvisionnement de Grand-Bretagne en Amérique du Nord

Minister of Munitions and Supply to Chairman,
Great Britain Supply Council in North America

[Ottawa,] April 26, 1941
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Arthur [Purvis],
Referring to our conversation of last evening regarding

1Wilson under date
operation, I enclose a copy of letter that I sent M r. Morris

of April 7th,' and a copy of his reply.' You will agree
^e nature of his

reply does not build up great confidence in the situation.
The most competent man in Canada to handle the situation is, of course,

D.B. Colyer, Vice-President of Operations for Trans-Canada Air Lines. Colyer

tells me that all the civil - transport organizations in the United States and
Canada combined would not now have personnel enough to do the ferrying
job as it will develop. The present organization is operatinge ai,on
personnel and without adequate ground facilities, a

young

(who is a son of Dick Long of C.N.R.) and Punch Dickins are working
job.

hard, neither has the experience or organizing ability tOOdo Pre sident of the
If I were responsible for Atfero

back go
Phil

job. I have already
Boeing Aircraft Company in Seattle,
sounded out the principal shareholders of the Boeing Comp any this

is cl.
and I know that we can get Johnson if he is needed and the way
Johnson is a driver and a most careful operator, and with him in charge our

troubles would be over.
I feel that I have gone as far as I can in trying to straighten out this

in 1VIon^ e^
zation. I have given them the use of two of our best airports, one
and one near 'Truro, N.S. We are building facilities for them at these two

I have induced Chubby
airports, and at Botwood, in Newfoundland.
Power to give them all the help he can from the Air Training Plan, even at
the risk of a good deal of criticism from killing his pupils.

Confidential word from the other side is that the Ministry of Aircraft Pro-can-
duction is not on speaking terms with the Ministry forhis Co^ ent^Sôme t me
not move to re-organize Atferro until Lord B. gives
ago, pressure was brought on the Government from J. II•eMto thiseser°ice.r I
over the resources and personnel of Trans-Canada Airline s

it
would not hesitate to break up Trans-Canada for that purpose

do so under présent
would solve the problem, but I am not prepared
management. you can find the

This is the, situation, and as I asee
nd it

. I
hhéaded for serious trouble.

solution, otherwise both Canada a yourself are

1 Non reproduita ' Not printed.
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You are, no doubt, aware that I have expressed my views freely, direct
to Lord B. by cable, and have made myself thoroughly disliked in many
quarters.

I am informed that within the last week Atferro has separated itself from
Canadian Pacific Railways,' and that the latter are no longer interested in
the operation. I' am not sure that this last is correct, but I am inclined to
think that it is.

With kind regards,
Yours truly,

C. D. HowE

330. DND HQS 15-24-30

Le commandant, aéroport de Gander, au chef de l'état-major de l'Air

Commanding Officer, Gander Airport, to Chief of the Air Staff

SECRET Gander Airport, May 29, 1941

SUBJECT: PROVISION OF AIR BASES BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND ENGLAND

1. Capt. Elliott Roosevelt, son of the President of the United States, is
stationed here with the 21st U.S. Reconnaissance Squadron. His particular
mission is to investigate the provision of air bases along the coast of Labra-
dor, Fort Chimo at the southern tip of Ungava Bay, the East Coast of Baffin
Island, Greenland, Iceland, and thence via the Faeroe Islands to England.

2. The motive underlying his mission is to provide landing fields for the
delivery by air of short range fighter aircraft from the United States to Eng-
land.

3. He visited this unit and intimated that any -information we might be
able to give him in this regard would be very acceptable. He already had in-
formation to the effect that R.C.A.F. aircraft would be carrying out a photo-
graphic survey of a portion of this territory during the coming season and
suggested that, rather than explore the same territory over again, he might
be able to avail himself of the information which we would have obtained.

4. It was suggested to him that he pay a visit to our Chief of the Air Staff
at Ottawa and obtain from him permission to interview the Plans and Opera-
tions Staff there. "

5. R.C.A.F. Headquarters will be advised immediately of the exact date
of Captain Roosevelt's visit.

A. LEWIS
Group-Captain

'Le 27 mai, le ministère de la Production
d'avions de Grande-Bretagne mit officielle-
'lent fin à l'accord conclu avec le Canadian
Pacihc Railway afin de pouvoir opérer seule
son service et .en étroite collaboration avecles gouvernements des États-Unis et du
Canada..

'On May 27, the Ministry of Aircraft
Production of Great Britain formally termi-
nated its agreement with the Canadian Pacific
Railway in order that it might operate the
service discretely and "in close collaboration
with the Governments of the United States
and Canada".
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331. -
DND HQS 7410-7

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 92
London, June 2, 1941,

IMMEDIATE. MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL . Following for Minister
winfrom my Prime Minister. Begins. I received on May 29th folo

g me

from President Roosevelt. Begins.
In spite of the best efforts of the organization now handling flight delivery

of combat aircraft from this country to England, I am advised that substantial
numbers of these planes are accumulating in this country, and that this condition
is apt to grow worse as production reaches an accelerated rate over the next few
months. In our common interest, and in order to relieve situation as much as
possible, I am prepared to direct the army and factory assumepoint uof ultimate
bility of. transfer of American built aircraft from
tâke off, and to supply maintenance and servicing facilities along the way and at
ultimate landing field. This should release a number of civilian pilots now deliver-

ing planes.
Many such pilots can reasonably be expected to increase pool corpslots-

of Atlantic ferry pilots now engaged in this work. Sincela it ÎY and ad
naval

vised
p

ithat
and ground crews would be engaged in delivery of this continuous

- closest co-operation, necessary to carry through successfully

operation, can best be obtained if responsibility for Atlantic could thee present
taken by their sister services under Air Ministry, ure
civilian pilots and such additional ones may

l control
availale.

direction ofThis Royal dA r
would enable planes to be brought under roach to their designated landing
Force prior to scheduling of take off and approach uponlarge
fields in England. The success this

ircraft transportaaonç butllam confident that
provisions for adequate
with good will on both sides, such pf bA ^ azed quantity of combatt aircraf manti
given of ability to handle delivery o will comment frankly on this
cipated during the summer months. I hope you
proposal.

For example, the American Army and Navy could deliver planes at Botwood,and
Newfoundland, ready and serviced for R.A.F^Ç m^hi be a le to

ver
dellve r he

y
me °

across. Later, and depending on developments, 8

your people in Iceland. Ends.

I replied on May 31st as follows. Begins.

(1)
Am deeply grateful to you for your proposals of May 29th which we at

once accept in principle.
(2) I must, moreover, consult the Canadian Government, but I have no doubt

about their response. reorganization of ferrY-
The Air Ministry bas beens ô itedeWS. plan officer will be sent out
ing service in accordance with y
at once to study the problem on the spot and to consult your Navy and

War Departments. uad-
(3) We are bent on speeding flow of aircraft from your facto ries with ^e'

rons,• and the R.A.F. will welcome the opport Y
officers of the United States services ,on this task. Ends.

2. Arrangements proposed by the President will presumably involve use by
United States service personnel of same aerodromes in Canada and Newfound-.
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land as are at present used as intermediate stops in ferrying route via New-
foundland, and they will no doubt wish to establish ground and maintenance
crews at these aerodromes. These and other arrangements could be worked
out in detail once principle is accepted, and I would propose that senior
R.A.F. officer whom we are sending to the United States should proceed via
Canada.

3. I know you will 'recognize the 'vital importance of this'matter to us.
May I ask for your acceptance and count on your co-operation in putting into
effect arrangements which President Roosevelt has proposed.

4. I am causing the Governor of Newfoundland to be informed of. these
proposals and asking him to co-operate with the Canadian Government: I
should be very grateful for any early reply. Message ends.

332. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, June 3, 1941
...

ARRANGEMENTS FOR DELIVERY OF U.S. AIRCRAFT

9. THE PRIME MINISTER read a telegram from the U.K. Prime Minister,
describing a proposal of the President of the United States for committing
to the U.S. Army and Navy responsibility for delivery of American combat
aircraft to the point of their ultimate take-off from North America. Mr.
Churchill had immediately accepted the proposal in principle and requested
Canadian co-operation in putting suitable arrangements into effect in Canada
and Newfoundland.

(See telegram No. 92 of June 2nd, 1940, from the Secretary of State
for Dominion Affairs, to the Secretary of State for External Affairs.)

10. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR said that he would
favour acceptance of Mr. Roosevelt's proposal. Detailed arrangements would
require study by the Air Staff with the. R.A.F.

11. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY observed that the existing
plane ferrying organization, ATFERO, had recently been more successful in
arranging substantial plane deliveries. The present proposal, however, would
Permit the release of large numbers of continental ferry pilots for Atlantic
service..

12. After further discussion, it was agreed that a reply be sent to the U.K.
government, agreeing in principle to the President's proposal, and expressing
Canada's willingness to co-operate fully in making suitable arrangements
accordingly.
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Le représentant au Canada et aux États-Unis

du ministère de la Production d'avions de Grande-Bretagne

au ministre de la Production d'avions de Grande-Bretagne

Representative in Canada and in the United States

of Ministry of Aircraft Production of Great Britain

to Minister of Aircraft Production of Great Britain

Montreal, June 3, 1941
PRIVATE

Dear Colonel Moore-Brabazon,
ATFERO

I enclose a chart' of the ATFERO organization that has just been com-

pleted, and which I thought you and oôf officers h^t bebeen divided
interested in

into
having on file. You will observe that the g , the
nine departments, each with a competent man in charge. ônsbilit uetxcept
important Operating Department has bec^riliaevnedd^éallâ ni.piig of personnel,
the actual receipt and despatch of air erating
which it is still necessary to carry on. Mr. C.H. Dickins is OpBennett areD.C.T

. service, flightManager. Captain A. S. Wilcockson and f^Cap
tain
r urn ferryofAssistant Operating Managers in charge

deliveries and training, respectively.

lc d
( the chart

The heavy construction programme now under way at Do rval
Dorval

shows St. Hubert base. This is at Montreal and will be r p Y

when that airport is ready.) and Gander is being personally ^s ^p^ i s^
b
hy

Mr. John Schofield, Chief Architect of theCa^â Wh Nati onal
had a very wide

built all the T.C.A. facilities across Canada He is
experience in the design and construction of hangar accommodced e^ngineer
assisted on a full-time basis by Mr. J.H. Norris, an expenen
contractor, who is devoting his entire time to completing ou r v lo

construction
an

programme as soon as possible. Between them, they have
P

like themselves, is on a voluntary
impressive organization, much of which,
basis. As advised you in a recent signal, our present construction programme
involves an expenditure approximating five million dollars. the

The Publicity Department, designed to control and intelligentlydidection of
inevitable publicity surrounding such an operatio°leâl Standard. (He is the
Mr. John G. McConnell, President of the Mon

son of Mr. J. W. McConnell.)
Mr. F. B. Walls, Director and General Manager of the T. Eatonitho50 000

of Montreal, (the largest departmental store busin ess
well as the hotels and

employees) is in charge of the Security Department as ears
commissary. He is particularly well qualified because he has had many y

._^
3 Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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experience in both of these specialties. It so happens that the T. Eaton Com-
pany, in connection with their employees, operate the largest commissary,
departments in Canada.

Mr. B. W. Roberts, who in normal life is General Purchasing Agent of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, is Manager of our Purchasing Department.

Mr. G. Meredith Smith, C.A., a partner in a leading firm of Chartered
Accountants, is Manager of our Financial Department with full responsibility
for accounting and financial control.

Mr. R. B. Jackson, a Canadian who has recently retired, after ten years,
as Operations Manager of the Aerial Transport Company Limited of Thai,
and who has just returned to Canada, has volunteered his services and is in
charge of our Traffic Department, including passengers and freight. He is
also in charge of our Personnel Department.

All of these men, like Mr. Long, who is my executive assistant and
who is in direct charge of the enterprise, are on a"Dollar-a-year" basis.

Our total personnel at to-day's date stands at approximately 900 men.
Of these, slightly over 500 are flying personnel. Maintenance personnel,
which stood at some 26 people three months ago, is now approaching 300.
Only recently, we secured the services, as Maintenance Manager, of Mr.
H. W. Beals, the chief maintenance expert of American Air Lines, Inc. We
consider this a particularly fortunate stroke of business because Mr. Beals
is regarded as one of the two or three leading maintenance experts on the
American continent and his services were made available only because the
President of the American Air Lines happens to be a friend of Mr. Long's
and both he and his Company are extremely friendly to our cause.

To datep ATFERO has been able to move promptly all planes delivered
to them for transport to the United Kingdom or elsewhere. You will have
noticed from our weekly report sent you yesterday that at that date, we
only had two planes in Canada for delivery to the United Kingdom. These
were being prepared. It is true that there has been a slowing down in Hudson
deliveries from the United States in recent weeks due to Embodiment Loan
and manufacturers' deficiencies, and when these are made good, as expected
within the next few weeks, there will probably be a deluge of, planes. You
will understand, of course, that this hold-up is in no way ATFERO's responsi-
bility, which does not begin until the planes are delivered into their hands
at our base in Montreal.

There is a splendid spirit animating the whole ATFERO organization and
it is our aim to build up our personnel to fifteen hundred or more people
because this size organization is necessary to meet the delivery programme
anticipated.

In developing ATFERO, we have had two objectives. First, to deliver the
Planes immediately they came into our hands. This we have succeeded in
doing. Secondly, to replace service
American and Canadian civilian ilotsrs Stead ay

s
progress is being

with
in.

this direction, which will be accelerated if recent discussions with the United
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States authorities, with which you ire familiar, produce the results they

anticipate. Then we should be able to release the R.A.F. personnel which
we are temporarily using and which now total approximately 74 pilots, 69,
flight engineers and 24 radio operators, an aggregate of approximately 167,
out of our total flying personnel of over 500.

Yours very truly,
M. W. WILSON
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 520 [London,] June 9, 1941

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram 2nd. June No. 281.1 Your assurance
of co-operation of Newfoundland Government is greatly appreciated. Cana-
dian Government have also assured us of their full co-operation.

It has been decided that Air Chief Marshal Sir F ë derin karrangements.osl
take charge, under Air Ministry, of Trans-Atlantic rryg
It`is proposed that he should fly to Canada via Newfoundland Liberator air-
craft leaving about June 13th, or June 14th. He will be accompanied by
a party of 3 or 4 including a finance representative and we are asking Air
Attaché at Washington to arrange to join party either at the Newfoundland
Airport or Montreal and to accompany Bowhill on his tour.

Purpose of his visit is to study the problem on the spot and to consult
responsible authorities in Canada and the United States and with Newfo
land authorities so far as may be necessary. It is proposed that he should
return to this country'as soon as possible with proposals for formal assump-
tion of control of ferrying arrangements.

We have no doubt that Newfoundland Government will wish to arrange
for Bowhill to be met by a senior Newfoundland representative on his
arrival at Newfoundland Airport. His stay in Newfoundland ouô ato
journey may only be a matter of hours as he will wish to push
Montreal. We are asking the United Kingdom High Commissioner at Ottawa
to consult Canadian Authorities as to a provisional program for Bowhill's
movements and will telegraph again as soon as possible.

Please note that it is most important that information as to Bowhill's
appointment' should be treated as strictly confidential pending an official
announcement which is not likely to be made for several days. -

' ' Non reDrodûit. ' Not printed.

I
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335. DND (DH) 181.009 (D976)
Le commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est,

au commandant, aéroport de Gander

Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command,
to Commanding Officer, Gander Airport

SECRET Halifax, June 11, 1941

SUBJECT: PROPOSED PERIODIC ATLANTIC FLIGHTS

1. The following information has been received through Air Force Head-
quarters from the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs:

It is proposed to make periodic flights between Foynes, Baltimore, Botwood
and Gander Lake. with three Boeing 314 Flying Boats, registration letters GAGBZ
cUGCA and GAGCB respectively. These flying boats are to be used primarily on.
United Kingdom-West African service, but at present they have to return periodi-
cally to the United States of America for maintenance. The maintenance trips will
provide a trans-Atlantic service frequency of which will depend on a number of
factors at present under consideration. A rough estimate is once in every ten or
fourteen days when all three flying boats are in service. GAGBZ is the only flying
boat so far delivered to Europe and is at present on a trial flight to West Africa.
It is expected to make westbound Atlantic crossing during second half of June.
Further information will be sent as soon as details have been decided.

' 2. This information has been forwarded direct to the Governor of New-
foundland.

M. COSTELLO, Wing-Commander
for Air Officer Commanding

Eastern Air Command

336.

Chief of the Air Staff to Under-Secretary of State
„ for External Affairs

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

2059-40

SECRET I

Dear Sir,
Ottawa, June 18, 1941

Captain Elliott Roosevelt, U.S. Army Air Corps, acting under special
direction from the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff, U.S. Army, visited Ottawa
on the week-end of June 6th. During his visit, he attended conferences with.
officers of the R.C.A.F. Headquarters to obtain information concerning
Potential aerodrome sites on the coast of Labrador and on Baffin Island.

The U.S. authorities are especially interested in establishing an air route
via the Arctic by which Fighter and short-range aircraft could be ferried from
the United States to the United Kingdom. They are anxious to supplement
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their investigations of potential sites in Greenland with a survey of sites in
Canadian territory. partly in the vicinity of Fort Chimo, Akpatok Island-
Cumberland Sound and the east coast of Baffin Island. It is Captain Roose-
velt's intention to conduct an aerial reconnaissance this summer and he was
anxious to obtain co-operation and to get permission to use caches being
established on the Labrador coast and Hudson Strait byo the

asoh ésuppLes forwished to make arrangements for the transportatio n g caches. The
his requirements on the ships that will establish the

ândF^li ngness to
officers of the R.C.A.F. assured him of their

1

co-operate.
Conferences with Captain Roosevelt have been completed and he has

returned to his squadron in Newfoundland. Final details
Harbour are

establish caches and supplies at Cartwright, Heb ron

being arranged.
F. V. HEAxES, Group-Captain

• for Chief of the Air Staff

Howe Papers 16

Le représentant en Grande-Bretagne
du ministère des Munitions et des Approvisionnements1
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

Representative in Great Britain
of the Department of Munitions and Supplyi

to Minister of Munitions and Supply

London, June 25, 1941

that they should be received by Bntish Service personn-1 .
effect of killing right off the bat the C.P.R. organization.

Ferry Command to deliver all the planes manu ac u Service personnel,
understanding, since these planes are delivered by U.S.

,T.his having the

useful.*
The United States Army Air Corps have decided to establish a Flight

• f t red in the States on the

Dear Mr. Howe, the re-

organization

by now you have got the inside information concerning
organization of ATFERO, but here are a few more details which might be

à Réal Rousseau.
^*Note telle que dans l'original: • Note as in original:

k Burchall
I undertand you had dinner with Sir Frederick [Bowhillj and Jac

on June the 17th, then you must have been given the complete story.
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338. DND (DH) 193.009 (D3)

Rapport d'une enquête sur des sites d'atterrissage
près de Northwest River, Labrador

Report on an Investigation for Landing Areas
' near Northwest River, Labrador

SECRET Northwest River, July 10, 1941

With the object of locating a possible site for a landing-field in the
vicinity of Northwest River, the general district was first examined from
the air. Most of the level areas were seen at once to be too swampy, that
portion of land lying between the foot of the Mealy Mountains and Carter
Basin being one extensive flat marsh.

(1) A flat area westward from the coast at Montagnais Point, three
miles northeast of the settlement of Northwest River was first examined
on foot, but found to be mostly wet muskeg, heavily timbered with spruce.
Developing this site would entail clearing completely of timber, stripping
the surface of the overburden of moss and peat to allow lengthy drying out,
and then filling to depth with material brought in. Permanent drainage
would even then be a very difficult problem as the land is too low. Through
this area isolated ridges run from ten to fifteen feet high.

(2) On the peninsula on which the settlement of Northwest River stands,
a one-direction only runway, following the eastern shore of the peninsula,
could be laid out north and south. Ridges to the west of this location,
rising from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet in height, would offer serious
obstacles to approach even for this runway.

(3) The peninsula between Carter Basin and the mouth of the Kenamu
River was examined. Carter Basin with its deep-water harbour and steep
sand shores offers ideal seaplane shelter and also an excellent unloading site
for landplane base construction and operation, but the peninsula itself was
found to be swampy, cut up with deep channels and entirely undrainable.

(4) A section of bench land on the south side of Goose Bay, lying west
of the mouth of the Hamilton River, was investigated. This site proved to
be rather small, the total available area measuring one half mile north and
south by one mile east and west. Extensive shallows ran out a long way
into Goose Bay, making approach by water difficult.

(5) The fifth location, here called the "Goose Bay" site, is a large raised
bench, over three miles in length and one mile in depth, standing higher
than the rest of the surrounding country, its surface being some one hundred
and twenty feet above sea-level, and its northeastern or nearest edge just
one mile southwest from the western shore of Terrington Basin, the western
extremity of Goose Bay. This latter site is chosen as the only logical site for
'lirport construction in the district, and is reported on in detail in the follow-
mg paragraphs.
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GOOSE BAY LANDING AREA

A raised plateau, locally known as "The Berry Bank", lies between the
roach in the past

westerly end of Goose, Bay and the Hamilton- River. APP who
has been chiefly by a footpath, used for generations of berry-pickers,

ick cranberries. This footpath
frequent the bank in the fall of of the Hamilton River about seven miles
strikes in from the north bank
above its mouth. Approach to the southern end of located fromrsGoosé
sidéred by this route, but better access has since been

Bay, as later described.
of Site. The entire plateau appears to be composed of a^u^é

Description or boulders. The surface is
y

ellow sand, with no sign of any gravel
d

eda^ and
with a mat of white caribou-moss, which however is loosely rrosots P
would not stand up to any tramping or traffic. The forest-cove hoto hic
scattered black spruce up to ei ht inches in diameter (see p

1^aP

roll No. 707 previously forwarded) 1. requires no artificial drainage.
The bank being composed °W^uld

sand
requre^e either crude oil or some

After grading the runways at least
type of asphalt composition to bind the loose sand. 1 for from fifty

The front of the bank, facing northeast, drops off 1^^P sloping gently to
to seventy feet, at the foot of which is a

in
timbere

tpart of shallow swamp.
the shores of Terrington Basin, composed inea

sunk ane fr

ont
ereThe subdrainage coming from the bank breaks all along the f

oot
in springs of extremely pure water, and good wells could be

along this line.
Access. Any large seagoing vessel which can negotiate the channel ^^t

of Sandy Point, at the entranc ônto Goose Bay
e half fathom sof

ro er,
water, canshownproceed right

as having a depth of three and
through to Terrington Basin and approach to within six hundred the ch art
feet of the west shore, as shown on the a fatho ms o l

plans. On
of water just east of the

there is shown to be -only one and a half good channel right
entrance to Terrington Basin, but ther ictits length and found it
through this strait, which we sounded throughout
to have well over four fathoms of water. part over

Terrington Basin itself is an excellent seaplane ôf eve,l b
in most

etween high and
four fathoms, with perfect shelter and a difference

tl brackish at most.The water is sligh ylow tidè of not more than two feet.

stages.
bottom is sand and mud. No boulders or rocks are in eviden^el-

.
Weather and Surroundings. The weather at the western end of ^e k eff ^^

ville can be safely taken to be the best and clearest in Labrador. said
of coastal phenomena are lost long before reaching this vicitity, the fogthe three and
to never penetrate inland much beyond Rigolet. Throughout

1 Not prmted•
1 Non reproduit.
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one half weeks we have been in the district it has enjoyed a high ceiling with
the exception of only one day, July 2nd, when a passing area of extremely
low pressure brought low clouds and heavy rain all day. The only other day's
rain experienced was on June 22nd, with a comparatively high ceiling. Strong
winds from west-northwest and east-northeast making rough seas on Lake
Melville held us ùp from boat travel for days on end, but would not neces-
sarily have been a deterrent from flying.

The weather in general followed the form usually noticed in the vicinity
of all large bodies of inland water-continuing clear weather overhead and for
several miles back inland from the shore, even when low clouds and bad
weather persist still farther back inland.

The Berry Bank is a plateau standing alone as the highest point in any
direction for eight or ten miles, with therefore no obstacles by way of ap-
proach. The most frequent wind in the district comes from the west-northwest,
and the one of next frequency from the east-northeast. These two prevailing
winds appear to govern the climatic conditions throughout the greater portion
of the year.

Labor Conditions. Throughout the summer months seventy or eighty local
men would be available for labor. This given number is for white men only
and does not include Indians. These local men are all excellent workers and
would welcome employment. The usual local wage for labor is two dollars per
dây with board. Six to eight small motorboats, each capable of from three to
five tons load, would also be available for light freighting jobs, towing, etc.

Timber and materials. Good timber for wharfage, bridges, piling, etc., can
-be obtained readily on the banks of the Hamilton River a few miles upstream
from its mouth. The nearest known gravel deposits appear to be in Grand
Lake a few miles above Northwest River or at Muskrat Falls fourteen miles
up the Hamilton River.

Photographs. One or two rolls of small camera photographs are expected
to be taken over the proposed site and vicinity within the next few days, and
if obtained will be forwarded out at the same time and to accompany this
report. '

Surveys. Lines were cut out and measured around the outside boundaries
of blocks A 'and B. Chainage was commenced at the southeast corner of
block A and carried anti-clockwise around these blocks, stakes being driven
and numbered every three hundred feet. Levels were taken at all these points.

Block C, lying to the north of Block B, has not been surveyed, but its
boundaries were walked over and it appears to be more level than either

. Blocks A or B..

ERIC FRY,
Dominion Land Surveyor
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339.
DND HQS 15-24-30

Procès-verbal d'une réunion pour discuter de la construction d'aérodromes
pour le Service de livraison d'avions

Minutes of a Meeting to Discuss the Construction of Staging Aerodromes
for Ferry Command

SECRET
[London,]' July 10, 1941

• Non reproduit. 1401 pnnted.

Present.
Mr. J. B. Abraham (D.U.S.)-Chairman

Air R.C..F.)
Vice-Marshal Breadner (C.A.S.,

Air Chief Marshal Bowhill
Air Commodore Johnson

Air Vice-Marshal Hollinghurst (D.G.O.)
Squadron-Leader MacFarlane.

Doctor Johnson (D.M.O.)
Mr. W. E. L. Courtney (F.1)
Squadron-Leader Fraser (0.8)
Mr. Whittuck (S.9)-Secretary.

The meeting which had been called at short notice to discuss a telegram
received by Air Vice-Marshal Breadner (copy at Appendix A)2 took note of:

(a) A statement by Air Vice-Marshal Breadner that, following a con-
ference between Air Chief Marshal Dowding and General Spatz in
Ottawa to discuss the Trans-Atlantic ferrying of Aircraft via Green-
land, Canada had been asked to survey the Hamilton river area
and the north of Labrador for aerodrome sites from which to take
off for Greenland. A survey party had been sent out and had made
a preliminary report.

Captain Roosevelt, the son of the President of the U.S.A., had
since arrived at Ottawa and said that the U.S.A. ^ée e^nyo^t Of
surveys of Labrador and Baffin Land and also
Greenland to find aerodrome sites.

The Canadian authorities would prefer themselves
so far ^ecei edany aerodromes needed in Canada but they ha

any official request from the British authorities to constructrinadvis-
staging aerodromes in the Northwest River area. It seemed
able to start construction on an aerodrome in Canada

chain

of aerodromes all along the route had been definitely planned.

(b) A statement by D.G.O. pointing out the difficulties of operating
the ferrying route in question. Experience on the Takoradi-Cairo
route had shown that a great many ferry pilots were locked up
and that difficulty was found in returning them to the starting point.
Good facilities were needed at all staging points along the route -Ic

and

this locked up further personnel. Moreover, the Green land

1 Cette réunion* éut lieu au ministère de 1 This meeting was held at the Air Mi"stry'

l'Air.
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land route could, owing to weather conditions, be used for part
of the year only.

The ferrying of the medium bombers such as the Baltimore,
Boston III, B.25 and-B.26 would be easier to arrange than the
ferrying of fighters and dive bombers, but if, as seemed likely, it
would, be 18 months before the route could be brought into full
operation, we must consider what aircraft the U.S.A. would be
producing at that date. Most of their production bombers would be
heavy bombers, which could fly direct from North America to
the United Kingdom, while the majority of American fighters would
be sent to the Middle East without touching the United Kingdom.

A full appreciation of the extent to which the route would be
used and the practical possibilities seemed to be called for.

(c) A statement by Air Chief Marshal Bowhill that the U.S. au-
thorities were strongly in favour of developing the route and that
the saving of shipping space by the ferrying of as many aircraft
as possible was most desirable. Captain Roosevelt had said that the
Americans would like all aircraft produced by the U.S.A. for
this country to be delivered by air. He agreed that an appreciation
of the problem should be made, taking into account the report by
Sir Hugh Dowding which had not been seen by anyone present
at the meeting.

(d) That the Air Ministry registered file showed that the emphasis
so far had been throughout on the development of an aerodrome
and other facilities in South Greenland. The U.S. of S. had pressed
strongly for these facilities to be developed as quickly as possible,
and this pressure had been passed on by the U.S. and Canadian
authorities. There had been little consideration by higher authority
in the Air Ministry of the provision of additional facilities at the
Canadian end.

Conclusions.

The meeting decided:
(a) that it was nQt possible to make an official request to the Canadian

authorities for construction of a staging aerodrome in the North-
west river area in order to reduce the length of the hop to Green-
land, until it was known whether the Greenland-Iceland hop could
also be reduced. This depended on the report of the U.S. survey
party sent to cast Greenland. (A copy of a reply drafted for Air
Vice-Marshal Breadner to send to Canada is at Appendix B).1

(b) that D.G.O. should arrange for a full appreciation of the possibili-
ties of the ferrying route via Greenland and Iceland to be made.
This appreciation would take account of the report by Sir Hugh
Dowding . . .

' Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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NPA S-5-5-1
340.

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECRAM 360
[St. John's,] July 11, 1941

SECRET. Following for Machtig from Woods B nWho Yuris heree on a vis it
557.1 Long, Executive Director of Atfero, Montre al,
reports that co-operation on the part of R.C.A.F. at Gan der

nce ofll inst^nxctions
of what is urgently required attributes

to carry out arrangements
from Ottawa to R.C.A.F. authorities at
made with the Air Ministry at Ottawa before latter's departure for as

I foresee a really disastrous situation unless Atfero's building programme i
much accelerated. As explained in my memo like ^thâ June' 1 â ed which pro-

gramme

a copy by plane from Gander nothing hke P and
amme of flights will be possible without accommodation ^^a^^ister

their crews. Venture to suggest contact should be made
Power in London and that he should be urged to

icat C^^ O ttawa
ioner

immediately. Am repeating this to United Ki gdom _ High

in Canada. Ends.

these requirements would have to e re
met. Power and Bowhill state that so far they have not been furnished wlt

details of help which Atfero needs.

3.'Bowhill will consult General Arnold as to re u t
r uirements . at Gander but it is first necessary to determine to né ds iô be
^ b duced to enable Atfero s

.2. Difficulty of Royal Canadian Air Force
undertaken dcommitment to United

arises from the fact that they have ower, equlp-
States Authorities which , absorbs all heRor Canâd.°ân Air Force can be
ment and material. Only way in whic Royal

A

for them
enabled to give more substantial assistance to Atfero at Gand

er
States.

to ° be relieved of some of their commitment to United
of tes

United States

NPA S-5-5-1
341.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 649
[London,] July 15, 19 41

lth July
Repeated

IMMEDIATE. Addressed to Governor of e ŸÔÜ dlt ié^°' 649. No.
to High Commiss',

^ôo^t from Machtig. Begins.360. Following for nts
1. Thank you for your telegram. Position in regard to AChief ofethe

at Gander has been discussed with Power, Breadner Canadian

Air Staff and Bowhill. •• f{ d'n help needed

i reproduit.
Not printed.
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4. It is important that Long should get into touch at once with Deputy
Minister National Defence (Air) at Ottawa and give full details of help
needed from R.C.A.F. When it is known exactly what is required Canadians
will be able to estimate extent, to which United States commitment must
be reduced if Atfero requirements are to be met. If Long is still in New-
foundland please inform him accordingly. If he has returned to Canada
we should be glad if High Commissioner at Ottawa would communicate
with him.

5. It is very important that this should all have been worked out by
time Bowhill arrives in about 3 days time so that he may know on what
basis to negotiate with General Arnold.

6. Meanwhile Power is communicating necessary instructions to Ottawa.
Ends.

342. Howe Papers 17

Le représentant adjoint au Canada et aux États-Unis du ministère
de la Production d'avions de Grande-Bretagne au ministre

des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

Assistant Representative in Canada and in the United States
of the Ministry of Aircraft Production of Great Britain

to Minister of Munitions and Supply

PRIVATE Montreal, July 28, 1941

Dear Mr. Howe,

As you are aware, Mr. Wilson and I are relinquishing control of ATFERO.
The ministerial responsibility has been transferred from the Minister of Air--
craft Production to the Secretary of State for Air and Sir Frederick Bow-
hill has been appointed by the latter as Commander-in-Chief of the British
Ferry Command. While personally, both Mr. Wilson and I, as well as our
volunteer associates, regret this development, nevertheless we are loyally
carrying out the edict'and are now in the process of turning ATFERO over
to Sir Frederick Bowhill and his associates.

A suggestion was made by the Air Ministry that the present ATFERo
organization remain in the new picture but all of us regretfully concluded
that our business training would make it difficult for us to function efTectively
in a hybrid organization under service control and that, under the circum-.
stances, the war effort would be better served if we retired from the picture.
In any event, when we had carefully examined the chart of the proposed.
new set-up, which was sent forward from London, it became apparent that
if we remained in the organization we would be little more than "hewers
of wood and drawers of water", which was hardly in keeping with our-
previous responsibilities. Furthermore, the suggestion that, after holding
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ministerial responsibility for ATFERO, Mr. Wilson should take second place

to Sir Frederick Bowhill, showed a complete lack of understanding on the

part of those who made it.
It goes without saying that, having made our decision, we are co-operating

wholeheartedly with Sir Frederick Bowhill and his associates in order that
the enterprise may be transferred to its new masters without any harm to the
war effort, and you may rest assured that we will carry through in a manner
which will ensure the continued speedy delivery of much needed bombers to

the United Kingdom.

S eaking personally and as a Canadian, I must express the bewilderment
P

which I feel in attempting to understand the decTFÉRO hS t an
made

by our friends in England. After all, although ATFERO
a Canadian operation, based in Canada and, in the meantime

at least, largely paid for by Canadian taxpayers, nevertheless a group of Cana-
dian - business men who have, without cost to the taxpayers, been giving
their unstinted services. in successfully building and operating this important
war enterprise, are suddenly supplanted by a group from the United King-
dom, brought to Canada for that specific purpose.Whé ded is successfully
apparent that the total manpower of the Empire is
conclude the war effort, such a decision is, to say the least, disconcerting.

In conclusion, I have informed Sir Frederick Bowhill that I have kept
you advised of the "delivery" and "on hand" position of aircr

weekly
that he

writing you briefly each Monday and have strongly reco
continue sending you similar weekly reports.

With warm personal regards,
Yours sincerely,

H. M. LONG

50218-40

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

Top SECRET

2. The Board discussed at length the difficulties experieneed in the New-
foundland area in aircraft operations and in ferrying of aircraft between^North
America and the United Kingdom and considered a proposal that an west
tive to the Newfoundland Airport should be established in in New"
River area of Labrador. It was pointed out that weather conditions
foundland are so uncertain that difficulties are being. experienced resû t^ig é
losses of personnel and equipment and se rious losses

hopeful approach to a
by: the Service Members of the Board that the most
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solution of this problem would be found in the establishment of an air base
in that part of the Northwest River area that is relatively free from the
adverse weather conditions prevailing in Newfoundland. It was emphasized in
the discussion that the Government of the United Kingdom is urgently
desirous of having such a base established.

In view of these considerations and having in mind the policy of the Cana-
dian Government in relation to the provision of defence facilities in its own
territory and in Newfoundland, the Board agreed to adopt the following as its
Seventeenth Recommendation:

In order to facilitate the ferrying of long and medium range aircraft
across the Atlantic, to enhance the effectiveness of plans for hemisphere
defence, to prevent congestion at the Newfoundland Airport and to pro-
vide greater security for crews and equipment, the Board recommends:

That the Canadian Government should undertake the construction of
an air base in the vicinity of Northwest River, Labrador, and provide
the following facilities as quickly as possible:

(a) At least two runways, minimum 150 x 5000 feet, to enable
take off and landing into prevailing winds.

(b) Storage facilities of 450,000 gallons aviation gasoline, for
11,250 gallons aviation oil, and for other supplies.

(c) Seven 100 gallon per minute gasoline pumping units for servic-
ing aircraft.

(d) Technical housing and equipment as follows:
1. A direction finder station.
2. An aircraft radio range station.
3. Instrument landing equipment.
4. An airways radio station capable of communicating with

stations in the U.S., Canada, Newfoundland, and Green-
land and with aircraft in flight, for purposes of aircraft
control, forwarding and receiving weather data and air-
plane movement communications.

5. A meteorological station.
6. A tijaintenance hangar (heated), minimum dimensions

160 x 200 feet.
(e) Housing for personnel.

That if the Canadian Government should decide for any reason that
it will not undertake the desired construction immediately, this decision
should be made known at once to the Governments of the United States,
United Kingdom and Newfoundland and that the Government of the
United Staies be invited to provide the necessary facilities in the area
under reference;

That Governments of Canada and the United States should co-oper-
ate to make provision for the necessary priorities to permit the earliest
possible completion and that the Government undertaking the project

i
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should also immediately initiate the necessary measures to ensure pro-
vision of an installation suitable for safe operations from the ice in the
North West River area during the winter of 1941-42.

3. Lt.-Col. Bissell referred to the matter of surveys of the East
July 16Ç 1941,1

s
in a
pecific inquiry was raised as toLabrador and Baffin Iiaato Colon 1 Biggar

that

from Mayor LaGuard
whether the Canadian Government will undertake to survey this year the East
coast of Labrador and Baffin Island, with a view to locating suitable sites for
additional staging fields in the general vicinity of Hebron, Labrador and
Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island. In this same letter it was stated that if Canada
is unwilling or unable to undertake these surveys the United States might be
disposed to give consideration to undertaking them if an agreement in that

sense could be arranged.
The Canadian Air member commented that Canada had contemplateds

making these detailed surveys but it is not prepared to in the Hebron
work this year. He recalled that primary utility of staging fields
and Frobisher Bay areas would be as part of the project to ferry short rangeareas wou
planes across the North Atlantic, and that staging fields in th ose

should be col
be required for that purpose only if a suitable staging field

He inquired whether a suitable site
structed on the east coast of Greenland.
for such a staging field had as yet been found bthemembers replied

survey

party in Greenland. The United States Air Service
United States survey party in Greenland was now searchinéQ stated that lin
but had not yet found one. The Canadian air Air member

field could be located in
view of the serious doubt as to whether an ^ g
Eastern Greenland, he considered that the Canadian Government inndvë ûipf
its other war activities would not be justified in diverting

Island. planesW^ added that
ment to make the surveys ofi-abÔLabrador

surveys being made by United States
Canada would have no objection of the
forces even, though there was considerable doubt as to the utility

surveys.

. . Montreal, July 30, 1941

...

6. With reference to the proposed establishment of an air base at be n
„^rest River Mr. Emerson stated that he thought that there would
difficulty in arranging for Canada to obtain a lease of any suitable site.
ry ,^

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions
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345.. 2059-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in United States
TELECRAiri 295 Ottawa, July 31, 1941
MOST SECRET: At Montreal meeting of Permanent Joint Board on Defence
United States Members stated that Air Marshal Harris has been pressing
United States Military and Air authorities to proceed with survey and con-
struction of a new air base at Northwest River, Labrador.

Will you please ascertain from Harris whether this report is correct and
if so whether the said air base is required for staging fighter aircraft en
route to United Kingdom or to provide an alternate base to Newfoundland
Airport in connection with despatch of medium and long range bombers
across the Ocean.

346. 2059-40
Le ininistre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 325 Washington, August 2, 1941
MOST SECRET. Your telegram No. 295 of July 31st. Air Marshal Harris
states that the proposed aerodrome in the Northwest River area was subject
of approach to him by General Arnold on July 17th. Arnold considers it
essential to establish the aerodrome this summer to ensure uninterrupted
ferrying of aircraft to the United Kingdom. Assistant Air Attaché has in-
formed the Chief of the Air Staff of this, and also of Air Ministry's view
that provision of aerodrome in this area is an urgent requirement.
. Chief purpose is to provide alternative Newfoundland airport for de-
livery of bombers in order to eliminate delays through unfavourable flying
conditions in Newfoundland. Later, aerodrome would be used for staging of
short range aircraft by Greenland route.

347. • 1156-D-39
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland
TELEGRAM 64 , Ottawa, August 3, 1941

With reference to discussion at the Montreal meeting of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence, which Mr. Emerson attended, concerning possibility
of establishing an air base in the Northwest River area of Labrador. The
Canadian Government would like to send a survey party immediately to a
point South of Goose Bay on Terrington Basin for the purpose of surveying
and investigating suitable sites in that district.

I shall be grateful if I may have the approval of the Newfoundland Govern-
ment for the initiating of this survey.
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1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 51
St. John's, August 4, 1941

Your telegram of August 3rd, No. 64. Commission of Government ap-
prove of survey to be taken by Canada at point south of Goose Bay on

Terrington Basin, Labrador.

349.
HowE PAPERS 17

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements au représentant adjoint
au Canada et aux États-Unis du ministère de la Production 'd'avions

de Grande-Bretagne

Minister of Munitions and Supply to Assistant Representative in Canada
and in the United States of the Ministry of Aircraft Production

of Great Britain

PERSONAL
[Ottawa,] August 4, 1941

Dear Mr. Long,.
I have your letter of July 28th, and note the reasons

with ATFERO.
Mr. • Morris Wilson and yourself to sever your connection
I have no doubt that you are taking the proper course, having in mind the
transfer of control to a service ministry. Personally, I think that a mistake
has been made, but I find from experience that our friends in Great Britain
are not disposed to accept Canadian advice on matters of this kind.

You are entitled to great credit for havin ôû ^tllthis
satisfaction

effective one. Whatever its future may be, y
of knowing that when you left it, it was adequate to handle the current
situation and capable of whatever expansion might be demanded in the future.

350.

Yours very truly,
C. D. HowE

CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet
Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, August 13, 1941
SECRET

. •.
THWEST RIVER LABRADORAIR BASE ATl NOR ,

^ ï 40, 'V THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR observed that

the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had recommended the early
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construction of an air base in the. vicinity of the Northwest River, Labrador,
for combined defensive and staging purposes. Such a base would require
runways, storage capacity, technical housing and equipment, radio and mete-
orological stations, hangar, and housing for personnel. If the Canadian
government were to decide not to undertake this project, the U.S. gov-
ernment were to be invited to do so.

41. MR. POWER said that the U.S. government were unwilling to, under-
take partial development of the base, though they would be prepared to do
the whole job.

In the circumstances, and in view of the urgency, it was recommended that
the Canadian government acquire the necessary property and complete the
proposed development. Four to five million dollars might be required for
the whole project, of which not more than one million would be needed
in the current fiscal year.
- 42. THE SECRETARY reported that the Secretary of the Canadian
Section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had advised him that the
U.S. Government were of the opinion that the whole development should be
handled by one country or the other; in the circumstances, it seemed desirable
that the Department of Transport proceed as rapidly as possible with land
construction.

43. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY expressed the view
that Mr. Power's recommendation, in this connection, should be approved.

44. The Committee, thereupon, approved, in principle, the granting of
authority for the acquisition of property and the completion of the develop-
ment of the air base at Northwest River, Labrador.
• • •

351. 1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Aflaires extérieures'
au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 71 Ottawa, August 26, 1941

With reference to your telegram 'of August 4, 1941, No. 51, Northwest
River. As a result of the work of the survey party which has been in the
Northwest River area since August 3rd it has been made clear that an
aerodrome can be constructed and the Department of Transport has been
authorized, subject to the approval of the Newfoundland Government, to
undertake the development. It is, as you are aware, most desirable that
the work should be proceeded with as rapidly as possible.
•• I shall be very grateful if you will inform me that the Newfoundland
Government approves of the construction of an aerodrome in this area. De-
tails as to the location will be submitted to your government very shortly

i
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the Department of Transport, and representatives of oa â^u,P^la gm^é
by
will discuss with you the steps to be taken with a vi

necessary lands.
An early reply would be deeply appreciated.

2059-40
352.

Le g
ouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

g State for External A$
Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of , Au st 29, 1941

TELEGRAM 5 8
St. John s, gu

tele
am No. 71 of August 26th. No objection in prinïnl area

by your Department of Transport of an aer
odrome

construction
Your gr

expect that
exact

ferred to, but before work starts we
infoorm âû^gsâ °d after

re
location and question of controlusedfor ommercial purposes, will have to
the war, especially in regard
be settled in good time.

2059-40

extérieuresLe secrétaire d'État suppléant a^é Nuve
au gouverneur de T

Governor
ecretar3' of State for External Affairs to

of Newfoundland
Acting Secretary

August 30, 1941

TELEGRAM 73 st 26 1941,

No. 71,

IMMEDIATE. SECRET.
With reference to my telegram of ^ Augu

Northwest River. In view of imperative necessity that ^^ nn,ecessary
destination before close of navigation we are proceeding app rove
arrangements and assuming that NewfouMacNamara

ndland GoCeornm^C^ion^ Company

construction. Contract wi be It is^h ped that Newfoundland Government
which is doing work at To rbay .
will waive Customs duties on materials and will agree to the admission of

the necessary labour. i

2059-40

354. suppliant
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires 'extérieures
to Acting Secretary of State for External A$at^rs

Governor of Newfoundland .
,s,

August 31, 1941

TELEGRAM 59
St. John

see my telegram No. 58 which deals with grée
OSa^

toIMMEDIATE. Please
10

advanced in your telegram No. 73 of August 30th , secret. We
. stoms duties on construction material and to admission of ândswaive customs lies to technicians and special ^
labour. We assume latter app

that

common labour will be recruited from Newfoundland or Labrador. `
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355. DND (DH), 193.009 (D3)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] September 3, 1941

1. NORTHWEST RIVER AERODROME-REPORT ON PROPOSED DEFENCES

The Report of the Joint Planning Sub-Committee on this subject (HQ.S.
8860-1, undated-covering memo dated 30. August 1941) was considered,
and the following points made:

(i) Paragraph 9(III) : this Reconnaissance should be made at the
earliest convenient date, but as long as it could be completed during
the Fall the Committee did not feel that it should be commenced
without full preparation.

(ii) Paragraph 9 (IV): The Committee is of the opinion that the
Examination Vessel and the Coast Artillery Battery should be sited
in the vicinity of the Narrows, and that in this event the War Watch-
ing Station could be dispensed with. They also feel that the value
of having any Infantry stationed at the Aerodrome is doubtful.

With the above exceptions, the Joint Planning Sub-Committee's Report was
approved, the Reconnaissance party to take (i) and (ii) above into account
when making their Report.

Rapport du sous-comité mixte de planification du Comité
des chefs d'état-major

Report by Joint Planning Sub-Committee of the Chiefs of Staff Committee

[Ottawa, August 30,] 1941

1. The Government of Canada has approved of the Seventeenth Recom-
mendation of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, ...

2. A,suitable aerodrome site has been selected on a raised plateau, locally
^J'own as "The Berry Bank", lying between the westerly end of Goose Bay
and the Hamilton River and approximately 17 miles from the Northwest
Rivei` settlement on Lake Melville, Labrador. A general description of this
area is attached as Appendix V.

SECRET •

General

' Not printed.
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Aerodrome Development
3. The development will be divided into two stages:

(a) Immediate limited development for operations during winter
1941-42.

(b) Ultimate development.

4. The flying operations envisaged during the coming winter are mainly in
-connection with the reception of either R.A.F. Ferry aircraft or R.C.A.F.
.aircraft which have been forced to return to a different base from which they
.left. Tests will also be carried out to determine the practicability of an air
route from Labrador via Greenland and Iceland to Britain for medium
bombers. If possible, routine ferry operations of these medium bombers via
this route will be carried out later in the winter. For this reason, large sup-
plies of aviation gasoline will be stored during the coming winter.

5. A survey party has been on the ground since 3rd August, 1941. Engi-
.neers and a contractor have seen the site and every effort is being made to
.have this aerodrome ready for emergency operations by January 1942. Dur-
ing the coming winter, it is planned to prepare runways and erect accommo-
•dation for 10 Officers, 25 N.C.O's, 129 O.R.'s and 30 transient personnel.
In addition, approximately 90 tons of rations and 100,000 gallons aviation
gasoline will be stored.

6. The ultimate development will be based on the requirements outlined
in Para. 1 and will include facilities for large scale ferry operation. The
ultimate establishment provides for 17 Officers, 42 N.C.O's and 285 O.R's
with additional accommodation for 80 transient personnel.

Considerations
7. The Sub-Committee have considered the measures necessary for the

defence of the Northwest River aerodrome.

8. The Sub-Committee are of the opinion that:

(I) The, risk of enemy action against the air base during the winter
1941-42 is very small for the following reasons:

(a) Any enemy attack would have to be airborne, as Lake
Melville is frozen from late November to May.

(b) The development proposed during the coming winter is
not sufficiently extensive to make an attractive target for
enemy aircraft. In addition when lakes are frozen, enemy
aircraft are not limited to developed aerodromes for land-
ing purposes.

(II) In view of the proximity of the winter freeze-up and the present
shortage of A.A. equipment, any Army defences that coul
provided during the winter1941-42 would be limited to an infantry

ll bedetachment, armed with rifles and L.M.G. Similar weapons w
available with the R.C.A.F. detachment stationed at the aerodrome
during the winter. ^

lu
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(III) Accommodation that can be completed before the winter freeze-up
is limited and the addition of an infantry garrison would materially
increase the immediate accommodation requirements.

9. The Sub-Committee therefore recommends that:
(I) The defence measures for the Northwest River air base should be

considered in two phases, viz.:
(a) Those required during the winter 1941-42 and based on

limited emergency development. .
(b) Those required by summer 1942 and based on the full

operational role of the air base.
(II) The R.C.A.F. should accept sole responsibility for the defence of

the air base during the winter 1941-42.
(III) A reconnaissance should be made not later than 15th September,

1941, to determine the Naval and Army defence measures required
for the protection of the air base, subsequent to spring 1942.

(IV) While definite assessment of the defence requirements is dependent
on the results of this reconnaissance, the following scale of defences
appears necessary (on the basis of reports and maps available) :

(a) R.C.N. - War Watching Stn.-To be stationed at
small settlement of Rigolet in the Narrows
-for R/T communication with Sandy Pt.

- Examination Vessel-Near entrance to,
Goôse Bay:

- Combined C.X.O. and X.D.O.With C,A.
Bty.

(b) Army - Coast Arty.-One 2 gun bty. for Close De-
fence and Examination role-suggested site
Sandy Pt. at entrance to Goose Bay.

- A.A. Arty.-40 mm. Bofors for defence
against low-flying attack on aerodrome.

- Garrison - Two Inf. Coys.-with any de-
tails from Bn. H.Q. necessary fôr adminis-
tration purposes.

(c) R.C.A.F.-Internal Security Guards.
10. Submitted.

R. B. GIBSON
Colonel

F. V. HEAKES
Group-Captain

R.C.A.F.

P. McGAUCIiEY,
Lt.-Comdr.

for Commander, R.C.N:
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1 dirin^ access to (îoose Bay,
iDonnant accès à Goose Bay.

356.
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET
New York, September 9-10, 1941

United States Army

•• 17. Northwest River Landing Field. Air Marshal A. T. Harris sub-
stantiated the statement made by a United States Armyr field constructed aat
meeting that the British desired the Northwest
the earliest practicable date. Air Marshal Harris reported that he had re-
quested Canadian authorities to proceed. The Canadian Chairman wired
on August 14th that the Canadian Government would undertake construc-
tion without delay. Subsequent information indicates that material progress

has been made. All data procured by the American su b yCanada wa smade
the Canadian Air Force August 6. Similar data for the Northwest River radio
available to the United States. Range Army.
range station have been coordinated by Canada with û^ mtof ^é tCanadian
The United States Army is very appreciative of the co y
Air Force in forwarding copies of the Northwest River progress report and
hopes this procedure may be continued.

Royal Canadian Navy

an Examination Service in the vicinity ^att theshIt is intended ^ to estâbli
Narrows near the mouth of the Hamilton Inlet. Action in this

will not however be taken before Spring, 1942.

Royal Canadian Army [sic]

Northwest River Air Base
Arrangements have been made for officers of the three Canadi^>^Ve1 IAir

to carry out, during September, a reconnaissance of thedefence requirements in
Base site in order to assess the scope and nature

that area. -

,
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Royal Canadian Air Force

Seventeenth Recommendation
This project has been approved by the Canadian Government.
Detailed survey of site completed on August 20th. Anticipated survey of

road and wharf to be completed on August 27th. Clearing of road from the
aerodrome site to wharf site to commence on August 23rd. Anticipated time
to complete, two weeks. Radio Engineer and Airways Inspector proceeded to
site on August 25th for selection of radio range site.

Assistant Airway Engineer and engineering party proceeded to site on 1st
instant to lay out aerodrome on location by which time it was anticipated that
the radio range site would be selected. Three boats and a motor-driven barge
have been secured for transportation purposes and the first boat loaded with
contractor's equipment will leave Quebec City on the 8th instant. The boat
will also carry approximately 60 key personnel, a doctor and two orderlies.

More information will be available on return of the Assistant Superintend-
ing Engineer and his party on the 8th or 9th instant but from information
available, to date, there is every reason to be optimistic that an aerodrome
suitable for winter operations complete with essential radio facilities can be
completed this Fall.

2059-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM $1 Ottawa, September 16, 1941

MOST SECRET. With reference to your telegram of August 29th, No. 58.
The Canadian Government has acted upon your acceptance in principle in
the matter of the construction of an ae"rodrome in 'the Northwest River area.
The approximate location of the site selected is Latitude 53 degrees 20 min-
utes North, Longitude 60 degrees 23 minutes West, i.e. South shore Terring-
ton Basin. Contractôrs' supply vessel en route to commence operations. Ques-
tion of control and operation of airport suggested same as for Royal Cana-
dian Air Force Stations, Newfoundland. Commercial use after war cannot be
forecast until experience gained. Immediate object is to provide facilities for
ferrying medium and long-range aircraft across the Atlantic to alleviate con-
gestion at Newfoundland airport and to provide greater security for crews
and equipment, also to enhance the effectiveness of plans for hemisphere
defence.
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358.
NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 856
[London,] September 27, 1941

SECRET AND PERSONAL. Your telegram of 5th September No. 446.1 Labra-

dor aerodrome. Following are our views.

1. Military use. We think it important that use of the aerodrome should
be open without restriction to R.A.F. units and Royal Canadian Air Force
units and also, since it may be a stage on route

should however
Iceland,

the United States Army Air Corps. All such use h
ited to the duration of the war.

2. Wireless Control. The United States Government, by agreement with
the Canadian Government are arranging to equip, man and operate Wireless
and Meteorological Stations and emergency landing grounds at Fort Chimo,
Frobisher Bay and Cumberland Peninsula. As arrangements at Goose Inlet
will be interdependent with above, we suggest that they should be discussed
in the first place between the Newfoundland Government, Royal Canadian
Air Force, R.A.F. (represented by an [sic] O.C. in C. Ferry Command,
Montreal who is being informed accordingly) and United States Army Air
Corps. Here again arrangements to be made as to control should be limited
to the duration of the war.

3. Ground Organization. We understand that Royal Canadian Air Force
are prepared to provide this and to assume responsibility for manning and
running the aerodrome. We trust that this arrangement will be satisfactory
to the Newfoundland Government.

4. General Control. We see no objection to control by Canada but suggest
period should be limited to.duration of the war and that transfer to a third
party should not be allowed. Post-war control should be left for considera-
tion in the light of circumstances at the time. •

5. Commercial Use. On information available here no reason at present
to expect that commercial air services will wish to use the aerodrome during
the war and it would be as well to stipulate that commercial use should be
prohibited. This would safeguard the post-war position. At the same time
we should like lit to be provided that facilities should be made available as
required for any British Commonwealth civil aircraft engaged in ferrying
or other operations directly concerned with war effort.

.6. In accordance vyith above we think that any leases of land or buildings,
whether for military or civil purposes should be limited to the duration of

s Non reproduit. I Not printed.
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the war. (Some concession on this point may be necessary, if representations
are received especially in view of arrangements made in connection with
Newfoundland Air Bases but this can be left for the present).

7. This telegram is being repeated by Air Ministry'to an [sic] A.O.C.
Ferry Command Montreal. Please repeat direct to him any further telegram
on this subject which you send me.

359. PRO AIR 38 6 921

Le ministère de l'Air de Grande-Bretagne au quartier-général,
Service transocéanique de la RAF

Air Ministry of Great Britain to Headquarters, RAF Ferry Command

TELEGRAM X 442 [London,] October 17, 1941

Further our X 478 2/101 Canadian and Newfoundland Governments have
agreed %V/T station to remain an Air Ministry W/T station for duration.
As bulk of services carried out by Gander are in connection Ferry Command
this station is now placed under HQ Ferry Command with effect-7/10/41.
Arrangements are to be made to ensure that Gander continues to give service
to civil aviation as at present. Further signal follows regarding civil staff.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major -

Minutes of ci Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] October 29, 1941

1. Second Report of J.P.C. on Defence of
Northwest River Aerodrome

,,The Committee concurred in the recommendations contained in paragraph
9 of the Report of thé Joint Planning Committee, dated 18th October 1941,1
regazding the Defences for the Northwest River Acrodrome. The Commit-
to^ '.onsider that a small War Watching Station with an attendant motor
craft for examination purposes should be established in the Narrows in the
'ic^ty of Burntwood Cove, upon the opening of navigation in 1942.'
•

l Non nProduit. ' Not printed.
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PRO AIR 38 6.921

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au quartier général des Forces aériennes

Chief of Air Staff to Air Force Headquarters

TELECRAm A'443
[GANDER,] November 3, 1941

SECRET. Commanding Officer RCAF Station G
Pattison tthatd^ receivedfrom local Ferry Command manager and S/L

Wireless Stations equipment and personnel
New

placed
foundlande GovernmentFerry Command. This change affects Canadian

Agreement' (see paragraphs #3 and #4) creates
r

at
in respect to following matters (a) who is rponsible

of Wireless Stations? Pattison says he will no longer be Officer in Charge.
(b) equipment (c) accommodation of personnel. Some personnel both
civilian and service now being accommodated by RCAF and Station Com-
mander anxious to have Ferry Command supply accommodation and messing
thereby relieving pressure on RCAF for

ofUUK (
d) finance.

for
paragraph 4 of Agreement regarding adjustment
expansion of A.M. Wireless Organization2 and S/L Pattison's relationship
to proposed organization. Relationship to date clearly defined in agreement
but C.O. Gander has received nothing official regarding future position.
Recommend AOC in C Ferry Command be approached officially regarding
above points as his local representative at Gander unable or unprepared to

define policy.

362. -
PRO AIR 38 6 921

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au commandant en chef de l'aviation,
Service transocéanique de la RAF

Chief of the Air Staff to Air Officer Commanding in Chief,
RAF Ferry Command

SECRET Ottawa, November 4, 1941

Dear Sir Frederick [Bowhill], Eastern
Reference attached copies of wire from Air Officer Comman^, with

Air Command,3 and paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Canadian Agreement
Newfoundland.i the

This Headquarters has no objection to Ferry Command taking over
Air Ministry Wireless at Newfoundland and no difficulty is seen in adjust-

r l'appendice E. , 'See Appendix IL
' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.

'`' Le document 361 reprend en substance ce '• Document 361 gires
the substaace of this

télégramme. , telegram.
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ing the Agreement with the Newfoundland Government if it is the policy of
Ferry Command to take over the Air Ministry wireless.

1 think it would be preferable if the Air Ministry wireless personnel were
accommodated in Ferry Command buildings.

May I be apprised of your wishes as soon as possible, please.

Yours sincerely,

L. S. BREADNER

Air Vice-Marshal

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

Pl13D, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941

15. With regard to the Northwest River Aerodrome the Board agreed:
(a) that it is essential that the construction of the aerodrome proceed

during the present winter,

and, with the exception of the Canadian Air Force Member, it was also
agreed that a solution should be sought along the following lines:

(b) the United States Army Air Force to arrange for the necessary
planes to carry in equipment that cannot be carried in the types
of aircraft available in Canada.

(c) Canada to accept responsibility for providing necessary additional
transport to carry personnel in and out as required.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PIBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941

SEVENTEENTH RECOMMENDATION

Goose Inlet (To October 31 st, 1941)

.Three cargo ships and a fuel tanker remain to be discharged. Shipmentsar
e in excess of expectations, and this, coupled with a shortage of labour,
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will. delay our original building program. Temporary storage accommodation

is being made ready.

It is anticipated that three landing strips 5,000 ft. by 300 ft. in triangular
form will be available for the landing of aircraft on wheels from Decembee
lst, 1941. Priority will be given to the construction

cti éanentehan
nose

gar hDatespermanentwhich will be followed by the construction of
of availability cannot be estimated as yet. Building construction is concen-
trated on erection of powerhouse, and radio range station. It is possible
that these may be made available by the end of December, 1941.

The completion of all personnel buildings cannot be hoped for until late

in the winter.

364.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET New York, December 20, 1941

Royal Canadian Air Force

SEVENTEENTIi RECOMMENDATION

The , R.C.A.F. is gratified at the provision of transportation aircraft by

the U.S. Army Air Corps for Goose Airport. The aircraft and crew, in addi-

tion to undergoing familiarization flights in the Maritimes, have now made
two transportation flights to Goose Airport.

ysGoose Airport is now in operation. The first' landing was made with

chartered ski-equipped aircraft on December 3rd, 1941, by an a

inspector, Department of Transport, who reported: "Three landing strips

are covered with 2 inches of compacted snow, and 3 feet of frost is present in
-the ground. Sides and ends of strips are marked by spruce trees and smudge
.pôt>placed on'the edge of strip which is into the wind.".::
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PRO AIR 38 8 921

Le commandant en chef de l'aviation,
Service transocéanique de la RAF,

à la délégation de la RAF aux États-Unis

Air Officer Commanding in Chief,
RAF Ferry Command,

to the Delegation of the RAF in the United States

R.C.A.F. was discussed between the Chief Signals Officers of this Headquar-

Fy. C/2910/Sigs' Dorval Airport, February 2, 1942

SUBJECT: SIGNALS COMMUNICATIONS AND METEOROLOGICAL FACILITIES
GOOSE BAY, LABRADOR

1. I intend to use Goose Bay as a terminal aerodrome for delivery flights
to Iceland and the U.K. as soon as suitable signals and other facilities are
provided.

2. The Commanding General A.C.F.C.2 has also stated that he expects
to make extensive use of Goose Bay.

3. The R.C.A.F. intend to use Goose Bay as an operational aerodrome,
and under the decisions of the U.S.-Canadian Joint Defence Board are re-
quired to set up certain facilities at Goose as an alternative to Gander.

4. In order that the above intentions and decisions may be implemented,
it is essential that adequate ground and air Radio communications be estab-
lished together with the necessary Meteorological facilities. Moreover, in
view of the fact that there will be four parties interested in the development
of these facilities, namely R.A.F. Ferry Command; the R.C.A.F.; Air Corps
Ferrying Command, and the Department of Transport I consider it essential
that the Radio and Meteor requirements should be examined as a whole,
and that their provision and operation should be co-ordinated as far ' as
possible to ensure eflicicncy and avoid duplication.

5. In this connection I consider that it should be possible to establish a
centralised Operations; Signals Communications; and Meteor organisationat

Goose Bay by the provision of a central operations room; Meteorological
office; cypher office; Transmitter and Receiver offices. This view is shared
by the Commanding General of the Air Corps Ferrying Command who has
requested the Communications. Division to make plans on these lines in
conjunction with the other interested parties.

6. The question of providing these centralised facilities as they affect the

ters and of the R.C.A.F. on January 15th, when it was decided that the
R.C.A.F. would have to consider the matter from an operational aspcct,
Should the R.C.A.F. not consider it practicable, for operational reasons, to---.^

' une copie de cette lettre fut envoyée au 1 Coq^rLer général du CARC. PY of this letter was sent to RCAF
Iitadquarters.LO' Corps d'aviation du service trans- 2Air Corps Ferrying Command of the°^^9Ue de l'armEe américaIne. United States Army.
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join in a central radio and cypher organization, I am of the opinion that a

centralised Meteor organization could be provided, and that the radio and

cypher organization required for the R.A.F. Ferry Command and Air Corps.

Ferrying Command should be set up as a joint service.
7. In order to arrive at the necessary decisions I propose that a mee ting

hours
should be held at Hq. R.A.F. Ferry Command, Montreal at 10:30

(Montreal time), on Tuesday, February 17th. ..
[FREDERICK BOWHILL]

Air Chief-Marshall

366.
PRO AIR 38 8 921

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au commandant chef de l'aviation,

Service transocéanique de la RAF

Chief of the Air Staff to Air Officer Commanding in Chief,
RAF Ferry Command

SECRET
Ottawa, February 11, 1942

Reference: Your letter FYC 2910-Sigs. Dated 2-2-42.

1. In acknowledging receipt of the above letter, I wish to state that
Goose

are most anxious to continue the development of R.C.AFof the
Bay, in conformity with the approved Seventeenth Recommendation
Permanent Joint Board on Defence. This, as you are doubtless aware,
stipulates that the Canadian Government is responsible for the construction
of this R.C.A.F. Station and the provision there of certain facilities
Atlantic ferrying, for hemisphere defence requirements, and for
of crews and equipment. In accepting this development and

arranging

a long term lease of the property, the Canadian Government
intention of relegating control to other parties. Agreement is given to your
suggestion that a meeting be held -in order to expedite development as neces-
sary to meet the requirements of all concerned.

2. In view of the particularly isolated nature of this base, it appears most
advisable.that all accommodation and facilities required should be pooled
to the fullest extent. You are probably aware of the details of the interim
development programme now under way.- Broadly speaking, accommodation

is now being'provided for 50 officers, 70 N.C.O's and 304 Other Ranks,
together with . ancillary buildings such as hospital, canteen, stores, garage,

This accommodation
one large hangar and a nose hangar, workshop, etc.
is, in the initial stages, for common use but will be available for re-ri icfinal,
if further accommodation becomes necessary. Though plans are
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it is possible that R.C.A.F. facilities will include accommodation for a
Station Headquarters, a fighter squadron, and a bomber reconnaissance
squadron. .

3. It is agreed that a common operations room in a building that would
accommodate the combined staffs of the R.C.A.F., the two ferry commands
and their communications and cypher services is a prime requisite and that
the Department of Transport meteorological organization, in the same
building, may be common and available to all Services, including civilian
companies operating under military contracts. The R.C.A.F. is prepared to
recommend to its Government that such a building be now constructed. It
is probable, however, that the peculiarities of R.C.A.F. Service operations,
accentuated in particular by proposed R.D.F. installations, may require the
provision of certain operational space exclusively for R.C.A.F. use in close
proximity to the combined operations room.

4. It is necessary that we have our W/T receiving centre adjacent to the
operations room, with either direct or remote control of the actual receivers.
Our wireless transmitters will be remotely controlled from the receiving
centre. As it is assumed that your wireless layout will be similar to the
foregoing, it is for consideration whether a common transmitter building
is feasible. In view of the danger of having too many transmitters in one
building however, it is considered that each organization should have its
transmitters in a separate transmitter building.

5. As aforestated, the R.C.A.F. is prepared to carry out the terms of
the approved Recommendation of the Joint Board on Defence, and will
recommend to its Government the construction and maintenance of all
necessary buildings, including those for wireless facilities. However, it is. *
for consideration whether it would be more advisable for the ferry organ-
izations, in view of their peculiar operational requirements as opposed to
R.C.A.F. Service- operations, to supply and man their own W/T equipment.
Such an arrangement would be agreeable to the R.C.A.F. This matter
should be fully discussed at the forthcoming meeting.
.,•,^

8• Your proposed Agenda is considered a suitable basis for discussion
at the ^ conference, taking into consideration the aforementioned points, and
With the addition of the following item-

All personnel at Goose Bay shall be under the general control
of an R.C.A.F. officer who will be placed in command of the
whole station... .

L.S. BREADNER

Air Marshal
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367.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D5)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET
[Ottawa,] March 3, 1942

...
5. DEFENCES FOR NORTHWEST RIVER AERODROME

The Committe approved the Report' of the Joint Planning Sub-Com-
mittee on the defence of Northwes t Aerodrome,

for ground defence,_mendation that an infantry battalion should be provided
to be available by the opening of navigation

should be drawnCommittee also directed that attention of those concerned
to paragraph 9(i) of the Report of the Joint Planning Sub-Committee,
(HQ.S. 8860-1 of 18th October 19411) dealing with the location and
survey for a suitable battery position in the Narrows.

368.
PRO AIR 38 14 849

Le directeur principal des services de l'état-major,
Service transocéanique de la RAF, au commandant du service

des transmissions, Service transocéanique de la RAF

Senior Air Stag Officer, RAF Ferry Command
to Commanding Signal Officer, RAF Ferry Command

MOST SECRET Dorval Airport, March 6, 1942

We have been advised by the U.S. Army Air Corps that the first move-
ment of their bomber groups to United Kingdom will take place in May,
when they expect to despatch through Dorval two groups each of four
squadrons.

They intend to send here the radio personnel concerned in these first two
groups for a'preliminary course preparatory to more complete instruction
when the whole crews are here.

The despatches will be by squadrons, each squadron spending two days

here.
G. J. POWELL
Group-Captain

1

s Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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369. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, April 7-8, 1942

Royal Canadian Air Force

SEVENTEENTH RECOMMENDATION: GOOSE BAY

On the 17th February, 1942, a meeting was held attended by rep-
resentatives of the R.A.F. Ferry Command, U.S. Army Air Corps Ferry
Command, Department of Transport, and R.C.A.F., to clarify the situation
with respect to operation, signals and meteorological requirements of the
R.A.F. and U.S. Army Air Corps Ferry Commands and the R.C.A.F.
It was agreed that the operations and signals organizations for all delivery
and ferry flights using this airport should be under the direction of the R.A.F.
Ferry Command; that the meteorological organization should be under the
Department of Transport (Controller of Meteorology) but that its service
would be available to all users of Goose Bay; that the operations and
signals organization for R.C.A.F. operations would be under R.C.A.F.
control.

It was also agreed that there should be one main Operations Room for
the plotting and keeping up-to-date of movements of all aircraft.

The details of necessary signals and meteorological layout were discussed
and agreed to.

Detailed minutes, which included a study of the accommodation, were
distributed to all concerned.

Since this meeting the Canadian Government has approved of providing
one Fighter Squadron and one B.R. Squadron at this airport.

Field Development Three runways, 5000 ft. by 300 ft. are snow com-
Pacted and serviceable. Sides and ends of landing strips are marked with
spruce trees and smudge pots. Servicing facilities, tie-down anchors and
crash tender are available, and electric flare path is in operation. A hangar
area 200 ft. by 400 ft. has been prepared and a loop entrance is provided
from the taxi-strips. A well has been bored to a depth of 415 ft. with
Clay encountered at 300 ft. No water was reported and the drilling was
discontinued.. Samples of water from Otter Creek and Hamilton Rivers have
been sent to St. John's for testing, and a weir was constructed to measure
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-the flow. Flow reported to be 400 gals. per minute at mouth of Otter
Creek and at a point 4000 ft. up the Creek there is a flow of less than 40
:gals. per minute. Natives report the Otter Creek water is very poor. It
is believed water supply will have to come from Hamilton River.

Buildings-Stores building is 98% complete and now in use. Supply
Depot 95%, officers' quarters and officers' mess 98%. The nose hangar

is 98% complete and ready to admit planes. Other Rank's mess 75%;
'hospital 25%; root house 98%. Erection of other ranks' quarters has been
-commenced.

Roads-The Northwest River road is cleared, grubbed 100%, and graded
'75% towards completion. The Hill near the camp has been cut to a 5%
:grade. A stockpile of 205,000 cu. yds. gravel is available for future use.

Electric Services-Power will be available and in use from March 13th.1
The ceiling projector and alidade is installed. Power to operate. equipment
is being provided.by 5 kw. plants borrowed from Radio Division and set
-up in the workshop lean-to. This plant operates ceiling projector. Construc-
tion of transmitter building is 95% complete. Installation of refrigeration
-plant is under way.

Radio Range-95% of range site has been cleared and graded. Range
buildings completed and in operation. Temporary telephone communication
is available between transmitter and range building. The counterpoise is
-completed.

• General-A saw and planing mill is in operation and 530,000 bd. ft.
bave been sawn. All surveys are completed except Terrington Basin which
is 75% complete. Officers' quarters are being occupied with all ranks. 375
men are now employed in the various projects.

_ . .

United States Army

17. Ground Defense for Northwest River-The Department of National

Defense advises that allotment of anti-aircraft guns has been made for the

defense of Northwest River ' and that ! the equipment will be delivered in

,early summer. One Canadian Infantry Battalion is to be stationed for the
ground protection of this locality.
...

^`' i De toute évidence ce rapport fut prEparé ` i Evidently this report was prepared beforo
avant le mois de mars. the month of March.

N
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370. PRO AIR 38 14 849

Le commandant en chef de l'aviation, Service transocéanique de la RAF,
au sous-secrétaire d'État du ministère de l'Air de Grande-Bretagne

Air Officer Commanding in Chief, RAF Ferry Command,
to Under-Secretary of State for Air of Great Britain

[Dorval Airport,] April 13, 1942

Dear Hollinghurst,

You will remember the original signal I received from the Air Ministry
about the movement of the U.S. Army Air Corps bomber groups to the
United Kingdom, and the reply which I sent: copies are attached.'

I have now heard through one of my Signals Officers, who was in Washing-
ton on April 11 th, that the number of aircraft to be moved has been very
much increased and that the movement covers the following:

3 Heavy Bomber groups each of 35 aircraft.

1 Medium Bomber group of 57 aircraft.

3 Light Bomber groups each of 57 aircraft.

5 Pursuit Groups each of 80 aircraft.

200 Transport aircraft.

All these are said to be due in England by July lst, and a similar number
by October lst.

I have not told the Air Ministry this because I am awaiting confirmation
of these figures from Washington, but I am passing the information on to
you for comment as there is a point of policy involved as to whether we try
to make these aircraft follow - our control and signals organization or not.
Personally I think we should, as the signalling arrangements would become
otherwise hopelessly involved.

'If the figures are confirmed,' we will need to make some extensive plans
for W/T spares and equipment, as well as briefing personnel, and I would
be glad, - therefore, if- you will investigate, the matter and let me know what
transpires.

Yours sincerely,

G. P. P[OWELL]
for the Air Chief Marshal
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, May 14, 1942

EXTENSION OF GOOSE RIVER AIRFIELD, LABRADOR

34. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR stated that the U.S.

Ferry Command were planning to
and eï^ opera

tions
numbers ofas to permit of the ferry via Greenland

short-range aircraft.
As a consequence, additional accommodation would be required at Goose

River. Expenditures of $400,000 would be required, immediately, to provide
accommodation for personnel. Further expenditures might follow.

Though the airfield itself was part of the Canadian defence system, these
extensions referred to were solely to meet U.S. requirements.

35. THE MINISTER OF FINANCE expressed the view that this expenditure
should be met by the United States, on the basis of the principle already

settled by the War Committee in such matters.

36. THE WAR COMMITTEE approved the expenditure of $400,000, for U.S.

account, for the purpose described by the Minister.

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET Quebec City, May 26-27, 1942

4. The United States Army Air Member outlined the additional facilities
that are needed at Goose Bay. . . It was agreed that these facilities should
be provided and that they should be paid for in accordance with the formula
already agreed upon at the meeting of the Board in New York on April 279•
1942.1 Colonel Douglass reported on the increase of ferrying activities
through Goose Bay and mentioned a number of personnel and operating
problems that have arisen. It was agreed that a solution for these problems
should be sought through direct Service channels.

1 Non reproduit. I Not printed.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des. débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET

. . .

United States Army

Quebec City, May 26-27, 1942

17. NORTHWEST RIVER LANDING FIELD

Due to projected ferry operations, the Army Air Forces has been prom-
ised by the R.A.F. Ferry Command to conduct negotiations with the Cana-
dian Government to widen the gravel runway from 100 feet to 150 feet
and construction of housing and messing facilities for 100 officers and 100
men.

Royal Canadian Navy

5. GOOSE INLET, LABRADOR

A War Watching Station is being established by the R.C.N. at Goose Bay,
in connection with the defences of the Northwest River aerodrome.

373. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet -

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet tiVar Committee

SECRET Ottawa, May 28, 1942

NORTHERN AIR FERRY ROUTES TO EUROPE

28. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR raised, as a question
of urgency, proposals bf the U.S. Army Air Forces Ferry Command for
the early development of aerodromes I in Northern Canada and Labrador,
for the purpose of ferrying operational aircraft to the United Kingdom.

Preliminary discussions with high U.S. officers had taken place in advance
of the formulation of a complete scheme to the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence.

The proposals envisaged three routes, the first from San Francisco via
Regina and Churchill, the second, from Detroit via Chimo and York Sound,
the third, a modification of the existing route from Presque Isle, or Montreal,
via Goose Bay.

The capacity contemplated was 1,000 aircraft per month, 100 per day,
30 per hour. The United States were prepared to pay for the whole or any
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part of the development,. undertake surveys and construction, and furnish
necessary defences. They would, however, appreciate Canadian assistance
and advice. The cost would run up to 200 million dollars.

(D.C.A.S. memorandum to the Minister, May 28, 19421),

29. MR. POWER said that two principal questions emerged, the first
concerned defence aspects of the scheme; the second, the high political
implications. It was suggested that the Chiefs of Staff should be asked to
look immediately into the former, while the latter should be reviewed by
the Prime Minister from the point of view of American expenditure in
Canada, and possible American garrisons in aerodromes within the Canadian
boundaries.

While both the R.C.A.F. and the R.A.F. staffs had reservations as to
the practicability of these routes, and felt that losses in passage would inevi-
tably be great, the U.S. government accorded the project the highest priority
and wished to have an immediate decision. The object was to bring the full
weight of American plane production to bear in air offensives against
Germany.

The Permanent Joint Board on Defence were holding a special meeting
on the subject on June 1st, and their early recommendation could be antici-
pated.

30. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after some discussion, expressed general agree-
ment that Canada should give her consent to the scheme. It was decided,
however, to refer defence aspects of the project to the Chiefs of Staff for
immediate report, and higher political aspects of the plan for the views of
the Prime Minister.

374. DND HQS 15-24-30

Mémorandum des chefs d'état-major au ministre de la Défense nationale,
au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air et au ministre

de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

Memorandum from the Chiefs of Staff to Minister of National Defence,
to Minister of National Defence for Air and to Minister of National Defence

for Naval Services

SECRET [Ottawa,] May 30, 1942

The Chiefs of Staff have considered the Service aspects of an application
made by the U.S. Army Air Force to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
for Canadian co-operation in the construction of three Ferry routes between
Canada and Europe, as follows:

Route a. Regina-The Pas-Churchill-Baffin Is.--Greenland, etc.

'Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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Route b. North Bay-Kapuskasing-Moosonee '- Richmond Gulf --
Chimo-Baffin Is.-Greenland, etc.

Route c. DorvalArvida-Goose Bay (Labrador)-Greenland, etc.
2. The aspects considered and the conclusions reached by the Chiefs of'

Staff are as follows:
(A) The practicability of the routes for the purpose for which they are:

now intended.
The Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that given time, the routes are-

practicable, but that the problems of construction and transportation are.
very great.
(B) R.C.A.F. responsibilities in control and air defence of the routes_
(C) The Army's responsibility for land defence of the aerodromes.

(B) and (C) involve the control and defence of all aerodromes within.
Canadian territory. The Chiefs of Staff concurred in proposals put forward
by C.A.S. and recommend:

1. that Canada undertake the control of air defence of the portion
of the aerodromes at Churchill, The Pas, Regina on Route a,
Kapuskasing in Route b and Goose Bay in Route c.

II. that Canada undertake initially Army responsibility for the defence.
of the aerodromes at Churchill, The Pas, Regina on Route a,
Moosonee and Kapuskasing Route b. While it is considered that
the defence of all aerodromes located within Canadian Territory
should be the responsibility of the Canadian Authorities, in view
of the time factor involved, protection of the aerodromes, other
than those mentioned above on Routes a and b, can at present
only be provided by depleting the defences of the West Coast
or by using units of the 4th (Armoured) Division or 2nd Army
Tank Brigade, thereby delaying the completion of the Canadian
Army Programme Overseas. •

III. that control and defence of remaining aerodromes by U.S. Forces
be subject to the following provisos:
(a) Canada reserves the right to take over air and ground defence

and control of all aerodromes when able to do so.
(b) The U.S. scheme of defence must be adequate in the opinion.

of Canadian Defence authorities and should include prepara-
tion for demolition of aerodromes.

3. It is pointed out that Goose Bay is already controlled and defended
by Canada.

4. Submitted for consideration.

PERCY NELLES, Vice-Admiral

Chief of the Naval Staff
G. O. JOHNSON

for Chief of the Air Staff
J. C. MURCIiIE, M.G.

for Chief of the General Staff
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CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet
Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, June 12, 1942
SECRET

...
NORTHEAST AIR FERRY ROUTES--CANADA-U.S.

.S• PERMANENT JOINT

BOARD ON DEFENCE
rece

16. THE SECRETARY submitted the Journal for the Board' of nthe
t

1
at Quebec and Montreal, on May 26th and June 9th. Copies
had been received the previous day and communicated immme^tie eloYf

the
Muni-

Prime Minister, the Ministers of National Defence and the

tions and Supply.
The Journal for these meetings, included the Board's twenty-sixth Recom-

mendation, reading as follows: 61ncreased ferrying projects of the Unit Ad

1 Reproduced in part.
I Partiellement reproduit. 2 Not printed.
2 Non reproduit.
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and referring defence aspects of the project to the Chiefs of Staff, and higher
political aspects for the views of the Prime Minister.

The Chiefs of Staff had since examined the Service questions involved,
and Mr. King had had an opportunity of considering the proposals from the
national point of view. Copies of the Chiefs of Staff report had been cir-

culated.
(Chiefs of Staffs report to the Ministers, May 30, 1942-C.W.C. docu-

ment 1801).
18. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE O

â r défeIIC^ of the f Canadianrecommended that Canada undertake control and
portion of each route, as far north as Churchill, Kapuskasing and Goose Bay,
and, for the present, Army responsibility for defence of a limited number of
aerodromes. Control and defence of remaining aerodromes by U.S. forces
should be subject to Canada's right to assume responsibility when able to do
so, and compliance, meantime, with the standards of defence regarded as
adequate by Canadian authorities.

The Deputy Chief of the Air Staff had estimated, roughly that $10,000,000
would be involved in the construction of aerodromes recommended to be

under Canadian control.
19. THE PRIME MINISTER expressed the view that, since the United States

attached such high value to these routes, Canadian approval to their establish-

ment should be given.
Possibly the question as to the actual projects to be undertaken by Canada

should be referred to a committee of interested Ministers.
20. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY again expressed his scep-

ticism as to the practicability of the most northerly routes. That via Goose
Bay was proving satisfactory and was under Canadian control. The United
States should be permitted to build other routes at their own expense.

21. THE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES referred to possible wage
difficulties in the event of American construction of aerodromes in Northern

Canada.
As to the political aspect of the scheme, so long as the question of ultimate

control by Canada was settled, there should be no political objection.
22. THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE suggested that Canada could not altogether

avoid responsibility for defending any point in Canadian territory which re-
quired defence, irrespective of any arrangements made with the United States.

23. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, approved, on b.-half
of the government of Canada, the Twenty-sixth Recommendation of the

Canada-U.S. Permanent Joint Board on Defence.
The question of the extent to which construction in Canada, along the new

routes, should be undertaken by the Canadian government, and to what
extent by the United States, was referred, for examination and report, to a
sub-committee consisting of the Ministers of National Defence, Finance, and
Munitions and Supply.
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376. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jVar Committee

SECRET Ottawa, June 17, 1942

NORTH ATLANTIC AIR FERRY ROUTES

1$. THE SECRETARY reported that the U.S. Minister had indicated that the
authorities in Washington were anxious to know just as soon as possible what
part of the projected programme for the construction of ferrying routes in
Northern Canada the government proposed to undertake.

It would be 'recalled that reports from Major-General Pope had, on the
contrary, indicated that the Combined Chiefs of Staff had decided to post-
pone consideration of the northern routes until such time as a modified plan
had been worked out.

16. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, agreed to defer decision pend-
ing report' by the' special sub-committee appointed on June the 12th.
. .

NORTH ATLANTIC AIR FERRY ROUTES

24. THE SECRETARY reported that a message had been received from
Major-General Pope in Washington, indicating that the Combined Chiefs of
Staff had been informed by General Marshall that the U.S. Chiefs of Staff
desired to postpone consideration of the North Atlantic ferry routes proposal
until such time as some modified plan had been worked out.

It was thought that this modification might consist of deferring work on
the Regina, Churchill, Southampton Island route and that new proposal[s]
would not be presented until reconnaissances, now in progress, had been
completed.

(National Defence telegram from Major-General Pope to N.D.H.Q•t
June 16, 19421).

377. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet )Var Committee

Ottawa, July 1, 1942

NORTH ATLANTIC FERRY ROUTES

7.` THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that modified proposals

had now passed the Combined Planning Committee. As submitted for

' Non reproduit. , 1 Not printed.
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approval by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, the scheme now involved the
conversion of the original fighter route via Regina, The Pas, Churchill, etc.
to a bomber route, the abandonment of the proposed route via Kapuskasing,
Moosonee, Chimo, etc., and the further development of the existing route
via Presque Isle and Goose Bay.

The question of Canadian participation in the construction of new aero-
dromes and their defence had been considered further with the Chiefs of
Staff who _ had now prepared a further report, copies of which had been
circulated.

The Chiefs of Staff recommended that, subject to the provisions of the
Twenty-sixth Recommendation of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence,
Canada undertake and pay for completion of facilities at Goose Bay (as
arranged) and construction at Regina, The Pas and Churchill; and that the
United States develop Southampton Island and the winter fields at Chimo,
Frobisher Bay or Cape Dyer. As to defence, they recommended that Canada.
accept responsibility for aerodromes at Regina, The Pas and Churchill. In.
fact, this involved defence at Churchill only, defence of the other two points.
being regarded as unnecessary.

(Chiefs of Staff memorandum, undated, to the Ministers-C.W.C.
document 2081).

8. MR. RALSTON expressed the view that the Canadian government need
not undertake financial responsibility for the construction of any of the new
aerodromes involved. Further, the United States should be asked to provide,
for these stations, defences adequate to Canadian requirements. Construction,.
maintenance and administration by the United States should be carried on
in collaboration with Canadian authorities so as to take into account all.
considerations of defence, labour and material supply, and other conditions.
affecting Canadian war activities.

9. THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF expressed the opinion that the recom-
mendation of the Chiefs of Staff was in line with government policy regarding
construction of U.S.-Canada joint defence projects. They provided for con-
current financial and defence responsibilities.

10. THE MINISTER OF FINANCE said that the project was an American one
and there was nothing •whatever to prevent the United States paying for
the

whole of it. Canadian financial commitments connected with the war-
were already enormous and the task of raising the money required for aL
war needs was already critical. To permit the United States to bear the:
whole cost of this development might later prove embarrassing, but it must:
be done nevertheless if other obligations of the Canadian war effort were,
to be performed.

In the circumstances Mr. Ralston's suggestions should be accepted.
11. THE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES was inclined to the view that.

Canada should undertake defence of Churchill and Canadian points. There`

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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was no objection to the United States paying the costs involved in construc-
tion. There might, however, be difficulties in accepting American administra-
tion. •

12. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR agreed with Mr.
Ralston's proposals. As for Regina, it was already constructed and would
be under Canadian control. It was important that the Canadian staff should
have recognized authority to decide upon the standards of defences to be
provided.

13. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed that the U.S.
government be informed that Canada would co-operate fully in granting
permission for the construction, maintenance and administration Auring the
war, of additional aerodromes and facilities included in the modified North

Atlantic ferry routes project, provided:
(a) that all costs of new aerodromes and facilities involved were borne

by the United States;
(b) that construction, maintenance and administration were carried

on in, collaboration with Canadian authorities so as to take into
account considerations of defence, labour and material supply, and
other conditions affecting Canadian war activities; and

(c) that defences for all aerodromes and facilities were provided by the
United States to the extent regarded as adequate by the Canadian
authorities.

. . .

378. PRO AIR 38 14 849

Mémorandum du directeur principal des services
de l'état-major, Service transocéanique de la RAF,

à l'officier de liaison, Corps d'aviation de l'armée américaine

Memorandum from Senior Air Staff Officer, RAF Ferry Conimand,
Io Liaison Officer, United States Army Air Corps

Dorval Airport, July 3, 1942

The Air Ministry are expressing grave concern about the unheralded
arrival in Iceland and the U.K. of U.S. aircraft, either as part of the Bolero
movementl or on transportation or reinforcement duties.

I see by your memorandum of July 3rd2 to the C.S.O. that you have
mentioned some dispositions of your aircraft but this is not sufficient in,
formation as it does not give final destination and will not prevent what

' Le programme transocéanique du Corps ' T6e ferry programme of the United States

d'aviation de l'armEe américaine. Army Air Corps '
0 Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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might well result in your aircraft being fired upon as well as the nuisance
that exists when these unexpected movements take place.

There seem to me to be two ways of doing it properly;
(a) That our Liaison officers at Goose, Gander and Presque Isle be

properly informed of these movements which would then be sent
to us and then sent by ourselves to the Air Ministry in a consoli-
dated signal.

(b) The other method would be for your Central Control in Washing-
ton to advise us in the form of a daily statement and this might
well be done by our own Liaison Officer in your Ferrying Com-
mand Headquarters, S/Ldr. H. F. Suren. This is not likely to
work as well as (a) as I believe your own communications are
more congested and advice to Washington might be much delayed
after the actual movement.

We do not require, of course, to know in detail the movements of your
aircraft but simply, for instance, that such and such a type left Goose for
BW11, final destination U.K. It is not sufficient, however, to say that the
aircraft left Goose for BW1 as this would leave it open to doubt as to
whether it was proceeding to Iceland or Prestwick.

In view of the concern expressed in an Air Ministry signal received this
date and the present danger that exists, will you please make strong repre-
sentations to your Headquarters to have one of these two systems adopted.

C. J. POWELL
Group-Captain

379. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET New York, July 6, 1942
•..

2. The United States Army . Air mémber announced that the Combined
Chiefs of Staff approved on July 2, 1942, the North Atlantic Air Ferry
Route Project, dealt, with in the Board's Twenty-Sixth Recommendation
adopted at Montreal on June 9, 1942. The Combined Chiefs of Staff ap-
proved the construction or improvement of air fields in connection with this
project in the following order of priority:

(1) Goose Bay
Bluie West 8
Bluie West 1

' Blwe West 1.
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(2) Le Pas
Churchill
Southampton Island

.(3) Winterized fields; that is snow compacted runways at the follow-
ing places:

Crystal 1
Crystal 2 or 3
Bluie East

The Secretary of the Canadian Section announced that the Canadian
Government, after giving most serious and sympathetic consideration to the
whole project and the responsibilities that Canada could undertake in rela-
tion to it, had come regretfully to the conclusion that it would be impossible
under existing conditions of manpower, material supply and finance to under-
take any new obligations involving extensive expenditure of labour, materials
or money on airport construction at this time. The Canadian Government
will carry out the responsibilities already accepted at Goose Bay and will
do everything in-its power to facilitate the construction of the other airports
by the United States.

The Senior War department member stated that the United States War
Department fully understands the position of the Canadian Government in
this matter and that the United States Government is prepared to carry out
this construction.
• The Secretary of the Canadian Section further reported that the Canadian
Government is still considering the extent to which it can undertake respon-
sibility for the defence of the new air bases and that a decision in this regard
would be made known to the United States Government in the immediate
future.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, July 6, 1942

. . .^

Canadian Army

SEVENTEENTH RECOMMENDATION-PROTECTION OF GOOSE DAY

3. The coast artillery battery at the entrance to Lake Melville on
of J

which
une.

Goose Bay is located was manned ready for action on the 22nd

The first flight of the army garrison for Goose Bay arrived on the 26th

June. Four 40mm. A.A. Bofors are in action there.

H
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380. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 547 St. John's, September 24, 1942
SECRET

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the Hon. Sir Wilfrid W. Woods,
Commissioner for Public Utilities, called my attention to the fact that the
Newfoundland Commission of Government has not been supplied with in-
formation as to the plans of the Canadian Government in connection with
the airport at Goose'Bay.

2.1 have the honour also to refer to my despatch No. 74 of November
251, 1941, with which I enclosed a copy of a letter from Sir Wilfrid W.
Woods to myself, dated the 24th of November, 1941, in which he suggested
that the Newfoundland Government should be supplied with an authoritative
and complete statement of the places in Newfoundland (including New-
foundland-Labrador territory) in which bases had been established by the
Canadian Government.

3. Sir Wilfrid apparently considers that he is entitled to have information
as to the construction work already carried on at Goose Bay, including the
work which is now in progress.

4. Please instruct me as to what reply I should make to Sir Wilfrid Woods'
enquiry.

5. I may add that following his recent visit to Goose Bay Mr. Pick
informed me that he had learned that coastal defence installations had been
erected at Rigolet on the Narrows between Hamilton Inlet and Lake Melville,
which are being manned by some two hundred men. As far as I am aware
the Newfoundland Government has never been informed of the defence
measures taken at Rigolet and in view of Sir Wilfrid Woods' general request
referred to above I think that he should be supplied with some information
regarding the defence work there.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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381. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 306 Ottawa, December 22, 1942

Sir,
With reference to your request for a detailed list of all places in Labra-

dor where Canadian troops are stationed, I have the honour to advise you
that the Deputy Minister of National Defence (Army) has advised me that
Canadian Army troops are stationed at Goose Bay and Rigolet. The Deputy
Minister of National Defence. for Air states that the R.C.A.F. Station at
Goose Bay is the only location in Labrador where R.C.A.F. are presently
stationed. The R.C.A.F. wireless stations at Cartwright, Hopedale, Hebron
and Cape Chidley are summer establishments which are at present closed.

• I have etc.
HUCH L. KEENLEYSIDE
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

382, DND (DH) 181.009 (D976)

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air
au commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est

Chief of the Air Staff
to Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command

SECRET [Ottawa,] February 10, 1943

CI onsisting of three officers of the R.A.F. Ferry Command and three officers

of the U.S.A.A.F. Air Transport Command. This Board of Oil'icers examined

2 As a ro-suit of subse uent negotiations a Board of Oflicers was set up

institute a control system for flying the North Atlantic, including the ta g

over of the principal control centre, Prestwick.

permit. The United States Army Air Transport Command is c aire
the delivery of these aircraft, and the R.A.F. Ferry Command will receive
a portion of this number to deliver. Because of the volume of anticipated

deliveries, representations were made by the U.S.A.A.F. that they should
• t""

Atlantic Ferry routes commencing as soon as general weather conditions
. • h d with

deliver
r m

3 000 aeroplanes per month to the United Kingdom over the North

TRANS-ATLANTIC FERRY OPERATIONS-R.A.F. FERRY COMMAND

U.S.A.A.F. AIR TRANSPORT COMMAND

1 If,,ation has b,-en received that the United States is committed to
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in detail the requirements for effective control, and the facilities available

at Dorval, Presque Isle, Goose Bay, Gander and in the United Kingdom.
The results of their meetings and investigations are contained in the attached
report," and it would appear that the plan which they have drawn up constitu-
tes the most satisfactory solution of the problem. In brief, they have proposed
to establish a joint control at terminals and at intermediate points on the
North Atlantic Ferry Routes.

3. On January 19th a meeting was held at Air Force Headquarters to
discuss and consider the implications of the plan for joint control of Trans-
Atlantic Ferry operations and its effect on R.C.A.F. commitments, par-
ticularly those at Goose and Gander. This meeting was attended by repre-
sentatives of the R.C.A.F. and by officers from the R.A.F. Ferry Command
representing both the A.O.C.-in-C., and the Commanding General,
U.S.A.A.F. Air Transport Command.

4. The principal concern of the R.C.A.F. was the effect that this plan
would have on the Combined Operations Buildings and other common
facilities which had previously been planned for Goose and Gander to meet
the requirements of the R.C.A.F., the R.A.F. Ferry Command, U.S.A.A.F.
Squadrons, and the Canadian Meteorological Organization which serves the
three Services.

5. The Combined Operations Room at Gander was planned to meet the
joint requirements of the three Services and it had been previously agreed
that the Department of Transport meteorological service would be common
to all and that a common communications centre would be established. At
the time this building was planned and designcd, however, large ferry opera-
tions by the U.S.A.A.F. Air Transport Command through Gander were not
contemplated. This building is now under construction, and as outlined in the
attached report it will be impracticable for the R.A.F. Ferry Command and
the U.S.A.A.F. Air Transport Command to set up a joint control centre in
this building. The requirements of the R.C.A.F. and those of the squadrons
of the U.S.A.A.F. will remain the same and it is anticipated that the proposed
operations by Coastal Command will utilize some of the space that Ferry
Command will not now require.

6. It will be noted that it is also proposed to move the Canadian Meteor-
ological Section to the joint control centre in Ferry Command hangar at
Gander. While this was viewed with°some concern, the Director of Meteoro-
logical Service, Department of Transport, has given assurance that the extent
of operations out of Gander will require two Forecasting Offices, one of
which will be subsidiary to the main Forecasting Office, and that it will be
practicable to provide the necessary staff to furnish the required meteorological
facilities for R.C.A.F. operations and of [for ?] the proposed Coastal Com-
mand operations out of Gander. The space that has been provided for the
Meteorological Service will, therefore, be required on a reduced scale.

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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7. At Goose Bay also a Combined Operations Building has been planned
for the R.C.A.F., R.A.F. Ferry Command and the Department of Transport
Meteorological Service. The proposal now is that a joint control centre for
ferry operations be established on the U.S.A.A.F. side of the aerodrome,
including the Department of Transport Meteorological Section. Although we
have designed a Combined Operations Building at Goose, construction has
not commenced and it will be possible, if necessary, to alter the design and
layout to meet our own requirements, including those of the Coastal Com-
mand. The Director of Meteorological Service, Department of Transport, has
confirmed that the requirements for meteorological services at Goose Bay will
necessitate the establishment of two Forecasting Offices, one for trans-Atlantic
ferry operations and one for anti-submarine operations, and that it will be
practicable to meet these new requirements.

8. The plan for the joint control of ferry operations over the North
Atlantic has been concurred in by the A.O.C.-in-C. R.A.F. Ferry Command
and the Commanding General of the U.S.A.A.F. Air Transport Command.
The extent of the ferry operations for 1943 undoubtedly warrants a revision
of plans that were previously made to accommodate the three Services, and
in view of this situation, the Chief of the Air Staff has signified his approval
of the new proposals that have now been put forward.

9. You will be kept fully advised if any further revision of our plans is
decided upon. In the meantime it is requested that the A.O.C. No. 1 Group
should be informed of existing commitments.

K. M. GvTxRIE, Air Commodore
for the Chief of the Air Staff

383. DND (DH) 181.002 (D366)

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au commandant en chef de l'aviation,
Service transocéanique de la RAF

Chief of the Air Staff to Air Officer Commanding in Chief,
RAF Ferry Command .

SECRET Ottawa, March 5, 1943

My dear Sir Frederick [Bowhill],
` On January 29th I wrote to you with reference to the Joint Control
Centres which are being set up at Goose and Gander for the Royal Air Force
Ferry Command and the United States Army Air Forces. There is one aspect
of this project which I neglected to mention and, that is, the necessity of
keeping Eastern Air Command fully informed about the movement of air-
craft leaving or approaching these two bases, particularly at Gander.

- My reason for raising this point is that the number of aircraft which it is
proposed shall be ferried from these bases during 1943 is greatly in excess
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of any previous movement. Since the Royal Canadian Air Force is responsible
for the fighter defences of Newfoundland and Labrador, it is essential that
the Filter Room should have full information about the movement of all
ferry aircraft; otherwise the whole aircraft detection system will break down.

To assist the defence forces of Newfoundland in carrying out the duties
that have been assigned to them and, at the same time, obviate any possible
difficulties, I would suggest that your Senior Officer in Newfoundland might
discuss this problem with the Air Officer Command, No. 1 Group, St. John's,
Newfoundland. Your co-operation will be appreciated.

Yours sincerely,
L. S. BREADNER

Air Marshal

384. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET Northwest trip, July 1-14, 1943

2. Movements to Goose Bay are continuing as requisite, the first convoy
proceeding from Quebec on the 16th of June, consisting of four Liberty ships,
S.S. Fleuris with Air Force personnel and passengers, C.G.S. Laurentian to
act as tender for Department of Transport at Goose Bay and the C.G.S.
N.B. McLean, ice-breaker en route to Hudson Bay. Four Corvettes have been
detailed as escorts for these convoys.

385. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Minutes if a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee '

' Ottawa, October 21, 1943

GOOSE BAY; ADDITIONAL U.S. FACILITIES

12. THE SECRETARY reported that a request had recently been received from
the U.S. Army, through the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence, for permission to construct certain additional facilities, including
garages, ammunition dump and extensions to existing buildings.

The request had been considered by departments concerned, who had
agreed that the request be granted and recommended that funds to the extent
of $148)000 be made available for the purpose.
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(a) The existing control areas and frequencies as laid down by Joint
Control Instructions will apply as far as Gander, Goose, Stephen-
ville and the Canadian Maritime Airfields.

(b) From Gander, Goose, Stephenville or the Maritimes, Gander will
be in Control from take-off to 400 West and Lagens from 40° West
to Lagens. The control frequency will be 6500 kcs., until such time
that U.S.A.T.C. control frequencies and facilities are available, and
the approach control frequency at Lagens will be 3105 kcs.

C. J. POWELL
Air Commodore

387. NPA GN1/3 1/44

Le commissaire aux Services publics au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Dominions

Commissioner for Public Utilities Io Assistant Under-Secretary of State,
Dominions Office

My Dear Clutterbuck,
[St. John's,] January 29, 1944

It appears to me that the R.A.F. Transport Command at Gander do not
appreciate the position of the Newfoundland Government in relation to the
Newfoundland-owned Air Bases (Gander, Gleneagles and Botwood) operated
by Canada for the period of the war. Two matters have led me to this conclu-
sion. Recently Group-Captain Anderson started a piggeryl at Gander-an
excellent scheme for increasing the food supply of the station and making
good use of waste food from the various cook houses. He has, however, not-
only started a piggery but has entered into an agreement with a Newfoundland
citizen2 whereby the Transport Command provided a building (of the value
of somewhere about $30,000) and the other party provided the pigs. The
value of the building is to be the first charge on the profits and thereafter the
balance is to be shared cqually between the R.A.F. Transport Command's.
Welfare Fund and the other party. He did not consult us before making this.
agreement and probably thinks that everything is all right provided the Cana--
dians agree. In this case, however, there is an agreement which may establish
an individual in the piggery business permanently even after control of the

k "journal de 1 "war
transocéanique de laÙeRAF à Gander l faisait

Serv ice
Command at d

iary^+
Gandere contained occasional

temps en temps mention de la livraison de references to the delivery of pigs. One entry,.pores.
Aimi^ un certain jour, le journal ne in its entirety, read:

Portait que la mention suivante:

Weather fine and sunny, fifteen new pigs arrived.' J.
R. Small wood, futur premier ministre IL R. Smallwood, later Premier of New-de Terre-Neuve.

foundland. . . .
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Airport has reverted to the Newfoundland Government as it will do at the

end of the war.
2. More recently the R.A.F. Transport Command informed Pattison that

they would like the Newfoundland Government to purchase the Eastbound
Inn and Gander Inn so that they might concentrate their own organization
near their own hangars, i.e., in the South Eastern portion of the Airport
between runways Nos. 2 and 3. It appears that the O.C.'s higher authorities
would not agree to this reorganization unless they can recover the value of
their investment in the two Inns, hence his suggestion of sale to the New-
foundland Government. It is quite obvious from this that the O.C. does not
understand that we shall be under no obligation to purchase at the end of the
war any buildings put up at Gander by anyone.

3. I really think it would be a good thing if the Air Ministry would give
definite instructions to the R.A.F. Transport Command to the effect that the
Newfoundland Government are interested in regard to all buildings erected
at Gander including buildings erected by themselves and in an agreements
between themselves and third parties, especially if such agreements are likely
to affect the operation of the Airport in any way after the war. They should be
requested to keep us fully informed of all future developments such as new
buildings or new agreements and in appropriate cases they should obtain our
prior approval.

4. I am asking Pattison to let the O.C., R.A.F. Transport Command at
Gander know that I have raised this matter with you in this informal way, but
I will not make any official representation to the R.A.F. authorities at Gander
until I have received from you a reply to this letter and have heard what
approach, if any, you have felt able to make to the Air Ministry in the matter.

Yours sincerely,

W. W. WOODS

388.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, March 15, 1944

. . .

R.C.A.F.; PROPOSED FERRY COMMAND ACTIVITIES

23. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that the

R.C.A.F. had under consideration the possibility of negotiating with U.K. au-

thorities for assumption by the R.C.A.F. of the North American activities Of
the R.A.F. Ferry Command.

24. THE wAR cOMMITTEE noted this report.
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389. PRO AIR 38 25 873

Mémorandum du directeur principal des services de l'état-major,
Service transocéanique de la RAF

Memorandum by Senior Air Staff Officer, RAF Ferry Command

No. 190 Dorval Airport, May 4, 1944

TOP SECRET

MOVEMENT OF RUSSIAN PBN'S-ELIZABETH CITY TO MURMANSK

1. No. 45 Group is to assist the Russian Air Force in the delivery of
48 PBN-1 flying boats from Elizabeth City to Murmansk according to the
following arrangements.

These aircraft (a modification of the PBY-5) are being supplied to the
Russians by the U.S. Navy and will be handed over for delivery at Elizabeth
City.

2. Aircraft markings will be identical with U.S. markings, except that a red
star is substituted for white.

There will be a red star on top of the port main plane, a red star on
bottom of the starboard main plane and red star on each side of hull
immediately below the pilot's cockpit.

Camouflage scheme is white for all under-surfaces and blue for top
surfaces.

3. No. 45 Group will be responsible for the dispatch, airborne control and
routeing arrangements for the movement from Elizabeth City to approx-
imately half way between Reykjavik and Murmansk (i.e. 69°N.05°E). Code
word for the operation is "PITCH".

4. Route to be followed will be Elizabeth City-Gander Lake-Reyk-
javik-Murmansk.

C. J. Powell
Air Commodore

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Cabinet de guerre

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet lVar Committee

SECRET Ottawa, September 23, 1944

GOOSE BAY; ARMY GARRISON

10. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE submitted a recommendation of
the Chief of the General Staff, approved by the Chiefs of Staff Committee,
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for reduction of the Army garrison at Goose Bay by withdrawal of heavy
anti-aircraft units, involving 392 personnel. Copies of the recommendation
had been circulated.

(National Defence memorandum, September 19, 1944-C.W.C. docu-

ment 8641).
11. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the recommendation

submitted.

391. DND (DH) 193.009 (D41)

Mémorandum du directeur des opérations et des plans militaires
au Comité des chefs d'état-major

Memorandum from Director of Military Operations and Planning
to Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET Ottawa, March 5, 1945

C dt AA ARTY DEFENCES, RIGOLET-4GOOSE IIAY

1. The purpose of this memo is to review the necessity for continuing C
and AA Arty defences at Rigolet-Goose Bay, as plans have to be made now
for. next summer's reliefs.

CST ARTY-RIGOLET (2-75 mm guns & 2 CASLsz)

2. Last September, in view of the satisfactory situation overseas, the Chiefs
of Staff Ccmmittee agreed to the withdrawal of this battery, with personnel
returned to Canada by special sailing in October and made available for AG
disposal.

3. At that time, while it was not thought likely that this battery would be
required again this year, it was considered inadvisable to remove the arma-
ment while the war was still in'progress. The armament has accordingly been
kept in maintenance at Rigolet.

4. At this stage of the war, it is felt that the probability of enemy surface
vessels or submarines proceeding through the Narrows and up Lake Melville
for a distance of approximately 100 miles from the open sea to attack Goose
Bay, is so remote as not to justify Rigolet Battery being placed back in action
next spring, with resultant increase in op troops of 4 officers and 99 ORs•

AA ARTY-GOOSE EAY (12-40mm AA guns)

5. Last Sep also, the risk of enemy high-level bombing attack on Goose
Bay (possible but improbable) was accepted by the CSC and HAA defences
were withdrawn accordingly. In view of the present greatly improved situa-

Non reproduit. ' Nat printed.
_^ Projecteurs de la défense c6ti?re. ' Coastal Anillery Searchlithts.
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tion in Europe as compared with last fall, it is now considered that the risk
of any form of enemy air attack on Goose Bay is so slight that it can be
accepted in view of the advantages to be gained by non-replacement of the
LAA bty ( 9 offrs and 205 ORs) when this unit is due for relief next June or
early July. i.e. LAA defences to be withdrawn upon opening of navigation
even if war with Germany is continuing then.

- AREA IIQ. INF. ( Ground Defence PI) AND SERVICES

6. When the war with Germany ends, there will be a continuing require-
ment for the RCAF operation of Goose Bay. It is considered however, that
this operation will only require the retention of necessary Services with the
Army HQ and the Ground Def Pl withdrawn.

7. In view of the foregoing and as plans have to be made now for relief
of the Goose Bay Garrison next summer, it is recommended that:

(a) Cst Arty ( i) Rigolet Bty be not placed back in action this spring,
and

(ii) Armament, equipment and ammunition be returned
to Canada, as convenient, during the coming naviga-
tion season, with the Army Station at Rigolet
abandoned.

8. I have discussed this matter informally with External Affairs who sea
no objection to these proposals, from the International viewpoint, provided
that Nfld. is informed in advance. Therefore if the recommendation in para 5
is approved it is further recommended that External Affairs be requested
to so advise the Nfld. Govt.*

J. H. JENKINS
Colonel

PRO AIR 38 21 842

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue au ministère de l'Air de'Gra.nde-13retagne
pour discuter du programme de retrait du groupe 45 du

Service des transports de la RAF

Minutes of a Meeting Held in the Air Ministry of Great Britain
Io Discuss the Contraction Programme of No. 45 Group,

RAF Transport Command

CONFIDENTIAL [London,] January 30, 1946

THE CIIAIRMAN opened the Meeting by stating that a previous meeting
held on 18th December, 1945, in Air Ministry, was held to determine the

• Note telle que dans l'original • * Note as in original:
Secretary Chiefs of Staff Cttee. Please place this on Agenda of early meeting

of the Cttee.
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action required to implement the Contraction Programme for No. 45 Group.
He went on to state that the purpose of this meeting was to review the
progress made and to discuss any outstanding points. The meeting then turned
to the Agenda.

ITEM No. 2. MONTREAIr-GOOSE. MONTREAL-GANDER SERVICES

(a) It was agreed that both of the above services should terminate
on the 15th February, 1946. Transport Command representa-
tive pointed out that limited facilities in the form of air-lift
would be required until personnel had been evacuated.

(b) S.61 informed the meeting that the Ministry of Civil Aviation

has asked the S. of S. for the R.A.F. to maintain personnel at
Gander for a period of six months, and that a reply had been
given in which it was stated that in view of the present circum-
stances it was not possible to retain R.A.F. personnel at
Gander for such a period and that it was imperative to with-
draw such personnel in the immediate future. The question
of the Canadians being invited to take over the facilities was
again raised, but it appeared that there was some doubt as to
whether such an arrangement could be brought into effect.

S.O.A. No. 45 Group2 pointed out that considerable
numbers of civilians had already been engaged at Gander and
the remaining number of R.A.F. personnel was comparatively
small. In view of this latest disclosure S.6 was invited to press
the Dominions Office to obtain agreement from the Newfound-

land Government to take over facilities at Gander as quickly

as possible. D.D.O.23 would thereafter notify all concerned
of the target date for the hand over and for withdrawal of

. R.A.F. personnel.
S.O.A. No. 45 Group stated that he had received a signal

from his Headquarters, stating that definite confirmation could
not yet be given as to the target date of the 15th FebruarY

being met for the handing over of Goose Bay to the R.C.A.F.,

but he indicated that the handing over would be achieved in
the very near future. S.O.A. No. 45 Group was invited to

report a firm date for effecting the handing over on his return
to Canada.

%B. Humphreyi-Daries. Zarter.
• Le capitaine de troupe D.W.P. Bonham- '(3roup-Captain D. W. F. Bonham

carter.
'Le capitaine de groupe H. K. McIntyre. •(iroup-CaptaIn H. K. McIntyre.
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SOUS-SECTION 11/SUB-SECTION 11

GANDER ET BOTWOOD

GANDER AND BOTWOOD

393.

• See Document 171.

TELEGRAM 586 [St. John's,] September 10, 1940

SECRET. Your telegram No. 470 Secret of 23rd June.i Defence of Air
Bases. Power, Canadian Minister for Defence (Air), suggested in a telephone
conversation with Emerson on 7th instant that Canada should take over
control of Airports. This is first time Canadians have raised this question
since Penson's conversation at Ottawa reported in our telegram No. 229
Secret of 30th Aprilz and we do not know their reasons for raising it now.$
May we assume that there is still no objection on your part to our expressing
willingness to consider Power's suggestion favourably subject to stipulations
in your telegram No. 374 of 5th June4 and to adequate safeguards and
assurances in relation to Trans-Atlantic flights including delivery flights. We
should appreciate very early reply.

Skelton Papers 395
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au

conseiller juridique5

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to
Legal Adviser5

[Ottawa,] September 11, 1940

Attached is a copy of a lettere from Major Power regarding responsibility
for the defence of Newfoundland. In view of the expenditure of Canadian
funds there and the rights being obtained in other parts of Newfoundland by
the United States, it was thought desirable by Council that Canadian rights
position there should. be made more definite. I

Major Power's letter has been approved in general by Mr. King who has
asked that a letter7 be sent, to the Government of Newfoundland. Perhaps
some of the phrasing might be toned down.

'Document 119. -
'Document 72.
'Voir le document 171.
`Document 81.
' J. E. Read.
'Non reproduite."La

était endqpue à la ale de (
document

satuf que
cette dernière mentionnait que le gouverne-
ment du Canada avait .auumé la responsa-
bilités de la défense de Terre-Neuve.

NPA GN1/3 320/35
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

' Not printed.

403

N

Ille despatch sent (Document 395) was
Identical with Power's letter except that the
latter stated simply that the Government of
Canada had "assumed responsibility" for the
defence of Newfoundland.

,

i
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395. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

DESPATCH 7 Ottawa, September 13, 1940

Sir,
I have the honour to invite your attention to the correspondence with regard

to the defence of Newfoundland. The Government of Canada has assumed
a very substantial degree of responsibility for that defence and units of the
Canadian Active Service Force are now located in that country. A unit of the
R.C.A.F. is located at Newfoundland Airport and the sum of $1,370,000 is
being expended by the Canadian Government to create additional air operat-
ing facilities at the Newfoundland Airport. When these facilities are ready,
additional R.C.A.F. units will be located at the Airport. This Airport is owned
and operated by the Newfoundland Government who have a Manager, a staff
of meteorological, wireless, and other civilians on duty at the Airport.

During the period of hostilities it will be in the interest of all concerned for
Canada to assume control of the Newfoundland Airport. It is desired, there-
fore, that the Government of Newfoundland be requested to discuss the
following matters which affect the efficiency of the defence of Newfoundland:

(a) The R.C.A.F. should take over complete control of the Newfound-
land Airport including all buildings and equipment.

(b) The R.C.A.F. shoyld absorb the present staff of the Airport, either
in a civilian or service capacity.

(c) The Newfoundland and Canadian Governments should discuss their
relative financial responsibilities in respect to the maintenance of
the Airport during the period of the war.

Control of the Airport by the R.C.A.F. should in no way affect the use
of local air facilities by British or Allied aircraft.

I should be very grateful if arrangements could be made to provide for
discussion of the above matters at the earliest possible date.

I have etc.
O. D. SKELTON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

396. NPA S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TÉLECRANt 606 [St. John's,] September 20, 1940

SECRET. We should appreciate immediate reply to our,telegram Nô. 586
Secret of 10th September relative to suggestion that Canada should take over
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control of Airports in Newfoundland. We have just received from Ottawa
request that arrangements should be made to provide for discussion of the
following matters at earliest possible date: ...1

The communication adds that control of the Airport by the R.C.A.F. should
in no way affect the use of local air facilities by British or allied aircraft.
Proposed arrangements contemplated for period of hostilities. Important for-
many reasons we should reply to this proposal without delay.

397. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 768 [London,] September 24, 1940

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Your telegram No. 586, September 10th. Newfound-
land Airports. We agree that question of control from Canada may be dis-
cussed with Canadian Government on basis proposed in my telegram No. 374,
June 5th.2I will let you know if Air Ministry have any further observations on
arrangements suggested in your telegram No. 606, September 20th.

398. 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Ab`airs

TELEGRAM 47 St. John's, September 30, 1940

SECRET. Addressed to Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa,
No. 47. Secret. Repeated to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs
No. 628, and the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Ottawa, No.
45. Your despatch No. 7 of September 13th. Newfoundland airport, Glen-
eagles seaplane anchorage and Botwood seaplane base are three separate
air bases owned by the Newfoundland Government. United, Kingdom Air
Ministry has paid for whole cost of wireless equipment and five-sixths of
other construction costs of these bases: The estimated net cost of maintenance
and operation for the 12 months ending June 30th next, exclusive of wireless
and meteorological services, is $180,000 of which half met by the United
Kingdom Air Ministry and half by the Newfoundland Government. This
estimation ought to prove adequate to meet declining requirements of present
situation. Cost of operation wireless services understood to be about $100,000
per annum and is met entirely by the United Kingdom Air Ministry. Meteor-
ological transport[?] provided and paid for by your Government. We have
=

' Icl suivait un résum6 du document 395. 1 Nere followed a:ummary of Document

I Document 81.
395.
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consulted His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom regarding

proposals contained in your despatch under reference. We shall be p ep

d

to enter into discussion of details provided agreement can first be reached

in regard to following fundamental points:

(1) No part of any of latter's air bases to be handed over to control of
a third party without prior consent.

(2) No alterations to be made to existing lay-out of bases without prior
consent of the Newfoundland Government.

(3) Any damage to be repaired.
(4) Control of bases to be handed back

te l nvestedsinh Com-

missioner

Control over area of Newfoundland airport now
missioner for Public Utilities by Act No . 1 938 in regard to

new buildingssuch municipal matters as permits for erection
and prevention of squatting to continue unimpaired.

(6) Newfoundland personnel to be employed
manufactured or produced in(7) Preference to be given to materia ls

Newfoundland sold at competitive prices.
As regards financial arrangements we assume that the Canadian Govern-

ment would take over responsibility for the whole cost of maintenance and
operation of the three bases including cost of wireless facilities as from date
on which it takes over control. We consider it inexpedient and indeed im-
practicable to effect change-over before onset of winter when flying opera-

tions will be curtailed. At present time whole staff working under severe
pressure and could not possibly divert their attention to problems arising in
connection with change-over. Discussion of details might start in December
with object of effecting change-over as soon as possible thereafter. It would
probably be best for joint discussions to be conducted at St. John's.

399.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
Boston, October 2, 1940

Action by Canadian Air Force planes
" 1 Flight B.R. aircraft now patrolling from Newfou ndland

; le
48 Pa

asedtBase• Sitereduced to 36, 12 to be accommodated by United States at
selected for 2 Squadrons. Site for third yet to be selected--depends upon
site yet to be decided upnby R.C.N. and

Flying off and parking space now available at Newfoundland airport
accommodation being erected for:

2 Squadrons of B.R. aircraft; 1 Squadron of Fighters; and 1 Flight
of Target Towing aircraft.

I
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400. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire au Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELECRAm 838 [London,] October 17, 1940

SECRET. Your telegram No. 606 and your telegram No. 6281 Secret of
September 20th and September 30th respectively. Basis on which Newfound-
land Airport and Seaplane Bases including all buildings and equipment
may be transferred to complete control of Royal Canadian Air Force has
been further considered in Air Ministry, and they wish to make it clear
that their agreement to transfer is subject to following provisos:

(a) Facilities at Airport and Seaplane Bases for British civil aircraft
operating across North Atlantic or undertaking local flights to
continue to be made available as required.

(b) Thére will be no interference with plan for delivery by air of
military aircraft across the Atlantic. This involves accommodation
for aircraft and personnel at Newfoundland Airport, proposals
for which will be submitted to Newfoundland and Canadian
Governments as soon as possible. It involves also work by W.T.
Station in connection with delivery flights.

(c) Only such foreign undertakings as are at present authorized should
be permitted to use Airport and seaplane bases and only to
extent permitted by existing authorizations.

(d) Royal Canadian Air Force should have regard to the fact that
Air Port has been constructed at capital cost of over 900,000
pounds sterling, primarily for North Atlantic commercial air
transport. Consequently no construction should be undertaken
which will prejudice suitability of Airport for this purpose.

(e) In view of its major financial interest in the Airport, H.M. Govern-
ment in the Ùnited Kingdom will wish to be consulted as to
basis on which division of financial responsibility will be deter-
mined. Financial discussions should take account of capital
expenditure already incurred by H.M. Government in the United
Kingdom on port installation.

(f) Arrangement shall be limited to period of hostilities.

No objection to proposal to absorb present staff of Airport, either in
civilian or service capacity, subject to consent of individuals concerned and
consideration of position under existing contracts.

1 I)Ocument 398.

I
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Victoria, November 14, 1940

Action by the Canadian Air Force
After discussion with Captain Hill, U.S.N., and Captain Murray, R.C.N.,

it was decided to provide accommodation for 36 patrol planes at Botwood
instead of 24 at Botwood and 12 at Canada Bay. The Department of
Transport has been requested to survey this site and make an estimate of
cost preparatory to proceeding with the necessary work when the respective
Governments have ratified the Basic Plan.

402. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 774 [St. John's,] December 6, 1940

SECRET. Question of control of Airport arose in course of recent discus-
sions here with Gibson, Canadian Minister for National Revenue-' No reply
yet received to our telegram to Canadian Government repeated to you as
No. 628 of 30th September but we gathered from Gibson that conditions as
expressed in your telegrams 374 of 5th - June2 and 838 of 17th October
likely to be generally acceptable to Canada subject to one important matter.
Canadian Government apprehends criticism if it has to admit having spent
some $1,300,000 from Canadian funds on hutments for personnel and
hangars for aircraft without security of tenure of sites after termination of
hostilities. The infantry hutments are immediately south of railway at eastern
end of flying field while the R.C.A.F. hutments and hangars are sited in
the space between ends of runways 3 and 1. Hutments are of usual semi-
permanent type while hangars have steel frames with timber walls. In view
of expenditure from Canadian funds and extreme probability that these
Airports will have to be defended even after hostilities cease we think we
must give^ Canadian Government an assurance that we will leave them
undisturbed in their occupation of these sites for a substantial period
Whether or not Canadian Government wishes to proceed with the idea of
taking over control of these Airports for the duration of the war we propose
to give them this assurance and we should be glad to be informed of your
approval by telegram as early as possible.

^' Voir le document 177. 'See Document 177.

2 Document 81.
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403. CWC

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, December 13, 1940

DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

7. THE ASSOCIATE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that he had
been somewhat concerned to learn from Brigadier Stuart, the Army member
of the Canadian section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, that
officers of the U.S. general staff were likely to propose that the United
States be granted a long term lease, at or near the Newfoundland Airport.
Unofficial intimations to this effect had been given during discussions
regarding the provision of equipment, particularly anti-aircraft guns, for
joint defence.

The Committee would recall that it had been agreed that the United
States should establish bases on the Avalon Peninsula. It was now being
suggested that this location would not be suitable and that the vicinity of
the Airport would be preferable. The matter would be discussed at the next
meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, and Brigadier Stuart
had been instructed not to give any grounds for believing that Canada would
consent to such a proposal. It would be a mistake to permit the United
States to take over a site in the vicinity of the Airport, which was occupied
by Canadian forces. Such a site was not ours to grant, but we should not
consent to any such proposal.

- 8. The Committee agreed with the view expressed by Mr. Power that
Canada should not agree to the United States being granted sites for bases,
at or in the vicinity of the Newfoundland Airport.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

404. 50218-40

ICPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions
t

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET New York, December 17, 1940

[4.] The members of the United States Section of the Board pointed out
that in this two year interval before the new aerodrome facilities become
available for use,' the Newfoundland airport is the only point at which
United States Army air personnel can be trained for operations in New-

'LesI-es installations devant btre disponibles à 'The facilities to be made available at
Torbay ot, le CARC se proposait d'établir un Torbay where RCAF was planning to estab-
aérodrome pour avions de chasse. lish a fighter aerodrome.
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foundland. The climatic and operating conditions there are not duplicated
elsewhere and therefore considerable unit training in the area is an essential

-prerequisite to any successful air operations.
The facilities which, it had been contemplated, Canada would provide

for United States aircraft were at the Newfoundland airport, and were to
-consist only of hangar capacity for part of the total number of air planes,
a camp site for emergency erection of tentage or portable housing, and

portable machine shops and servicing equipment. This, however, it was
pointed out, would not, as further reconnaissance makes clear, permit the
-continuous training in all seasons of sufficient United States air personnel
to provide an adequate force in the event of an emergency situation of the
-type contemplated by the First Report.

Under these circumstances, two alternative courses were suggested. The
-first of these was that the character of the accommodation to be provided by
Canada at the Newfoundland airport for United States use should be such
as is considered essential by the force to be accommodated and should be
. of a more substantial character than was in contemplation in order that the
-composite group of 73 air planes could be operated for training purposes
continuously throughout the year. The necessary expenditure for this purpose
would be in excess of that originally contemplated.

The other alternative, and the one which the United States Service Members
would prefer to see adopted, would be the leasing to the United States of an
area adjacent to the Newfoundland airport, in which case the expense of
erecting facilities for the training of the United States personnel might be
borne by the United States.

The members of the Canadian Section of the Board fully appreciated the
importance of the immediate training of United States Army air personnel
under the conditions in which operations in Newfoundland would have to be
carried on. They recognized, however, that a choice between the two alterna-
tives was not 'one which concerned Canada alone, since if the second alterna-
tive were chosen, its -adoption would depend upon negotiations between the
'United States and Great Britain.

It appeared to the Board that, since the proposed United States leased
area would not include the landing field itself except for military purposes,
the British-Canadian control of the use of the Newfoundland airport now
and in the future would remain complete.

- It was accordingly agreed that the Canadian Section should obtain from
the Canadian Government and transmit to the United States Section, the
decision of that Government as to whether it would prefer to assume the
,expense involved in the provision of adequate facilities or whether that the
United States Government should initiate direct negotiations with the British
Government with a view to the allocation of the suggested, area on the
understanding that if these negotiations were successful the Canadian Govern-
ment would have no objection to any arrangements made being carried out.

f

_
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405. CwC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, December 18, 1940

DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

1. THE ASSOCIATE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that

the Chairman of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence had informed him that the Board had now discussed the suggestion
that the United States. acquire bases in the vicinity of the Newfoundland
Airport. Reference had been made to this at the last meeting of the Committee.

The Canadian representatives, in accordance with instructions, had in-
dicated that the Canadian government would not favour such a proposal. The
U.S. representatives had then suggested, as an alternative, that Canada agree
to make accommodation and facilities at the Airport available to U.S.
formations, for the purpose of operational training.

Approximately 78 aircraft and 1,000 men would be involved. It was
contemplated that they would proceed to Newfoundland in February and
remain there the year round. The construction of additional hutments and
hangars would be required. Control of the Airport would continue to be
vested in the R.C.A.F.

2. MR. POWER said that, in his opinion, the establishment of U.S.
personnel and aircraft at the Airport would offer distinct advantages from
the Canadian point of view, and should be permitted. Though such U.S. forces
would not be committed to come to our assistance, their presence would
inevitably constitute a much needed addition to the defensive strength of the
Airport. At present Canada was not in a position to provide adequate air
defence in this area. ,

3. THE MINISTER OF FINANCE expressed the view that if Canada
were to agree to provide accommodation and facilities at the Airport, the
United States should contribute to the cost, by way of rental or otherwise.
Use by the United States of these facilities would be for their own defence
purposes. It would be only reasonable, therefore, that they should assist in
defraying the expenditure involved.

4. MR. POWER said that it might be preferable not to raise the question
of contribution to the cost of additional accommodation. Canada did not wish
to have any permanent U.S. establishment at or near the Airport and it would
be unlikely that the United States would contribute to the expenditures
involved without obtaining some share of jurisdiction and security of tenure.
In any event Canada would eventually make use of the additional hangars
and huts. The matter might, however, be discussed with the Chairman of
the Canadian Section of the Board.
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5. THE PRIME MINISTER expressed agreement with Mr. Power. It
now appeared that the enemy was preparing for a spring offensive. Activity
in the Atlantic areas was not unlikely. The presence of U.S. aircraft and
personnel in Newfoundland would give a sense of security in regard to our
defence on the Atlantic. Canada had left her eastern coast exposed by
sending all possible planes and ships to the assistance of the United Kingdom,
in Europe.

6. After further discussion, the Committee approved in principle agreement
on the part of Canada that the facilities of the Newfoundland Airport should
be made available to U.S. air formations for operational training, and that
the necessary additional accommodation, required for this purpose, should
be provided. It was agreed that Mr. Power should discuss with Colonel
Biggar the advisability of suggesting contribution by the United States to
the cost involved.

406. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 72 Ottawa, December 19, 1940

Reference your telegram No. 47 of September 30th and our despatch
No. 7 of September 13th, and memorandum of recent meeting at St. John's-1

1. Canadian Government has considered the seven fundamental points
of your telegram No. 47 together with the one added at the recent meeting
with reference to British civil aircraft and Trans-Atlantic delivery of military
aircraft, and as. regards Newfoundland Airport, the Canadian Government
is prepared to agree on these points with the exception of Point 2. The
wording of Point 2 as received here may be faulty, and we would ask you
to clarify it so that it can also be considered and disposed of.

2. Still dealing with Newfoundland Airport exclusively, the Canadian
Government is desirous of arriving at a final settlement at an early date
under which control of this airport is assumed by Royal Canadian Air Force.
As you have been informed, it would be desirable that title should be
conveyed to Canada of the land occupied by hangars and hutments now
being constructed. This would seem to be the most suitable way of dealing
with this item, and the conveyance could be made subject to any suitable
restrictions as to user, erection of buildings and repair of damage. Your
serious attention is requested on this point before we revert to the alter-
native of a lease with restrictive covenants. Attention is again drawn to the
very considerable financial commitments being assumed by Canada in the
erection of hangars and other buildings. ^

'Voir le document 177. 'Sec Document 177.
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3. The Canadian Government would welcome an expression of the views
of the Newfoundland Government as to whether in the event of control being
assumed as above, the Newfoundland Government would continue to make
to Canada a contribution toward the maintenance and operation costs of
the Airport, equivalent to the payment now being made by Newfoundland
in this respect. The figures set out in your No. 47 of September 30th would
seem to include Botwood and Gleneagles. May we be advised of the figures
applicable to Newfoundland Airport only, if such can be stated.

4. If further reference is necessary to United Kingdom Government, may
this be done as soon as possible so that agreement as to this Airport may be
reached at an early date.

407. 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 72 St. John's, December 28, 1940

SECRET. Addressed to Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa,
repeated to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs No. 806. Your telegram
No. 72, December 19th.

1. Point 2 of our telegram No. 47 of September 30th as follows. Begins.
No alterations to be made to existing lay-out of bases without prior consent
of Newfoundland Government. Ends.

We regard this condition as indispensable. Existing lay-out designed for
trans-Atlantic services, and we must retain right to veto any proposal which
would be prejudicial to those services. At the same time, our attitude will
continue to be entirely co-operative in regard to defence of air port, in which
Newfoundland and Canada are both interested.

2. In view of situation of hangars and hutments constructed, or now
being constructed, at cost of, Canadian funds, we could not agree to give
Canada permanent title to land occupied by them. Subject to concurrence of
United Kingdom, whose investment in air bases exceeds four and a half
million dollars, we would agree to a lease for a substantial period (as to?)
permanent buildings.

3. In the event of control being transferred as proposed, we would make
some contribution 'towards operation and maintenance of cost, but we
consider:

(a) Our contribution, while Canada exercises control, should be sub-
stantially less than the cost we now bear, and

(b) That the United Kingdom should be relieved of its contribution
of cost of wireless services which it now bears in full.

As regards figures set out in our telegram No. 47, September 30th, sum
of $180,000 includes only $8,000 for Botwood and nil for Gleneagles, in

,
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respect of which no expenditure incurred in recent years. It is probable that
operation and maintenance costs will have to be somewhat increased, and
Control Officer reports cost of operation of wireless service, met entirely

by Air Ministry, is $104,000, not $100,000 per annum. This last sum is

of course additional to the $180,000 cost of operation and maintenance.

4. Further reference to United Kingdom is necessary, but would servepointsno tiseful purpose until provisional understanding on
furthers com-

munication
as between Canada and Newfoundland.

from you.
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408.
NPA S-5-5-1

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 1-
[London,] January 1, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 807 of December 28th.1 Secret. I agree that
it is reasonable that Canadian Government should be given assurance of
lease after termination of hostilities for period life

al

buildings.
al

We feel however that care should be taken to avoid any generperiod inby Newfoundland Government in respect of ^Î tdu^tion of the
regard to defence arrangements concluded with Canada
war. You will appreciate importance of keeping open as far as possible
position as regards arrangements to be made after th e

u^o as left
will

the
be necesary to take into account not only general
war but also possible constitutional developments in Newfoundland

thereafter.

50218-40
409.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Montreal, January 20, 1941
TOP SECRET

Action by United States Army
.,. Composition of 73 planes for Newfoundland Airport determined. De-,

received that Canada would provide the facilities determinedNe found-
United States . as necessary for operations of the 73 aeroplanes at

rport. . .land Al' I
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Action by the Canadian Air Force
Action has been taken to hasten construction of works and buildings at

Newfoundland Airport, but bad weather, sickness and lack of shipping in the-
past has retarded construction. The contractor now has 800 men on the job.
The contractor states he will have one double hangar ready for occupation.
and accommodation for 31 Officers and 200 men ready by lst March, 1941..

Owing to weather conditions and conditions of the ground at Botwood,.
the engineers could not definitely locate a site, but the district inspector is
arranging for more preliminary investigation, but final report cannot be mader
until conditions permit observations in the spring. Gander Lake should be:
considered as an alternative to Botwood as information received indicates
that a suitable shore for slipways can be found on the north shore of Gander
Lake reasonably close to the airport. Officers on the site have been requested
to submit a report on a suitable site, including road connections to the.
Newfoundland Airport. Some facilities should be erected at Botwood to meet
the emergency when boats might occasionally not get over the land to Gander-
There is a good chain of lakes between Botwood and Gander.

410. 1156-D-391

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of New f oundland

TELEGRAM 5 Ottawa, January 20, 1941

Reference to your telegram of the 28th December, No. 72. •

2. The Canadian Government now agrees with your Point 2 that no altera-
tions be made of existing lay-out of bases without prior consent of Newfound-
land Government. All your fundamental points have now been acceded to.

3. Canadian Government is prepared to accept a lease instead of a fee:
simple grant of lands on which R.C.A.F.' buildings are being erected, provided
the term of such lease corresponds reasonably to the life of the buildings
being built thereon and subject to United Kingdom concurrence and subject
to other details of the proposed transfer of control of airport being arranged.
to the satisfaction of the Governments concerned.

4. It is noted that your Government is prepared to make some contribution
towards operation and maintenance costs, but that while Canada is exercising-
control this will be substantially less than formerly. In this connection the^
Canadian Government would like to make the following observations:

(a) This Government has not in the past regarded the financial burden
of the airport facilities as being necessarily inseparable from the

I

I
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operational control as witness our maintenance of the Meteor-
ological Service in the past while operational control of the airport
was in other hands.

(b) The Newfoundland Government has stipulated and the Canadian
Government has agreed that delivery of military aircraft across the
Atlantic is a matter of paramount importance and that facilities are
to be ensured for British Civil Aircraft undertaking Trans-Atlantic
or local flights. The delivery of military aircraft overseas will quite
possibly become an activity of some magnitude in the near future.
It would seem to the Canadian Government to be equitable that
the United Kingdom Government as well as Newfoundland should
contribute in some measure to the cost of maintaining these facili-
ties. The Canadian Government has in mind suggesting that a
proportionate share of the cost of wireless services and maintenance
be borne by the United Kingdom Government, even though opera-
tional control for defence purposes be in Canadian hands. The
enterprise is a joint one and while the Canadian Government is
prepared to assume the larger share of the burden, it is hoped that
all the interested parties will co-operate.

5. In view of the fact that provisional understanding on the main points
has been reached, we would hope that the matter may be referred to the
United Kingdom at an early date so that final details can be disposed of and
a definite date for take-over set.

411. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Tor SECRET • Montreal, January 21, 1941

2. The Board continued the discussion of the progress being made in
providing facilities for United States aircraft in the Maritime Provinces and
Newfoundland. Having reviewed the present status of the facilities which,
in accordance with the approved Recommendation in the First Report of

the Board are to be provided by Canada,, the Board has agreed as its
Fourteenth Recommendation:i

That most urgent priority should be given to the provision of facilities
for at least one United States squadron of patrol planes at Halifax and

one United States squadron in the Botwood area.

'Approuvie par le gouvernement du Ca- ' Approved by the Government of Canda

nada le 27 mars 1941. on March 27, 1941.

UN
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412. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 6 Ottawa, January 25, 1941

With reference to my telegram of January 20th, No. 5, and the agreement
of the Canadian Government that no alterations be made of existing lay-out
of Newfoundland Airport without prior consent of Newfoundland Govern-
ment. In conformity with a recommendation of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence, and following urgent representations received from United States
authorities as to the necessity for their forces having training and experience
in the Newfoundland area, the Canadian Government has agreed to erect
additional buildings at the Airport adequate for the accommodation and
training of American composite group of approximately 300 officers, 1050
men and 73 aircraft. The cost will be borne by Canada. It is not intended
that this will affect in any way the proposal that operational control of the
Airport be assumed by R.C.A.F.

Detailed plans are not complete but are under consideration and will be
discussed with Newfoundland authorities later. In the meantime, the Canadian
Government would appreciate the Newfoundland Government signifying its
general concurrence in the matter subject to details to be worked out.

NPA S-4-2-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 62 [St. John's,] January 31, 1941

SECRET. Our telegram No. 50 Secret of 28th January, 19411. We propose to
reply to Ottawa telegram No. 5 on the following lines. We understand the
position to be that Canàdian Government (a) agrees with the seven funda-
mental points set out in our telegram to Ottawa repeated to you as No. 628
of 30th September, 1940, and elucidated in the case of point two by our tele-
gram repeated to you as No. 806 of 28th December'; (b) agrees that there
Will be no interference'with plan for delivery by air of military aircraft across
the Atlantic or with facilities for British civil aircraft as stipulated in (a) and
(b) of your telegram No. 838 of 17th October, 1940; (c) is prepared to
accept a lease instead of a fee simple grant of lands on which Royal Canadian
Air Force buildings are being erected subject to conditions specified in para. 3
of Ottawa telegram No. 5; (d) is prepared to assume the larger share of

â reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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the burden of the running cost of wireless services and maintenance and opera-
tion of the Air Bases at Gander, Botwood and Gleneagles. On the basis of this
understanding we are prepared to proceed at once with negotiations with their
officials with the object of disposing of final details and fixing a definite date
for the handing over of the three bases subject to acceptance by the Canadian
Government of a condition not explicitly mentioned by us in earlier telegrams,
viz., the condition at (c) of your telegram No. 838. We propose to say also
in our reply that we think that in all the circumstances a fair distribution of
the financial burden would be for the United Kingdom to make a fixed contri-
bution to Canada of $25,000 per annum towards the cost of the wireless
services and for the United Kingdom and Newfoundland jointly to make a
further fixed contribution of $50,000 per annum towards the maintenance
and operation of the other services at the three bases, Canada being responsi-
ble for providing all further funds required and entitled to all rentals and other
items of revenue while she is so responsible. We propose to add that the
Newfoundland Government will hand over all equipment including surplus
equipment for use at any of the above mentioned three bases or for safe cus-
tody at these bases, it being understood that no movable or immovable prop-
erty is to be disposed of or removed from those bases without the consent
of the United Kingdom and Newfoundland Governments and that the proceeds
of any agreed sales will be the property of those Governments. We would
also tell Canada in advance of the negotiations as to details that Newfoundland
Government expects to be allowed to retain such accounting personnel as
may be mutually agreed on in order to provide for closing of accounts and
completion of handing over proceedings, the cost of such personnel to be
paid for by Canada. We should be grateful if you could see your way to
authorise. us to conclude this matter without further reference to you on the
basis of this proposed reply and of any further conditions you may now
direct us to lay down. The matter is urgent because we think it advisable to
complete the handing over of these bases to Canada for the period of war
before the Spring when we anticipate continuous demands for improved or
additional facilities at the Airport which we shall be quite unable to supply
from our own funds. As regards Ottawa telegram No. 6 we propose to agree
that subject to consideration of details still to be worked out and on the
understanding that no cost to Newfoundland exchequer will be involved we
concur generally in proposals regarding accommodation for the training of
United States air personnel. We will add that it is an indispensable condition
of our concurrence that adoption of the proposals shall not involve any
additional rights or privileges to the United States at Newfoundland air bases

in regard to civil aviation over and above those which they already possess.
We propose to remind Canada that consideration will have to be given to
capacity of air bases to handle volume of additional air traffic likely to result
before the proposals can be finally accepted by us. Please inform us as
soon as possible whether you approve of this proposed reply and whether

there are any special conditions which you would like us to lay down.

is
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414. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

, Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, February 3, 1941

NEWFOUNDLAND: ADDITIONAL ACCOMMODATION FOR U.S. FORCES

15. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR stated that, following
surveys which had been made, U.S. engineers had now reported that sub-
stantial additions would require to be made to accommodation which had.
been planned for U.S. aircraft and crews at the Newfoundland Airport. This
additional accommodation involved estimated expenditure of $4,000,000,
beyond that which had already been authorized and undertaken by the
Canadian government for this purpose.

16. MR. POWER said that despite the further substantial expense involved,
he felt that it was justified by the importance, for the defence of Canada,
of the presence of U.S. air forces in Newfoundland.

17. The Committee expressed general agreement with Mr. Power's recom-
mendation in this respect, it being pointed out that the principle of providing
for U.S. forces in Newfoundland, at Canadian expense, had already been
approved.

415. NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland •

TELEGRAM 152 [London,] February 27, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram 31st January No. 62. Air Bases..It is hoped to
send reply to first pàrt very shortly. As regards last part Air Ministry are
apprehensive that accommodation for training United States personnel may
(in fact exclude?) R.A.F. réquirements and would like to have views of
Squadron-Leader Pattison on the subject before replying. Should be glad if
you would communicate following message to him from Air Ministry. Begins.

Reference last part of telegram No. 62 of January 31st from Newfoundland
Government about accommodation for United States Air personnel at Newfound-
land Air Port we wish to know before agreeing to this proposal whether in your
view Newfoundland Air Port would be able without hampering R.A.F. ferrying
requirements to accommodate all the following:

(a) R.A.F. and civilian personnel employed in connection with trans-Atlantic
ferrying of American aircraft say 600 personnel and 40 aircraft at a
time.
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(b) Such units of Royal Canadian Air Force as Canadian Government may
wish to send, and .

(c) United States Military personnel which will number approximately 300
officers and 1,050 men together with 73 aircraft. Ends.

We should be grateful for early reply.

416. 50218-40

. CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des discussions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Buffalo, February 27, 1941

Action by the Royal Canadian Air Force
A senior officer of the United States Army Engineering Corps visited

Ottawa and in consultation with the R.C.A.F. Engineers approved a building
lâyout to meet.United States requirements.

The contractor is arranging for the employment of an additional 1,500
men to speed up the construction programme.

A contract has been awarded for the new construction at Newfoundland
Airport.

Detailed engineers report on progress available.
Engineers report available on Botwood and Gleneagles.

Botwood. A contract has been arranged for a construction company to
commence work on this site as soon as surveys now being made are com-
pleted. There exists at this base one forty foot concrete slipway and refuelling
facilities of 6,000 gallons. The Newfoundland Government have been re-
quested to make these facilities available and to acquire the necessary lands.
One squadron could operate from this base after the 1st of May if ship
accommodation is available for personnel.

417.
NPA S-5-5-1

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

, Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 162 [London,] March 4, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram of 31st January No. 62. We agree that you should
now proceed with negotiations for fixing definite date f6r handing over three
basesi to the Canadian Government on conditions proposed by you, subject
to following points.

'Gander, Botwood, Gleneagks.

EM
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On further consideration Air Ministry take the view that they must retain
control of wireless station for duration of war in order to secure integration
of Atlantic ferrying and civil signal organisations. They are prepared to bear
cost of operation of station, subject to payment by Canadian Government
for use latter may make of station for their own purposes but pending further
enquiries are not yet in a position to suggest any figure.

Financial proposals proposed by you for services other than wireless are
considered reasonable. Penson has suggested instead of annual contribution
for United Kingdom and Newfoundland being fixed jointly at $50,000
separate contributions of $25,000 each should be proposed. We should have
no objection to this.

418. NPA S-5-5-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 126 [St. John's,] March 5, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 152 Secret of 27th February. Following is
Pattison's reply to message from Air Ministry. Begins. Reference Air Ministry
telegram re accommodation Airport. Only items being supplied R.C.A.F. and
United States Air Corps are the use of the runway and building site thus as
these organizations are supplying their own accommodation and service this
does not affect ferry service accommodation. Original accommodation of
Airport consists of one hangar and accommodation minimum permanent
staff which is already inadequate. For ferry service additional accommodation
for total of thirty has recently been provided thus accommodation under
(a) in telegram referred to must be additional accommodation for which
space is still available. The one hangar and the accommodation for thirty is
all that is available for ferry service and additional requirements remain to
be provided. The only doubt regarding hampering ferry service by the estab-
lishment of R.C.A.F. and United States is the possibility congestion aircraft
on runway and in the air. This point was discussed by me' with Canadian
authorities and by the system of traffic control which it is proposed to
establish it is considered that this objection will be satisfactorily overcome.
Ferry service organizations have also been consulted regarding this traffic
control and agree. that situation can be satisfactorily overcome. For your
information R.C.A.F. original plans for which camp is nearly completed
have been modified. Camp will be enlarged on present site to accommodate
forces under joint plan Ends. Woods proceeding to Airport tomorrow to
discuss matter with Pattison and we will send our comments on Pattison's
views after Woods returns. We suggest that you hold back your reply to
first part of our telegram No. 62 Secret of 31 st January until you receive
our further telegram.
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419. NPA S-5-5-1

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Public Utilities to Commission
of Government of Newfoundland

P.U. 8 ((a)-'41 [St. John's,] March 8, 1941

SECRET

With reference to my memo. P.U. 8-41,1 our telegram to the Secretary of
State No. 62, Secret, of 31st January, approved by minute 54-4 of 30th
January,l and the following subsequent telegrams:

from S. of S. for D.A. No. 152, Secret, of 27th February
46

" " "
At

162 " " 4th March

to " " " " 126 " " 5th March

relative to the proposed transfer of the Newfoundland Air Bases to Canada
for the duration of the war, I annex two draft telegramsz to the Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs.

2. I advise that these telegrams should be despatched as soon as possible,
as recent events have convinced me that the Canadian and United States
Authorities are acting upon the assumption that the Air Bases at Gander,
*Gleneagles and Botwood are theirs to use and develop as they think fit
-without the Newfoundland and United Kingdom Governments having much
say in the matter. The first draft telegram deals with the retention of Squadron-
Leader Pattison's services by this Government and the second with proposals
now afoot for Botwood and Gleneagles to be developed for the use of United
States' flying boat squadrons. I consider it to be of vital importance for the
Newfoundland Government to retain Squadron-Leader Pattison's services.

W. W. WOODS

420. NPA S-5-5-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 133 [St. John's,] March 10, 1941

SECRET. , Your telegram of the 4th March No. 162 Secret. Before proceeding
with negotiations we lay before you proposal to retain Pattison as represen-
tative of Newfoundland Government at the Airport and Botwood. He would
(a) control wireless organisation which is to be operated on Air Ministry
account as he does at present, (b) act as channel of communication on rou-
tine matters between Air Ministry and Newfoundland Airport, (c) act as liai

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed. '
- - 2 Documents 420, 421.
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son officer between Air Ministry and the various Canadian and United States
-Authorities and (d) have a general watching brief on behalf of both the
United Kingdom and the Newfoundland Governments in order to conserve
their interests more particularly with reference to safety arrangements for
trans-Atlantic flights and the civil rights of the Newfoundland Government
at the Air Bases. Pattison informs us that he has been approached by the
R.C.A.F. with an offer of a commission in that Force with the view to his
becoming Officer Commanding R.C.A.F. at Newfoundland Airport. We
wish to retain Pattison's services and consider that the value to us and the Air
Ministry of his presence at the Airport would be seriously diminished if he
became an officer of the R.C.A.F. We apprehend that many questions may
arise affecting both the safety of trans-Atlantic fGghts and the interests of
the Newfoundland Government in the Air Bases which we ought not to leave
entirely in the hands of the R.C.A.F. and we consider that these interests can
best be protected by retaining Pattison at the Airport in a position inde-
pendent of the Canadian Government. Under our present proposal Pattison
would have no powers of control over the Airport except in regard to the
wireless organisation but he would be in a strong position for making represen-
tation to the R.C.A.F. Authorities in charge. We could not expect Pattison
to accept such a position unless we offered him a permanent and pensionable
appointment at a salary to be fixed in Canadian dollars, say, about $5,000
per annum. The post should be included in the establishment of the Depart-
ment of Public Works of Newfoundland and it would be fair that the United
Kingdom Government should contribute say half the cost of such salary plus
an addition to meet half the cost of Pattison's ultimate pension from New-
foundland. Without some such arrangement as this we apprehend that the
interests of both the Newfoundland Government and the United Kingdom
Government may suffer severely from the pressure arising from the special
interests of the Canadian and United States Governments in Western Hemis-
phere defence and also frorn possible divergent interests in the matter of the
trans-Atlantic Service. Please advise us most urgently whether you are
prepared to approve this or some similar arrangement as R.C.A.F. are likely
to press Pattison for an immediate answer to their offer of a Commission and
we would like to inform Canadian Government of our intention to retain
him before negotiatiôns for fixing a definite date for handing over the three
Bases to them are begun.

421. . NPA S-5-5-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

.TEI,EGRAM 134 [St. John's,] March 10, 1941
SECRET. In continuation of our telegram No. 126 Secret Of 5th March, 1941,
we agree generally with Pattison's appreciation of the situation regarding
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accommodation on the ground and in the air. We now understand that the
United States personnel and aircraft are not being sent to the Airport solely
for training purposes and that they will be there to implement defence schemes
of the Joint Defence Board. We also understand from information obtained
by Pattison in Ottawa that the Joint Defence Board have practically com-
pleted preparation of a scheme for establishing sea plane bases at Botwood
and Gleneagles though no such proposal has yet reached this Government .
from either the Canadian Government or the United States Government. Our
information is that these bases are intended for three United States flying
boat squadrons. Generally we have the feeling that plans are being made as
between the United States and Canadian Governments involving the use and
development of our air bases without consultation with us during the for-
mulation of such plans. These plans may be indicative of increased aid to
Britain but we have no means of judging whether this is so or not. We pass
on the information to you for your consideration before you inform us of
your final wishes in regard to our reply to Ottawa telegram No. 6 of 25th
January. This matter also should be treated as urgent.

422. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 11 Ottawa, March 13, 1941

1. A review of the present status of the more important items which have
been the subject of discussion between the Newfoundland and Canadian
Governments in connection with Canadian defence measures in Newfoundland
and the responsibility of the Canadian Government therefor, reveals the
fact that while there are a number of questions still unsettled and on which
further negotiation will take place there is one matter of outstanding im-
portance which awaits the decision of the Newfoundland Government. This
refers to the request that the control of the Newfoundland Airport at Gander
and the airports at Botwood and Gleneagles be turned over to the Royal
Canadian Air Force for the period of hostilities. Similar control is now re-
quested with reference to the additional airports and bases set out in para-
graph 5 of this telegram.

2. Reference is made to the last paragraph of my telegram No. 5 of January
20th, and to my No. 6 of January 25th. These indicate the responsibility which
the Canadian Government has assumed not only on its own account but also
in` eonnection with the recommendations of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence in connection with Continental defence. Recent information is to the
effect that the accommodation required by the United States Govérnment
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would need to be large enough to accommodate 3,420 officers and men
instead of 1,350 as stated in my No. 6.

3. Every effort will be made by the Canadian Government to carry out
its plans with the greatest expedition, including the decision to have the
increased accommodation at Newfoundland Airport ready for occupation early
in the coming summer. It will be appreciated however by the Newfoundland
Government that the situation would be much clearer if the general principle
of Royal Canadian Air Force control were settled at an early date.

4. It will be recalled that in your telegram No. 47 of September 30th, 1940,
the Newfoundland Government laid down seven fundamental points on which
agreement was to be reached following which the Newfoundland Government
was prepared to enter into discussion of details. An eighth fundamental point
in connection with the Trans-Atlantic ferrying of aircraft was added in the
November-December discussions at St. John's. By my No. 72 of December
19th the Canadian Government expressed its agreement to all except point
No. 2 the wording of which was at the time in doubt but agreement as to this
latter point was expressed in my telegram No. 5 of January 20th: My No. 72
of December 19th referred to Newfoundland Airport exclusively but the
Canadian Government now wishes to make it clear that the same eight funda-
mental points are agreed to with reference to Botwood, Gleneagles and Tor-
bay insofar as they are applicable in these latter cases.

5. In order that you may be fully informed as to Royal Canadian Air Force
plans the following is a consolidation of the requirements with respect to
Newfoundland according to present plans.

(a) Expansion of Newfoundland Airport to accommodate R.C.A.F. Sta-
tion headquarters and one squadron and U.S. Army Air Corps
composite group comprising headquarters and six squadrons.

(b) Development of Botwood Seaplane base using present facilities to
accommodate one U.S. Flying Boat Squadron as soon as possible
and possibly an additional U.S. Flying Boat Squadron later..

(c) Development of Seaplane base on Gander Lake at Gleneagles to
accommodate one. U.S. Flying Boat SquadroII and possibly an
additional Flying Boat Squadron.

(d) Developmént of aerodrome at Torbay to accommodate R.C.A.F.
headquarters and one squadron.

(e) Establishment of refuelling bases in Northern Newfoundland and
Labrador Coast at or near Canada Bay, Cartwright, Hopedale,
North River, and Port Burwell.

6. The Canadian Government would greatly appreciate the Newfoundland
Government giving this question preferred attention so that a decision may be
received as to control of the airports at an early date. If general concurrence
could also be expressed in the proposal made in my No. 6 of January 25th,
as to additional buildings it would be. of the greatest satisfaction to this
Government. . '
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423. Skelton Papers 385

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM'13 St. John's, March 15, 1941

We will reply to your telegram No. 11 of March 13th, re control of air
bases, on receipt of replies to certain questions which we have put to the
United Kingdom Government. We expect these replies very shortly.

424. NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 209 [London,] March 18, 1941

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Your telegram 10th. March No. 134. We are pre-
pared to accept proposal for accommodation of United States forces at
Newfoundland Airport on the understanding that you are satisfied their
presence will not in any way impede Air Ministry's programme for Ferry
Service or Trans-Atlantic Civil Aviation Service.

Canadian Government are being asked by Canadian High Commissioner
to let us know whether any recommendations affecting Newfoundland have
been made by Joint Defence Board since meeting attended by Penson and
Emerson and to repeat their reply to you.i We understand from Canadian
representatives here that it is intended that United States forces should use
Air Port and also seaplane bases at Botwood and Gleneagles in first place
for training purposes and subsequently for implementation of defence schemes
of Joint Defence Board. We are proposing to take up through High Com-
missioner at Ottawa method of enabling Newfoundland Government to be
kept in touch with future deliberations of Board which may affect New-
foundland.

Reply will be sent as soon as possible to your telegram No. 133 regarding
Pattison.

425. 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 14 St. John's, March 25, 1941

SECRET, Addressed to Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa,

No. 14, repeated to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, No. 163. In

` 1 La seule recommandation à CO sujet Était " The only such recommendation was the
la quatorzième. Voir le document 411. fourteenth. Sec Document 411.
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continuation of my telegram No. 13 of March 15th, and with further reference
to your telegram No. 11 of March 13th, we understand position to be that
the Canadian Government:

(a) Agree with 7 points set out in my telegram to you No. 47 of
September 30th, 1940, and elucidated in the case of point 2 by my
telegram to you No. 72 of.December 28th;

(b) Agree that facilities at airports and seaplane bases for British civil
aircraft operating across the North Atlantic or undertaking local
flights, will continue to be made available as required.

(c) Agree that there will be no interference with plans for delivery
by air of military aircraft across the Atlantic, such plans involving
accommodation for aircraft and personnel at the expense of the
United Kingdom Government;

(d) Is prepared to accept a lease instead of a fee simple grant of lands
on which R.C.A.F. buildings are being erected, subject to con-
ditions specified in paragraph 3 in your telegram No. 5 of January
20th;

(e) Is prepared to assume larger share of the burden of cost of main-
tenance and operation of air bases at Gander, Botwood and
Gleneagles.

2. On the basis of above understanding, and subject to the two conditions
set out in immediately succeeding sentences, we are prepared to proceed at
once with negotiations with your officials with the object of disposing of
details and fixing a definite date for handing over of three bases at Gander,
Botwood and Gleneagles for period of hostilities. The Government of the
United Kingdom now consider Air Ministry must retain control of existing
wireless organisations for the duration of the war, in order to secure integra-
tion of Atlantic ferrying and civil signal organisations, and we must make
this a condition of the proposed transfer. The United Kingdom Government
have also asked us to stipulate that only such foreign undertakings as- are at
present authorized shall be permitted to use airport and seaplane bases, and
only to extent permitted by existing authorizations, and we have agreed to
make this stipulation a condition of the transfer.

3. The following are points which we wish to raise, but these may be
reserved for further discussion at conference.

United Kingdom and Newfoundland to make fixed contribution of $25,000
per annum each to Canada towards maintenance and operation of three
bases, apart from cost of wireless organisation, which is to continue to be
controlled and paid for by Air Ministry, Canada being responsible for
providing all further funds required for maintenance and operation of three
bases, and entitled to all rentals and other items of revenue while she is
so responsible. If Canada makes use of Air Ministry wireless organisation,
Canada should pay to Air Ministry a sum to be agreed on in respect of
such use.
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4. The Newfoundland Government propose to hand over to Canada its
equipment at three bases, including surplus equipment (but excluding small
power boat at Botwood and power boat at Gleneagles) for use at any three
bases above mentioned or for safe custody at those bases provided that
Canada will agree that no movable property is to be disposed of or removed
from those bases, and no immovable property is to be disposed of without
the consent of the United Kingdom and Newfoundland Governments, and
will also agree that proceeds of any agreed sales will be the property of
those Governments.

5. The Government find it necessary to retain control over the two power
boats mentioned, as they may be required for use exclusively in connection
with trans-Atlantic flights.

6. The Newfoundland Government will raise at conference without pre-
judging question whether civil hangar should not be reserved exclusively
for use of planes on trans-Atlantic flights.

7. We shall suggest at the conference that Newfoundland Government
shall retain such accounting personnel as may be mutually agreed on as
necessary to provide for closing accounts and completion of handing over
proceedings, the cost of such personnel being deducted from first year's
contribution of $50,000 payable by United Kingdom and Newfoundland.

8. We concur generally in proposal regarding accommodation at New-
foundland Airport for Canadian and United States personnel and aircraft,
outlined in your telegram No. 6 of January 25th, and in paragraph 5 (a) of
your telegram No. 11, on the understanding that adoption of these proposals
will not involve any additional rights or privileges to United States at New-
foundland air bases, in regard to civil aviation, over and above those which
they already possess or may otherwise acquire.

9. As regards developments indicated in sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of
paragraph 5 of your telegram No. 11, we have had no previous intimation
that these proposals have been under consideration, and we should have liked
to have received much more information before agreeing to them, even in
principle. However, we are prepared to acquiesce in these developments on
the understanding that we shall be given an opportunity to examine details
of developments before land is acquired or work of any kind is commenced.
° 10. None of the foregoing is intended to apply to Canadian aerodrome
developments at Torbay, or to proposed refuelling bases in northern New-
foundland and Labrador, referred to in paragraph 5 (d) and (e) your
telegram No. 11, regarding which a separate communication will be addressed
to you in due course. We do not anticipate any difficulty in arriving at a
satisfactory agreement in regard to terms on which R.C.A.F. will control
and operate these bases.

11. We assume negotiations settling details and fixing date of taking over
had best be conducted at Newfoundland airport. The Newfoundland repre-
sentatives will, probably consist of the Commissioner of Public Utilities,
Squadron-Leader Pattison, and a member of the legal staff, whose name Will
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be communicated later, together with such clerical and other staff as. it may
be found necessary to bring from St. John's. Accommodation for these
personnel in already over-crowded civil quarters at airport will be difficult,
but can be arranged as soon as R.C.A.F. officers can vacate rooms in 'civil
administration buildings now occupied by them. Please advise us of names of
your representatives and date on which it is proposed that they shall arrive
at airport.

12. For your information we have decided, in agreement with the United
Kingdom, that Pattison shall remain in the employment of the Newfoundland
Government as Officer in Charge, Air Ministry wireless organisation in New-
foundland, and as liaison officer between Newfoundland Government,
R.C.A.F. and Air Ministry, particularly with reference to trans-Atlantic
flights. He will, of course, cease to have general charge of administration
of airport.

13. We should be grateful if you would supply a copy of this telegram
to the United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada.

426. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, March 27, 1941

3. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that a reply
had been received from the Governor of Newfoundland, to the telegram sent
him following the Committee's meeting on March the 15th, regarding control
of airports and other matters relating to joint defence.

(See Telegram No. 14, of March 25th, 1941, from the Governor of
Newfoundland St. John's, to the Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Ottawa.)

While general agreement had been reached upon the principal matters in-
volved, a number of subsidiary questions remained to be settled, and others
would arise as plans developed. In the circumstances, it was important that
Canada should be represented in Newfoundland by some one who could
consider such questions, on the spot, with representatives of Newfoundland
and the United Statès.

4. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE agreed, and suggested that, at
the outset, Canada be represented by the Minister of National Revenue.
Later on a more permanent agent could be appointed.

5. After some discussion, it was agreed that the Minister of National
Revenue be requested to go to Newfoundland to represent the government
in the settlement of outstanding questions, that Mr. Gibson be accompanied



currence in the eigntn point wnicn you nave set out in Lwu-ziuu-
paragraphs (b) and (c) and now confirms these points as ex-
pressed in the said two sub-paragraphs.

(c) Sub-paragraph (d) is concurred in.
(e) The statement made in my No. 5 of January 20th that the Canadian

Government was prepared to assume the larger share of the burden
was qualified by the further remarks made in the same telegram,
and was of course made before we were informed of the new
stipulations and conditions which are now added by paragraph 2
of your telegram No. 14. The Canadian Government is still pre-
pared to assume the larger share of the cost of maintenance and
operation of the air bases at Gander, Botwood and Gleneagles, but
wishes to point out that this cannot be taken to mean that we will

i Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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be responsible for the cost of facilities the control of which is not
granted to the Canadian Government under the terms of the final
transfer.

2. The Canadian Government notes the stipulations contained in paragraph
2 of your telegram, and which are now made conditions of the transfer of
control. The Canadian Government concurs in the retention of control by the
Air Ministry of the existing wireless organizations for the duration of the war.
The stipulation regarding foreign undertakings is also concurred in. In this
connection the Canadian Government has already agreed to your fundamental
points and special reference is made to points (1) and (2) of your telegram
No. 47 of September 30th which were agreed to previously and according
to the terms of which our requests for increased accommodation for U.S. air-
craft and personnel were made.

- 3. Your concurrence in the proposal of the Canadian Government regarding
increased accommodation for Canadian and U.S. personnel and aircraft as
expressed in paragraph 8 of your telegram is noted. The Canadian Government
agrees that the adoption of the Canadian proposals in this connection will
not involve additional rights or privileges to the United States at Newfound-
land air bases in regard to civil aviation over and above those which they
already possess or may otherwise acquire.

4. The Canadian Government regrets that you should have had no intima-
tion previous to my telegram No. 11 of March 13th of the requirements at
Botwood and Gleneagles as mentioned in paragraph 9 of your telegram. The
arrangements contemplated by these additional requirements have been matters
of recent development however and our request in this connection was made
as promptly as possible after the Canadian Government was itself aware of
the needs of the situation. Your concurrence in these developments is noted
subject to your being given an opportunity to examine details of developments
before land is acquired or work of any kind is commenced. The Canadian
Government will be pleased to extend this opportunity fully to the New-
foundland Government.

5. The Canadian Government concürs in the suggestion that the negotia-
tions to settle details and fix the date of taking over should be conducted at
Newfoundland Airport, and feels it desirable to arrange such a meeting at the
earliest possible date. A further telegram' will follow containing names of
Canadian representatives and date on which it is proposed that they shall
arrive at airport. In the meantime, it is hoped that the further communication
with reference to Torbay which your paragraph 10 states is being sent in
due course can be received.

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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428. NPA S-5-5-2

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Public Utilities to Commission
of Government of Newfoundland

P.U. 8(c) 241 [St. John's,] April 11, 1941

CONFIDENTIAL

With reference to my memo P.U. 8(b)-'41 of 21st March, 1941,1 our
telegram No. 14 of 25th March, 1941, to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Ottawa, and telegram No. 17 of 1st April, 1941, from the latter
to us, all relative to the proposed transfer of control of the air bases to
Canada for the period of hostilities, I have to report to my colleagues that
I went to the Newfoundland Airport on Sunday the 7th April with Mr.
Bernârd Summers, Secretary for Justice, to meet the Hon. C. W. G. Gibson,
Canadian Minister of National Revenue. On our arrival we found that the
Minister had already arrived with Mr. H. A. Dyde, Secretary of the Defence
Council of Canada, Major Hugh Lunsden and Wing-Commander Bryan,
R.C.A.F. Mr. Summers, Squadron-Leader Pattison and I had an informal
conversation with the Minister on Sunday evening. Formal meetings began
on Monday morning (8th) and continued almost without interruption
throughout that and the two subsequent days. All of us, except Squadron-
Leader Pattison, came to St. John's on Thursday (11th).

2. It will be noted that in para. 5 of telegram No. 17 Secret of 1st April
the Canadian Government "concur in the suggestion that negotiations to
settle details and fix date of taking over should be conducted at the New-
foundland Airport and feels it desirable to arrange such a meeting at the
earliest possible date". In fact the subjects of discussion were mainly those
which govern the broad lines of the transfer and the decisions provisionally
reached (subject, of course, to the approval of our Governments) did not do
much more than clarify, confirm, and in some cases, develop the decisions
which had already been approved by the Dominions Office and ourselves in
the course of our telegraphic correspondence, though some of these decisions
had been left open to further discussion.
., 1i The decisions reached at the Conference are recorded in a draft
memorandum of an Agreement of which a copy is hereto annexed.' I will
offer some comments on this draft memorandum in later paragraphs.

4. It became evident in the course of our conversations with the Minister
that the object of his visit to Newfoundland was something more than the
disposal of the question of the transfer of the bases. It transpired that he
was to go to St. John's and wait there until. he received a communication
from Ottawa which would inform him of the results of a discussion about
to take place in the Joint Defence Board in regard to the command of the

. . ^_.. . ,
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forces in Newfoundland in the event of circumstances making it necessary
or desirable for a single command to include U.S. forces.' Although, as the
draft memorandum shows, the decisions reached are all decisions arising
out of the proposed transfer of the air bases the actual discussions were
dominated by what became a veritable "King Charles' head", the possibility
that the U.S.A. would try to obtain a dominating position (more especially
in regard to problems involved in the use of land and air forces) in New-
foundland. It was impossible to find out definitely what was at the bottom
of this preoccupation on the part of the Canadians-whether it was mainly
a purely professional distaste of being "bossed" by Americans or whether
it had a deeper origin in fear that the U.S. will adopt a policy deliberately
aimed at drawing Newfoundland out of the British Commonwealth into the
orbit of the United States. Whenever the Canadians thrust this preoccupation
into our discussions, as they frequently did, we adopted the line of refusing
to contemplate anything but the existence of a sovereign Government of
Newfoundland forming part of the British Empire. The Commission of
Government will no doubt hear more of all this while the Canadian Minister
is in St. John's.

5. Para. 1 of the draft. memorandum. This contains what is by far the
most important point in the document, viz., transfer of the "control" of the
air bases to Canada for the duration. Much may depend on the meaning
and significance given to that word. No attempt has been made to define it
as we thought a definition would be dangerous. The Canadian Minister
wanted the para to provide for the transfer of control of "the airport area"
and he seemed to think that this would secure to Canada a degree of control
over the whole airport area (5 miles in all directions from the Railway
Station) which, in our view, would subtract something from the complete
sovereignty of the Government of Newfoundland. It was all somewhat
nebulous and in the end they agreed to accept "control of the Newfoundland
Airport" provided we inserted words indicating that the transfer is "for
purposes of defence". We saw no harm in these words. It is a correct state-
ment that the air bases are being transferred "for purposes of defence"
but saying so does not give the Canadian forces any powers they would not
have if we did not say it. No doubt the Canadian forces will have certain
rights in the airport area of a military character, but these will derive, not
from this document, or from the transfer of the air bases, but from the
ordinary law of the land which gives certain rights in time of war to any of
the forces of the Crown stationed in Newfoundland. These rights they already
have.

6. Para. 2. As regards [sub-]para. 6(b), the Newfoundland Government
. employees at the air bases are all on a temporary non-pensionable basis and
we have no obligation to provide them with continued employment which we

1 Voir la partie 5 G. 1 Sec Part 5 G
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can ask the Canadians to take over. The agreement to continue existing per-
sonnel in employment "so far as practicable" is, I think, as much as we can
expect. The rest of para. 2 is in harmony with the telegraphic correspondence.

7. Para.. 3 deals with Squadron-Leader Pattison's position.

8. Para. 4. The Air Ministry decision to retain control of its wireless
organization at the air bases introduced some complications into the problems
arising out of the transfer, of which one is the necessity for covering the
provision of services required by that organization, e.g., electric light and
power and housing and feeding its staff on uneconomic terms. Acceptance by
Canada of an obligation to provide these services on payment of cost up to
a maximum sum of $25,000 per annum is, I think, a good bargain for the
Air Ministry. This item of the agreement will be separately reported to the
Dominions Office.

9. Paras. 5 and 6 deal on lines already agreed with civil use of the bases,
including use by the Atlantic Ferry Organization on behalf of the Ministry
of Aircraft Production.

10. Para. 7 is important because it fixes at 50 years the tenure of the sites
of the R.C.A.F. buildings. These are substantial buildings. No security of
tenure is promised in the case of the Infantry buildings. In order to provide
for the future requirements of Civil Aviation in the matter of space for
buildings we insisted on the right being given to the Newfoundland Govern-
ment to take back after the war the area on the west side of the flying field
between the Railway and the runways on payment of compensation for
Canadian buildings on this area.

11. Para. 8 deals with the maintenance of the Newfoundland Government
buildings to be transferred and with their return at the end of hostilities.

12. Paras. 9 and 9A deal with sites for bombing ranges and bomb storage.
13. Paras. 10 and 11 deal with the transfer of Newfoundland Government

equipment.
14. Paras. 12 and 13. The contribution of $25,000 each from the United

Kingdom and the Newfoundland Governmentsi was considered very small
by the Minister and Mr. Dyde, but they `expressed the opinion that the
Canadian Government could only leave it to us to decide what we could pay.
I explained the difficulty we found in carrying out our resolve to manage
without a grant-in-aid from the United Kingdom and the great importance
from the point of view of the sterling-dollar exchange of our succecding in
doing so.

15. Paras. 14 and 15 record agreement in regard to the establishment of
an aerodrome at Torbay and of refuelling bases in Newfoundland and La-
brador. These paras. are a little out-of place in this document, but the
Canadian Minister pressed for their inclusion and there is no harm in them.

111 :'agissait de $25 000 annuellement da- i It was $25,000 annually toward the cost
vant servir à l'entretien de lâ-base. of maintaining the base.
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. 16. Para. 16 reproduces a stipulation about use of the air bases by
foreign undertakings made by the Air Ministry.

17. Para. 17 records our acceptance of the arrangement by which Canada
will carry out developments at the air bases for the accommodation of U.S.
personnel and aircraft. We have already agreed to this.

18. Para. 18 commits us to giving the Canadians some sites for quite
reasonable, indeed absolutely necessary, purposes.

19. Para. 19. These paras. really have nothing to do with the transfer of
the air bases but here again we agreed to their inclusion as they contain
only what is quite reasonable and proper.i

20. Para. 20 emphasizes our intention to take back the air bases at the end
of the war and to use them to further Empire interests in Civil Aviation.

21. Para. 21 deals with the date of transfer. I understand that a new O.C.
and staff will go to the Airport almost at once to discuss a modus operandi
for the transfer with Squadron-Leader Pattison.

W. W. WOODS

429. Privy Council 18 D-19-1

Mémorandum du greffier du Conseil privé au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Clerk of the Privy Council to Prime Minister

SECRET [Ottawa,] April 12, 1941

CANADA-NEWFOUNDLAND AGREEMENT REGARDING AIR BASES

The Cabinet War Committee considered on Wednesday afternoon the
partial text of a proposed agreement with Newfoundland, which had been
received by telegram from Mr. Gibson. So far as it went, the partial text
was regarded by the Committee as satisfactory, subject to clarification of cer-
tain of its provisions.

The remainder of the proposed text was subsequently received, and, after
its examination by the Air Staff, I prepared yesterday, at Mr. Power's request
and in consultation with Robertson and Keenleyside, a draft' telegram from
Mr. Power to Mr. Gibson, requesting, clarification of a number of provisions
and stating that the proposed agreement was receiving consideration from the
viewpoint of general government policy and the financial commitments
involved.

1 Ces paragraphes se lisaient ainsi: 1 These paragraphs read:

The Newfoundland Government agrees:
(a) that the present status of the area of and surrounding the Newfound-

land Airport as a prohibited area under the defence regulations shall not be
altered except by prior arrangement with the Canadian Government; and

(b) the Newfoundland Department of Customs will not issue permits to 8y
over any part: of Newfoundland without prior consent of the Commanding
Officer R.C.A.F. Newfoundland.

I

I
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A copy , of the proposed text has been sent to Mr. Ilsle y
Agreement.

r
a maT'heby officers of his department, of the financial aspects of

principal question of policy involved relates to the effect of the agreement
upon Canada's post-war position vis-d-vis Newfoundland and the provisions

of the agreement have been considered from this viewpoint by Robertson

and Keenleyside.
Attached are:

1. A copy of the draft texti,
Gibson and,

2. A copy of Mr. Power's telegrami to Mr.

3. A note prepared by Robertson and Keenleyside on the policy

question.

• Notes telles que dans l'original: Notes as m •
.

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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1156-D-39

[Ottawa,] April 12, 1941

A NEWFOLTNDLAND AIR BASE AGREEMENT

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim
aux Affaires extérieures au Premier ministre

Memorandum by Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs to Prime Minister

CANAD -
L' ' all desirable that this Agreement should not

Would the Prime Minister wish to express his views on the ^bG Gibson,f oof
leaving Ottawa, for the direction of the War Committee and Mr.
will conclusion of the agreement have to be deferred for a full meeting of the
War Committee, upon Mr. King's return?

A. D. P. H[EENEYI

alsO theI have carefully read all the terms of the proposed agre pOWé and Mc
queries. If the latter are answered to the satisfaction of !^ .
Ilsley, I see no need to defer conclusion of the matter for full meeting of
Committee. If on other hand there should W delay of more than present week
in answering their queries satisfactorily,, the agreement in final f É^ryth g
be held for approvai uu mccung ul wuv,- w....------- 'r ---
would depend on whether point of difference were vital, or merely one of pro-
cedure or the like. W. L. M. K[INa] 13.4.4

•• Note telle que dans l'original: •• Note as la original:
I agree. K[u^ral •
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3. On the first point critics may refer to the fact that whereas the United
States Agreement provides for 99 year leases the Canadian Agreement stipu-
lates that control of the air bases shall be handed back at the termination of
hostilities and that leases shall be for a period of 50 years. The answer to
this criticism is that the two Agreements are designed for different purposes.
The Agreement with the United States specifies in exact detail the precise
rights and obligations of the United States Government over certain minutely
specified areas. The Agreement between Canada and Newfoundland has to
do only with arrangements for control and operation of certain air defence
facilities and does not touch the larger commitments that Canada has under-
taken for the defence of Newfoundland as a whole. In other words, it is a
specification of certain arrangements for the effective accomplishment of a
common service operation to which Newfoundland and the United Kingdom
will contribute, although Canada will have control. It does not attempt to
spell out a solution for all the problems involved in Canadian-Newfoundland
relations.

4. There does not appear to be anything in the Agreement which could
prevent Canada from exercising complete freedom of decision in regard to
political or other relationships with Newfoundland in the post-war period.

1156-D-39

Mémorandum du sous-sécretaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires
extérieures au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External
A,Qairs to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] April 12, 1941

With further reference to Mr. Malcolm MacDonald's secret letter of April
8th1 regarding the steps the United States Government are taking to strengthen
Newfoundland defences immediately, I am enclosing copy of a• memorandum
on arrangements for the reception of additional United States forces which
the Minister of National Defence for Air has received from the Chief of the
Air Staff.

Shall I prepare a reply to Mr. MacDonald's letter, thanking him for the
information it contâined and advising him that the Canadian forces in New-
foundland will co-operate fully in making arrangements for the reception of
the United States advance party? *

1 Document 153.
* Note telle que dans l'original: * Note as in original:

` Please. K[trro] 13.IV.41
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Privy Council, 18, D-19-1

Mémorandum du chef de l'état-major de l'Air au ministre
. de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Memorandum from Chief of the Air Staff to Minister of
National Def ence f or Air

SECRET ' [Ottawa,] April 10, 1941

Reference correspondence hereunder on U.S. forces proceeding to New-
foundland.

1. Our military Attaché at Washington has advised that 52 officers and 415
other ranks are proceeding to Newfoundland Airport about the 20th of April,
to be followed by six twin-engine aircraft when the main party is settled in.

2. The Director of Works and Buildings has stated that accommodation will
be available by April 20th, as follows:

R.C.A.F. Squadron, 50 officers, 300 other ranks,
U.S. Squadron, 57 officers, 575 other ranks.

and messing accommodation will be available for 110 officers and 450 other
ranks and will serve both R.C.A.F. and U.S., in two sittings.

3. A.M.A.S. was in touch with the War Department and arranged as follows.
That an advance party of five officers and 25 other ranks should proceed to
Newfoundland well ahead of the main party, the officer in charge to call on
the Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command, who has confirmed that
thè advance party can be accommodated with equipment now on the spot.
The main party should not proceed until the advance party are ready to re-
ceive them and the main party will bring their own barrack equipment, ord-
nance stores and rations. The main party will not arrive at Newfoundland Air-
port until the 29th or 30th at the earliest. Any other U.S. forces arriving will
have to bring their own kitchen equipment, ordnance stores, bedding, etc.

L. S. BREADNER
Air Vice-Marshal

431. 1156-D-39

member of the Joint Defence Board on Sunday, 13th April, that instructions
2. Brigadier Stuart received separate information from the U.S. y

to the Minister of National Defence. ^
1. This telegram presumably was despatched by the Hon. Colin Gibson
Reference Telegram WFS. 554 attached.i

Le chef d'état-major général au ministre suppléant de la Défense
nationale

Chief of the General Staff to Acting Minister of National
Defence

SECRET . Ottawa, April 15, 1941

' Not printed.
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had been issued to Colonel Welty, Commanding U.S. Troops in Newfound-
land, to carry out a reconnaissance of Airport from the point of view of
additional U.S. troops which he might deem necessary to assist the defence
thereof on the basis of co-operation with Canadian Forces.

3. I discussed with Brigadier Stuart and Brigadier Pope the undesirability
of this form of unilateral "co-operation" on the part of the U.S. War Depart-
ment prior to their departure for Montreal on Sunday evening. The provision
of additional U.S. troops, for responsibilities in areas in Newfoundland which
are presently definitely Canadian, has not been discussed previously either in
Joint Defence Board or between Governments so far as I am aware. This
decision on the part of the U.S. War Department to arrange "co-operation"
without previous discussion tends to complicate an already involved situation.
Brigadiers Stuart and Pope were instructed to stress these views at the meeting
which they are now attending.

4. This matter was also raised by me at the conference this afternoon
under the Chairmanship of Dr. Keenleyside at which Newfoundland repre-
sentatives were present. Dr. Keenleyside has left this afternoon for Montreal
where the complete Joint Defence Boârd is now assembling. This matter will
undoubtedly be fully discussed before the termination of the meeting and
we should be better in a position to decide on future policy and action when
the Canadian members have returned to Ottawa and reported the proceedings.

5. I informed the G.O.C: in-C. Atlantic Command this morning by tele-
phone of the situation which was developing and told him that I hoped for
clarification of our position in the course of the next few days.

6. I suggest that an "Immediate" telegram along the following lines should
be despatched by you to the Hon. Colin Gibson:

lion. Colin Gibson,
c/o Commanding Canadians,

St. John's, Newfoundland.
Your WFS. 554 information concerning instructions to Commander U.S.

Troops received here thirteenth and matter will be fully discussed at meeting
Joint Defence Board being held this week Montreal. Significance of proposed
fully appreciated.

H. D. G. CRERAR

Major-General

Décret du Conseil
Order in Council

432.

P.C. 26641 April 16, 1941
The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

16th April, 19412, from the Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs,

"Une copie du décret du Conseil fut en- 1 A copy of the Order in Council was sent
voyée au ministère des Affaires extérieures le to the Department of External Affairs on18 avril,

April 18.
"Non reproduit. 2 Not printed.
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répresènting, with the côncurrénce of the M
be.concd

Defence for
with theAir that it is expedient that an Agreement should

Government of Newfoundland with reg ard transfer
Gl
control

eneaglesf an
the

dair bases of the Government of Newfoundland at
Botwood to the Government of Canada upon terms which have been agreed
to in principle by telegraphic and other correspondence terminating on the
third day of April, 1941, and at meetings which were held at the Newfound-
land Airport on Monday the 7th, Tuesday the 8th and Wednesday the 9th
days of April, 1941, and which have been embodied in the draft Agreement,
a copy of which is hereunto annexedi.
- The Minister, therefore, with the concurrence as aforesaid, recommends
that the Honourable Colin William George Gibson, Minister of National
Revenue, be hereby authorizcd to sign and conclude on behalf of the Govern-
ment of Canada an Agreement with the Government of Newfoundland based
upon the hereunto annexed draft.

The Committee advise that the requisite authorization be granted accord-

ingly.
A. D. P. HEENEY

433.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH St. John's April 18, 1941

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch No. 3 of

15th March, 1941,2 and of the Blueprint showing the proposed lay-out of
works and buildings at the Newfoundland Airport referred to in that despatch.

2. It is regretted that the Newfoundland Government dicatedl in the
express

its unqualified consent to the execution of the plans
print, as it is considered that there are serious objections to the proposedindi-
camp opposite the existing married quarters. The grounds of ColinaGibson,
cated in the annexed copy of a letter addressed to the Hon.
M.C., Minister of National Revenue, during his recent visit to St. John's. We
also invite the attention of the Government of Canada to the necessity for
seeking the approval of the Newfoundland Government for changescommence-
lay-out of any of the three air bases sufficiently in advance of th
ment of construction operadons to afiord the Newfoundland Government a
reasonable time in which to examine the proposed changes âri d ultation
with its own advisers and to reach a decision before work is st

Voiroir l'appendice E. zSee Appendix E. .,

»Non reproduite. ` ' ' Il Not printed. -
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3. It is hoped that it may be possible to modify the proposals now under
consideration so as to avoid prejudicially affecting the site which it was
intended to reserve for further married quarters. This should be the subject
of discussion in the first instance between representatives of the Government
of Canada and Squadron-Leader Pattison, the Aerodrome Control Officer.

I have etc.
HUMPHREY WALWYN

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

Le commissaire aux Services publics au ministre du Revenu national

Commissioner for Public Utilities to Minister of National Revenue

Dear Colonel Gibson,
[St. John's,] April 17, 1941

You asked me to embody in a letter to you the representation which I
made orally regarding the importance attached by the Newfoundland Govern-
ment to strict observance of the condition of the Agreement which you and I
have just signed that no alteration of the lay-out of the air bases which are
being transferred to your Government for the period of hostilities shall be
made by the Canadian Government without the prior consent of the New-
foundland Government. As I mentioned to you, we have had no advance
information regarding the lay-out of the various camp buildings constructed
by the Canadian Government at the Newfoundland Airport. In particular,
the first intimation to the Newfoundland Government that it was proposed
to construct a camp opposite the existing married quarters was conveyed by
the blue print showing a proposed lay-out of works and buildings which was
received at the same time as the despatch from the Secretary of State for
External Affairs to His Excellency the Governor of Newfoundland, No. 3 of
15th March, 1941.1 This proposed camp will, in our view, completely spoil
the sites which it was intended to reserve as a residential area. Whether it
is practicable to modify this plan or not we wish to emphasise the point that
the Newfoundland Airport has been constructed for use as a civil airport and
to assist in the promotion of a trans-Atlantic Air Service: Although the de-
velopment of civil trans-Atlantic aviation has been interrupted by the war the
hnPortance of keeping in view the purpose which the air bases are to serve
after the war remains. We feel that this purpose has not been kept clearly
in view in the planning of camps and buildings to be constructed by the Cana-
dian Government for the use of their and the United States forces and that
the interests of the Government of Newfoundland may be seriously preju-
diced in consequence. We feel that strict instructions in the sense of this
letter should be given by the Canadian Government to its agents at the air
bases and we should be very grateful if we could be given an assurance that
this has been done.

Yours sincerely,
W. W. Woons

' Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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434. Record
Extrait de The Mackenzie King

Excerpt f rom The Mackenzie King Record
19411ril 20,[Hyde Park, A P

sent troops and planes to Newfoundland and
Roosevelt referred to having States naval establishment i at

ettin S e^ us have
to the establishment of a United ^eII "spoke to hlnz about adequatcly

He said he doubted if it was possibleNova Scotia. Mackenzie King
12 P.B.Y^s for thesome P.B•Y• s for Labrador. h^self wouldbut was sending

to patrol that Labrador coast,Labrador and Newfoundland in that area.
They

coast protection of
be on hand almost immediatcly:'

JWP Vol. 1 p. 202

-435.
Extrait de The Mackenzie King Record

Excerpt f rom the Mackenzie King Record

[Hyde Park, April 20, 19411

d should
wherever Canada was concerne, we ,

be ^d b
lie asked "that whe`

ersations and that, at all events, no comm ai rly in the caseinto Inc conv ,
•made before we were fully informed of the^cre ^mu h concerned about this

'of Newfoundland.l1 said Our Chiefs of Staff and between
conversations between the U.S. and ô cxample, re troopsq

That there were
ons►bilities

Canada and the U.S. but that where comm' h dna sumcd large resp ^
other arrangementsete. in Newfoundland were concern in

advance of any
there, and we should know fully resence of

een Britain and the U.S. This was said é^^ÿ ând would
edproposed between that he agre that

-Hopkins, ana ule •with
authoritics. ... He said to me

^phasize that f act h • ^s military that would have to

. thôuSbt Canada ought to take over Newfoundé^d ^at Newfoundland h
id

come when the war was over . I told him I a^
on because it

was a liability but we wou
not been brought into Confederation

, • # 11 _

have to turn it into an asse
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CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet
Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jVar Committee

1941Ottawa, Apn125,
SECRET

...
DEFENCE OF NEWFOUND LAND

I-Report upon Canada-Newfoundlh ^^gpr sent sat the, ^m'
1. THE AIINISTER OF NATIONAL REVENUE, w

mittee's invitation, reported upon negotiations in Newfhoe ud^^fer todCanada
to the signature, on April the 17th, of th t^^âagreement Gleneagles.
of the control of air bases at Gander, ns of

Certain other matters remained to be settled, for exampl âd^iirouction
tenure of property at St. John's, customs arrangements, ro ^^ on.
problems, and the like. Negotiations in these respects werâcb ^â Canada was

2. MR. GIBSON said that he had been imnrNé^Ô ndi^â, in order to secure
spending, and would spend, large sums tes were
rights in connection with defence measures, and tha^é éV ntu^alS^Vestment

Unitedand Stateswould would
spend,be many l^mes that of Canada. This could not fail

of the
spending,

to have an important practical effect upon our position in the isll^der forces

U.S. troops were moving in in considerable iacting,
ers,

=eS^ds the local
.were to follow. The U.S. Army appeared to be
situation, on their own initiative, and without reference to the ô^^B^ d onJoint
authorities, or to the arrangements made by the Permanent
Defence. For example, on orders received from senior office inUnitedf
States, the local U.S. Commander was proposing to make forces were

a reconnaissance
uired

Newfoundland Airport, with a vicw to determinin g what
uSuch unco-ordinated

for its protection, and subsequently moving
Ps in.

action raised difficulties in the matter of local Command.

1156-D-39
437.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Newfoundland
of State for External A flairs to Governor of ou►uiland

TELEGRAM 23
Ottawa, April 26, 1941

•

With reference to paragraph 2 (2) of the Agreement between Canada
and Newfoundland 1

The Canadian Government wishes to expand the Botwood base to accom-
modate two United States flying boat squadrons. This will necessitate a large
.building programme involving the acquisition of considerable property.

rappendica E. 1 See Appendix E.
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Representatives of the Department of National Defence will be prepared to
proceed to Newfoundland at an early date, taking with them plans of the

lay-out and full details of proposals.
As this matter is of great importance and highest priority the consent of

the Newfoundland Government is requested at the earliest possible moment
in order that the project may be put in hand if possible by May 5th. As
soon as approval in principle is received we will forward the names of
Canadian representatives and time of arrival.

438.
1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 22 St. John's, April 27, 1941

ment, at the request of the Royal Canadian Air Force ea q I
good enough. to allow Squadron-Leader Pattison, the Aerodrome Manager,
to visit Ottawa to discuss a• number of problems of mutual interest. At this
meeting Squadron•Leader Pattison agreed to the lay-out of works and build-
ings at the Newfoundland Airport as these are depicted in, the blueprint under

regar p p
Airport I am informed that on February 14th the Newfoundland Govern-

• • H d uarters was

"T.14. d to the ro osed lay-out of works and buildings at the Gan er
a decision thereon. d

in the lay-out of the Newfoundlan air "3%.0 su
the commencement of construction operations to allow the Newfoundland

Government reasonable time to examine the proposed changes and
to reach

certain modifications may be made in the plans as outLned in e
under reference and that you invite our attention to the desirability of
obtaining the approval of the Newfoundland Government for any changes
• d' b fHciently far in advance of

reference LU e ueprui s g p that
ings at the Newfoundland Airport. It is noted that you express the hope

• th blueprint

Your te egram
accept in principle the proposal to expand Botwood Base. It is understood
that no steps will be taken to carry out proposals until plans have been
submitted to and approved by this Government.

439.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A ff airs to Governor, of Newfoundland

. DESPATCH 6
Ottawa, May 2, 1941

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your despatch of April 18th, 1941, with

th bl ' t howin the roposed lay-out of works and build-

1 No 23 of April 26th. The Newfoundland Government
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reference, with the exception of one minor alteration, namely the position
of the gasoline storage facilities. At the same time, the United States Govern-
ment sent a Senior Officer to Ottawa for the purpose of advising on this
lay-out and he agreed that the proposals made offered the best solution of
the problems raised by the necessity of providing for United States opera-
tional requirements.

With regard to the area opposite the married quarters, the engineers con-
sidered this aspect at the time but no other space lent itself so adequately
to speedy construction and to the segregation of areas for the various forces
and interests which must be accommodated at the Newfoundland Airport. It
was also pointed out that this construction adjacent to the married quarters
is of a temporary nature, and if ultimately found objectionable it can easily
be removed or demolished at the end of the war.

It is greatly regretted that more time was not available for consultation,
but in view of the tremendous pressure under which we are all opcrating
and of the absolute necessity of completing construction at the first possible
moment, it was hoped that Squadron-Leader Pattison's approval would be
sufficient. Under the circumstances, it is hoped that the Government of New-
foundland can see its way clear to the acceptance of the lay-out as submitted
on the blueprint under reference.

I have etc.
N. A. ROIIERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

440. 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH St. John's, May 7, 1941
CONFIDENTIAL

Sir, With reference to my Confidential despatch of the 18th April, 1941, I have
the honour to inform you that in view of the fact that the original layout of
the Camp intended for the R.C.A.F. had to be adapted to take care of United
States requirements, and that alternative accommodation for the R.C.A.F.
detachment is urgently required, the Newfoundland Government will not press
its objection to the use of the site indicated on the print which accompanied
Your despatch No. 3 of the 15th March, 1941.1

I have etc.
HUMPHREY NVALWYN

1 Non reproduite.
' Not printed.
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1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 33 Ottawa, May 24, 1941

With reference to the taking over of the control of the Newfoundland Air-
port, the Canadian Government has had under review the best method for
control of Atlantic flights and proposes that the control should continue to be
operated on present civilian basis augmented by control officers, appointed
by the Department of Transport, under Squadron-Leader H. A. L. Pattison.

To this end we have under consideration the appointment of four addi-
tional control officers making a total of five to be paid by the Canadian
Government, the fifth being Mr. McGrath presently employed.

Squadron-Leader Pattison agrees that this is a satisfactory solution of the
problem.

Your concurrence in this proposal is requested.

442. 1156-D-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 31 St. John's, May 26, 1941

Your telegram of May 24th, No. 33. Atlantic flights. We concur in pro-
posals referred to.

443. NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundland

DESPATCH 21 Ottawa, July 9, 1941

Highlanders-with an establishment of 34 ofl•icers and 749 other ranks. They
This additional battalion for Newfoundland will be the Prince Edward Island

each consist of one battalion.
Botwood area. As a result the infantry garrisons at Airport and Botwood will

Sir,
; I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 9 of May 13th 1 concerning

Canadian Army personnel who are proceeding to Newfoundland during the
summer of '1941, and to inform you that it has now been decided to send an
àdditional infant battalion from Canada to Newfoundland for duty in the
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will be leaving Quebec for Botwood in two parties-on July 20th. and 27th.
respectively. A small advance party of 2 officers and 12 other ranks is pro-
ceeding via Sydney to arrive in Botwood by 19th. July.

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State for
External Affairs

444. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941

9. The Board has had reports that, in view of the increasingly high wing
loading of the aircraft using the Newfoundland Airport and the adverse surface
conditions which may result from snow during winter months, the existing
runways are no longer considered long enough, particularly for heavy aircraft
now on order. It was, therefore, agreed that the appropriate Canadian author-
ities would make at once the necessary surveys and investigations to determine
the extent to which runways can be lengthened sufficiently for instrument
landing and the operation of heavy aircraft. It was agreed that the Board would'
consider this matter and the related situation at Northwest River at its next
meeting with the view of making a suitable recommendation.

10. Air Commodore Cuffe pointed out that the names of the Newfoundland
Airport and the Northwest River Airport were continually causing confusion
and misunderstanding and at a later date may cause pilots difficulty in low
visibility in locating the landing fields by maps.

Shortly there will be four aerodromes in Newfoundland, three identified on
maps by their proximity to places or bays marked on maps.', It is therefore
suggested that the Newfoundland Government be requested to re-name the
Newfoundland Airport, Gander Lake Airport and that this be brought to the
attention of all concerned.

The so-called Northwest River Airport is about twenty miles away from
the Northwest River'Settlement but only a mile and a half from Goose Inlet,
both of which are marked clearly on maps. It is therefore suggested that this
airport be named the Goose Inlet Airport.
.(The Secretary of the Canadian Section will send a suitable communication
on this subject to the Newfoundland Government.)

'L'23 autres étaient Torbay et StephenvMe. % The others were Torbay and Stephenville.
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[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941

Royal Canadian Air Force

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Newfoundland Airport
Construction is progressing satisfactorily.
Four hangars have already been completed and are now occupied. The

foundations for four others are completed and steel erection has commenced
on three.

' Completed and Under
Quarters occupied Construction

Officers 4 (147) 3 (264)
N.C.O. 4 (176) 0
O.R. 7 (952) 6 (2128)

Messes
Officers 1 ( 50) 1 (300)
N.C.O. 1 (120) 1 ( 40)
O.R. 1 (450) 2 (1440)

Other Buildings 13 41

The foundations of all the rest of the buildings are now being installed
and it is anticipated that all buildings will be completed by the end of the
year.. .

. The foundations for the new power house are completed and erection of
machinery has commenced.

The 10" pipeline to Gander Lake is all laid and foundations for the
pumping station in hand.

Excavation has been completed on the sewage disposal plant and con-
struction is progressing rapidly.
. Spur lines to all power plants and gasoline and coal supplies are well
in hand.

Roads are being brought up to grade and surfaced with shale.
Authority has been granted for a certain amount of aerodrome maintenance

on some of the runways which were deteriorating slightly.

Botwood Seaplane Base
All work is- now progressing satisfactorily since the acquisition of land

has been completed.
Steel for the hangar has not as yet been shipped but it is hoped that one

hangar will be completed, before - the end of the year.

W"
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The Breakwater running from the mainland to Killick Island has been
completed other than the rip rap and stone surface.

Excavation for the hangar sites practically completed.
Buildings No. 1 and 9 are being roofed in. Buildings No. 5 and 8, interior

finish is'being completed. Foundations for the balance of the buildings are
under construction.

445.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET ,

449

St. John s, October 28, 1941

We had what I regard as a satisfactory conference with Sir Wilfrid Woods
yesterday. The Honourable Mr. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice and
Defence, was present, together with Mr. Pattison, who has been liaison
officer for the Newfoundland Government at Gander, and two or three other
officials of the Newfoundland Government. I had with me Mr. Dyde, Group-
Captain McEwen and Group-Captain Guthrie, and Col. Clarke.

The conference was on a number of matters in connection with the three
airports: Torbay, Gander and Goose Inlet.

We are to exchange letters on various matters. I will write you a formal
despatch but I thought it might be important to send you a memorandum of
the matters discussed and of the attitude of the Newfoundland Government
as represented by Sir Wilfrid Woods and Mr. Emerson, and which will repre-
sent the views of the Commission.

The matters discussed were as follows:

Dear Mr. Robertson,

NEWFOUNDLAND AIRPORT AT GANDER
1. Additional land for a'radio range station is also required at Gander,

as mentioned in paragraph 4 of your telegram No. 7 of Octôber 9.1 Colonel
Clarke had not completed copy of the plan and description of the site required
for this purpose, but is to furnish it to us today or tomorrow, when a formal
application will be made. It was, however, agreed that this site should be
supplied. I understand that the site is Crown land but the area is under lease
to the Anglo-New1'oundland Development Company and Colonel Clarke
advised me that arrangements have been made with that Company for settle-
ment for the cutting of timber and release of their rights in the area.

We did not discuss the tenure on which this site would be held but we
assume it should be 'a fifty year lease, which is the tenure under which the
other Property required by the Canadian Government is held.

I reproduit.
' Not printed.
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2. Group-Captain Guthrie, who is the Officer Commanding at Gander air-
port, has had some difficulty in the matter of issuing passes. Apparently
passes for admission to the area have been issued by the Department of
Public Utilities or Department of Justice. Passes have also been issued by the
Newfoundland Rangers.

The position taken by Group-Captain Guthrie and Group-Captain
McEwen was that the only person who should have authority to issue passes
was the Officer Commanding the airport. This raised some technical difficulty
as Mr. Emerson stated that the airport was a prohibited area and, as such,
came under his jurisdiction in certain matters as either Commissioner for
Justice or Commissioner for Defence.

It was finally agreed, however, that the only and proper person who should
have authority to issue passes to the area should be the Canadian officer who
was in charge of the airport and it was arranged that Mr. Emerson should
give the Officer Commanding the airport from time to time authority to issue
passes and that no passes would be issued by Mr. Emerson's Department
and no other person would be given authority to issue same.

3. The Newfoundland Government has supplied Rangers as policemen.
They are at present paid for in part by the British Ferry Command and in
part by the Canadian contractor. These Rangers are wholly inexperienced
and are of little or no service. It was agreed that trained men belonging to
the Newfoundland Constabulary should be appointed and should be paid
for by the Newfoundland Government. The position of the Officer Command-
ing the airport in relation to the Constabulary was discussed and Mr. Emer-
son said he would further consider the matter. It is of some importance that
the police officers should, to some extent at least, come under the control of
the Commanding Officer of the airport.

4. Some difficulty has been experienced because of the fact that there is
no police magistrate at the airport, the nearest magistrate being at Grand
Falls. This is to be remedied, probably by the appointment of an assistant
magistrate who vill reside at the airport. This appointment is further neces-
sary because at the present time there is nobody to hold an inquest when a
man is killed. Group-Captain Guthrie tells me that when one of the con-
tractor's men is injured, he has apparently found it impossible to collect
hospital charges from the Insurance Company with which the contractor is
insured in case of death, because the Insurance Company requires a certifi-
cate from a magistrate in respect of the claim.

5. The matter of the proposed alterations in the existing layout at Gander,
as mentioned in your despatch No. 14 of October 15,1 was considered and
. general approval was given. . .

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BiJRCHELL

Il Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

451

50218-40.

TOP SECRET
. . . -Montreal, November 10-11 1941

f

16.
The Canadian Air Force Member reported that the clearing

bing of three runways at Gander Lake to a total length of 6,000 feetns
^bundertaken during the present winter and it was agreed that a recommendae

tion as to further action would be considered at the Febru
the Board. ary meeting of

17.
Developments in the international situation and the presentthe United States make it very desirable that the United States station cy of

tional aircraft at Gander Lake Airport, at the earliest possible date.
States is now prepared materially to augment its aviation forces' The

the
Newfoundland Airport as rapidly as facilities become availabl at

situation requires that movements of personnel and material be e' The
planned and coordinated. For the above reasons: carefully

The Board considers that Canada should make available to theStates,
without delay, all completed facilities constructed for u

se
United

United States Forces; expedite by all practicable measures completionof the
remaining facilities for which Canada accepted a commitmentlcoof
Promptly and put in operation the laundry and bakery covered by a ubs

^quent agreement; arrange for the extension as soon as possible of the railroad
^spurs required to serve bulk gasoline storage tanks and warehouse latfo

and that the R.C.A.F. should inform the United States of da
p rnsuncompleted facilities will be available for occupancy, tes on which all

The foregoing is subject to the necessity for the temporary occupation of
some of the facilities constructed for use of the United States Forces
Canadian station personnel which must be provided for during'

by
winter. , the coming

It was noted that consideration is bein 'ven toStates En g i^ the possible use of United
gineer troops to assist in completing the construction of the build-mgs urgently required.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
CPCAD,

compte rendu des débats et des décisions , rapport
PjBD' Journal of Discussions and Decisions Report

des militaires
, of Service Members

Top SECRET
• . • , , . ^

Montreal, November 10-11, 1941

I
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^

: Royal Canadian Air Force

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Gander Airport

Completed Completed and Under

and Occupied Unoccupied Construction.

Hangars 4 1 (occupied by 7
contractor)

Quarters
4 (144) 3 (267)Officers 3 (288)

N.C.O.'s 4 (176) -
2 (461) 4(1363)

Other Ranks 8(1256)

Messes
Officers 2 (350) 2(1440)1
N.C.O.'s 2 (160)
Other Ranks 2 (800)

29
Other Buildings 23
Note: One double J.A.T.P. Hangar (224' x 160') will be completed and

ready for occupation in three weeks.

Gasoline Storage
(a) 100,000 gallons R.C.A.F. Area-complete and in operation.
(b) 500,000 gallons U.S. Area-installation is well advanced. Progress

delayed due to difficulties encountered in excavation work.

Botwood Seaplane Base

Buildings are now on an average 70% completed with the e ation of
the hangars. Preparation of site for hangar s

r for one
proceeding

hangar was
excava

to
foundations in progress. Structural steel
Dartmouth and part of a hangar was divertcd to Goose Inl et meet

r and
requirements at these points. Replacement orders have been placed
delivery will be made early in the spring. Breakwater has been made con-
necting the mainland with Killick Island and is now in defu ther towmeet
not completed as it will be necessary to raise the complete with the
required grades. Excavation in the ai rcraft

be removed. rExcavation for gasoline
exception of 10,000 yds. of material to of sewer and water
storage tanks (operational) has

diversio enarou.nd theg Station is practicallylines 40% completed. Road
•completed.

,. It is expected that the Station will be ready for commencement of next

year's operations.
...

Î'; '5e 4 rapporte probablement aux .autres 1 Probably teferi to "other ranks' •

grades,.
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United States Army

2. DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

453

On September 18, R.C.A.F. stated: "In view of the fact that Newfound-
land Airport constitutes such a good bombing and incendiary target, it is
now desired to station a fighter squadron there." In view of the decision not
to send the pursuit squadron to Argentia, at this time, United States has a
pursuit squadron available for use at Newfoundland Airport, and reported
to the R.C.A.F. that this squadron would be sent to Newfoundland Airport
as soon as information was received on the date housing would be available.
A written request for this information was made October 8, 1941.

The Chief of Army Air Forces also stated on October 8 that he desired
to send to Newfoundland, as soon as possible, the entire seventy-three air-
planes for which the U.S. accepted a commitment. This will require the
full facilities which Canada agreed to provide by the Fall of 1941. In view
of the international situation and the present policy of the United States,
these aircraft, as soon as stationed at 'Newfoundland Airport, could perform
a most useful service. The views of the Chief of Army Air Forces were
immediately communicated to the R.C.A.F. member of the Board. It is
urgently requested that the housing situation at Newfoundland Airport be
clarified at this meeting.

The War Department has asked the U.S. Army members of the Board to
request the Canadian Government to complete, without delay, the laundry
and dry cleaning building at Newfoundland Airport, and to install therein
the laundry and dry cleaning equipment which is now available at New-
foundland Airport. As reported at a previous meeting, the R.C.A.F. agreed
to provide the building and utilities if the U.S. would furnish the equipment.

The War Department also requested the U.S. Army members of the Board
to take up at this meeting the question of extending the railroad siding at
Newfoundland Airport approximately # mile to serve the platfornis of the
warehouses used by United States troops in order to eliminate unnecessary '
hauling and handling of considerable quantities of supplies.

At the time the Board acted on the matter of providing facilities for United
States Forces at Newfoundland Airport the question of maintenance of those
facilities was not discussed. On August 15 the R.C.A.F. Airport Commander
handed the Commander, 21st Reconnaissance Squadron stationed at New-
foundland Airport a document which stated that the R.C.A.F. would take
over all buildings from the contractor as they were finished and give the
contractor a receipt therefor. Buildings to be occupied by the Army Air
Corps were to be handed over to the Air Corps Commander and a receipt
taken for the buildings and fixed equipment. Station maintenance personnel
would be responsible for all maintenance work required, regardless of who
occupied the buildings. The document included a paragraph that "a state-
ment of maintenance work done on behalf of the Air Corps, including costs,
will be prepared by the R.C.A.F. and submitted monthly (or quarterly,.

I
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Corps Commander." As local

whichever is more convenient) eTS localnot^u^°^ed to make decisions in.
Air Force Squadron Command was forwarded through channels with
fiscal matters of onthis nature, mfia^tteP be ertaken up by the Permanent Joint Board
a recommend
on Defence. Airport have been

The maintenance arrangements at Newfouâe l not the direct concern of
entirely unsatisfactory for many reasons, which studied by the
the Board. The question of maintenance has been ^^7ûâgegAdvocate General
United States War Department and the views o

It is
d that the Board adopt the following recommendation,

secured. Propose
which was previously forwarded to the R.C.A.F.

receipt, the build-
(u) That the United States accept, on memorandum e

ings and facilities occupied by United States forces on nth Dom
cond ition

that the buildings and facilities will be retune
the same condition

of Canada at the termination of occupancy public
as when delivered, ordinary wear and tear,

n
^ss ^n Gdeded• and

énemies, fire, earthquake or action of eleme
that during its use and occupancy of said buildings and facilities

the United States will repair or maintain the same with its own

funds and its ôwn forces.
maintenance of all outside facilities including ^^rt of ^

(b) That the the
and all services, is a responsibilit

c
f the

harge, ihe^ facilities necessary
basic agreement to furnish, withouto draft
for the operation of a minimum of 73 airplanes. ^ ted for con-
Board action to implement the above will be sub

sideration. reports
The commander, U.S. Army Air Unit,

Newfoundland Airport,

that
the method of handling coal for United States Forces is unsatisfactory;
the amount of coal at the airport is frequently ln^affiaeô^ÿ

meet all

essential requirements ;
600 tonsthat

• that on October 22 it was esti
bf coal approximately 10 days supply-was on hand for the entire Cana-
dian and U.S. garrison, and that no information could be oended that,
expected date of arrival of additiionel^

s
ûipm en^^ U.S. supply all coal and

beginning at some date mutually agr P
other heating fuel required by U.S. Forces at Newfoundland

Airport.
was

On September 24 the question of a chapel for Newfoundlan
d

that the
referred to the Senior Canadian . Service member with

a q of the

matter be investigated so a decision might be taken nt this mee^nort have
Board. Requests that a chapel be provided at Newfo sou ces.r Ît is rec-
reached the United States War Department f rom several at this time.
onimended that the matter be considered and acted upon the

action of the Board

instructions to implement
of rations to

meeting
necessary instructions

regarding furnishingThe e War Departm t lsaslastissued
I

enlisted personnel of visiting aircraft.

. .6 ..
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1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux, Affaires extérieures

,
High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DESPATCH 65 St. John's, November 18, 1941

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to the Memorandum of Agreement dated

April 17th, 19411, relative to the transfer of control of the air bases of the
Government of Newfoundland at Newfoundland Airport, Gleneagles and
Botwood, to the Government of Canada. This Agreement was signed by Sir
Wilfrid Woods on behalf of the Government of Newfoundland "subject to
the concurrence of the Government of the United Kingdom".

2. I am now informed by Sir Wilfrid Woods that the Secretary of State
for Dominion Affairs informed the Newfoundland Government by telegram
dated June 3rd, 1941,2 that the terms embodied in the Memorandum of
Agreement of the 17th of April, 1941, above referred to had been finally
approved by the Government of the United Kingdom.

3. I have been asked by Sir Wilfrid Woods to communicate this informa-
tion to you and to express his regret that the information was not conveyed
at an earlier date.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

448. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, December. 20, 1941
. . .

Royal Canadian Air Force

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Gander Lake Airport
As a result of Para. 17 of the Journal of the Twenty-Third Meeting,3 the

R.C.A.F. reviewed the entire project with a view to expediting construction.
A series of meetings were held by senior officiais of the Department of
Munitions-and Supply, and the contractor. The question of the possible use
of U.S. Engineer Troops was carefully considered by experts on the labour
situation, who strongly urged against it. An alternative solution was suggested
to General Embick whereby U.S. Engineer Troops might be used at other

'Voir l'appendice E. 'See Appendix E.
Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.

' Document 446.
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U.S.^ projects in Newfoundland, thereby releasing labour for Gander. This
proposal was unacceptable as was the original, on account of the multiplicity
of problems involved.

The situation was reviewed on the 17th December wi^a^^e reports that
Officer from Gander Lake Auport and, notwiths tanding
the labour situation is deteriorating rapidly-i.e. at present 1800 and antici-ear
pated down to 700 or 800 over the Christmas-New Years

Inofact the Chief
to have passed the crisis with respect accommodation.
Works Officer depicted a very satisfactory state of affairs with respect to
accommodation for U.S., R.C.A.F., R.A.F. Ferry Command and Canadian

Army.

Botwood
to the

Recent progress on the Botwood developmenthbl b een
diversion of labour to Gander. Most of the aval the contractor
employed on outside work installing wate r

from Peters River, which will beis presently concentrating on the water line
required to serve both the Navy and Army as well as the Air Force.

- No attempt is being made to expedite this project as there is no doubt
but that it will be completed in time for next year's operations.

50218-40
449.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, Apri17-8, 1942

. . .

Royal Canadian -Air Force

GANDER LAKE AIRPORT

Work on this project has proceeded throughout the winter notwithstanding
weather conditions and adverse labour situation. It is anticipated that the
bulk of the present building programme will be completed within 40-60 days.

; The radio range station is approximately 85% complete and the range site
has'been cleared 58% and partly stumped. The steel erection of three towers
is complete and that of the fourth 30%. The counterpoise is 90% complete.
Radio range equipment is installed. All power line poles are in place and
86% of the lines strung and the power cable ditch is excavated. It is antici-
pated that the radio range station will be ready for operation approximately

Apri1 10th.
The Canadian Government has approved the U.S. request for construction

of roads for U.S. temporary blind landing installation. +
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50218-40

CPCAD, compte-rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires.

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET

Royal Canadian Air Force

New York, April 27, 1942

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

Botwood
Excavation for the bomb stores on Killick Island is about 90% completed.

The water supply system from Peter's River is complete except for minor
deficiencies and is now in use.

A report as to the progress and availability for operations of Botwood
was,prepared and forwarded to the U.S. Naval Air Service representative.

As a matter of record, this report- is as follows:
Botwood will be available for operations as soon as moorings are laid,

dependent upon the break-up of ice.

451. 1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 145 St. John's, June. 26, 1942

Colonel F. F. Clarke has made a request to me on béhalf of the Depart-
ment of Transport to obtain approval from Newfoundland, Government to
extend runways Nos. one, two and three at Gander airport to give a bard
surface of 6,000 feet in length by 400 feet in width; also to clear runways
to full extent of their present- width for total length; also to build 2.85 miles
of hard gravel surface roadway. Understand cost may be upwards of one
ând one half million dollars. Please advise if it is in order for me to make
this application.

As I understand position, our control of airport is only for duration of
hostilities and any extension of runways would be wholly at Canadian
expense, and would be of no benefit to Canada after the cessation of hostili-
ties unless some other arrangement was made at present time.

I understand construction work on extension of the runways is now
actually under way without formal submission of plans to Commission of

I
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.458

vernment as required by sub clause (2) of clause 2 of Agreement 1 How-
Go
ever, on learning of this fact, I advised Woods info rmall andssion is he filed

will raise
within

no objection provided plan which I^now have'in my posse
a reasonable time. -

1156-D-39
452.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 133
Ottawa, June 29, 1942

Your telegram of June 26th, No. 145, runways at
essential part

The programme outlined by Colonel Clarke con
of the R.C.A.F. programme for the operational use of b ealloWedrtolinter-
The post-war considerations are important but can
fere with what is considered essential for service spa^ formal application to

Under the circumstances please make the necessary
the Newfoundland Commission of Government for permission to carry out

this work.

50218-40
453.

CPCAD, compte-rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET •
St. John's, September 27, 1942

. . •

Royal Canadian Air Force

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

' ' ' Botwood teelAll domestic accommodation is completed except for minor items. rôcess
for both hangars has been erected-one is closedand ^ec

other i
n mmenced. The

of being closed in. Installation of heating in one hangar A .F. as
slipway is completed. Botwood is at present being used by Âtlandc aitline
a Flying Boat base and by civilian companies as a Trans

base.
. . . -

Tappendica E. , See pppendvc E.
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•454. DND (DH) 193.009 (D20)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, June 5, 1943

ITEM III. 1943-NAVY PLANS FOR BOTWOOD

The Flag Officer Newfoundland outlined the Naval plans for Botwood as
follows:

(i) Examination Service with one Examination Vessel to commence
shortly. Examination Vessel will also carry out duties of P.W.S.S.
until latter building is completed.

(ii) P.W.S.S. to be sited at Bay Point is being proceeded with.
(iii) H.D.A. building being proceeded with and Harbour Defence Asdics

should be ready for laying when buildings completed.
(iv) Sonic Buoys will be laid eventually but have not yet arrived.
(v) Naval Service Headquarters states that Combined Administration

Building, Fuel Tanks and accommodation will be commenced
shortly.

(vi) It is intended to establish a patrol of three Fairmile M/L's about
15th July.

455. 50218-40
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET MOIIt al N b 8 9 1943
.

re , ovem er - ,
.

Canadian Army

2a. The Canadian Army Progress Report for 25 Junei contained details
of a reduction in the Canadian infantry garrison in Newfoundland,
made as a result of the improved strategic situation. Reductions
have now been made in the Coast Artillery defences at Botwood
by the placing in maintenance (not manned) of the 10-inch U.S.-
type Counter-Bombardment battery.

I
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^ Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

TOP SECRET Ottawa, May 17, 1944

AIR; REPAIRS TO RUNWAYS, GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND

39. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that as a
result 'of spring thaws and movement of heavy aircraft in large numbers,
runways at Gander were in a condition which rendered them practically

unusable.
In view of the fact that Canada's postwar interests in this airport had not

been clarified, it was considered undesirable to effect permanent repairs
which would cost in the neighbourhood of $4,000,000 for three runways
or $1,500,000 for the main runway.

Since, however, the airport had to be made serviceable, it was recom-
mended that, as a temporary measure, authority be given to resurface all
runways. This could be undertaken without interruption of traffic and at an
approximate cost of $500,000.

Copies of a report by the Minister were circulated.
(Report, Minister of National Defence for Air, May 11, 1944-C.WC•
document 7841)

40. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the Minister's
recommendation and authorized the expenditure of $500,000 for temporary

repairs.

457.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

SECRET New York, June 28-29, 1944

Canadian Army

SECOND RCMDN. DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

2a. The Canadian Army garrison in Newfoundland has been reduced
by one infantry battalion from the Botwood-Lewisporte area. Its
duties in this area have been taken over by detach oe Canada on
bn. at St. John's. The battalion released returned t
27 May prior to despatch overseas. I

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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461.
b. Concurrence of the U.S. War Dept. in this reduction was obtainéd

through the Service members concerned. In this connection in-
formation regarding present composition and strengths of the
U.S. and Cdn. Army garrisons in Newfoundland has been
exchanged.

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des discussions et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET N
ew York, November 7-8, 1944

4. Air Vice-Marshal Curtis informed the Board that the Royal Canadian
Air Force has withdrawn its fighter squadron from Gander Airport. This
action, he stated, was taken after a consideration of a recent study on the
scale of attack. Colonel Jenkins stated that present plans are for the Canadian
anti-aircraft defences at Gander to be retained.

SOUS-SECTION iii/SUB-SECTION iii

TORBAY'

459.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
Victoria, November 14, 1940

Royal Canadian Air Force •
•..

A detailed survey'' is now under way of an aerodrome site at Torbay
about four miles north of St. John's, Newfoundland.

I

'Sur les origines de ce projet, voir les do- 'For the ori ns of this ro'cmnents 63^ 170, 221 (Pièce 222;
^ P 7ect, sec Docu-

pour l'' jointe), 222^ ments 63, 170, 221 (enclosure). 222; for its
hi stoire des négociations, voir les docu- negotiating history, see Documents 422, 425,ments 422, 425, 427 et 428.

. 427 and 428.
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1156-Z-39
460.

Le commissaire aux Services publics au ministre du Revenu national

Commissioner for Public Utilities to Minister of National Revenue

St. John's, April 17, 1941

Dear Colonel Gibson,
You reminded me during our recent negotiations herei that the Cana-

dian Government has plans for establishing an aerod^d o uasked me
Torbay with accommodation for aircraft and personnel Y
to give you a written assurance that the Ne ^e oundlancieGoovfe_the e pÎOPosed
with the proposal. It is understood that P ^

and
development will be borne exclusively by the Canadi ^^o^ ^nsent of
that the aerodrome will be used ôII this e stand' g and subject to the
the Newfoundland Government. Government
settlement of details with the appropriate DepartmC^t̂he

Government
of Newfoundland, this Government agrees that the
may acquire lands for this purpose and may establish radio, teletype,and the
telephone and telegraphic communications between the aerodr om

be e laceda t
air bases. In so far as Crown II^dof Canada free , of charge either as an.
the disposal of the Governm
outright grant or on a lease for a period commensurate with the capital
investment of the Canadian Government, as may a ôee meet

é^ due course
of

The Government of Newfoundland cannot u d ention
the cost of acquisition of private lands but in saying this dI h tbehalf
of deciding in advance the request which you have alrea y made on
of the Government of Canada that the Government of Newfoundland lands
consider the possibility of bearing the cost of acquisition of p
for use by the Canadian Forces. That request has not yet been considered

by the Governor-in-Commission.
Yours sincerely,

w. W. WOODS

CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

^ Minutes of a Meeting of the Cabinet fVar Committee
Ottawa, April 28, 1941

SECRET

... .
II--ESTABLISHMENT OF AIR BASE AT TORBAY

3, MR. ctasox referred to the large expenditures which were involved ^ in
the proposed establishment by Canada of an aerodrome at Torbay.

^-- : .. ..
'Voir les documents 180 et 183.! . , % a See Documents 180 and 183.

i
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i

connection, he had obtained from the Commissioner for Public Utilities
a letter agreeing to the project, and setting out conditions upon which the
necessary property would be placed at the disposal of the Canadian
government.

(See letter of April the 17th, 1941, from the Commissioner for Public
Utilities, St. John's, Newfoundland, to the Minister of National
Revenue.)

4. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that he had, this
morning, signed a contract demand involving an expenditure of some
$1,900,000 for the development of the Torbay site, on the understanding
that the project had been approved, in principle, by the Committee.

5. THE SECRETARY stated that the Torbay proposal, as such, had not
been specifically considered by the Committee, though reference thereto
had been made in a paragraph in a first draft of the air bases agreement.
This paragraph had been subsequently deleted in favour of the letter which
Mr. Gibson had mentioned.

The Minutes of the Committee's meeting of November the 29th, 1940,
however, contained a reference to the recommendations of the First Reporti
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, for Canadian co-operation in
defence of the Atlantic Coast, which had already been approved by the
Committee. These involved inter alia the establishment of "a fighter
aerodrome near St. John's", which was presumably the one which was to be
established at Torbay. On that occasion Mr. Power had submitted an
estimate of $8,725,000 to cover the costs of the several projects mentioned.

(See Minutes of November the 29th, 1940,z page 6.)
6. After some discussion, the Committee decided to give specific approval

to the establishment of the aerodrome at Torbay, in accordance with the
previously approved recommendations of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence.

462. 1156-Z-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

DESPATCH 10 Ottawa, May 20, 1941
Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the Department of Transport
intends to construct an airfield at Torbay near St. John's, Newfoundland in

1 Voir le document 221 (pièce jointe).
Non reproduit.

1 See Document 221 (Enclosure).
' Not printed.

I
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connection with the operation of the British Commonwealth Air Training

plani. A plan2 is enclosed outlining in red the approximate limits of the
land 'required for the airfield and outlining in green the land for which

clearing rights are required.

- The Department of Transport is sending its Representatives to Newfound-
land in order to negotiate for and acquire the necessary lands. The Rep-
resentatives will, of course, get in touch with you as soon as they arrive
in order that the correct procedure may be carried out in the negotiations.

The title to some of the land required would no doubt be in the New-
foundland Government but it is understood that there are certain privately
owned lands to be acquired.

I enclose two copies of a letter of introduction3 to you which I have
given to the Representatives.

I have etc.

[N. A. ROBERTSON]

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

463.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941

United States Army

pleted this fall.

The na iau y mostprogress has been made with runway construction and, barring
unfavourable weather, it appeared that runways will be substantially corn-

I-- d' Torba Ai-drome at St. John's was visited. Remarkable

I Non reproduit. , . , , ' Not printed. ^ I

8 Non reproduite. • Not printed.

. Commonwealth britannique.

Il Les recherches ne nous ont pas permu de Rexarch bas o
project witb

découvrir la raison pour laquelle on reliait reason for thus connecting the PPlan•
ce projet au Plan d entraiaeaoent aérien du the British Commonwealth Air Training

• 1 thr wn no li8ht on the
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2059-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 9 St. John's, October 3, 1941

Your telegram No. 5 of October 11 states that Crown lands required
for Torbay aerodrome were agreed to be granted by Newfoundland Govern-
ment. Our understanding is that the only memorandum with regard to this
matter is contained in letter from Sir Wilfrid Woods to Colonel Gibson
dated 17 April, 1941, which states that Crown lands may be either granted
or leased as may be agreed and that no final agreement has in fact been
made. Please correct us if we are wrong. Understand that Department of
Transport carried on negotiations subsequent to Gibson.

Preliminary report of yesterday's conference2 should reach you Sunday
afternoon but present attitude of Newfoundland Government is apparently
only to issue lease which however may be for 99 years.

465. 2059-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à. Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

on reproduite. • Not printed.

DESPATCH 19 Ottawa, October 21, 1941

Sir,

With reference to my despatch of October 14th, No. 13, regarding the
discussion of property rights -in Newfoundland, I have the honour to enclose
a copy of a letter3 from the Deputy Minister of Transport in which Com-
mander Edwards points out that if the Government of Newfoundland insists
on a leasehold agreement for Crown' lands to be used in connection with the
Canadian aerodrome at Torbay the situation will be that scattered portions
of the aerodrome property which have been bought at the request of the
Newfoundland Govérnment directly from the owners will be owned outright
by the Crown (for the Dominion of Canada) whereas other parts of the
aerodrome properry will be under lease. This is obviously an unsatisfactory
arrangement, and I hope that it may be possible to persuade the Newfound-
land Government to transfer these lands to the Crown in the right of the

'Document 481.
:Voir le document 482.. 'See Document 482.

I
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Canadian Government. If this proves impossible the proposal for a ninety-
nine year lease would seem to be the most satisfactory alternative.

I have etc.
NORMAN ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

466. 1156-Zr39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Aflairs

SECRET [St. John's,] October 28, 1941

Dear Mr. Robertson,
We had what I regard as a satisfactory conference with Sir Wilfrid

Woods yesterday. The Honourable Mr. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice
and Defence, was present, together with Mr. Pattison, who has been liaison
officer for the Newfoundland Government at Gander, and two or three
other officials of the Newfoundland Government. I had with me Mr. Dyde,
Group-Captain McEwen and Group-Captain Guthrie and Col. Clarke.

The conference was on a number of matters in connection with the three

airports: Torbay, Gander and Goose Inlet.
We are to exchange letters on various matters. I will write you a formal

despatch but I thought it might be important to send you a memorandum
of the matters discussed and of the attitude of the Newfoundland Govern-
ment as represented by Sir Wilfrid Woods and Mr. Emerson, and which
will represent the views of the Commission.

The matters discussed were as follows:

TORBAY

. We are to receive a grant in fee simple from the Newfoundland
Government to Crown lands included in the area. As we have
now a fee simple to the privately owned lands, we will have a
complete free simple title to the whole property.i
It was agreed that additional land of about 25 acres required
for a radio range station should also be granted in fee simple.
This radio range station is referred to in paragraph 3 of your
telegram No. 7 of October 9? Colonel Clarke is to furnish me
with a plan and description of the lands required when a formal
,application will be. made and will be granted.

1 Voir la partie 5 B i. ' , 1 Sea Part S B L.
à Non reproduit. 0 Not printed.
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I will cover all these points in a-more formal despatch at a later date,
after the exchange of formal letters between Sir Wilfrid Woods and myself.
In the meantime, I thought it important that you should have information
as to the result of our conference.

I understand Colonel Clarke is returning by the same train as carries
this letter so that you can obtain further information from him as he was
present at the interview and knows the attitude of the Government.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL

467. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET New York, December 20, 1941

Royal Canadian Air Force

TORBAY

Two of the three runways and the taxi-strip have been completed. The
work on the aerodrome is now finished for the season.

The original building project which provided for a Headquarters and
one Fighter Squadron has now been increased to provide additionally for
one B.R. Squadron, one C.A.C. Detachment and civil air-line facilities.
Work is continuing on buildings mutual to both projects and materials are
being obtained for new work.

Owing to the submarine situation in the Western Atlantic it has been
necessary for the R.C.A.F. to operate a detachment from Torbay, the
personnel being accommodated in the contractor's camp.

468.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PIBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, April 27, 1942
..

Royal Canadtan Air Force
..

TORBAY

I

A request was received from General Commanding U.S. Forces in New-
foundland for the following additional accommodation to be provided-1
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hangar for necessary maintenance work; 7 dispersed single revetments or
4 duplex revetments for Pursuit Planes; Quarters and mess for 22 officers;
Barracks for 160 enlisted men; Mess for 160 enlisted men; Bomb storage
for 250,000 lbs. of bombs; Fusing shelter and ammunition loading room;
storage for 25,000 gallons gasoline and 5,000 gallons oil; Storage for
pyrotechnics; Storage for flying equipment; Motor transport sheds; also

provision for joint -weather intelligence and operations set-up similar to
that approved for Gander. It was regretted, however, that R.C.A.F. plans
for expansion of forces for this aerodrome will preclude any extensive use

by the U.S.

469. DND (DH) 193.009 (D9)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET * St. John's, June 25, 1942

ITEM 5. COORDINATION OF DEFENCES-TORBAY AIRPORT

As directed by the Joint Services Committee, Atlantic Coast in their
letter A.C.S. 10-10 d/12 Jun,i the question of procedure at Torbay was
discussed. This Sub-Committee feels that although Torbay is now of suf-
ficient importance to be set up as a separate zone, its part in the Defences
of the St. John's Area as a whole is such that it must form part of the
larger Defence Scheme, and that the Fortress Commander, St. John's, must
be the coordinating authority. It was agreed that the scheme for Local
Defence is the responsibility of the Station Commander.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jVar Committee

SECRET , Ottawa, May 19, 1943

U.S. PROPOSAL FOR EXPANSION OF TORBAY AIRFIELD

submarine operations in that area had made necessary additional faciLties

carry
tion of the U.S. Army Air Force in Newfoundland and expansion of anti-

0
out certain expansion at Torbay airport, Newfoundland. Augmenta-

12 THE SECRETARY submitted a United States request for permission to

^ Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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including aprons, taxi strips and certain buildings at an estimated cost of
$400,000.

The departments concerned had been consulted.
(Letter, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy
Minister of National Defence for Air and Deputy Minister of Transport,
May 15, 19431).

13. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR expressed the view
of the Air Staff that the government should offer no objection but that the
land needed for U.S. purposes should be acquired by the Department of
National Defence for Air in order to maintain the Torbay airport as a
single unit. Moreover, the United States should give assurances that Canadian
construction would not be jeopardized through competition for labour or
materials. The Department of Transport had already contracted for con-
struction on the site and it would be advisable for the taxi strips, aprons,
etc. required by the United States to be placed under their contract.

(Memorandum, Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air to War
Committee, May 18, 1943.2)

14. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, agreed that the U.S. request
be approved, in principle, subject to the following conditions:

(a) that the land required be acquired for the purpose by Canada;
(b) that the construction required be undertaken by the United States

but that U.S. contracts be subject to the approval of R.C.A.F.
officials at Torbay in order to prevent competition for labour
and materials or confusion in zoning.

471. 50216-A-40

Le premier secrétaire, légation des États-Unis,
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affairesjaires extérieures

First Secretary, Legation of United States, '
to Assistant Under-Secretary, of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, June 18, 1943
Dear Mr. Keenleyside,

In your letter of May 21, 1943,1 you informed me of the Canadian
agreement to the proposal of the United States War Department to obtain
additional facilities for United States aircraft at the Torbay Airport.I

Due to the changing technical and strategic conditions, I have been
directed to say that the War Department now feels (a) that the necessity

Non reproduite.
Non reproduit.
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for the American construction at Torbay Airport has decreased in urgency,
(b) that the facilities which the War Department had planned to construct
there will not be required at this time.

Accordingly, I have been directed to request that the Canadian Govern-
ment cancel any action which has already been inaugurated or planned
with respect to the acquisition of additional land at Torbay Airport for
the purpose of construction by the United States Army.

Sincerely yours,

LEWIS CLARK

472. 50216-A-40

Le premier secrétaire, légation des États-Unis,
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

First Secretary, Legation of United States,
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, July 10, 1943

Dear Mr. Keenleyside,

On June 18 last Mr. Clark wrote you to say that the War Department
had reached the conclusion that the necessity for the American construction
at Torbay Airport had decreased in urgency and that the facilities which
the War Department had planned to construct there would not be required
at this time. Accordingly, Mr. Clark requested that the Canadian Govern-
ment cancel any action which had already been inaugurated or planned with
respect to the acquisition of additional land at Torbay Airport for con-
struction purposes by the United States Army.

In that regard the War Department now states that, although extensive
installations at Torbay are not required, certain additional airport facilities
are needed to handle the normal small volume of air traffic. These are:

(a) Office space adjacent to the space now occupied by the ArmY
Air Forces, amounting to about 1100 additional square feet
to accommodate the weather ^ office and allow for expansion of
operations and technical supply.

(b) One-half of the hangar adjacent to the present office space or
similar accommodations in any other permanent hangar at Torbay.

It is understood that the local Royal Canadian Air Force commander
in Newfoundland has indicated concurrence with the release of the 'above
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facilities for United States use by the Commanding General, Newfoundland
Base Command.

Yours sincerely,

EDWARD P. I.AwTON

473.
50216-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au premier secrétaire, légation des États-Unis

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to First Secretary, Legation of United States

SECRET

Dear Mr. Lawton,

Ottawa, July 30, 1943

I wish to acknowledge your letter of July 10th concerning your request
for additional office and hangar space at Torbay Airport, Newfoundland,
for the use of the United States Army Air Forces.

I have discussed this matter with the Department of National Defence
for Air, and I find that there has been some misunderstanding with respect
to the assent given to this request by the Canadian Air Officer Commanding
in Newfoundland. He agreed to relinquish the space in question before it
was decided that the United States Army Air Force would not build
additional facilities at Torbay. In the changed circumstances the original
agreement to the request of the United States Army Air Force has had to
be reconsidered.

I regret to say that the Royal Canadian Air Force cannot relinquish
any office or hangar space. Office space is already overcrowded and,
inasmuch as the Royal Canadian Air Force alleady provides full weather
facilities, it is felt that it cannot relinquish 1100 square feet of floor space
for the installation of a duplicate weather office. '

The same condition of overcrowding obtains in the hangars and in fact
the majority of operational aircraft have to be left out of doors. It will be
impossible, therefore, to provide additional hangar space at this time.

The Royal Canadian Air Force will, however, continue to make hangar
accommodation available for the Commanding General's personal landplane
in visiflng the aerodrome and to provide for routine inspection and minor
repairs to other United States Army Air Force aircraft and visiting aircraft
from Argentia.

I

Yours sincerely,

HÜGii L. KEENLEYSIDE
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4740- 1156-Z-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

There may' be some kicks from the Commission of Government when
they discover what has hâppened, but fortunately Dunn who would be the

acquired the right to part of the land which was required for the new runway.

before I obtained the formal permission of the Commission of Government,
,but the delay was caused by the fact that the Americans apparently had

: It is unfortunate that the construction of the runway had to be commenced

' on the whole airport. Apparently, the local information furnished the Depart-
ment of Transport when the construction of this airport was begun was found
to be incorrect, with the result that none of the runways conform to the

,direction of the prevailing wind. The planes arriving at the airport frequently
had to land in a cross wind which rendered the airport unsatisfactory and
not safe. The construction of the new runway will remedy this defect.

I understand that the construction of the new runway by the Department
of Transport is now well under way but I do not anticipate any difficulty
about the matter. I understand that the runway will be the most used runway

a letter to the Commission of Government abandoning the application on
behalf of the American Government.

Some correspondence has been exchanged and General Brooks is to write

St. John's, August 30, 1943

, Dear Dr. Keenleyside,
I regret that I overlooked replying to your letter of June 8th,' with which

you enclosed a copy of a short memorandum prepared in the American
Division with the object of summarizing the present position of Canada with
respect to air services between the North American continent and New-
foundland.

The memorandum seems to be correct, although, as you know, there has
*been some further correspondence about the Goose Bay area since this
memorandum was prepared.

There is also a further delay in connection with the Torbay Airport because
of the decision to install another runway which would involve the acquisition
of additional land.

The position at the moment is that the Newfoundland Government agreed
to give this land required for the runway to the American Government but
the American Government have decided not to make use of it and it is
mentioned in my despatch No. 687 of August 26, 1943.1

Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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chief kicker is now in England and I think I can smooth matters over with-.
the other Commissioners.

Thè position is that I have made application to them for additional land
and they have raised no objection except to point out that one of the parcels
required has been handed over to the American Government for the duration
of the war and as this has now been cleared up, I do not think I will have
very much difficulty in the matter. In this connection I refer to my despatch
No. 687 of August 26, 1943.

475.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

1156-2r39

Le commandant en chef des forces américaines à Terre-Neuve
au commissaire aux Ressources naturelles

Commander-in-Chief, United States Forces in Newfoundland,
to Commissioner for Natural Resources

My dear Mr. Dunn,
St. John's, September 1, 1943

Reference is made to the grant for temporary use of the United States
Army of certain Crown Lands north of Portugal Cove Road, as outlined in
letters of your office, dated August 25, 1942,1 and January 4, 1943,' and
letters, this Headquarters, dated August 24, 1942,1 and January 23, 1943.1

It is understood that the Canadian Government desires to lease a portion
of this tract, designatcd by them as parcel No. 25, and that the present
agreement constitutes an impediment.

Agreement is hereby given to the withdrawal q^ the authority for the use
of the area known as parcel No. 25. A more
parcel is requested in order that maps may be corrected

comple te
ive
the

and due not ce
of

to lower echelons. g n

The hearty cooperation of your department in solving the problems incidentto
United States participation in the defense of Newfoundland is deeply

aPPreciated.

With best wishes, I am,

' Non reprodW

Sincerely yours,

JOiN B. BROOKS

Major-General, U.S. Army
Commanding

I

' Not printed.
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' . 1156-Z-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 329 Ottawa, October 23, 1943

CONFIDENTIAL

I enclose a copy of a departmental memorandum of October 1 in which
it is submitted that the desirability of putting Canadian rights at the military
aerodrome at Torbay on some clearer and more formal footing deserves
consideration. Attached to this memorandum is a copy of the main document
which now governs our position at Torbay-a letter of April 17, 1941, from
the Commissioner of Public Utilities of Newfoundland to the Minister of
National Revenue of Canada.

2. The enclosed memorandum is prepared from the information available
on our'files and may not be complete. I should, therefore, be grateful if you
would let me know what revisions you think might be made in the
memorandum.

3. I should also be glad to have an expression of your views on the naturc
of the agreement which you think we might propose to Newfoundland on
the subject of the Torbay aerodrome.

4. I am making similar enquiries of the Department of Transport and
the Department of National Defence for Air and Colonel H. A. Dyde.

I have etc.
ESCOTT REID

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE-ENCLOSURE]

7-CR(s)

Mémorandum concernant l'aérodrome de Torbay

Memorandum Concerning Torbay Aerodrome

SECRET [Ottawa,] October It 1943

1. The desirability of putting Canadian rights at the military aerodrome at
Torbay on some clearer and more formal footing deserves consideration.

2. At the present time the main document governing our position at
Torbay is a letter of April 17, 1941, from the commissioner of Public
Utilities of Newfoundland to the Minister of National Revenue of Canada
granting Canada the right to acquire land for the purpose of establishing an
aerodrome at Torbay for use by the Canadian Forces on the understanding
that the expenses would be borne exclusively by the Government of Canada
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and that the aerodrome would be used as a civil airport only with the consent
of the Newfoundland Government. (A copy of this letter is attached.)

3. Torbay is, of course, also referred to in the exchange of notes of
February, 1942, with the Newfoundland Government which constitute an
agreement between Canada and Newfoundland for a commercial air service
to Newfoundland by Trans Canada Air Lines,i and under which Trans
Canada Air Lines is authorized to operate a commercial air service for the
transportation of goods mail/and passengers between airports in Canada
and the airports of Gander and Torbay in Newfoundland. This authorization
is only on a year to year basis. The permission of the Royal Canadian Air
Force was, of course, necessary before T.C.A. could use the aerodrome at
Torbay.

4. Canada thus, through the Royal Canadian Air Force, owns the aero-
drome at Torbay. It has spent on this aerodrome ten million dollars
($10,000,000) but, at any time, at the sole discretion of the Newfoundland
Government, Canada might find itself unable to use the Torbay airport for
either civil or military purposes. Since Canada owns the airport Canada
could, of course, in such circumstances refuse to permit anyone else to use it.

5. It would seem, therefore, that Canada's status at Torbay should be
put on some clearer and more formal footing by a formal exchange of notes
between the two governments which could be published. The present
governing document, the letter of April 17, 1941, is unsatisfactory both in
form and content and it would appear to be in the interests of Newfoundland
as well as Canada to make a more precise agreement since the present one
does not even appear, for example, to give Newfoundland adequate protection
against Canada selling its property at Torbay to a foreign air transport
company such as Pan American Airways.

6. The following considerations, among others, might be kept in mind
in drafting proposals on Torbay to be put before the Newfoundland Govern-
ment:

(1) The R.C.A.F. will require the use of Torbay aerodrome after the
war and would like rights for as long a period as possible-say
ninety-nine years.

(2) The Canadian Government desires to have the undisputed right to
grant to or withhold from the civil air transport companies of
other countries the right to use Torbay as a civil airport. So long
as Canada possesses this right it is possible for Canada, if it so
desires, to retain for Trans Canada Air Lines a monopoly of air
traffic to and from St. John's. It can do this even if, under an
international air transport convention providing for freedom of air
transit, it were to grant to the civil aircraft of all nations the right
to land at Torbay for refuelling, since only T.C.A. would have
the right to take on or discharge passengers, cargo and mails at
Torbay.

'Voir le chapitre II, partie 2. 1 See Chapter H. Part 2.

I
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(3) The Canadian Government would like to secure from Newfound-
land the right for Trans Canada Air Lines to use Torbay as a
civil airport. It would like to have this right, not on the present
annual basis, but for as long a period as possible, and, in any
event, for "a period commensurate with the capital investment of
the Canadian Government" (a phrase used in Sir Wilfrid Woods'
letter of April 17th, 1941.)

1156-Z-39

Le secrétaire du ministre de la Défense nationale au sous-secrétaire d'ttat
aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary to Minister of National Defence to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 30, 1943

Your *inemorandum of October 12th1 and enclosuresz with reference to
the aerodrome at Torbay, Newfoundland.

MEMORANDUM OF OCTOBER 1ST

There are one or two points regarding the memorandum of October 1st.
In paragraph 4 I am not sure of the accuracy of the phrase "through the
Royal Canadian Air Force". My recollection is that Colonel F. F. Clarke
of the Department of Transport carried out all the negotiations for the
acquisition of privately owned lands and my impression is that when the
privately owned lands were acquired they were taken in the name of the
Minister of Transport.

Another point in connection with the memorandum arises out of paragraph
6(3) where Sir Wilfrid Woods' phrase as to the period is quoted. At a
conference held in Sir Wilfrid Woods' office in Saint John's on 27th October,
1941, I think there was some discussion with reference to Torbay. I am
not sure that I have an accurate minute of the proceedings of that conference,
but my impression is that Sir Wilfrid Woods expressed the view that the
Government of Canada should be given the same title for crown lands as
they have acquired for private lands. The minutes of that conference are not
I suppose binding on the governments concerned, but if Sir Wilfrid Woods
made such a remark and it is recorded in minutes it would be a useful
indication of his view of the tenure which the Canadian Government is to be
given to the lands on which this aerodrome is situated. Mr. Burchell would
have an accurate minute of this conference and would also be able to say
whether it was an agreed minute as between himself and Sir Wilfrid Woods.

(pièce jointe). (Enclosure).

3 Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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AGREEMENT WITH NEWFOUNDLAND

I am not convinced that the Canadian Government would be wise to open
the subject of an agreement regarding this aerodrome at the present time.
The Newfoundland Government and the United Kingdom Government as
well have shown in their negotiations regarding Goose Bay a rather keen
appreciation of the implications of post-war civil aviation and the acquiring
of rights by the Canadian Government in air bases in Newfoundland. I doubt
whether we would now be able to negotiate as favourable terms even as those
which the Newfoundland Government are willing to grant at Goose Bay and
we might easily wind up with a less favourable agreement. Under the circum-
stances I feel that we should consider the advisability of taking steps only to
perfect the title of the Canadian Government to the crown lands as well as
to the privately owned lands. It is true that we would then own an aerodrome
which is subject to any legislation with regard to it that the Newfoundland
Government might wish to pass. On the other hand the Canadian Government
would be in possession and i feel that it would be difficult for either the
United Kingdom Government or the Canadian* Government to deny us
reasonable use of the aerodrome both after the war as well as during it. As
far as post-war commercial use of the aerodrome is concerned I am of the
opinion it will be no more difficult to obtain concessions in this respect after
the war than it would be now. It is quite conceivable that the Canadian
Government would receive better terms after the war.

The foregoing is entirely an expression of my own views and should not
be considered as the view of this Department. I will refer to the remarks
of the officers of this Department hereinafter.

TERMS OF POSSIBLE AGREEMENT

On the assumption that negotiations leading to an agreement are to be
opened, I requested the officers of this Department to give me their advice
as to any matter of concern to the Army. The Chief of the General Staff
has said that it would appear advisable to include in any agreement re Torbay
a clause on defence construction similar to that in the Goose Bay draft,
namely:

The Government of Canada may from time to time erect within the Air base,
such works, buildings and fortifications as it may deem to be necessary for the
maintenance of the base as an operational air base and for its defence, and may
station at the air base such military personnel as may be required for the defence
thereof.

This is the only special provision from the Army viewpoint that the Chief
of the General Staff has to suggest as it is assumed that matters affecting
the use of the airfield including the construction and operation of necessary
radio, telephone and telegraph facilities will be included in the Royal Cana-
dian Air Force draft requirements.

I

*Note telle que dans l'oripinal: *Note as in orisinal:
Newfoundland
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Apart from this special clause it would appear that any proposed draft
would necessarily include clauses covering the following points:

(a) Tenure; this presumably is now settled.
(b) The right to construct; maintain and operate an airbase.
(c) 'Special clauses; such as the Army clause above.
(d) User; it is here that the difficulty will arise. The Canadian Govern-

ment should have the right to use the aerodrome as a military
aerodrome for the period of the war and for such time thereafter
as the Canadian Government considers to be necessary in the
interests of hemisphere defence. The Newfoundland Government
will undoubtedly wish to qualify such a clause in the same way
as they altered the Goose Bay draft. With regard to commercial
use I have no doubt that no matter what the Canadian Government
proposes at the present time, the Newfoundland Government will
go no further than to agree that it should be a matter for future
discussion, with definite limitations in the meantime.

(e) Newfoundland Sovereignty; a clause preserving the sovereignty of
Newfoundland will be an essential element.

H. A. DxDE, Colonel
Military Secretary

478. 1156-Z-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au ministère des
Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Department of
External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL St. John's, October 30, 1943

Dear Escott [Reid],
I have your despatch No. 329 of October 23rd, 1943.
You evidently got hold of an old file and not the current file on Torbay.

If you can get hold of the right file you will find perhaps 30 or 40 despatches
of mine on the subject of the Torbay Airport.

As soon as I get some additional stenographic help which I have asked
for from Ottawa, and which I understand will soon arrive, I will prepare a
memorandum for you on the whole subject and bring you up to date. .

There has been extreme dilatoriness on the part of both officials at Ottawa,
and officials of Newfoundland in getting the matters cleared up in connection
with the Torbay Airport, as you will see when I send you a summary of
my despatches. At the present time progress is held up because I have not
received a reply to my despatch No. 764 of September 23rd, 1943,1 nor

, 'Non reproduita ' Not Printed.
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have I received a reply from Mr. Emerson on the subject matter of that
despatch.

Everything is at a stand-still until I know how the matter referred to in
that last mentioned despatch is to be proceeded with.

This is only one example of the hold-ups which have occurred during
the past two years.

All the negotiations since I have been here, have been in connection with
the acquisition of property, and there is no doubt that there is a settled
agreement that we are to have title in fee simple to this airport.

If, however, you expect to get the present Commission of Government to
now give you privileges for a term of years to use this airport, either for
civil or military purposes after the war, you will find yourself up against a

' stone wall.

The position at the Torbay airport will be the same as at Goose Bay,
except that the Canadian Government will own Torbay airport outright,
while at Goose Bay,we will only have a lease for 99 years. The use of either
airport for civil purposes by the Canadian Government after the war, is one
which will have to stand over for future negotiation on the conclusion of
the war. This was the arrangement originally made by Colin Gibson in 1941
with regard to Torbay, and a similar arrangement was made with regard to
Goose Bay.

It would, in my opinion, be unwise to now open up the question of the
use of Torbay after the war, and anything attempted now would only meet
with refusal to re-open the question.

My main concern now is to obtain title to the Torbay Airport and if I
can only get some assistance from Ottawa, and perhaps the authorization to
obtain a local solicitor to help me prod the Newfoundland Government, I
may be able to get the matter closed out before the end of the war.

The situation at the moment is as follows:
1. Title has been acquired from a number of private land owners and

deeds obtained. of 1
2. A number of land owners cannot be located and some arrangement

will have to be made to acquire the title. This is a matter on which
I want legal advice, which as, yet I have not been able to obtain.
It was the subject of several despatches from me, the latest being
No. 764 of September 23rd, 1943.

3. A grant has to be obtained from the Government of Newfoundland,
as a substantial part of the Airport is Crown lands. My negotiations
with the Newfoundland Government have resulted in an agreement
to give this grant, but this requires legislation.

4. A Confirming Act will also be required so as to absolutely clear
up the title invested in the Canadian Government.

5. The attitude of the Department of Justice here is to postpone the
Passing of legislation in respect of Torbay until Goose Bay is

I
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cleared up, at the same time. It is proposed to have one special
Act with respect to Goose Bay and Torbay, and also with respect
to other properties acquired by the Canadian Government to which
the title is defective, and which will require legislation to validate it.

Legislation is necessary because the Regulations under which certain
properties were expropriated is [sic] defective.

The Department of Justice want to combine all these things within one
General Act to be passed at some indefinite time in the future. This is not
good enough, as the situation may change and the personnel of the Com-
mission of Government will also change. My view, therefore, is that we
should press immediately for legislation with regard to Torbay, and at least
get the title of that property cleared up.

One difficulty which I have had in connection with my office here, is that
the Department of Justice of Newfoundland advises the Government of
Canada in connection with legal matters, and acts as the legal agent for the
Canadian Government. This arrangement was made before I came here,
and it is somewhat difficult to change it now. It would have been much better
if the Canadian Government had appointed a firm of solicitors here as their
legal representatives, and they could do the prodding for me, which apparently
is necessary to get any action by the Newfoundland Government.

As soon as I have my memorandum prepared, I will forward it to you. I
expect to get to Ottawa on or about the 28th of November and we can then
discuss the whole position.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCiiELL

479. 1156-Z-39

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs '

Dear Sir,
I am in agreement with the suggestions made in your letter of October

12thi that it would be desirable to put Canadian rights at the Royal Canadian
,Air Force aerodrome at Torbay on some clearer and more formal footing-

- With respect to the information contained in paragraphs 1-5 inclusive of
your draft memorandum,2 I would suggest the following revisions:

(a) The approximate expenditûre on Torbay as given in paragraph 4
should be $11,200,000.

._.,. _
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(b) An important consideration which might be included in paragraph 6
would be a reference to the fact that Torbay was constructed by
Canada to provide a strategic air base for the defence of Canada
and Newfoundland, within the general scheme of Hemisphere
defence.

As regards the post-war use of Torbay airport, I may state that it is the
intention of this Department that it should continue to be used as a base of
operations for the defence of Canada and Newfoundland.

In acquiring property in Newfoundland required for defence facilities, the
procedure followed by this Department has been to obtain a title wherever
possible, the intention being that certain of these facilities, such as radio
stations, for example, would be required for defence purposes in the post-war
period. In the instance of Torbay airport, the same procedure was followed.
The exact position of this Department and of the Canadian Government with
respect to the right to exercise control over these properties to which title
has been granted has not been made clear. Indeed, Canada's position in
Newfoundland with respect to Torbay airport would appear to be analagous
to the position which would arise if the United Kingdom were to purchase
during wartime an important airport in'Canada. In such an event, ownership
would presumably not carry with it the right of post-war control nor the
right to specify that the airport should be used only by aircraft of the United
Kingdom. It was to avoid any such situation that the Canadian Government
insisted that properties required by the U.S. Forces for defence purposes in
Canada should be acquired in the name of the Canadian Government. In
view of the considerations which I have just outlined, therefore, it is suggested
that, as a preliminary to any negotiations about Torbay airport, it would be
desirable to obtain a legal opinion with respect to the limitations of Canadian
control over properties acquired for defence purposes in Newfoundland.

While it would be advisable to have the Canadian position at Torbay
more clearly defined and, if possible, to obtain long term rights there, I am
of the opinion that it would be unwise at the present time to place undue
emphasis on post-war civil rights. The question of obtaining concessions to
operate post-war civil air transport services from bases constructed for
military purposes in another country during the war has recently been under
active discussion, and it is conceivable that Canada's position with respect
to the post-war military use of Torbay might be prejudiced if too much stress
were placed on civil aspects. In expressing this view, I am not overlooking
the fact that Canada has spent some $11,200,000 on Torbay and that, in
view of this expendittire, [it] might reasonably expect to obtain some special
post-war rights there for civil as well as military aircraft. You will recall,
however, that the Goose Bay lease which has been under negotiation for a
long time provides that the question of post-war civil use of that air base is
to be decided after the war by the Canadian and Newfoundland Govern-
ments. On the basis of our experience with the Goose Bay lease, therefore,I

would suggest that Canada should endeavour to obtain from the New-
foundland Government military control of Torbay airport for a period of

I
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99 years and that the question of post-war civil rights should be left for
subsequent negotiation.i Such a proposal would be in accord with the
announced policy of this country with respect to post-war civil air agreements
and i feel that it would be more favourably received than one such as you
have suggested, which would grant to Canadian aircraft the exclusive civil
use of the airport. Moreover, an agreement along the lines of the Goose Bay
lease would assure Canada of the continued use of the

off
the prime

c
purpose for which it was constructed, namely,

seaboard. Yours very truly,
S. L DE CARTERET

480.

!.•

SOUS-SECITON iV/SUB-SECIiON iV
GOOSE BAY'

1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Secretary of State

for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 8
St. John's, September 30, 1941

The Newfoundland Government have asked me to meet them in confe-
rence on Thursday, October 2nd, with reference to acquisition of propertyI
required for aerodrome at Northwest river and I havea^d instructions in
should appreciate your sending me any special information

this connection.

481.
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
din Newf ounland

Ottawa, October 1, 1941
TELEGRAM 5

Your telegram of September 30, 1941, No. 8. Canadian Government
desires grant of property rights for Goose Inlet Aerodrome, Northwest River,purchased
be similar to those given in case of land Torbay,

or,
w

as in case of
outright from private owners by the Canadian
Crown land involved, granted by Newfoundland Government to Canadian

Government.

'Voir la partie 6 E.
s Les origines de Goose Bay sont docu-

mentées à la sous-section i traitant du Service

, Goose Bay.

iSeePart 6E.

transocéanique. Cette sous-section traite prin-
cipalement de la négociation de l'accord sur

vThe origins of Goose Bay are documented

in Sub-Section i on the Atlantic Ferry

Service. This _^^^ IIay A^m nt with
negotiation
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2059-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 12 St. John's, October 4, 1941

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to my telegram No. 8 of September 30, 1941
and to your reply No. 5 of October 1, 1941.

2. Under the date of October 2, 1941 I wrote the Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, giving him an informal report of our conference.i

3. I now enclose a copy of a letter dated October 42 from Sir Wilfrid
Woods, the Commissioner for Public Utilities, addressed to me, together
with a copy of the memorandum enclosed with his letter.

4. The first part of the memorandum mentions the points brought for-
ward by the Newfoundland Government representatives at our conference,
and the second part of the memorandum contains the views which I ex-
pressed on the various points. The views which I expressed are correctly
stated in this memorandum.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Opinions émises lors d'une réunion tenue au bureau du commissaire
aux Services publics

Opinions Presented at a Meeting in Office of Commissioner
for Public Utilities

[St. John's,], October 2, 1941

VIEWS EXPRESSED BY TIIE IIIGIi COMMISSIONER ON THE ABOVE POINTS3

1• Military use. His government would no doubt agree that use of the aero-
drome should be open to R.A.F. and R.C.A.F. units and also, for the dura--
tion of the war, to the United States Air Forces but he thinks the words.
quote without restriction unquote would require qualification so as to permit.
Canadian Government• to impose normal restrictions, e.g., for security and
safety purposes, since that Government will be responsible for operating,
the aerodrome. For reasons given under No. 4 below his government would
not be prepared to agree to limitation of the use of the aerodrome to the-
duration of the war so far as the R.C.A.F. is concerned.

Non reproduit, 1 Not printed.
Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
Voir le document 358. 8 See Document 358.

I
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2. Wireless control. His Government will no doubt agree to arrangements
for co-ordinating the wireless and meteorological arrangements at the pro-
posed aerodrome with those of the three stations operated by the United

States Government in Canadian territory. He suggested that these arrange-
ments should be left to be made by normal inter-service conferences.

3. Ground Organisation. The Canadian Government's proposal is that

R.C.A.F. will provide the necessary ground organisation and will man and
run the aerodrome.

4. General Control. His Government would really [readily] agree to a sti-
pulation that transfer to a third party should not be allowed but would not
be likely to agree now that the period of general control should be limited to
duration of the war. He urged that at the end of the war there may be strong
reasons why Canada should be allowed continued military use and control
of the airport. He suggested that the whole question of post-war control
should be left for consideration in the light of circumstances at the end of
the war without any presumption against the possibility of continued control

by 'Canada.
5. Commercial use. His Government would agree that facilities should been-made available as required for any British Commonwealth ^ civi l

effort. Hegaged in ferrying or other operations directly
considers that an absolu!e prohibition at this stage against commercial use
would be mistaken. He sees no objection to a stithe

puaaerodromeeshou d t
hat

made in regard to the Torbay airport, viz., that
be used as a civil airport without the consent of the Newfoundland Govern-
ment either during or after the war.

6. Leases of land or buildings. In view of the large investment for works
of construction which will be made by Canada the High Commissioner is
of the opinion that it would be inequitable to stipulate that its tenure of
land or buildings should be limited to the duration of the war. He considers
that in the * case of lands the Canadian Government should be given an
outright grant of any Crown lands involved . and should be permitted to

acquire the fee simple of any privately owned lands.

483.
NPA S-4-2-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 490 [St. John's,] October 6, 1941

SECRET. The various points in your Secret and Personal telegram No. 856
of the 27th September, 19411, relative to proposed acrodrome near North-
west River, have been discussed by Woods and Emerson with Burchell,

- 'Voir to document 358.
- ' See Document 358.
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High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland, who made the following
provisional comments pending consultation with his Government. ..1

Our view is that it is not practicable to expect the Canadian Government
to incur the large expenditure which will be required to create an aerodrome
near Northwest River and at the same time to allow themselves to be put
in a position in which all their rights in the aerodrome would automatically
come to an end when hostilities ceased. The position in regard to this pro-
posed aerodrome and the aerodrome now under construction at Torbay is not
the same as the position in regard to the air bases at Gander and Botwood
because in the case of the two first mentioned aerodromes the whole cost of
construction is to be borne by Canada. We think that it will be necessary
to leave entirely open until the end of the war the whole question of post-
war control and operation for military purposes of the Labrador aerodrome
and that we shall have to grant the Canadians at least a 99 year lease of any
Crown lands which may be required for the proposed aerodrome. As regards
commercial use we do not think we can expect much more than an under-
taking that the aerodrome will not be used for commercial purposes without
the consent of the United Kingdom and Newfoundland Governments. We
should be glad to have your approval Of our continuing negotiations along
these lines.

484. 2059-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air to Under-Secretary of State.
for External Affairs

SECRET

Dear Sir,

Ottawa, October 16, 1941

With reference to the letter dated 2nd October, 1941 from the High
Commissioner for Canada, St. John's, Newfoundland2, this matter has been
discussed with officials of the Department of Transport who expressed the
oPinion that they were. willing to undertake certain matters of control and
maintenance of the Northwest River aerodrome on behalf of the Depart-
ment of 'National Defence for Air. On October 10th, the Deputy Minister,
Department of Transport, wrote to you accordingly under reference 11-43-9.2

"c' auit 1'expos6 des opinions émises par le 1 Nere follows report of Iiigh Commis-
haut commissaire telles que rapportées au sioner's views as recorded in document 482.d0cument 482.
' Non reproduite.

2 Not printed.
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This Department has since given further consideration to thctontain eâ
while grateful to the Department of Transport for the suggestion
in their letter, now think that negotiations with Newfoundland

oul

more in principle and less in detail than as suggested in the above quoted

letter. with the
. The Department of National Defence for Air is chiefly concerned

deemed
strategic aspects of this situation, now and in the future. Th

to be:

(a) Development of a strategic aerodrome for the defen ce
o Hemis-

phere

and Labrador, within the general schemeh

phere Defence. in the
(b)

Development of an aerodrome to play an important part

delivery of aircraft to Great Britain.
c^l located as a base of

(c) Development of an aerodrome s gl Y

•
operations in the Battle of the Atlantic and exigencies which may

arise through major changes in the war situation. as between the

In this respect it is deemed that a most should be negotiated such as
Governments of Canada and Newfoundland -in
will enable the facilities to be developed at this aerodrome ben g^ h y
as an integral part of both the defensive and offensive situations

evolve.

uses
uses,

With regard to civil rights on the aerodrome, includingcom mercial
to

it cannot be too strongly expressed that any civil or commercial of the
which this airport might be put during war would necessarily be part
war effort. Such uses at the moment cannot be completely envisaged as we

are dealing with a situation that can only be adjudged asvo
therefore be

of development in which finality cannot be foreseen. It would
unwise to place restrictions of any sort on the use or control of the airport

at present.
With respect to Air Force use after the war, the Department of National

•Defence for Air deems it essential that strategic factors ` should not be lost
Canadian, Newfoundlandsight of as it is quite possible that Hemisphere,

and Labrador defence requirements will still exist under circumstances in
which Canadian control of this airport will be necessary.

With respect to civil and commercial use after the war, it is suggested
that the matter should remain open for negotiations as doubtless there iWé n
be a complete reappreciation of Trans-Atlantic civil operations Govern-
the United Kingdom, Canadian, Newfoundland and American

inents . . .
S. L. DE CARTERET
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Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire
d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary
of State for External Affairs

487

.2059-40

TELEGRAM 17 St. John's, October 22, 1941

Your despatch No. 13 of October 14th1 and your telegram No. 7 of
October 9th.2

Colonel Clarke has arrived at St. John's, and investigations are being made
of certain details such as actual boundary sites, availability of timber,
firewood and sand, preparatory to meeting Newfoundland Government at an
early date. Request -you hasten expression of the views of Department of
National Defence for Air and forward summary thereof by telegram or
alternatively their confirmation of views of Transport especially as to ground
organization as set out in paragraph (b) of despatch of October 14th.
Ground organization during war might properly be considered matter for
Canadian decision only, but Newfoundland Government's view as outlined in
my despatch of October 4th, No. 12, is that R.C.A.F. assume this responsi-
bility which, at the time, I considered satisfactory. In any case this question
may have some effect on Newfoundland view regarding other matters under
discussion such as the length of the Canadian tenure of aerodrome. It would
therefore probably be advisable to leave me some latitude in my negotiations
with Newfoundland Government in this connection.

486. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au sous secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET St. John's, October 28, 1941

Dear Mr. Robertson,
We had what I regard as a satisfactory conference with Sir Wilfrid Woods

Yesterday. The Honourable Mr. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice and
Defence, was present, together with Mr. Pattison, who has been liaison
officer for the Newfoundland Government at Gander, and two or three other
officials of the Newfoundland Government. I had with me Mr. Dyde, Group-
Captain McEwen and Group-Captain Guthrie, and Col. Clarke.

The conference was on a number of matters in connection with the three
airports: Torbay, Gander and Goose Inlet.

Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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488
various matters. I will write you a formal

We are to exchange letters on important to send you a memorandum of
despatch but I thought it might be
the matters discussed and of the attitude of the Newfoundlan ch o^v,ll^ ret
as represented by Sir Wilfrid Woods and Mr. Emerson, and v^

sent the views âiscthe
ussed weresThe matters

as f ollows :

• • • GOOSE BAY AERODROME
rOVâlhas the

attitude of the Newfoundland Government é B y1. The
ich

ae od ome should
of the Dominions Office, is that the site ^n why the Newfoundland Govern-
be leased for 99 years. I cannot e p but only 99

ent would be willing to give a grant of the lands at Torbay,
m of the lands at Labrador. Sir Wilfrid Woods e p art of theyears lease secured title in fee simple to a larg
was that as we had ^med only right that we should have title in fee simple
Torbay site that it Honour-to the remaining lands. and the

^ conversation both with the Honourable Mr. Pelease of the GooseIn* con ntne year
able

Mr. Ralston, I understood that a ninety-nine involved in the de-
Bay aerodrome would be satisfacéarylease is the fact that Labrador has been

that a lease for ninety-nine years would be moreeacce^ablea

cision to give only a ninety-nine y
g for

to sorre
between theextent a bone of contention one by, and

and the Canadian Government in years gone miles

Ne I o^ d

rather

Wenazé

suspect

^.

that the
a large block of land containing 160 square

simple.
^t cable me

lease for

commission

ninety-nine

t

o
years

the people of Newfoundland than a title in
t p ears will be acceptable but if

promptly 1 ase is acceptable, details should be arranged ^é t of f justice.
or If the leagreement prepared by us in conjunction with the Dep

2. Sir Wilfrid
Woods made no objection to the area being ^lese^ed frome

94 square miles, as itwas in the original site, t
160

Goverrnment having thea be re-
3.

He also made no objection to the Canadian

quired
'

t to for
obtain timber,

construction purposes. and sand from th ônrw^ ^^t
ôPle living

r^^ oses. The only reservat

to a
s

in• the vicinity should have the right to cut firewood for the
ir

objection
use

usual in all Newfoundland leases. I said there was no o^

reservation. #u Canadian Government desires to

'Th
'La. panic pertinente du procts-verbal de e relevant part 01 tbe

1 Teno.
minutes of this conference read:

4. Colonel Clarke informed us that e ade a
the permission of the Newfoundland Government to cut and gr

nd

have rkwfoundla

cette conf6rence, tel que dressEe par «
tisfiedNeuviens, se lisait ainsi: would

b
Governrnent

Sir Wilfrid Woods said the Newfound for a period of 99Yea . and
grant a lease of local Crown lands involved ^,ar control

that

should be
to

they considered ^^e^ nd of lthe ^ar
question oi post-

left entirely opet
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roadway from the aerodrome to the settlement at Northwest River. I
understand that this is a distance of approximately 24 miles. Sir Wilfrid
Woods agreed to this proposal.

I will cover all these points in a more formal despatch at a later date,
after the exchange of formal letters between Sir Wilfrid Woods and myself.
In the meantime, I thought it important that you should have information
as to the result of our conference.

I understand Colonel Clarke is returning by the same train as carries this
letter so that you can obtain further information from him as he was present
at the interview and knows the attitude of the Government.

Yours f aithf ully,

C. I. BURCHELL

487. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires , extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External A,fl`airs

CONFIDENTIAL St. John's, December 20, 1941

Dear Mr. Robertson,
I am somewhat disturbed about the situation with respect to negotiations

for the Goose Bay Aerodrome. My disturbance is caused by the fact that I
could not get a reply to my request for information as to whether or not the
Canadian Government was willing to accept a ninety-nine year lease and I
could not proceed with my negotiations with Sir Wilfrid Woods until this
point was settled.

Sir Wilfrid Woods did leave December 14th and will be away for two
months. The Honourable Mr. Emerson is Acting Commissioner in his ab-
sence and all negotiations with regard to Goose Bay must now be conducted
through him. I

On Monday morning, December 15th, I received from you a memorandum
dated December 10th, 1941,1 to which was attached a letter from Mr. Terence
Sheard for S.L. De Carteret, Deputy, Minister for Air Service, dated Decem-
ber 8th 1941,2 their file being S.15-1-105 (D.P.O.). This letter states that
a ninety-nine year lease would be quite acceptable for the Goose Bay Aero-
drome property. Although there was no covering letter giving me instructions
in the matter from yourself, I take it that a ninety-nine year lease is accept-
able, but I would like to have this confirmed by you.

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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The unfortunate situation in which I am now placed is that Sir Wilfrid
Woods had gone away before I received any intimation that a ninety-nine
year lease was acceptable and I was unable to negotiate with him on several
important matters which are still unsettled in connection with Goose Bay

Aerodrome.
My problem now is to decide whether or not I should take these matters

up with Mr. Emerson or wait until Sir Wilfrid Woods' return about the
middle of February.

I may say that for various reasons which I need not mention, I would very
much prefer to continue negotiations with Sir Wilfrid Woods. Perhaps the
most important reason is that he has full knowledge of the situation and is in a
better position to give a more favourable decision than perhaps I could obtain
from Mr. Emerson. The other difficulty with which I am faced is that
Mr. Dyde who has given me such great assistance in this matter, will probably
leave for Ottawa within the next two or three weeks, but I assume that, if
necessary, it can be arranged that he return here in February to continue his
assistance in negotiations.

My own feeling about the matter is that I should not continue negotiations

until after Sir Wilfrid Woods' return unless for some reason you think it
important that I should get the matter closed sooner. Subject to your approval,
I propose not to follow the matter up until Sir Wilfrid Woods' return.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL

488:
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland .

DESrATCr191 Ottawa, April 30, 1942

Sir,_,
I have the honour to refer to your confidential letter of December 20th

addressed to Mr. Robertson concerning the negotiations for the proposed
lease. for the Goose Bay air base. You will remember that these negotiations
were postponed during the absence of Sir Wilfrid Woods and later in order to
enable Mr. Dyde, who was then busy with the Hong Kong enquiry, to give
the benefit of his advice. de re-

2. A meeting was held on Monday, April 27th at which Mr. Dyde
sented a rough draft of a possible leasei for discussion with representatives of
the Departments of National Defence, Air, Transport and External Affairs.

I Il agissait en réalité d'un projet d'accord; 'This was actually a draft agreement; the

le bail ne fut pas rediQé avant la signature de lease was not drawn up until the 'agreement

l'acxord, soit plus de deux ans plus tard. was signed more than two years later.
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3. As a result of these discussions a draft leasei of which I enclose two
copies has been prepared for use in negotiating with the Government ofNewfoundland.

4. In its present form the draft contains the points with which it seemed
necessary to deal but it is fully understood that in discussion with the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland it may be expedient to make some modifications.2

5. A few comments on the contents of the draft may be of use to you.
(a) • The term "air base" has been used throughout instead of "aero-

drome" because sea planes as well as land planes will be used.
(b) The postwar control of the air base has been left vague except that

provision is made not only for the duration of the war but for such
time thereafter as may be deemed necessary in the interests of com-
mon defence.

(c) Very little is said about commercial uses of the area as it is assumed
that commercial flying will be dealt with by separate agreement and
probably by broad international agreement. It seems quite suitable
to leave this matter open and there would be strong objection to any
express limitation of commercial use being inserted in the lease.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

489.
1156-X-39

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements
au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Munitions and Supply
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A f jairs

Dear Mr. Wrong, Ottawa, September 19, 1942

1have your letter of Septembèr 8th,$ enclosing copy of your draft des-
patch3 addressed to the High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland,
regarding lease of air base at Goose Bay from the Government of New-foundland.,

'Non reproduit.
'Au cours de l'été, le projet fut à nouveau

^^ ^à la lumière de discussions tenuesdivers
ministères et avec les gouverne.

^^^ terre-neuvien et britannique.

'X0111 reproduite.

1 Not printed.
' During the summer the draft was further

amended in the light of discussions held
among various Departments in Ottawa and
with the Newfoundland and British Govern-
ments.

' Not printed.
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I agree entirely with the contents of your despatch.
I do not know what the adverse consequences would be if there is no lease,

but it seems to me that now that the airport hasf Îeâ bease shou de beconsent
coming

the Newfoundland Government, the pressure
from Newfoundland rather than from Canada. I can hardly believe that New-
foundland would ever challenge possession of a base in Labrador built by

Canada with Canadian money.
Yours sincerely,

C. D. HOWE

490.
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 221
Ottawa, September 25, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 538 of September 181

and previous communications relative to the lease for the air base at Goose

Bay.
2. A draft lease, prepared by Colonel Dyde, was submitted last week to

the War Committee of the Cabinet and approved, subject to certain amend-
ments designed to protect Canada's rights to the operation of civil aircraft

in the post-war period.
3. I am enclosing herewith the, amended draft upon the basis of which

you may continue the long delayed negotiations with the Newfoundland
authorities. If time. permits, it would undoubtedly be useful for you to
secure at least an informal expression of their comments before your visit
to Ottawa in order that you may make a verbal report upon their reception
of the draft ^ lease.

4. It is regretted that the Minister of National Defence is unable to spareHow-Colonel Dyde to assist you, but at the present timethe technical. aid of
ever, Mr. Power would be pleased if you would enlist
the senior officer of the Canadian Air Force in Newfoundland. With your
own experience and ability as a counsel, it is confidently felt that the interests

of Canada will be in competent hands.
I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON
of Statefor the Secretary

for External Affairs.

1 Not printed.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet d'accord sur Goose Bay

Draf t Agreement on Goose Bay

493

[Ottawa, September ,] 1942

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Made this ................................
1942day of ....................................

BETWEEN: - The Government of the Dominion of Canada,

represented herein by ............... .........................

of the first part,
AND: - The Government of Newfoundland,

represented herein by ................. .......................
of the second part.

WHEREAS the development of a strategic air base for the defence of Canada,
Newfoundland and Labrador, within the general scheme of hemisphere de-
fence, and as a basis of operations in the Atlantic area, is considered by the
Governments of Canada and Newfoundland to be of the utmost importance;

Therefore the undersigned, duly authorized to that effect, have agreed as
follows:

1. (a) The Government of Newfoundland will issue to His Majesty in
right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of National
Defence for Air, all that parcel of land in the vicinity of Goose
Bay, Northwest River, Labrador, described as follows:

Commencing at the most northerly point of Terrington
Basin, thence due north to latitude fifty-three degrees
twenty-five minutes, thence due west to longitude sixty
degrees forty minutes, thence due south to the northerly
boundary of Block "A" (containing one hundred and
ninety-seven (197) square miles located on Hamilton
River), thence due east and south-east following the
northerly and easterly boundary of the said Block "A" to
the northerly bank of Hamilton River, thence north-
easterly along the northerly bank of Hamilton River and
westerly along the shore of Goose Bay and Terrington
Basin to the point of commencement, containing one
hundred and sixty (160) square miles, more or less,
for a period of ninety-nine years from the first day of
September, 1941, for the purpose of the construction,
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and taxes as are granted to the to ^brador. 1-larb°

` foundland shall be considered as e^e^ ^om Canadian vessels C0 é
and dockage dues shall not be colle es to the air base where the
veying personnel, equipment and supph rovided by
dock and unloading facilities for ships have been p

Government of Canada.
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4. For the duration of the war, and for such time thereafter as the
Governments may deem necessary or advisable in the interests of
common defence- I

(a) The management and control of the air base shall be under the
direction of the Royal Canadian Air Force, with certain wire-
less and meteorological services being supplied by the Cana-
dian Department of Transport:

(b) The use of the aerodrome will be made available to the Royal
Air Force and the United States Navy and Army Air Forces.
The Government of Canada may permit the Governments of
the United Kingdom and the United States to erect buildings at
the air base for the accommodation of aircraft and military
personnel, and may permit such Governments to station Naval
and Air Force military personnel at the air base:

(c) The use of the air base by civil aircraft shall be permitted inso-
far as such use is a necessary part of the war effort; and it is
further agreed that the air base shall be available for such other
civilian use as may be mutually agreed upon:

(d) In addition to any arrangements for the co-ordination of the
wireless and meteorological services with other operating air
bases and stations, such services at the air base may be co-
ordinated with those operated by the Government of the
United States in Canadian territory adjacent to Labrador and
with the Royal Air Force Ferry Command:

(e) The ground organization for the operation and maintenance of
the air base will be supplied by Royal Canadian Air Force:

( f) The Government of Canada may erect such works, buildings
and fortifications as it may deem to be necessary for the
maintenance of the base as an operational air base and for its
defence, and may station at the air base such military person-
nel as may be required for the defence thereof:

(g) The air base area within the boundaries as set out in para-
graph 1 hereof, together with the roadway, as set out in
paragraph 2 (a) hereof, shall be prohibited area within the
meaning of the Newfoundland Defence Regulations, and the
Government of Newfoundland will not issue permits to fly
over any part of Labrador without the prior consent of the
Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command, Royal Can-
adian Air Force, or such other authority as may be designated
from time to time by the Government of Canada. The Com-
missioner of Justice will delegate to the Commanding Officer,
Royal Canadian Air Force Station at the air base, the ex-
clusive authority to issue passes to persons desiring to enter
the prohibited area.
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5. The question of the continuance after the f discussion between the
to in paragraph 4 will form the subject o

ent of Canada and the Government - of We^ë mon^s

and this disc
ussion

after theGovernm conclusion

lace not later than

of the^ war.
Canada agrees that it will not without the

6. The Government of of Newfoundland transfer to any third
consent of the Government the rights, powers and authority herein
party in whole or in Part
granted to the Government of Canada.

Signed at St. John's, Newfoundland, in duplicate ......... 1942.
...............of ................this ..........

On behalf of the Government of Canada:
.

On,behalf of the Government of Newfoundland:
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commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
Le haut . aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner in Newf oundland to Secrétary
of State

High for External Affairs

St. John's, October 12, 1942

DESPATCH 590

Sir, 25th relative to
With reference to your despatch No. 221 of September

at Goose Bay, I have the honour to repol nd aGove
t th

the lease for the air base
.•lease forwarded therewith was submitted to 1 t•hés the

Newf oun
Honourable Sir

1

licdraft Uti
ernment through the Commissi g eWho r plies in a letter dated Octobeéâ bÿ
Wilfrid Woods, on September 28,

ch are enclosed, stating that the lease has b
een

conssting ofcopies of which
Commission of Government and dŝcuss dits terms wiitteeith the Hi^

four of the Commissioners who will
missioner at a later date.

it Non reproduite. •

I have etc.
A. J. PIM

for the High Commissioner for Canada

I Not printed.
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Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in New f oundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET St. John's, November 30, 1942

Dear Mr. Robertson,

Today I sent you an airmail despatch No. 7081 regarding the Goose Bay
air base.

In that despatch I quoted a letter' received from Sir Wilfrid Woods in
which he requested plans of the complete layout at Goose Bay.

Subsequent to the receipt of this letter, Sir Wilfrid Woods spoke to me by
telephone and informed me that certain objections had been raised to the
granting of so large an area as 160 square miles to the Canadian Govern-
ment and suggested that, for the purpose of the conference which the Com-
mission of Government was to have with me, I should furnish him with
information in respect of the following matters:

(a) Why does the Canadian Government require so large an area as
160 square miles?

(b) Are there any sites within the area of 160 square miles which
might be used for air bases?

(c) In the examination of Labrador, did the Canadian Government
discover other suitable places for air bases?

Will you please arrange to have this information furnished to me.
I have had the feeling for some months that there was going to be trouble

in closing out this lease because of the long delay and because the fact
that this was a most valuable site for an air base was filtering through to
the people of this. country. I anticipated that when this fact became known
objection would be raised by Newfoundlanders to the handing over of this
base for a period of 99 years to the Canadian Government.

My conversation with Sir Wilfrid today, was over the telephone but it was
quite evident to me that pressure. was being put on him locally to prevent
this air base from being granted for so long a term of years to the Canadian
Government.

Upon receipt of your despatch No. 280 of November 251 in reply to my
despatch No. 632 of October 27,1 I informed Sir Wilfrid that I was leaving
on December 16 for Canada and would be away for three weeks and would
like to have the conference with the Commission of Government before that
date. In his telephone conversation with me today, he said that this would
be arranged provided I obtained the information for him contained in my
despatch No. 708 of today's date, namely the plans of the complete layout,

'NO" reproduite. Not printed.
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and was in a position to answer the questions (a), (b) and (c) above

mentioned.
In view, however, of the new attitude expressed by Sir Wilfrid to me

today, I think possibly it may be wise for me to go to Ottawa and get first-
hand information about the whole situation before this conference takes
place. Possibly also it may be advisable for me to have some reinforcements
to assist me at the conference. Apparently, Sir Wilfrid has in view the
reconsideration of the whole question of thepoâicy

^the^telephone, he99 years as, in his conversation with me today ove
mentioned the possibility of the Canadian Government having the best and
perhaps the only available site in Labrador suitable for an air base and
if this was in fact the case, he stated that there would be strong objection
to it in certain quarters, by which I assumed he meant certain persons in
Newfoundland. He told me that he had all along assumed that there were any
number of bases in Newfoundland which were suitable for air bases and he
would like to know if this is in fact not correct. He also mentioned the fact

trans
Labrador,

that if the Goose Bay air base was the only suitable air
the
base

c
the Canadian Government might have a monopoly on
commercial air traffic through the control of this

Government was ^oHe^also mentioned the fact that apparently the Canadian
into the trans-Atlantic air service as evidenced from recent communications

addressed to him through me.
Yours faithfully,

C. J. BüRCHELL

493.
1156-X-39

Procès-verbal' d'une réunion pour discuter du projet d'accord sur Goose Bay

Minutesi of a Meeting Io Discuss the Draft Agreement on Goose Bay

St. John's, January 26, 1943

PRESENT

Hon. Sir Wilfrid Woods, K.C.M.Ci' Mr. C. J. Burchell, K.C.'

Hon. L. E. Emerson, K.C. Air Commodore F. V. Heakes

Hon. I. Wild Colonel H. A. Dyde

Hon. P. D. H. Dunn Mr. A. J. Pick
Squadron-Leader Pattison
Major J. Haig-Smith

' Mr. R. Manning
Mr. C. H. Conroy

'Préparé par la délégation de Terre-Neuve
et accepté comme texte officiel.

O Sir Wilfrid Woods et les personnes men-
tionnées après lui représentaient le gouverne-
ment de Terre-Neuve.

• C. J. Burchell et les personnes mentionnées
après lui représentaient le gouvernement du
Canada.

' Prepared by Newfoundland delegation and
accepted as the official record.

$ Sir Wilfrid Woods and those listed under
him represented the Government of Nea-
foundland. I

OC. J. Burchell and those listed under hiO
represented the Government of Canada.
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Sir Wilfrid
Woods welcomed those present and said that the object of the

Conference was to discuss the terms of a draft agreement' between the Gov-
ernments of Newfoundland and Canada respecting the lease of an area at
Goose Bay, Labrador. He suggested that the draft agreement, copies of which
had already been circulated, be read and discussed clause by clause and this
procedure was adopted.
Preamble: _

No objection was taken to this.
Clause 1(a) Area:

Mr. Burchell said that the question had been considered at Ottawa by the
Department of National Defence (Army), the Department of National De-
fence for Air and the Department of Transport. He quoted as follows from
the report of the joint conference:

After consideration of all the factors involved, the officers concerned are of
the opinion that the area might be reduced to 120 square miles, but for reasons
enumerated below, any further reduction in the size of the leas:d area would
seriously prejudice and restrict development of the Goose Bay project.

This Department2 is in full agreement with the views expressed. ..
In arriving at the extent of the area to be included in the lease, this

Department has been guided by the following considerations:
(a) Goose Bay is a very important R.C.A.F. base for the

Air Defence of Newfoundland and Canada and the pro-
tection of Allied merchant shipping in the Western At-
lantic. It is also important to the Allied Nations as a
ferrying base for United States and British aircraft. Its
isolated position demands that it should be developed
as a self-sustaining defended community capable of ex-
pansion as the exigencies of the war situation- may
demand;

(b) Owing to its isolation and short season of access of water
navigation, large stocks of gasoline, bombs and ammuni-
tion must be stored At widely dispersed points at the air
base to reducé the bombing hazard.

(c) A considerable defence force is required to make the
base'secure against enemy attack either from the ground
or from the air. This defence force must have room for
the proper dispersal of its barracks, stores, ammunition
dumps, oil supplies and motor vehicles. The organization
of anti-aircraft guns and searchlights is constantly being

111 s•atissait du projet envoy6 par le gou- I
le d^^t canadien le 23 septembre. Voir Canadian Govermm ^^t t nn September 25.

'I ^san de la DEfense nationale. See Document 490.
'Department of National Defence.

I

I
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im roved and a`Defence Area' with s^cinto act ô
to permit the guns

n
p and searchlights to co

before an enemy bomber can arrive at the point of bomb

release must be ensured. ample supply
(d) It is essential that the airport shoul and powero^P installa-

tions

of water and electric power. Wa te r t fended
should be situated within a controlled andd sabotage;

area adequately guarded from enemy attack
The air base is being used by aircraft of the

R.C.A.F.,

(e) Command and the United States Army
the R.A.F. Ferry
Air corps, each requiring W/T communication channels.

In addition, common radio aids to navig
ationF ^F stU^F

provided at the airport, such as H/F D/'
ds of to date

and a radio range. Blind Landing Ai ud R/T
character must also be installed. ^â these

properly
stations must be dispersed with each other. The radio
function without interfering must also be
aids to navigation and Blind Landing
properly located in relation to the a

air
ndinas unded blind

ticularly the runways so th aar p ôach of 6 to 8 miles

each
have a clear

runway. I t p important that all these
off the
conditions

end of
will

installations should be within a`Defsnded Area' to pre-
vent access by unauthorized person ,
In view of the importance of Goose Bay as an air base,

(f ) ample space for expansion should be provided to meet

any future eventualities;

sites within the area of 160
M. Burchell had been asked if there were any He had beenr which might be used for addition

square
nAha B

ases.
the Canadian Govquare miles

ernme

Newfoundland Gov
instructed to assure the

nt is not aware of any other suitable site within
the area for

area requcny otherstcd was
cif in

air base and that the sole ^n veloament, defence and thepossiblc futurc expan-
to provide ample space for de p

f the air base.
GOsion o standn asked to inquire whether.tab

the Canadian
T baseforHe had also been

of Labrador, discovered other su^l ment has not aimade a
ad been advised that wh'le the Canadian Govern have made show that

p!ete examination for other sites, in ^^^at of the csCttlement of NorthN0ia
other potential areas exist in the vl L and at the head of H é roo é tiali^
River and also in the vicinitY of Cartwrigh

sites areOf these three sites, Cartwright is the only one consideedot hcratwo
ties for the development of a complete aerodrome

_ • • .- t-- .•^gle emergency landing strips.
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Squadron-Leader Pattison said that the explanation given by the Army
seems to be quite reasonable but the Air authorities' argument is not so
strong. The area appears to be greater than requirements would appear to
justify.

Mr. Wild asked why it is necessary to have a greater area just because
the place is isolated. One would have thought that difficulties of defence
would be less.

Colonel Dyde said this would be correct in so far as fifth columnists are
concerned but there are other menaces when you have a base without any
other points of defence near.

. Mr. Dunn said it would appear that the Army and Air authorities have
planned the area on the assumption that the airport is in a hostile country.
If such an area is necessary for the defence of a base the whole of England
would be unable to defend its aerodromes. You do not need to control the
area to arrange for its defences.

Colonel Dyde said that Army defence posts are more or less permanent.
They require buildings for personnel and gun positions. These are sufficient
reasons for having' the posts on the leased area so that we are not going
beyond our limits. There is the reason too that it may be necessary to
change gun positions.

Mr. Emerson asked if the Canadian Government had an aerodrome of
this size anywhere in the world.

Colonel Dyde thought they had. In isolated places they will have larger
areas.

Air Commodore Heakes answering Mr. Dunn said that the Canadian
âuthorities are not looking merely at the present situation. We are all in
this mess because people did not look ahead years ago. The' importance of
Goose is that it fits in with a strategic plan. The coasts of Newfoundland and
Labrador represent a first line of defence for Newfoundland, Canada and the
United States of America. The problem, of defence will not lessen in the
future. It will increase because the performance of Aircraft is improving.
We have today a certain sense of freedom but the future is going to hold
no such guarantee. The Canadian and American Governments are looking
ahead to the basic strategic defence of this continent and the Goose area is
merely one of the factors. Newfoundland will not, for some time, be in a
p°slt,on to provide the means to deal with the defence of the Labrador coasts.
The,Canadian Government is endeavouring to look as far ahead as possible.
..,.

Sir Wilfrid Woods said there appeared to be two extreme views, viz:
U) That the lease should include not more than a few square miles

[for) purposes incidental to the air field.
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(2) That the area leased should con tain
have to have a further conferenceNewfoundland Commissioners will

before saying anything further as to the area.

Clause 1(b)
Mr. Dunn said that arguments put forward apply only to military necessity

and the lease according to clause 4 is for the duration of the war. Clauses
1(b) and 2 give the right to maintain and control an dair base for the

uration of the war orof 99 years. In paragraph 4 you limit the tenure to the
for such time thereafter as the Governments deem

the other clauses are a logi-

cal

Commodore Heakes-After the preamble
cal development.

Mr. Dunn-We have to convince the people of Newfoundland that this is
necessary. The draft which you have put up emphasizes the war time argument
and says nothing about peace time. That is odifficulty.

are here, the tremen-

dous

Commodore Heakes-The basic reason y
dous outlay involved, and the not unnatural desire that there should be some
recompense for what this outlay has meant to Canada. You have negotiated

a 99 year lease with the Americans.
Mr. Emerson-All the areas they have do not equal one quarter- of what

you ask at Goose.
Sir Wilfrid

Woods-There is something to be said foerüroposals to make

the Goose Bay airport an instrument of defence permannY
Mr. Burchell-The term of 99 years was agreed.

Clause 2 Construct, Maintain, Control, etc:

It was agreed in principle that the words "subject to the laws of New-
foundland" shall be inserted before the word "control".

This will be settled in the draughting. It was agreed that the words which
follow the word "rights", viz: "which may be exercised either within the site
or in the vicinity theréof ' shall be omitted.

Clause 2(a) Road to Northwest River:
It was agreed that this road shall become a public highway.

Clause 2(b) Right to cut timber:

Clause 2(c) Right to take rock, sand and other materials:
timber it is

Colonel Dyde observed that with regard to th e cutting of

important from the point of view of 'concealment that no further g^eld.
cutting of timber should be permitted on the plateau surrounding the
T'imber for building and fuel needs can be obtained outside the plateau.

After discussion it was agreed that in place of these clauses a general
undertaking will be given whereby the Canadian Authorities will be aledr ^
of an adequate supply of timber, rock and sand. This will be sét
draughting. There is no particular need for these clauses in the lease.
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Clause 2(d) Water for purposes "other than power":

'Agreed.

Clause 2(e) Water for Power:
It

was agreed that after the word "designated" the words "and sub'esuch conditions as may be imposed" shall be inserted. ^ ct to

Clause 2(f) Radio, Telephone and Telegraph:
Operations must be subject to arrangements made with the Newfoundland

Department of Posts and Telegraphs from time to time. Agreed generally to
accept the terms of Sir Wilfrid Woods' note. Mr. Burchell will submit a
draft clause.

Clause 2(g) Wharves and Anchorages:
Owing to uncertainty as to the precise area and to the requirements of the

Canadian Government, it was agreed that the following words be added ,at
such places as may be agreed upon with the Government of Newfoundland."
Clause 3, Customs duties and taxes:

Mr. Burchell and Colonel Dyde agreed that this clause may be omitted.
Clause 4 Management for duration of war:

Agreed that instead of the words "as the Government [sic] may deem"
the following shall be inserted, viz: "As the Governments agree to be neces-
sary or advisable."

Clause 4(b) and 4(c)1

Not altered. Mr. Burchell said there could be no objection to the use of the
air base by Newfoundland aeroplanes.
^.:

'L'extrait suivant du procès-verbal pré- 'The folloParé par la délégation canadienne permet de wing extract from the minutes
10lieiu comprendre I•im prepared by the Canadian delegation throwsportance de cet article: more light on consideration of this item: .I It was suggested by Mr. Emerson that there should be a s

against the use of the base by civil aircraft, except with the consent of ion
Newfoundland Government, so that it would be quite clear that

Canada couldnot continue to exercise the rights given under clause 4(c) after the end of the
waz. Mr. Burchell and Colonel Dyde argued that we were now limited byclause 4(c) so that we could not use the Air Base for civil aviation after thewar, and that even during the war we must obtainfor civil aircraft which was not connected with the wac egocotnTheruse w sesome
discussion on the meaning- of the phrase, "not later than twelve months after
tbe conclusion of the war". It was generally agreed that there might be

difficultyin defining clearly when the war might be said to have terminated, but it
seemed to be impossible to make a satisfactory definition to cover the severalpossibilities.

Sir Wilfrid Woods said that some clarification of this clause was required
and that he would like it to show more definitely that Canada could not usethe base for civil aviation after the war without making arrangements

with theNewfoundland Governm t &i
the clause. en r. Emerson will prepare a new wording for
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Clause 4(d)
Agreed.

Clause 4(e)
Unnecessary. Gfflit•

Clause 4(f) ^•
ect" the words "within the area" shall be added.

Agreed that af ter er

clause 4(g)
Unnecessary• Gn"it•

Clause 5, Continuance after the war: It was considered
This clause was read in conjunction with nlauit Was) suggested that Mr•

that the position should be made clearer Burchell and Colonel Dyde said,
Emerson should prepare a new clause. Mr.would be prepared to consider the revis âwéémlent
the Canadian aua ^lonel Dyde will meet and endeavour to reacha gr

Mr: Emerson an
upon the wording.

Clause 6,
Consent before transfer to Third Party:

Agreed. p similar to that at

Sir Wilfrid Woods' proposal that a dm ci

al area, were agreed in pr^n-Gander, be created at Goose, was •̂

'
proposals for employment of Newfoundland labour

ciple. undland Government and its officers should have
Agreed that the Newfo

access at an reasonable mes to the air base• 've an undcrtaking to Ove
p eed that the Canadian Governtshould glbuildings for aff

administration Of
^ for Government

free of cost land necessary
, and for the accommodations of Government St
its laws and a^drs u ose.for any othér . Government p rp two points on which it is desirable

Sir Wilfrid Woods said ^f réere areColonel Dyde returns to Canada, viz:
that agreement be reached ,

(1) The extent of thea 501
^ (2) Clauses 4 (c) "

The meeting then adjourned.

1156-X-39

894.
• Services publics au

haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Le commissaire aux Se p „:_L in Newf o« ►uii

Commissioner for Public Utiu«es «"`i"
St. Johns, FebruarY 2, 1943

Dear Mr. Burchell, hone this af {ernoon^e
nonthe telep • of

With reference ^°^t lease for Goose Bay which the Commtttee
send a copy of the
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Commission decided to recommend to the whole Commission as suitable
from the point of view of the Newfoundland Government. You will find that
this draft is almost identical with that which Mr. Emerson gave to Colonel
Dyde 1 If there are any points in it about which you would like to ask.ques-
tions I should be happy to answer them.

It is understood between us that at present neither side is committed to
this draft and that I am sending you a copy of it for informal use in keeping
your Government informed as to the progress of negotiations.

As I said on the phone, the Committee intend to recommend the grant
of an area of about 120 square miles, approximately as shown in red in the
plan marked No. 1 a-b 1-61 which Colonel Dyde gave me, but owing to the
absence of fixed points the exact metes and bounds of such an area cannot
be described until after a physical survey of the site. Substantially, however,
the question of the size and situation of the area may be regarded as settled
so far as the Committee of the Commission is concerned.

Yours sincerely,
W. WOODS

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

Projet d'accord sur Goose Bay

Draft Agreement on Goose Bay

[St. John's, January ,] 1943

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Made this ........................................ day of ................................ A.D. 1943

BETwEEN The Government of the Dominion of Canada, represented herein by

.................. .............................................. of the first part,
AND The Government of Newfoundland represented herein by

.......... .................................................... of the second part.

WHEREAS the development of a strategic air base for the defence of
Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador, within the general scheme of hemi-
Spbere defence, and as a basis of operations in the Atlantic area, is consid-
ered by the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland to be of the utmost
imPortance: •

Tberefore the undersigned, duly authorized to that effect, have agreed as
follows:

,1• (a) The Government of Newfoundland will lease to His Majesty in
Right of Canada, as represented by the Minister of National
Defence for Air, all that parcel of land in the vicinity of Goose
Bay, Northwest River, Labrador, described as follows:

1 Noa reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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(Here follows description)
hereinafter referred to as the Air Base; Reserving nevertheless
from the Air Base all mines and minerals TO HOLD the same
unto the Government of Canada for a period of ninety-nine
years from the 1st. day of September, A.D. 1941 for the purpose
of the construction, operation and maintenance of an air base
thereon for operations by land or water for the purposes set
forth in the recital hereto.

(b) Such lease shall be authorized or ratified by Statute, or by such
other instrument as may be agreed upon by the Governments of
Canada and Newfoundland.

2. During the period of the lease the Government of Canada shall have

1 1

the right to construct, maintain, operate, manage and contro an
base at the Air Base and without restricting the generality of the
foregoing shall have as incidental thereto the following rights.

namely:
(a) to build and maintain a roadway approximately 22 miles in

length from the Air Base to Northwest River, and such other
roads outside the base as may be agreed with the Government
of Newfoundland from time to time. All roads built hereunder
outside the Air Base shall become public highways. Where the
Air Base separates two roads or two parts of the same road,

• passage through the Air Base will be permitted, subject to
such reasonable limitations as are necessary for the protection
of the Air Base and its operations.

(b) to take from the neighbouring streams and rivers, such water
as may be necessary for the purposes of the Air Base;

(c) to develop, construct and operate power plants for the use of
the Air` Base and for such purposes to use such water storage
and power sites as may be agreed and upon such conditions
as may be imposed by the Government of Newfoundland.

(d) to construct radio stations and transmission lines and operate
communications by radio, telephone and telegraph for the pur-
-poses of the base, subject to agreement with the Secretary for
Posts and Telegraphs as to frequencies and power output in the
case of radio communications.

(e) to construct docks, wharves, slipways, piers and anchorages
for ships and aircraft at such places as may from time to
time be agreed with the Government of Newfoundland.

3. For the : duration of thethe war, and for such time thereafter as the
Governments agree to be necessary or advisable in the interests of
common defence-
(a) The management and control of the Air Base shall' be under

the direction of the Royal Canadian Air Force, with certain
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wireless and 'meteorological services being supplied by the
Canadian Department of Transport;

(b) The use of the Air Base will be made available to the Royal
Air Force and the United States Navy and Army Air Forces.
The Government of Canada may permit the Governments of
the United Kingdom and the United States to erect buildings
at the Air Base for the accommodation of aircraft and mili-
tary personnel, and may permit such Governments to station
Naval and Air Force military personnel at the Air Base;

(c) The use of the Air Base by civil aircraft shall be permitted
insofar as such use is a necessary part of the war effort, and
the Air Base shall be available for such other civilian use as
may be mutually agreed upon;

(d) In addition to any arrangements for the coordination of the
wireless and meteorological services with other operating air
bases and stations, such services at the Air Base may be co-
ordinated with those operated by the Government of the
United States in Canadian territory adjacent to Labrador and
with the Royal Air Force Ferry Command.

4.
The Government of Canada may from time to time erect within the

Air Base, such works, buildings and fortifications as it may deem
to be necessary for the maintenance of the base as an operational
air base and for its defence, and may station at the air base such
military personnel as may be required for the defence thereof.

5. Civil and military aircraft owned by the Newfoundland Government
shall have the right to use the Air Base on terms not less favour-
able than those of the Government of Canada.

6. The Government of Canada will employ Newfoundland labour as far
as practicable at the Air Base.

7. Duly authorized officers of the Newfoundland Government shall have
access at all reasonable times to the Air Base in the course of the
carrying out of their duties.

8.
The Government of Canada shall transfer free of cost to the Govern-

ment of Ncwfoundland, any land within the Air Base reasonably
required by the Government of Newfoundland for the erection of
buildings for the accommodation of its officials or for any other
Government purpose.

In order to avoid doubt it is hereby declared that the laws of New-
foundland shall be applicable throughout the Base, and to all per-
sons therein or thereon.

10.
The development of the Air Base being primarily for defence the` base and its f 'aci 'l' tes shall not be used for civil or for commercial
operations, except as provided in paragraph (c) of clause 3 hereof.
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The question of its use for civil or for commercial operations after
the war and all matters incidental thereto will form the subject of
discussion between the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland
and this discussion will take place not later than twelve months
after the war.

11. The Government of Canada agrees that it will not, without the con-
sent of the Government of Newfoundland, transfer to any third
part[y] in whole or in part the rights, powers and authority herein
granted to the Government of Canada.

Signed at St. John's Newfoundland, in duplicate this ........................................

day of .............................. A.D. 1943.

On behalf of the Government of Canada:
On behalf of the Government of Newfoundland:

495.
NPA S-4-2-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

DESPATCH 47 [St. John's,] February 6, 1943

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to previous correspondence on the subject of

the proposed lease of an area adjoining Goose Bay, Labrador, to the Cana-
dian Government for use as an air base. At the time at which we received
your latest communication on this subject (your telegram No. 545 of the
2nd October last)1, we had just received a draft leasez prepared by the
Canadian Government and presented to us for consideration by the High
Commissioner for Canada. We have since been in negotiation with the High
Commissioner who has been assisted by Colonel Dyde, Military Secretary of
the Department of National Defence of Canada, and Air Commodore F. V.
Heakes, R.C.A.F., Commanding R.C.A.F. in Newfoundland. Matters have
now reached a stage at which we are ready, subject to your approval, to
propose to the Canadian Government the revised form of lease contained in
the drafta which we have annexed to this despatch. A copy of the Canadian
draft is also annexed for purposes of comparison.

2. In our draft we have - recognized, as we must, that the Canadian Gov-
ernment.has a strong case for requesting the right to exercise military control
of,the base throughout the agreed period of the lease. We had already, with
your concurrence, accepted the view that the Canadian tenure of the site
could not be limited to the period of the war, in view of the large expendi-
ture involved, and had agreed that the period of the lease should be 99 years
'(your telegram 904 of 23rd October, 1941).1 It was not possible to main-
tain in discussion a distinction between this period of the tenure of the site

'Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
' Voir le document 490. ' See Document 490.
2 Voir le document 494. ' See Document 494.
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by the Canadians and the period during which they could control and operate
the base for purely military purposes, since obviously security of tenure for
99 years would be of no value unless it carried with it the right to make
some use of the base throughout that period. We accepted the view of the
Canadian Government that the Goose Bay air base must be regarded as a
factor in a permanent plan for the strategic defence of Newfoundland, Can-
ada and the United States which cannot be limited to the period of the
present hostilities and that since Newfoundland will not be able, within any
predictable period of time, to take care of the defence of the Labrador
coast herself, it is necessary to afford to Canada facilities for this purpose.
It is in these circumstances that we have drawn the draft lease so that it
gives

Canada the right to "construct, maintain, operate and manage and
control an air base" at Goose Bay "during the period of the lease", notwith-
standing the previous decision that "the whole question of post war control'
should be left entirely open until after the war".

3.
On the other hand, we have made it plain in our draft that the devel-

opment of the air base is primarily for defence. This is expressed in the
preamble to the lease (which is identical with the preamble in the Canadian
draft)

where reference is made to the "development of a strategic air base
••. within the general scheme of hemisphere defence, and as a basis of
operations in the Atlantic area", and in the first clause which makes it plain
that the rights given to Canada are for the purposes set forth in this pre-
amble.

The same point is made explicitly in Clause 10 where it is also
provided that the air base and its facilities shall not be used for civil or for
commercial operations, except for purposes of the war effort or by mutual
agreement and that within 12 months after the war the whole question of
Post-war use for civil or commercial operations will be discussed betweenthe

Governments of Canada and Newfoundland. The question of the use
of the base for commercial or civil operations is thus definitely relegated to
post-war settlement.

4. The situation and size of the area to be leased are matters to which
we have given careful consideration. The draft prepared by the Government
of Canada provided for the lease of an area of about 160 square,miles for
the aerodrome and, in addition, for rights to cut timber, take other con-struction

materials (rock, sand, etc.) and water, to develop water power
and to construct wharves, ctc., in the larger area falling within a radius of
30 miles of the centre of the aerodrome. The Canadian representatives have
accepted our view that the lease should not provide for any rights outside
the aerodrome area and the Canadian Government has reduced its demand
in respect of the latter to an area of 120 square miles. We agreed that we
wOWd give the Canadian authorities an assurance by letter of adequate
facilitie,s in the vicinity for obtaining timber, rock and sand.

S.
We have no objection on general economic grounds to alienatin

for- 99 years the particular area of 120 square miles in question, g
S^d^g its size, as mineral rights are reserved and we have no notwith-

reason to
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suppose that the area possesses any particular economic value. It so happens
that, according to information supplied by the Canadians themselves, the area
contains a fairly extensive plateau which is the best site in Labrador for con-
struction of runways and possibly the only really suitable site. Consequently
there is a theoretical possibility that a situation might arise, after the war, in
which Newfoundland could neither agree with Canada as to the terms on
which civil or commercial operations should be permitted at Goose Bay
nor find another site on which to build an air base for those purposes. On
the other hand we are satisfied that the Canadian Government have sound
military reasons for asking for an extensive area and we propose to agree
to grant the area of 120 square miles which they now ask for.

6. The draft lease annexed to this despatch is incomplete in that it leaves
blank the part of it in which a description of the metes and bounds should
be given. Owing to the absence of fixed points it has not been possible
to place the proposed area accurately on a map and for this reason final
completion of the lease will have to await a survey which it will not be
possible to make until the Summer. We annex for your information a blue
printl which shows on a map the area placed as accurately as present in-
formation will permit. Attached to this blue print is a technical note ex-
plaining the difficulties above referred to. It seems probable that the area
asked for will be found to include part of an area in which timber rights
have been granted. If that is found to be the case it will be for the Govern-
ment of Canada to acquire these rights from the Grand River Pulp and
Lumber Company to whom they were granted.

7. Other points in the draft lease are, we hope, self-explanatory. Clause
2 contains the rights of the Government of Canada during the period of the
lease, while Clause '3 contains rights which are secured and obligations which
are imposed only for the duration of the war and for any period thereafter
agreed to be necessary or advisable "in the interests of common defence".
The obligations include availability of the air base for the R.A.F. and the
U.S. Air Forces. Clause 4 gives the Government of Canada the right to
erect works, buildings and fortifications "for the maintenance of the base
as an operational air base and for its defence". This right will continue
throughout the period of the lease but it is to be noted that it is a right
to be exercised only for defence purposes. Clauses 7, 8 and 9 emphasize the
intention to maintain Newfoundland sovereignty in the area. Clause 11 pro-
hibits transfer of rights, powers, etc., to a third party.

8. While neither this Government nor the Canadian Government is com-
mitted to acceptance of our draft lease and the arrangements described in this
'despatch we have reason to believe that they will be acceptable to the Cana-
dian Government. We should be grateful if you would telegraph as soon as
possible your approval of our proposal to make a definite offer of thesc terms
to the Canadian Government.

I have etc.
[Humphrey T. Walwyn]

I
I Non reproduite. . • ' Not printed.
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496.
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary ôf State for External Affairs Io High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 44
Ottawa, February 23, 1943

Sir,

With reference to your despatch No. 60 of February 3rd', relative to
the Goose Bay air base, I have the honour to advise you that the Depu
Minister of National Defence for Air, under date of Febru 18^ ^
me with an expression of the views of his department for transmission rt you
as follows:

I
have examined the revised draft lease which was approved by the

Newfoundland Government Committee and consider that, with certain minor
reservations, it is now acceptable to this Department. ..

Colonel Dyde in a letter of February 20th, provided me with the vie
ointof the Department of National Defence (Army) in the following words

The draft agreement has been examined by the Department of National
Defence (Army). It is noted that in the minutes of the conference of January 26th,
which have been forwarded subsequently in the High Commissioner's despatch
No. 74 of 8th February, 1943,1 note has been made of the fact that in the event of
an expansion at some later date of the aerodrome towards the south-east edge of the
plateau, the Army could obtain by making application
anti-aircraft gun u , permission to use for

P rposes a strip of land on the south bank of the Hamilton river.
With reference to paragraphs 25 and 26 of the High Commissioner's despatch

No. 60, and the arrangements for timber and
recommends that the selection of a reasonable area

gravelfor such I û^ this Department
by the Department of Transport in consultation with the Royal Canadian Air Force
and the Quartermaster General.

On this understanding the draft agreement is satisfactory to this Department.

TheDeputy Minister of Transport in a letter of Febru
the Opinion of his Department as follows: ary 19th, expressed

The terms of the draft lease have been carefully considered and the matter
has been discussed with Colonel Dyde who was a party to these discussions. This
Department is prepared to concur in the conclusion of a lease for this pro rton these terms. pe y

I understand the Government of Newfoundland is prepared to meet the wishes
of our Government in regard to the area required and that suitable natural
boundaries will be adhered to as closely as possible.

Itrust that no difficulty will be encountered in arranging
°f the Newfoundland Government to assist in drawin for engineers
the area to be included in the lease in the m g up a description of

anner described by Mr. De
'NO" reproduite.

' Not printed.
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Carteret. It is trusted that in view of the concurrence
above set f fo

the
rth,

mpetent
be

Canadian authorities with respect to the lease
possible to secure its signature in the near future.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Seeretary to Governor of Newfoundland

[London,] May 14, 1943
TELEGRAM 225

SECRET. Your despatch No. 47 and connected correspondence.

1. GOOSE BAY. We have given careful consideration to draft agreement
and comments on minor points are contained in my immediately following

telegram.
2. Major issue of policy which arises on the draft is whether we are

justified in granting Canadians Lease for 99 years for so large an nb e^am1f 0
square miles even though use of such area is properly required Y
immediate defence purposes. Considerations which arise are:

(a) It is stated in paragraph 5 of your despatch that the area asked
for by the Canadians includes "the best and poosfibnlylnWthe son^

suitable site" in Labrador for the construction
of this area they

other words, if the Canadians get the
may monopolise the only suitable landing ground in hb^^i r^e

(b) It is further stated in paragraph 5 of your despat
present Airport with its runways and buildings is entirelyâ^éi
in one half of the area. This certainly suggests that the
half of the area is not so essential to the Canadians as they make
out and that in demanding the whole area they may have â^ o

vio ne

the desirability from a long-term stan poidn^of pore^ m n^ey M
else from establishing themselves next
Ministry are not themselves inclined to attach much importancefor
to this point. At the same time, however, you should know that
your very confidential information that their general vi^tified on
120 square miles is probably more than Îéasons tlgiven by the
defence grounds and that most of
Canadians for asking for so large an area-as set out in your
telegram No. 771 could be contested if this were neces arY•

Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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(c) We are committed to giving the Canadians security in the shape
of a-99 year lease in return for the large expenditure they have
undertaken at Goose Bay but having regard to the sensitiveness of
Newfoundland public opinion on the score of Canadian and
American `encroachments' and to our position as trustees for
future Newfoundland Governments we should lay ourselves open
to serious criticism if area so leased were not restricted to absolute
minimum. This would apply with all the greater force if area in
question is only suitable landing ground in Labrador.

(d) It is fully appreciated that the draft Agreement confers no right
of user for civil or commercial purposes, the position as regards
this being reserved for discussion between the two Governments
after the war. On the other hand possession is nine-tenths of the
law and if when such discussions open Canada is already establish-
ed with a 99 year lease of the only suitable landing ground in
Labrador even with rights of user limited to defence purposes
only, Newfoundland's negotiating position may be so weak as to
prejudice seriously prospects of securing satisfactory agreement
with Canadians in regard to civil flying.

3. In the light of the above we feel that it would be unwise and inappro-
priate that Canada should as a result of war conditions be granted lease
for whole area of 120 square miles and suggest that matter might best be
dealt with as follows:

(1) Canada to be granted lease for 99 years for that half only of the
area which she is at present occupying, terms of grant to follow
those of draft agreement.

,(2) Canada to be told that as regards remainder of area Newfoundland
Government are of course very ready she should have full right of
user for defence purposes during the war but that area must
revert to Newfoundland possession immediately after the war.

(3) It could be added that if experience during the war should. be
such as to make it desirable in the view of the Canadian Govern-
ment that the area under (1) should be increased, the New-
foundland Government would be ready for their part to include
discussion of this matter in the post-war conversations between the
two Governments provided under clause 10 of the draft agreement.
In the meantime the Newfoundland Government will hold the posi-
tion open and will not dispose of rights over the unleased area to
any third party. '

4. While we agree that dominating practical consideration is that Canada
is to be given 99 year lease at all for however limited an area we feel
that above procedure would at least have the merit of strengthening New-
oundland's position in relation to postwar discussions and of giving better

Pedl
arance to the arrangement from the standpoint of presentation to New-1Pfoun d public. Moreover, line taken is not one to which it is thought
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that Canada could reasonably object in view of attitude which she herself
has adopted as regards air facilities granted to the United States in Canada.

5. If Commission agree that arrangement on above lines would be preferable
from general Newfoundland standpoint, question arises whether matter
should be pursued with Canadian Representatives in Newfoundland or
whether in view of importance of issue negotiations should now be transferred

to Ottawa where Newfoundland Representatives would be able to discuss

direct with Canadian authorities with the assistance of United Kingdom
High Commissioner. There seems much to be said for the latter course and
we should be glad to have the views of the Commission as to this as well
as on suggested basis of negotiation generally.

498.
NPA GN1/14 1/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRANt 226 [London,] May 14, 1943

CONFIDENTIAL. Following are our suggestions as to certain drafting pointsi

Clause 3 (B). It is desired that the opening sentence should be redrafted
as follows-"The use of the Air Base will

States Navy ^
to British

Air
military aircraft and to aircraft of the United St and

Forces". The term "British military aircraft" is used instead of "The Royal
Air Force" to cover British naval aircraft.
Clause 5. We should like to see this clause extended to include other British
as well as Newfoundland aircraft, i.e., we would propose that it should be
amended to read-"All British Civil and Military aircraft shall have the right
to use the air base on terms not less favourable than those of the Govern-
ment of Canada". This would help to safeguard our right to use the airfield

after the war..
. . .

499.
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut comm issaire
en Grande-Bretagne ^

Secretary of State for External Aflairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain 1943

DESPATCH 617 Ottawa, June 26,

SECRET

Sir,
4 I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. A-156 of May 27z and

to previous correspondence concerning the proposed agreement between the

' Les articles du projet qui no furent pas, i Drafting points which were not, in t^e

I la fin, mis de l'avant ou contestés par le end. put forward or which were not contested

Canada sont omis. by Canada are omitted.
2 Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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Canadian and Newfoundland Governments on the air base at Goose Bay,Labrador.

4. It is difficult for us to understand why the Dominions Office has no
before now been able to inform the Newfoundland Government that it

tno objection to the conclusion of this agreement between the Canadian has
Newfoundland Governments. The postwar rights of the Government of New..
foundland are protected by the tenth clause of the agreement providing that
the use of the base for civil or for commercial operations after the war
"will form the subject of discussion between the Governments of Canada
and of Newfoundland and this discussion will take place not later tha
twelve months after the war". n

5.
The negotiations for the lease of the Goose Bay air base have been

very long drawn out and, particularly as a result of recent publicit
ivento the air base, it is possible that questions may be raised in Canada^ o-

cerning Canada's title to the land on which it has made such hea
ea endi_tures. It would be highly embarrassing for the Canadian Governmentto be

to admit that to date Canada possesses no title of any nature and e
would be very serious if it were disclosed that opposition from the Dominions
Office, in the face of agreement between the Canadian and Newfoun
Governments, was responsible for the delay during recent months. dland

6.
For your confidential information I might point out that it is str

desired that the lease be completed before Sir Wilfrid Woods ongly
returnsthe

United Kingdom. His term of office expired some months a to
is remaining in Newfoundland on1 go and he
Wilfrid, who is the most competent of the UrutedvaKinf his successor. Sir

gdo
the Commission of Government, has adopted a co-operative and fair of
attitude throughout the negotiations which have been primarily ln minded
hands so far as Newfoundland is concerned. Following his his own

i^ Kingdom it is possible that other officials, not full return to the

commitments, may raise obstacles. to the signature of the lea.sensible for

With ^e would be grateful, therefore, if you would take the matter
United ICingdomGovernment urging, that, in the light of the con

siderations set forth in this despatch, action be taken b
y thauthorize

Newfoundland to sign the agreement with C nad m at once to

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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500.
d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire

Le sous-secretalre en Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretar y of State
for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

Ottawa, June 26, 1943

PERSONAL AND SECRET '

Dear Mr . Massey, 's date, asking you to
I wish to refer to our despatch No. 617 01 10"Yas a matter of urgency and

United Kingdom gOVe T u plement the des

over Newfound an to put press
(which is a fairly recent development).L_ ,.o.,P*at field of civil aviation, is full of thoroughlY 110-

Newfoundland. The sugg Ne^oundland s contro the Canadian
1 d and indirectly ure on

two countries and P dom is
estion that the United KIDg 1 over Labrador

United Kingdom to thin o P s introduced by its control
th

s ecial complication • ' using

civil aviation. Iwar ^ k f laying, given the general re tt,e position ^•

Bay airPort may sure this would be a very a g1 tions between our

Air Ministry may be oy urPoses in e
be used for bargaining P d n erous card for the

I have an uneasy ing with the idea that our de Mt
U

discussion of Post'

June 19 that somebody ln thefeeling f tive title^to the Goose

for Air. Mr. M
th' from er,his s DeputY

comments
Minister. Dominions office or the.

the contents of whic as y
,

was brought to the attention of the M1nLSter o
fidential, it are contained in the enclosed letter of

P w

stalling position ourself mu• h ou will see for y f National Defence

that the long of the Dominions OniCe• A COpy st be kept entirely con-

from our ^ closing these negoUations i
delay in of Mr. Burchell's letter,

patch, I Henc C0- 1,oissioner in Newf oundland, f rom arently due to thes app

importance,
e1 in a copY of a secret and confi en which you will see

take up wrth the lease. o s p
*1k completion of the Goose Bay d dal letter of June 18th'

ent at e . at e s
estructed for Untted States e positioname

th close of hostilities. It ln'FL th

were to become public an g ed rat^erS rvice use in Canada automaticb Yargu
negotiations is, I thlnk, ve â

seneralized by the fact that, the a to theIt reverti
the United Kingdom and e it would be weakened ;,,fields con-t ron g

I might add, for your o"11 respect of the specr ^ent
m wfoundland in .f the argu

forward these consi our p
information, that though •fic Goose Bay

general sense of 11115 e I vis-à-vis'derations in` London. osition

chievous poss.s.- 1 ' vately to Malcolm Mac of putt1nS
I had thought of speaking pn have a better opport^ity

1 tter but you may

Government W u,G ^^--_-- -
lities which need no ela ora • Donald here in the

Canadian governm .d-vs
loosely f rom this fact that, since canada is in some • d i

es q

• of airfields as Newfoundlané^Uitable
vis-d-vis the United States tn respe in the first situa on r^^fof a rnoment
Canada, the arrangements obtammg

i
e could not ente

This is an analogy which w
in the other. '

1 Not printed.
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and one, in fact, that breaks down on first inspection of the position of
Newfoundland. There is, nevertheless, a risk that this sort of argument may
be given a specious currency in Newfoundland if the negotiations for Goose
Bay remain uncompleted. I hope, therefore, very much that you will be able
to get the United Kingdom authorities to give their prompt consent to the
confirmation by Newfoundland of the arrangements agreed with Canada six
months ago.

Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSON

501. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1511 London, July 6, 1943

Your despatch No. 617 of June 26th. Proposed Canada-Newfoundland
agreement on air base at Goose Bay.

1. I raised the matter vigorously in conversation with the Dominions
Secretary and also handed him a note in which I asked that action should
at once be taken to authorise Newfoundland to sign agreement.

2. Today I have the following note from the Secretary of State:
We fully appreciate the desire of the Canadian Government that their tenure

of the Goose Bay airport should be placed on a formal basis as soon as possible,
and I can assure you that there is no desire on our *part to delay matters. A lease
of Newfoundland territory for 99 years is, however, involved, and I am sure your
Government will understand that this has made it necessary for us to look at the
draft agreement with special care, more especially as both the United Kingdom
Government and the Commission of Government are constitutiônally in the
position of trustees for future governments in Newfoundland.

After examination of the draft agreement here, we felt that there were certain
aspects of it which might require reconsideration from this point of view, though
it was difficult, in the absence of more detailed knowledge of the local position
at Goose Bay, to come to any considered conclusion. It was accordingly necessary
for us to put these points to the Newfoundland Government by telegram and to
obtain their further comments before matters could be finalized. The reply of the
Commission of Government. should shortly be received, and I hope that, as a
result it will be possible to arrive at a settlement satisfactory to your Government
in the near future.

May -I add that the Canadian Government will, I feel sure, be as strongly
Ir"PTessed as we are with the desirability that an agreement of this character
should be fully acceptable to public opinion in Newfoundland. I know that they
Will understand the need to keep this aspect in mind, since they have had somewhat
Sinblar problems of their own in relation to facilities granted to the United States
Government on Canadian territory.

MASSEY
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
8

Governor of Newf oundland
to Dominions Secretary

[St. John's,] July 10, 1943
TELEGRA1Vi 249 f 14th and 348 of 6th

SECRET . Your secret telegrams Nos. 225 ada be granted lease for that
July 1 Goose Bay. Your p Poro sal that Can n is evidently basedg
half only of the area which she is at present 47 of 6th February that we
on statement in para. 5 of our despatch No

.
believed runways and buildings are situated within the easternafhtalf ofce pt

plateau.
We sent Pattison to make an inspection of the area

of your

in the
telegxam and his report shows that the platea

u
from the point

centre of the whole area and that it would be impossible adjacents
of view of the

control of air traffic to locate another set of ^n ô^on dof the

,to^e present runways. It also shows that a si oes land roadways necessary
plateau remaining bas been taken up with radio

evelo ment. Thus in any case weuction should have
IIC of the

the
for

w
the present d P

hole Plateau in the leased area. A redo IIs^ad of a120 would
area so that the total would be say 60 square milesOpinion in Newfoundland to the lease or

i

not in our view reconcile public QP likely to be of value or alter theef f t
conserve to Newfoundland anythig

99 ears would be in possession of the beinknV^û^mary
that Canada for yLabrador. On the other hand it would
a landing ground in uirernents of Western
rejection of the Canadians' long range view of the reqam to you No. 77 Secret of
Hemisphere defence as set out in our telegr general view

arch 1943.1 We have taken note of the statementoafnad ans for asking
8th M

' of the reasons given by the C into
taken by the Air Ministry

an area but we are doubtful of the wisdom m^ttert especially
for so large aspect of the
a controversy with the Canadians on this. case unavoidable. Pattison
as the surrender of the whole plateau is in any not the only suitable r to

'has reported that in his opinion Goose Bay he was
'

Labrador although its location is ideal with ai ga
for an airport in

site

slayout, nature of the terrain and access to thet
He

that other sites

able to see f rom the air in the area of Northwes , i^on by discussion
.

could' be found and he obtained confirmation Ve had sexperience in the areanew
^,vith R.A.F. and R.C.A.F. officers who ne otiatn ôû oâe pateh
In all the circumstances we do not advise reop

ening
indicated 1 enual

basis and request authority to proceed on the No. 226 Confid
No. 47. We are replying separately to your telegram

re drafting points.

1 Non reproduiL
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 365 [London,] July 15, 1943

SECRET. Your telegram July 10th No. 249. Goose Bay. In the circumstances
now explained I agree that there would be little practical advantage to be
gained by seeking to reopen matter with Canadians on basis suggested in
my telegram No. 225. I accordingly approve your proposal to proceed
with negotiations with a view to completion of agreement on the lines of
the draft enclosed in your despatch No. 47.

2. Above is subjected to consideration of drafting points contained in
my telegram No. 226 on which I note you will be telegraphing separately.

3. I gather from your telegram that lease to Canadian Government
of this area is likely to provoke criticism from Newfoundland Public opinion
irrespectively altogether of the size of • the area leased. It would clearly
be unfortunate if such criticism were to be based as has happened on other
occasions on a misapprehension as to the terms of the agreement and the
steps taken to safeguard Newfoundland's interests and I assume that when
announcing the grant of the lease the Commission will issue a full explanatory
statement for public information. In view of importance of the matter I
should be glad if text of any proposed statement could be telegraphed to
me in advance.

504. NPA GN 1/3 1/43

Le vice-président de la commission pour Terre-Neuve
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Vice-Chairman, Commission of Government of Newfoundland,
to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 260 [St. John's,] July 15, 1943

CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram No. 226 confidential May 14th. Drafting
Points Goose Bay lease.. . .

Clause 3 (b). We agree and will propose to Canada.
Clause S. We will put your proposal to Canada. They may wish to limit

the aircraft to those owned or controlled by British Governments.
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505.
Canada House AR 26/1

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner in Great Britain

London, July 26, 1943

My dear High Commissioner,
In continuation of my letter of the 6th Julyl regarding the Goose Bay

airport in Labrador I am glad to be able to let you know that as a result of
further correspondence with the Newfoundland Government it has now been
agreed that the Commission of Government should proceed with the comple-
tion of the agreement on the general basis proposed at their discussions with
the Canadian representatives last February. There are certain drafting points
which the Newfoundland Government will be taking up, but these relate for
the most part to matters of detail which should not I imagine give rise to

any difficulty.
Yours sincerely,

C. R. ATTLEE

506.
1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A f j`airs

DESPATCH 600 St. John's, August 2, 1943

Sir,
May I refer to my despatch No. 556 of July 20, 19432 and to previous

despatches relative to the lease of the Goose Bay airport.

2. Under date of July 30th, I received a letter2 from the Honourable

Sir Wilfrid W. Woods, Commissioner for Public Utilities, in regard to this
matter, copy of which is enclosed herewith, together with a copy of the new
draft of the lease, the draft being dated July 27, 1943.3

= 3. I have the following comments to make on the points raised in the
letter from Sir Wilfrid W. Woods:

Clause 3 (b).
In the original draft, the first sentence of this clause read as follows:

'Voir le document 501.
' Non reproduite.
• Non reproduit.

'See Document 501.
' Not printed.
• Not printed.
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The use of the Air Base will be made available to the Royal Air Force
and the United States Navy and Army Air Forces.

It is now proposed that the following sentence should be substituted:
The use of the Air Base will be made available to the British Military

Aircraft and to aircraft of the United States Navy and Amy Air Forces.

This proposed change must be considered along with the proposed changein Clause S.
Clause 5. -

In the original draft, this clause read as follows:
5. Civil and

military aircraft owned by the Newfoundland Government
shall have the right to use the Air Base on terms not less favourable than those
of the Government of Canada.

It is proposed that the following clause should be substituted:
5.

All British Civil and Military aircraft shall have the right to use the
Air Base on terms not less favourable than those of the Government of Canada.

It would appear that the intention of the clause proposed to be substituted
is to give British civil and military aircraft the right to use the Air Base on
terms not less favourable than those of the Government of Canada durin
the whole period of the lease, which is for 99 years. g

This would seem to be clear from the fact that Clause 3(b) as originally
provided for the Air Base being made available to the Royal Air

Force during the war and for such time thereafter as the Governments agree
to be necessary and advisable in the interests of common defence, and the
change proposed in Clause 3 (b) is to extend this provision to all Britishmilitary aircraft.

I am not quite clear as to whether or not it is intended that the wor
"British" should include Australian, New Zealand, South African and ai d
craft from all parts of the Empire or whether it is intended to limit its man-
1139 to aircraft from the United Kingdom. I understand that in En and it '
quite usual in ordinary conversation to restrict the word "British" to the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. However, such Ac
as the Shipping Act, both in England and in Canada, make it clear that a
British ship is one that is owned by a British subject, no matter in what
part of the Empire he may reside. I would assume, by analogy, that a British
airship is one which is owned by a British subject in any part of the Empire.

Under the original draft of the lease, it was agreed that aircraft owned
by the Newfoundland Government should have the right to use the
on terms not less favourable than those of the Government of CanaAir Base

da. Thematter of extension of this concession to include either aircraft f rom
Kingdom or aircraft from an y the

y part of the British Empire is one of
p°hCy which must be decided by the Government of Canada..,,

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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507.
1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire aux Dominions

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Dominions Secretary

[London,] August 25, 1943

My dear Secretary of State,
I would refer to your letter of July 26th and our previous correspondence

regarding the Goose Bay (Labrador) Lease Agreement.
The Canadian authorities have now received from the Newfoundland Com-

missioner for Public Utilities a new draft' of the proposed Agreement, which
they are prepared to accept, with the exception of a change proposed in
Clause 5. This clause originally read: "Civil and military aircraft owned by
the Newfoundland Government shall have the right to use the air base on
terms not less favourable than those of the Government of Canada". The
new draft would read: "All British civil and military thaarthose of the

have

right to use the air base on terms not less favourable
ernment of Canada". This change would affect the whole period of the

lease.
Discussions regarding the terms of this lease began in October 1941, and

my Government are very anxious to bring the matter to a conclusion. The
War Committee of the Canadian Cabinet is not. prepared to accept the re-
draft of Clause 5, and I desire to urge strongly the retention of the previous

text.
To assist you in appreciating the Canadian point of -view I would point

out that at an early stage in the negotiations the Newfoundland Commission
of Government, presumably at the instance of the United Kingdom authori-
ties, insisted that the question of post-war use should be reserved for consid-
eration after the war. Clause 10 of the proposed Agreement accordingly
provides for post-war discussion between the Governments of Newfoundland
and Canada as to the use of the base for civil or commercial

con-der tion of tthescontthe same time Clause 3 provides for any necessary c
tinuing military or defence utilisation of the base.

In these circumstances it would seem inappropriate to provide in the lease
for the specific and extensive post-war rights which would be granted by
agreement to the new text of Clause 5, as agreement on this basis would
mean that Canada and Newfoundland would be committed to making Goose
Bay airport available on equal terms to United Kingdom and other British
aircraft without any assurance of reciprocal rights in the United Kingdom
or elsewhere in the Commonwealth.

The Canadian Government has avoided the granting of any rights for post-
war civil use of any air base in Canada or under Canadian control, until the
end of the war or such time as suitable arrangements may be made as a result
of the general international discussions. The United Kingdom proposal would

Non reprodùit. • ' Not printed.
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create a difficult situation with respect to rights to post-war use of the air
bases constructed wholly or in part by the United States Government in
Canadian territory and for that matter,in other parts of the Commonwealth
as well. If British, aircraft were at this time granted the rights
the new wording of Clause 5 there would undoubtedly be ver y in

pressure
Statesfrom the United States for similar or equivalent rights for United

great
aircraft at Goose Bay and at other bases. Moreover, the fact that the mem-
bers of the Commonwealth were making special arrangements among them-
selves at this time when the whole matter of post-war air transport is to be
discussed shortly by the interested Governments would, we believe, prejudice
the outcome of these discussions.

The Newfoundland Commissioner for Public Utilities, Sir Wilfrid Woods,
and the Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland have recently been
in Ottawa, where the Canadian position was explained to them, and the latter
has been instructed to inform the Commission of Government that the Cana-
dian authorities accept all the modifications proposed in their redraft, with
the exception of the change in Clause 5, to which objection has been taken
for the reasons I have indicated.

1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2226 ir

MOST SECRET.
Your telegram No. 1496, August 23.1 Goose Bay AirBase.

The following communication has now been addressed to me b the
Dominions Secretary. y

(1) I have been considering the point raised in your letter of the 25th August
regarding the proposed agreement relative to the air base at Goose Bay.

(2) I note that in commenting on the revised form of Clause S which the New-
foundland Government have suggested, you say that it would mean that
Canada and Newfoundland would be committed to making the airport available
on equal terms to United Kingdom and other British aircraft "without
any assurance of reciprocal rights in the United Kingdom or elsewhere in the
Commonwealth". So far, however, as the United Kingdom at least is con-
cerned, I should not have thought that this argument was quite valid. I feelthat, seeing that Newfoundland is under United Kingdom control, it is
reasonable that any lease granted by the Newfoundland Government to

^ Canada should provide for the equal treatment of United Kingdom with
'Non reproduit.

I Not printed.

ndon, September 15, 1943
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Canadian aircraft in the area to be leased. The question of reciprocity would
seem only to arise if we were seeking equality of treatment with Canadian
aircraft on Canadian territory, which of course is not the case. Similarly

I would suggest as regards what you say as to the probability of pressure
from the United States for similar rights, that there can hardly be any valid
parallel between our seeking these rights in an airfield in territory for which
we are responsible, and the United States Government pressing for similar

rights at airfields in British territory.

(3) I appreciate that the actual wording of Clause 5 which has been suggested
covers other British as well as United Kingdom and Newfoundland aircraft,

but we should have no objection to the wording being amended by the
substitution of "United Kingdom and Newfoundland" for "British" before
the words "civil aircraft". I should be grateful if you would ascertain whether,
in the light of the above comments, this amendment would not adequately
meet the views of the Canadian Government. I am glad to learn that in all
other respects the Canadian authorities have found the revised draft acceptable.

2. In order that the matter may be finalised I should appreciate your
.further observations as soon as possible.

I

509. cwc

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet jVar Committee

Ottawa, September 30, 1943

GOOSE BAY LEASE

4. THE ASSISTANT UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

reported that the U.K. government had now suggested that the proposed
amendment to clause 5 of the Goose Bay Lease be limited to the granting
to military aircraft owned by the Newfoundland and U.K. governments of the
right to use the air base on terms not less favourable than those of the gov-

ernment of Canada.
(Cable from the Canadian High Commissioner in the United King-
dom, to External Affairs, No. 2321, September 29, 19431).

5. MR. WRONG pointed out that this proposal was still open to objection,
since it would provide the United Kingdom with post-war military rights at
Goose Bay.
- 6. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR expressed the opinion

that it would be undesirable, at this time, to make any agreement which

1 Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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would permit the United Kingdom to establish an air station at Goose Bay.
Negotiations regarding postwar military use of Canadian air bases should
stand until after the war.

7. THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the amendment might lead to
serious complications if Newfoundland should ultimately decide to enter
Confederation, since, in that event, Canada would be faced with long term
commitments to the United Kingdom.

8. The War Committee, after further discussion, agreed that the U.K.
government be informed that the proposal was not satisfactory to the Cana-
dian government.

1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELECRAM 1733
Ottawa, [October 1, 1943]

IMPORTANT, SECRET.
Your telegram 2321 of September 29.1 Goose BayLease.

War Committee yesterday considered the United Kingdom suggestion
contained in your telegram and decided that the proposal was not acceptable:
Please convey this decision to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairsat once.

Most of the arguments advanced in my telegram 1674 of September 221
against the granting of special rights in the lease to United Kingdom civil
aircraft apply also to military^y aircraft. We feel strongly that negotiations

g the postwar use of the base should stand until after the war and
that the conclusion of the lease should not be made the occasion for obtain-
ing longterm commitments of this nature. We do not anticipate difficulty in
reaching a mutually satisfactory arrangement later on when the use of Goose
NY Will be considered in conjunction with related matters.

Please use your best efforts to bring this matter to an early conclusion.
Non reproduit.

Not printed.
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511.
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner in Great Britain

N 665/5 London, October 7, 1943

SECRET

My dear High Commissioner,
Thank you for your letter of the 4th Octoberi about the draft Goose Bay

Agreement.
I am very sorry to hear that the Canadian Government have not felt able

to accept the compromise suggestion which was discussed with you by
Machtig. As you know, this was put forward to you in a tentative way
subject to discussion with the authorities here, but we had very much hoped
that a proposal on these lines would meet the difficulties felt by your Gov-
ernment and point the way to a mutually satisfactory settlement.
'-'As a result of the telegram received from your Government we are now
back where we were, and I can only suggest that the when he arr'rveshere
now stand over for personal discussion with Mr. Howe
for the general civil aviation talks.

Yours sincerely,
CRANBORNE

512.
1156-X-39

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

Dominions Secretary
to Minister of Munitions and Supply

[London,] October 20, 1943

My dear Howe,
In confirmation of our conversation with you and Mr. Massey this after-

noon I enclose a note of the amendments which we for our part would like
to see made in the draft Goose Bay Agreement.

I understood that you would seek the concurrence* of your Government
in these amendments on your return to Canada. As soon as I hear from
them that they are acceptable, signature between the Newfoundland and
Canadian Governments can take place.

Yours s'incerely,
CRANBORNE

i Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
* Note telle que dans l'original: * Note as in original:

Mr. Howe wrote Cranborne correcting this impression-said be
would "transmit" but not recommend acceptance. R[o$^TSON]

I
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[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Amendements suggérés au projet d'accord sur Goose Bay

Suggested Amendments in Draft Goose Bay Agreement

[London,] October 20, 1943
(a) New article to be included providing that question of use of Goose

Bay by U.K. civil aircraft will be reserved for the post-war dis-
cussions contemplated in Article 10 of draft Agreement.

(b) Article 5 to be amended to read:
"Newfoundland and U.K. military aircraft shall have the right

to use the Air Base on terms not less favourable than those of the
Government of Canada."

•(c) New article to be included providing that Newfoundland civil air-
craft shall have the right to use the Air Base on terms not less
favourable than those to be agreed as applicable to Canadian civil
aircraft.

(d) Article 10 to be amended so as to omit the words between "sub-
ject or' and "will take place" and insert "discussions which". -

513. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 867
St. John's, October 31, 1943

SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

May I refer to your despatch No. 3321 with which you transmitted a
memorandum to Mr. Robertson, dated October 28th, 1943,2 together with
a note of suggested amendments sent to Mr. Howe on October 20th, by
Lord Cranborne in connection with the Goose Bay Lease.

2. If the proposed amendments are 'accepted by the Commission of
Government of Newfoundland, I have no objection to them.

3• I am assuming that the United Kingdom, Canada, and Newfoundland
Will continue as members*of the British Commonwealth of Nations, and on
this assumption I would accept the amendments.

4. If, as, and when Newfoundland becomes a member of the Canadian
Federation, the privilege extended to the United Kingdom to use the Goose
BaY Airport for military purposes might be considered objectionable, in the

1 Not printed.
' Not printed.
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same way as the use of the Naval properties at Halifax under the agreement
of 1895 was considered objectionable by some people in Canada as an inter-
ference with the sovereign rights of Canada in her own territory.

5. The fact, however, is that at the present time Newfoundland is not a
part of Canada, and may never become a part of Canada. If negotiations
are ever opened up to bring Newfoundland into the Canadian Federation,
I think that would be the proper time to raise the issue as to whether or not
the permission granted the United Kingdom for military use of the Goose
Bay Airport should be withdrawn by mutual agreement.

6. The fact must also be kept in mind that the American Government
has a lease of certain lands in Newfoundland for military and naval purposes
for 99 years, including the military use of certain airports at Argentia and
Harmon Field.

7. I would anticipate that before Canada would agree to take Newfound-
land into the Canadian Federation, the privileges now proposed to be granted
to the United Kingdom at Goose Bay and also the privileges to the American
Government would have to be withdrawn.

8. I purpose leaving for Goose Bay to-morrow morning and am taking
the Honourable Mr. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice and Defence,

with me.
9. Up to the present time, none of the Newfoundland members of the

Commission of Government has ever inspected the Goose Bay Airport or
the,territories surrounding same. I think it of some importance, before the
Agreement for the Lease is actually signed, that Mr. Emerson, as Com-
missioner for Justice and Defence, should visit this airport so that he can
discuss intelligently with fellow Newfoundlanders, certain matters in con-
nection with the lease, after he has had a personal examination of the area.

10. I am also taking with me the American Consul General, Mr. Hopper.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

514. 1156-X-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au premier secrétaire, légation des États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to First Secretary, Legation of United States

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 2, 1943

Dear Mr. Clark,
It occurred 'to me that it might be useful if I were to supplement the re-

marks which I made to you on October 27 during our conversation on the
Goose Bay lease.

I
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One point I think I should make clear is that at an early stage in the
negotiations it was agreed by the three governments, the United Kingdom,
Newfoundland and Canada, that post-war civil air rights should be reserved
for discussion after the war.

In view of the importance of Newfoundland in the Canadian scheme of
defence, which was clearly recognized by your Government in the protocol
annexed to the lease agreements covering United States bases in Newfound-
land, this Government has asked for a lease conveying military rights and
administrative control of Goose Air Base for a period of ninety-nine years,
the same length of time as that provided in base agreements with the United
States. It may be of interest to you to know that we have not asked for as
extensive jurisdictional rights as those granted to the United States.

You will, no doubt, appreciate that the long-term leases in Newfound-
land territory are perhaps less acceptable to opinion in Newfoundland now
that the military situation has changed for the better. Further, in view of
the possibility of a change in the form of government after the war, the
Commission of Government has felt it necessary to go cautiously in the nego-
tiations.

Most of the details over which there have been differences of
opinion are now settled to the satisfaction of all parties concerned so that
we have reason to anticipate completion of the agreement before long. Your
Government will, of course, be furnished with a copy of the agreement at the
earliest possible date, but you will appreciate the difficulty of giving
copy of the proposed lease at present while negotiations betw enthe three
governments concerned are in progress.

Yours sincerely,
[N. A. ROBERTSON]

SECRET

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet lVar Committee

, , . Ottawa, November 3, 1943

LEASE OF GOOSE BAY AIR BASE
11. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS referred to

the discussion at the meeting of September 20th.

The U.K. government had made further suggestions to the Minis ter
Munitions and Supply during his recent visit to England. These su ggestions1°. no way modified their eârlier attitude regarding military and civil use
of the base by British aircraft.

The situation had been further complicated by an enquiry received from
the United States as to commitments regarding postwar use of the base.

(Eaternal
Affairs memorandum, Oct. 28, 1943, and attached docu-ments.)

1 Noa reproduits.
1 Not printed.
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ested that the problem
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to be in Canada's interests to take no further action to press
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ed̂ Kingdom
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14. THE WAR COMMITTEE,
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with regard to the terms of the lease, remained unsatisfactory to

propo ,
Canada, and that no further action be taken at present.

1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Seeretary of StatP
1 AOatrs
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8. We inspected the site from which the native settlement had been
iemoved as mentioned in your despatch No. 323 of October 16th, 1943.1

It was quite obvious from an inspection of the site that it was essential to.
have the native settlement removed from that area, as it is in close proximity
to a large above-ground storage area, and the fire hazard was a very serious

one.
9. The O.C. of the Air Force informed us that some of the residents in

this settlement had removed to another location on the Hamilton River
within the leased area.

10. Unless this is checked, it will rapidly grow into a slum area and action
should be taken immediately.

11. As you are aware, the lease of the Canadian Government of the
120-mile area has not yet been executed, and under the Statutes of New-
foundland, no person is allowed to enter a prohibited area, except with per-
mission from the proper authority, and in the case of the Goose Bay Airport,
the proper authority is the O.C. of the Airport to whom power has been
delegated by Mr. Emerson, as Commissioner for Justice and Defence of

Newfoundland.
12. The new settlement on the Hamilton River is just outside the 5-mile

radius, and is therefore not within the Prohibited Area. It is therefore
impossible for the O.C. of the Airport to remove this settlement at the
present time and under present conditions.

13. Mr. Emerson is just as strongly convinced as are the Canadian authori-
ties, that this settlement should be removed, and that no native settlement
should be allowed within the boundaries of the leased area.

14. The obvious remedy seemed to be to have the whole area of 120
square miles declared a Prohibited Area, and Mr. Emerson agreed that this
should be attended to immediately on his return to St. John's.

15. Mr. Emerson also gave instructions to the Newfoundland Ranger, in
my presence, that he should warn any persons who commenced to build any
new houses in the settlement that they do so at their own risk, and will not
be entitled to receive compensation, and that they will be removed and the
houses torn down as soon as the whole leased area is declared a Prohibited
Area.

16. It is quite possible, however, that the O.C. of the Air Force will have
to be authorized to pay some compensation to those who have already built
houses in the new settlement, and Mr. Emerson informed us that he would
expect a reasonable compensation to be paid, as under the laws of _ New-
foundland his view is that they are entitled to compensation.

17. I understand that' some of the men who erccted houses in the new
settlement are employed by the American Forces, and that the others are
employed by the Canadian Government contractors. These men were as-
sisted in the.building of the houses, by either the American Government or
the contractors supplying them with lumber and other building material
so that.the services of the men could be retained to work on the base for
-_.. -
' Non reproduite . z Not printed.
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either the Arnerican Government or for the Canadian contractors. None

of the men are employed by the R.C.A.F. or the Canadian Army.

. . .

19. Some provision should be made, and must be made, for men who are
natives in the country, and whom it is desired should be employed to work
on the Base as civilians. Indeed, one of the terms of the Lease is that
Newfoundland labour should be employed to work on the Base wherever

possible. These men should not be allowed to bring their families with
them, as the bringing of women into these areas is a serious mcnace and is
bound to cause trouble and difficulty.

20. I understand also that the contractors are employing about 18 girls
in the laundry which is being operated by them, and this is a matter with
which the O.C. of the Airport will have to deal. This difficulty, however,
will disappear, because I understand that the work of the contractors will
be finished within the next two or three months.

21. The removal of the families of some of the men now living in the
new settlement may be impossible in the face of the winter season because
some, at least, come from long distances and cannot get back to their former
homes at this time of the year. Moreover, the fire hazard should not be a
serious problem during the winter season, but will become a very serious
problem in the spring and summer months.

'22. I suggest that the whole matter should be left to the discretion of
Group-Captain Hansett-Taylor, to settle and arrange, including the awarding
of compensation where he thinks compensation should be given, and such
other details as the proper time to evacuate. In this matter, he would work
in co-operation with the Newfoundland Ranger, who appears to be a very
good man, and who will be instructed to co-opcratc with him.

.33. I would suggest that a monument should be erected to the man who

discovered this Airport, who, I understand is Mr. Eric Fry. Ccrtainly, I
think he would be entitled to one of the new Canadian medals. .te for. -1

three days we were grounded at Goose Bay.

frost, i and were was no anow on the groun. This
tô the vveather in Newfoundland where there was rain and snow during the •

was In mar
nght wa %W °w lx • • 1,,.A contrast

Goose River.
v^.36. During the four days we were there, the weather was cleaéCS andOf
b th #16 1 est tem ratnre being not more than 11 or 12 dcgr

- 35.. The runways are cons
been formed through the ages as a delta between the Hamilton River and the

ve sâfety.
tructed on a high platcau of sand which had

isa small basin off Goose Bay, in which sca-planes can land with compara-
suitable for sea•planes as the air base borders on Tcrr^ngton
over the air base is suitable not only for land planes, but also very

' ' • ' Basin which

. roln po +
an' air base and also ideal ground on which to construct runways. More-' 34 F the int of view of a "'an It appears to bc an Ide s^
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37. I was informed that there are about 21 times more flying days per
year at Goose Bay than there are at Gander or Torbay, and from the in-
formation I obtained when I was there, I can quite understand that this
estimate may be quite accurate.

38. Both Mr. Emerson and Mr. Wild were delighted with the opportunity
,of visiting the airport and returned with a much better knowledge of the
situation there.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

1156-X-39
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
High Canmissioner in Ne ►vfouirdland to Secretary of State

f or External Affairs
TELEGRAri 177

at. John s, December 17, 1943

May I suggest that no further telegrams be sent to office of the High
Commissioner for Canada in London at present as Sir Wilfrid is quite
willing to send telegrams from here containing the views of the Canadian
Government which may be sent to him through me. This will be accompanied
by his own recommendations which I am sure will be quite favourablé as he
realizes the danger of a collision between Canadian and United Kin do
Governments on this issue and he is very anxious to avoid this. g m

I suggest that you send me instructions accordingly but please treat m
conference with Sir Wilfrid Woods as strictly confidential. y

SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL
..

1156-X-39
, Le secrItaire d'État aux Affaires ext&ieures au haut conunissaire

d Terre-Neüve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Cornmissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGtu&t 161

our telegram 177 of December 17 194
Ottawa, Dcccmbcr 22, 1943

, 3, re Goose Bay Lease.

• The Govcrnmcnt of Canada is most anxious to sec an early conclu-
o these negotiations which have now been under way for over two71e del-m is • d• . i .y pc.u ca to our good relatlons with Newfoundland and
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with the United Kingdom.- In view of the suggestion in your telegram 177 of
December 17, I should appreciate your continuing negotiations with Sir
Wilfrid Woods along the lines of this telegram.

534
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' DièCe jointe au document 319. - to document S 19.

1156-X-39
519.

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 1062
St. John's, December 31, 1943

SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL

Sir, .
May I refer to your telegram No. 161 of December 22nd, 1943, with

reference to Goose Bay.
2. In accordance with your instructions, I conferred with Sir Wilfrid

Woods about this matter and sent him a despatch, copy of which is encloscd

herewith. of m des atch3. Sir Wilfrid informed me that he would forward a copy Y P
week.to the Dominions Office by Bomber Airmail in the early parti o^^ HiSh Com-

4. I assume that you will send a copy of the d p
missioner for Canada in England for his information.

I have etc.
[C. J. BURCIIELL]

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux Services publics

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner
for Public Utilities

St. John's, December 30, 1943
No. 118
SECRET

Sir,
Under instructions from my Government, I desire to urge that the matter

of the completion of the Goose Bay Agreement should be finalizcd at as early
a date as possible. dom Gov-2. The only point at issue now is the request of the United King
ernment, which was recently put forward, that the United Kingdom s^uof
be given the use of the Airport for military aircraft for the wholc tc
the Lease.

0
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3. The Government of Canada object to this request for the reasons
hereinafter mentioned.i

30. May I give you, under instructions, a résumé of the reasons for the
refusal of the War Cabinet of the Canadian Government to accept the sug-
gestion of the United Kingdom Government to insert a provision in the lease
which would give British military aircraft the right to use the Air Base on
terms not less favourable than those of the Government of Canada, for the
full term of the lease, which is now the only point on which there is not com-
plete agreement with respect to the final draft of the lease.

31. The United Kingdom has recognized by the Protocol annexed to the
Bases Agreement of 1941 with the United States that the "defence of New-
foundland is an integral feature of the Canadian scheme of defence and as
such is a matter of special concern to the Canadian Government."

32. Goose Bay Air Base is vital to the Canadian scheme of defence as it
has developed during the present war.

33. Clause 3 of the text of the agreement which the Canadian Govern-
ment is prepared to accept assures the United Kingdom of the use of the Air
Base "for the duration of the war and for such time thereafter as the Govern-
ments agree to be necessary in the interests of common defence."

34. The text also assures the Newfoundland Government of equal rights
with the Canadian Government in the use of the Base for civil and military
Purposes for the duration of the lease.

35. Under these circumstances, the Canadian Government feel that it is
quite [as] unreasonable for the United Kingdom to insist on a long-term com-
mitment for equal rights of military use for itself as it would be to insist
on similar rights of use to bases developed by Canada in Canadian territory.

36. They feel that it is the more unreasonable since Canada has made large
expenditures elsewhere in Newfoundland, notably at Gander, Botwood and
St. John's without insisting upon advance commitments from Newfoundland
and the United Kingdom guaranteeing to Canada the post-war use of thesebases.

37. It may also be observcd that the leases to the Bases in Newfoundland
granted to the United States contain no provisions assuring cither Newfound-
land or the United Kingdom rights to use these bases either during or afterthe war.

38. The United Kingdom also fails to appreciate that any formal agreement
guaranteeing to it the military use of the Goose Air Base, on the same terms
as Canada, m ay, put both Newfoundland and Canada under heavy pressure
rom the United States for similar concessions at this Air Base, especially
so in view of the fact that about one third of the total expenditure at Goose
8aY has been made for purposes of the United States Government, whereas

sum^ s n^ap^ 4129 contenaient un r!^- i Paragraphs 4-29 contained a:ummary of
^ociations antErieures. the previous negotiations.

I
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been made there by or on the account of the United

no expenditure has
Kingdom. convenient

39. It should also be noted that the Goose éSlB^^ein Newfoundland and
States

intermediate landing field between UnitedUnited States Bases in Greenland, the ret
ention

miliNew England, and
tarY

may be desired after the war by the United States Government for

of wich

purposes. lusion of the war, the use of the Gooand I
se AiraBase

n ^ct d to40. At the conclusion
matters will, no doubt, be under discussion,̂ntic pate no difficulty inrelated

ou that while the Canadian Governm
inform y ements, it is not prepared at the present
reaching mutually satisfactory an^g the st-war use of Goose Air
time to enter into long-term commitments for

po
raise both for the Canadian and NewfÛnu i

United
vern-

Base, which might their relations with the
ments embarrassing problems in an ly conclusion

41. Th
e Government of Canada is most anxious toW3 e for eover two years,

to these negotiations which have noWé ée edÛpon at or about the time
and all. the essential terms of which 1941.

work was commenced on the Air Base in Gctobe^sh House of Commons
the

42. An announcement was recently
t^ the

effect that the Goose Bay
which was broadcast throughout Canada
lease had not yet been finalized. nded approximâtely $20,500,-

43. The Canadian Government has expe

000.

plans for an
00 to date on the construction of this Air Basee and ^DO 000.00. The

expenditure of an additional amount o n^ltuf°x̂ have been made, butsi as yet
ned.

people of Canada know that large ^h the agreement has not been g1^
have received no explanation as to eat shock to the Canad

44. I can assure you that it would come as a gr Cement not
public if they were informed that the only reason for ^or ^e use of the
having been signed is the demand of the United

g

f th lease f the

the Agreement shouCo mission of Government, with the ^e^ Incndment to

45. I am mstruc the Canadian Government as pr l e that
Agreement is regarded by dom, and to urg

relations with the United King l^t^ and as
maintenance of good

ld now be signed as drafted d e
in January

•

nts sug,ested

t to uiform yo e udlcla
airport for the full term o e •

• u that the delay in the .exccut^o 1 to the

approved by the m with the excepuon of e
in your letter to inc of July 30th al draft.
Clause 5 which should be allowed to stand as in the original

I have etc.
C. J. BüRC11ELL

were
inserted bY the

1 para=raphs 41-44 a,er
own responsibd

►ty;

High ^;^missioner on his the instructi°ns
they

^ d^^1^^^ 161 otDecemb=r ^
forwarde

sLes pan,graplus 41 i 44 furent insérés
ioémiu*e de son proDro Chef;par le haut

ils n'étaient pas inclas dans les directives
contenues dans le télEtruaau 161 du 22

dEcembre. `
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520. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

nLEGRAri 5 St. John's, January 6,1944

Reference my despatch No. 1062 of December 31st, 1943, Goose Bay.
Woods informs me he cabled the Dominions Office the substance of my

letter to him of December 30th and has received a reply which states Cran-
borne had never received any reply to his communication to Howe of
October 20th, and instructed Woods to inform me that delay in closing the
agreement was, therefore, in no way attributable to Dominions Office. Also
states that Massey has now been advised to the same effect and of my inter-
vention. Woods says my letter of December 30th will be forwarded by
bomber mail within the next two or three days, and presumably Dominions
Office will not take any action until full text is received in London. Suggest
you should keep Massey advised if you have not already done so.

It might be helpful in conducting negotiations with Woods if you could
send reply to my despatch No. 1050 of December 29th, 1943,1 regarding
request of American Consul General to the Newfoundland Government for
permission to construct taxi strip at Goose.

521. 1156-X-39

Le secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 86 Ottawa, January 13, 1944

SECRET. Your telegram No. 104, January 11, 1944,2 Goose Bay Lease:
2. The proposals made by Lord Cranborne in letter of October 20, 1943,

to Mr. Howe were rejected by War Committee on November 3 since they
were the same as those proposed in your telegram No. 2321 of September 292
and alreâdy rejected as stated in my telegram No. 1733 of October 1. The
War Committee also decided to takc no further action for the time being. I
regret you were not informed of this decision.

3. About December 1 Burchell, on visit here, reported that he had gathered
from conversation with Woods of the Commission of Government that the
Dominions` Office were now preparcd to let whole matter of post-war use stand
over provided they could sit in on post-war discussions. This was the occasion
for my telegram No. 2182 of December 3,2 to which you replied no change
of view"s had occurred.

Non '- reproduite. ^ Not printed.
^ Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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- 4. When Burchell returned to Newfoundland he reported Woods was

still of opinion views of Dominions Office had changed and offered to com-
municate with Dominions Office. Since the Commission of Government, and
Woods especially, were in accord with our views it was decided to reopen
negotiations through Newfoundland which was the original channel of com-
munication on the matter. Burchell was sent instructions by telegram on
December 22 and he wrote Woods December 31. Copies of both communica-
tions were sent you air mail. Our position with respect to Cranbome's pro-
posals of October 20 is clearly set forth in these documents.

5. You will appreciate information about Woods' part in reopening nego-
tiations confidential.

522.
1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

London, January 21, 1944TELEGRAM 199

Your telegram No. 125 of January 18th,1 Goose Bay lease..
As your telegram No. 1611 to our High Commissioner in Newfoundland

was the basis of the note (No. 118) addressed by Mr. Burchell to Sir Wilfrid
Woods on December 30th, and a copy has reached the Dominions Office,
my note to Lord Cranborne is confined to a reiteration of the unacceptability
of the proposals contained in his letter to Mr. Howe of October 20th.

I shall also discuss the matter with Lord Cranborne and inform you of any
change in the attitude of the United Kingdom authorities.

523.
NPA GN1/3 1/44

Le commissaire aux Services publics au consul général des États-Unis

à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to Consul General of United States

in Newfoundland

[St. John's,] January 22, 1944

Dear Sir, 1943,Z
` With further reference to your letter No. 824.5 dated 9th October,

relative to the construction of a concrete taxi strip at Goose Bay Airport, 1

now write to inform you that the Government of Newfoundland have 110
objection to the arrangements which have been made between the United

I Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
' Non reproduite. I Not printed.
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States Government and the Canadian Government for the construction of
this strip (a work which, we understand, has already been completed in antici-
pation of the approval of this Government).

I have been requested to make it clear to the United States Government,
in communicating the Newfoundland Government's approval, that the New-
foundland Government does not thereby give any assurance to the United
States of a right to post-war use of the strip. I am to explain that Canada's
rights under the proposed lease Agreement relative to the Goose Bay Airport
will be limited, so far as the post-war period is concerned, to use of the Base
for military purposes by Canada's own Forces, with no right of assignment of
such rights to any other Nation.

Yours faithfully, ^

W. W. WOODS

1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve
au commissaire aux Services publics

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to Commissioner for Public Utilities

No. 16
St. John's, February 9, 1944

Dear Sir Wilfrid [Woods],
I

wish to reply to the letter which you addressed to my predecessor on
January 22nd, 1944,1 in which you stated that the Commission of Govern-
ment "assumes that it is clearly understood between Canada and the United
States that no assurance can be given at the present time that the United
States will have any right to use" the various buildings at Goose Bay Airport
which are now occupied by United States Forces "beyond the period of the
War".

It gives me pleasure to assure you that the Canadian Government has
made no commitment, express or implied, to the United States which can be
used to support any claim to the post-war use of Goose Airport or title to
any structures there.

The present use of Goose Airport by the United States stems from arrange-
ments for the ferrying of aircraft across the Atlantic and rests on the same
basis as does the use by the United States of certain airports in North Eastern
Canada. These arrangements rest on resolutions of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence.

'Non reproduite. ' Not printed.



Article No. 11 of the memorandum of agreement for a lease for Goose
Airport states:

The Government of Canada agrees that it will not, without the consent of
the Government of Newfoundland, transfer to any third party in whole or in part,
the rights, powers and authority herein granted to the Government of Canada.

This article would preclude Canada from granting to the United States, or
any third party, any post-war rights to the use of Goose Airport, or title to
any structures there, without the consent of the Government of Newfoundland.
Although this agreement is not yet in force the Canadian Government in-
tends to follow strictly the principles set forth in Article No. 11.

Yours sincerely,

[H. L. KEENLEYSIDE]

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 64 St. John's, February 28, 1944

Please refer to previous correspondence regarding Goose Bay lease.

(2) It is now over two months since Massey informed the Dominions
Office that Canada would not accept the proposals made to the Honourable
Mr. Howe when he was in London in October 1943. It was three months
ago that Sir Wilfrid Woods was told-as he believes-that the United King-
dom Government was prepared to accept the Canadian formula on the
understanding that the United Kingdom could sit in on the post-war dis-
cussions. Sir Wilfrid cannot understand why London has not given a final
reply. He supports the Canadian position and is anxious that the matter
be settled.

(3) In the meantime the situation here is deteriorating. In the press, but
even more in private discussions, it is hinted and in some quarters even taken
for granted that the Commission of Government has given way to Canadian
pressure, has sold out Newfoundland rights, and is afraid to make the terms
,public because they are so detrimental to Newfoundland interests. This
belief was strengthened by the indiscreet and inaccurate statements made by
A.; P. Herbert during and after his visit to Newfoundland as a member of
the'.United Kingdom "Goodwill Mission". As a result there is a tendency
here to think that the United Kingdom is attempting to defend Newfound-
tand rights against the complacency of the Commission of Government and
the avarice of Canada.

(4) The only way in which this under-cover campaign can be stopped is
by the publication of the facts. Therefore I urge most strongly that whatever
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pressure is necessary be applied in London with a view to the completion
of the lease negotiations and that Canada insist on the publication of the text
of the Agreement. There will be some criticism, particularly of the size of the
area leased, but this will be insignificant in comparison with the harm being
done by the present campaign of insinuation and innuendo.

(5) This situation underlines the desirability of action along the lines pro-
posed in my letter to the Under-Secretary dated February 16th, 1944.1 But
regardless of the decision in regard to that recommendation the Goose Bay
negotiations should be completed as soon as possible.

526.
1156-X-39

Mémorandum du haut commissaire désigné en Afrique du Sud2
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A,(faires extérieures

Memorandum from High Canunissioner designate in South Africa2
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL [London, March 1944]
Private and confidential views for N. A. R[OBERTSON].

You will remember that I told you in Ottawa, (and may have mentioned
in a letter from Newfoundland) that I suspected that it was the Beaver3 who
was blocking the Goose Bay lease. After talking with the Beaver and with
Cranborne I was quite convinced in my own mind that this is the correct
position. What the reason is I cannot understand. I think, however, it may
be because he believes we are playing too closely with the Americans. He
apparently thought that the Americans had spent 6 or 7 millions of their
awn money at Goose and seemed quite surprised when I told him that this
was not true.

What he told Sir Wilfrid was that his first interest was to protect New-
foundland and in talking to me about our acquisition of Goose and Torbay
he was almost as bad as A. P. Herbert 4

C. J. B[URCIIELL]

1 Non reproduite.
'C' J. Burchdl était alors en route versl',Afrique du Sud.

'' Lord
Beaverbrook, alors lord du SceauPrivé. .

'
DEput6 à la Chambre des Communes bri-

'a"j Que et membre de la Goodwill Mission1 Terre-Neuve en 1943.

Not printed.
' C. J. Burchell was then en route to South

Africa.
' Lord Beaverbrook, then Lord Privy Seal.

' Aiember of British Parliament and member
of the Goodwill Mission to Newfoundland
in 1943.
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1156-X-39
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528. 1156-X-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 192

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

Ottawa, July 3, 1944

With further reference to the negotiations about the lease of Goose Air-
base, I enclose two copies of a memorandum given to Mr. Malcolm Mac-
Donald in reply to his memorandum of March 10. You may give a copy
to the Newfoundland Government for their confidential information with the
explanation that we desire to keep them fully informed of the negotiations
as we have done hitherto.

I have etc.
. N. A. ROBERTSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of Great Britain

[Ottawa,] June 27, 1944

1. The Canadian government have examined the memorandum which was
left with Mr. Robertson by Mr. MacDonald on March 10, 1944, relating
to the proposed lease of Goose Bay Airbasc.

2. The Canadian government regrets that the United Kingdom is unwilling
to accept the proposed draft of the Agreement on the ground that it does
not provide for military use by the United Kingdom after the war. The
Canadian Government had hoped that the United Kingdom Government
would consider that its interests were adequately protected by Article 3 of
the Present draft, which assures the United Kingdom of military use "for the
duration of the war and for such time thereafter as the Governments agree
to be necessary or desirable in the interests of common defence", and by the
;surance given in Mr. Burchell's letter of December 30, 1943, to Sir

ilfrid Woods that the Canadian Government anticipated "no difficulty in
reaching mutually satisfactory arrangements" about the use of Goose Airbase
after the war.,

Present
The Canadian Government is pleased to note that no objection to the

ent draft of the Agreement has been advanced by the United Kingdom
0^ -

I

le 8round that the draft does not fully protect the rights and interests
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of the people and government of Newfoundland. It is also noted with satis-
faction that the Government of the United Kingdom is "most anxious not
to cause unavoidable embarrassment to the Canadian Government", and
that they do not wish "to go back on the understanding given the Canadian
Government in 1941 as to the grant of a ninety-nine year lease of the site".

4. The Canadian Government is, however, unable
of tthee A

suggestion
greementof the United Kingdom Government that the completiona half since the le

be left until after the war. It is now almost II^^ esnof the Governmentsaof
Agreement was worked out between repres
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and unfounded suspicion among the people of Newfoundland as to Canada's

good
motives in the matter, and continued delay may be fueof Newfoundland.
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and that Canada began construction at the earLest possl
all possible speed without waiting for the completion of a formal agreement
as to the future status of the Base. Moreover the United Kingdom has
expressly agreed in the Protocol annexed to the Bases Agreement of April
1941 with the United States that "the defence of Newfoundland is an integral
feature of the Canadian scheme of defence . As the United Kingdom Govern-
ment will recognize, Goose Airbase is vital not only to the direct defence of
Canada and Newfoundland, but as well to the maintenance of communica-
tions with the United Kingdom. Uncertainty as to CanadaÎi si true that
there affects seriously Canada's post-war defence situation.
the United Kingdom has assured the Canadian Government that our undert
wish to go back on the promise of a lease made in 1941. I slation
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United Kingdom. th 1 as,- Agreement at an earlY
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Newfoundland Government rightly feels that all such properties should be
included in the Confirming Act. To leave Goose Airbase out of the Con-
firming Act might prejudice future negotiations, since any government in
Newfoundland might be very reluctant to re-open a question which has
already proved disturbing to Newfoundland opinion.

7. The Canadian Government, therefore, is of the opinion that negotiations
over the leAe should be brought forthwith to a definitive conclusion. At the
same time. the Canadian Government is most anxious to meet as far as
possible the views of the United Kingdom. It suggests, therefore, that the
question of post-war use, both civil and military, by the United Kingdom
should be expressly reserved for discussion after the war, it being understood
that the completion of the lease agreement should not prejudice any claims
or rights which the United Kingdom may have in the matter. The Canadian
Government has no doubt that, if the Agreement as to title can now be coln-
pleted, mutually satisfactory arrangements as to use can be worked out after
the war in the light of conditions then obtaining.

8. The Canadian Government, therefore, suggests the following amend-
ments of the lease:

(1) The insertion in the existing draft of the lease of the following new
article immediately after 5:

The right of the United Kingdom to use the base for military aircraft
shall be the subject of consultation and agreement between the Govern-
ments of Canada, the United Kingdom and Newfoundland after the war,
and in the meantime the rights of the United Kingdom under Article 3
of this Agreement shall continue unimpaired.

(2) With a view to clarifying the question of civil use, the text of
article 10, last sentence, to read as follows:

The question of its use for civil and commercial operations after the
war, and all matters incidental thereto, will form the subject of discussion
between the Governments of Canada, the United Kingdom and New-
foundland, and this discussion will take place not later than twelve
months after the war. •

529. NPA GN 1/3 1/44

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 471 [London,] August 23, 1944
SECRET. My telegram No. 143.1 Goose Bay. We have now received
memorandum from Canadian Government through our High Commissioner
at Ottawa in which they press further for early completion of formal agree-
ment.

*Note telle que dans l'orisinal: *Note as in original:
Copies given Mr. MacDonald 28.6.44 R[osExrsoN].

1 Noa reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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4. We. have carefully considered the new amendments suggested by the
Canadian Government and recognise that these constitute a marked advance
on their previous attitude. On the question of post-war civil use the suggested
amendment at (2) above corresponds very closely with the suggestion which

I made to Mr. Howe in October last and fully meets our position. On the
question of post-war military use we have as you know been anxious to

omsecure an amendment which would provide in terms for United King
military aircraft to have the right,to use the base throughout period

the lease on as favourable a basis as Canadian military aircraft. The suggested
amendment at (1) above does not in terms give us this but in practice goes

a long way towards meeting our point of view since the g of e consultation and
our rights of post-war military user are to be the subject
agreement between the three Governments after the war and that pending
such consultation and agreement our wartime rights shall continue unim-
paired. This provides us with a reasonable safeguard that there will be no

.modification after the war of our present wartime rights except with our

consent.

5. In these circumstances we are prepared for our part to accept^ ear^t
Canadian suggestions as meeting satisfactorily for the purposes of
agreement the United Kingdom requirements which we have sabfen anxiousare
to see covered. The question remains whether any further safeguards
required from the Newfoundland point of view. In this connection it will be
recalled that I proposed to Mr.' Howe in October last that a new article
should be inserted providing that Newfoundland civil aircraft should have
the right to use the air base "on terms not less favourable than those to be
agreed as applicable to Canadian civil aircraft". Mr. Howe stated at the time
that this was fully in accord with the intentions of the Canadian G^nfemanY
but pointed out that since the draft agreement does not purport to
rights of user on Canadian civil aircraft the insertion of such an article résSnt
not be wholly 'appropriate. The Canadian Government in their p
memorandum have not referred to this suggestion and have indeed assalanâ
the draft agreement as it stands is fully satisfactory to the Newfoun

. ' A • . . . - .

Government.

-, " '6'. Subject to the views of the Commission I am inclined myself to feel

-y that it is hardly,necessary, : to pursue this suggestion especially as there migbt
anyof

x be , a certain awkwardness in pressing for such an article in advance
of rights to Canadian civil aircraft. The rights of Newfoundland civil^é lea$e

aircraft will in practice be fully safeguarded.by the fact that (A) ee-
`is fôr defence purposes and confers no right of civil, user and (B) the agr nt

•ment of the Newfoundland Government will be reqwred for any arrangement
Pro

as to civil user which may. emerge from the post-war discussions

0
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for under article 10. ' It will thus be fully open to the Newfoundland Govern-

ment in these discussions to make it a condition of their agreement to any
arrangement for civil user that Newfoundland civil aircraft should be ac-
corded the use of the-base on as favourable terms as Canadian civil aircraft.

7. I should be grateful for very early indication of Commission's views on
this point and also for any comments which they may wish to make from the
Newfoundland standpoint on the new amendments suggested by the Canadian
Government. If they agree for their part that draft agreement as thus
amended can be regarded as satisfactory from Newfoundland point of view
I would propose to inform the Canadian Government that their suggestions
are accepted by the United Kingdom and Newfoundland Governments and
way would then be clear for signature.

NPA GN1/3 1/44

Le gouvernéur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECIUNt 360 [St. Jolin's], September 5, '1944
SECRET. Your telegrams No. 471 and 4861 Secret. Goose Bay. We are
satisfied from the Newfoundland standpoint to grant a lease embodying the
terms which you have agreed with the Canadian Government. Please confirm
by telegram that we are now free to arrange accordingly with the High Coln-
missioner for Canada.

NPA GN1/3 1/44

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
4

Dominions Secretary Io Governor of Newfoundland

TELaoR ►M496 . [London,] September 7, 1944

SEC^ET• '}Your telegram No. 360 of the 5th September. Goose Bay.
I • .

^n glad to learn that Canadian proposals are acceptable to Commission.
i ÿou, will bave : seen from -my telegram to High Commissioner, Ottawa ,

eixated to . you as No. 4951 I agree that you can arrange with Canadian
^i^'COMMissibnier for signature of agreement.

04
, • s . .. - . : ^ . . ,

ftVirodufL ' ' Not printed.
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532. .
1156-X-39

Le. haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire* d'État
--aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

516X/641
Ottawa, September 8, 1944

SECRET

Dear Mr. Robertson,
I have just received a telegram from the Secretary of State for Dominion

Affairs saying that the United Kingdom authorities have now carefully con-
sidered the memorandum on Goose Bay which you communicated to me
on the 3rd July.

I am glad to be able to inform you that the suggestions contained in that
memorandum are accepted by the United Kingdom and Newfoundland
Governments and that the Newfoundland Government is accordingly now
ready to arrange with the High Commissioner for Canada in St. John's for
the signature of the Agreement.

I have been asked to point out that two small drafting amendments will

be necessary viz:
(1) The words "Royal Air Force" in article 3 (B) should be deleted

and the words "United Kingdom military aircraft" substituted in
order to cover aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm.

(2) The words "Ferry Command" in article 3 (D) should be deleted.

Yours sincerely,

. MALCOLM MACDONALD

533.
1156-X-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État ad joint aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of Great Britain

Ottawa, September 12, 1944

Dear Mi. MacDonald,
In the absence of Mr. Robertson, it gives me great pleasure to ac ^é al^^

receipt of your letter of Se tember 8th in which you transmitted
ment of the United Kingdom authorities to the recent proposals made tbs
the Canadian Government in connection with the lease of Goose ease'nd^g
very satisfactory to know that this matter is now settled and signature
a copy of the new text together with instructions to arrange for its
to our High Commissioner in Newfoundland.
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The drafting changes mentioned in your letter will be incorporated in the
new text.

Yours sincerely,

[H. L. KEENLEYSIDE]

534.
1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in New f oundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 456 St. John's, October 10, 1944
Sir,

With reference to my telegram No. 349 of today's date', I have the honour
to transmit herewith, for your information, certified copies of the Goose
Bay Agreement,2 which was signed this afternoon.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1156-X-39
Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in New f oundland to Secretary of State
for External A,Qairs

DESPATCH 482

Sir,
St. John's, October 23, 1944

I have the honour to report that the Goose Bay Air Base Bil1,3 with the
statement of Objects and Reasons, was published in the press of Newfound-
land this morning.

2. The notice,provides that any comments should be sent to Sir GeorgeLondon, Commissioner for Public Utilities and Su 1 on or before
November 23rd, 1944. Under the procedure here any comments that may be
received will be referred to a Committee consisting of the Commissioners for
Ju` and Defence, Home Affairs and Education, and Public Utilities and

1

ou reproduit.
Not printed.l'appeII^ce F.

'Sec Appendix F.'^e bill était nécessaire afin d'autoriser la & This bill was necessary to authorize signa-signature du bail Prévu par l'accord. ture of the leaso provided for in the agree-
ment.
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Non reproduits. ' Not printed.

Supply. Bill will then be brought. beforet the. Commission ,for. third reading
and final ,enactment. -I had_ rather.-, hoped thât they _,would., adhere-.. to their
original intention of allowing three weeks instead. of , a month for, comment,
but the shorter period- has .been usual only for minor bills.. and for some of
them-as, for • example, the. ,_Bill' confirming the Agreement between the
Government and the Labrador Mining and Exploration

is being
Limited,

a period of six weeks was fixed. A period of five
the Child Welfare Bill which has just been read a first and second time. There
isin't 'any likelihood of the Commissioners paying any attention to any çom-
ments that may be received since the objections to the Bill are already pretty

well known.
3. Editorial comment in the St. John's pape rs

take the form of an
virulent

atta k
than I had expected. I had rather thought it would
on the Commissioners, particularly Sir Wilfrid Woods, and m

igot so
even

fe
xtend
Bothgoto an attack on Canada. Fortunately, however, they do not

local papers resent the secrecy with which negotiations have been conducted,
strongly criticize the alienation of the territory for 99 years; which they think
is unjustified, and hint darkly at repudiation mademany timoeseb o Ietis restored. All of these points,, however, have been
I enclose two copies of these editorialsl and will, of course, keep you posted
of any further articles these papers may publish on the in the^cou the
opinions expressed by the outport press which will be available
of the next few days. -

4. I should be glad to gét, in return, 'a résumé of Canadian press comment.

I trust it will be restrained and that Goose Bay will not be played up as a
great Canadian airport advantageously placed for civil or commercial airlines
after the war. For a good many local people read the Financial Post and

other Canadian papers and I will have to defend our position at private
gatherings where the subject will come up. Undoubtedly there is a fairly
general feeling here that the 'acquisition of the Goose Bay- area for 99 e e is
is a piece of Imperialism on the 'part of Canada. Curiously enough
a good deal less resentment felt towards the acquisition by the United States
of more extensive bases and rights under them. This is partly because they
feel that the United States, as a neutral, foreign country, has a natural right
to 'bargain for advantages before lending its support, and that the United
Kingdom was in such dire straits that the cession of substantial areas

of

land for bases was justified. Moreover, the American Army and Navy
do not impinge in any way on the facilities which Newfoundlander fo^ ^h c
country^ offers for the development of commercial .aviation and
they . think they are entitled to secure considerable remuneration. Thel
phasis.we : have placed on the point - that "it is undesirable that any Othe
country . should. have a^ financial : investment in improvements of , P country t
value, such - as, civil aviation facilities, for pea ctim i^The Cor^S10ner

on several(Canada) has es
uros^eMro Dunn,has has referred to it

country.
p

The

for Natural R ,
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occasions, as has, of course; the press.. The latest issue of the, Fisherman's-
Worker's Tribune, a weekly paper published - in - St., John's and edited by Mr.
Michael Harrington, which has just come to hand, goes so far as to state that
the Goose Bay airport should become the property of Newfoundland as other
bases built in other countries become the property of the countries they are
built in.

5. Real difficulty will arise when we try to reach agreement as to the terms
on which the airport will be used for civil and commercial aviation after the
war so that the less Goose Bay is played up in the press as a great acquisition
the better it will be. '

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

536. 1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

TELECRAi►-I 345 Ottawa, October 26, 1944

Your despatch 475, October 19,1 Goose Bay Air Base Bill.
Text of the bill has been examined and found acceptable. We have, there-

fore, no amendment to suggest.

537.
1156-X-39

. , Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State -
f or External Affairs

DESPATCH 501 St. John's, November. 4, 1944
Sir,

With reference to my despatch No. 500 of November 3rd,1L concerning
conunents in .the outport press on the Goose Bay Agreement, I have the
honour to transmit, herewith, for your information, copy of a letter' from the
Newfoundland Board of Trade to Sir George London with respect to the
Goose Bay Agreement: The letter was published this, morning in the DailyNews, together with an accompanying memorandumz setting forth the
Board's reasons why the Lease should not be granted,-at least in its presentform.^. "
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2. The memorandum is the best expression of, the Newfoundland case that
has yet appeared. The drafting, I understand, was done by a Committee of
legal men under the direction of Mr. Cook, the Deputy Mayor of St. Jobn's,
and undoubtedly it carries more weight than that of any newspaper editorial.
It is moderate in tone, but gets in some rather telling arguments that will

appeal to Newfoundlanders generally.

3. The memorandum begins by voicing a view, very prevalent in New-
foundland, that the Agreement even for military purposes is for too long a
period. It accuses Canada of an attitude of unfriendliness in seeking to bind
Newfoundland in such a way and draws the conclusion that

in seeking a ninety-nine year lease of this territory for military purposes, the
Canadian Government seeks a measure of control over the Goose Bay Airport
through which she will be enabled to exercise a prior authority over civil operations
for the period of the Agreement. To expect that she would not do so is to ask
Newfoundland for a measure of confidence in Canada's goodwill towards this
country which her attitude in this matter seriously impairs, if not altogether destroys.

4. The memorandum goes on to point out that if the Agreement is ratified,

Newfoundland would be, in future, placed in the position of having to negotiate
with the Government of Canada for the use of this site on her own territory for
military or civil aviation. To be placed in such a position is no less than national
humiliation, damaging to the dignity and prestige of a British Dominion, whose
'constitutional status within the Empire, because of a lack of material advantage,
is temporarily beneath that of other Dominions.

5. The memorandum touches on an argument, of which a good deal is
heard locally, that Canada is not prepared to do with Newfoundland what
she insists on doing with the United States in preventing the latter from re-
taining a control of bases developed during the war on Canadian territory,
and goes on to make the following point:

Financial expenditure by an ally for strictly military purposes has never previously
been put forward as a criteria for long term concessions, even in a military sense,
much less when they may have such important practical bearing on questions of
sovereignty, and commercial activities in time of peace.

This idea, indeed, lies at the core of their objections
ut that Canada doesfar as is sometimes expressed by individuals who point o

not take long term leases to 'air bases it constructs in North
country. Italy orany other area except in Newfoundland, nor does any other ry

I
6. In assessing the weight that should be attached to this memora^é mos

should point out that the Newfoundland Board of Trade is probably
influential body in the country. It has a membership of 350 wholesale houses
and.small industrial firms, and has Tecently extended its membership to -d

clude,outport merchants, especially along the East Coast, who previously ha
been more or less uncooperative.

I have etc.

I. S. MACDONALD

F
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538. .1156-X-39

Le ministre aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, November 15, 1944
Dear Sir,

I have read with much interest Despatches Nos. 4961 and 501 from the
High Commissioner in Newfoundland on the Goose Bay Agreement, for-
warded to this Embassy with your Despatches No. 1595 of November 7thi
and No. 1597 of November 8th,' respectively. I note that the suggestion
is advanced by those in Newfoundland opposed to this Agreement that our
attitude toward rights created on their territory by our expenditure of
money during wartime is the same as that which we have rejected when
advanced by the United . States in respect of expenditures on installations
in Canada.

I would be glad to have any information or argument which could be
used to reject this comparison. I make this request because the point may
be brought up here in our discussions with the United States authorities on
similar matters.

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSON

539. 1156-X-39
Le sous-secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre aux États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister in United States

Ottawa, November 18,'1944
Dear Mr. Pearson,

I refer to your letter of November 15 regarding Newfoundland opinion
about the Goose Bay Agreement. I

- As you state, the criticism has been advanced in Newfoundland that
Canada is demanding post-war use of a base in Newfoundland territory
constructed at Canadian..expense whereas the United States has been denied
post-war use of bases constructed in Canada at United States expense. This
criticism is, however, misleading, and the analogy between Goose Air Base
and bases constructed by the United States in Canada is quite unsound.

Canada has not asked for post-war use of Goose Air Base on the ground
that it was constructed at Canadian expense. The ground for continued

`N0n reProduite. i Not printed.
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possession - of Goose Air : Base :by•- Canada. is not - the cost - but the : im-
portance of the air .base for the defence of Canada, and Newfoundland - as
part of the western hemisphere. Were Newfoundland able to assume full

responsibility for the defence: of •.this region of. the. -continent, there.would
be no occasion for continued occupation by._Canada for reasons of hemisphere
defence. The United States apparently had doubts about the capacity of
Newfoundland to fulfil this responsibility.when in - 1940 it asked for three
bases on 99-year leases in Newfoundland.,I have not heard that the United
States is contemplating the, return of these bases . to Newfoundland. The
difference between the position* of the'United States "in Newfoundland and
that of, Canada is that the United States insisted,on a formal agreement in
advance whereas Canada went immediately to the assistance ôf Newfoundland
relying on the good faith of Newfôundland and the United Kingdom to
implement agreements made then in principle.

With respect to defence properties in Canada constru cted
unc.on

the
ditionia lY

States, it may be observed that the United Stat es agreed
from the outset that these properties should - be returned to Canada after

"the war. It may also be observed that Canada has long
tos fulfil this responsi ^for local defence and is indeed much more competent

bility than ever before. Continued possession or continued use by the
United States of defence facilities constructed in Canada is, therefore, quite
unnecessary for defence purposes.

Yours. sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

540.
1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
f or External Affairs

TELEGRAM 386
St. John's, December 2, 1944

.My despatch No. 532 of November 27th,i Goose Bay Agreement.

2. Board of Trade has submitted supplementary memorandum replyi,1g

to Mr. Winter's statement of November 172 objecting to the principle of

1 Non reproduite.
^ Winter prétendait que le bail de 99 ans

était ` justifié à cause du gros investissement
canadien fait, dans la base et que l'accord
impliquait le Canada dans la' défense future
de Terre-Neuve. De plus,' i7 croyait que' 1'ac-
cord respectait les droits de Terre-Neuve.' que
la base pouvait être utilisée par l'aviation
civile et que sous ce rapport, l'accord ne don-
nait pas plus de droits au Canada qu'l tout
autre pays intéressé.

1 Not printed. lcase
s Winter had argued that 'ar^-yearCanadian

was justi8ed by the very agreement
investment in the base, that the

committed Canada to the
future defence of

Newfoundland. that Newfoundland riShts

were respected under the agreement,
that the

base could be used for civil
aviation and

that in this regard the agreement
gave Canada

no greater rights than those of , Y
interested country.

I



leasing 'for long - periôds :- any Newfoùndlând territories •, for` any - purposes
and •urging, that -the` Agreement be amended ` to contain' the following provi-
sions:

(a) Negotiatiôns -for' long term rights regârding the use 'of Goose
Bay for civil' purposes shall` take place not earlier than the ''end

.. - . , -l aL_ _-____ a ___^ - . . . . - . . • , . . . . '

(b) Newfoundland shall have the :option of acquiring all fixtures of
permanent value on a basis,of arbitration:

(c) ' That the, freedom of Newfoundland to operate, control, dispose
. of or 'gi^ant rights regarding Goose Bay Airport for civil pur-
poses' shall in no way be prejudiced or affected by its lease
to. Canada for military purposes.

541. ' 1156-X-39

Mémorandum du conseiller juridique' au conseiller spécial
- du sous-secrétaire 'd'État aux. Affaires extérieures'

Memôrandum from Legal Adviserl to Special Counsellor
to' Under-Secretar,ÿ of State foi, External Affairs'

[Ottawa,] December 18, 1944

RE: GOOSE BAY

1. I have been looking at J. S. M.[acdonald]'s despatches Nos. 5473 and
5778, December 4 and 6 with enclosures concerning Goose Bay.

2. Up to the present time all discussion here concerning Goose Bay
has been based upon looking at one side and disregarding the other.

3. While I do not hold any brief for the Newfoundland Board of Trade,
I cannot overlook the fact that their memorandum was a very strong argu-
ment, that the Newfoundland Commission of Government had done their
best to meet it, and that the Board of Trade has knocked the argument
into a cocked hat and left the Goose Bay situation in a position which is
indefensible'from the Newfoundland point of view.

4. The 'question of policy involved is whether it is wise from a Cana-
dian point of view to leave a vitally important situation in Newfoundland
'a. aposition which is 'utterly indefensible from the point of view of
any self-respecting Newfoundlander.

5. Personally, I am unable to see how any practical solution can be worked
out . for ' the Newfoundland problem without confederation. We have been
going' along for three-quarters of a century upon the assumption that only
financial and economic matters are important. I should have thought that the
last five and a half years"would have taught us that finance and economics

2 Not printed.
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are not the only,important aspects of life..I- should think that it would have
taught us that it is impossible. for a nation to live in modern times 'unless
it has within it the basic elements of survivalwlch must

cÎ mean
adequate

forces
defensive forces and defensible frontiers. By defensive
from within and from without. Back in 1928, Canadians were deluded byracial
Hitler's argument that the self-determination of the

^ô ^éÎo III [s
ic]

days,
group should prevail against the. need for a stra gi
"strategic frontier" had a sinister sound. Now that it has been wrapped up by
F. D. R. in high-sounding but innocent phrases such as "good neighbour
policy" "strategic frontier" is, I think, becoming both innocent and respect-

able.

6. On this continent, no matter what happens, Labrador, Newfoundland,
and Nova Scotia are our strategic frontiers. This country canno t defended

New-

foundland,
a combination of land, sea and air power

foundland, and Nova Scotia. This continent cannot be defended against

let ,any
as long as we

such an attack without the same str ategic
affordnt

frontier.
part of the

are a part of the continent, we cannot
-continental strategic frontier which is our responsibility. It should not be
overlooked that we must assume that, in the next

before the Unitedfor at least two.years for the defence of North America
States steps in. The strategic frontier, therefore, needs to be strong enough
so that it can be,held with the skimpy forces which can be furnished by
a nation of eleven million people.

° 7. In these circumstances, one wonders whether it is worthwhile for

us to go on trying to suck and whistle at the same need Nova Scotiaat We
need Newfoundland and Labrador as much as advance
cannot any more afford to have Labrador and Newfoundland an easy
base for an enemy to take without opposition than can the United States
of America afford to have Canada a defenceless potential base for hostile

action against the United States.

8. Looking at the problem without' any regard for reality and thinking
solely of political considerations, we are compelled to remember that the
Newfoundland point of view on Goose Bay, Gander, and the like is not in
any sense different from the Canadian point of view towards the United
States army of occupation in the Northwest or towards the Northwest S
or Crimson Routes. There is no likelihood of establishing any arrangementsort
that will last which is based upon Canada as an outsider maintaining the
of control in Goose Bay and elsewhere as is envisaged in the lease and

other agreements.
9. In these circumstances, should not the Canadian Governâve been

serious consideration to the ,problem of confederation? There h
three 'periods ,in which confederation has been an active problem^V amVeroythave
old enough to have any genuine recollection of the first but I
vivid recollection of the last two.

(a) It will be remembered that, in the 90's, confederation was an

I
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accomplished fact had not the - Canadian -Government quibbled
over an item of $100,000.

(b) In the 30's, it was tossed overboard because it might have involved
an expenditure of approximately $15,000,000, far less than has
been spent on Goose Bay alone.

(c) In the various discussions which have 'taken place, it has been
tossed aside because it might involve -a purely theoretical expendi-
ture of a few million pounds sterling out of useless London
balances.

10. In these circumstances, should not the Newfoundland 'problem be
given some serious consideration upon the assumption that it was desirable
to put forward some solution which offered a slight prospect of working?

542. 1156-X-39
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires . extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 8 St. John's, January 15, 1945

Our despatch No. 574 of December 21st,1 Goose Bay air base.
2. His Excellency the Governor signed and enacted on Friday, January

12th, Act No. 1 of 1945 to confirm the Agreement made between the Gov-
ernment of Newfoundland and the Government of Canada relating to the
establishment of an air base in Labrador and to authorize the execution of a
lease under the Agreement.

SECTION B

LES OPÉRATIONS NAVALES

NAVAL OPERATIONS

543' NPA S-4-2-3
,.Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary, of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 24 - [Ottawa,] April 30, 1941

The control of naval personnel in Newfoundland has been the subject of
an interchange of signals . with Admiralty and Commander-in-Chief, America
and West Indies Station.

It has been proposed that administration of. all Officers serving in [group
or"tted] should' come under Naval Service ' Headqûarters, and it has been

•-- _.. _ _. _
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:recommended that following officers should be lent in equivalent ranks to

R.C.N. or Reserves:
Captain C. M. R. Schwerdt, • RN.1
Lieutenant, Commander J. ST..Randell, D.S.C., R.N,R.

• Lieutenant J. K. M. Ross, R.N.V.R.
Paymaster. Lieutenant W. N. K. M. Crawford, R.N.V.R.

The Canadian Government would be glad to learn that Newfoundland
Government 'would approve an arrangement whereby all Naval personnel at
presént serving in Newfoundland would be.under the direction of the Royal
Canadian Navy, authorities.

544•
NPA S-4-2-3

L'Amirauté au quartier général de la Marine

Admiralty to Naval Services Headquarters

TELEGRAM 1726A/3 [London,] May 3, 1941

-e`Your 1611/4th March2 etc., (?). Admiralty approve loan of Captain
Schwerdt R.N. (retired) and all Naval personnel serving in Newfoundland
to R.C.N., with* equivalent ranks and under R.C.N. direction.

545.
NPA S-4-2-3

Le 'gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newf oundland to Secretary of State for External "Affairs

TELÉGRAMt 24 [St. John's,] May 7, 1941

Your telegram No. 24 April 30th. Newfoundland Government approves
the arrangement outlined.

546.
NPA S-4-2-3

L'Amirauté au premier officier de marine, St. John's

Admiralty to Naval Officer-in-Charge, St. John's

TELEGRAM 171B/203 [London,] May 20, 1941

SECRET.` Pe'rsonal froni`First Sea' Lord. faced
(a): Owing to ' U-boats ôperating sô far to westward we' are noaes roy

[sic] to use a base on western side of Atlantic for escorting
? : ers and corvettes.

(b). We should like to use. St..^John's,.Newfoundland and -request your
views as to whether fog conditions will permit of this? .•

. . . b
•.(c) If St. John's, Nèwfoundland, is not practicable what is nearest ^e
.: t. , r

further west that could 'be jused?

Premier officier de marine à St. Joha's. ' Naval Officer-ia-Chaitw ' SL Jobn's:

;sNon reproduit. _ ^ Not prInted. was nP^ated as riumber 112
J'.-= • ^Cê 'té1égraàie,,fut rwtd *tu chef ^dë `rétat. " This tele^ram : :

major naval et portait le numEro' 112:' '` to the Chief of Naval Staff. '
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Le premier officier de marine, St: John's,-d l'Amirauté

Naval Officér-N.Charge, St. John's, to Admiralty

TELEGRAM 2232Z/201 St. John's, May 20, 1941
SECRET. Your 1717B/20th May. St. John's, Newfoundland is defended
and has best facilities in Newfoundland. Average fog not more than 2 or 3
days per month. New tank holding 4 thousand tons of Admiralty fuel will
be ready by June. Alternative would be Botwood, less fog but not 'yet
defended and without Admiralty fuel oil as yet and ice bound from December
to May. Harbours on south coast more fog undefended and without facilities.

548. . Skelton Papers 395

L'Amirauté au quartier général de la Marine

Admiralty to Naval Services Headquarters

TELEGRAM 0016B/20 [London], May 20, 1941

We are considering disposition which would be required in event of anti-
submari.ne convoy escort being needed in Newfoundland focal area. It would
be of assistance to know how many of your corvettes are now available for
dutyon eastern seaboard and number likely to become available during the
next 6 months.

549. NPA S-4-2-3
.

Le quartier général de la Marine au commandant de la côte atlantique
N, aval. Services Headquarters to Commanding. Officer, Atlantic Coast

TELEGRAM 2024 Z/21 Ottawa, May 21 1941
SECREZ:'' ^ H.M. Canadian Ships Chambly, ''Orillia, Cobalt, 'Collcn
wetaskiwin, `Agassiz, and Alberni are to be sailed as convenient on the 23^rd'
Plâ^t economical speed for St. John's,'Newfoundland; where they are to be

under the orders of the Naval Officer in Charge, St. John's, and based
°n St-: J44n's, Newfpundland. . , ,

fut rE té 'au chef de This teleYram was repeated to the Chief1 E^t-major naval. ^
.. . ^, of Naval : Stxff.
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.550•
Skelton Papers -395

- . Le quartier général de la Marine à l'Amirauté

'Naval Services'Headquarters to Admiralty

TELEGRAM 2108Z/21 [Ottawa,] May 21, 1941

IMPORTANT. Yoûr 0016B/20. Seven corvettes available now fifteen more
within one month. Total of forty-eight - within six months. Seven are being
sailed for St. John's, Newfoundland, May twenty-third, being augmented by
a group of five in a fortnight. The force being further strengthened as ships

become available. We should be glad to undertake task of anti-submarine

convoy escort in Newfoundland focal which
feé confident of beingof all R.C.N. destroyers. With such a force w

able to carry out anti-submarine convoy escort from Newfoundland banks
to rendezvous with Iceland escort basing this force on St. John's. Approxi-
mate operating strength by mid-June would be eight destroyers and twenty

corvettes. Command of St. John's force would be given to an R.C.N.

.•-officer with experience of operations in west ern approaches
awould pbebproypro-Commander Mainguy with rank of captain. Suitable

vided. It is hoped that Admiralty will assume direction of this force when
necessary to coordinate its operations with those of the Iceland escort.

551•
NPA S-4-2-4

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 441
[London,] May 23, 1941

IMMEDIATE . Repeated to High Commissioner for the United Kingdom,

Ottawa No. 844.
John's New-

foundland
desire as a matter o^

s
urgency to use St.

operating in Northfoundland as advanced base for y escort

Atlantic.
2. Force contemplated to be based on St. John's is approximately as fol-

lows, of which about a quarter may be expected to be in the harbour at a
time: • 15 destroyers, 15 corvettes, 3 sloops, 3 cutters.
..:3. Following is outline of main requirements. As far as Admiralty can
judge these should not clash with requirements of Royal Canadian Navy or
.with areas and facilities accorded to the United States of. America in the
neighbourhood. .. "

4. Control.
Will be signalled later.

5. Local Defences.
'Admiralty hope that Canadian.Government will continue to accept respon-

sibility for provision and manning of local defences.

r
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6. Minesweeping.

It is hoped that a force of .2 L L and 4 Oropesa. sweepers could be
provided locally and manned by local Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve Forces.

7. Berthing Facilities.

Berthing will be, required alongside and berths in the harbour for one
depot ship, one store ship and one oiler.

8. Repairs and Maintenance.

It is anticipated that refits and large repairs would be carried out. at
Halifax, in United States of America or in the United Kingdom and facilities
for running repairs and maintenance only will be required at St. John's.

9. Oil.

The use of the 4,000 ton tank is contemplated. Until this is available it
is proposed that an Admiralty oiler should be utilized.

10. Armament, Naval and Victualling Stores.
Buildings ashore would be required.

11. Personnel.

Recreational facilities and canteen on shore would be required for about 65
officers and 1,000 men.

12. Medical.

It is proposed that local hospitals be utilized.

13. Shore Establishments.

Admiralty contemplate shore requirements arising should be met in exist-
ing buildings as far as practicable and that any additional buildings and
local services required shall be arranged by Newfoundland Government on
agency basis in accordance with plans and estimates to be approved by
Admiralty for which arrangements would be made through officer to be
appointed to take charge of base.

14. In view of great urgency and importance of these requirements Ad-
miralty would be grateful to learn as early as possible that project is accept-
able to Governments of Newfoundland and Canada respectively. If this is so
they

propose that matters of detail be pursued forthwith with them
Y the Admiralty through the Naval Officer-in-Charge at St. John's and Chiefof

Naval Staff of Canada respectively with a view of bringing base into
operation immediately. _

15.
Above has been repeated by Admiralty to Chief of Canadian Staff.

^ Commissioner. in Canada is being asked to discuss with Canadian Au-
^0ritiës so far as they may be concerned.
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552: . , . t . . :, NPA' S-4-2-4

Le gouverneur de. Terre-Neuve - au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governôr ôf ^Newf oundland to Dominions Se

TELEGRAM 265
[St John's], May 24, 1941

SECRET Your telegram No. 441 of May m^é every
ole endeavour to lmeet

Government of Newfoundland and we
your requirements. We assume that numbers quoted in paragraph 2 include
Canadian Corvettes (see message 2108-Z of May 21st from Naval Service
Headquarters Ottawa) some of which are now on. their . way to this port. If
on the other hand Canadian Corvettes are additional, port of St. John's
would be so congested as to prevent its effective use as a Naval Base. See
telegram 0203-Z of May 23rd' from Naval Officer-in-Charge, St. John's to

Admiralty.
These conditions will also apply during the winter months' when experience

has shown that the harbour will be full of ships which have left convoys due
. to damage or breakdown and have come.. to the nearest port for repairs.
Ministry of War Transport can confirm this.

Following are observations on certain other paragraphs: -.
Paragraph 6. Minesweeping. We presume these. will be provided and

manned by Canada.
. Paragraph 8. Repairs and Maintenance. All facilities at Dock and Repair
Shops at St. John's will so far as possible be made available. . x

Paragraph 10. Stores and other Buildings. Existing buildings seem likely to
be insufficient and are generally speaking built of wood and in bad repair.
Some additional accommodation will have to be erected. . dyParagraph 11. Recreational Facilities. Existing limited faciliô areerl already

fully occupied by troops and additional buildings will have

. Paragraph 12. Medical. As you know local hospital facilities tbé Rro^ded
limited and additional accommodation and personnel will have P

by Admiralty.
Paragraph .13. Shore Establishments. Procedure proposed will be accept-

able to us.

Skelton Papers 395
553•

'L'Amirauté au`chef de l'état-major ncïval

Admiralty to Chief of the Naval Staff
1941

TELEGRAM 1520B/24
[London,] May 24,

PERSONAL. From' First Sea Lord reference 1939B/232 from Adiniralty

.paragraphs 4 and 13: desirable
in view ` of the importance* of this appointment it would appear

.that a Flag Officer should fill it. As Commodore Murray's duties on this side
. . . ... ,...;. ^ , . . ._.. . ,. . , , . .

:' Non reproduit. j . • ' Not pnated. ' l939B/23 : is
• Le contenu du ^ tElégramme 1939B/23 est ' The content . of ' teletram

•identique à celui du document SS1. Identical to Document 551. ,.,

a
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.-would be so greatly reduced and as he has a very good knowledge of con-
ditions in Western Approaches. he would be. most suitable and' it would give
us great confidence if you saw your way to selecting him for appointment.

554. DND NSS 1078-3-4

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Conseil naval'

Minutes of -a Meeting of Naval Councili

SECRET [Ottawa,] May 26, 1941

1. Newfoundland. .
(a) Signal 1520B/24 from the First Sea Lord was brought to the

Minister's attention. The Minister approved a reply to the effect
that we concurred in the appointment of Commodore L. M.
Murray, R.C.N., in command of the St. John's Escort Force. The
Minister further instructed that the Admiralty should be informed
we propose to provide all shore facilities at St. John's for the Escort
Force.

(b) The Minister authorised approval of signal 1935Z/252 from Naval

(c) The Minister approved immediate action being taken to provide a

Officer-in-Charge, St. John's, in regard to the hiring of extra office
space, additional civil assistants, etc., and instructed that steps were
being taken at Headquarters to provide the remaining requirements,
including a Barracks to accommodate about 500 men. He also in-
structed that communication arrangements were to be expedited
and that arrangements should be made for the Department of
Munitions and Supply to have a representative, in St. John's in
order to avoid as far as possible all unnecessary delays.

second 30,000 bbl. oil tank at St. John's. It was estimated that
this could be ready within three months.
The Engineer-in-Chief was instructed to investigate the question of
carrying out running repairs to ships in St. John's.

'Le Conseil naval se composait du ministre
de la Défense nationale pour les Services
navals et de son aous-ministre, du chef de
l'état-major et de • son . chef-adjoint, du di-
recteur du service de renseignements navals et
'du directeur &*pèrsonnel naval. Le directeur
du service des plans agissait en tant que aecr6-
taire du conseil. Le Conseil naval exista du
19 'dkembre'1940 aü 2` févrkr1942:
Non reproduit.

' The Naval Council consisted of the Min-
ister of National Defence for Naval Services,
his Deputy Minister, the Chief of the Naval
Staff and his deputy, the Director of Naval
Intelligence and the Director of Naval Per-
aonnel. The Director of Plans Division was the
secretary of the Council. It was in existence
from December 19, 1940 to February 2, 1942.

2 Not printed.
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555.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion 'du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, May 27, 1941

••• ESTABLISHMENT OF NAVAL BASE AT ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND
12. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES reported

that the British Admiralty now wished, as a matter of the greatest urgency,
to make use of St. John's as an advance base for convoys operating in the
North Atlantic. The force contemplated would consist of destroyers, corvettes,
sloops and cutters. Details of the proposal had been communicated to the
government through the U. K. High Commissioner in Ottawa.

Consideration had been given to this problem by the Naval Staff, and it
was suggested that it would be appropriate to make use of Canadian destroyers
for this purpose. Canada could provide immediately for the forces necessary,
with the possible exception of a few corvettes and certain auxiliary units
which could be supplied by the Royal Navy,

While additional expense would be involved, to provide necessary buildings
and facilities, it was recommended that Canada assume responsibility for the
new base, the forces thereat to be commanded by Commodore Murray.

13. THE PRIME MINISTER expressed a favourable view of Mr. Macdonald's
recommendation and observed that the action proposed would be in accord-
ance with established principles of Empire defence.

14. MR. KING read two communications, on this subject, from the U. K.
government, setting out the main requirements for establishment and opera-
tion of the base, and requesting word as to whether the project was acceptable
to the government. The Newfoundland government had already indicated

their acceptance.
,1 from Mr. W• C.(See letters of May 24th1 and May 26th, 1941,1

Hankinson, to the Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.)

15. After further discussion, it was agreed that Canada should undertake
responsibility for the establishment and operation of convoy escort forces at
St. John's, Newfoundland, and that a communication should be sent to the
U. K. High Commissioner, informing him of the government's decision to
employ Canadian' destroyers for this purpose.

NPA S-4-2-3

Le quartier général de la Marine à l'Amirauté

S' Head uarters fo Admiralty

'Non reproduite. I Not printed. ' . ,,,. ; ':

' Non reproduit. . . • : . . . r . ' ' Not printed.

All;; requirements at St. John's, Newfoundland, • outlmed m
. . • ,

ELEGRAM

SECxET. Your 1940B/23rd May2 and my 1502Z/262not to all Aa â^^alty;s

Naval erviees q 1941
T 1626Z/29 Ottawa, May 29,

I
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1940B/231 will be provided from Canadian sources and full details of action
being taken will be signalled later. In the . meantime, we would appreciate
assistance of tanker and store ship and also if possible depot ship until facili-
ties are established. Increased oil fuel already in hand. Permanent moorings
for one store ship or oiler and trots for Destroyers and Corvettes will be laid
early in June. Personnel for base staff will be provided from Halifax so far
as is practicable.

557.
NPA S-4-2-3

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Commission of Government of Newfoundland
324-41

St. John's, June 2, 1941

The question of providing in St. John's the additional facilities required
for an Advance Naval Base, as disclosed by the visiting Naval Officers, was
discussed. Having regard to the comprehensive nature of the requirements
involved in these additional proposals the possibility of using other ports as
alternative or ancillary Bases, was considered. As certain difficulties were pre-
sented by conditions in these ports it was agreed that the position in St.
John's should first be fully explored with a view to ascertaining if the neces-
sary space and facilities could be provided here.

The visiting Naval Officers, in consultation with the Naval Officer in
Charge, will prepare a full statement of the commitments involved.

The following personsl will be invited to confer with the Commission
of Government for a discussion of the question as to whether it would be
possible to meet the requirements of the Admiralty and the Royal Canadian
Navy without serious dislocation of the economic life of the Port:

Mr. J. W. Allan, O.B.E.
Mr. Eric A. Bowring
Mr. Raymond Gushue
Mr. H. V. Hutchings, M.B.E.
Mr. W. F. Hutchinson

Lt-Col. L. C. Outerbridge, D.S.O., O.B.E.
Mr. C. C. Pratt.

W. J. CAREW

Secretary

Non reproduit.
i Not printed.

^^ Personnes invitEes étaient des experts ' Those invited were experts in commerce,^^ erce, en p^e^q ou en opérations fishing or port operations.
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- • Procès-verbal d'une réuniôri dü 'Comité de guerre du Cribine

Min`utes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET

CWC

Ottawa, June 3; 1941

DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND-MOUNTING OF 'U.S: " GUNS

.34. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that it had been agreed

to mount, at St: 'John's, Newfoundland, certain 8" guns' recently obtained

from the United States.

.:..

. . .

559•
NPA S-4-2-3

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur,de Terre-Neuve

,.. Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 489
[London,] June 3, 1941

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Addressed to Governor of Newfoundland No. 489,
United • Kingdorn High Commissioner, Ottawa. My telegram of 23rd May No.

441, Ottawa No. 929 [844]. from
. After further consideration Admiralty consider escort force working

St. John's should be increased to following strength:
30 destroyers,
24 corvettes,

9 ' sloops.

2. Admiralty • estimate that up to 16 ships initially will be in harbour of

St. John's at one time that is an average of: '
7 destroyers, -
7 corvettes, "
2 sloops.

3. The local requirements of escort force and in particular the d et °n
shore requirements communicated separately to the Naval Auth
Admiralty message 1940B/May 23rd1, would be increased correspondingly.

- 4. Admiralty would be grateful to learn as early as possible that these
increased requirements are acceptable to Governments, of Newfoundland
Canada. They are repeating this message to Naval Authorities concerned
including instructions to N.S. Ottawa and N.O.I.C. St. John's, Newfoundlsnof

5. If increase is acceptable Admiralty would appreciate early detall
requirements that can be provided from Canadian sources as foreshadowed
in N.S.H., Ottawa No. 30, 1626Z/May 29th, to the Admiralty.

y`#6. Depot ship, store ship and oiler are being sent as requested.

--' . • ^Non' reproduit. Not printed.
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560. :% , 2011-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux. Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to .Governor of -Newfoundland

TELEGRAM, 36 ,, Ottawa, June 3, 1941

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Reference your exchange of telegrams with Secretary
of State for Dominion Affairs regarding the use of St. John's as an advance
base for convoy escort forces operating in the North Atlantic. We have
advised United Kingdom* that in our view Canada should undertake respon-
sibility for establishment and operation of convoy escort forces at St. John's
and that it has been decided to employ Canadian destroyers for this pur-
pose. Canada would provide the ships required for this purpose with the
possible exception of a few corvettes and certain auxiliary units which it is
hoped could be supplied by the Royal Navy. Matters of detail in connection
with the establishment of the base will be taken up immediately by the Chief
of Naval Staff of Canada with the Naval Officer at St. John's and with the
Admiralty.

561. . NPA S-4-2-3
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 287' '[St. John's] June 6, 1941
SECRET. Your telegram No. 489 of 3rd June. Commission of Government
have discussed the local requirements of enlarged escort force based on St.
John's with Admiral Sheridan, R.N., Captain Schwerdt, R.N., and Engineer
Captain Stephens, R.C.N., and have considered a written appreciation of
the 'sitnatiôn by• Rear-Admiral Bonham-Carter who has visited St. John's.
We are of the opinion that it will be just possible to provide the bare require-
ments of the force contemplated in your telegram 489 but this will involve
extensive requisitioning of commercial premises on the waterfront, consider-
able dredging, building or rebuilding of approximately 3200 lineal feet of
wharfage and a building programme covering about 50,000 square feet of
floor space on the waterfront apart altogether from magazines, recreational
and hospital facilities and housing. According to Rear-Admiral Bonham-
Carter immediate wharf accommodation can be found for one depot ship,
one destroyer, two corvettes and two sloops. Three more destroyers and
five more corvettes could be accommodated immediately but without security
of tenure. The eight vessels are part of those referred to in the immediately
succeeding sentences. After dredging further wharf accommodation can
be found for two destroyers, eight corvettes and two sloops. When trots have
been laid moorings can be found for four additional destroyers and also one
anchoring billet for oiler and one for store ship. With additional dredging
and construction of new jetties the number of ships that can be berthed over
and above those already mentioned will be further increased resulting finally
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in- provision for the following total number of naval vessels which can be
accommodated in the harbour. One depot ship,- seven destroyers, twelve
corvettes (five for the local defence), four. sloops, six mine sweepers, one
store ship, one large oiler, one small oiler, two tugs, one water boat, three
harbour patrol craft, four fairmiles, four lighters, six harbour duty boats and
two examination vessels. ..The Admiralty have advised Naval Officer-in-
Charge, St. John's, by message 1940B/May 23rd' that it is essential to enable
maximum possible facilities to remain available for merchant ship repairs
during winter months. If the number of vessels contemplated in Admiral

Bonham-Carter's appreciation are to be accommodated
vessels which can be shelteredto reduce drastically the number of merchant

in St. John's harbour and will probably reduce the number which can be
repaired.. You will have realized, of course, the great cost which will be
involved in compensating owners of waterfront properties for damages which
will-be caused to them by requisitioning of their premises. In my next . suc-Commission of G overn-
ceeding telegram I will inform you of the views ô=t^e Canadian Government
ment on the question whether the Admiralty
should be responsible for the establishment and operation of the proposed
advanced naval base at St. John's.
, E . . ....

562.
NPA S-4-2-3

- Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 288 [St. John's,] June 6, 1941

SECRET. Reference concluding sentence of my immediately preceding tele-
gram, it is not clear to us whether Admiralty still wish to establish their own
advance base at St. John's or have accepted the view expressed in the follow-
ing telegram No. 36 Secret dated 3rd June, 1941, which we have received
from the Government of Canada:

This message was presumably sent before Canadian Government had been
acquainted with contents of your telegram 489. The Commission of Govern-
ment believe that it would be much preferable from the point of view of the
future of Newfoundland and the sentiments of the people that the base should
be= an Admiralty base established and operated by the United Kingdom
Government on the lines indicated in your original telegram No.

of 23rd

May, and we hope that it_ will be possible for action to be taken acdinglY
unless adoption of the Canadian proposal is in the judgement of His Mo nt

est 's
of

Government in the United Kingdom definitely preferable from the p
view of immediate military necessities. We should be glad to be informed of
your views as early as possible.

N reproduit. Not printed.
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563. 2011-40

Le secrétaire -d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

No. 27 Ottawa, June 9, 1941
SECRET.

Sir,
With reference to Mr. Hankinson's letter of June 3rd 1 regarding the addi-

tional proposals for the use of the Port of St. John's, Newfoundland, as an
advanced base for convoy escort forces, I have the honour to inform you that
the Canadian Government approves of the proposals outlined in the letter
under reference. The Royal Canadian Navy accepts the proposal for the
increased requirements. outlined in paragraph 4, and the technical officers
of the Naval Service are concentrating their attention on this undertaking
in the hope that they may be able to comply with the request outlined in
paragraph 5 within the next few days.

While the Canadian Government is in correspondence with the Newfound-
land authorities in regard to this matter, it is hoped that the Government of
the United Kingdom will on their part inform the Newfoundland Government
that the new arrangement is being made at their request and with their
approval.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

564. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet TVar Committee

SECRET Ottawa, June 10, 1941

ESTABLISHMENT OF NAVAL BASE AT ST. JOIiN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

19. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES reported
that a Preliminary investigation of probable requirements for the develop-
ment of St. John's as a convoy escort base, on the increased scale now pro-
Pôsed by the British Admiralty, indicated that an expenditure of not less

1 Le contenu de cette lettre était semblable 1 The substance of this letter was similar to
à celui du document 559. Document 559.
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than. $10,000,000 would i be involved. Necessary developments included the
provision of adequate wharfage, various buildings, including accommodation
for personnel, store-houses, the expropriation of property, and the organiza-
tion of running repair facilities.

The force now contemplated for the St. John's base would, at first, con-
sist of 30 destroyers, 24 corvettes and 9 sloops, besides depot ships, store
ships and oilers. Of these, 10 destroyers and 19 corvettes would be Canadian.

. The result of setting up the'new base would be that, in future, half of the
convoying would be done from this side of the Atlantic. The government had
already signified their willingness to undertake responsibility for the establish-
ment and operation of forces from this base, on the smaller scale previously
contemplated, and it was thought that, in the circumstances,'Canada should
undertake financial responsibility for the constitution of the necessary base
facilities. The project had been carefully considered by the Naval Council and
was recommended to the Committee.

(See formal submission of June -the 10th, 1941,1 by the Minister of
National Defence for Naval Services.)

20: THE MINISTER OF FINANCE enquired why it was suggested that Canada
should accept financial responsibility for the large expenditures involved in
the establishment of a base in territory which was under the control of the
U.K. government. While it might well be that Canada would have to provide
the necessary Canadian dollars, it would be a mistake,not to keep the final
responsibility where it properly belonged, namely upon the United Kingdom.
If Canada were to accept the duty of operating a naval base from Newfound-
land, the U.K. government should accept the financial obligation involved in
establishing the required facilities on their own territory.

21. THE PRIME MINISTER said that, in his opinion, it would be a mistake
for Canada to undertake the large financial responsibility involved in the
construction of a base in territory over which the Canadian government had
no control. The position of the United States was quite different in that they
had leased the areas upon which their facilities were being developed. It
would not be possible to justify the expenditure of Canadian funds upon the
construction of costly establishments outside Canada " in areas where the
Canadian government had no control. This would be a wrong principle.

Furthermore, the estimated cost of the present project would increase the
total ; of Canadian war expenditures beyond the total agreed upon as the
maximum capacity of the country. It was, as well, quite out of proportion
to consider that Canada could undertake "the responsibility for fighting half
the battle of, the Atlantic". :While it was appropriate that Canadian men and
vessels should be engaged in operations of. the kind suggested in the Western
Atlantic, the, undertaking of large financial responsibility for the establish-
ment of a naval base in Newfoundland .was F quite another matter.

22., MR. MACDONALD said that the U.K. government had made no sug8 of
tion that Canada undertake financial responsibility for the establishment
_ ,..
' ^ ^ Non reproduita. ► ^ . ' Not printed.
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DEFENCE RELATIONS 571

the base. We had, however, offered to operate the base as a Canadian under-
taking, and, since it would be in an area of primary Canadian interest, it
would be appropriate for Canada to assume the financial burden, as well.
Expenditures had been authorized for other construction outside of Canada,
for example, at the Newfoundland Airport, and the, project recommended
would also be within what was recognized as the Canadian. orbit.

• 23. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE observed that the government
had already- undertaken financial responsibility for construction outside of
Canada on areas under Canadian control, for example, for gun mountings in
Newfoundland. Irrespective.of the merits of the present proposal it was not
possible to establish, on a territorial. basis, any general principle against
such expenditures.

24. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL WAR SERVICES expressed the view that the
protection of the North Atlantic route, by which Canadian products were
transported to the British Isles, was a primary Canadian interest. The addi-
tional strength which the establishment of a naval base at St. John's would
give to Canadian defence was an. additional reason why Canada should
assist in this undertaking. There was no objection in principle to accepting
the recommendation under consideration.

25. After further discussion, it was agreed that a communication be sent
to, the U.K. government indicating the nature of the facilities at St. John's
which the Naval Service considered appropriate to the establishment of the
proposed base, and enquiring the views of the U.K. government as to . finan-
cial. arrangements for the expenditures involved.
,....,.

-: Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet ,-

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

ÇRET f It JSE ttawa, une 20, 1941

CONVOY ESCORT FORCE AT ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND
1.' THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that the Admiralty had

now decided that a substantial portion of the Newfoundland convoy escort
force°would operate from Halifax. This would reduce somewhat the, neces-s
azy shore establishment in"Newfoundland.

' i^ thë Prime Minister's absence, the question of the St. John's base had
been cosidèred by the' Cabinet on June the 17th, in consultation with the
Na^^ _S, . It was now, important that an early decision should be taken
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and that steps be taken, with the least possible delay, to acquire the necessary
property and begin construction. Speed was essential, regardless of what
arrangements might eventually be made with regard to the division of financial

responsibility.

2. MR. RALSTON pointed out that Canada had agreed to undertake respon-
sibility for the establishment and operation of the Newfoundland escort force
on the smaller scale first contemplated. Since then the intended scale of
operations had been increased. The undertaking, however, was of vital con-
cern to Canada and provided an opportunity for the Canadian Navy to play
an important and responsible role in the Western Atlantic.

Expenditures for land and buildings had to be made, whether by the U.K^.
or 'Canadian government, by Canada, or by both governments jointly.
the circumstances, it would save time if the Minister of National Revenue
proceeded immediately to St. John's, in order to explore with the Newfound-
land government means of acquiring the necessary property. It was not
necessary to await a reply from the U.K. government.

3. THE PRIME MINISTER stated that he was fully conscious of the im-
portance of the early establishment of the Newfoundland base and appreciated
the natural desire of the Naval Staff to have the Canadian Navy undertake
a major.role in the operations of the Newfoundland force. Nevertheless, the
suggestion that Canada accept sole financial responsibility for the acquisition
of property in Newfoundland and the construction there of large shore
establishments, should be carefully considered in relation to present com-
mitments in other departments of the war effort. It was natural that the
Defence Departments should each seek to emphasize the importance of the
Canadian contribution in their own sphere. It was the duty of the civil
authority, however, to take a general view of the situation and to prevent
over-reaching in any particular department which would endanger the war
effort as a whole and prevent the country from making its most effective
maximum contribution. Earlier commitments in respect of the Army and Air
Force had been increased far beyond what had been contemplated. Increas-
ingly heavy commitments had been accepted in respect of munitions and
supplies. These considerations should constantly be kept in mind by the
government lest the cumulative effect of rapidly expanding programmes be
to impose a financial burden beyond the country's capacity and to cause a
breakdown of the national war effort.

4. NtR. KING reviewed the course of events leading up to the latest propo-
sals . with regard to the Newfoundland base. When the first suggestion had

. been" put forward, the Committee had agreed that, in the circumstances,
Canadian naval vessels should be concentrated on this side of the Atlanticlans
a most appropriate sphere of service. Subsequently, when the original p
had been largely increased, the Naval Staff had submitted a recommendation
that Canada undertake the construction of a large naval base in Newfound-:.
land,-'and accept responsibility for fighting half. the battle of the Atlantic.

I
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This proposal had been lacking, in a sense of proportion and the recom-
mendation had not been accepted by the Committee.

There had been no commitment on Canada's part to accept responsibility
for the acquisition of property in Newfoundland and for the construction of
the shore facilities now contemplated.

5. MR. RALSTON drew attention to the drastic changes which had taken
place in the general war situation since earlier programmes had been settled
for the Army, Navy and Air Force. Canada must now do her utmost to hold
her first line of defence which was overseas. So far as the Army was con-
cerned there had been no overreaching in the drawing up or development of
their plans. Resources in manpower and finance were available in Canada to
meet the requirements of Service programmes. The Defence Departments
had sought to take a general rather than a separate Service view of military
requirements and this had been constantly emphasized by the Minister.
There had been no criticism of the programmes of the Defence Departments
on `other than financial grounds. The Newfoundland base was to be estab-
lished in a sphere of primary Canadian interest and it would be most appro-
priate for Canada to accept responsibility therefor.

7. THE AtINISTER OF FINANCE expressed the view that the U.K. government
should themselves acquire the property, take title thereto and bear the cost.
This course would be preferable even though Canada had to provide the
necessary Canadian funds, and in spite of the argument that, in such event,
the Canadian government should acquire ownership.

8. MR. KING remarked that he had consistently supported Canada's maxi-
mum contribution in the naval sphere and the importance of Canadian
contributions to hemisphere defence. Nevertheless, in considering Canadian
commitments in Newfoundland the possibility of a post-war U.S. government
wishing to strengthen the American position on the island, without full regard
to Canadian interests, should be borne in mind. It was conceivable that after
the war the United States might make demands in regard to Newfoundland
in return for materials lease-lent to the United Kingdom. In these circum=
stances, it might be preferable to have the St. John's base acquired and built
by the U.K. government, rather than by Canada.

9. THE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES expressed the view that, if
Canada were to undertake the expenditures involved, there should be well
established ^ conditions prôviding for Canadian control after the war. If Can-
ada bore the cost, she should be in a position to derive the post-war benefit.

^^• MR. RALSTON stated_ that irrespective of what financial arrangements
d Ultimately be made, the important consideration was to initiate, atonce,-9 . .

proceedings for acquiring the necessary land and preparing for the
construction of the shore establishment. Mr. Gibson, who was familiar with
the Newfoundland situation, should go to Newfoundland, at once, to confer
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with the Newfoundland government regarding the immediate acquisition' of
property. Tlm question of financial responsibility could be settled later.

The meeting adjourned at 1 p.m. '.

12. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES explained
to the Committee the Admiralty's latest proposals for dividing the convoy
escort force between St. John's and Halifax. The Naval Staff, at his request,
had prepared estimates of the reduced minimum requirements for Newfound-

land.

13. The Committee discussed the questions of title and financial responsi-
bility at some length, it being finally agreed that a communication be im-
mediately directed to the U.K. government, to the following effect:

(1) that' no reply had 'as yet been received to the Canadian govern-
ment's enquiry as to the U.K. government's views regarding finan-
cial arrangements for the enlarged shore establishment for the
convoy escort force to be based on Newfoundland;

(2) that, because of the urgent importance attached to the provision,
at the earliest possible moment, of the necessary shore facilities, the
Canadian government had thought it advisable to have the Minis-
ter of National Revenue, who was familiar with the Newfoundland
situation, proceed at once to St. John's for the purpose of explor-
ing there, with the Commission of Government the method by which
the necessary property could best be acquired;

(3) that it was assumed that expropriation proceedings on the part of
the Newfoundland government would be required, irrespective of
what arrangements were made as to the eventual title and financial
responsibility; in this connection it would be helpful if the U.K.
government were to communicate immediately with the Commission
of Government, with a view to their initiating the appropriate pro-
ceedings;

,(4) -that, with regard to ownership and financial arrangements, it
was felt that, because of the special relationship of the U.K.- govern-
ment to Newfoundland, title would most appropriately vest in the
United Kingdom and that responsibility for the cost of the propertY

•_, . and the necessary, construction would be borne by the U.K. gov-
ernment, under, such. terms. and conditions as might be agreed be-
tween the governments;

finan-
(5) that, if the U.K. government desired Canada to undertake thefinthe

cial responsibility involved, it was felt that title should vest in
Canadian government.

t
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires. extérieures
, au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of Great Britain

IMMEDIATE and SECRET Ottawa, June 22, ,1941
Dear Mr. MacDonald,

I have been asked by the Prime Minister to refer to my letter to Mr.
Hankinson of June 11 th" enquiring as to the United Kingdom Government's
views regarding financial arrangements for the enlarged shore establishment
for the convoy escort force to be based on Newfoundland. He had hoped
that a reply would have been received to that enquiry which would have
enabled the necessary arrangements to be proceeded with immediately.

Because of the urgent importance attached to the provision, at the earliest
possible moment, of the necessary shore facilities and on the assumption that
expropriation proceedings on the part of the Newfoundland Government
would be required irrespective of what arrangements are made as to the
eventual title and financial responsibility, the Canadian Government have
thought it advisable to have the Minister of National Revenue, who is
familiar with the Newfoundland situation, proceed at once to St. John's for
the purpose of exploring there, with the Commission of Government, the
method by which the necessary property can best be acquired. The Canadian
Govennment is of the opinion that it would be helpful if the United Kingdom
Government would communicate immediately with the Commission of
Government, with a view to their initiating the appropriate proceedings.

- With regard to ownership and financial arrangements, it is felt that, because
of the special relationship of the United Kingdom Government to Newfound-
lmd; title would most appropriately vest in the United Kingdom and that re-
SPonsibility for the cost of the property and the necessary construction would
be borne by the Government of the United Kingdom under such terms and
conditions as might be agreed to between the Governments. If the United
KmBdom Government desires Canada to undertake the financial responsibility
involvéd; it is felt that title should vest in the Canadian Government.

Yours sincerely,

^ N. A. ROBERTSON

1 N0a nproauite. 1 Not printed.
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Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

a.

SECRET Ottawa, June 24, 1941

CONVOY ESCORT BASE AT ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

27. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES stated that

no, reply had as yet been received to the communications sent to the U.K.
government regarding the immediate undertaking of steps to acquire property
and build shore establishments at St. John's. The urgency was such that it
would be advisable to proceed, nevertheless, to the acquisition of property,
leaving financial arrangements for subsequent discussion. Repair and fuel

facilities in Newfoundland would be an important saving for escort vessels,

making it unnecessary for them to proceed the further distance to Halifax, for

these purposes. There were thirty-five enemy submarines now reported in the

Atlantic.

28. THE PRIME MINISTER mentioned that so far as the United State's
interest was concerned, Mr. A. A. Berle, Assistant Under-Secretary of State,
had remarked to him in conversation recently, that the United States would
welcome Canada taking a more direct responsibility for Newfoundland. This

was an important consideration.

29. After further discussion, it was agreed that, if the Minister of National
Defence came to the conclusion that, from the strategic point of view, the
urgency was such that action to acquire the necessary property and begin
construction of required shore facilities for the establishment of the convoy
escort base at St. John's could no longer be delayed, the Committee authorize
the immediate undertaking of such steps, on the understanding that the
questions of eventual title to the property and responsibility for its cost the
that of the necessary construction would remain open for decision Y
governments concerned, in accordance with the letter of June the 22ndCOm
the Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to the High
missioner for the United Kingdom.

It was also agreed that the Minister of National Revenue, now in New-
foundland, be advised accordingly.

I

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE
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NPA S-4-2-3

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 572 [London,] June 26, 1941

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Addressed to Governor of Newfoundland No. 572.
Repeated to High Commissioner, Ottawa No. 1123 Secret. Your telegram
6th June No. 288. Base at St. John's.

We appreciate desire of Commission of Government that base should be
established and operated by Admiralty and have given fullest weight to
their views. But it will be understood that in existing circumstances it would
be of very great advantage to us from naval point of view if Canadian
Authorities administered base and Admiralty have felt they could not do
otherwise than accept their offer. But Admiralty are of course closely con-
cerned and our hope is that by joint discussion between three Governments
mutually satisfactory arrangements can be worked out which should mini-
mize difficulties which Commission of Government might apprehend.

569. 2011-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELEGRAM 11401 [London,] June 28, 1941

SECRET. Your tel. 27th June No. 9662 St. John's Base.

First Lord of the Admiralty has received a direct personal message from
the Canadian Minister of Naval Services pressing for a decision as to the
title and financial responsibility (?). First Lord has sent the following reply.

I am most grateful for your Department's prompt co-operation and offer to
provide all naval requirements from Canadian sources.

2. Having given consideration to
(a) The problems that have since appeared particularly over the acquisition

and tenure of the sites and
(b) The requirements of the Ministry of War Transport at St. John's men-

tioned below, I have come to the conclusion that best course is to
proceed on the basis set out in paragraph 13 of the original Admiralty
message 1939B of May 23rd, which has been accepted by the New-
foundland Government. The effect will be as follows.

'Une copie de ce télégramme fut envoyée i Copy of this telegram was sent to the
au ministère des Affaires extErieures. Department of External Affairs.

' Non reproduit. 2 Not printed.
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3. Admiralty will be responsible for the provision of additional naval require-
ments at St. John's for escort forces based there. Additional shore facilities and
services as necessary will be arranged by the Admiralty with the Newfoundland
Government on the agency basis in accordance with the requirements planned and
estimates approved by the Admiralty.

4. Terms of occupation of existing properties acquisition and tenure of sites,
ownership of new buildings and the like will similarly be arranged between the
Admiralty and the Newfoundland Government, and the title will be vested in the
Admiralty or Newfoundland according to the circumstances of each case.

5. Admiralty will be responsible for capital costs of the new works and
services but subject to the foregoing paragraphs we should very much welcome
your Government's assistance generally and particularly in the shape of transferable

material and equipment.

6. The Minister of War Transport and I are also anxious that facilities for
shelter and repair of Merchant ships at St. John's should be improved and that
a co-ordinated scheme should be prepared to meet the requirements of naval and
merchant vessels as? [and] advanced as far as possible before the winter. The
Ministry contemplates arrangements with the additional facilities for. merchant

vessels such as those in paragraphs 3 and 4.

7. We are sending to St. John's forthwith a joint mission representing our two
departments and comprising administrative and technical officers. In consultation
with the authorities concerned, including Commodore Commanding, Newfoundland
Force (See Para. 9) the Mission will prepare a co-ordinated scheme calculated to
meet the total requirements with maximum economy of time and effort, submit it
for our approval with estimates of cost and arrange for the scheme to be put in
hand forthwith. The scheme might comprise (a) short term projects which could be
completed and brought into service by the Winter and (b) longer (? term) projects.

8. Further details of Mission will be sent in early separate message.

9. As regards administration and maintenance of naval base including addi-
tional naval facilities to be provided, I feel in the existing circumstances it will be
an advantage that the R.C. Navy should undertake these services and cordbiallY
accept their offer to do so. To this end a Canadian officer has already
appointed as Commodore Commanding Newfoundland Force.

10. I am well aware that in a project of this kind devised under urgent stress
of war there are many problems to be solved. But I am confident that all con-
cerned will realise the great importance of the scheme in the battle of the Atlantic
and do their utmost.to make it a success.

11. The Secretary of State for Dominion' Affairs is telegraphing a copy of
this message to the Governor of Newfoundland. Ends.

Similar telegram sent to the Governor of Newfoundland No. 583.

570.
NPA S-4-2-3

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions SecretarY

- TELEGRAM 331 . . It. John's] June 28, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 572 Secret. We have no misgivings beca
use

Gibsonf
decision to accept Canada's offer to administer naval base and
Canadian Minister for National Revenue, who is returning to Ottawa on
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Sunday, fully realises this. Our relations with him and other Canadian
representatives most cordial. For your information no progress being made
with acquisition of water front property owing delay in reaching final con-
clusions regarding naval requirements. Question of financial liability also
likely to delay action. Gibson has informed us his Government contemplates
suggesting acquisition of property temporarily until question of ultimate
ownership and responsibility for cost has been settled. With your concur-
rence we should be quite willing to co-operate in this or any other way
consistent with absence of liability of Newfoundland funds. [sic]

571. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 51 Ottawa, July 1, 1941

Department of National Defence (Naval Service) have reported it is
desirable that a new survey of the harbour of St. John's should be made and
they would like to undertake this work starting sometime within the current
month.

The Canadian Government will be grateful if the Government of New-
foundland will grant permission for this survey to be undertaken.

572. 2011-40

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue
pour discuter de la base navale à St. John's

Minutes of a Meeting Held
to discuss the St. John's Naval Base Question

SECRET Ottawa, July 1, 1941
^

A meeting was held at 1500 hours first July, 1941, in the office of the
Deputy Minister for Naval Service, at which the following were present:

The Honourable Colin Gibson, Minister of National Revenue.
Mr. Norman Robertson, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Admiral Nelles, Chief of the Naval Staff,
Commodore H. E. Reid, Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff,
Lt. Col. K. S. Maclachlan, Deputy Minister for Naval Services,
Mr. L. B. Pearson, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Captain F. L. Houghton, Director of Plans Division,
Mr. W. B. Mills, Assistant Deputy Minister, Naval Services.

MINUTES
1• The meeting gave consideration to Admiralty Signal 0123B/29 June'

addressed to the Minister of Naval Service from First Lord of the Admiralty.

1 Document 569.
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This Admiralty message proposes an arrangement that conforms to the
first recommendation of the War Committee of the Cabinet set forth in the
letter of June 22nd addressed to the High

External
Great ritain

as-Canada by the Under-Secretary of State for
sumed that the Canadian Government concur in the proposed arrangements
under which the United Kingdom will take title and assume responsibility for

capital costs.
2. We would recommend that all the information concerning shore facili-

ties, and estimates of required new construction
weeks, should be madeofficers who have been in Newfoundland for some

available to the Joint Mission which the Admiralty is sending to St. John's
and that consideration should be given to making the service of these experts

available to the Joint Mission.
3. We further recommend that Canada should assume responsibilities forJohn 's,

administration, maintenance and command of the N aval
on Newfoundland.Newfoundland, and of the anti-submarine forces based

4. The report prepared by the Honourable Colin G son, Minister of
National Revenue, is available for the Admiralty if desired.

K. S. MACLACHLAN
Deputy Minister
(Naval Services)

2011-40
573.
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire adjoint

de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy High Commissioner
of Great Britain

SECRET
Ottawa, July 2, 1941

{;

1 Document 569.

I

Dear Sir Patrick. [Du],
The Canadian Government have now had an opportunity of ^^ ae1 ôf

the message which the First Lord of the Admiralty sent to th
National Defence for Naval Servicesi regarding the establishment of a convoy
escort force to be based on St. John's. 's

The arrangements described in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5, of ôr^rtand
Alexander's

the
message, with regard to the acquisition of the necessary p p Y
construction of the, shore facilities required, are satisfactoryin theto th^^d Pâran

Government and in accordance with the views ecoP^ sMacDonald.
graph of my letter of June the 22nd to Mr. M^ "administra-

With regard to paragraph 9, it is assumed that the expression val fac lities"
tion and maintenance of the naval base including addlti ^n^cal maintenance
hâs referénce to operational responsibility, and that p Y
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of, the shore facilities belonging to the United Kingdom or Newfoundland
Governments is not involved. -

As you are aware, the Canadian Government regard the defence of
Newfoundland as most important from the point of view of Canada. They
therefore hope that it would be understood that if the United Kingdom
should, at any time, consider relinquishing title and control of the naval
base and shore facilities, no action to that end would be taken without prior
consultation with Canada. Furthermore, it is felt that Canada's participation
in and intimate concern with this undertaking warrants her receiving first
consideration in the event that any transfer of the United Kingdom interest
should be contemplated.

It is realised that additional questions concerning the base will arise from
time to time as the scheme develops which will require consultation and
cooperation between the Governments. You may rest assured that the Cana-
dian Government appreciate the vital importance of the early coming into
operation of the plans contemplated, and will do their utmost to secure their
success.

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

574. 1156-D-39

Le'gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Aflairs

TELECRANt 42 St. John's, July 5, 1941
Your telegram No. 51 of July 1st. Permission is granted for survey to

be'made [of] St. John's Harbour.

DND NSS 1078-3-4

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Conseil naval ,

Minutes of a Meeting of Naval Council

[Ottawa,] July 7, 1941
.., ^

2. ST. JOHN'S, NFLD.
It was pointed out to the Minister that certain statements contained in

Secret Letter, dated July.2nd, from [the] Under-Secretary of State for External
Affairs to the Deputy High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, were not
in conformity with Naval recommendations, in particular paragraph 3 of that
letter, which stated that physical maintenance of the facilities at St. John's
is not a responsibility of the Canadian Government. The Naval Staff stated
that in their opinion maintenance of this Base should be the responsibility of
the R.C.N.
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576.
DND HQS 19-6-10

Le commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est,
au chef de l'état-major de l'Air du CARC, Londres

Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command,
to Chief of the Air Staff of RCAF, London

I ,] July 9, 1941

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN COASTAL COMMAND R.A.F.
AND EASTERN AIR COMMAND R.C.A.F.

The winning of the Battle of the Atlantic is just as important t o the
as lthe

of Great Britain and the continuation of the Empire
winning of the Battle of Britain.

2. Ships loaded with food, raw materials, and war supplies
l theand t

needed
he

effort are being sunk in the North Atlantic in numbers which cannot be

replaced. responsi-
3. The Battle of the Atlantic is a more intimate and ^mi atendsof the

bility of Canada than the Battle of Britain because the
Battle Zone rests on Canadian shores.

4. Great Britain's part in the Battle of the Atlantic has been so well
achieved that enemy submarines and surface ships are operating further and
further westward on the convoy routes often out of reach to aircraft in the
British Isles but within reach of aircraft in the Canadian Maritime Provinces

and Newfoundland. air
.5. The whole immediate object and effort of Eastern Air II o ôm Wéep all

operations must be to assist the Na ôu^n o the North Atlantic Ocean. The
enemy submarines and surface ships
object can best be achieved by concentrating all available personnel and
long range aircraft on Convoy, General Reconnaissance and anti-submarinepoin
patrols along the complete Northern Atlantic Convoy routes to f omt
when they connect with similar patrols sent out by Coastal
the United Kingdom.

6. At least four Catalina Squadrons operating from Newfo undland
long i

n
range

Summer and from Nova Scotia in the Winter are required fo r all the
patrols. A Liberator Squadron operating from Newfoundland i i ofo 1eac of
year round could cover that part of the North Atlantic out
Catalinas from either shore, particularly during the lious to assist Eastern

7. Coastal Command and the Royal Navy are mostn^c
Air. Command with aircraft and aircraft equipment wherever possible.

. 8. It is more important now that personnel be posted to fill the ûadTOn
Air Command G.R. Squadrons than to fill Bomber and Fighter Sq
of the R.A.F.

9. Attached is a copy of a letterl sent by the writer to the A•O•C^en1e
Coastal Command giving details of methods suggested for ensuring

Non reproduite. i Not printed.
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quired close co-operation between the two Air Commands concerned with

the important air operation in the North Atlantic.

10. Heretofore training problems have received priority in consideration
at your Headquarters. It is recommended that the opportunity now afforded
for the R.C.A.F. operating in Canada to render valuable and necessary
assistance in the winning of the Battle of the Atlantic should receive prior
consideration.

N. R. ANDERSON

Air Commodore
R.C.A.F.

577. NPA S-4-2-3

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Public Utilities
to Commission of Government of New f oundland

P.U. 61241 [St. John's,] July 10, 1941

The annexed document is a copy of a report' by Mr. R. Thompson of
the Ministry of War Transport which he is taking home to England for con-
sideration by his Ministry. Mr. Thompson is the Ministry of War Transport
representative on a Joint Mission to which reference is made in para. 7 of
the telegram from the First Lord of the Admiralty to the Canadian Minister
of Naval Defence which was repeated to us in Dominions Office telegram
No. 583 Secret of the 28th June, 1941.2 The personnel of that Mission
consisted of Engineer Rear-Admiral Sheridan, R.N., Mr. Seal of the

Admiralty and Mr. Thompson. On their arrival, Mr. Emerson and I had a
preliminary talk with them and they have been in continuous contact with
the officials of the dockyard, the General Manager and myself during their
stay. . , •

2. Mr. Thompson's report deals entirely with the dockyard and other
requirement[s] of merchant ships in St. John's harbour. Mr. Russell and I
consider that the recommendations are sound, but, of course, they involve
expenditure which our normal peace time requirements would not justify.
They are, however, considered absolutely essential for purposes of the battle
of the Atlantic and, therefore, we will want to do everything in our power
to facilitate their adoption. It will be premature to make suggestions at
present regarding the financing of these proposals, but possibly the Commis-
sion may decide to suggest using part of the money earmarked as an interest
free loan to Great Britain for use on this particular war service, leaving it
to be decided after the war what part of the expenditure, if any, should be

'Non reproduit. Not printed.
' Document 569.
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treated as a final charge on Newfoundland as part of its capital tureexpendi ture
be

on the dockyard. It is quite probable that part of the e p
found to be a justifiable capital commitment of the Newfoundland Railway

and Steamship service.
3. I do not think we can take any immediate action on this report pendingTrans-

the receipt of information as to the view taken ô^ce onm thery a s which
port, the British Treasury and the Dominions

P opos

it contains. At an interview with Mr. Thompson just before he left St. John's
for the Airport I impressed on him very strongly how important it is that we
should start on this work as soon as possible if the facilities contemplated
are to be available before winter sets in. I gathered that the proposals are not
in any way dependent on the final decision regarding

thata n we shall hearthough, no doubt, the two are connected. It is possible
something definite about the proposals by the end of the month if the authori-

ties in England move quickly. W. W. WOODS

578.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet JVar Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, July 15, 1941

...
CONVOY ESCORT BASE AT ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

14. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES reported
that the U.K. Joint Mission had arrived in Canada. They had indicated to
him that, while the U.K. government were willing to bear the whole capital
cost involved in the establishment of the base, including the installation of the
necessary machinery, they now wished to have Canada supervise the acq u^s
tion of the land required and the necessary construction in addition to main-

tenance and operation.

. The U.K. Mission estimated the capital cost involved at $5fo0^é durat

proposedroPosed to lease the necessary property from Newfoundland
of the war. Land would be acquired from proprietors probably

r
in part by

purchase and in part by lease.

Y ' 15. THE PRIME MINISTER expressed the opinion that Canada sh ovi^

obtain some interest in the new base in return for her outlay, and the ps for
sion of the necessary funds. The base would have imo ^et defence of our
Canada and would constitute an important element
Atlantic Coast. revi-

1 fi." THE MINISTER OF FINANCE reminded the meeting that shou ld accePt
ously been agreed that the U.K. government or Newfoundland
responsibility for the cost, and acquire title. The U.K. government had IIecesa
to this. No doubt Canada would have to provide the dollr Canada lent theifsary; nevertheless, the base should be a British base.
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money required, we might be in a position to require security. As it was, the
U. K. government would purchase the necessary dollars with sterling. We might
ask for the right to purchase in sterling after the war, or leave the matter for
the general post-war adjustment.

17. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY and MR. MACDONALD ob-
served that they had always favoured acquisition of the base itself by the

Canadian government and remained of this view.

18. MR. MACDONALD said that the Admiralty had now added to their re-
quests by asking that Canada accept responsibility for establishment and
maintenance. No doubt they would be prepared to give Canada rights in the

base after the war.
19.. The subject was discussed by the Committee at some length, it being

generally agreed that the question of eventual title to the base be deferred
until after the war, but that Canada's vital interest in the base should entitle
her to special consideration when the matter was dealt with in the general

postwar settlement.
It was also agreed that, in the circumstances, it would be preferable, where

possible, in dealing with proprietors to obtain title rather than to lease the
property required.

579. NPA S-4-2-3

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 367 [St. John's,] July 16, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 623 Secret of 8th July.' Admiralty Mission
through Seal communicated to us general lines of the proposals they intended
to recommend to the Admiralty for the development of the harbour of St.
John's for naval purposes. Cyril Thompson also communicated proposals
which he is placing before Ministry of War Transport to improve facilities
for merchant ship repairs and shelter at St. John's. In both cases the pro-
posals are generally acceptable to the Newfoundland Government. We can-
not urge too strongly the importance of commencing construction operations
and ordering equipment at very earliest possible moment. We are already far
into the summer and unless work is pushed hard it will be found that little
progress has been made when handicap of winter weather overtakes us. You
may assume that this Government would be entirely agreeable to employ-
ment, for the purpose of financing these operations, of surplus funds con-
templated by our budget arrangements as an interest free loan to the United
Kingdom on the.understanding, of course, that the sums issued to this pur-
pose would be regarded as interest free loans.

'Non reproduit.' Not printed.
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580..
NPA S-4-2-3

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve -

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 666 [London,] July 19, 1941

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Addressed to Governor of Newfoundland No. 666.
Repeated to United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada No. 1293.

Secret. Your telegram 16th July No. 367.
Seal has been authorized to place contracts at Admiralty's expense for

large naval developments proposed in his scheme for new dockyard site
in North West corner of St. John's Harbour. As regards other naval works
included in Seal's proposals it is necessary to consider position in the light
of other recent developments, and Seal has been asked for further recom-
mendations in the light of these developments.

Question of finance is tied up with question of policy. Development of site
involves large expenditure by Admiralty and acquisition of freehold is there-
fore considered most desirable so that benefit of permanent improvements
should enure to Government. We feel that most satisfactory and expeditious
method of acquisition would be by Newfoundland Government under Emer-
gency Powers if necessary. We should be grateful if necessary action could
be taken forthwith.

As regards permanent ownership there would seembInc onlunctioln
advantage if ownership vested in Newfoundland Government. l
with developments now contemplated in existing dockyard at St. John's [We]
should assume that greater importance in future is [as] shipping and repair
port, and it is most desirable that dockyard facilities should continue under
control of local Government.

If this proposal commends itself to the Commission of Government, we
agree that it would be best to utilize for purposé onfundfinancing

contemplated asnaval dockyard site part of Newfoundland surplus
intere5t free loan to the United Kingdom. Since ownership of site as improved
by large Admiralty expenditure would be for permanent benefit of Newfound-
land, Commission of Government might wish to consider accepting as imme-
diate charge on Newfoundland funds, cost of acquisition, placing site at dis-
posal of Admiralty for as long as is required. Question of final allocation of
charge whether in whole or in part would be for settlement at the end of the
war, or earlier if circumstances in Newfoundland necessitated this in the
light of conditions then prevailing. If Commission of Government saw their
way to take this course we feel that there could be no better contribution to
the success of the Battle of the Atlantic. Commission of Government fin l,y
know that H.M. Government in the United Kingdom propose. to bear
the cost of almost all the items in short term scheme of improvements pro-
posed that a rise in respect of existing dockyard. Some of these items are no
doubt such that railway or dockyard Administration would be un ^n^^g
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We should be grateful if we could have by telegram as early as possible
views of Newfoundland Government on financial question above. Admiralty

are instructing Seal to get in touch with you.

581. NPA S-4-2-3

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 377 [St. John's,] July 21, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 666 of 19th July. We agree to accept as an
immediate charge on Newfoundland funds cost of the acquisition of the site
required for Admiralty works in North West corner of St. John's Harbour as
set forth in Seal's letter to us dated 9th July.i We accept this immediate
charge on the understanding that Newfoundland Government will be at
liberty to reopen at the end of the war question whether the cost of acqui-
sition should remain as a final charge against Newfoundland funds or should
be regarded as part of the interest free loan to the United Kingdom.

With reference to the concluding sentence of your telegram under reply
we have received no further information from Seal since he left St. John's but
we are ready to take possession of the properties as soon as we hear from
him that arrangements have been made to start work.

We do not propose to make it known immediately that the Newfoundland
Government will be the purchaser of these properties as we think it will be
advantageous to the purchaser for the Canadian officers who have already
started negotiations with owners to follow these negotiations up with a view
to settlement by agreement, if possible. You may rest assured, however, that
we shall see that the properties are available as soon as work can be
commenced.

NPA S-4-2-3

Le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

High Commission ôf Great Britain to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 32 Ottawa, July 22, 1941

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Woods from Seal. Please do not
initiate any action on Dominions Office telegram No. 666 until you hear
from me.

Essential that no word should leak out especially to Canadian Naval
Authorities. Ends.

' Not printed.
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NPA S-4-2-3
583.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 682 - [London,] July 25, 1941

SECRET. Addressed to Newfoundland No. 682. Repeated to United King-
dom High Commissioner at Ottawa No. 1326. My telegram 19th July No.

666.
After further consideration we have come to conclusion that balance of

advantage rests with acquisition of the base by the United Kingdom. This
would enable present arrangements for negotiations to proceed undisturbed
and it would of course be subject to understanding that ultimate disposal of
the site would be left for discussion when it is no longer required by

would also be most
Admiralty. We understand from Seal that this solution
expeditious in view of course of his discussions with Canadian authorities.
Question of allocating part of proposed interest in [sic] free loan from New-
foundland for this purpose would not in these circumstances arise.

In view of urgency of the matter we should be glad to learn as soon as
possible whether Commission of Government agree that arrangements may

proceed accordingly.

NPA S-4-2-2
584.

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au gouverneur de Terre-N ende

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Governor of Newf oun

TELEGRAM 35
Ottawa, July 29, 1941

From Admiral Sheridan, British Admiralty Technical Mission, for Com-
missioner Public Utilities. Begins. Reference our telephone conversation and
Dominions Office No. 681 of July 24th.1

1. Seal has returned to Washington, but I have approached Canadian NavY
and Department of Munitions and Supply on the subject of meeting your

requirements.
2. Regarding paragraph 3b. There is every possibility of meeting your

requirements for tug and Harbour launches from Canada. ery
Canadian Navy have ordered a number of new launch es

lable. Thevtug

is not
shortly sowhich

easy willbut they
render some

suggest o
f
possibility of chartering a Saint Lawrence

tug for use at St. John's during time ice compels lay-up here. As your
urgent need is for winter months this might prove economical arrangement.

*3. Reference general paragraph of message quoted. DepartmentoM olf
tions and Supply are very willing to act on your behalf in placing contract You
constructional work as soon as your requirements are specified. Suggest Y
send me as soon as possible full particulars of work required to be done.

'Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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They inform me that the Naval work is to be done by E. G. M. Cape
Company of Montreal who already have works under way in Newfoundland
and whose local representative is Mr. Burton. Am informed that supply of
structural steel is difficult and very early statement of requirements is urgent
so that supply may be earmarked. Ends.

DND (DH) 193.009 (D3)

L'officier supérieur, détachment de la MRC à Terre-Neuve,
au commissaire aux Services publics

Flag Officer, Newfoundland Force, to Commissioner for
Public Utilities

St. John's, August 25, 1941

Dear Sir Wilfrid Woods,
As requested by you this morning at the special meeting arranged for

you to see the plans of proposed construction to be undertaken for the Naval
Base at St. John's, I now send you a copy of the proposed plani showing
the work to be done in the Harbour of St. John's.

This plan includes the projected Naval Dockyard and Wharves; the pro-
jected wharves along the South Shore; the projected Naval Oil Fuel Tank
on the South Shore and the projected underground magazine on the South
Shore.

In addition to the above mentioned construction, plans were also shown
to you of:

The projected Naval Barracks to be erected on the grounds to the
immediate North of Prince of Wales College.

The projected Naval Hospital to be erected on the grounds adjacent
to the existing Fever Hospital, and

The combined Officers accommodation and Administration Buildings
to be erected on the property immediately South East of the Newfound-
land Hotel.

As you will be aware if any of this construction is to be completed, before
the winter it is essential that work should be commenced with the least
possible delay.

It will be greatly appreciated, therefore, if the Commission of Government
will see their way to granting permission for this construction to be undertaken
in general, and if the Newfoundland Harbour Board under your Chairman-
Ship, would grant permission for the work in St. John's Harbour, as outlined
in the enclosed plans, to be carried out.

I shall be very grateful if one of the two copies of the Harbour construc-
tion' enclosed herewith might be returned to me with your reply, duly
initialled by you, as authorising the work to be done on behalf of the St.
John's Harbour Board.
-^._.

'Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
' on reproduite, ^ Not printed.
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With the exception of the dredging, all contracts for all proposed work
have been placed with the E. G. M. Cape Company, who are ready to start
as soon as I am able to authorise them to do so. The dredging will be under-
taken by Messrs. J. P. Porter and Sons. Both these contractors will be
reminded of the need to obtain the requisite permission of the Municipal

Authorities.
, A copy of this letter is being sent to the Commissioner for Defence.

L. W. MURRAY
Commodore

586.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to the Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAm 72 Ottawa, August 28, 1941

With reference to previous correspondence regarding movement of Cana-

dian Army personnel to Newfoundland.
It has now been decided to send Royal Canadian Artillery personnel from

Halifax to Newfoundland to man four 3-inch Anti-aircraft guns that are being
made available for Canadian use by the United States Army at St. John's.

After a preliminary training period at St. John's it is expected the guns and
personnel will be moved to Airport for duty.

This personnel comprise the 7th A.A. Battery, R.C.A., and iha authorized

interim strength is 6 Officers 107 Other Ranks. It is possible

establishment may be increased to about 146 All Ranks.
The nucleus of this Battery will be proceeding from Halifax to St. John's

in late August-with additional personnel proceeding as drafts until interim
strength of 6 Officers 107 Other Ranks is reached.

.587.
2011-40

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne
au sous-seerétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External A&lrs

516 K/43 Ottawa, September 6, 1941

SECRET

Dear Mr. Pearson,
I am afraid that Mr. Robertson's letter of the 2nd July to Sir Patrick a Dlong

on the subject of the St. John's base has remained unanswered for

0
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time. But as you know thanks very largely to the willing help and active
co-operation of the Canadian Government and, in particular, the Depart-
ment of National Defence (Naval Service), matters have by no means
stagnated in the meanwhile and I understand that part of the land required
at St. John's has already been purchased, and that work on the site may be
expected to start very shortly.

I agree that the point as regards financial arrangements in Mr. Robert-
son's letter of the 22nd June has been cleared by the First Lord's message'
to Mr. Angus Macdonald, paragraph 5 of which stated that the Admiralty
would be responsible for capital costs of works required for the escort force
to be based on St. John's. I note that this paragraph, as also paragraphs 3
and 4 of the First Lord's message, have been accepted by the Canadian
Government.

We understand that expenditure for the purpose of acquiring the sites and
developing the base will be financed in the same manner as other expenditure
involving Canadian dollars.

I do not know whether you have yet had an opportunity to consider the
request in the second part of paragraph 5 of the First Lord's message with
. reference to the possible transfer of material and equipment for the base
to the Admiralty.

It has been arranged now that the ownership of any freehold sites which
may be acquired in connection with the base shall be vested in the United
Kingdom. This does not of course apply to any Crown Lands which are used,
which are already the property of the Newfoundland Government.

With reference to paragraph 3 of Mr. Robertson's letter of 2nd July, I
think there can be no doubt that the. intention of the First Lord in para-
graph 9 of his message was that the physical maintenance of the shore
facilities should be undertaken by the Canadian authorities who would in
fact have the necessary staff on the spot. If however this arrangement is
not acceptable to the Canadian Government, you will no doubt make an
.alternative suggestion.

Finally I come to the important point raised in paragraph 4 of Mr. Robert-
son's letter of the 2nd July. I am authorised to give a definite undertaking
that if the Admiralty should at any time consider relinquishing title and
control of the Naval Base. and shore facilities at St. John's they will consult
with the Royal Canadian Navy. In this connection however it is only right
to point out that although the interest of the Canadian Government in the
defence of Newfoundland is fully recognised it is equally necessary that
account should be taken of the direct interests of Newfoundland concerned.

Yours sincerely,

MALCOLM MACDONALD
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

...

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, October 2, 1941

NAVAL BASE AT ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

I

55. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES recom-

mended that the Canadian government agr
t
cost of
he headquartersnofof the Naval establishment at St. John's, Newfoundland, govern-

the convoy escort base established there by e^ t^•,,hand
e Naval fo^rces were

ments. The Admiralty were paying the capital

Canadian.
56. The Committee approved in principle Mr. Macdonald's recommenda-

tion in this respect.

.2011-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

589.

Ottawa, October 20, 1941

a:{

;

the Admiralty, this Is understood to me an a trans The Canadian
ment already, in the possession of the anadian

eson of its^owntactivities, it hasGovernment regrets that owing to the Pan
. It is understood that the

no spare material or equipment for this Pu se
; ment will be a charge

Dear Mr. MacDonald,
pearson, on theWith reference to your letter of September 6th to Mr.

subject of the St. John's base, the Government has now had an opportunitY
of considering the questions raised therein and wishes to make the following
observations concerning them. First, in regard to the request in paragraph
five of the First Lord's message of June 28th,. 19411 to the Minister^tr nsfer
National Defence for Naval Services, on the s^é Canadian Go ernment to
of material and equipment for the Base from fer of material and equip-

first fitting-out of the Base with matenal an equ p arrangements have
against Admiralty account, and in order to avoid delay, arrangements

_ . ,

of the shore facilities should oc undert en y 1

The Canadian Government agrees that the mten tenance
paragraph 9 of his message of the 28th June, 1941, was thattheGa ^mm t

• • • -1. b 'the Canadian

- been made for its procurement. . • f the F,-,st Lord in

I
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The Canadian Government is glad to affirm that it accepts responsibility for
the administration and maintenance of the Naval Base at St. John's, New-
foundland.

To summarise the above, the Canadian Government's understanding of
the division of financial responsibility is:

(a) Admiralty Account
(1) Acquisition of property and payment of compensation.
(2) Construction of the Base, including buildings and first fitting-

out of material and equipment.
(b) Canadian Account

(1) Administration and physical maintenance of the Base.
The Canadian Government appreciates your assurance that if the United

Kingdom Government should at any time consider relinquishing title and con-
trol of the Naval Base and shore facilities of St. John's, they will consult
with the Canadian Government before any action is taken. It is understood,
however, that, in any such consultation, account should be taken of the direct
interests of the Newfoundland Government.

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

590. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941
. . .

United States Navy
••. .

2. DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND ITS SEA APPROACHES
The naval defence of Newfoundland has been strengthened to an extent

considered adequate in the present strategic situation, by the current -disposi-
tions of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet augmented by the Canadian forces based
at St. John's. In order to increase the air strength available to cooperate
with and support naval forces engaged in the protection of shipping and sea
communications, the Chief of Naval Operations on November 7 requested
the Chief of Staff to augment the Army Bombardment units at Gander Lake
to the extent permitted by available facilities. On November 8 the Chief of
Staff ordered the movement of eighteen medium bombers from Sacramento
to Newfoundland. Arrangements have been made to provide these aircraft
locally with naval type aircraft depth charges for use against submarines.

The construction of the Naval Operating Base, Argentia, is proceeding
satisfactorily. Difficulty is being experienced in completing the evacuation
of civilians.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
New York, December 20, 1941

...

Royal Canadian Navy

ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND--IiARBOUR DEFENCES

The A/T Baffles completed on August 26th, will be wei edobab^ct̂he end

of December, 1941, as ice conditions do not permit the

remain for winter.
Improvised underwater defences comprising a small controlled minefield

and additional A/T Net were recently laid at St. John's for the purpose of

meeting a particular threat which did not
af^the'i^permanencyaryofdefences are being continued and the question

under consideration.
Construction of the Base facilities at St. John's as outlined in Progress

Report submitted to the Meeting of September 9th is proceeding satisfactorily.

. :'.

592.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D3)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des ciels d'état major

Minutes of a Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET

...

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

[Ottawa,] January 27, 1942

7. DEFENCES FOR BAY BULLS, NEWFOUNDLAND

The Secretary reported that the J.S.C.S-C., Newfoundland, had f^
request from the Commissioner of Defence inâ Newfoundland

Su

forb• some
Committee

of defence for vessels compelled to lie in Bay defence
reported that fixed defences were impracticable, and that the only
against submarine attack was by patrol craft. They recommended patrol

,, by, Fairmile M.L.'s and in this the J.S.C. Atlantic Coast concurred. The
Committee agreed, and directed that the requisite number of craft should be
allocated for that purpose when they became available.
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593. DND (DH) 193.009 (D4)

Le secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major au secrétaire
du Comité mixte de la côte Atlantique

Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, to Secretary of
Joint Service Committee, Atlantic Coast,

SECRET [Ottawa,] February 12, 1942

With reference to Item 2 of the 11th Meeting of the J.S. S/C. New-
foundland', and memorandum from J.S.C. Atlantic Coast A.C.S. 10-10-1 of
22nd January 19421, the Chiefs of Staff Committee desire that the following
points be brought to your attention.

2. Regarding the vulnerability of Conception Bay, referred to in Item 2
of the 11th Meeting of the J.S. S/C. Newfoundland, in May 19411, the U.S.
Army had under consideration the move of their 8-inch battery from Signal
Hill (St. John's) to Cape St. Francis to cover the entrance of Conception
Bay. However, by January, 1942, the U.S. had apparently decided on Red
Cliff Head as the ultimate site for this battery instead of Cape St. Francis
where it would continue to act as a second counter bombardment battery
for St. John's (the other being the Canadian 10" battery at Cape Spear).

3. The U.S. Army further intends, once the 8-inch battery is moved, to
use the mobile 155mm. battery, now at Signal Hill, in a mobile coast defence
role with selected alternative positions fully prepared for occupation; such
positions to be in the Torbay area and in an area covering Conception Bay.

F. HovcxTON
Captain, R.C.N.

594. DND (DH) 193.009 (D4)

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au Comité des chefs d'état-major

Memorandum from Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee
to Chièfs of Staff Committee

SECRET Ottawa, February 25, 1942

I beg to forward herewith copy of a'submission2 from the J.S.C., Atlantic
Coast, referring to Item 8 of the Minutes of the 16th Meeting of the Joint
Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland, which reads as follows:

Item 8. Seaward Reconnaissance, R.C.N.-R.C.A.F.
The Committee again desires to go on record as stating that the

facilities provided for *naval and air reconnaissance seawards are not
sufficient for present needs, and that it is not considered that an adequate
"warning can be given in the event of an attack.

'Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
' on reproduite. 2 Not printed.
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The following two Items from the Minutes of the 11th Meeting of the

J.S. S/C., Newfoundland, are also relevant:

Item 2. Naval and Air Reconnaissance
With the present Naval and Air Forces Î s^Îbh^i of the tcop

ossible
astline.

to carry out any regular seaward patrols o for
al
air protectionThe best that can be done at present is to pro vide

convoys in vicinity, and to send out patrols, both
any definite intelligence warrants this action ...

DND (DH) 193.009 (D5)
595.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of the Chiefs of
S^^ taw

Committee
a,] March 3, 1942

SECRET

,

4.
INADEQUACY OF SEAWARD RECCE: NEWFOUNDLAND

The Committee took note of Item 8 of the Minutes ofregarding ^ inadequacy
of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfou^ mber of ships and aircraft
of seaward reconnaissance owing to ^ small
available to the R.C.N. and R.C.A.F.. The Committee is fully aware of thedeavour
situation, and action has already been taken in be emnade 3 ail bleimprove
matters as soon as additional ships and aircraft can

596.
1156-AC-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Cx 151
St. John's, March 16, 1942

DESPAT

Sir , No. 71 of March 14, 1942,^
have the honour to refer

of Marche^, ^19 2,^ regarding the matter ofand to my despatch No. 146
the proposed floating drydock and marine railway in Newfoundand i of Mr•

2: In my despatch under reference I sent you a copy of the report
,L, Stuart Crandall and I am enclosing two additional copies herewith, but

out . the. copies of the plani which was sent with the original which I
with
enclosed with my despatch No. 146.

N reproduit.
Not printed.

^ Non reproduite.
"Not printed.
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3. The matter of providing either a railway drydock or floating drydock
would seem to be one which should have immediate attention.

4. The present situation is that there is a graving dock at St. John's, the
length of which on the blocks is 575 feet, the width at the bottom 70 feet
and the draft over sill 27 feet.

5. The situation, however, which has existed since St. John's became a
convoy port is as outlined in Mr. Crandall's report, namely that frequently
as many as six or more vessels are waiting to go into drydock for more or
less extensive repairs, requiring from a few days to several weeks, but that
the drydock has been kept available for repairs to Naval vessels} principally
destroyers, corvettes and minesweepers, which of necessity take preference
over merchant craft.

6. If a 3,000 ton floating dock or railway drydock was in operation, the
Naval destroyers, corvettes and minesweepers in use in this country could,
as I understand it, all be repaired in a dock of this size. The graving dock
could then be used exclusively for repairs to merchant vessels or for Naval
vessels of a larger size. .

7. When they were in Montreal attending the conference, the Honourable
Sir Wilfrid Woods and the Honourable Mr. Emerson discussed the position
with Mr. Arthur Cross, the President of the Halifax Shipyards Limited, Hali-
fax, which company operates a graving dock and several railway drydocks.

8. Mr. Cross strongly advised that Mr. J. Stuart Crandall or his father,
J. L. Crandall of Boston, should be asked to come to Newfoundland to report
on the situation. The Crandall Drydock Engineers had designed the railway
drydocks owned by the Halifax Shipyards and indeed, were the designers
of all marine railway docks in Nova Scotia, including those now under con-
struction by the Dominion Government.

9. Following the advice of Mr. Cross, Sir Wilfrid asked me to get in touch
with the Manager of the Halifax Shipyards in Halifax, who was able to
locate Mr. Crandall for me and put me in touch with him by telephone,
when it was arranged that Mr., Crandall should go to Montreal and come
to Newfoundland with us by plane. ,

10. I notified the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs of the
arrangement in conversation over the telephone.

11. I also conferred with the Honourable Angus Macdonald, Minister for
Naval Services, who approved of Mr. Crandall coming to Newfoundland for
the purpose of making a report on the whole matter.

15. When the matter was first brought to my attention, I thought that the
cost of construction might be a matter which the Commission of Government
of Newfoundland would undertake and that it might be operated in con-
junction with the graving dock. I understand, however, from Mr. Crandall
and Admiral Murray that it is not thought to be practical for the Commission
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of Government to operate the proposed new drydock, in addition to the grav-
ing dock. However, this is a subject which will bear further study and exami-

nation. I have not discussed the matter with Sir Wilfrid Woods. I understand,
however, from Rear-Admiral Murray that his views are that it would be
preferable to have the new dock operated by the Naval authorities, although

the matter of employment of sufficient skilled workmen is one which might
perhaps be as difficult for the Naval authorities to arrange as for the Corn-

mission of Government.

16. If the decision is that the proposed new dock should be operated by
the Canadian Naval authorities, I take it that the cost of construction would
have to be borne by the Canadian Government.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

597.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D6)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET
St. John's, March 31, 1942

. . .

ITEM 1. A.A. LAYOUT ST. JOHN'S-TORBAY

The G.O.C.' detailed to thé meeting an ultimate plan of Canadian anti-
aircraft defences for the St. John's-Torbay area. He asked for an opinion as
to what were considered to be vulnerable points from the Naval and Airforce

view-points. The F.O.N.F. detailed as follows:

(a) Oil storage on South Side Hills.

(b) New Naval Dock Yard.
(c) Repair Shops and Stores in the new Naval Dock Yard area.
(d) Ship Repair Establishment at Bay Bulls

(to be installed at a later date.)
The A/A. O.C. stated that the general building area at Torbay Airport

should be considered as a vulnerable point.

,,,,The G.O.C. advised of the probable locations of Light and Heavy anti-
aircraft sites as selected. These appeared to cover the points mentioned above.
,,..
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598• CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, May 14, 1942

NEWFOUNDLAND-NAVAL BASE; GENERAL AGREEMENT

REGARDING DEFENCE ARRANGEMENTS

11. THE SECRETARY pointed out that the proposal of the Minister of
National Defence for Naval Services for assumption by Canada of the capital
cost of the Naval base at St. John's had been deferred for consideration with
the Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland.

12. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR expressed the view that
opportunity should be taken to negotiate a general agreement with Newfound-
land covering not only the question raised by Mr. Macdonald, but the many
other questions involved in the various defence arrangements which Canada
had made in Newfoundland. At present the situation was unsatisfactory and
complex; different arrangements had been made in various places with regard
to title.

13. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES felt that,
in any case, Canada should take title to and responsibility for the Naval base
at St. John's. The present position was unsatisfactory in many ways, and led
to serious delays.

There was the further important and urgent matter of completing repair
facilities for both Naval and merchant vessels, involving the construction of
a marine railway.

14. THE MINISTER OF FINANCE stated that he would be prepared to agree,
in regard to the Naval base. At present, Admiralty expenditures for this
Purpose came from the billion dollar gift. If Canada were to undertake this
responsibility and take title to the base, its cost would be added to the amount
of the gift.

15. THE PRIME MINISTER was of the opinion that, if feasible, all these
kindred problems should be settled at the one time in terms of general policy.
A comprehensive report and recommendation might be made by the Ministers
concerned, after consultation with Mr. Burchell. It would be remembered that
the President had expressed the view that Canada should control Newfound-
land, which was naturally part of the Dominion; the United States had no
intentions in this direction.

16. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed that, after con-
ference with the Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland, the Minister
of National Defence for Naval Services and the Minister of Finance report
and

make recommendations generally regarding Canada-Newfoundland
defence arrangements, and specifically with regard to the Naval base.
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599.
NPA S-4-2-4

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux Finances

High Commissioner in New f oundland to Commissioner for Finance

A

I

No. 33

SECRET

Dear Mr Wild

St. John's, May 18, 1942

When I was in Ottawa last week, I sat in at a meeting of the War Cabinet
and explained the proposal for the establishment of a marine railway to
relieve the congestion at the drydock. I also informed the War Cabinet of
the offer of the Newfoundland Commission of Government to contribute the
sum of $300,000 towards this project.

I was subsequently directed by the Minister for the Navy to convey to
the Newfoundland Commission of Government the thanks of the Canadian
Government for their generous offer. The project is regarded as one which
will be of great value in the "Battle of the Atlantic" and the offer of assistance
by the Commission of Government is one which is gratefully accepted by

the Canadian Government.
. . •

600.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

1156-Y-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A ff airs

DESPATCH 284 St. John's, May 26, 1942

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your secret despatch No. 103 of May 23,

19421, in which you inform me that at the Cabinet War Committee meeting

on May 14th, it was agreed that, after conference with the Canadian
for Naval

Commissioner in Newfoundland, the Minister of National Defence enda-
Services and the Minister of F"inance should report and make recomm
tions generally regarding Canada-Newfoundland defence arrangements and
specifically with regard to the Naval base.

• •

11 Not printed.
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8. In the letter which I sent by airmail to the Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs, dated May 23rd,1 I reported to him the result of a pre-
liminary conference I had with Sir Wilfrid Woods with respect to acquisition
of the Naval property by the Canadian Government and I enclosed a draft
of a letteri which I proposed to send to Sir Wilfrid Woods, subject to the
approval of the Honourable Mr. Macdonald and the Honourable Mr. Ilsley.
At the time of writing, I have not received a reply to my letter.

9. Mr. Robertson also mentioned to me that the matter of obtaining a
more definite agreement respecting defence arrangements with the Newfound-
land Commission of Government, along the lines of the agreement negotiated
with the United States Government, had been under consideration by the
War Cabinet. I think Mr. Robertson mentioned that the making of such an
arrangement had been suggested by the Minister for the Army, Mr. Ralston.
I told Mr. Roberston that I would have to think this matter over carefully
and would require to have more information about what we desired, other
than what we have at present, before I was prepared to make any recom-
mendation. In any event, I said that I thought we should clear up the matter
of the Naval base if this were possible, before bringing up any proposal for
discussion with the Newfoundland Commission of Government.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

601. ' NPA S-4-2-4

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a meeting of the Commission of Government of Newfoundland

St. John's, June 18, 1942

P.U. 64-42.

Memorandum2 regarding an enquiry from the War Cabinet of Can-
ada as to how the Government of Newfoundland would view a proposal
that the Canadian Government should take over the title to all Admiralty
properties recently acquired or leased by them in Newfoundland. The Com-
missioner for Public Utilities will draft and arrange for the transmission of
a Telegram to the Secretary of State informing him of this enquiry, stating
that there would be grave objection locally to Canadian ownership of water-
side property in St. John's, and asking for his views on the proposal.
.,,
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1156-Y-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures ,

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to • Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

St. John's, June 19, 1942

I

Dear Norman [Robertson],

After talking over with Sir Wilfrid Woods the matter of taking over the
Naval Bases and on his recommendation, I sent several copies of a

memorandum,i copies of which are enclosed herewith.

It is the same as the letter with the amendments â^ Ïead as followsl^ster
of the Navy, except that I changed Clause 11 so th

11. When I was in Ottawa, I was instructed by the War Cabinet to take the
matter up informally with the Commission of Government of Newfoundland and
obtain their opinion before the matter was submitted to the United Kingdom

Government.

In my original draft, I asked for the "approval" of the
Newfoundl ud

Government. Upon consideration, however, I realized that the
Commission of Government could not give me their approval without first
consulting with the Dominions Office.

' th h ital and the Hon. Mr. WinterAs Sir John Puddester was ill m e osp
was in Canada,,a full meeting of the Commission could not be held until

this week. which
I had a conference with Sir Wilfrid Woods after the second meeting Corn-

mission
held yesterday afternoon. He told me that the decision to their

mission was to send a cable to the Dominions Office inquiring as
attitude and advice, with the recommendation from the Commission that the
title be held in the name of the British Admiralty.

I asked him not to send this telegram and he agreed to wait until I had a
reply by telegram to this letter.

Although Sir Wilfrid Woods did not tell me what occurred ul the
of the Commission, I would gather that while he himself wo
to recommend the approval, the other two members of the Commi

ssion
ngrthe

the United Kingdom did not want to do anything without firs ^hey
views of the' Dominions Office. I also think that the three Newfoundland
members of the Commission were afraid of arousing public opinion
agreed to the proposal, and especially so at the present time after

The

^ Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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Financial Post's intrusion into the political situation and the awaking of the
strong anti-Confederate feeling which has always existed here.i

So far as I can gather, there would not be any objection by the New-
foundland Commission of Government to the removal of the dual control
so as to allow the Royal Canadian Navy to make prompt decisions without
having to consult with the United Kingdom officials.

. There would also be no objection to taking over the leased property. As

Sir Wilfrid Woods put it to me in confidence, the only real. objection is to
the Canadian Government taking over the title to the Dockyard property and
the wharves on the dockyard site. The fear on the part of the Newfoundland
'Commissioners is that, with Canada holding such an extensive frontage in the
small harbour of St. John's, the property might be turned to commercial
purposes after the war.

I asked Sir Wilfrid if it would assist the obtaining of a favorable decision
if we offered to let the Newfoundland Government take over the Dockyard
property any time alter the war at cost, less depreciation. I suggested that
we might even agree that the property would not be used for commercial
purposes without the consent of the Newfoundland authorities. He thought
that either or both of these suggestions might help to obtain the approval of
the Newfoundland members of the Commission but he doubted it.

If, however, the decision is made for Canada to take the matter up with
the United Kingdom, I suggest that it might be advisable to include one or
both of these restrictions.

The present position is that Sir Wilfrid Woods has been instructed by the
'Commission to take the matter up with the Dominions Office and ask their
advice, but with the recommendation that the Commission of Government is
-opposed to the suggestion. Sir Wilfrid, however, said that he would not send
this cable, but would wait for two or three days so that I could receive a
7eply from Ottawa.

You will understand that officially I have not received any reply to my
memorandum. The information given to me by Sir Wilfrid Woods was entirely
unof6cial and confidential, and the information he gave me should not be
disclosed to the U.K. High Commissioner in Canada or to the Dominions
'Office.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

'The Financial Post avait distribué un ques- 1 The Financial Post had circulated a ques-

tionnaire demandant aux Terre-Neuviens sils tionnaire asking Newfoundlanders to express
étaient pour ou contre la Confédération avec an opinion for or against Confederation with
le Canada. Les réponses furent presque toutes Canada; the results were almost entirely
négatives. negative.
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603. 1156-Y-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 132 Ottawa, June 27, 1942
Reference your telegram No. 144 of June 26th.1 In view of attitude of

Commission of Government towards proposed transfer of title of naval base
reported in your letter of June 19th, we do not think it advisable to press
proposal further at present. Please advise the Commission accordingly.

604. 1156-AC-39

Le commissaire aux Services publics à l'officier supérieur, détachement
de la MRC à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to Flag Officer,
Newfoundland Force

St. John's, July 4, 1942

I

E

A
4;

:,

VM

Dear Admiral Murray,
With reference to your letter to me (7918/652) of the 12th May, 1942,z

relative to the proposed Railway Dry Dock, and to your interview with me
on the 2nd July, 1942, when you told me that you were recommending to
Ottawa that the Dry Dock should be installed at Bay Bulls on a site which
you pointed out to me on a plan, I write to inform you that the Commission
of Government would be prepared to approve the proposed site and would
be agreeable to acquiring the necessary land as part of its contribution to
the Railway Dry Dock. No action will be taken by this Government, of
course, until we hear that your Government definitely intends to carry out
the Bay Bulls proposal. You will no doubt be good enough to keep me
informed of the progress made in the settlement of this matter.

Yours sincerely,
w. W. WOODS

605. 11,56-AC-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux Services publics

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner for Public Utilities

No. 68 [St. John's,] August 18, 1942

Dear Sir Wilfrid [Woods],
I have now been instructed that the War Committee of the Cabinet, after

discussion, has approved the recommendation of the Minister of National

' Non reproduit.
' Non reproduite.

i Not printed.
' Not printed.
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Defence for Naval Services for authority to construct a marine railway at Bay
Bulls to supplement the drydocking facilities at St. John's.

It is estimated that the initial cost of the whole project will be $2,000,000
and that $1,000,000 additional will be required to provide a netted anchorage
which will also be used to relieve the congestion of ships in the Harbour of
St. John's.

As already arranged, the Newfoundland Commission of Government will
contribute the sum of $300,000 towards this project.

I understand that the Commission of Government has approved of the site
at Bay Bulls which has been selected by the Admiralty for the purpose.

When the marine railway is installed, it is proposed that it should be
operated by and under the direction of the Canadian Navy.

I discussed with you yesterday the matter of the acquisition of the title
to the necessary land required for the project and today I had a telephone
call from the Honourable Angus L. Macdonald, Minister for the Navy, who
told me that the Canadian Admiralty were all set now to proceed with the
project and desired to go ahead as quickly as possible. He had in mind that
in view of the large investment by the Canadian Government title to the
property would be placed in fee simple in the name of the Canadian Govern-
ment. I have recommended to him, however, that a 99 year lease might be
more acceptable to the Commission of Government and he has authorized
me to request that the title should accordingly be in the name of the Canadian
Government for that term of years, at a nominal rental.

There has been a long delay in getting this much needed project to finality
since the time it was first suggested at the meeting of the Honourable Mr.
Emerson, you and myself in Montreal last March. This, as you know, was
due in a large measure to the difficulty in deciding on the proper site. Now
that the project has been finally approved and the money authorized by the
Canadian Government, I sincerely hope that the matter can be closed out
and work started immediately. Personally I regard it as one of the most
hnportant steps which can be taken in the Battle of the Atlantic and defence
of Newfoundland. The project will not only relieve the congestion in the
Harbour of St. John's but will permit of the drydock being used in making
prompt repairs to merchant shipping. The marine railway should be able to
take care, in a large measure at least, of the repairs to Destroyers, Bangors,
Fairmiles and other small war vessels which are engaged in the Battle of the
Atlantic.

Yours faithfully,

[C. J. BURCHELL]
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606. 1156-AC-39^

Le commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire à 'Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

11/01/56 St. John's, August 24, 1942

Dear Mr. Burchell,
I write to inform you that I placed your letters No. 68 and 691 of the 18th

and 21st August, 1942, respectively, relative to the construction of a Marine
Railway at Bay Bulls, before the Commission of Government this morning.

I am to inform you that the Commission of Government has formally
approved of the project outlined in your letter on the understanding that the
Canadian Government will hold the property on a lease from the Newfound-
land Government for a period of 99 years, subject to the following conditions:

(1) During the War the property to be used for any purpose connected
with the war effort.

(2) After the War the property to be used for Naval purposes only.

It will be necessary for the Government of Newfoundland to acquire the
private property required for the Dry Dock so that it may be leased to the
Government of Canada. It would be agreeable to the Newfoundland Govern-
ment that it should proceed to acquire the property forthwith, treating the
cost of acquisition as part payment of the contribution of $300,000 which
this Government undertook to make towards the project.

It is understood that the lease of the property will be on a nominal rental.
Yours faithfully,

W. W. WOODS

607. NPA GN1/3 1/42

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECRAM 47 [St. John's,] October 24, 1942

SECRET. Your Telegram No. 579 Secret, of the 15th October. 2

' Commission proposes to acquire property for lease to Canadian Govern
ment, treating cost of acquisition as part payment of contribution of $300,000
previously offered. The marine railway will be operated by and under the
direction of the Canadian Navy.

We are now informed that installation of marine railway is to be put in
hand and that contract has been placed by Canadian Government. In these

^ Non reproduite. Not printed.
' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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circumstances, your approval is requested of the payment from Newfound-
land funds of the contribution of $300,000 referred to above.

At the request of the Ministry of War Transport the Commission of Gov-
ernment has also decided, subject to your approval and to a favourable report
on completion of survey of the harbour bottom, to install at Bay Bulls a
system of mooring trots for the use of merchant vessels, at an estimated cost
of $100,000. Approval of the installation of a similar system at St. John's
was given in Lord Cranborne's Despatch No. 27, of 28th January, 1942.1
Bay Bulls is used during the winter as a reserve anchorage for St. John's,
but the present mooring facilities are inadequate and last winter several
ships

were endangered. Your approval of this additional expenditure is
requested, subject to the satisfactory completion of the survey now being
undertaken.

608.
DND HQS 19-6-10

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au quartier général du CARC, Londres

Chief of the Air Staff to RCAF Headquarters, London

TELEGRAM X793
[Ottawa,] November 6, 1942

IMPORTANT. MOST SECRET. Necessity for anti-submarine sweeps and con-
voy patrols E.A.C. connecting with similar Air Operations Coastal Command
to ensure continuity offensive action against enemy submarines in protecting
our shipping North Atlantic fully realized in 1941 and suggestions for neces-
sary cooperation made in A. V. M. Anderson's memorandum to A.O.C.-in-C.
Coastal Command dated 4 July, 1941. Advise you procure copy. Suggestion
made at time that Liberator aircraft based at Gander would be necessary to
undertake patrols to mid-Atlantic meeting point between 2 commands during
winter months when long range Catalinas could not operate from Botwood.
This requirement still holds and applies to summer months as well since
actual operations this past summer have proven practical operational radius
of action figure for Catalinas is 'not beyond 600 nautical miles frôm base.
For instance on Catalina flight from Botwood to 38° W. distance 762 nautical
miles out of total 21 hours 22 minutes airborne only 4 hours could be spent
with convoy. Remainder flying time consumed flying to and from convoy.
Liberator on same flight duration could have spent 12 hours with convoy.
For flights distance 600 to 800 nautical miles from Newfoundland essential
aircraft have higher cruising speed than Catalina owing strong prevailin westwinds. Mid-ocean meeting
Ireland g point between Coastal Command Base North

and Eastern Air Command Base Gander is 850 nautical miles[.] To
make aircraft coverage at this distance worth while essential that aircraft
remain in patrol area at least 8 hours.
knots at least required Aircraft with cruising speed 150 to 155

and Liberator LB 30 only known aircraft in America
Non reproduite.

Not printed.
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fills this requirement.
Owing bad weather, difficulty developing air base

facilities and problem sea transportationMuch more
no intention

in

Newfoundland
south Greenland wlufor

ch are c
convoiSéatO°western end convoy route and all flying

between bases and convoys are [sic] over waters infesterdmby ^ Cô^s ô^cers
no means securing Liberator aircraft as senior U.S. Army
are not impressed with our bids for aircraft to operat e Canada.

asking U.S.A .
Admiralty and Air Ministry should show their zeal to help by line
to supply R.C.A.F. with one squadron LB 30's plus would
for these urgent operations. Alternatively U.K. provision to

similarly meet situation.

DND HQS 19-6-10

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au commandantdant de l'aviation,

région aérienne de

Chief of the Air Staff to Air Officer Commanding,
Eastern Air Command

[Ottawa,] January 4, 1943
SECRET

CONVOY PATROLS BY R.A.F. AIRCRAFT

EASTERN AIR COMMAND

concM
inister

1. For your information, under date of November 23rd th^p
rime

over
'in the United Kingdom signalle^nourvoPrime

th
Nfinister

e centre of ethe Trans-Atlan^c
the recent heavy losses from Y -range
route and asking permission to use Goose Bay and Gander â iônlW^ ^ de
Liberator aircraft of Coastal Command on A/S patrols. Intim erate
that later they may wish to send a Coastal Command squadron to op

from these bases.
, 1 gave assurance of all

2. Our Prime Minister s reply dateU-boat act vities and drew attention to
possible assistance to combat enemy Gander and Torbay
the fact that our B.R. squadrons based at ô°t ^^e' Western Atlantic area
had provided A/S sweeps and conv y p to 700 nautical miles

'

609.

since 1940-41, and although we could do sweeps up the strong revai ing
and give convoy protection up to 550 nautical1 dan area. TheThe Sug-
westerly winds did not permit extension econthe

mical if the United Kingdom
gestion was made that it would b

us have the long-range Liberator aircraf t and we w Iatidons pandwould let
fully rained crews already experienced on Western Atlantic ope
base facilities and do the patrols. I

1 Not printed.
'! Non reproduite.
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3. The reply from the United Kingdom dated December 14th' expressed
appreciation of our assurance of assistance and requested that R.A.F. and
R.C.A.F. Staffs make arrangements for servicing and refuelling Liberators at
Goose Bay and Gander as soon as possible. Regret was expressed that the
United Kingdom was unable to meet our request for long-range aircraft as
the number of Liberators available was too small to allow any to be perman-
ently based in the Western Atlantic.

4. Our Prime Minister's reply dated December 16th1 expressed regret at
the United Kingdom being unable to supply aircraft and allow us to supply
the crews, base facilities and do the patrols. Information was given that base
facilities at Gander and Goose Bay were limited, but if the United Kingdom
operations envisage occasional aircraft arriving at Gander and Goose Bay for
rearming and refuelling, such facilities could be arranged. The suggestion was
made that as full information on local conditions for Western Atlantic flying
was only available in Canada, the conference with the United Kingdom Staffs
should be held here.

5. The replyi received from the United Kingdom concurs that detailed
arrangements for the operation of the Liberator aircraft at Goose Bay and
Gander should be made in Canada, and 2 R.A.F. officers will be sent over at
once to discuss arrangements with the R.C.A.F.

6. In the meantime, the Air Force Member of the Canadian Joint Staff,
Washington, is making every endeavour to secure Liberator (LB-30) air-
craft for R.C.A.F. long-range operations in the Western Atlantic area.

7. May the above information please be passed to A.O.C., No. 1 Group,
St. John's, Newfoundland, with instructions that he or a representative of
his staff be prepared to supply the forthcoming conference between R.C.A.F.
and R.A.F. Staffs with information concerning the facilities which can be
provided at Gander and Goose Bay for the crews and Liberators from Coastal
Command which are to operate from this side of the Atlantic.

8. Your own staff should also review the implications involved in the
operation of Coastal Command aircraft within your Command and be pre-
pared to discuss such points as command, control, briefing of Coastal Com-
mand crews and furnishing up-to-date intelligence on U-boat activities and
meteorological information, co-ordination of long-range patrols with Coastal
Command patrols from Iceland and Northern Ireland and the communication
channels and information required to ensure such co-ordination, escort and
reconnaissance frequencies and passing of operational information air-to-
ground and ground-to-air, radio aids to navigation and flying control assis-
tance and facilities, Aircraft Call Signs and Movement Serial Indicators,
aircraft maintenance, aircraft spares, bombs, depth charges, ammunition and
fuel, aircrew and ground crew accommodation, messing, R.C.A.F. issues and
accounts. "

L. S. BREADNER
Air Marshal

I Not printed.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinel

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, January 6, 1943

mendation.

NAVAL BASE, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND-EXPENDITURES ON

ADMIRALTY ACCOUNT.

1. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES submitted
a report concerning expenditures on the naval base at St. John's.

Authority had been given for expenditure up to $5,000,000 for United
Kingdom account but as this limit had already been exceeded as a result of
further necessary work still. iri progress, additional 'authority was required
in order to enable payment to be made to contractors.

In order that there should be no delay in the work of construction,
it was recommended that, subject to the British Admiralty's approval, Canada
provide funds to meet progress payments to contractors for U.K. account
up to an additional amount of $1,000,000. An explanatory note had been
circulated.

(Letter, Director of Contracts, Department of Munitions and Supply,
to Deputy Minister of National Defence for Naval Services, December
30, 1942-C.W.C. document 3791).

2. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the Minister's recom-

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Cômité de guerre' du' Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War, Committee

SECRET Ottawa, January 21, 1943

REPORT BY THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF

R A F USE OF CANADIAN BASES FOR CONVOY PATROLS

the R.C.A.F.
. .•.. *

15. THE CHIEF OF THE A IR ; STAFF reported that officers of the R.A.F.
Coastal Command had arrived in Canada to discuss the use of bases in
Labrador, and Newfoundland by R.A.F. long range aircraft.

It now appeared that the United Kingdom did, in fact, propose to base
aircraft on the western side of the Atlantic, rather than use these bases
merely for refuelling and servicing. Discussions were now in progress with

i Non reproduit. ,. I I Not printed.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes ôf a Meeting* of Cabinet War Committee

61t`

CWC

SECRET Ottawa, February 10, 1943:

USE OF LABRADOR AND NEWFOUNDLAND BASES BY THE R.A.F.

9. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR submitted a report on.
arrangements made between the R.A.F. and R.C.A.F. for the use of New-
foundland and Labrador bases by the R.A.F. Coastal Command for anti-
submarine patrols

Permission had been granted to base a detachment of three R.A.F. Liber-
ators at Gander and to divert other Liberator aircraft on patrols to Gander
or other bases in Labrador and Newfoundland as weather conditions might
require.

Control of the Coastal Command aircraft, operating from the bases in the
Eastern Air Command, would be exercised through headquarters at St..
John's, Newfoundland, R.A.F. personnel being supplied for this purpose.

(Memorandum, D.C.A.S. to the Minister, Feb. 4, 19431)

10. THE WAR COMMITTEE noted the Minister's report.

613.
•^- 1156-Y-391:.,

Le haut commissaire it Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs •

DESPATCH 146
St. John's, March 3, 1943;

Sir,

I have : the honour to refer to your despatch No. 47 of February 23,.
19432, relative to informing the Newfoundland Commission of Government:
Prior to the commencement. of negotiations for the acquisition of property
in Newfoundland for defence purposes.

2. I note from this despatch and from the accompanying letter from the-
Deputy Minister that it has apparently been decided to construct a marine:
railway at H.M.C. Dockyard in the harbour of St. John's.

1 Non reprod •
' Non re r^L ' Not printed.P oduitc. . : . ^ :^ • Not printed.
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612

3. This is the first information I have had from you of this proposal•blic

4. I conferred with Sir Wilfrid Woods who, as Commise^e lonoPos
Pomes

Utilities, bas general jurisdiction over the harbour, P
.

as a complete surprise to him. must meet with
5. It must, of course, be appreciated that the proposal

the approval of Sir Wilfrid Woods, the Commission of Government and

the Board of Harbour Commissioners. as to the ro-
6. Sir Wilfrid Woods asked me to obtain full information to how fa pthe

posed project and he particularlY asked for
extend

informa
the harbour and how

cradle and the marine railway would

it
would constitute a further blocking of the narrow entrance to the

far
wharf and drydock of the Newfoundland Railw

Emerson ,
•

K.C., Commissioner for
7. I am writing the Hono^^ l^eL. E.

substace of the information contained
Justice and Defence, giving letter I state that the matter
in your despatch under reference but in my
of the marine railway is one which is merely under

and haatp

am informing Sir Wilfrid Woods of vthe
al of the

proposal. I
Board of

also state
Harbour Commis-

plication will be made for the app roval with.
sioners and of the Commission of Government before it is proceeded

for Naval

8. May I add that when the Minister of é^at athiD matter was being
me

Services was in St. John's, he mentioned to
ed, but I did not know that the project had proceeded foraNavalconsider

that
'directions had been sent by the Department of héuou alDef

e

of the proposed
Services to purchase the Hickman property for P rPo

marine railway. osed to open
9. Your despatch under reference ônt behalf of it the Br tish . AdmiraltY

negotiations for additional properties
Delegation". -The accompanying letter however states that the hospital is to

be a Royal Canadian Naval Hospital. Cana-the Cana-
10. Please advise if the marine railway is being constructed

Canadianin the
dian Naval authorities and if the title to same is toent Please also ad vise if the
Government or the United lhas approved

m of the construction of askedUnited Kingdom Government
'
wa . Sir Wilfrid Woods asked me this question.this .modo^ Gôve ment

me also if the original proposal came from the Uni ted
had no i^â ormation on this

or the Canadian Government. I told him that
point but would obtain this information for him. uired in

11. Please also advise if the site for the new hospito ^é Ûn t d Kingdorn
the name of the Canadian Government or in the nam

e

Government.
I have etc.

C. J. BüRCpELL
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre 'du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, April 7, 1943
SECRET.

EXPANSION OF NAVAL BASE, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

7. THE SECRETARY reported that the Minister of National Defence for
Naval Services recommended approval of British Admiralty proposals for
expansion of the naval base at St. John's, Newfoundland, at a cost estimated
between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000.

The cost would be borne by the Admiralty who, in this connection, had
approved an immediate order for Canadian lumber at a cost of $1,000,000.

An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Extract from Naval Board Minute, Mar. 29, 1943-C.W.C. docu-

ment 4621).
8. THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF submitted a memorandum explaining

that - the proposed expansion of facilities was rendered necessary by the
substantially increased numbers of escort and merchant ships to be employed
on the North Atlantic run for which maintenance would have to be provided.
St. John's would have to be developed to the utmost for this purpose.

It was essential that materials be ordered at once, in order to ensure that
the additional facilities required would be available by the winter of 1943-44.

(Memorandum, Director of Organization, R.C.N. to Chief of Naval

Staff, Apr. 6, 19431).
9. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved proceeding with the

proposed extension of facilities at St. John's; it being agreed that the Canadian
War Supplies Allocation Board (when established) would give consideration
to the conditions which should govern the undertaking as between the British

and Canadian Governments.

1156-Y-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
, aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 38 St. John's, April 11, 1943

IMMEDIATE PRIORITY. ^ Reference your despatch No. 82 of March 26,2
acquisition of additional property for Naval development.

}

I
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I have not yet met Seal but Millsz has kept me informed and has asked
me to send. this telegram to you and. obtain instructions from you. Mills
advises that Seal proposes in place of acquiring further expensive freehold
properties here that land be secured on lease with option to British
Admiralty to remove buildings and fixtures after war or in case of certain
particularly expensive lands and where new building is not too valuable
to agree to turn building itself over after the war as compensation in lieu
of rental. In case of new 250 bed Naval hospital

hospital
suitable

whi h
happens to be alongside tuberculosis hospital and mental
institutions are both owned by Newfoundland Government. It is tentatively
proposed by Seal that Newfoundland Government acquire site and put in

Newfoundland Gov-necessary water and sewerage services at expense of
ernment on condition that hospital be turned over to Newfoundland Gov-
ernment after the war to be used as an addition to present tuberculosis

hospital.
Mills agrees that foregoing proposals are the most satisfactory to deal with

the matter provided Canadian Government concurs.
As suggested by Newfoundland Government, it is also proposed that New-

foundland Government should carry on all negotiations for acquisit^^nanof
additional property required to be purchased or leased and witho

any

Canadian representative taking any part in negotiations. Newfoundland Gov-
ernment thinks they can arrange more favourable terms.
.. You will understand that Seal is conducting all negotiations with New-
foundland Government in the matter but Mills and I assume that as Canadian
Government is supplying the money proposals should have the approval of
the Canadian Government. Mills is leaving by plane tomght weather per-
mitting 'and Seal proposes leaving tomorrow afternoon. Understand from
`Mills that Seal proposes to confer with me on the matter tomorrow morning.but I
Bis proposals are of course subject to approval by; British Admi tsending
assume he will want to know Canadian attitude towards them before
cable to England regarding same.

There has been no further discussion about Canadian Government ac-
quiring title to Naval property here since receipt of your telegram No. 132
,of June 27 except that no objection was raised to title of marine railway
property at Bay Bulls being vested in Canadian Government on 99 year lease.

Understand from Mills that Seal is disposed to favor all Naval property
being handed over to Canadian Government but as I have not yet not want
he has not discussed the matter with me. Presume, however, you do
me to reopen this question at this stage and, in any event, do not think it
would meet any more favourable response at present time than it previously

did.
Understand that proposed new developments will cost some six to eight

million dollars.
onal

z Deputy Minister of Nati
1W. O. Mills, sous-ministre de la Défense W. O. Mills,

nationale pour les Services navals. - Defence for Naval Servicd.
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.5206-40

Le haut commissiare de Grande-Bretagne au sous=secrétaire d'État
aux Ahanes extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1003A/4
Ottawa, April 12, 1943

SECRET

Dear Mr. Robertson,
In a telegram from the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs I am

informed that the Admiralty and the United Kingdom Ministry of War
Transport are concerned at the increasing evidence that by winter the
shortage of repair facilities for warships and merchant vessels on the East
Coast of Canada and in Newfoundland will have become acute unless urgent
steps are taken now to remedy the deficiencies. The Canadian Government
will be - aware of the difficulties which have been encountered during the
past year in- meeting adequately the needs of these ships. Moreover a large
increase is envisaged in the number of merchant vessels and escorts employed
on .the North Atlantic route by the end of 1943.

To meet this situation it has been suggested that a combined Canadian-
United Kingdom and United States Committee should be set up immediately,
under Canadian chairmanship, to examine repair problems for warships and
merchant vessels as a whole on the basis that the number of vessels involved
will increase considerably. It is suggested that this Committee might be
constituted by using the Ship Repair and Salvage Advisory Committee as a
nucleus : and adding (i) further United Kingdom representatives to' advise on
requirements ` of British merchant ships and warships; (ii) representatives
from Newfoundland so far as facilities in Newfoundland are concerned; and
(iii) United Stàtes representatives to advise on the requirements of United
States ships and in' respect of facilities at Argentia.

The United Kingdom Government hope that these proposals will commend
themselves to the Canadian Government and I should be grateful if you
would let- me know the views - of the Canadian Government for transmission
to Mr. Attlee.

Yours sincerely,
MALCOLM MACDONALD

NPA GN1/3 1/43

! .,. ' Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions 1

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

,TELECRAM 116 [St. John's,] April 13, 1943

SECRET. Follôwing . for Admiralty f rom Seal. Begins.' I want to point out
the complete change which has occurred in the Canadian attitude. When
I originally came here, they were vacillating about undertaking the con-
struction. We were able to arrange, on the lines suggested by the Admiralty,

I
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nection (see B.A.D. 1531/5/2, para. 5)i are still valid. Ends.

I admit the finàncial anomaly, but it is worth while to preserve the goodwill
of all concerned. The arguments I have previously put forward in this con-

which we nominally own the base which is still acceptable to all concerned.
The above is not to say that we should abandon the arrangement'under

future anything goes wrong. I cannot put this point too strongly.
sanction from us to spend their own monèy, and will also blame us if in
the base. If we refuse sanction, they will feel humiliated at having to ask

- In my judgment it is essential that the Admiralty and the Treasury should
accept without question the scheme as and when it finally emerges with the
approval of the Canadian Cabinet. There is a strong and growing feeling
that the Canadians are providing the money and are responsible for operating

about the case which exists for each of the items.
in the preparation of the scheme, and we are therefore not so fully informed
to be fully developed. But Hunter and I have not taken part as hitherto
regrettably expensive, is forced on us by Military necessity, if the port is

or criticisms I have made he has represented in his own consultations with
the Commodore. We both agree that the scheme which has emerged though

and I have seen eye to eye, and I respect his judgment. Any suggestions
I have throughout been on excellent terms with the Deputy Minister. He

Minister and the Canadian Cabinet.
an agreed Canadian Naval Service plan, which they will present to the
requirements most thoroughly and carefully, and- have presented us with
Engineering, have all been present. They have gone into the Commodore's
Director of Organization, and a representative of the Board Member for
During our visit, the Deputy Minister, the Board Member for Supply, the

We now find that N.S.H.Q. are taking a direct and effective interest.
pared. from our knowledge to vouch for its necessity.
ments. We accordingly went in detail into every requirement, and were pre-

that we should call the tune so far as the works were concerned, provided
we came to an amicable agreement with the Commodore about his require-

that they would provide the contractor and the dollars, and we should
own the freehold. Whilst these arrangements were being made, and the first
instalment of the work under construction, N.S.H.Q. were perfectly happy

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, April 16, 1943

NAVAL BASE ST JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND

April 7th.

17. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES reported

further upon ' this matter which had been discussed at the meeting of

'Non reproduit. ' Not printed.



It now appeared that further expenditures of some $3,000,000 would be
required to -complete the -present programme. In addition, the new pro-
gramme of expansion made necessary by the increased use of the base would
require some $7,000,000 more which would bring the total costs to approxi-
mately $16,000,000. -

The Deputy Minister had gone over plans on the spot with the Admiralty
representative and recommended approval. Since this development was con-
sidered nécessary for reasons already explained to the War Committee, it
was recommended that the additional expenditure be authorized. Copies of
communications exchanged between the High Commissioner for Canada in
Newfoundland and the Secretary of State for External Affairs had been
circulated.

(Airmail despatch No. 82, from External Affairs to Canadian High
Commissioner in Newfoundland, March 26;1 airmail despatch No. 205,
from Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland to External Affairs,
March 29;1 telegram No. 38, from Canadian High Commissioner in
Newfoundland to External Affairs, April 11-C.W.C. document 487).

18. THE WAR CoMM1TTEE, after discussion, approved in principle the
Minister's recommendation, subject to concurrence of the Minister of
Finance.

1156-Y-39

Le commissaire aux Services publics à l'officier supérieur,
détachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to Flag Officer,
Newfoundland Force

[St. John']s, April 29, 1943

I have received from Mr. R. Hunter, Superintending Civil Engineer,British
Admiralty Delegation, a memo2 forwarding a copy of a message2 to

the Admiralty from Mr. Seal of the Britich Admiralty Delegation outlining
proposals by the Admiralty St. John's Mission for expansion of Naval repair
facilities at St. John's and a second memoz containing a schedule of sites
which the Admiralty, desire to acquire in connection with the provision of
these facilities. The last mentioned memo contains a request for recommenda-
tions by me as to the terms on which the properties should be acquired.

You will appreciate that it is absolutely necessary that I should be informed
Officially and formally that these projects have been definitely approved and
their financial implications formally accepted by the British Admiralty and

1 Non reproduite.
' Non reproduit. - ' ' Not printed.

' Not printed.
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by the Canadian Government before I can undertake any. effective negotia-
tions for the acquisition of the sites. Will you please take the necessary steps
to obtain these necessary communications to me.

Yours faithfully,
W. W. WOODS

620. NPA GN1/3 1/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur dé Terre-Neuve
Dominions Secretary to Governor of New f oundland

TELEGRAM 209 [London,] May 11, 1943

SECRET. Your telegram of the 22nd April No. 129.1 At the Atlantic
Convoy Conference in Washington it was agreed that Canada would assume
responsibility for the naval and air protection and routeing of North Atlantic
trade convoys between the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom
west of the western ocean meeting point.

'2., The Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast has now assumed the title
of Commander-in-Chief Canadian North Atlantic Approaches (short title
C.-in-C. C.N.A.). Flag Officer Newfoundland is responsible to C.-in-C.
C.N.A., for the co-ordination of air and naval protection of convoys in the
Labrador Newfoundland area.

3. The above arrangement for the transfer of responsibility for trade con
voys from the United States to Canada does not in any way affect the strategic
responsibility of the United States for the whole Western Atlantic area and
United States forces will continue to be based on Argentia for the execution
of their allotted strategic tasks.

4. These changes took effect on 30th April.
5. It is probable that with the increase in the total number of escort

vessels coming into service there will be a proportional increase in the
number based on Newfoundland. No accurate estimate of increase can be
made as it will depend on operational considerations.

621. 1156-Y-39

Le haut commissalre d Terre-Neuve au _ secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland. to Secretary of State
for External Affairs 1943

DESPATCH 396, St. John's, June 9,

SECRET

Sir,.:,
May I refer to your despatch No. 391 of June 29, 1942,z and to pr eviolis

St.
despatches - regarding the matter of the title to the Naval property in
John's, Newfoundland.
` , .

'Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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- 2: As mentioned in your despatch No. 103 of May 23, 1942,1 the Cabinet
War Committee at a meeting held on May 14, 1942, had agreed that after
conference with the Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland, the
Minister of National Defence for Naval Services and the Minister of Finance
should report and make recommendations generally regarding Canada-
Newfoundland defence arrangements and specifically with regard to the
Naval base.

3. During my visit to Ottawa last month, I had discussions on the subject
with the Minister of Finance and also with the Minister of National Defence
for Naval Services and prepared a memorandumz for the Honourable Mr.
Ilsley and the Honourable Mr. Macdonald, a copy of which is enclosed
herewith..

4. A final conference on this subject was held in Ottawa on May 28, 1943
at which there were present the Minister of Finance and his Deputy, Dr.
Clark, the Minister of National Defence for Naval Services and his Deputy,
Mr. Mills, and I was also present as High Commissioner for Canada.

5. I. reported to Mr. Robertson verbally on the decisions arrived at
at this conference and stated that I would send a formal report as a matter of
record.

6. The following matters were agreed upon at the conference-
(a) The Canadian Government would continue to pay for the ex-

penditures on Naval properties in the City of St. John's including
the additions which have been recently approved by the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of the United Kingdom. It
was estimated that, with the expenditures to date and the additions
now proposed, the total amount paid out by the Dominion Gov-
ernment on behalf of the United Kingdom Government will be
$16,000,000.

(b) The amount of these expenditures will stand as a charge against
the United Kingdom Government for settlement after the war.
If the present credit balance of. the Canadian Government in Lon-
don is now $700,000,000 the amount will be increased by $16,-
000,000, making a total of $716,000,000.

(c) The title to all the Naval property in the City of St. John's, both
leasehold and freehold, will remain in the Government of the
United Kingdom and all additional property required, either lease-
hold or freehold, will be in the name of the Government of the
United Kingdom.

7. Thë difficulties mentioned in my memorandum, with which the Cana-
dian Naval Services have had to contend during recent months, will still
continue but Mr. Mills explained that there had been agreement between
himself and Mr. Seal with respect to the new additions now proposed and that
he did not anticipate any serious difficulties which could not be adjusted
between them. I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELLNon reProduite.
' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.

2 Not printed.
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,622. DND HQS 19-6-10

Mémorandum du directeur du personnel militaire du Conseil de YAir
au directeur de l'organisation du Conseil de l'Air

Memorandum from Air Member for Air Staff to Air Member
for Organization, Air Staff

:SECRET [Ottawa,] June 10, 1943

1. It has been decided that the control of Liberator aircraft operating from
R.C.A.F. bases is to be exercised by No. 1 Group Headquarters.i

2. The meteorological staff at No. 1 Group is required to act in the same
capacity as the meteorological staff at E.A.C. Headquarters, except that
they restrict themselves to the activities within No. 1 Group. They are
required to provide forecast information with respect to all the aerodromes
in Newfoundland, and alternates in Labrador, Iceland and the U.K. They
are further required to provide forecasts for patrol activity over the north
Atlantic for a distance of half way to the U.K. Forecasts for landing on
the other side of the Atlantic are necessary since it may occasionally be
found necessary to divert aircraft to Iceland or the U.K.

3. Meteorological office is also required to provide information as to
the probability that air coverage will be able to be provided the following
day at the daily joint conference between the Naval and R.C.A.F. Operations
Staffs.

4. It is requested, therefore, that the following establishment changes
to No. 1 Group Headquarters be made ...

W. I. CLEMENS, G.C.

623. 5206-40

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue à Ottawa pour discuter du problème de la
réparation des navires de guerre et des navires marchands sur la cote

est du Canada et de Terre-Neuve

'Minutes of a Meeting held in Ottawa to Discuss Repair Problem for
Warships and Merchant Vessels on the East Coast of Canada and

Newfoundland

M.S. 1078-13-11

.SECRET

Ottawa, August 12, 1943

The committee were advised that, in connection with St. John's New-
foundland, original developments on the north shore and the north side

of the harbour were now in operation, and that extensive further develop-

ments on the south shore had been approved and would be proceeded with
_. _ • . .

^ Basé à St. John's. - ^ Based at St. John's.

®
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with as little delay as possible. The plans with regard to these developments
made provision for the maximum repair facilities which it was considered
the Port of St. John's could accommodate. In addition, the United States
Government were providing an 1800 ton floating dry-dock for use at St.
John's which, it was anticipated, would be in operation this winter. A 3004
ton marine railway with ancillary shops was being constructed at Bay
Bulls, but this would not be ready for use this winter. Corner Brook,
Newfoundland, had also been developed as a ship repair base, but was
only open part of the year, due to ice conditions.

The United States Naval Observer advised that a 7000 ton floating dock
was now in operation at Argentia, and that very shortly wharves and repair
facilities would be completed ashore for ship repairs. It was also planned to
eventually place a 3000 ton floating dock, and a 1000 ton floating dock at
Argentia with commensurate ancillary facilities ashore for the operation of
these docks. The committee were advised that while all of these facilities
were primarily planned for the use of U.S. ships, when facilities were avail-
able they could be used for escort ships of other allied nations, and possibly,
in an emergency, for merchant ships. At the present time, pending completion
of the shore facilities, the U.S.N. repair ship Prairie is at Argentia.

The committee then proceeded to summarize the morning's discussion as
follows:

(a) The assumption must be made that strong enemy attacks on
our trade in the North Atlantic would continue, and on this basis
it would be reasonable to say that Naval escorts would probably
increase approximately 40% between mid 1943 and mid 1944,.
and 40% between 1944 and 1945, this allowing for a number of
the older ships being taken off escort duties, and a reasonable:
percentage of losses, the latter approximately 8%. •

(b) In çonnection with Royal Naval ships and other allied ships, with
the exception of Royal Canadian Naval ships, it would be expected
that running repairs only would be effected in Canadian and New-
foundland ports. •

(C) There will be some increase in the number of inerchant ships„
but the actual numbers could not be foreseen. It was, however,.
assumed that the load will not exceed 20% increase over the
present figure by mid 1944.

(d) There will be no increase in demand for repairs to United States.
naval ships in Eastern Canada.

In connection with the above conclusions, the committee was under. great
difflculty,in forecasting the load which may be required to be undertaken.
These conclusions were ieached, as far as information was available, on the
basis of the worst reasonable hypothesis, that is, submarine activities would
be renewed in force, and that, in addition, merchant ships would be aug-^
mented to meet European invasion requirements.
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The committee then made the following recommendations:

(1) That the Canadian Naval facilities now planned at St. John's, New-
foundland, and the Maritime Provinces should be completed and
fully manned as quickly as possible.

(2) That additional manpower of four to five thousand men should
be provided to Eastern Canadian yards without delay.

(3) That at St. John's, Newfoundland, in order to make provision
for the largest escort vessels and so free the Government drydock
for merchant vessels, a floating dock, not less than 3000 tons and
capable of taking the largest escort vessels and fleet destroyers,
should replace the 1800 ton floating dock as soon as available.
It was emphasized that due to its geographical position, St. John's,
Newfoundland is an important port of refuge for damaged convoy
ships.

(4) That the proposal already approved to augment the skilled forces of
the Newfoundland Government dry dock at St. John's by bringing
certain skilled labour from Great Britain, be proceeded with with-
out delay.

B. I. RANxiN
Ty.Pay.Lt.-Cdr., R.C.N.V.R.

. Secretary

. . .

624. 50218-40

:CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET New York, August 24-25, 1943

. . .

Royal Canadian Navy

3. The problem of ship repairs continues to increase, and is receiving the
attention of the various authorities. A wooden floating dock has been ob-
tained from United' States sources and is being towed to St. John's, Nfld.,
leaving New York August 20th. It is hoped that this will assist ai St._John's, Nfld., where the problem -of the lack of docking facilities is most
acute.
...

®

0
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625. -NPA S-4-2-4

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Dominions au commissaire
aux Services publics

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Dominions to
Commissioner for Public Utilities

N.517/13 [London,] September 14, 1943
SECRET.-

My dear Sir Wilfrid [Woods],
Thank you for your letter of the 17th Junei about the new Naval

developments in St. John's. This has been very helpful to us here in
considering the final arrangements.

Discussion with the Canadians on the financial side has shown that
they not only fully accept the position that the Base is entirely a United
Kingdom responsibility-they themselves being in the position of temporary
users-but that they want us to pay for the new developments from our own
earnings of Canadian dollars. In other words it is now clear that there is no
question of their wishing to contribute towards the cost under the provisions
of their new Mutual Aid Act; and it appears too that they are prepared
to turn a blind eye to the implications of this, viz., that owing to our
shortage of Canadian dollars the effect of our footing the whole bill as pro-
posed will probably be to increase pro tante our drawings on their Mutual
Aid Fund for other purposes.

This is generally satisfactory and it is accordingly now proposed to go
ahead with the scheme on the basis that the cost will be borne wholly by
United Kingdom funds. Furthermore, as the Canadians have had their op-
portunity of putting forward suggestions from the financial standpoint and
are apparently quite content not to make any in relation either to the present
or the post-war position, there is no longer any need to pursue the post-war
aspect with them at the present time.

Yours sincerely,
P. A. CLUTTERBUCK

626. .
, . ^ . , .

NPA GN1/3 1/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

DESPATCH 318 . London, October 27, 1943
SECRET

Sir,

With reference to my predecessor's telegram No. 222 of the 14th May2,
I' have the honour to state that the question of financial responsibility. for

I
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the further development of naval facilities at St. John's now in progress
has been discussed with the Canadian authorities. It is agreed that the
Base is entirely the responsibility of the United Kingdom and that the cost
of the present scheme will be borne wholly by United Kingdom funds from
this country's earnings of Canadian dollars.

2. The question has been raised whether, in view of these considerable
developments, it would be desirable to arrive at any understanding as to
the future of the Base after the war. It is of course not possible to foresee
in present circumstances whether and for how long it will be necessary to
maintain the Base for defence reasons after the war, and this is a matter on
which the views of the Canadian Government will have to be ascertained
when the time comes. Having regard, however, to the position as regards
financial responsibility as described above and the uncertainty of the post-
war strategic situation, it is considered unnecessary to raise with the Canadian
Government at the present time any question of this nature. It is ap-
preciated that in the meantime the Commission of Government would wish
to be assured that any arrangements which may eventually be arrived at
for the post-war user of the Base will take full account of Newfoundland's
interests, and His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom are ready
to give an assurance to the Commission that the Admiralty will not sell or
lease any of the properties in question to any third party otherwise than in
consultation with the Newfoundland Government and after full consideration
of any special economic interests of Newfoundland which may be involved.

I have etc.

I

CRANBORNE

627. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et 'des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET New York, January 13-14, 1944

Royal Canadian Navy

1. Clearance of the enemy _ minefield in the approaches to St. John's,
Newfoundland, was continued. To. date, 34 mines have been swept, and no
further ships have been lost.

0
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628. NPA S-4-2-4

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Public Utilities to
Commission of Government of Newfoundland

P.U. 36-'44 [St. John's,] March 7, 1944

CONFIDENTIAL

I circulate for consideration by my colleagues a copy of the Report of a
Committeel appointed by me last October with the following terms of
reference:

To examine the circumstances of the two recent groundings of merchant
ships at the entrance to the port of St. John's with a view to recom-
mending practicable measures for reducing the hazards of navigation
through the Narrows.

2. The Report sets out the situation and I think it is clear that the only
serious hazard of navigation through the Narrows is the existence of the
shallow over the Merlin Rock.

3. My own view is that expressed in the Committee's Report, viz., that
we should take steps to have this obstruction reduced so that there will be
a clear channel 200 feet wide with 40 feet of water.

4. I put forward the matter for oral discussion.
W. W. WOODS

629. NPA S-5-2-1

Arrêté de la commission pour Terre-Neuve'

Decision of Commission of Government of Newfoundland

198-'44 [St. John's,] March 10, 1944

P.U. 36= 44. The Commissioner for Public Utilities was authorized, sub-
ject to possible modification in expenditure by the use of local facilities or
otherwise, to arrange for the removal of an obstruction in the entrance of
the harbour of St. John's at an estimated cost of $142,500.00.

W. J. CAREW

Secretary

Non reproduit. I Not printed.
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630.
1156-AC-39

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire suppléant' à Terre-Neuve
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to
Acting High Commissionerl in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 133 Ottawa, May 3, 1944

Sir,
May I refer to your despatch No. 174 of April 12, 19442 and other

correspondence concerning the Marine Railway at Bay Bulls.

2. The Department of National Defence (Naval Service) have now built
a repair base which includes a Marine Railway at Bay Bulls, Newfoundland
as well as a Boom Defence Depot.

3. In accordance with the arrangement made with the Commission of
Government as outlined in the copies of the two letters attached from Sir
Wilfrid Woods to the High Commissioner for Canada at St. John's, dated
August 24, 19422 and October 19, 1942,2 it is requested that early action be
taken whereby the Newfoundland Government will issue a lease on the lands
required by the Royal Canadian Navy for a term of ninety-nine years. It is
recommended that this lease be in the favour of His Majesty the King in
the right of Canada as represented by the Minister of National Defence, and
it is assumed that such lease will call for the payment of the nominal sum
of One Dollar per year by the Canadian Government.

.4. It is requested that the lease cover three parcels of land together with
the easements or right-of-ways, and a site for a dam which were required to
bring in a new water supply from the Bay Bulls River. These properties may
be roughly described as:

(a) that land and the water rights on which the repair base and Marine
Railway has been erected.

. (b) the plot of land and water lot beside St. John's road which was
formerly the site of the Fisheries Laboratory on which the Boom
Defence Depot has been erected. Permission was given verbally by
the Department of Public Works for the Royal Canadian Navy to
occupy this land and erect the necessary buildings, et cetera, on a
rent free basis pending finalization of the lease between the two
Governments.

(c) two plots of land in Bay Bulls Village on which the contr,
Cape and Company, have built their staff houses and other accon,
modation. These buildings belong to the Canadian Naval Serviceo
as they were included in a cost plus contract for the construction
of the Marine Railway, and it is considered desirable to hold
land on which they have been erected on the same basis a^â the
case of the sites for the repair base (Marine Railway)
Boom Defence Depot.. ; , ._

J. C. Britton.
' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.

3



5. Exact plans of the areas required, together with agreements regarding
water rights, both fresh and ocean, are available in F.O.N.F.'s Office and in
the Office of the Commissioner of Public Works for the Newfoundland Com-
mission of Government.

6. It will be noted from the letter of the 24 of August, 1942 from the
Commissioner for Public Utilities, that a contribution of $300,000 is to be
made by the Commission of Government towards the Marine Railway proj-
ect, and that the acquisition of the property is to be treated as part payment
of this contribution. It is suggested that you enquire of the Newfoundland
Government as to the amount available beyond the cost of acquisition of the
property and suggest that the Canadian Government would appreciate pay-
ment when convenient.

7. Negotiations have been concluded with the British Admiralty Delega-
tion in Washington with reference to the erection of a Naval Magazine in
the vicinity of Bay Bulls, but it has been decided that this magazine is to be
an Admiralty commitment, and therefore the acquisition of the site for the
magazine should not be treated as part of the lease required for the activities
of the Canadian Naval Service. The matter of this site for the erection of the
magazine will be treated as a separate subject, and the necessary request in
connection with it will be made through the customary channels which have
been set up to handle the sites required for Admiralty purposes in New-
foundland.

8. It is requested that you confer with the Newfoundland Commission of
.Government in order to expedite completion of the lease as soon as possible.

I have etc.
H. H. WRONG

for the Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1156-AC-39

Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newfôundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 220
St Jhn'. o s, May 8, 1944

With reference to your- despatch of May 3rd, 1944, No. 133 concerningthe
Marine Railway at Bay Bulls, I have the honour to advise that in ac-

cordance with your instructions, I conferred with Sir Wilfrid Woods, Com-
missioner for Public Utilities and Supply of the Newfoundland Government
to discuss the completion of the lease.

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,



had been largely completed although payment has not as yet been
in all cases..It is indicated that the amount available beyond the cos^ô the
acquisition of property will approximate $170,000. and that the Ne
land Government is now prepared to make part payment when desired.
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2. Sir Wilfrid Woods, who consulted with Sir Edward Emerson, Com-

missioner for Justice and Defence by telephone during our interview stated
that the Newfoundland Government desired that the Bay Bulls lease should
form part of the confirming act covering all Canadian properties in New-

foundland and should not be dealt with separately as is proposed in your

despatch under review. It was suggested by the Commissioner for Justice

and Defence that the Canadian Government might draft a lease covering

the Marine Railway at Bay Bulls, for consideration by the two Governments

and with the object of having the lease ready for inclusion in the Confirming

Act.'
3. Sir Edward Emerson and Sir Wilfrid Woods agreed that it was unde-

sirable from the standpoint of good relationship between Canada and New-

foundland to publish at frequent intervals the required notices of special
legislation confirming Canada's title in respect of properties. It is anticipated
by these two members of the Commission of Government that the publica-

tion of an Act confirming title in the Canadian Government for all of their
properties in Newfoundland would be greeted with unfavourable

on numerous
It is not desired, moreover, to have this publicity repeated o

lease.occasions by dealing with projects separately, such as the ôaY^ B^^estion
Sir Edward Emerson stated in confidence that he was av erse

the wholegaining ground that the *Commission of Government had gr
^formed meof Newfoundland to Canada and the United States. Sir Edwar d ar

in whichat the same time that there are at present several leases outstanding
the United States Government is involved.2

.. 4. In accordance with the agreement by which the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment is to contribute $300,000 towards the Marine Railway project, the

Commissioner for Public Utilities has stated that the acquisition of prop
erty

emplacements de pièces d'artillerie.

M po
de leurs bases, terrains destinés i devenir des for sun sites.

dditionneh tir des terrains aitubs sur deux up eases

.1 " V o i r la partie. S B i. ' Sec Part S H i. lement-
r9 Les États-Unis tentaient d'obtenir des baux ' The United States was seeking s°p? bases

1 for extra lands at two of its

I have etc.
J. C. BRITTON
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PARTIE 5/PART 5 1

LES MESURES COMPLÉMENTAIRES DE DÉFENSE
COMPLEMENTARY DEFENCE ARRANGEMENTS

SECTION A

LES SERVICES DE SOUTIEN'

SUPPORT SERVICES'

SOUS-SECTION i/SUB-SECTION 1

LES DÉFENSES FIXES'

FIXED DEFENCES'
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632. NPA S-4-2-3

Mémorandum du secrétaire aux Finances au commissaire
à la Santé et au Bien-être social

Memorandum f rom Secretary for Finance to Commissioner
for Public Health and TVelfare

St. John's, January 28, 1941
Sir John [Puddester],

Please see annexed correspondence3 which is self-explanatory; I should
be grateful if you would indicate a convenient time so that I may arrange
a meeting with Sir Wilfrid.

I do not see how this proposal can be fitted within the revised budget
figure. The cost of the Militia is already a very severe drain upon the
Exchequer and an addition of a further $100,000 per annum would make it
unbearable.

If the Militia is regarded in its true light it becomes apparent that it is
merely an auxiliary of the Canadian Forces; on its own, in the event of
an invasion, it obviously could do nothing. The proposed expansion, while
it may be necessary, is very obviously beyond our bearing capacity, and
there is a hint of still further expansion in Brigadier Earnshaw's'memorandum.

It seems to me that the time has now come to face facts squarely, and the
solution, • to my mind, appears to be that if the Militia is an integral
and vital part of the defence machinery it had better be absorbed in the

"Cette section documente les principaux
services * de soutien des' bases canadiennes à
Terre-Neuve. Cependant elle passe sous silenceles centres d'approvisionnément en huile et
en essence, les radio-alignements et les ins-
tallations semblables situées à proximité des
principaux aéroports.

'Les défenses fixes à St. John's. Torbay,
Gander' Botwood et Goose Bay sont éga-
lement traitées aux sections pertinentes.' Non reproduite,

'This section documents the main support
services for Canadian bases in Newfoundland.
Services not documented are oil and gaso-
line supplies and radio ranges and similar
installations set up in the close vicinity of
main airports.

' Fixed defences at St. John's, Torbay,
Gander, Botwood and Goose Bay are also
covered in sections dealing with these places.

' Not printed.
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630`
onsibility for our defence,

Canada having accepted the resp annum which the
Canadian
and let us Arm

payY, over to Canada the $250/300,000
B

ef

shaw) is now

Militia

costing

(not expanded as suggested by g

us. W. M. MARSHALL

.1156-D-39

633. gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
Le secrétaire d'LEt^ aux Affaires extérieures au

Ezternal Affairs to Governor of Newf oundland
Secretary of State for 1941Ottawa, May 13,

DESpATCH 9

SECRET -

Sir, • ou that the completion of the dn^^^^e
I have the honour to mfo^ Y on to ^st^ in Newf^^ dden ce s a St.

defences that the Canadian ^Ys ôn of certain anti ai to
summer of 1941, and the P 'personnel, (additional
John's and the Airport, necessitate the oi9 0) prpCeeding from Canada

those on duty in Ne^o^é l^m^er of 1941:
to Newfoundland during

(a) For duty in St. John's area. anti-aircraft lights
Manning 4.7" and 10" Btys., defence lights,

services.
and machine guns, port staff a8d other ranks

26 officers
(b) For duty in Botwood area. ^ ort staff and

Manning 4.7" and 10" Btys. and defence ligh p P

services 441 other ranks
29 officers, , .

(c) For duty in Airport area.

Manning anti-aircraft machinelg^ ôther ranks
5 officers

Total to Newfoundland 1153 other ranks
60 officers roceeded to New

of this personnel a party of 4 officers, 118 other ranks P
will proceedfoundland on 25th April.. 172 other ranks w roceeding

It is expected that a further 8 officers, ^^
John 7s by 15th May, t as th

at intervals during the p

the remainde é équipment
from Canada to St. eri^ lst June to 31st . AuB^ ,

becomes ready for manning. I have etc.
NORMAN ROBERfSState

for the Secretary of
for External Affairs •
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1156-D-39
634.... . . . .

. Le secrétaire du Comité de guerre du Cabinet au secrétaire,
section canadienne de la CPCAD

Secretary of Cabinet War Committee to Secretary, Canadian Section of PJBD

Ottawa, June 9, 1941

Dear Mr. Keenleyside,
At a*Ineeting of the Cabinet -War Committee held on June the 5th:

(1) authority was given for the increase of the Canadian garrison in
Newfoundland by an additional infantry battalion,...

Yours very truly,
A.D.P. HEENEY

50218-40
635.
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET,
New York, September 9-10, 1941

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

3. Defence Requirements Generally
As instructed in April, 1941, the Officer Commanding Canadian Army

Force in Newfoundland duly submitted an Appreciation on the defence re-
quirements of the Island. His recommendations have been carefully ex-
amined and the position with respect to those of special interest is as given
in paragraphs 4 to 7 hereunder.

4. Airport
(a) Lines of Communication'

That no action be taken togguard â^é Botwood Lewsporte
Airport except In the St. John's
areas.

APPROVED
(b) Infantry Garrison

That an infantry garrison of two infantry battalions be pro-

vided.
NOT APPROVED

Considered that the forms and scales of attack to which ^t met b
mated Airport is exposed are such as can adequately b by
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one battalion which has been provided. This constitutes an increase
of one-half battalion and the construction of the additional neces-
sary accommodation is in hand.
(c) Field Artillery

That a field battery be provided.
NOT APPROVED

Considered infantry mortars, 3-inch and 2-inch, will be adequate.

(d) A.A. Defence
Certain general recommendations were submitted undér the
head of A.A. Defence.

ACTION

Final consideration has been deferred pending submission of
detailed recommendations as to layout. This note also applies to

the A.A. defence of all Canadian bases in Newfoundland.

• :::^:^ •.

5. Botwood-Lewisporte Area
(a) Botwood

(i) Coast Defence
That coast defences be installed comprising:
1-Counter bombardment battery
1-Close defence and examination battery
5-C.D. lights.

APPROVED

Work of installation progressing favourably.

(ii) A.A. Defence
See 4 (d) above.

(iii) Infantry
That an infantry garrison of one infantry battalion be
provided.

a

APPROVED

Additional half battalion dispatched and provision of additional
accommodation in hand.

(b) Lewisporte .
Appreciation did not make any specific recommendation for
defence of Lewisporte. This question has since been examined
and recommendations have been made, with a view to
approval, that the following be provided:
1-2-gun, close defence and examination battery
4-3.7" A.A. guns ( see in this connection 4(d) above.)

4-40mm. A.A. guns
° 6--A.A. searchlights

An infantry garrison ( to be found from Botwood Bn.)

N
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6. . St. John's
(a) Coast Defence

(i) That the following coast defences were considered neces-
ary: - ,

2-Counter bombardment batteries
1-Close defence and examination battery
1-Boom defence battery
5-C.D. lights

APPROVED

Close defence and boom defence batteries in action.
Installation of C.B. battery and C.D. lights progessing favourably.

(ii) Information has since been received from O.C. Canadian
Army Force, Newfoundland, that he has been advised
that United States authorities are giving serious con-
sideration to turning over the 8-inch battery now in ac-
tion at Signal Hill to the Canadian Army for continued
employment at St. John's.
Should the United States authorities decide in this sense,
the Department of National Defence would be prepared
to assume the commitment involved.

(b) A.A. Defence
See 4 (d) above.

(c) Infantry Garrison
That an infantry garrison of one battalion plus two companies
for protective detachment be provided.

NOT APPROVED

Considered one battalion adequate.

8. Torbay Aerodrome '
Subsequent to the submission of the Appreciation under reference, O.C.

Canadian Army Force in Newfoundland has submitted a further recommenda-
tion regarding the defences which will ultimately be required at Torbay.
These comprise:

H.Q. details and two companies of infantry
8--3.7 inch A.A. guns

8-15 inch A.A., M. G., to be co-ordinated with A.A. layout at
or similar equipment St. John's.

This recommendation is under active consideration to the end that con-
struction of the required accommodation may be put in hand before thewinter.
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636.
50218-40

CPCAD,.compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941

Canadian Army

SECOND RECOMMENDATION

(a) Coast Defence
Installation of coast defences in Newfoundland, is progressing.
The 10-inch battery at St. John's (Cape Spear) is expected to be
in action by 10 Nov. At Botwood the 4.7-inch battery is in action
and it is estimated that the 10-inch battery will also be in action

by 15 Dec.

(c) A.A. Defences
A review of the A.A. defence requirements of bases in Newfound-
land and Labrador has been concluded. Provision is being made
for scales of defence ranging from 16-3.7" and 8-40 mm. at Air-
port to 4-3.7" and 4-40 mm. at Lewisporte. A table showing ap-
proved scales of provision at defended points both in Newfoundland
and Canada will be handed to United States Service Members.

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

.TOP SECRET
New York, December 20, 1941

b37.

Canadian Army

Z. SECOND RECOMMENDATION
' . ' .' . , . • • • • -- ' , , -. , . ' ,

(d) Forms and Scales of Attack
It is suggested that'the taking of decisions respecting measures of
defence and the calculation of strengths of garrisons required in
Newfoundland, would' be facilitated if the forms and scales of
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attack to which it is estimated points of Military importance in
the Island are exposed, could be agreed upon. It is suggested that
the forms and scales of attack laid down for'the' Canadian Atlantic
Coast (including Newfoundland and Labrador) by the Canadian
Chiefs of Staff may commend themselves to United States Service
Members as being appropriate to the end in view. Copies of a
memorandum defining the forms and scales of attack in question
are available for the consideration of United States Service Mem-
bers.

5. SEVENTH RECOMMENDATION

So far as the Canadian Army is concerned, Annex I of ABC-221 is now
somewhat out of date. A revised statement of the forces available for the
operations required by the Plan, as of 17th December, is attached hereto.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP 'SECRET New York, December 20, 1941

. CANADIAN ARMY PORTION - ANNEX I, ABC-22

As of 17th Dec., 1941

New f oundland

Force Headquarters
Headquarters - St. John's Defénces

- Botwood Defences
Three Infantry Battalions ,
Two Heavy Batteries - Coast Artillery
One A.A. Battery
One A.A.M.G, Battery

(incl. A.A.S.L. Tp.)
Service Troops

3,975

1 Voir • le document 894. - '- •. • 1 Sec document 894.
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639. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, January 6, 1942

DEFENCE OF OIL STORAGE FACILITIES

LEWISPORTE, NEWFOUNDLAND

10. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE reported that a plan for the
defence of oil storage facilities at Lewisporte, approved by the Chiefs of
Staff, required the provision of certain units and services and the construc-
tion of suitable heated buildings. Personnel involved totalled 13 officers and
255 other ranks, and consisted of coast artillery, infantry garrison and

administrative services.
For the remainder of the fiscal year, the estimated cost was $229,689.

The annual recurring costs would be $293,449. In this connection a memo-
randum had been circulated and approval was recommended.

(Departmental memorandum December 29, 19411 - C.W.C. docu-
ment 49; also C.G.S. memorandum to Minister, December 18, 19411).

11.• THE WAR COMMITTEE approved the Minister's recommendation.

I

639.
NPA S-4-2-3

0
Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense à la

commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice and Defence to
Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J. and D. 28-1942 [St. John's,] March 21, 1942

CONFIDENTIAL

On the 27th February I received from Major-General Page, a memo-
randumi in which he informed me that it was intended to protect the cable
landing stations at Harbour Grace and at Bay Roberts with military guards.

In each case a platoon of 35 men of all ranks would be required. He fur-
ther stated that the only troops available for this duty were the Newfound-
land Militia, and it was proposed to place these guards from that Force.
I referred this memorandum to the Secretary for Defence for comment, the

and

in his reply, in which he analysed the duties now being performed Y

' Non reproduit. • ' Not printed.
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Militiai and the proposed additional duties, he informed me that it would
be impossible to carry on unless the Force was increased by about 150 of
all ranks. I thereupon • wrote General Page.pointing out -that-the Secretary
for Defence did not see that thé Militiâ could perform these duties in addi-
tion to their existing ones. To this I received a reply2 which is annexed
hereto in full.

A situation which I do not like, has arisen from the method in which this
subject has been approached. General Page has not asked whether the Gov-
ernment would consider an increase of the Militia so as to assume further
duties in the defence of Newfoundland, he has assumed to provide duties
for which there are not a sufficient number of troops, and when questioned
about, its insufficiency, to propose an increase which in this case is very
substantial. An admission of this principle would place him practically in
control of the Newfoundland Treasury.

It may be advisable therefore to inform the Canadian Government that
as part of our actual war expenditure we are prepared to assume this fur-
ther. obligation, but on the basis that we are not asked for further financial
sacrifices of this nature, and make it perfectly clear that any further duties
of a military nature which are to be assumed in Newfoundland, must be
assumed by Canadian or United States Forces.

L. E. EMERSON

640. NPA S-4-2-3

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions 'Secretary

TELEGRAM 91 [St. John's,] March 24, 1942
SECRET. The Officer Commanding Combined Canadian and Newfoundland
Troops has requested us to increase Militia by 158 of all ranks so as to
take over certain additional ^ guarding and other duties. The annual recurring
cost will be about $175,000. and in first year for buildings and equip-
ment a further sum of about $50,000. We have agreed to this proposal
subject your approval. Shall be gratéful for this approval at your early con-
venience.

1 La copie manuscrite de The History of 1 In the manuscript copy of The History
the Participation by Newfoundland In World of the Participation by Newfoundland inWar 11 par A. M. Fraser (DND (DH) HQC World War 11, by A. M. Fraser (DND
1453-1 (D3)), rapporte que la milice terre- (DH) HQC 1453-1 (D3) it is stated that
neuvienne était responsable de la garde des the Newfoundland Militia was responsible for
installations suivantes à St. John's: la station guarding the following installations at St.
de cables, le bassin de radoub, les réservoirs John's: the cable station, the dry-dock, thede lImperial Oil Company, le service des Imperial Oil Company oil storage tanks, the
eaux et la station de radio du gouvernement. water supply and the government radio

' Non reproduite.
station.

2 Not printed.
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641. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire,
à Terre-Neuve •

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 80

MOST SECRET

• Ottawa, Apri19, 1942

Sir,

I have the honour to state that from time to time I have furnished the
Newfoundland authorities with information regarding Canadian Army per-
sonnel who were proceeding to Newfoundland.

I am now informed by the Department of National Defence that during
the coming summer it is expected that the following personnel will be pro-
ceeding either to Newfoundland or Labrador, as shown hereunder. These
represent increases in garrisons in the places shown and are not routine
reliefs.

(a) For the A.A. Defences of the - St. John's-Torbay area-approxi-
mately 16 officers; 395 other ranks.

(b) For the A.A. Defences of the Gander Airport approximately
13 officers; 319 other ranks.

(c) For'the new defended Port of Lewisporte-approximately 8 of-
ficers; 186 other ranks.

(d) For the defence of Goose Bay Aerodrome, Labrador:
Coast and A.A. Artillery-approximately 17 officers; 419 other
ranks.

•^ Infantry Garrison-approximately 34 officers; 773 other ranks.
Miscellaneous services-approximately 8 officers; 121 other ranks.

From the foregoing it will be seen, therefore,. that it is planned to send
approximately 37 office , rs; and 900 other ranks to Newfoundland, and ap-
proximately 59 officers and 1313, other ranks to Labrador during the next
three or four months. This personnel will be moved from Canada as equip-
ment and shipping space become available.

-1-should be obliged if you will ` bririg this information to the attention
of the Newfoundland authorities.

I have' etc. . ' '

, . . [N. .A..RosERTSON]. :•.
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Top SECRET

639

50218-40

New York, July 6, 1942

4. General Embick presented a. statement based on information obtained
from an Inspector General of the United States Army reading as follows:

1. Bay Roberts, on Conception Bay, is the western terminus for four
underwater cables from England and one from the Azores. These
cables terminate in a prominent building in the town adjacent to
the shoreline, the sea being deep enough for the operation of
enemy submarines. This cable station is guarded by a platoon of
a Newfoundland regiment, but is within the Canadian sector of
defence.

2. If this building were damaged and equipment destroyed, six months
would ensue before equipment could be replaced and operations
again normal.

3. It is suggested that this matter be placed on the agenda for the next
Permanent Joint Board meeting in New York on July 6.

After discussion of this matter it was agreed that it should - be referred
to the Commander of the Canadian Army in Newfoundland for inquiry
and report, together with the request that he ascertain whether there is
reserve relay equipment available in Newfoundland which could be utilised
to provide additional security at this cable terminus.

643. =
DND HQS 7410-8

SECRET

, Le directeur des opérations et des plans militaires
au chef d'état-major général

Director of Military Operations and Planning to
Chief of the 'General Stafff

[Ottawa,] July 31, 1942

CEUX de 1a défense cdtière déjà ma• suns already manned by Newfoundland

1• On 5th May, 1942, the G.O.C.-in-C., Atlantic Command, was requested
(at folio 68, on H.Q.S. 7018, Vol. 9) to forward his views regarding using
personnel of the Newfoundland Militia to man the two 40 mm. A.A. Bofors
allotted to Bell Island.'

1 Ce^^ Etaient des canons supplémen- 17bese were in addition to the coast defence
Par des , soldats terre-neuviens. toldiér:.
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.2. On the 11th May (at folio 108, H.Q.S. 7018, Vol. 9) he replied stating
that he considered it unwise in the initial stages of manning to have the pro-
posed Section in Bell Island a separate entity.2 As a result, authority was
sought and obtained for the two gùns at Bell Island to be manned by a
Section of the 25th A.A. Regiment, R.C.A. which is allotted to the St.
John's-Torbay-Bell, Island area.

3. Immediately hereunder is A. 30471 from Atlantic Command recom-
mending that the two A.A. Bofors at Bell Island should be manned by the
Newfoundland Militia as he now considers it inadvisable to mix.the R.C.A.
personnel with the Newfoundland Militia who are manning the Coast Artil-
lery on the Island. He states that the Commissioner for Justice and Defence
approves the proposal. The G.O.C.-in-C. proposes, if concurrence of these
Headquarters is obtained, to approach the local Commission of Govern-
ment to complete arrangements.

4. In view of the foregoing it is recommended that:

(a) The proposals contained in A. 3047 be concurred in.
(b) In the event of the Newfoundland Militia taking over the manning

of the A.A. Defences on Bell Island the W.E. for the 25th A.A.
Regiment, R.C.A., should be amended by the deletion of the
Section now allotted to Bell Island.

sonnel for manning the A.A. Bof^rs on Be l s an . R.C.A.
whereby these guns are manned by Section of the 25th A.A. Regt.,

DND HQS 7410-8

Le directeur des opérations et des plans militaires au chef
d'état-major général

With reterence to your minute on o io ,
A 31862 immediately hereunder) from G.O.C.-in-C. Atlantic Command that
the Newfoundland Government now advises that they cannot supply the per-

1 I 1 d The present procedure

• ' f l' 2 z advice has been received (ln

[Ottawa,] August 5, 1942
SECRET

Director of Military Operations and Planning to Chief of the General Staff

therefore will remain unchanged.

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
At., aiilleun sur la cdte atlantlque. elsewhere on the

i i.e. séparée des autres défenses aati- ' i.e. separate from e^^an Soldierse

' aériennes déjà manoeuvrées par des soldats defences already manned by
Atlantic Coast.

J. H. JENKINS
Colonel

J. H. JENKINS
Colonel

- th -cher and-asrcraft
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641

DND (DH) 193.009 (D11)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, August 11, 1942

ITEM I. DEFENCES - CORNER BROOK

With further reference to Item No. 5 of the 29th meeting' regarding the
recommendation from the Bowater Company, Corner Brook concerning har-
bour defences, the F.O.N.F. stated that he had studied the correspondence
and was of the opinion that the protection was requested by a commercial
company and that their situation was similar to many of the "paper" ports
on the Atlantic Coast. Great difficulty would be experienced in placing nets
due to the depth of water, and for this reason it was considered the only
protection that might be afforded would be the placing of a baffle around the
dock area. The scale of attack would not warrant the expense of installing
anti-submarine nets and shore defences and the present importance of the
port was not such that defences should be installed. Provision of the neces-
sary equipment and material was more urgently required for other areas.
The Sub-Committee concurred in this opinion and the Commissioner of
Defence will be advised accordingly.

646.

CPCAD, compte rendu des discussions et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET

50218-40

Montreal, September 1, 1942

3. Colonel Jenkins reported on the situation at Bay Roberts, Newfound-
land. He stated that the General Officer Commanding, Canadian, Newfound-
land, had reported:

(a) Sufficient spare equipment to operate a few cables at reduced
speed are held in a secret place; and that:

(b) The recently improved Army defences at the Cable Station are
considered adequate against raids.

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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647.
DND NSS 8871-325

L'officier d'état-major -du service de renseignements, 'HMCS Avalon,
au directeur du service de renseignements navals

Staff Officer (Intelligence), HMCS Avalon, to Director
of Naval Intelligence

St. John's, September 9, 1942

On a.m. 5/9/42, four ships, Lord Strathcona, Saganaga, Evelyn B. and

P.L.M. 27 were anchored in diamond formation between Bell Island and

Little Bell Island in Conception Bay, with Saganaga at Westerly angle and

Lord Strathcona opposite, P.L.M. 27 at the-North and Evelyn B. opposite

with Lord Strathcona about 3 cables from Saganaga.

2. At approximately 1130/5/9/42, there was a terrific explosion in

Saganaga. Two men, ventilator, decking, ore, etc. blown into air. Immedi-
ately after first, there was a. second explosion and the ship sank immediately
-30 sec. The boilers did not blow. Shortly afterwards, 2-3 minutes, two

explosions in close succession occurred in the Lord Strathcona and the boilers

blew up and the ship sank-90 seconds.

3. The Evelyn B. started weighing anchor within a few minutes
o hef land

sinking of the Saganaga and headed into shallow water, bow
yards away-Kelly Island. About 2 feet of sub's periscope sighted 1500 y

moving by the southwest corner of the Island heading out to rasea on the
nge 1500

Westerly side of Bell Island. Evelyn B. gunner opened fire,

yards. First shell hit very near periscope and same disappeared immediately.
Second shot hit spot where it had been. No wake, oil, etc. sighted afterwards.

4. Evelyn B. gunner then laid down barrage from 1500 to 3000 yards
attempting to divert submarine from getting into position to fire further
torpedoes. 27 rounds S.H.P. 3" used in barrage. Evelyn B. manceuvred into

position whereby if submarine surfaced, it would be spotted immediately

and fired upon. None sighted.

- 5. Captain Guy of the Evelyn B. is of the opinion that a new type of High

Explosive Torpedo is being used, owing to the tremendous damage done

by the first torpedo.
6. It would appear that the submarine came in on the West sideâ t Î és

Island and lef t by the same route outside of the fire range of the b
protecting the ore wharves. The approach, attack and departure all being
made while the submarine was submerged.
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648. DND,(DH) 193.009 (D12)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, September 28, 1942

ITEM I. ACTION BELL ISLAND-5 SEP. 42

The recent submarine attack on shipping at anchorage, Bell Island was
discussed, and the action taken was carefully reviewed to determine if
further protective measures could be made to prevent a recurrence. It was
agreed that the anchorage could not be moved to a point which could be
more adequately covered by the Bell Island Battery.

Commodore Mainguy outlined the plan now in operation for the con-
voying of ore boats. With this plan in effect no ship should be at anchorage
longer than twelve hours after loading, and during that time a patrol vessel
will be provided. The route between Bell Island and Sydney will be protected
and if through any reason it becomes necessary for these ships to delay
their sailing they will be transferred to Bay Bulls where a protected anchorage
is provided.

649. DND (DH) 321.009 (D143)

Rapport sur la seconde attaque contre le poste d'amarrage à Bell Island '

Report on Second Attack against Anchorage at Bell Island

SECRET [St. John's,] November [ ] 1942

Herewith a report based on an investigation into the events occurring at
Bell Island on 2nd November, 1942, and on the reports received from Units
concerned,

2. From the evidence obtained, the following seems to be the most plausible
account and was worked out after studying all reports sent to this Head-
quarters and after a visit to the area by G.S.O. III (Intelligence) with Staff
Officer (Intelligence) of Canadian Naval Headquarters.

3.
The submarine probably entered by the western passage and surfaced

about 1,000 yards south of the Rosecastle which was anchored about 1,400
Yards from shore, east of Lance Cove.

4. A torpedo was fired when about 600 yards from the Rosecastle. Thistorpedo
missed and continued on, eventually striking the Scotia Pier. The

submarine swinging in-a left circle, fired a second torpedo which struck theRosecastle
near the stern. The third torpedo struck her near the bow. By this

time the first torpedo had reached Scotia Pier and exploded. Continuing her
swing left, the submarine was sighted by a member of the out-post at Lance
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head-
Cove in the light of flare sent up by the P

h cut thee
submarine

two. The
onon to shore and fired a fourth torpedo
PLM 27 sank almost immediately. The Rosecastle was slowly sinking with
bow up. The submarine continued her left swing, gathered speed, and pro-
ceeded towards the western passage where it was seen on the surface in the
waning light of a "snowflake" by a Corporal of the out-post and several of
his men. The submarine submerged after six or seven minutes travel in the

west passage.

5. The submarine was stated to be quite large and from the evidence it
appears to have been of the 500 to 750 ton type with four tubes forward.

6. During the visit to the area, three pieces of torpedo that struck the
Scotia Pier were recovered and these reveal the torpedo to be of a more
recent electrical type. Information obtained in this investigation resulted in
some ten more pieces being taken from the Fylingdale at St. John's and

twelve more pieces, including portions of electrical cable and battery parts,
were obtained from a search by the Militia on the 5th November. All of
these were turned over to the Naval authorities.

7. The locations and actions of Naval vessels
uDefence Battery that theknown. One vessel was informed by the Coast

submarine was proceeding on the surface to the west passage. This vessel
acknowledged receipt of the message and proceeded east at high speed. It
was about fifteen minutes after the submarine submerged that the first
Naval vessel appeared off Lance Cove.

8. Some survivors had already been picked up and several had swum
ashore from the Rosecastle, one with broken legs. Casualties were reported

as follows:
Rosecastle had a crew of 43 on board: 15 survivors

24 missing
4 dead

PLM 27 had a crew of 50 on board: 38 survivors
3 missing
9 dead

9. Damage to the Scotia Pier is estimated at about thirty thousandd
($30,000) dollars but in no way impairs the loading facilities (seecônsised
sketch map and illustrationi). The damaged portion of the pier
.of piles, heavy timbering and rock fill.

= 10. The battery was not able to fire though the submarine w as of the
-extreme'right arc of fire of one gun for a short while, since the
anchorage is prohibited to the searchlight. It is doubted if the submarine
.could have been engaged from the present battery's position.
. . .

G.S.O. III (Intelligence),
Canadian Troops in Newfoundland

N reprodnites. ' Not printed.
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650. DND (DH) 321.009 (D143)

L'o,^`'icier supérieur, détachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve,
au secrétaire du Conseil de la Marinei

Flag Officer, Newfoundland Force, to Secretary, Naval Board'

SECRET [St. John's,] November 12, 1942

DEFENCES OF WABANA, BELL ISLAND.
The following proposals with regard to Defences for the anchorage at

Wabana, Bell Island, Newfoundland, are submitted for the consideration
of the Department.

2. Following a survey of the anchorage, it is proposed to lay a double line
A/T Baffle 600 feet off and parallel to the Dominion and Scotia piers.
The Baffle would be sufficient length to give complete protection to both
piers, with a single net gate at each end.

It is understood that the Superintendent of Boom Defence has made
arrangements for the supply of the necessary materials.

3. A convenient slab site has been located and permission received from
the Dominion Iron and Steel Company [sic] for the use of same. Storage
facilities are available in buildings at present on the site, though some addi-
tional expenditure will be necessary to make these suitable for Boom Defence
purposes. In view of the urgency of this matter, it is proposed to take
the necessary alterations in hand forthwith, in anticipation of Headquarters
approval.. Photographs of the proposed site are enclosed herewith.2

4. Under this scheme it will be essential that a tug of sufficient power
should be available to assist in berthing vessels and in opening and closing
the end gates of the baffle. It is possible that the tug Frank Dixon now en
route to St. John's may be suitable, and, if so, it is recommended that the
vessel be earmarked for this duty. A small tug of the "Active" type will
also be required to act as tender to B.D. 1.

5. To expedite the laying of the baffle, and to assist in maintenance work,
it is strongly recommended that a crane and tractor be shipped with the
Boom Defence material, direct from Sydney to Bell Island. No equipment
of this kind is available in St. John's.

6. Boom Defence commitments in St. John's area have increâsed directly
Within the past few months, and if maintenance work at St. John's, Bay
Bulls and Wabana is to be ei$ciently' undertaken, it is considered essential
that B.D. 1 should be retained here. No derrick scow is available here, and
B•D. 1 would be particularly useful in view of the ice conditions on this
Coast.

H. E. REID
Commodore First Class, R.C.N.

1 Form6 en Janvier 1942,I il remplaça le 1 Formed in January 1942, it replaced the
Conseil naval en tant que source d'avis col- Naval Council as a source of collective
lectif pour le ministre de la Défense nationale advice for the Minister of National Defence
pour les Services navals. for Naval Services.

2 Non reproduites. 0 Not printed.
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651.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D14)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de, Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET
St. John's, November 23, 1942

ITEM I. REQUEST FOR NAVAL, AIR AND LAND PROTECTION -
PORT-AUX-BASQUESi

A letterz was tabled from the A/Commissioner for D efence
and hChannel

attached a resolutionz from the citizens of Portaux ques

and representatives of adjacent settlements, asking that:
be declared

(i) The area comprising Port-aux-Basques and vicinity

a "blackout area."

(ii) That adequate protection for this area in the form of naval, air-
force and militia be based at Port-aux-Basques.

With reference to (i) it was pointed out that the question of blackout is
a matter for decision by the communities concerned in conjunction with the
Commissioner for Defence and Director of Civil Defence.

is required to
It is noted that the ferry boat under the existing schedule

carry out loading and unloading during the hours of darkness. The ^ ^ ith
No. 1 Group R.C.A.F. is to make tests at Torbay and the for •their use at
blue lights and if found satisfactory, a recommendation

Port-aux-Basques will be made.
Regarding (ii), it was not considered possible, with the equipmeent i sent

able, by any of the Services to provide protection for t isport outside the
time. The area is under air control of A.C. and a naval patrol
port is now in operation at all times when the ferry is in port. The ende
stated that the question of additional naval protection will be reco

if additional vessels are available. The Sub-Committee do not reco
mmend

that Port-aux-Basques be made a Defended Port or that additional defe Sl
e

measures can be taken at this time, with the equipment availab^^n^ h is
A/Commissioner for Defence will be so advised. If further

be given
made available the Sub-Committee recommend that consideration

to the provision of armament for the port, similar to the instaÔlntl snnot
Lewispo'rte. In view of the approach of winter conditions provls
considered urgent before spring.

'Cette demande suivait le torpillage du
"This request followed the sinkin8 °f S.S.

SS. Caribou dans le détroit de Cabot. Caribou in the Cabot Strait. '

- ' Non reproduite.
' Not printed.
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652. . DND (DH) NSS 1037-4-106

Rapport de l'interrogatoire des survivants du U-5131

Report on the Interrogation of Survivors from U-5131

MOST SECRET ,] September 9, 1943

CHAPTER V. FIRST PATROL OF U-513

Departure
U-513 left Kiel on the afternoon of 7 August 1942, in company with

U-165, commanded by KorvettenkapitUn Hoffmann; both boats were es-
corted by a mine destructor vessel as far as Kristiansand, which was reached
in the early hours of 9 August 1942. Two enlisted men suffering from
light cases of blood poisoning were taken to a hospital where they were
treated. They were able to rejoin their boat in time for the sailing, the
morning of 11 August 1942. U-513 and U-165 had both topped up with
oil, water, and provisions and left the port together. They separated soon
thereafter.

Crossing of North Atlantic
After passing through the "Rosengarten" on the surface, now and then

seeing floating mines, U-513 shaped a course for her operational area off
the coast of Newfoundland. To most of the crew this was a complete and
unpleasant surprise, as they had been issued tropical gear; the boat itself
was equipped with a second refrigerator, located in the control room-
these are believed installed only in boats operating in the South Atlantic.

Patrolling off Strait of Belle Isle
Not much time was lost in crossing the Atlantic; U-513 arrived off the

Strait of Belle Isle after about 14 days. She did not enter the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, but patrolled only the entrance to the strait. After about ten days
of unsuccessful waiting, the commander decided to try his luck farther south.

Sinkings in Conception Bay
Observing ships entering Conception Bay and anchoring off. Bell Island,

U-513 followed a 3,000 ton freighter into the harbor of' Wabana the
night of 4 September 1942. She then, dived and, resting on the bottom in
about 80 feet, spent the night in relative comfort. Next morning a target
was selected, and two torpedoes were fired at an ore steamer estimated at
9,000 tons. Apparently the torpedo ratings, in the excitement of firing their
'first live torpedoes,'had forgotten to set the battery switch from "Charge"
to "Fire", because; as soon as they left the tubes, they sank quickly to the
bottom. Before the next attack could be launched, U-513 broke surface
briefly, but none of the look-outs on the anchored steamers saw her. After
this incident the boat again maneuvred into firing positions and shot two

1 Ce sous-marin fut coulé en août 1943 le 'This U-boat was sunk in August 1943
long de la côte brésilienne. along the coast of Brazil.
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torpedoes at the freighter she had selected as her first victim. This time the
torpedoes hit, and the steamer was observed to sink. Immediately after the
explosion all other ships made frantic efforts to either shift their position
or to get out of the harbor. Due to the shallow water U-513 could not move

with her -accustomed ease, and when another of the steamers, estimated at
7,000 tons, swung around suddenly on her way out, U-513 was dealt a

glancing blow on the conning tower, forcing her into the mud of the
shallow harbor. This action, however, was no intentional ramming, and
it is doubted whether the steamer was aware that she had scraped against
the hull of a U-boat. Recovering swiftly from the blow, U-513 fired two tor-

pedoes from her stern tubes, sinking the steamer. She then followed, sub-
merged, in the wake of the same 3,000 ton steamer which she had followed
in; but, due to the disorder caused by the collision and the general excitement,
tubes were not reloaded in time to attack the steamer acting as pilot for them
and she therefore escaped. (O.N.I. Note: The ships sunk were probably S.S.

Lord Strathcona, British freighter, 7,335 tons, and S.S. Saganaga, also a

British freighter, 5,454 tons, loaded with 7,900 tons of iron ore. Both were

sunk 5 September 1942, at 47.35N., 52.59W.)

U-513 then stood out to sea to repair her damaged conning tower; about
two days later she made several trial dives, transferred four torpedoes from
her upper deck containers, and was again ready to continue the patrol.

653.
DND (DH) HQS 193.009 (D30)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Sta$ Committee

SECRET
[Ottawa,] April 21, 1944

IV. REDUCTION IN CANADIAN GARRISON - NEWFOUNDLAND (CSC 401)

The Committee considered and approved the proposal in HQS 20-1-15
FD 13 (Oprs) of 17 April 441 to reduce by one Infantry Battalion the
Canadian Garrison in Newfoundland.

This reduction, it was noted, was concurred in by the U.S. War Depart-
ment (through its member on the P.J.B.D.) and the G.O.C.-in-C• Atlantic
Command and effected a change in Infantry and Airfield Defence personnel
from 2030 all Ranks to 1273 all Ranks.

C.G.S. -to note.

Non reproduite. i Not printed.
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654. DND (DH) 355.009 (D2)

Le secrétaire, Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve, au commissaire
à la Justice et à la Défense -

Secretary, Joint Service Sub-Committee, New f oundland,
to Commissioner for Justice and Defence

WFS 2-1-0
SECRET [St. John's,] September 19, 1944

REDUCTION IN STRENGTH OF NFLD REGT

The proposal for reduction in strength of Nfld Regt to a HQ Coy only,
was examined carefully at a meeting of the Joint Services Sub-Committee
held 18 Sep 44. The views of the sub-committee were as follows:

Responsibility - Bell Island - The decision to provide protection at
Bell Island was arrived at by consultation between governments and
the scale of defence was laid down by Chiefs of Staff in 1941. Attached
is a copy from our files of a memoi on the subject received through
Atlantic Comd in Jan 1941.

2. In view of the above decision, it is felt that no change may be made
here without approval of higher authority. Chiefs of Staff are therefore being
requested to re-assess the sit [sic] in view of present conditions.

Arty - Pending decision from higher authority, it is felt that the Cst
Arty at Bell Island should remain. Consideration was given, however,
as to whether these guns could be manned by Cdn Tps in view of your
present proposal. There is at present a Cst Def Bty at Bot containing
similar eqpt frm which the personnel would be available from freeze-
up of Bot harbour until the break-up in the spring. Whether or not the
war sit will preclude the necessity of re-opening the Bot site at that
time can not at present be predicted, and the availability of personnel
if required at that time is at present being studied. If assurance can be
received from NDHQ that such personnel would be available if re-
quired, then Nfld Regt personnel might be released as proposed.

Infantry -- At present in Nfld, Cst Arty personnel may be made respon-
sible for their own protection, and therefore there is no objection to the
withdrawal of the Infantry at present stationed at Bell Island. Infantry
personnel at present stationed at Shamrock Fd are not considered essen-
tial to the defence. The elimination of Infantry from the Nfld Regt
would simplify the construction of the Regt and achieve a reduction of
about 100 ranks, all ranks.

'NO" reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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Home Guard - The functions of the Home Guardi were examined.
In the case of the Bay of Islands Coy, their role at present consists of
the defence of Corncrbrook and, Main Dam, Deër Lake. The Grand
Falls Coy is looked upon as a potential reserve to our garrison at Bot-
Lspte, which is already considerably. reduced in strength. It is under-
stood that the 'cost of maintaining these two Coys is not very great,
but if a reduction is made, it is suggested that the Grand Falls Coy
be retained until the end of hostilities.

3. It is regretted that an immediate decision cannot be rendered regarding
the Cst Arty personnel, but steps as outlined above are

possible. GOCfied
of your decisions regarding Inf and Home Guard. '

J. B. T. LEWIS
Lt.-Col.

655.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

TOP SECRET
Ottawa, October 5, 1944

DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND;
REDUCTION OF CANADIAN ARMY GARRISON

33. THE SECRETARY submitted a report of the Chiefs of tap-
recommending reduction of the present Army garrison from
proximately 3,700 by the end of 1944, the remaining force to be distributed
between St. John's and Gander.

The Chiefs of Staff also recommended that, until such time as postwar
defence arrangements were agreed upon, withdrawals be co-ordinated with
those of the United States, so that the strength of the Canadian Army
garrison did not fall below that of the United States.

The U.S. Army were now planning reductions to approximately 3,400
by the end of the current year. Thereafter, further reductions would likely

Des unités de la Home Guard furent 1 Home Guard units were formed in Grand

formées I Grand Falls en mal 1941, à Corner Falls in May, 1941, in Corner Brook in Janu-
Brook en janvier 1942 et par la suite à ary, 1942, and subsequently in Bishop'sFathe
Bishop's Falls. La copie manuscrite de His- The manuscript copY of the HistorY

o
f

tory of the Participation by Newfoundland in ^I rt bieipationNlby Newfoundlandifu ^D^ i^DHo^ld
QC

World War II de A. M. Fraser (DND (DH) Y
A.

HQC 1453-1 (D3) indique que: 1453-1 (D3) states:
The Home Guard units have been formed under authority of the Auxiliary

Militia Act, 22nd June 1940. They are voluntary unpaid, part-time forces. .-
The Officer Commanding Newfoundland Militia is in command of all Home
Guard Forces.
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be made. Details of the effect of Canadian reductions were set out in the
Chiefs of Staff report, copies of which had been circulated.

(Memorandum, Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee to War Com-
mittee, Sept. 29, 19441-C.W.C. document 874).

.34. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the recommenda-
tions contained in the report submitted.

656.
DND (DH) 355.009 (D2)

L'officier général commandant les troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve
au commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense

General Officer Commanding Canadian Troops in Newfoundland
to Commissioner for Justice and De f ence

SECRET ,

Dear Mr. Winter,
St. John s, October 18, 1944

Further to communication from Joint Services Sub-Committee, WFS
2-1-0 dated 19 Sep 44, advice has now been received from NDHQ which
clarifies the situation.

2. Chiefs of Staff Committee have advised that in view of present sub-
marine activities they are not yet prepared to decide on subject of permanent
removal of the Coast Artillery from Bell Island. In view of your request
there

was no objection made to withdrawal of Nfld Regt personnel from
January 1945. The situation will be re-examined later in the year to decide
on whether they should be replaced by Cdn personnel.

3. As our 4.7" battery at Botwood might be used during the winter for
such replacement it is requested that withdrawal of Nfld Regt personnel
take place on 1 Jan 45 or 4 days after freeze-up in Botwood, whichever is
the later date.

4. Advice has also been received that the garrisons at Botwood and
I.ewisporte, except _ a care and maintenance party, will be withdrawn after
freeze-up.

The infantry company will rejoin the battalion at • St. John's
and the Coast Artillery Batteries will be withdrawn to Canada, unless the
4.7" battery personnel is. used as in para 3 above. Although the above
Withdrawal is considered permanent it is subject to re-assessment early in1945.

5• In view of the reduction at Botwood-Lewisporte I feel that our previous
views regarding the Home Guard Company at Bishop's Falls are modified and
no longer are applicable.

- Yours sincerely,

P. E. LECLERC

Major-General
I MOU reproduit. 1 Not ptfated.
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657. DND (DH) 355.009 (D2)

Le commissaire à la justice et à la Défense à l'officier général
commandant les troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Justice and De f ence to General Officer
Commanding, Canadian Troops in Newfoundland

St. John's, October 21, 1944
Dear General Leclerc,

Please forgive this tardy ack [sic] of your letter of Oct 18th handed to me
by Col. Lewis.

I am glad to have this clear statement of the views and intentions of the
Chiefs of Staff Committee and I am sure we can co-operate with you in
carrying them out so far as the disposition of the Nfld forces is concerned.

As I see the situation generally, there is no need for action on our part
before January at the earliest, and if any change in the movements proposed
by you should become desirable, there will be ample time for us to consult
about it.

Yours sincerely,
' H. A. WINTER

0

658. DND (DH) 955.003 (Dl)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, October 25, 1944

ITEM IV REDUCTION OF ARMED SERVICES IN NFLD

FONF wished to have recorded the warning received from higher authority
that intensified submarine activities are expected toward the end of 1944.

Reductions are still being made in Nfld and higher authority has made such
decisions without asking the views of JSSC.

6590'
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, November 7-8, 1944

...
Canadian Army

SECOND RCMDN-DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

2. (a) Canadian Army Garrison, Newfoundland
Approval has been given for a reduction in the iCanadian

M
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Army Garrison in Newfoundland. Coast defences at Botwood
and at Lewisporte will be permanently withdrawn from their
operational roles when freeze-up occurs this winter. LAA de-
fences at these ports have already been withdrawn, and inf
detachments will be called in when the ports are closed by
ice. These inf detachments will rejoin their Battalion at St.
John's.

(b) At the end of the year the strength of the Canadian Army
Garrison at Newfoundland, as a result of these and other re-
ductions previously reported, will be reduced to about 3,700
all ranks.

SEVENTEENTH RCMDN-DEFENCE OF GOOSE BAY,, LABRADOR

4. (a) The HAA defences at Goose Bay have been withdrawn. The
coast arty at Rigolet has been taken out for the winter, de-
cision as to removal of guns being deferred for consideration
in the spring. This leaves LAA and one airfield defence
company for the defence of this airport.

660. DND 7410-8

Le secrétaire, Comité des chefs d'état-major, au secrétaire,
Comité mixte de la côte de l'Atlantique

Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, to Secretary,
Joint Service Committee, Atlantic Coast

SECRET [Ottawa,] December 19, 1944

DEFENCE OF BELL ISLAND
1. With reference to your S400-101 and S400-11 of 12 Dec,' I am

directed to inform you that the Chiefs of Staff agree with the recommendation
of the Joint Service Committee, Atlantic Coast, that the coast defence battery
at Bell Island continue in operation. In, their opinion, a reassessment of the
situation should be made' in the spring of 1945.

2. They have noted also the decision of the Newfoundland Commission
of Government not to. withdraw the detachment of the Newfoundland Regi-
ment employed in manning this battery and as a consequence of this change
of policy, it will not now be necessary to assign troops of Canadian Army
to this role.
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Sovs-SECnoN ü/SU13TE ^ o^SENCE ET LES
LES BASES S^ ^Ô^TS

AVITAILLEMENT

REFUELLING BASES AND WEATHER STATIONS

50218-40

661. rapport des militaires
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats

et des décisionsé
^ p o of Service Members

PJBD, Journal of
Discussions and Decisions, R p

14 1940Victoria, November ,

TOP SECRET

Action by the Canadian Air Force

'0 0 Eastern Air Command regarding the 1ay

Investigations are being made by C
'n s and providing limited sub-base fac es lutilon Island,

ing down of moon g
Bay, three points along the Labrador Coast and one on

Baffin Land.

DND HQC 15-11-17

662. recteur du personnel militaire au Conseil de l'Air
Mémorandum du d^'au sous-chef de l'état-major de l Air Chie f of Air Stag

Memorandum f rom Air Member for Air Staff to Deputy
20,

1941
[Ottawa,] FebruarY

ESTABLISHMENT OF R
I CF""ADA S .

Labrador coast, requires the establishment of refuelling

NORTH COAST OF EASTERN atrol fllghts off the
out reconnaissance and p

1. The necessity of carrying bases at:

Canada Bay (Newfoundland)
Cartwright (Labrador)
Hopedale (Labrador)
Vicinity of North River (Labrador)
port Burwell on the Labrador Coast or Resolution Is.

Leaf Lake (Ungava Bay)
Moosonee (James Bay )

of Hudson Bay)Richmond Gulf (East side

2. These sub-bases are to provide:
(a) Refuelling points atrol, point-to-

reports and AircraftDetection Corps

SECRET

b)- W/T facihties for aircraft on reconnaiss
ance

brief ineteorological
( 'point communication for the transmission

reports.
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3. The Director of Air Signals has advised that the establishment of W/T

personnel should be as follows:
1 Corporal, Wireless Operator (Ground)

1 Aircraftsman, Wireless Operator (Ground)

1 Aircraftsman, Wireless Electrical Mechanic (Reference D.A.S. Minute

(2) hereunder)
From previous reconnaissance flights, it is known that local livingdetach-

conditions are such that it is deemed advisable tosPrefuelling bases.
ments with rations for the period they will occupy these

It
will, therefore, be necessary to include one cook (civilian, seasonal)

in the establishment.

4.
The Director of Air Signals has been asked to anticipate the require-with

an
for the

ments for the wireless equipment and he will ar range
d ^thè

supply. A.M.S. has been asked to anticipate gasoline qûirement

provisioning - of moorings; and D.W.B. has been asked to design suitable
type of building, should it be necessary to erect accommodation.

5. Since the whole of this coast is frozen over during the winter months,
personnel and W/T equipment will be evacuated in late fall and re-established
as early as possible in the spring. Before these refuelling bases are established,
a reconnaissance flight will be made as soon as possible to determine the
actual sites and whether or not it will be necessary to build or rent living
accommodation and to appraise refuelling and servicing facilities. When the
result of this reconnaissance is known, those concerned will be advised when
and exactly where, these refuelling bases are to be established.

6. Will you please draw up the necessary organization orders.
A. A. L. CUFFE
Air Commodore

663.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

Ottawa, May 13, 1941
TELEGRAM 29

SECRET. With reference to paragraph 14 of the Agreement between Canada
and Newfoundland referring to the refuelling bases in Newfoundland and
Labrador.' It is essential to have the bases as soon as possible after naviga-
tion opens. It is proposed, therefore, to proceed with the establishment of five
bases, each composed of W/T station, gasoline cache and a four man
detachment at Roddickton in Canada Bay, Cartwright, Hopedale, Hebron,
and at a location in the vicinity of 60 degrees north latitude. The detach-
ments at Cartwright and Hebron will be quartered in rented buildings but

1 Seo Appendix E.'Voir l'appendice E.
.

-
.
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quarters will be taken in and erected at the other bases. The exact sites at
the three latter bases will have to be chosen by the officer proceeding with
the shipment of personnel and supplies.

The Canadian Government would be grateful if the Newfoundland Govern-
ment would agree to the establishment of these bases as detailed above. It
is assumed that crown land is available at these points for establishment of
this sized detachment and that the Newfoundland Government will make
necessary provision for the duration of the war. If it is considered necessary,
a representative of the Newfoundland Government would be welcome to
proceed to the bases with the R.C.A.F. party.

An early reply would be appreciated.

664. NPA S-4-2-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for
External Affairs

TELEGRAM 29 [St. John's,] May 17, 1941

SECRET. Your telegram No. 29 Secret of 13th May. We agree to establish-
ment of refuelling bases in Newfoundland and Labrador as proposed. You
may assume that there will be no difficulty in making land available at
points mentioned for duration of the war though it is not certain that Crown
land will be available in all cases. For your information Railway coastal
steamer Kyle will be leaving St. John's for Cartwright and Hopedale on 6th
July with fishermen's supplies. Not considered necessary send representative
of Newfoundland Government. Local rangers have been instructed to give
all possible assistance. Please advise dates of movements of your party as
far as possible' in advance in order that rangers may be on the spot.

665. 1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 74 St. John's, November 25, 1941

Sir,

I have the honour to send you a copy of a letteri which I received from
Sir Wilfrid Woods today, asking if the Newfoundland Government could be

;' ^, I 1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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supplied with an authoritative and complete statement of the places in New-
foundland (including Newfoundland Labrador) territory in which bases
have been established by the Canadian Government in accordance with- the
general consent to such establishment conveyed to the Canadian Govern-
ment by telegraphic despatch No. 29 Secret of the 17th May, 1941; together
with details of any permanent or semi-permanent works or buildings con-
structed at each place.

2. I am also enclosing copy of the exchange of letters' with Group-Captain
McEwen, Royal Canadian Air Force, in regard to the matter.

3. Will you please send me the necessary information to reply to Sir
Wilfrid Woods' letter.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

666. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Ab`airs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 7 Ottawa, January 15, 1942
SECRET

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch of November 25, 1941, No.
74, in connection with a request from Sir Wilfrid Woods that the Newfound-
land Government be supplied with an authoritative and complete statement
of the places in Newfoundland territory in which bases have been estab-
lished by the Canadian Government.

From a letter of January 10, ^ 1942, from the Minister of National Defence
for Air, I quote the following paragraphs which contain the information re-
quired :

In order to provide facilities for ! the operation of seaplanes, to provide
meteorological information and to supply means of communication to permit
transmission of Air Detection Corps messages or information of enemy,activity in
attempting to establish submarine or air bases along the coast of Labrador, the
Canadian Government considered it expedient to establish several refuelling
bases with wireless equipment along the coast of Labrador. The Commission of
Government for Newfoundland consented to this proposal in their despatch No. 29
dated May 17th.

As a result of reconnaissance it was decided that these bases should be
established at Canada Bay, Cartwright, Hopedale, Hebron and, if possible,
another base north of Hebron in the proximity of Cape Chidley. It was discovered

1Nn reproduites. Not printe.i.
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later that it was impracticable to establish this last base and the equipment and
supplies were diverted to Goose Bay, where an aerodrome has been developed.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SENIOR ARMY MEMBER, PERMANENT JOINT

BOARD ON DEFENSE, CANADA - UNITED STATES

Subject: Additional Radio-weather Reporting Stations,
Northeast Air Route

1. In accordance with the request in your memorandum for A.C. of S.,
OPD, dated Apri129, 1942,1 a new study of the requirements for additional
radio-weather reporting stations on the Northeast Air Route, has been com-
pleted. Consideration was given to the existing Canadian facilities, and, in
view of this, it is requested that the following listed stations with indicated
services, be discussed at the next meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on
Def ence :

Station Service Desired

I have etc.

[N. A. ROBERTSON]
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

667.
50218-40

. • Memorandum annexé au rapport des militaires de la CPCAD

Memorandum Annexed to Report of Service Members of the PJBD

TOP SECRET Quebec City, May 26-27, 1942

. . ..

Goose Bay, Labrador hourly observations; four

Remarks: Hourly observations and pilot balloon runs daily
two pilot balloon runs daily
being received but only
occasionally.

Grand Bank, Newfoundland hourly observations

Remarks: Now being received eight-
hourly

Hebron, Labrador
Remarks: Very infrequent reception,

possibly due to question
of proper decoding
of station name.

'Non reproduit

six-hourly observations

i Not printed.
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Hopedale, Labrador : six-hourly observations
Remarks: Canadian Government reports on

May 11 that 8-hourly observations
are being received; these observations
were coming through about once daily.

Millertown Junction, Newfoundland hourly observations

2. If the services outlined in Paragraph 1 above cannot be accomplished
by the Canadian Government, it is requested that authority be granted for
the United States Government to establish, man, and operate such stations
as are deemed necessary for proper security of the Northeast Route.

For the Commanding General, Army Air Force:

H. A. CRAIG, Colonel, G.S.C.
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff Plans

668. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Top SECRET Ottawa, February 14, 1945

CANADA-U.S. DEFENCE PROJECTS; NORTHEAST STAGING

ROUTE; ASSUMPTION OF METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES

17. THE SECRETARY reported that the Inter-departmental Meteorological
Committee had recommended that Canada take over the weather stations on
the Northeast Staging Route, upon their abandonment by 'the United States,
and that subsequent examination of the needs of the route, be made to
eliminate unnecessary services.

Estimated cost of operation of the 'service at the present scale would be
$125,000 annually, which could probably be reduced substantially. The Air
Transport Board had concurred in these recommendations.

An explanatory note had been circulated (Secretary's memorandum, Feb.
12, • 19451--C,W,C. document 942).

18. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the recommendations
of the Interdepartniental Meteorological • Committee.
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SOUS-SECTION iiiISUB-SECIION iii

LES STATIONS DE RADARI
RADAR STATIONS1

50218-40
669.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
New York, September 9-10, 1941

United States Army
. . .

Representatives of the R.C.A.F. Eastern Air Command and the U.S. First
selection of

Interceptor Command conferred at 1Viit^ sellpers
Field regarding

onnel made a ground recon-
A.W.S. sites in Newfoundland. United StatesSerious difficulties are presented
naissance for A.W.S. sites during August.
due to lack of communications of all kinds. Action has not yet been taken on

the survey.

NPA GN1/8 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice nd! Ddfence to
Commission of Government of f

[St. John's,] January 30, 1942
J. and D. 11-1942

CONFIDENTIAL ' W^Ch
I annex hereto copy of letter2 from the United States Engineers, in

they request six areas, each of about 500' X 1000' at:
Cape Spear3
Cape St. Mary'
Allan's Island'
Elliston, Cape Bonavista6

1 La liste des stations de radar canadiennes,
en plus de celles mentionnées dans cette zec-
tion, se trouve au document 990.

, ^ Non reproduite.
^ A St. John's, adjacentac^ ^^ b^^ ^C

caine à Fort Peppcrr
à Torbay. ^ 010 l aasebâSur la côte sud, à pmximi
américaine d'Arsentia.

&Au nord-est de Gander et de Botarood.

I For list of Canadian radar stations in addi-
tion to those mentioned in this section, see

Document 990.
Not printed. to

â'To baY• atsAt St. John's, adjacent
Pepperrell and RCAF base

& On south coast in vicinity of the U.S.

base at Argentia.
•
North-east of Gander and Botwood*
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Fogo Island'
Cape Race?

661

I

These areas are required for the installation of aircraft detection ma-
chinery and equipment, and the erection of quarters for about thirty men in
each case.'

It is to be noted:
(1) that these areas are not required under the 99 year Bases Act; and
(2) that in only one case is private property involved.

I shall bring with me the map, to which reference is made in the letter.

I recommend the granting of the request.
L. E. EMERSON

671. DND (DH) 193.009 (D9)

Le secrétaire du Comité mixte de la côte de l'Atlantique au secrétaire du
Comité des chefs d'état-major

Secretary, Joint Service Committee, Atlantic Coast, to Secretary,
Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET Halifax, July 2, 1942

MINUTES-26TH MEETING

JOINT SERVICE SUB-COMMITTEE, NFLD.

I am directed to forward herewith four (4) copies of Minutes of the
26th Meeting, Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland.

3. (a) As regards Item 2, Radar Stations, Nfld., the A.O.C., E.A.C.
informed the Committee that the matter of manning equipment raised therein
had already been clarified to A.O.C., No. 1 Group, Nfld., when in Ottawa
recently. . ,

(b) I am to say however, that the Committee while noting this fact,
recommends that such clarification should be made through the ordinary
channels to both Canadian and U.S. Force Commanders in Newfoundland
and so that there may be no grounds for further misunderstanding.

L. C. GOODEVE
Colonel, G. S.

"Au nord-est de Gander et de Botwood.
'Il semble que la station de Cape Race, si

elle fût établie, ne demeura pas longtemps en
opération.

' North-cast of Gander and Botwood.
' It would appear that the station at Cape

Race, if established, did not remain long In

operation.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of the Joint Service Sub-Committee Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, June 18, 1942

ITEM 2. RADAR STATIONS-NEWFOUNDLAND

Correspondence was tabled as follows:

Letter from E.A.C.. S-34-1 d/23 May 421 addressed to A.O.C. No. I
Group H.Q., R.C.A.F.

Letter from A.F.H.Q. S-34-2-6 (d plans) d/15 May 421 addressed to
• A.O.C. E.A.C. signed for Chief of the Air Staff.

Memorandum2 to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence (U.S.-Can.)
submitted by Air Commodore F. V. Heakes and Col. Douglas,
U.S.A. A.C.

The Sub-Committee noted from the memorandum that U.S. equipment
was to be installed, manned and operated as a temporary measure by the
Americans until such time as 271's can be replaced by Canadian C.H.L.
E/W. Sets. It is noted from Para. 3 of the letter from the Chief of the Air
Staff, that the intention behind the Agreement is that the system is to be ulti-
mately unified under the R.C.A.F. This Sub-Committee can find nothing
in the memorandum which would definitely bear out the statement, as a
careful reading of para. 1(a) would indicate that while the equipment was
to be replaced by Canadian equipment, there is nothing to show that this
Canadian equipment would come under Canadian control when replaced.
This Sub-Committee feels that there is definite ambiguity in the wording
of the memorandum to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence which should
be clarified forthwith, as this means of intelligence is considered vital, not
only to the Air Defences of Newfoundland but also to those of Atlantic
Command, and should be controlled by the R.C.A.F. That such ambiguitY
exists is evident from the fact that the Commanding General, U.S. Base
has stated that Radar equipment was being installed by himself, that he
would control such equipment, and that information would be relayed into
his own Operations Room. This Sub-Committee requests that this matter
be given priority of consideration in order that the O.C. No. 1 Group H.Q•9,
R.C.A.F., may be placed on firm ground before opening negotiations with
the U.S. Army, with which he has been instructed to proceed.

1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
^ Non reproduit. • Not printed.
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672. NPA GN1/8 - 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
- à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J. and D. 102-1942 [St. John's,] December 1, 1942
CONFIDENTIAL

I annex hereto copy of letter dated and delivered to me on November
30th, by Mr. Burchell (No. 50 Secret)' in which permission is sought to
establish a secret radio location station in the vicinity of Port-aux-Basques:
Mr. Burchell, made it a point of calling on me with the letter, to urge that
I should grant permission at once, so that the work may proceed immediately.

I assured him that in my opinion the Commission of Government would
have no objection to this proposal and that he could so inform his Govern-
ment. Theré are three conditions-

(1) Private lands must be compensated for.
(2) Crown Lands will be granted without cost.
(3) The Canadian Government must make arrangements regarding

frequencies, with the Newfoundland Department of Posts and
Telegraphs.

I would appreciate the passage of a Minute of Commission approving of
my action in this respect.2

L. E. EMERSON

673. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, May 6-7, 1943

PROGRESS OF U.S. PROJECTS3

All five SCR-271 (radar) stations are in training operation. The station
at Cape Spear is being calibrated. Calibration of the other four should be
completed in April. Radar beacons, to operate with ASV equipped aircraft
have been installed at Allan's Island, St. Bride' S4 and Harmon Field.5.

1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
' L'approbation fut donnée le 9 décembre. ' Approval was granted on December 9.
^ Ce rapport fut préparé en avril. $ This report was prepared in April.6 Cape St. Mary.
Base américaine à Stephenville. & United States base at Stephenville.
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DND HQS 15-1-204

Le représentant de l'aviation canadienne, CPCAD,
au représentant principal de l'armée américaine, CPCAD

Canadian Air Member, PJBD, to
Senior United States Army Member, PJBD

SECRET [Ottawa,] March 25, 1944

Dear General Henry,
Advice has been received that the U.S.A.A.F. is to discontinue the opera-

tion of four ASV beacons located at Stephenville, Elliston, St. Bride's and
Allan's Island, Newfoundland, the last three places being radar detachments
operated by the U.S. Forces.' It is understood that the U.S.A.A.F. have
urgent need for the personnel operating the beacons but that the beacons

themselves will be made available for R.C.A.F. use if it is so desired.

As it is essential that beacons be continued in operation at these points
to meet R.C.A.F. service requirements, the question of taking over the
equipment and supplying personnel to operate it has been under consideration.

It would be appreciated if this proposal could be discussed with the

aappropriate U.S. officials, and if the suggestion is approved, that the com-
mand be advised so that arrangements may be made for the installation of
the new beacons and for the posting of the necessary personnel to the station.

Yours sincerely, ,

W. A. CURTIS

Air Vice-Marshal

675. . 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET New York, November 7-8, 1944

United States Army

2. DEFENSE OF NEWFOUNDLAND:

a. Operation of U.S. Radar Stations in Newfoundland
The matter of Canada assuming responsibility for the operation of the five

i Fogo fut ultérieurement ajouté à la liste 1 Fogo was later added to the list of sta-

des stations devant 8tre abandonnées par tions to be abandoned by the United States

l'armée de l'air des États-Unis. Army Air Force.

/^
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U.S. radar stations in Newfoundland has been under consideration by East-
ern Air Command Headquarters and the Commanding General, Newfound-
land Base Command. The War Department has been notified that Eastern
Air Command are now in a position to start placing RCAF personnel on
these stations, thus gradually relieving the U.S. personnel concerned. It is
expected that all U.S. personnel will be relieved by 31 December 1944.
Details incident to disposing of equipment involved are being jointly worked
out locally. It is understood that the Canadian Government will not, in
assuming responsibility for the operation of these stations, be committed for
the purchase of same.

676.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

50218-40

Top SECRET New York, June 14-15, 1945

3. Air Vice-Marshal Curtis referred to five aircraft warning (radar) sta-
tions in Newfoundland which the United States authorities had advised the
Canadian authorities were of no further use to the United States forces. Two
of these in particular, at Fogo Island and Elliston (Bonavista) in Newfound-
land, are of no value to Canada but before proceeeding to abandon them,
Air Vice-Marshal Curtis wished to advise the United States members that
their operation had been instrumental in saving at least five United States
aircraft during recent months. He therefore believed that the United States
authorities might wish to reconsider the matter. General Henry reported that
there seemed to be a difference of opinion as to the continued need for
various of these stations and recommended that a survey and determination
on the spot by Canadian and United States authorities should be made as to
what stations should be continued in operation by Canada. It was agreed
that General Henry should take this matter up and advise Air Vice-Marshal
Curtis of the results. Brigadier-General Connell, Commanding General, New-
foundland Base Command, was present and agreed to continue the leases
on the two stations in question in order that the Royal Canadian Air Force
might continue their operation.
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677.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
Montreal, September 4-5, 1945

United States Army
. . .

2. DEFENSE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

Radar Stations in Newfoundland

With respect to the Aircraft Warning Stations in Newfoundland, by mutual
agreement between the RCAF and the Commanding General, Newfoundlaind
Base Command, five aircraft warning stations will continue in operation, ie:

RCAF owned and operated - Flat Rock'

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated - Bonavista

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated - Fogo Island

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated - St. Bride's

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated - Allan's Island effec-
The Aircraft Warning Station at Cape Spear2 we$ected for removal of the

tive 20 June 1945. Arrangements have also been
equipment at that place.

50218-40
678.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET
New York, November 7-8, 1945

Royal Canadian Air Force

., .

MISCELLANEOUS

(a) The United States Government has advised that • norso
objection is

nnel from
made to the closing Ë

dablishdments in Newfound and after 31stthe following Radar
October, 1945:

R.C.A.F. owned and operated - Flat Rock

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated - Bonavista
s dU.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated - Fogo

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated
Allan's Island.

U.S. owned, R.C.A.F. operated
-

'Près de Torbay. i Near Torbay. licated the
_on esti= que cette

sdo Flat Roc^t la cov
a it was

erage
consiRoc.^at it dup

m8me fonction que celle

I
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SOUS-SECIION iV/$UB-SECTION iV

LES POSTES DE NAVIGATION Â LONGUE DISTANCE

LORAN STATIONS

679. 50218-40
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET Quebec City, May 26-27, 1942

10. The United States Navy Member described recent developments in
connection with provision of new and extended radio navigation aids along
the Atlantic Coast of the United States, Canada and Newfoundland. It was
stated that the Canadian stations would be installed, manned and operated
by the Canadian Navy. Captain Thomas stated that the United States Naval
.authorities would prefer to have the new stations in Newfoundland and
Labrador installed, manned and operated by Canadian Service personnel. He
added, however, that if the Canadian authorities decide that they cannot
undertake this obligation, the United States Navy is prepared to accept the
responsibility. In the latter case the United States will discuss the problem
directly with the Government of Newfoundland. The Canadian Naval Mem-
ber stated that he would endeavour to obtain a decision from the Canadian
authorities not later than June 5.

680.
NPA GN 1/8 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J. & D. 64-'42 [St. John's,] June 20, 1942
CONFIDENTIAL

I circulate a copy of a letter addresséd to Mr. Emerson by the High Com-
missioner for Canada in which he requests on behalf of the Government of
Canada the concurrence of the Government of Newfoundland in a proposal
to establish a new radio installation at Sandgirt Lake, Labrador.

2. I have ascertained from the Secretary for Posts & Telegraphs that his
Department has already made the necessary arrangements as regards license,
frequencies, etc., and - unless any of my colleagues has any point which he
desires to raise I propose to inform Mr. Burchell that this Government is
agreeable to his Government's proposal.

W. W. WOODS
for the Commissioner for Defence
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire
à la Justice et à la Défense

High Commissioner in New f oundland to Commissioner
for Justice and De f ence

No. 24 [St. John's,] June 18, 1942

SECRET

Dear Sir,
I am informed by the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for External

Affairs of Canada that at a recent meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence, consideration was given to the provision of new and extended radio
navigation aids along the Atlantic Coast of the United States, Canada and
Newfoundland.

In that connection, it is proposed that a new installation will be made by
Canada at Sandgirt Lake, Labrador.

The Right Honourable the Secretary of State for External Affairs has asked
me to obtain the necessary concurrence of the Newfoundland Government
for this project.

I would therefore appreciate hearing from you if the Newfoundland
Government is agreeable to this installation being made by the Canadian
Government.

681.

Yours faithfully
C. J. BURCHELL

1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 449 St. John's, August 11, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that I have received a letter from the

Honourable Sir Wilfrid W. Woods, Commissioner for Public Utilities, in
which he states that when he was recently at Cape Bonavista he learned
that a combined American and Canadian party had paid at visit there and
taken certain bearings which seemed to suggest that the installation of a
radio range was contemplated.

2. He also informs me that the Ranger stationed at Battle Harbour has
reported that a party consisting of members of the Royal Canadian NavY,
the United States Navy and the United States National Defencca
Bureau had been there and had conducted a survey for the location of
site for a radio station.
; 3. Sir Wilfrid states that the Newfoundland Government expects and

0
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desires that its permission will be sought before any such surveys are con-
ducted and informs me that there is no record of any approach having been
made to the Newfoundland Government in either of the cases referred to.
He has asked me if I have any'information concerning the nature, extent
and location of the proposals for which the surveys have been conducted.

4. I have informed Sir Wilfrid that I have no information but that I would
take the matter up with you and obtain this information for him.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

682. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 190 Ottawa, August 22, 1942

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 449 of August 11, 1942,
regarding surveys being conducted in Newfoundland by combined Canadian
and American parties, with a view to installing new radio stations.

2. At a meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence held in Quebec
on May 26-27, 1942, it was agreed that the provision of new and extended
radio navigation aids along the Atlantic Coast of the United States, Canada
and Newfoundland was desirable. Canada and the United States undertook
to provide the necessary stations in their own territories, while the stations
in Newfoundland and Labrador were to be installed and manned by Canada
if she felt able to undertake this new obligation. If not, the United States
Navy was prepared to accept the responsibility and the United States would
discuss the problem directly with the Government of Newfoundland. After
investigation of the undertaking, the Canadian authorities decided that
Canada could only provide stations on her own territory and at Sandgirt
Lake, Labrador. Permission for the latter installation has already been sought
and obtained from the Newfoundland, Government.i The United States naval
authorities were informed of Canada's decision and it was assumed that they
would approach the Newfoundland Government as agreed upon at the
meeting of the permanent Joint Board on Defence. Apparently, however,
they have neglected to do so.

3• On July 20th and 31st, Canadian naval authorities were requested
by the National Defence Research Committee of the United States to obtain
geographical information of extremely exact nature as to the sites of thesestations.

On August 4th Mr. Fink of the Radiation Laboratory was informed

1 Appazemmeat cette atation ne fut jamais I Apparently this station was never bui1L.
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that the Canadian Naval Service was not in a position to assume any,
responsibility for stations outside Canada, but it was considered that such
assistance as might be afforded should be given. Accordingly, on August
8th, the Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources was requested to carry
out a survey of sites in Newfoundland and Labrador, making use of the
Canadian Geodetic Survey party at present working in Newfoundland. Herein,
apparently, lies the explanation of the surveys mentioned in your despatch
under reference. The request for permission to make such surveys should,
however, come from the United States naval authorities.

I have etc.
H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

683. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET New York, June 28-29, 1944

2. Vice-Admiral Johnson informed the Board of the proposal of the
United States Navy to install another Loran station in Newfoundland. He
stated that he had been in communication with the Canadian Naval Member
of the Board in regard to this matter and that a Canadian officer will
accompany the survey party which is to proceed to Newfoundland in the
early days of July to inspect sites for the proposed station. Admiral Johnson
added that the Navy Department had requested the Department of State to
invite the Newfoundland Government to be represented on this survey party.

684. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET Montreal, September 6-7, 1944

. . .

United States Navy Section Report Progress
... .

NEWFOUNDLAND

The survey party which went to Newfoundland on 5 July 1944 to select a
suitable site for an additional Loran transmitting station has located one
that is satisfactory in the vicinity of Port-aux-Basques. The Newfoundland
Government has been requested to grant the U.S. Navy permission to install
and operate a Loran station at the site selected.

/i
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685. PRO DO 35 1155 X/J 8146

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

DESPATCH 167 St. John's, August 14, 1945

My Lord,

I have the honour to refer to the establishment by the United States
authorities of long range aid to navigation (LORAN) installations in New-
f oundland . . .

2. These telegrams' refer specifically to the two installations erected at
Bonavista, and at Battle Harbour (Great Caribou Island) Labrador. In 1944
a similar station was installed with this Government's consent, on the same
general terms, at Port-aux-Basques (Mouse Island). In the event, it was not
found possible for the Newfoundland Government to provide the operating
staff for these stations as adumbrated in my telegram No. 355.2 Their opera-
tion has, therefore, been carried on by United States Naval personnel.

3. In November, 1944, the American Consul General informed this
Government that the Permanent Joint Board on Defence was considering
the question of the future operation of these Loran Stations for the benefit
of shipping and aviation and requested views as to whether the Newfoundland
Government would wish to take over and operate the stations or, if not,
would approve the transfer of title and subsequent operation of the stations
by the Canadian authorities should they be prepared to undertake it. It was
indicated that should the stations be turned over to another Country the
United States Navy Department would expect to be reimbursed the cost of
the equipment.

4. After consideration by the Commission of Government, the Consul
General was informed that Newfoundland was unable to take over and
operate the stations but that, if it was desired to keep them in operation, the
Commission would have no objection to the Canadian Government under-
taking that responsibility, if they were prepared to do so, under the condi-
tions applicable to the United States, viz., that the sites were made available
for the period of the war and six months thereafter.

5.
Further representations from the Consul General were then received

emphasising the point that although these stations had been erected during
the war, and had served a useful military purpose, they would be of great
value to shipping and aviation in general after the war, and that the Canadian
Government could not reach a decision on the acquisition and operation of
the stations until the consent of the Newfoundland Government for their
post-war operation had been given. The Commission of Government decided

Non reproduits.
' Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.

' Not printed.
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that it would be prepared to permit the Canadian authorities to operate these
stations after the war on the understanding that their continued future opera-
tion would be the subject of discussion in due

and

Govern-
the American Consul General

ments
also to the

concerned. This
Canadian

decisionHigh was Cocomnmve
d

Commissioner who, in the meantime, had

made similar inquiries.

6. On the 14th July, 1945, the Canadian High Commissione r addressed
this Government on the question of security of tenu re
installations. He wrote:

The continuance of these stations would undoubtedly be of value for aerial
and marine navigation and air-rescue work and Canada, the United States and
doubtless all countries interested in marine and air navigation would wish to see
the services continued. I understand that the Newfoundland Government do

es
wish to go to the expense of purchasing the equipment and training the pe

rsonnel

to operate the stations. It would b^ln ec^shsan r̂y' toif the
p

Canadian
considerable

u
undsn

der
and

takes the responsibiLty of operating
equipment as well as to provide for the training and maintenance of personnel,

and in the circumstances the Canad^ices unless they were accorded an assurane
undertaking the maintenance of the se
of title in fee simple or at least an assurance of a long term tenure.

in
and ,

The Commission of Government considered this further
of opinion that the continuance of this service is desirable, trained
the fact that it is not possible at present either to supply the necessary ent,
personnel or to contemplate the acquisition of the installations

an Governmentlamlease
decided, subject to your approval, t^^vstations concerned at Bonavista and
for fifty years over the sites of or.
Port-aux-Basques in Newfoundland, and Battle Harbour ^é future ope ae
understanding relating to intergovernmental discussions on the
tion of the stations will remain, and it will also be laid down thâate otodtake
Newfoundland Government find itself in a position, at a later their con-

tinued

the stations and provide the necessary operating personnel, if
'nued operation in these specific localities is necessary or advisabl ^né leases.

be at liberty to do so and to re-enter upon the lands and terminate
o f the

7. The areas of the sites concerned are comparatively small being ity for
order of twenty-five to thirty acres in each case, though increase the area
providing access to the only availabl e open

site
beach

It may be stated that these
somewhat in respect of the Ba those at Battle Harbour and Bona-
stations have already been in operation,
ista for some considerable time, and there is no evidence before

v interference with existing tr
Commission that they cause any

tlantic

aeronautical radio stations. of the course of
8. I now request your consideration and approval

action proposed above.

/

I have etc.

HUMPHREY WALWYN

0
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686. •7-CR (s)

Memorandum du conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures1

Memorandum by Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs1

SECRET Ottawa, September 21, 1945

DISCUSSION WITH CAPTAIN WORTH AND COMMANDER FOSTER OF NAVAL

HEADQUARTERS ABOUT THE LORAN STATIONS IN NEWFOUNDLAND

At the request of Commander Foster, Mr. J. S. Macdonald and I visited
Naval Headquarters this afternoon to discuss the next step to be taken with
respect to taking over United States Loran Stations in Newfoundland.

Mr. Macdonald suggested that National Defence; Naval Services, forward
to us a precise statement of what they needed with respect to tenure and
operation of the stations, and that these should be presented to the New-
foundland Government with a- fuller explanation of the purpose of the
stations. He also expressed the view that there was extremely little likelihood
that the Newfoundland Government, although putting forward qualifications
about tenure, would ever wish to take over the stations in view of the cost
of installations and operation. It was agreed that Naval Services should follow
this course.

It was explained that the Loran Stations were essential for complete
coverage of the North Atlantic for precision navigation by air or sea and
that they would have to -be maintained by someone. The United States had
originally constructed them and were anxious that we should take them over,
since they fall more within the ^ zone already being covered in part by
Canadian stations.

This matter will be discussed with Mr. Clutterbuck since the Newfoundland
Government have intimated they will ask the guidance of the Dominions
Office. ,

687. PRO DO 35 1155 X/J 8146

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve 'au secrétaire aux Dominions -

Governor of New f ound land to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 388 [St. John's,] November 8, 1945

SECRET. My despatch No. 167 of 14th August. Loran stations.

Canadian Government is reluctant to assume responsibility of operation
unless it has 'more definite assurance of long term tenure or compensation in
event of 'Newfoundland Government taking over. Canadian Government sug-
gests:
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this Government undertaking to give
(1) Taking over control now,

five years notice if it later decides t^âda to rbe
control.

reimbursed for
(2) If this governmf ^o^^ monies e pénded as might be decided by

such portion o
arbitration.

2.
This government prepared grant 50 year lease and agree to conditions

set out in paragraph 1.

3.
We propose, subject to your concurrence, to discuss

e$ectl trans e of
St

aon
tes

-authorities and, if they agree, action will be taken to

trol to Canada.
4. If general agreement on transfer question effected f^w^ ldo S biesewté

possible .personnel
o

the R.A.F.request Canada to employ Newfoundland
have Newfoundland operators with e xperience

5. Grateful for early reply.

PRO DO 35 1155 X/J 8146
688.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newf oundland

541
[London,] November 17, 1945

TELEGRAM

SECRET.
Your telegram No. 388 of 8th November. Loran

No. of 14th
Proposals contained in your telegram and in your desp

1 re ared by Squa^on'^ader
August together with technica^s ^ü ^uweré cômmunicated to Admiralty
Pattison when he was last in
and Air Ministry for their comments. no,It intend to

2.
Admiralty have informed us that they do not, repeat

'
tain an shore based radio navigational aids in peace-time

sole for se
essential uIn

m^ y they are not considered to
of shipping, for which purposeer of their importance to aircraft, administrative controallt of ôQ1
view however
Kingdom Loran chain has now been transferred from A mu y

Ministry. ' into any long-

3. Admiralty have further suggested that before e^o ^ôw ^nfidendally
term commitments Canadian Government may wish new British syst lm
that very considerable potentialities have û der dev opment for commerc
of long range navigation which is now uency Of

use by
Decca Company. This system as at present evoln d^ére ore ^n^ct

approximately 100 kilocycles, and ll commercial craft in 1,700-2, 000 kilo'
with other radio requirements o Admiralty su est therefore that
cycles band, as is case with Loran system. ll have number of advantVent

over
Decca systemAmerican wh m^ û f lct red el.oran equipment. They would in anY e

---' 1 Not printed.
1 Non reproduit.
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be very ready to place at your and Canadian Government's disposal any
information on this subject which would be likely to be of assistance in con-
nection with disposal of present Loran stations in Newfoùndland.

4. Air Ministry, to whom views of Admiralty-were communicated have ex-
pressed the view that there is no, repeat no, strong operational need for Loran
in North Atlantic unless this system should be adopted internationally for
civil aviation in preference to other long range devices. They themselves
doubt therefore whether the Canadian Governmènt would find it worth while
to take over the stations.

5. In light of above, Commission will no doubt wish to reconsider posi-
tion with Canadian authorities before reaching any conclusions as to disposal
of stations in question.

Delay in replying is regretted.

689. PRO DO 35 1155 X/J 8146

Le commissaire aux Services publics
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Dominions

- Commissioner for Public Utilities
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State, Dominions Office

G/468 St. John's, August 3, 1946
SECRET

Dear Syers,

Would you please refer to the Secretary of State's Secret telegram No. 541
of the 17th November-Loran Stations.

2. The Canadian High Commissioner addressed me as follows on the
26th July:

It is pointed out that in view of the conclusions reached' at the recent Dublin
Conference on Civil Aviation and the First International Conference on Radio
Aids to Marine Navigation, which has just ended, it would appear doubtful whether
Loran would become a standard navigational aid to civil aviation and merchant
marine. No concrete recommendations i were however reached by the delegates at
the Conference on the Radio Aids to Marine Navigation concerning position-
fixing-systems. It was felt that a year of operational research on the peace-time
uses of present systems would be necessary before a conclusion could be reached.
In view of the uncertainty about the future of Loran it is considered that it would.
at present be unwisé for the Government of Canada to take over the United States
stations in Newfoundland. It is thought it would be preferable that these stations
should remain under United States control during the coming year when operational
research on radio aids to marine navigation will be under way.

In view of the commanding position of Newfoundland Loran Stations in the
North Atlantic chain and their relation to the eastern air and sea approaches to
Canada, it is felt however that Canada should, if possible, obtain a priority option
for taking over the Newfoundland stations should it develop that Loran becomes
a standard aid to. aviation and marine navigation, or should it develop that these
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stations become essential to Canadian defence. Accordingly I have been instructed
to request your • approval of an option in favour of Canada to the United States
stations should Loran become the standard navigational aid to civil aviation andproposed
merchant marine, or essential

e approach t
ma

y you d in the matter.
to notify the United tes authorities of our

3. Pattison has minuted:
We would not desire to operate the system ourselves on account •of the expense

and the difficulty of administration-the stations are located at Bonavista, Battle
Harbour, Port-aux-Basques ,and Twillingate. The cost will exceed $100,000 per

annum.
2. A policy regarding the future operation of Loran as an International system

has not been decided. This may be settled at the forthcoming meeting of P.I.C.A.O.
on "Airway Standards" (Oct. 1946). I myself believe that Loran or a modified
Loran will be adopted. One of the difficulties will be the initial cost to Empire
countries who are not equipped at present, the equipment being American.

3. Therefore we should agree to the U.S. operating the system for the present-
if they are willing to do so-and inform Canada that we would be willing for
them to operate the system under conditions set out in telegram to Secretary of
State, No. 388 of the 8th November.

4. I am informing the High Commissioner for Canada as in paragraph 3

of Pattison's minute.'
Yours sincerely,

J. S. NEILL

SOUS-SECTION V/SUB-SECTION V

LES COMMUNICATIONS'
COMMUNICATIONS'

1156-D-39

l

ti

690.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures'

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 6
St. John's, January 29, 1941

Your telegram No. 4 of January 20th, paragraph 3$ At the request of
Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command, we have supplied to
Flight-Lieutenant Goodspeed, who was here on January 18th, detailed in-
formation of changes in communication system which would be necessary to
supply a 24 hour telegraph service and an estimate of expenses inu lW ld•th We
presume that his report will shortly be av hl vbee shall have to consider with
be able to formulate specific requests whic
relation to expenditure which will.be entailed.

• for the

: s Le Canada assuma la responsabilité des

postes de navigation à longue distance en

1953.
- fVoir également lés documents 176-180.
,,'Document 179..

i canada assumed respons'll"Y

Loran stations in 1953.

' See also Documents 176-180.
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691. NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

DESPATCH 15

Sir,

Ottawa, June 7, 1941

I have the honour to inform you that the Royal Canadian Air Force
have under consideration a proposal to erect voice and teletype circuits
from St. John's, Newfoundland, to the Airport at Gander Lake.

In order to carry out a system of physical and phantom circuits, with side
transpositions, it will be necessary to erect crossarms, move and replace a
number of poles, in order to obtain proper balance, as well as provide for
extra guying, etc., on the existing pole line owned by the Newfoundland
Government Postal Telegraph Company.

The Department of National Defence for Air would be grateful if you
would reserve sufficient space on your existing pole line to enable the
Department to erect a fôur pin crossarm, as well as two pin space on the
existing crossarms, in order that the above and/or other contemplated work
may be carried out, the total cost of which will be borne by the Department
of National Defence (Air).

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

692.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

TOP SECRET 1
. . . Montreal, July 30, 1941

5. Reference was again made to the subject of wire communications in New-foundland. Lt.-Col. Bissell pointed out that the railway telegraph system
between St. John's and the Newfoundland Airport would probably have to
be rebuilt in connection with the improvement of the road as contmplated.i
He commented that in many cases the telegraph poles were reported to be in
bad condition and that the poles would probably have to be replaced. He
added that it would seem to be desirable that high priority be given by the

'Lei planificateurs canadiens et américains 1 Canadian and U.S. planners developed a^Onçurent
un certain nombre de projets rou- number of Gand bytiers visant à relier Gander A St. John's et à road with StrJohn'sf and other cent es but

jautre' é^^s- mais ces projets ne furent these projects were never implemented.
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Newfoundland Railroad authorities to the providing during this construction
work of wire facilities for (a) the railroad itself, (b) United States military

requirements, (c) Canadian military requirements, and (d) local telegraph
requirements; all of these requirements to be met with suitable reserves for
future expansion. It was agreed that the Service members concerned would,
through their respective Departments, have instructions issued to the appro-
priate representatives in Newfoundland to confer with one another with the
view to ascertaining whether arrangements could not be made for all of these
wire communication requirements to be met with a single installation in
connection with the improvements of the railroad soon to be brought about.

It was agreed that should such an arrangement be brought about, the costs
of the wire installation should be paid by the railroad from funds expected
to be provided by the United States Government if the negotiations which
are about to commence are successfully concluded; that recommendations
should be formulated by the interested Services representatives in Newfound-
land and the railway authorities to apportion these charges on a fair and

submitted to theequitable basis; and that these recommendations should be
Permanent Joint Board on Defence for its approval.

693.
10793-40

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue à St. John's pour discuter
des problèmes de communications

Minutes of a Meeting held in St. John's to Discuss
Communication Problems

SECRET St. John's, September 6, 1941

A meeting of Communication Officers of the U.S. and Canadian
Friday,^s^

in Newfoundland was held in the Newfoundland Hotel on
September. The following Officers were present:

Lieutenant-Commander Cairns, R.N.
Lieutenant Lucas,* R.C.N.V.R.
Lieutenant McCloud, R.C.C.S.
Flying-Officer Bonell, R.C.A.F.
Major Cooper, U.S. Army
Lieutenant-Commander Cleeves, U.S. Navy
Lieutenant Plagge, U.S. Navy
Lieutenant Wells, U.S. Navy
Group-Captain C. M. McEwen, R.C.A.F. also attended and gave the meeting the
benefit of his advice..,

2. Terms of Reference
ng was called in accordance with instructions from the JointThe

Services meeting with the following terms of reference:
Newfound-

3 Le Sous-comit6 mixte de Terre-Neuve. i Joint Service Sub-Cxnnlittee, ,
land.
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( 1) To explain to those present the L/T Communication at present
approved to be installed by the Canadian Services.

(2) To decide whether the above arrangements are adequate for the
present and future needs of the services concerned.

(3) To ascertain what L/T communication arrangements are being
installed by the American Services.

(4) To ensure that the maximum measure of co-operation between all
services is achieved both for reasons of efficiency and economy.

3. Canadian Services Approved Communication Arrangements.
The arrangements already approved were explained and are shown in

diagrammatic form in Appendix I.1 Flying-Officer Bonell RCAF stated that
these lines will be completed by the end of October 1941.
4. Canadian Services Additional Arrangements Required.

It was agreed that the arrangements shown in paragraph 3 above do not
meet the full requirements of the Canadian Services in the following respects:

(1) The Army and Navy require separate T/T lines between St. John's
and Halifax; an additional T/T circuit must be added to the
Varioplex system. Flying-Officer Bonell agreed, after discussion,
that this is most desirable and stated that, subject to approval
from higher authority, an additional circuit can be provided. The
meeting recommended that both the Army and the Navy apply
to their Headquarters, by signal, for this additional facility.

(2) The existing approved arrangement for speech and T/T circuits
between St. John's, Gander and Botwood are [sic] insufficient to
meet the requirements of all three services. It will be necessary to
install B and H carrier systems on the St. John's to Gander circuit.
All the additional lines so provided will not be required by the
Canadian Services; 7 T/T circuits can be loaned to the American
Services vide paragraph 6 below.

(3) Similarly it will be necessary to increase the facilities between
Gander and Botwood by the addition of H Carrier and the erection
of one additional physical circuit.

(4) .It was agreeed that the voice circuits between St. John's, Gander
and Botwood should be pooled among the Services concerned in
order to make the maximum use of the facilities provided. This
will necessitate the provision of trunking equipment at St. John's.

5. It is strongly recommended that all the additional facilities outlined in
Paragraph 4 above be provided. The arrangements which were approved in
June 1941, and which then allowed for some expansion, are already inade-
quate for the needs of the Canadian Services alone. By installing the addi-
tional equipment mentioned, the needs of the Canadian Services will be met
and facilities which are most urgently required by the American Services can
be made available to them.

1 Non reproduit,
1 Not printed.
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6. Communication arrangements being installed by the American Services.

Major Cooper stated that he had proposed, but had not yet received
approval, to install an underground cable of 2 6

f
pairs between St. John's
rom Gander to Stephenville.

Gander with an - extension of a smaller cable
He stated- that it was unlikely that work would commence before April 1942

and that the line would not be complete before July 1942.

In the meantime the American Services would welcome the use
it was agreed that 7f T/

any
T

spare circuits which can be allotted to them and
circuits between St. John's and Gander can be spared for this purpose, pro-
vided the B carrier system quoted in paragraph 4 (2) above is installed.

It was also agreed that voice circuits between St. John 's and Gander can

be made available for limited use by the American Services provided the
H carrier system quoted in paragraph 4 above is installed.

Major Cooper stated the ultimate requirements for the American Services
between St. John's and Gander include 26 voice circuits.

7. Referring to the communications at Argentia the U.S. Naval Representa-
tive stated that it was intended to provided a direct T/T circuit to New

York over a commercial line and an additional T/T circuit to the American

Base Headquarters, St. John's.

:_ The requirements for meteorological exchange of information are dealt

with in paragraph 8 below.
It was agreed that it is essential to arrange forû om ^ra a PidS^ coni-

municationnication between Canadian Combined Headq
Argentia and that the only practicable methodofor

n a sHe
adquarters

to relay their traffic to the U.S. Base Headquarters separate

circuit.

8. Meteorological Service
The approved Meteorological T/T circuit between Halifax and Gander,

with loops at St. John's and Botwood were explained to the U.S. Representa-
tives, who stated that they wish to make use of this service.

9. It was agreed that the U.S. Representative raised the question i f^ local
min-

weather information reports, and it was agreed that a period of say
utes in everyhour should be allocated to local reports and should beé fora-
mitted in a sequence of stations to be determined later and that a rep
tor should be installed at St. John's to enable the meteorological information
coming from Halifax to be stored up at St. John's during periods when local
weather reports were'being exchanged.

11. Tinal L/T Communications. the
The final L/T Communication arrangements which are en

II
s^ diag am-

proposals put forward,.at this meeting are approved, are show
matic form in Appendix W L

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report .of -Service Members

TOP SECRET

Royal Canadian Navy

New York, September 9-10, 1941. . . . . -,_

FIFTH RECOMMENDATION

The Final Report of the Joint Canadian-United States Communications
Committee received the approval of the Canadian Government on the - 2nd
September, 1941.

' Landline Commnnicatign-Newfoundlând. - .- .,
The present situation is as follows:

(a) A temporary teletype circuit - from St. John's • to Gander was com-
pleted on August 23rd,,1941.

(b) The simplexing of the present Gander-Botwood line, so• that tele-
phone and teletype traffic may be passed simultaneously should be
completed by September .15, 1941, -.

(c) It is expected that construction of' one phantom and two physical
circuits from St. John's to Gander will be completed by November
30th, 1941.

(d) Definite information regarding the date when three varioplex
channels between St. John's and Halifax will be available, las not
yet been received from the Canadian National Telegraphs.

Following is a summary of Long Distance Telephone and Teletype Lines,
either under construction,, ôr contemplated:

(i) Arrangements are being made for trunking facilities bétween

Telephone Company.'
(ii) The R.C.A.F. are constructing a 2 physical and 1 phantom circuit

between St, 'John's and Gander to provide, at present, three voice
circuits and*four teletype channels. The line is being constructed in
such a manner as to allow for H. and B. carriers, which will pro-
vide, in addition to the above, ten more teletype channels and one
more voice circuit. Provision at présent is being made for two tele-
type lines to go directly from Halifax to the Newfoundland Airport:
The other two will be between St. John's and Gander.

Torbay and St. John's in the cable to be erected by the Avalon
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(iii) The voice circuits will be connected to the switchboard at St.
John's and to the switchboard in the Canadian section at New-

foundland Airport, Gander.

(iv) The existing teletype and telephone line between Gander and Bot-
wood will be simplexed to allow talking and teletype simultaneously.

(v) An estimate is now being prepared for an additional telephone and
teletype circuit to be erected between these two points (Gander and

Botwood), if necessary.

(vi) The telephone circuit is to be installed on the switchboard in the
Canadian section at Gander and in the R.C.A.F. switchboard at

Botwood.

(vii) Consideration is being given to the erection of a circuit from Bot-
wood to Grand Falls in order to connect with the radio telephone
link between Grand Falls and St. John's, as an alternate means of
communicating with No. 1 Group Headquarters from Gander or
Botwood, in event of interruption by sabotage, or otherwise, to
our direct circuits between St. John's and Gander.

(viii) When the complete installations have been made, sufficient trunk-
ing facilities will have been provided to allow telephone communi-

cations between the following:
No. 1 Group Headquarters, St. John's
Newfoundland Airport (Gander).
Torbay.
Botwood.

Canadian Army

. . SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS

As a result of the question of signal communications in Newf a^ â 9^
raised by the United States Army member in his Progress Report d
July,i the. matter has been referred to O.C. Canadian Army Force for his
early inquiry and report. Actually, the Canadian Services have had in hand
a project for the provision of additional telephone and teletype circuits eôrt
their local representatives have been instructed to inquire into and

P

on the most appropriate ways and means of ensuring adequate line signal
communications in Newfoundland to meet the needs of both United States

and Canadian Services.

This report is not yet to hand.

I Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Top SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941

11. The Board discussed the question of landline communications between
Gander Lake Airport, St. John's, and Argentia and the circuits to be available
this winter and those to be available next spring. It was agreed that circuits
to be available this winter should be allocated, by agreement between local
commanders in Newfoundland, in such a manner as best to serve the needs
of joint operations, as well as those in connection with ferrying aircraft
overseas.

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941
...

Royal Canadian Air Force

FIFTH RECOMMENDATION

Halifax--St. John's (Permanent Teletype Service)
Varioplex equipment is being installed on the temporary teletype circuit to

provide three separate channels for meteorological, R.C.A.F. operational,
and a joint channel for the Navy and Army. Western Union promise this will
be completed by November 20th.

St. John's-Gander (Permanent Voice and Teletype Service)
Approximately 65% of the 213-mile Newfoundland Postal and Telegraph

pole line has been strengthened and guÿed. Approximately 40 miles of wire
have been strung. When completed (by end of December) this permanent
line will provide four teletype and three voice circuits.

Installation of the - "B" telegraph carrier equipment, which will provide
tell additional teletype channels, should be completed by the end of March,1942.

Gander=^Botwood (Voice and Teletype Circuit)
At present one teletype and one voice circuit is in operation. Because

of climatic conditions, it is not expected work can commence on the erection
of the two proposed physical and phantom circuits before the spring of 1942.
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Temporary Teletype Service
A temporary, teletype line has been constructed between St. John's and

Gander Airport, thus completing the link to provide temporary service from
Halifax, N.S., to Gander Airport. ;

Note: W e are proceeding with U.S. request to link up our wireless
systems with 'them on the East and West coasts. Arrangements
are being made to link up with the Army Airways Communica=
tion system and the Air Force Wireless. Communications, net-

work.

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions,.Report of Service Members

Tor ,SECRET'
New York, December 20, 1941

Communications -
C.O.A.C., C.C.N.F., and Naval. Service Headquarters, are now linked by

teletype circuits. A circuit has also been established from N.S.H.Q. to B.A.D.
Washington.

B.A.D. is siniilârly linked by teletype to Navy Department.

{ C.Ô.P.C. and ; U.S. Naval Headquarters, Seattle, Wash., are linked by

teletype.

The Meteorological communication system at March 31st, 1942 Will
provide direct teletype communication from Montreal to Halifax, through
St. John's, to the forecasting centre, Gander Lake Airport. From Gander
Lake Airport, local weather and special reports will be sent by teletype to
Botwood; local weather plus Atlantic weather will be sent to St. John's for
distribution by teletype as necessary to Torbay and Argentia. Weather reports
will also be sent by W/T from Gander to Goose Airport and from Gander
to England. If necessary, the U.S. can establish, forecasting station at St. John's
or 'elsewhere on the circuit. '
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CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires.
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members1

Top SECRET Montreal, April 7-8, 1942
• . .

United States Army

5. Communications in Newfoundland

b. The general plan for the aerial cable from St. John's to Stephenville
has, been approved. Appropriation of $3,500,000 has been granted. The
Signal Corps is ordering the cable and first delivery is expected approximately
May 1. Poles will be procured locally (in Newfoundland) and erection of
poles, stringing of cable and most of the splicing will be done by the Bell
Telephone Company of Canada.

698.
DND HQS 19-6-10

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air au chef de l'état-major militaire

SECRET
[Ottawa,] April 1, 4943

ANTI-SUBMARINE MEASURES IN THE ATLANTIC

RECOMMENDATIONS OF ATLANTIC CONVOY CONFERENCE-

MARCH I St - 12th, 1943

1. It is noted that recommendation D (1) of Paper A.C.C.-5, Appendix
(Comrnuncations and Operational Intelligence) has been referred to the

Chief of Staff U.S: Army and the Chief of the Canadian Air Staff for con-
sideration of the advisability of carrying out this recommendation as a Com-
bined Canada-United States Project. I2. Recommendation D•(1) deals with the following points of air com-
munications :

(a) Reliable communications' from St. John's Newfoundland, to Goose

(b)
Voice are urgently needed.

circuits from Halifax to St. John's, Newfoundland, are
urgently needed.

3. Prior to the Washington Conference, I had given approval for improv-
ing the W/T Point to point Stations at St. John's, Newfoundland and Goose
Bay for ASW air operations and action has been taken to acquire suitable-^,

' Non reproduit.
Not printed. • •

des États-Unis

Chief of.the Air Staff to Chief of Staff, United States Army
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property in the vicinity of St. John's for the erection of remote control trans-
mitters and receivers. Plans for the buildings at St. John's and Goose Bay
are going forward and the wireless equipment is on order for this circuit but

delivery will not be made until next winter.
4. In view of the late date of delivery of the wireless equipment we have

on order for improving this circuit, I would like to ascertain if two 5KW, or
alternatively, two 2 KW HF. communication transmitters and two 2KW LF
communication transmitters can be secured from U.S. sources immediately.
These transmitters would be returned on receipt of the transmitters the
R.C.A.F. now has on order.

5. I have also taken action to secure voice circuits between Halifax and
St. John's, Newfoundland. This circuit will run from Halifax to Sydney over
telephone lines, then by VHF frequency modulated radio telephone to Cape
North to Red Rock, Newfoundland. From there a landline would have to be
provided to Stephenville, Gander and St. John's.

6. I understand your Forces in Newfoundland have already installed a
cable connecting Stephenville to Gander and St. John's and a landline from
Stephenville to Port-aux-Basques is now under construction. If we can
secure the use of two pairs of wires in this circuit from Port-aux-Basques to
St. John's we will complete the remainder of the circuit to Halifax. This
is the only arrangement which can give us secure voice channels from Hali-
fax to St. John's. It would also provide standby teletype channels for
the present teletype circuits between these points or alternatively supply
additional teletype channels between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.

7. Any assistance you can give in the above proposals will be greatly
appreciated.

699.

L. S. BREADNER
Air Marshal

50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Top SECRET New York, April 1-2, 1943

...
5. Admiral Jones brought up the question of the desire of the Roy al

Canadian Navy to rent a cable circuit between St. John's, Newf ound-
land, and Canso, Nova Scotia. This circuit, he stated, is badly needed by the
Royal Canadian Navy in connection with its operations, particularly in the
light of the added responsibilities which it has undertaken in anti-submarine
work. The United States Air Forces also desire equally strongly to use this
same circuit.. The Board was of the opinion that the disposition of this
circuit should be referred to the Combined Communications Board in Wash-
ington.

//
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700. 10793-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 74 Ottawa, July 2, 1943

Defence Communications Limited, a wholly owned Crown Company
responsible for installing defence communications around the shores of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence for the use of all three Services, is anxious to establish
a radio station at Port-aux-Basques as a link in the system of communica-
tions from Halifax through Sydney to St. John's, Newfoundland. Mr. Michie,
Supervising Engineer of the Department of Munitions and Supply, is the
local representative of Defence Communications Limited in Newfoundland.
I would be grateful for any assistance you can give him in necessary dealings
with Newfoundland Government in connection with acquisition of land at
Port-aux-Basques and in reconditioning of telegraph pole line in New-
foundland, which will be necessary part of Defence Communications system.
All Defence Services attach highest priority to these projects and would be
grateful for your aid in expediting them.

701.
10793-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in New f oundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGxAM 81 St. John's, July 16, 1943

Reference your despatch No. 206 of July 10th, 1943,1^ and previous
despatches and telegrams, east coast defence communications.

Sir Wilfrid Woods understands United States military authorities intend
to establish similar communications project as that contemplated by Defence
Communications Limited. Sir Wilfrid not prepared to recommend approval
to Commission of Government of these duplicating systems because he feelsthat

Canadian and United States Governments should cooperate in this
undertalcing, Until Canada and the United States cooperate, Sir Wilfrid
states approval of Newfoundland Government on both Canadian and United
States projects will be withheld. I await your instructions in the matter.

1 Non reproduite. ^ Not printed.
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haut commissaire suppléant ,d Terre-Neuve au commissaire
aux Services publics

Acting High Commissioner in Newf oundlarcd to Commissioner
for Public Utilities

No. 74
'SECRET

[St. John's,] July 22, 1943

Dear Sir Wilfrid [Woods],

•-
May I refer to my secret letter No. 69 of July 10th, 1943,1 and previous

-correspondence relative to defence communications in Newfoundland.
I have now been notified by my Government that consultations between

the
United States Signal Corps and the Canadian Joint Staff Mission at

Washington have been conducted with a view to achiSv a inPortmux-Basques
:co-operation in the construction

lines from Port-auazh-
installations

to Stephenville.
and the land communication

Subject to the -approval of the Newfoundland Government, the radio
installations at Port-aux-Basques will be built by DefenceGovernmentahave
Limited for the Canadian Government. The Canadian circuits
requested the United States Signal Corps to construct two physical
from Stephenville to Port-aux-Basques when permission for same is accorded
by the Newfoundland Government.

I now request the approval of the Newfoundland Government on ch ^ is
the Government of Canada for the erection. of a^ radio station

is

w

described in
proposed to build on Crown land at Port-aux-Basques.
Paragraph 2.of my secret letter No. 69 of July,10th, .1943. Delând. I an

site will ' not be available until completion *of the survey of the
advise you that it is proposed to use special radio equipment transmit
secret .nature in. the radio station and this station will be required tocannot be
and`- receive ' secret information which for reasons of security
.carried, op. the - underground cable:

The United States* Consul General informs me that he is requesting the
approval of the Newfoundland Government in respect of the ce ^byicPâ an
.system from Port-aux-Basques to Stephenville. This was cov
graphs 2, 3, and 4 in my secret letter No. 69 of July 10th, 1943, and re-
quest for permission to. construct which by the Canadian Government is
.therefôre rescinded.

'Non reproduite.

Yours faithfully,
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703. 1156-AU-39

Le commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve
Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

G/480/14 St. John's, August 7, 1943
SECRET

Dear Sir,
In continuation of my letter of the 24th July, 1943,1 (reference No.

G/480/14) relative to your letter No. 74 of 22nd July, 1943, on the subject
of Defence Communications in Newfoundland, I send you copy of a letter of
today's date' on this subject which I have sent to the American Consul
General. The position in regard to the Radio Station at Port-aux-Basques
which is to be used in combination with the Defence communications is that
the Commission of Government have approved in principle of the erection
of the Radio Station as described in para. 2 of your secret letter No. 69 of
10th July, 1943,1 but this,approval is subject to arrangements being made
by you with the Department of Natural Resources in regard to the availability
of whatever Crown Land may be required for the purpose and to the usual
arrangements with the Department of Posts and Telegraphs in regard to
frequencies and other matters in which that Department is interested. It is
also understood, of course, that the Defence Regulations of Newfoundland
will be complied with in so far as the proposed Radio Station is concerned.

Yours faithfully,
W. WooDs

704. DND HQS 151-1-204
Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air à l'officier commandant l'aviation,

région aérienne de l'Est

Chief of the Air Staff to Air Officer Commanding,
Eastern Air Command

SECRET Ottawa, May 28, 1945

ADDITIONAL UNITED STATES COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

EASTERN AIR COMMAND
1• A request has been received from the United States authorities through

the United States Military Attaché, Ottawa for permission to construct addi-
tional communications facilities at stations in Eastern Air Command. The
stations in question are Mingan, P.Q.; Goose Bay, Labrador; Cape Harrison,
Labradôi; 'St. John's, Newfoundland and Gander, Newfoundland. The
.€acilities requested by the United States are urgently needed in connection
^Yith'•the movement of their Forces - by air from the ' European Theatre to
North AméTica. Particulars of the United States request are given in a report

'Non reproduite. •- =: j 1 Not printed.
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of a telephone conversation between Major-Gener Bô â on Defen,cee and
United States Army Member, Permanent Joint
Colonel Graling, the United States Military Attaché, Ottawa, a copy of which

is attached.' on the understanding that
2. The United States request has been approved

the construction is not of continuing value to nd thaaany construction
is to be provided and paid for by the United States
involved is to be undertaken and paid for by the Unitediocal^ commanâ st aa

Goose
States

Bay, St.
authorities

John's
have and

been Gander to get in touch with the R.C.A.F. station
commanders concerned with respect to questions of siting so as to ensure
that there is no conflict with any projected R.C.A.F. construction. The United
States authorities have also been requested to clear the question of frequencies

with your Command.
3.

As soon as further information about these facilities is received it will

be communicated to you. W. A. CuRTI5 A/V/M
for the C.A.S.

690-

50218-40
705.

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Tor SECRET
Montreal, September 4-5, 1945

... ain-
10. Air Vice-Marshal Curtis raised the question of the continued Uni

tenance of the Stephenville-St. John's land line cable operated by the in-
States forces. After discussion, the Board agreed that theé ac

ontinued
tions civil aand

tenance of this cable was necessary offor transatlantic
Newfoundland. a General Henry stated

military, as well as to the defence
that the War Department was considering the possibility of having post-war
maintenance expenses shared by Canada and the United States and â^eder-
took to communicate a proposal to the Canadian Section at a

50218-40
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ToP SECRET
New York, November 7-8,

... d
12. General Henry distributed copies of a memorandum which ^lon ô f

written to the Secretary of the Canadian Section announcing the d

N reproduit. 3 Not printed.
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the United States to continue the maintenance of the Stephenville-St. John's
landline. The memorandum is attached to the Journal as an appendix and the
Secretary of the Canadian Section will inquire as to any Canadian require-
ments for rental or lease of circuits.

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du représentant principal de l'armée des États-Unis,
CPCAD, au secrétaire, section canadienne de la CPCAD

Memorandum f rom Senior United States Army Member, PJBD,
to Secretary, Canadian Section of PJBD

TOP SECRET Washington, November 5, 1945,

SUBJECT: STEPHENVILLE-ST. JOHN'S LAND LINE, NEWFOUNDLAND

1. The matter of continued maintenance and ownership of the Stephenville-
St. John's Land-Line has been brought on one or more occasions before the
Permanent Joint Board. The United States has now decided to continue the
maintenance of this system, and would be pleased to arrange with the proper
agencies of the Canadian Government for the continued rental or lease of
the circuits these agencies require, rates to be arrived at by joint agreement
based on comparable commercial rates. ..

2. It is therefore recommended that Canadian agencies desiring the use
of facilities on the Stephenville-St. John's Land-Line, communicate with
the Chief Signal Officer, War Department, Washington, D.C., with a view
of arriving at a joint financial agreement for the use of the facilities in
question.

GUY V. HENRY
Major-General, U.S. Army

SOUS-SECTION Vi/SUB-SECTTON Vi

LES TRANSPORTS

TRANSPORTATION
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TOP SECRET Ottawa, August 27, 1940

7. In relation to supplies generally it was agreed as the Fifth Recom-
mendadon of the Boârd:

That the subject of communications between Newfoundland, the Mari-
time Provinces, Eastern Canada and the United States, is of high
importance, the following subjects requiring to be examined:



That the esta s m
with landing facilities and aids to air navigation, between these important
areas, would be essential to the defence plan.

(d) Air transpor
bli h ent of additional commercial airways, complete•

(a) Râilway facilities:
(b) Water transport. .

LES RELATIONS DE -DÉFENSE

(c) '"Roads
t and communications.

708.
NPA GN1/3 320/35

Locomotive Company Montreal of two Mikado type engine

at Montreal works 24 weeks- after receipt-of order. . .

.'. . 5021$-4Q
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of two additional engines by 1st May next. We have U, 0 s to be delivered

709.
CPCAD, compte.rendu des débats et des décisions,.rapport des militaires

not -to be imperilled next• Spring and Summer we m ffer from Canadian
continue indefinitely- and we feel that if railway, whils

I
t ensure delivery

maintenance has to be sacrified LU imme :-u a life line is
tion is that all engines are bemg use LU e

diate requirements. This cannot

conditions. We are ourselves concerned over this an m pa
to engines which will be available to the railway next Spring. We have to,
expect heavy demands for rail freight from both Canadians and Americans
in addition to other traffic stimulated by war conditions. Present posi-

d th ir utmost capacity and efficient

single line of railway to continue to meet requirements o e en

tenance of - ecônomic life under present and possibly more difficult future
d rticular with regard

SECRET. Both Cana ian a
have visited 'us - have expressed anxiety in regard to the capacity of our

f d f ce and main-

d' nd United States naval and military experts who,

, Le gouverneur de* Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to, Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 661
[St. John's,] October 11, 1940

TOP SECRET
Montreal, April 16, 1941

...

(i), The supply, of aviation gasoline and other essential
supplies to New-

foundland Airport and Stephenville to maintain military operations is estall on

ted to require approximâtely five additional locomotives, fifty (5,000 g
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capacity) -.tank cars for 100 octane gasoline, and fifty freight cars above
present Newfoundland railway equipment. The United States Army plans to
-provide any additional rolling stock required for its exclusive use. However,
a definite decision has not yet. been made. The United States War Depart-
ment requests the Board to make an appropriate recommendation as to
which Government will furnish this rail equipment, improve rail facilities by
additional sidings between Botwood and Newfoundland Airport, particularly,
and throughout the length of the Newfoundland railway generally, and insure
continuous operation of the railroad between Botwood and Newfoundland
Airport and between Corner Brook and Stephenville. The United States will
build the spur for its use into the Stephenville field.

710. 50218-40•^ ►^. ., . - . . '..

TOP SECRET

CPCAD,, com pte .rendù des débats et des décisions._ . , ..
P1BD, Journal of Discussions and Décisions

. Montreal, April 17, 1941

3. At the request of the Chairman, Colonel Bissell outlined in some detail
the problem created by the inadequacy of existing railway equipment in New-
foundland.

4.- After prolonged consideration with the Newfoundland Commissioners;
after determination that the present condition and rolling stock (on hand
and on order) of the Newfoundland railroad are barely adequate for civilian
requirements•, and after full consideration of the great urgency of adequate
suppiy prior to the winter of 1941 of United States bases in Newfoundland,
the Board agreed as its Sixteenth Recommendation:

that the United States procure and retain title to such railroad rolling
stock às is necessary for its military requirements in Newfoundland,
including possible operations from the Newfoundland Airport;
that the Newfoundland Government continue to operate the Newfound-
land railroad and. undertake at' once the construction of additional
facilities and necessary rehabilitation of the railroad outside of areas
leased to the United States;
that necessary arrangements for essential financial assistance be imme-
diately worked out -between the United States and Newfoundland
Governments; and

that both Canada-and the United States assist in the procurement of. the.
necessary priorities required to permit this recommendation to be carried
out in the time specified.
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to - Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 21
[St. John's,] Apri124, 1941

Reference recent discussion here with Colonel Gibsoni regarding equip-
ment for Newfoundland Railway we should be most grateful if Canadian
Government would assist us by securing such priority for two thousand class
locomotives recently ordered from Montreal Locomotive Works as will

ensure delivery by December next.

712.
CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, May 6, 1941

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE
FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH RECOMMENDATIONS

6. THE PRIME MINISTER submitted the Journal of Discussions ,^m Deci-

sionssions of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, covering the

at Montreal, on April the 16th and 17th, and including the Board's fort ^ése
and Sixteenth Recommendations. Copies of the Board 's Journal,
meetings, had already been sent to the Defence Ministers and to the Minis-
ter of Munitions and Supply, for consideration and report.

7. THE SECRETARY reported that he had received word fro
thetChairman

^d
of the Canadian Section that the President had already app roved

recommendation regarding rolling stock and the impro iomentboû eaN ^e

foundland railroad facilities (Sixteenth thiSe Recommendation unless
United States could not proceed to implement
the gasoline storage in the Newfoundland Airport and Lewisporte-^B be
areas were provided by the Canadian government, as recommendûested
Board (Fifteenth Recommendation). In the circumstances, it was req
that action by the Canadian government, upon the Fifteenth Recommenda-
tion, be treated as a matter of urgency.z

The Air Staff had not yet had an opportunity of completing their estimate
of the cost of providing the additional storage facilities involved.

Voir le document 180. 3 See Document 180. ent on

' Les mesures du gouvernement canadien ' Action by the Canadian Governm

relatives à la quinzième recommandation ne the Fifteenth Recommendation does no1942

semblent pas avoir été prises avant janvier
See Docume

nt e 638^en until J^^

1942. Voir le document 638.
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^ (See letter of May 3rd, 1941,1 from the Chairman of the U.S. Sec-
tion, to the Chairman of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence.)

8. MR. KING suggested that, in the circumstances, the Committe might
depart froui the usual practice of withholding approval of these recommenda-
tions until the Ministers concerned, after consultation with their staffs, were
in a position to report. In this case approval might be given, subject to
concurrence of the Minister of Finance and the Defence Ministers.

9. The Committee, thereupon, approved, in so far as Canada was con-
cerned, the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Recommendations of the Board, subject
to the concurrence of the Minister of Finance and the Defence Ministers.

713. NPA S-4-2-2
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A,$airs to Governor of New f oundland

TELEGRAM 50 Ottawa, June 30, 1941

Minister of Munitions and Supply states that his Department is having
greatest difficulty in arranging transportation of material and supplies to
various points in Newfoundland where Canadian contracts are being executed.
The Newfoundland Railway is being taxed beyond their capacity, and
apparently no system of priorities exists. Three separate authorities are
competing for priority as follows:

1. The United States Army and Navy, who are erecting bases and
apparently sending ships and cargoes in without previous advice;

2. The British Ministry of Aircraft Production (ATFERO) for project
at Gander;

3. . Canadian Department of Munitions and Supply for projects at
Gander, Botwood and St. John's.

As you are aware, at the moment all their agencies are in difficulty. Ships
are go1ng to small outlying harbours and docks and are being held up for
lack of labour and also for lack of railway equipment.

To remedy this situation so far as Canada is concerned, Department of
Munitions and Supply propose to ask^ all Canadian agencies to apply to
Canadian Transport Controller for shipping instructions. It would however
be a great advantage if someone in Newfoundland could be clothed with
authority to determine priorities on transportation within Newfoundland.

The Canadian Gôvernment would therefore be grateful if you could
find it possible to appoint someone to perform in Newfoundland duties
similar to those performed in Canada by Transport Controller, namely to
have general supervision over port and rail facilities, to determine priorities
of movement and unloading and to see that cars are supplied only to move
materials on instructions issued by himself or his office.

1 Non reproduite.
i Not printed.
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Montreal, July _30, 1941
TOP SECRET-

. . . The
Honourable L. E. Emerson, Commissioner of Defence and

Justice [sic] of Newfoundland, was present.

3.'After a detailed discussion , of various phases of the problem of road

maintenance
. and construction in Newfoundland, in which Mr. Emerson

participated, it was agreed that the Newfoundland Government will to the
limits of its capacity with available equipment N

^ô^dland Govedrnment
keep them open during the coming winter. The
has no - . objection to and would welcome any action taken by the United

States and Canada to assist in keeping roads open during the coming h winter.

'The United States members pointed, out that . the road in which Y

are most urgently intérested is' the St. John's-Argentia highway (about - 80

miles long and, according to Mr. Emerson, 58 miles paved with tarvia, the
remainder gravel surfaced). The United States authorities may carry. out a

survey of a new highway . between St.- John's and Argentia: authority to
conduct surveys outside the leased areas is -granted in Article X of the

Base-Lease Agreement, signed at London March 27, 1941.1 Mr. Emerson

said that, of course, there would be no objection on the part
of the New-

foundland authorities to such a survey.
As regards the road from Stephenville to the airfield near that town, Mr.

Emerson said that because of the lack of equipment the N eh sud

âuthorities- could do practically nothing to keep that road open
winter.

There will 'be no difficulty, however, in keeping open , the roads f rom St.

John's to Quidi Vidi and to the. United States ammunition dump.
Mr. Emerson stated' that there should be no great difficulty in keeping

open the road from St. John's to the Canadian Camp d to
the Newfoundland

a discussion of the need of a highway from Bo tments
Airport. The Canadian Service members will consult with their Dep^
on the question of whether this road is necessary and, if so, whether it will

be surveyed this year. of way
It was agreed that in due course arrangements in respect to right

and maintenance questions should be dealt with by exchanges of notes be-
tween the interested Governments.

The Board approved the following as its Twentieth Recommendation:
(a) That improvement and maintenance of road communications is

recognized as essential -for effective military operations
in the de-

fence of Newfoundland.
O' That : the Newfoundland Government should, without cost to the

United States or the Canadian Governments,, make available

l'appendice B. 1 See Appendix B.

//
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rights of way necessary for. such roads as the United States 'or. the
.Canadian Government consider must be constructed * for military
purposes.

(c) That the United States ' and Canada should be given the right to
construct and maintain such roads as . each individually requires
in Newfoundland for military purposes without obligation either
to construct or maintain any roads.

(d) That Newfoundland, Canadian and United States vehicles would
have use without tolls of any roads constructed by the United
States or Canada in Newfoundland outside of Base areas.

(e) That all necessary road maintenance in Newfoundland other than
as provided for above should be a responsibility of the appropriate
Newfoundland authorities.

Subject to the approval of the Newfoundland Government, Mr. Emerson
expressed general concurrence in these views.

4. There was a discussion of. The Newfoundland Railroad and the im-
provements dealt with in the Board's Sixteenth Recommendation. Lt.-Col.
Bissell reviewed fôr Mr. Emerson's benefit the provisions of his Progress
Report on this subject. It was pointed out that representatives of the Re-
construction Finance Corporation of the United States expected to leave the
United States on Wednesday, July 30, to conclude an agreement with the
appropriate Newfoundland authorities in regard to the terms on which the
proposed assistance by the United States Government to the railroad could
be extended. Mr. Emerson stated that the proposed visit of these officials
had already been taken up with the Newfoundland authorities by the Ameri-
can Consul General at St. John's; that the Newfoundland authorities were
prepared to conclude an agreement on this subject at an early date; and that
he anticipated no difficulty in the reaching of such an agreement.

715. DND HQS 7410-11

Le chef adjoint d'état-major général au chef d'état-major général

Assistant Chief of the General Staff to Chief of the General Staff
SECRET • ' Ottawa, August 11, 1941

1• With reference' to the attached letter from Assistant Under-Secretary
of State for External A.ffairsi re rehabilitation of Newfoundland railroad, ...

2. ... I find it difficult to see how the employment of U.S. troops can
adversely affect us. Actually, the damage, if any, was done at the April meet-
Ing of the Board when the'Sixteenth Recommendation was passed. This reads
as f0llows:2

• 1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.' Voir le document 710. . • 2 Seo Document 710.
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3. As I see this matter, who actually carries out this work, either Cana-
dian civil or military workmen, Newfoundland workmen or U.S. civil or
military workmen has little bearing on the subject. The fact ^^=^road with
has agreed that the Newfoundland Government rehabilitate
U.S. financial assistance. The fact that U.S. military or civil workmen may be
added in order to expedite the work to my mind is of tlesignificance.

MAURICE
Brigadier

698'

1156-D-39
716.

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures1

Memorandum by Assistant, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs1

[Ottawa,] August 16, 1941

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE

As a result of the decision of the Prime Minister, Mr. Ralston and Mr.
Power that the attached telegram2 should not be sent, Brigadier Pope com-
municated with Colonel Bissell and informed him that, as the Canadian
military authorities are unable to undertake the work of rehabilitating the
Newfoundland Railway, the Canadian Government has no objection to such
work being carried out by the American Army.
`, In my opinion this decision is likely to cause difficulties.

50218-40
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Top SECRET
New York, September 9-10, 1941

... .
12. There was a discussion of the steps which are being taken in pursuance
of the Board's Sixteenth Rècommendation to rehabilitate the Newfundl and
Railway as an essential part of the defence plans of the United States

Çanada. ro am
It was brought to the attention of the Board that he ^é he vyi rails which

does not include rerailing the Argentia Branch w It was the
are necessary to carry the new rolling stock being provided. the
sense of the Board that military requirements necessitate rerailiness of
Argentia Branch with 70-pound rail and that in view eo^n ^^ a^ p^e
the Newfoundland Government to bear the cost of g

United States should provide the necessary 70-pound rail.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
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Top SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941
...
United States Army

REHABILITATION OF NEWFOUNDLAND RAILROAD AND

PURCHASE BY UNITED STATE9 OF ROLLING STOCK

The RFC negotiators arrived at a tentative. agreement which was approved
by the Newfoundland Government on August 22 as to the railroad rehabilita-
tion which that Government is willing to undertake. The rehabilitation which
Newfoundland is willing to finance is considerably less than was recommended
by the Freeman-Dorsey Report and the Chief of Army Engineers. Careful
investigation on the ground with Newfoundland authorities, the Railroad
manager, Newfoundland Base Commander and Army Engineers indicates
that the rehabilitation, when accomplished will in general suffice for military
requirements. It will be necessary in addition for the United States to provide
at its own expense certain railroad equipment considered essential should
military operations be required. A United States Army member will amplify
the above information on the railroad at this meeting of the Board. The RFC
must consummate a final agreement with the Newfoundland Government.-
çol. Bissell suggested to Mr. Emerson that the latter proceed to Washington
with power to act for the Newfoundland Government in order to consum-
mate the agreement at the earliest practicable date.

All practicable measures to expedite completion of the delivery of
the rolling stock ordered. by the United States have been taken. The first
10 tank cars arrived in Newfoundland on August 26 and the last of the
50 flat cars on September 4. All tank cars have been shipped. The contractor
will not deliver the 5 locomotives in Brooklyn on September 28 as scheduled,
but expects to be able to deliver the first locomotive by the latter part of
October and the remaining 4 between November 3rd and 8th. Under the
terms of the proposed rehabilitation agreement, the Newfoundland Govern-
ment rather than the United States Army will own and operate the loco-
motives and flat cars. The tank cars will remain the property of the United
States Government as originally contemplated.

The most critical factor in the operation of the railroad is lack of locomo-tives.
This will be alleviated by the delivery of the locomotives on order.

Canada can assist by expediting delivery of locomotives being fabricated in
Canada. The second most critical factor is the.lack of and poor condition
of rolling stock. This will be relieved, materially, by the 50 flat cars and 50
tank cars, plus the other equipment which the railroad has on order. Addi-
tional rolling stock is an essential and its procurément is contemplated under
the proposed rehabilitation agreement.
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I il

The Newfoundland Government- is not willing to finance rerailing the
e new

Argentia Branch with 70-pound rails. Unles ^at St. John s and Argent'a.
tives cannot operate between United States ba se

s The Newfoundland Government proposes to rerail and
rails andAfurnislr

Branch if the United States Government will pro
them to the Newfoundland railroad at a nominal rental. Although certain
legal questions are involved, it is suggested that the Board recommend that
the United States Government provide the 70-pound rails.

[20. Newfoundland Roads] . . . Govern
No formal notification has been received fromCanadian or dUnited States

ment that it would provide, without cost to
Governments, the right-of-way necessary for such rc^ed^s fo

as the United States
r military purposes

or Canadian Governments consider must be constru that New-New-
in Newfoundland. Mr. Emerson advised Colonel

Bl Crown lands but did
foundland could make the right-of-way available over
not believe it could undertake to make available a ^^ta - dec siôn

through
ou d

private property. When it was pointed out that suc ere
probably result in roads avoiding small settlements he impression^lnthaththe
private property was involved, Mr. Emerson left t
Newfoundland Government might wish to consider further'the matter.

. . .
2892-40

718.
Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Seeretary of State

for External Affairs

DESPATCH 96
St. John's, December 4, 1941

Sir,
I have the honour-to refer to my despatch No. 85 of December 2, 1941,

and to previous despatches in respect of the problem of transp honour to
supplies by rail and steamer to Newfoundland. I in which I enclosed a
refer to my despatch No. 46 of Nove
copy • of the official notice appointing a local Priorities Co dit ôtherwise as

• 2. Certain facts have come to my attention officially

follows:

(g) I am informed by the R.C.A.F. equipment officer in St. John's
that he went through several dock warehouses the other ayship

and

that much congestion and confusion existed. Earli the
ments are not always cleared before the next ship docks,the owners
result that successive shipments continue to pile up and The
of the earlier, . shipments have ` trouble unearthing their goods.

, Non reproduite.
-^• f Nôt 'priuitéd.
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St. John's Evening Telegram of December 3rd states that the.port
of St. John's is experiencing the greatest freight congestion in its
history. I gave you information about this in my despatch referred
to, No. 85 of December 2.
...

(j) The Secretary of the Priorities Board, mentioned in paragraph
2 (a), is Mr. W. E. Curtis who is also head of the Supplies Division
of the Department of Public Utilities, Newfoundland Government,
and who, in addition, has recently become Purchasing Agent for
the St. John's local Purchasing Office, Depàrtment of Munitions and
Supply. He informs me that his work in connection with priorities
has consisted largely of arranging priorities in the supply of goods
coming from Canada and from the United States.

(k) As I understand it, the Priorities Committee was established primar-
ily for the assistance of firms in Newfoundland who desire to
obtain permits for importation of goods which cannot be exported
from. Canada or from the United States without a priority permit
from Ottawa and Washington.

(1) Up to the present time at least, the Priorities Committee has appar-
ently regarded itself as an assisting committee to the Newfoundland
importers. I am not sure that it has taken upon itself the burden
of deciding whether or not from a Newfoundland point of view
the importation of the commodity in question is essential, although
I would expect that as Mr. Curtis is also representing the Cana-
dian Department of Munitions. and Supply, he would naturally
endeavour to secure priority of transportation for war supplies. It
appears to me that the Priorities Committee should take upon itself
the burden of deciding from a Newfoundland point of view whether
a permit should be granted for importation into Newfoundland, not
only of goods which may be on the Canadian and American pri-

r orities list, but of luxury goods which may not be on the list. Al-
though I have no exact information in the matter, I believe that
an examination of the situation would reveal the fact that a large
quantity of luxury goods are coming into Newfoundland which the
Newfoundlanders could easily do without, and the importation of
these goods must be a considerable factor in cluttering up the
transportation facilities. and also the wharfage facilities in New-
foundland.
. . , ,.

(n) The extension of naval. activities in St. John's has deprived the
port of a portion of its shipping and warehousing space and there,.. ..
appears. to be no room for expansion of the facilities in a harbour
which was small and aiready congested even before the Navy
came in. This situation. naturally has- not lightened the problem.

i': .. , . f t . , . . . . . . .. __ .
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3.
From what information I have it would appear that service require-de-

ments, both Canadian and American, are goin g increase
beenrdone but

crease. It is true that much of the construction
every little while some expansion of service plans comes- to my attentionre-
which indicates that for some time to come there will be urgent service
quirements of some magnitude. The general situation will probably get worse
before it gets better. This is quite apart from any possible war emergency
which would of course throw an even greater burden on all available trans-

portation facilities.
4. I hesitate to forecast the future, but I am apprehensive that even when

the railway has improved its service we may find something like the follow-
ing occurring. Urgent demands will be presented to the railway by the Ameri-
can forces. They will be given priority for the very reason that it was with
American aid that the railway is able to carry on. Other urgent claims will
be put forward by local importers who cater to the civilian trade, and who
will use the very effective argument that trade must be maintained in order
that full advantage may be taken of the present wave of 1e to^^é argu-

ments

Government will not be inclined to turn
because more trade means more cusomsrevenue and

ne to beand o
budget surplus is to them a new and pleasant Perience
encouraged. Urgent Canadian Service claims may thus be relegated to a
junior position, or become dependent on our comin g under

of any
of the Americans. If such a result occurs it will not be by reason

conscious design on the part of a particular group but rather as the outgrowth

of circumstances which now seemthe developing.
question ^ of transportation to

5. It would appear to inc that
Newfoundland and the priorities connected therewith is one which deserves
early study and consideration in the interests of all concerned. The Com-
missioner for Public Utilities here is fully alive to the problem, but I doubt

if be has an available staff in his Department with sufficient experience toGovern-
deal with it. In any case it affects the Canadian and h Sir Wilfrid
ments as well.

^that d
iscussed the matter

members of the Commission of
Woods, I feel satisfied
Government would at least consider any representations that might be made
or any suggestions that the Canadian Government might off er.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

50218-40
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Top SECRET
Montreal, January 20,

facili-
5. The Board devoted particular attention to the problem of r Ô^g stock

ties in Newfoundland. It was reported that traction power and
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will be adequate for winter movements but that the Railway will be badly
overloaded in the spring and summer unless additional cars can be obtained.
The required cars are on order from the Canada Car and Foundry Company
but will not be ready in time unless material priorities are granted. It was
agreed that this matter would be followed up by.General Pope and Colonel
Bissell and that if it should prove impossible to obtain the necessary priorities
in Canada, consideration should immediately be given to the advisability of
transferring the order to some United States company which can obtain the
required materials through priorities obtained by the War Department.

6. In connection with traffic movements to Newfoundland, Colonel Bissell
referred to delays resulting from freight bottlenecks at various points in the
Maritime Provinces. A detailed statement on this subject is included in para-
graph 5-of the United States Army Progress Report' and it was agreed that
this would be brought to the attention of the appropriate Canadian autho-
rities. .

720.
2892-40

Mémorandum du régisseur des transports, ministère des Transports2

Memorandum by Transport Controller, Department of Transport2

Montreal, January 26, 1942

MEMORANDUM REGARDING SHIPPING CONDITIONS OF DEFENCE MATERIALS,
CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES TO NEWFOUNDLAND PORTS.

The essential Newfoundland trade from Canada has been carried by a
number of private Steamship Lines operating from Montreal seven months
in the year and from Halifax during the entire season. ...

For the last year and [a] half, these private services have been totally
inadequate to carry , the ordinary commercial trade, and defence materials,even though they have all augmented their fleets by charters..

When defence materials started to move in volume, it was necessary for
me to charter vessels to carry these materials, and we have succeeded in
lifting all defence materials to date by combining our chartered ships with
the privately owned fleets, and in doing this we have utilized the Ports of
Corner Brook, Lewisporte, Clarenville, Botwood and St. John's, but as
these outports are closed from about the end of January, it becomes neces-sary to

concentrate on St. John's, Newfoundland, with the result that we
meet with slow discharge and bad congestion at that Port. ..

'Non reproduit.
2 T. C, Lockwood, t Not printed.
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I It now develops that the greatest difficulty is in finding storage space near
the Harbour in the open as our man reports that practically

of all a
vailable
descrip-

to
buildingis taken up with lumber, cement ,

the f actmaterialsthat the Railway only
tion. Another, great disadva ge is impos-

to
understand is

serves the Newfoundland Railway Dock, and we
sible, owing to the nature o^hthe arbour

ich results inf a great deal of cartage having
facilities to any other docks,
to be performed in order to move the materials to rail cars.

an
complete,

d
there

When the new Naval Dock now under construction
piles

is
ma-

terials of course, be a smaller movement
th
timber,
e new Docks will also enableand

of

terials now being used in this ,
that on

the other piers to be released for general cargo but I an^hé t^ô ement
account of new Airfields being erected near St. John 's, that

of construction materials will continue throughout next summer season,
and that very little relief can be expected in St. John's Harbour.

. Last year we requested the Commissioner of Public Utilities, Sir Wilfrid
Woods, to establish a Priority Officer in Newfoundland, whose duty it would
be to arrange the docking of ships at St. John's and the various outpor` shich
that the ships will be unloaded according to the priority of the cargo, f the
they contain, but Sir Wilfrid, at that time, felt that the Manager ocould
Newfoundland Railways was very competent, and that the matterdifficult for
safely be left in his hands, but we still consider that it is very and day
anyone exercising the duties of managing a Railroad, running night
to full capacity, to also keep an eye on incoming ships, so that they will be

properly spaced and economically used.

..., .

NORTH SYDNEY
. 'Owing to the small amount of car freight which

e Y
handled on the ferry service from North Sydney eent^ there wasueson, hand
great congestion resulted at North Sydney and Y

at that port. and at adjacent Railway Terminals back to Moncton od food
250

carloads of freight, much of which contained defence materials
charter three

stuffs. Eventually the Newfoundland Railroad decided to
steamers and move this traffic to St. John's for distribution by rail lâ ed an

port. Under my instructions the Canadian National
m uh

ailwa
ylate

s
We are

embargo against North Sydney, but this action be taken to
now trying to regulate this movement so that carsbe handled on the ferry
North Sydney.loaded with LCL freight, which can
service, thus avoiding congestion for the balance of the winter months. The
balance of cargo freight will have to be handled through Halifax.
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721. DND (DH) 193.009 (D5)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chie f s of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] March 3, 1942

3. Transportation to Newfoundland
The Committee considered a Memorandum (ACS. 10-10 of 20th Febru-

ary 19421) from the J.S.C. Atlantic Coast containing a suggestion that, in
order to improve transportation facilities between Canada and Newfound-
land, the T.C.A. should be pressed to augment their proposed service to
Newfoundland for the specific purpose of carrying Service personnel. In this
connection the Secretary referred to a letter to the D.M. (Army) from D.M.
Transport2 stating that all necessary negotiations in connection with the new
service from Moncton to Gander and Torbay Airports (via Sydney) had now
been successfully completed; that the Department of Transport proposes to
ask for an appropriation of $500,000 from the War Vote to meet necessary
expenditure; and requesting the endorsement of the Department of National
Defence for the project. The Committee recommended endorsement on the
grounds that the proposed air Service will assist in providing improved trans-
port facilities for passengers and mail between Canada and Newfoundland.

722. 2892-40

Procès-verbal d'une réunion pour discuter des questions de transport

Minutes of a Meeting to Discuss Transportation Questions

Montreal, March 4, 1942
1. A meeting of Representatives of the Canadian and Newfoundland Gov-

ernments was held in Montreal at the Windsor Hotel on Wédnesday, 4th
March 1942, under the Chairmanship, of Colonel The Honourable Colin
Gibson, Canadian Minister of National Revenue, for the purpose of dis-
covering means of, facilitating transportation between Canada and New-
foundland.

2. The following were present:
(A) For Newfoundland:

Sir Wilfrid W. Woods Commissioner for Public Utilities.
lion. I. E. Emerson, K.C. Commissioner for Justice and Defence.
Hon. P. D. H. Dunn Commissioner for Natural Resources.
Claude Fraser Secretary for Natural Resources.

Non reproduit, 1 Not printed.'Non reproduite, f I NOL printed.
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(B) For Canada
Col. The Hon. Colin Gibson
Hon. C. J. Burchell

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Minister of National Revenue.
High Commissioner for Canada in New
foundland.

H. F. Angus Department of External Affairs.
T. C. Lockwood Transport Controller.
F. E. Bawden Department of Trade and Commerce.
B. A. Macdonald Secretary, Canadian Shipping Board.

3. After a preliminary general discussion of the problem under reference
at which the officials and officers named in the attached Annex "A"1 assisted,
the meeting, recognizing that the present merchant shipping tonnage situa-
tion is such that all possible means must be taken to ensure the most effec-
tive use of available merchant vessels, agreed upon the following recom-
mendations:

(a) That the Newfoundland Government accept the principle of central
control of shipping to Newfoundland and of port facilities and
railway transportation in Newfoundland.

(b) That the Newfoundland Government take all possible steps to
secure the continuous discharging and loading of vessels at al]
Newfoundland ports.

(c) That the Newfoundland Government provide the Canadian Ship-
ping Board and the Canadian Transport Controller, from time to
time, with a list of essential civilian supplies required in New-
foundland in their order of priority.

(d) That the Canadian Transport Controller provide the Newfound-
land Government, from time to time, with information as to the
probable tonnage of defence materials to be moved from Canada
to Newfoundland during stated periods.

(e) That the Newfoundland Government study the possibility of hav-
ing the importation of domestic coal controlled by a central agency
and that if a central agency is established the Canadian Coal
Administrator be requested to arrange the supply of Canadian
coal to such agency.

( f) That the Canadian Shipping Board continue to use its best efforts
to secure the merchant tonnage necessary to take care of the
essential trade between Canada and Newfoundland.

4. The Newfoundland representatives reported that the anticipated traffic
through North Sydney for Newfoundland will be limited by present dock
facilities and sheds. The meeting recommended that an investigation be made
to ascertain if increased facilities could be provided.

1 Non reproduite. 3 Not printed.
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723.
%07

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
2892-40

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPATCH 164

for External Affairs

Sir, St. John's, March 21, 1942

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 136 of March 9, 1942,
concerning the recent conference held in Montreal to discuss the problems
of transportation between Canada and Newfoundland and wish to advise
you that certain developments in this connection have been announced here.
I enclose relevant clippings2 from The Daily News of yesterday and today.2.

You will note that the Newfoundland Railway has acquired an area of
land near the present terminus in St. John's where three freight sheds and
the necessary sidings will be constructed.

3.
At the meeting of the Council of the Newfoundland Board of Tradeyesterday

Mr. H. J. Russell, the General Manager of the Railway, an-
nounced that the Railway proposed to build a wharf and shed for the land-
ing of goods at Argentia from whence they will be shipped to St. John's inbox cars.

4.
Mr. Russell also announced yesterday that the summer schedule of

three passenger services a week from St. John's to Port-aux-Basques and
North Sydney will be resumed at the end of April. It is also stated that it is
proposed to inaugurate a daily cross country service beginning towards the
latter part of June if the necessary rolling stock is available at that time.

5. The purchase of the Steamer Moyra to be used for the carrying offreight between
Halifax or North Sydney direct to St. John's. has been

publicly announced by Mr. Russell. He has also informed the press of
recent contract given to the Canadian Car and Foundry Company for rail-
way equipment consisting of five sleeping cars, eight day coaches, ten bag-gage,

mail and express cars and three diners, all of which is expected to be
delivered before the end of June.

6. I was also advised by Mr. Russell that satisfactory arrangements had
been made for the Newfoundland Government to obtain additional berth
and warehouse facilities at North Sydney. This was one of the matters
brought up for discussion at the Montreal conference and in respectwhich

Mr. Appleton brought in a report which recommended that the ma
ter should be further investigated. After the conference Mr. Appleton a -tfthe panied Mr. Russell to North Sydney and arranged on the ground for

additional accommodation which Mr. Russell so urgently needed. With
this accommodation it will be possible to run a dail service duringmer months. Y the sum-

I have etc.

,Non reproduite .
C. J. BüRCHELL
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724.
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires exterieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 182

CONFIDENTIAL

2892-40

St. John's, March 27, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 166hoef r ecent conference

and to previous despatches and telegrams concerning
of transportation

held at Montreal on Mdiscuss the p
roblems

between Canada and Newfoundland.

2. No action has yet been taken by the Commission
as theoappô tment

implement the recommendations of the conference ,
of a controller of shipping and port facilities, the improvement of dis-
charging and loading of vessels, or the control of^ ônor bts' Commis^on
ever, that these matters have been under considera

Y the

of Government and that some action may be expected in the near future.
3. I think possibly the delay may be in part explained by the fact that the

Government desired to have the report of Sir Lionel
Board

in theedâily
a wide circulation. A synopsis of athe

lengthye document and goes fully into
papers but the report itself is qui
some at least of the matters which were under consideration at discharging of
conference, such as the control of traffic and of loading and d

ships. . . . I have etc.
C. J. $URCHELL

725._.

for External Amairs

2892-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Under-Secretary of State

St. John's, Aprq 2, 1942

Dear Norman [Robertson],
...

I think you are quite unduly disturbed about the articles wl tt rs but
appeared in the press. I have tried to give you the settin

g to waiti until I get
evidently I have failed to do so and the
to Ottawa and talk it oyer with you.
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I did not give any interview to the press, either in Newfoundland or in
Canada, about this conference. If I had given an interview to the press here
and explained the work of the conference, the conference would have
received the whole-hearted approval and blessing, not only of the papers, but
of the citizens. My policy, however, which I think is the right one, has been
not to give an interview to the press on any subject whatever.

Where the Commission of Government fell down is in not explaining the
conference to the public here and, up to the present time, they know nothing
of what transpired.

The criticisms in the press were aimed primarily at the Commission of
Government for not taking the public into its confidence. What amazed me
was that the criticisms were so mild.

[C. J. BURCHELL]

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

2892-40

DESPATCH 225
St. John's, April 20, 1942

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 199 of April 9, 19421
and to previous despatches and telegrams concerning the conference held at
Montreal on March 4th to discuss the problems of transportation between
Canada and Newfoundland.

2. The Commission of Government have now set up a Transportation
Control Board under the Chairmanship of the General Manager of the
Newfoundland Railway, with a separate office at Railway Headquarters and
a whole-time Secretary And staff.

3• I am enclosing herewith eight copies of a communique2 issued by the
Commission of Government, in which the duties of the new organization areoutlined.

4.
My comment about the Board is that it may be too large. It, however,

includes four men whomay probably be stated to be four of the best civil
servants in Newfoundland, namely, Mr. Russell, Mr. Price, Dr. Mosdell and
Mr. Claude Fraser.

1 Noa reproduite.
Non reproduit. I Not printed.

2 Not printed.
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5. My information from Sir Wilfrid Woods is that the Secretary, Mr. R.
Mosdell, is a very good man who is familiar with the problem. He will
devote his whole time to the work and much of the success of the operation
of the Board may depend upon him.

6. I have not yet been furnished with copies of the Order in Council
under which the Board was established, but apparently extensive powers
have not been conferred upon the Board itself. The power, for example, to
control berths, docks and warehouses is in the Harbour Master, but it is
intended that the Harbour Master shall act under the direction of the Board.

I have etc.
C. J. BiTRCHELL

I

!

727.
2892-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 237
St. John's, April 27, 1942

Sir, 1942
I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 225 of April 20,

and to previous despatches and telegrams concerning the conference held in
Montreal on March 4th to discuss the problems of transportation between

Canada and Newfoundland.

2. One of the recommendations of that conference was as follows:

4. The Newfoundland representatives reported that the antic^esent dock c fa
throu gh

cil ties
North Sydney for Newfoundland will be limited by p
and sheds. The meeting recommended that an investigation be made to ascertain

if increased facilities could be provided.
3. Immediately after the conference, Mr. Appleton, the General Manager

of the Canadian National Railways, Eastern Division, proceeded to North
Sydney with Mr. H. J. Russell, the General Manager of the Newfoundland
Railway, and examined the situation on the ground.

4. On his return to Newfoundland, Mr. Russell reported to the New-
foundland Government that the investigation made by Mr. Appleton who
was accompanied by Mr. Tompkins, showed that it was possible to increase
the facilities at North Sydney so as to provide additional dock and shed
space for the Newfoundland Government to take care of the
traffic through the port of North Sydney. Apparently Mr. Russell fu

was of
rther

the opinion that the matter would be proceeded with without any
application being made, and expected the facilities would be put in use
during the coming season.

5. In this, however, he evidently was mistaken. Today I received the fol-
lowing letter from Sir Wilfrid Woods, Commissioner for Public Utilities:

/
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St. John's, 27 April, 1942

Dear Sir,

I enclose copies of telegrams exchanged between Mr. Russell, General Manager
of the Newfoundland Railway, and Mr. Appleton of the Canadian National Rail-
ways, regarding the necessity for additional berthing and storage accommodation
at North Sydney. You will remember that this was the subject of discussion at
the Montreal Conference. I believe that the representatives of both Governments
present at the Conference were satisfied as to the necessity for this development,
though, of coume, your Government's representatives could not commit their
Government in any way. Perhaps you would be good enough to communicate
to your Government, as a suggestion from this Government, that your Government
should make inquires from the Canadian National Railways as to the results of
the examination of the situation at North Sydney which, according to Mr. Apple-
ton's telegram, has already been made, and should inform this Government whether
the additional accommodation can be provided.

Yours very truly,

W. W. WOODS

6. The copies of the telegrams which were enclosed in his letter were as
follows :

W. U. Appleton,
Canadian National Railways
Moncton, N.B.

April 17, 1942

Kindly advise if any progress made in securing approval for extension wharf and
shed at North Sydney

H. J. RUSSELL

H. J. Russell,
General Manager Newfoundland Railway,
St. John's, Nfld.

Moncton,
April 20, 1942

Your wire 18th. In ^accordance with understanding at meeting in'Montreal we made
examination of the possibility of extending the facilities and that is as far as we
have gone in the matter and no steps have been taken in respect of securing
authority for additional accommodation.

t W. U. APPLETON

7. As requested by Sir Wilfrid Woods, will you please ascertain whether
the additional accommodation can be provided and how quickly it can be
provided.

8. Apparently from Mr. Appleton's telegram, it would seem that an ap-
plication on behalf of the Government of Newfoundland for this accom-
modation is necessary and Sir Wilfrid Woods' letter is intended as an
application for same.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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2892-40

Le président, Commission canadienne de la marine marchande,
au sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Canadian Shipping Board,
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, May 8, 1942

Dear Mr. Robertson, John'
May I refer to Mr. C. J. Burchell's despatch No. 234,

of S the New
s ,

Newfoundland, April 24, 194^ ,ol Boardlatmg to the creation
foundland Transportation Con therWe would be much interested in receiving any

furinformation sent
to two other

by Mr. Burchell relating to this Board and its activities
the Newfoundland proposals regard-

matters dealt with in his despatch, viz.,
ing the construction of small vessels and the establishment of an import

priorities control. involved
As you are aware, whether it likes it or not, Canada is now ceos nYdent po

in Newfoundland's shipping requirements`.vé a re f de endentsupon the United
the
ha s

ame
to a egreater degree because it is an island.

States,
in, this field

although in p p
The Transportation Control Board is the result of

representations
forward by the Canadian delegates at the Canada/Newfoundland

in
Montreal on March 4. The Canadian representatives likewise suggestedoritpri

at the same conference that Newfoundland establi sh an
lal'his sug-Committee.

agency similar to our Canadian Shipping Pnoritie thing
gestion has, so far, not been acted upon. We should appreciate ano the
the High Commissioner might be able to do to press this necessity up

Newfoundland authorities. authori-
As matters'stand at present, we require to give the United Staathe

ties, i.e., the
War Production Board and the War Shipping Administration,

most detailed information regarding Canada's shipping requirements and
regarding the employment of ships under Canada's contl^ilarf informa

this
on

is to assist Newfoundland effectively, it should receive s
from the Newfoundland authorities.

- Contact has been established between the new Transportation i hocopy
Board and ours. For your information and record ^éenclose

T Transportation Con-
of a telegram dated April 27 from the Secretary of of the latter's
trol Board to the Secretary of this Board together with a copy

letter in reply dated May 5? of a letter dated
;:I enclose also for your information and record a copy to the
April 27, 1942,2 from this Board's representative in Washington

^- i Not printed.
i Non reproduite. ^ Not printed.
' Non reproduit. .
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Director of Shipping, with a copy of the memoranduml referred to therein
and a copy of Mr. MacCallum's reply dated May 6.2

Yours sincerely,

L. D. WILGRESS

729. 2892-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfosndland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 377 St. John's, June 23, 1942

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 373 of today's datez with
respect to additional dock facilities and sheds at North Sydney.

2. Although it will be quite obvious to the Department of Transport
and to Mr. Lockwood, I should have pointed out in that despatch that Port-
aux-Basques has really become the front entrance to Newfoundland. With
the improvement in the carrying capacity of the Newfoundland Railway and
with the improvement of the dock facilities at North Sydney, and if ad-
ditional steamers are put on this route, a very substantial amount of freight
could be transported via the North Sydney-Port-aux-Basques route. This
is a very short water trip-which is an all important matter in view of the
scarcity of ships and the congestion in the harbour of the port of St. John's.

3. I should also mention the fact that one of the chief causes of complaint
against the Canadian Government in Newfoundland is the withdrawal some
years ago of the subsidy paid by the Canadian Government for this service.
It would ease the situation here and be some answer to this complaint if
additional facilities were provided at North Sydney as requested by the
Newfoundland Government. '

4. On the other hand, if the fact were made public that these improve-
ments had been refused, the public of Newfoundland would consider it as a
continuation of the refusal by the Dominion Government to support this
route which , in their regard at least, has become an all important route for
them.

- I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

1 Non reproduit. 'Not printed.
'Non reproduite. . 0 Not printed.
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2892-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

S

St. John's, July 31, 1942
DESPATCH 428

lr,
I have the honour to inform you that Mr. T. C. Lockwood, Transport

Controller of Canada, and Mr. A. L. W. MacCallum, Director of Shipping,
arrived in St. John's by airplane on Wednesday evening, July 29th and
remained here until Friday afternoon, July 31st. Mr. Lockwood came here
on the invitation of Sir Wilfrid Woods, Commissioner for Public Utilities.

...

4. On Thursday morning, July 30th, a mee ting
J aRuas ell ^s Chairman.

Transportation Control Board, of which Mr. He rbert
Mr. Bower and I were also invited to attend this meeting. There was a f ull
and frank discussion of the general Newfoundland shipping situation with

respect to both imports and exports.
5. I am enclosing herewith a statement' presented by M^ô Russell toNew-

meeting, which shows the total tonnage of imports to be ton-
foundland during the present calendar The

the avâilable tonnage
nage actually moved, the balance required to be moved,
and the estimated additional tonnage required.

6. It will be noted that, except in the case of coal, the . picture od was
good, especially so in view of

^a^ nRodney was to be aced on the route
able to make, namely that the y would
between Halifax and St. John's and ,

ton
s addition

civi iandc go f omo, Halifax
probably be able to carry 1500 or
to St. John's at intervals of three to four weeks.

...
which was of course

13. Apart from the diffi of securing
which arel causing difficulty in relation

well known to everybody, points
to shipments to Newfoundland and which were discussed freely at all meet-

ings were as follows: ractically
(1) The fact that St. John's Harbour is so small and is p

always so overcrowded with ships. the
(2) The fact that most of the wharves are small and that t tovûnload

larger wharves have no mechanical equipment, either
the cargo or to move it quickly when it is landed

on the wharves.
wharves

There are no cranes at any of the wharves and only two

• are equipped with shear-legs for handling heavy pieces of cargo.

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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(An effort is to be made to get at least one of the wharves
equipped with a moderate amount of mechanical equipment, such
as self-propelled trucks, etc.) Possibly the worst feature in respect
of the discharging of ships is in connection with the unloading of
coal. This is still being done by bucket and there is no mechanical
equipment of any kind at any of the coal wharves.

(3) What was generally agreed to be the worst problem in St. John's
was the stevedoring problem. The rate of discharge of steamers is
actually somewhat lower in wartime than it was in peacetime. This
appears to be largely because of the fact that the men are paid-by
the hour and the work is performed at a very slow speed. There
has apparently been very little effort made to have a cooperative
movement among the Government, the merchants, the steamship
agents and the stevedores to improve this situation, which admit-
tedly is a tremendous handicap to the port of St. John's as it is
causing great delay in the turning around of ships.

14. It was agreed by Mr. Lockwood, Mr. MacCallum and Mr. Lawes that
Newfoundland has at the present time sufficient ships allotted to its service
to permit the importation of all her requirements if even a modest improve-
ment were made in the way of mechanical equipment on the wharves and if
the stevedores would perform their work at a reasonable speed.

17. Both Mr. Lockwood and Mr. MacCallum agreed that, as a result of
the conference held in Montreal last March and of the recommendations of
that conference, conditions here have been greatly improved from what they
were at that time. They noted, among others, the following improvements:

(1) A Transportation Control Board has been set up and is com-
mencing to do efficient work although much remains to be done.

(2) The Transportation Control Board has now full authority through
the Harbourmaster to direct at what berths ships should be dis-
charged and to move ships from one berth to another, and to give
one ship priority over- another, as the occasion may require.

(3) The sheds on the wharves which had been cluttered up with goods,
some goods being allowed to remain there for months at a time,
have now been cleared and caigo is being removed from the sheds
almost immediately after its discharge from the ships. This is a
very marked improvement and permits a cargo to be discharged
and handled.in the sheds with much greater expedition.

(4) A coal pool has been formed. All coal is being imported by that
pool and allocated as directed by the Board.

(5) Something has been done by the Transportation Control Board
in the matter of priorities and the prevention of the importation
of non-essential goods. It is quite apparent, however, from the
discussions that very much remains yet to be done in this direc-
tion. Indeed, it is quite obvious that some scheme will have to be
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worked out which will compel ships coming to Newfoundland to
carry only such cargo as is essential. Control must also be exer-
cised to ensure that the goods imported are given precedence on
ships according to the priorities list as fixed from time to time by
the Transportation Control Board.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

731.
2892-40

Le commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, August 8, 1942

Dear Mr. Burchell,
We are apparently not making any progress in regard to additional dock

facilities and sheds at North Sydney. You will remember that on 22nd June,
1942, I sent you a copyi of Mr. Russell's comments on the quotations from
a letteri sent to you by Mr. Lockwood, Transport Controller, which you had
included in your letter to me No. 49 of 12th June, 1942.1 I. also sent you
five copies of a relevant plan.2 Can you say whether there are likely to be
any developments of this matter or must we regard the proposal as dead?

Yours faithfully,
W. W. WOODS

732.
DND (DH) NSC 1440-1

Le commandant du HMCS Grandmère au premier officier de marine, Sydney

Commanding Officer, HMCS Grandmère, to Naval Officer-in-Charge, Sydney

HMCS Grandmère, October 15, 1942

REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS, SYDNEY--PORT-AUX-BASQUES CONVOY

Submitted:

struck by
•.4. At 0640Z/14, Officer of Watch observed Caribou being

torpedo ^ on starboard side. Caribou was then bearing Red 30°, distant 1500
yards. Action stations rang and revolutions increased to make speed 15 knots.
Commanding Officer reached bridge a few seconds after explosion i rang

speed. U-Boat sighted on surface steering about 120° true at h g
speed

10. Course
possibly 15 knots and clearly visible being about 350 yards Green ived lea^ n^
then altered to ram. When 150 yards ahead, U-Boat cr

'Non reproduite. ' Not printed.

2 Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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very distinct white wake. As wake passed port beam of Grandmère six charge
pattern depth charges dropped, 150 foot setting. It is Commanding Officer's
opinion that this pattern must have exploded very close to target by calcula-
tion within 60 feet of U-Boat. No Asdic Contact obtained at any time during
attack. Course was altered to starboard and a further pattern of 3 charges
setting 500 feet dropped to port of disturbance in water. Ship swung again
over the area and another 3 charges setting 500 feet dropped close to dis-
turbance of 2nd pattern. As still no contact obtained a search of area made
until 0820Z/14 when hunt was abandoned to rescue survivors.

5. Due to darkness area was searched until 0930Z/14 when first survivors
were picked up, nearly all in very exhausted state as all lifeboats with the
exception of one had been destroyed in explosion, survivors clinging to
wreckage and lifesaving rafts, the intact lifeboat with 20 survivors on board.
This work very ably assisted by two aircraft. A total of 103 survivors picked
up, 2 dying on board Grandmère as result of exposure. After further search
of area, assisted by aircraft, no other survivors could be seen.

I have etc.
J. O. B. CUTHBURT

Lieut., R.C.N.R.

733.
2892-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affaires to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 268 Ottawa, November 10, 1942
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch number 613 of October 21,1
concerning additional dock facilities and sheds at North Sydney. The report
from Mr. Cousins has now been received and a copy is being forwarded to
You by slow mail.

2. In summary Mr. Cousins reports that the Canadian National Railways
are faced with an expenditure to the order of $115,000 if they are to put
their existing dock into full use; that additional facilities are badly needed;
that these are purely for the benefit of the Newfoundland Railway and
should, therefore, be paid for by that Railway which might spread the cost
over a period of twenty

aNational Railways and the Newfou dl nd Railway should con ul Canadiano ether
and decide on the work.to be done, on the understanding that the CanadianNational

Railways would contribute $115,000 towards the cost and the
Newfoundland Railway the balance.^.. .

Non reproduite.
1 Not printed.
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shouldreport
3. When you have had time to examine Mr. Coul^s^he New^foundland

appreciate it. if you will discuss the whole question w
authorities and advise me if they are symp athetically of thlined

e report i sd under
Cousins' recommendations. In the meantime a copy o

Port

consideration by the Canadian National Railways.
The report is be ing

mimeographed and a second copy will be sent to you in -a few days time .
I have etc.

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

734.
2892-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 298
Ottawa, December 10, 1942

Sir,
In my despatch No. 268 of November 10, concerning the q uestion ort

dock facilities at North Sydney, I advised you that Mr. E. L. Cous P
I

had been sent to the Canadian National Railways for consideration,e ,
now have the honour to enclose, for your information, a copy of a le t
received from the Deputy Minister of Transport, in which M^he Rviews
Vaughan, President of the Canadian National Railways, sets out
of his Company with regard to the report.

2. It will be seen that while the Canadian National Railways feehe enlarge-

ment

Mr. Cousins' recommendations for their participation in t
certain

ment of the existing dock facilities, they are willing to carry out
repairs on the latter next spring. They also suggest two alternative solutions
for obtaining enlarged dock facilities. One is that the Canadian GNa tional
might make the necessary improvements. In this case the Canadian

Railways would turn over their dock to the Government on the
undel sCe.nd^e

that it would assume the responsibility for
Railway or t Government

second suggestion is that, if the Newfoundland
would provide the capital required and assume the maintenance costs,

s, néW

Canadian National Railways would undertake the construction

facilities. I
1 Not printed.

'Non reproduite.
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3. Commander Edwards 'informs me that he would still be interested to
receive a report on the Newfoundland Government's reactions to Mr.
Cousins' proposals despite the unfavourable reaction of the Canadian Na-
tional Railways, and that he would be grateful if you would treat Mr.
Vaughan's letter as confidential.

I have etc.

[N. A. ROBERTSON]

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

735.
2892-40

L'administrateur en temps de guerre des ports canadiens de l'Atlantique
au sous-ministre des Transports

Wartime Administrator, Canadian Atlantic Ports,
to Deputy Minister of Transport

Halifax, February 1, 1943

Dear Commander Edwards,

Re: North Sydney Terminal Facilities
I wrote to Mr. Russell on January 14th to ascertain the results of con-

ference I had arranged for December 29th between officials of the Cana-
dian National Railways and Newfoundland Railway at Moncton.

Herewith attached copy of memorandum' covering meeting which Mr.
Russell was good enough to send me.

You will note that Canadian National Railway expenditure is estimatedat
$130,000 for rectification and Newfoundland Railway estimated cost

$50,000. This latter amount is in keeping with figures discussed when I was
in St. John's, Newfoundland, for conference and as to the former figure it
also is in line with approximate estimated Canadian National Railway ex-
penditure.

Presume I can now write finis to this matter. Do. you want me to return
all papers, plans, etc., to you for your records?

With kind regards.

Yours very truly,

E. L. COUSINS

3 Non reproduit.
1 Not printed.
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DND (DH) 193•009 (D17)

L'officier supérieur, détachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve,
au secrétaire du Conseil de la Marine

Flag Officer, Newfoundland Force,
to Secretary, Naval Board

St. John's, February 11, 1943

It is submitted for the consideration of the Department that the transporta-
tion facilities available for Naval Personnel travelling between Canada and
Newfoundland on duty and leave are inadequate.

2. On the basis of the proposed shore based complement for this Com-
mand of 3371, and each man being granted one leave per year, 6742 single
trips between Canada and Newfoundland are required. In addition, on the
assumption that half the complement will be drafted each year and replaced
by other personnel, a further 3371 single passages will be required. It is
reasonable to assume however, that of men drafted approximately 500 will
have had their leave prior to departure for Newfoundland or after draft to
Canada, thus reducing the one way leave trips by 1000.

3. On the above assumptions and using round figures shore based per-
sonnel in this Command will require:

5000 single leave trips
3000 single duty trips

8000 single trips annually.

4. The personnel of sea-going ships primarily are granted leave while the
ship is in a Canadian port for refit or other purposes; similarly the majority
of drafting changes are made while the ships are in Canadian ports. There
are however, instances of leave and drafting changes in Newfoundland, to
the estimated number of 1000 per year, thus requiring 2000 single trips to
Canada and return. The Newfoundland Railway have undertaken to make
available 20 passages per week each way, a total of 2080 passages per year.
This figure however, during the past few months, has been considerably re-
duced due to weather conditions and the consequent erratic operation of
trains. It is nevertheless considered that transportation for sea-going per-
sonnel by the Newfoundland Railway, augmented by Service passages of
approximately 2 per ship between St. John's and Halifax or Sydney, total
numbers being dependent on the numbers of convoys, will be sufficient.

5. Newfoundland R.N. ratings taking leave in Newfoundland have been
averaging 140 per month coming in by various methods and returning for
the most part by S.S. Fort Amherst and S.S. Fort Townsend. The Agents have

been providing about 50 passages per trip, an average of 140 per month,
each ship making a round trip every three weeks. It is considered that ad-
ditional outbound passages to the total accommodation of 100 per ship can
be obtained'if necessary. Passages to Newfoundland from Halifax cannot
be estimated due to these. ships, coming up from New York.
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6. In addition some personnel are willing to bear the additional expense
of air transportation. These numbers are estimated at 30 outbound and
25 inbound trips per month, or 660 annually.

7. It will thus be seen that 8000 trips less 660 air trips, a net total of
7340 trips per year are required other than available by Newfoundland
Railway, Service passage, or the Fort boats.

8. The Canadian Army Transport Lady Rodney normally makes 25 round
trips per year between St. John's and Halifax, giving an annual single trip
capacity of 25,000. Of this accommodation the R.C.A.F. and the Canadian
Army estimate their requirements, other than by Newfoundland Railway,
T.C.A. and Service Aircraft, at 34,742 single trips, which together with
7340 Navy trips, a total of 42,082, leaves an annual deficiency of 17,082
single trips.

9. The Lady Rodney is presently classified as a Canadian Army Transport,
which gives priority to Army Personnel, which creates an undesirable dis-
tinction between the Services.

10. It is therefore submitted for favourable consideration:
(1) That an additional vessel be chartered large enough to make good

the deficiency in accommodation presently available, namely 17,000
single trips;

(2) that the Lady Rodney and subsequently acquired transports be
classified as a Joint Services transport giving equal transportation
privileges to the three Services.

H. E. REID
Commodore First Class, R.C.N.

NPA S-5-9-1

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve ,

Memorandum f rom ^ Commissioner for Public Utilities
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

P.U. 38-'43 [St.. John's,] March 5, 1943
CONFIDENTIAL

I annex copy of a memoi and annexure2 addressed to me by the General
Manager dealing with the locomotive situation.

2. It will be seen that out of 39 locomotives, 13 are from 27 to 40 years
old and are either due to be scrapped or have been relegated to shunting.
Some of the balance of -26 are due for heavy repairs.

'Non. reproduit. • 1 Not printed.
'Non reproduite. , ^ Not printed.
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3. In view of the time which it will take to obtain new locomotives, and
uncertainty as to what the traffic position will be, say, a year hence, I
think we should adopt Mr. Russell's recommendation and order 4 new loco-
motives. Estimated cost $290,000.

4. I do not think there is any likelihood of our being able to obtain
locomotives from the United Kingdom, but we would try there as well as
in Canada and U.S.A. and decide when we have received quotations.

5. It is quite possible that the Railway Reserve will be able to meet an
expenditure of $290,000 on this service in a year's time, but it is a long
time ahead and we cannot be sure. Our present expectations are that the
balance of the Reserve on 31 st March, 1943, will be somewhere about
$970,000, after meeting (or providing for) all commitments on account of
extra-ordinary expenditure to that date (bridge programme, improvement
works, 1000 tons of track rails, share of Dockyard extension, share of
Argentia railway depot and repayments to the U.S. Defence Supplies Cor-
poration). Our commitments on extra-ordinary works to be met in 1943-44
will be as follows:

Bridge and other improvements programme
(P.U. 39243 of 6th March, 1943) ..................................$290,000
U.S. Defence Supplies Corporation ................................ 80,000

S.S. Northton .................................................................... 325,000

$695,000

If there is even a small surplus on the operating account for 1943-44 the
Reserve will just about meet these extra-ordinary expenditures and the cost
of the 4 new engines. If 1943-44 pans out as well as we hope (i.e. with
a surplus on operating account of $368,000) we shall still have a balance
in the Reserve on 31st March, 1944, after paying for the engines.

W. W. WooDs

738.
2892-40

Le commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner in Newf oundland

St. John's, September 23, 1943

Dear Mr. Burchell,
In reply to your letter of 16th September, 1943,1 with reference to the

construction of a freight shed at North Sydney, I confirm that the memo-
randum dated 8th September, 1943,2 signed by Mr. J. M. Somerville, Secre-

3 Non reproduite. i Not printed.
' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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tary, Department of Public Works, Ottawa, a copy of which was annexed
to your letter under reply, sets out correctly the arrangements therein referred
to and that the Government of Newfoundland agrees to reimburse the
Dominion Government for the cost of the shed which will amount to
$50,000. ,

Yours faithfully,
W. W. WOODS

739.

Le commissaire suppléant aux Services publics
au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Acting Commissioner for Public Utilities
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

NPA S-5-9-1

G/373 S J h '
Dear Mr. Burchell,

[ t. o n s,] October 13, 1943

The Government has had under consideration for some time the replace-
ment of the S.S. Caribou lost, as you remember, by enemy action, by
another ship to run between Port-aux-Basques and North Sydney. Inquiries
both from the United Kingdom and Canada have disclosed the impossibility
of obtaining a merchant ship for this purpose.

It has been suggested that there has been an excess of building of frigates
in Canada and that it might be possible to purchase one now in the course
of building at such a stage that the plans could be altered to convert her
into a suitable conveyance.

I would be grateful if you would inquire whether this statement that there
is an excess of frigates now building is correct and if so whether the Cana-dian

Government would consider a proposal to sell us one now on the
stocks and permit us to have it altered to suit our requirements.

Yours faithfully,
L. E. EMERSON

740.
NPA S-5-9-1

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire suppléant
aux Services publics

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Acting Coanmissioner
for Public Utilities

Dear St. John's, November 6, 1943
Mr. Emerson,

May I refer to your letter of October 13th, 1943, (your file G/373) in
regard to the pôssibility of obtaining a frigate in Canada to replace theS•S• Caribou.
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724.

In reply, I am instructed to inform y ou that the Naval authorities ofthat
Canada state there is no excess production of frigates^in w anadn quest on.

in any case a frigate woul hâ e^e type of vessel required would be one of
The opinion was expressed yPe
4,000 tons, whereas the gross tonnage of frigates is 1250 tons. It wasrequire
further stated that a ship to negotiate the waters mentio

ned
1ould notfrigates

construction somewhat similar to an icebreaker,
thenwaters between Port-aux-

Basques

very long if they were required to navigate
Basques and North Sydney, during the winter and spring season.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL

NPA S-5-9-1
741.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions à l'Administrateur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Administrator of Newfoundland
1946

TELEGRAM 58
[London,] February 14,

Your telegram No. 454 of 28th December last 1 own
Following consultations with Shipbuilding ConferÜ^ted

and with
Ki gd m r^

Agents Captain Dalton made arrangements for five
to tender for new vessels to replace Caribou, Home and ti^d^e meantime

Detailed quotations are expected early
Dalton has informed us that his investigations show that Fleming and
Ferguson can offer best delivery dates viz: Large vessel in 14
two smaller vessels in 16 and 18 months from dates of placing of orders.
Next best delivery would be two years for large vessels and August and

October 1947 for smaller ships. . and that Fleming and Ferguson
Dalton points out that prices are lugh, 000.

estimate that cost of large vessel will approach but not exceed
not imp o0^e on

Indications are, however, that other firms will not p
is unlikely to recede

this figure, and that general level of shipbuilding prices

in near future.
In the circumstances we should be glad to learn wheths iQ hé Û^ted

would be prepared in principle to agree to placing of ord
Kingdom subject to consideration of final tenders. Early indication

ll^ Your

views would be appreciated since Fleming and Ferguson
only

berths available and they are likely to be kept open for short period only.

NPA S-5-9-1
742.

L'Administrateur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

- Administrator of New f oundland to Dominions Secretary
[St. John's,] February 20,

1946

TELEGRAM 58
Your telegram No. 58 ships for Newfoundland Railway. We agree.

'Non reproduit.
Not printed.
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743. NPA S-5-9-1
Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion de la commission

pour Terre-Neuve
Extract, of Minutes of a Meeting of Commission of Government

of Newfoundland
643246 St. John's, July 19, 1946

The General Manager of the Railway was invited to the Meeting for the
purpose of informing the Commission of the details of the proposal for
the conversion of locomotives from coal to oil burning engines. He explained
that the total cost of the conversion would be $400,000; that he anticipated
an annual saving of $498,250 as a result of the change; and that it was
possible to have oil burning locomotives in operation from St. John's to
Bishop's Falls by May, 1947. It was agreed to authorize him to proceed to
put his plans into effect.

W. J. CAREW
Secretary

SOUS-SECTION Vii/SUB-SECTTON Vii

LES RELEVÉS TOPOGRAPHIQUES

SURVEYS
744.

NPA S-4-2-1

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires intérieures et de l'Éducation
de Terre-Neuve

Memorandum by Newfoundland Department of Home Affairs
and Education

[St. John's, ]

PREPARATION OF MAPS, ETC.

The war has necessitated the preparation of many types of maps of the
Island.

During the summer of 1940 the Surveys Branch of this Department
compiled a special series of maps of the Island, comprising five sheets, at a
scale of eight miles. These maps were subsequently sent to Ottawa where
they were published by the Department of Mines and Resources with an
acknowledgment of our co-operation. Based on the same compilations five
aeronautical sheets have been issued confidentially for the use of the Royal
Canadian Air Force. Two map sheets of southern Labrador extending to the
sixtieth parallel of latitude were also prepared and forwarded to Ottawa for
Publication. These maps will be used as base maps on which aeronauticaldata 'll^ be represented:i

1 En juin 1939. le ministère de la Défensenationale voulait obtenir de l'informationsur les criques de la côte du Ubrador pou-vant être utilisée
avio s Par les sous-marins et les
Affaires

ennemis, Le secrétaire d'État auxextérieures demanda la permissiond'effectuer un vol de reconnaissance photo-
graph'que• La permission fut accordée.

In June, 1939 the Department of Na-
tional Defence wished to obtain information
about inlets on the Labrador coast that
could be used by enemy submarines or air-
craft. The Secretary of State for External
Affairs sought permission for an aerial
photographic reconnaissance. This was
granted.
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With the advent of the American Military Forces
now beenm re dared and has

for a general map ofh he^sl^h^ Such
e projected on a scale of ten miles to

been sent to the p b
the inch and the most recent surveys made have been utilized.

Surveys are now being undertaken for the purpose of preparing mile maps
of the eastern seaboard to show the exact representations of the topographic

features.
Planimetric sheets of sections of St. John's and environs

b
have

the survey and
prepared at a large scale based on data already Forcescollected

who have found them
have been distributed to the Canadian Military
of great service.

1156-D-39
745.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundlan

No. 14
Ottawa, June 5, 1941

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that the Departmen^eâf around St. DJohn s,

desires to produce a 1/63,360 contoured map of the a
Newfoundland, at the earliest possible date. Preliminary plans had been made
for carrying out the necessary field work this summer, when it was discovered
that the Newfoundland Government had already completed a large proportion

of the work required. ortion
Further inquiry in this matter bas revealed

aGovernment
considerable IIÔ em-

of the trained survey staff of the Newfoundland
ployed with the Canàdian Army and the United States Engineers. It has been
intimated, as a result of suggestions made by our Commander in c^o le n

land, that any assistance which the Department of National Defence
in the survey and mapping work would be particularly welcome.

to You
The Department of National Defence has asked me to Lyon Will

their offer of assistance, and to inform you that Lt.f Colonel
authoritY tO

be despatched to St. John's during the latter half p0 June, lnwork.
discuss and arrange for the completion of this important mapping

I have etc.

[N. A. ROBERTSON]

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs'
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NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary, of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that at the request of the Minister of
National Defence for Air, I have today instructed the Canadian Minister at
Washington to request the State Department to ascertain if the United States
air forces now in Newfoundland would be prepared, if the Newfoundland
Government agrees, to undertake a photographic survey of the Labrador
coast.

My despatch to the Canadian Minister at Washington reads in part as
follows:

Existing
maps and surveys of the Labrador coast are not accurate and are

not adequate for operations along this coast. It was intended that the Royal
Canadian Air Force should undertake a photographic survey of the Labrador
coast this year but in view of the new commitments being undertaken by the
Royal Canadian Navy, i.e., the Newfoundland escort force, all available Royal
Canadian Air Force flying boats will be required to co-operate with this force
and other naval forces.

I am informed that the United States Navy has several flying boats at
Argentia and that the United States Army Air Corps have aircraft at New-
foundland

Airport. If these aircraft could be used it would relieve Canadian
flying boats for escort duty. .

The Minister of National Defence for Air states that if the Royal Canadian
Air Force can assist in any way in supplying photographic equipment and camera
Operators, details can be arranged between the Air Officer Commanding, Eastern
Air Command and the appropriate United States Officer Commanding in New-
foundland.

I am informing the Newfoundland Government of this proposal and am
asking them for their co-operation and for permission from them for the United
States forces to carry out this very necessary survey.

I Should be most grateful if the Newfoundland Government would give
their co-operation to this survey and would grant permission for the United
States forces to carry it out.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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NPA S-4-2-2
747.

Le vice-président de la commission pour Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Vice-Chairman of Commission of Government of Newfoundland to
Secretary of State for External Affairs

St. John's, June 21, 1941

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your letter of June ^n^ Defence ^o thediscuss

of Lt: Colonel J. E. Lyon of the Department of National
and arrange for the completion of the contoured map
1/63,360 of an area around St. John s. The Department of Natural Resources
will be glad to co-operate with Lt.-Colonel J. E. Lyon Ô^S ,e^y ôr maw

pping
k

work and to discuss with him plans for the completion P

I have etc.
J. C. PUDDESTER

9475-40
748.

Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 257
Washington, June 24, 1941

1 We asked the State Department
Your despatch No. 841 of June 19th.

today whether the United States would make a photographic survey o
f
uest

Labrador coast. On their own initiative, and without
Consul General at Ste Jo

to Or
hnus n sruct-

State Department are telegraphing their Cons
ing him to notify the Newfoundland Government under Article No.dian0forces,
Agreement" that the United States, in cooperation w
would make a survey of the east coast of Labrador, limited to selecting

landing fields.
Our request for a complete survey, which is considerably broader in

scope, is receiving immediate sympathetic consideration.

9475-40
749.

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d' bat
aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Aflaires in United States to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 2389
1941

Washington, August 12,

Sir, 986 of July 22nd, 1S ate

I have the honour tndence t concerning
despatch

the proposal that the United
and previous correspo

s

authorities should undertake a photographic survey of the Labrador coast.

'Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.

2 Voir 1'appendice' B. ' 9 Seo Appendix B.
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We have now been advised unofficially by the State Department that this
question is now before the Permanent Joint Board on Defence and that it has
been the subject of discussion between the Canadian and United States
members of the Board.

In the circumstances, the State Department intend to leave the matter to be
settled by the Board and will not send an official reply to our Aide Mémoire
of June 23, 1941.1

I have etc.
M. M. MAHONEY

for the Chargé d'Affaires

750. 50218-40
^ CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members
TOP SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941

United States Army

Contact between Canadian and U.S. mapping personnel indicated there
was an area in southern Labrador for which no maps suitable for military
air operations were available. Arrangements were made for the U.S. Army
to make the necessary aerial photographs for mapping this area to facilitate
defence operations from Newfoundland. A U.S. Army photographic party is
in Newfoundland and will use B-17 aircraft for the purpose. Low clouds and
adverse weather may delay procurement of the necessary photographs.

751.
50218-40

. CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members
Top SECRET

New York, November 10-11, 1941
••• ' .
United States Army
.•, , .

United States Army Air Forces photographed, for mapping purposes,
of 57 large area of Labrador between the Strait of Belle Isle and latitude

N. A map of the. area photographed is available for the information
of the Board and will be furnished the R.C.A.F. members at this meeting.
The numbering and printing of the photographs has just started. About
57 rolls of film were exposed on the job. United States and Canadian mapping
agencies have been in correspondence regarding details.
.••

I

1 Non reproduit.
1 Not printed.
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9475-40

Mémorandum pour la CPCAD'

Memorandum for PIBD'

[Ottawa,] May 16, 1942

PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF AREAS IN
CANADA AND LABRADOR

The R.C.A.F. Member reports that, in connection with the air
Pn 1941 and

survey of certain areas in Canada and Labrador commenced
to be extended into 1942,2 provision has been made byCanada,

Canada f^ef Ü SS

to cover the ground control to be
co-ordinated the work to be under-taken Air Corps and R.C.A.F. have

taken by the U.S.A.A.C. under conditions mutually agreeable to both coun-

tries and deemed to be a part of the war effort.

The conditions under which such photography is to be done, include

the following,

1. All information regarding ground control in Canada established

for the purpose of these surveys by the
Government.will be made available to the United S

2. Prints of all photographs made on the surveys will be supplied to
the Canadian Government'for the Air Photographic Libi é set
the Department of Mines and Resources. Also one comp

of prints of areas photographed in Labrador will be supplied to

the Newfoundland Government.

3. Copies of all maps and plans prepared by plotting the information
obtained from the photographs will be supplied to the Depart-

Copies of maps andment of National Defence (Air) in Canada.
plans of areas in Labrador will be supplied to the Newfoundland

Government.
4. Such photographs will not be used for commercial purposes

without prior agreement of the Governments concerned.*

1 Authorship of this document is unknown•
'L'auteur de ce document est inconnu.
• Voir le document 682.

' See Document 682.

a Notes telles que dans l'original:
• Notes as in original:

plan? F. V,

Dr. Keenleyside: Could I have your comments on the above p

HeAus 16.5.42
Suggested to Heakes that this be discussed with Camsell.' * if he agrees,
we approve. HLK M;nister of

**Charles Camsell. sous-ministre des **Charles Camsell, Deputy I

Mines et des Ressources. Mines and Resources.
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753. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET Montreal, May 6-7, 1943

United States Navy

(b) Labrador-A joint U.S. Navy and Army survey party is being
sent to Labrador on or about July 1, 1943 to chart the waters
and rivers of that sector.

Sous-SEC'noN viii/Sus-SECTION Viii

LA CENSURE

CENSORSHIP

754.
724-D-39

Le sous-ministre associé suppléant de la. Défense nationale
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Associate Acting Deputy Minister of National Defence to
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

HQS 8118-18 (c) Ottawa, February 28, 1940
Dear Sir,

I attach hereto copy of a communication received by this Departmentfrom
Mr. S. Finlayson, Deputy General Manager, Canadian Marconi Co.,

Montreal. Mr. Finlayson asks that the radiotelephone circuit betweén Canada
and Newfoundland be re-opened.

It will be recalled that earlier correspondence on this subject passed
between this Department and the Department of External Affairs, which
led to the decision not to re-open the circuit.

In view of the fact, however, that the Hon. L. E. Emerson, Commissioner
of Justice and Attorney General of Newfoundland, is at present in Ottawa,it is felt that

Mr. Finlayson's communication might appropriately be taken
uP with him.

Yours sincerely,

H. DESROSIERS
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ ENCLOSURE]

Le gérant général adjoint de Canadian Marconi Company
au chef de la censure télégraphiquei

Deputy General Manager, Canadian Marconi Company,
to Chief Telegraph Censorl

12, 1940Montreal, February
SECRET • -

Sir,
We would like to confirm the substance of ou hé discussions

eservic
lst, relative to the possibility of re-establishing t
between Montreal and St. John's, Newfoundland, on a basis that would

be acceptable to your Administration. 1939 and suspended at
This service was inaugurated

Government on August 31st, 1939. Simul-

taneously
the

,
request of the Newfoundland

the Newfoundland Government ordered suspension alls taI
inlandd

radiotelephone services between St. John 's a the
These telephone

between St. John's and the Burin area in Newfoundland.
services function in the same way as the main circuit from St. John's to

re-Montreal, and, in part, as feeders thereto.
On December 13th, the Newfoundland Governmentthpeenmtional tservice

establishment of these latter servic es
de

on the
of controls a copy of which is shown

was properly safeguarded under a c
in Appendix "A"2 to this letter.

Upon
the

re-establishment of the inland services, our Associa the Newfound-
Telephone Company, who operate thos sâNil'cataon to the Newfoundland
land terminal of the main circuit, made pp
Government for permission to re-establish the main servicio Wérm t nhe re-
formed that the Newfoundland Goün m t^d ^^ that no conversations on
sumption of operations on the clear
subjects liable to be of interest to the enemy will be permitted. WMa

]rôr Hurther
^ S'

informed that the Government Officials and the Chief Censor, ur ose of

Smith, are desirous of having the service rei nt n possible, tthe âdvântages
restoring to Newfoundland, to the greatest ex Pos who presently are
that this service provides the people of that country, Ain
completely cut off from the telephonic communication with th

e
rm^ssion be

crican continent. We therefore beg formall
y for ° the qre establishment of this

granted by the Government of Canada
service on the understanding that :

em lo ed at all times.
1. The secrecy equipment ^ p Y
2. People desiring to use the service be informed that their conversa-

tions must not deal with certain subjects. permit officers
3. If desired, special arrangements may be made to

of

di-

r' the Censorship Staff in Montreal to monitor conversations

rectly.
'Lieutenant-Colonel

W. W Nsuiray.

11.6 Lieutenant-colonel W. .W Murray.
^ Not printed.

sNon reproduit.
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Our experience during the period that the circuit was in operation indi-
cates that the majority of the normal calls are concerned with social and
ordinary business subjects, and it is therefore probable that the public as a
whole would , not be materially restricted in its use of the circuit; on the
contrary, it would appear that the re-establishment of the service would
be of considerable value to the peoples of Newfoundland and Canada in the
promotion of their mutual interest.

I have etc.

S. FINLAYSON

724-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre associé suppléant de la Défense nationale

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to
Associate Acting Deputy Minister of National Defence

Ottawa Mch 7 , 1Dear Sir,
, ar 940

I am writing with reference to your letter of February 28th, HQS 8118-
18(c), concerning the question of re-opening the radiotelephone circuit
between Canada and Newfoundland.

As you suggested, this question was discussed with Mr. L. E. Emerson,
Commissioner of Justice and Attorney General of Newfoundland, while he
was in Ottawa recently. Mr. Emerson was not in a position to say just
how important this question was and it was proposed to him that on his
return to Newfoundland he might look into the matter and have a report
prepared. This report will, in due course, be sent to us and I shall com-
municate with you again immediately on its receipt.

I should also add that it was further suggested to Mr. Emerson that
the question of transit calls through Canada destined to the United Kingdom
or Europe over the channel from New York now available was one which
might appropriately be taken up with the United Kingdom authorities.

Yours very sincerely,

LAURENT I3EAUDRY

756.
• 724-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland
TELEGRAM

Ottawa, May 30, 1940
The Chief Telegraph Censor here has been informed by the Chief Censor

ef Newfoundland that the radio-telephone service between Newfoundland
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and Canada is to be resumed. This question has been under consideration
and it is felt that the re-opening of this channel would perhaps be dangerous.

During his recent visit Mr. Emerson undertook to investigate the matter
in St. John's and to send me a report. I should be grateful if this report
could be forwarded as soon as possible in order to guide us in reaching a

final decision.

724-D-39
757.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

St. John's, June 3, 1940
TELEGRAM

CONFIDENTIAL
Your telegram 30th May, radio telephony service between

Canada Newfoundland. Mr. Emerson undertook to report conversation in
St. John's and did so. As result Major Haig-Smith, Secretary Post h^

and

Telegraphs, who visited Ottawa iWhô at thatl time saw no serious objection
Chief Telegraph Censor at Ottawa
to re-establishment of service under proper control. This control would
take form of monitorial service in Canada and there will be
vision here. It is understood that incoming and outgoing calls be

it
subjected to censorship in Canada for which facilities already existIn view of

rt
hese

would not be practicable to exercise same censorship here .
and

precautions we felt that any element of danger would be bas
Major Haig-Smith's discussion in Ottawa left the matter on midd el of April
you consider circumstances have sofé should regard resumption of service
as to necessitate change of attitude, w
under above conditions with favour and be prepared to express formal ap-
proval. General advantages of resuming services are obvious.

724-D-39
758.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newf oundla
940

TELEGRAM 17
Ottawa, June 18, 1

Reference my telegram May 30th, radio-telephone service.
that this channel of

Upon further consideration here it has been decided in Montreal
communication had better be opened. The Marconi Company
inform me that they can be ready to give service on June 22nd. station in

All calls.will be routed through the Bell Telephone terminal
Montreal and censored there. to the Chief TelegraPh

Some time ago the Chief Censor, ^t. John's, gave hone
Censor here the regulations regardin the use of the local radio=telep
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service in Newfoundland. The Chief Telegraph Censor here is putting into
force regulations essentially similar to these to control the new Newfound-
land-Canada service and it is suggested that the Newfoundland Censor might
take similar action at your end.

759.

Mémorandum du chef de la censure télégraphique

Memorandum by Chief Telegraph Censor

724-D-39

Ottawa, June 18, 1940

NOTE: Telephone operators will read the following instructions to persons
making a radiotelephone call between Canada and Newfoundland.

(1) Your call will be accepted, subject to censorship.
(2) You are cautioned that you must not discuss anything likely to

convey information to the enemy.
(3) You must Not mention names of ships or of any seaports.
(4) You must not say anything that would reveal the movements of

ships.
(5) You must not discuss the movement of troops, or mention troop

formations or equipment.
(6) You must not discuss the movements of aircraft.
(7) You must not discuss the weather, or meteorological conditions in

either Canada or Newfoundland.
(8) You must not refer to the operation of navigation aids.
(9) You must not discuss the despatch or arrival of direct mails to or

from Europe, Canada or the United States.
(10) If you violate any of these instructions the telephone connection

will be severed.
(11) All conversations will be in English or French.

W. W. MURRAY

Lieut.-Colonel

760.
724-D-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chef de la
censure télégraphique

Under-Secretary. of State for External Affairs to Chief
Telegraph Censor

Dear Sir, Ottawa, July 10, 1940

This will confirm your telephone conversation with Mr. Stone this after-
noon concerning the use of the Canada-Newfoundland radiotelephone serviceas follows:
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following places: Cooks Hr., Pistolet Bay, Ha-Ha Bay, Quirpon, Griquet and
St. Lunaire Bay. These were to make reconnaissances. A destroyer had also
made a thorough search of the area involved. On the 14th. the Canadian
naval craft left to pick up the detachments which had been landed, the in-
formation received having been regarded as unreliable.

In the course of his investigations, the Inspector made arrangements for
his detachments to report in special code any unusual events.

On the 17th. July the Inspector made a special patrol of the involved area
by the m.v. St. Barbe. Nothing of interest was noted, and he returned to
St. John's, where he reported in detail to me, the Commissioner for Justice,
and to Captain Schwerdt.

Some suggestions respecting mail and instructions to friendly aliens made
by the Inspector in his reports have been passed to the Departments con-
cerned.

J. H. GORVIN

762.
724-D-39

Le chef de la censure télégraphique au premier secrétaire, ministère
des Affaires extérieures

Chief Telegraph Censor to First Secretary, Department
of External Affairs

Dear Mr. Stone,
Ottawa, October 12, 1940

,

May I recall to you our telephone conversation of two days ago when
we discussed the desirability of opening the Newfoundland-Canada radio
telephone for general traffic, to and from the United States. Instances had
arisen of United States officers seeking to telephone their homes in New
York. Our regulations were not sufficiently elastic to permit this.

At the same time a St. John's business man had to be prevented from
telephoning to Boston on what has since been notified to, me as "semi-
official" business.

Since the whole picture has been changed recently in the triangûlar set-up
with regard to Canada, Newfoundland and the United States, it is, of course,
desirable that I take cognizance of the change. It would appéar to be in-
sufhcient to restrict the use of the radiotelephone to United States government
business, for the term 'can not always be strictly defined. I can see where
vast aulounts of stores will have to be purchased in the United States for not
only official but civilian personnel working on United States projects in
Newfoundland and the question of whether negotiations relating to these
would be held government business or not is too academic to bother with.
from Newf^" I^ink the position is this: the people who want to telephone

oundland to the United States are exactly the same people who
would be telephoning from Newfoundland to Canada. I do not think there
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would be any more danger in permitting calls to the United States na this
Canada. Consequently, armed with your expressed concurrence
opinion, I advised the Newfoundland Censor accordingly. I have today had
his agreement by telegram; and he proposes that the extension of the facili-
ties to United States general traffic be embarked upon immediately.

I feel sure this further concession would be welcomed by the United States

administration.
Yours very truly

W. W. MURRAY, Lt.-Col. -

763.
724-D-39

Le chef de la censure télégraphique au premier secrétaire, ministère
des Affaires extérieures

Chief Telegraph Censor to First Secretary, Department
of External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, October 14, 1940

Dear Mr. Stone,
The extension of the privilege of using the Newfoundland-Canada radio-

telephone to callers to and from the United States raises another point,

which I have endeavoured to decide temporarily. It is the matter of censoring

such calls.
For the time being I have instructed the telephone company to require

his operators in the Montreal office, through which these calls are channelled,
to read to callers and recipients of calls the instructions which govern the

radiotelephone users in Newfoundland and Canada.

Under the strict interpretation of our Censorship Regulations, such calls
would merely be in transit through Canada; and such being the case, we
would have no business with them beyond noting their content. I do not feel
disposed, however, to confine myself strictly to that interpretation, for I
believe it would not be in the national interest so to do. The Newfou aoaon

people rely on us more for the censoring of these calls than th ey
calls

themselves, consequently I propose to treat them in the same way
as

terminal to Canada are treated.
The point then arises-perhaps a purely technical point-of the extent to

which we can instruct the citizen of a foreign country (the United States)

to adhere to our Regulations in radiotelephone calls that are not terminal
the,to Canada. I would suggest that a brief instruction along the belines re ûired

one I enclose be drafted, and that the telephone operators q

to read the instructions to United States callers.

• The instruction makes it clear that the callers are being given the privilege
of using the radiotelephone as a matter of courtesy on the part aof the

t war with
ernments of Canada and Newfoundland, that these countries ar e
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a foreign power, and that the facilities offered are available only if the
callers abide by the precautions which these Governments deem necessary
in their own interest.

There follow then the few simple regulations which are a digest of those
governing the use of the radiotelephone in Canada and Newfoundland.

I would be glad to have your views on the matter which, as I say, may
be purely technical, but which, with the dangers to which the use of the
circuit exposes our own operations, strikes me nevertheless as quite im-
portant.

Yours very truly,

W W. MURRAY
Lieut.-Colonel

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du chef de la censure télégraphique

Memorandum by Chief Telegraph Censor

HQS 8118-18 (c)
Ottawa, October 14, 1940

NEWFOUNDLAND-CANADA TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION NO. 2.
NOTE:

Telephone operators are requested to read the following instructionsto persons making radiotelephone calls between Newfoundland-Canada-
United States:

(a) You are asked to bear in mind that your call is permitted through
the courtesy of the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland.

(b) You are reminded that these Governments are at war with certain
foreign powers, and they have therefore found it advisable to
impose restrictions on conversations by radiotelephone. It is re-
quested that you abide by these restrictions, otherwise the telephone
connection will be severed. These restrictions are as^ follows:

1. You must speak in English or French.
2. You must Not mention the names of British or Allied ships

or of British or Allied seaports.'
3. You must not say anything that would reveal the movements

of British or Allied ships, troops or aircraft.
4. You must not discuss the weather or meteorological condi-

tions in Canàda or Newfoundland.
5. You must not refer to the operation of navigation aids.
6. You must not discuss the despatch or arrival of mails to or

from Europe, Canada, Newfoundland or the United States.
'.Ultérieurement amend6 pour.' ' Subsequently amended to read:You must Not mention the names of ships or seaports.
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764.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State f or External Affairs to Gove ôo
of Newf oundtand

No. 19
Ottawa, June 25, 1941

theSir,
I have the honour to inform you that I have ^éVeossibilityeof f a cmloser

press Censors for Canada to take up Woh you Newfoundland and in this
co-ordination between press censorship p cy .
country regarding the announcement of the arrival of survivors or passengers

at Newfoundland ports.
The Press Censors informed me that three weeks ago the Pre

ss
rhrase regard-

ing

was requested to eliminate port datelines and certai n precise
items of this nature

ing arrivals, the objective being to remove from p ress

all direct or indirect indications that might assist an enemy agent ^^gemeng
precise information about the movement of shipping.
appears to be working out quite well. however, has been recently

The Canadian Press Censor in Halifax,
somewhat embarrassed in his relations with the newspapers ^ynreason

the
informa-

fact that despatches sent from St. John's, Newfoundland,
tion which the above arrangement is designed to keep out of our own press.
Similar information is published on occasion in Newfoundland papers, copies
of which circulate in Canada. In consequence, our newspape

rs
d he thed

point that if such news can be printed in Newf oundland
li hing snimilar information

why should they not enjoy the privilege pub

about activities in Halifax, Saint John and ti^ ^^
Canaian

out tbatp^ y' would bepointThe Press Censors, therefore, desire me
materially assisted in their work if the Newfoundland authorities could see

their way clear to arrange:
(a)

That the Press of Newfoundland treat survivor or arrival news in

the same manner as it is treated^nÔ=nCanada;
from cables ad-

(b) That the Newfoundland Cable
dressed,to

Halifax or other Canadian points all details of the

arrival of shipping in Newfoundland ports. to discuss this
I should be most grateful if you wouldbble Censorship authon^eS and

matter with the Newfoundland Press and C

let me have their views. For your further information,
fromat the IPress

attach Sor forCen
two copies of a memorandum of May
Canada, concerning the treatment of the news of ship arrivals a^Ç ô^dthe

ports, and two copies of the- Press Censors Directive No. g

general subject of shipping.
I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1 Not printéd.. . ^
a Not printed.
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724-X-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Sir,
St. John's, July 14, 1941

I have the honour to refer to your letter No. 19, of the 25th June, 1941,
in connection with the question of closer co-ordination between the press
censorship policy in Newfoundland and in Canada. We here would entirely
welcome this as it has been felt and advocated that closer co-ordination
is desirable in all phases of censorship.

The press here have repeatedly pointed out, with apparent justification,
that much of the -information published in Canada has not been permitted
in Newfoundland, and I append copies of telegramsl received here which
have been suppressed, the information contained in which was published
in the Canadian press. ^ Copies of correspondence in connection with the
publication of the loss of the Nerissa, which passed between the Chief
Censor here and the Censorship Authorities in Canada, are also attached.2
The embarrassment occasioned in that instance was somewhat disconcerting
in view of _ the definite instructions received from the Admiralty.

So far as has been possible no reports have emanated from Newfound-
land which have mentioned the names of ships damaged or sunk by enemy
action. The fact that survivors have been landed here has, in fact, been
published but dates, names of ships sunk or rescuing, or of personnel, have
not been passed. On several occasions telegrams have been received from
Canada asking for stories of so many words length and furnishing the names
of both lost and rescuing ships, and a careful watch was kept on all
replies.

The press in Newfoundland does not publish information of the arrival
or departure of shipping in Newfoundland and telegrams containing such
information are not passed. We would be very grateful herè if any in-
stances, such as those referred to in the third paragraph of your letter,
could be brought under notice in order that suitable steps can be taken
to avert recurrences of what appear to have been isolated failures on the
part of the censoring staff here.

From the foregoing it will be seen that as regards (a) the Newfoundland
censorship exercises an even more stringent censorship than is done in
Canada, and (b) that this is already being done.

I thank you for the copies of the "Memorandum on handling of ship
arrivals at Canadian Ports", of 31st May 1941,3 and directive No. 84 of the19th

April 1941,2 and would suggest that closer co-ordination would be

Non reproduits.
'Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
' N ' Not printed.on reproduit. ' Not printed.
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achieved if the Canadian Censor'ship authorities co fds find ^^^ves^and
to furnish the Chief Censor here with two copies ,

instructions as are issued, for his information .
in every

I need hardly assure you of our earnest desire to co-operate

possible direction in this matter. I have etc.
HUMPHREY WALWYN

766.

for External AUarrs

724-X-39

Le censeur de la presse du Canada au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Press Censor for Canada to Under-Seeretary of State

Ottawa, August 13, 1941

Dear Mr. Robertson,
With reference to the co-ordination of Canadian and N

ewfoundd
be ableeto

sorship referred to in yours of July 21st, 1941, 1 I am glad to

report that as a result of discussions which took place é HalifaxB ^ÿ and
Messrs. Charpentier and Jefferson of our branch, and
Clarke of the Newfoundland Censorship, we, have come to a satisfactory

understanding with the Newfoundlmdl^a: H^^ S^^ to Major Rayner dated
This is confirmed in a letter fro

July 29th,1 a copy of a portion of which Major Rayner has been good

enough to send us for our records.
Sincerely yours,

W. EGGLESTON

NPA GN1/3 1/43
767.

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Seeretary 1943
[St. John's,] June 1,

TELEGRAM 188 Labrador, a
Following a visit of Canadian newspaperme ^ation about the Goose Bay

series of articles giving undesirably detailed ublished ^
Airport and the use which is being made of it has recently been p
the Canadian Press. An article on the Airport, stating that it was in Labradorin ^e
but without mentioning its nâme, had previously b

Orneférence
ublished l

was made

American Saturday Evening P^ nt or the New.foundland Censorship regard'
to the Newfoundland Govem
ing these publications.
-" 1 Not printed.

' Non reproduite.
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:^ The Newfoundland press had hitherto on advice of,censorship here main-
tained silence regarding this Airport, although they have now copied the
Canadian articles.

The Commission of Government views with concern the publication without
any reference to it of such information regarding defence installations and
activities in Newfoundland territory. The references made in the Canadian
Press to probable post-war use of the Goose Airport are also unfortunate in
the absence of any prior statement by the Commission of Government and
may cause us serious embarrassment.

That the present is not an isolated instance will be seen by reference to
examples quoted in my Confidential Despatch and enclosures, No. 97, of
20th April.i

We should be glad if representations could be made in Ottawa and Wash-
ington to ensure so far as is possible that prior reference is made to the Com-
mission of Government or the Newfoundland Censorship before the release
of information regarding defence installations or hostile action in Newfound-
land territory.

768.
724-D-39

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité consultatif sur les services
de renseignements et de la securité

Minutes of a Meeting of Advisory Committee on Intelligence and Security

SECRET Ottawa, June 14, 1944

2. RADIO-TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION WITH NEWFOUNDLAND

The Chairman2 recalled to the Committee the fact that because concern
had been expressed by the Services over the circuit between Montreal and
Newfoundland being used for social calls, and the necessity for cutting a very
large percentage of calls because of objectionable matter being passed by the
parties talking, Canada had agreed in principle with the United Kingdom
that the circuit should be restricted to official calls sponsored by the Govern-
ment, if the other parties concerned were agreeable. The restriction was now
in process of being effected, but this involved the working out of appropriate
of5clal lists. Newfoundlhnd was prepared to co-operate with the UnitedStates,

Canada and the United Kingdom in restricting the use of the circuit
there to sponsored calls, and it was believed that this should substantially
reduce the security hazard. It might be possible at the next meeting of the
Co"unittee to indicate exactly what was being put into effect.

1 Non reproduite. s Not printed.
w• Fggleston, directeur de la censure. ^ W. Eggleston, Director of Censorship.
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M r. Glazebrookl said the list which was being prepared was the same
type of list which was being used for communication

with London, and would ,

he felt sure, be quite satisfactory. of the steps being taken.
The Committee expressed its approval

724-D-39
769. secrétaire d' tatLe haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

euresaux Affaires exti
High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

for External Affa irs
EsPATCH 442

St. John's, October 4, 1944
D

invita-Sir,
The Newfoundland authorities have requested m^ve tonNewfoundland

res
representative

tion to the Canadian Censorship the use of the radio
in the near future to discuss the regulations icaprac

one service between Newfoundland and Canada, and the mosha e itn dilteleph
method of giving effect to Canadian secu rity

s nd a represent tive to continue the
cated that they would be prepared to
discussions at Ottawa later on if it ônt

2. I have no detailed information
to the exact points at issue. I under-

stand, however, that there has been considerable discussion ab tow^é the

Chief Censor and the United Kingdo lThe Newfoundland Chief
ciency of the telephone censorship in Newfoundland.
Censor, who is at present in the United Kingdom, is expected to return in the

next few days.
3. I would be glad if the invitation could be forwarded to th

e
eineoknoâ

authorities, and, if they can arrange to a 1d be
invitation, to

who will be coming and the date that w have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

724-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissloner
ndin Newf oundla i944

Ottawa, November 16,

Sir, 442 of October 4thpNo.
I have the honour to refer to youé^oûndland authorities to Canadian

concerning the invitation from the N ro^

Ri eprésentaat 3e ministère des Affaira ex- 1 Representlng
the DeP^ent. of E`te

térieura.
ASairs.

DESPATCH 350

SECRET
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Censorship to send a representative to Newfoundland to discuss the question
of, censorship of the radio-telephone circuit between Newfoundland and
Canada:

Since the receipt of your despatch under reference we have had a despatch
from the Office of the High Commissioner in London stating that the
Dominions Office "have been advised that the Newfoundland Government
would like to have a representative of the Canadian Censorship go to New-
foundland to talk with the Newfoundland Censorship authority on the inter-
pretation of the regulations governing the use of the radio-telephone service
and the best method of giving effect to Canadian security requirements".
The despatch also says that the Newfoundland authorities hope that this
visit of a Canadian representative will be followed by a return visit by the
Newfoundland Chief Censor in the near future.

This matter has been discussed with the Director of Censorship and we
are advised that, if desired by the Newfoundland authorities, the Chief
Telegraph Censor, Mr. E. A. Martin, will be glad to make a visit to St.
John's in the near future.

The circuit in question is, in part, the radio-telephone service between
St. John's and Canada and is carried through Montreal to the United States.
For your own information, there has been considerable dissatisfaction on the
part of those concerned with security here on the large number of calls on
this circuit, which have had to be interrupted by Canadian censors in Mont-
real because of breaches of security. This monitoring in Montreal, however,
does not prevent the calls from being a possible source of information to
the enemy, especially by interception from submarines.

The principal measure of improvement which has been suggested is an
effective monitoring arrangement at St. John's. At present we understand
that the monitors are ordinary operators in the employment of the Telephone
Company.

There has been correspondence over a period of some months between
the Canadian Director of Censorship and Major Haig-Smith, and no satis-
factory agreement has been reached. The matter was considered so serious
here that it was taken up with the United Kingdom authorities.

If Mr. Martin's visit is to serve any useful purpose, we should first like
to be assured that it is still desired by, the Newfoundland authorities. It
would be of help if you could ascertain their attitude and report to us.

If Mr. Martin goes. to St. John's, he will be instructed to call upon you
first and we should be glad of any assistance which you may be able to give
him• He would also be able to furnish you with any further information you
may desire.

I have etc.

H. H. WRONG

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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Mémorandum du chef de la censure télégraphique
au directeur de la censure

Memorandum f rom Chief Telegraph Censor
to Direetor of Censorship

Ottawa, March 17,1945

SECRET
SUBJECT: REpORT ON VISiT TO NEWFOUNDLAND

ohn
20th

' Newfoundland, on Febru^rtainAs agreed I proceeded to St. J
s,

Major Hai -Smith, censorship
the Chief Censor in Newfonsorship of

to.discuss with Majg parUcularly the censorship
of Telecommuni^uOIIS

,
over the Canada Newf°undland Radio-Telephone

conversations Passmg
circuit. briefly with Mr• J. S. Macdonald, the Canadian

After discussing the subjectl ander Thomson, Canadian
JO^7s, I had severalHigh Commissioner to Newfoundland, and Commstationed at St.Officer

with whom I discussed the followingNaval Intelligence and Security

meetings with Major Haig-Smith

subjects:
1. Radio Telephone Censorship

b
ircuÿ

•
ith felt that to restrict the use of the circuit

Major H•̂g-$m onsored ca11s, as proposed
government or government sP to take at this late stage of

Mr. Eggleston, was too drastic a step ssible, be avoided, and
that this step should, if po

the war. I agreedat this proposal bad only been made after it was
pointed out that sals had not been acceptable
learned that other less ad ^ô ^éS. Î° stated that if proper control
to the Newfoundland nt censorship were applied at both ends of
and one hundred perce
the circuit further restrictions would not be nec

essary .
one hundred percent•

Major Hais Smith then suggested that because

' at one end of the circuit should su hl Wéii be aPPI!ed
censorship felt that this mig
of a shortage of staff at his end,

end. I explained to him that when an e toc^ut at
at the Canadian ll

party

occurs of

at thethe ob^

Newfoundland end it serves ÿttledeprivepurP the Canadia
the Canadian end since by so doing we onl

'ectionable part of the conversation whilde• iFôr this

going out over the air and cap
able of being monitore

interrupted at the point where
reason the conversation S^o^d^hô had been under the impression
the breach occurs. H^8', on^^ the call was scvcred at botb
that by cutting the circuit at Montreal
ends, now agreed that his suggestion would be imP I oflered to

In order to help overcome his staff difficulties, Smith
ced telephone censors. H

lend him one of our experien tigb
appreciated this ofter, but said that be could not ^ béit it a'g_ieved, ^

and this

fôr political reasons. The Newfoundland people,
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resent being censored by a Canadian rather than by a Newfound-
lander, and felt that this might result in an increase in the number
of complaints on the part of the callers.

Haig-Smith added that he had many complaints from persons
who have occasion to use the telephone between Newfoundland
and Canada stating that the censors are too strict. On being told,
however, that they had been speaking over a radio-telephone
circuit the complaints were in most cases withdrawn. I stated that
we in Canada have had very very few complaints, and suggested
that before the connection is established the Newfoundland party
be reminded (as we do in Canada before the "warning" is read)
that his conversation is going over the air and that it might be
intercepted by the enemy. Both Haig-Smith and Mr. Morris, Super-
intendent of the Avalon Telephone Company whom we visited
together, agreed to institute this procedure immediately and feel
that it will eliminate many complaints.

I showed Haig-Smith many examples of violations of regula-
tions which had occurred during the months of January and
February of this year, and pointed out that these were verbatim
transcriptions of records of conversations taken by our telephone
censors at Montreal. He was grateful for this information which
will enable him to take the matter up with those responsible.
Conversations are not recorded in Newfoundland, and Haig-Smith
was not aware that copies of intercepts sent him in the past were
actually transcriptions of recorded conversations.

As a result of our discussion Haig-Smith has agreed to tighten
the control at his end. The calls will be censored by the radio
technicians who control the circuit, and not by telephone operators.
In addition to the usual warning that is read to the caller before
the connection is established, the Newfoundland party will be
reminded that his conversation is going over the air and capable of
being monitored. The radio technicians will be fully instructed on
the necessity of applying the regulations on the spôt. Haig-Smith
has asked me to send him an extra copy of our telephone censor-
ship regulations and the interpretation to be given these instructions
by those whose duty it is to censor Radio-Telephone calls. This
I promised to do. Should these steps fail to bring the necessary
results Haig-Smith will place one of his censors in the telephone
exchange to supervise Radio-Telephone censorship.

On my arrival at Montreal on March 6th, after visiting our
stations in the Maritime Provinces, I was informed by our Principal
Censor that there has already been a decided improvement on the
Canada-Newfoundland circuit, and that over a pcriod of a week
it had not been necessary at any time to cut conversations at this
end because of infractions at the Newfoundland end.
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These subjects were discussed in an atmosphere of goodwill and co-opera-

tion. We now understand our mutual problems, and I think I am safe in
saying that we shall not encounter any further difficulties.

E. A. MARTIN

SECTION B

LES AUTRES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

OTHER DEFENCE RELATIONS

SOUS-SECTION 1/SUB-SECTION i

LES PROPRIÉTÉS
PROPERTY

772.

The Government would then be in a posttion to su
ernment before your becoming bound by any Agreement. You would thus
have the advantage of an independent survey of the situation in each case,
to which would be added such advice as we could tender you before final

1156-Y-39

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

St. John's, October 2, 1940

Sir,
As progress with the establishment- of the Canadian defences in New-

foundland has now reached that stage where the expropriation of private
lands on behalf of the Government of Canada must take place, the Commis-
sion of Government is of opinion that some method of procedure should
be adopted which will be satisfactory to your Government.

2. It would appear that such expropriation should be carried out as a
war measure under powers conferred upon the GÎ the Iner-
gency

Act
gency Powers (Defence) Act 1940, copy of which
as you will note endows the Executive Government with those extensive
powers which are now common form throughout the Empire.

3. The Government of Newfoundland considers that it would be appro-
priate to appoint an advisory board consisting of say three members, to
deal with all questions in which the expropriation of private lands for war
purposes are [sic] involved. This Board would, it is suggested, be presided
over by a Judge of our Supreme Court and would make full examination
into all questions of values, whether the property is to be taken for long d
short terms, and would advise the Government as to the amounts to be pa

• '' bmit these to your Gov-

decision is made.

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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4. Two points will be appreciated as of importance (1) that the taxpayer
of Canada must be protected to the fullest extent in the negotiations for the
acquisition of these properties, and (2) that the public of Newfoundland
must be satisfied that the board which considers matters involving possibly
valuable property, is a strong and independent one.

I should appreciate very much your early consideration of this suggestion
so that we may take the necessary steps. We will submit to you the names
and qualifications of the nominees before appointing them.

I have etc.

HUMPHREY WALWYN

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Cammittee

SECRET
Ottawa, November 19, 1940

DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

24. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that, follow-
ing the Committee's meeting on November the 5th, a message' had been sent
to the Governor of Newfoundland agreeing to discussions taking place in
St. John's, regarding problems of defence, and naming as Canadian repre-
sentatives,

Mr. Gibson and Mr. Dyde. The subjects to be discussed at the
meeting had been agreed upon.

It
was not intended that the question of long-term holdings of property

in Newfoundland, by the Canadian government, should be included. This was
a much larger question of policy and would require further careful considera-tion.

25. THE PRIME MINISTER expressed the view that in negotiations with the
government of Newfoundland, the long view should be taken of the permanent
Canadian interest in the defence of the island. The United States had acquired
long-term leases, and had taken into account not only the immediate problem
of the war, but the situation after the war. Canada should also take thought
for the future: temporary occupancy was insufTicient, and the present was
the time to settle this question.

26• THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES agreed
With Mr• King that unless the governmcnt took steps to obtain permanentholdings in

Newfoundland, for defcncc purposes, they would pro erly be
subject to criticism for having neglected essential Canadian interests. Mr.
Power and Mr. Ilsley, on the other hand, were inclined to the view that we
should regard present defence activities in Newfoundland as merel tem o-
rary operations on the soil of an ally. y p

' '1olr le document 175.
'Sm Document 175.
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` 750 essed doubt as to
THE MINISTER. OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLŶdé o^e Airport,l where

ment
27'er it would be possible for Canada overn

wheth
made. The U.K. g

one y
and had subsequently transferredthe principal Canadian investment was being

had expended làrge sums of m Y

the Airport to Newfoundland. of November the 5th,
pointed out that at the meeting on^ it had

28. THE SECRETARYGibson and Mr. Dyde had been decided uplOratory on^Y^
when the visit of Mr.their discussions at St. John's

to should
definite

be exp
decisions.

been agreed that overnment
without committing the Canadian g eed that, in addition to the other

it was agreed Mr•
Mr. Dydiscussion, with the Newf oundland g f rom New

would take uexplore the possibility of obtaining
Gi29.bson Afterand further

subjects which they de should should seek to
term leases. They and whether the

foundland, permanent hol n^idngwô ld be prepared to effeâda in this respect,
discover what Newfoundla re ared to put Cana,
Newfoundland government would be p P
in the same position as the United States.

NpA S-4-2-1

774.
ominionsZ

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire
aux D

^
vernor o f Newfoundland to Dominions Sec et

Cember 9, 1940Go ^St, John's,] December

776 1 No. 990n r1o. 760 Nov. 233 and your rep Y ister

CRET.
Reference our telegrar^^ Colonel Gibson Canad^a naMo for

SE We have discussed tion for expr p
Nov. 30^ a roposal to settle compensa our telegram
National Revenue a proposal as that outlined in have
Canadian Bases' by the S^°e procedurewere examined in some detail.ndwehichr
No. 760. This and other methods w the Chairman Will beommendation to the Canadian Government u . nsagreed to a, joint rec of ^ree person ua^catio
we will appoint a- Board consisting this

eme Court and the other two
chosen

thef owner,
carry andout thera judge of our Supss values. The decision of this $OinaréntwWiU agree to nlendatidon

to asse this recorn te
Government and the C riadiân Government accepts ly to the U^
Board's decision. If the C should aPP all cases.procedurethe

in
at the same Board should h fml ti éUnitedwe consider it desirable daeed th

same
t inf o on

It

States Government and migh as so
is suggested that our Ambassador

â Washington
. e 11 let them ^°W

Canadiroan
proposal

Government.States Govern
éwstof

of
as we hear v to AIDbas-

1 Gander Airpo"•
the

United

1 L'a6roport de Gander. a This telegram ^"^ in
e fut répétE à l'amb^adeur ^dor Of Great Britain '

ated

à Ce télEgrarnm a^ États-Unis et Por' States as number 22•de Grande-Bretagne • Not printed.
tait le numéro 22. .^e Document 177.

8 Non reproduit. t 177.
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NPA S-4-2-1

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Ressources naturelles
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memoranduni from Commissioner for Natural Resources
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

N.R. 123240 [St. John's,] December 12, 1940

CANADIAN AND UNITED STATES BASES POLICY

With reference to the Memorandum of Meetings between a Committee of
the Commission and [the] Hon. Colonel Colin Gibson, M.C., Canadian
Minister of National Revenue,' circulated with Memorandum J. 76-'40 of
9th December2 by the Commissioner for Justice and Defence, I should wish
to comment on one or two points in the memorandum and the matters of
principle raised in it.

2. My Department is concerned in paragraph 1 of the Memorandum-
Acquisition of property in Newfoundland for use of the Government of
Canada. The line taken in regard to the acquisition of property for defence
by the Canadian Government will have a later bearing on detailed nego-
tiations with the United States Government on the same subject.

(a) As regards the decision ... that the titles in Crown lands would
be leased or granted to the Canadian Government without charge,
I have always thought that the public in Newfoundland have some
common rights on many of the Crown lands especially on the
coastal fringe. These areas are, for instance, used in many cases
as grazing ground for livestock, as fuel supply and as blueberry
picking areas. This might well be the case in the Torbay area, for
example, and would not the public be entitled to some safeguard
of its traditional rights? Will the protection of these rights be one
of the matters for arbitration, if necessary, and, if so, who will
be responsible for the costs of arbitration? Legislation will, pre-
sumably, be necessary to give the Arbitration Board appropriate
powers and in doing so the terms of reference of the Board might
be so drawn as to include matters of this kind. '

(b) A more important' question which arises, however, is in relation
to the procedure to be adopted in settling claims by private owners,
especially by a number of people in a single community... If the
Government is to recognise that the people who are evacuated are
entitled to be given an opportunity of finding a reasonably assured
subsistence after their removal there, two questions arise:
(i) Who is to be responsible for the costs of moving the families,

and

1 Voir le document 177. 1 See Document 177.
' Non reprodulL • Not printed.
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be res onsible for the expenses of setting up the
(ü) who will b P

,r, P., in new areas?

I!I

•••
stions on which I should wish to comm

ent.
continue

3. There are other que
e what kind of business or other activitiesi^é ^é ^^s? This has some

example
within the areas leased to rôblem. I ass me that m^s regard .
bearing on the evacuatlon p and conditions as the,

the Ame

premises,
would be asked to give the same in regard to existing fishing Canadians

are tinue iFor example, what will be the position

terms

taken?
saw

Will these activities be allowed to con
mills, etc. in the areas? with the purpose for which the bases

they do not interfere direcâ Y wharves, telegraphs, etco constn^ t Servlceehead-
Will facilities such as roa ,^^e area or from the area

to Newfoundland nationals who are c0 n-of defence or war strategy, or

employed
available in the bases area? Are the Canadians

quarters b
r or a are

and
whom ma be civilians-to be treated inducting business Y

and other facilities are concerned fromAmericans in the bases_some of
a different category so far as customs cted? ..• Uniteders whose national status t^e

must
t to Canada and the to theNewf oundland rinci le of equal Ne^rf oundlan

4. So far as the p P m,
'

concerned, the idea of a block cont^ e C^p b Yted in the memorandu

the

States is whlch the British
Canadian defence of Newfo assumption that Canada, as,d s part of

defence. Although
seems to be based on thealth is primarily concerned in NewfNé ndlanwfoundland to defend their
Coeunonwe, bases in Pres-
the United States have been granted ri^ is as equallynot equally true that, under the Mo^é e Doctrine,
own country, is it n
• t's

defence
statements

of Ne
and^theound,and n as sctCanada? In that. céiéntly

committed
ldent

to
Roosevel the •

treating Canada and the United ôtunLsof itihe C0n-there any justification for
est not.of concession s made to•t the m ^eÎInsuggest

, f rom, the standpoint
tribution which Ne^oundland ma1éIIiber^to ^e ^nadian Secret b n(Whonel Colin5. In the despatch of 23rd No

which I discussed with Coliake a helpfu
for

l attitude
External Affalrs, ould seize this should associate Ne^oundland Withought that Canada sh

oment to
es. III

Newfoundland) , we asked that Canada contemplation with othe Countrilnnlissionet
it in any trade treaties which it has in cpage 4, the ^

NewNiemorandum J. 74= 40 of 28th November,^
^

the
uitable point of view,

s that, from the ^ not make m Statesfor Justice and Defence say

-

dland should, in relation to the Ao Siderationsefrom the Unitedview andfoun olnt of
sacrifices but rather r 1 Newf ound and should press thss and f acilities as a
and that, in Washington, immigration arrangement would like to
ask for special customs and ithis and hen^le

tin of the bases. I support e
quid pro quo for the gr^ , g . from Port-aux-Basques to Step

strategy, through s°msee some extensive road building (ôûnd s of military
and, if it can be défended on gr

1 Not printed.
I Non reproduite. s Not printed.
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of the agricultural areas in the Humber and Green Bay districts) undertaken
at American cost. But have we in talking to Canada had the same considera-
tions in mind that we suggest applying to the United States as compensation
in respect of her use of Newfoundland for her own protection, e.g. why do
we offer a contribution to Canada equal to customs and transport facilities
enjoyed by her forces? Why do we give her what appears to be strategic
control of the Airport and suggest long term leases in such a manner as to
risk putting Canada in virtual control of civil aviation in Newfoundland
after the war? When the United States undertook increased aeroplane produc-
tion to assist Great Britain, the British Government was, I understand, asked
to pay the cost of enlarging the aeroplane plants. Would it not be equally fair
to ask Canada to bear the cost of any additional capital investment involved
in the additional traffic in Newfoundland on rail or road? The point I am
urging is that we should adopt the same principle of compensation so far as
Canada is concerned as Mr. Emerson's paper suggests we should adopt to
the United States. Can we ask the United States to grant a more favourable
quid pro quo than Canada? I should like to see these matters discussed by
the whole Commission.'

J. H. GORVIN

776. 1156-Y-39

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 470 St. John's, August 24, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 179 of August 10, 19422

concerning the matter of compensation of persons whose property is taken
under the provisions of the Newfoundland Defence Regulations.

2. In that despatch you asked me to discuss with the Newfoundland Com-
mission of Government the questions referred to in paragraph 7 of my de-
spatch No. 397 of June 30, 1942?

3. According to your instructions, I took this matter up with the Honour-
able Mr. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice and Defence, and enclose
herewith copy of reply, received from him.

4. I am sending you under separate cover a copy of the Regulations made
under the Defence Act, 1939.$ The regulations respecting the acquisition of
land will be found on page XCIII.

1 u gouvernement canadien conserva sur v nie Canadian Government continued to
une base ad hoc le terrain dont il avait be. obtain ad hoc the land it needed for its ex-
soi' pour l'expansion continuelle de ses panding defence operations in Newfoundland.
0114-rations de défense à Terre-Neuve.

:NonNon reproduite. ' Not printed.
reproduits. 6 Not printed.
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5. The information which I referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7 of my
despatch No. 397 of June 30th was obtained from Mr. J. G. Higgins, K.C.

6. You will note that the information now given to me by the Honour-
able Mr. Emerson is somewhat different from my understanding of the mat-
ter as obtained from Mr. J. G. Higgins, KC.

7. As the Honourable Mr. Emerson understands it, the position taken by
Mr. Justice Higgins, Chairman of the Compensation Board, is that the Board
has no authority to give compensation in cases in which properties are expro-
priated for a term of years.

8. Mr. James G. Higgins, K.C. happened to call at my office today and
referred to this matter. He tells me that he is uncertain whether the Judge
would rule that he had no jurisdiction to award compensation on properties
taken for a term of years or whether he would rule that in such cases he
would award compensation on the basis of the value as if the fee simple was

acquired.
9. You will note from the Honourable Mr. Emerson's letter that he con-

siders that the Act is quite clear and does not need any amendment.
10. I think probably your Legal Department will concur in the Honour-

able Mr. Emerson's opinion.
11. Up to the present time, no case has been placed before the Compen-

sation Board in which the Board was asked to consider the placing of a
value on property which had been expropriatcd only for a term of years and
it is quite possible that no such case will ever arise. Up to the present time

all properties which have been taken over by the Canadian Government
for a term of years have been by private agreement and there has been no
necessity to resort to the provisions of the Act.

12. I shall be pleased to have your further instructions in the matter.
I have etc.

C. J. BURCIIELL

[PIECE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 0

Le commissaire d la Justice et à la Défense
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, August 22, 1942

if the fee simple had been taken. - , • I
in fee simple it is the duty of the Board to give the owner compen

you refer to the question of the Compensation Board Pns' einstead of
'Justice Higgins holding that if land is taken for a period of years sauon as

Dear Mr. Burchell,
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 18th instant' inwMh

• 'd d over by

1 Not printed.
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I have discussed this matter with Mr. J. G. Higgins, K,C. ou

in these cases, and he informs me that you must have misund e^r counsel
tood Mr.Justice Higgins' informal statement. As I understand the Position M

at a board meeting stated that he expected
near future to have before the Boardr' Higgins

cases in which the Canadian Government wishes to take m^e
years. The Judge expressed the view that under the re leases for
not have power to deal with compensation cases involving^^ the °ard did
taking of the fee simple and that it had no authority to consider ase g but theleaseholds, s involving

I am of the opinion, and in this opinion Mr. Higgins concurs th '

^
at if this isthe actual view of the Board it is wrong and that both the re lations

taking of land and the order appointing the Board clearly indicate as to
that theBoard can give compensation even for the most minor in fringempersonal rights, e.g. the knocking down of a fence, the occupation forent of

hours as well as in the case of leases and fee simples. In ou

r

a
opinion fewtheregulations on this point leave no doubt and because of that I doit

wise to suggest an amendment thereto. not think

I propose therefore that a case should be chosen in which the
Government has taken a lease for years or wishes to take a lease
and application be made to the Board to settle the claim thereof.e for years
I suggest would consist of (a) settling the rent, (b) settling th

e
^

damage
ese terms

land, if any, and (c) in appropriate cases, compensation for to the
lossIf the Board holds that it has no power to deal with cases of business.

would ask them to state a case for the opinion of the Su reme Cou is kind I
P rt.

Yours faithfully,

L. E. EMERSON

777.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
1156-Y 39

es au haut commissaireà T

Newfoundland I

Sir, , Ottawa, September 10, 1942

I have the honour to refer to
e42' and to + your despatch No. 470 dated August 24,Mr.

Rbulations made Emcrson s letter which was enclosed therein, also to the
separate undcr the Defence Act, 1939,1 whichcover. , were sent under

at Pages e^ations respecting the re uisitionin
XCII to ^{ 9 g of land which are set forth

to take ^ inclusive, enable the Commissioner for Public Utilities
possession of land and to give such directions as appear to him to

n^ ary or expcdient in connection with the be
N^^^^ taking of possession of land.

' Not printod.
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or under, his authority

While the land is in his possession, it may be usedII ation is payable for any
in, such manner as he thinks expedient. Compe

s sustained by the owner or occupier to b^ de
termined by

damage or los
agreement or considered by the tribunal, or a board of arRegulations 1941, constitute the

The Defence (Board of Compensation)
able it to consider and make awards in res

pect
ned by rea onBoard and en

submitted by owners or occupiers for damage done in relation thereto,
of the taking of possession of land, or

anything

under the Defence (Requisitioning of Land) Regulations. rule that he has
I observe that you are apprehensive that the Judge might

compensation for property taken for a term of
no jurisdiction to awardo^d award compensation on the basis of the value of
years, and that he w
the fee simple.Without questioning in any way the views of the learned Judge, or the
opinions expressed by the Commissioe^ of ôP^ons. I must say that I have

difficulty in understanding the basis for Conmissioner
I should have thought that there was no power vested in thele, or a term of years in land.

for public Utilities to take either a fee simple, and

I should have thought that his power was ^t t
seoan

takin
g g such manner as

providing for the use of the lands, for such purppublic safety or the Defence
he might think expedient, in the interests of the

for the efficient prosecution of the War or ^e te^of Newfoundland or smun
of clause (a) seem to assume that the Commissi of the lands, so long

' supplies
of the

fee simple, but merely the possession, use and enjoyment I

should
mi
have t bethought,

necessary for the purpose set forth in the Regulations.

^^ey ^
therefore, that the jurisdiction of the Board of Com-

ensation would be limited to the determin
ation compensation damage or

P

,

of the land, or of,omanynĝ ô

loss sustained by reason of the takingof the Defence (R^u^ltr decisions
done in relation thereto, in P^uanof^ possession

of

or. deciLand) Regulâtions. rd to other legislation,
I have no available information with rega uestion,

of the Court

and it is not unprobable
, that might be relevant to the q problem involved.aspects of the legal

that I may have overlooked essential a' lation 51 of the United
I have, however, given some consideration to Re Which is almost identical
Kingdom Defence (General) Regulations Land)

1939,
and) Regulatiions, and to the

with the Newfoundland (Requisitioning of which makes provision
United Kingdom Compensation Defence Act 1939, Regulation 51. This

r afor compensation payable, when land is taken t
over un der e^of land during

use
clearly deals only with compensation for the Pt to take over land fo
the war, the implication being that there is enÛnder

right
Regulations.

term of years, or to expropriate a fee simp to relY

that under the circumstances, it would be u
nwise

ë^er for
,- I should thmk P you have c ^ you

on the powers set forth in the Regulations, which y
' of leaseholds in Newfoundland. If

the requisitioning of the fee simple or
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require estates in land, it would be preferable to acquire them by purchase
from the owner, or else to have them expropriated by the Newfoundland
Government and retransferred to the appropriate Canadian authorities.

I have etc.
J. E. READ

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

778. 1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au conseiller juridique

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Legal Adviser

St. John's, September 18, 1942

Dear John [Read],
I have read with great interest despatch No. 202 of September 10, 1942,

which deals with the matter of the taking over of lands for defence purposes
by the Newfoundland Commission of Government.

I am, what is for me, in rather the unique position of being the advised
and not the adviser in legal matters. I am not therefore venturing any opinion
of My own but am passing a copy of your letter on to the Department of
Justice for their consideration.

It is quite evident, however, that the Newfoundland authorities intended
that the Emergency Powers (Defence) Act 1940 and the Regulations made
thereunder were intended to be authority for expropriation of the title.

This would appear from the despatch from the Governor of Newfound-
land to the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for External Affairs dated
October 2, 1940, with which was enclosed a copy of the Act.

The Act itself seems to be fairly clear as by subsection (2) of Section 1,
it provides inter alia that the Governor in Commission may

(b) authorise
(i) the taking of possession or control, on behalf of his Majesty,

of any property or undertaking;
(ii) the acquisition, on behalf of His Majesty, of any property;

The trouble however may be with the Regulations made under the Act
and I understand your criticism is related to them.

If You are right in your contention that the Regulations only authorize the
taking possession of the property for the period of the war and do not
authorize the acquisition in fee simple or for a term of years, serious com-
plications will arise and it may be necessary to obtain special legislation to
regularize proceedings which have already been taken under the Defence
Regulations.
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759- is that neither
lete records, my understanding

I have not comP
under the De-

^Although' Force,
Ar

ro erty^d •

^ rivatenor the Air Force have takcn^é of both the ^Y
arranged by privatemy

fence Regulations• I think ^^eho deor freehold, was
all title, whether it was

negotiation. prOPerty was taken on thta^^u t
In the case of the Navy, however,Regulations an, quite a

simple

substantial
was expropriated

under the Newfoundl ^ Dunderstanding that the fee s'unrected on the proPerty.
of money was paid on e

uable buildings and other structures have le was not legally acquired,
and val the fee P t^ the only

As I understand your contention, you are righ
com ensation was paid on that basis. If Y

thou^ P • s ecial legislation because
rtw

w asP acquired and compensa tion
way to &x the matâ^r the fee

now Is b
simplye was

was und ntO°t basis.
awarded • d^e papers in connection with ôa d uas

However, I have never eaamme bluation B
v^ roperty but I do know that é^^amount of the com-e

sition of the Naval laUons to deteraun the Board was upwardsset up under the Defence Regulations by

•
ere can be any doubt of the fact that thepensation The total amount of the wards as given

nd made their

Board

t thmk ex ro nated aof $200,000 and I do noassumed that the freehold title was being p p
it that the

awards accordingly• ou probably already know ^ osed to be
I should perhaps add, although y le title was supp ,

the waterf ront, of which ^é f Canadian Government but to

t^eII

simp the

propertY on
, was not to be transntned to

United Kingdom Governme Yours faithfully,
C. J. $URCHELL

1156-Y-39

euve779.
Le conseiller juridique au haut commissaire d Te nl^d

Le
g
al Adviser

to High Commissioner in N^ ou
1942

[Ottawa,] October 1 9

42 with
Dear Charlie [Burchell],

l 19,NeW"
purPoses

18, by the
pI have noted the oints raised in your

f
orrdefence

September

regard to the question of taking over land justice.
in of Government. artmeewfondlandfoundland Commissiono of my letter to the DeP

I note that you have sent a copy ase
a point which would need to be feôfe^piember lU in

c
meIIt

It is obviously Po h in my lette Govcrn
lawyer. I raised the issues set fort owers of the

' t be some substantial doubt as to th should be cleared

under the Regv

up bef ore

there nv8h ladons. If there is any doubt,

heavy expenditures are made.
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Apart; from the legal aspect of the problem, there is. a policy question
involved • with regard to taking over leasehold interests. It is obvious that
the Government needs to take possession of land for defence purposes and
that it needs to be able to take over the title in some cases, e.g. where
buildings are being erected on the land. I should think that there might be
very strong objections in policy to any power to take over leasehold in-
terests. It is almost inconceivable that a situation could exist in which it
was necessary or even important that the Government should take a lease-
hold interest, as distinct from possession or fee, for a term of years. The
taking of a term of years imposes a very great hardship upon the owner
of the property and the payment of the rent does not begin to compensate
him for what he suffers. However, these are matters for the Newfoundland
Government and not for me.

Yours sincerely,

JOHN E. READ

780. DND (DH) 193.009 (D14)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] November 17, 1942

V. Defence Installations, Newfoundland. Reference to Newfoundland
Government.

A despatch from the High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland,
and referred to the Deputy Minister of National Defence, raises the question
as to whether certain views expressed by Sir Wilfrid Woods, Acting
Commissioner for Defence in Newfoundland, with regard to procedure for
the acquisition of property for Defence purposes, were acceptable to
Canada.

These views were expressed as follows:
In future when the Military Authorities wish to acquire property

for the establishment of defence works it would be desirable to keep
the Newfoundland Government advised before any negotiations are
commenced in order that the Commissioner for Defence may be aware
of what is being done and a record kept of the property thus acquired.
It is also importantL that this Government should be asked to give
prior consent before any new Military Establishment is set up in
Newfoundland territory.

The C.G.S. reported that this matter had been discussed at Defence
Council and that the Secretary had drafted a letter to the Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs, to the effect that it is impossible in many
cases, tO give advance notice, owing to practical difficulties and the need
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1156-Y-39

Le secrétaire du Conseil de la défense au sous-secrétaire d'État
adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Defence Council, to Assistant Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, December 4, 1942

Dear Dr. Keenleyside,
The despatch of the High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland

No. 659 of November 2nd', a copy of which was enclosed in your letter of
November 5th1 has been considered by the Chiefs of Staff and the Defence

Council.
The Defence Council on the recommendation of the Chiefs of Staff agree

that it would be desirable to inform the Newfoundland Commission of
Government in confidence before negotiations for the acquisition of property
in Newfoundland for defence measures are begun. Instructions will be issued
at once to the senior officers of the three services to inform the High Com-
missioner for Canada in St. John's of any proposed acquisition prior to the

1'frma-

be
est
'cd
the
sot
lot
and

opening of negotiations so that he may pass it on for the confidentia in o
tion of the Newfoundland Commission of Government.

The request of the Newfoundland Government that they should be asked
to give prior consent before any new military establishment is set up in New-

foundland territory has also been considered. The )it as most cdesirable
on the recommendation of the Chiefs of Staff, regard
that the Newfoundland Government be kept as fully in forme

d ndl nd.
possible of

active
the development of Canadian defence measures in Newfou
co-operation and assistance which the Newfoundland Government has
extended in the past has been of incalculable value in working out the defence
plan of Newfoundland. The Newfoundland Government will probably realize
however that in carrying out the responsibilities which Canada be integrated
in connection with the defence of Newfoundland plans
with the general plan for the defence of the Atlantic coast. «ihile it may not

always be possible due to the necessity of speed and security to request the
Newfoundland Government to give prior consent before any new military
establishments are set up in Newfoundland territory it is recognized as
desirable. that the Newfoundland Government should not only be confiden-
dallY informed prior to our negotiation for property but also of the intended
use of the property.
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783. 1156-Y-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures -

High * Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

St. John's, April 14, 1943

+ y,,

I
I

Dear Norman [Robertson],

I am writing you in a formal despatch today, No. 246,1 regarding the title
to the Naval Hospital.

You will note from that despatch that the lease of the Naval Hospital site
was never in fact prepared or executed. The same statement is true of the
Administration Building and possibly of other Naval properties.

While the title to all these properties is in the British Admiralty, I assume
that, as the Canadian Government took charge of the negotiations for the
lease of the properties, the matter should be carried through to finalization
by the obtaining of the leases. It is, to say the least, unbusinesslike merely
to have an exchange of letters agreeing to give a lease and not have the
actual lease prepared and executed.

I think perhaps it would have been advisable, in the first instance, if the
Canadian Government had appointed a solicitor in St. John's who would
follow up all these matters and get them finalized.

I understand that the Department of Justice of Newfoundland has been
attending to the matter of searching the title and also arranging with a local
solicitor, Mr. James D. Higgins, to attend to hearings before the Board of
Arbitration in cases where the property is expropriated.

I have never been informed as to the particular arrangements made with
the Department of Justice as these were made before my arrival in this coun-
try as High Commissioner. I presume, however, that the Canadian Govern-
ment pays for the services of Mr. Higgins, but I am not sure of this. I also
do not know whether or not the Department of Justice renders any bill to the
Canadian Government for their services in searching titles or if these services
are supplied gratis. I would like to get information on these matters.

Another matter in respect of title which is giving me some concern is that
the titles to a number of valuable properties on the waterfront were obtained
pursuant to regulations made under the Defence Act, 1939.

The legal adviser for the Department of External Affairs, Mr. J. E. Read,
K.C., advised me in his despatch No. 202 of September 10, 1942 that, in
opinion, these regulations do not authorize the acquisition of the title in fee

I

I

1 Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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simple of lands but merely authorize payment of compensation for th
of the lands for the duration of the war. e use

There can be no doubt of the fact, however, that the arbitrators in
their award under the regulations did so on the basis that the freehold^g
was being acquired and made their awards accordingly. e

While I have not given the matter very careful study, I think that Mr.
Read's opinion is sound and if that is the case, it would be clear that after
the conclusion of the war, the owners to whom compensation is awarded can
demand possession of the land on which hundreds of thousands of dollar
have been expended in the erection of wharves and buildings. s

I submitted Mr. Read's opinion to the Honourable L. E. Emerson, Com-
missioner for Justice for Newfoundland, shortly after I received it but ne
received a reply from him. ver

In informal conversation with the Secretary of the Department of Justice
however, I understood that that Department would probably a ree with

'Read's opinion. g Mr.

If that is the position, it is a most unsatisfactory one and should be clearedup immediately.

I suggested to the Secretary of the Department of Justice that the only
way to clear the matter up was by a special act of the Commission of
Government and if this could be done, the matter should be atte
without any further delay. nded to

:
It is quite possible that, in some cases at least, deeds have bee

from the parties to whom compensation was made before pa n obtained

money. If ^at was done in all cases, I presume Mr. Read would a t ef thethis
would be satisfactory. It does seem to me, however, a ma ^ that

complete investigation should be made, as I assume that the Britishtter in
Admiralty,in whose name title was acquired, is relying upon the Canadi ^ty'to attend to matters of title. an Government

I have exchanged some correspondence with Mr.
and I have expressed the opinion that the Emergen R pOWeouD the matter
of Newfoundland gave full authority to the Commission of efence Act

acquire the title in fee simple of property but the defect is in G overnmentrement to
which are made under the Act. gulations

I
where^hest that the whole matter of all the titles should be investiga tedthere are any irregularities, such as above mentioned,action sh uld
be taken to cure thèm by special legislation orPossibly it

may be necessary to send some le al by some other method.
man

DePartment or from the Department of Justice here from your own
in

title to all the properties and prepare the necessary order to check up the
legislation in cooperationWith the Department of Justice of Newfoundland.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL
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784.. . 1156-Y-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre de la Justice

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Justice

Ottawa, October 26, 1943

I am enclosing a copy of telegram No. 153 of October 21, 1943,1 in
which Mr. Burchell discussed the arrangements made by Mr. Keenleyside
(of the Department of National Defence, Naval Services) during his recent
visit to St. John's.

The state of the Newfoundland property is confused, and we have not
full information as to the facts.

There are various types of properties involved, including the following:
(a) Properties held under lease from private landowners in Newfound-

land, the leases being taken in the name of the Crown (Dominion).
(b) Properties held under lease from • private individuals, the leases

being taken in the name of the British Admiralty.
(c) Leases from the Crown (Newfoundland) to the British Admiralty.
(d) Leases from the Crown (Newfoundland) to the Crown (Dominion).
(e) Property acquired under compulsory powers by Newfoundland

Government, leasehold.
( f) Property acquired under compulsory powers by the Newfoundland

Government, freehold.
(g) Properties held under agreement, either with Crown or with private

individuals.

There may well be other classes of properties, but you will observe that
a substantial number of the properties are being acquired through the agency
of the Newfoundland Government, and I understand that it has been neces-
sary to have the Newfoundland Department of Justice act in the matter of
acquisition. I have no doubt that some or all of the properties with which
Mr. Keenleyside was involved were properties in respect of which the New-
foundland Government was acting as an agency for the purpose of acquiring
a property and vesting it either in the Admiralty or in the Crown (Dominion)-

This whole problem is confused, and the difficulties have arisen for the
most part as a result of the need for naval, military and air force officers
to act with the utmost speed and get the essential military installations into
operation, leaving the legal aspects of the problem to be untangled later.

I should think that, in the circumstances, it would be desirable that the
whole question of the properties in Newfoundland should be brought under
a single authority. It would be entirely satisfactory if you could send

'Non reproduit. 1 Not priated.
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representative down to St. John's to consult .
765

tlce and with Mr. Burchell and the variounte ested Commiss ioner of Jus-
arrangements for having all of the people there and make
supervision and control of a single repre en ativebof t^tlj nder the generaltice.

In that * case your . representative would of cours e epartment of Jus-
advisory capacity only in respect of properties which be acting in an
by the Newfoundland Government under their compulsoryare being acquired
be necessary to leave the Department of Justice in St. powers. It would
own appointments where they have accepted responsibilityn's forto make their
to our Canadian departments, but even in those cases giving title
would be able to help in an advisory capacity and i^ur representativeyourwere ultimately straightened out. e that all the titles

[N. A. IZOBERTSON]

Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Mémorandum de discussions au sujet de Terre-
1156-X-39

Memorandum of Discussions on Newfoundland
Neuve,

Questronsi

Ottawa, December 2, 1943
Present:

Mr. N. A. Robertson
Air. C. J. Burchell
Dr. H. L. Keenleyside
Mr. A. D. P. Heeney
Mr. R. A. MacKay.

3. TITLE TO TORBAY AIRPORT-Mr. Burchell re ' wed

resp^ to the acquisition of title to parcels of property, the situation with
were u^o^^ and said that the Honourable Mr, the owners of which
before leaving that the Government of New Emerson had informed himspecial

Act to clear up all questions of t tle.n Mr. Emes Prepared to pass a
Preferen^p however, for a general Act covering all rson expressed the

tions ofade to Torba outstandin
qgenerally^ properties at Gander and Botwood, and to Goosest It was

a^eed that this would be undcsirable since it would lead
to Torbay and that to secure our postwar position in Newfo to ^ngurch

siderable

e Y and Goose should be secured at the earliest undland title
Justice a^e^ to discuss the question of Torbay with the moment. Mr.

e Deputy Minister of
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details can be worked out, after which I shall give you a further report-

. . o rang a r. ogers com when
here on Monday the l3th of December in company with Mr. Varcoc,

7 Mr Vareoe als ar ed th t M R e to Ottawa and meet m
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786. 1156-Y-39

Mémorandum du haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to Under-Secretary of State for External Aflairs

[Ottawa,] December 3, 1943

1. As I explained in various despatches, the position with regard to legal
matters, such as acquisition of titles, etc. in Newfoundland is very unsatis-
factory.

2. Before my arrival in Newfoundland an arrangement was made with the
Newfoundland Department of Justice to act as agent for the Government of
Canada in all legal matters without charge. This arrangement has proved to
be very unsatisfactory, and just before I came to Ottawa on my present visit
the Commissioner of Justice, Mr. Emerson, asked the Department to be re-
lieved of the work. In his letter to me he mentioned there were eighty or
ninety different titles in respect to which his Department had not been able to
finalize arrangements because of pressure of other work.

3. On my arrival in Ottawa I talked the matter over with Mr. J. E. Read,
and we agreed on a procedure which should be adopted, and it was arranged
I should confer with Mr. Varcoc.

4. I conferred with Mr. Varcoc and found him entirely agreeable to the
proposals which I made to him, which were as follows: The Canadian Depart-
ment of Justice is sending a lawyer to Newfoundland for as long as may be
necessary, whether it be for wceks or months. He will act as Canadian agent
for the Canadian Department of Justice and will do the work which heretofore
was performed by the Newfoundland Department of Justice. He will also
work as closely as possible with the Newfoundland Department of Justice.

5. Mr. Varcoe said he had no man in his own Department who could be
spared for this work, and he rcquircd a man of some considerable tact and
ability. He asked me if I had any man whom I could recommend for the
work and I suggésted that it might be possible to obtain the services of Nsr•
Ben Rogers, who is a graduate of Dalhousie University, and was a student in
my office for a period, and a man who I thought would be sufficiently well
qualified to perform the work in Newfoundland. Rogers is now Chief I.eg,"
Counsel of the Mutual Life Assurance Company at Waterloo, in which com-
pany he has been employed for the past six or scvcn years, and I know is
held in very high regard by that company.

6. Mr. Varcoe informed me by telephone that he spoke to the General
Manager of the Mutual Life, who had agrccd to rcleasc Mr. Rogers tem-
porarily for this work on the understanding that It might be possible for him
to pay visits at intervals to Waterloo. P.

I
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8. It is not intended Rogers would do much of the legal work

would have authority to employ such lawyers in Newfoundlan himself, but
decide upon for each Particular piece of work after consul a^ he may
and with the Newfoundland Department of Justice. tation with me

9. I conferred with the Judge Advocate General about this matter
gives it his full approval. He told me that if Rogers required and he
man to help him he would send a man down from h^De artm additionalarranged for

Mr. Rogers to meet the Judge Advocate General eAt I alsocourse of his visit to Ottawa. during the

Le secrétaire d'L`tat aux Affaires extérieures au haut
1156-Y-39

à Terre-Neuve commrssaire

Secretary of State for Externat A,©airs Io High Commiss f
ii: Newf oner

DESPATCH 401

Sir,

the they may be examined by the Le al Adviser
th.

Department
ovcrnmcnt, so

of Governmcnt to the Crown in right Ca
Canada. Ncwfoundland

May I refer to your despatches Nos. 943 of Novem
1November 271 with reference to the acquisition b y 25 and 948 of

Newfoundland, y Canada of properties in
2.

You Will recall that this subjcct was discussed
recent visit to Ottawa with officials of this Department length durin

This despatch y
our

serve as a record of the discussions. will3.

With referencc to the proposcd amendment of defence re 1'
Newfoundland, it would be desirable thatsuggeSted b

provision should beumadc asy you for the following:
(a) Outright expropriation in fee simple;
(b) ^ mpensation to the owners of pro rties cx

value of the land originally rcq ,u sitioncd,rrc ard as^nfincd to
ngs or installations which may have been erected the of build-

iauthorities in the meantime. Y Canadian
It is preSUmed that it will beamendmeAts

possible for you to sccurea draft of the proposedthat before they are. passed by the Commission of G

p^ent of justice in accordance with your u csti and by4. It is noted gg on.thproPhatioD at evcn Aftcr the Regulations arc amended and thewith c ex-^11 s'
8s w^respect to all these propcrtics are complcted,Com^ ôII ô^Sary to have the propcrties conv •

the woUldf th^ititks'o appear to be desirable t o have the legal work with respect to
e Properties which is now so badly in^.re^^^ arrears donc by the

oundland

Ottawa, December 17, 1943

I Na Printed.
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Newfoundland solicitors instructed by the Canadian G n Newfoundland asJusticepurpose instead of relying on the Departm ent of
that the work should be

was the former practice. I believe is your

divided among several Newfoundland solicitors who w oul
receive

structions with respect to a number of âpecifii number of properties which
the fact that there are, I understand, gr

I further understand that arrangements
have received no attention whatsoever.
have been made with the Department of Justice

for that
matters in co-opera-

tion

a qualified person for the supervision of all these
tion with you and that the gentleman they have selected has^ co^y t

left
d

for Newfoundland where he will endeavour to get all these matte Pl

as quickly as possible.
I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

788.
1156-AD-39

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve'
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland'
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 36
St. John's, February 2, 1944

IMPORTANT. CONFIDENTIAL. Reference to my predecessor's despatedh by

January 26 1944, No. 34? Regarding the status of properties purchas

the Canadian Government.
(2) You will récall that Mr. B. A. Rogers was sent to Newfoun

dland as
clarify-

ing

Assistant to the Deputy Minister of Justice tofor opprtrPs sobtained or
ing and regularizing the whole position en^c ther for Canadian defence
being obtained by the Canadian
purposes or for transfer to the British Admiralty. from a

(3) One of the major problems faced by Rogers w^ ^aPôWëTsgDe{eIICe
defect in the Defence Regulations made under the Emergenri ted. The defect
Act (1940) under which some properties were cxproplated in fee simPle
was that although the lands were intended to be e^Pe ie lations have been
and compensation was paid on that understanding ^

ïnterpreted -as giving possession for the duration of the war only

a Not printed.
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(4) Most of the properties affected by this defect were taken on Admiralty'
account but as the Canadian Government was instrumental in their acqui-
sition [it] is a Canadian responsibility to remedy the situation.

(5) The number of separate properties affected by this situation is very
large and it would be a long, tedious and difficult process to obtain exact
surveys and to arrange for a remedial act to cover all properties expropriated.
Under the circumstances Mr. Rogers has endeavoured to obtain agreement
from the Commissioner for Justice to the passage of a confirming Act which
in one single piece of legislation would clarify the title of all properties *
expropriated or otherwise obtained for Admiralty account by Canada in
Newfoundland. Agreement on this proposal would also mean the reduction
in the number of surveys required from approximately 30 to not more than 6.

(6) After a prolonged discussion the Commission of Government yester-
day agreed to pass an Act for the purpose indicated. Before this can be done,
however, it will be necessary to have the essential surveys carried out. The
Royal Canadian Navy authorities here state that they have not received
definite instructions from Ottawa to initiate such surveys although they have
had a letter from the Director of Works and Buildings, Naval Service Head-
quarters, Ottawa, informing them that the British Admiralty delegation in
Washington desires such a survey to be made and instructing them to discuss
the matter with the High Commissioner, particularly with reference to the
question of payment for the said surveys.

(7) As it has taken a good deal of argument to bring the Commission of
Government to agree to the proposal of a single act, and as there is always
a danger that they may again change their minds, it is, in my opinion, and in
this Rogers concurs, important that the naval authorities should receive im-
mediate instructions from Ottawa to carry out the necessary surveys covering
the Properties taken for Admiralty account.

(8) The question of who should do the surveys should depend, I assume,
on the availability of competent naval surveyors. If the R.C.N. is not in a
position to supply suitable personnel for this purpose, surveyors can be
obWned locally. The cost of the surveys should, in my opinion, be charge-
able to National Defence for Naval Services, as all other expenditures relat-
illgntto the acquisition of these properties have been covered by that Depart-me.^

(9) The first purpose of this telegram, however, is to ask that the matter
S^ p^ned in detail to the Department of National Defence for Naval

^s with a view to cnsuring that appropriate instructions are forwarded
'Mraediately to the naval authorities in St. John's. The greater the period of

111toy M COmpleting the necessary surveys, the more likely we are to rua'
to b^^ef difficulties with the Commission of Government. If advantage is _
be^ ^ Of the agreement reached yesterday, action on the surveys should

at on •ce.
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789. 1156-Y-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 160

Act, and especially your opinion as to prospects of getting Act passe

near future.

6. We should appreciate any comment you may have about the prop ^^
A wi

right of military user?

5. Is proposal to grant Canada proprietary rights only or will it include

buildings?
(f ) With regard to (e), will it include right to remove equipment and

the Crown in right of Canada?

4. If it means the above, will it cover the following?

(a) Torbay

(b) Bay Bulls
(c) Properties at Gander and Botwood

(d) Goose

(e) Minor properties acquired for duration of the war

Does this mean that the general confirming Act will actually confirm title in

priate property beyond duration of war so as to cover property expropriated
on behalf of Canada and the Admiralty. But it appears from despatch
No 220 that the Act is to cover "all Canadian properties in Newfoundland".

that it was to clear up powers of the Commission of Government to expro-
proposes to include in the general confirming Act. My understanding was

3. We are not very clear here as to what the Commission of Government

mentioned in despatch.

2. See Britton's despatch No. 2201 re Bay Bulls. Keenleyside suggests it
would be useful to have from you details about proposed confirming act

Ottawa, May 16, 1944

SECRET. 1. Following for Rogers from MacKay. Begins.

' Document 631.



790.1156
Le conseiller spécial du sous-ministre de la Justice

1156-Y-39

du sous-secrétaire d'État aux affaires extérieures

Special Assistant to Deputy Minister of Justice to Special Assistant
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET

Dear Mr. MacKay,
St. John's, May 29, 1944

Referring to your secret telegram of May 16th, 1944, No. 160, concernin
the proposed confirming Act of Canadian properties. g

2. In view of the chaotic condition of titles in Newfoundland it soon became
apparent after my arrival here that the only satisfactory method of acquiring
titles in Newfoundland was by a confirming Act, and this was the first point
discussed by Mr. Burchell and the writer with Sir Edward Emerson, Commis-
sioner for Justice. Sir Edward informed us that he had in mind a confirming
Act eventually which would confirm title to all Canadian properties. He stated
that the Commission of Government did not want to pass a number ofseparate

Acts but would wait until all properties could be gathered togetherin a single Act.
3. There are also a number of Crown

the
Canadian Government but no formal grants have b enemade anuested by

Proposed to include these grants in the so-called confirming Act. Grants of
Crown lands in Newfoundland exceeding fifty acres must be made b s eci
Act. I believe that by lumping the two t y p al
Property which is being granted and propert^ysthe titlet to which is bei that is

, the Commission of Government feel that it will ameliorate their gatherdelicate position before public opinion here.

4. In addition, as reported in the Acting High Commissioner's despatchof
May y 8th, 1944, No. 220,1 it is proposed to include the Bay Bulls

^ the interview mentioned in that despatch, in re 1 to m lease.
Wilfrid

Woods informed us that all long-term leases would be included.
Having in mind our property at Gander and Botwood I askedsidered fifty him if he con-but he

year leases as long-term leases and he replied in the affirmative,
did not give us any definition of what he considered to be a long-termlease.

.,,

un^• With respect to properties which have been
er the Defence Regulations pursuant to the Emergency Powerss impl

Dee^^ é ) Act, 1940, these properties are all British A' (alt
W^ exception of a small parcel at Chain Rock in St.^John s H b ulrs, withbe, expropriated for the Arm

y
. These British Admiralty properties a

wch
rea ^ealt with by a separate confirming Act and the De artmen

M has been kept fully informed of this development by copies of
1 D0MMew 631.
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correspondence which has been forwarded from time to time by the High
Commissioner, and I refer you particularly to my letter to the Deputy Minis-
ter of Justice dated January 20th, 1944,1 a copy of which is enclosed for

your convenience.

8. More specifically in 'reply to paragraph three of your telegram of May
16th, the proposed Act will include all Canadian properties in Newfound-
land and Labrador acquired by purchase, or expropriation by the Newfound-
land Government, or by grant from the Newfoundland Government. It will
vest title in fee simple in His Majesty the King in right of Canada. In addition

it will cover properties acquired under long-term leases. In this connection
we should consider the position of the lease at Buchans to be made with the
Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company, and other interested Com-
panies, which is for a term of thirty years, with right of renewal for an addi-

tional thirty years.
9. With respect to paragraph four of your telegram:

(a) The Act would cover Torbay in that it will confirm title to the prop-

erties which have been purchased from private parties and grant
the Crown lands within the airport area. With respect to the five
parcels of land where Crown grants have been made but the own-

ersers cannot be found, the Department of Justice here have app1
of the suggestion that these parcels be included in the Act for con-

workedfirmation of title provided that some arrangement can
laterout for payment to any owner who should come fo

date. I presume that such an arrangement would take the form of
an agreement between the two Governments.

(b) The Act will contain the lease at Bay Bulls.
(c) The Act should cover our properties at Gander and Botwood

under the provisions of our agreement with respect to Gander,
Botwood, and Gleneagles.

(d) In reply to my inquiry during our interview above mentioned, Sir
in Goose

Lunite ) on a e VU" ^ pe •
(e) and (1) No suggestion has been made for including short-t ina^e

f th war only

Wilfrid Woods stated that unless the agreement concern g
Bay Air Base had been completed at the date of the Act it would
not be included in the Act. You might wish to give this further con-

sideration. My personal opinion was that it might be possible to
include this lease in the Act subject to the terms of the agreement to
be executed, but I am afraid that the Commission of Gof Newt
dvould not permit the lease to be brought before the people ave beenmentfoundland in this way before the terms of the agreethe

public. In. this connection you might also conü^^tions
R.C.A.F. property (usually referred to as Defence Cornm

d T bl M ta'n at Ca Ray

or properues expropnated for the duraUo d
l; ,; :^ proposed Act. The question of the right to remove buildings ^
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improvements from such properties is a matter which, in my
opinion, should be dealt with separately and requires special
consideration.

10. With respect to paragraph five of your telegram, at no time has the
question of user been discussed in connection with the proposed Act.
Representations have been confined entirely to the object of validating the
acquisition of property.

11.
As you know we have been waiting for many months for legislation

which would permit expropriations in fee simple and for leases against known
and unknown owners and which would provide, in the case of leases, for the
right to remove improvements. In my opinion this legislation will not be
passed in time to be of any benefit to us. The procedure which has been
followed throughout, particularly in respect to the lands expropriated, has
been an attempt to solve the various problems without the necessity of such
legislation.

Apparently the reason for the delay in obtaining the legislation has
been and is the fact that the Department of Justice here are overburdened
with work which became acute with the departure of Mr. G. B. Summers,
Secretary of Justice, to Artcor a short time ago. He had been working for
some time on the draft of an amendment to the Public Works Act, 1935,
which was to remedy the defect in the regulations under the Emergency
Powers (Defence) Act, 1940, but I think that this amendment has been
more or less permanently pigeonholed.

12. It seems to me to be advisable that the principle of this Act should be
Passed upon by the Commission of Government as soon as possible and not
later than August of this year. Sir Wilfrid Woods will be leaving
and I am informed that Sir Edward Emerson will become Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court in October. As the Act would in all probability be
drafted by Sir Edward personally, and as he is familiar with the objects of the
Act it seems imperative that the Act be drafted before his retirement. I
understand that he is to be one of the delegation going to England in con-nection with constitutional matters, which will take up some of the timeOf his ..

havin ^m^mng period of Office. You are already aware of the' desirability of
gthe pnneiple of the Act brought before the Government before SirWilfrid

Woods' departure. In my opinion the Act will be passéd by the
Commission of Government without doubt if Sir Wilfrid Woods and Sir
Edwazd. Emerson form part of the Commission of Government at the date
of decision, Even if one or both of them retire beforehand, I think it would
#o Pass as I have been informcd confidentially by Mr. Dunn, Commissioner

Natural Resourccs, who is probably the most popular (or least disliked)
member of the Commission, that in his opinion such an Act must bepassed•

Mr. Dunn has agreed to remain in Office for an additional ear after
the expiration of his term this Fall. y

13:=I'Woûld therefore suggest that you consider the various roblems
which ;a?ll have to be decided as soon as possible. In th p
prep^g for consideration a list of all Canadian properties

e
for inc usionain
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the Act which can be presented to the Commission of Government with the
application for such an Act within the period above stated. This list will
simply form the basis of the schedule to the Act and will be informative
only. I think it would be advisable, when the list has been prepared, for me
to make a trip to Ottawa in order that the various aspects can be discussed
and the list checked with the records of the interested Departments. Once the
principle of the Act has been accepted by the Commission of Government
the drafting of the provisions of the Act can be commenced by Sir Edward
Emerson and the schedules be compiled in proper form.

Yours sincerely,

B. A. ROGERS

791. 1156-Y-39

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures
au Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Memorandum from Department of External Affairs
to Cabinet War Committee

[Ottawa,] September 19, 1944

RE: THE PROPOSED CONFIRMING ACT
FOR DEFENCE PROPERTIES IN

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR

1. The legal work with respect to defence properties in Newfoundland is
now virtually completed, but under Newfoundland law Crown grants free
of charge or over ten acres and leases exceeding fifty acres in Newfoundland
or one hundred square miles in Labrador require statutory approval. More-
over, in view of the uncertainty with respect to title and boundaries of many
properties in Newfoundland it is thought essential that title should be con-
firmed by Statute to various properties purchased from private owners by
the Canadian Government. In certain cases also the owners to properties
have not been located and statutory confirmation of title would be desirable.

. 2. The Newfoundland Commission of Government appears to be prepared
to pass a general Confirming Act applying to all properties acquired by the
Canadian Government, as was done in the case of the base areas leased to
,the United States. Officials of the Departments of Government con med
(Amy, Air, Naval Service, Transport, Justice, External Affairs) are Sr
that a Confirming Act is necessary. It is understood that the Admiralty also
propose to request a Confirming Act for Admiralty properties in St. John's.

3. The properties involved would include:
(a) Crown lands promised the Canadian Government in fee simple.

(Part of Torbay Air Base and certain small properties ancillarY to
base areas);

0
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(b) leases to Crown lands promised the Canadian Government. (Goose
Bay Air

Base, to which Canada has been promised a lease for
ninety-nine years; areas at Gander and Botwood on which hangars
and other structures have ,been erected and to which Canada has
been promised security of tenure up to fifty years; Bay Bulls
Marine Railway, to which Canada has been promised a lease for
ninety-nine years. ) ;

(c) properties acquired from private owners at Botwood and Torbay
and various small ancillary properties;

(d) certain properties in the Torbay Air Base the owners of which can-not be located.
4. The only matter of policy involved would appear to be whether the

Newfoundland Government should be requested to assure to Canada the
right to post-war military use to these properties. It is clear that title in fee
simple or lease would not ipso facto confer the right to military use, and itis possible that if no right to military use is expressly conferred by the Actthe

Canadian Government might find itself seriously restricted in, if notentirely
precluded from, the use of such properties for defence purposes

unless the Newfoundland Government should subsequently consent to military
use. (Military use to Goose Bay Air Base is probably not dependent on
statutory confirmation in view of the special Agreement for a Lease which
Newfoundland and the United Kingdom have agreed to.)

5• It is recommended that an effort should be made to have the Newfound-
land Government include in the Confirming Act express provision for milita ryUse, as was done in the case of the United States leases by The AmericanBases Act, 1941. In view of the probable early retirement from the Commis-
sion of Government of Sir Edward Emerson and Sir Wilfrid Woods, both of
Whom have been actively concerned with property questions and both of
Whom appreciate the desirabiliry of a Confirming Act, it is desirable that
decision on the question be made as soon as possible.

1156-AN-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

Sir,

s^MaYe I refer to your despatch No. 389 of August 31, 19441 concernin '
^ Properties on South Side Hill, St. John's Harbour. g o^

1 N0n nProdnite.
i Not printed.

ii
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2. The objections raised in your despatch to asking a grant from the New-
foundland Government for land which it is intended should be handed over
to a private company have been carefully considered by this Department and
the Department of Munitions and Supply, and it is agreed that your point
is well taken. I may say, however, that the Department of Munitions and Sup-
ply when making a request for the grant overlooked the agreement that had
been made with Imperial Oil Limited.

3. The facts are that the Director of Protection of Petroleum Reserves of
the Department of Munitions and Supply arranged for the removal of the
gasoline tanks of Imperial Oil Limited which were located on the Harbour
front at St. John's to their present site on South Side Hill merely as a defence
measure, and the cost of approximately $275,000 of so removing the tanks
was borne entirely by the Department of Munitions and Supply. The Direc-
tor also obtained from the Company its agreement to accept the new loca-
tion as a permanent site for the tanks. If an arrangement cannot be made
for the present location as a permanent site the Department will be put to
the additional cost of reinstalling them to their former location on the Har-
bour front. It is estimated that this would cost at least as much as their
removal to the present site. It is not thought, however, that the Newfound-
land authorities would be favourable to the removal to the old site on the
Harbour since that would, undoubtedly, constitute a fire hazard there.

4. In view of the fact that the Canadian Government has made a substan-
tial outlay in removing the tanks from their present site, and in view of the
fact that their removal has undoubtedly contributed to the safety of the Har-
bour, it may be that the Newfoundland authorities, as their contribution to
the safety of the Harbour, will be willing to grant to Imperial Oil Limited the
necessary land for the tanks and an easement for the pipeline. If, however,
the Newfoundland authorities wish compensation at a fair valuation of the
land negotiations might be carried on on that basis.

5. Would you please discuss the whole matter with the Commission of
Government and advise it of the arrangements by the Department of Mull-
tions and Supply and with Imperial Oil Limited. Would you also advise as
to whether Imperial Oil Limited should open direct negotiations with the
Commission for the acquisition of the land, or whether the Commission of
Government would be prepared to grant the land to the Canadian Govern-
ment on the understanding that it would be turned over subsequently to
Imperial Oil Limited.

6. This property should be dealt with separately from those to be in-
cluded in the proposed Confirming Act.

7. I enclose two copies of a letteri from the Deputy Minister of ôneuni
^PY

and Supply, under date of September 16, referring to the property,
of which may be transmitted to Mr. Rogers for his information.

• I have etc.
H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

• for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Non reprodnita Not printed.
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793' 1156-Y-39
Le conseiller spécial du sous-ministre de la Justice au conseiller spécial

du sous-secrétaire d'État aux affaires extérieures
Special Assistant to Deputy Minister of Justice to Special Assistant to

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL St. John's, September 23, 1944
Dear Mr. MacKay,

We attempted this week to maintain the schedule which we discussed in
Ottawa but unfortunately it will not be possible now to bring the question of
the confirming Act before the Commission of Government until Friday of next
week.

However, Sir Edward Emerson has assured us that there is no question but
that the principle of the legislation will be accepted by the Commission with
provisions for military user, and commercial use and disposal with the con-
sent of the Newfoundland Government. Such provisions will not in any way
affect the good marketable title as the use will be confined to use by theCanadian Government. I believe that the other provisions which we discussed
can be satisfactorily negotiated with the Newfoundland Government and on
the whole the position appears to be very favourable. I am not sure as to the
reason for separating Torbay with its subsidiary installations from the re-
maining properties but it may be that in this way the Commission of Gov-
ernment could grant us more concessions than by the single Act. It was nec-essary to confine Goose to a separate Act as there are provisions which wehope to have in the Act which might be taken to widen the agreement which
has already been made with respect to Goose. In addition I believe that Sir
Edward feels that unfavourable public comment would be less if the legis-lation

were divided in this manner. Sir Edward stated that these Acts were
necessary from the Canadian Government point of view in its responsibility
to the people of Canada for the large amounts which have been expended,
and he is indifferent to the storm of criticism that will undoubtedly be forth-
CO^g when the Acts are published.

After discussing the question of the Act with Sir Edward and Mr. Puddes-ter
on Tuesday, Sir Edward discussed the matter with his successor, Mr.

^^^ ) in o^er that there would be no difference of opinion between them,
Acts would be completed after his resignation.

.

Civii^t ^^t I had a long discussion with S/L Pattison, who is Director of
A^ation for Newfoundland and acts as a liaison between the New-foundland

Government, the British Air Ministry, and the R.C.A.F. He ap-
parendy has,been discussing the whole question with Sir Wilfrid Woods, with
^ Jm he is'in close touch at all times on these matters. When I saw him
go^ y at Gander after our discussions in Ottawa about Goose, and later at

°pd► before his departure for England, I gathered that he was very.
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^ of radio installations and any concessions

much against any Crown grants , osition in respectbeen of thepo someewhich would put us in a stronger
respecting title he appe^ to have

-

air bases. From our conversation last nightl these air
ssed b the difficulties which will be met in maint to our

what impre y
installations and be could seebases and subsid'1 our radio ranges and other installations which are

acquiring, by Cro gr^^ upp
on Crown lands. The cost of maintenance seem é po,sm°t d out that the

ermost in
cost

Sir Edward's mind during our discussions and hear was one million dollars. I re-
of snow removal at Gander for one year is a thriving semi-commercial

base,

minded S/L Pattison that B^t^^ight planes a day whereas Gander clears
only averages between

1for overseas about seven hundred planes a month, and tha é^ted andIn fact
era-

tions of the air bases after the war a oodeide ato
eatl

have
ea gg

someone other^ ^

the Newfoundland

that he thought it a rather g
wfoundland Government responsible for the large maintenance

Yours slncerely,
B. A. ROGERS

e •IIg Act. t 862)-to military use, it was
h Confirnut

Minutes of a 1944
Ottawa, September 27,

TOP SECRET

DEFENCE PROPERTIES INN^LÉU^LAND,

CONFIRMATION O F been
copies of which had

1. THE SECRETARY submitted a Ne°wrfoûndland Commission of Govern-

circulated regarding passage by the
ment of appropriate legislation on this subject. roval and, in view

ants and leases required statutory apP
A number of gr r ro erties, it was considered d Wëverea^

of uncertainty with respect to othe p p
• Corifirming Act which would cover all land ho

obtain a general or from private owners. the ri^t
quired from the Crown, lease conferred i0^sion

Since it was not clear that title in fee simplerthat an express p
• f .it desirable to propose or

794.
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Meeting of Cabinet War Commettee

to this effect be ulcluded m e
Sept. 19, 1944-C•w•C• documen

(External Aff airs memorandum,
ted this port with aPPrOV at

after discussion, no nclude ^ provision foala e stw• • con'
on the understanding that the proposal to l to delay mme
military use would not be pressed if it proved likely
clusion of arrangements for the Confirming Act.
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1156-Y-39

Le commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Justice and De f ence
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, October 5, 1944

Dear Mr. Macdonald,
Further to our conversation on the subject of the various properties in

Newfoundland in which your Government is interested, and which it has
acquired by grant, lease or otherwise, I have to inform you that at the
meeting of the Commission of Government held on September 29th last it
was agreed in principle that the title of the Canadian Government to these
properties should be confirmed by Act of Parliament.

I have given instructions for the preparation of the necessary legislation,
and shall be glad to consult with you about it as may be necessary, so that
we may agree upon a final draft satisfactory to both Governments.

I feel sure ' that your Government will be glad to know that this rather
difficult matter is being settled in this way.

Yours sincerely,
H. A. WINTER

796. 1156-X-39

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisonnements
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Munitions and Supply
to Under-Secretary of State for External Aflairs

CUNFIDENTUL Chicago, November 17, 1944

Dear Mr. Robertson; ,
Thanhs for your confidential letter of November 141 with reference to the

Goose Bay Lease and public opinion in Newfoundland. I

There is no doubt that all criticism in Newfoundland results from the delay
in reducing preliminary understandings to formal leases. Something might be
8^ned through stressing the huge expenditures made by Canada in devel-
oP'nB the leased areas. I am inclined to think that a still better procedure
would be to let criticism die down through lack of controversy.

I note f the suggestion from Mr. Rogers that perhaps the most contentious
of a11Will be the lease of the runway extensions at Gander. Should controversy
afise on that point it might be well for Canada to turn over these leases to
ahomever may be permanent custodian of the aerodrome.^..

% Non
feprodulte. ' Not printed.
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I am in accord with Mr. Rogers' suggestion that the seaplane base at
Botwood might be turned over to the Government of Newfoundland subject
to an undertaking that Newfoundland will maintain the base. The seaplane
base will be of little if any value to Canadian postwar aviation.

Thanks for bringing these matters to my attention.
Yours sincerely,

C. D. HowE

797. 1156-Y-39

Mémorandum du conseiller spécial
du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresi

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieuresz

Memorandum f rom Special Assistant
to Under-Secretary of State for External A,fl`airsi

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External A flairsz

Ottawa, November 28, 1944

Despatch No. 528 of November 283 points out that the Commission of
Government is somewhat worried over the persistent criticism of the Goose
Bay Agreement. The High Commissioner suggests that we should offer to
assist the Commission in drafting the statement of objects and reasons which
will accompany the publication of the proposed Confirming Act. He suggests
that to allay criticism something of the expenditures outside defence prop-
erties, the titles to or possession of which will be confirmed in Canada, should
be emphasized.

2. Now that the Newfoundland Government has agreed to the Confirming
Acts in principle, I wonder if it would be wise to press for completion of the
Acts at the present time in view of the probability that the Acts will stir uP
more suspicion and more criticism of Canadian policy. There is a further
consideration that, if a comprehensive defence plan is proposed by the COm-
mittee 'on Post Hostilities and approved by the Govcrnment, we shall have
to ask Newfoundland for rights beyond those granted by the Â^^e
Acts. It is thus possible that, by pressing for the Confirming
present time, we might prejudice further negotiations.
{:3. I su est, therefore, that we might consider suggesting to the New"
foundland Government that, provided we have their formal assurance of
the approval of the Confirming Acts in principle, we should have no objection
to a few months delay in the formal completion of the Acts, pending discus"
sion between the two Governments as to postwar defence arrangements. Mr.
Rogers could complete all matters of title, and the Acts might be drafted
before he leaves Newfoundland. We should, of course, need to consult tle
High Commissioner before giving instructions on the matter.

I R. A. MacKay.
• H. L. Keenkyside.
$ Non reproduha • Not printed.
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Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au sous-s
1156-Y-39

aux Affaires extérieures ecrétaire d'E`tat

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to
nder

of State for Externa[ qff^rs -Secretary

Dear Mr. Robertson, St. John's, December 7, 1944

I have read with much interest your confidential letter
enclosing copy of a memorandumz from Mr. MacKay of November 29thi
as to whether it is good tactics to press for the completion ising the question
Acts at the present time in view of the prolon ed and of the Confirming
of the Goose Bay Agreement. g unfavourable criticism

I had been pondering this ve
but had come to the conclusion thathat

uestion
is

last week or two myself
We have already an assurance from the Co pretty clear.

they agree, in principle, to the passage of the Confirming of Government that
see how we could very well go back to them on fiYl^g Acts and I do not
^em down to anything more specific. Point and try to nail

It is unfortunate, of course, that the properties co
.defeasibly secured while there was a menace of uld not have been m_

menace has long since receded and is no longer a factor . But, thoughwhatever, I
of any importancethink we should continue to press now while the m

Newfoundland's promises can still be recalled emory of
w^e we have still strong bargainin with some plausibilityg and
the last resort they set the policy thati sp followed th the United Kingdom. In

A further reason for keeping to this course is ^ae.
and the United Kingdom have Confirming Acts in that both the United Statesit

willo I think, be easier for us to get our Ut course of preparation and
also doing it than if we leave the matter to be dealtsecure at the time they are

ealt with at some later period.Mr. Hopper, the United States Consul-Gene ralvery owly in the matter. He has not spoken'tola me that he is proceeding
°° the subiect for the past six weelcs and, in fact any of the Commissioners
sdll before it the draft of the United States ,the State Department has
has to be confi Su lementary qdes ^^• They, too, have a few small properties, dé t which

cripti0ns of which they have not yet com lete eds and
mon^or more before any action is taken d' It may be, therefore, a
ment o^ the matter by the Commission of Govern-Kunter Su .

As for the United Kingdom, we understood from Mr. R.,
Perintending Civil En incer, British Admiralty Dele ation a

Ad^j' who w^ in St. John's some g t Wash-
^tY pro wceks ago, that a Confirming Act for the^.ent and

perties here had been discusscd with the Newfoundland Gove
that the Act would be put through shortly. We hav ^_

rather S^prised to learn that the permanent officials here have had no formal
^ ÿo°.u° teDroduttc.

le d^ment 797. ` Not printed.
' Sce Document 797.
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instructions on the matter. I would suggest, therefore, that this point be brought
to the attention of the British Admiralty Delegation at Washington.

There is an additional point,' developed in my letter of December 1 st,1
which, I think, is relevant in this connection. It is that I do not think it is
desirable to approach the Newfoundland authorities for a post-war defence
Agreement until we know what the defence picture really amounts to. It
would be senseless for the military authorities to enter into commitments
which may involve the Canadian tax-payer in heavy outlays when more
reflection may prove that they are not really needed at all.

To propose that the Confirming Act be not proceeded with, or to acquiesce
in any Newfoundland proposal to drop them, would, it seems to me, not be
the best policy. For in negotiating a post-war agreement they would be
negotiating on more than even terms and we might not get an agreement at

all, whereas with respect to the Confirming Acts, they can only get out of
them by going back on undertakings, not as definite as they should have been,
but nevertheless fairly definite, that they have already given us.

It goes without saying that, so long as the United States maintains forces
here, we should do likewise. It seems to me however, that the size of our
respective Forces should be revised now and from time to time later. Recently
we have taken over the operation of five radar stations and in consequence
350 United States soldiers have returned to the United States. The general
position appears to be, however, that the more troops we have here the more
they think they should have also. For example, I understand that General
Brooks, before leaving, protested against a proposal to reduce United States
strength at Fort Pepperrell Base from 3900 to 1000 men on the ground that
they were needed for prestige purposes since Canada has some 3700 troops
in the neighbourhood. As a result, I understand, it has been decided not to
reduce United States forces under 3000. By arrangement between the two
Governments or Service Departments the forces could, and clearly should, be
greatly reduced, for they serve no military purpose whatever and it will make
the post-war situation easier to solve if the numbers involved are smaller.

Once we have the Confirming Acts we will have something definite to show
for our work down here and will be in a much stronger position for bargain-
ing if it should prove necessary to seek a new post-war defence agreement.
If, later on, it comes to bargaining about a post-war agreement or bargaining
about the use for commercial purposes of the facilities we have const back
during the war, some thought should, I think, be given to turning them
to Newfoundland for something of more use to us. The rights we have, of
expect, to get confirmed in Gander and Botwood, for example, are not
much real value to us from an operational point of view and it would, in fact,
be' better to have one real base here with full operational rights than a series
of ',holdings that cannot really be used at all except in conjunction With
Newfoundland.

,

' Non reproduite. I Not printed.
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If it should happen that the Bills can be got ready for publication by
January 15th, I may, unless.you see any objection, find some plausible
means to postpone their publication until after the 25th of January. As you
know, I have agreed to deliver the address on the "Immortal Memory" at the
Burns Night celebration on that date, and I would not wish to risk the
possibility of a hostile demonstration on such an occasion. It is true that the
bulk of the audience would be Scotch and Scotch-Canadian but, as you
know, it is customary for a considerable number of Newfoundlanders to
be present and, indeed, to speak on general topics affecting the welfare of
the Island. There would be, in fact, a ready-made opportunity to criticise
the Acts over the radio and destroy what should otherwise be an evening
of good fellowship. The probability seems to be that the Acts will not be
ready, in any case, before the 25th of January, but I think, in closing, I
should bring this aspect of the matter to your attention.

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

799.
1156-Y 39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Robertson,
St. John's, January 26, 1945

I was rather disappointed, though hardly surprised, on returning from my
vacation in Canada on January 20th, to find that during my absence Mr.
Winter had shown a disposition to waver on the Confirming Acts and had
suggested a trip to Ottawa to have a further discussion on the subject.•..

The whole position is almost too complicated to summarise in a des atch
more Particularly when Mr. Rogers himself will be going to Ottawa and can
do it more effectively in conversation. I have already set it forth in detailÎMy

,^letter of December 7th, and the views set forth therein represent what
on the subject. I am particularly concerned that the discussions be

kept to the legal questions involved and not allowed to set aside the principle
Â^Pted by the Commission on September 29th, of passing the Confirming

is well to keep in mind, however, that our position is weak in that
â we try to insist that the Confirming Acts be passed the could m

ry good case on technical y
ake

^^ includin Srounds that they have so many prior ques-
g the Supplementary American Bases Act and the British Ad-

ty' Act and other highly important questions the United Kingdom
Govemment wishes them to take action on, that they could delay almostend1es4, Momover, our original
9Ye us exâctly what they aremmiit ed to ^ so dah that they could

gi ve us, but e result would not
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be satisfactory to us at all. I have already referred in this connection to
the anomalous position at Gander. A similar point is that no binding com-
'm,itments were secured respecting the grant of Crown lands on which the
radio stations at Brig Harbour Island, Port-aux-Basques, and St. Andrewl

were erected,-a point that our éâ^s^ereafter tenuret atwith
furthermore than a duration and two y

weakens. I suggest that Mr. Rogers should have a general discussion with

the members of the proposed Committee before they meet Mr. Winter so
that they will be familiar with the situation and our point of view.

i

Mr. Winter is certainly the best disposed towards Canada of any member
of the Commission and has for years past, made no secret of his view that
the ultimate solution of Newfoundland's constitutional problem is federation
with Canada. He feels that if good terms were offered Newfoundland might
be persuaded to come in. He may possibly wish to sound out our ministers
very informally on the matter of favourable terms. I am sure, however,
that he has no specific proposal to put forward and certainly nothing of an
official character since his whole trip is more of a personal than of an official
nature. If he should raise the matter at all it might present a good opportun-
ity to secure information on the proposals for constitutional changes which
the Dominions Office made last Autumn and which thus far have been kept
extremely secret. He could hardly mention the subject unless he is prepared to

tell us what the Dominions Office is proposing to do. In any case I hardly
think, for the reasons set forth in my communication No. 41nofdiâtet future
25th, 1944,z which are still operative, that the present or
is a propitious time to bring up the question of federation with Canada.

Sincerely yours,
J. S. MACDONALD

800.
115 6-Y-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary

of State for External Affairs

St. John's, February 14, 1945

: Dear Mr. Robertson, Winter's visit to
Since writing you on January 26th with reference to Mr.

Ottawa to discuss the Confirming Acts, I have had several informal^alakns
with him, and with ^ the other Commissioners chiefly interested,
endeavour to ascertain whether I could elicit any facts or points of view that
would belelpful to you in the discussions.

'Subordonné à Torbay. ' i Ancillary to Torbay.

' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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... The passage of the Goose Bay Act has impressed upon the Com-
missioners the extent of the public outcry that is likely to be made at the
publication of each new Act or Agreement tying up Newfoundland's resources
for long periods, the need for which still does not seem to be understood by
the public. And in recent weeks the deep penetration of the allied armies
into Germany itself has shown the war to be approaching its termination,
and made clear to them that not only the question of property titles but also
the question of military rights in the post-war years and the regulation of
civil aviation will soon have to be discussed.

Mr. Winter who, as Commissioner for Justice, is responsible for drafting
the Confirming Acts has, by a process of gradual development of ideas, come
to the conclusion that it would be better not to proceed with them now.
This is the view he will put before you at Ottawa. He bases it partly on
legal niceties about conveyancing and property rights, which I do not com-
pletely follow and, partly, on the necessity for a broader arrangement and
the desire to avoid unnecessarily agitating public opinion by a series of en-
actments when one more comprehensive Agreement will suffice. I do not
think he is actuated by any desire to escape from or water down the com-
mitments Newfoundland has made to us but genuinely feels a better and more
acceptable conclusion can be reached by dropping the idea of Confirming
Acts and proceeding, as soon as the post-war situation is sufficiently clarified
for us to see what conditions will have to be met, to the negotiation of a new
Agreement, or series of Agreements published simultaneously, covering post-
wu' military rights and commercial use, and regulating property rights at
the same time.

I would say that Mr. Winter's opinion, though not so strongly or so clearly
held by the other Commissioners, is, in a general way, shared by them. I know
that Sir George London, Mr. Dunn and Mr. Walsh consider it would be to the
advantage of Canada as well as Newfoundland to adopt Mr. Winter's
general view. Of the other two Commissioners, Mr. Wild, Commissioner for
Finance' is not keenly interested one way or the other, , and Sir John
Puddester, Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare, while not directly
interested as a Commissioner, is generally adverse, as a Newfoundlander, to
giving anything away.

Last evening I had dinner with Mr. Winter. Sir Edward Emerson the Chief
Justice was also present. In the course of the evening we had an opportunity
for half an hour's discussion on the subject. It was particularly interesting
and important because, as you will recall, Sir Edward Emerson was the
Commissioner for Justice at the time when the decision was taken to
proceed with the preparation of the Confirming Acts. I could see, however,
that he was much impressed by the case Mr. Winter put forward feeling that
the"eXperience with the Goose Bay Act showed how wide-spread and deep-seated

was the public feeling against the granting of leases and that the
of proaching termination of the war was now making topical both the question

post-war military rights and the question of commercial use.
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I do not think that the Commissioners or the Chief Justice over-estimate the
strength of public opinion on this question. Agitated as they are over the
granting of long term rights to undeveloped land in far-off Labrador there is
every reason to expect more intense feeling when rights are granted at the
old Newfoundland airports of Gander and Botwood and at Torbay on the
outskirts of St. John's itself. Moreover, the language of the legal documents
itself tends to accentuate he difficulty filled as it is with such phrases as
"vested indefeasibly in Canada", "freed absolutely of all public rights", etc.,

etc. While the suggested procedure would not, II^e se' aratedtimes--
discussion it would avoid stirring up such discussio p
first, on the Confirming Acts, then on the grant of post-war military rights,
and, finally, on the Commercial use of the bases. Moreover, the suggested
procedure might make it practicable to present the situation more acceptably
by being able to explain it comprehensively.

Yours sincerely,
J. S. MACDONALD

10298-D-40
801.

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires ext éSil ures au secrétaire
d'État aux Affaires extérieur

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to Secretary
of State for External Affairs1

ivt D-58
Ottawa, April 28, 1945

:TELEGRA

SECRET. Following from Read for Robertson. Begins.

1. Meeting April 27 of officials of Departments concerned and^ ÛswCon-

Commissioner of Justice and Defenc e
o^oundland alaad,firming Acts for defence properties in

, 2. Winter freely admits that the Commission of Government is com h^s

to passing the legislation, and says it will be passed if
W^ Newfoundland, in

such a course would be prejudicial to good relations
view of public concern over post-war civil use of air bases, especially Gander

and Botwood.
3. He p

roposes that questions of title to defence properties should be
of

in abeyance, pending overall agreement which would cover post-war
rovides f or

properties for defence and civil aviation. Goose Bay
Agreement provides

discussion, within twelve months after the war, between the UnitedG ô eg Bay.

Newfoundland and Canadian Governments about civil use

Winter suggests that these discussions might be broadened to include SeHe

other bases and defence properties and overall defence arrangemen
ts .

Mackenzie King assistait alors avec N. A. 1 Mackenzie Kt.. was then A•^^ N.
Robertson à la coni6rence de San Francis= San Francisco

Conference ,
Robertton.
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thinks an overall agreement which would safeguard rights and interests of
both parties should not be difficult to achieve and would be more acceptable
to Newfoundland people than legislation which would merely assert Canadian
rights to property. ,

4. Winter would agree to Exchange of Notes which would preserve rights
of both parties, pending an overall settlement. Exchange of Notes would
include lists of properties involved, together with statement of rights and
intentions of parties as expressed in agreements already reached. The New-
foundland Government would agree to protect the Canadian Government in
occupation of existing defence areas should occupation be challenged by any
private party.

5. Winter hints privately that Dominions Office is averse to passage of
Confirming Acts unless United Kingdom is assured of military and possibly
civil use of Torbay. He thinks Dominions Office would approve of Exchange
of Notes, pending overall settlement as suggested.

6. Winter's suggestion seemed to meet with favour of officials representing
the Departments concerned. The main objection appears to be that the
Exchange [of] Notes could not (repeat not) at present be made public since
publication would likely arouse criticism in Newfoundland as would passage
of Confirming Acts. We think, however, that Canadian interests would be
adequately safeguarded by such Exchange of Notes.1

7. In view of strong feelings of Newfoundland Government on the matter,
and in view of fact no decision has yet been reached on policy with respect
to Post-war defence responsibilities in Newfoundland it is suggested: (1) that
External Affairs express its approval of Winter's proposal to other Depart-
ments concerned; and (2) that a Note to Newfoundland Government be
drafted in consultation with Winter and other Departments concerned,
DRAFT to be subject to approval later by both Governments.

802.
10298-D-40

Le commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense au sous-secrétaire d'État
" suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Comrnissioner for Justice and Defence to Acting Under-Secretary
of State for Exteriral Affairs

Ottawa, May 2, 1945
Dear Mr. Read,

1701lowing the conversations which my associates and I had during the pastfew
days' with officials of your department, as well as officials representing

the other departments of your Government which are concerned, on the sub-
iect of the Canadian defence properties in Newfoundland, I am now addressing
You for the purpose of setting forth in writing, as clearly and succinctly as I
w^ ^^ roposal which I made to you in those conversations and which it

blect of my visit to Ottawa to make., ... _.
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The task with which we are faced is to settle, satisfactorily to both parties,
the title or titles which Canada is to have to the properties involved in these
large projects. These projects in turn are three in number and are perhaps
sufficiently denoted by their familiar names of (1) Goose Bay; (2) Gander
and Botwood; and (3) Torbay. They comprise both `real estate' in which I
include land, buildings and other fixtures, and incorporeal rights or easements,
such as rights of way, usufructs, et cetera.

It is important, I think, to emphasise that the agreement, or understanding,
reached at this stage by the two Governments and contained in the letters,
notes, memoranda and other documents exchanged between them, is confined
to the military nature of the Bases and the use to which they have been, and
may be in the future, put for defence purposes. Two of them, Goose Bay and
Torbay, were in fact built as a result and for the purposes of the war; while
the others, Gander and Botwood, come into the picture because, although
they were in existence and use before the war, Canada has, at her own ex-
pense, so largely added to the pre-existing works and facilities, in addition to
exercising control of their use during hostilities.

It was natural and logical, and appreciated by the Newfoundland Govern-
ment from the beginning, that Canada should look for a clarification of her
legal position and a definition, as final and precise as possible, of her tenure
of these Newfoundland properties. The correspondence which I have men-
tioned had that object in view and is regarded by both Governments as con-
stituting, either in express terms or by necessary implication, a binding
agreement, or series of agreements. Consonantly with this view, the New-
foundland Government in September 1944 accepted in principle the idea
that these agreements should be implemented by legislation, which should
confirm the titles, of the nature and in the form agreed, of Canada to the
respective properties. An undertaking to that effect was given by my letter to
Mr. Macdonald, the Canadian High Commissioner, of October 5, 1944.

Shortly afterwards, in the case of Goose Bay, this undertaking was carried
out and the Goose Bay Act enacted. It granted Canada a ninety-nine year
lease of the site for military purposes; it expressly provided that its use for
other purposes should be settled by agreement within the year following the
end of the war in Europe.

It was not possible to prepare and put into final shape similar draft Acts
for Gander-Botwood and for Torbay until last February, when the two Bills,
copies of which you possess, were approved by the Solicitors of both Govern-
ments so far as their purely legal effect was concerned. I may add that these
drafts have been circulated among the members of the Newfo have l no
Commission of Government, but, for reasons which I now explain, h
yet been submitted to the Commission as a legislature for consideration and
enactment. '

If these Bases, built or adapted for defence purposes, were capable of no

other use, as is, say, a gun battery or ammunition depot, there would have
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been no difficulty in the way of giving Canada such title - to the purely mili-
tary installations she had created as might best suit her. But an airport is
not in that category, and the provision in the Goose Bay Act which^Î have
mentioned shows that both Governments have in mind the question of the
post-war commercial use, or at least potentialities, of that Base. And I need
hardly add that, in actual fact and for the past three years or more, Torbay,
Gander and Botwood have all been availed of for purely civil, if not strictly
commercial, purposes.

Having regard to this consideration, and, I think I may frankly say, im-
pressed by the importance which the Newfoundland public, rightly or wrongly,
attached to the civil and commercial side of the subject, as shown by the
comments made upon the Goose Bay Act, the Newfoundland Government
asked itself the question whether it was the wisest course, or in the best in-
terest of either party, to proceed with a programme perhaps too simply con-
ceived; whether it was not premature to do so; and whether more might not
be lost than gained by such action. It was obvious that the large question of
the civil and commercial use of these airports would have to be answered some
time, and that many factors would exert pressure on both countries to answer
it sooner rather than later. Would it not, therefore, be better in every wayto let

matters stand until the contemplated discussions should have settled
the exact practical use that should be made of each airport, and then, both
countries knowing just where they stood, assure to Canada, either by statute
or by some inter-governmental agreement, just such titles and legal rights as
the situation required or showed to be most desirable?

As the Newfoundland Government saw it, and as I have endeavoured to
put it to you, the alternatives might be simply expressed in this way. Thetitles

which the present draft legislation would create or confirm would either
fit into the final scheme of things or conflict with it. If the latter, both
Governments

might well be criticised for acting precipitately and perhaps
erecting unnecessary obstacles in the way of a permanent arrangement. If
the former, the Bills could still be enacted and it is hard to see how any time
would have been lost. I

There are of course, many other aspects of the situation, but I do not feel
that it is necessary to add to the length of this letter by discussing them. I
think I need only state that the Newfoundland Government came to the
decision that action upon the Bills should, if possible, be deferred, and that
1vlas authorised to proceed to Ottawa and submit the proposal to our
Government, as I have done. y

In its simplest terms that proposal is that the position be left unchanged,
and no action at all be taken, pending the discussions indicated, unless some
new development should dictate otherwise. This broad, and perhaps some-
what bare, proposition is of course based upon the assumption, which I think
can safely be made , that both Governments have already reached sufficientlyomplete agree a • . + •

ment upon the nuhtary side of the question and that that
agreement is expressed in the two Bills as drafted.
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- I realise, from some of the views expressed during our recent discussion,
that this general suggestion of a postponement, although it may be acceptable
in principle to your Government, may appear to it not altogether satisfactory
because of the uncertainty which will still surround certain features of the
Bases and which it is desirable to remove during the period which has to
elapse before a final settlement. If that should be the case, I should be grate-
ful if you could intimate to me any department of the subject, or any specific
points, upon which you would like some further express agreement or under-
standing or some more exact definition of the understanding already reacbed.
If , you care to do this, I shall be happy to submit your suggestions to the
Newfoundland Government for its consideration and approval.

Yours sincerely,

H. A. WINTER

803. 10298-D-40

Le commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense au sous-secrétaire d'État
suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Commissioner for Justice and Defence Io Acting Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Read,

misled) your Government and produce an unfortunate misunderstanding

passage in My letter which, in their opinion, incorrectly reflects their views
of the , matter and might for that reason mislead (or possibly have already

St. John's, June 29, 1945

Upon my return early this month from Canada I made a written report to
my colleagues in the Commission of Government upon my visit to Ottawa
and the discussions which were had there on the subject of the Canadian
Air Bases in Newfoundland. I appended to my report copies of my letters
to you of May 2nd. and of your draft reply of May 18th.1

^... While my colleagues in the Commission are gratified to know that the
broad proposal for the postponement, for the time being, of the passage of
the draft Acts is acceptable to the Canadian Government, they are, I regret
to have to inform you, somewhat concerned and perturbed over a certain• . .

upon some important points.

The passage I refer to is contained in the penultimate paragraph of my
letter and consists in the words which you quote in your draft reply, viz•9
"This broad, and perhaps somewhat bare, proposition is of course based

'Non reprodnite. ' Not printed.
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upon the assumption^ which I 791
think can safely be made, that both Govern_

ments have already reached sufficiently complete agreement
t<^ry' side of the question and that that agreement is contained uP°II the `mili-
as drafted." , in the two Bills

The view which the other members of the Commission
take of these words, and which they have instructed me t of Government
that in their, natural and ordina o^nvey to you, is
land Government so far accept and PPro etheY suggest that the Newfound-

provi
s^d, that their enactment as Statutes would oll wslalmo f^e Bills as they
course if it were proceeded with. They fear that this is how they as a matter ofthe

^a^^ cabinet, or to the proper Ministers, and ey w^ appeal to
mission should the Com-mission at any time hereafter express disagreement with,of the terms of the Bills except upon trifling or immator opposition to,
Government might reasonably complain that it had erial points, your

beena certain way upon the strength of an understandin
which

induced to act inexist. 1; did not in fact

I do not myself share this view; in fact, I disse
have my colleagues' permission to sa nt from it strongly. I
Passage must be taken to mean, having

y
regard

and to state what I consider the
of my letter, the whole tenor and purpose

If I had intended to give the impression which
^nvey, I should simply have stated that both GovernmentsY WO^s are said to

magreed upon the military side of the question, as show, already
to that effect. The words `suficicntly complete' w uld n by the Bills, or words
and indeed meaningless. In my vicw they plainl have been unnecessary
of what my colleagues infer from thcm. 11c y ^ha he ve

ve 'lot y can only mean that the partiesyet reachcd agreement but have gone far enough on the
to Permit further discussion safely to road to it

await the larger conference in vicw.If,
as I considered quite possible, the N wf°undland '

211Y substantial objection to the Bills as the Government sawletter
w^ that such objection could mu ch stand, the argument of my

w8ed at the ch more reasonably stand aside and be
questio pfOjccted confcrencc, when it' could be considered along

IIs of civil and commercial rights and user, than be raised withthe
^^rval that must clapse. The latter now or in

^ther^Ÿd^ussion between both attcr course would in an y case involve
Govcrnments, which could be far betterof I°n around a conference table; if they

miLta • ^ cY resulted in a final settlem mente rY
question alone, that settlement might well be considc^^ bYVon, eommon consent in red

which the l^^t of civil and commercial considcra-^ ^^. case the same.•,,'^# , ground would have been gone over twice.
Yours sincercly,

H. À. WINTER
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SECRET

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

NPA GN1/8 1/45

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense

Under-Secretary of Stat^^orce aExternal
nd Defe ^ersto Commissioner for

Ottawa, July 12, 1945

Dear Mr. Winter, letter to Mr. Read of
I refer to your letter of June 29th, concerning your

May 2, about the postponement of the passage ofNewfoundland.

I thank you and your

posed Confirming

Acts for Canadian defence
col ea

properties
on in Commission of Government for

the courtesy of explaining the statement in your letter
heement` upon theGovernments had already reached sufficiently complete agr

`military' side of the question and that that agreement is contained in the
two Bills as drafted". I assure you that your letter will be given careful

consideration.
I may say that we have assumed that the statement to which you refer

should be read in accordance with the whole tenor and purpose of your

letter. We do not understand from it that the Newfoundland Government is
committed to the passage of the draft legislation as it stands. Nor would we
ourselves wish to be committed to the present draft. It is recognised that the
Bills as presently drafted may be quite inadequate to provide forCé the Welluas
interests of Canada and Newfoundland

ncerned eand th tein the proposedin the matter of civil use of the properties ^
general discussions both Governments will be free to introduce for considera-
tion matters not covered or inadequately covered by the draft Bills.

It was thought, however, that the draft Bills, as well as the Ex â sage
of Notes following your proposal in your lettof ussion between the two
of the confirming legislation pending a general general
Governments, would form a convenient basis for the proposed
discussions between our two Governments.

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROIIERTSON

10298-1)-40

E. R^d^ •

805. léant
Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve au commissaire supp

aux Services publies et aux Approvisionnemen t.,
^ Acting High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Acting Commissioner

f or Public Utilities and Supply 209
•`

1 945
St John's, July

No..51
Dear Mr. Winter, Acting Un'

I wish to refer to your letter of May 2nd, 1945, W J. cd Confi^$
der-Secretary of State for External Affairs, regarding the propos
. Acts for Canadian defence properties in Newfoundland.

1^
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It will be appreciated that the Canadian Government has been somewhat
concerned since, although very large expenditures have been made on defence
construction in Newfoundland, some of which should be regarded as of con-
tinuing importance for the defence of Newfoundland and Canada, the legal
status of a number of defence properties has not been clearly defined. The
Canadian Government has felt, therefore, that it would be desirable that all
questions of title to defence properties should be cleared up.

In view of the considerations advanced in your letter of May 2nd, 1945,
the Canadian Government would not wish to press for the passage at the
present time of the proposed Confirming Acts and is, therefore, prepared to
accept the suggestion of postponement pending discussion and agreement
between the Governments of Newfoundland and Canada as to post-war civil
use of the properties concerned, subject to the following understanding:

(a) Canada shall have rights of use for defence purposes to properties
acquired or to be acquired by Canada in fee simple, or under long-
term lease from the Newfoundland Government.

(b) With respect to Torbay Airport and to ancillary properties essential
to the operation of the Airport, the Newfoundland Government will
be prepared later on the request of the Canadian Government to
pass legislation necessary to assure to Canada title in fee simple
to the lands comprising the Airport and to lands ancillary thereto
as described and referred to in Schedule A' annexed to this letter.
It is also understood that, pending passage of such legislation, the
Newfoundland Government will protect the Canadian Government
in its present use and control of the airfield and ancillary properties.

(C) With respect to the Naval property at Bay Bulls, to which Canada
has been promised a lease for ninety-nine years for defence pur-
poses, the leased premises contemplated are described and referred
to in Schcdule B,' item 5, annexed to this letter.

(d) With respect to the areas at Gander and Botwood to which Canada,
under the Air Bases Agreement of April 17, 1941,2 was to be
granted lcases for a pcriod of fifty ycars, it is understood that the
leased premises contemplated under paragraph 7 of the Air Bases
Agreement are as of Scptembcr 1, 1944 those described in *Schedule
B, items 6 and 7, annexed to this letter. It is recognized however,
that adjustments may be necessâry in the interest of the future
operation of these bases.

(e) With respect to properties purchased from private owners, as de-
scribed and referred to in Schedule B, items 1, 2, 3, 4, 7(a), 7(b),
7(c), 11(a), 11(b), annexed to this letter, it is understood that
the Newfoundland Govcrnmcnt will take such measures as may be
necessary to assure to the Canadian Government proper title in fee
simple.

' Not printed.
2 See Appendix E.
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(f ) With respect to the defence properties at St. Andrews, Port-aux-
Basques and Brig Harbour Island, as described in Schedule B,
items 8, 9, and 10, annexed to this letter, the Canadian Govern-
ment desires title in fee simple, but it is prepared to leave the ques-
tion of title to these properties in abeyance pending the discussions
referred to above and subject to the understanding that the Cana-
dian Government will be protected in its present use and control.

In addition to the properties mentioned above, defence installations have
been erected by the Canadian Army on certain Crown lands, notably for the
defence of St. John's and Botwood. No request has been made by the Cana-
dian Government for title in fee simple or long-term lease to these areas. It
is suggested that the disposition of these areas should be reserved for the dis-
cussions referred to above, subject to any arrangements that may in the mean-
time be mutually agreed upon between the two Governments.

It is understood that the Canadian Government may remove its improve-
ments from any Crown lands occupied by the Canadian Government for
defence purposes, and from the leased premises herein referred to during
the currency of the lease.

Installations to which the Canadian Government attaches importance for
purposes of defence are the radio stations at Cape Ray. The Newfoundland
Government has agreed that Canada should have undisturbed occupation
for the duration of the war and for two years thereafter with the assurance
that appropriate arrangements for continued use could be made between the
two Governments without difficulty. It is suggested that the use of these sta-
tions and tenure to the property on which they are located would form an
appropriate subject of the discussions referred to above. This property is
described in Schedule C,1 attached to this letter.

It would also be desirable in this exchange of correspondence to arrive
at a clear understanding with respect to the status of the Air Bases Agree-
ment of April 17, 1941, providing for Canadian control and operation of
Gander, Gleneagles and Botwood Air Bases for the duration of the war. The
Canadian Government recognizes its obligation to hand back to Newfound-
land the control and operation of these Bases as provided in the Air Bases
Agreement, but in view of the present uncertainties as to military require-
ments the Canadian Government is prepared to continue control and opera-
tion of these Bases in accordance with the terms of the Air Bases Agreement
pending the discussions referred to above unless prior to these discussions
our Governments should modify or terminate the agreement by mutual
consent.

It is suggested that discussions between the Newfoundland and Canadian
Governments referred to above should be held not later than twelve Inonths
hence, the date to be fixed by mutual agreement.
. . .

' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government 795letter together with Your reply s of Newfoundland, this
understanding arrived at betw en the two Goazded as placing on record the

ernments.

Yours sincerely,

J. C. BRITTON

Le commissaire aux Services publics et aux ^q ero
10298-D-40

haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au
Commissioner for Public Utilities and Su 1

in Newfoundla y to Hlgh Commissioner

Dear Mr. Macdonald, St. John's, August 28, 1945

I should like to refer to the letter of July 2pthas Acting High Commissioner, ^ 1945, which Mr. Britton,
for Public Utilities, on the subject of tthe^C Winter, Acting
Newfoun^^d.

Canadian Defence P^opertiesner
reeive the In ac^owledging that letter Mr. Winter stated in

early ^nsideration of the CO that it wouldendeavour to nunission of Government, Who wouldS^^
give a reply as soon as possible on the sofgs specifed in it. subject the under-

The Commission of Government have now carefullycussed 1VIr. Britton's letter, both in its general teno examined and dis-
SP^c Points, and I have been directed t r and with regard to these
they take of the matter in its various aspects. to you the view which• .

considenng Mr. Britton's letter as a whole, and the redian
Government that the understandin Quest of the Cana_

the discussion which it has been a eed set forth in it be reached pendinleCt of
^ shall take place on the whole subuser, both nilitary and civil, of the airports and other

facilities^en' the Commission of Govcrnent ta
end at this stage be fairly iven ke the view that considerationQues-

eavour to explain, g to the proposal for reasons which I hall

The letter indicates the willingness
Ofto the postponement of legislation co ^e Canadian^ Government • to agree

S^II^ng referred to. Ordinaril ^^ing its titles sublect to" the u
ment or understandm y^s would suggest that, failing such agree-nder-
e^slatiol g' the Canadian Government would press for suchS^ n• I can hardly think that this is what it had in .

cia ^rat t CO1respondence shows that the Canadian ^d^ particularlyF neither p^ty is in Government itself appre.u*er, itcan.
Y way committed to the Bills as drafted.

G^^oner
any

can, I think, be taken as settled that the conference alluded
later take place.-it is e to

tainly ^ay`and that the whole positionpiessly provided for in the case of
revie^yed. , in all its aspects, will almost cer-
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The Commission of Government therefore are somewhat at a loss to under-
stand just what purpose your Government considers will be served by the
proposed understanding, though the Commission are most anxious to prepare
the ground in advance of the larger discussion. You will recall that the reason
for Mr. Winter's visit to Ottawa was to stress the fact that legislation at that
time could, of necessity, not deal with all the important questions of future
user, so that, even if both Governments were in accord and complete agree-
ment upon the wording of the Bills, it might well happen that in the light of
full and free discussion of all sides and features of the matter either Govern-
ment would desire some modification of the formal understanding and might
even find it in its own interest not to insist upon what, in the narrow view,

it might fairly call its rights. In that event the interposition of anything so
rigid as an Act of Parliament might prove an embarrassment even to the
party whom it purported to benefit.

If nothing remained to be done but to enact the draft Bills in final and
agreed form, the Commission of Government would not regard it as un-
reasonable to be asked to give a clear-cut yes or no on au the points
enumerated in Mr. Britton's letter. In fact, it would do so in effect during the
passage and consideration of the Bills themselves. But, for the large reason
which I have endeavoured to make clear, the Commission feel it impossible
to give so direct and simple an answer at this stage and in place of a
categorical acceptance or rejection of each of these points, I can only state
briefly the view they take of them respectively at present.

Although Mr. Britton's letter specified a number of matters, enumerated

(a) to (J), and mentions others in addition, I find that the first two alone
present any real difficulty. The rest are either by way of identification only
or are, including (f ) expressly mentioned as proper subjects for discussion at
the proposed conference, so that, subject only to the possible application to
any of them of the general observations made below upon points (a) and (bb
I think you may safely consider all these proposals as agreed by the New-
foundland Government.

The great difficulty which the Commission of Goverin effect
nment sees

lread e

ither
b n

assenting to points (a) and (b)
or rejecting ^e latter's draft letter had been

sexplained by Mr. Winter to Mr. Read, afte r
received and discussed in Commission. I do not think this wil l occasion
any surprise, since Mr. Britton's letter in this respect exactly Podu^
-Mr. Read's draft. Mr. Winter's letters made it clear that the Newfo a^eady
Government had accepted in principle the idea that agreements
reached should be implemented by legislation confirming titles of the nature
and in the form agreed, but that the Commission had not considered the term9
of the proposed Confirming Acts. In reply to Mr. Winter s letter of te1 S
°29th, Mr. Robertson wrote, "We do not understand from it (i.e. Mr. w^ ^ e
letter of May'2nd.) that the Newfoundland Government is committe^t^d
passage of the draft legislation, nor would we ourselves wish to be co
to the present draft". The Commission of Government were glad to have 0
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reply and assurance that the position. was not misunderstood, but un-
fortunately, in their view, the propositions (a) and (b) in Mr. Britton's
letter for all essential purposes reproduce, and are tantamount to, the
legislation itself. If that view is correct, it would follow that the New-
foundland Government, if it assented to those propositions, would in effect
be assenting to the very legislation which had been postponed, or at least
to the principle of it which it had been at pains to question. It would not be
committed to the legislation itself, but it would be committed to an under-
standing going to the root of the legislation. Its passage into law would alone
be postponed; discussion of its main principle, unless Canada agreed to re-
open it, would already have been obviated and precluded.

The principle to which I allude is involved in the words "rights of use for
defence purposes to the properties, etc." used in (a). This is, I think you will
agree, a very general and sweeping phrase, and doubts might arise as to its
exact meaning. In its broadest interpretation it would seem to assure to
Canada the right, for a long term or in perpetuity, to undertake the defence
of Newfoundland, or even the defence of Canada in Newfoundland, so far
as these installations are concerned, and certain other military rights in
Newfoundland territory would probably arise by necessary implication. The
opposite view of all that has passed between the two countries is that the
"use for defence purposes" contemplated only the emergency now passed, and
that the purpose of either a long term lease or a grant in fee simple was
merely to protect Canada 's right or title to the respective properties.

I do not, of course, at this stage propose dealing with these interpretations,
but I think that you will agree that both give rise to impracticable situations.
To indicate one difficulty by way of example, it hardly seems practicable to
aPPIY the first interpretation to the Gander Airport or to conceive of Canada
"sing for defence purposes, under a fifty year lease, the miscellaneous proper-
tes listed in the Schedule, placed as they are in the midst of a large
aerodrome which is certain to be a focal point for civil aviation. On the other
hand, the second interpretation, applied to the Torbay Airport, would leave
Canada with a fee simple title to the land but a title, since the war is now
eIlded, divested for the time being of any rights of user. Such a situation may
of course be theoretically possible, but the Governments concerned would
bardly wish to allow it to remain in practice.

As Ihow you will appreciate, many other debatable
^di^t^, but I do not wish to make this letter unduly long o and trustdthat
the large and general considerations which I have submitted will incline the
Canadian .Government to share the view which the Newfoundland Commis-sion of

Government strongly hold, that the understandings sought cover
matters Which should be included amongst the subjects for discussion between
th0 Parfie3 . and that they involve such fundamental principles and serious
epnsiderations that a general understanding at this stage is difficult to reach
Mthout full agreement as to the scope of all rights conferred and the terms.and condi 'tions upon which they may be held.
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The Commission of Government are considering ways and means with a
view to instituting the general discussion, and are in communication with the
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs on this matter.

Yours sincerely,

GEO. E. LONDON

807. NPA GN1/8 1/45

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

DESPATCH 174 St. John's, August 31, 1945
SECRET

My Lord,
With reference to correspondence H.516/17, relating to Torbay Airport,

ending with a letter dated 14th May, 1945,1 from the Commissioner for
Public Utilities to Mr. Clutterbuck, I have the honour to inform you that
Mr. H. A. Winter, Commissioner for Justice and Defence, accompanied by
Squadron-Leader Pattison, Director of Civil Aviation, and Mr. Puddester,
Secretary for Justice, paid a visit to Ottawa in May, in the course of which
he discussed with officers of the Canadian Departments of External Affairs,
Justice, and Transport, and of the Army, Navy and Air Force, the subject
of legislation for the purpose of confirming the titles of Canada to lands
concerned in various Canadian defence installations in Newfoundland, includ-
ing those at Torbay, Gander and Botwood. ..

3. In his report to the Commission on his return from Canada, Mr. Winter
wrote:

When Mr. Puddester, Squadron-Leader Pattison and I reached Ottawa we
had preliminary talks with Mr. R. A. MacKay and Mr. John Read, both of
External Affairs, at which I outlined the proposal of the Commission of
l.,overnment that action on the legislation be deferred. They received it sym"
pathetically and in a general way concurred in the reasons which I gave in
support of it. They then arranged a conference attended by representatives of
the Justice and Transport Departments, in addition to their own, and of the
Army, Navy and Air Forces.

A full discussion took place at this meeting, in which pretty well every
aspect of the subject was treated. The only objections---and, these were not
strongly urged-which our proposal met arose from the slightly different Points
of view with which the Canadians and ourselves seemed to regard the subject.
Most of them looked upon the airports as essentially war projects and as
capable of retaining that character after the close of hostilities. I felt at
liberty. to assure them that few people in Newfoundland questioned what had
been done as a contribution to the war effort or would oppose the future use

' Non reproduite. 'Not printed.
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proposai itself and their agreement that it would be to the advantage of both

of the bases for a similar purpose, if that desperate necessity arose; but that
very many people were concerned over their civil and commercial possibilities
and the share which Newfoundland might fairly claim in them.

In the end we succeeded in securing the assent of all present to the

Governments to hold up further legislation until the whole situation should be
clarified by the larger conference upon civil and commercial user. In fact, the
military gentlemen at the table, who did not at first fully appreciate some of
the purely legal points involved, in the end supported my contentions rather more
strongly than the rest.

If it had merely been a matter of agreeing to the postponement of further
action,

a simple exchange of letters to that effect might have been sufficient;
but a point arose which I had not fully appreciated at first. The draft Bills
which had been prepared had merely been agreed between Mr. Rogers and
'Mr.

Macdonald on the one side and the Justice Department on the other as
correctly interpreting and effectuating the agreements made in 1941 and onwards
and contained in the letters, telegrams, and other documents that had passed
between the parties. They had not been circulated to Commissioners still less
submitted to Commission and approved in principle and as a policy.

Mr. MacKay pointed out to me, very reasonably as I thought, that the Bills
were therefore not `on the record' and that, as we had agreed last October to
implement our undei-taking to give Canada these titles, something should for the
time being take the place of the Bills if they should be thus dropped.

After some discussion it was agreed that I should put to Mr. Read in
writing the main arguments which I had used at the meeting and my general
proposal, and that he should in reply, while agreeing to the course proposed,
ask for an assurance or understanding of the same general effect as the Bills.
The result was the exchange of lettersl which I append hereto.

6.
Whatever may be the outcome of this particular correspondence, it is

clear that the time is fast approaching when the problem of the future use of
Canada's defence properties in Newfoundland, and of the airports in partic-
Ilu, must be discussed and settled. The Goose Bay Agreement specifically
Provides that discussion on the future use of that Airport shall be held not
later than one year after the war and, as reported in another despatch in this
MA the United States Government have now raised the question of the civil
use of the Stephenville and Argentia Air Bases, and have also indicated theirdes'

participate in discussions relating to the use of airports established
da in Newfoundland territory. It would, therefore, seem to- be of ad-

Vantage, and, indeed, may be essential, to deal with all these matters com-
prehensively at the same time. I suggest, therefore, that steps should soon be
taken to prepare for a conference of representatives of the Governments con-
cerned, and I request your directions in this matter.

I have etc.

HUMPHREY WALWYN
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10298-D-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 197 Ottawa, September 7, 1945

Sir,
' May I refer to your despatch No. 285 of August 291 concerning the reply

of the Newfoundland Government to Mr. Britton's letter of July 20 agreeing
to certain conditions of the postponement of the passage of the Confirming
Acts for defence properties.

2. It is noted that the Newfoundland Government does not accept our un-
derstanding of the situation already reached with respect to post-war military
use of the properties in question and with respect to the obligation of the New-
foundland Government to pass the Confirming Act for Torbay Air Base if we
insist. On the other hand, it is a matter of satisfaction that the Commission of
Government does not reject these points out of hand, but urges that they be
left in abeyance pending the general discussion envisaged in our reply.

. 3. It is, however, worth noting that Sir George London's letter is somewhat
misleading in its reference to Mr. Robertson's letter of July 12 to Mr. Winter.
Referring to our reply to the Newfoundland Government's request for post-
poning the Confirming Acts, Mr. Robertson said

We do not understand from it that the Newfoundland' Government is committed
to the passage of the draft legislation as it stands. Nor would we ourselves wish
to be committed to the present draft.

Sir George London's alleged quotation reads as follows:
We do not understand from it that the Newfoundland Government is committed
to the passage of the draft legislation, nor would we ourselves wish to be com-

: mitted to the present draft.
The omission of the qualifying phrase "as it stands" obviously changes the
sense.
,'4. I do not, however, think that anything but a debating point would be

gained-by pointing this out to the Newfoundland Government at the present
time. But if we should decide subsequently to press for the Confirming Act for
Torbay, we should be careful to see that Mr. Robertson's letter, if quoted at
all, *is quoted correctly.

5. As you observe, questions relating to civil aviation are likely to arise at
an early date, and we cannot very well await settlement until after the con-
stitutional future of Newfoundland is decided. As you also observe, the
United Kingdom Government will be concerned with civil aviation matt^ b and
will probably have to be called into conference. As you suggest, it migh

^ , r ' ^1 NoII reprodtlit0. , Not DrlIIted^
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advantage to deal with the United Kingdom as a principal in these negotia-
tions. In any event, discussions of civil air matters will give an opportunity
for reviewing the whole question of defence.

6. I may say that serious consideration is being given at the present time
to post-war requirements in Newfoundland for defence and civil aviation. A
departmental

memorandum has been prepared for the Cabinet Committee
on Reconstruction on the basis of discussions by an inter-departmental com-
mittee.

A copy of this memorandum will be sent you in the course of a few
days. From it you will observe that the possibility of relinquishing control of
present defence properties in Newfoundland (as distinct from Labrador) in
return for assurance of facilities for civil aviation and assurance of availability
of airfields for military use in the event of emergency is being seriously con-
sidered. If this course is followed, passage of the Confirming Acts might be
unnecessary.

7.
Under these circumstances, I think it undesirable in your reply to Sir

George London's letter to comment on the contents. I suggest instead that
you merely acknowledge receipt of the letter, informing him that it has been
referred to the Canadian Government and noting with satisfaction that the
Newfoundland Government is considering ways and means of instituting
general discussions on the whole matter.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

50204-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major
Acting

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Secretary,
Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET

Dear Colonel Gill
Ottawa, October 12, 1945

F

to As You know, the Newfoundland Government has not enacted 1egislation
nfirm title in the Canadian Government to various defence properties

Newfoundland as had been hoped. On representation from th e
n

ri
Government it was agreed some months ago that questions of title and^ggh^^ Post-war military use for such properties should be postponed

ideration of civil use of airfields and other defence facilitie sp
end-
n nowunder Canadian control.

.It is' anticipated that conversations with the Newfoundland angdom
Governments on the civil use of Newfoundland d United^ airfields and othercivd

matters will be held before long. It has been suggested that since
$e pol,'tical st tu •a s of Newfoundland is uncertain, and since civil
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ment, in n

er'lmental stage of develop renc
tic is still in the exP

t be more feas- c^

a^atio 'i s
three years' duration mi^n acros^nge ^

lost sight way
a short tenn term arrangements. the New am(
ible than long Canada's defence interests•^aelaken by of 1

It is
however, thaeSp^i^y in ^ew of the attl n title. Alfelt, onfirmi g

in these negotiatio^^ respect to legislation for c
of ^th a's req^ements in the Ne^ound-

pos

foundlandn Governmentabe difficult to define Canad peace settlement in Europe lan
though i may 1e •on peIIding achievement of aô Lgation under the United hea
land-Labrador ^ the rneant^e be desir- be

din clarification of C^a that t w uld inand pen g tion, it is suggested the
Nations O r

d
^ Canada's freedom of action in the region•

able to safeguar ^
ndeavour to secure a short-rm of S^ 81Chi,

.Assuming that it is decided to e ent, the views of the
Newfoundland Governmould be included in orderÔ o^ô ^d

ment with the to the provisions whlch sh brador reg^
Committee as lnterests in the

Ne^oundland-^

gu^d Canada's defence
be appreciated 1

Yours sincerel^•
11. WRONG]

Sous-sECrioN ii/Sus-SEcnoN ii

TES FINANCES'

' tat a^810. a^rs
ur de Terre•rleuve au secrétaire d

Stale for
Externai Aff

Le gouverne 40, 19Ne^,^,foundfand to Secretary O f
Governor of St. John's, Au^t 2 No.. • s Ottawa)

FINANCE' 1156_D-39

A^aires extérieures

au ^
CELEU^M. 33 Secretary of State for Exslo ^ at Ottawa^ N New-

Addressed to dom 1119b Commis Governor ofSECRET. ated to United King
33. Repe

o. 511, f romof State for Dominion Affairs N
Ne^oun^^dbySecretary rinciple that

foundland• of June 16th,a a^ePted p , easureS adoatt otal
our secret telegram ^al expenditure mvolve bui pointed out th of

should share the ^st of special d
defence of Newfoundland ^^éanwhile, a t the fen,ng an

Canada for the be small. a^so e had a re-^n we ^^d Pay must nec a by we have undertaken ce
din Black $4 000. We have rtai workn

Q. , Soe also D^m
1 Voir le doc^unent 950.

s

woir bga1^^t l'apP^

^^

I Document 108.

asOfficer ancomm"'gout""^ at airport^ estimaLed to cost about
► d he b

clea g er Cars^len that we should carry
quest from Squadron•I.e^ unusable as lan^g grounds, an
designed to make areas off runways I S^ Document 950.

cnt G. '
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in mind other more expensive measures which would make it possible to

render the runways themselves unusable at short ôÎ^ed the work off urun-run-
co-operate in every way and have actually
ways, estimated to cost $1,700, and pending more precise settlement of

two
defence

amount of our general contribution to Canad a's
pro-

pose

Newfoundland, to be agreed as between our
pose to accept these and similar miscellaneous items carried out at the for-
mal request of Senior Canadian Military or.AiFor^eO^ ûid be grateful to
land as expenditure on account of our contribution.
hear that your Government agree. If requests of your officers here have to
be covered by higher Canadian authority before we are entitled to recognize
them, you will no doubt deal with this point in your reply.

NPA S-4-1-2

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Finances
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for FinanceMemorandum from
to Commission of overnment of Newfoundland

F. 68240
[St. John's,] August 22, 1940

The Commission may wish me to summarise at this stage the position

as regards our financial contribution towards ôi ^deé smonth Sthis Govern-

ment
of Newfoundland. During the last two

ment has had in mind the possibility that a substantial financial contribution
would probably have to be made to the Canadian Government on account
of the large expenditure which Canada was likely to incur on the defence of
Newfoundland. It has been recognized all along that Canadian expenditure
here primarily had regard to the necessities of the defence of Canada itself.

Nevertheless, this Government has all along held the view that, since the

Canadian Government in defending its own territory was also providing

defence to Newfoundland to an extent far beyond what we could provide

ourselves, it was reasonable that some financial contribution should be
made by this Government towards Canada's expenditure under this Head.
This point was referred to during Mr. Emerson's visit to Canada in June last
(see J.24(a)' 40)1 and it is mentioned also in our Telegram to Secrétary of
State for External Affairs, Ottawa No. 33 (Repeated to United Kingdom
High Commissioner in Canada No. 27 and Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs No. 511) of August 2nd. At the time of the final fixing of the budget
fi^ures we had in mind that the contribution might amount to $200,000 in a
^ year. Later as the scale of Canadian expenditure in this country grew

Possibility of our having to make a larger contribution came into the
*ds of some of us. Alongside of the idea of an annual financial contribu-
hon in thë form of a definite sum there has also been the suggestion that
Newfoundland might provide certain services as representing partly or wholly
I--- ..

'Document 162.
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the contribution from this country. It has recently been suggested in a letter
from Colonel Ralston to the Commissioner for Justice and Defence that
we should take over the question of transportation of Canadian recruits in
Newfoundland, and the Commissioner for Public Utilities has recently pre-
pared a draft of a letter, which he showed to me and I agreed, which might
be used in reply to Colonel Ralston.

The matter took a somewhat different turn at the meeting at Government
House yesterday with Mr. C. G. Power, Canadian Minister for [sic] National
Defence for Air.

The question of Newfoundland's financial contribution was
raised in a question from out side of the table and Mr. Power in reply said
that he thought it would be undesirable that Newfoundland should pay any
kind of financial "tribute" to Canada on this account. He stressed that
Canada was doing her part in the defence of Newfoundland for the sake of
her own security and that Newfoundland was playing its own part in provid-
ing the sites, facilities, etc. which Newfoundland possessed and Canada
would have to use. He seemed to think that Newfoundland might feel that
any direct financial contribution would necessarily be inconsistent with our
independence.

We pressed him on the question whether from his own poli-
tical point of view it would not be better for him to be able to reply, in
answer, for instance, to a Parliamentary question, that Newfoundland was
making a contribution of a not inconsiderable amount towards the large
expenditure which Canada would be incurring; but he made it quite clear
that for his own part he f

f

told me that he would insist when he re urnted t^Ott^wa' and he afterwarII

should not be asked for any specific contribution.
that Newfoundla

This is, of course, all to the good. But as Commissioner for Finance
I want to make it clear that this arrangement, if finally confirmed by the
Canadian Government, must not mean that we should, in lieu of a direct
contribution, accept the charge for services up to an indefinite sum on behalf
of the Canadian Government. I do not really think that it is a good principlethat one . Government should incur expenditure at its own discretion andanotber Government pay for it. We might find ourselves in that way with
a larger bill to pay than a definite financial contribution would have in-volved.

Moreover, the responsibility for the expenditure and the meeting
of the charge involved should, broadly speaking, fall upon the same author-ity.

However, Sir Wilfrid Woods' proposed reply to Colonel Ralston on the
question of transportation meets all that one could ask in practice under
present circumstances, and it will probably mean a very heavy expenditure
on transportation before we get anywhere near a figure corresponding to
what we would have to pay by way of a direct financial contribution. Further,

-of course, what is paid to the Newfoundland Railway helps to reduce t^e
deficit or provide additional revenue, thus assisting our financial position
generally in the long run. Whilst accepting, however, that we should meet
the cost of the Canadian Government's transportation for defence purposes
in Newfoundland, we should. I think, be doubtful about assuming resPo^l'
bility for any other large block of charges of this kind. '
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troops, either singly or in bodies moving over the Newfoundland Railway.
You add that you would hope that it would be my wish that the Newfound-
land Railway would take care of this item. '•

2. We propose that any member of the Canadian Forces serving in New-
foundland should be entitled when travelling on leave, to return ticket on
payment of the price of a single ticket, provided he produces a properly
authenticated leave pass. This concession will be granted to all persons serving
in Newfoundland with any branch of the Newfoundland, Canadian or United
Kingdom Forces.

3. The question of payment for transportation over the Newfoundland
Railway of members of the Canadian Forces when on duty is not without
difficulty. The Newfoundland Railway has not sufficient revenue from other
sources to enable it to give this service free. Consequently the service must
be paid for, either by the Canadian Government or by the Newfoundland
Government. We should very much like to be able to offer transportation of
the Canadian Forces over our Railway free of cost to the people of Canada,
but I am afraid we cannot make such an offer without reference to our total
commitments in the matter of sharing the cost of measures taken by Canada
for the defence of Newfoundland. Eventually we shall have to come to some
agreement with your Government, which will keep our liability on this
account to a sum which we can afford from our strictly limited resources. It
will perhaps take some time to reach such an Agreement, but if your
Government would in the meanwhile agree in principle that provision of free
transportation over the Newfoundland Railway for the Canadian Forces
when travelling on duty should be treated as a contribution to the cost of
Canadian defence measures in Newfoundland we should be prepared our-
selves to meet the bills rendered by the Newfoundland Railway from our
general revenue. We intend to pay our Railway three-fourths of its ordinary
charge for the services rendered, which would amount to requiring the
Railway to carry the traffic at less than bare cost.

4. I must add that bills which we have in mind as payable by ourselves on
the conditions above indicated are bills for actual transportation of inembers
of the Canadian Forces and their ordinary baggage. Bills for meals or sleeping
berths supplied at the request of Canadian Authorities and not paid for at
the time, and bills for rail freight on stores and supplies carried indepé^ent
of troop movements would be for the account of the Canadian Go
Similarly the reduced fares referred to in paragraph 2 above includefor
portation charges only. Meals and sleeping berths would have to be paid
by the individual concerned at the ordinary rates chargeable to the public-ta.or

5 .` th aseSpecial arrangements would have to be made in e c of transp

tion of troops by Newfoundland Government steamer involving the supplY of

food on the voyage. table to
^- 6. I should be glad to hear that these

p
ro

p
osals would be accep

your Government.
Yours very truly,

I,. E. EMERSON
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1156-D-39

AND NFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 16, 1940
PRIVATE CO

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre des Finances

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of Finance

( 1) On June 30, 1939, the Governor agreed to admit free of duty,'
! . su 1Les f th

Dear Mr. llsley,

In reply to your letter of the 7th October' regarding Newfoundland's
contribution to the problem of joint defence, the following information
indicates how this matter stands at the moment.

When the Honourable Mr. Power visited Newfoundland some time agoz
the Commissioner for Finance stated that the Newfoundland Government
appreciated the generosity of the Canadian undertakings in the Island, and
continued as follows:

The Newfoundland Government could not offer to pay any sum com-
mensurate with the expense involved. It was felt, however, that a financial con-
tribution was due. What he had in mind was a fixed sum which would not be
inconsiderable, so far as the means of Newfoundland permitted. He explained
that prior to the war the annual deficit had been met by grants-in-aid from the
British Treasury. The Newfoundland Government considers that its most im-Portant war effort constitutes in so managing its finances that there will, if
possible, be absolutely no call on the British Treasury for sterling. None the less
Newfoundland was willing and anxious to bear its share of the common financialburden.

In reply Mr. Power stated that while he could not speak with authority his
Personal view was that the whole financial burden should be shouldered by
Canada. He appreciated the desire of Newfoundland to do its share, but hethought it

would be repugnant to the ideas of both countries that New-
foundlamd should, as it were, pay tribute to Canada and thus appear in a
some^,hat serviant [sic] role. He suggested that Newfoundland would probably
*h to contribute by providing certain services and concessions in its own
hl^d, e.g. transportation of troops, etc.

Newfoundland's financial contribution by way of "services and concessions"
may be summarized as follows:

pp or e d^sposal of the R.C.A.F, operating on the Labrador
Coast, including gasolene, oils, spare equipment for air craft, photo-
oaphic equipment and personal effects. All the gasolene supplied

the R.C.A.F. in Newfoundland is duty free as well as materials
for building of airports

' yoir k^^ I Not prtnted.

g^► ee nsportation over New-
foundland railroads for Canadian forces while travelling on duty.N .

.

(2) The Government agreed to 've fr tra '

t 171. *See Document 171.
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-(3) Newfoundland authorities have undertaken certain fencing and
clearing work at airports at the cost of $5000 or $6000, and agreed
to give free use of airport facilities and provide quarters and
messing for the R.C.A.F. personnel (Newfoundland airport and
Botwood).

(4) Re defence of Bell Island in Conception Bay. Arrangements were
made for the training of 8 or 10 men of Newfoundland Militia at
Halifax. In this matter, Newfoundland was asked to meet only the
actual expenditures, that is the pay of the men, transportation
charges and the cost of their maintenance. No charge is made
for tuition fees, etc.

The foregoing, I believe, summarizes the situation as it stands today.

Yours sincerely,

O. D. SKELTON

814. DND HQS 7410-3

Le conseiller spécial du ministre de la Défense au
sous-ministre associé suppléant de la Défence nationale

Special Assistant to Minister of National Defence
to Associate Acting Deputy Minister of National Defence

Ottawa, February 10, 1941

Dëar Colonel DesRosiers,
Dr. Keenleyside advises me that he has received an enquiry from you as to

the present financial arrangements that have been arrived at by the Canadian
government and the Newfoundland Commission 'of government, with refer-
ence to the defence measures in Newfoundland.

The following is an outline of all the matters having financial implications
which have been the subject of discussion, although in some cases you Will
notice these relate to departments other than National Defence.

1. Acquisition of property required for Canadian defence measures.
(a) Where land in Newfoundland that is required for Canadian defence

measures now belongs to the Crown, the Newfoundland govern-
ment will convey or lease it to the Canadian government free of
cost.

b When private ro ertis required the Canadian govemment w^
O acquiré it by negô iâti,on, or failing a mutually satisfactory settle-

ment, by a method in the nature of expropriation. Whether suchthe
property is rented or purchased, the cost will be borne by,
Canadian government.

.
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(c) It has been agreed that where private property is to be acquired
the Canadian government will appoint an agent to conduct negotia-
tions with the owners thereof and arrangements are at present being
made to find a suitable man in Newfoundland for this purpose.

2. Defence Forces.
(a) As far as Canadian service personnel is concerned, all cost inci-

dental thereto including pay and allowances, rations and quarters
is borne by the Canadian government. As a contribution, however,
to the cost of Canadian defence measures the Newfoundland Com-
mission of government has agreed to pay for the transportation on
the railway system in Newfoundland of all Canadian soldiers
travelling on duty whether individually or in groups.

(b) The cost of the Newfoundland Militia including the cost of re-
locating them and providing new quarters will be borne by the
Newfoundland government.

3. Newfoundland Airport.

Negotiations are now proceeding with a view to having the opera-
tional control of Newfoundland Airport transferred to R.C.A.F.. Terms
have not been arranged as to the responsibility for the cost of main-
tenance of the Airport and its facilities, but the Newfoundland govern-
ment has agreed to make some contribution toward this item. Other
Air Force activities are planned for Newfoundland but need not be
itemized here.

4. Navy Activities.

The R.C.N. is considering a programme of defence measures. No con-
clusion has yet been reached as to whether Newfoundland will be able
to bear any share of the cost involved.

5. Munitions, Guns, etc.

The Newfoundland government has not agreed to pay for guns,
mountings, implacements, ammunition, etc., set up or used in Newfound-
land. However, an account should be kept by National Defence of the
cost of these items in case negotiations result in the Newfoundland
government deciding to make some contribution toward such costs.

6. Financial Arrangements Generally.
ka) Customs Duties. It is not settled as to what arrangements will finally

be made as to customs duties on goods imported by the Canadian
government into Newfoundland. In the meantime, it has been
agreed that all equipment and supplies are to enter Newfoundland
duty free with the exception of canteen supplies and goods for
resale, special arrangements being made for certain articles.

^b),;-Members of Canadian Forces are exempt from Newfoundland in-
come tax during the period of hostilities.

ke) C eques are subject to Newfoundland stamp tax.
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(d) No charge is to be made by Newfoundland for motor licences in
the case of Canadian vehicles, but payment is to be made to New-
foundland for the cost of the license plates.

I am sending a copy of this letter to Dr. Keenleyside so that, should there
need to be further reference to the matter, he will also be in possession of

7 the particulars.
Yours very truly,

H. A. DYDE

;

;

i
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815.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State

for External Affairs

2227-40

TELEGRAM 45 St. John's, July 9, 1941

During the visit of Colonel Gibson, Canadian Minister of National Reve-
nue, opportunity was taken for discussion of outstanding customs s^eand financial

arrange-matters relating to Canadian defence scheme in Newfoundland.n
ments tentatively proposed between Colonel Gibson and Newfoundland Com-
missioner of Finance have now been approved by Commission of Government,
subject to one point which this Government would like to raise.

o duty
to know whether your Government desire to press for concession
free liquor being sold to officers by officers' messes for consumption outside of
officers' mess[es] themselves, naval and military establishments and camps
e.g. in private homes of such officers. Newfoundland Government find it
difficult to believe such a concession is really necessary or can be regarded
as advantageous from the point of view of war effort.

During Colonel Gibson visit question has been raised as to whether con-
tinuance, in view of liberal customs arrangement proposed, of present arrange-
ment for payment by Newfoundland of railway fare of Canadian trooPs in
Newfoundland when proceeding on official business. [sic] Newf ésc nlded
Government does not ask that this arrangement should be r
altogether, but that it should be agreed that contribution of Newfoundland
Government in any year should not be more than $30,000.

816.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre aux États-Unis

, Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in United States

TELEGRAM 480 Ottawa, November 20, 1941

Deputy Minister De Carteret and Air Commodore Nairn, National DefenCe
for Air, arriving Washington Saturday to discuss informally with Umted
States auth 'rl0 ties financial arrangements regarding maintenance and operatioa
of airfields in Newfoundland.
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2227-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur

de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor
of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 84
Ottawa, December 13, 1941

Reference last paragraph your telegram No. 45 of July 9 concerning pay-
ment by Newfoundland of railway fare of Canadian troops in Newfoundland
when proceeding on official business. We recognize desirability from New-
foundland's point of view of having an upper limit placed on Newfoundland's
contribution. It seems to us, however, that $30,000 is too low having regard
to Newfoundland's present financial position and the fact that free trans-
portation is only contribution Newfoundland has been able to make towards
defraying expenses incurred by Canada in defending the island. Canadian
Government thinks $50,000 would be a fair limit.

818.
2227-40

Le commissaire aux Finances au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Finance to High Commissioner in New f oundland

Sut St. John's, January 10, 1942

I have the honour to refer to a telegram (a copy of which is attached)
addressed to

His Excellency the Governor by the Secretary of State forEaternal
Affairs on 13th December 1941 in reply to a telegram of the 9th

Ju1Y last in which the Newfoundland Government asked that the contribution
ahich it made to defence by way of free transportation of Canadian troops
should be limited to $30,000 a year in view of other concessions granted.
The Secretary of State for External Affairs now suggests that the limit
should be increased to $50,000 a year.

Ian to inform you that the Commission of Government is prepâred to
agree to this increase provided that the Canadian Government will for its
^t agree to forego certain claims which have been put forward or which
w^c raised for remission or refund of miscellaneous dues or revenue

h accrue to the Newfoundland Exchequer by reason of work done orserv;ces
performed in Newfoundland at the cost of the Canadian Govern-ment, Tho types of revenue referred to are stamp duties on bills of lading,

mess^es, etc., tolls paid to the Government by Telegraph Companies on
8es sent, and Income Tax on insurance premiums, regarding which a

s^^^ Communication has already been addressed to you. To analyse the
ahole of . Newfoundland miscellaneous revenue in order to eliminate any
^^^ gain accruing from transactions on behalf of the Government of

would be a most difiicult, if not impossible task, and it is with the
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object of avoiding lengthy research and possible controversy that the Com-
mission of Government is prepared to offer the additional lump sum con-
tribution which has been suggested. I should make it clear that the duties
referred to in this connection are exclusive of Customs and Excise duties,
and that any other arrangements already made would not be affected.

I should be glad to know if this proposal meets with the approval of the
Canadian Government.

I have etc.

819.

I. WILD

2227-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 152 St. John's, March 16, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 26 of February llthl in

respect of the matter of the possibility of Newfoundland accepting financial
responsibility for certain defence projects.

1 2. In the despatch under reference, you asked me to look over the field
and let you have any useful suggestion that might occur to me as a proper
project for the Newfoundland authorities to undertake.

3. In the hope that this matter might be placed on the agenda for the
conference recently held in Montreal,2 I wrote the Honourable Mr. Wild,
Commissioner for Finance, under date of February 23rd, a letter,i copies
of which are enclosed herewith.

4. Under date of February 25th, Mr. Wild informed me that he would be
glad to discuss the matter with me at any time, but at his request, and at
the request of Sir Wilfrid Woods, it was agreed that the matter should not
be placed on the agenda for the Montreal conference.

5. On my return to St. John's after the Montreal conference, Mr. Wild
called me by telephone and said that he was prepared to discuss the matter
with me. I accordingly met Mr. Wild on March 12th, at which time he
and I were the only persons present, as I had stated that I only wanted an
informal conference with him.

6. The conference opened with the statement by me that at the time the
earlier conferences on this subject took place, Newfoundland was anÿ

financially able to undertake any defence project of its own or to rnak
substantial contribution because of its poor financial position. At that time,

'Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
' Voir It document 722. ' See Document 722.
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the revenues of Newfoundland were not sufficient to meet the expenditures
and there was an annual deficit. I pointed out, however, that the situation
had now been radically changed as it was understood there would be a
surplus this year of from $5,000,000' to $8,000,000.

7. I also pointed out that at the early conferences, the Commission of
Government had intimated that they were willing to assist in the matter of
the defence of Newfoundland if the financial position improved, and that at
one of the earlier conferences, Mr. Penson had suggested that the arrange-
ments should be in the form of a money contribution.

8. I then went on to explain, as stated in my letter to Mr. Wild, that it
was felt that the better way for Newfoundland to make a contribution was to
undertake some substantial defence project of its own in cooperation with
or under the direction of the Canadian authorities. I further informed Mr.
Wild that I had been requested by the Secretary of State for External Affairs
to suggest some defence project which Newfoundland might undertake, but
that I felt this was a matter which should come from the Newfoundland
Commission of Government itself. However, I added that there were two
matters now under consideration, either one or both of which might be
considered as a defence project which Newfoundland might undertake, na-mely:.

(1) the establishment of a floating dock or marine railway which
would permit of corvettes and destroyers being repaired and thus
release the graving dock for the repairs of merchant ships;

(2) the matter of Newfoundland adding to its own Militia Forces, which
would operate under the direction of the Canadian authorities.

9. I told Mr. Wild that I understood that Major-General Page was to askthat
Newfoundland should provide an additional 200 members of the New-foundland Militia. Mr. Wild said that a request had already come from

General Page for an additional 150 men and that this was now under con-
heev^o1e. (In subsequent conferences with General Page, I understand that

quire at the present time from 150 to 200 additional men in theNewfoundland
Militia and that he estimates the annual cost for, each man

based on the Canadian experience, to be $1500 per year.) '
10. I explained that the form of the defence project which Newfoundland

should undertake at the present time was for• the Newfoundland Government
to d^de and I said that the matter would be ^left in this position fôr further
consideration as all I desired to do at this conference was to open u the
Position of the. Canadian Government in the matter. p

ll. in the course of the conversation, Mr. Wild told me that while there
aould be a substantial surplus this year, it would only be a tem ora
aDd was ôwin p ry one

g to the influx of the Canadians and Americans and also tothe
merchant ships which were using St. John's harbor as a convo

buying supplies here.• Y port and

su^ ^ Mr• Wild also pointed out that Canada was contributin a substantial
to mOpeY, amounting to $1,000,000,000 in the way of oodstuffs, etc.,

E°O^d, and said that h ht ought that the best contribution which New-
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foundland could make would be to lend its surplus to England and, by help-
ing out in the supply of dollars to England, [it] was indirectly helping Canada,
as with this supply of Canadian dollars England would be able to buy more

foodstuffs, etc., in Canada.
13. I stated that I thought that possibly the people of Newfoundland

would be better satisfied if they realized that they were actively participating
in the war by providing some defence project of their own.

14. Mr. Wild asked me if the Canadian Government was now willing to
accept his proposal to increase the expenditures

small nuisanceetaxes were [no t]$30,000 to $50,000 on condition that certain
to be cancelled. By nuisance taxes, I understand he means the revenue stamps
on cheques, the tax on telegraph messages and the 8% on fire insurance
premiums, stamp tax on bills of lading, and possibly one or two other simi-
lar nuisance taxes. I informed Mr. Wild that I would let him have an answer
in a few days.

15. In my despatch No. 31 of January 14, 1942,1 I sent you a copy of
the letter received from Mr. Wildl and you replied in your despatch No. 12

of January 24,11 1942. arrange-
16. I have gone as far as I think I can po^ ib

in ly
do in the matter

No
of

1 2. The
ment of taxes and other matters referred your despatch

position may be summarized as follows:
(1) Price of liquor for Canadian Forces.

Settled
(2) Free importation of coal for Canadian contractors.

Settled.
(3) Customs concessions for hostels.

I am writing you on this subject by a separate despatch (No. 148
of March 13th)i and am pointing out that nothing f s^ f the fact
done about this matter, for

e fr
present
om the tU

least,
n United States Forces onthat duty has been collected

foodstuffs for their Recreation Hut, and there will be no remission
of duties for the Canadian hostels, although possibly there may be
some assistance given to the hostels in some other way to help
compensate for duties which may be paid on foodstuffs.

(4) Customs duties on contractors' foodstuffs. ^t Where Mr.
This is practically settled. We have reached the point used by
Wild is prepared to allow a concession on food supplies
Canadian employees but not by Newfoundland employees.

(5) Tax on telegraph messages. Wild wants the Cana
This is one of the nuisance taxes which Mr.

'an Government to continue to pay and which is to be offset edi
increasing the contribution from $30,000 to $50 b 0^ercon-
carriage of Canadian troops. The total amount paid
tractors up to December 31, 1941, according to informa
nished by Mr. Waterhouse, : was $1,082.15.

' N reproduite. ' Not printed.
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(6) 8% tax on fire insurance premiums.
The same remarks apply to this as to item No. (5).
Mr. Wild appears to be particularly anxious to hold on to this tax
as he regards it as equivalent to income tax. The total amount paid
by the contractors up to December 31, 1941, according to infor-
mation furnished by Mr. Waterhouse, was $2,935,83.

(7) Stamps on cheques.
The same remarks apply to this as to item No. (5).
I mentioned in my despatch No. 43 of January 20, 19421 that this
tax is not now being collected from the United States contractors.
It is, however, a tax which the Canadian Government agreed to
pay at the conference held in December 1940. This is mentioned
in your despatch No. 17 of January 29, 1942.1 I discussed re-
mission of this tax with Mr. Wild and suggested that it might be
remitted to Canadian contractors because it had been remitted to
United States contractors. I also had to admit to Mr. Wild that it
was one of the taxes which the Canadian Government had agreed
to pay at the December 1940 Conference.z Mr. Wild stated that
not only the stamps on cheques but several of the other so called
"nuisance" taxes had been remitted to the United States contractors.
He said that it would cause a great deal of confusion however if
this "nuisance" tax were remitted to Canadians and urged me not
to press in the remission. Apparently he mentioned that he would
have to make a public announcement sometime and that he felt the
Newfoundland people would be better satisfied if some taxes were
collected from Canadians. He added that his intention in increasing
his offer of $30,000 to $50,000 for the carriage of Canadian
troops was based on the assumption that we would not attempt
remission of any of these "nuisance" tax[es].

(8) Stamps on Bills of Lading.
The same remarks apply to this as to item No. (5).
I have no information as to the amount actually paid during the past
eighteen months.

17. I would like now to receive specific directions as to whether I will
alcept the offer to increase the amount to be paid by the Newfoundland
Government from $30,000 to $50,000 on the conditions named in Mr. Wild's
letter of January 10, 19421 above referred to.

s^t8• I may say that I left with Mr. Wild a copy of Mr. Waterhouse's
ment showing the approximate amount of duties paid by the CanadiaA

GOVemrnent to the Newfoundland Government up to December 31, 1941.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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1156-AC-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

St. John's, March 24, 1942
TELEGRAM 83

Reference my despatch No. 152 of March 16 and my telegram No. 75

of March 18.1
Commission of Government has agreed to pay for one é^^ate will cost

additional members of Newfoundland Militia which they
$200,000 annually. Commission also agrees to contribute mentioned in
$300,000 towards establishment of Marine that the Marine Railway
my telegram under reference. It is qu
will probably be operated by Naval Authorities.

Increase of expenditure for the carriage of troops from $30,000 to $50,000
also remains open for acceptance, subject to conditions outlined whether
despatch under reference. Wild wants an answer by telegram
conditions acceptable as the amount already expended in the^relnditions^.
year is in the vicinity of $30,000. I recommend acceptance of h

2227-40
821.

Le secrétaire d',ttat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newf oundland

Ottawa, April 10, 1942
TELEGRAM 85

Your telegram No. 85 of March 26th1. Newfoundland's coiit bâ °been
expenditures. Please inform the Newfoundland Government th ^
decided to accept the offer of an increase of $20,000.00 for the ca

rriage of
troops in return for Canada's acquiescence in continuing to pay n

u^^

taxes.
NPA S-1-1-3

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de In commission pour Terre-Neuye
►^

Minutes of a Meeting of Commission of Government
of Newfoundta

8 1942

, St. John's, AuSust '

...
600-'42 J. & D. 6V42. Request from the Canadian Authorities that

the

on annual and bal
charge for fares to Canadian Troops travelling should be reduced
leave over the Newfoundland Railway System

^ . ' Not printed.i Non reproduit. -
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to the corresponding amount charged in Canada i.e., from single
fare to one third of a single fare for the double journey at an
estimated cost of $60,000, per annum to be met from Newfoundland
funds. Approved by the Commissioner for Finance.

2227-40
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

au secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCIi 350 S 't. Johns, November 14, 1945
Sir,

Under an arrangement made during the war the Government of Newfound-
land voted $50,000 annually toward defraying the travelling expenses of
Canadian troops on duty in Newfoundland. In view of the cessation of
hostilities the Commissioner of Finance has now raised the question as to
whether it would not be proper to terminate the arrangement as of January
1st next. This is one of the matters arising out of post-war military arrange-
ments which might be discussed at the forthcoming Conference at Bermuda
if the subject is placed on the Agenda. If the subject is not placed on the
Agenda of that Conference it would be desirable to give it consideration at an
early date and let me have an indication of your views for communication to
the Commissioner of Finance.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

824.

in Newfoundland
DESPATCU 256

Ottawa, December 8, 1945

MaY I refer to your despatch No. 350 of November 14 regarding contribu-
Y the Newfoundland Government towards the travelling expenses of^b

Ca°adiaa troops on duty in Newfoundland.

2' I° view of the cessation of hostilities and in view of the removal from
oÎWO^aland of all Canadian troops, except about five hundred r '.the.mamteman f equued

2227-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

à or___

817

-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner

ce o property and equipment, the Canadian Government^s.
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- concur with the suggestion of the Newfoundland Commissioner of Finance
that the arrangement whereby Newfoundland has been contributing $50,000
annually to the expenses of transportation of Canadian troops on duty in New-
foundland should come to an end as of December 31, 1945.

3. In advising the Commissioner of Finance will you kindly convey in ap-
propriate terms the appreciation of the Canadian Government for this con-
tribution of Newfoundland towards joint defence.

I have etc.
H. H. WRONG

for the Secretary of State.
for External Affairs

SOUS-SECIION iil/SLJB-SECTION iil

LES DOUANES

CUSTOMS

825. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Seeretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

Ôttawa, July 6, 1940

Sir,
With reference to my telegram of the 5th July, No. 23,1 I have the honour

to request that sympathetic consideration may be given to the suggestioa
which was made to Mr. Emerson, the Minister of Justice and Defence, who
recently visited Canada, to the effect that all articles sent to Newfoundland for
the use of the Canadian Military Forces now established in that countrY
should be exempt from the provisions of the Newfoundland Customs regu-
lations.

In the course of the discussions with Mr. Emerson it was suggested that
exemption might be restricted to those articles which will eventually come
back to Canada. However, as much of the material that will be forwarded
will consist of expendable articles such as clothing, ammunition and bulk
shipments of cigarettes and tobacco for free distribution, it is earnestly hoped
that the exemption will not be restricted to such articles as may ultimately
be returned to this Dominion.

An early indication of your views in regard to this request will be very
greatly appreciated.

I have etc.
O. D. SICELTON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétairePA GN113 320/35

aux Affaires extérieures d^^tat

Governor Of NeWfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Sir, St. John's, July 24, 1940
I have the honour to refer to Mr.

Skelton's letter oyou that stores and Of July 6^
^an Army equipment of every description sent to units of the^o^

free of Customsthe Canadian Air Force will be admitted into Newfoundlandduty.
This covers gasolene consi ed . e^oundlandForce, etc. ^ directl

2. In m y
y to the Air

Y ^^ no. 25 of JulynecessarY 15th1 I explained that it has bto
make special arrangements in connection een found

gasolene and lubricants from the duty paid stocks o with the suPPIY of
and a refund of duty is being made on the ^rtif Imperi^ Oil Lurutedindenting o^^r,

ficate of the appropriate'3.
You are now aware from my telegram of July 6^1

has agreed to waive duty upon parcels containing that my Government
(ex^Pt alcohol) consigned to units, or to members go^s of every description
oor^ Se^g in this Country, but it is not 'of units' of the Canadian

8oods sent for re-sale in ^nt^^. Possible to extend this concession
4. It will not be possible to refund duty upon

chased from stocks
o^

in Newfoundland except in the special case mentioned^ s P^
in Paragraph 2 above.

I have etc.

for the Governor

Mémorandum du mii:istère des Affaires extérSikelton Papers 395

au Comité de guerre du Cabinet eures1
Menrorandum front De'

to Cabinet iVar CoMmittee

, SUAZI►
iARy OF OUZSTANDINO pROIII,

[Ottawa,] October 31, 1940
EriS DETWEEN CANADA

• . , AND NEWFOUNDLAND

^1•
Proysion of su li

^ a tele PP es for Cancrdian forces in Newfou
8ram dated the ndland.

27th of September, the Governor of Newfo^^ the understanding that materi undland^n Airport ^,o^d als for the buildings at the Newfound-
be admitted free. He stated, however, that it hadconversation with the Canadian

re rese •
also

Noa „^^^ P ntatives that so far as
Not printed.
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NPA S-4-2-1

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Finances à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Finance to Commission of

possible materials which are manufactured or produced in Newfoundland
would be given preference in purchase. He protested that this agreement was
not being carried out by the Canadian authorities.

In reply, the Secretary of State for External Affairs telegraphed to New-
foundland on the 25th of October, in part, as follows:

The Canadian Government, taking cognizance of the assistance that has been
rendered in connection with utilization of Newfoundland facilities, and in connec-
tion with the granting of permission to import, duty free, certain materials required
for defence purposes, is willing to purchase the commodities mentioned in your
telegram and other materials manufactured in Newfoundland on condition that
the price quoted compares favourably with that of similar materials when imported
and subjected to the laid down Customs duties. Canadian officers in Newfoundland
have been instructed accordingly.

828. NPA S-4-2-2
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux A,Qaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Agairs

TELEGRAM 5 St. John's, January 20, 1941

Your telegram October 25th No. 57.1 We are proceeding on basis of your
assurance that materials manufactured in Newfoundland will be purchased
locally for use of your Forces when qualities are satisfactory and prices plus
import duty compare favourably with Canadian goods similarily imported
and subject to Customs duties. Accordingly wherever the required qualities
and quantities are available here we propose to charge normal duties on
following items imported even if imported for the use of Canadian Forces:
Paints, nails, manufactured windows and doors, sawn lumber, jams and
potatoes.

829.

F. 62-'41

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

Government of Newfoundland

[St. John's,] June 28, 1941

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENTS AS TO IMPORTATION OF GOODS

BY CANADIAN PERSONNEL IN NEWFOUNDLAND

Advantage has been taken of the.presence of Colonel Gibson, Canadian
Minister of National Revenue, to arrive at a settlement of outstanding finan-

, cial matters with the Canadian Government arising from the Canadian De-
fence arrangements in Newfoundland. We previously conferred with Colonel

I Sm Document 827.

b

ai
sa

4
qk
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Gibson and Brigadier-General Earnshaw on
821

December last' and the Commissioner for Justice and in November and
nd Defence, the Chair-man, Board of Customs, and myself had further discussi

to Ottawa in Apri1,2 As a result of, these earlier discu °IIS during our visit
of our treatment of Canadian Government importationsssions the broad linesit

was understood that the provisional arran emn were agreed, but
as regards Canadian Arm g ts which had been made

y and Air Force personnel should stand until itcould be seen more clearly how the provisions of th
Agreement would work out in this respect. Althou e United States Bases
not yet reached agreement on all points with the United unfortunately we have

Statesmyself raised the matter again with Brigadier-Gener Mr. Price and15th. Meanwhile, the Canadian Na ^ Earnshaw on June
Newfoundland and on this further ^^so has increased its establishment in
questions has become very desirabl ^°llnd a final settlement of outstanding

It
may be remembered that in the conversationsBrigadier-General

Earnshaw at the end of N with Colonel Gibson and
quested, and we agreed, that when the terms oII m^vhir' the Canadians re-re-estabLshment in' this ^unt ch the United States
troops terms no less favourable thansthose we should
When we were in Ottawa in April th' granted to United States trool^
to this effect is in the notes which Isclrcula ed was ^n^med ps.
cover of F.36= 41 on April 24th.$ We made ' to the Co 'ssion

^d a note

^^y advantages in maintainin the a It clear in Ottawa ththat the e wer r
n ex^sted (and still do g arrangements for Canadian troops which

), and that the sole advantage of bringing canteengoods into the same position for Customs urpos
United States Post Exchanges and commissary eS as those imported into
themselves at the expense of the Exchequer. stores would go to the troops
alies as that the Canadian soldier in Ncwfou^ls would result in such anom-anom-
^ other goods at a price materially less than land would get his cigarettesCanada.

We went on to point out that there wo jdub get them if serving
of revenue to the Newfoundland Exchc9uer, and that this might on our part
necessitate the withdrawal of other concessions

be

revenue. in order to
Nevertheless, Colonel Gibson told us in Ottawa that up such loss^Portan^ of securing that Canadian tr hat the politicalti0n than United States troops when se oops were not placed in a worse osi-

be felt bound to press for the change rying side by side was so p• . , ' , , great that

^d r'_ Pn^ and I accordingly went through the^e °ffers which were accepted by
Canadianus problems involvedSa^sfactory to them on all points.4

Briefly, they are as foll^,rs S
entatives as

ÿ û ^ document 177. '
'N^ document 182. 'Seo Document 177.
k9^^^ta 'See Document 182.le

^^lwllet lo secrEtalro d'État aux Af. , Not printed.
^e le ^^ivait au 90uverneur disant ^xt ^1J^ .9• the SeMe^rY of State for^^^►ement canadien Etait ^ wrote to the Governor sayl^^,^e therY grateful to the n the Canadian Governmer.:

overnment of Newfoundland for the e oncessions.
f^'
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(1) Goods for salé in Canteens and Officer's Messes
These will all be imported duty free.

(2) Beer for Canteens, and Wines and Spirits for Officers' Messes
These will also be duty free, but will as a matter of convenience be
obtained from the Board of Liquor Control.

(3) Tobacco and Cigarettes

These will also be imported duty free or supplied duty free ex bond,
St. John's.

(4) Parcels

The present arrangement by which Canadian troops are importingparcels
without restriction with freedom from duty will now be

altered and assimilated to the United States arrangements under
which all parcels to be imported either by Canadian Officers and
other ranks and their families must be imported through the Can-teens or Oflïcers' Messes.

(5) Cigarettes and Tobacco

It follows from the preceding sub-paragraph that Cigarettes and
Tobacco may be received by the troops in parcels under the same
arrangements as are operating for them at the present time and
were established in No

(6) Coal
vember last.

Coal impprted by the Canadian Armed Forces will also be free of
Customs dub

ty but must be imported in bulk either centrally or
on behalf of Canteens or Messes. ,,

(7) Canadian Navy

Concessions made to the Army will be extended to the Canadian
Navy, including shore establishments having a Canteen or Officers'
Mess, and harbour vessels as well as sea-going vessels.

(8) Prevention of Abuses

The Canadian Authorities will give a similar undertaking to prevent
abuse as has been given in
States Authorities the Bases Agreement by the United.

(9) Private Motor Cars

These, if owned, by members of the Forces, may be imported duty
free provided that the importation

(10) Rebates is merely temporary...

All the above concessions would apply only to goods directly im-
ported or imported ex bond, and Colonel Gibson at once agreed

was confirmed, that no fee would be charged for wireless receiving

that no question of rebate of
(11) Wireless Licences refund of duty could be considered.

The arrangement provisionally made in our discussions at Ottawa

sets in barracks or camps, but that such sets possessed by Canadian
service personnel living in private houses would pay the normallicence fee.

the

fora

ber
st4c

rp
at l
^

^ VO
No^
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Following upOn the discussions which 823
ment of Posts & Tele took place in Ottawa
to both Administration^ ô^s has made arrangements mu P the Dep^-
those stations where the establishment of C ^Y satisfactory
arrangement there are substan'tial n

^adian Post Offices at
with the United Sta es the s ^bers of Canadian trwill , oil

but Canadian lines as the correspondin ^Ps' The
^Ps will not be used, garrangement

At the close of our meetingthat in view of the Ve g on June 27th
were now p p to 1eCÔst^dal concessions, OII reminded Colonel Gibson
drawal Of the azed Customs

hic u^t We should points which we^^gemen^ de ' w1 asPays for the tra^pOi I UOn
of C h ^e Newfoundland for the th_

G
troops when on duty. service personnel includinga in A 1 y. The matter

was taken up during bodies ofhimse^ that: g
P^l and it is recorded

in the notes Our discussions in
The

Newfoundland re r^
prepa1ed by Colonel Gibson

existin char P entatives stated that, ,should
8 custo ais

^8ements betweeng" be CO^idered desirable, any change in the
revenue, e g, by two countries would be ^di^^ent of the ttn^c
Newfoundland

Y modifying
or canCe sought to offset the loss oFo Government to ^g the Pa3'ment flow bein^s. the Railwa 8 made by they for transportation of Canadian

It
has been recognized for a

waiver of Customs
du long time

by the Canadianthe Ne^,vfO^dl^d tY would be regarded b ^dian Authorities that
The tele Government to the cost of C^ a form of contribution
October ^0 from he Secretary of State for Canadian Defence
"whether in ' 19402 ,i refers to External Affai me^ures.

cash, servces or pro^rty, orextent
by w

and^f0
ver of

rs No. SS, ofaddition al of our contribution^ ^sto ms concessions which weover Customs dutinand
volve

above
those already recommend to the Commis The^ . Y accorded C^adian miss^onof the B a very constderable reduction in ourGovernment fin

that
P°rtationswould ^r°h $40,000 estimates thinas evenue. The Ch^rmanassu^ed ,000 a

that year. Following ^ are today these concessionswe have
the application of ^%-3v, our discussions in Ottawa

I had,
inevitable and$30^ ^Portation of Canadi

an Estimates. On the other han
^o ^d^

1940-41, It is presum ps is .likely to be between d' the cost
an Forces increase in numberikel n

$25,000 andY to increase l future years ifa conve • . .
b^rm of ^^ni^bû th Colon^l Gibson on June

^garded contribution would be un O 26th I told him that anst ..^ politicall p pul^ in Newfoundland and should
^

d ^nden y unwise. On the other hand, i a",Plus ^el
ce something of our proposals for dis g •Veg h^

of m the budget
to under-ated at ^ o^ Y to be available in this country pos^n

^,^ that the substantial su in the comin
;vo^tc a ^ we had in mind to^en

year.
d t Hthc ppreci-No^ r^^^^wt 182.

United
^ aN DoCUment 182.

ot Printed.
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Kingdom for the war period would be in direct relief of what Canada would
otherwise be compelled to provide in order to make up Great Britain's dollar
deficiency. I think this is an additional reason why the Canadian Government
should now accept our view that payment for transportation of troops should
no longer be made. I accordingly ask that in confirming the arrangement

tentatively made as to Customs concessions we should state that the trans-
portation arrangements should be withdrawn, both to operate from July 1st.

J. E. PENSON

830.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

St. John's, September 23, 1942

Dear Norman [Robertson],
I wrote you a confidential airmail letter on September S2i d^eon ^ebs^éeci

of the improvement of the road leading from St. John
Torbay.

In that letter I brought up the question of whether or not we should con-
sider Canada to be in a preferred position over the United States in respect

of certain matters.
In any of my negotiations, with the Newfoundland Commission of Govern-

ment, I have never permitted myself to be put in the position of trading with
them on the basis of the American privileges. On several occasions, n ^eând
it has been brought home to me that at least some of the C lparticularly the Commissioner for Finance, always considcr themseves to be
in the position of not giving anything to Canada which has not been given to
the United States. • t be

personnel can also make use of the United States posâ i
n ^nnection with ^e. .. f

stores operated at the Bases. I think they can obtain practica y
c ^^

they require at the Bases without payment of Newfoundland Customs

This privilege of course includes tobacco, cigarettes and liquor. inhe leased
al fa

United States civilian c^tuens employed on work in connec ent
areas and their families can obtain duty free goods

from the Governm,
u everyth^nS

In considering the problem which I put up to you in my letter, it mus
kept in mind the fact that the United States Government has been given more
extended privileges than have been given to Canadians. For examplet the

• • • tion with the le^ed

Non reproduite. ' Not printed.

Newfoûndland taxation.

areas. Furthermore, all Amencan civilians employe ^ enerallY any fonn o
Bases are immune from Newfoundland Income tax and g

i
I
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None of these privileges are extended to civilian employees of Canadian
defence contractors. This puts our Canadian employees at a distinct dis-
advantage as compared with the Americans as it increases by a very substan-
tial percentage the cost of living to Canadian civilians as compared to Ameri-
can civilians.

While I do not wish to get in the position of trading with the Commission
of Government on the basis of what is given to the Americans, as compared
with the Canadians, my own opinion in which I think you will agree is that
we should not only have all the privileges which are given to Americans
under the Bases Agreement, but should be put in a preferred position in
many matters.

This is a subject which I want to discuss with you on my forthcoming visit
to Canada. I do not want to set up our claim in cold type in the way that I
have expressed it to you but I do think that something should be done to
remedy the present position in which we are not even on an equality with the
Americans.i

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

DND (DH) 193.009 (D15)

Le commissaire aux Finances au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Finance to High Commissioner in Newf ound[and

Deaz Mr• Burchell, St. John's, December 30, 1942

^ M^ay I trouble you to refer to Despatch No. 22 dated 9th July, 1941,2
the Secretary of State for External Affairs for Canada to the Governorof

Newfoundland, regarding certain concessions granted to the Canadian
M^^y: Forces stauoned in Newfoundland, and especially concessions 1
and (3) o f the Despatch, i.e. ( )

(3) Private parcels to members of the Canadian Forces will be admitted: free f • •

mitted without duty
(1) Canteen supplies, including cigarettes for the Canadian Forces willbe ad

U duty if consigned to the addressee in care of the Unit Com-
mander who will be responsible that the contents are for personal

, - f,use and not for resale.

for^^,oll0^g^is despatch, Rcar-Admiral Commodore)(then L. W. Murray
^ed a' circular to the Chairman. Board officers and ratings of the^t ..:.

era v^, aucune évidence que des me- I No evidence of action on this 'i.^,,q p^ 11a suite de cette recom. mendation has been found.^?w,.:.
.. . ^m-t^Q ^m-

,°a reprMU1t&
9 Not printed.
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Canadian Navy stationed in Newfoundland. The points raised in this Circular
were based on the Despatch mentioned above, and I quote hereunder para-
graphs 3, 15 and 16 corresponding with paragraphs (1) and (3) above:

3. Supplies of such articles or goods as may be sold legitimately through a
canteen will be admitted duty free if required for Officers' Messes or Canteens
for sale to Naval personnel.

15. Parcels: All parcels for Naval personnel addressed c/o Fleet Mail Officer,
St. John's, will be admitted duty free. The Fleet Mail Officer will send such
parcels to the Commanding Officers of various units for distribution to
addressees. Commanding Officers should keep a record of parcels received
and their contents, and the attention of the Maintenance Captain is to be
called to anyone receiving an abnormal quantity.

16. Commanding Officers will make it a personal matter to see that the concessions
are not abused and that Naval personnel purchase only what is reasonably
required for themselves and their immediate families in Newfoundland. In any
case of doubt whatsoever, application is to be made to me, through the
Maintenance Captain, for a ruling.

CANTEEN SUPPLIES: When we agreed to the duty-free importation of articles
for sale in military canteens, we definitely had in mind the kind of goods at
that time sold in regimental canteens, such as cigarettes, tooth brushes and
paste, chocolate bars, razor blades and the like, for the personal use of the
soldier or sailor living in barracks. Admiral Murray's circular confirms this.
It was never our intention that the concession should apply to goods for the
use of families living outside barracks, or even to groceries to be consumed by
the men outside, nor should we have agreed to this had it been suggested.

I We now find, however, that the canteens run by the Salvation ArmY at
Lester's Field and by the Y.M.C.A. at Buckmaster's Field have developed to
such an extent that they might almost be described as grocery stores, where
not only Service men but their wives and families can purchase duty-free
provisions, etc. for consumption outside the barrack areas. We understand
that these privileges are also enjoyed by members of the Canadian Armed
Forces recruited in Newfoundland and their families.

There is great risk of leakage, so far as Customs Revenue is concerned,
whenever duty-free goods are taken out of barrack areas. You will, I am sure,
readily appreciate the special difficulties arising in the case of Ne^ound-
landers, and of Canadians who have married Newfoundland girls. We cannot
see any good reason why families should be entitled to Customs privileSes
of this nature. In our view the sale of any duty-free goods for consumption
outside barrack areas, except articles for the personal use of the member of
the Forces himself, should be strictly forbidden.

We should, of course, raise no objection to Newfoundland membersf ^e
Forces, including Newfoundland women who have joined units Of the
Canadian Forces, buying at Army or Navy canteens, provided that
articles so purchased are for their sole use, and are of the kinds such as I
have indicated above, which we understand to be usually sold i^^ nofe^e
These are, in fact, the privileges we have agreed for other mem
Canadian Forces.
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PARCELS: In paragraph 3 of the Despatch of the 9th July quoted above it
was made clear that the contents of parcels would be admitted free if the

ywere for the personal use of members of the Canadian Forces and not forresale.
The Naval Circular, however' also mentioned the duty-free admission

of parcels for the immediate families^of military personnel, which was agreed
to at the time by the Chairman of the Board of Customs, although the
concession for the immediate families was not included in the Despatch. The
Chairman agreed to this because at the time the concession to families
appeared to be trivial. The position today is, however, very different and
difficulties have arisen with regard not only to the wide variety of oods
being imported but also to the class of recipient. gthat

members of the Forces are obtaining duty-freeeim
have reason

portaimportations;
ô f believe

which we cannot agree are for personal use, e.g. household goods, furnarticles
itureand furnishings, articles to be used as

If a satisfactory system of control is maint^•
duty-free entry in respect of parcels addressed c/o the Unit or ready to allow
t^ officer, to members of the Forces for themselves or for their w vesl^a-children

who have been allowed to come from Canada to 'oin th and
Newfoundland, provided that the l em in

r their personaluse; these would include articles of
goods

a pa elebutswould foexcludefurnishings and similar articles not worn on the person, and w uldhouseholdf coueaclude articles to be used as gifts. We should be prepared, howeve o
r to trrseradios exceptionally and to allow them to be imported dut -free by eat

of the Forces on the definite understanding that duty is paid if thé members
transfer to non-entitled persons. e is any

In addition we request that all parcels received either by p ost or eshould in future bear a declaration of contents
for the informati

xpress
°^Ma1s•

The Unit Commander or designated officer, throu whnose of our
^^iParcel was addressed, would of course remain res onsible fo

r
care

the contents were actually of the kind which we have agreed auribg

irAPorted free of duty and that they were for the sole use of may be

k accordance with our agreement, was entitled to this privilejperson who,a e. A parcelarri' ^8 without : a declaration of contents would be fully examinedCustoms. by

Theseaeangements would, of course, be, without prejudice
them

^^ Y enjoyed by persons entering Newfoundland to b' to the rights

effects goods which have been in their possession for s xlim nths. as
We have also to consider the position offa)

Newfoundland members of the Canadian forces who were resident
' N^^ country prior to recruitment;

Newfoundland wives of Canadian soldiers;
(c);;Members of Womcn's Forces recruited in Newfoundlandwe' . .for N^ô ^ 1y of opinion that no parcels should be allowed in du -free

and members of the Forces, e.g. those resident in Newfound-had Prior to joWng nor f hor t e Newfoundland wives or families of Canadian
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members of the Forces, e.g. wives married in Newfoundland
mentionresident outside the country prior to the men 's enlistment. I shouldh

that the only duty-free privileges enjoyed by the Newfoundland Militia
relate to cigarettes and tobacco, which are strictly rationed.

We should be glad to discuss with you at your early convenience the points
raised herein, so that we can arrive at an agreed procedure in order to over-
come the difficulties which we are at present experiencing.

Your very truly,,
[IRA] WILD

832.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D19)

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCx 315
St. John's, May 11, 1943

Sir,
May I refer to my despatch No. 202 of March 29, 19431 and to previous

correspondence relating to the matter of Customs privileges for the members
of the Canadian Armed Forces in Newfoundland.

2. On Apri124, I had a conference with the Honourable Mr. Wild, Com-
missioner for Finance, who was attended by Mr. H. V. Hutchings, Chairman
of the Board of Customs and Mr. J. G. Howell, Secretary for Customs•
Accompanying me were Colonel J. B. Dunbar, A. A. and Q.M.G. Canadian
Troops in Newfoundland; Captain M. D. Peters, Auxiliary Services Officer,
Canadian Troops in Newfoundland; and Captain Balfour, representing the

Naval Forces in Newfoundland. ractically all
^ 3. At this conference, I think we ironed out satisfactorily p
the questions which were at issue between the Canadian and Newfoundland
Governments in relation to this subject matter.

4. I had assumed that I would receive a confirming letter frihat the should
oûrable Mr. Wild but as this has not come to band, I thought
report to you and if the arrangements are satisfactory, I can send a confirni'
ing letter to Mr. Wild at a later date.

1 5. In the meantime, I may receive a letter from Mr. Wild after be has
reported to the Commission of Government in the matter.

6. The chief points on which Mr. Wild and I agreed were as follows: tOn
-(a) The list of articles to be sold in canteens and to which 12uof mY

privileges will a] is the one referred to in paragraph
despatch No. 175 ôf March'15, 19431 and a copy of whicha^

a
enclosed with that despatch. Mr. Wild had no objection to the a
'on of the articles mentioned in your despatch No. 94 of APril 3'
19431

1 Non reproduite. i Not printed.
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(This has heretofore been the chief point of difficulty between
us as Mr. Wild had previously expressed the desire to greatly
restrict the list of articles to be sold in canteens.)

(b) Articles may be sold from canteens to Newfoundlanders who are
attached to the Canadian Forces but care will be taken by those in
charge of the canteens to prevent food being supplied to Newfound-
land families.

(c) I agreed that Mr. J. G. Howell, Secretary for Customs, would be
given the privilege of making an inspection of the canteens at any
time and also that the officers of the canteens would furnish him
with reports from time to time as to the operation of the canteens.

(I regard Mr. Howell as a very efficient and understanding
type of Newfoundland Civil servant and believe that the authority
vested in him to exercise general supervision over the work of the
canteens will reduce to a minimum the friction which has previously
existed with regard to the operation of these canteens.)

(d) The arrangement with regard to parcels is to be that agreed upon
at the conference with Mr. Gibson on June 27, 1941 which was
as follows:

Private parcels to members of the Canadian Forces will be admitted
free of duty if consigned to addressee care of the Unit Commander who
would be responsible that contents were for personal use and not re-sale.

The question arose as to the contents of private parcels which would
be admitted free of duty. Mr. Wild took the position that only articles
for the personal use of the members of the Armed Forces or of their
wives or families should be admitted free of duty.

He informed me that claims were being made for the admission free
of duty of house furnishings and even of building material to erect houses.

7. I understand that the foregoing arrangement went into operation im-
^..^

mediât^ly but that it is subject to the approval of both Governments.

e admittcd.

He explaincd to me that one of the rcasons for insisting on this limita-
6011 was that it was not the desire of the Newfoundland Government to
encourage the families of members of the Armed Forces to come in large
aumbers to St. John's bécause of the present over-crowding of the city.

transferred to Newfoundland. These wou:d be brought in under the head-.
b g of settlcr's effects but that new articles for household use would not

of the Armed Forces that he (or she) could bring with him the household
effects which he had in use in Canada or in the country from which he

ne, however, was prcparcd to agrce on the first arrival of an b

I have ctc.

C. J. IIURCIIELL
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833. DND (DH) 193.009 (D20)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] May 25, 1943

I

,

{.i

i
t

,

I

r

X. Customs Dues and Privileges for Service personnel, Newfoundland.
The Committee considered a communicationi from the Department of

External Affairs enclosing a despatch from the Canadian High Commissioner
in Newfoundland (No. 315 dated 11th May 1943) outlining the arrange-
ments made with the Newfoundland authorities.

The Committee approved the arrangements made and instructed the
Secretary to notify the Department of External Affairs accordingly.

C.N.S., C.A.S. and C.G.S. to notify personnel concerned of the arrange-
ments made with the Newfoundland authorities through the medium of
appropriate orders.

834. DND HQ 035-11-1

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A f Jairs

DESPATCH 1031 St. John's, December 18, 1943

Sir,
May I refer to my despatch No. 1022 of December 16th, 19431 and to

previous despatches regarding the matter of duty-free cigarettes imported
for the use of the Canadian Armed Forces.

2. In this connection I am enclosing a copy of a letter which I am sending
today to the Commanding Officers of the three Canadian Services in New-
foundland..
, 3. I may add that the General Officer Commanding of the Canadian
Troops in Newfoundland is very cooperative in this matter as will apPW
from a letter from him to me dated the 16th day of December, 194391 copY
of which is enclosed herewith. You will note from his letter that he has issued
very stringent instructions to his officers and men.

4. I am also enclosing a copy of â letter from Air Vicearshal H eakes,
to foN`'^dof December 6th,i but I am not complying with his suggestion

copy of his letter to the Honourable Mr. Wild.

1 Non reproduite. I Not printed.
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5. I also understand that the Flag Officer Commanding, Naval Services,
is also taking steps to prevent abuses but apparently he does not consider
it necessary to reduce the supply of cigarettes from 1,000 per man per
month to 750, which has been accepted by the Honourable Mr. Wild as a
partial step towards correction of the abuses.

6. My view is that there should be general agreement of all the Services
to this reduction.i

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve à l'officier général commandant
les troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to General Officer Commanding,
Canadian Troops in Newfoundland

No. 38 ,

Dear General Leclerc.
St. John s, December 18, 1943

May I refer to letter No. 37 from this Office to you dated December 15th,
1943z with relation to the matter of duty-free cigarettes.

This matter came up for discussion between the Honourable Mr. Wild
and myself before my departure for Ottawa on November 28th. I explained
the position to Mr. Britton and gave him instructions as to how I thoughtthe matter should be dealt with during my absence and he has followed my
instructions accordingly.

I would strongly recommend the adoption by all the Services of the agree-
ment now proposed and can assure you that unless this is done there will be
further trouble

which may result in duty-free privileges being withdrawn,
not only on cigarettes but on other commodities.

The duty-free privilege granted to Canadian Forces in Newfoundland bythe
Newfoundland Government is a special one and one which is not enjoyed

by Canadian Forces in other countries.
In the early days, after the arrival of the Canadian Forces in Newfoundland

ezety'f^ privileges were subject to abuse as not sufficient control had beencised•
Upon complaints being made to me I assured the Newfoundland

GoVeratneot that the Canadian Forces would undertake to use eve effortto Prevent^
the abuse of the privileges by their officers and men. At that timewas a very severe tightening up on the part of all the Services.

^,bâ^^ "^rry, however, to be advised by the Newfoundland Government , on
was undoubtedly correct information, that abuses have now crept in and
aPParently sufficient control is not being exercised to revenabuses, p t these

^

'Nr^°`^c
nOroduite. There was.

' Not printed.
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Good progress has been made in the repatriation of Canadian servicemen
from Newfoundland and there will be only a bare handful left in Newfound-
land by the end of June. It might be desirable, however, in order to avoid any
possibility of misunderstanding, to draw the attention of the Service Depart-
ments, if it has not been done already by their own representatives at the
Conference, to the fact that free entry of the undermentioned goods will
terminate on June 30 next:

.
(d) ^: to naval, military or air forces of His Majesty or to bodies supply-

in ^

or consumption on board their vessels• or
(C) to the naval forces of His Majesty's allies in the present war for use

^om m any o e items in mis Schedule C when delivered
a bonded warchouse-

Item No. 653
(c) Goods for use in the construction, maintenance or operation of

bases, installations or works, for naval, military or air forces of His
Majesty consigned to or destined for any Department of the Gov-
ernment of Canada, or a contractor therefor, not to include articles
of food or clothing or articles for the personal and private use of
individuals.

(d) Goods when imported for the use of the naval forces of the Allies
of His Majesty in the present war for use or consumption aboard
their vessels.

(e) Goods imported for the purpose of sale to members of the naval,
military or air forces of His Majesty at institutions under the control
of such forces approved by the Commissioner for Finance, subject
to any regulations to be made by the Commissioner for Finance.

(f) Personal belongings or household effects of members of the naval,
military or air forces of His Majesty or of their wives and families,
provided that such goods have been in use by them prior to their
first entry into Newfoundland.

(8) Goods imported for the personal use of a member of the naval,
military or air forces of His Majesty other than a person who was
domiciled in Newfoundland when he became a member of such
force and who is stationed in Newfoundland, or of his wife or child
when addressed to the individual in care of the Fleet Mail Office in
the case of the Navy and in care of the Commanding Officer of the
unit in the cases of the Army and Air Force, not to include house-
hold equipment and furnishings, and provided that such wife or
child was not domiciled in Newfoundland prior to September 1,
1939.

Item No, E1410

Goods enumeratcd ' f th ' • •

g su forces for sale to members of sur-16 forces at in tituti's ons
under the control of such forces and approved by the Commissioner
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for Finance, subject to any regulations to be made by the Commis-
sioner for Finance.

The undermentioned goods will continue to be duty free after that date:

Item No. 653
(a) Goods, when imported for the use of, the Naval, military or air

forces of His Majesty.
(b) Goods consigned directly to officers and men on board vessels of

His Majesty's Navy for their personal use and consumption.

Item No. E1410
Goods enumerated in any of the items in this Schedule C when
delivered from a bonded warehouse-

(a) to the naval, military or air forces of His Majesty for the use of
such forces; or

(b) to officers and men on board vessels of His Majesty's Navy for
their personal use and consumption.

In commenting on the situation the Secretary for Customs, Mr. J. G.

Howell, states that
On and after July lst, 1946, only goods which are importedfor

by
in by

the Canadian Government will be entered duty-free and any goods
contractors on behalf of the Canadian Army will be admitted duty-free provided
that a certificate that the goods belong to the Canadian Government accompanies
each shipment. Similarly, goods brought in for use on Naval ships will be duty-free
provided that they are not for resale. However, goods imported for institutions
under the control of the Canadian Armed Forces such as canteens, etc. will be
required to pay duty and personal belongings of members of the Armed Forces will
be subject to the law pertaining to civilians. That is to say, Tariff Item 663 will
apply to such people. It will be seen, therefore, that only goods imported and paid
for by the Canadian Government will be granted duty free entry and any goo
which are for resale or are not paid by the Canadian Government will be subject
to the revenue laws of Newfoundland. This policy applies to Canadian Armed
Forces at Goose Bay Airport, Labrador, and automatically to the American
Armed Forces at Goose Bay who are at that port by arrangement with the
Canadian Government.

It should be pointed out, also, that a further concession was granted
during the war to the,Canadian Armed Forces at Goose Bay whereby the
importation of alcoholic liquors was permitted. The Newfoundland Customs
authorities desire to make clear that after June 30th all supplies of spirits
and beer must be ordered through the Board of Liquor Control in S^J dlrect
The Board will no doubt make arrangements to have beer shtpp oard
from Canada, if desired, but spirits must be purchased through the be

and any direct importations by the Armed Forces at Goose Bay
subject to forfeiture.

' Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

I
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SOUS-SECTION iv/SUB-SECTION iV

LES RELATIONS BILATÉRALES

BILATERAL RELATIONS

L'ENTRApNEMENT DES MILITAIRES TERRE-NEUVIENS
TRAINING OF NEWFOUNDLAND SERVICEMEN

835

Skelton Papers 395
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland
TELEGRAM 22

Ottawa, July 4, 1940
SECRET.

Following from Defensor for Officer Commanding Black Watch.
Begins. Hon. Mr. Emerson Minister of Justice Newfoundland will shortly
discuss with you possibility of having a company of Newfoundland Militia
attached to Black Watch for training. It is desired to assist as far as possible
in this respect. Report result of discussion.

Report also upon practicability of your establishing a local recruiting
station in St. John's for Canadian Forces generally. Have your medical officer
review the situation in St. John's as to the suitability of setting up a local
medical board for the examination of recruits. Ends.

DND 5199-7

Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue à St. John's pour discuter
des questions bilatérales de défense

Minutes of a Meeting Held in St. John's Io Discuss
13ilateral Defence Questions

SECRET

Present:
St. John's, July 29, 1940

Hon. L. E. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice and Defence `
Hon. Sir Wilfrid Woods, Commissioner for Public Works
Capt. Schwerdt, R.N. Naval representative in Newfoundland
U.-Col. Rendell, O.C. Newfoundland Militia
Major-General T. V. Anderson, Inspector-General (C.C.)!
Major A. B. Garrow, C.AS.F., S.O., I.G. (C.C.)t

The Conference was arranged to discuss matters concerning the defence of
N41foundland, which are of mutual interest to both Canada and Newfound-
kna• TbF* points discussed and the action taken, if any, are as follows:

$. TRAINING NEWFOUNDLAND MILITIA

lle Illspector-General explained why the Black Watch had been unable
undertake to train more than SO Newfoundland Militia at a time. Mr.

'ReprEsentaat le Gaada. ' 1 RepresentinY Canada.
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Emerson asked that O.C. of the relieving unit should be requested to assist
to as great an extent as possible in such training. It was agreed that the
O.C. troops, Airport, and the Newfoundland authorities should make their
arrangements direct with one another in this respect.

. . .

Mr. Emerson stated that Newfoundland would like to send a further party
of twelve officers and other ranks to Canada for training

ôvided i
n Dti116e was ut^leâ

The I.G. stated that he could s^e D.O.C.,objection
M.D. 6, states that this addi-

tional
to take them. (Note:

tional personnel from Newfoundland can be attached for training in Halifax
at any time. N.D.H.Q. approval is recommended.)

838.

7 TRAINING OF NEWFOUNDLAND SPECIALISTS

10298-D-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

DESPATCII 307
St. John's, October 2, 1945

Sir, Sir Humphrey ^Valwyn, invited
On my return from Ottawa the Governor,

me to Government House for an informal talk. In the course of our conversa
tion he touched on the problem of the rehabilitation of returnedo men up^
Newfoundland which appeared to exercise him considerably. He bS
among other things, the question of vocational training a nd whe

tGovern
her

could be taken to expedite a reply the
Blackmarsh

ment's inquiry respecting the Canadian Amy workshop on
Road. Reports had reached him that the military authorities were in voca-

tional

back to Canada the machines and tools that would be most useful
tional training, giving rise to the fear, locally [that only] the building ô^s

and
which
eventually become available. I explained.to him that the machines

moved out were special equipment for the servic^^ainin8were being .
repair of heavy guns and would be of no use whatever for vâde some further
purposes and that, while I had been [in] Ottawa, I had m ortance the
efforts to get a speedy decision on the question knowing the imp
Newfoundland Government attached to it. I had

2. I was glad to learn that His Excellency agreed with t1iNefoundl^d
already urged that arrangements be made under which st
ex-servicemen could receive vocational training in Canada and reply^
that every, effort will be made to forward an early and satrsf

.

I have etc.
J. S. MACppNALD

1
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CTS 1946 No. 11

au commissaire aux Affaires intérieures et d l'Éducation
. High Commissioner in Newfoundland

to Commissioner for Home Affairs and Education
No. 2

Dear Mr. Walsh,
St. John's, February 14, 1946

With reference to the request of your Government respecting provision of
vocational training in Canada for a limited number of ex-service personnel of
Newfoundland (other than those who served in the Canadian Armed Forces)
and the discussions carried on recently in Ottawa by the Director of Civil
Re-establishment with officers of the Department of Veterans Affairs on the
detailed arrangements that would be required I wish to inform you that the
Canadian Government is prepared to agree to the arrangements set forth
hereunder:

I. The Newfoundland Government will nominate personnel for voca-
tional training courses to the D.V.A. which, after acceptance, will
arrange with the Department of Labour for allocation to voca-
tional training schools operated by the Department of Labour, or
to private institutions. Each application will be considered
individually by D.V.A. upon its merits. The fees for instruction
at private institutions will be paid directly to the institution by
the Government of Newfoundland. The costs of instruction at
Canadian Vocational Training Schools will be paid by the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs, which will recover the amount from the
Government of Newfoundland. The rate of fees at C.V.T.
schools is set at $25 per month per trainee.

2.
The Newfoundland Government shall certify to the D.V.A. that
candidates for training in Canada are physically fit to undertake
such training, certification to include results of chest X-ray.

3.
Maintenance allowances will. be paid directly to the trainee by the
Newfoundl A G

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

an overnment accord^ng to the Newfoundland CivilRe-establishment Scheme.
4• Transportation from Newfoundland to the training centre'will be
' ro 'd d

n^ng centre to the trainee's home in Newfoundland will be paid
by the D.V.A and recovercd f h

P w e by inc Newfoundland Government. The cost of transpor-
tation from one training. centre to another within Canada when
authorized by the D.V.A., and the cost of transportation from a
trai ' •

• rom t e Newfoundland Government.5• Each candidate for training will be despatched from Newfoundland
with funds for living ex enses suffi ' '• • •

account o indjgence shall be recoverable from the
Newfoundland Government.

days after arrival in Canâda, and any neces ary advance of moneybyDVA on f. • y
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6. The D.V.A. undertakes to provide necessary medical treatment,
including hospitalization, for the trainees during the training period,
the cost of which shall be recoverable from the Newfoundland
Government. The Government of Canada shall not be liable for
injuries to Newfoundland veterans while undergoing training. In
the case of the death of a trainee the D.V.A. will forward the
remains to the trainee's home, unless otherwise instructed, and ex-
penses incurred will be paid by the D.V.A., recoverable from the
Newfoundland Government.

7. It is understood that all trainees will return to Newfoundland on
completion of training, as set forth in Order-in-Council 7032 of
November, 1945.1 Any expenses incurred in enforcing the trainee's
return shall be recoverable from the Newfoundland Government.

8. It is understood that Newfoundland trainees accepted under the
agreement will conform, where applicable, to all rules and regula-
tions laid down by the Department of Labour and D.V.A. for the
administration of vocational training.

9. The Newfoundland Government understands that accommodation
in most Canadian training centres is taxed to the limit and that
there are many on the waiting list for admission. D.V.A. how-
ever, in making arrangements for Newfoundland candidates will
give every possible consideration to their training needs consistent
with these limiting conditions.

It is understood that, if your Government concurs in the arrangements out-
lined above, this letter and your reply will be regarded as constituting agree-
ment between the two Governments on the subject.

Yours sincerely,
J. S. MACDONALD

840. CTS 1946 No. 11

Le commissaire aux Affaires intérieures et d ltducation
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Home Affairs and Education
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, February 27, 1946
Dear Sir,

Your letter No. 2 of the 14th February, containing the terms of an
arrangement under which a limited number of ex-Service personnel fr lm
Newfoundland would be accepted for vocational training in Canadian Schoo y
has been considered by the Commission of Government, and I am directed
to inform you that the Newfoundland Government agrees to the arrange1aent
which your Government has proposed.,
^^ X {

Y Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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With respect to paragraph 5 we should be glad if the Department of
Veterans

Affairs would notify our Department of Civil Re-establishment
fairly promptly of any advances on account of indigence recoverable from
the

Newfoundland Government. It is assumed that the Department of
Veterans Affairs will make these advances only in such circumstances as that
Department would make advances to Canadian personnel.

It is agreed that your letter and this reply will be regarded as constituting
an arrangement between the two Governments on the subject, and on behalf
of the Commission of Government I should be glad if you would convey to
your Government our appreciation of the interest which they have taken and
the courtesy which they have shown in the matter.

Yours sincerely,

A. J. WALSH

841.

LE RECRUTEMENT DES TERRE-NEUVIENS POUR LES
FORCES CANADIENNES

RECRUITING OF NEfVFOUNDLANDERS FOR CANADIAN FORCES

DND HQ 304-75/10
Le chef d'état-major de l'Air au commandant de l'aviation,

région d'entraînement de Montréal

Chief of the Air Staff Io Air Officer Coii:rnanding, Montreal
Training Command

Ottawa, May 18, 1942
RECRUITING IN NEWFOUNDLAND. R.C.A.F. (WOMEN'S DIVISION)

I.
to recruit women in Newfoundland for service in the

R.C.A.F. (Women's Division) has been received from the Commissioner o
Defence for Newfoundland. f

2.
Attached for your information is a copy of letterl addressed to the Com-

mandin8 Officer, No. 16 Recruiting Centre, Halifax, in which he has been
^strllcted to send a fully equipped Mobile Unit on a recruiting mission to
Newfoundland as soon as possible. Quotas assigned for this u ose arefollows: ; P rP as

TRADE QUOTA REPORTING DATE MANNING DEPOTGeneral Duties 40 _ 20 June 20th
ia^ 20 June 27th -" 7
Me^^0°^eQ 40 June 27th 7

omen 20 July 11 th # 7
^â' Addiaonal quotas may be authorized if it is found

a

#

^e1^ 1^e available for the trades of Clerk (Steno), Clerks (Geneal and
(OperaUons Room)-reference para. 6 letter attached. )

IN on réDroduite ` ,
Not pttnted.
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4. Upon the Unit's return to Halifax on or about 6th June, particulars of
enlistments and assembling points will be forwarded to you. It will then be
necessary for you to detail W.D. Officers to escort each party from New-
foundland to arrive at Manning Depot on dates designated above.

5. If you anticipate any difficulty in securing personnel for this purpose
within your Command, please advise these Headquarters at the earliest pos-

[

sible date.
E. MIDDLETON

Air Commodore
for Chief of the Air Staff

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le commandant, centre de recrutement du CARC d Halifax,
au secrétaire, ministère de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Officer Commanding, RCAF Recruiting Centre in Halifax,
to Secretary, Department of National Defence for Air

SECRET
Halifax, May 7, 1942

ENLISTMENT OF R.C.A.F. (W.D.), APPLICANTS IN NEWFOUNDLAND

r

i

. .

7. From observations at both Gander and St. John's it is believed that it
would be advantageous for the RCAF to fill the Women's Division establish-
ments as far as possible with Newfoundland personnel. It is therefore recom-
mended that arrangements be made to invite applications for enlistment in the
R.C.A.F. (W.D.) and to effect the enlistment of suitable candidates in the
St. John's area, and possibly at other points along the Newfo^dndl ë ofaNew-
between St. John's and Port-Aux-Basques, subject to the oints
foundland officials who are familiar with the territory adjacent to such p
as Grand Falls and Comer Brook.

Flight-Lieutenant

L. T. CiiAPMAN

4

DND HQ 304-75/10

Le commandant, unité mobile de recrutement du CARC,

au secrétaire, ministère de la Défense p

Officer Commanding, RCAF Mobile Recruiting Centre, to Seeretary,

Department of National De^ence for Air
28, 1942

SECRET St. John's, May

RECRUJTINO IN NEWFOUNDLAND, R.C.A.F. (WOMEN'S DIVISION) ber Of

1. Findings on this Mobile tour are becoming clearer. A la^e nu is is

applicants must be dealt with in order to obtain a few enlistments.
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occasioned (1) By the lack of education. Many below the minimum standard
present themselves in spite of advertisement of the requirements and these
are sorted out and rejected courteously. Grade eight here would appear to
be as common for the maximum as Grade eleven in Canada, (2) By the very
low scores on the Classification tests, (3) By the number who are not found
qualified, for telephone operator, driver transport, etc, but are unwilling to
accept General Duties, (4) By the large number of medical rejections.

F. K. STEWART
Flying-Officer

DND HQ 304-75/10
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
Hig1i Cornnrissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPAT 3

for External Affairs
cH 14 St. John's, June 1, 1942

Sir,

With reference to my despatch No. 279 of May 231 concerning recruiting
in Newfoundland for the Royal Canadian Air Force (Women's Division), I
reproduce herewith the following report of an interview on the subject with
the Hon. L. E. Emerson, Commissioner for Justice and Defence, which
appeared in the Evening Telegram of May 30:

There seems to be some considerable anxiety, said the Commissioner for
Defence when interviewed by our representative this morning, as to the extent towhich recruiting for the R.C.A.F. Women's Division is to be carried out inNewfoundland. Various statements have been made on the subject, one to the
effect that an unlimited number of women would be sought, another that two
bundred were required, and so on.

People of Newfoundland that only a very limited number of women were

The true position is that the numbers sought at the present time will not
exceed one hundred. Recruiting will finish in St. John's on Tuesday and the
recruiting Party will proceed by train to Grand Falls for a couple of days and then,
to Corner Brook for a couple more.
'.. I have been informed that the number of applications has been quite sub-

ttanUal. The tests, however, both educational and physical are severe, particularly
0'3 ; the Physical aide, and the number so far accepted has not been great, the
COnimiuioner said.

The Commissioner also said that he was glad to be able to make this state-
ment as there seemed to be an idea abroad that there would be a very large
ex^dus of our female population at an early date to this Force.

2• APParently the purpose of Mr. Emerson's statement was to reassure the

9°1n8 to leave the country to join the Royal Canadian Air Force.
I have etc.

^^..
C. J. BURCÜELL

^noll.._hDroduite. I N t n. tdopne .
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844. DND HQ 304-75/10

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 542 St. John's, September 22, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to enclose herewith a letter received from Major-General

L. F. Page, General Officer Commanding Canadian Troops in Newfound-

land, in which he informs me of the proposal to start a recruiting campaign
in Newfoundland for the purpose of recruiting women for the C.W.A.C.

2. I had an informal conference with the Honourable Mr. Emerson, Corn-
missioner for Defence, yesterday on the subject. In the course of conversation
with him, I intimated that Major-General Page had informed me that he
might request me to make an application to him for permission to send a
recruiting officer here for the purpose mentioned.

3. Mr. Emerson appeared to be quite lukewarm about the proposal to
send a recruiting officer here to open up the campaign for the C.W.A.C.

but I do not think he would actually refuse permission if a formal request
was made to him.

4. I have not made any formal request as I have intimated to Major-

General Page that the starting of recruiting campaigns in Newfoundland for
any of the Canadian Forces is a matter of policy which should be settled by

the Department of External Affairs and that I felt I should obtain some
definite instructions from you before taking any action in the matter.
...

8. May I suggest that if it is decided to proceed with the campaign for the
C.W.A.C. and if the Newfoundland Commission of Government give their

approval, that it should be agreed upon in advance as to the , lumôbably

women it is proposed to recruit. Indeed, I think Mr. Emerson w11 P
insist upon such an arrangement.

9. In considering the matter of policy of obtaining recruits in Nf ^ ^^ds

land for the Canadian Services, may I suggest that the matter o
for the Naval Services should also be considered.

` 10. In that connection I refer to your confidential despatch No. 136 tô

June 29, 19421 which states that the broad policy being followe

d

refuse acceptance of Newfoundlanders for the Navy except
where they are

particularly qualified for service in the Navy on the ground that
the e s i^d

list of resident Canadians is still of large proportions, both for o^

men. Further, it is considered undesirable that non-residents of
Canada

should receive prior consideration.
11. I understand that there are at the present time several y

oung boys
for

belonging to the leading families of Newfoundland who have app^ed

Non reproduite. ' Not printed. ^
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admission to the Navy, but whose applications have been refused because they
are Newfoundlanders and not Canadians.

12. I would respectfully suggest that if permission is to be asked of the
Newfoundland Commission of Government to commence recruiting for
the C.W.A.C. or for any other branch'of the Services, it should be accom-
panied by notification to the Newfoundland Government that Newfound-
landers would be permitted to join any branch of the Canadian Services
on the same terms as Canadians but where it is a matter of competition, as
in the case of applicants for admission to the Naval Training Schools, it
would have to be understood that Newfoundland boys would be in com-
petition with Canadian boys and would only be selected if they have quali-
fications equal to successful Canadian applicants.

13. It is, of course, quite clear that no recruiting for any of the Canadian
Services could be carried on in Newfoundland without the approval of the
Newfoundland Commission of Government, e.g. permission to recruit in
Newfoundland would certainly not be given in the case of men for the
Canadian Army as this would put the Newfoundland Commission of Govern-
ment in competition with the Canadian Government, as it is necessary to
carry on recruiting campaigns from time to time to secure recruits for certain
British Artillery Units composed of Newfoundlanders now in the United
Kingdom. In my despatch No. 479 of August 28, 1942 I mentioned the fact
that a recruiting campaign was then being carried on to ensure 1,000 men
to be enlisted within the next several months in order to bring up to strength
the two artillery regiments of the United Kingdom Forces which are being
manned by Newfoundlanders. In the recruiting broadcast which the Honour-
able

L. E. Emerson, Commissioner for Defence, made on August 24th, he
Q the Government of Newfoundland definitely stated that priority
must be given to the provision of these men over all other claims, referring
Particularly to work on defence projects in Newfoundland.'

14.
The same objection, however, would not arise in the case of recruitingfor

women for either the Canadian Army, Navy or Air Force, but in such
°ase the formal permission of the Newfoundland Commission of Govern-
ment should first be obtained. '

15. It does not, however, appear to me to be quite reasonable to expect the
Newfoundland Commission of Government to permit recruiting of their
women and to refuse the application of men for other Services, such as the
NavY, -when such applications met with the approval of the Commission of
Government in Newfoundland.

16. Iwill await further instructions from you before taking any action
°n the letter from Major-General Page.T

lA Partir de 1940 des Terre>Neuviens fu.
admis ; 1'entratnement au Canada en

m^ du plan d'entrainement aérien du Com-
^r °^^ " britannique; règle gEnErale, après
^ent, i1s ,.n%,aas la RAF.

I have etc.
C. J. IIURCHELL

1 BeQinning in 1940, Newfoundland men
were accepted in Canada for training under
the British Commonwealth Air Training
Plan; as a rule, they subsequently served In
the RAF.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

L'officier général commandant les troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve
au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

General Officer Commanding Canadian Troops in Newfoundland
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, September 21, 1942

Dear Mr. Burchell,
Further to my conversation of today's date, this is to advise you that I am

in receipt of a telegram from the Adjutant-General which reads as follows:

District Officer Commanding No. 6 suggests that there are a large number
desirable recruits Newfoundland anxious join C.W.A.C. and requests permission
send Recruiting Officer C.W.A.C. to Newfoundland to obtain recruits. Would
like to know whether you consider this worthwhile before taking official action.

2. I am of the opinion that no such action should be taken without prior
consent of the Newfoundland Government, and I would be grateful if you
would approach them and get their reactions to this proposal.

Yours very truly,
L. F. PAGE

Major-General

845. DND HQ 304-75/10

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 618 St. John's, October 22, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 542 of September 22, 1942

regarding the matter of recruiting in Newfoundland for women for the Cana-
dian Services . . .

8. I understand from a conversation I had recently with the Honourable
Mr. Emerson that he has now received a formal request from the Air
for permission to continue the campaign for the recruiting of Air Force
women in Newfoundland. Mr. Emerson also informed me that in a reCent
conversation with the Naval authorities he understood that the Naval authori-
ties were also planning to conduct a campaign for recruits in Newfoundland•

9. I would strongly urge that the whole matter of policy be considered and
some workable arrangement be made, as it will raise difficult problems here
if the Air Force, the Army and the Navy invade this country with three SePa'
rate recruiting campaigns for women, and especially if each of the ]Forces
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the
Air Force having to pay their own way to Canada. So far as recruits inthe
Army are concerned, these should only be accepted with the ap roval of

carry on such extensive advertising campaigns as was carried on in the case of
the Air Force campaign.

10.
May I suggest that it might be possible for the three Forces to co-

operate in the matter of obtaining women recruits for the three Services in
Newfoundland. May I also suggest that instead of having a widely advertised
special campaign that the three Services might be authorized, with the consent
of the Newfoundland Commission of Government, to carry on a continuous
campaign for recruits in Newfoundland which would not have the disturbing
effect of a special campaign with special advertising and other accompani-
ments of a special campaign and especially avoiding the appearance of the
three Canadian branches of the Services being in competition with each other
for recruits.

11.
The situation at the present time, as I understand it, is that if a woman

wants to enlist in any of the Canadian Women's Forces, she has to go to
Canada and pay her own way there unless she is recruited in a special cam-
Paign. May I suggest that the recruiting authorities in each of the three Ser-
vices should be authorized to receive applications at all times for enlistment
in their respective Services and have their medical and other qualifications
passed upon by competent authorities in Newfoundland and if they are
accepted, the authorization should be given to pay the passage of these girlsto whatever place in Canada they may be required.

12. I am quite sure that if some such arrangement as this is made and a
sPeclal campaign is avoided, there will be no objection raised by the peopleof Nevy{oundland.

13.
May I also suggest that the same procedure should be followed in

respect of recruits for the Navy and for the Air Force and, in some cases at
least, for the Army. I know that at the present time there is strong objection
inNewfoundland to the refusal of the Canadian Navy to accept Newfoundland
boys for Naval training. Objection is also raised to men who desire to et into

mmissioner for Defence in view of the recruiting which is now beingearried
on in Newfoundland to supplement Newfoundland's Forces 'now

overseas, I understand, however, that from time to time certain men who
have the qualifications for ofTcers would prefer'to enter the Canadian Arm

Commissioner for Justice would not, I think, raise any objection uiseh^cases.
14,

As I understand that the R.C.A.F. intend to commen
bo4oundland on the I st of November, the matters of policy 3v^idng in

^d be settled at an early date and before the departure of the mobile
°^t for Nev,foundland.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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846.
DND HQ 304-75/10

Le haut commissaire à Terre Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DESpATCH 654 St. John's, November 2, 1942

Sir, 1942'
I have the honour to refer to my d^Po. 641 of October 29,

Newfoundland for theand to previous despatches regarding recruiting
Canadian Services.

2. Since the despatch under reference was ô^e same
s'eived your

airmail despatch No. 256 of October 26, 1942 subject.

3. I am now in receipt of a letter from Sir Wilfrid W. Woods, Acting
^e

Commissioner for Defence, in which he informs
of October approval

a meeting of

Commission of Government held on the 30th Pproval was give

to recruiting in Newfoundland for the Women's Division of the Canadian

Army.
4. I have advised Major-General Page that this permission has been

granted.
I have etc.

C. J. BURCIiELL

847.
DND HQ 304-75/10

Procès-verbal d'une réunion d'un comité spécial pour envisager une
politique commune de recrutement à Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of a Special Committee to Consider
a Common Recruiting Policy in Newfoundland

[OttawaJ November 17,1942

Pursuant to Defence Council Meeting of November 13th, 1942, II ldefcâ
ing that the Personnel Heads of the three Services convene and ca ^eeting
common recruiting policy for the three Services in Newfoundland,
was held on Tuesday, November 17th, at 1500 hours.

Air Commodore E. E. Middleton was in the chair. Those present were:
Captain E. R. Mainguy (R.C.N.)
Colonel J. Ness (Canadian Army) Mr.

The Committee reviewed the representation thatin had been ^S New fôund,
C. J. Burchell, the High Commissioner for Canada ^tea by iotensiVe and
land, pointing out the disturbance that had been

Non reproduite. ^ Not printed.
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short recruiting campaigns, and the subsequent inability for personnel of
Newfoundland to enlist unless they come to the mainland at their own
expense.

After duly considering all the points concerning recruiting in Newfound-
land, the following recommendations are jointly made:

(a) That due to an understanding with the United Kingdom Authorities,
the three Services are not prepared to enlist men in Newfoundland.

(b) That the enlistment of women by either of the three Services in
Newfoundland would be with a view to their employment in New-
foundland, but that this cannot be guaranteed absolutely, as the
exigencies of the Services might dictate their posting elsewhere.

(c) The three Services agreed that they would make arrangements to
accept recruits women [sic] continuously in Newfoundland and to
have their medical and other qualifications passed upon by com-
petent authorities in that country, and that such recruits, if accepted,
would have their passage paid to Canada to whatever place therein
they may be required for training or employment. Recruiting would
be open continuously by each of the Services as long as women
were required, and no special campaign would be put on.

E. R. MAINGUY

Captain (R.C.N.)
J. NESS

Colonel (Canadian Army)

E. E. MIDDLETON
Air Commodore (R.C.A.F.)

DND HQ 304-75/10

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

- High Conunissioner in New/oundland to Secretary of State -

DESPATCH 91

Sir,

for External Affairs

St. John's, February 16, 1943

1 have the honour to refcrto your despatch No. 32 of February 5, 19431
^^respect to the matter of male citizens of Newfoundland being recruitedthe, Royal Canadian Air Force.

2' I-COnferred with Air Commodore Heakes in regard to this matter.
3• Under date of February 11, I sent a letter to the Honourable L. E.
e^s0nv K.C., Commissioner for Justice and Defence, as follows:

nProduita' 1 N t 'W pnntod.
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February 11, 1943

Dear Mr. Emerson,
The Royal Canadian Air Force, from time to time in past months, has

received applications for enlistment from young men in Newfoundland, but no
provision has been made for their examination and acceptance in this country.
The result has been that some intending applicants have gone to Canada to seek
admission there but have had to do so at their own expenses and have had to run
the risk of rejection, after their arrival there, because of physical defects.

I understand that Air Commodore Heakes has been discussing the matter
with Colonel Rendell and it is now proposed, subject to the approval of the
Commission of Government, to accept recruits in Newfoundland and have them
examined in this country. It would, however, be understood that if so desired
each recruit, before being finally accepted, would receive the approval of yourself
or Colonel Rendell or some other person authorized by you.

Will you kindly advise me if this proposed arrangement is satisfactory to
the Commission of Government.

Yours faithfully,
C. I. BURCIIELL

4. I am today in receipt of the following reply from Mr. Emerson:
February 13, 1943

Dear Mr. Burcbell,
I brought your letter of February 11th No. 13 to the attention of Commission

of Government at its meeting yesterday and I am to say that the Government
accepts in principle the proposal that the R.C.A.F. should accept recruits in
Newfoundland and have them examined in this country.

In my discussion of the subject with Colonel Rendell and others I found
that a number of workmen from the Dockyard, the Railway and the Foundry
and young apprentices mechanics have been applying for enlistment and that a
number of others have indicated their intention of so doing. This is a very serious
matter. The work which these young men are doing is of vital importance to the
war effort. The repairing of ships, in which both the Dockyard and Foundry all
primarily engaged, the running of our trains are all of just as grave impo^u"e
as enlistment in the Forces.

We do not wish to embark upon a regulation prohibiting these Young men
from leaving their jobs, nor do we feel inclined, at the moment, to ask the
R.C.A.F. to reject them.

Under these circumstances, the suggestion contained in the second last
paragraph of your letter is one upon which we would like the R.C.A.F. authorities
to act, that is, the name of each prospective recruit should be submitted to
Col. Rendell for consideration before he is accepted.

Yours faithfully,
L E. EMERSON

5. You will note from this letter that the Government of Newfoundland
; aecepts in principle the proposal that the. Royal Canadian Air Force should
accept recruits in Newfoundland and have them examined in this country,
but requests that the name of each' prôspective candidate should be submthe
to Colonel Rendell, the Secretary; for Defence, for consideration before

- is accepted.
I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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DND HQ 304-75/10

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in New f oundland

DESPATCH 406
Ottawa, December 24, 1943

Sir,

May I refer to your despatch No. 931 of November 22, 19431 and other
correspondence concerning recruiting for the Royal Canadian Air Force in
Newfoundland.

2. I am advised by the Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air that
in view of the reduced volume of business resulting from the suspension of
enlistments in ground trades and the scaling down of enlistments in the
Women's Division to a replacement basis, it is uneconomical to maintain a
Permanent recruiting staff in Newfoundland.

3. It has, accordingly, been decided to withdraw the staff at present
attached to

No. 1 Group Headquarters, effective January 15. It is possible
that a visit to Newfoundland during the summer of 1944 by a mobile re-
emiting unit may be justified with a view to selecting aircrew applicants.
While no definite commitments can be made at the present time, the Otiicer-
in-Charge of the Recruiting Unit has been instructed to discuss tentative
plans in this connection with representatives of the Newfoundland Commis-
sion of Government prior to the withdrawal of the Unit on January 15.

4. It will be appreciated by the Department of National Defence for Air
YOU Fvnill extend to the appropriate representatives of the Newfoundland

h^Vernment their warm apprcciation of the fine spirit of co-o eration -which
been extended to the recruiting pHe^ personnel and officials at No. 1 Group
quarters in St. John's in connection with their recruiting activitiés duringthe pâst ye^.

I have etc.

[N. A. ROBERTSON]
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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850. NPA GN1/8 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J. and D.8-1945 St. John's, March 8, 1945

CONFIDENTIAL

My colleagues will have received the copy which I circulated of the letter
of February 27th.1 from the High Commissioner for Canada informing me
that the Canadian Government did not consider it advisable at this juncture
to proceed with the enlistment of the men of our Royal Artillery stationed in
St. John's.

Since sending me this letter Mr. Macdonald has called upon me and dis-
cussed the situation fully. He has now written me a further letter, copy of
which I attach.

..I.ask that the question be considered at the next meeting of Commission
and a final decision made as to the answer which I should make to Mr.
Macdonald.

No. 15

H. A. WINTER

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve
au commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner
for Justice and Defence

St. John's, March 7, 1945

Dear Mr. Winter, reci-
In informing my Government that I had conveyed to you its keen app

ation of the offer to make available volunteers from the Newfoundland Regi-
ment2 for enlistment in the Canadian Army, I expressed the view that our
"decision not to accept the offer would cause a good deal of disappointalent
in Newfoundland and would have the effect of preventing a numbe én^ W^é
trained men from taking a fuller share in the war effort, as app^ y
United Kingdom authorities did not wish to accept their services as a group
and the men, on their part, did not wish to proceed overseas as individube
for service in the various United Kingdom units to which they might
assigned on arrival. Government

I have today received a reply in which it is intimated thatm rGovernment
did not appreciate this aspect of the matter, and that if y

1 ta

1 Non reproduite. I Not printed. attain^ f au
' La milice de Terre-Neuve fut officiellement ' T6e Newfoundland Militia dland R'91

élevée au rang de rEgiment en man 1943. regimental ttatus as the Ne^f °^

meat in March 1943.
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desires to make a formal request that available volunteers from the New-
foundland Regiment be accepted for enlistment in the Canadian Armed
Forces for service overseas, they would be prepared to re-examine the ques-
tion. It would be helpful, in reaching a decision in the matter, if we could be
assured that the, United Kingdom Government concurs in the proposal. It
would be understood, also, that the Canadian Government would be free to
make public the fact that the request to permit enlistment of Newfoundlanders
in the Canadian Armed Forces had come from the Newfoundland Govern-
ment.

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

851.
NPA S-1-1-4

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la commission pour Terre-Neuve
Minutes of a Meeting of Commission of Government of Newfoundland

St. John's, March 9, 1945

198-'45 J. & D. 8245. In view of the letter addressed to the Commissioner
for Justice and Defence by the Canadian High Commissioner under
date March 7th, 1945, it was agreed that formal proposals should be
made to the Canadian Government for the enlistment in the Cana-
dian Forces of available volunteers from the Newfoundland Regi-
ment. Men so accepted will be credited by the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment with gratuity and deferred pay proportionate to the period
they have served in the Newfoundland Regiment.

852. °
DND HQ 304-75/10

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au sous-secrétaire
d'E`tat aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air to Under-Secretâry
of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] May 16, 1946
Enquiries are presently' being received from citizens of Newfoundland as

Fotheeir eligibility for enlistment or appointment in the Royal Canadian Air

S6me of the enquircrs have seen previous service during the past war with
the RCAF and are now applying to re-enlist or re-engage, whereas othersarea' l^

i eP Aug for enlistment for the first time.
RW will, undoubtedly, be required to operate some bases on the

^ast Coast of Canada and will, in all probability, be active in the areas
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immediately surrounding Newfoundland and Labrador. It is, therefore, con-
sidered that it would be advisable and advantageous to both Governments
concerned. if a certain number of Newfoundland nationals could be engaged
for service in the RCAF.

It is, therefore, requested that permission be sought from the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland to permit citizens of that Country and Labrador
to be enlisted, appointed or re-engaged for service in the Royal Canadian
Air Force. Information has been obtained through the Air Officer Com-
manding of Eastern Air Command that the High Commissioner [sic] of the
Newfoundland Government will be agreeable to granting such permission but
that it should be procured through the official Government channels.

Permission is also desired to allow qualified RCAF officers to outline to
interested parties or groups in Newfoundland the future that the RCAF has
to offer to suitably qualified recruits.

Yours very truly,

H. F. GORDON

853.
DND HQ 304-75/10

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 289 St. John's, July 16, 1946

Sir,
With reference to my telegram No. 126 of July 4tht and earlier cor-

respondence respecting permission to enlist Newfoundland nationals in the
Armed Services of Canada, I may say that I have had a talk on the subject
with the Honourable H. A. Winter, Commissioner for Justice and Defence,
following his return from Canada. Mr. Winter, as I knew from previous
conversations with him, is personally entirely agreeable to permission being
granted and is making a recommendation to the Commission to that effect.

2. I am sure that it would tend to make the proposal more acceptable if
we did not stress too strongly the legal and constitutional principle involved
in the granting of permission to recruit for all the Canadian Armed Services.
.Consequently, in my conversation with him I stressed the point that all that
we were contemplating at the moment was to ofier posts in the Royal ana-uali-
dian Air Force to Newfoundlanders who had suitable air training and quali-
fications. I told him that we h3d, in fact, received enquiries from a

nurn
bveof men who were very much interésted, and I knew it would he lp to does

their rproblem in getting re-established, particularly as Newfouf dol^ der^Ce
not offer an outlet for the type of training they have acquiredt. . . .
-- • ' ^, . -' Non reproduit. ^ 3 Not printed.
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in the war. Mr. Winter will, I think, stress this point in the discussion in the
Commission rather than the legal and constitutional aspect and i feel sure it
will materially help to avoid a discussion on the legal and constitutional
aspects of the matter and secure the object we had in mind.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

DND HQ 304-75/10
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État suppléant

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Acting Secretary
CI O

DESPATCx 336

of ate for External Affairs

Sir, St. John's, August 16, 1946

With reference to my telegram No. 157 of August 12th1 I have the honour
to report that the Honourable H. A. Winter, Commissioner for Justice and
Defence, has confirmed by letter that the Commission of Government has
agreed to grant permission for the enlistment of Newfoundland citizens in the
Armed Services of Canada. Indeed, Mr. Winter goes further and states that
the Government feel that any Newfoundlanders who desire to enlist should be
encouraged to do so.

Mr.
Winter adds that if his Department can assist in the work of recruit-

ment in any way he would be glad to give the necessary instructions.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

aSS. :
DND HQ 304-75/10

Le sous-ministre suppléant de la Défense nationale pour l'Air
au sous-secrétaire d'État ' aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Deputy Alinister of National Defence for Air
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Deaz Mr. Pearson, [Ottawa,] January 17, 1947

l
NWrefer to our letter of 4th January, 19472, in which we asked that

oundland Government be advised of our desire to commen
the

mediatérecruiting campaign in Newfoundland. ^^ im-

^^cOndiUons have altered since the despatch of our letter to you and the
` t personnel strength of the Royal Canadian Air Force would appear to

N^n "re^pr^^ ^ Not printed.
• Not prcnted.
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be adequate for our purposes. We have accordingly ordered all our Com-
mands to suspend recruiting activities and we will be unable to recruit New-
foundlanders into the R.C.A.F. It would therefore be appreciated if you
would not convey our original request to the Newfoundland Government to
initiate a recruiting campaign in Newfoundland. In the event, however, that
the RCAF re-commences recruiting in the future, we would desire to be able
to enlist any Newfoundland Nationals who might apply for entrance into the

R.C.A.F. at that time.
Yours very truly,

JAMES A. SHARPE

856.
DND HQ 304-75/10

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air

CONFIDENTIAL
Ottawa, January 20, 1947

In your memorandum of January 17th you informed me that, as a result
of altered conditions since the despatch of your letter of January 4th,' you
will be unable to recruit Newfoundlanders into the Royal Canadian Air

Force.
I will inform the Newfoundland authorities of these circumstances and i

will tell them that, in the event that the Royal Canadian Air Force re-com'
mences recruiting in the future, you would desire to be able to e' ^ana
Newfoundland nationals who might apply for entrance into the Royal
dian Air Force at that_time.

G. L. MACiANN
for the Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

857.
DND HQ 304-75/10

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

13, 1949
DESPATCx 34 , St. John's, January

Sir, No.
I have the honour to refer to your circular document Consular

.

dated December 28th2 regarding requirements for enlistment in the Cana^aII
services.

Il Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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2. I would judge from your despatch that Canadian residence is now a
prerequisite for enlistment by Newfoundlanders in the Canadian services.
As you know we have for a considerable time been receiving a fairly steady
flow of applications for enlistment from Newfoundlanders and we have been
advising them in accordance with your circular document Consular No. 10 of
July 7th.1 It would be most undesirable, particularly now that Newfoundland
will likely soon be a Province of Canada, for us to commence informing
applicants here that they must have Canadian residence in order to qualify.3.

As a matter of fact the number of enquiries regarding enlistment has
been increasing since the July Referendum and particularly during the last
few weeks. I am inclined to think that the time may have arrived when con-
sideration

might well be given to making some arrangements whereunder
Newfoundlanders could apply for enlistment without travelling to the nearest
recruiting centre in Canada.

We find that the necessity to do this more fre-
quently than not deters Newfoundlanders interested in joining the Canadian
services from actually taking steps to enlist.

4.
No doubt when Newfoundland becomes a Province of Canada facilities

will be established here for recruiting as in other parts of Canada. Althoughthe
Newfoundland Government agreed in August, 1946, that the Canadianservices

might, should they so desire, recruit in Newfoundland, I do not thinkthat
we should set up an actual recruiting centre here at the present time. It

mi8ht, however, be desirable to attach someone to the staff of this office who
would be authorizcd to deal on the spot with prospective recruits. Arrange-
ments could be made locally regarding medical examinations, etc. If the ser-
vices are interested in tappin.g the potential body of recruits in Newfoundland
some such arrangement as this would, I think, be worth considering.

5. In any case I would be glad to have at your earliest convenience advice
regazding the application in Newfoundland of the ruling described in your
6rculaz document Consular No. 36. In the meantime it would be of assistance
to us here if you could send us some copies of the type of literature which is
Oven out in Canada to prospective recruits.

I have etc. I
C. J. BURCiiELL

DND HQ 304-75/10
Lesous-mfnistre de la Défense nationale au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux A, f jaires extérieures
DePuty Minister of National Defence to Under-Secretary of State

for External A,Qairs
De
^

^DENTUL
ar Sir, [Ottawa,) March 29, 1949

1 refer to your- letter of 8th Febru
tions 4conewhich you enquire about^ appli6atiou of the prescrit re la

ary 19- in
^°,:k18u rning the conditions forNoa r^^

, ' Not printed.NOa nprod^^
' Not printed.
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enlistment 'in the Canadian Services to Newfoundlanders. It is regretted
that, in referring this matter to the appropriate officers of the Navy, Army
and Air Force, it has not been possible to reply to your letter as quickly
as desirable.

Residence in Canada is not a prerequisite of enlistment in the Canadian
Armed Forces. Provided an applicant is a British subject and meets the
age and educational requirements, he is eligible. The residence clause, which
has now been waived insofar as Newfoundlanders are concerned, is neces-
sary only for the purpose of transportation costs from places of residence
outside Canada to the enlistment depot, such costs for Newfoundlanders now
being borne by the Canadian Government.

A potential recruit, resident in Newfoundland, should first write to the
appropriate enlistment office, listed in Appendix "A"1 attached, providing
proof of his age and education. If the applicant is considered suitable for
further enlistment processing, transportation from Newfoundland to the

appropriate recruiting office will be made at public expense.
Copies of literature' which is given out to prospective recruits are attached.

Your sincerely,

C. M. DRURY

LES ÉPOUSES ET LES DÉPENDANTS DES MILITAIRES CANADIENS

WIVES AND DEPENDENTS OF CANADIAN SERVICEMEN

859. DND NSS 1033-1-2

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

`I have the honour to refer to my telegram No. 59 of Deccmber 2,
i

red
which ^ I informed you that the United States Government had .orNew

• s m

f or External Affairs

St. John's, November 6, 1942

Sir, 3 1941,1

DESPATCH 672-

2. `In your telegram No. 56 of December 23, 194 , y ber. . • N 59 of Decem
1 1 ou inquired u a

the return to the United States of dependents of all miLtary Force
foundland who were United States citizens. ny

% Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.

the newspapers assumed the reason was to put the Army on a wa

reason had been given for this decision. In my telegram o• of
23, 1941, I informed you that I had inquired from the Consul réâson had
the United States as to the reason and he informed me that no that
been given in the order. directing the repatriation. I also informed your footing.
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At that time all wives and families of members of the Armed Forces
who were United States citizens were sent back to the United States. I
not the exact number of people sent back at that time but I understa have
number was between 700 and 1000. nd the

4.
An exception was made in the case of wives or members of families

who had actual employment with the American Forces, such as steners.
These were allowed to remain and most of them are still here and aph

probably remain so long as their husbands are stationed here. will

5. I now enclose a copy of an editorial which appeared in
The EvTelegram

of November 5, from which you will note that a strong s ening
made for taking home of the Canadian women to Canada foru^estion

is

mentioned in the editorial, which are as follows: he reasons

^1) "Even in normal times, suitable housing accommodation
been easy to obtain, and the city was wholly unable to éd not
a large influx, particularly of women. p with
commodation-almost any accommodation- shsu

such th tdflaor ac-
rooms are being rented at two, three or four times their ordin and
value. In some cases, these exorbitant prices are asked for rooms
containing little

more than four bare walls and the sthe ordinary conveniences, minimum of
a roof over their heads b o^ cuw nber ôe dire necessity to have
incomers even to consider living under s chs ohas

nditii nsc'
these

(2) In a city which is overcrowded, there is the possibility
outbreak of sickness, e.g. influenza. The hospital accomod ti n
in St. John's has always been inadequate to meet the needs
the normal population. "What would be the situation of
further demands be made upon the institutions, is no ' should
to consider." t pleasant

^3) The likelihood of an enemy attack, when the care of
add immenscly to thc housing and hospitalization problem".

visitors
(4)

The food supply. Transportation of supplies is not onl
but hazardous "and there is but a single and already ové restric ted11 r-worUne of railway which has to depend upon a steam ked

to give communication with the mainland.
S^p ferry service

experience to have the port of St. John's blockcd by ice, u so esual

times for weeks, during the winter months; it has occurred and
there is nothing to prevent i
country ts occurring again, that the c
country service has been stormbound for considerable periods."

(5) - St. John's having been selectcd as a defence base
there are dangers to be faced and visitors e 1^plies that
responsibility. an added

case of attack, it would be an additional

^^edlvl
,Armed Services, "just when they were reqcause of

uired to co e h toded attention to the serious matter of defence, to know
that they could not give their relatives their er
P'^otection if the city was atta k d" P sonal help andce.
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(7) In conclusion, the editorial states: "Let it not be thought for a
minute what has been said on this subject means there is any lack
of hospitality towards - these visitors. The regret is that accom-
modation for them is not available. Under other circumstances
they would be warmly welcomed guests, but none can be more
aware than they themselves as they search without avail for the
accommodation they desire of the serious problems which have
been created by their presence in this and other defence centres."

6. It is, I think reasonably clear that most of the points in the editorial,
if not all of them, are well taken.

7. An additional point might well have been made, namely that St. John's
is different from places like Halifax in that there are no other settlements or
places in Newfoundland to which, in case of n^e, Island are quickly

B rookremoved. The only other large settlements on
and Grand Falls and both places are now very well taxed to capacity with
their present population. Moreover, Grand Falls is nearly 200 miles away
from St. John's and Corner Brook is over 300 miles away.

8. Another point which might have been emphasized in the editorial is
that the only method of travel for the wives and families of members of the
Armed Forces is either by Trans-Canada Air LinesWomen and child-

ren
Port-aux-Basques and thence by steamer to Nova Scotia. because
ren are not travelling by steamer to Halifaxon he in

wRodney which is the
of the danger, and secondly, because
principal passenger boat, no passengers are permitted^tted except members of

the Armed Forces. T.C.A. has always a long waiting list and the New-
foundland Railway is so taxed to capacity that an order was recently issued
restricting all travel. This order was made before the loss of the

Caribou and

the loss of that steamer will cause further restrictions.

, 9. Perhaps you may consider it advisable to obtain the views of the Com-
manding Officers of the three Services in Newfoundland, on this are t ^om-
understand that, with a view to reducing the n^^nt months have made it
ing here, both the Amy and the Navy in vving allow-

fions are ut into force, it will eatl increase the cost of living

compulsory for practically all officers to live in barracks for their families
ance is granted to them if they also rent a house or roo ms
outside the barracks. I assume that the same order will be made witheedect

to the Air Force when their barracks now under construction are compl

10. In my despatch No. 663 of November 3, 1942,' I informed
you as to

the possibility of the Newfoundland Commission of Government very suVeieed

restricting the duty concessions on foodstuffs and other commodities PP

to the wives and families of inembers of the
Armed Forces. If these restrlc'

for the W'

p ^ y W receiving most
and families of members of the Armed Forces who are no
of their supplies free of duty.
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11. I understand the chief complaint in the matter of customs duties at
the present time is because of the large amount of foodstuffs and other
commodities which are being obtained by the wives and families of Canadian
Forces free of duty.

12. If the arrangement now proposed with respect to restriction of duty
free privileges for families of members of the Armed Forces is put into effect,it will

probably tend to reduce greatly the number of wives and families
now coming here, as their cost of living, together with the excessive amounts
they have to pay for rented rooms or houses, will prohibit many of them
from living here unless a special allowance is made for them.

13. 1 am not making any recommendations in the matter as I would not
do so without consulting the Officers Commanding the three services here and
obtaining their views, and this I have not done.

14. I thought it important, however, that you should be informed of
the arguments put forward by the editor of

The Evening Telegram whichI believe, reflects the attitude of many of the people of St. John's. ,

15. I may add the information, which you probably already know, that not
only have all American women been removed from Newfoundland, but it
is impossible now for a United States citizen who is a woman to get a permit
to enter Newfoundland and, in the case of a male citizen of the Ûnited
States, it is impossible for him to enter Newfoundland except on a special
Permit which is issued only at Washington, and upon proof that the appli-
cant has to visit Newfoundland on essential business. Orders to the foregoin
effect were issued at Washington some months ago. g

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

DND NSS 1033-1-2
L'ogi'cier supérieur, détachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve,- au sec ét ' •Il.

Marine
Flag Off"cer, Newloundland Force, to Secretary, Naval Board

[Ottawa,] December 3, 1942
Submitted for the consideration of the Department. A co ofme^a8e ^ received by A.O.C. PY an R.C.A.F.

JoTbe substance of this si d
fo^^cGroup, St. John's, is enclosed.

^ d an Item on the Agenda of the local
^d^ Services Sub-Committee meeting on November 30th, where it was

as the views and conditions of the three Services were so different,
it Would be preferable for each Service to resent its

2' Before p case separately.ap to.,.. ^e^ stating the Naval views, a review of the statements which led^ Proposal to withdraw dependents from Newfoundland is con-
4d ^^ssential. The debatable points are as follows:.

r alre du Conserl de la
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(a) The situation at St. John's with regard to abnormal overcrowding
due to the influx of war wives and dependents is no worse than in
many Canadian towns and Cities- and I speak from experience
of both Ottawa and Halifax. The approximate number of Naval
dependents in Newfoundland is 275, and no great increase is
expected. On the contrary, winter conditions and the natural
limitations caused by an uncontrolled rising cost of living will
tend to reduce the present level.

(b) In view of recent developments in the European war situation I
am in complete disagreemeent with the statement that an attack
on St. John's is a likelihood and, should it happen, that personnel
would be unduly affected in carrying out their duties; as far as
I know this suggestion is not borne out by experience in London,
Portsmouth, Plymouth, Liverpool, etc.

(c) The inference in the 2nd paragraph ( that
over
Newfoundland

the dependentslies should have preference in transportation
of the Canadian fighting Services is a view to which I cannot
subscribe.

(d) The statement that accommodation for Naval Officers is being
provided with the object of reducing the number of wives coming
to Newfoundland is completely untrue.

(e) The only foodstuffs affected by duty concessions which M C A. and
able to Naval dependents are those supplied by the
the Salvation Army Canteens. There is no issue f rom Service sup-
plies on repayment.

3. As previously stated the conditions governing the existence and opera-
tions of the three Services in Newfoundland are very different, and arguments
used for and against this proposal are not necessarily common to all. The
Naval case is based on the fact that the main forces in this Command are
employed on Atlantic Convoy under most arduous conditions, where sleep,
rest and recreation are only obtained on the short visits to port. As the war
progresses, increasing war-weariness and strain are certain to be m

and

with equal certainty steps should be taken forthwith to do everything possible
to reduce the strain. Here lies a great difference between the Naval forces
and those of the other Services.

4. St. John's is a Base where men and materials are rested and riP aiâre
between operational periods on convoy. During the rest period t Y
non-operational, and aside from time taken for necessary training activlties
and giving assistance in eftecting repairs on their ships, every encourage^ent
should be given to personnel to get away from ship atmosphere. This n h^
was fully appreciated by the former Captain (D), and is emphasized by a
successor; for this reason the Seagoing Officers Club was created, and
weekly party was instituted where,wives of officers and local girls arelculab^
to meet officers from the Naval Forces. These steps have been of inca
benefit ^ in keeping particularly the young and unscasoned offiWho hâ é
balance" and away from undesirable quarters. Similarly those ratings
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wives in the port contribute by asking their pals to a home, which, unpre-
tentious as it may be, is still a home and bears a close resemblance to the
kind he is fighting for.

S. The Admiralty and the U.S.N. have long realized the importance of
getting ships to a home port whenever operationally possible. In the case of
the British groups in Atlantic Convoy the normal procedure is for ships to
proceed to Liverpool or Greenock each time they arrive in the U.K. instead
of turning about at Londonderry. In fact, Admiralty regulations provide that
as much leave as possible is to be given to all Naval personnel to enable
them to visit their homes. When American destroyers were operated out of
Argentia they were sent to Boston and return after each crossing, a total
distance of 1600 miles. To put the R.C.N. on an equal footing, ships of
the

N.E.F. should be permitted to proceed to Halifax after each trip, a
proceeding which is operationally undesirable and most uneconomical. An
obvious alternative is to permit personnel to bring their wives and familiesto Newfoundland if they so desire.

6. I cannot stress too strongly the effect of any restrictions on the privatelives
of the Naval personnel of this Command. The feeling that exists be-

tween the Canadian Naval Forces and the Newfoundland people can at
present be called satisfactory; but if it were known that dependents of the
fighting forces were prohibited from coming to this Island because of food
supplies, in order that the Newfoundlanders should continue to go unrationed,there would probably be a radical change.

7. Tâere are a number of officers and men in the Base Command who are
being rested from sea duty for about a year after continuous or long service
afloat during the war. I take for example Lieutenant-Commander Stubbs,
ex Commanding Officer of Assiniboine, who has served continuously and
gallantly at sea in destroyers for the last four years. He is now S.O.O. on
my staff, and his wife is in Newfoundland. Is he during this recuperation
Period to be denied the right of living with his wife?

8.
There are also a number cf R.N. Officers and ratings ashore and

to Vvbom the restrictions would not apply without instructions from athe
Bntish

Government. Also Fighting French and Norwegian Forces would be
affeCted unless the order applies to Canadians only-a very inequitable
!-Ira*ment. It is also assumed that should the proposal under discussion be
'Mpleinented that no exceptions will be made in the case of Can
Government Officials oir Civilians. adian

9e I^ow the Naval staff are fully aware of many of the arguments thathave
a ve been used in this memorandum and the efiect of further restrictions on

ry: gallant Force which suffers every risk and discomfort afloat andlacOnvenieace and
makeshift ashore. Anything that can be do$ej lot.: en-t;e • ne to make.r a step towards increased efïiciency..e;:
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[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

DND (DH) 193.009 (D15)

Le commandant de l'aviation, premier groupe aérien, au quartier général,

région aérienne de l'Est

Air Officer Commanding, Air Group No. 1, to Headquarters,
Eastern Air Command

TELEGRAM A87 [St. John's,] November 25, 1942

Strongly recommend that R.C.A.F. be placed on war footing similar to
Americans by exclusion of wives and dependents of R.C.A.F. personnel in
Newfoundland no exceptions to be made. Transportation system as at present
precludes the proper movement of personnel on service duty yet dependents
as civilians can obtain passage on boat, rail and T.C.A. without difficulty by
booking ahead under Newfoundland civil arrangements. If R.C.A.F. and other
service dependents not travelling that space would be available for service
movements. Shortage of supplies exists and dependents being supplied. Ac-
commodation critical and service personnel travelling on legitimate business
have to be put up in inferior accommodation and discomfort

suffer discomfomodated through courtesy of service personnel who in
Most serious concern to my mind is leakage of information that invariably
takes place when dependents in vicinity. Further the efficiency of officers and
aLmen invariably declines where operations are concerned and and

this en ert
noticeable when it is incumbent on them to look

for dutyf a a increas-
tainment of dependents when they should be available thus

ing the necessity for disciplinary measures. Absolutely against dependents
residing or visiting on R.C.A.F. stations or installations as A.O.C. and high

officials have had to seek inferior accommodation or é én e of dependents.
not being able to discuss service matters owing to pr dependents
Have issued instructions this date endorsed by General Page that dep ^ A F
of R.C.A.F. and Amy personnel cannot reside or visit aproval of
stations or installations in Newfoundland without the personalo P

to be cleared
the A.O.C. Group and that all personnel now residing are CommissioIIer.
out. Agree with all the views put forward by press and High have
Further agree no exceptions should be made such as A.O.C. a on s

I
tation

already intimated to C.O. Gander that I do not want dependent uarters to
and am taking steps to have those previously allotted as maze s thus m^g
be allotted as single quarters ôccupied by commanding o^ visitors
accommodation available for visiting senior officers and distinguished

which'does not exist at present. -;
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' DND (DH) 193.009 (D 15)
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Conunittee
SECRET

[Ottawa,] January 15, 1943

N. REPATRIATION OF SERVICE WIVES AND FAMILIES FROM NEWFOUNDLAND.
CUSTOMS DUES PRIVILEGES FOR SERVICE PERSONNEL

The Committee agreed that no action should be taken to effect repatria-
rion of service wives and families from Newfoundland. It was however further
agreed that no wives, families, or dependents of service personnel would be
permitted to live in any quarters or other accommodation within, or forming
part of any Naval, Army, or Air Force establishment, camp or station.

With respect to the question of duty free privileges enjoyed by service per-
sonnel it was decided that every effort should be made to avoid abuses of the
Privileges and to restrict the importation of goods to those recognized by the
Newfoundiand Governmental authorities as being entitled to exemption under
existing arrangements. The Secretary was instructed to refer the matter to the
Director of Auxiliary Services for study of the problems involved and recom-
mendations as to the methods whereby the desired object might be reached
to the satisfaction of both the services and the Newfoundland authorities.

DND (HQ) 193.009 (D27)

Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve
à l'officier général commandant les troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland Io General Officer Commandin
Canadi T • g,

No. 36
an roops in Newfoundland

SECRET St. John's, December 7, 1943

beaz General Leclerc,

I am attaching herewith copy of letter dated December 6th, 19431 whic
have received from the Honourable Sir John Puddester Commisst ',hNblic

He^th and Welfare, dealing with the problem created by wives
oner for

de^°deÀts of officers and men in the Canadian Services, resident
and

in St.

e You will note that Sir John states that their r 'y aze p csence is unnecessary and
-^Ung a difficult housing problem. Furthermore, Sir John points

°°t that^there is an insistent demand that additional wives and families
^rvicemen be prohibited from entering N

llies of
ewfoundland and that

*^dy bere be expelled from the country.N ,04

^uta . ^. . .. Not printed. . . . r
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The Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare states that the New-
foundland Government are reluctant to issue instructions in the matter, but
feel that the Canadian Government should take the necessary action. Refer-
ence is made to the steps taken by the United States Government to deal with
this position which provided a satisfactory solution.

I have referred the matter to my Department and have asked for instruc-
tions. In my despatch I advised that copy of the letter was being sent to each
of the Service chiefs of the Armed Forces in Newfoundland for discussion
at their next regular joint meeting which I understand takes place on Monday,

December 13th.
I have informed Sir John Puddester that I will communicate with him

further concerning the subject matter of his letter when it has received

consideration.
The first three paragraphs of his letter deal with the replacement of civilian

stocks of food consumed by Canadian Service
of

personnel
St^vJohn sutsÔbarrack areas, in St. John's. This particular problem

applies to other points throughout Newfoundland, and the Commissioner for
Public Health and Welfare was requested some time ago to furnish a com-
plete list of the withdrawals from civilian stocks of food on the part of Service
personnel, so that compensation might be arranged in Ottawa.

Yours faithfully,
J. C. BRITTON

863.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D27)

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'f=tat
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Seeretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 179
St. John's, December 22, i943

Reference my despatch No. 1011 of December 11th, 1943,1 and previous
despatches relative to removal of wives of members of Canadian G^^
forces resident in Newfoundland. I had conference yesterday with ge-

Officers Commanding three services who agreed that if the following arrange-

t
satis

otaiment could be made with the Newfoundland Government it would be
factory, namely, wives now resident be allowed to remain and
number now resident to form a quota which could be filled as anys^ Joseoha
now s present leave Newfoundland. I have had discussions with
Puddester who informed me that this arrangement will be satisfact ^dK^
will further agree that the quota will not apply to native Ne^ se ad^Se
who have married or may Canadian officers or men. P
this arrangement is satisfactory and I will exchange letters acc,ordingly-

N reproduite. 1 Not printed.

I
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DND (DH) 193.009 (D27)

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High,Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 81 ,

Sir,
St. John s, February 8, 1944

With reference to previous correspondence relating to the necessity of
limiting the movement of dependents of Canadian Service personnel to New-
foundland, I have the honour to enclose a copy of Memorandum relating to
this matter which has today been placed on the files of this Office.

2. A copy of the Memorandum in question has been provided in con-
fidence to the Senior Officers of the Services in Newfoundland.

I have etc.

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve
Memorandum by Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, February 8, 1944
FAMILIES OF CANADIAN SERVICE PERSONNEL IN NEWFOUNDLAND

14 discussing the matter with Mr. Bower, I was further informed that
the John Puddester had been surprised, and to some extent disappointed, by

Agreement of the Canadian Government to limit the number of Service
em ^dents permitted to reside in Newfoundland. He had referred to the

P cation created by the presence of these people as an argument for
1ncreased supplies and had hinted that the limitation in numbers might be
IleCessary if the supplies were not forthcoming. He had not really expected
bis reference to limitatioq to be taken up. Sir John is now rather fearful that

.,,^e matter may become public knowledge in Newfoundland and that he will
reSi f, particularly by the Water Street merchants for having been

for an action which will have the effect of limiting their trade.
I
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865.
DND (DH) 193.009 (D27)

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 59
St. John's, February 23, 1944

IMPORTANT . 1. Following for MacKay from Keenleyside. Begins.

4. Commodore Taylor had a communication for [sic] Naval Headquarters
which seems to suggest that National Defence for Naval Services had been
informed from some quarter that the Newfoundland Government is no longer
interested in the proposed limitation on Canadian personnel in Newfound-
land. I checked this matter this morning with Sir John Puddestcr, and he
informs me that the Commission of Government in fact is very anxious to
complete the proposed agreement. You may inform National Defence for

Naval Services of this fact.

866.
1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve
au commissaire à la Santé et au Bien-être social

Acting High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Commissioner
for Public Health and iYel f are

St. John's, March 1, 1944
No. 3

,4

t

Dear Sir John, 1 con-
May I refer to Mr. Burchell's letter of January 24th, 1944,c^onnel now

;cerning the wives and other dependents of Canadian Service p

11.esident in Newfoundland. the threer
I have now received information from the Officers Commanding en^

Canâdian Services in this country which indicates that the following deP

iients are resident in Newfoundland: { 334
................Royal Canadian Navy ........ .....:......................... 262

Canadian Amy ......... ............................ 57
Royal Canadian Air Force .:..: ..........................................

zNot printed.reproduite. .
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The figure given by the Royal Canadian Navy is not complete as it has been
found impossible to obtain complete returns from personnel serving at sea.
I suggest, therefore, that an allowance of 20% be granted to cover omis-
sions. As there will, moreover, be an inevitable delay in making our arrange-
ment known to all dependents of Service personnel, I suggest that a slight
modification in all figures be allowed and that the following formal quotas
be now accepted:

Royal Canadian Navy ...........................
400Canadian Army . ...................

.............................

Royal Canadian Air For .......................................
280

ce ..................................... 60
It is suggested further that we agree that these quotas be established on
and be enforced after March 10th, 1944. I assume that in the meantime,the

Newfoundland Government will inform all railway and steamship lines
serving this country that after the date mentioned, Canadian Service wives
and dependents may enter Newfoundland only when bearing permits signed
by or on behalf of the Officer Commanding in Newfoundland of the Service
concerned.

I understand that the Commission of Government agrees that Newfound-
land wives and dependents of Canadian Service personnel are not to be
included in this quota, that children subsequently born in Newfoundland of
wives of Canadian Service personnel are likewise exempt, and that the appro-
priate

Department of the Newfoundland Government will inform this Office
of all arrivals and departures of persons claiming, or believed to be depend-ents of Canadian Service personnel.

Finally, I suggest that it be agreed that in the case of Navy wives, normally
resident in

Canada, who wish to visit Newfoundland to sec their husbands
when the latters' ships are in port, a special dispensation be arranged in the
form of a permit valid for not more than 30 days and that holders of such
Permits be admitted to Newfoundland for the period mentioned, in excess
of the, Naval quota. I am informed that visits of this kind are invaluable
luch e maintenancc of high morale among Naval personnel. I assume that^

temporary visits when approved by the appropriate Officer Command-
g^ ^^ permitted in special instances as in the case of illness.

I attach hereto a brief "Outline of Procedure"1 which has been agreed
°p°n by the responsible Canadian authorities and which will, I hope, appeal

you as being reasonable and convenient.

R these suggestions meet with your approval, I suggest that this letter andyour
rePly be accepted as constituting an agreement on this subject betweenGover'nmeos of Canada and Newfoundland.

Faithfully yours,

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

' Not printed.
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867. - 1156-D-39

Le commissaire à la Santé et au Bien-être social
au haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare to
Acting High Commissioner in Newf oundland

St. John's, March 10, 1944
Dear Dr. Keenleyside,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of March the 1 st having
reference to correspondence that had taken place between your prede-
cessor and myself concerning the Wives and other Dependents of Canadian
Service personnel now residing in Newfoundland.

The quotas that you suggest covering the three Armed Services, namely,
Royal Canadian Navy ............................................................ 400
Canadian Army . ................................................................... 280
Royal Canadian Air Force .................................................... 60

are acceptable to this Government and will be established from March
the 10th, 1944.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the Immigration Authorities through
the Commissioner for Finance, who will notify his personnel of the agree-
ment now arrived at. Other paragraphs of your letter are likewise agreed
to and the Immigration Authorities will be informed accordingly.

I do not anticipate any objections on their part, but if there are I shall
communicate with you immediately.

Yours sincerely,
J. C. PUDDESTER

LES RELATIONS ENTRE LES MILITAIRES ET LA POPULATION CIVILE

RELATIONS BETWEEN SERVICEMEN AND CIVILIAN POPULATION

868. DND NSS 1033-1-1

Le haut commissariat à Terre-Neuve
à l'o,Q"icier supérieur, détachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve

High Commission in Newf oundland
Io Flag Officer, Newfoundland Force

CONFIDENTLIL St, John's, July 9, 1942

TDear Sir,
This Office is in receipt of your letter of July 2, No. 9660/104,1 to the

High Commissioner, concerning the statement of Sir Alfred Morine, and,
as Mr. Burchell is out of town and will not return for probably anowe
two weeks, 'I am taking the liberty of sending you at least an interun reply

' Non reproduite. Not printed.
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I feel certain that
Mr. Burchell would a

869

Morine's statement concerning the unpo ul^ee Within Newfoundland as P an you that Sir Alfred
compared with the

ty of
^adian Servicemen

on a sound consensus of opinion. ^en^ Forces is not founded
undesirable behaviour on the Undoubtedly there have been cases
have had un leasant part of our men and possibly individuals whoto Sir

p contacts
with Canadians have ex ressedAlfred

Morine, The charge that Canadian p their views
an air of superiority is one that, while perhaPs Servicemen have shown
of many persons be more properly directed partly true, can in the
Newfoundlanders seem to be a view
o$ended b against the American soldiers.

proud and sensitive people who are easily
ridicule directed amade by outsiders and have become

Amerig inst them bimpatient withcans. Y some Canadians and probabl

It is, I think, important for all of us to
Y more

anti -Canadian, sentiment in Newfoundland remember that there is an old
relations can overcome this and that onl a Period

be

mass of Newfoundlanders, whoehavie litt The Opinion of good
pinion on Canada of the

or to read very much about our ^unte or no opportunity to visit great
Canadacontacts with

Canadians stationed in ^^s likely to be based on theirthat evc thin oundland and it is thereforeis of the best, ryg Possible should be done to see that beh

Perhaps great conscquence should not b e

^

Alfred M

Portant orine,

He is flow ci t_ c attached to the views of SirfOundland rfor some years. H^ W^vb years old and has not lived in N ew-^u^^on in orn in Nova Scotia and received hi spublic schools of that Province and at Dalhousie^h0o1•
He came to Newfoundland in

ls

1883 and was at first connected Lawnew5paper work. He later Practised law an
withAt ^t he was a Liberal and subsc d became very

°^e^^ he was closcl quently became a onsetrvative pI l^tics,
Minister of justice and Attorne d^vith the French Shore Question. n^e^^ive

Council between 1924 andy General in 1919 and leader of the He was
About a 1928, e I-egis-

^undlandYe^ and a half ago there was an article in
Liberty

"-The Tenth Province" based entitled New_,
on an interview given by Sir Alfred^ey in which he favoured the entry of Ne

Sir Alfred Morine answered the ^oundland into Confederation
on the subject of whether Newfoundland questionnaire of the Firrancial •% Made some Ve ' land should be invited to '• n post
stitu^on ,,

ry sensible rcmarks and after explaining the lore Canada.
$e matter,^ssron of the country said that, wh; P sent con-

hould not invite Newfoundland tole O ttawaC should look tint,,^erc is no autho ' onf •̂ owe Gover ntY ^'n Newfoundland to receive suchean invitation,^,, _
ment is responsible to the Dominions pfh^,

m^l^ made the following rette
cmarks which arc similar to those containedr to the Hon. Angus Macdonald:

°n ^hat American Armed Forces are
I regard as

high authority thatVetY PoPular flow in Newfoundland. I hear
90^ of the people of the Island would
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favour a union with the United States ^rat feeR rl th pre énf ^deration with Canada,
if they were to vote about the issue Y itor

I may add confidentially that Mr. Burchell was info ^ e éd Morine has
the Financial Post that he was of the opinion that S
come to the conclusion that there is grave danger of ^ C^ada

being
early

to the British Empire and joining the Unite d
Editor states that Sir Alfred Morine

make an offer of Confederation.
will be found expressing these views very forciblpot

Co ubli h a very long
find an audience. He tried to induce the Financial P
article on the subject but they declined to accept it as he had not been resident

in Newfoundland for a number of years. Burchell to make
I am not certain what you have in mind in asking Mr. e

discreet enquiries. Obviously Sir Alfred Morine mustimpossible
lar

got
number of people in Newfoundland and it would be almost
trace the source of his information. If it is a question of substantiating the
views he expresses, while it is of course not easy to ascertain public opinion
in this country, I think Mr. Burchell would not agree thaotld^ S• Canadian
Armed Forces are much less popular than the United

ewfoundlanders to vote for
On the other point, namel iéthl readiness of N onfederation with Canada,

annexation to the United States
think it must be admitted that there is probably some

opinion.
b nexation to the

Many Newfoundlanders apparently think that an
United States would be of great value to their economl o lf itsan ealth,
doubtedly that country also appears attractive to them becauseWarwick Sml^^
glamour and effective publicity. You may inrecall

p bl shed in The Daily
a prolific writer of letters to the press,
News on April 20 that a large number of

favou red
or e-

nexation to the United States. This statement provoked several
dents to assert their loyalty to the British connection. It is just^ ^^ d

spon
able that Mr. Smith, who is a retired civil servant, corresponds with S

Morine. Yours very truly,
A. J. PICK

DND (DH) 193.009 (D22)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chlef s of Staff Committee

[Ottawa,] August
27, 1943

III. Rowdyism, St. John's, Newfoundland. of State for Ex-
The Committee noted a letter from the U Her- Co^^ssioner for Canada

temal Affairs forwarding a despatch from the 8h
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in Newfoundland,l and extract from the local press respecting rowdyism by
members of the Armed Forces in St. John's and requesting any information
that the Services might supply respecting the action taken or contemplated
to assist in bettering the unsatisfactory state of affairs.

The Secretary was provided with details of the action taken by each of
the Services and instructed to reply to the Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs.

870. WIB vol. 11 6.5

Mémorandum du directeur des opérations extérieures,
Commission d'Information en temps de guerre"-, au gérant général exécutif,

Cornmission d'Information en temps de guerre3

Memorandum front Director of External Operations,
Wartime Information Board2, Io General Executive Manager,

TVartinte Information Board3

Ottawa, April 17, 1944

9. The background of the Newfoundland resentment of the presence
of French-Canadian H.D. troops has a dual nature. Partly it arises from
the theory sponsored so viciously by parts of Ontario, that the majority
of French-Canadian troops are home defence draftees, but mainly it
eomes from the relative conditions of pay and allowances of Canadian and
Newfoundland troops. In actual fact, the Canadian troops in Newfoundland
are a mixture of H.D. and voluntary soldiers, but the Newfoundlanders
regard them all as personnel who cannot be sent to an active fighting front.
The Canadian soldier in Newfoundland, consequently, in the view of the
Newfoundlander, gets $1.30 or $1.50 a day for wearing a uniform and
doing very little work in a safe spot, whereas the Newfoundlander's brother
gets 50¢ a day in the Imperial Army for getting killed in Italy. It should
be noted that while the Royal Canadian Navy and the Royal Canadian Air
Force in Newfoundland are actively operational forces and are participating
M actual combat to an extent that has never been realized in Canada, the
°r^its of the Canadian-Army in the Avalon Peninsula area might just as well,
With the exception of, some numerically small anti-aircraft and coastal
defence ârtiller3, outfits, be back in training camps in Canada, so far as
ac^Ve Participation in the war is concerned. There was an obvious point in
^eu Presence, in case of landings, a year or two ago, but it is quite apparent
10 ^e People of Newfoundland that that danger has passed. It is believed
^hat this distinction between the operational and non-operational character

, Non reproduite. i Not printed.
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of the Navy and Air Force as compared with the of the island.not
lonelythe minds of the Newfoundlanders in oth er p

outports where they man defences, Canadian soldiers undoubtedly get credit
for the protection they give the small communities against possible landings.
At places like Gander, also, the Canadian Army defences are so closely
integrated with Air operations, that the Canadian troops there, even though
some of them be H.D. personnel, are regarded as essential elements in

action against the enemy.
10. A further element in the resentment by the Newfoundlanders of the

presence of French-Canadian troops is the religious one. A large proportion
of the population of Newfoundland is Irish Catholic. These people maintain
their traditional animosity toward French Catholics .

of the life of theisland where religion is generally a more profound part
people than it is in Canada, the Protestant elements in Newfoundland
population have a more active resentment of the presence of Catholic troops
than would be expected from the typical Canadian viewpoint. A still further
element is the historical friction between Newfoundland and the Province
of Quebec. Altogether, the situation appears to be deteriorating, with the
Newfoundlanders steadily developing new and intense prejudices against
the French-Canadians.. .

11. With regard to the behavior of the Canadian sailors and soldiers,
the fact that almost every restaurant on Water Street, the main business
St. of St. John's, has had its plateglass front window smashed and now ha ed
boarded up, is perhaps sufficient comment. The boards have been p
and the boarding permanently enough done to last for the duration. The
restaurant proprietors apparently believe that there is no use replacing the

glass. Personnel of the Royal Canadian Navy is given major ér S fé t
the people of St. John's for the condition of the windows n^datCanadian
Merchant seamen are also blamed for part of the damage l;tde
soldiers have a still smaller part of it. American troops do rclatively be-
downtown roistering, and no complaints at all were heard about thebt^
haviour of personnel of the Royal Canadian Air Force. This damage

-plate glass from thrown rum bottles is excused more by the sore po^
Newf oundt-

landers than it would be in a Canadian city, but it still is a very
There is no apparent remedy for the destructive behaviour ex^ Joh s
provision of radically new and different recreational facilities b facilities
for members of the Canadian forces.. The Americans have s p 1f air Y
in their USO, and these are adequate to keep their pe^n St1 Johns

civilized. With sometimes as many as 8,000 Canadian seamen in have.
ât one time, Canada needs even better facilities than the Amenc^s
Meanwhile an embarrassing situation involving potentially bad C med
American relations bas arisen in St. John's. The Americans have welcocroWd.

Canadian personnel to their USO, but recently Canadians havé been
ing American troops out of their own recreation establishment.
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Existing Canadian recreation huts maintained by the various auxiliary
service organizations are totally inadequate to the job that has to be done
and there should be no delay in the erection of a Canadian three-services
recreation center which will give Canadian personnel a desirable place in
which to spend off-duty hours.i

871.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A,Qairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCII 147
[Ottawa,] June 15, 1945

Sir,

May I refer to my despatch No. 135 of May 312 concerning the reduction
of Army garrisons in Newfoundland and Labrador.

2. On a visit to Ottawa the latter part of May, Mr. Gushue, Chairman of
the Newfoundland Fisheries Board, in conversation with Mr. MacKay of
this Department remarked that he had discovered a great deal of resentment
among Newfoundlanders overseas because of the fact that Newfoundland had
been garrisoned by Canadian troops while Newfoundlanders had been serving
abroad. The impression among the Newfoundland troops was that Cana-
dians in Newfoundland were mostly Frcnch-Canadians called up for home
defence service. Mr. Gushue felt there was some danger of disorder if
Canadian troops remained in Newfoundland after Newfoundland troops had
returned in numbers unless the situation were carefully handled.

The decision as to when and to what extent the present number will be further

You will be Interesied to know that the present Army personnel at St. John's

3-This information was passed on to the Department of National Defence
(ArMY), and the Deputy Minister has now replied in part as follows:

As you know. Canadian troops in the past have been kept to the minimum
considered essential for the defence of Newfoundland, in conjunction with United
States forces. As a result of the cessation of hostilities in Europe, the Canadian
ArMy garrisons are being limited to a small detachment required for the Royal
Canadian Air Force at Gander and a considerably reduced number at St. John's.

I-dllad, or withdrawn entirely, is awaiting decision as to Government policy
nglr&g the defenco of Newfoundland vis-à-vis United States policy in the same
Wnnection.

English-speaking. However, regardless of whether these Canadian troops

aD d0u n^ que les Terre-neuviens furent It should be noted that the Newfoundland^- ^^Zas envers les nûlitaires cana. people were extremely hospitable to Cana.
1^ .f^tlciias et particulièrement a than and American service personnel, par.
P11t^ Nmuins canadiens servant dans ticularly to Canadian sailors serving in the

Doqimp,i om- North Atlantic.935.
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are English or French speaking, the fact remains that the presence of Canadians
in Newfoundland is the result of measures initiated at a time of grave emergency
in co-operation with the United States, as being necessary for the defence of

Newfoundland.

4. While the situation is probably not serious, it was thought that you
should have this information.

I have etc.
G. DE T. GLAZEBROOK

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

LES RELATIONS INTERGOUVERNEMENTALES SECONDAIRES

SECONDARY INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

872.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires
PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, September 9-10, 1941

CANADIAN ARMY

10. Road Construction and Maintenance
(b) The matter of road construction and maintenance of roads sub-

jected to heavy Service traffic has, it is understood, been brought
to the attention of the State Department and the Departrnent of
External Affairs by the Newfoundland Commissioner for Justice and
Defence.

873.
NPA S-4-2-4

Le commandant de l'aviation, premier groupe aérien,
au secrétaire de la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Air Officer Commanding, Air Group No. 1,
to Secretary, Commission of Government of Newf oundland

SECRET St. John's, June 29, 1942

Dear Sir,
No. 1 Group, R.C.A.F., has now available two transportation n land

t,
'

one twin-engine Goose amphibian and one s'i on Qoats and us it as aplane, and it is the intention to place the Norsema n
seaplane during the summer.
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When conditions permit and the aircraft are not engaged in official Air
Force transportation, these aircraft can be made available for the use of the
Commission of Government. It would be appreciated if the availability of
these transportation aircraft could be made known to the several Commis-
sioners and if they could be informed that if they require air transportation
by the R.C.A.F., it will be given high priority.

Yours very truly,

C. M. McEWEN
Air Commodore

Le chef de l'état-major de l'Air
au commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est

Chief of the Air Staff
to Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command

[Ottawa,] January 4, 1943

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND

THE NEWFOUNDLAND AUTHORITIES IN THE MATTER OF

INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS

1. Subsequent upon correspondence and consultations between the appro-Priate
Canadian and Newfoundland authorities, agreement has now been

reached upon the principles which are to govern the relations between the
Canadian Armed Forces in Newfoundland and the Newfoundland authorities

the matter of investigation of accidents.
2. A statement of the views expressed and agreed upon are set out here-after.

It is requested, please, that the same be forwarded to the appropriate
Air Forceone authorities throughout your Command for their guidance in

cases.

3. In the case of fatal flying accidents in which only flying personnel arelavolved, it
will be unnecessary for the Newfoundland authorities to hold a

COroner's inquest.
Where, however, third parties are involved, an' in uest

^^ held and every effort made to avoid bringing out any information of
ical secret nature.

4. In case of other accidents outside an airport the Newfoundland civil
a*onUeS will hold the usual appropriate inquiry or investigation. In addi-
b^ ^é,usual service investigation will be held unless a Coroner's in q

held by the civil authorities or some other form of civil inquiry h
uest

as
^en held whichappears to the service authorities to be satisfactory .
^^^p^es a involved the usual practice of holding a service invs Where
for ^^o° to the Coroner's inquest, for the u osc of ^^ • ^gation

settling any cl . . P rP p rdrng material.aim agamst the Crown, will be followed.:,^^.
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- 5., In the case of an accident occurring within the boundaries of a Can-
adian Air Base in which civilians, such as Newfoundland workmen, are
injured, whether or not Canadian Service personnel are also injured, general
provisions of the preceding paragraph will apply. The appropriate civil
authorities are to be admitted to the protected area for the purpose of making
such investigation as the Commissioner for Justice and Defence of New-
foundland may deem necessary. In elaboration of the foregoing the following

procedure has been agreed upon:

(a) At Gander and Goose Bay, Newfoundland has police and rangers
and in case of accidents there the police and rangers must, as a
matter of course, immediately begin the inquiries while the trail

is warm. They must have access to all witnesses and participants
in order to take statements and collate the evidence. Similar pre-
liminary steps being taken by the Service authorities should not

interfere with the immediate work of the civil authorities and
Service authorities are to co-operate with the civil police in making
the quickest and most thorough effort to obtain the evidence while
it is fresh in the minds of witnesses. The investigation consequent
upon such civil inquiries (generally by a Magistrate) will be
ordered by the Department of Justice of Newfoundland, and if
ordered the Service authorities at the Air Base in question are to
facilitate the work of the civil authorities to the fullest extent.

(b) At Torbay, Newfoundland has no police and rangers at the present
time. In the case of an accident there the Service authorities are to
immediately notify the Secretary for Justice or Chief of police and
an immediate entry into the protected area is to be permitted as
soon as the police arrive and they are then to proceed with their
inquiries under circumstances identical with those set out in the
case of Gander and Goose Bay,above.

(c) The Newfoundland authorities will notify the Service authorities at
• • ' their inten-

and to collaborate with them in every respect.

6..The Newfoundland authonUes ave a v^ ound
made on the part of the officials of the Department of Justice for Ne^

land to facilitate any inquiries which may be made by Service authorities

the Air Base where such an accident occurs when it is
tion to send police or a Magistrate to hold investigations. ârihover-
however, such notification be delayed or not sent owing to
sight, the Service authorities are not to interfere with the admission
of officials Of the Department of Justice duly authonzed, bearing in
mind that the power to issue permits for entry into prohibited areas

rests with the Commissioner for Justice whose Deputy is the ^
Officer Commanding in this respect.

d'ed that every effort will be

J. A.
Air Vice-M' Stafl

for the Chief of the A
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet
Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET
Ottawa, May 5, 1943

...

FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION TO ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

19. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, in respect
of this matter which had been referred to External Affairs on April 21st,
submitted a recommendation that the Canadian government should not
offer to pay any fixed sum in lieu of taxes which might be regarded as
recognition of liability to taxation, but that a further sum of $10,000 for
street repair might be offered to Newfoundland authorities in view of the
damage caused to city streets in St. John's, by the operation of Canadian
military vehicles. Copies of this recommendation had been circulated.

(Secretary's memorandum, May 4, 19431-C.«.C. document 504).

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire
à la Justice et à la Défense

3772-40

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner
for Justice and Defence

No. 7

DEFENCE RELATIONS

Dear Sir Edward [Emerson]
St. John s, January 24, 1944

I have been instructed to state that the Government of Canada is prepared
to enter into an agreement with the Government of Newfoundland establish-
^g the basis to be adopted for the settlcment of claims arising out of traffic
accidents involving vehicles of the Government of Canada and vehicles of the
Goveniment of Newfoundland in the following terms: '

(a) The Agreement would cover all vehicles owned or controlled by the
Government of Canada, including vehicles used by the Royal Cana-
di

land vehicles)
ew oun -

an Navy, the Canadian Army, or the Royal Canadian Air Force
(hereinafter called Canadian vchicles), and all vehicles owned or
controlled by the Government of Newfoundland, including vehicles
used by the Armed Forces of Newfoundland and including railway
trains, rolling stock and gasoline propelled cars owned or controlled
by the Newfoundland Government (hereinafter called N f d

.
(b)

The Agreement would apply to accidents wherever they occur
which take place on or after September 3rd, 1939, which have not
already been disposed of, and which involve a Canadian or New-
foundland vehicle.

' Non reproduit. , N .
ot printed.
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(c) Neither Government would make any claim against the other for
any damage caused in an accident to which the^egrGomernme Phof
to any vehicle, stores or other property of
Canada, or to any vehicle, stores or other property of the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland.

(d) Neither Government would make any claim
be rof the Armedrespect of the death of or injury to any mem

Forces of Canada or of Newfoundland caused by a Newfoundland
vehicle or a Canadian vehicle in an accident to which the Agree-

ment applies.
(e) If, arising out of an accident to which this Agreement applies and

in which both a Canadian vehicle and a Newfoundland vehicle are
involved in circumstances in which the Canadian Government and
the Newfoundland Government respectively assume responsibility
for any liability of persons in their service, cany

lud n^aamagainst either Government by a third party ( g a person

the service of either Government), then the amount of any judg-
ment obtained by the claimant and the costs, expenses and dis-
bursements connected therewith or the amount

Canadnan and N wt
' made with the claimant agreed to jointly by the

foundland Governments, shall be borne equally by them. A claim
made against a person in the service of the Government of Canada
or of the Government of Newfoundland shall, for the purposes

Govern-

ment
this paragraph, be deemed to be a claim made against th at
ment if such Government assumes responsibility and not otherwise.

I shall be glad if you will inform me whether the Government of New-
foundland agree to an arrangement on this basis. If so, this Note and your
reply to that effect will be regarded as constituting an Agreement between our
two Governments which will continue in force in respect of all accidents
which may occur prior to the expiration of three months from the date on
which either of the two Governments gives notice to the other of its intention

to terminate the Agreement.
Yours faithfully,

. C. J. BURCiiELL

3772-40

St. John's, February 7,1944

Dear Dr. Keenleyside,
wish to refer to letter No. 7 of January 24th from Mr. Burchell on the su b'I

je t of a proposed agreement between the Government of New.foundland ^

Le commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
au haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland
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the Government of Canada in respect to the settlement of claims arising out
of traffic accidents involving vehicles of the two Governments.

2. This letter was discussed in Commission and I am directed to inform
you that the Government of Newfoundland agrees to an arrangement on this
basis. Furthermore Mr. Burchell's letter and this reply will be regarded as
constituting between our two Governments an agreement which will continue
in force in respect of all accidents which may occur prior to the expiration of
three months from the date on which either of the two Governments gives
notice to the other of its intention to terminate the agreement.

Yours faithfully,

L. E. EDiERSON

878. , DND HQ 004-75/10

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 303 St. John's, June 30, 1944

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your communication
No. 177 of June 19th1 respecting the request of the City Council for the
co-operation of the defence authorities in protecting newly paved streets
from damage by heavy equipment.

2. There is nothing we can do to make for better relations than to
`o-operate wholeheartedly in this work. The citizens of St. John's are
exasperated at the very bad state of the city streets and the roads leading
out into the country and no one can try to drive a car, or go in a bus
over them, without soon sharing their exasperation. Local feeling, I should
say, is stronger against Canada than it is against the United States. For
While the heavy military traffic of both countries has largely contributed
to breaking down' the city streets and the ncighbouring roads, the United
States authorities haVe contributed in a very much larger way than we
have to the construction and maintenance of good roads that are largely
used by civilian traffic. I think it would be only just and fair if both of
us made a grant to cnable the local authorities to rebuild the streets to
the condition in which they were when we moved into the country, though
I realize this is a broad question and could hardly apply to St. John's
ordy The very least we can do, however, is to ensure that when the city

'Non reproduite, , - i Not printed.
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authorities rebuild the streets and roads we have so largely broken down,
we should take every precaution to see that we do not damage them a
second time if it can be avoided.

3. Since writing you on June 22nd,1 I have discussed the local road
situation at some length with the Manager of the McNamara Construction
Company which is now engaged in carrying out paving work on two of
the city's leading thoroughfares. I have also approached the Service chiefs
on the three specific proposals put forward by Sir Wilfrid Woods and,
as soon as they have had time to study the proposals he has made and
to report upon them, I shall take the matter up again, for the local situa-
tion has reached a point where, unless we do something substantial to
meet the city's wishes, an ugly situation may well develop. In this con-
nection, I am enclosing for your information, an account in the local
press of yesterday's meeting of the City Council. You will note that a
suggestion was put forward that either legal action be taken against drivers
of heavy vehicles, or that all street repair work be stopped and the general
public left to force the issue-presumably by storming offending vehicles
or other violent action. The first suggestion was adopted and, if carried
out will certainly prove awkward. I should doubt, however, that they
would really go quite so far, except as a last resort.

4. I am rather disturbed, however, at the instruction in the concluding
paragraph of your despatch under reference, namely, that I should inform
the City Council that the decision in any particular instance as to whether
heavy equipment of the Armed Forces may or may not use the streets
must in the interests of defence be left to the Commanding Officer of
the Service concerned. In our meetings this question about the prerogatives
of the defenders of the Island bedevils the discussion. All regulations
designed to protect the streets from heavy traffic would automatically and
as is matter of course be waived if any question of repelling an invasion
arose. But whatever may have been the position in earlier years, it is
now obvious to 'everybody that neither the Germans, nor the Japanese,
are in any position to attack this Island. I feel sure that there will be
full cooperation from the Service chiefs and from the contractors' organiza-
tions :and mat the whole matter can, with good sense, be settled without
abrogating any over-riding rights we, or the United States Forces, may
possess in matters of defence. I think, however, it would be unwise to

tions of ire-emphasize our rights at this time 'unlegs thcre are larger que-
policy ^involved of which I have no knowledge. I should, accordin gly, be
grateful for your further observations on this point.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD
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Le secrétaire d'Ëtat D^ 11Q 004-75/10
aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Agairs to 1Yi h
in Newfoundla

DESPATCH 196 nd g Commissioner

Sir,

May I refer to Your despatch No. 303 of June
to the streets by heavy eqw ment of the 30, 1944 concernin d

2. I regret to observe that there se ^ed services. g^age

St. J0^' S City Council over the question of to be considerable feeling
e9wpment of the damage to the streets ^^earmed services and Canadian contractors. Y heavy

3. It is regrettable also that the Council s
aPP1ehension about the Willingnessy^ms to be under some mis_in protecting the newl of the Canadian Government to

eS
o^â be eaerc

desircd1cxi y paved streeCt̂s,adThe first intimation dla^P Ca^y
Canadian Government that special carelIIihe use of

was received by this Gove the streets that the city proposes to
May 19 mment on May 22 in Mr. Britton's despatch Npave

o.
241 of
of National •i The matter was immediatelyal Defence and referred to the Departments
No. 177 of June 10, 1944,1 which

Transport, i ^m a re 1
P Y was sent in my despatch

were quite prepared to at^ that the Service departments
local Officers Commandin^ ^ f^ hôthe City and had so instructed their
be made with respect to defence re uirc wever, that some reservation should
a60a with respect to defence should be undu • It is not desired that the reserv_local

Commanding have an ly s^sscd. Presumably when the
' prOpoSaLs an amicable and^lueved. mutually sa^ facto studying Sir Wilfridbe

ry arrangement can4.
^e the milit I

deshblc to
make situation has greatly improved it would seem

en^relY mmitments which would leave the Defence s un-at the mcnstree^,w ^d^d , Y of municipal regulations with respect to i^sany Su^h nque P it may be observed usethat Sir ^Vilfcid ^^^ n of theof st. It may also be obscrved y^ds has
under the B' 19412 madethe United

not
States has unrestricted use of Bases Agreement

able tiad to the•amount and type of traffc, the streets, with• these circumstances that Canada It would scarrely seem reason-
^0as which might should be expected to agree tor^spo^ib^U

hamper defence, and especially in view of thees of Canada in and about St. John 's. largerS• yv;^ re gard
to

to your suggestion
MIl itoM th. that some assistannA^ re. ^^^-•- -

' Not printed,
' SeO APP=dix D.

Ottawa, July 5, 1944
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. 6. It may well be that the streets have been damaged by the equipment of
the armed services and contractors, but this situation has arisen in many
Canadian municipalities. Moreover, the Canadian Government has agreed to
pay for services rendered by the City in lieu of taxes, as has also the British
Admiralty with respect to Admiralty property. The Canadian Government
does not pay taxes or make payments in lieu of taxes on defence properties
in Canadian municipalities. Moreover, since the time when Canadian troops
were first stationed in the St. John's area the Canadian Government has paid
the municipal share of customs taxes on coal imported into the area for the
use of Canadian forces. It is understood that last year this amounted to
about $14,000 (See my despatches Nos. 353 of November 1&1 1943 and
74 of March 4, 19441). It is understood that no taxes of any sort or muni-
cipal rates are paid by the United States to the City. It may well be that
the United States has done a good deal to maintain the upkeep of certain
roads. At the same time, the Canadian Government contributed $20,000 to
the reconstruction of Kings Bridge Road. Under these circumstances it would
appear that Canada has assisted the City of St. John's at least as amply as
have other governments. If further protests are received from the City it
might be desirable to remind them of this assistance.

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

880• DND HQ 004-75/10

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner ln Newjoundland to Secretary of State
for External A f jairs

DESPATCH 320 • St. John's, July 11, 1944
Sir,

I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your communication No. 196 of
July 5th concerning damage to the streets of St. John's by heavy equipment
of the armed Services, and note, with much satisfaction, that it is not desired
that the reservation with respect to defence should be unduly stressed.

2. There is no question, of course, of leaving the Defence Services entirely
at the mercy of municipal regulations with respect to the use of the
atreets, and no desire whatever on. the part of the municip al authorities to
limit the use of the streets in case` of eme rgency,cy, or indeed, for unavoidable
beavy traffic arising out of the fact that St. John's is an important naval and
military base. Under the Base Agreement of A ril 1941, the United States
bas unrestrictcd use of the strtie^with respect to^ the amount and type of
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traffic, and Sir Wilfrid
WOOds has been goo

883

not wish to impose on the Canadian Forces d enough to say that he did
was precluded b y the Agreement from a 1the restrictions the Government
What the Municipal quhOrties and thepGoV^g to the United States Forces,
and the United States should a ^ent desire is that both weensure that the roads gree to take all reasonable

are not unnecessarily dama ed by to
3. I have completcd discussions with the varous^ Y heavy traffic,

Contractors, and all are willinS to Service Chiefs and the twofurther dama e, have co-operate in safeguarding the streets from
gI h^assured Sir Wilfrid Woods, the Com 'Public Utilities, whose Department has junsdic '

that the Canadian Government would be t1 on over the high«ay $ÿ temr
the use of the city streets b Pleased to co-Operate in limitin ĝ^um essential for u y tractors and other heavy cquipment to the
next ste P rposcs of defence, and have su^cstcd that the

p might be that we arrange for a meeting of theServices of his Dcp^cnt, and Perhaps the respective technicalarmed Services,
the Canadian Contractors andCity Enginccr's office, with

°^

of anyother authority using the city streets for d Technical Scrvices
matter over with Mr. Hopper, traflic I have talked therecently PPer, the United States Consul-Gcncral, and moreS^ With

Mr. Reid, the Acting Consul-Gcncral andPosition. , nd they have taken a
4* Therc have been two further

reported on this mattcr, dcvclopmcnts of interest since I last
from' Ontario h^ Mr. Grant Jack, an outstanding roads cn in► arrived to accept the ^ ccrr^dY busily at work examining the Position of city cnginecr, and is al-
t0 S^0n8 Public Problcm. The City Council, in responscto the 1en Pressure, has further discusscd hc question, and has^th fo fonvardin^ a letter to the t

Attornc- goneOf the Serousncss of the situation an y Gcncral advising him
â0°m0mes to drivers of vehicles who Éa^f the Council's intention to issue
^

1 to adhere to the rcgulations laid
5' ^e We have not donc n

b^d mâds in Newfoundland ^ 1y as much as the United States has d oneUnited that are used ^nc to
have States had donc far less by the Newfoundland

to damage the streetsa large cts than we have. Thcy'^^'tnd'm modern dock cost,̂ ng approximately^^^ the harbour adjacent to Fort pc ^ 1,000,000 at theof the
^e°OY, whcrcas our heavy their base here.c0mmercial

vY tractors are using the main streets in the
Part of the city where the old docks arc, the Unitc

c^Y touchcs the City streets d States hca6?^ell^
at all and socs almost directly to Fort

^
b-ty ô m^d n04 at this stagc, wish to do
to a^nb a gant to cnablc the local authorities to mention the possi-

^^ ^don in which thc «•c to rc•build the strccts•Y rc when «•c movcd into htc country. It ismq ^^ b^8 % and involvcd a
question to be taken up at the momcnt,^at it would^ our^A^^ ^Ni onlY bc fair for us to do this ahough

cvcntuallthe ^^ ^,
have damaged highways in our own country, andtâ^âout" dl^ Government does no

Y. The factOf
en not pay taxes or make paymcnts in lieuPI`0pcrtics in Canadian m ' ' • •

un^c^paLties, docs not, as far
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as I can see, have any bearing on the problem at all. In our own country we
can do what we like. An entirely different situation arises when we are
dealing, as in this case, with another country. If we wish to gain the good-
will of the population here, help in rebuilding the city streets that have
disintegrated under the traffic we have put upon them would be one of
the things that should eventually be carefully considered.

I have etc.
J. S. MACDONALD

881. DND HQS 7410-3

Décret du Conseil
Order in Council

P.C. 4849 July 16, 1945

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report,
dated July 7th, 1945, from the Secretary of State for External Affairs,
representing as follows:

(a) The Canadian Government has, during the present war, become the owner
of real property in St. John's, Newfoundland, for use by Canadian military
and air forces.

(b) The City of St. John's has asserted that the Canadian Government is liable
for taxes on such property, and this claim has been rejected. The City of
St. John's has also made a claim against the Canadian Government for
damage to St. John's streets caused by Canadian service vehicles.

(c) Minute of Council P.C. 8911 of November 23, 1943, reads in part as follows,
It is expedient in the special circumstances of this case, and in order

to deal with the claim of the City of St. John's, but without in any way
admitting any liability on the part of the Canadian Governm roriâo
provide for a voluntary contribution of $10,000, out of War ApP .

tion, to the appropriate authorities in Newfoundland for street rep,p̂̂  â

the City of St. John's, in lieu of taxes and in view of the damage ca^
by Canadian military vehicles.

The Minister, therefore, recommends that the payment of the sun'
of $10,000 by the High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland to
the appropriate authorities in Newfoundland be approved and authorise,d
to be charged to the War Appropriation for the fiscal year 1943-44•

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submt
the same for approval. ^$

John(d) The Canadian Government accordingly offered to pay to the City iew . of the
a voluntary contribution of $10,000 In lieu of taxes and in v
damage caused by Canadian military vehicles.

(e) This offer was rejected but the following counter-proposal was made by the
Municipal Council of St. John's: uable to taxation

Under our local Municipal Laws, all buildings are . The Council^
at the rate of sixteen per cent. on the appra, ^scd value

Si
ai
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however, directs me to say that it is prepared to grant the Government
of the Dominion of Canada the same rivile
to the British Admiralty, and to charge a

of five
are being extended

r cent. on theappraised rental value of buildings owned by your Governme t within
the City I,imits.

The Council wishes me to add that the foregoing offer is made
without prejudice to any other claims which the City may have against
your Government.

The phrase "other claims" refers in particular to claims arising out of damage
to streets by Canadian service vehicles.

(1)
On the basis of 5% of annual rental value, the amount payable annually in
respect of Canadian Army property owned by the Canadian Government is
53.835.45 and the amount payable annuall
Force property owned by the Canadian Government ois $1,522.50. Some of
these properties have been owned since 1941, others since 1942, 1943 or 1944.
The total amount payable to the end of 1944 in respect of the Army property
would be $9,445.98 and in respect of the Royal Canadian Air Force property$1,813.71.

(8) It is expedient, in the interests of good relations with the City of St. John's,
to reach a settlement on the basis of the counter-proposal mentioned in
paragraph (e) above, provided that the legal position of the Canadian Govern-
ment is preserved, i.e. that payment is accompanied by a reservation of legal
liability to pay taxes on real property owned by the Canadian Governmcnt.

The Committee, therefore, on the recommendation of the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, concurred in by the Minister of National Defence
and the Minister of National Defence for Air, advise,

1•
That Minute of Council P.C. 8911 of November 23, 1943, be hereby revoked;

2.
That the policy of the Canadian Government shall be to pay to the City of
St. John's annually a sum equal to Sryo of the rental value of real property

laid down in paregraph 2 hereof are observed.

owned by the Canadian Government, provided that the rental value shall be amatter for annual agreement between the interested departments
of the Cana-dian Government and the City of St. John's ,

shall be accompanied by reservation in respect of liability on the part of theCanadian Government to pay any taxes on such pro perty.annual paYments are accepted by the City of St. John's ndfipill ctlentof its claim for taxes on such propertY:
3.

That authority be granted to the Department of National Defence and the
Department of National Defence for Air to pay to the City of St. John's
the sums of $9,445.98 and $1,813.71 respectively
^tY's tax claims against army and air force property owned byl the nCanadiane

' 'G°vernment up to the end of 1944. to be charged to the War Appropriation
for the fiscal year 194S-46;

4' ^^^^ paYménts authoriud in the immediatel
through the Department of External Affairs and

preceding
the High

for Canada in Newfoundland and that payments for 1945 and future
-Yearl may be made direct to the City of St. John's provided that the rules

H. W LOTHROP
Associate Clerk of the Privy Council
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SECTION C
LE COMMANDEMENT

COMMAND

882. NPA GN1/3 320/35
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Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELECRA1Vt 499 [St. John's,] July 29, 1940
Owing presence Canadian forces in Newfoundland it is desirable to

legislate as to their position as visiting forces. We propose to adapt the
English Visiting Forces Act 1933 in same way as was done in Canada under
their Chapter 21 of 1932-33. Is this agreeable to you?

883. NPA GN1/3 320/35
Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELECRAM 766 [London,] September 24, 1940
Your telegram 29th. July No. 499. We think best course would be for

Newfoundland to pass Legalization [Legislation?] on lines of Canadian Act,
Chapter 21 of 1930-1933, but limited to visiting Forces from Canada, Com-
monwealth of Australia, New Zealand, Union of South Africa and Eire.' It
is considered that if legalization [legislation?] were to extend to visiting
forces from the United Kingdom there would be a possibility (though
without exhaustive examination of legislation which would take a con-
siderable time, it cannot be said that this is a certainty) that provisions of
Newfoundland legislation might be held to be invalid on the grounds of
repugnancy to Army and Air Force Act. In the circumstances it would
seem best to leave position of any United Kingdom Force which might be
present in Newfoundland to continue to be governed as at present by Army
and Air Force Act.

884. NPA S-4-1-1
Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense

à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J.69(a)-1940 [St. John's] November 19, 1940
CONFIDENTIAL

'' Under Section 5(4) of the Visiting Forces Act, 1940 it is provided
that if Forces are acting in combination any Officer of the visiting Force
-'^1 TerraNeuwe adopta la loi au les forces i Newtoundlaad adopted the Visiting Forces
du Commonwealth britannique le 15 octobre (British Commonwealth) Act on October 15,
1940. 1940.
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appointed by His Majesty or in accordance '
887

by authority of His Majesty, to command ^^^ Re^ations made by or
all the necessary pov,e^. By

Force, shall have
y sub-section (5) Forces shall be deembe acting

ed toin combination if they are declared to be sthe Governor in Commission, o actin
2.

The Canadian Government have
g' by Order of

eral Philip Earnshaw, D.S.O., M,C, as recently appointed Brigadier-Gen-
Forces in Newfoundland. It is clear that Officer Commanding
of the Newfoundland and Canadian F re Should be ne

the
Commandernorcbe able to plan in collaboration with th eeS and that this Officer shouldfoundland OfficerMilitia for the defence of this country. commandin

3. I therefore propose that the Governo untry,
g^e New-

thesb two Forces are acting r in Co
g in combination and mtlriat B^s âduld declare

Earnshaw should be appointed to command the combined Force. General

885. L. E. EMERSON

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur 1156-C-39

Secretary of Stale for External Affairs to C^°uverlreur de Terre-Neuve
TELEGRA^1i 67 Governor of Netivfouljdland

Your COnfidential telegram No. 63 of Nov Ottawa, November 29, 1940
Canadian Military cmber 22.1

E^shaw Authorities concur in a
of Brigadier P.

,
to command combined Newfoundland 1 and nCanadian MilitaryFOnes in Newfoundland.;

886.

.Le secrétaire d'État aux A NPA GN 1/3 320/35
Secreta

ai
res extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

ry of State for Ezternal,qffairs toNo. 1
Goveri:or Of Newfoundland

Sut Ottawa, December 16,, 1940
N^ohave the honour to nfer to our d espatchundland Visiting Forces

Enclos (British Commonwealth)
25 Z theregarding

19401, ed are three copies of Order in Council ^
Act.

t -Passed under the Canadian statute, rela No. 3822 of August 13,
and air forces in Newfoundland, ting to the Canadian milit
se aPPear to be desirable that ^,^ssioner

for Defence of Newfoundland
in Commission andorde^

^der nd respectively make certainair fo 4, the
Newfoundland statute regarding the Cana di

in Newfoundland. dlan military and
0°

u
reDroduit.

N04 ^^u+te. 1 Not printed.
' Not Printed.
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I should be grateful if you would consider these requests and suggestions
and if you would send me copies of any orders that may be made.

I have etc.
0. D. SKELTON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DND HQS 7410-7
887.

Mémorandum du chef adjoint d'état-major général
au chef d'état-major général

Memorandum f rom Assistant Chief of the General Staff
to Chief of the General Staff

Ottawa, April 19 1941

O C: in-C. Atlantic
1. To note notes of interesting conversations

New-New-
Command and O.C. "W" Force with from which you will see that our
foundland Base Command, U.S. Army,
friends appear to be desirous of inching a bit into that part fef Ne ^oun^d^
land for which Canada has undertaken responsibiLty for de ,

of peace, at any rate. ortunity
2. You will note also that G.O.C.-in-C. would appreciate an opP

of discussing the whole situation with you--a discussion which I suggest

should be productive of much good. peace and soat
3. As I see this matter, as long as the b United Sta tes

Plant does not
long as the black contingency envisag ed by

arise , the United States should restrict themselves to the def ence
with

leased areas. I think our attitude should be that if they are d^ h
the defence measures we are taking for that part of Newfoundland for ^1 0
we have assumed responsibility, their recourse should be to request

increase the adequacy of such measures.* MAURICE POPE
Brigadier

• 1 Probably joint Canadiaa United States
1 Probablement le premier plan ^^t Plan No. 1-1940.

canado-américain de 1940. • Notes as in oriBinal:
- • Notes telles que dans l'ori.̂nal: of J.D.B.

(1) Please inform (3.O.C.-in-G that subsequent to next m eéd to New'
probably last week in April I shall plan to visit him-,a1^ to p ed.
foundland. Command, defence arrangements Nfland can tb.S. A^y °^lt^

ments
(2) Itin is most

Nfland. Only If
desirable tothe discourage (tactfully) large U ent

"impossible" happened is there any ar^^s,

e even after thaLfor a U.S. Div. being despatched-and there
be made,

before any German attempt at landing could
H.D.C3.C[rtFxnR]•

The issue of the "Joint 1941 Plan"* should clear up most of the Points rO°d894•
by C3.O.C: in-C. [initials illegible] 2-4-41 ^^b^ Daument

•sProbablement ABG22. Voir le document ••P ABC-22. See

894.
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888. DND (DH) 193.009 (D2)
Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] April 2, 1941
. . .

6. Canadian and U.S.A. Forces in Newfoundland
C.A.S. raised the questions of (a) Command and (b) co-ordination of

communication arrangements, as between Canadian and U.S. Forces in
Newfoundland.

(a) The particular question raised was whether the proper channel of
communication between the Officer Commanding the U.S. Mili-
tary Forces in St. John's Newfoundland and A.O.C. Eastern Air
Command was through the Commander Canadian Military Force
"W" and the G.O.C. in C. Atlantic Coast, or direct with A.O.C.,
E.A.C. The Committee was unable to give a ruling in this matter,
the question of command not having yet been completely settled.

(b) C.A.S. stated that R.C.A.F. W/T frequencies and call-signs had
been given to the U.S. Army Air Corps at Washington, and raised
the question as to whether the War W/T Call-signs and frequencies
of Digby Aircraft operating in Newfoundland should be furnished
to the Commander of the U.S. Military Forces at St. John's. The
Committee was of the opinion that such action was both necessary
and desirable.

(c) The larger question of exchange of Codes and Cyphers with U.S.A.
Forces was also raised. As all Codes and Cyphers in use by the
Canadian Forces are the same as those used by U.K. Forces it
was clear they could not be divulged to the U.S.A. without U.K.
permission. The Secretary was therefore instructed to draft a sub-
mission to the Ministers recommending that this matter should be
brought to the attention of the United Kingdom Authorities with
a view to obtaining a ruling.

889• DND HQS ,7410-7
Le commandant des troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve

'd l'officier géitéral commandant en chef, région de l'Atlantique

Commander, Canadian Troops in Newfoundland,
to General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Atlantic Command

SECuT
St. John's, May 7, 1941

APPRECIATION RE DEFENCE OF AIRPORT
reference to cable 0 540, dated 19 April, 1941,1 I beg to submit

ht f^R two copies of my appreciation.2 In submitting this, I wish to make
^ll0wing remarks:
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2. At my request, the O.C., U.S. Nfld. Base Command, Colonel M.D.
Welty, obtained permission from the U.S. First Army to accept the Canadian
"Scales and Forms of Attack". This agreement was necessary if we were to
approach the problem in "collaboration".

3. Further, Colonel Welty agreed on a joint identical list of "assumptions"
concerning our joint instructions. These of course may not be according
to your views, but they seemed to us, after a consideration of local factors,
to be reasonable. A change of assumptions might change the plan.

4. The scale of attack is a considerable one, particularly if applied at
several places simultaneously, as it may well be. The Airport set up, as it
will be when there are U.S. Air Corps, ultimate scale ferry service, two
million gallons of gasoline and a vital NV/T service in full operation, is a
prize for the enemy, which justifies the complete sacrifice of a considerable
force of men and equipment.

5. Colonel Welty and I are unanimous, that considering all local factors,
there must be one Commander in Command for the defence of Newfound-

ey are explanatory and ticd in to it, though not a part of it.
7. At the formal request of the Commissio f D r- e the New-

A apprec^6. I would like these remarks to go forward attache t o th e 'ation as

land, and that any compromise on that would be unwise. The island is large,
the communications most inadequate. A joint Services Committee, Plus
Americans added, with the senior officer authorized in case of emergency
to assume command, is suggested as the most workable arrangement. This
would not interfere with normal service commands, would co-ordinate
efforts and assure full co-operation and weight of a joint effort when an
emergency occurs. It is essential that this question should be settled at
once, while the defence of Newfoundland is being built up.

r
foundland Commission of Government, I have

or c c ncc o

appreciation. given him a copy of this

P. EARNSIIANV,
Brigadier

890. NPA S-4-2-3

CONFIDENTIAL
0 9

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum rrom Commissioner for Justice and Defence
to Commission of Government of Newjoundland

J. and D. 23-1941 ' [St John's ] May 15, 1941

I submit herewith a Billl to amend the Militia Act so as to provide for
a declaration by the Governor it Commission that the Newfoundland Militia
shall be on active service.

1 Non teprodnit. I Not priated.
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Act, passed at a time when active service meant serviceoutside of Britain does not contain a provision for a force
whilst at home.

3. The Canadian forces serving i
ce being on active

a Proclamation made under the M Lt;af Âctdof d are on active service under
manding the Combined Canadian and NewfoundlCanada.and force The Officer Com_
that the present situation is such as to justify a declarations has represented

New-
foundland

Militia should be on active service, and further that the New-
forces serving in combination should be placed in ^er that the two

theagree with this representation and recommend accordin same position. I
steps be takcn, gly that the necessary

4. In view of the fact that Act is in the nature of
should not be published for comment and I recommend a war measure it
through all three stages and that the order under that it be enacted
effect immediatcly, it be made and given

5. I also submit a draft orderl under the Bill which I r
made as sooâ as the Bill is ecommend should be
Aiilitia shall be deemed to be on active service.

Le secrétaire du
au

Comité de -guerre du Cabinetpréside^rl, sectioii ca»adieine
de la CPCAD

Secretary Cabinet iVar C011u1tittee
to Chair»>air, Calradfan Sectiat

of Pl13D

1156-G39

1'^ar Colonel Biggar, Ottawa, May 27, 1941
Au the

the Prime Minister's request, I am writin '
o^y the 26th,2 with regard to the disp gin answer to your letter

a^d Newfoundland in the circumstances co tema nad forces in
of^é Permanent Joint Board on Defence. p o in Plan 1
^ft^ subject was discussed at today's meeting of the

''^d in reply to the enquiries contained i Cabinet War Com_
10Ur letter, I have been directed to inform ° the last paragraph of
C^°adian you that, on the part of thegovernmcnt,

(1%~ there
would be objection to the exercis e byOf anlimited authority over the dispositionanthc Unitcd States

dian forces, in the circuntan contem and

the

of
there would be no objection, howevcr, t the- United States of limitcd authority, that is an aut exercise by the
the detcrmination of war policy by the ovcr hority subject to

untries; 8 nments of the two
rep^

N0^ Wte. 1 Not printed.
• Not printed.
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(2) there would be objection to agreeing to a formula capable of the
two interpretations to which your letter refers.

Yours very truly,

[A. D. P. HEENEY]

892. DND (DH) 193.009 (D2)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] June 25, 1941

3. Joint-Service Sub-Committee for Newfoundland
The Committee decided that the Heads of the three Services stationed in

Newfoundland should be, formed into a Sub-Committee to be known as
the Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland, under the chairmanship
of the Senior Officer, with the following Terms of Reference: "To secure
the fullest measure of co-operation between the Services and to co-ordinate
all details respecting the defence of Newfoundland." The Joint Service
Sub-Committee, Newfoundland, will report direct to the Joint Service Com-
mittee, Atlantic Coast.

I

I 41:

ip
fu

893. NPA S-4-2-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1181 [London,] July 4, 1941

SECRET. Addressed to High Commissioner, Ottawa, No. 1181. Repeated to
Governor of Newfoundland No. 599.

Admiralty have had under consideration the general question of naval
control and command in the Western Atlantic.

2. Present situation is as follows:
(a) Atlantic west of 30 degrees west and north 40 degrees north lies

within American and West Indies Station.
(b) The eastern Seaboard of Canada together with base at Halifax zs

administered and local forces commanded by Cornmanding 4fficer
of Atlantic Coast, under C.N.S. Ottawa.

©
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(c) The convoy escorts working from Halifax have since 1939 been
operated by a Royal Navy Flag Officer Rear-Admiral, Third
Battle Squadron, West Indies, C. in C. AW1.

(d) The base at St. John's together with local force and Newfoundland
escort force are commanded by [an] Officer of the Royal Canadian
Navy Commodore Commanding Newfoundland Force.

3. For prosecution of the Battle of the Atlantic (now ocean wide) Admiral-
ty consider there should be a single co-ordinating authority for the operation
of all convoys and escort forces over the whole transatlantic route and that
this authority should continue to be the C. in C. Western Approaches.

4. To achieve this and to remove anomalous position of Rear-Admiral,
Third Battle Squadron, following arrangements are proposed:

(a) The Western Approaches Station to be extended to Canadian
Seaboard, its southern limit to west of North Atlantic Station to run
along latitude 40 degrees north until 67 degrees west and thence
northwards to join Coast at United States Canadian Frontier.

(b) C. in C. Western Approaches to have overriding operational con-
trol for all convoys and escorts in his extended command.

(c) Subject to (b) above all bases in Canada and British bases in
Newfoundland to be administered by Royal Canadian Navy who
would also be in operational control of convoy escorts and local
forces working from coast bases.

5. It is proposed that.a Flag Officer be appointed in command of Western
Atlantic Coast for which he would be responsible to C.N.S. Ottawa, under
instructions to be laid down later. It is also proposed to abolish post of Rear-
Admiral, Third Battle Squadron. Under this scheme Flag Officer or Commo-
dore Commanding Eastern Atlantic Coast Force would be administrative
authority for Halifax and in operational local forces based on that post and
also of convoy escorts under general direction of C. in C. Western Ap-
proaches, He would also have under his orders Commodore Commanding
Newfoündland Forces. As controlling authority for Western Atlantic convoy
routes he would thus have considerable responsibilities with, strong naval
forces of all types under his command and should therefore be a specially
selected and experienced officer.

6. In view of size of forces involved and vital importance to this country
of safety of incoming convoys it is proposed that Flag Officer should be
lent to Royal Canadian Navy from Royal Navy. It is suggested that present
C0111manding Officer of Atlantic Coast might be appointed as Chief of the
staff to Flag Officer to preserve continuity of local administration and defence.

7. Please put proposals to Canadian Government immediately and invite
their acceptance. If Canadian Government agrees generally we suggest thatails

be worked out between Atlantic and Chief of Naval Staff, Ottawa,
direct and we would submit for Canadian Government's approval name of an
N^Cer for appointment to post of Flag Officer Western Atlantic Coast and

wfoundland.
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894. DND HQS 5199-W 1-B

Les militaires, CPCAD, aux chefs d'état-major du Canada
et des États-Unis

Service Members, PJBD, to Chiefs of Staff of Canada and
United States

J.B. No. 325 (SERIAL 717)

MOST SECRET
Montreal, July 30, 1941

There is submitted herewith a copy of Joint Canadian-United States
Basic Defence Plan No. 2 (short title ABC-22)1 prepared by the Service
members of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

S. D. ENISICIC, • F. L. HOUGHTON,
Major-General, U.S. Army Captain, R.C.N.

H. W. HILL, MAURICE POPE,
Captain, U.S. Navy Brigadier

FORREST SHERNfAN, A. A. L. CUFFE,
Commander, U.S. Navy Air Commodore, R.C.A.F.

CLAYTON BISSELL,
Lieut.-Colonel, U.S. Army

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE]

Plan défensif de base canado-américain n° 2
(titre abrégé ABC-22)2 -

Joint Canadian-United States Basic
Defence Plan No. 2 (Short Title ABC-22)2

I

If

J.B. No. 325 (SERIAL 717)
MOST SECRET

[Montreal,] July 28, 1941

SECTION I

PURPOSE OF THIS PLAN
1. There has been submitted to the Government of the United States and

to His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom a report of Staff
Conversations held in Washington from January 29, 1941 to March 27,
1941. The United Kingdom Government has referred this report to the
Canadian Government for their concurrence. The report, which bears the

'Voir le document 100. La négociation du
plan ABC-22, au cours de laquelle le Canada
revendiqua avec succès le principe de la
coopération, est documentée au volume 8,
chapitre I, partie 4.

' Le texte complet se trouve au volume S.
' document 160.

I See Document 100. NeSotiation of

ABC-22, in which Canada successfully "s'
serted the principle of co-operation, is docu-

mented in Volume 8, Chapter I, Part. 4.

'For complete text, see Volume 8. DOW,

ment 160.
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895short title "ABC-1
Basic War Plan. 11 includes a United States-British Commonwealth Joint

2. ABC-1
assumes that joint agreements between Canada

States for common action in war uIIder the conce
pts of

and the United
ABC-1 con-form generally to the agreements reached in the United

States-British
will con-Conversations. This plan is intended to supplement those -British Staff

to provide for the most effective use of Canadian and Unitedagreements, and
for the purposes listed in paragraph 3, should the United States ForcesBritish

Commonwealth be associated in a war a ainst States and theallies. g Germany and her
3.

Under such circumstances, co-operative action b
United States Forces will be required primaril

for
y Canadian and

^^: Y purposes connected
(a) the protection of overseas shipping within the n

of the Western Atlantic and Pacific Areas; orthern portions
(b) the protection of sea communications within the
(c) the defence of Alaska, Canada, Newfoundland coastal zones;

Labrador) and the northern portion of the United hSch includes4. The
coastal zones are the whole area of the navi

gable
tates.

to the seacoast and extend seaward to include the co waters adjacent
focal points of shipping approaching and de art' astwise sea lanes and

P ing from the coast.
SECTION II

SPECIAL5.
Except as otherwise provided herein ,

PROVISIONS

Other provisions of ABC-1, where applicable shall ^sumptions' concept and
6.

Co-ordination of the military effort of'the United a part of this plan.
shall be ef}'ected by mutual co-operation, and nlted States and Canada
each

nation tasks for whose execution such yforcesassigning to the forces ofrespo^ible.
These tasks may be assigned in Joint shall be primarilyBasic

Defence Plans, or by States^roed . y agreement between the Chiefs of, Staff con-
^ch• , the United States Chief of Naval Operations being considered as

7.
In effecting mutual co-operation, as provided 'forces
of one nation will, to their utmost capacity, in paragraph 6, the

forces of the other nation. support the appropriate
8.

Each nation shall retain the strategic dire0^111 forces, except as hereinafter provided. ction and command of its
9.

A unified command may, if circumst
for r United States and Canadian forces o e at s so require, be established

Partlcular United States and Canadian forces in any area or areas, orPu^ge: rces operating for a common(Al
when agreed upon by the Chiefs of Staff(b) when concerned;commanders of the Canadian ncerned; or
concerned agree and United States forcesthat the situatio •n requires the exercise of unity
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of command, and further agree as to the Servi ce
shall

shall
exercise such command. All such mutual
subject to confirmation by the Chiefs of Staff concerned , ,

of
but this

unity
provision shall not prevent the immediate
of command in cases of emergency.

10. Unity of command, when established, vests in one commander the

fores o

f
a p

articipating
responsibility and authority to co-ordinate the opera tio

t of
forces of both nations by the setting up of task ,
tasks, the designation of objectives, and the exercise of such co-ordinating
control as the commander deems necessary to ens emm^e de

success
r exerciing t

operations. Unity of command does not authorize a
to control the administration and discipline of the forces forces beyond
which he is not an ofûcer, nor to issue any instructions to such ander
those necessary for effective co-ordination. In no case fromcthN ^of a unified force move naval forces of the other nation
Atlantic or the North Pacific Oceans, nor move land or air forces ^é eef
command from the adjacent land area, without authorization by

of Staff concerned.
11. The assignment of an area to one nation shall not étendng appro-

priate

the forces of the other nation from temporarily circam-
priate operations into that area, as may be required by particular

stances. k
12. For all matters requiring common action, each nationinitiative,

ôeeS^b^h

commanders in all echelons and services, commanders of the other nation.
liaison with and co-operate with pP P
The principal commanders of Canadian and United States forces who Will
co-operate under this plan are as f ollows :

CANADA

Commodore Commanding New-
foundland Force (RCN)

Commanding Officer,
Atlantic Coast (RCN)

Air Ofi'icer Commanding,
Eastern Air Command

General Officer Commanding in
Chief, Atlantic Command (CA)

Air Officer Commanding Eastern
Air Command (RCAF)

Commanding Officer, Pacific Coast
(RCN)

Air Officer Commanding Western
-Air Command (RCAF)

UNITED STATES

Commander in Chief, United States ,

Atlantic Fleet (USN)
United

Task Force commanders,
States Atlantic Fleet (USN)

Commander North Atlantic Naval
Coastal Frontier (USN)

Commanding General Northeast De-
fense Command (USA)

Commanding General, GHQ

Commander in Chief, United States
Pacific Fleet (USN )

Task Force Commanders, U
States Pacific Fleet (USN)
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Commander Pacific Northern Naval
Coastal Frontier (USN)

General Officer Commanding in Commanding General Western De-
Chief Pacific Command (CA) fense Command (USA)

Air Officer Commanding Western
Air Command (RCAF)

13. Under the provisions of ABC-1 the United States will assume responsi-
bility for the control and protection of Associated overseas shipping in the
Western Atlantic and Pacific Areas. Pending the establishment of effective
United States agencies the British Naval Control Service Organization will,
in accordance with ABC-1, continue in the exercise of its present functions.

14. Within the coastal zones of Canada and the United States, responsibility
for routing and protection of shipping is allocated as follows:

(a) Canada will be responsible for routing and protecting coastwise and
independently routed overseas shipping within coastal zones of
Canada and Newfoundland.

(b) The United States will be responsible for routing and protecting
Associated overseas shipping except as provided in sub-paragraph
(a).

(c) The routing of shipping passing from the coastal zone of one nation
into the coastal zone of the other, will be effected in the Atlantic
by agreement between the Canadian Commanding Officer, Atlantic
Coast, and the United States Commander, North Atlantic Naval
Coastal Frontier; and in the Pacific by agreement between the
Canadian Commanding Officer, Pacific Coast, and the United States
Commander, Pacific Northern Naval Coastal Frontier.

15. Each nation will provide within its own territory certain base facilities
for use by the othcr nation. These facilities are listed in Annexe IV So far
as Practicable, each nation will make available its own bases, harbors, and
repair facilities, for use by the forces of the other. '

16. To facilitate common decision and action, Canada and the United
States will establish in Washington and Ottawa, respectively, officers of all
Services who will be charged with the duty of representing their own Chiefs
of Staffs vis-d-vis the appropriate Chief of Staff of the other nation. They will
4o arrange to assign liaison officers where needed for effectuating direct
cO-Peration between Commanders of forces in the field.

17•.This plan will be placed in effect by the Chiefs of Staff of Canada and
the United States when so directed by the Canadian and United States
Governments.

1N0a nproduite. 1 Not printed.
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SECTION III

JOINT TASK OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

18. Protect the sea communications of the United States and the British
Commonwealth, and defend the territory of Canada,

the ultimatensecu
and the

United States, including Alaska, in order to ensure
Canada and the United States.

SECTION IV

TASKS

19. The tasks set forth in this section are tho^tedwhich
States,lshould the latter

jointly by the Armed forces of Canada and the U
enter the war. These joint tasks are:

in the northern
Joint Task One: Protect associated overseas shipping

portions of the western Atlantic and Pacific areas.

Joint Task Two: Defend Newfoundland and protect associated sea com-

munications within the coastal zone.

Joint Task Three: Defend eastern Canada and the north-eastern portion
of the United States, and protect sea communications within the

coastal zones.

;

0
20. Joint Task One
Protect associated overseas shipping in the northern portions of the western

Atlantic and Pacific areas.

Canadian Tasks
All Services-Support the United States Navy in the execution of thls

joint task.

United States Tasks
Army-Support Associated naval operations.

atrolling,
Navy-Protect overseas shipping by escorting, covering, and p
as may be appropriate, and by destroying enemy raiding forces.

21. Joint Task Two
Defend Newfoundland and protect associated sea communications

within the coastal zone.

Canadian Tasks
Army-Defend Newfoundland, in co-operation with other Can n â

and United States Services. Co-operate in the defence of the
States bases in Newfoundland. ovide the

Navy-Protect sea communications in the coastal zone. Pr e fence of
naval defence of St. John's and Botwood. Support the d
Newfoundland.

Force
Co-operate with* the Royal Canadian Air

in denying Hudson Strait to enemy forces. Assist the United StatestheNavy in initial movements of United States forces from
Maritime Provinces to Newfoundland.

I

0
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Air Force-Defend Newfoundland in co-operation with other Canadian
and United States Services. Co-operate in the defence of United
States bases in Newfoundland.

United States Tasks
Army-Defend Newfoundland in co-operation with Canadian and other

United States Services. Defend United States bases. Support as-
sociated naval operations.

Navy-Support the defence of Newfoundland and its coastal zone.
Patrol Placentia Bay. Provide sea transportation for the initial
movement and the continued support of United States forces in
Newfoundland.

22. Joint Task Three
Defend Eastern Canada and the Northeastern portion of the United

States, and protect sea communications within the coastal zone.

Canadian Tasks
Army-Defend the Maritime Provinces and the Gaspé Peninsula.
Navy-Protect sea communications in the Canadian Coastal Zone. Pro-

vide the naval defence of the harbours of Gaspé, Halifax, Sydney,
Shelburne, and Saint John, N.B.

Air Force-Defend Eastern Canada. Support Associated naval opera-
tions.

United States Tasks
Army-Defend the northeastern portion of the United States. Support

Associated naval operations. Support the defence of the Maritime
provinces and the Gaspé Peninsula.

Navy-Protect sea communications in the United States Coastal Zone.
Support the defence of the northeastern portion of the United
States. Support the defence of Eastern Canada and its Coastal
zone. I

SECTION V

25. The forces estimated to be available for the operations required by
this plan are indicated in Annexe IlMilitary Forces.

SECTION VI

26. The facilities to be provided by the two governments concerned for
the joint execution of this plan are indicated in Annex III-Facilities to be
Provided by Canada and the United States.

I Not printed.
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895. DND NSS 1048-48-31

L'Amirauté au commandant, région de l'Atlantique

Admiralty to Officer Commanding, Atlantic Command

TELEGRAM 1524B/29 [London,] July 31, 1941

Consequent on U.S. Government disposition it has been decided 3rd Battle
Squadron should be gradually withdrawn from North Atlantic Convoy Escort
Force. (ii) As regards action: (A) HMS Ramillies will be sailed from Ice-
land to U.K. to be taken in hand for refit (B) HMS Royal Sovereign is to
have her refit at Clyde extended as necessary in order to undergo certain
alterations and additions which time has precluded during her 3 weeks stay
at Clyde. (iii) As soon as one of these ships has completed [refit] HMS
Revenge will be withdrawn for similar attention. (It is probable she will be
relieved temporarily by either HMS Ramillies or HMS Royal Sovereign).
(iv) HMS Resolution will return to U.K. on completion of her refit and will
recommission ready for her new service. ..

896.

Sir,

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of New f oundlarid to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

St. John's, August 15, 1941

For some time the command of the Newfoundland Militia has rested
in an officer who has also performed the duties of Director of Recruiting
and other services in connection with the Department of Defence. This ar-
rangement is unsuitable under existing circumstances and the Officer Com-
manding the Combined Canadian and Newfoundland Forces has recom-
mended thàt the Commanding Officer of the Newfoundland Militia should be
in a position to give full time to his military duties.

The present Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Rendell, C.B.E.,
is required by the Government to assume the office of Secretary for Defence
and he is . of opinion that none of his officers has at present had suffcient
experience to take command. After discussing the matter with Brigadier
Earnshaw it has been decided that I should request you to be good enough
to second an officer from the Canadian Army who is capable of taking
this post.

3. The force consists of roughly three hundred officers and men and it
is thought that an officer of the rank of major will satisfy the requirements.
The Government of Newfoundland will provide the officer with first class
fare and subsistence to St. John's, Newfoundland and return. Such offffcer
will, of course, receive pay and allowances from the Newfoundland Govern-
ment at the rate current for his rank and séniority in the Canadian'ArmY from
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the date of his departure for St. John's until his return. It is further
suggested that the appointment be for one year at the end of which period
the position will be reviewed in the light of experience with the object
of appointing a Newfoundland officer to take command of the force if a
suitable appointee is found available.

4. I should be grateful if you would give your sympathetic consideration
to this proposal and let me hear from you if possible by telegram at your
convenience.

I have etc.
HUMPHREY WALWYN

897.
DND NSS 1048-48-31

L'Amirauté au commandant de l'aviation, service de défense côtière

Admiralty to Air Officer Commanding, Coastal Command

TELEGRAM 1145A/13 [London,] September 14, 1941
IMPORTANT. Commencing with HX 150 leaving Halifax on 16th September
the U.S.A. will assume responsibility of trans Atlantic trade convoy on
north Atlantic route when to westward of a line from North Pole down
meridian 010° West to latitude 065° North thence to position 053° North
026° West and thence down meridian 026° West. (ii) U.S.A. or Canadian
force will provide anti-submarine Ocean escort group for trade convoys
to and from western Atlantic ports and meeting point south of Iceland
between longitudes 030° and 026° West. Royal Navy escort group will
provide escort to the eastward of meeting point. (iii) U.S.A. escort groups
will escort

HX convoys and Canadian group augmented as necessary by
Royal Naval escort ships will escort SC convoys. Mixed U.S. and British
escort groups will be avoided. (iv) This information is only to be given
to those officers and men who necessarily require it in course of their duty
and they are to be warned that it is not to be divulged. (v) The communi-
cation arrangements are given in Admiralty message 1150A/13-'

SECRET

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

, Ottawa, October 9, 1941

CANADA-U.S. FORCES IN WESTERN ATLANTIC-

UNIFIED COMMAND

22. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR read a communication

which had been received by the Chief of the Air Staff from the U.S. Chief

Non reproduit.
1 Not printed.
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of Naval Operations, inviting the R.C.A.F. to place such Canadian air forces
as were assigned to ocean escort duty in the Western Atlantic - area, under the
command, for this purpose, of the Commander-in-Chief U.S. Atlantic Fleet.

(See letter of October 2nd, 1941,1 from the Chief of Naval Operations,
Washington, to the Chief of the Air Staff, Ottawa.)

23. MR. POWER said that this request was based upon a provision of
the Joint Canada-U.S. Basic Defence Plan No. 2 (ABC 22) which pro-
vided for the establishment of a unified command for common purposes over
U.S. and Canadian forces, if circumstances so required, and when agreed
upon by the Chiefs of Staff concerned.

The Chief of the Canadian Naval Staff had already agreed to have
Canadian naval forces. accept U.S. command for ocean escort purposes in
the Western Atlantic. The Air Staff, however, took the view that the request
should not be granted. "Co-operation" had provided a satisfactory basis
for the co-ordination and joint action of Canadian air forces with Canadian

Naval Operations based his request upon a provision of the Joint Canadian-
U.S. Basic Defence Plan No. 2 (ABC No. 22) this plan had not yet received
the approval of the Canadian government.

It was understood, however, that approval would be recommended to
the Committee at an early date.

27. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR agreed that, if the U•5.
Navy's request were to be refused in respect of the Air Force, the refusal
should be based, not upon constitutional grounds, but upon some practical
operational reason inapplicable to joint operations by naval forces.

28. After further discussion; the Committee agreed to defer decision pending
furt^i`er consideration of the question by the Minister of National Defence for
Air, with Officers of his department.

26. THE. SECRETARY drew attention to the fact that, while the U.S. Chief of
of shipping was desirable.
accepting the U.S. request. Unified command in operations for the protection
that there had been no difficulty in so far as the Navy was concerned, in

25. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES observed

tinction.
have the refusal of the Air Force based upon some practical operationai dis-
If the two Services were to take different stands, it would be preferable to
participating in the war, when the Navy had already accepted U.S. command.
upon the political ground that the United States was a foreign state not

24. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS suggested
that it would be inconsistent to have the Air Force base a negative reply

U.S. Navy Department.
Canadian and British Navies. It was proposed to reply in this sense to the

and British Naval forces, since the beginning of the war. There was no
reason to give to a foreign neutral power more than had been given to the

i Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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899.-
2408-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 83
Ottawa, October 11, 1941

Reference my telegram September 6 No. 781.1 I have now been informed
that Major A. T. Howell, M.C., Royal Montreal Regiment, has been selected
for the Command of the Newfoundland Militia under the conditions outlined
in paragraph 3 of your letter of August 15, 1941. Major Howell will be
despatched to Newfoundland as soon as the necessary arrangements for
transportation are made.

SECRET

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, October 15, 1941

JOINT CANADIAN-UNITED STATES BASIC DEFENCE PLAN NO. 2

Permanent Joint Board on Defence, these did not involve matters of import-

17. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR, as ASSOCIATE MINISTER
OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, submitted a recommendation of the Chiefs of Staff
Committee that approval be given to "Joint Canadian-United States Basic
Defence Plan No. 211

title-ABC-22). The Plan had already received
the approval of the President of the United States and it was desired to
have early Canadian approval, so that operations might be set on foot to bring
the Plan into effect at short notice.

While there were certain differences in detail between the new Plan and
recommendations already considered by the Committee in reports from the

ance, and the Chiefs of Staff reported that the Plan involved "no obligation
uPon the government of Canada not already accepted pursuant to the recom-
mendations

made in the First Report of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence, or by agreement with the United Kingdom government in the con-
duct of present war operations."

(See amended memorandum of September 30th; 1941,1 from the Chiefs
of Staff, to the Ministers.)

18• The Committee agreed that approval be given, on the part of the
government of -Canada, to Joint Canadian-United States Basic Plan No. 2(ABC-22).

'Non reproduit,
1 Not printed.
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901. NPA S-4-2-3

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 925 [London,] November 3, 1941

SECRET. My telegram 4th July No. 599. Admiralty now propose to leave
existing arrangements for Command in Western Atlantic as they are for the
present. Please consider telegram under reference and connected messages
as cancelled.

902. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, November 6, 1941

CANADIAN-U.S. FORCES IN THE WESTERN ATLANTIC-COMMAND

1. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that the Chief
of the Air Staff had received a reply from the U.S. Chief of Naval Operations.

Admiral Stark had welcomed the assurance that the Commander-in-Chief
of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet could count on the fullest co-operation and support
of the Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command, R.C.A.F., and had
accepted co-operation between the two forces as an alternative to the unified
command which had been proposed.

(See letter of October 27th, 1941,1 from the U.S. Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, Washington, to the Chief of the Air Staff, Ottawa.)

903.
50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

Top SECRET Montreal, November 10-11, 1941

..
UNITED STATES NAVY

1. Exchange of Information
The exchange of information with the Canadian Navy is proceeding in a

highly ' satisfactory manner. Normal channels of communication are supple-
mented by direct use of telephone and landwire, day and night, between
Nayo Service Headquarters Ottawa and the United States Navy DePartment
in order to expedite and co-ordinate the co-operative effort of the two navies
in active operations in the North Atlantic. Each service is being kept fullY
informed of the operations of the other. The relationships which have been

1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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established between the Commander-in-Chief, U.S., Atlantic Fleet and his
Task Force Commanders and the responsible senior officers of the Canadian
Navy are most gratifying.

It has become evident that some improvement is needed in the arrange-
ments for exchange of operating information and for obtaining the co-opera-
tion of Canadian air units based on Newfoundland in support of naval opera-
tions in the Newfoundland area. The appropriate Task Force Commander
has been instructed by the Commander-in-Chief to make necessary arrange-
ments with the Canadian air commander in Newfoundland. It is believed that
the completion of better communication facilities between ships at Argentia
and Gander Lake will help in this matter.

7. Joint Defence Plans
Joint Basic Defence Plan No. 2 has been issued to the naval service. Under

present circumstances U.S. naval forces in the Atlantic are operating under
Navy Western Hemisphere Defence Plan No. 5.1 Appropriate instructions
concerning their supporting operations have been issued to U.S. Army units
concerned.

During the preparation of this plan the British and Canadian naval and air
attachés in Washington were consulted and draft copies were given to them
for comment. Under the arrangements finally completed, Canadian naval
units engaged in ocean escort of shipping in the Western Atlantic Area are
operating under the direction of the Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet.
Co-ordination of the activities of the United States Navy and the Royal
Canadian Air Force in protecting shipping is being effected by the method
of co-operation.

904. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, December 10, 1941

U.K.-U.S. BASES AGREEMENT--COMMAND OF JOINT

FORCES IN NEWFOUNDLAND

3. THE PRIME MINISTER read a communication from the U.K. High Com-

missioner, setting out the text of an agreement with the United States with
regard to outstanding questions.

"Suivant l'attaque japonaise contre la flotte
des États_Unis à Pearl Harbour en décembre
1941, l'effort naval des États-Unis fut prin-
cipalement déployé dans le Pacifique laissant
en grande partie la bataille de 1'Atlantique
au-1 mains des Britanniques et, de plus . en
plus, aux Canadiens.

1 Following the Japanese attack on the
United States fleet at Pearl Harbour in
December, 1941, the United States naval
effort was deployed mainly in the Pacific,
leaving the Battle of the Atlantic largely in
British and, increasingly, Canadian hands.
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The government's attention was directed, particularly, to the effect of the
agreement upon the question of command of joint U.S.-Canadian forces in
Newfoundland. The special interest of Canada in Newfoundland had been
recognized at the time of the bases agreement by the conclusion of a protocol.
In order to ensure Canadian command in that area, it was suggested that the

matter be taken up by the Prime Minister direct with the President. It was
also suggested that the Newfoundland government be considered in any dis-
cussions of the question.

4. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR observed that there had
already been signs of pressure being exerted in favour of U.S. command. A
number of Kittyhawk aircraft, which were to be delivered to the R.C.A.F.,

had been held by the United States, and their release offered on condition that
they be subject to U.S. strategic direction when incorporated in the R.C.A.F.

This condition had been refused by the Chief of the Air Staff, and subse-

quently, the aircraft had been released, unconditionally.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister

1000/35 Ottawa, December 6, 1941

MOST SECRET

My dear Prime Minister,
Discussions have been taking place in the United States between the Joint

Staff Mission for the United Kingdom and the United States Chiefs of Staff on
outstanding defence questions in respect to the United States leased bases
in the Western Atlantic, and I am enclosing herein a copy of the draft Agree-
ment' which has been negotiated on this subject. You will note that in
Articles 1, 21 and 23 the words "Great Exuma" have been inserted in pencil,
and that Article 26* (b) (3) has been erased. These modifications were re-
cently agreed upon after further discussion with the United States Chiefs of
Staff.

The Agreement thus revised has now been considered and confirmed by
the United Kingdom Government, and it is understood that it will be sub-
mitted by the United States Chiefs of Staff to President Roosevelt for his
approvaL In forwarding the document to you I have been asked to make the
following observations.

Newfoundland was expressly excluded from the scope of these negotiations
as presenting a special problem of its own, which would presumably be dis-
cüssed by the Canadian-United States Permanent Joint Defence Board with

N reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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representatives of Newfoundland present. It has been agreed by the Board
that Newfoundland, as the gateway to Canada, falls within the Canadian
sphere of defence, and the special position of Newfoundland in this respect
was recognized in the protocol annexed to the Bases Agreement of the 27th

March, 1941.

It is, however, thought likely that the present Agreement will be regarded
to a considerable extent as a precedent for Newfoundland although, until the
Newfoundland Government have seen the draft Agreement, which is being
forwarded to them from the United Kingdom by air mail, they would hope

that it will not be assumed that they themselves are prepared to look upon it
in that light. In this connection particular importance attaches to the question
of command in the event of joint operations by British Commonwealth and
United States forces, which is dealt with in Articles 20 and 21 of the Agree-

ment. From discussions which they had with you when you were in England,

the United Kingdom authorities understand that the Canadian Government
are contemplating that if any question of command arose the Commander
should be a Canadian officer. They themselves entirely agree with you in
thinking that it would be essential to secure this if possible, and this is also
the wish of the Newfoundland Government. If the present Agreement were
applied to Newfoundland, the position at the moment is that a Canadian
Commander would presumably be appointed, since for the present the
Canadian troops outnumber the United States troops there. It is, however,
open to the United States to increase the number of their troops on the
island, and in fact it is understood to be their intention, if necessity were to
arise, to raise their forces to the strength of a division. Moreover they have

recently appointed a Major-General to command the United States troops in

Newfoundland whereas the Canadian Commander is a Brigadier. It seems
likely, therefore, that the United States would make every endeavour to
ensure that the Commander should be a United States officer if the necessity
for joint operations arose. I

The United Kingdom Government would accordingly be grateful if
appropriate action could be taken to raise with the United States Government
the question of arrangements for dealing in Newfoundland with the matter
covered as regards the Colonies by the present Agreement, especially this
question of command.

I have been asked to add that the Agreement enclosed is also of interest
to Canada in that there is at present a Canadian battalion at Jamaica which,
under the proposed arrangements, will come under the command of the
United States officer.

Yours sincerely,

MALCOLM MACDONALD
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905. 1156-C-39
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 49 Ottawa, December 12, 1941

In view of importance of position occupied by Newfoundland in the de-
fence scheme for this hemisphere, the Canadian authorities propose to
appoint Major-General L. F. Page, D.S.O., to be General Officer Com-
manding Canadian-Newfoundland troops in Newfoundland. Major-General
Page is now in command of the 4th Division.

Please communicate this information to the Newfoundland Commission of
Government, and say that the Canadian Government hopes that the New-
foundland authorities approve of this selection.

In your approach to the Newfoundland Government, please do not repeat
not give the impression that the nomination of General Page is dependent
upon Newfoundland approval. It is being referred to the Newfoundland
authorities as a matter of courtesy.

906. 1156-C-39
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 55 St. John's, December 19, 1941

Your telegram No. 54 of December 18th1 regarding Major-General Page.
I conferred with Governor and also with Commissioner for Defence and

handed each of them a copy of first two paragraphs ending with "this
selection" of your telegram No. 49, December 12th. After I had given them
a short biographical sketch of Major-General Page's career, they both said
appointment appeared to be a most suitable one.

Commissioner for Defence asked if I wanted - formal approval in writing,
to which I replied I did not think this necessary as all I wanted to know
was that appointment would be well received by Commission of Govern-
ment. I have no doubt I can obtain formal approval in writing if you so
instruct.

Following paragraph in cypher.
Both Governor and Commissioner for Defence expressed the hope that

appointment of so experienced a man as Major-General Page means that
Canadian Government is desirous of controlling the command of an army
troops in Newfoundland..

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET

ARMY COMMAND IN NEWFOUNDLAND

9. THE SECRETARY reported that, at a recent meeting of the Chiefs of Staff
with the Under-Secretary of State and other officers of External Affairs, the
communication from the U.K. High Commissioner, considered at the War
Committee's meeting of December 10, was reviewed.

In that communication Mr. MacDonald had suggested that, rather than
adopt the principle which had been used to decide the question of command
in the other "lease bases" Canada should take steps to see that a Canadian
officer was placed in command of all troops in Newfoundland.

(Two letters, U.K. High Commissioner to External Affairs, December 6,
1941.1)

10.
MR. HEENEY said that it had been pointed out at the meeting with the

Chiefs of Staff that the whole question of command in Newfoundland, in-
cluding the possibility of having to consider a single unified command for
air and naval, as well as army formations, would almost certainly be raised at
an early meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. As a conse-
quence, it was agreed that it would be preferable to leave the British
proposal in abeyance until the Canadian Section of the Board were prepared,
in the light of the Board's discussions, to make a recommendation to the
government. ' "

11. THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that this particular question was
directly related to

more general proposals for an allied council, unified
command, and various conferences. These questions were now- reaching a
critical stage and Canada should be prepared to participate along with the
United Kingdom and the United States. The Canadian people 'would expect
participation,

and careful consideration should be . given to the form of
Canadian representation.

12. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after some discussion, agreed to defer the
question of army command in Newfoundland, pending discussion of the
subject bÿ the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.
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50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions

Top SECRET New York, December 20, 1941

4. The Board discussed the measures of co-operation now in effect be-
tween the forces of the various Services present in Newfoundland. The
degree of co-operation now existing was noted with gratification, but the
Board considers it necessary to stress the need for decentralization of com-
mand sufficiently to permit local operational control and full co-operation
between all forces assigned to the local defence of Newfoundland, and
also to permit immediate local action on requests from Task Force Com-
manders of the United States Atlantic Fleet for support of naval operations

by the forces present.
5. The Board considered the possibility that in the prosecution of the

war, situations can arise suddenly, requiring immediately the further inte-
gration for joint defence of the military forces of the United States and
Canada, advance preparation therefor, or the movement of military forces
or equipment of one country into or through the territory of the other.
The Board therefore, approved the following as its TWENTY-SECOND

RECOMMENDATION :
That the United States and Canadian Governments now authorize the
Commanders named in paragraph 12 of ABC-22, or their duly authorized
representatives, to effect by mutual agreement any. arrangements they
deem necessary for the perfection of preparation for the common
defence, including but not limited to, the installations of accessory equip-
ment in the territory of either, the transit of armed forces, equipment or

defence materials into or through the territory of either, and the
utilization by either nation of the base and military facilities of the other.

JWP Vol. 1 p. 326

Extrait de The Mackenzie King Record'

Excerpt f rom The Mackenzie King Record'

[Ottawa, December 29, 1941]

I [Mackenzie King] spoke specifically about the Atlantic coast^anNeWe
question of command between the Americans and ourselves in
foundland area. Said quite openly to him the problem we faced was that

Mackenzie King s'adressait à Churchill au 1 Mackenzie King was tallcing
to Chur tclO

cours d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du at a Meeting of the Cabinet War ^ t^ded

Cabinet à laquelle assistait le premier mi- which the' British prime Mi^

nistre britannique lors d'une visite• à Ottawa. during a visit to Ottawa.

909.
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while we had been in [the war] during two and a quarter years, things would
be so arranged that the U.S. and Britain would settle everything between
themselves, and that our services, Chiefs of Staff, etc. would not have any
say in what was to be done...

910. 1156-C-39

Mémorandum du sous-chef de l'état-major général, du sous-chef
de l'état-major naval et du directeur du service des plans

au Comité des chefs d'état-major

Memorandum from Vice-Chief of the General Staff, Deputy Chief
of the Naval Staff and Director of Plans to Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] December 31, 1941

COMMAND RELATIONS-NEWFOUNDLAND

1. At the 131st Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee held 23rd Decem-
ber 1941 (Minute 8)1 Chiefs of Staff decided that V.C.G.S., D.C.N.S. and
A.M.A.S. should meet together and prepare as clear and concise a statement
as possible of the present position of command relations between United
States and Canadian Forces in Newfoundland.

2. In pursuance of this decision we have duly considered this question
and we append hereunder for the consideration of the Chiefs of Staff, a
statement of the present position and our conclusions in respect thereof.

3. The question of command relations between United States and Cana-
dian Fighting Services in Newfoundland (as well as elsewhere) was duly
provided for in ABC-22 which has now, in accordance with directions
received from the Canadian Government, been placed in effect by the
Chiefs of Staff.? -

6. From the foregoing it is clear that ABC-22 emphasizes that the command
relations between the Services of the two countries shall be effected by mutual
co-operation, with provision for the institution of a unity of command only
when the Chiefs of Staff concerned agree that such a step is necessary or that
local commanders, in the event of an emergent situation arising, come to a
similar conclusion. This last provision is merely a recognition of the com-
mon doctrine that the local commander on the spot not only may, but must,
take such action in an emergency as he considers that superior authority
would order if such superior authority were actually present.

7. In our view the situation in Newfoundland is not such as to require
the establishment of a general unity of command, nor [sic] that there have been

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
'Ici suivaient les paragraphes 8 et 9 du ' Here followed paragraphs 8 and 9 of

plan ABC-22. Voir le document 894. ABC-22. See Document 894.
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any developments that would justify local commanders in Newfoundland in
reaching such a decision of their own responsibility. Nothing has occurred
since ABC-22 was drafted and approved which has caused the Chiefs of Staff
very materially to alter the forms and scales of attack applicable to eastern
Canada, including Newfoundland and Labrador. Nor, indeed, have the War
and Navy Departments come to a different conclusion, for it is noted from
a Joint (U.S.) Army-Navy Newfoundland Defence Plan, a copy of which
has been made available to us, that the probable forms of attack assumed
therein are of much the same order as those laid down by the Canadian
Chiefs of Staff. This defence plan clearly states as one of its assumptions
that "no major amphibious threat can be reasonably expected".

8. The present command relations between the three Canadian Services
and the two U.S. Services are as follows:

(a) NAVY

In ABC-22 the Royal Canadian Navy is given the task of pro-
tecting the sea communications in the coastal zone of Newfoundland,
while U.S. Navy is charged with the task of supporting the defence of
Newfoundland and its coastal zone. The Royal Canadian Navy is quite
capable of discharging the above-mentioned task and no question of
a unity of command 'therefore arises. On the other hand, an important
provision of ABC-1 has been in effect for some months, namely, that
the strategic direction of the forces operating in the Western Atlantic
(less Canadian coastal zones) shall be assumed by the United States.
In consequence such elements of the Royal Canadian Navy as have
been allocated as convoy escorts come under the strategic direction
and operational command of the U.S. Navy, while they remain so
allotted. This arrangement is working to the entire satisfaction of both
the United States Navy and the Royal Canadian Navy. Consequently
no need arises for a further extension of unity of command over the
Royal Canadian Navy in the discharge of its task of protecting sea
communications in the coastal zones.

„f

(b) ARMY

(i) Under ABC-22 the Canadian Armyis charged with the task of
defending Newfoundland in co-operation with other Canadian and
United States Services and also to co-operate in the defence of United
States bases in Newfoundland. The Canadian Army has established
garrisons at St. John's, Gander and Botwood. Provision is also being
made for the establishment, next spring, of garrisons at Lewisporte
and Goose Inlet. In view of the scales of attack that have been laid
down, these garrisons are required only to defend their respective locality

against sporadic attack and minor raids. In these circumstances, in the
event of attack each garrison, except St. John's, will be required to

conduct the defence of its particular locality independently. Mutual
support is unlikely to be possibleAt is improbable that the G.O.C. Win

/i
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be able to influence the course of these short
conceivable however, that on occasion the Un -Armt is just
be in a position to lend ited

lived

support, and in these
States

actions.

circumstances y ml^topinion that sûpport^g forces as mi we are of
act under the command of the local Cadian ^de C vailable should so

(ii)
At St. John's the question of command rela

o ti^onsndecoand admittedly unsatisfactory
Here the United States Army ^used

than Army have both provided coast artillery, and Cana-
and infantry gamsons. It is obvious that the of athi defence units
be entrusted to one commander and as the port is the Port should
Naval base in Newfoundland, it would seem logically main Canadian
defence should be entrusted to the Canadian ^ y follow that its
situation has arisen from the fact that when the yThis complicated

q n stion of UnitedStates leased bases in the western hemisphere was bei
was understood that the United States Na g worked out, it
as a^va1 base. Later it was ascertained t at1Ste John s°har 3t. John's
be too small for their purposes and therefore the Unit bour would
another base at Argentia, where the United States Navy Statestes acquired
lished. In these circumstances it would be reasonable for now estab-
to relinquish its base at St. John's, or at least to reducedie U.S. Army
scale and to concede to Canada primary res onsibili it to a lowe
In any event, it is considered that Canada, having for its defence.

per-manent coast artillery batteries at St. John's, should su
est to theStates that it is prepared to c

g p°wded three per-

onstruct the remaining unter-bom
United

ment battery required to the north of the harbour entr bard-
assume primary responsibility and. the command of the co c and to
John's ga.rrison. Should the U.S: not be agreeable t mbined St.is recommended that the o this course then it
between the forces of the two

principle co-ordination
at

ordination of military effort
co-operation,'but that in no case should thSt. John's

e Canad'be effected by mutual
a Proposition even remotely suggestive of a unity of co y contemplate
the U.S. Army Commander. mmand under
(C) AIR FORCE

In respect of the Royal Canadian Air Force, command
are as provided in ABC-22 as stated in Para. 3relation-

Newfoundland, from the R.C.A.F. above.
sidered pointsidered as a separate entity but must, b of view, ca^ot be con-

the Maritime sections of Eastern Air Cvirtue ofommand beuation in relation
part of that Command. , considered as a

Newfoundland, from the point of view of air, is
forward area of Eastern Air Command lin alo considered as a
approach to Canada, supported in y g ng the Great Circle
quently, whereas tactical command is being â y the Maritimes, C°nse_
Commanding, No. 1 Operational Group, St. John's^^ to the Officer
ca.nnot be divorced from the over-riding command 'of ewfoundland, it

the Air Officer
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Commanding, Eastern Air Command, either for the conduct of seaward
operations requiring the combined forces of the R.C.A.F. coastal organi-
zation, or from the point of view of reinforcement of such operations,
reinforcement of air bases or elsewhere in Newfoundland and Labrador,
including Army reinforcements as and when equipment is obtained.

A further element comes within the scope of R.C.A.F. operations,
namely, the present and developing co-operation with Coastal Com-
mand, R.A.F., coincident with the increase in range of modem aircraft,
the intensification of the Battle of the Atlantic, and the possible with-
drawal of U.S. aircraft and ships from the Atlantic to meet the situation
in the Pacific Ocean.

No situation has yet arisen in which unity of command is deemed
to be essential or advisable by the R.C.A.F.

9. Conclusion

i

Our conclusions in this matter of command relations in Newfoundland may
be summarized as follows:

(a) That the question of command relations between the United States
and Canadian Fighting Services serving in Newfoundland was duly
provided for in ABC-22.

(b) That ABC-22 clearly provides that each nation shall retain the
strategic direction of its own forces except by mutual agreement
between Chiefs of Staff concerned or local Commanders, (these
latter agreements being subject to confirmation by the Chiefs of
Staff ) and that the co-ordination of the Military effort of the
United States and Canada shall be effected by mutual co-operation.

(c) That the Royal Canadian Navy has allocated a portion of its force
to serve as convoy escorts under United States strategic direction
and operational command.

(d) That it would appear desirable to ask the United States authorities
to agree to the appointment of a Canadian O.C. Defences at St.
John's.

(e) That apart from (c) and (d) above, the present situation in NeW-
foundland is not such as to indicate either the necessity or the desir-
ability of establishing a unity of command over the Fighting Forces
of Canada and the United States serving therein.

MAURICE POPE
Major-General

H. E. REm
Commodore

F. V. HEAKES 1

Group-Captam

//
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911. NPA S-4-2-3

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire aux Dominions

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 37 [Ottawa,] January 7, 1942

MOST SECRET. Addressed to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs No. 37,
repeated to Governor of Newfoundland No. 1. Your telegram No. 2090.1

Note has now been received from Department of External Affairs stating
that Canadian Government has for some time been giving careful consider-
ation to whole question of command of military forces in Newfoundland
and that the subject has from time to time been under discussion in
'Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

Note continues as follows:
The policy that the Canadian Government has followed in Newfoundland as

in other areas in which Canadian and United States troops are collaborating has
been to proceed on the principle of co-operation rather than of unity of command.
This method has so far proved satisfactory and it is not presently intended that
any change should be made.

If at a later time it should be found desirable to adopt principle of unity
of command Canadian Government for the present naturally desires to see
military direction of forces in Newfoundland placed in the hands of a
Canadian Officer. Major-General L. F. Page has been sent to take command
of Canadian and Newfoundland army forces in the Island and if unity of com-
mand in that area should be effected this senior Canadian Officer would be
eminently suitable for the post.

912. DND (DH) 193.009 (D3)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET Ottawa, January 7, 1942

3. COMMAND POSITION IN NEWFOUNDLAND

The Committee considered a memorandum2 on Command Relations in
Newfoundland prepared by the Canadian Service Members of the P.J.B.D.
in accordance with Minute 81 of the 131st Meeting of the Committee. The
Chiefs of Staff expressed their concurrence in this memorandum with the ex-
ception of Paragraph 9 (d), which stated "that it would appear desirable to
ask the United States Authorities to agree to the appointment of a Canadian
D.C. Defences at St. John's". The Committee are, of the opinion that it would
-_,

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
' Voir le document 9 10. 2 See Document 910.
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be better to effect any necessary arrangements on these lines by mutual
co-operation between the appropriate Commanders on the spot. With this
amendment incorporated, the Secretary was instructed to promulgate this
memorandum to the J.S.C., Atlantic Coast, and J.S.S./C. Nfld., for the in-
formation and guidance of all concerned.

913. NPA GN1/3 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice and Defence to
Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J and D. 3-1942 [St. John's,] January 14, 1942

CONFIDENTIAL

In his telegram No. 981 of December 2nd, 19411 the Secretary of State
referred to an Agreement which had been reached in London between repre-
sentatives of the United States and of the British Government, dealing with
defence and command in the Colonies, in which United States Bases have been '
or are being established. This Agreement', copy of which is annexed, does
not apply to Newfoundland.

2. In his telegram No. 982 of December 2nd, 19411 the Secretary of
State instructed the United Kingdom High Commissioner for Canada in
presenting this Agreement to the Prime Minister of Canada, to say to the
latter, inter alia, that this Agreement might in a large measure be used
as a precedent for an Agreement dealing with the same subjects in New-
foundland, and in our message' in reply to the Secretary of State, which
was repeated to the.High Commissioner, we expressed the hope that the
Prime Minister of Canada would not believe that we concurred in this view.

3. Since the exchange of these messages we have had no word either from
London or Ottawa. We do not know whether any approach has been made
by the Canadian Government to the United States Government, with a view
to an Agreement being reached.

4. There is no unity of command in Newfoundland, nor is there any Agree-
ment of which I am aware, under which unity of command can be put into
effect, even in the case of emergency. I am informed that there is a Joint
Services Defence Sub-Committee consisting of Officers of the. British Forces
in Newfoundland, this being an offshoot of a committee which sits at Halifax,

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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consisting of the representatives of the British Forces in the Eastern Com-
mands. The Newfoundland Government is not represented on this Local
Sub-Committee.

5. Recently I had from General Brant a request that a Proclamation issue
declaring the existence of certain so called "defence areas". They were to be
areas with centres at St. John's, Carbonear, Bay Roberts, Argentia, Stephen-
ville and other places, and the radius of each area was to be ten miles from
the centre. Within these "defence areas" no aircraft was to approach or
land, except under regulations made by the Military Authorities, and in
case of an emergency the civil population were to obey the orders of the
Military Authorities.

6. I understand that R.C.A.F. operate their planes under a code of signals
which is recognized throughout the British Empire, and that so far as New-
foundland is concerned they are supposed to approach the various airports
from fixed directions and to identify themselves by signals which are
changed from time to time. If they do not carry out these regulations they
are liable to be fired upon. I do not know whether American planes coming to
Newfoundland and. particularly to those airports controlled by R.C.A.F.
obey these regulations or feel bound by them, but I understand from General
Brant that he does not consider the regulations themselves effective.

7. The anti-aircraft defences of St. John's are manned by U.S. Forces
and on January 9th General Brant wrote me annexing a formal report' from
a Lieutenant in charge of anti-aircraft operations to the effect that two
Canadian planes had risked being fired upon because they had not complied
with the regulations. In his covering letter General Brant makes this the
basis for a claim that the Proclamation above referred to is necessary. I
have replied to him in terms of the letter2 which is annexed hereto.

8. The situation is not at all satisfactory. I have no knowledge of any plan
for the defence of the Island. I am told generally that the Canadian General
is to co-operate with the American General. I know of no provision for any
unity of command in case of an emergency. I am requested to cause a
Proclamation to be issued because one Commanding Officer complains of
the action of Forces under the command of another, and altogether I am
of opinion that the safety of the country is jeopardized by lack of unity. The
country is like a ship with several Captains.

9. I recognize that the question of a unified command is one of some
delicacy and it may take time before agreement can be reached thereon.
I do not think that the Canadian Government feels strong enough to press
its views that the supreme command should rest in a Canadian Officer, and
whilst in this position of weakness, it prefers to let the question drift, hoping
that something will turn up. I do not believe anything will turn up because
I think that the Americans, particularly the local Commanding Officer, wish
for an American O.C.

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
Non reproduite. ^ Not printed.
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10. It might help matters if a Joint Local Defence Committee was formed
presided over by the Commissioner for Defence, at which all plans for the
defence of the country would be discussed. It is possible that out of this
would come, at any rate, one co-ordinated plan with an agreement as to who
should be Commanders of the respective Forces, in case of an emergency.

11. I suggest for the consideration of the Commission that I should
approach the Commanders of the Forces here along these lines and set
whether they feel like submitting such a proposal to their respective Govern-
ment. It will, at any rate, be the first step towards reaching some settled
policy. The present situation is the reverse of satisfactory.

L. E. EMERSON

914.
NPA GN1/3 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice and Defence to
Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J and D. 3(a)-1942 [St. John's,] January 15, 1942

CONFIDENTIAL

Since writing my memorandum J. & D. 3, I have received from General
Brant letter dated January 14th, in answer to my letter annexed to my prev-
ious memorandum. Copy of this letter is annexed.'

2. It is an inaccurate construction of my letter to say that only d?s
R.C.A.F. have any interest in the flight of aircraft over this country . I t
also inaccurate to say that I am "well aware" of General Brant's efforts to
improve the code of identification signals, or that I am again "well aware"
of the fact that the lack of progress is due to the remote control at Halifax
and Ottawa over the military Forces in this country. On two

of sign^s
occasions

General Brant has expressed to me the opinion that the code ort on
not good and that he has flown into practically every Canadian airp
the Atlantic seaboard without giving identification signals. Furthe â S reTé
understand formally from Brigadier Earnshaw tha^m^ ^ of the Bn ish
posed by General Brant was considered by the Co
Forces here and turned down as unworkable.

3. This letter shows further how impossible the situation is D f nce
"and how necessary it is for some co-ordinating body such as the

3Committee which I have propounded in my Memorandum J. & D• •

L. E. EMERSON ;
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915. DND HQS 15-1-204

Le général commandant la région du nord-est des États-Unis
au commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est

Commanding General, United States Northeast Command, to
Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command

SECRET ,] January 15, 1942

My dear General,

The Joint Canadian-United States Basic Defence Plan No. 2 contains
two tasks in which we are all interested, namely:

Joint Task 2: Defend Newfoundland and protect sea communica-
tions within the Coastal Zone.

Joint Task 3: Defend eastern Canada and the northeastern portion
of the United States, and protect sea communications within the Coastal
Zone.

As the United States Army Commander charged with the Army's participa-
tion in these tasks (under designation in the Joint Plan as "Commanding
General, Northeast Defence Command (USA"), and in accordance with
paragraph 12 of that plan, I am desirous of establishing liaison with you
with a view to the preparation of joint plans applicable to our respective
forces.

In order to get action started on the preparation of a Joint Plan to carry
out the tasks quoted above, I have asked the Commanding General of the
Newfoundland Base Command, in co-operation with the representatives of
all services répresented in Newfoundland, to prepare a joint plan. I am
inclosing a copy of my letter to him.l ,

With respect to task No. 3, I have written to the General Officer, Com-
manding in Chief, Atlantic Command, Halifax, proposing that a General
Staff Officer from my headquarters and an officer of my Air Force go to
Halifax to consult with his staff and with yourself for the mutual exchange
of information which will be necessary for the formulation of a Joint Plan.
I have asked that the Canadian Army Commander consult with you as to
an appropriate date when it would be convenient for my staff officers to
visit your headquarters.

H. A. DRUM
Lieutenant-General, U.S. Army

1 Not printed.
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916. DND (DH) 193.009 (D3)

L'officier supérieur, détachement de la MRC à Terre-Neuve,
au quartier général de la Marine

Flag Officer, New f oundland Force, to Naval Services Headquarters

TELEGRAM 2115Z/28 [St. John's,] January 28, 1942
Newfoundland Base Command, United States Army, has been instructed

to prepare as promptly as possible a joint plan in conjunction with the other
heads of services here, to carry out the missions assigned in ABC 22.
Presume this in accord with arrangements of Joint Defence Board and that
instructions will be issued to Canadian senior officers in due course but noti-
fication from General [illegible-Drum?] mentions sending signed copies to
higher authority for approval by the two Governments which seems contrary
to usual practice.

917. NPA GN1/3 4

Mémorandum du commissaire à la Justice et à la Défense
- à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Justice and Defence to
Commission of Government of Newfoundland

J. and D. 10-1942 [St. John's,] January 30, 1942

CONFIDENTIAL

In accordance with the direction of the Commission I invited the Com-
manders of the various Forces to a meeting at my office on January 24th at
3 p.m. Colonel Rendell, Secretary for Defence, was present and made a
Minute of the discussions, and I think I cannot do better than annex a copy
of that Minute, as indicating the attitude assumed by those present.

I refrained from bringing up the question of unity of command. It is quite
obvious that the Canadian Commanding Officers here have been instructed
to take no part in matters involving policy and that they would probably
refuse to discuss the matter. In my opinion we should leave the subject of
unity of command until we have heard from the Dominions office and decide
our next step as a result of that reply.

L. E. EMERSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
NPA GN1/8 4

1 " Procès-verbal d'une réunion tenue pour discuter de problèmes de défense

Minutes of a Meeting held to Discuss Defence Problems

CONFIDENTIAL St. John's, January 24, 1942

The Commissioner for Defence was in the Chair. There were present:
Major-Geoeral Page (Canadian Forces)

/i
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Major-General Brant (U.S. Army)
Rear-Admiral Murray (R.C.N.)
Air Commodore McEwan (R.C.A.F.)
Captain Morgan (U.S. Navy)
Capt. Cohen ( U.S. Navy)
Lt.-Col. Rendell (Secretary for Defence)

The Commissioner for Defence thanked those present for. their attendance
and stated that the meeting was called with a view to discussing generaldefence

measures, and, if agreed, to establish a Local Combined Joint
Defence Committee for the discussion of defence problems.

The Commissioner stated that under the Constitution, the Governor in
Commission is responsible for the defence of Newfoundland and by statute
the administration is delegated to the Commissioner for Defence, In view of
the fact that Newfoundland possessed very few local fi
because of Newfoundland's geographical position, the authoritfig forces,

a^s' and
and at Washington had decided to send Defence Forces to Ottawa
These arrangements were in the hands of a Canada-United States

thi
s

Country
Joint Defence Committee Permanent. The Commissioner stated that negodations

hadbeen conducted in Washington for the formation of a Local Joint Defence
Committee in the Colonies where United States bases had beett
Agreement had been reached on these formations and the y were es11tive. Copy

of the Agreement had been received in Newfoundland W
nPera-

January. in early
The Commissioner felt that the setting up of a Local Defence '

be of value in co-ordinating ideas and defence measures.
Any

Committee
sions of high policy as far as the Newfoundland Government w

would

might have to be referred to His Majesty's Government in Great concerned
he presumed that other members of the suggested Committee v,o^dritain and
to refer certain matters to higher authority. also have

The Commissioner then asked if it was agreed in principle that a Com
Local Defence Committee should be set up in this Country. He felt

bined
thatimportant that the Nfld. Government should have knowledge of the it was

troops stationed in the Country, and precautionary measures
fo

r number of
established and to be established, and that similar knowled e sho defence
able to the Commanders of the different Forces. g Uld be avail-

Major-General Page referred to correspondence which showed that in
Plans designed for islands to the South, Newfoundland was delibe1 n the
out. He st-

ated that on receipt of his letter from the Commissioner for Defence
• fencehe had referred the matter to higher authority in Canada and was instructed

that if a Local Defence Committee were proposed to be set u
would be entirely outside the scope of his authority. Such a Com^he matter
o^y be set up by agreement between the three Governments. Howe ee could
strongly that a Co-ordinating Committee is ver essential. He statedver he felt
Canadian

Navy, Army and Air Force, were in close touch with that theDefence CO^ittee. ^ the Civil
General Brant was of opinion that a Local Joint Defence

wouid perhaps be duplicating the work of a committee already i
â existence.
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The established Joint Defence Committee was functioning and doing a good
job. What might be termed a Local Joint Committee was already functioning
in conjunction with the Civil Defence authority. At the same time he was of
opinion that it was essential for Naval, Military and Air Commanders to get
together from time to time to co-ordinate defence measures.

The Commissioner stated that some consultation with a representative of
Government was also necessary so that civil authority may be informed of
what is going on and give assistance when necessary.

Rear-Admiral Murray stated that his instructions were practically the same
as those of General Page, that is that a Defence Committee, as such, is a
matter for the Governments concerned. He strongly favoured a Co-ordinating
Committee which would be in touch with civil authority so as to get the full
co-operation of the public. He said that Canada had assumed the responsi-
bility for the defence of Newfoundland and apparently Canadian Government
authorities were disturbed by the possibility of the setting up a committee
which might conflict in matters of policy and cut across present channels
of communication. Plan had already been outlined in general terms between
Canada and the United States for the defence of the Country.

General Brant said that under existing arrangements matters would have
to be referred in any case to the Permanent Joint Defence Committee for
decision.

The Commissioner thought that that referred to the numbers of men
stationed at different points and matters of that nature but not to local opera-
tions. He felt that the name of the committee was not so important, but,
provided the Commanders of the Forces agreed, some. committee should be
set up. He instanced as the type of questions to be discussed and settled, the
advisability and possibility of a blackout over the whole of the Avalon
Peninsula.

A discussion on this matter ensued and Air Commodore McEwan referred
to the local radio stations which would act as a direct guide to any plane,
even in foggy weather. He felt that it might be necessary under certain circum-
stances to close down. the radio stations until Radio Direction Finders were

installed. General Brant stated that he was pressing for priority to be given
to his requisition for Radio Direction Finders. The Commissioner remarked
that these matters were such as might be usefully discussed by the suggested
committee and asked if the meeting agreed to a Co-ordinating Committee
being established. Both Major-General Page and Rear-Admiral Murray felt
that such committee would be of great value and thought that the Canadian
Government would undoubtedly agree.

Major-General Brant held the same opinion.
The Commissioner expressed his satisfaction and suggested that the com

mittee would meet when necessary only, and not at stated periods. A meeting
could be `called by any Commanding Officer or by himself when matters ty
importance were, to be discussed. As an example he quoted the P
of arranging for the defence of Bay Bulls where ships awaiting repairs must
be sent to allow other ships to enter St. John's. The establishment of defence
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works there would involve the co-operation of the Naval, Army and Air
Forces as well as civil authorities in declaring prohibited areas. The exchange
of ideas at a meeting would mean early decision and quicker action.

Captain Morgan stated that although Canadian and United States Forces
were stationed in Newfoundland for defence purposes the United States Navy
was not included as a Defence Force for Newfoundland. He had to deal with
local conditions entirely as they affected the area of Argentia. He was happy
to be able to say that he had received the utmost co-operation with different
Newfoundland Government Departments on all matters in connection with
the control of his area. He was also working in full collaboration with Army
and Air authorities as well as Newfoundland Civil Police. He explained the
system of co-ordination between Army, and 'Navy as it applied to United
States practice.

Rear-Admiral Murray stated that the function of the Navy under his
command was not the defence of Newfoundland, but the defence of coast-
wise shipping and the Naval Base and to run escort across the Atlantic.

Captain Morgan explained the blackout arrangements that obtain in
Argentia and stated that he had had some discussion with the Lighthouse
authorities concerning the leading lights and lighthouses in the area. His
Forces control the operation of small craft in the area. When visibility was
poor, or at night, small craft were not allowed to move at all.

There was some discussion about the control of aircraft and flying
regulations. Major-General Brant explained briefly the orders to aircraft
crews and suggested that regulations in this respect should be stiffened as
in;his opinion they were not adequate.

Air Commodore McEwan referred to correspondence which he was
expecting dealing with General Brant's suggestions. It had been promised
within a few days.

Major-General Page was of opinion that the Canadian and United States
Flying Services. were in complete accord concerning flying regulations and
operations, but that Major-General Brant was inclined to move more
quickly than Air Commodore McEwan was in a position to do. It was decided
to defer further discussion until this letter was received.

The Commissioner stated that he will publish under Defence Regulations
any matter that would assist generally if advised by technical advisers.

It
was decided to defer discussion of continuous blackout and its extension

until after a test from the air and other tests had been made.
Major-General Page enquired concerning the precautions for guarding

cable stations and was informed that this was being done by the Civil Police.
The question of introducing Daylight Saving was brought up and this was

deferred pending a decision as to whether the blackout would be permanent.
The Commissioner stated that it would take a very short time to institute the
necessary regulations for Daylight Saving if it seemed advisable.

With reference to survivors from Merchant Marine ships Major-General
Page stated that it was outside the functions of his office but wished to state
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that any facilities under the control of the Canadian authorities would be
placed at the disposal of the Representative of the Ministry of Shipping.

The question of reserve food supplies was mentioned and it was explained
that the Government, in conjunction with the Trade, was making arrange-
ments for the establishment of depots outside the City limits for storing
supplies of certain essential foods. The arrangements were being handled by
a Joint Committee of members of the Government and the Trade under
the Chairmanship of the Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare.

Major-General Page then referred to the subject of Venereal disease and
enquired concerning the Newfoundland law regarding detention and treat-
ment. The Commissioner asked him to write him on the matter and promised
to take it up with the Commission of Government and to make a statement
at a later date. Captain Morgan stated that in this connection Argentia
was well under control but there was no accommodation for isolation.

Rear-Admiral Murray suggested that steps should be taken to impress
on the crews of local tugs and Customs boats that they should be on time
when assisting in getting ships out of port. It has occurred that the sailing of
convoys has been delayed and ships have had to remain outside unprotected
for longer periods than is necessary or safe. Captain Morgan referred to a
misunderstanding that had occurred in one instance at Argentia between the
Customs and the Naval Authorities there, but this has now been cleared up
and is unlikely to recur.

In view of the present dangers to shipping off the coasts of Newfoundland
and the Maritime Provinces, Rear-Admiral Murray and the Commissioner
agreed that it would be wise to have SS. Burgeo and SS. Bacaulieu and
Caribou fitted with guns for defence. These ships have been strengthened and
are ready to have guns placed and the necessary work which would be done
at Halifax would not delay sailing beyond a few hours.

Before the meeting adjourned the Commissioner again asked if it was
generally agreed that those present would consider themselves a Committee
for the purpose of Co-ordinating defence measures, and this was agreed.

The meeting then adjourned.

918. DND (DH) 193.009 (D4)

Le quartier général de la Marine à l'officier supérieur,'
détachment de la MRC à Terre-Neuve

Naval Service Headquarters to Flag Officer, New f oundland Force

TELECItAm 2049Z/29 [Ottawa,] January 29, 1942
Your 2115Z/28. No objection to preparation of a Combined Operational

Plan based on ABC. 22 copy of which should be sent to N.S.H.Q. for infor-
mation. Approval of the Canadian Government is not necessary unless any
principle contrary to ABC. 22 is involved. No Operational Plan based on
ABC. 22 has been prepared at N.S.H.Q.

/i
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1156-C-39

Le haut commissaire de, Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1000/34
Ottawa, February 24, 1942

SECRET

Dear Mr. Robertson,

May I refer to Note No. 70 of December 30th, 1941,1 from the Secretary
of State for External Affairs? I communicated the substance of this letter
the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, repeating it to the Governor of
Newfoundland; and the latter Government have considered it, in conjunction
with the Agreement, referred to in my letter to the Prime Minister of Decem-
ber 6th,2 between the United Kingdom and the United States of America
regarding local defence in certain colonies.

The Commission of Government have expressed their views to the United
Kingdom Government. They observe that they have not been informed of any
discussions or conclusions of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence regard-
ing the unity of command. They do not find themselves able to accept the
position that the principle of co-operation rather than unity of command
should be permitted to continue. The statement that it has worked satis-
factorily so far must, in their view, be considered in the light not only of the
current circumstances in Newfoundland but also of experience elsewhere in
the war. So far there has been no emergency in the island. The Commission
of Government regard it as most'unsatisfactory that unity of command should
be left to be established and the commander chosen when the emer enc
arises; especially as it is likely to arise without an y . The

y
g y

that paragraphs 17, 18 and 19 of the Agreement, y which
I havementioned

above, support this view: and that the powers are now associated in war
against a common enemy. They point out that unity of command in France in
the early stages of the war and now in the Far East are further exam ples of
the recognlsed need for it. The Commission of Government conclude thatthey know

no reason to justify the belief that recognised military practiceon this vitally
important matter is inapplicable to Newfoundland: and that it

Will come as a great shock to the people of Newfoundland when the y realithat at this stage of hostilities the defence of the island is still sufferin se
g fromthis universally recognized weakness. The Commission of Government in

c^cumstances urge upon the United Kingdom Government that this
these

be reopened without loss of time and that the situation should b question
e rectified.

'Voir le document 91 1.
' Non reproduite. 1 See Document 911.

' Not printed.
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, - The United Kingdom authorities cannot but consider that the Newfound-
land Government has the chief interest in this matter: and they feel also that,
as Newfoundland is vital to the defence of Canada, it is proper that the com-
mand in Newfoundland should be exercised by a Canadian officer. The ques-
tion, however, is clearly one which in their view must be pursued by the
Canadian authorities in consultation with the Newfoundland Government
direct with the United States authorities through the medium of the Joint
Defence Board or otherwise.

I have been asked accordingly to represent these considerations to the
Canadian Government and to express the earnest hope that the Canadian
authorities can take further steps to secure, in the circumstances which obtain
today, the immediate establishment of unity of command in Newfoundland.

Yours sincerely,
MALCOLM MACDONALD

920. 1156-C-39

- Mémorandum du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au ministre de la Défense nationale, au ministre de la Défense nationale

pour les Services navals et au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Memorandum f rom Chiefs of Staff Committee
to Minister of National Defence, Minister of National Defence

for Naval Services and Minister of National De f ence for Air

SECRET [Ottawa, March 10, 19421

1. The Chiefs of Staff recommend that the following measures be imple-
mented at once with a view of establishing unity of command as between the
three Canadian Services in respect to the defence of the West Coast of
Canada, the East Coast of Canada and Newfoundland:

(a) The Senior Member of the Joint Service Committee on the West
and East Coasts to be designated as Commander-in-Chief, West
Coast Defences and East Coast Defences respectively.

(b) The primary function of the Commander-in-Chief will be to co-
ordinate the preparation and execution of the defence plans of the
three Services in respect to such forces as may be allotted to his
Command by the Chiefs of the respective Services. He will act as
Chairman of the Joint Service Committee and will, in consultation
with the Senior Commanders of the other Services, allocate tasks
to the three Services and co-ordinate the combined effort.

(c) The Commander-in-Chief will not exercise tactical command in
respect to any Service other than his own. He will exercise strategic
direction of all three Services and tactical command of his own
Service.

I ,", I

/
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(d) The channel of communication between Commanders-in-Chief and
Defence Headquarters, Ottawa, will be direct to the Chief of Staff
of the Service or Services concerned. The channel of communica-
tion between the Commander of each Service and his Chief of
Staff will continue as heretofore.
The Senior Member of the Joint Service Committee in Newfound-
land will be designated, in respect to the three Canadian Services,
as Commanding Newfoundland Defences. His functions in respect
to Newfoundland will be the same as those laid down above for
Commanders-in-Chief, West or East Coast Defences. The only
difference being that he will be subject to the general direction
of the Commander-in-Chief, East Coast Defences, and will com-
municate direct to that Commander. Newfoundland will be con-
sidered as a sub-command of the East Coast.

2. Submitted for consideration.
PERCY NELLES

Vice-Admiral,
Chief of the Naval Staff

L. S. BREADNER .

Air-Marshal,
Chief of the Air Staff

K.STUART

Liéut.-General,
Chief of the General Staff

921. 703-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 66 Ottawa, March 21, 1942

Following from Keenleyside for Emerson. Begins. Following representa-
tions by Newfoundland authorities and United Kingdom High Commissioner
in Canada, the Canadian Government has decided to ask the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence to report on the Command situation in Newfound-
land. The next meeting of the Board will be in Montreal on Monday, March
30th, and the members of the Board will be glad to have you attend to
Participate in this discussion. We are also informing the United Kingdom
High Commissioner that if he wishes to be present he will be most welcome.
Wdl You please let me know your plans? Ends.
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922.
703-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 77
Ottawa, March 28, 1942

Following from Keenleyside for Emerson. Begins.
With reference to

recent telegrams regarding the next meeting of the Permane nt
Ne^ undl nd^ I

on Defence, and in particular the subject of command few
have now to inform you that this topic has, within m ersasof thedBoard in
made a subject of discussion between Service me
Washington and in Ottawa. It has been decided that

wai
tCana

for
of the Board, the matter will be considered by provisions

dian and United States Chiefs of Staff nrd^W ô^é h^^gements
made for such consultation in Plan ABC-22 .
being made for this direct consultation between Ch iefs

Board,on
the

Apr^t7
will be removed from the Agenda for the meeting of the

1156-C-39
923.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner

of Great Britain

No. 44
Ottawa, April 16, 1942

SECRET

4

Sir, roblem of
With reference to previous correspondence relating to that this matter

command in Newfoundland, I have the honour to inform you

has
cônsidered by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff and discuss

been carefully
informally with the United States Chiefs of Staff; and after revie ûn letterr
arrangements now in force and the considerations

d

advanced in
ec ded that the estab-

of February 24, 1942 (No. 1000/34), it has bee present ar-
lishment of unified command in Newfoundland would not under security
cumstances contribute to the result that we all de ,

of Newfoundland and its people. 22

It will be recalled that provision has been made under Plan° for^_the
not only for consultation between the Chiefs of Staff b^t^n the Tea^
. immediate establishment of unified command in any area

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE
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of their responsibilities should such action be found desirable. I am assured
that the situation in Newfoundland will be reviewed from time to time with

this fact in mind.
I have etc.

[N.A. ROBERTSON]

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

924. DND (DH) 193.009 (D7)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland - -

SECRET St. John's, April 17, 1942

ITEM 5. JOINT CANADIAN-U.S. DEFENCE PLAN-NEWFOUNDLAND

The Joint Defence Plan has been submitted in draft form to the Heads
of Canadian Services, Nfld., and to the O.C., U.S. Forces. Suggestions for
amendments were discussed which are to be embodied in a further draft
which will be considered at a later date, before forwarding to . higher
authority for approval.

925. DND (DH) 193.009 (D9)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting, of Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] June 16, 1942

II. COMBINED INFORMATION CENTRE, NEWFOUNDLAND

The V.C.A.S. tabled an extract from the Minutesl of the 76th Meeting
of the Joint Service Committee, Atlantic, and a cypher messagei- from A.O.C.
No. 1 Group to A.O.C., E.A.C., timed 0045/10/6, recommending the
establishing of a Combined Information Centre at St. John's N.F., for all
Canadian and U.S. Forces, to be built, manned and operated by the
R.C.A.F. The scheme has the concurrence of the U.S. Army and Navy in
Newfoundland.

C.G.S. questioned whether it was intended to direct operations from
this centre, in which case the question of unified Command would arise.
V.C.A.S. explained that the R.C.A.F. fighter squadrons would be controlled

1140n reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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from there, but that for the other Services, it was intended only for the
collection, filtering and distribution of information from all sources and to

all Services.
The cost of the building was estimated at $100,000, and would be borne

by R.C.A.F.
It was pointed out that all three Canadian Services in St. John's required

more space. Navy and Air Force in particular had outgrown 'their combined
space in the Naval Administration building, which was not capable of
enlargement.

The Committee concurred in the recommendation and V.C.A.S. under-
took to initiate action to implement it.

1, 926. DND (DH) 193.009 (D9)

Le secrétaire du Comité mixte de la côte de l'Atlantique
au secrétaire du Comité des Chefs d'état-major

Secretary, Joint Service Committee, Atlantic Coast, to Secretary,
Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET Halifax, July 8, 1942

1. (a) I am directed to say that the Joint Service Committee, at their,
89th Meeting, gave consideration to amendments in connection with a
Combined Plan for the Defence of Newfoundland which were forwarded
by the -Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland.
(b) Copy of original Plan amended accordingly, is attached.l

2. The original Plan signed by the American Commanders and subscribed
to by the Canadian Commanders, subject to approval of higher authority,
was considered by. the Joint Service Committee at their 71 st (15 May) and
73rd (22 May) Meetings at which time a large number of observations,
were made, principally objections to provisions which, in the opinion of ^e
Committee, made the Plan one primarily to establish Unity of Command.

3. (a) The Committee consider that their objections have now been met
and have approved of the amended Plan, subject to the concurrence
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee.

(b) This concurrence is recommended.

4. The Committee wishes to point out that they feel that they have
achieved protection of the principle of co-operation as opposed to the
American desire for Unity of Command, largely through the co-operative
attitude of the American Naval Commander, notwithstanding his expressed
belief in the necessity for Unity of Command to ensure success. It is pointed

of
out that the Plan now provides for certain action in the event of Um^

Non reproduit. Not printed.
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Command being established under the provisions of A.B.C. 22. While the
Committee considered that these arrangements are unnecessary, in view of
the co-operation shown they consider that it is desirable not to press the
matter further since no Unity of Command is established under the Plan as
now amended.

5. In connection with the above, the Committee consider it desirable to
obtain concurrence of the Chiefs of Staff Committee in view of the opinion
expressed in para. 9(e) of Memorandum on Command Relations,' New-
foundland, forwarded with H.Q.S. 5199-2 dated 8th January, 1942.2

J. E. BuRNs
Major G. S.,

for the Secretary, Joint Services Committee,
Atlantic Command

927. 1156-G39t

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre de la Défense nationale

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of National Defence

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 4, 1942

Dear Colonel Ralston,

As you are aware, we have been under pressure from Newfoundland, and
to some extent from London, to take steps which will result in the establish-
ment of a unified command over the Canadian and United States forces
operating in that area. Both the British and Newfoundland authorities express
the hope that when such unification takes place the supreme commander
will be a Canadian.

I understand that this general problem has had a long and somewhat.
troubled history in the deliberations of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

When the matter was raised by the United Kingdom High -Commissioner
and by Sir Patrick Duff earlier this year, we replied, on authority of a letter
dated April 14, 1942, from the Chiefs of Staff by saying, fil part:

This matter has been carefully considered by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff and'
discussed informally with the United States Chiefs of Staff; and after reviewing
the arrangements now in force and the considerations advanced in your letter of'
February 24, 1942 (No. 1000/34) it has been decided that the establishment of
unified command in Newfoundland would not under present circumstances contrib-
ute to the result that we all desire, the increased security of Newfoundland andits people.

As you will observe, we gave no reasons, merely stated an opinion.

Non reprodait, 1 Not printed.
Non reproduite. . . ^ Not printed.
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Earnscliffe has recently returned to the. subject and, it is apparent .that
neither the United Kingdom nor the. Newfoundland Commission of Govern-
ment is satisfied by our reply. It has been intimated that when Major Attlee
arrives in Newfoundland the matter is sure to come up again and that his
visit will certainly result in a request for reconsideration by Ottawa. Under
the circumstances it seems to me that it might be desirable for us to anti-
cipate this development by having this problem re-examined by the Chiefs
of Staff now. We could then either

(a) take steps to meet the British and Newfoundland desire, or

(b) have ready a reasoned argument to justify a continuance of the
present policy.

If it should be decided by the Chiefs of Staff that the time has now arrived
for the establishment of a unified command on the Island, it will be necessary
to give additional thought to the means to be taken to ensure that this
command is vested in a Canadian officer. It may be that this can only be
accomplished by agreeing to a"saw-ofP' which would give command on the
Pacific Coast to an officer of the United States forces.

I shall be grateful for an indication of your views as to the steps that
should be taken to meet the situation outlined in this letter.

Yours sincerely,
[N. A. ROBERTSON]

Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

928. DND (DH) 193.009 (D10)

Mémorandum du Sous-comité mixte de planification
.. au Comité des chefs d'état-major

Memorandum f rom Joint Planning Sub-Committee to
Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 8, 1942

UNITY OF COMMAND, NEWFOUNDLAND

1. The Joint Planning Sub-Committee of the Chiefs of Staff Committee
have studied the communication dated August 4th, 1942, from the Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs addressed to Colonel, the Honourable
J. L. Ralston, Minister of National Defence, on the subject of Unity of
Command, Newfoundland, and submit the following comments:

(a) Newfoundland, for purposes of defence, is not regarded as a separate
area but part of a strategic area embracing also the Maritime Provinces
and part of the Province of Quebec.
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(b) The air operations, protecting shipping off the lower Western coast
of Newfoundland and along the South coast of Newfoundland to 550
West longitude, are conducted from air bases in the Maritimes and not
from Newfoundland. The air protection of these parts of the Newfound-
land coast is also done from Maritimes Canadian bases.

(c) Unity of Command, as between the Canadian Forces in Newfound-
land, has been established under the senior Canadian Officer there,
responsible to the G.O.C.-in-C., Atlantic Command.

(d) The United States and Canadian Commanders in Newfoundland have
developed a comprehensive Combined Plan for the Defence of New-
foundland, in which provision for Unity of Command is specifically
made in any local circumstances requiring same. In addition, the Plan
has provided for a Military Committee consisting of the United States
and Canadian Commanders in Newfoundland, the allocation of Joint
Tasks, the designation of general areas of operations as well as areas
of special United States and Canadian commitments. This Plan is based
on ABC-22 and conforms to the principle of command by co-operation.

(e) Whereas Unity of Command for Newfoundland under a Canadian
Commander is specifically mentioned by the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs, this would appear more as a hope than a realizable
certainty as there is no indication of any such desire on the part of the
American Commanders.

(f) The question of a "saw-off" between Newfoundland and the West
Coast would, in the first instance, be an unequal trade, for Canada, in
giving up Command of its entire coast, would be doing so to obtain
Unified Command over what may only be considered a part of the East
coast. In this connection, it is again stressed that Newfoundland andthe Maritimes are one strategic area.

Additionally, recent investigation has shown the inadvisability of
United States Command over either coast. The Air Member of' theJoint

Canadian Staff in Washington has recently placed before the
United States Members of the Combined Planners the Canadian Appre-
ciation "of Canada's air strategy, both coasts, together with a detailed
analysis of our operational organization for comparison with their own.
The Americans were prepared to âccept the Canadian standard as beingthe

minimum air defence requirement for both coasts, but when com-
pared with their own, the extraordinary
whereas the Canadian standard should r p esent the amin mum that,
defence requirement, the Americans were at present far below the
Canadian minimum requirement, and therefore Canada should scale
down to their present, inadequate scale of defence-an illogical but
realistic situation, due to United States sending practically their whole
aircraf t production abroad.

Such a condition may, in part, explain the tremendous shipping losses
along the American seaboard which, if continued, may decide the out-
con1e of the war.
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Therefore, under these circumstances, to place a Canadian coast
under United States Command would be tantamount to reducing our
air strength at a time when every effort is being made to increase it.

(g) Furthermore, it has been demonstrated, and is visibly evident to our
observers, that the United States has not got over its teething troubles,
inherent in its comparatively recent entry into the war, and neither on
the East coast nor on the West coast (including Alaska) is she up to
the British or Canadian standard in operational methods and control in
respect of air. At the present time her operations lack cohesion and
co-operation. Her Army and Navy Air Forces are indeed very far apart.
It is here that unity must first be achieved concerning the accomplish-
ment of which there is no evidence.

CONCLUSION

2. Whereas the previous decision of the Chiefs of Staff was based on
objections in principle to the establishment of Unity of Command, there is
ample practical evidence to support the decision then arrived at which now
makes such establishment even less desirable, particularly as the present
Canadian organization is now achieving admirable results in the submarine
warfare.

F. V. HEAKEs

Air Commodore, R.C.A.F.

H. G. DEWoLF
Captain, R.C.N.

J. H. JENKINS
Colonel

92y@ DND (DH) 193.009 (D11)

Procès-verbal -d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 19, 1942

IV. COMBINED PLAN FOR THE DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND (Deferred from

175th Meeting)

The Committee, after consideration of the Report of the Joint Planning
Sub-Committee, concurred in the approval of the Joint Service Committee,
Atlantic Coast, of the Plan, as submitted under cover of ACS. 11-7-4, dated
8th July 1942.1
. . .

1 Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

935

CWC

SECRET
. ..

Ottawa, September 30, 1942

NEWFOUNDLAND-UNITY OF COMMAND

34. THE PRIME MINISTER reported that the U.K. Secretary of State for
the Dominions had expressed to him the view that the establishment of
unity of command in Newfoundland, under a Canadian officer, was of
urgent importance.

35. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR NAVAL SERVICES said that
the Chiefs of Staff were not in favour of pressing for unity of command in
Newfoundland. They pointed out that there was no unified command in the
United Kingdom.

In his own view, arrangements in Newfoundland should be similar tothose
which had been made, at the War Committee's direction, on- the

Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, where one officer had been designated as a
Commander in Chief. The question of obtainingU.S. agreement to one com-
mand, over the forces of both nations, was another matter.

36. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR agreed that a unified
Canadian command in Newfoundland should be established.

37. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, and subject to reference
to the Minister of National Defence, agreed that a unified command for
Canadian forces in Newfoundland should be established on the model of
the Atlantic and Pacific Coast commands. Thereafter, the question of unified
command with the American forces should be taken up with the UnitedStates.

931.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Commitiee

CWC

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 7, 1942

NEWFOUNDLAND-UNITY OF COMMAND

8. THE SECRETARY reported that, upon being informed of the War Com-
mittee's decision of September the 30th, the Chiefs of Staff had drawn atten-
tion to the reference to Newfoundland in their submission of March 10th,
approved by the War Committee on March 18th.

Provision had been made for unified command of the Canadian forces in
Newfoundland, at the same time and along the same lines as in the Atlantic
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and Pacific commands, with the qualification that the officer commanding in
Newfoundland was subject to the general direction of the Commander-in-
Chief, East Coast Defences.

(Letter, Chiefs of Staff Committee to the Secretary, October 3, 1942
and enclosed submission.')

9. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR suggested that the
United States would not regard joint Canadian command subordinate to
the Canadian commander on the Atlantic coast as a satisfactory basis for
unity of command, in Newfoundland, as between the forces of both nations.

Before approaching the United States on the subject, consideration should
be given to separating Canadian command in Newfoundland from that on
the mainland.

10. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, agreed to refer the proposal
made by Mr. Power for consideration by the Chiefs of Staff.

932.. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] October 21, 1942

NEWFOUNDLAND-UNITY OF COMMAND

40. THE SECRETARY submitted a report of the Chiefs of Staff on the subject

of command in Newfoundland.
The Chiefs of Staff had concluded, after due consideration, that Canadian

command in Newfoundland should not be separated from that on the main-
land. They regarded the defence of the Maritimes, Newfoundland. and
Labrador as a single strategic problem; Newfoundland forces depended for
re-enforcements upon the Maritimes; large increases in Newfoundland forces,
increased facilities and duplication would be required by creating an inde-
pendent command in Newfoundland.

(Letter, Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, to the Secretary, and
attached report, October 21, 1942.1)

41. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR said that the Air Sta$,
reporting on existing arrangements with the United States, had pointed out
that under the Joint Canada-U.S. Defence Plan (ABC-22), a unified com-
mand could be established when the necessity arose. Under this arrangement,
Major-General Page would assume command of combined forces unless and
until a senior U.S. officer succeeded Major-General Brant.

42. THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that Mr. Emerson of the Newfound
land Commission of Government had been present at the meeting of the

i Non reproduite.
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Joint Defence Board when General Brant had referred to arrangements for
unity of command. The Newfoundland government were, therefore, aware
of these arrangements.

43. THE CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF remarked that the present arrange-
ment provided for a unified command, in the future, under certain conditions
which had not yet arisen.

44. THE WAR COMMITEE noted the report of the Chiefs of Staff that
present arrangements were regarded as satisfactory.

933.
DND HQS 7410-28

L'officier général commandant les troupes canadiennes à Terre-Neuve
au quartier-général de la Défense nationale

General Officer Commanding Canadian Troops in Newfoundland
to National Defence Headquarters

TELEGRAM 1730Z/18 [St. John's,] March 18, 1943
Newfoundland militia now officially titled Newfoundland Regiment Local

Homeguard Units such as Grand Falls Home Guard now officially termed
Newfoundland Militia.

DND HQS 15-1-204

Mémorandum du sous-directeur adjoint, contrôle du vol,
au directeur du personnel militaire du Conseil de l'Air

Memorandum from Assistant Deputy Director, Flying Control,
to Air Member for Air Staff

[Ottawa,] July 27, 1944

CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT IN CANADA,
LABRADOR AND NEWFOUNDLAND BY THE R.C.A.F.

1. Attached herewith is a précis outlining the developments leading up to
the present situation with respect to the R.C.A.F. control of aircraft move-
ments in Labrador and Newfoundland.

2. As developed in this précis, Canada has no specific agreement with the
U.S. authorities for the control of all aircraft movement throughout Labrador
and Newfoundland. This situation requires immediate clarification in order
that the R.C.A.F. may implement the organization necessary to carry
the regulations contained in C.A.P. 365, which has been accepted U.S.authorities.

J. M. H. LANGFORD
Squadron-Leader
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Précis

[Ottawa,] July 26, 1944

I

CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT IN CANADA,

LABRADOR AND NEWFOUNDLAND

PART I

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

1. Defence Regulation No. 27, published by the Newfoundland Govern-
ment 1st September, 1939, provides:

No. 27. No one shall without the permission of the Board of Customs, take off
from, or land on, or fly over the Island, in any aircraft.

It will thus be seen that, as early as September, 1939, fiights in and over
Newfoundland were prohibited except with the permission of the Board of
Customs.

2. In April, 1941, the Canada-Newfoundland Agreement was signed. Under
this Agreement the Government of Newfoundland transferred to the Govern-
ment of Canada, for the duration of the war, the control of the Newfoundland
airport, together with the seaplane bases at Botwood and Gleneagles. These
comprised the available air bases in Newfoundland at that time.
[3.] In paragraph 19 (b) of this Agreement' it is provided:

(b) The Newfoundland Department of Customs will not issue permits to fly over
any part of Newfoundland without the prior consent of the Commandin8
Officer, R.C.A.F.

4. The completion of the above Agreement transferred to the R.C.A.F.

the control of the movement of civil aircraft in Newfoundland.
5. Since Canada assumed control of the air bases, the Newfoundland

Government has not concerned itself with respect to regulations for the
Control of military air traffic and is apparently quite satisfied to leave the
framing of such regûlations to Canada and the United States. The following
extract taken from a letter dated 27th January, 1942 from the Commissioner
for Justice and Defence to the High Commissioner for Canada in Newfound-

land, deals with the matter:
As to Military planes, these I understand are governed by international Regula-

tions, identical for R.C.A.F. and the United States. This was confirmed to me by
Air, Commodore McEwen, and General Brant, at a meeting in my office on
Saturday last, 26th January.

The reference made to "International Regulations" may refer to "S.D.158
-Routeing, Recognition and Identification of Aircraft".

These are regulations for defence purposes which detail the methods of
recognition and identification of all allied aircraft, ground forces, naval
vessels, etc. . - I

1 Vraisemblablement l'article 17(b). 1 Actually Article 17(b).

q

V
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JOINT CANADA-UNITED STATES MEETING AUGUST 19TH, 1943

PART II

6. A Joint Canada-United States meeting was convened at R.C.A.F. Head-
quarters, Ottawa, on 19th August, 1943, to discuss details regarding the
control, maintenance and defence of certain airfields in Canada, used jointly
by Canada and the United States, and to review the 32nd Recommendation
drafted for submission to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, covering
these subjects. The subject of airways traffic control was brought up under
Section I of the proposed recommendation which confirmed the control of
aircraft movements in operational areas in Canada to Canadian authorities.

FORMATION OF SUB-COMMITTEE

7. After a general discussion it was agreed that the problem should be
worked out by a Sub-Committee who were to set up standard regulâtions
covering the movement of aircraft on air routes in Canada. The Sub-Com-
mittee convened in Washington, D.C. on 23rd September, 1943 and con-
sisted of representatives of the following agencies:

R.C.A.F.
D.O.T.
U.S.A.A.F.
U.S.N.
C.A.A.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE
8. After considerable discussion the Sub-Committee drafted a report which

included among others the following recommendation:

3 (b) (ii) That air traffic control throughout Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador
be under the authority of Canada.

9. Exception to the above recommendation, insofar as it affected Labrador
and Newfoundland, was taken by A.M.A.S. who considered it, to be outside
the terms of reference of the Sub-Committee. In a letter dated 18th Novem-
ber, 1943, to the Senior U.S. Member of the Permanent Joint Board onDefence,

A.M.A.S. made the following suggestion:

With respect to paragraph 3 (b) (ii), I would suggest that it might be
advisable to have this paragraph deleted. It deals with a matter which is quite
outside the terms of reference of the Sub-Committee and one which is covered by
the Thirty-Second Recommendation and special agreements.

10. C,A ,p, 365 "Regulations for Control of Aircraft Movement in Canada"
(which included Labrador and Newfoundland) was published and went into
effect as from 1st December, 1943. In a letter dated 3rd January, 1944 fromthe Senior U.S.

Member of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, official
U-S• concurrence was received which included certain changes suggested

,
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by the Canadian Air Member in a letter dated 18th November, 1943. The
concurring U.S. agencies were:

The War Department General Staff
Army Air Forces
Navy Department
Civil Aeronautics Authorities

11. Copies of C.A.P. 365 were sent to the Newfoundland Commission
of Government and to the A.O.C.-in-C., R.A.F.T.C. in Montreal.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER IN
NEWFOUNDLAND AND AIR FORCE HEADQUARTERS THROUGH

THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

12. In despatch No. 926 dated 19th November, 1943, to the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, the High Commissioner for Canada took
exception to the R.C.A.F. policy of making regulations in regard to the
control of air traffic over Newfoundland without consultation with the
Newfoundland Commission of Government. The High Commissioner pointed
,out that there would not have been the slightest difficulty in obtaining
approval from the Newfoundland Government to whatever regulations were
-deemed necessary by the Canadian and American Governments.

13. The question of these regulations was discussed by Air Commodore
K.M. Guthrie and the High Commissioner on 2nd December, 1943, during
the latter's visit to Ottawa. It was pointed out that these regulations are
intended primarily to provide for the orderly movement of aircraft, and to
reduce the chances of accidents. After some discussion it was agreed by the
'High Commissioner that this was essentially a Service problem, and, as
such, would not require the formal approval of the Newfoundland Govern-
ment. The High Commissioner was assured that the Air Officer Commanding
No. 45 (A.T.) Group, R.A.F., was being kept fully informed regarding the
new regulations, and that officers in his Command had expressed satisfaction
with them.

EXISTING SITUATION OF CONTROL IN LABRADOR AND NEWFOUNDLAND

PART 111

14. The 31 st and 32nd Recommendations are confined to aerodromes
in Canada. The special agreements effecting control of aircraft. movements
in Labrador and Newfoundland are:

(i) Control of military aircraft, Canada-Newfoundland agreement.

(ii) C.A.P. 365, R.C.A.F. Regulations for control of Aircraft Move-

15. Whilst C.A.P. 365 has been accepted by the Newfoundland n meist
sion of Government, U.S. authorities and R.A.F.T.C., there do

ments.
( iii) Joint Control Agreement R.A.F.T.C: U.S.A.T.C.

(iv) Aerodrome control at Goose Bay (File S.19-88-3 May 28th).
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a specific authority delegating the control of all aircraft movements through-
out Newfoundland and Labrador to Canada and consequently, no authority
for C.A.P. 365 to be implemented in this area. Neither is there authority for
the R.C.A.F. to provide personnel, equipment, nor recommend expenditures
for establishing airway traffic control in this area.

16. To effect control in this area, the R.C.A.F. require the American
personnel be replaced in the tower by Service personnel at Goose Bay and to
an'ange purchase of American Control tower equipment, to replace the
American personnel operating approach control at Goose Bay, to purchase
American control tower equipment at Gander prior to replacing American
personnel there, the authorization for funds for installing Botwood Radio
Range, the authorization for funds to establish landline communications in
Newfoundland, the authorization for funds to provide equipment for a
Flying Control Airway Centre at St. John's, Nfld.

RECOMMENDED ACTION

17. It is suggested that the 32nd Recommendation be amended to applyto
Labrador and Newfoundlând, or that a Recommendation similar to th

31st and 32nd be proposed for submission to the Joint Board on Defence.

DND HQS 15-1-204
Le représentant de l'aviation canadienne , CPCAD,

au représentant principal de l'armée des États-Unis, CPCAD
Canadlan Air Member, PJBD, to Senior United States Army Member PIBD.
SECRET '

Ottawa, August 14, 1944!
Dear General 'Henry,

Subsequent to the joint U.S.-Canada meeting held in Ottawa on Au s
19th, 1943 to discuss the provisions of the proposed 32nd Recomm ^ tendationof the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, a sub-committee met in
ton on September 23rd to draft re ^ Washing--
the operational areas of Canada. e ations for the control of air traffic in-

States and Canadian authorities, have sincelbeen brou ght
approved by the United_

Publication C.A.P. 365 and have been in force since 15th DecembeR.C.A.F..1943..
both the meeting in Ottawa and Washington it was agreed that it was.

essential that the authority vested in the R.C.A.F. should extend
the areas under consideration, including the terminal ai or

ffiroughout
and Labrador, The re rp ts in Newfoundland:
aenL, It was gulations were accordingly drawn to meet this require-

recognized, however, that it would be necessary to specially-
ta âR'â'`^.F• personnel to handle the traffic at Goose B

.greed that until this trairun aY and Gander and
g

anangement whereby both services operated from the ameeted the existingcontinued. tower should bc--
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This initial training period has now been completed and the necessary
R.C.A.F. personnel are on duty at both points and are thoroughly familiar
with the requirements of the stations. It is proposed, therefore, that the

R.C.A.F. should now take over the full responsibility provided for in the

regulations.
It would be appreciated therefore if the appropriate U.S. services could be

notified of the intended action so that the necessary steps may be taken to
co-ordinate transfer of control to the R.C.A.F. detachments.
...

W. A. CURTIS

Air Vice-Marshal

936. DND HQS 15-1-204

Le représentant principal de l'armée des États-Unis, CPCAD,
au représentant de l'aviation canadienne, CPCAD

Senior United States Army Member, PJBD, to Canadian Air Member, PJBD

Washington, September 1, 1944

Dear Air Vice-Marshal Curtis:
Reference to your letter of 14 August 1944, File S.15-1-204 (Plans J),

to me regarding the RCAF taking over the control towers at the Goose and
Gander airfields, U.S. Army Air Transport Command is agreeable to the
suggestions of the RCAF that they operate the control towers at Goose Bay
and Gander airports provided that there is in each tower at all times one (1)
AACS Control Tower Operator. This requirement they believe advisable and
even necessary because of the possibility of misunderstandings between U.S.
Army pilots and RCAF Control Tower Operators.
...

GUY V. HENRY

Major-General, U.S. Army

937. DND HQS 15-1-204

Mémorandum du chef de l'état-major de l'Air

au ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Memorandum f rom Chief of the Air Staff
to Minister of National Defence for Air

SECRET [Ottawa,] September 12, 1944

... '

MEETING OF PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE SEPTEMBER 6-7,
1944

^ tember 6-7,
1. The Permanent Joint Board on Defence met in Montreal Sep .

1944. The Department of National Defence for Air was represented by A^r
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Vice-Marshal
W. A. Curtis, Canadian Air Member, and Group-Captain

W. F. Hanna. The following topics were discussed by the Board:

' FLYING CONTROL, NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
15.

Air Vice-Marshal Curtis referred to the transfer to Canada of flying
control in Newfoundland and Labrador. General Henry stated that this was
agreeable to the United States authorities if one competent member of the
United States Forces could remain in each tower. The Canadian Section
expressed satisfaction with this arrangement.

DND (DH) 193.009 (D47)

Procès-verbal d'une conférence des commandants alliés à Terre-Neuve
Minutes of a Conference of Allied Commanders in Newfoundland

SECRET

l N0a nprodnit.

St. John's, August 9, 1945

Rear-Admiral E. G. Rose USCG,
Commander Task Force TWENTy-FOUR.
Brigadier L. C. Goodeve, DSO,
Commander Cdn Tps in Nfld.
Commodore lst Class C. R. H. Taylor, RCN,
Flag Officer Newfoundland Force.
Colonel A. H. Warren, US Army.
Group-Captain R. S. Grandy, RCAF.
Captain G. H. Griflîths, RCN.
Lieutenant H. C. McCormick, USNR.
Commander J. D. S. Cromarty, RCNVR.
Major J. J. Aylward, US Army.
Wing-Commander D. J. Brooker, R.C.A.F.
Lt.-Colonel I. E. Berner, Cdn Army, Secretary.

2- Bng. Goodeve, at the request of Admiral Rose , acted
Opened the meeting with a brief reference to para 410 of the Combined Pind
for the Defence of Newfoundland.i I an

3.
The Conference reviewed the circumstances which brought this

into being and the recent changes and develo ments in the Plan

With consequent material reductions and changes in dispositions an situation,
of the Armed Forces under respective commands in Nfld. d^ssions

4. It was felt that the circumstances which gave rise to the formthe
bl Combined Plan for the Defence of Newfoundland have ation of

Y altered that the Plan in its present form is of little, if any, cmaterial
value and that it would seem to serve no useful u ose to am
in an , effort to met the new conditions.

prp end this Plan

I. PRESENT
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I. E. BERNER
Lt.-Col., Secretary
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5• It was therefore agreed that the Combined Plan for the Def
Newfoundland in its present form be held and filed for disposal ence of
determined by each holder of copies thereof. Consequently i w^ â somay be
that this would be the final Conference of Allied Commanders in ^ agreed
this Plan, vide para 410 thereof. respect of

939.

7-CR(s)

Urreau sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affa
ires extérieuresl

Memorandum f rom Secret Workin
g Committee

on Post Hostilit^, Prob elins
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs'

SECRET

Regarding consideration by the Working [Ottawa,] November 13, 1944

Problems of the question of post-war defence inCommittee
doLabras

dor, I should like to suggest that this be put on the Agenda for the next
meeting of the y^orking Committee and that the matter be the subject of
general discussion with both General Pope and Mr. MacKay present. Î have
had a talk with Mr. MacKay and he has prepared a memorandum indicating
what the War Committeé
foundland has agreed to as regards defence ro rties in New-

s memorandum is attached.2 p^
It appears that the War Committee has had before it certain specific

proposals regarding Canadian defence properties in theseareas,butPt has
not passed on the general proposal that Canada should assume responsibility
for the post-war defence of Newfoundland and Labrador. The file reveals
that on the basis of a suggestion from Mr. MacKay, Mr. Robertson made
the suggestion in War Committee that Canada should assume responsibility
for the defence of Newfoundland and Labrador and the North West tlantic,
and that a joint United * Kingdom-Canada-Newfoundland Defence Board

= H. H. Wrong.
' Non reproduit.

PARTIE () / PART 6

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE DANS L'APRÈS-GUERRE

POSTWAR DEFENCE RELATIONS

SECTION A

- LA STRATÉGIE DE DÉFENSE

DEFENCE PLANNING

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Comité de travail
sur les problèmes d'a rès

' Not printed.
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should be established. The
War

945
provide a suitable objecti
should ve of the Canadian

^ttee agreed that the
be prepared alon poLc Proposal might

side would f not a g^ese lines, It a Y^d that a meInorandum
gree to the idea of PPeazs, however, that Mr.

Defence Board and the United Keenley-
revised accordin y the ^gdoin being included in

the

revised

Joint

subrtiissionandThe Waz
memorandm to the War

Committee, however Cabinet was
the decision was ^e ^Minutes of a , would not agree to the
involved , deferred meeting of April 19th r" No further actionpaPPearsnding further consideration of the ^Ord that
wise, no action has to have been taken s^Ce ^ questionsthat he be been taken on General Po en. Like-authorized to discuss inform ^^s memorandum sumembers of the P.

^y with the United ggesting
certain of their def n^D^ the question of the States

United States 1e^ Militaryticularly at St. John's, ^ts in Newfoundland in favour Of C 9uishingsibility for the °n the Principle that Canada should ^adashoald ligeneral defence of Nev, foundland assume ' pazmit their occupation ,
and that the United Sa^emeet their defence requirementsof bases to those which would en able

that an info farther able them towith ^al discussion at thi ^eld. From the fore oinGeneral Pope and point in the g g it seems

to

so mthat we could have Mr. MacKay present WO1^ng Committee,
should be a clear idea of ' would be useful

put before the War Committee Particular pro ' Particularly
mmittee at this time. P°sals (if any)

7-CR(s)

pRESENT;
[Ottawa)] November 17, 1944

R. R. Wrong, Es
H• L. Keenle q•' Department of Externat
R• A. Yside, Esq., De Affairs, Chairman
Colo MacKay' ^q , De partment of Externat Affairs

nel I. 11R. Ienkins pa^ent of Externat Affairs
G° omander R. S. Ra, Department of National Defence (A^ Y,

Lt,_Cô_Capta^n S. W. Colemanpartment of National Defence
mmander J. S. ► Department of National Defenceaval Services)Squadron_^ader

Hod$SOn' Department of National Defe (A^r)Captain D. J.
M. Sutherland, Department of National nce (Nava1

A. HO Department of Defence (qirNices)R' M. Macdonnell' gg, National DefenceVV' Y)Esq., Department of External Affairs(Arm
)

G• gnat e^ es, Esq., Department of ^ternal Affairs

Extern
, Secretarya1 Affairs, Assistant Secrctary,

G[EORGE] I[GNATIEFF]

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Co
sur les problèmes m^té de travail

• Minutes o - d'après 8uerre
f a Meeting of Working

on Post Hostilities Prob emso^itteeSECRET
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2. POST-WAR DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR-.

CANADIAN POSITION

The Chairman explained that it was proposed that there suld
preliminary discussion of this question in order to decide whethe be a
should be made to the Government at this time on the gener r a report

questionwhether Canada should assume responsibility for the post-war of
Newfoundland and Labrador. This question had been under defence of

n considerationfor some time, and submissions on various aspects had bee
different channels to the Chiefs of Staff Committee and to made through

Com-mittee. As Mr. Keenleyside and Mr. MacKay had been es ^^e War Com-
^^ this question, the Chairman was . Pe dY associated
meeting.

He suggested that the meeting hould cone^
slder

attendance at this
(a)

whether or not the Working Committee-Adviso two questions:

was an appropriate one for making recommendations at^this1tlmectonnel
Government; (b) what should be the scope of the recommen the

datiobe ns.
The discussion revealed agreement that the question should

in the Working Committee with a view to framing recomm considered
• • • endations.

It
was agreed that the question should be referred to the

Drafting Group to consider on the basis of Mr. MacKay's P.H.P. Joint
and that Mr. MacKay should be asked to associate himself W1 h orandum,land
in preparing a a the Group

p per for consideration in the Working Committee. The
Chairman suggested that it would be desirable to have a
submission to the Advisory Committee within a month. paper ready for

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de travail
sur les problèmes d'après-guerre

Minutes of a Meeting of Working Committee
on Post Hostilities Problems

SECRET

Noa reproduit.

7-AD(s)

[Ottawa,) December 15, 1944

3. POST-WAR DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR-
CANADIAN POSITION (C.p•g,p,) (44) Report 7, Draft 1)

The paper submitted-by the Joint Drafting Groupi was considered ara-
graph by paragraph and it was agreed to, subject to the following: p...

Paragraph 10. This paragraph to be revised
expressed that no recommendation should be mand shortened. The w

ade for the settingvu wp of as
Canada-Newfoundland Permanent Joint Defence Board

, unless it was evident

I Not printed.
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that
Newfoundland desired such a Board. 947

foundland during the present war had been Defence arrangements for New-
ship between Gove
tinuation of the ^ent authorities and, carned out by direct relation-
reason why arrangements on a as the proposals envisaged con-

no
there should be special machine peace-time scale, there was noovèr, the analogy of the p,J,B,D, rY devised to it.no Armed Forces of its own control itl More-, and nOwould not a

however, that it was important ^ltary staff po de^ Newfoundland had
Newfoundland's formal e that appropriate reco with. It was agreed

defence arrangements Y, and that a sense ôfon should be given

to

... shouldquaiflipossible, be Partnership in
created, the

Paragraph 21 (a). To be revised in
accordanceGeneral Pope that, in view of the established the suLeased Bases A

blished United States ri ht ^estion ofStates on greement, it was not sufficient g under theaction to be taken by merely to advise theCanada.concurrence of the United St t s
should They should be consulted, aIIdmted

Joint Board on Defence. This sub- be sou the
para a ^t ^OU^ the permanent

1^ ph to be amended accordingly,

942.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité
sur les problèmes d a rès- travailde

^ p guerre
Minutes Of a Meeting O

on Post Ho g 1111e^ roble Committee
SECRET =
.. , ^

3• POST-VVAR
DEFENCE OF

CANADIAN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR-.
The Chairman

O

44

irman invited discussion o Report 7, Draft 2)
for submission to the Of the paper' with a view to its'considerations - in the Advisory CO^ittee. He pointed out thaapproval
strategic nature PaPer were fundamentally of a that many of thelackwar Of COnsçiousOnessoofhe p°litical diffculties which Political rather than aany

' It was dlflîcult for the Co need for defence in Newfoundla det was thetentative rec mrnittee to after themost im ommeIIdations 1e Put forward anythin but thePonant factor Probably the action which might be taken, most
themselves and in this connec ' Y was •the attitude of the ^ehave the views of t^on it mi the

able for the Committee toMr. Scott Macdonald,tthe CanadianNe^oundland, Who w
o^^tt arrange for him ô^eected shortly in Ottawa. q,^ Co^issioner

ee when this et the Working Committee or the Âdvid be
paper would be considered. sory

3 N0tt reproduit.

7-AD(s)

[Ottawa ,I December 29, 1944

1 Not printed,
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In the meantime the Chairman read a letteri from Mr. Macdonald in
comment on Mr. MacKay's memorandum2 which had been discussed at the

Thirty-fifth
meeting of the Working Committee. This letter expressed Mr.

Macdonald's general views on post-war defence relationships between Canada
and Newfoundland. A copy had been circulated to the Post Hostilities Joint
Drafting Group in connection with the preparation of the present paper. In
commenting on Mr. Macdonald 's letter the Chairman pointed out that while
the prospect of a favourable reception of defence proposals by the Newfound-
landers did not appear favourable according to Mr. Macdonald, it did indicate
the importance of a careful consideration of the possible reaction of the
people of Newfoundland to the proposed Canadian policy.

General Pope pointed out that both the United Kingdom and United States
had made hard bargains with Newfoundland and it would be unfortunate if
Canada were to adopt the same attitude. It was important that Canadian
policy should be one of co-operation in defence h^e m^é 1 at The
Chairman suggested that one of the difficulties aroser
Canada, unlike the United Kingdom and the United States, had not made firm
legal arrangements covering its establishments in Newfoundland.

Mr. MacKay suggested that perhaps Mr. Macdonald underestimated the
United Kingdom interest that adequate provision should be made for the

On the other hand he appeared todefence of Newfoundland by Canada. Com-
over-estimate the effect of Newfoundland opinion on é^lôu of Canada
mission Government. Thus, if the United Kingdom we
should take over increased defence responsibilities, the Commission would
in all probability take a firm stand, and, as in the case of Goose Bay lease,
would hold to its policy in spite of adverse comment at the time in New-
foundland. In any case; opinion in Newfoundland on relations with Canada
was by no means uniform. General Pope said that it was inconceivable that
the United Kingdom would be unwilling to have Canada take over a respon-
sibility which they themselves were unable to assume.

7-AQ(S)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité consultatif
sur les problèmes d'après-guerre

Minutes of a Meeting of Advisory Committee
on post Hostilities Problems

[Ottawa,] January 12, 1945
SECRET

PRESENT:
N. A. Robertson, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman
Lt.-General J. C. Murchie, Chief of the General Staff
Captain Harold Grant, representing Chief of the Naval staff
Air Vice_Marshal J. A. Sully, representing Chief of the Air Staff

N reproduite. 1 Not printed.

' Non reproduit.
2 Not printed.
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Major-General Maurice Pope, Privy Council Office
W. C. Clark, Esq., Deputy Minister of Finance
A. D. P. Heeney, Esq., Secretary to the Cabinet
H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs
Captain D. K. MacTavish, Privy Council Office (Secretary)
Lt.-Col. E. W. T. Gill, Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee
G. Ignatieff, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Assistant Secretary

The paper was approved, subject to the amendments which had been
agreed, for submission to the War Committee.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ ENCLOSURE]

7-CR(s)

Texte de la position canadienne face à la défence de Terre-Neuve
et du Labrador après la guerre

Text of Canadian Position on Post-War Defence
of Newfoundland and Labrador

C.P.H.P. (45) REPORT 7 (Revised Final) [Ottawa,] January 12, 1945

SECRET

A. THE PRESENT POSITION
1. In recent years it has become recognized that Newfoundland and

Labrador are of concern to Canada in:

(a) the defence of the eastern and northeastern air and sea approaches
to Eastern Canada;

(b) the çontrol of the Northwést Atlantic generally;
(c) the protection of trade routes between North America and Western

Europe; I
(d) the prevention of unneutral acts by foreign belligerents in Canadian

coastal waters;

(e) the protection of the steel industry at Sydney, which is dependent on
iron ore from Bell Island;

(f) the protection of Canadian coastal shipping.

As the Prime Minister has stated (8th September, 1939): "The integrity of
Newfoundland and Labrador is essential to the security of Canada".

2. Canada's special, but not exclusive, interest in the security of these
territories has been fully acknowledged by both the United Kingdom and the
United States. The Protocol annexed to the Leased Bases Agreement of 1941
expressly states among other things:

that the defence of Newfoundland is an integral feature of the Canadian scheme
of defence, and as such is a matter of special concern to the Canadian Govern-ment.
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that in all consultations nLn ascerninll as the g^^e
arising out of the
nt of Newfoundland

agreement
have

the Canadian Governme
the right to participate.

As the Leased Bases Agreement is to be effective for ninety-nine years from
1941, the continuation of Canadian interests is recognized by the language

of the ProtocoL
3. Continued acceptance of Canadian responsiboe local defence of

by the
Newfoundland and Labrador after the war has been recommended
Advisory Committee on Post Hostilities Problems: the Report entitled "Post-
war Canadian Defence Relationship with the United States" (C.P.H.P. (44)
Report 5 (Revised Final) October 26th, 1944)1 includes the following

recommendation:
that Canada should continue to accept responsibility for the local defence of
Newfoundland and Labrador, and that the part of the United States in the defence
of these territories should be limited to the operation of their leased bases in

Newfoundland.
the

4. During the present war Canada has alwaysbeen^cent to all ext nsions
consent of the Newfoundland Commission of Go
of defence activities in Newfoundland: thus it has been tacitly admitted that
Canada has no rights there beyond those granted by no

the general defenceGovernment. As matters now stand, Canada will have P
rights and few specific defence rights for the fulfilment of a post-war policy
of accepting defence responsibilities in the territory. Our present general
rights,-freedom of movement of troops, the use of ports and territorial
waters for belligerent purposes, the right of passage by land, sea and air,
the right of landing and takeoffs, etc.,-willwill lapse after the war unless con-
tinued by specific agreement. Canada s only confirmed specific right arises
from the Goose Bay Agreement, which clearly implies the righ^e^^é ntinue

1941
use for military purposes for ninety- â ^ to e C^adin sthe near future:
Additional specific rights may be accorded

Newfoundland Commission of Government has recently approved in p
ciple the enactment 'of confirming acts regarding other properties (including
the grant of the express rights of military use) as follows: facilities

(a) ninety-nine year lease to marine railway and ancillary

(d) title in tee simple to Torbay Jrias ,
(e) title to certain other minor properties such as radio stations (but

at Bay u ,
(b) fifty-year lease to defence facilities constructed at Botwood;
(c) fifty-year lease to defence facilities constructed at Gander (though

not expressly including the use of the runways);
• A• B e

excluding stations at Cape Ray).

B.` PROPOSED FUTURE POLICY
e "resonsibilit for the local defen

land and Labrador" (as p

ce of Newfound^
5. The fulfilment of ^ roposed in paragraph 3 above) requires, in addition

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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to the military use of specific properties, that the Canadian Armed Forces
be accorded reasonable freedom of action and movement into, from and
within the territory of Newfoundland and Labrador during peace as well
as war. It is' therefore proposed that-preferably,. but not necessarily, as the
result of a formal invitation originated by the United Kingdom,-Canada
should seek to assume responsibility, in co-operation with Newfoundland,
for the local defence of the Newfoundland-Labrador area, including the
immediately adjacent areas of the high seas.

t^e proposalrelates 'only to local defence as opposed to general or eo ônal^s cit
must be admitted that the two are complementary aspects of t a single

problem, arrangements affecting the one need not in any way interfere with
the other. Such a policy need not be inconsistent with the establishment of a
post-war world security organization, nor with Canada's post-war defencerelations

with the United States and the United Kingdom, nor with "general
security" interests of the United Kingdom and the United States in New-
foundland, as will be indicated below.

6. However, it is recognized that any direct request from Canada for
these defence rights would probably be misinterpreted by the people of
Newfoundland as a step in the direction of annexation or at least domination,
and, if so, would no doubt be strongly opposed. Such a request would also
probably be viewed with concern by the Governments of the United Kingdom
and United States unless they were informed in advance and assured that
their interests

would not be prejudiced or their respective rights impaired.
Moreover, any approach to the question from the point of view of exclusive
legal rights would be inexpedient, since it would provoke opposition from the
other Parties concerned.

C.
THE PROPOSED POLICY IN RELATION TO A WORLD SECURITY
ORGANIZATION

7. It appears probable that some form of world security organization will
be established after the war. Newfoundland and Labrador, in view of their
geographical location in the Northwest Atlantic, would be of imuortance in
the plan of general security. The proposed policy would assist in the safe-
guarding of the security of the region and could also be integrated into a
general security plan. If individual bases, such as St. John's, Goose Bay or
Gander, should be designated as "United Nations bases", the res onsibi
for organizing and administering these bases would pro erl be ves e• lity
in Canada and Newfoundland. p y d^ointly

stra e policy proposed in paragraphs 5 and 6 would further Canada's own
Sic security. It is, therefore, a measure [of] reinsurance against the

sibility that such an organization does not materialize or rov pos-and against p es ineffective,
action, any delay on the part of the Organization in taking military
upon an The policy would slightly reduce the degree of Canada's dependence
futuie genérâi voaz;anization and upon her probable allies in the event of a
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I

D. ACCEPTABILITY TO NEWFOUNDLAND

9. The proposed policy would probably be opposed by the people of New-
foundland; unless:

(a) the original negotiations with the Newfoundland Commission of
Government, and any measures adopted for the implementation of
the joint responsibilities'assumed, formally recognized the equality
of Newfoundland and Canada;

(b) the policy carried direct advantages to Newfoundland, and was gen-
erally more satisfactory to Newfoundland than alternative arrange-
ments which that territory might share with the United Kingdom or
the United States;

(c) it was made clear from the outset that Canada's sole concern was
defence and that defence rights would not be used as a cover for
securing a preferred position in other fields (e.g. civil aviation).

10. It cannot be concealed that the "equality" of Newfoundland in these
arrangements would be more formal than real, but it would be most desirable
that they should convey to Newfoundland a sense of partnership. The ques-
tion whether the arrangements can best be carried out by direct relationship
between the two governments or by the establishment of special machinery,
could be decided at a later date when the wishes of Newfoundland on the
matter are known.

11. The main consideration is to secure a defence arrangement that would
permit reasonable freedom of action at all times for Canadian defence forces
and at the same time would be acceptable to the people of Newfoundland.
Canada will possibly have to carry the financial responsibility for the defence
of the Newfoundland-Labrador area, since there is at present little prospect
that the Newfoundland budget will permit of anything but "token" contribu-
tions. On the other hand, Newfoundland has already provided some unim-
proved sites for defence installations and other facilities useful for defence
purposes such as the railway, roads, port facilities, and telecommunications
services.

12.. In addition, it might be desirable to offer favourable terms for the par-
ticipation of Newfoundland personnel in defence duties, such as:

(a) facilitated recruitment of Newfoundland personnel in the Canadian
Armed Forces; and

(b) assistance in the establishment and training of Newfoundland
militia. In this way it might be argued that Canada will be helping
Newfoundland to establish an indigenous defence force.

13. If the arrangements are reasonabl satisfactory they should prove

war as a Crown Colony or whether a form of representative government IS
instituted or dominion status restored. If Newfoundland should at some future
time become a tenth Canadian province, its defence would automatically

merge with the general defence of Canada, and defence facilities could be

equally acceptable regardless of whether Newfoundland continues after the
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maintained and establishment distributed at will: in such a case the proposed
policy would provide a logical interim measure pending federation. In this
connection the most recent indicatiôn of Canadian Government policy is con-
tained in a statement of the Prime Minister made in July, 1943:

If the people of Newfoundland should ever decide that they wish to enter
the Canadian federation and should make that decision clear beyond aU possibility
of misunderstanding, Canada would give most sympathetic consideration to theproposal.

Such a development cannot, however, be regarded as inevitable: there is a
strong current of anti-Canadian feeling in Newfoundland, and a strong desire
for autonomy; and in Canada the opinion is widely held that federation with
Newfoundland would involve acceptance of a continuing financial liabilit.
While such sentiments predominate, federation hardly a y
situation is further complicated by the extra-territorial righptsaof the U.S. The
Newfoundland: accordingly, extensive re-negotiation would probably be a
prerequisite to federation.

E. ACCEPTABILITY TO THE UNITED KINGDOM

' 14. Any defence rights which the United Kingdom may have in Newfound-
land have not in recent years entailed a direct military commitment of the
United Kingdom. Since the withdrawal of the Imperial garrison in 1870

, it
does not appear that the United Kingdom ever stationed forces in Newfound-
land: this is hardly surprising, in view of the apparent immunity of the
territory to enemy attack until recent years. During the war of 1914-18,
H.M. ships of the Atlantic Coast Patrol manned chiefly by Canadians, con-
ducted regular mine-sweeping patrols at the port of St. John's, but this was
Primarily for the protection of trade rather than for direct local defence.
During the present war, when the new vulnerability of North America sud-
denly became recognized, the United Kingdom's military resources were so
overstrained that nothing could be spared for the local defence of Newfound-
land, hence the assumption of this task by Canada and the United States.

15. The principle of the proposed policy would probably be regarded with
favôur by the U.K. Government,-provided that the procedure for im le en
tation is satisfactory and provided that reasonable guarantees are Pven-eSpecially in view of: g ,

(a) the number and magnitude of British post-war military commit-
ments elsewhere;

(b) the fact that acceptance of the proposal would involve l ittle
than a continuation of current defence arrangements in Newfo nd-
land. In this connection it is of interest to note that a recent
Office request to Canada for an estimate of requirements for Canar
dian coast artillery also included a request for a separate estimate of
long-term requirements for coast artillery for Newfoundland, and
stated that the Newfoundland Government had been advised to
that effect. -
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16. Nevertheless, the U.K. has a continuing and vital interest in the strategic
security of Newfoundland in view of that territory's importance in the protec-
tion of trans-Atlantic communications-the lifelines of the United Kingdom
itself. As Canada cannot accept in advance any commitment to enter into a
future general war simultaneously with the United Kingdom, the Admiralty
would undoubtedly be anxious to ensure that its interests were protected
in the event of Canadian neutrality. The United Kingdom is unlikely to
permit a recurrence in Newfoundland of its present dilemma in Ireland.
Moreover, by virtue of Britain's trusteeship for Newfoundland, concurrence in
principle should be obtained from the United Kingdom before Canada makes
any official approach to the Newfoundland authorities.

17. Any attempt by Canada therefore to assume continuing responsibility

jointly with Newfoundland for the local defence of the area should meet the
strategic and political requirements of the United Kingdom. The Admiralty
may require continued rights in St. John's Naval Base comparable to those
enjoyed by the Royal Navy in Halifax and Esquimalt pursuant to the Orders-
in-Council of 1910-11. It should be noted that if Canada is to assume the
responsibility indicated, the right to continue to operate and administer the
St. John's Base in peacetime must be obtained from the United Kingdom
as title-holder.

7. ACCEPTABILITY TO THE UNITED STATES

18. After the war the United States will undoubtedly retain, under the
Leased Bases Agreement, those defence facilities in Newfoundland which are
essential to the fulfilment of its security requirements in the Northwest

Atlantic region generally, i.e., the naval base at Argentia and the air base
at Stephenville.

19. The remaining U.S.-leased base, the U.S. Army Station at St. John's
(Fort Pepperrell), was selected at a time when the U.S. navy expected to
base its ships at that port, and was completed notwithstanding the fact that

St. John's harbour was subsequently found to be totally inadequate for the
.purpose. It appears possible that the station will in the near future be
reduced to care and maintenance, if not completely abandoned.

. 20. In view of the vital U.S. interest in the general security of the region,
and the continuing U.S. military rights in Newfoundland, it is essential that
the .United States be consulted regarding the proposed policy. In any dis-
cussion of the subject with U.S. authorities it should be emphasized that the
policy is in no way exclusive and is not in essence a new development, but
merely a method of continuing the defence arrangements presently in force.

G. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLICY

d 9- th tion of the policy proposed21. The appropnate proce ure r e execu
in this memorandum would depend upon the state of public opinion in the
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countries concerned; but for illustrative purposes it is suggested that execu-
tion might involve the following steps:

(a) informal discussion of the question in the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence;

(b) an informal approach to the U.K. authorities with a view to
obtaining from them a formal request or suggestion that Canada
and Newfoundland assume joint responsibility;

(c) the Newfoundland Commission of Government should be informed
of this approach to the United Kingdom;

(d) on receipt of a favourable reply from the U.K., negotiations should
be instituted between Newfoundland and Canada.

22. It is considered most desirable that the question should be raised at an
early date rather than after the war, since:

(a) after the 'war, as matters now stand, Canada will have no right to
operate generally within the territory of Newfoundland: once Cana-
dian forces have been withdrawn, it would be difficult to "reoccupy"
in peacetime;

(b) provision for the defence of Newfoundland would be an important
consideration in the settlement of the constitutional issue in New-
foundland, and it is, therefore, desirable that Canada's position
should be made known to the United Kingdom Government before
decisions on the constitutional question are taken;

(c) after the war, a sense of immunity from attack, already present,
will probably increase in Newfoundland, which, whether realistic
or otherwise, might well preclude a successful revival of the ques-
tion of defence arrangements.

944. 7-CR(s)

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary,of State
for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Robertson,
St. John's, February 23, 1945

I have now had an opportunity to read the report of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Post-Hostilities Planning mentioned in Mr. Wrong's letter of
January 31st,1 and forwarded with Mr. MacKay's letter of February 13th.i

The proposal set forth in the report, as I understand it, is that the United
Kingdom Government be requested to instruct the Commission of Govern---_

1 Non reproduite, 1 Not printed.
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ment here to negotiate with Canada an Agreement providing for the joint

defence of Newfoundland.
Such a proposal, in my view, does not take sufficient account of the basic

fact that the defence of Newfoundland is already provided for in large
measure by a third party, the United States, whose installations-the U.S.
Army Base at Fort Pepperrell, the U.S. Navy Base at Fort MacAndrew,
and the U.S. Air Base at Harmon Field-dwarf anything that we would
ever establish even if there were a much greater need for defence than there
is. I do not see the slightest likelihood that, having expended hundreds of
millions of dollars establishing these bases and

British and Newfoundlandto see that their rights are fully recognized by
authorities, the United States would contemplate withdrawing its forces

from the Island. Nor is it probable that havioard to takeinstallations
oer^thewould sit by and allow a Canadian-Newfoundland B n

responsibility for the defence of the Island and the
ail^l MoreoverVil I

direction

that such an assumption of responsibility would ent
it difficult to see that a legitimate line can be drawn ib

idea that seemsof Newfoundland and the defence of the area around it, an
to run through the report though it is not brought Baout very

se at Botwolodl or o
ur

planes at Goose Bay or Torbay or at the seaplane
war-ships at Bay Bulls or St. John's would inevitably be integrally associated
with the defence of the whole area.

Nor would the scheme of joint defence be of any practical value even if
we achieved it. Newfoundland would not be able to contribute anything-
either money, technical assistance or administrative direction

but would, in

return for nominal -association in defence, get the right to interfere in every-

thing we did or didn't do.
Any value the proposal might have lies, of course, in the belief that it

would make the continued presence of our Forces here more palatable to
Newfoundlanders. There is undoubtedly some truth in this point. But whether
it is worth the risk of re-opening the whole question of our post-war military
rights by admitting that we have no such rights, and the practical disadvan-
tage of Newfoundland's interference in our arrangements is very questionable.
In this connection, it should be borne in mind that the main Newfou sd tha
objection to the granting of long-term leases for defence purposes
Canada thereby secures commercial rights for civil aviation at the ex be done
Newfoundland. It is quite true that nothing we do in this field held popular
without the consent of Newfoundland. Nevertheless, the strongly us in
.view: is that the building of these bases on Newfoundland sites gives
practice a preferred position in commercial aviation in Newfoundland. Even

if. we agreed.to give Newfoundland an equal voice with oursesvând m^t
defence of Newfoundland and undertook to provide all the troop iti-
all the expenses that would be involved, it would not meet their

main
feel rthe

cism, the alienation for defence purposes (for which they do not
slightest need) of valuable sites for commercial air bases.
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I have already set forth the position as justly as I can in my letter of
December I st', and I think the steps there outlined are the ones we should
take. For convenience of reference, perhaps I should briefly recapitulate that
position and bring it up to date. In our Agreements with Newfoundland we
have already secured large bases for long periods at Goose Bay, Botwood,
Torbay and Bay Bulls. In the proposed Confirming Acts we have already
asked for the right of military user which is implied in the basic Agreements,
though it would, of course, have been very much better to have been specifi-
cally written into these Agreements when they were first negotiated. More-
over, we are paying for the establishment of, and are actually operating, a
considerable Naval Base for the British Admiralty at St. John's which, it is
contemplated, will in due course be handed over for permanent control by
Canada. It is much better, I think, that we should go ahead on the assump-
tion that we have clearly implied post-war military rights than that we should
act as though we haven't got them and must now ask for them. If the Com-
mission.of Government, in the final analysis, should refuse to carry out the
obligations entered into in their freely accepted Agreements, then we would
have strong grounds on which to approach the United Kingdom authorities,
who are responsible for the conduct of Newfoundland's external affairs, and
ask that the Agreements be duly carried out.

I note that Mr. Wrong, in his letter of January 31 st, states that these bases
are insufficient for the defence of Newfoundland in that they would not permit
of adequate training operations. Could not training be done in our own bases
in Canada? In any case the danger that one or more of our allies will attack
Newfoundland is clearly so remote as to be hypothetical. In these circum-
stances would it not be unwise to antagonise Newfoundland opinion further
by asking for broader post-war military rights even though those for which
we have already asked may not be quite perfect?

Yours sincerely,
J. S. MACDONALD

945. ' 7-CR(s)

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut conimissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

SECRET
Ottawa, March 10, 1945

Dear Mr. Macdonald,
I refer to your letter of February 23rd commenting on the report of the

defence of Newfoundland, approved by the Advisory Committee on Post
Hostilities Planning.

' N011 reproduite„ 1 Not printed.
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one be ond the official level, and will probably
,This report has not yet g one present pre-occupation with internal

some time in view of ^ eneral principle that Canada shouldnot do so for
political matters. Nevertheless, the defence
assume definite, though not exclusive responsibilityf âr Te ûp of approval of
of Newfoundland, bas been indirectly agreed to as a
another report on Canada's relations with the United Sta.tae =e Iort on nthe

means
therefore,of the

carrying

on the defence of Ne °é n^annlost effective means
ing out accepted policy. Whe

is that of clearing up titles to base areas to which we have viding for
promised title, or whether an additional over-alleIIgreement

nlatterspois preferable
continued co-operation with Newfoundland in

is the essential point at issue.r^ a^d by the Committee that mere title to defence
It was gene y gr^st because it would limit freedom

properties was not entirely satisfactory; and second, because it would
eace-time,of action of defence forces in p

ewfoundland in the somewhat invidious position o^b^^g a ements
leave N

mere

military protectorate. I note that you think
joint def en

in practice since they
with Newfoundland are. likely to be objectionable

part. There is, no doubt,
possible interference

somewould point

interference on Newfoundland's

oint to this objection. The question ement which
would out-weigh the advantages to be derived from

bilities^ang
recognized Newfoundland's interests and susceP Jnlted States will not likely

in assuming that theYou are, no doubt, right adequately and can provide
relinquish the bases, and that it will provide

defence of Newfoundland than Canada could.
more abundantly for the ortanCe.
There are, however, certain political considerationsdefence ô f New foundland

the United States exclusively responsible for the ndervene at once in suPP°rt
in 1914 or 1939, Canada's freedom of action to The Canadian

of
Great Britain might well have been severely restricted^ ^Tht linlit their

people are not likely to accept wi11in81Y a situation which
future freedom of action in the event of any major crisis in the North

• military defence of Newfoundland is of le^ére ts sÂ
tlantic , region. The protection of long-run Canadlan in

quence to Canada than the ennit Ne^,vfoundland to
the North Atlantic region. We

ro

cnot,
tectorate of the

therefore, p
United States.

become an exclusive military P eO le will eventually see

I am inclined to think that the Newf oundland p P they

Canadian participation in their defence in
n
a b;srldeerspective

Colony ^;
an i can

ate.s. country B ctor
now do. They like to call ;;.nw;comer rt

$carcelY conceive of them
a mere military p
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of the United States. They may come to look upon Canadian participation
in defence of the region as an off-set against exclusive protection by the
United States. The question of civil aviation should also be straightened
out before long. Eventually the Newfoundland people may learn that air
fields which are at best likely to be merely refueling stops in trans-Atlantic
communications, are not likely to be revenue producers. Indeed, the pros-
pects are that they will have to ask for assistance for maintenance.

Yours sincerely,
[N. A. ROBERTSON]

946. 7-CR(s)

Mémorandum du conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures'

Memorandum by Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs'

[Ottawa,] May 2, 1945

The following seemed to me to be the chief points which arose in the
course of the discussions with Mr. Winter about postwar defence arrange-
ments in Newfoundland.2

1. Willingness to consider any reasonable proposal. Mr. Winter thought
that the Newfoundland Government and public opinion would
accept any suggestions on the part of Canada which took into
account the fact that Newfoundland could make only a small contri-
bution. He did not appear to think it important whether a joint
Canadian-Newfoundland scheme were undertaken or whether Ca-
nada was given sole responsibility for the defence of Newfoundland.
He felt that the United Kingdom would be interested and should be
consulted but knew of no plans or their part to provide for the
defence of Newfoundland after the war.

2. Relief and a certain amount of surprise that our principal interest
is in defence arrangements and that we are not entertaining designs
to control the civil use of airfields. Mr. Winter thought that this

'IL A. MacKay. -
'Ces discussions eurent lieu le 1•* mai aubureau de R. M. Macdonnell entre les repré-sentants de TerraNeuve (H. ' A. Winter,

I. G. Puddester et H. A. L. Pattison) etceux du Canada W. F. Hanna, G. Ignatieff etk A. MacKay).

' These discussions took place on May 1,
in R. M. Macdonnell's office between New-
foundland representatives (H. A. Winter,
H. G. Puddester and H. A. L.Pattison) and
Canadian representatives W. F. Hanna, G.
Ignatieff and R. A. MacKay.
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would go a considerable distance in pacifying public opinion in
Newfoundland. He gave the impression of being rather agreeably
surprised at the absence of Canadian economic imperialism although
he said that he had never himself agreed with those who suspected
Canada's intentions.

3. The immediate problem in the minds of the Newfoundlanders is
the civil use of the airfields, particularly Torbay and Gander. They
are not in a position to fulfil the letter of agreements with Can-
ada under which they are to take over control and operation at
the end of European hostilities. They would obviously like us to
help them out by looking after these fields for some time to come,
but at the same time they will want our consent to making a num-
ber of changes which will permit them to meet the requirements
of civil airline companies. For example, Pan American Airways will
undoubtedly want to acquire or erect buildings to take care of civil-
ian traffic for which our consent would be necessary.

4. In an entirely personal and confidential discussion Mr. Winter
suggested that we consider how the problems of defence arrange-
ments and civil aviation would be affected in the event of con-
federation. It was agreed that confederation would provide the
easiest and simplest solution.

In general Messrs. Winter and Pattison thought that problems of defence
and civil aviation could not be separated and should' be discussed at the same
time. The view of the Canadian representatives was that these were separate
problems and that they should not be merged. The Newfoundlanders urged
an early meeting to discuss both problems while the Canadian representatives
pointed out that it would be some months before the Canadian Gove m
could be expected to have reached decisions on the question of postwar
defence arrangements.I

At the conclusion of the meeting it was agreed that Mr. Winter would dis-
cuss with his colleagues in the Newfoundland Government the general lines
of our discussion with a view to holding intergovernmental discussions at some
time in the future. It seemed clear that neither Newfoundland nor Canada
would be ready for such discussions until September or October. For their
part the Canadian representatives said that they would continue their con-
sideration of the defence problems and would endeavour to secure the views
of the Government whenever this was possible. t

On the question of civil use of the airfields it was agreed to reco
Câriadathe existing arrangements should be continued in force (i•e• thath ^ed

would continue her operational control) but that Canada would be prep•
to consider sympathetically any ad hoc revisions and amendments ca e
might be put forward by Newfoundland in order to enable them to
of post-hostilities civil aviation needs.
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SECRET

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Comité de travail
sur les problè d'

7-AB(s)

^ mes , apres-guerre
au ^sous-secrétaire d bat associe aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Secretary, Working Committee
on Post-Hostilities Problems,

to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] June 28, 1945

III. NEWFOUNDLAND

This is perhaps the most urgent outstanding business of the P.H.P. You
will recall that the Advisory Committee approved a paper on the "CanadianPost-war

Defence Policy in relation to Newfoundland and Labrador"
(C.P.H.P. (45) Report 7 (Revised Final) of the 12th January). Since
then there has been a visit to Ottawa by Mr. Winter, one of the Newfoundland
Commissioners, and talks with him regarding the Confirming Acts which
Newfoundland Government wish to postpone pending discussion of the civil
use of air bases. This question has come to the fore, particularly with regard
to a request from the Swedish Government for use of Goose Bay for trial
trans-Atlantic flights. There has also been an approach from the Admiralty tothe

R.C.N. suggesting that the R.C.N. should turn over its facilities at
St. John's to the Admiralty. The R.C.N. has been asked by the Department
to hold its hand pending decision on the broader question of Canadian
defence policy in respect of Newfoundland. The question of the disposal of
surplus defence assets by the three Canadian Services in Newfoundland has
also been raised. Correspondence from Mr. Macdonald indicates the need
for an early start of negotiations with the Newfoundland Government on
Post-war Canàdian defence relations with Newfoundland and it is suggested
that early consideration be given to whether the paper approved b

y the
Advisory Committee needs revision before being submitted to the War Co -
mittee in the light of subsequent 'developments. m

948. ' 1

7-AB(s)
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] July 25, 1945

POLITICO-STRATEGIC PLANNING

This note is ^merely an attempt to list as a basis for
matters connected with Post-war defence olic

and or a^^ssion the chief
w

110w pending or are likely to call for active consideration in the ne hich arear future.
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1. Newfoundland
The questions of Canadian defence properties, civil aviation

rights, continuing Canadian responsibility for defence and the
political and economic policy to be followed towards Newfoundland

are all closély connected and require consideration together.
The P.H.P. Paper completed in January is already out of date.
Do we require some new interdepartmental organization to deal
with Newfoundland problems together, containing representatives
of External Affairs, Privy Council, Chiefs of Staff and Finance, with
authority to co-opt other members for special purposes? Is the
time ripe for suggesting a small Cabinet Committee on Newfound-
land matters?'

50204-40

Mémorandum du conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieuresz au sous-secrétaire d'État

associé aux - Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs2 to Associate Under-Secretary of State for

External A ff airs

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 6, 1945

POST-WAR DEFENCE RESPONSIBILITIES IN NEWFOUNDLAND

1. In the absence of any clear-cut decision with respect to defence res-

.ponsibilities in Newfoundland and with a view to retrenchment, each of
to-the armed services seems to be following its own course

assets there.withdrawal from Newfoundland and the disposal of surplus

A. Naval Service has reduced Botwood to a care - and , maintenance
basis, and presumably St. John's is now reduced to this basis as
well. They would probably have withdrawn completely except for
a hint from this Department to go slow.

B. The Air Force were anxious to withdraw, but have been restrain
ed

because of United States requirements for the use of Goose
Gander for planes returning with service p ersonnel.

and Gander availabie
that the United States will wish to have Goose
so long as United States forces remain in occupation in Gennany.
Information disclosed by United States members of the Permanent

`^ ` 1 Au' début de 1946, un organisme inter-
ministériel non-officiel fut mis sur pieds
pour s'occuper des questions concernant

-Terre-Neuve. Plus, tard la- méme - année un
comité interministériel et un comité du
Cabinet furent formés dans ' le méme but.

R.'A. MacKay. . . :

iAn informal interdepartmental organiza-

tion to deal with Newfoundland Quesuons

was set up early in 1946, and later that

Year an interdepartmental
Committee and a

Cabinet Committee
were formally estab-

lished for the same Purpose•
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Joint Board on Defence at the September meeting is that the War
Department is preparing a memorandum to be forwarded to the
Canadian Government indicating continued defence interests in
various airfields, including Goose and Gander ...

C.
The Army is anxious to clear out of Newfoundland completely,
and will propose to us and Crown Assets shortly that an offer be
made to the Newfoundland Government to take over all surplus
assets there at a "knock-down price". Army apparently proposes,
also, to clear out all personnel in Newfoundland at the earliest
possible date. If the Army's proposals are carried through, three
months hence there may not be a single coast defence gun, anti-
aircraft gun or machine gun in working order in Newfoundland,
and no Army personnel.

2.
This retreat from Newfoundland seems to me to be unduly precipitate

in view of the present international situation and in view of our probable
. commitments in the event of the United Nations Organization getting underway.

3. In view of the probability that we shall have to discuss the civil use of
airfields at an early date with the United Kingdom and Newfoundland Gov-
e1nments and in view of the general understanding which I think we have
reached with the- Newfoundland Government that post-war defence
ments and civil aviation should be considered at the same time, I suggest that
some action should be taken:

(a) to slow. down the "retreat" from Newfoundland;

(b) to give consideration to long-term defence requirements in the
region, assuming we continue to bear about the same proportion
of responsibility for defence there as we did during the war-t
Chiefs of Staff Committee would appear to be the a he
body . to undertake this; and Ppropriate

(c) be
that consideration be given to the political arrangements that mi

made with Newfoundland, assuming we continue responsibility
for defence there-presumably a job for this Department.

of State for External Affairs'

Le secrétaire du Comité des ch efs ditat-major
50204-40

d'É'tat suppléant aux Affaires extérieures^-secrétaire
rYSecretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, to Acting Under-Secreta

The Chiefs
of Staff, at their meeting of Novemb er

9

^vember 12, 1945
letter of

October 12th2 regarding the provisions which should be included
I • Wrong.
Non reproduite. ... ^ . . ', j .

' Not printed.
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in any short term civil air agreement with Newfoundland so as to safeguard

Canada's defence interests in that region.i
The Chiefs of Staff recommend that the following provisions should be

included in any such agreement:

(1) Canadian defence forces t o
andeLa

right of free movement
brador territory andthrough and over Newfoundland terri-

torial waters, including the right of ingress to and egress from
any defence installation, and the use of existing roads, railways,
port facilities, etc.

(2) Canadian defence forces to hav
e resetl^tsr constructed inin Newfoundland or Labrador presently built o

the future, except those presently leased to the United States,
including the right to the continued use of such buildings and
facilities as may be agreed upon with the Newfoundland Govern-
ment from time to time, and the right to store certain types of
equipment including bombs, ammunition, fuel, oil, etc., for use
as required.

(3) Canada to have the right to establish and operate such facilities
and installations other than aerodromes as may b e requ ired for
the defence of Newfoundland, subject to th e prior approval

the Newfoundland government.

(4) Newfoundland Government to consult with the Canadian Gov-
ernment before conceding any military rights to any third nation
in respect to aerodromes or other military installations or the
basing of any military forces whatsoever.

(5) Canada to have the right to take over and operaeainô ^é Ü^t^
all aerodromes other than those presently leas .
States and all other facilities and installations ô ldé^é g ncÿ has
to the defence of Newfoundland when a state
been declared or is considered to exist.

These recommendations are made on the understanding that the con-
clusion in. the report of the Advisory Committee on Postwar Hofo he
Problems; viz., "that Canada should continue to accept responsibilitythe United
local defence of Newfoundland and Labrador, and that the part of operation
States in the defence of these territories should be limited to the oPof any,,
of their leased bases in Newfoundland," will form an integral part Gander
new agreement, and on the further understanding that Goose Bay,
.and Torbay aerodromes will be kept in operation.

E. W. T. GILL

Lieutenant-Col, onel

' Voir le document 983. 1 Seo Document 983.
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SECTION B

LA LIQUIDATION, DES BIENS DE GUERRE'

DISPOSAL OF WAR ASSETSI

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

TOP SECRET
Ottawa, January 17, 1945

TRANSFER OF MILITARY HOSPITALS TO NEWFOUNDLAND

35. THE SECRETARY reported that a proposal had been made that the
hospitals at Botwood and Lewisporte, which were no longer required bythe

Army, be transferred with their equipment to the Newfoundland ov
ernment, who required them for local needs. g

The Newfoundland government had not suggested that they would be
unwilling to pay for these facilities, but it had been suggested by the Cana-
dian Ifigh Commissioner that, since the salvage value would be very low
and civilian need great, it would be desirable to transfer them as a
the part of the Canadian Government. gift on

An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Secretary's note, Jan. 16, 1945z-C.W,C, document 922).

36.
THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY observed that it was

established policy that surplus equipment should not be donated for chari-
table purposes.

It would create an awkward precedent if surpluses outside ôf Canada were
to be given away. On the other hand, when the Army declared these facil-
ides surplus, there would be no difficulty in having them made available
Newfo^^^d at a reasonable price. to

'Entre 1945 et 1947 le gouvernement caaa-
gneneq^^ la Plupart de ses surplus de
IIeuv. à Te^Neuva Le gouvernement terre-
et n^n se vit offrir la Première option d'achat
ses °̂^ ^^ représentant pour sauvegarder
reco Le haut commissaire canadien

que les propriétés pouvant &re
do ^ au gouvernement terre-neuvien lui soient

^ Cependant le gouvernement cana-
repr^w^ ^^> de cet avis. Les documents

Illustrent un de ces Ces,

' Non reproduite.

' Between 1945 and 1947 the Canadian
Government disposed of most of its surplus
war assets in Newfoundland. The Newfound-
land Government was offered first refusal, and
it appointed an agent to safeguard Newfound-
land interests. The Canadian High Commis-
sioner recommended that properties which
could be of use to the Newfoundland Govern-
ment be given to it, but the Canadian Govern-
ment did not think this appropriate. The
documents here reproduced i7lustrate one case
of this kind.
' Not printed.
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37. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed that the hospi-

tals and equipment should be disposed of to Newfoundland in the normal
way and not by gift.

1156-BF-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

St. John's, February 10, 1945

Dear Mr. Robertson,

I am greatly disappointed ' to learn that the recommendation I put forward

last* October that the military . hospitals at Lewisporte and Botwood be
presented to the Newfoundland Government as a gift from Canada, when

no longer required by the Army, has been turned down by the War

Committee.

I do not see how we can se k' r
with what theY. cost to build and 'we an hardly dismantle them and mo oe
them away from communities which very badly need them without antag

- nising public opinion in these communities and, indeed, in the Island
I. have ^-

generally. In view of the - War Committee s decision, however,

il these ro erties for anything commensal

in connection with the installations we have established as we
firming property titles: , ate

. I am even mo pp
tion was turned down, namely, that "a policy had been established for
general application in Canada that surplus equipment should not be
donated for charitable purposes". This consideration, while it may be and
doubtless is perfectly valid in Canada, is surely not relevant to the situation
in Newfoundland. Here we need to employ every counter we have to gain
good-will for Canada or rather to help remove the feeling of coolness and
suspicion with which Canada is, and has long been, regarded. The transfer
of these hospitals at 'an appropriate and well publicized ceremony broadcast
over the Island, would have redounded very greatly to our advantaeeT ÿ
would have given a a unique opportunity to touch upon the numerous
flights and other assistance we have rendered to the Island during the course
of the war. It would have been particularly valuable at this time when we
are endeavouring to secure important concessions from Newfoundland ûser
solidating our'position at Gander and securing the right of 11 as con-

r disa ointed by the grounds on which the recommenda-
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formed the Government that they would be given a chance to buy them if
they wished and I assume that the next step will be for the representative
of the

War Assets Corporation in Newfoundland to endeavour to get the
best price he can for them.'

I hope to write you shortly on the general question of the disposal of
surplus assets when I have had further discussions with the General Officer -
Cornmanding and the local agent of the War Assets Corporation.

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

SECTION C

LE RETRAIT DE L'ARMÉE CANADIENNE

WITHDRAWAL OF CANADIAN ARMY

953..
1156-C-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to -High Commissioner

DESPATCH 124

in Newfoundland

Ottawa, May 21, 1945
Sir,

I have the honour to advise you that in view of the reduction of the Cana-
d'all Army commitment in Newfoundland it has been decided to replace the
present General Officer Commanding by an officer of the rank of Brigadier.
Sh"ilar changes have recently been made by the Royal Canadian Air Force
and the United States Army with respect to their Senior Officers in New-foundland.

2.
Brigadier L. C. Goodeve, D.S.O., has been selected to s ucceed

present General Officer Commanding, Major-General H. N. Ganong, C.B.E.,
and will take over the duties of his new appointment on June 1 next. The
Newfoundland Commission of Government should be informed
pending change, of the im_

I have etc.

Le

R. G. RIDDELL

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

de 8ouvernement -de Terre-Neuve décida
nc Pas acheter l,h8pital de ^,^,^ 'ne Newfouadland Government decided

^°^t S35 -000 Pour celui de Botwood.
^ offer d $3S Ô00 for the one at Bot

^^ but
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DND (DH) 955.003 (Dl)

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Sous-comité mixte de Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting of Joint Service Sub-Committee, Newfoundland

I

I

I

SECRET

ITEM I

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

St. John's, May 28, 1945

REDUCTION OF OPS TPS CDN ARMY

All AA Arty and Cst Arty Cape Spear reverted to Trg role 10 May 45.
Remainder of Cst Arty and Inf have combined Ops role.

Nfld Govt is considering question of demobilization and may request with-
drawal of Nfld Regt personnel manning Cst Arty def and watching stns at
Bell Island.

It was decided.that if the Nfld Govt made such a request that the present
situation justified concurrence.

It was also decided that all Inf could be reverted to a trg role except one
combat team in St. John's and outposts of one sec each at Bay Roberts and
Harbour Grace.

It was noted that NDHQ GSO 190 advised withdrawal of all Cst Arty and
Inf when scale of attack indicated no further risk.

955.
1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 135 Ottawa, May 31, 1945

SECRET

Sir,

1' I have the honour to advise you that in view of the cessation of hostilities
in Europe, the following reductions in the Army garrisons in Newfoundland
and Labrador will be made in the course of the next three months:

Officers Other Ranks

From Goose Bay and Rigolet 27 464

From Newfoundland 64 1153

These withdrawals include the remaining Coast and Anti-Aircraft ArtillerY
personnel in Labrador and Newfôundland-less small maintenance detach-
ments which are being left in the St. John's area.
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2. When the above withdrawals have been completed, the only Army per-
sonnel remaining in the Goose Bay and Gander areas will be small detach-
ments for supplying the continuing Royal Canadian Air Force garrisons and
for special "Upper Wind" studies. In the St. John's area, the troops remain-
ing will consist of Infantry and Services personnel, in addition to the small
artillery detachments méntioned above.

3.
Will you please inform the Newfoundland Commission of Government

accordingly.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

956.
50218-40

CPCAD,
compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD,
Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
New York, June 14-15, 1945

CANADIAN ARMY

Second Rcmdn-Defence of Newfoundland

2. (a) The AA Artillery at Gander and the Coast and AA Artillery at
St. John's have been taken out of action and personnel are being
returned to Canada.

(b) When these withdrawals have been effected, the remaining Cana-
dian garnson in Newfoundland will number about 1,900 all ranks,
concentrated mainly in the St. John's area. This I figure will be
further reduced when the Headquarters and admin establishments
have been reviewed.

10298-40
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

HiBh Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

as considerable animation in the town and in the port
as the last contingent of the United States Army, about twelve hundred

Yesterday there w ' • • •
Dear Mr. Robertson
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strong, embarked for home on the troopship Claymont Victory. A large
crowd of civilians, mostly women, was on . hand to wave them farewell and
the vessels in the Harbour joined in with their whistles to give them a re-
sounding send-off. With the departure of these troops Fort Pepperrel and Fort
McAndrew are now down to a care and maintenance basis with engineer,
supply, medical, ordnance and other details amounting to approximately 600
men in the one and somewhat less than 300 in the other.

The departure of the United States Military Forces will bring into relief
the continued presence of Canadian troops in St. John's. They number
approximately 1,200 men and, unlike the Americans, who have their own
base, about a mile outside the city, superbly provided with cafeteria, cinema,
library, church, sports and recreational facilities, are located in the town and,
consequently, are constantly in the public eye. The assumption among New-
foundlanders, of course, is that the Canadian troops will be leaving very
shortly. While I have not yet heard any unfavourable comment on their con-
tinued presence here the matter is likely to attract public attention before
very long. -

The position seems rather anomalous in any case since our interest in
post-war defence has always been regarded as predominantly in air and naval
bases. Both of these services, however, have reduced their forces rapidly.
The Royal Canadian Navy will reach a care and maintenance basis in St.
John's by the end of this month when all but approximately 300 men will
have left. The Royal Canadian Air Force has already been reduced to a
mere 20 men here though at Torbay, some three miles distant, there is a per-
sonnel of 834. At Gander strength has been reduced 'to 750, all ranks, and
when another 100 have left the station will be down to the minimum neces-
saryto maintain the base as an operating air-port. Another 155 are engaged
on radar work in various parts of the Island but three of the five remaining
radar stations are about to be dismantled and the personnel returned to
Cânada. In any case the Air Force personnel live on their own stations and
do not'come 'into close contact with Newfoundlanders.

It would not seem wise to leave Canadian armed forces, and particularly
the Canadian Army here indefinitely, in such comparatively large numbers,
without some understanding with the Newfoundland Government on the
question of post-war defence rights. This question is, in turn, bound up with
the allied question of securing valid property titles to the bases and commer-
cial aviation rights on them and'it will be several months at least before any
settlement can be reached. In these circumstances I think it would be desirable
to give early consideration to the further reduction of the Canadian troops
here.

Brigadier Goodeve takes the view that his Force is, in effect, pretty well
down to a care and maintenance basis but that the large amount of stores,
equipnient - and buildings at various places, not yet disposed of, and the fact
that Canadian troops guarding ^ this - material are dispersed in small groups
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rather than congregated together in a single camp makes it necessary to
retain

more personnel for maintenance than the United States have. He
points out that the Infantry Battalion, the Edmonton Fusiliers, with its re-
stricted and reduced strength serves, to a considerable extent, for guards
caretakers, labour and housekeeping and that, if they were not available,•
civilian labourers, civilian caretakers, etc., would have to be emplo ed.

I recognisegnise that there is much force in* Brigadier Goodeve's view. I feel,
however, it would be desirable that, now that the war is definitely over in an
theatres,

we should proceed more 'rapidly with the disposal of stores, equip-
ment and the buildings in which they are housed so that a sizable reduction
can be made in the Canadian troops here particularly those that are directly
under the eyes of the people of St. John's, for I think it would be unwise to
give any ground for the growth of a popular belief that we intend to remainin

military occupation without any agreement with the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment according us post-war defence rights.

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

10298-40

Minute d'une décision du Comité spécial du Cabinet sur la défe 1
Record of a Decision of Special,Cabinet Defence Comm' ^e^ttee

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 1, 1945

CANADIAN ARMY GARRISON IN NEWFOUNDLAND; PROPOSED WITHDRAWAL

At a meeting of the special Cabinet Defence Committee' on September
24th, the Secretary read a memorandum from the Minister of National

recommending the withdrawal of Canadian Army troops from onal
Newfoundland, with the exception of those required for servicin R.C.A.F

-
lishments there. g R.C.A.F. estab-

The Committee, after discussion, agreed that the withdrawal
Arn1y gamsons in Newfoundland be proceeded with exce t those Canadian
requhed for maintenance and administration u p personnel
R.C. p rposes and for servicing

A.F. detachments; it being understood that these continuing requirements
would involve retaining some Arm .sc^e for some considerable time. y^^onnel in the Island on a diminishmg

co^té ap^al exista de^mbro 1943. septembre & 'M Special Committeo existed from Sep-
tember to December 1945., 1
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50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET
New York, November 7-8, 1945

959.

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

CANADIAN ARMY

Second RCMN-Defence of Newfoundland

2. Withdrawal of the Canadian Army garrison in Newfoundland has been
proceeding. The remaining infantry battalion has now been withdrawn. Present
strength of the garrison is approximately 660 all ranks. Gradual withdrawal
of the remaining maintenance and service troops will continue.

960.

St. John's, June 6, 1946

Dear Mr. m %,r,
I wish to inform you that the last detachment of the Canadsan Arm^g

Newfoundland, which has remained behind for the purpose of 8u ion
Government properties pending their transfer to the War Asse â^o^°ânsfer

for disposal, will be withdrawn from Newfoundland by June 30

of the properties will be completed by that time.
Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

for Justice and Def ence

1156-D-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire à la Justice
et à la Défense

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner

961.
10298-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Aflairs 1946

St. John's, July 3,
DESPATCIi 261

Sir, Tele-
: I have the honour to report that on June 29th the St- John's EYe

Snrem^^
gram took notice of the departure of the last Canadian Army troop
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ing in Newfoundland by publishing a news story and an editorial on the
subject.

2. The news story contained an expression of appreciation from Major
B. C. Bate, M.B.E., M.C., D.C.M., Officer Commanding Canadian Troops in
Newfoundland, for the kindness and hospitality extended by the citizens of
Newfoundland to members of the Canadian Army. It also contained a brief
historical note which listed officers who had commanded Canadian troops in
Newfoundland since 1940. A somewhat cryptic passage found its way into
the article. It read "Newfoundlanders have grown to know well one facet of
Canadian manhood, the lustre from which will soon be dimmed by distance.
May God help them to cut and polish their own country to a flawless jewel
in the diadem of the British Empire."

3. A more sober appraisal was offered by the same newspaper's editorial
which stated that since Canadian troops "first came to our shores to assist in
the defence of the Island and to convert it into the outer bulwark of the
New World... Newfoundlanders and Canadians have come to a far better
understanding of each other than they ever had before and we have come to
esteem them as we believe they have come to regard the people with whom
they have sojourned." It also affirmed that Canadian troops "have been
held in high regard both because of the conduct of the forces during their
stay and because of the service which they rendered in the days when danger
threatened."

I have etc.

PAUL A. BRIDLE

for the High Commissioner for
Canada

SECTION D

LA FERMETURE DES BASES NAVALES
CLOSING OF NAVAL BASES ,

962' e
2011-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Naval Services
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET
Ottawa, June 6, 1945

In view of the successful 1 f ' b ' •c ose o anti-su manne warfare in the Atlantic,
consideration has been given to R.C.N. requirements at the St. John's, Nfld.BaSe.
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2. This base will be required by the R.C.N. for a short time to carry out
oyedrunning repairs to small number of shipbé medluced to transport

maintenan e
estimated that the base as a whole will
by about 30th September, 1945. At that time, in the absence of specific
directions to the contrary, it is proposed to return the base to. the Admiralty

who hold title to its facilities.

aby
Committee

co
has

3. In this connection it is observed tha hethe
n-

tinuing

approved as Government policy acceptance Y Canada

tinuing responsibility for the "local defence" of Newfoundland, as recom-
mended by the Post-Hostilities Planning Advisory Committee.

4. As the St. John's Naval Base is directly related to the question of "local
defence" in Newfoundland as well as to regional defence and security in the
Northwest Atlantic, your attention is invited to the conflict which appears to
exist between the original arrangement with the Admiralty and the subse-

quently approved government policy.

Yours truly,
W. G. MILLS

I

963.
2011-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-ministre de la Défense- nationale pour les Services navals

Acting,Under-Secrétary of State for External Agairs to Deputy Minister

1.

SECRET

of National Defence j or Naval Services
Ottawa, June 21, 1945

Dear Sir,
I refer to your letter of June 6 concerning Royal Canadian

Navy require-

ments at St. John's Naval Base, Newfoundland. are andc
I note that it is estimated that the Base will be reduced to he absence,

maintenance basis by September 30, 1945 and that at that time, in t
of specific directions to the contrary, it is proposed to return the Base to
the Admiralty.

It may
be observed that Canada's post-war defence position in thee Newr

foundland-Labrador region . is still somewhat indefinite. Although th pdvi-
^Committee has approved of the report of the Post Hoswith iihe United States"
sory Committee on "Post-War Defence Relations w

eréntiallY^ of the acceptance of continued resp
h

onsibility for the 10c il
and inf • 23 sub -p^ ag

1 V le document 943.
s sec Document 943.

^nd Labrador" (C.P.H.P. No. 7, 12th January,,. . , _ . .^,^â^, .. , . . a . ..

defence of.Newfoundland, which is referred to in paragrap '
report, the report on the "PostWar Defence of New fou

(e) of the been1945)1 has not yet n b^
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considered by the War Committee. It is hoped, however, that this report will
be disposed of by the War Committee at a reasonably early date.

As you also know, the Canadian Government had hoped to obtain secure
titles to various defence areas and installations in Newfoundland, including

orbay Air Base and Bay Bulls Marine Railway. Although the Newfoun
land Government has agreed in principle that Canada should have title to
these properties, including the right to post-war military use, it has recentl
requested that the matter of title be left in abeyance pendin y
between the two Governments concerning post-war use of gthe ra od ertiesion

p
question, and presumably concerning the overall defence situation. In the
meantime, the Royal Canadian Air Force is continuing in possession and
control not only of Torbay Air Base, but of Botwood and Gander Air
Bases as well, which, under the Air Bases Agreement of April 17, 1941,
are to revert to Newfoundland after the cessation of hostilities.

In view of these considerations, it is suggested that it would be undesirable
to take independent action with respect to vacating St. John's Naval Base,
which, as you observe, is directly related to the local defence of Newfound-
land. Since the Agreement with the United Kingdom providing for con-
struction and operation of the Base, as set forth in the Canada Treaty Series
1941, Supplement 27, leaves open the question of post-war control and
operation of the Base, it is thought that continued occupation b y the RoyalCanadian Navy, pending decision on policy, would not violate the let ter
or the spirit of the Agreement.

It is,
of course, possible that the Admiralty, as the title-holder to the

Base, will wish to know when the Royal Canadian Navy is likely to vacate.
If such a question should arise, it is suggested that the Admiralty might be
advised that a date cannot very conveniently be set pending a review

theCanadian Government of post-war defence arrangements. by

Yours sincerely,

7-CR(a)
'Le sous-ministre de la Défence nationale pour les Services navals

au sous-secrétaire d'Ëtat suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
Depuh► Minister of National Defence for Naval Services to

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, July 9, 1945

With reference to my memorandum TS. 11813-3 dated 3rd Jul
945,1

ô Â^ag matters affecting the relinquishing of the St. John's Naval Base
lty control, A is now-desired to draw your attention to the fact1 N04 reproduit.

' Not printed.



this matter, by the War Committee, is expected at an early date.

Yours truly,

Po
ment of post-war defence arrangements. It is noted that consideration of
in ssession of the facilities at Botwood pending a review by the Govern-

3. In view of the considerations outlined in your memorandum of 21st

June, it is presumed that for the time being the Naval Service should remain

the Base has never been occupied or used operationally.
2. While construction of this development was for the most part completed

ment at Botwood, Newfoundland.
that the Naval Service has no further requirement for the Naval develop-
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W. G. MILLS

965.
7-CR(s)

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Naval Services
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, August 6, 1945

It * is hoped that this course will meet with the concurrenc

of the Base and to render minor services to H.M.C. Slips w
there.

This number .will thereafter be retained at St. John's until further advice
is received regarding Government policy. e of your

ment, to e exten a y p
personnel will be borne at St. John's to provide for the care and maintenance

• ' 16;,.h may c^

It is iherefore Inten LUI p ^ ^cient
th th t b late Se tember of this ycar only

.3-3 roceed 'th the reduction of the base comple-• • su
St. John's.,

commitments in the area, this complement will soon DC consldera y

excess of numbers actually needed for continuing R.C.N. requirements at

For your ulforlnatlon e ase as
ment of some 2,000 personnel. In view of the minor nature of present^l av^

the St. John's Naval Base.
th B h now b&-en reduced to a naval comple-

Please refer to my letter T.S. 11818-3 F.D. 416 dated 3rd July' regarding
Dear Sir,

department.*

W. G. MILLS
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DND (DH) 193.009 (D47)
Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

au sous-secrétaire d'rÉtat associé aux Affaires eztérieuresl

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Naval Services to
Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A,ffairsi

SECRET

Ottawa, August 11, 1945
Dear Sir,

With reference to your memorandum 7-CR(S) dated 26th July,2 I wish
to advise that the Naval Service has no further requirement for the Nav
development at Botwood, Newfoundland, and unless your De artmen

-
t

con^siders it desirable for the Naval Service to remain in possession of thisB

PeIIding clarification of the policy of Post-war defence of Newfoundland,
is the intention of the Department to declare this develo ment as ^ it

and offer it for disposal without further delay. p surplus

2.
For your information, following is a rough outline of defence devel -

ments undertaken by the Naval Service at Botwood, total cost of which
amounts to approximately $588,000.00

(a) wharf 887 ft.-fully complete;

(b) large administration building of semi-permanent construction-
95% complete;

(c) fifteen (15) contractors shacks;

(d) certain rights of way to above properties.
.

to I^^ pointed out that no firm agrcements have been signed with respectsites
on which the above establishments, including the wharf haveben situated. , ,

bein May Ibe advised if there is any objection to theg talcea l course outlined above,

W. G. MILLS

2 Not printed. ,
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NPA GN1/3 1/45

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Dominions
au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Dominions
to Governor of Newfoundland

N.655/52
[London,] August 25, 1945

staff
, Cl cover of a United Kingdom or Newfoundland maintenance

need be und ' g o --

13V would for their part welcome control of the Base, and finan-
cial responsibility for it passin t C •

sion to the lessons of the last six years of war. In other words•the Admiral

ada-such control being exercised, if

logical conclu •
Prin

oundland should come within the sphere of CanadianDefence, and I imagine that in ••

e view that it is in the general strategic
Newfinterest that

c^ple you would agree that this is a

ln .. decisions which will have to be taken. The Naval. Staff ; have themselves expressed th

avy, whlch up to the outbreak of war scarcely existed, is nowa very real factor

oundland. They have emphasised that the size of'the Ir_nnnfI;-nn-'KT

en s ould be encouraged to play a preponderant part'in the defence of N wf

pe
and, with Mis in view, they feel it very important that the. Canadian Governm t h

and develo d erest LU Impernal defence should be maintained" •

U. s the Admiralty are most anxious, on generalgrounds, that Canadas int

C crux of the matter lies however in the responsibility for the main-
tenance of the base As t th' •

would involve yet a further^drain on our slme der
Admiraltydollar resds, although this

^ ources.

, actual annual expenditure is not likel to be large.and that it could if necess b y

. a, provided mat the Base is put on a care andmaintenance footing the

•

mauitenance of the Base. We are given to under-stand by the Admiralty th t

tookAs you will see, the chief difficulty which is flow likelthe future financing and y to arise is as to

o the discussion whi h
ce, and I am now enclosing for yourinformation a copy of the minute 1 f •

ondon hunself was able to attend the meetingtogether with Chadwick of this Offi
for the Air Conference L y c ortunately coincided with London's visit

The questions arising from the Canadian decision were recently discussed
at a meeting at the Admiralt whi h f

Would you please refer to our saving telegram No. 31 of the 22nd-
August,i which foreshadowed the early withdrawal of the Canadian Na
from the Naval Base at St. John's7 ry

SECRET AND PERSONAL

My dear Governor,

1 Not priated.
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As the minutes of the discussion show h
979political implications of an

l

^ owever, we fully recogn^e the
ment by Canada on Newfoundla S ch ^^t be represented as enc
St. John's harbour overeignty (especiallyis in y when it is part ofAdmiralty that the question) and we have made it clear to the
for Newfoundland_ Position of the Commission

Particularly when the constitutional ourselves as trusteesin our minds-is by
them the y no mea an easy one. We have in particular so muchthe reaction of Newfoundland public o' explainedquestion and have M1011 to

so suspicious of Canadian out that, whilst Newfoundlanders remain Goose Bay
mission, intentions, it may generallylet alone any future Y be very difficult for the Com-
Canada should finance., and ^us bindependent Government-of to

a^ee thatthe Base. Y implication control , the maintenance
'As a first step the Admiralt
send out a small Mission to lOOkmtend, as our saving

could be disposed of or le over their ro e
g telegr^ implies, to

Will work in ased, and we are a^ ^dh a view to seeing
close touch with the Co that the

also hope, as ^^terim measure, ^ission in this respect. members
ernment to su to be able to pe^uadethe ^âd1 ^alty
NS would pply a care and maintenance ^ Gov
responsibility l^d an lnterval durin party until the end of December;

finance mi g which the major problems as to futureght be settled.
It would in the mean timeyou could let me have at anebe very helpful to us

which the Com^ssio^ arly date your personal vléws the A^ralty if
to adopt (and Newfoundland as to the attitudePt towards the Admiralt s Public opinion) would be likely

.The B^e• Would Y' propos^ for the Canadian finalways that they for instance be prepared
to accept

^cing ofS^nd•
the Canadian authorities subsequentl agreed, ^1^Provided

ble• ^g that Newfoundland Y and on the under-,
or would they on the contraryPersonnel would be employed as far

jections ^VO^d
rY be likely to feel that the as Possi-

met from , be so great that the charge political ob-Admjmlty funds? would eventuallyy have to be

W and
ould c

of course be no objection to
e^^yonfidentiall Your consulting7 ct

of .^s letter . is to b over this, should Com^^ioners
Admiralt tain initial You wish to do so. 11,
.Y and ourselves in workin reactions

w^ch would
to the Commission for g out proposals here to b e the

concurrenCe, e Put o8îcia1ly
41 . .

Yours sincerely,

T. A. CLUTTERBUCIC
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DND (DH) 193.009 (D48)
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au sous-ministre

.de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy Minister
of National Defence for Naval Services

SECRET

I refer to your letter of August 11 conc
Ottawa, August 31, 1945

that, provided this Department has no objection, oltw^roaô^ Base. I note
this development surplus and offer it for disposal. p p ed to declare

I may say that this Department has no objection to this course of action.

N. A. ROBERTSON

969. '

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au so
NPAGN1/3 1/45

us s ecrétaire d'État ad joint
aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for Dominions

SECRET AND PERSONAL

My dear Clutterbuck,

Your N.665/52 of August 25th

[St. John's,] September 18, 1945

I have gone carefully into the. matter you asked me about and have
obtained several opinions.

I am quite sure that should Canada be prepared to foot the bill for care
and maintenance of the naval base here and accept the
on behalf of the Admiralty employing Newfoundland

^ onnell as tfar asd
possible, that there would be no objection on Newfoundland's art and no
political repercussions would arise. p

This seems to me to be the only solution of the matter and I think theAdmiralty's view is correct.

I think the Canadian Government may probably prove anxious to do this,
and so keep their foot in the door as it were, if they could justify their actionin Parliament.

From the Canadian naval point of view I think the would like to skinout lock, stock, and barrel as soon as thëy can, y
The obligation that Canada is be1.g Mcd to accept will entail the employ-ment and maintenance of not less

than 3 officers and 50 to 60 men (the
latter being Newfoundland personnel) which are already being employed.

This obligation will cost their
Canadian naval budget in the nei bourhoodof $150,000, to $200,000

annually which, with a possible budget of only

,
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3)

5

n tertain the cost of maintenance
mentsMr. in Winter considers the Defence

favour of question is one ofConfederation with Canada, the strongest argu-
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say $25,000,000 and
981frozen" with no a personnel of say

Productive value to show for'000 is quite a sliceT^ it. tos maintenance cost have
south side stores may seem eRcessive, but the

barracks^ side dockya^' on stora ee base is so s
number and .1 and Ba

g^ Nissen hut settletn1eII '
of it. Possibly more rnight be^,ant ^d ne butYard, that I think fully

e^,n estimationThe b^cks etc.
this is mY o

ation, would have to besolid permanent b• e kept heated in
getting in.snow buildings and would quickly deteriôrawinter as they are

The machine te with damp and
and started o^ âs IIta]hl yYard and

y^d couldower plant WOUId have to betallow "for keeps", not merely be wazmed up
What

does
put in

white lead andNewfoundland
Canadian base not want is that this base shouldbut that Newfoundlandg , and so long should remain become aproperty^ honour t^,old Canada merel Part of the United

affended. be satisfied and acts as caretaker for
their sentiments `^d°ilralty

TheYa dom would, I feel sure would not be
but the Admiralt ,

prefer to have a British administrationPoint 'I hope in charge,this will be helpful to the pretty °bvious,
the reaction I indicate is correct Ad^raltthe full su Y and Yourselves and I

PPon of the Commission
and

and
proposa

^°n these lines would^ sure
ewfoundlanders, ^lveI might add that Newfoundland could notherSe^,

MacSE^^T andAdmiral G. C. Jonesdonald' R. 40 MacKay
lscussion between ! S

Yours sincerely,

"UMPNREY VVALVyYN
Vice-Adniiral

Mémorandum d'une discussio
n entre J. 7-^(s)

et l'amiral G. C. S jMacdonald, R. A. MacK1^lemorandum of D• Jones a3'

970,

Ottawa_
KE: ST. JOIIN'S NAVAL BASE .L1, 1945

Mr' Macdonaldnooa ^ h and I[R A
'A Ne

ffice, Naval BuildinMacKay] visited Adm
^oundland. 1. g, to discuss the ^ Jones this after-

^e course of conversation qâ^er of Loran Stations
ual Jones expressed
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the view that St. John's Naval Base had no continu
ing
on such a permanent

He said that in view of the construction
no. easonefor another naval base in

basis by the United States there of construction in St. John's care
peacetime in the area. In view of the type
and maintenance cost would be very high. He felt that future conditions of
naval warfa1e,might be considerably different and present Wôuld hold the
St. John's would be of little use. When asked whether s onsibilitye ere^te in hissame views if it were clear that Canada would continue to carry

for the defence of •Newfoundland the Admiralho d tihes^e views. He said he
statement, clearly unplied that he would still
felt St. John's was roughly in the same position as Gaspé carrying

Under all these circumstances he could
re^ tsohat for

the baseCanada should betho
on care and maintenance at St. John's but 8h

turned over promptly to the Admiralty.
he felt that this should be turnedrepair

aoII for disposal, similarly to the Gaspé
over

With
to the

respect
War

to Bay
Assets BullsCorporation'orp

development.

1156-AC-39

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires
extérieures

au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

to High Commissioner in Newfoundland
4S

DESPATCH 223

^ Non reproduite.
& Not pr►ntod•

under Newfoundland law fixtures erected on unless the lease spe^c Y
of the soil when the lessee vacates the propertY

installation, disposal by other means will b ô^^s^eans. In the first place,
two difficulties in the way of disposal by 1 ased land revert to the or

3 If the Newfoundland Govemmen -lr%ere are, hoWev '
event of an emergency. in uinng the

t is nnt interested acq
er

made with inc Newfoundlan tain-,
whole installation on the understanding thatC^âd^^ GOVe^ment in the
reasonable repair and made available to the

Ottawa, October 15, 19

Sir,
onour to enclose a copy of a letter under date of Ocâo^gl for

Ihavetheh
from the Deputy Minister of National for Naval Service

disposal of Bay Bulls
the advice of this . Department with respect
Marine Railway and other facilities.

Minister states that the Dep arine
2. It will be observed that the Deputy

a^ent

of National Defence for Naval Servrncedoes not wish to retain the M^t be
Railway. He suggests as a remote possibility that an arrangementtake over the

• d Government whereby it might . Ain
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provides otherwise or unless a special arrangement providing otherwise is
made between the lessor and the lessee. The Newfoundland Government
would thus appear to have a claim to the installation erected on the property
in Bay. Bulls, in the event the property is being vacated by Canada. This
claim would appear to be strengthened in the case of Bay Bulls in view
of the fact that no formal lease for the property was drawn up and in view
of the fact that the Newfoundland Government purchased most, if not all,
of the land from private owners and contributed as well to the cost of
construction.

4. A second difficulty is that the agreement between the Newfoundland
and Canadian Governments providing for the development includes as one
of the conditions "after the war the property to be used for naval purposes
only except by mutual agreement between the two governments concerned."
(See letter from Sir Wilfrid Woods to Mr. C. J. Burchell of October 30,
1942.)" It would thus appear that Canada could not transfer any rights to
the use of the property to private persons without the consent of the New-
foundland Government.

5. Before a recommendation is made on the matter it would be desirable
to ascertain the views of the Newfoundland Government. Would you, there-
fore, canvass the situation informally with the Newfoundland authorities and
advise me accordingly.

I have etc.
H. H. WRONG

for the Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

NPA GNl/3 1/45

Le secrétaire, délégation de l'Amirauté britannique aux États-Unis,
au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary, British Admiralty Delegation in the United States,
to Governor of Newfoundland

Washington, October 19, 1945

4; ^ p

Dear Sir Humphrey [Walwyn],

As you are aware, the Admiralty have appointed a small mission, con-sisting of myself,
Sebastian of the British Admiralty TechnicalMissio ^n, ' Ottawa, Mr. Martin and Mr. Baseden representing the Civil

Engleer hl-Chief and the Chief Surveyor of Lands, Admiralty, respectively,
to report on which of the existing facilities at St. John's should be disposed
of, and which should be retained on care and maintenance, particular atten-
uoa being given to the more permanent items and those which would takea long

^e to replace in the event of an emergency arising, the policy being

oprodwte. , Not pnnted.
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that the facilities at St. John's are not required for naval use in eace
but that it is necessary that St. John's should be avail b p time

as an operational base in time of war. The object of the Mission s^ required

mend the most advantageous and economical arrangement for meetin g c the
foregoing requirernents as far as possible, and the reduction of car
maintenance charges. e and

2. It will not be practicable for a Royal Navy care and maintenance party
to be stationed permanently at St. John's, and it is thought desirable for
political reasons that the work of maintenance should be carried out b
Newfoundland personnel. Y

3.
The Admiralty would welcome the Royal Canadian Navyliability for both the responsibility and the expense of maintaining the facaccep ting

ties'
which it may be decided to keep in being in St. John's, and have

instructed us to discuss this aspect of the matter with the Canadian Navy
Board.

4.
Mr. Baseden has now arrived from the Admiralty, and we are propos ingto visit Ottawa shortly, as instructed by the Admiralty, and then to proceed

to St. John's, firstly to raise the matter with the Commission, and we shall
be very grateful for your advice how this had best be done and then to
consider what should be the future of the existing facilities.

,

5.
We are planning to arrive at St. John's on the lst November, and I

will inform you of this as soon as It has been definitely fixed.

Yours sincerely,
- J. N. C. CHAMPION

973.
. 2011-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National De f ence for Naval Services
to . Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 28, 1945
Attention: Mr. R. A. MacKay •

RE: NAVAL BASE AT ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND
With

further reference to your letter of the 21st June, a British Admiralty
Mission proceeded early this month to St. John's, Newfoundland, to go
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into the question of
theNaval use, the future of the facilities CO^ 985

tructed at that place for.
SecrOn the 29th pctober, two

of the B•. members of theA rltrsh Admiralt Mission
(E) Sebastian, Royal NaY Delegation 9 Mr. Champion,

view to ascertainin W^^respo^ibiL' g whether ^' called ^°II' and Rear-
tY and the the

ROY^ Canadian N DePaztment with a
which it mi Labillty for the expense of mwould

^t be decided to keep
maintaining

accept the
of the Mission were in being at St. Jo^,s, the facilities
with the present advised that

These two members
that the arrangements to ^^ nR.C.N. were prepared to c

R.C.N. should a of March, 1946 ^°nBase at St. Johns
^• •

, Ne^o^a ^ter and PaY for the ' but any Proposal
request from the U and could o^ maintenance ofnited ^gdom y be dealt with on re the

The Mission h^ Government through the usual ceipt of a
P1esented now returned channels,

^O^^Y to the ^ and a copy Of1 theirSebastian. Canadian Naval
report has

Service b been

A^^propost which have
Y Rear-A^h.W

A^^tY y are, in effect, that thé en
Newf°

rec°mmended by the
^tion d s interest in the ^dland Gove Mission to the
faciliti esired by the Admiral ^rtles, and in retu ^ent take over the

es which have been er ty• These m m^^in them . con-
arrangement

that ected, such ^^^ would not extend to all the
commercial interests the oil fuel de pot,
Included .

be

Probably t^e oVep°t' where it is con-
inspections should ér recommendations, the the plant °n some^ri0a8ents^cfor the Ad . made b Mission

which would ^^1tY, to see Y the Royal C^^ Propose that
requir^, Permit Of the base the various pro ^ Navy, acting as

, and f e being brou ^^eS are in a conditionalterations to '^e^ore, if the ght into ope
an Newfounc^and mtional use if so^^^ Pproval of héf theroperties, it is au^orities wish to ma

eek
matters Royal Canadian Na prOp°sed that they should ke

im p0^^ as agents of the Admi ^^ Ottawa fi t s
to the A • . , Who would deal withIt is ^ought a.^ralto ty, ^tY^ submitting onlY matters of

advisable a major

agents
Mission, which ^u^nt Your Depart

^ in the matter of WOuld involve the R.C.N. with this report
P • Periodic i^ .C.N. acting ^ the Admralty

it av^ BQuested ^ at St. Jon S,
that Nthee^R.C.N. will not

•
oundland after the 31si Mn^ toYour letter a^ ^aré eou kindly indicate whether maintainanch

e^^at that red to has the situation ' 1946, and
f0an^

the pnoposals made by wthe ^bed or ^ outlined in
been clanfied to such anconcurrence, so far Admiralty Missionas the Royal Canadian Na . may be giVen

vy ls concerned,
Yours very truly,

W. G, "MmLs
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1156-AC-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

Ottawa, March 14, 1946
DESPATCH 42

Sir, 211 regarding Bay Bulls and
I refer to your despatch No. 54 of February

the Marine Railway.
of the unwillingness of the Newfoûndland Government to take

.2. In viewover the property on a care and maintenance basis, it is felt that a le
ase
ement

for
the,

the property for iunety-nine years, in accordan^é ^m defence are ^d the
should be requested. The lease should include and the
water pipe line as well as the area on which the M^ nlo^ ted.aThe lease
installations for the operation of the repair d pright of the Dominion
should be in the name of 'clause excluding commercial use of the Marine
It should also embody a

on of Canada.

Railway
exceptwith the permission of the Newfoundland Gov rnme et•0 fl theor di

the Newfoundland Government is ufor defence pwrposes Presumably the
base and since the base was constructed
Newfoundland Government will have no objection to including in the lease
rights of military use as required by Canada.

3.
Government -should be advised that the nC ePa^^

The Newfoundland
Government wishes to dispose of the base eithr^at singleease is the most satis-
items, and, under the circumstances, it is f elt

me accordingly.2

us to draw up a draft of the lease from this end an advance

whether the Newfoundland Government are therefore discuss
this procedure and to the proposed terms. Will y

ou
and advise

matter with the appropriate Newfoundland authorities
informally

oundland Government. It would, however, be useful to ow objeCtion to
f Lkely to have any d1e

. I 4 U is suggested that in order to expedite matters r^ent it to the NeW-
factory method of procedure. •t would be desirable for
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NPA GN1/3 1/45

{; mi ty for the Care and maintenance of all the properties
I

ï Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland
DESPATCH 116

[London,] •May 16, 1946

I have the honour to refer to Sir Edward Emerson's secret despatch No. 66
of the -15th Marchl and to connected correspondence regarding the future of
the St. John's Naval Base, and to inform you that the Lords Commissioners
of the Admiralty, after full consideration of the proposals put forward by the
Newfoundland Government and by the Admiralty Mission to St. John's, have
now requested that the following general programme should be put before
the Commission for their approval:

(1) Admiralty policy requires that a nucleus of properties should be
m• ^

SECRET

Sir,

amtauned at St. John s so as to enable St. John's to function as
a Naval base at reasonably short notice in war or emergency. For
this purpose the Admiralty consider that the following properties
are required:

Dockyard Area Site No. 5
Magazine Area Sites Nos. 6 and 18
Administration Sites Nos. 2 and 3
Buildings

East Hospital Site No. 1
West Hospital Site No. 20
Stores Areas Sites Nos. 16 and'17
Oil Fuel Depot Site No. 7

Of these Site No. 7 has already been disposed of separately to Im-
perial Oil.

(2) There is no naval requirement to use any of these properties in
peace-time. It is noted that the Newfoundland Government can
make use of all of them except Sites Nos. 6 and 18 and it is under-
stood that a number of the properties have already been taken over.
The Admiralty propose that for the future the following arrange-' ments should apply.

(3) The Newfoundland Government would hold themselves res nsiblefi to thc Ad '^ Po

• i Not printed.
N0n reproduite
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in paragraph 1 except Site No. 7. The Admiralty propose to invite

the Royal Canadian Navy who operated the base in war, to visit St.
John's periodically for purposes of technical naval inspection and
also to lay down exact standards of maintenance to meet naval re-
quirements. In the meanwhile, standards of maintenance applicable
to Newfoundland Government buildings will meet requirements.

(4) As regards finance, it is suggested that for each site in paragraph 1,
the Newfoundland Government should keep an account for the first
year showing on one side outgoings such as costs of Care and
Maintenance and on the other assessed rentals in the case of Gov-
ernment occupation, or actual rentals received by the Newfound-
land Government in the case of private or municipal occupation.
At the end of a year's working (calculated unless there is any undue
delay in the matter, from the date when the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment assumes responsibility for the last of the sites in paragraph
1), the figures would be jointly examined to see if settlement on
any broader and more formal basis was practicable. During this
period the Newfoundland Government would act as Agents for
the Admiralty. The records kept by the Newfoundland Govern-
ment would, of course, show the date on which the Newfoundland
Government took over each particular site.

(5) In the case of properties on Crown land, the Admiralty should be
regarded as having a secure title, and it is, of course, understood
that the Admiralty would have the right of re-entry to any of
the sites in paragraph 1 in war or emergency.

(6) The Newfoundland Government would be free to use the properties
for any purpose they wished provided (a) no structural alteratioss
were made without prior Admiralty approval, (b) terms of lease
to any third party were referred for prior Admiralty approval.

(7) In the case of Sites Nos. 6 and 18, the Admiralty hope that the
• ce

Newfoundland Government will carry out necessary maintenan

as part of these arrangements. If possible the sites should be leased

to a third party. The magazines would require periodical inspection

and ventilation and should not, therefore, be sealed up. The onlY

requirement for Site No. 18 is to preserve the site for moOnng

a floating dock. If no use can be made of the buildings on of
site, they should be disposed of in order to avoid the

maintaining them, due regard being paid, however,. to the fact

that the heating plant installed in a building on Site No. 18

serves the buildings on site No. 6.
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(8) The Admiralty have no future requirement for any of the other
sites (except Buckmaster's Field). They would, therefore, like the
Newfoundland Governnient to act as their disposal agent for these
properties and to endeavour to obtain the best commercial te
possible. It is noted that the Newfoundland Government have n

arequirement for Site No. 13 which is, of course, on Crown land
so that no question of disposal arises. '

(9) In the case of Site No. 19 referred to in paragraph 8 of the
Newfoundland Government's despatch, the Admiralty consider that
they could not defend accepting less than a fair commercial price
for this property. They would, therefore like the Newfoundland
Government to report what offers could be obtained for it either
on the basis of a sale or a lease. If the Newfoundland Government
wish to lease or purchase the building for the use of the Canadian
Institute for the Blind, the Admiralty would be glad to know what
price or rental the Newfoundland Government would propose to
pay.

(10) All offers obtained for the sites which are available for dis os
should be reported to the Admiralty for decision, together with
the Newfoundland Government's recommendations on the matter.It

may well be that in some cases the best procedure would be
merely to abandon the properties.

(11) The Admiralty propose that Mr. Champion shoul
d again in the middle of June 1946 so as to clear up

visit Sotu^iJohn's

ing matters and report to the Admiralty. It is hoped that this visit
will be acceptable to the Newfoundland Government.

(12)
As regards Buckmaster's Field, the Admiralty have noted the

contents of the Ncwfoundland Government's despatch and they
suggest that the whole matter should be discussed with Mr. Cham-pion in

June. In the meanwhile, the Admiralty would like
Newfoundland Government to accept responsibility on theirl behalf
for maintenance of the buildings on this site to a sufficient extentto keep them marketable.

2' I Should be glad to learn at an carly date whether the
cutUaed in the foregoin arrangements

g pamgmphs-and in particular the proposal in
R^^aph (3) relating to periodic technical inspection
M^^ Ca°adian Navy-meet with the approval of the Commission of of the

Govern-

I have etc.

ADDISON
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976. 2001-40

Le -sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour les Services navals

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Naval Services
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, May 20, 1946

Dear Sir,
With reference to your letter of 19th April, 1946,1 regarding post-war

arrangements for the Naval Base at St. John's, Newfoundland, the following
information is forwarded.

ST. JOHN'S

Canadian stores have been listed and the inventory despatched to Naval
Service Headquarters. These lists of Canadian stores will be declared sur-
plus to Crown Assets Allocation Committee in the course of the next few
days.

Lists of Admiralty stores, which have also been received, will be dealt
with under such arrangements as the Admiralty may make for their disposal.

The Newfoundland Government has taken over certain Admiralty-owned
buildings and properties in St. John's, and the decision regarding the dis-
posal of any remaining Admiralty-owned buildings and properties which
the Newfoundland Government does not wish to acquire rests with the
Admiralty.

The finalization of the leasing of the oil tanks is being dealt with by the
Admiralty.

The Secretary of the British Admiralty Delegation, Washington, has been
. requested to visit Ottawa on or about the 24th May, to discuss the future
of the St. John's Base, particularly with respect to the care and maintenance
of buildings which have not been taken over by the Newfoundland Govern-
ment. That official has been notified that it is considered that all charges
for care and maintenance of the properties in St. John's should be assumed
by the Admiralty as soon as the surplus Canadian-owned stores and equip-
ment have been taken over by the War Assets Corporation.

= To complete the picture, the following information is added with respect
to Botwood and Bay Bulls:

Stores an eqwpment at ay , su ' ration. Declara-Masts, etc., have been declared surplus to War Assets CorpO
Æ d .' B Bulls ch as lockers tables, buoys, W/T

BAY BULLS

0
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tions of properties and buildings are being held in abeyance untiltion

of the property rights has been made, which is in h andDepartment.i d by your
There is also some difficulty regarding

will be declared surplus to
War Assets o^o^^oII^e haul-out, but this

that it is not to be used except with the concurrence of the Ne stipulationwith the
Government. wfoundland

When all Canadian equipment and properties mentioned ab
been turned over to the War Assets Corporation or otherw• ove have
(which it is hoped can be arranged by the end of the curre e^sposed of
may be considered that the Canadian Naval Service will have n on^^' it
direct commitments in Newfoundland other than assistin ° further
with such interim inspections or administrative supervision the Admiralty
as it may be expedient to arrange on behalf of the Admiralty.rom Ottawacivil

engineer has been engaged at the request of the BriA resident
Delegation to supervise the demolition of some buildings tish Admiralty
sites and maintenance of the properties in St. John's, Neo restoration of

and itis proposed that his services be a direct charge to the Admiralty.
miralty.

Yours truly,

W. G. MILLS

NPA GN1/3 1/45
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of NeK,foundland

to Dominions Secretary
DESPATCH 227 _

St. John's, August 22, 1946

I have the honour to refer to Your Lordshi 's despatch
16^ of May, on the subject of the Admiralty ppo No. 116 of the

^'^^g his recent visit to St. John's Mr. pe^es in Newfoundland.

^ussloner of Public Utilities the various pointspraised in ^ed with the
a*W to completing action. the despatch

3' Tbe-views of the Commission of Governmentrecord
^CD1, are as follows-the references are ^ the subpara8raphs of

^ .
' k. nâtaai âqIncluaat le , Propriétés et des 6di8c ^ .

d^ Par l' m e de halage, furent ^eA^- incluhe .^ ProPerties and buildings.
en dé^ro^^ration des Biens de Suerre ^ the haulout, were sold by the Wu

Assets Corporation in De=ber 1948.. ,.
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( 1) Requirements are noted.
(3) The Government agrees to maintain the buildings, exterior and

interior, and the equipment and services in good condition to
the general standard applicable to Government buildings. It also
undertakes to keep the buildings in a condition suitable for
re-occupation by the Admiralty in the event of war or other
emergency. It agrees that an agent of the Admiralty may make
periodic inspections to see that the buildings are so maintained.

(4) It was the clear understanding of Commission that the liability
concerned care and maintenance only-para. 3 of Sir Edward
Emerson's Secret despatch No. 66 of the 15th Marchi refers.
The question of rentals, where Government is the occupier, is
new ground. It is not the wish of the Commission to profit at
the expense of the British taxpayer but it desires to point out
that maintenance charges are extremely high in Newfoundland,
particularly in the matter of heating and weatherproofing. The
Commission has, in fact, expended the sum of $12,000, for
cleaning and painting alone, on the buildings already taken over.
It is felt, therefore, that care and maintenance charges are a
fair offset to rents and the Commission is unable to agree to
any rental payment. We would also draw Your Lordship's atten-
tion to the fact that we do not propose to make any claim for
any administrative work we may do on behalf of the AdmiraltY.

In the case of buildings which may be leased to private indivi-
duals or public bôdies rents will be credited to the Admiralty

and expenditure on care and maintenance charges will be
debited.

(5) To meet the wish of the Admiralty in the matter of title to prop-
erties on Crown land the Government undertakes that, so long
as a building remains on Crown land, it will not divest itself of
ownership and the ownership will be available to the Admiralty.

If ownership were transferred absolutely Government would be
depriving itself of the possibility of sale in years to come. The

right of re-entry, in the event of an emergency, is agreed.

(6) Noted.
(7) Government will endeavour to lease on behalf of the Admlralty'

(8) Agreed.

(9 ) The Government is in communication with the Institute for the
.Blind on, the subject of this building. A separate despatch Wi^
be 'addressed to Your Lordship in due course.

_ . . . . . . ,..
1 Non reproduite. Not printed.
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(10) Noted.

F
I

t

t

I

(12) Government regrets that it is unable to take over Buckmaster's
Field. The reasons which actuated Commission in coming to
th' d

.assistance which he has rendered us.
(11) The Commission has appreciated Mr. Champion's visit and the

rs ecision are referred to in para. 9 et seq. of Sir Edward
Emerson's despatch No. 66 of the 15th March and further
elaboration is unnecessary. St. John's Housing Corporation is
not interested in the property. Mr. Champion is addressing the
Admiralty on the matter. I understand that he is in negotiation
with two parties but that no decision has yet been reached. The
Commission will provide watchmen for the Field pending its
ultimate disposal. This provision covers a period of six months
only. We cannot accept responsibility for any general mainte-
nance. Government will act as agents for sale.

I have etc.

GORDON MACDONALD

NPA GN1/3 1/45

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary Io Governor of Newfoundland

SECRET
[London,) November 19, 1946

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your Secret Despatch No. 227 of the 2
August regarding the Admiralty y properties in St. John's.

2. From that despatch it emerged that the Commission of Government
were ready to accept all the suggestions for the disposal of the St. John's
Naval Base originally proposed b y Admiralty with the exception that:

(a) they could not accept the contention that rental payments should
be made for sites which the Government might take over.

-(b) general maintenance of Buckmaster's Field could not be accepted
be o d . .. . ,Y n an uutial penod of six months. _
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I have etc.
ADDISON

I Non reproduit. s Not printed.

in fact formally concurred therem.

despatch under reference bôuld now be grateful t learn whether they have
the ,Commission, and

• a

each property as and when it was handed ont.
t was in fact agreeable to
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I now have to inform you that following fu
rof Government wi

th the
Admiralty it has been agreed that the Commission
not be expected to pay rentals for the premises which they themselves take
over. So far as the question of the disposal of Buckmaster's Field is con-
cerned, I enclose a copy of the relevant extracti from Mr. Champion's
Report. It is understood that the discussions which Mr. Champion had with

The two parties concerned in Newfoundland were designeddmerely
ationso to

"test"
the market and to enable him to make suitable reco mm
Admiralty. His discussions with the Royal Trust, who are the owners of the

site, were believed to be known to the Commission of Government, with the
result that there should be no difficulty in their continuing the negotiations
where they were left by the Admiralty representative. The Admiralty
of course prefer that the Newfoundland Government should endeavour

dispose of the property as their agents on the best terms available, bu
t would
definite

request that any offers made should be to them
rally be prepared

commitment was entered into. The Admiralty would na
to accept the cost of any advertising etc., which the Commission of Govern-

ment might consider necessary.

3. One further outstanding matter relates to the building at Fort Amherst.occupa-
The Admiralty have now agreed that this building, wh^e hded over to them
tion by the Newfoundland Government, should now

formally free of charge.
John's Naval Base is concerned

4. So far as the maintenance of the St.
I enclose for the information of the Commission of Government a üP ô^
the terms of Maintenance; which were agreed upon following dls
between Mr. Champion and the Canadian Naval Authorities. ^°n^ gion

Mr. Champion's Report, these terms were agreed to by the which would
of Government who undertook to sign a copy of the terms toof the inventories of
,be attached a list of the properties, together with a copy

• It s "nt fully clear from your

A aotre found.
met n!911"

' Non reproduits.
' Not printed. currence has been

^einesimu,` auttm accord for- • No record of formai con
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BO"VOOD, GANDER ET TORBAY

BOTWOOD, GANDER AND TORBAY

10298-D-40
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Comnrissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

No. 202
St. John's, June 6, 1945

Sir,

In view of the decision not to proceed with the passage of the Confirming
Acts but to leave the question of safe-guarding titles to property and the
securing of post-war military and civil aviation rights to be bargained for at
a conference to be held within twelve months, it would seem desirable to
give some consideration to the question of whether these discussions should
be expedited or left over until next year.

2. I am inclined to think that it would be preferable to expedite the
discussions for the same general reasons that have led me to press, for the
past year, for the passage of the Confirming Acts, namely, that our general
baz8aining position grows progressively weaker as dependence on our support
becomes less and the war recedes into the background and postponement of
a settlement involves risks that more than balance any probable advantage.

3.
One ` of the results of the cessation of hostilities is already makingitself felt.

As restrictions on censorship are being lifted and the need for
secrecy is past the people of Newfoundland are beginning to show a desire

know exactly what commitments have been or are being made with
Canada in respect of the Bases. Their desire in this respect is all the more
natural in that the rights and privileges accorded to the United States are
set forth in public Acts available to everyone.
Nws, the leading newspaper in Newfou dland,Arai efew d the question naan
edit0nal as to what had been done or is being done with respect to the Air
and Naval Bases and whether Canadian military establishments in New-
leundland are needed an y longer. This desire for fuller information is a
8i^mate one and is a reason for proceeding as early as may be practicable,

With discussions and the publication of such agreement as can be secured.

4.1 ani 1°clined to think, also, that we should endeavour to get these
b^ UOns settled before the general atmosphere respecting the retention of

^ detenorates• Recently I had a talk with Lieutenant-General Grunert
e$ U^^d States Army who was returnin from a visit to IcelandC g , whichunder h','. ommand, and learned from him that there wqs already a



q
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considerable agitation among Icelanders for the return of the United States
Base there. The example of the relinquishing of bases on Iceland, the Faroes,
the Azores, North Africa, Iran, Brazil, etc. will, of course, not be lost

on public opinion in Newfoundland.

5. There are one or two considerations respecting personnel that have a
bearing on these negotiations. The term of the present Governor, Sir
Humphrey Walwyn, expires on January 16th next and will not be renewed.
He is friendly to Canada and not given to haggling over details. I should
think his influence in getting over difficulties that may arise would be in
our favour. Moreover, the health of Mr. Winter, the most intelligent and

friendliest member of the Commission, is far from robust and might easily
lead to his retirement before many months.

6. A very important consideration to keep in mind, also, is the forthcoming
revision of the Constitution. The time-table of the proposed constitutional
changes is, indeed, of very considerable importance in our plans. I have,

therefore, made an effort to review the question in the light of all the
information at present available. Sir George London and Sir John Puddester,
with whom I discussed the matter recently, confirmed, in general, the infor-
mation I have already forwarded in my despatch No. 161 of April 21st,'
and earlier correspondence. On the whole they are inclined to think the
process will take rather longer than Mr. Dunn had envisaged a month and
a half ago. Sir George stressed the points that nothing could well be done
until the bulk of the Armed forces had been repatriated and that the taking
of the census or national registration, on which the voters' lists will be
based, would be a considerable task in view of the great numberof^solwould
settlements in Newfoundland ^â Labrador.

of thecose dof b vnavigation
whether it

it
be completed sufficiently in adv The
practicable to hold the election to the National Convention this year.
,campaign could not be carried out effectively before the re-opening of
navigation in the Spring and would require a month or,so to complete. A

-further month would elapse before the Convention met here in CoSt. nvention
No one, of course, can say how long the deliberations of the list
will last. They felt it was safe to assume, howe

could not be compf 1 dobeforeof questions for submission to the electorate c
mid-summer of next year. It would require another month or two to hold
the plebiscite. If it resulted in favour of a return of Responsible Government
.a Bill would have to be put through the Parliament at Westminster terminating
-the present Government and setting up a new Constitution. That itself would
-probably require a matter of months. New elections would then h^erefo be
"held for the establishment of a Legislative Assembly. Both felt,
-that the likelihood was that the Commission would continue in office tin
=the late Autumn of 1946 or perhaps till early in 1947, even if the plebiscite
vent against it. As soon as the voting takes place, however, it will (if it is

'.Non reproduite. , Not prInted.
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against the retention of the Commission) not be possible to get decisions on
matters of vital importance, for the Commission will naturally hesitate to
commit their successors. Indeed, it will be progressively harder to get
decisions on important matters once the public mind is taken up with the
question of estâblishing a new Constitution. The press, indeed, has already
taken the position that until the people of Newfoundland have had an
opportunity of voting on their post-war Government no binding Agreements
should be entered into. I do not think any of the members of the present
Commission would go so far as this but the influence of the forthcoming
changes will be felt long before they are actually made and their imminence
provides a further important reason in favour of pushing ahead with the
negotiations.

7. A further point, but one not entirely to be over-looked, is that the
Newfoundland Government is under-staffed, ill-organized and unaccustomed
to conducting negotiations speedily. Moreover, the legislative process not
only requires that a Bill be read three times, as in a Parliamentary regime,
but that it be submitted, with a Statement of Objects and Reasons, to the
people and sufficient time allowed, usually a month for important questions,
for them to -express their views on it. It may well be, therefore, that consi-
derable time will elapse after the conference opens before we can secure a
decision and get it implemented.

8. For these various reasons I think it would be desirable for the competent
technical authorities to begin the preparation of our case just as soon as
they can secure the necessary information on our post-war defence and civil
aviation needs and that we should aim at having our preparations completed
and the negotiations begin by the middle of September.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

I 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire suppléant d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A ff airs
to Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 170
Ottawa, July 24, 1945

Sir,

I have the honour to advise you that it is now proposed that No. 10 (BR)
S9uadron, Royal Canadian Air Force, presently stationed at Torbay, should
be disbanded.

^ The effect of this action if and when approved, is that the Royal
dian Air Force will have no operational squadron in Newfoundland.
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For the time being the airfield at Torbay will however continue to be main-
tained and controlled by the Royal Canadian Air Force. Likewise, Gander
and Botwood will be maintained and controlled according to the terms of
the Air Bases Agreement of 19411 pending negotiations between the two

Governments.

3. The Newfoundland Government should be advised confidentially of
the proposal to disband No. 10 (BR) Squadron.

I have etc.
H. H. WRONG

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

981.

Canadian Government is now preparcd to trans er
Newfoundland at an early date in accordance with the ternis of the Air

Bases Agreement of 1941. defence

2. In view of the terminadcn of hostilities in both Europe eb^SéS back to
f

10298-40

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

TELEGRANt 257
Ottawa, October 6, 1945

1. The Air Bases Agreement of April 17, 1941 providesNet
hat Gander,

vfound and
Gleneagles and Botwood should handed

On Jula
to

the Acting High
Government at the close of hostil t y 20 Winter, Commissioner
Commissioner, Mr. Britton, informed the Hon. H. A.
of Justice and Defence, that in view of the uncertainties the ând tcontrollao
requirements, Canada was prepared to continue operation
the bases, pending general discussions about their post-war use and other

matters. the

surplus equipment there . In view of the desire of the arm ed that
withdraw all personnel from Botwood as soon , as possible, it is hoP earlY

the Newfoundland Government will be prepared to take over at an
date.

will wish to operate Botwood for purposes of civil aviat^o ,
foundland Government will be accorded priority in purchasinéd facilities andservices tO

requirements, and the Royal Canadian the Force ^ôns^â° Newfoundland
close of the present flying season. On p, • n the New-

3. Botwood seaplane base bas already bcen declared surplus LU
• • vacate at the

'See Append ►xVoir 1'oppendica E. E.
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_ 4. With respect to Gander, it is anticipated that the United States Army
Air Force will require use of the base and facilities there for -some months.
Continued operation of the base for defence purposes will, therefore, be
required for the time being, although it is thought that civil rather than
military administration would be feasible. In view of the need for con-
tinuous operation, facilities there have not been declared surplus to require-
ments, but it is anticipated that many facilities and much equipment will
eventually be available for purchase by the Newfoundland Government.
Would you enquire of the Newfoundland Government whether it would be
prepared to take over Gander and, if so, the approximate date.

5. It will be recalled that paragraph 7 of the Air Bases Agreement provides
that the Newfoundland Government agrees to lease to the Canadian Govern-
ment for fifty years the lands at the airport occupied by hangars, works, and
buildings constructed by the Canadian Government. Paragraph 18 also pro-
vides that the continued use of the bases by the Canadian Forces after re-
sumption of control by Newfoundland will be the subject of consultation be-
tween the two governments. The Canadian Government is not yet in a posi-
tion to state its post-war requirements at Gander, but it is suggested that this
matter may be left over for discussion between the two governments, as pro-
vided in paragraph 18 of the Agreement.

6. Both the Air Bases Agreement and the Goose Bay Agreement contem-
plate discussions between the Newfoundland and Canadian Governments
about the post-war use of airfields. In view of the desirability of facilitating
arrangements for civil aviation it would seem advisable that these discussions
be held at a reasonably early date. Please enquire of the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment whether they have any views on the matter.
. 7. In addressing the Newfoundland Government on the above matters,
will you kindly convey to them in appropriate terms the appreciation of the
Canadian Government for their co-operation in making the airfields available
for defence purposes and for the harmonious relations which have existed
throughout.

982.
PRO DO 35 1149 X/J 9723

Minute de la seconde réunion sur l'aviation civile tenue aux Bermudes'

Record of Second Meeting on Civil Aviation held in 13ermudat

Bermuda, December 18, 1945

Bô 4• F^^ly, the Newfoundland Dclcgation drew attention to the hangars at
hwWd. Major McCrindle said that B.O.A.C. had no requirement for these

alg^ as their trans-Atlantic flying boat service would be withdrawn in
Y easeat the end of the summer of next year. Mr. Howe said that if there

14 Ce
,

Suja. Vroir 1e chapitre If, partie 1. 1 On this subject, see Chapter II, Part 1.
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that it was intended that Canada should have continued military use. He felt,
however, that military use of Torbay should not be decided on the basis of
an interpretation of documents but should be based on the common interest
of Canada and Newfoundland in hemispheric defence.

3. Mr. Walsh took strong exception to the above interpretation of the
correspondence relating to Torbay. His view was that since there was no
express statement in the correspondence that Canada was to have military
use at the termination of hostilities it was not intended that she should have
such use. He said, further, that the granting of post-war military use now
would probably be regarded in Newfoundland as a new and unnecessary
limitation on Newfoundland sovereignty. He said, also, there were practical
objections to have "a foreign military force" in Newfoundland, especially
since, unlike United States bases, military forces at Torbay could not be
confined to the base area in view of its relatively small size.

4. Mr. MacKay said that it was not anticipated that it would be necessary
to keep Canadian military forces in Newfoundland, but that in view of the
great advances in aerial warfare during the late war and in view of the con-
tinuance in Newfoundland of United States bases, it was felt desirable that
Newfoundland bases should be available to the Royal Canadian Air Force
for immediate use in the event of another emergency.

5. Mr. Chadwick suggested that, with a view to maintenance of [the] Com-
monwealth relationship, it was undesirable to leave the defence of New-
foundland entirely to the United States. He suggested that a joint defence
board for the Newfoundland region, which would include representatives of
the United Kingdom, Newfoundland and Canada, might be worth con-
sideration.

6. It developed that Squadron-Leader Pattison, Director of Civil Aviation,
was very much concerned about the lack of space at Gander for civil air
operations should Canada insist on a lease to all the area to which she would
be entitled under the Air Bases Agreement. Mr. MacKay suggested that,
although he was not cmpowered to give an undertaking, he thought the Cana-dian

Government might consider favourably an arrangement whereby the
proposed leased areas would be made available to Newfoundland provided
Other satisfactory arrangements for military use could be made. In private dis-
cussion Mr. Pattison had learned from United States officers that the United
States intended to retain a small establishment at Gander so long as they had
C^itary establishment in Europe. He wondered whether this would affect

dian Policy with respect to transfer of the base. Mr. MacKay said he had
heard nothing about this and he doubted whether the United States had any
legal right to continue an establishment there after the transfer of the base to
Newfoundland.

7 p#,
Mr. MacKay suggested that consideration mi t be

ment along
gh given to an arrange-

the following lines: (a) Provision of facilities for the storage of
equipment and supplies at Gander and Torbay; (b) the Royal Cana-

u Force to be entitled to use either base for patrol purposes and for
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training .purposes if required; (c) if additional c^^ter cotnsulatio with
about base areas were required they might be
the Newfoundland Government; (d) in the event of emergency both bases
should be immediately -available to Canada. ( view

he su^e
uncertainty

further
about the future constitutional status of Newfoundl and suggested

that an interim arrangement, say, for three years, subject to termination there-
after on twelve months' notice by either party might be more acceptable.

8. The Newfoundland delegation showed cons^idle^blmel interest ^ private

proposals, especially in the
M
suggestion of a

dis-and Mr. rWalsh seemed favourably dis-
discussion afterwards both
posed to such an arrangement and considerably relieved that we might not

press for a permanent arrangement.
9. With respect to Torbay, the Newfoundland delegates raised no objec-

tion to granting Canada a clear title. They did object to providing for military
use by statute, as was done in the case of the United States bases, and as
Canada requested previously in a draft confirming Act. Mr. MacKay ex-
pressed the view that since military use was a political rather than a pro-
prietary right he thought it could be satisfactorily covered by an intergov-
ernmental agreement. Mr. Walsh noted that provision for

ediscipline o
ms

Canadian forces in Newfoundland in peacetime and exemption
for military supplies would probably require legislation. He said Newfound-
land might repeal the Visiting Forces Act, which at present covers discipline,
and would be averse to granting any customs exemption.

10. In private discussion with the British delegation it developed that the
Royal Air Force is likely to ask for emergency landing rights at Torbay, and
the same, and possibly some permanent facilities, at Goose. It may be an-
ticipated that representatives from the Air Ministry wi ôm^ preparedd to be he d
ticipate in the discussions on Newfoundland airfields rec presumably in New-

foundland.
February 1 next by b e^e Newfoundland delegates that some meet-

foundland. (It was suggested by
ings should be held at Gander to enable delegates to see the situation there.)

DND (DH) 193.009 (D50)
984.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité des chefs d'état-malor

Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee
46

Top SECRET
[Ottawa,^ January 8, 19

46

,...
CANADIAN DEFENCE INTERESTS IN NEWFOUNDLAND (

csc 401)
ental

4. The meeting considered Dr. MacKay's report on incwfoUnd^ d^
discussions regarding postwar defence arrangements with N
the light of the

p
reliminary discussions held at Bermuda and

of theco ^^

foundland attitude to these matters as reported by Mr. J. S. Ma

Canadian High Commissioner there.

. . .
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in any agreement with Newfoundland and that the defence arrangements
This report recommended that the United Kingdom should be included

recommended by the Chiefs of Staff at their 338th meeting be scaled down
to the following provisions so as to be more acceptable to the Newfoundland
authorities:

(a) rights to use Gander and Torbay for military purposes;

(b) property rights at Cape Spear, Amherst and Chain Rock to be
set aside and made available to Canada in an emergency;

(c) St. John's Naval base to be made available to Canada in an
emergency; and

(d) consultation between Newfoundland and Canada with a view to
co-ordinating defence efforts in an emergency.

It was also suggested that Canada might be willing to forego rights for
leased areas at Gander and Botwood; the lease to Bay Bulls Marine Rail-
way; and for Naval installations at Botwood.

(Memorandum from Dr. R. A. MacKay, Chairman, Interdepartmental
Meeting on Defence Arrangements with Newfoundland, 8 Jan. 461)

5. The Committee

(a) agreed that Canadian defence interests would be adequately pro-
tected by arrangements of the type proposed provided a further
reservation was included to the effect that facilities at Gander
and Torbay should not be disposed of without prior consultation
between Newfoundland and Canada;

(b) recorded the view that the division of responsibility as between
Canada and the United States of the local defence of Newfound-
land should await the outcome of the joint defence talks.

8316-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux A,(Jaires extérieures au haut commissaire

d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A,Qairs to High Commissioner

TELECRAM 9

in Newfoundland

Ottawa, January 21, 1946
SECRET . ,

1 Dscussions, with Newfoundland on military use of airfields and relatedmatteis,
`

11404 reproduit. i Not printed.
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2. In order to expedite discussions when the meeting takes place it is
thought desirable to advise the Newfoundland authorities regarding our

views. We are also advising the United Kingdom.

3. In view of Canada's interest in the security of Newfoundlan Wand ^^

view of the large expenditures made by Canada there during the
thought desirable at this time when wartime operations are being wound
up to reach a general understanding with Newfoundland with regard to
defence. Present Canadian defence plans do not call for the stationingble

Canadian forces in Newfoundland in normal tunes, but it ^^O
bedreached

that essential facilities be maintained and that an understb ^n
able to operate

with Newfoundland in order that Canadian forces might
promptly in the area in the event of another emergency.

It is recognized that the Newfoundland Commission of Government4. uncer-
is naturally reluctant to make extensive commitments in view of ^oweer,
tainty as to the future political status of the Island. It is t hought,

the New-

foundland

an effective arrangement which would be unob

.
^ectio

foundland and Canadian people can be worked out.

5. We have in mind an arrangement along the following lines:

(a) A general unde6tanding between the Newfoundland and t̂he Cana,
may

than Governments to consult^ D°^eirndefencc ctivities in the
require with a view to co-ordinating
Newfoundland-Labrador region.

(b) With a view to enabling Newfoundland to reorganize Gander tfh°e
purposes of civil aviation, Canada would consider forego1941 if
lease promised by the Air Bases Agreement of Ap ril 171 other
Newfoundland would maintain there certain storage and

facilities required for the use of the Royal Canadian Ailf Néw-

the Meteorological Service and Trans-Canada Airlines;

foundland would permit use of the air
base by Canadian militarY

it
planes as occasion misht require and would undertakeent of an

operation of the base by Canada if requircd in the
emergency. The question of compensation for facilities tube dlover

to Newfoundland and convertible to civil use should also

cussed.
'reg

ard to Torbay, it is hoped that as Ncwfoundlan a
(c) With

a We
prepared to operate the base it will con6rm title in Can

Canada. for

should also like to be assured of military use similar to
Gander, though maintenance of facilities

there would be a Canadian

responsibility.
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(d) With regard to St. John's Naval Base, it is felt that Canada should
be assured that the base would be available in the event of an
emergency. It might be desirable to include as part of the general
agreement the understanding recently reached by the Admiralty and
the Royal Canadian Navy with the Newfoundland Government
with regard to the base.

(e) Canada would be prepared to renounce any claims to a lease at
Botwood as promised in 1941 and to a lease to the Marine Railway
at Bay Bulls as promised in correspondence between the two
Governments in August and September, 1942. The disposal of these
facilities and of naval installations at Botwood should be discussed
at the meeting.

(f) We should also like to clear up certain other questions of tenure,
such as: the Cape Ray radio station; the status of the oil storage
property on the South Side Hill in St. John's; St. Andrews radio
station: and possibly the Loran stations.

(g) It is hoped that Newfoundland will be prepared to reserve for de-
fence purposes certain battery sites used during the war. It is hoped
also that it will agree in principle to the installation by Canada,
after consultation, of other defence facilities if and as required.

(h) If the Newfoundland Government considers a long-term arrange-
ment objectionable the Canadian Government would consider an
arrangement which would permit of alteration or termination on
notice after a specified term of years.

6. It is thought that after discussions on military arrangements we should
prOceed to negotiate a general civil air agreement with Newfoundland, but
it is unlikely that we shall be prepared to discuss this at the Newfoundland
meetin& We ma y propose instead a meeting shortly thereafter in Montreal.

7. It is suggested that you advise the Newfoundland authorities in writing
40ng the lines suggested above and discuss the matter with them orallin
orde1 to ascertain their views. y

986.

Le 8316-40
$ecritaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'E`tat aux' ^ Affaires extérieures
D°^lons Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEG'
UR 17^ ,. London, January 24, 1946

14M1DuTÉ. SECRET. Your telcgrateful ^^ , gram No. 13 of 21 st January.i We arc
<.^ ;n Government for opportunity afforded us of studying1

1404
; ^

tep^^^
i Not printed.
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their views on Newfoundland defence problems prior to discussions which are
due to, take place in Newfoundland next week. Text of your telegram has
been communicated to members of United Kingdom delegation to forth-
coming Conference, who will come prepared to discuss suggestions made.

As regards (d) and (e) of paragraph 5, however, United Kingdom dele-

gation will not contain any Admiralty representative and we feel that
questions affecting St. John's naval base and Bay Bulls would best be dealt
with separately, i.e., that meeting in Newfoundland should be confined to
discussion of air bases. We assume, in this connection, that it is common
intention that Goose Bay should be also included in agenda, together with

other Newfoundland bases.

8316-40

40

987.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 17
Ottawa, January 25, 1946

MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram No. 17, January 24, Defence

discussions with Newfoundland.
2. It is greatly regretted that the United Kingdom delegation will not

be in a position to discuss questions affecting St. John's Naval Base and
Bay Bulls, since we had hoped to examine the whole situation with respect
,to defencinstallations and their disposal.

3. It is hoped that the United Kingdom authorities will have no objection
to our discussing St. John's and Bay Bulls with Newfoundland, and especi-
ally Bay Bulls, which was a Canadian and Newfoundland financial responsi'

bility.

8316-40
988.=

. Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire
d'État aux Affairies extérieures

Dominions Seeretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs
{ , a 26, 1946

London, January
TELEGRAM 18 , , de

No. 17 of January el^ation
OST Ib^MEDUTE.; SECRET. Your telegramM of United KinBdom d Sfence of Newfoundland. When composition
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to'Newfoundland discussions was under consideration, we had not appreci-
ated that it would be desire of Canadian Government that talks should range
beyond questions relating to military user of air bases. In these circum-
stances we fear that our delegation will not, repeat not, feel confident to
discuss future of naval base and of Bay Bulls. On other hand, [we] should,
of course, see no objection to discussion of these matters as between Cana-
dian and Newfoundland delegation[s].

DND HQS 15-1-204

Le représentant de l'aviation canadienne, CPCAD

ment whereby the whole of Gander will be turned back to Newfoundland
on March 31st, 1946. It is anticipated that the R.C.A.F. will leave some
Personnel until May 31st to assist the Newfoundland authorities during
the handing over period. Nevertheless, after March 31st, all buildings will
belong to the Newfoundland Government and they will also have complete
resPonsibility for the operation and maintenance of the acrodrome.

IM aureyou appreciate the situation and should be greatly obGgcd if you
â^ad!+isa when it will be convenient to withdraw United States personnel

e9uiepment. If there is any way in which the R.C.A F. can be of
asSUtancC, pleasse advise and Ican assure you that every effort will be
made to Ineet your requests.

Arrangements have now been concludcd with the Newfoundl d G

au représentant
It

principal de l'armée des États-Unis, CPCAD
Canadian Air Member, PJBD,

to Senior United States Army Member, PJBD

Ottawa, February 15, 1946

UNITED STATES DETACIIAtENT--GANDER

Dear General Henry,

You will recall telling me at the last mccting of the Board that you propose
leaving a small detachment at Gander to handle United States A.T.C. air-craft diverted to that aerodrome. You will no doubt also remember my
saying that the R.C.A.F. would be unable to house and mess these personnelafter May 31st, 1946.

Yours very truly,

w. A. C[URTIS]

Air Vicc-Maishal
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990. 8316-40

Le ministre des Pêcheries au Premier ministre

Minister of Fisheries to Prime Minister

Ottawa, February 21, 1946

Dear Mr. King,

I have the honour to submit, herewith, a report on the Conference at
St. John's, Newfoundland, on the disposition of the Air Bases constructed
or enlarged by Canada during the war and problems of common defence in
the post-war period at which I headed the Canadian delegation. Copies of
the draft Articles it was agreed that each delegation would recommend
to its Government for approval are attached,' together with copies of the
Minutes2 of the meetings and the communique2 given to the Press at the
close of the Conference. You will find also attached clippings3 from St.
John's newspapers concerning the Conference and showing the interest
of the local people in Canadian constitutional matters.

I may add that, accompanied by technical officers, I inspected the Air
Bases at Gander, Torbay and Goose Bay and also the Naval Installations in
St. John's and Bay Bulls. I also visited the Canadian Army posts in and
around St. John's and the Joint Services Cemetery where a number of
Canadian servicemen are buried.

It was the first time a delegation from the Canadian Government had
visited Newfoundland since 1941 and much public interest was taken in
our visit though the proceedings of the Conference were, of course, secret
and only a short statement was given to the Press at the close of the meetings.
I accompanied the Canadian High Commissioner in Newfoundland to a
meeting of the Rotary Club of St. John's, which occupies a very prominent
part in the life of the City and, indeed, of the whole Island. I also attended
with him the Annual Meeting of the Newfoundland Board of Trade where
the Canadian Government Trade Commissioner gave an address. I met,
informally, some forty or fifty of the leading business and professional
men of St. John's at a reception given by the High Commissioner at his
residence. I formed the impression that Newfoundlanders are beginnin°
to be concerned about the constitutional and economic position of the
country. While there is as yet no strong current of opinion in favour of
seeking union with Canada, the question is definitely beginning to engage the
serious attention of an increasing number of Newfoundlanders and we may
well hear more of it in the course of the next year or eighteen months.

Yours sincerely,
H. FRANcis G. BRIDGES

& Non reproduits. Not printed.
• Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
'Non reproduites. - 8 Not Drinted.
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Rapport de la délégation canadienne sur la réunion
tenue à St. Johns au sujet de l'abandon des bases aériennes

et des problèmes de défense d'après-guerre

Report of Canadian Delegation on a Meeting
Held in St. John's to Discuss the Disposition of Air Bases

and Problems of Post-j3lar Defence

SECRET
[ , February , 1946]

The Conference met at St. John's, Newfoundland, on January 29th and
continued to February 6th. The following representatives were present:

Newfoundland Delegation:

Hon. J. S. Neill, Commissioner for Public Utilities and Supply.
Hon. H. A. Winter, Commissioner for Justice and Defence.

Technical Advisers:

Squadron-Leader H. A. L. Pattison, Director of Civil Aviation.
Mr. R. Manning, Secretary for Public Works.
Mr. J. G. Howell, Secretary for Customs.
Mr. W. S. Roddis, Secretary for Posts and Telegraphs.
Mr. H. G. Puddester, K.C., Secretary for Justice.

United Kingdom Delegation:

Mr. J. Chadwick, Dominions Office.
Mr. M. W. Low, Air Ministry.

Technical Adviser:

Group-Captain S. K. V. Harris, Royal Air Force.
Canadian Delegation:

Hon. H. F. G. Bridges, Minister of Fisheries.
Mr. J. S. Macdonald, High Commissioner for Canada.
Mr. R. A. MacKay, Department of External Affairs.

Technical Advisers:

Captain G. J. Griffiths, Royal Canadian Navy.
Brigadier L. C. Goodeve, Canadian Army.
Colonel J. H. Jenkins, Canadian Army.
Air Commodore C. R. Dunlap, Royal Canadian Air Force.
Group-Captain W. NV. Bean, Royal Canadian Air Force.
Mr. B. A. Rogers, Legal Advisor.
Mr. E. Bosse, Private Secretary to Minister of Fisheries.
Mr. H. H. Bindon, Chief Meteorological Officer, Gander.
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Mr. J. S. Neill acted as chairman. The following Agenda, drawn up by the
Newfoundland delegation and incorporating various points raised previously
by the Canadian Government, was adopted:

1. Military use of Gander, Goose and Torbay (Remitted from the
Bermuda Conference).

Discussions suggested by Canada

2. General defence-

(a) Maintenance of works constructed by Canada.
(b) Understanding to permit Canadian forces to operate promptly

in event of emergency.
(c) Understanding between Newfoundland and Canada to consult,

as occasion may require, with view to coordination of defence
activities in Newfoundland-Labrador region.

(d) Reservation of War Battery Sites by Newfoundland for defence
purposes.

(e) Installation by Canada, after consultation, of other defence
facilities as required.

(f) Long or short term agreement.

3. Gander-the lease: proposed revision of Clause 7 of the Agreement
of 17th April, 1941-conditions thereof-compensation for build-
ings taken over by Newfoundland. (Question of maintenance of
storage and other facilities by Newfoundland for use of Canada:
Customs position).

4. Torbay. Title
Military use (Notification before user)
(Military use by United Kingdom)

5. St. John's Naval Base-use of by Canada. The discussions with the
Admiralty Mission re user of Buildings and facilities.

6. Botwood and Bay Bulls. Disposal of buildings and facilities.

7. Tenure of -

(a) Cape Ray Radio Station.
(b) St. Andrews.
(c) Loran Stations.

8. Oil Storage property, South Side Hill, St. John's.

9: General Civil Air Agreement.

Discussions suggested . by Newfoundland with U.K.
10. R.A.F. " area at Gander: Use of area and buildings for civil

purposes.
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While the atmosphere of the gathering

Newfoundland delegation appe ed desirous of bei^n times cordial and the
evident from our discussions that they had been ^s^co-operative, it was
do nothing a sensitive Newfoundland Public might instructed that they mustof Newfoundland soverei t, p regard as an ir^ringement
consulted res c^ ^ y The fact that the people are shortly to be

^ gthe question of changes in the constitutional form oGovernment made the present Commission of Gove
fmore or less in the position of a caretaker AdmstrationII feel they were

made it clearl y impractical to secure a long-terminiA e Early soundings
Years or longer. At a meeting with the full Commiss n nt, say for ten
which the basic Principles of the pr of

oposed GOvernment at
Agreement were discussed atsome length it was apparent that the Commission felt com

on a short-term Agreement or, alternatively, on an Agreementpelled to insist
make every step of any importance taken thereunder expressly that would
permission of the Newfoundland authorities. It was a^rsubject to the
the best course would be to work for a three year dmgly decided that

wouldcontinue in force thereafter subject to revision by Agreement
^mutual

that
agreement ortermination on twelve months' notice. This proposai was

written into the Agreement giving us in effect four finally accepted and
years certain with thefair likelihood that it will continue in effect indefinite

ly
The draft Agreement takes the form of a series

w^ch is attached,i which the various delegations âf Articles, a copy of
to their respective Governments for a breed to recommend
transfer to Newfoundland of the air base

rov.
s at Gander, provides for the re-re-

wood (it should be noted that the main area and ins allneagles and Bot-
°^^ by the Canadian Government at the Bo °od ations which are
included in the Agreement), which the Canadian wC seaplane base are not
to take over and operate during the war. It is ropevoment agreed in 1941
Government will forego long-term leases to the sit

d
that the Canadian

Other buildirigs were erected during the war and will on which hangars and
land

Government for the sum of $1,000,000 sell to the Newfound-theequipment of the R.C.A.F. at Gander A^ hangars, buildings and

110
buildings and equipment cost many times that p While the hangars,

continuing value for commercial purposes and the they y have little or
and the representatives of the NVar Assets Corporation here chnical advisers
a^asonable one which should be accepted^It sh consider the offer
the exception of the han ould be noted that withcoi^ g^, which are too small to handle the larger aircraft

g into use on the trans-Atlantic run, all Canadian bGander are of tem uilt buildings at
porary construction. A further factor that had an impor-

tant influence on price was the decision of the
^0un^d at the meetin to United Kingdom Government,

.Gander g, transfer its hangars and other buildings at the
°ffer ° is, N^►f undland f oundland, without consideration. The result of this

now concentrate operational activities in theNoa reproduit.'
1 Not printed
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United Kingdom area of the airfield. The Canadian Government might have
insisted on long-term leases to the individual sites on which the hangars and
buildings were constructed but they are not of any particular use to Canada,
and would certainly create a good deal of antagonism in Newfoundland,
whose people strongly resent the idea of granting of long-term leases of
Newfoundland territory to other countries. Moreover, some of the hangars,
buildings, etc., might stand in the way of the commercial development of
the airport.

Our position at Torbay is adequately secured with confirmation of title to
the lands on which the airport and its subsidiary installations are constructed,
and rights of military user accepted.

With respect to defence generally the three Governments agree to consult
from time to time with a view to co-ordinating defence requirements in
Newfoundland, and it is agreed that the Government of Canada may establish
and operate anywhere in Newfoundland such defence facilities and installa-
tions as may be agreed in such consultations to be necessary.

Canadian military aircraft are given permission to fly over Newfoundland
and use airports under Newfoundland control and to carry out air photo-
graphy and make topographic and hydrographic surveys.

The Newfoundland delegation agreed to accept in principle the following
Article respecting the reservation of military sites. It was considered, how-
ever, that for security reasons it would be preferable to set forth the sub-
stance of the Article in an Exchange of Notes rather than to incorporate it
in an Agreement that would be published and thus indicate to any future
enemy the sites of our installations.

The Government of Newfoundland shall retain, as military reserves, the
following sites used during the recent war, namely, the sites at cape Spear, Chain
Rock and Fort Amherst used for coast artillery defence; the sites on Radio Range
Road, New Lewisporte Road and the South Side Camp at the Newfoundland
Airport at Gander used for heavy anti-aircraft defence; and the sites at Spotted
Island, Brig Harbour Island, Cape Bauld,• Port-aux-Basques and on Table Mountain
at Cape Ray used for radar stations. Provided, however, that in the event that
the Government of Newfoundland should require any of these sites for non-military
purposes, the continued reservation of the sites shall be the subject of discussion
between the Governments of Newfoundland and Canada.

There was general agreement, in principle, respccting the transfer of title
to the oil storage property on the South Side hills at St. John's to the Imperial
Oil Company, Limited. It seems probable that, after some further discusslonO
between the High Commissioner's Office and the Newfoundland Government,
a satisfactory arrangement can be made by Exchange of Notes.

A topic of discussion between the 'technical advisers was the question of
tele-communications for air traffic control over Newfoundland. The New-
foundland technical âdvisers concx d ed a desire to take over WCrne eapress ed forRadio Station at Cape Ray, provided suitable terms could be arran8
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the use of the United States A^
aux-BasquesThe uestion y^d-Lme between Gander and Port-.

will
have to be explored further beforedefinite arrangement can be reached.

any
It

was understood that a number of other s'
Admiralty installations in St. John's, tenure of ubjects, the

oran Stations, etc., on which there was properties at e.g
.
ay Bull rl the

which were rather too com licated to general agreement in principle but
without further consideration, mi Put in the fornl of draft Articles

raisthey would be incorporated in thehdefinitive ed later. If found desirable,
Exchange of Notes outside the A Al^eement or settled by an

The draft A ^ee°^ent.

defence (except the special arrangement agreements having to do
Royal Canadian Na gemcnt between the Royal Na with

vY respecting the operation of the Naval Base and th e.TOhn's) includes the United Kingdom as a con
Planes are accorded the right tracting party. United Kingdom
Canada as well as to Newf'ounto use

dland, SGoose Bay Airport on notification t o
The delegation was assured ^^ rights are °

delegates, that the Royal Air Force had however, b granted at Torbay
Kingdomfor other th no intention of^usin United

airportsan occasional flights in peace-time, and possib^ tosmall party in time of war. Y station a
We feel that the Agreement which has be

of our instructions and is as satisfacto en reached is within the terms
will accept ry an Agreement as the Commission

of Government

or the people of Newfoundland approve.
The

views of the lattcr are, we feel, important
for any Agreement that would arouse from the Canadian point of view
°^Y be doomed to early tcrmination, butrong popular criticism would not
the Prospect that a stron would have an adverse effect on

g movement may develop, within the next year ortwo, looking to confederation with Canadn_

-I-e secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

à Terre-Neuve

Secreta'y of State for External Affairs to High Contmissioner
in Newfoundland

28
Ottawa, February 23, 1946SE- The draftb^ d

Agreement respecting defence relations in Newfoundla
Of ^° aPProvcd by Cabinet sub'ect to ' nd

^cation 1 mmor drafting changes for purposes
f0^^^d?Governmcnt%thich you will be advised in due course. Th

May bcadviscd • eNew-^ accordmgly.
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992.
8316-40

Le secrétaire 'd'LEtat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 813 Ottawa, April 12, 1946

SECRET

1. Your telegram No. 845, March 28,1 Defence Agreement with New-

foundland.

2. The High Commissioner in Newfoundland advises that the defence
Agreement was signed by himself and Newfoundland representatives on
April 9 and that copies would be forwarded promptly to the Dominions
Office. The Dominions Office would be instructed to transmit a signed copy
to you, which please be good enough to forward.2
. . 40

993.
HCD

Extrait d'un discours du ministre de la Justice

Extract f rom a Speech by Minister of Justice
Ottawa, May 7, 1946

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Canada-United Kingdom-Newfoundland-Defence Agreement
with Newfoundland

Right Hon. L. S. St. Laurent (Minister of Justice) : On behalf of the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs (Mr. Mackenzie King) who is unfortunately
prevented from being in the house at the moment, I should like refenccnce
statement which had been prepared for him in connection with
agreement with Newfoundland.

I wish to table copies of an agreement recently completed betweenCd^
Canada,

United Kingdom and Newfoundland concerning the disposition eP
war use of certain defence installations in Newfoundland.
0 0 •

time when we are winding up our wartime activities in Ne^ound-At this tu
land I think it is fitting to express on bchalf of the government our deep
appreciation of the splendid cooperation which we have received iromh^^
Newfoundland government throughout the war and of the hospit

Y

Non teprodniL - . ' Not ted. eatsee AFPe
sLe tata da l •acwrd'aa trouve & l'aFP^ . . , For

p^rint the a^e^,
ndis

. ..
dice H. IL

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE
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the people of Newfoundland have constantly extended to the many Cana-
dian service personnel stationed from time to time in their midst. One advan-
tage of this partnership in the war effort is that mutual understanding be-
tween Canada and Newfoundland has undoubtedly been strengthened. Thou-
sands of Canadians have come to know Newfoundlanders personally and to
appreciate Newfoundland's problems. And Canada will not forget that a
considerable number of her sons lie in Newfoundland graves. Personal ties
are bound to strengthen the bonds of friendship through the years.

It is perhaps fitting also that I should take the occasion to pay tribute to
Newfoundland's direct war effort. Over 5,200 men raised by voluntary enlist-
ment were sent overseas to the United Kingdom forces, and over 1,700 were
enlisted for home defence. I am pleased to say also that over 1,200 male resi-
dents of Newfoundland served in the various Canadian armed services, and
about 525 women in the various Canadian women's services. In addition,
Newfoundland advanced to the United Kingdom in interest free loans, about
twelve and a half million dollars. The house, I feel sure, will agree that New-
foundland, though a relatively small country, made a really substantial con-
tribution to the achievement of victory.

994.
1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve
au secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESFATCx 345
St. John's, August 17, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL'

Sir,

I have the honour to transmit herewith for your information copy of a
eonfidential letter of August 161 from the Commissioner for Public Utili-
ties and Supply, enclosing copy of a letter he has forwarded to the United
States Consul General, agreeing to the United States' request to be per-
mitted to remain at Gander until the Peace Treaty with Germany is signed.

It
will be `noted that reference is also made to the position at Goose

Bay and it is stated that the customs privileges extended to the armed
forces then' will continue until the signature of the Peace Treaty withGermany

I have etc.
J. S. MACDONALD

' Not printed.



Dear Consul General,

3. Cïistoms pnvileges re
follow this Agreement. These privileges are confined to the Armed Forces.

ferred to in Article XIX of the Bases Agreemen
until the Peace Treaty with Germany is signed. ^

Gander.

2. We agree, in general to the request made in your letter under reference

I refer to your note,
tions on the 9th August on the subject of the U.S.A.A.F. requirements at

879 (-GKD/jc of the 11th July,z and our conversa-

Peace Treaty with Germany is sgne .
0'1__._...:,... V..rrpc tPmain in Ger-

8. I have stated, at para. a ove,
• '' d You have stated that you wish to

b that mir Agreement extends untu the
. . .

many. We wish to consider the posiuon of Goos n c;milnr neriod. It will be
e anremain in Gander so long as U.S. h nI'y "w"ruti"" â Gnvuler together as I

until the signature of the Peace Treaty wI et... y
. • 41k osition.

rob ards the customs privileges of the Arme orce
Commissioner for Finance. I can state, ow ,

d F s at Goose will continue

'Customs issue there. Correspondence on 9
U ever that the status quo as

I gather that preliminary correspondence as y
this issue is however, one for the

necessary to discuss the Goose position wi ed on the
h lread been exchang

gather that you wish to remain a ►so at Goose •ol
•• 'th the Government of Canada and

LES RELATIONS DE DÉFENSE

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le commissaire aux Services publics et aux Approvisionnements
au consul général des États-Unis à Terre-Neuvel

Commissioner for Public Utilities and Supply
to Consul General of the United States in Newf oundland'

St. John's, August 12, 1946

, 9. , I am acquainting the Canadian High Commissioner with e Jr

Yours sincerely,
J. S. NEILL

to us in the cond^ be
p.s. We assume that you will hand over the buildings you wou

they now are and that, if they should be.destroyed by fire, y

responsible for their value.
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre des Transports

Under,Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Transport

50216-A-40

SECRET
Ottawa, October 9, 1946

I enclose a copy of despatch No. 407 of September 21 st' from the Cana-
dian High Commissioner in St. John's, Newfoundland concerning an applica-
tion which the United States Army, Newfoundland Base Command, has made
to

Mr. Irving of your Department for the use of a hangar at Torbay Airport.2

The I-Egb Commissioner suggests that, since the Canadian Government is
at present endeavouring to secure the use of United States land-line circuits
in Newfoundland free-of-charge, it might be worth while to keep these nego-
tiations in mind when fixing rates for the use of Canadian facilities at Torbay.
As the High Commissioner points out, the two proposals are not strictly
comparable. The Canadian Government desires use of United States land-
line circuits not only for Canadian services but also for services which are
to be performed for the Government of Newfoundland and which are of
direct benefit to United States forces in Newfoundland. You might, however,
wish to consider the High Commissioner's views when making a decision in
this matter.

I would like, in passing on to you the High Commissioner's des atch to
suggest a consideration which has no doubt occurred to you. The application
under reference would seem to be connected with the whole question of the
eontinuing use by United States forces of facilities at Canadian air bases in
Newfoundland.

You might, therefore, in dealing with the application, wish
to consult the Department of National Defence for Air. Our view in this
DePartnent is that since we may be asking for a number of services
the United States forces, both in Newfoundland and Canada, overthe nexmt
few Years we should offer them as rcasonable terms as possible when the
w^h to use Canadian property. y

L. B. PEARSON

1 N0a reproduite. I •1. i
fér^-a^1 1946, le CARC avait trans- ' On April 1, 1946, the RCAF turnedlTr^^Port do Torbay au ministère des Torbay airport over to the Department of

Not printed.
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996. 50216-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 346 Ottawa, December 4, 1946
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your, despatch No. 407 of September 21st1
concerning hangar space for the United States Army Air Corps at Torbay
Airport.

Téntative arrangements have been made. by the District Inspector of the
Department of Transport for use of a hangar at Torbay by the United States
Army Air Corps at an agreed rate and the Department of Transport has
received an application from the Commanding General, Newfoundland Base
Command, U.S.A.A.C. for use of the hangar on that basis. However, the
Department of Transport has directed their Inspector to allow the United
States Army Air Forces to occupy the hangar immediately on a certificate of
occupancy and to make no billing for rental unless and until so advised.
. ` The Department of National Defence (Air) have no objection to the use
of hangar facilities at Torbay by the United States Army Air Corps.

It is considered advisable that the agreement should contain a short-term
cancellation clause in order to enable the Canadian Government to take over
the hangar on relatively short notice should this be necessary. The Depart-
inent of Transport is prepared to negotiate an agreement on this basis with
United States Army Air Corps and, at the same time to grant them the most
favorable terms possible, even to the extent of granting them the privilege
'of using the hangar rent-free.

I have etc.
G. L. MAGANN

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

997. 50216-A-40

Le secrétaire du Comité ministériel de défense du Cabinet
au sous-ministre des Transports

Secretary, Defence Committee of the Cabinet,
to Deputy Minister of Transport

[Ottawa,] November 7, 1947
Dear Commander Edwards,

The Cabinet Defence Committee at their meeting of November 4th con-
sidered what their.policy should be in the matter of your department charging

' Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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U.S. Air Force for hangar rental at Torbay Airport ab

wrote me on October 16th. ^ out which you
The Committee decided that there was no objection to

charge for this service' and it making a reasonable
will therefore be in order for your departmentto submit an account to the United States authorities 1

Proposed in your letter,l. referred to above. n Newfoundland as

Yours very truly,

E. W. T. GILL

Le sous secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
50216-A-40

extérieuressous-ministre des Transports au

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Transport

I Ottawa,to refer to your letter of Ottawa, Ap^ 28, 1948

regarding requests received by the Depaz ent of T earlier correspondence
the Newfoundland Base Command (U.S. Air Force), from officers of^port,

for facilities at Torbay

2. It is noted that the facilities desired by
^and of the U.S. Air Force include rental, sb^ectIto ^oundland Base Com-
daYs' notice, of an additional hangar, two stores

^ te^lnation upon thirty
^g as well as the conversion of barrack blocks es buildings and a cargo build-
and a barrack block and mess hall for seventfive a^^^odate fifty families,
to be rented by the U.S. Air Force, y single men, these buildings

3.
When the Newfoundland Base Command othe

Department of Transport in the latter fthe U.S. Air Force asked
leaSe a hangar at Torba part of 1946 to allow them to
CO^^d throu ^ y' we dealt directly with the Newfoundland Base
facto ^ ofHcial channels and an arrangement believed to be

to both parties was eventually worked out. ^^V e satis-
^s because the U.S. Air Force had had the We were prepared to do
°n an informal basis since 1944, and the leaseu

s of
of hangar space at TorbayFOrce

chan on a short term cancellation basis hangar to the U.S. Air
ge in the basic situation. appeared to us to involve little

4.
The requests which the Department of Tra

h0m the Newfoundland Base Comman nsport has recently received
.siderably further. I would suggest that ^ seem to me, however, to go con-
'*rra the appropriate the Department of T

shouldofficer of the Newfoundland Base Cornransport
â^TeS^ referred to above raise questions regard' hemand that t
^Port does not feel disposed to deal directly with,^,h^e Department

lNOa reproduite. the Newfoundland
' Not Printed.
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Base Command. ^ They should add, I think, that the requests constitute a
matter which might perhaps better be raised through the normal diplomatic

channels.
ESCOTT REID

for the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

50216-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État ad joint aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Assitant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Macdonald

Ottawa, April 28, 1948

Dear .
With reference to despatch No. 95 of April 28^,1 youyou informed us that

in your despatch No. 407 of ^^t to reent a hangar6at Torbay Airport from
the U.S. Army Air Force des
the Department of Transport and that they had taken the which
the Airport Manager. Tentative arrangements in this connection
appeared suitable to you and to the authorities concerned heren idered,sthe
sequently made and, after the matter had been further co
Department of Transport was given authorityé to charge the U.S. Air Force^^ctedhavea reasonable rental for use of the hangar. Th Y
their District Inspector to arrange with the U.S. Air Force for the exeCén d
of a lease to hangar No. 4 at the Airport. The lease is to be for a P
of one year and thereafter from year to year, subject to termination by
either party upon thirty days' notice in writing. 11 gar

2. You will recall that the U.S. Air Force has 1I.-SA the ôfe 1944.^T^
space at Torbay on an inform al

e R.C. A F.whi h lwas then in charge of
arrangement was made between
the Airport, and the U.S. Air Force. They were allowed the use of hangar
space to accommodate the Commanding General's personal land-plane visit-0
ing the Airport and to provide for routine inspcctions an^ n^iméot wpa'révi-
other U.S. Army Air Force aircraft. This informal arr g onsible
dently continued after the Department of Transport was made r^p^e U.S-
for the administration of the Airport in 1946, and later that of ^hich you
'Air Force put forward the request for a lease to a hangar
Informed us in your despatch No. 407 of September 21st. ever

3. Our. files do not indieate that the Newfoundland authoritieshh^é doubt
^e warbeen officially 'notiBed of the above arrangements. There .can b and

that they were fully, aware of the arrangements made during

Noa reproduite. ' Not priated.
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that they know that the U.S. Air. Force has continued, since the cessation
of hostilities, to use hangar space at the Airport. I think, however, that
it would probably be advisable for you, when discussing with them the
question of the installation of a Ground Controlled Approach System at
Torbay, to refer to the arrangements regarding hangar space which have
been in effect and to inform them of the lease of hangar No. 4 which the
Department of Transport is arranging with the Newfoundland Base Com-
mand. You will probably wish to stress the informal nature of the arrange-
ment and the fact that the lease is subject to termination upon thirty
days' notice.

Yours sincerely,

Fscorr REID

1000.

No. 236

50216-A-40

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Ottawa, August 11, 1948
CONFIDENTIAL

Excellency,

I have the honor to inform you, on instructions from my Government,
that the United States Government desires to lease certain additional facili-
ties -at Torbay Airport, Newfoundland, to be used by the Newfoundland
Base Command.

The matter of leasing the additional facilities in question has been dis-
cussed informally with the Department of Transport of your Government
by the Military Attaché of this Embassy at the request of the Department
Of the Air Force through the Department of the Army, Office of the Chief
of Engineers. It is understood that the Department of Transport is agreeable
to granting the desired lease to the United States subject to formal approval.
The facilities desired to be leased arc as follows:

(a) Hangar no. 3-39,019 square feet.
(b) Stores Building no. 46-21,285 square feet for Air Corps Supply.
(c) Cargo Building no. 78-2,871 square fcet for TrailSc ^^arehousc
(d) Stores Building no. 14-5,373 square feet for storage and mainte-.

nance of tugs, fork lifts and other vehicles.
(e) Seven (7) 10,000 gallon Avgas Storage tanks.

^(1) Crash Station no. 15-2,970 square feet (at no charge .)
I"' I'M 0 ted to express the hope that it may be found possible to grant
the leas^ of these faciLties to the United States Government.

As it has been ascertained that a considerable amount of time will be re-
p ô^ uy the Airport Manager at Torbay to furnish the buildings with

tiLties for use during the , winter months in the event that the lease
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I discussed the matter informally with Sir Albert Walsh when we were in
Ottawa together and he told me that the matter of clearing up the title to
the Airport was in the hands of his Department and that about a year ago
he was proceeding with the matter of clearing up these titles when he received
a request (I think he called it a demand) from Canada that the Canadian
Government be given the right to use the Airport for military purposes as
well as for.civilian purposes. He informed me that he immediately told his
staff to lay the matter aside and he did not bother with it any more.

You recall that when I was in your office in December I looked through
your files and found that it was quite correct that a request was made of the
Newfoundland Government that Canada should be given military rights to
this Airport. This was certainly a mistake as the effort should all have been
concentrated on first clearing the titles. As I understand it the present position
therefore is that we have title to a certain portion of the Airport by deed
from people who were supposed to have some interest in a certain portion of
the lands. A large part of the area is Crown land in respect of which we have
no title but we have an agreement with the Commission of Government to
give us title. There are other lots which are supposed to be owned by some-
body but who the somebody is I do not know.

The question which should now be determined is whether or not we should
obtain a grant from the Commission of Government or allow the matter to
stand over until after the 31 st day of March.

If we take any action in the matter now we may open up new sores, as we
did when the title to the Goose Bay Airport was obtained after a long delay
extending over three or four years. We cannot, however, completely clear up
the title at the present time except by legislation of the Commission of Gov-
e1nment in the form of an Expropriation Act, and this may cause still further
trouble at the present time.

MY present opinion in the matter is that we should wait until the lst of
APril

when Newfoundland becomes a Province of Canada and I presume wecanob ^en pass our own Expropriation Act and clear up the title. The only
lection to this is that the new Provincial Government may not stand back

to ob Agreement with the Commission of Government under which we wérè
would^ a^nt of the Crown lands without.payment. Assuming that we

have full powers of expropriation, as I think we would have, the worst
that could happen would be that we would have to pay something for the
Crow], lands if the Government demanded payment.

4 .,.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM Ottawa, March 25, 1949

Following for Burchell from MacKay. Begins. Reference your letter of
January 21 regarding title to Torbay Airport. We took this up with Transport
on the basis of your letter and C. P. Edwards agrees that the matter of clear-
ing the title be left until after the date of union. Ends.

SECTION F

GOOSE BAY'

R

1004.
10298-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire par intérim, section canadienne de la CPCAD2
Memorandum by Acting Secretary, Canadian Section of PJBD2

SECRET
[Ottawa,] September 10, 1945

The following extracts from the Journal of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence for its meeting of September 4-5 relate to Newfoundland questions:

Air Vice-Marshal Curtis inquired as to the continuing military needs of the

United States at Goose Bay and Gander. General Henry stated that by January 1,

1946, it was expected that the amount of United States military traffic would have

dropped considerably, but that there would be a continuing need for facilities at

Goose Bay and Gander so long as United States forces remained in Europe.

Air Vice-Marshal Curtis explained that the Royal Canadian Air Force Was
considering turning over the administration of these fields to the Departmennt.

Transport and agreed to communicate directly with General Henry on this poi

With regard to the long range interest of the United States in the maintenance of

Goose Bay and Gander, it was stated by the United States Section that the

United States Government would shortly communicate with the Canadian Govern-

ment, listing the airfields in Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador which the

United States regarded as possessing continuing defence value. The Board llnoted

that this list would certainly include Goose Bay and probably Gander as

docu-

1 Les problèmes de Juridiction civile, de ' Cenada-Newfoundland issues n0^ustoms

privilèges douaniers pour les militaires cana- mented here were civil jurisdiction, ^eir

diens et leurs dépendants et d'imposition des privileges for Canadian servicemen and work-

Caaadiens travaillant àGoose Bay ne nwn^ dependents Eay^. Relevant doc mentation is
entés ici. Les d ers Pertine

^ probÎtmes se trouvent^iu ministère des In Departmeat of External Aff^ and Dep^.

Affaires extérieures et au ministère de la` ` ment of National Defence files.

Défense national--
à R. M. Macdonndl.' ' '
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1005.
50218-40

Le représentant principal de l'armée des États-Unis, CPCAD, au représentant
de l'aviation canadienne, CPCAD

Senior United States Army Member, PJBD, to Canadian Air Member

TOP SECRET Washington, January 7, 1946
SUBJECT: U.S. Requirements at Goose Bay and Gander Airports

1. At the 7-8 November 1945 meeting of the Board, Air Vice-Marshal
Curtis, Senior Canadian Air Member, requested information regarding take-
over dates for buildings now occupied by United States Forces at Goose Bay
and Gander Airports.

ties at Goose Bay for the continued safe operation over the North Atlantic
Route. Goose Bay is also an ATC supply point for outlying weather and
communications stations in Eastern Canada and Baffin Island, and is also a
weather alternate for Stephenville. The current ATC estimate indicates the
following personnel requirements at Goose Bay:

1 January 1946 83 officers
621 enlisted men

1 April 1946 73 officers
474 enlisted men

1 July 1946 66 officers
409 enlisted men.

Guy V. HENRY

Major-General, U.S. Army

.

3. Air Transport Command will have necessity for retainin ' tin f'

1006.
DND HQS 15-1-204

Le représentant de l'aviation canadienne, CPCAD, au secrétaire par intérim,
section canadienne de la CPCAD

Canadian Air Member, PJBD, to Acting Secretary,
Canadian Section of PJBD

Ottawa, January 21, 1946
U.S. DETACiiMENT-GOOSB BAY

l'You will'recall that in the memorandum' which Major-General Henry
Presented at the Board meeting in Quebec, January 16th and 17th, with
regard to U.S. Detachments at Goose Bay and Gander, the figures were given

Deaz Mr. Macdonnell,

l ^d1: ^a document 100S.
' See Document 1005.
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in each case. The figures for Goose Bay are very large and are apparently
required in part because Goose Bay is used as an A.T.C. supply point for
outlying weather and communications stations in Eastern Canada and Baffin
Island.

2. It would therefore appear that there is an urgent necessity for Canada
(in this case the Dept. of Transport) to take over and operate the essential
weather stations now operated by the United States.

3. As far as the U.S. requirements to service their aircraft, using Goose Bay
as an alternate to Stephenville, are concerned, these should not be any greater
than those needed at Gander. In fact, I can see no reason for them retaining
any detachment fôr this purpose, as the R.C.A.F. or whatever Canadian
agency is operating the aerodrome can provide all the normal facilities at a
weather alternate.

4. This matter is passed to you for any further action you feel is warranted.
It would obviously be undesirable for Goose Bay to be turned over to a civil
agency before the United States military detachment is withdrawn.

Yours sincerely,

W. A. CURTIS
Air Vice-Marshal

1007. DND HQS 15-1-204

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au sous-ministre
de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy hlinister
of National Defence for Air

BY HAND Ottawa, February 16, 1946
CONFIDENTIAL

May I rcfer to the letter of January 21st from the Canadian Air Member
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence to the Canadian Secretary dealing

' with Goose Bay.

We agree that, as stated in the final paragraph of your letter, it would be
undesirable for Goose Bay to be turned over to a civil agency of the Canadian

m Government , before.: the ' United States military detachment is withdrawn.
It does not appear practicable, however, for.the Department of Transport to
take over additional weather stations in Eastern Canada and Labrador at an
early date and this method of offering the United States an opportunity to cut

.down their requirements at Goose Bay is therefore eliminated.
In, ihe circumstances . it does : appear to us desirable to retain Canadian

forces at Goose Ba sô long as the United States Arm is established there.
It was only after lengthy, nd at times difficult, negôtiations that, a lease
for defencx purposes vvaa , obtained, and to abandon an defence actwity
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Goose Bay does not appear to be consistent
interests.

If all Canadian forces were withdrawn,^^ i^nô^an long-terra
United States would wish to establish a permanent detachment, that the
which would be in conflict with the Canadian Government's desire a^^e
expansion by United States forces in the Newfoundland and br to avoid
beyond their present leased bases. ador area

Certainly, until the proposed joint defence planning between
Canadathe United States has made some progress, we would ho e tha and

from Goose Bay could be deferred. p t awi thdrawal

N. A. ROBERTSON

1008.

Le haut commissaire a Terre-Neuve au so
1156-X-39

aux Affaires ussecrit^re d'État
extérieures

High Conunissioner in Newfound[and to Under-Secret
for Ezte nu1 • ^Y of State

CONFIDENTUL
r Ayarrs

Dear Mr. Robertson,
St* John's, March 23, 1946,

The Commissioner for Finance,
Mr. Ira Vyild temorning to expmss his surprise that a , lephoned me this

ment were proposh,g to remain for some ons^der
the

abl U
nited States Govern

-He read inc a letter from the United States Commanding at Goose Bay.
S^ted that plans were being formulated for the Officer there whichC1ub 'in

Area F. for American hment of a Serviceployed b , Canadian and Newfoundland civilians em-
Ythe United States Government at Goose Bay. The Club

be run by •a Board composed of United State wouldrepresentat1Ve civilians, sCommissioned Oflïcers and
issued and The letter went on to request that a Licence be

the Club be given the privilege of exemption from duties oand SAiritous liquors that would be sold on the n beer.
Mr. V^dd stated that while, under the Americant^eNe United States had dut free I^ Bases Agreement Act,wfo y

privileges on their established bases ini^o^ ^e ô^^ no such
privileges apply at Goose Bay. He proposes to

r Commanding the United States Forces at Goose Bay thaa^d^em is no objection to the issue ^be levied on of a Licence, Newfoundland duties
all imported products consumed in the Club.

that th` ^dd further stated that he di

o
ere would be a more or lecs c^^^k it was ever contemplated

^S^y and expressed surprise that they a,t American establishment at
^^ for some ^ were apparently making plansI^ent' Bep^ nsiderable period. I had noted in the account of a
^esen^ ^..'^c. Û^ tuéetmg 'that Mr. MacKay referred to the continuof

ted'States Forces at Goose Ba maial
ed

Y. y for meteorological
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purposes. As the information was marked "confidential" I did not feel
justified in passing it on. I have always been strongly of the opinion that,
having secured bases at Goose Bay and Torbay, the Canadian Government
should maintain adequate defence forces on them. Otherwise there is no
sound ground on which we can advance claims for continuing rights on
these bases that are not granted on similar bases developed in other parts
of the world in the course of a war against a common enemy. It would seem
to me highly desirable to take over and operate all necessary services at

Goose Bay so that the United States will a^terest d to hav any infor^na-informa-forces there. In any case I should be greatly
tion that may be available on developments there.

Yours sincerely,
J. S. MACDONALD

1009.
1156-X-39

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
. in Newfoundland

TOP SECRET

Dear Mr. Macdonald,

Ottawa, March 29, 1946

This is a brief and admittedly inconclusive reply to your lette c^ March
pr23rd about United States plans for staying on at Goose Bay. We P

ciate the feelings of the Newfoundland authorities.

Recent discussions in the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, however,to
have revealed that the United States War Department^not^od pé^o^él at
inaintain a force of about five hundred Air Transport Co
Goose Bay for an indefinite period, but has reached the conclusions as w^e
last few weeks that they would like to station operational force
Since they regard Goose Bay as a Canadian base, they are making th^e
approaches to Canada and would like to have this subject considerede 1011&talks on joint defence planning which are expected to take place

no tin" toAs we have only just received this information, ho^d adoptII Ob^ously,
consider what policy the Canadian Government et in a position to
however, it should be in your hands, though we are not y
say anything to the Newfoundland authorities about it.

.Yours sincerelyp
N. A. ROBERTSON

I
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50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu, des débats et des décisions

PJBD, Journal of Discussions and Decisions
Top SECRET

Ottawa, April 29, 1946

to
Y,
to

2. The Board discussed at length the question of immediate air base
requirements in Northern Canada and Labrador. It was recognized

the United States at the conclusion of the war in Europe thad
declared the Crimson Route in Northeastern Canada to possess no con-
tinuing defence value, this declaration was based on then existing considér-
ations. In general, the Board were agreed that final decisions could not be
reached until the joint Canada-United States planning groups had submitted
their recommendations. It was felt, however, that the contemplated studies
would reveal a need for a number of air bases in the North and that con-
siderations

of prudence and economy indicated the desirability of main-
taining these bases since to close them down and later to bring them back
into operation would involve considerable additional expense. The Board
stressed the importance of the maintenance of bases required for the com-
pletion

of the programme of photography for air charting and mapping.
The Board agreed upon the following conclusions and requested the Secre-
tary of the Canadian Section to bring them to the attention of the appropri-
ate authorities:

(d) Goose Bay is considered vital to the defence of the United States
and Canada and should be maintained as a military base on such
a scale as to provide for the stationing of operational squadrons
as required.

SECRET

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du CARC d la CPCAD
Memorandum from RCAF to PJBD

[Ottawa,] April 29, 1946

AIR BASE REQUIREMENTS IN NORTHERN CANADA AND LABRADOR

L. Thcse are: the Northwest Staging Route from Edmonton

case aci ities in Northern Canada
brador which assume strategic importance in the defence of the NorthAmerican

IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS

Tbere have been constructed air b f'l'

Introduction. ^ ;.k
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to Alaska; the Mackenzie River Air Route, particularly the northern portion;
the Crimson or Northeast Staging Route, including The Pas, Churchill,
Southampton Island, Frobisher Bay and Fort Chimo; Goose Bay.

2. The disposition of these bases is under review by the Canadian Govern-
ment and it is felt that it would be helpful if the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence could make observations and recommendations as to their future
defence value.

Existing Facilities

ti

,

(d) Goose Bay

Goose Bay has proven its importance to any trans-Atlantic air
operations between United States, Canada and the United Kingdom.
This is due to its location close to the direct route from Eastern
Canada and the United States to northern Europe and also its
peculiarly suitable meteorological conditions.
For the same reason, it can be deduced that its strategic value
for defence is vital. Major-General Henry has already indicated the
desire of the United States Army to continue use of this aerodrome
and to eventually station combat air units there. It is therefore
apparent that the United States Section attaches considerable
importance to this base and it is felt that it would be desirable for
the Board to record its views on the strategic value of Goose Bay.

1011. 1156-X-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newf oundland

No. 89 Ottawa, April 30, 1946

SECRET

Sir,

I refer to your letters of March 23 and April 171 concerning the Service
Club opened by United States military authorities at Goose Bay Air Base.

2. It is felt that the incident was of sufficient importance to warrant a
reminder through diplomatic channels to the United States that Goose Bay

' Non reproduita - i Not printed.

I
1
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Agreement goBase is the Agreement of October 10, -19
44, behweenVerningCanada

the use of the
foundland. I enclose, a copy of a despatch to the C and New-
to the United States, under date of April 29, in which eadian Ambassador
sador is instructed to leave a memorandum with the U^ Canadian Ambas_
along the lines of the despatch, t^ States authorities

3.
Would you please give the Newfoundland authorities

of our views as set forth in the enclosed co an O1^ expression
Ambassador in the United States and explain the actiondespatch to the Canadian
also inform them that although United States milit t^eII. You might
interest in continued use of Goose Bay Air Base no ô officlals have shownreceived.

You should also explain to them that this i^ ^âl•request has been
information is secret.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le secrétaire d'bat aux Affaires extérieure
s à l'ambassadeuraux L`tats-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador
in United States

DESPATCH 520

SECRET Ottawa, April 29, 1946

Sir,
•

I have the honour to advise that the Newfo
N^wndy

foundlan
made certain compaints to the Canadian H^d Government has

d about the operation of a United States Service in
Bay Air Base, ervice C1ub, at Goose
Bay•

Base
that the United States Commanding• Officer at Goose

informed the Newfoundland Commissioner of Finance by letter
°n or about March 23 that plans were under wa fo
Serl'ice Club at Goose Bay Air Base which y r^e establishment of a

' would be open to United States,meat 1an and Newfoundland civilians employed by the United Statesthere.
A request was made for a licence for the Club Govern-

h0m custom duties on beer and s iri and for exemptionpremises, p tuous liquors offered for sale on the

°pe^^ e. Newfoundland authorities alle e
g at the proposed Club wasthat

without awaiting a reply to the request for a licence;
•°n Which no customs duty has been paid to the Nthatewf alcohoLc

oundland
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Government are being sold on the premises; that alcôholic beverages have
been sold to Indians, Eskimos and minors, contrary to the laws of New-
foundland; and that complaints have been received that residents of the
area had been molested by Indians and Eskimos who had been drinking at
the Club. The Newfoundland authorities have intimated to the Canadian
High Commissioner that they take a serious view of these breaches of

tVewfoundland law.

4. It may be observed that since Goose Bay is under lease to Canada
by the Agreement of October 10, between

o the Agreement.Canada is responsible to Newfoundland for
This Agreement provides that "the laws of Newfoundland shall be applicable
throughout the Air Base and to all persons therein or thereon." It is felt
therefore that the United States military authorities

laws. n^tBase his dcon-con-glad to co-operate by strictly observing Newfoundland
nection it is thought that the Newfoundland authorities are not adverse to

granting a ' Club licence,for the premises in question,
licenced ^clubs would obethat the regulations regarding the conduct of

strictly observed.

5. It is also thought that since Goose Bay is a Canadian base the appro-
priate channel of communication between United States military a^u^us tlof
there and the Newfoundland Government on matters relating
the Base would be through the Canadian Station Commander.

6. The incident also raises an important point of procedure with
Newfoundlandto post-war use of the Base by United States forces. The N

authorities have expressed some surprise that the United States militarY
authorities should apparently be contemplating the maintenance of a con-

siderable military establishment at Goose Bay. The Agreement of October be
1944, between Canada and Newfoundland provides that the Base will
available to* the United States "for the duration of the war and for such time

inter-
thereafter as the Governments agree to be necessary or advisable in ob^ôusly
ests of common defence." The Governments referred to here are
the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland, the Parties to the Agree-
ment. . I am aware that United States officials have raised with Canadian

officials the question of continued use of the Base by United States forces.
•But it. was assumed that these discussions were of a highly confidential

nature and consequently the Canadian Government had not informe ak the
Government of Newfoundland. It is somewhat unfortunate that action
by a local United States military commander may have given the impressionthe con-
to the Newfoundland authorities that, without consulting them,
tinued maintenance of a United States military establishment at Goose Bay
had already been agreed to.
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• 7. .It is suggested that if the Governments of Canada and the United States
ultimately agree that continued military use of Goose Bay Air Base by
United. States forces is desirable, the appropriate course would be for the
Canadian Government then to consult the Government of Newfoundland
with a view to securing their concurrence.

8.. It is not thought desirable to lodge a formal protest about the matter
with the United States Government. It is, however, suggested that the matter
might be discussed informally and that a brief memorandum might be left
with the appropriate officials.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1012. 1156-X-39
Le ministre de la Défense national; pour l'Air au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Defence for Air to Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, May 3, 1946

Dear Mr. Robertson,

I wish to refer to the despatch from the Secretary of State for External
Affairs to the,Canadian Ambassador, Washington, No. 520, dated April
29th, 1946.

Concerning the establishment of a Service Club at Goôse Bay by the
United States Forces, I am having this matter investigated by the, Command-
in8 Officer of the Station.

The latter part of the communication deals with the continued occupation
of the Base by American Forces. Up to the present time the United States
has considered that it is necessary to maintain a Force there to service Ameri-
^^ny planes being returned from Overseas. It is becoming quite clear,

ver, that- they have no intention of moving out, but on the contrary are
eontemplating increasing their establishment. Already they have applied for
r1asiOn to cônstruct married quarters for their personnel, and it has

en indicated that unless air bases can be established in Iceland and Green-
land .^eY ; will desire to maintain a considerable defensive force at Goose
Bay As You already know their application has been refused by Iceland.
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agreement, would be for a short term and subject to extension or revision.
The uncertainty regarding Newfoundland's constitutional position makes it
impracticable to conclude a long term agreement. Indeed, - in order to meet
Newfoundland opinion and to avoid criticism in other parts of the world, it
might be desirable to place the emphasis in such an agreement on the need
for the Air Transport Command to use the base as a stopover enroute to
and from United States occupation forces in Europe, and to limit its duration
to the occupation period. This would have the advantage of appearing as a
solution of a problem left over from the war rather than as a new defence
agreement.

4. . MacKaiy,has recently had discussions with two of the Newfoundland
Commissioners and can provide you with additional background. We hope
that you can arrange to take him with you to a meeting with Hickerson.

1014. 1156-X-39

Mémorandum d'une conversation tenue à Washington au sujet du
statut des troupes des États-Unis à Goose Bayi

Mémorandum of a Conversation held in Washington on the
Status of United States Forces at Goose Bay'

SECRET [Washington,] June 18, 1946

Reference Teletype EX 1519, June 13, 1946

Mr. Stone and Mr. MacKay met Mr. Hickerson and Mr. Parsons of the
State Department informally this morning and explained the situation to them
in accordance with the Department's message referred to above.

Mr. Hickerson_ expressed as his personal opinion that the arrangements
between Canada and the United States for reciprocal landing rights on noticeat military air bases for service planes and the practice of ad hoc arrange-
ments for such matters as training exercises were working verÿ satisfactorily.
Although Goose Bay was in Newfoundland territory, he felt personally that
11 Principle it should be included under existing arrangements for Canadian
^ofry fields. He felt that the Army Air Forces would not doubt want the

Goose Bay as an alternate landing field as long as the United States
occupation forces remained in Europe, but he did not see any need for station-
^g 8arrison forces other than ATC personnel at the base. Mr. Parsons
'rplied that the United States Air Forces were now particularly interested^ ..

ablê  forces under northern conditions and that they were stationing consider-
s for training in Alaska and in Newfoundland during he coming

S^mer. He understoQd that the army authorities would also binterested in
G0*, ^for. training purposes. was evident that the State Department isunder ^' : ,. .

. . .
considerable pressure from military authonties for the use of bases

,.-
Par R.R A. MacKay. ' written by R. A. MacKay.
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outside the United States and that the State Department officials were en-
deavouring to restrain military authorities.

Mr. Stone and Mr. McKay suggested that it would be desirable to have a
clear understanding between the United States and the Canadian Government
about the use of Goose Bay by the United States forces before approaching
Newfoundland authorities about the matter of married quarters for United
States personnel there and about the continuation of canteen privileges. A
suggestion was made by Mr. Parsons that the United States Government
should approach the Newfoundland Government direct about the main-
tenance of personnel at Goose, in view of the provision of the Bases Agree-
ment of 1941 which provides that United States forces located outside the
base areas by agreement of the Government of Newfoundlarid shall be en-
titled to the same privileges as those in base areas. Mr. Stone and Mr.
MacKay suggested, however, that since Goose Bay was a Canadian lease-hold
they thought the proper channel was through the Canadian Government or
that following an agreement between the Canadian and United States govern-
ments a joint approach to Newfoundland might be considered. This view
seemed to be accepted by Mr. Parsons and Mr. Hickerson, although they
said that the United States might, in view of the Bases Agreement, feel it
desirable to make formal arrangements with Newfoundland following agree-
ment with Canada. It was agreed, however, that the matter of procedure
should stand over.

Mr. Parsons agreed to consult General Henry about the United States
requirements. Mr. Parsons subsequently telephoned Mr. Stone to the effect
that General Henry confirmed the impression that the United States would
want to retain A.T.C. personnel at Goose so long as United States occupation
troops were in Europe. General Henry implied that there had been some
discussion about other requirements but that thinking in the matter was still
vague. Mr. Parsons said General Henry would enquire further and try to get
a specific statement about United States requirements at an early date.

With respect to customs free privileges, Mr. Parsons pointed to the clause
of the Bases Agreement, assuring extension of these privileges outside the
base areas. He implied that the United States would certainly press for
continuation of these privileges for its personnel at Goose. Mr. Stone and
Mr. MacKay pointed out that it would create a very difficult situation if the
United States forces had such privileges while the Canadian forces did not.
Mr. MacKay stated that in reccnt discussions with Commissioners Neill and
Winter at Ottawa about the continuation of customs frce privileges ule
Newfoundland Commissioners had taken a strong stand against any extension
beyond June 30. It is possible that the United States will make a direct
approach to the Newfoundland authorities askin g for an extension of their
continuance beyond June 30, although it was pointed out to them that ^s
might make more difficult a satisfactory settlement of the problem with New-
foundland regarding the continuance of United States forces there, unless
this question were cleared, with the Newfoundland Government in advance.
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au 1156-X-39

à Terre-Neuve haut commissaire

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to
in Newfoundland Hrgh Commissioner

SECRET

Dear Mr. Macdonald, Ottawa, July 5, 1946

During the visit of the Honourable H.
Kay discussed quite informally ith A. Winter here recentlY, Mr. Mac-

the^Ce of United States forceat Goose Bay. problem regardin
memorandum of the discussion whic He showed

g^e continu-
inter

w^bington with Mr. ^ckerson and h Mr. Stone and he d- recentl the
dum was sent you a few days agond Mr. Parsons. A co

Y in
py of this memoran-

Mr•
Winter seemed to be somewhat surprised tha

so interested in keeping forces at Goose Ba tthe United States was
the casefor keeping ATC personnel there for serviclns Se planes^eS to

while
think

the UnitedStates had °ccupation forces in Europe was rathe

even

he seemed to appreciate that if the United Stat r weak. On the other hand
about the matter some concessions mi ^ made strong representations

Mr• MacKay stressed the fact ^^t have to be made.

request, ex^pt for the construction ofamanieda qrtUâ yet received no formal
alreadY told the Newfoundland Governmcnt e^' He said, as you have
ments nor would do so without consulting ^^at we had made no commit-

I may say that the purpose of the discussio
&ound should the United

,
^ted States come forw n was merely to prepare the

have reason to antic;pate. ard with a request shortly, as we
. .,

Yours sincerely,

N. A. R[OBER?SON]

1p16.'

^ haut comndssaire à Terre-Neuve au
e

52-C(s)
sous-secrétaire d'État associé$igh Co- ., aux A jjaire s extérieures

m^iussroner 'n Newf oundland to Associate Under Secret

SECRPT ': for External Affairs -Y of State

Dear
M' . Wrong, St. John's, August 30, 1946

C. sPént last evenin^ Ka g at Fort Peppcrrell at the- home of Bri
^ CO^anding General of the

United States Army, Mr. G. K.rr

rERSONAL
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Donald, United States Consul General, Major-General J. B. Brooks and
Mr. G. S. Roper, Civil Air Attaché at the United States Legation at Ottawa,
were also of the company. The talk turned to questions of aviation and I
think I should pass on to you that the United States Field Commanders, of
which the two mentioned are typical, appear to be really in earnest in their
desire to see the United States established at Goose Bay. They even talked
of the necessity of extending the runways to 10,000 feet and of building up a
giant base. In their view the North Country is takin^ë

^ral entrance
importance and they regard the Goose Bay air base
to this area. They tell me that they wish to keep open not only the existing

d
bases in the Far North but to establish more. In t^n ieiti^^k ^ ÿ tcalll

that the new air base in the far north of Greenl^ ,
it-will be ready to receive the first planes by the middle of September. I am
sure that I am not telling you anything with which you are not already aware
but it may possibly be of some value to have this confirmation of how keenly
the field Commanders feel about the matter.

In my own view it would be quite fatal to the deve lopment
defence of the Northa nation, to have the United States take over

Country or to have them muscle in and assume control of even a part of the
defences. Not only would it infringe on Canadian sovereign ^lb but it

involve us, sooner or later,
obvious and I mention

perhaps
merely in passing.

U.S.S.R. All this, however, is

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MACDONALD

52-C(S)
1017.
Mémorandum du secrétaire, section américaine de la CPCAD, au secrétaire,

section canadienne de la CPCAD 2
Memorandum from Secretary, American Section of the PJBD, to SecretarY,

Canadian Section of PJBD2

Washington, September 18, 1946
SECRET

SUBJECT: UNITED STATES FORCES AT GOOSE BAY, LABRAWR

This memorandum deals with the desire of the United States Goôû^^d
for permission, initially from Canada and secondly ^othe leased base at
Government, to = station operational forces at the Canadian
Goose Bay, Labrador, for a protracted period. It does not deal withthôf e^e
tively minor question of the continued presence of the detachments e Bay
United States Army Air Forces which are currently stationed at Gp0s
and Gander. These detachments, as you know, service the airline of S°PFIy

1Thula
s R. M. Macdonsell.

0
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to our occupation troops in Germany. In so far as the Government of New-
foundland is concerned, their presence has been agreed to by Commissioner
Neill until the peace treaty with Germany is signed.

At the meeting of the Board on March 21-22, 1946, you inquired what
military personnel the United States desired to maintain at Goose Bay after
July 1. It was agreed at that meeting that long-term requirements and related
problems of the future of Goose Bay by the United States should be deter-
mined in connection with studies in the field of post-war collaboration.

In the Journal of the Board for the meeting of April 29, 1946, the follow-
ing statement appears: "Goose Bay is considered vital to the defense of the
United States and Canada and should be maintained as a military base on
such a scale as to provide for the stationing of operational squadrons as
required."

On June 19, 1946, the Joint Planning Section submitted a memorandum
to the Joint Canadian-United States Military Cooperation Committee,
referring to the future presence of United States combat units at Goose Bay.
This memorandum refers to "the outstanding significance of this base in
future defense' plans" and concludes "it would certainly be desirable that
final arrangements permit the presence of United States combat units at
this base."

In the meantime, on June 14, 1946, the then Charg6 d'Affaires, Cana-
dian Embassy, Washington, called on the Acting Director, Office of
EuroPean Affairs, Department of State, and under instructions, initiated
an informal discussion of problems relating to Goose Bay. He reported
that the Canadian Government desired that the status of United States
troops there be clarified and indicated the willingness, in fact the desire
of the Canadian Government to work out a solution of unsettled problems
relating to this base. This approach, on behalf of the Canadian Govern-
ment,. was considered by the War Department with the result that the
Chief of Staff on July 16, 1946, requested the State Department to enter
into informal discussions with the Canadian and Newfoundland Govern-
ments preliminary to a formal agreement whereby United States troops
Might be stationed at Goose Bay for a protracted period. He, expressed the
Sanie views as to the importance of this base as had been expressed by the
Goaz^ the Joint Planners and, in fact, the Canadian and Newfoundland

e1nments in the preamble to the Goose Bay Lease Agreement. His requestwasp
moreover, predicted [predicated] on the basic assumption that in any

future emergency the air defense of North America would be a joint Canad.ian-
Amencan mission.

011'August 21 ^ the D •epartment of State advised the war Department that
^S^t,time it was deemed inadvisable and impracticable to initiate the pro-

^01mal discussions. Despite the Canadian initiatives above alluded
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to, the State Department has adhered- to this view for various reasons, not
the least of which has been its desire to await the maturing of the joint appre-
ciation and the joint planning which has been underway throughout the
summer. I might add, however, that the concurrence of the War Department
in deferring the problem to the present has been qualified by the view held
in the highest quarters that preparations to assure the security of the northern
part of the Western Hemisphere should be carried forward with maximum
speed. There has been nothing in recent international events to lessen the
anxiety of those charged with responsibility for preparing our military security.
In fact the reverse is true.

It is believed that the Canadian Government fully shares the view that the
strategic air defense of North America should be pushed out on the perimeter
as far as practicable. The following reasons are presented to indicate the value
to both Governments of arranging for the presence of a United States very
heavy bombardment group and a United States fighter group at Goose Bay
in addition to the operational forces to be maintained there by Canada:

(a) The garrison would be augmented to the extent of the two addi-
tional groups, including one group of a type not presently main-
tained by the Royal Canadian Air Force. In the opinion of the
competent United States military authorities no other deployment
of these particular units would contribute as much to the security
of the United States and, it should be added, of Canada as well.

(b) By training personnel in rotation a substantial number of officers
and men would, within a five-year period, have acquired experience
in climatic conditions of that portion of the continent. These con-
ditions are different from those obtaining at any United States
base.

(c) They would also have obtained experience of working in close
cooperation with Canadian forces, a consideration of basic
importance and one which, I believe, both air forces consider to

be desirable. The advantage of working together would be
reciprocal.

(d) An opportunity would be afforded to develop and test winter equip-
ment and methods. Concentration on this aspect of training is
considered particularly necessary in view of the absence of con-
centration on it in the past. No other east coast air base affords
comparable climatic and other conditions.

It is believed that the Canadian Government is also aware of the inadequacÿ

of existing facilities in Alaska and Newfoundland to permit maximum training
of available air force contingents under sub-Arctic conditions. At Harmon
Field, Newfoundland, - for instance, present plans - contemplate the stationing
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of one very heavy bombardment
fighter -squadron and one very long range
the reconnaissnces^ one all-weather

maximum feasible deployment there. quadron. This is

The War Department recognizes' that certain advantages would a
it became possible to station RCAF operational forces at United S ccrue iftatt es basessuch as Harmon Field and bases in Alaska. Many of the conside a onsvanced above would apply equally to the presence of Canadian force ad-
United States bases. It is likely, therefore, that the Waz. ^^ent

s at
would..view favorably any Canadian request along these lines as soon as the presencongested state of affairs at our bases in Alaska and Newfoundland can tly

relieved sufficiently. be

Article 111(b) of the memorandum of Agreement dated October
relating to the lease of Goose Bay Airport provides that "for 10, 1944,
.of the war and for such time thereafter as the Governm the duration

necessary or advisable in the interest of common defense: eII^ agree to be

(b) use of the air base will be made available to United Kingdom milita
aircraft and to aircraft of the United States Navy and Amy Air Forces. ry

Article
V of the Agreement between Canada, Newfoundlan

United Kingdom respecting defense installations in Newfoun dand the
March 31, 1946, provides that dl^d^ in force

(a) the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland and if necessary the Govern.
ment of the United Kingdom will consult with one another from time to time
as occasion may require with a view to co-ordinating defense requiremenin Newfoundland. ts,

In the event that the Canadian Government agrees with this
on the stationing of United States operational forces at Government

GooseUnited States Government would consider it desirable for t Bay, thesions
with the Government of Newfoundland under Article ensuing discus-

quoted, to be enlarged to permit participation therein by United Staté' abovesentatives.
This course is considered desirable because of Article x s repre-

Leased Bases Agreement of March 27, 1941, which reads IX°f the
as

United States forces stationed or operating outside the leased ar
separate agreement with the Government of the United eas under
Government of the territory shall be entitled to the same rights and en'o
the same status as United States forces station

Kingdom or the

2. The United States shall be under no obligation ôithmin^nhâmleased areas. ^ y
te leased areas by virtue of any such agreement. forces outside

In conclusion, what we are now asking is for your Government
With ours that, to borrow from the lan a e of to agreeinterest

of common defense it is nec ssa the Goose Bay Lease, in the
tacdcal air units to use and be stationed at Go advisable to permit our

ose ôa é for a fixed period of^^e• We would, however, not wish to be obli a d. world situation should undergo radical i provemenmain there, especially

J. GRAHAM PARSONS
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52-C(s)

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur
aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador
in United States

TELEGRAM 2582

'r $ECRET

Ottawa, October 12, 1946

OP
For your information, Parsons gave Macdonnell at the last m^^ ngbâ

the permanent Joint Board on Defence a se
air c

ret
forces at Goose Bay in quite

the United States wished to station
f
^^ ro ^dum is being sent to you.

considerable numbers. A copy o

It was left that Macdonnell would ascert ain the views °é the Ccouldlbe
Government as to the most appropriate way in which this r quest
put forward by the United States Government.

2.
The subject has been given ministerial consideration hereanMac-

donnelldonnell has today informed Parsons by telephone that the Canadian

are as follows:
(1) that this matter should be brought up by the United States on a

diplomatic or political level;
2) that it would be helpful if, in the first instance any requestndco é ated

amade as general as possible, without too âu^e detail(
United States in

to the joint responsibiliÔ^d°f of Canada ave to be consulted;
Newfoundland, which would, o

(3) that emphasis should be placed on the desire of the United Staatneds
Service authorities to use Goose Bay for training P rPo
for testing winter equipment, methods, etc.

ns-
3. Parsons was also informed that it was felt by acon

n
proach of this kind on the diplomatic level might

of defence cooperation
deration on a very high political level of the problem to be
between the two countries and that this development is s meé ^on could

this
desired. There are obviously various ways in Should the President
be carried out which would depend on circumstances.
and the Prime Minister be meeting, this subject could be discussed. ^ur nt.
other hand, a meeting between Mr. Byrnes, Mr. Patterson, Mr. St
and Mr. Abbott might be arranged. ,^o^ation and wo^d

4. Mr. Parsons said that he was grateful for
He thought that it would be

discuss it with the appropriat éâ authorities.°^ level political consideration of
well. received and, that the idea f^
defence problems was .very sound.

0
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:1019. 52-C(s)

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] October 30, 1946

When Mr. Atherton called on me this morning, he left the attached
"oral message" which, I understand, the President read to you on Mondayl,
and which concerns Canada-United States cooperation in defence matters.
A copy of this "oral message" was also handed by the State Department to
our Ambassador in Washington. In doing so, Mr. Hickerson said that the
"message" had been prepared in the State Department with a view to its
possible presentation to you. However, following his discussion with you,
the President had spoken to the Acting Secretary of State, and told him
that he had read the document to you, but had not given you a copy. He
then told Mr. Acheson that, on reflection, he thought it would be a good
thing if the paper were given to you. It was then sent to Mr. Atherton for
that purpose.

From the above, it seems clear that both the President and the State
Department attach considerable importance to the statements of policy and
the proposals included in the document in question. It is, indeed, an im-
portant statement; especially that part of it beginning on page 4, which
suggests the desirability of decisions by the Canadian Government on the
following problems:

1. Further Canadian Government endorsement of joint planning now
in progress;

2. Approval of the 35th Recommendation of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence;

3. Statiôning of United States Army Air Forces at Goose Bay.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note verbale

TOP SECRET [Washington,] October 30, 1946

The Government of the United States is grateful to the Government of
Canada for the favorable consideration which the latter has given to pro-
posals relating to joint defense. In no case has any military project which
this Government considered urgent been delayed by any lack of cooperation
on the part of Canada.

d'Le" Premier ' ministre revenait 1 peine Me Prime' Minister had just returned
Visite chez le pr&ident Truman. from a visit to President Truman.
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Although many problems remain for future determination, the United
States Government believes for the reasons set forth in this memorandum
that decisions by the Canadian Government on e

curitol the Canadian andlems would be timely and would enhance the se Y of

American people:

3. It is hoped that the Canadian Governm f tcertain Newfou ndland
Statesconcurrence, will permit the stationing

Army Air Force units at the Canadian 99-year leased base at
Goose Bay, Labrador. Reciprocally, (as soon as the present
congestion can be relieved), the United States authorities will be
agreeable to a similar arrangement at United States bases in
Newfoundland proper. While remaining an important feature of

the defenses of the northeastern
^Pclose ^to to and the

these latter bases are, however, t
United States to provide adequate protection against ultra-
modem high speed aerial attack. Moreover, they do not afford
as would Goose Bay, a highly favorable situation for the acquisi-
tion by United States and Canadian Air Force units of the ex-
perience. of training together under cold weather conditions, of
testing northern equipment and of coordinating their respective
methods and tactics. Finally, arrangements of this kind at Goose
Bay and other bases would be consistent with the joint responsi-

bilities which the two Governments have discharged in the past
for the defense of Newfoundland.

1156-X-39

SECRET

Dear Mr. Neill, t
• My Government is in receipt of a request from the United States rt be
members of the United States forces stationed at the Goose Bay ^rPo

No. 67 St. John's, November 12, 1946

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire au Services publics

et à l'Approvisionnement

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner for
Public Utilities and Supply

1020.

permitted to have their dependents join them.

but to limit it, as you have done with respect to cus
the ` period during - whieh the United States maintains occupation forces ^
Germany.

, . ... .

The Canadian Government is disposed to grant e emeIIts, totoms arrang
th ' United States request
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Before taking any definite action on the matter, however, it would be
appreciated if you could let me know whether this proposed arrangement
would be acceptable to the Newfoundland authorities.

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MA.CDONALD

1021.. 1156-X-39

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État suppléant
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Acting Secretary of State
for. Ezternal Affairs

DESPATCH 591 • St . John's, November 30, 1946

SECRET

Sir,

With reference to my telegram No. 204 of November 18thi respecting the
United States request to be permitted to station married personnel at Goose
Bay I have to inform you that the Cômmission of Government has now
agreed that dependents of United States Forces stationed at Goose Bay Air-
Port will be permitted to enter Newfoundland territory and take up residence
for a period limited to the time during which the United States maintains
occupation forces in Germany, subject to the following conditions:

1. That the military forces of the United States set up at Goose Bay
Airport a civilian commissariat from which all United States
civilidns may purchase necessary supplies of food, clothing and
other goods on which Newfoundland Customs Duties have been
paid. Duty free concessions apply only to uniformed members of
the armed forces but depcndents of such members of the armed
.forces and other civilians arc required to pay duty of normal appli-
cation as provided in the Newfoundland Revenue Act, 1946.

2. That the military forces of the United States agree to the examina-
tion by Newfoundland Customs Officials of all parcel post packages,
expressage and freight consigned to individual members of the
armed forces. Under present arrangements only packages addressed
to civilians are passed over to Newfoundland Customs for assess-
ment of duty but with dependents of military personnel at the Air-
port, it is essential that all such packages be submitted for examina-
tion although no duty would be charged on goods purely for the use

. of the members of the armed forces.
.

n ut- ' Not printed.
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3. That the Newfoundland Immigration and Customs Officials sta-
tioned at Goose Bay Airport be notified in advance of the arrival
of aircraft with civilian personnel on board so that regular Immigra-
tion and Customs procedure be carried out before such persons
leave the landing area.

J. S. MACDONALD

1022. 52-C(s)

Mémorandum des conversations eanado-américaines sur la défense
tenues à Ottawa

Memorandum of Canadian-United States Defence Conversations
held in Ottawa

Top, SECRET

PRESENT:

CANADIAN

Mr. I. B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs

Mr. Arnold Heeney, Clerk of the Privy
Council

Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, Department of
External Affairs

Mr. Evan Gill, Cabinet Secretariat
Major-General Mann, Vice Chief of the

General Staff
Commodore de Wolf
A/V/Marshal Curtis =
Mr. Mitchell Sharp, Department of

Finance

I have etc.

Ottawa, December 16-17, 1946

AbtEjuc,AN

Ambassador Atherton
Major-General Henry
Brig.-Gen. Lincoln
Rear-Admiral Carey Jones
Capt. Anderson
Col. Van Devanter
Mr. J. G. Parsons, Dept. of State
Mr. George Kennan, Dept. of State
Mr. Edward A. Dow, Jr., American

Embassy, Ottawa

IV. GOOSE BAY

Colonel Van Devanter read from a prepared statement, the substance of

the most important all-round strategic air base in the western hemisphere.
able base for very heavy bombardment groups and in fact could be said to be
continental industrial centers. Goose Bay was considered to be the only sult-
Canada, the latter portion of which was only about 1200 miles from the main
cluded Iceland, Greenland and the line Newfoundland-Labrador-Eastern
which was that the most probable route of approach to North America in-

, DurinR the ensuing discussion Mr. Pearson and Mr. Heeney referred to the

were evident advantages to be derived from this fact.
for offensive purposes. He added that it was a "facility in being" and there

desirability for political reasons of emphasizing the training side of the c01SG
Bay project, although Mr. Parsons pointed out that Goose Bay was intended
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Mr. Pearson said that regardless of the

U.. should be brou t into question of how far the^ nto theessential Canadian-American disto discuss the disposition
^of Goose Ba lo^ it would bewas only a limited lessee there. Y with the U.K., as Canada

It
was agreed that there was urgency with respectgroup at Goose Bay to the basing of a vxBimmediately that a very pre •

Y in Ottawa betvy^n certain Of discussion should be heldthe
United Kingdom High Commissioner to present at the meeting and

• • • Canada.

e"""uce fr0m the Newfoundland authorities be obtainby the
DePartment of External Affairs; and ed

(b) the operations would be under the ener^
control and supervisionof the R.C.A.F. to ensure that sû(t totak

Procès-verbal d'une réunion d DND ^^ 955.003 (D 4)

u Comité des chefs d'état-major
Minutes of a Meeting of Chiefs of Staff Committee

TOP SECRET

' ' • [Ottawa,] April 27, 1948

GOOSE BAY, LABR,+DOR'U.S. AIR OPERATIONS

h^' The Acting Chief of the Air Staff reportedas
Labrador, for authonty to station bomber and fgh^at the U.S. Air Force
Labrador, for training at various periods b r u^^ at Goose Bay,

m6^, 1948. Different units would be rotated e^een May 3rd and December
for the pur pose and the tacticalproposed would include practice bombing with bombs^^04 pounds in weight,

^ese bombing exercises to
open sea out of regular sh^' xercises would take place over

It was recommended
lanes.

ommended that authorization for the proposed trainin
be given to the U.S. Air Force on the understanding that: g exercises

(a) prior cl

en bo^ • e safety precautions were
storage and handL'ng of ctice exercises and in respcct ofm n..

5, ^Ïr. H pnl

(Draft memorandum to Cabine
ent.

14tb,19481) t Defence Committee CSC 5-21 of A
B^re kno

-%,"V asked if the numbers of aircraft and personnel involved
also if sufficient aviation fuel would l6 for the exercises• be available at Goose

^om ^c' Pearson observed that it would b
e^., Newfoundland authorities in time for ^tb^ ^t to obtain clearance

Nonexercises to begin on
' Not printed, ,
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May 3rd. rIt would.be preferable, in any case, if the exercises could be
deferred until June 4th, by which time the Newfoundland referendum would

extra facilities or installations would be required.

have been held. He enquired also if any 'additional facilities or installations
ivould be required at Goose Bay for these exercises.

7. Air Vice-Marshal Morfee stated that the numbers of aircraft and per-
sonnel involved were not known but could be ascertained without difficulty.
It was,probable, however, that the numbers at any one time would be small.
Aviation fuel would be supplied on condition that this was replaced by the
end of the period by the U.S. Air Force. It was not anticipated that any

8. The Committee, after discussion, agreed:

(a) to recommend to the Minister that approval for the proposed
exercises be granted, (the necessary action in this regard to be
taken by the Acting Chairman) ;

(b) that, if approved by the.Minister, action to obtain clearance from
the Newfoundland authorities be taken through the Department
of External Affairs, it being noted that it would be desirable to
defer commencement of the exercises until June 4th, if possible;'

(c) that publicity with respect to this training be kept to a minimum;
and

(d) that the action taken be reported to Cabinet Defence Committee
at the next meeting.

1024. 52-C(s)

- Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve au commissaire suppléant
à la Justice et à la Defense

Acting High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Acting Commissioner
for Justice and Defence

No. 11 St. John's, October 18, 1948
SECRET

Dear Major Flinn,

You will recall that I left with you on Saturday a copy of a despatch NO-
245 of October 12th1 from Ottawa regarding the desire of the Strategic Air
Command, U.S.A.F., for units of its planes posted temporarily to Goose
Bay, in rotation, during the summer of 1949, to have permission to c^ry
out bombing and air gunnery practice with live munitions. I enclose" with

h1the copy of the despatch a copy of a letter on this subject dated July 411
from the United States Air Member of the Permanent Joint Board on

1 Non reproduite. Not printed.
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Defence to the former United States Secretary of the Boar
was received under cover of a letter from the State De

p^d'

ent This letter
the proposal on behalf of the United States Government, supporting

The scheme described above would include the followin :

(a) a "temporary bomb and ammunition disposal or stora
the immediate vicinity of Goose Bay; ge area" in

(b) possibly an area, containing a land surface, within 100 '
Goose-Resolute Bay (Cornwallis Island N.W.T.) miles of the

not more than 1000 miles north of Goose Bay, which wouldabe
suitable for practice bombing;

(c) an area within 100 miles of Goose Bay for fighter bombin
along with an air gunnery area. g Practice,

The United States proposal in this connection has not yet been
by the Cabinet Defence Committee. However, if the r^ considered
lished and if they are 'to be used next summer, it is ûres

gent
are to to be estab-

conduct asurvey of possible areas for them before winter sets in.

The Secretary of State fôr External Affairs would therefore
you could let me know, as a matter of urgency (a) whetherore be grateful

sion of Government would be prepared to agr eto the the Commis-
outlined above, and (b) whether the R.C.A.F. may have au e1^ proposals
the necessary survey personnel immediately to Labrado ^Onty to send

It is believed that this matter will probabl r'
after specific areas are recommended by the R.C.A F e Cabinet Committeeon thesurVey referred to. At that time, when the picture will be cl arer basis of the
^ould again be referred to your Government for final a ro '^e proposal

pp val.
Yours sincerely,

P.A.BRIDLE

1025.

Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve au secré •
17-B(s)

aux A,^`aires extérieures tacre d'État

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secret
f Or External A,^`airs - ^

TELEGRAM 305
of State

4MEDIATE. SECRET. My tele
St.. John's, October 19, 1948

United g7^ No. 304 of October 19th1, proposedStates
Air Force bombing areas in Labrador.

The Commission of Government agree to eneral proposais
y°^ despatch No. 245 of October 12thz, subject outlined in
^NO4 to further reference to

'N04 nProduite. Not printed.
' Not printed.
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Government of Newfoundland when Government of Canada is in a position
to indicate what sites may be suitable for proposed operations. The Comniis-
sion of Government also agree to proposal that Royal Canadian Air Force
should send survey parties immediately to Labrador for purposes indicated.

1026. 52-C(s)

Mémorandum du vice-sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

E[scorr] R[EIDl

United States bases in Newfoundland are being drafted.*
3. Instructions to Mr. Wrong regarding the Cabinet's decision about

marned quarters at Goose Bay.

in his discussions with United States authorities about the bases that we might
be prepared to do something in the way of facilitating the construction of

separately. If this is agreed to, Mr. Wrong might be authorized to suggest. . . .

gested mat the two questions should be discussed together rather than
for changing the status of United States bases in Newfoundland, it is sug-
quarters at Goose Bay might be an important consideration in negotiations

2. Since the extension of facilities and especially the provision of married

Goose Bay.

agreement in inc form of a lease which would give the United States the
security of possession which they required" to erect married quarters at

tions with United States authorities with a view to working out "some

, It will be recalled that the Cabinet authorized on November 3 conversa-

MARRIED QUARTERS. FOR UNITED STATE9 PERSONNEL AT GOOSE BAY

SECRET [Ottawa,] November 5, 1948

SECTION G

LES BASES AMÉRICAINESi

UNITED STATES BASESi

'Pour connaltre l'attitude du gouvernement
ris-d vis le problème des bases américaines
lorsqu'il devint clair que Terre-Neuve allait
s'unir au Canada, veuillez consulter le volume
2 des Documents relatifs aux, rtlatlons sntrs
lt Canada et Terre-Neuve.

'For the Canadian Government's attitude

toward the United States bases when it
became clear that Newfoundland would ioill

Canada, see Volume 2 of Document: on Can-
ada-Ntwfoundland Rtlattons.
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10477
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'LEt-B-40

aux Affaires extérieures
at

High Commissioner in Nëw f oundland to Secretary o f State

DESPATCH 222 for External Affairs

St. John's, July 3, 1945

I have the honour to report that a parade was
Pepperrell just outside St. John's and an official fare elldgiven t to ay at Fortthe UStates

Army Units that are being transferred from New oundland.
I unnde rstand that Fort Pepperrell is being put on a care and maintenance basis and

that the garrison will be reduced to approximately 550 men. Advantage was
asof the occasion by the General Officer Commanding, Brigadier- GenerS.

M. Connell, to invite the public of St. John's to visit Fort Pepperrell. More
dthan five thousand persons visited the Fort and were taken, in small groups

the quarters, recréation halls, bakery, laundry and other facilities
theFort and buffet lunches were served in the barracks and mess halls to thevisitors.

The Honourable H. A. Winter, Commissioner for Defence, was the
est-of-honour and, following a review and march past gu

text of which I am enclosing for your information ^toggave a address, the
ther swith the remarksof Brigadier-General

Connell who followed himi. While these aremarked by the urbanity, good humour and display of mutual admiration both
always marks an official record of such proceedings, they do in a generalon that

express the good feeling which undoubtedly exists between the people. of
Newfoundland and the United States garrison.

; 3. -A number of posts, both at Pepperrell and at Fort
Argentia where a similar reduction is taking place, hitherto he dnbrew near
pe^onnel are being by service

put in charge of Newfoundlanders on a civilian basis.Engineers
mechanics, carpenters, painters and other tradesmen are '

for these posts and are being offered steady em lo
ent

in demand
P Ym at good wages.

1028.

I have etc. '
J. S. MACDONALD

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'Ét
10298-40

aux Affaires extérieures
at

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPATC$ 290 for External Affairs

Sir, St. John's, July 17, 1946

- , '.have. the honour to transmit, herewith for coa.CO^nunication of July 16 from the Secretary your ^ideration, a copy of
of the Department for Public

NoQ teproduits,
1 Not printed.
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Utilities requesting the views of the Canadian Government on a proposal put
forward by the Government of the United States that the Government of
Newfoundland should define, in a certain manner, the extent of the territorial
waters over which rights, power and authority have been granted to the
United States by the Bases Agreement of 1941.

2. It will be noted that the Newfoundland Government is desirous of taking
the matter up as quickly as possible with the Government of the United
Kingdom and have asked for an early expression of our views.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve
Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

St. John's, July 16, 1946
Dear Mr. Macdonald,

Under the American Bases Act of 1941 the Government of Newfoundland
assigned to the United States Government certain rights, power and authority
within the limits of the territorial waters and air spaces adjacent to or in the
vicinity of the leased areas which are necessary to provide access to and
defence of the leased areas or appropriate for the control thereof.

2. No Acts of the Government of Newfoundland or Agreements between
that Government 'and the Government of the United States have been made
which have delineated, defined or described the limits of territorial waters
adjacent to or in the vicinity of the leased areas at Argentia and the United
States authorities have now asked that the limits of the territorial waters
adjacent to or in the vicinityi of the leased areas at Argentia, over which the
United States may exercise the rights and anthorities as provided in the
American Bases Act, should be defined.

3. The United States authorities have requested that the waters adjacent
to the leased areas at Argentia should be defined in accordance with the
annexed schedulei. On the charti enclosed has been shown the line established
by the Hague Convention as the line on which the headlands of Placentia
Bay have been established. There is shown in inset on this chart the area over
which the United States authorities have asked to be given rights, power and
authority in accordance with the American Bases Act. This area is shown
in large scale on a map, also enclosed. It will be observed that the area over
which the United States authorities have requested rights; power and
authority is partly inside the line established by the Hague Convention and
that, where it is outside that line, the limits do not extend to the three mile
territorial limit.

4. In deâling with the request of the United - States âuthorities, - it is pro-
pôsed that any agreement made should take the form of exchange of notes

*Non reproduite. Not printed.
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between His Majesty's Government in the
States Government as United Kingdom and the United
1941. B parties to the Bases Agreement of the 27th M^.ch

Y paragraph 4 of the Protocol of the same date it was a eed
'in all consultations concerning l^ that

Newfoundland arising out of Article 1(4)
the Canadian Government as well as the Newfoundland Government
have the right to participate. The Commission of Go e should
opinion that the proposed area constitutes no more tha^ent is of the
the exercise, on a conservative basis, of ri ts than is necessary for
proper control and protection of the Base at ^ ÂrPo entia and authority for the
agree to the request of the United States authorities, sdis prepared to
tion of admission of fishing rights for Newfoundlandersubject the recogn.i_
with military requirements within the delineated area), s(not incompatible

It is our desire to address the Dominions Office o
as possible and I should be n this subject as quickly
uPon this matter. grateful for an early expression of your views

1029.

Yours faithfully,

R. NIANNING

for Commissioner for Public Utilities

Le secrétaire d'É'tat Suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External A,Qairs

to Hfgh Commissioner in Newfoundland
DESPATCH 171

10298-40

Uttawa, July 27, 1946

I refer to your despatch No. 290 of July 17 with enclos
request of the United States Government for es ures regarding the
the

waters adjacent to Argentia Naval Base overblishing the boundaries of
whichwould be entitled to jurisdiction under the Bases Aeeme ntthe United States

2.
The Canadian Government concur in the view of

of 1941.

o

the Commission ofolvernment that the proposed area constitutes n
the .exercise, on a conservative basis, of the ri^^ oreo than is necessary

for the proper control and protection of the base ' p wer and authority

S^°Ve^ent has therefore no objection to the of Argentia. The Canadian
tes, proposai made by the United

3.
Would you advise the Newfoundland

be advisable when doing so to include lin Government accordingly. It would
of the area forwarded b your reply a copy of the description

y the Commission of Government. Would you also
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please express the appreciation of the Canadian Government to the New-
foundland Government for its consideration in consulting the Canadian

Government on the matter.
I have etc.

H. H. WRONG

for the Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1030. 50218-40

CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions, rapport des militaires

PJBD, Journal of Discussions *and Decisions, Report of Service Members

TOP SECRET New York, September 19-20, 1946

U.S. Army

4

,

7. AAF PERSONNEL IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR.

The Board is advised that all AAF activities in Newfoundland and
Labrador are being transferred from the jurisdiction of the Air Transport
Command, AAF, to the command of the Commanding General, Strategic
Air Command, Headquarters at Bolling Field, D.C., with sub-headquarters
at Fort Pepperrell, Newfoundland.

I

0

0

1031.
17 D(S)

Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCx 357 St. John's, July 23, 1948

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

I have the honour to enclose copies of the American Bases (Supple-
mentary Leases) Act, 1948, which was passed on June 17thi by the NeW,
foundland Government.

2. This Act was not published for comment prior to enactment, as is
done with most legislation passed by the Commission of Government. The
first time it was made public was when it was gazetted some three weeks ago.
_;_. . ^ . . _

^ i Non reproduit: Not printed.

0
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3. I have discussed the Act informally with the Commissioner for Justice
and Defence. He tells me that the areas leased to the United States by
the Act have in actual practice been used by United States forces for many

- years, in most cases since 1942.

4. The areas listed in Schedule Al are simply extensions of areas already
leased to the United States. The areas listed in Schedule Bi are additional
areas; the first lot being for radio sites and the remainder, I understand, for
gun sites.

5. You will note that the enclosed Act gives the United States rights in
the areas in question the same as they now enjoy in the areas which they
hold under the Leased Bases Agreement of 19412. I understand that this
was also the case with the American Bases (Supplementary Leases) Act of
19423.

6. I would have thought that under the Protocol to the Leased Bases
Agreement, the Canadian Government might have been deemed to have the
right to participate in discussions leading up to the passage of the enclosed
Act, on the grounds that such discussions have evidently arisen, in part at
least, from Article XXVII of the Agreement. This Article provides for
the acquisition by the United States by supplementary lease of additional
areas under certain agreed conditions. One of these conditions is that the
areas should be necessary for the use and protection of the bases. This
would seem to involve considerations of defence, in the sense in which that
phrase is used in the Protocol to the Agreement. I note, however, that the
Canadian Government does not appear to have been consulted when the
American Bases (Supplementary. Leases) Act of 1942 was passed. In any
case, I did not in any way suggest to the Commissioner for Justice and
Defence that I thought we had any reason to expect to have been consulted
about the enclosed legislation.

I have etc.
PAUL A. BRIDLE

1032. 10221-40
Le haut commissaire suppléant d Terre-Neuve

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newf oundland ,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 410 St. John's, August 14, 1948
Sir,

I have the honour to report that the Newfoundland Department of Justice
have under consideration a request from the United States Consul General
for Permission* for the United States Naval authorities at Argentia to use

Non reproduite, 1 Not printed.
"Voir l'a
' Non reproduit. B.

• See Appendix B. .: ; .
• Not printed.
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certain areas in Placentia Bay as aircraft
basis. Because of recent political developm entseryand be ause of the permanentg
nature of the use requested, the Department of Justice proposesto submit
the request to the Commission of Government for a decision. They feel that,
in the circumstances, it would be helpful if they were in a position when
placing the matter before their Government to say whether the ap ro riate
Department of the Canadian Government has any comment to offer in
the matter.

2.
The circumstances out of which the request arises are as follows.

From time to time in the past the Department of Justice, after consultation
with other Government Departments which might be interested in the matter,
have been giving permission to the United States Naval authorities at Argen-
tia, through the United States Consul General, to use certain areas in
Placentia Bay as aircraft gunnery target areas. In May of this year, to
obviate the necessity of permission being requested every time aircraft
gunnery practice was to be carried out, the Department of Justice, at the
request of the United States Consul General, gave permission for the areas
in question-Fish Rock, Rowland Rock and Virgin Rock-to be used for
this purpose on a permanent basis.

3. It now appears that the United States Chief of Naval Operations
has disapproved of the use of these areas for aircraft
becâuse they lie within the confines of a civil airway. It is foret

ry
his reason

that the United States Consul General has requested permission to use certain
other areas in Placentia Bay for this purpose on a permanent basis.

4. I enclose a copy of a letter dated July 26th1 from the United States
Consul General to the Commissioner for Justice and Defence and an undated
copy of a letteri from the Commanding Officer of the United States Naval
Operating Base at Argentia to the United States Consul. General. These
letters deal generally with the request and give the location of the areas.

5. I would appreciate your early advice as to whether or not we wish to
make any comment in this matter.

I have etc.

1033.
PAUL A . BRIDLE

i n221-40
.[.e

secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGxAM 128
St. John's, August 26, 1948

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram No. 179 of August 24, Air
B^IIery target areas in Placentia Bay,_Non

• Non reproduit^ ^ Not printed.
Not Dnated.
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Not had time obtain views of Se 1057autborities here.
rvices, civil aviation, ship ^If matter must go before CO p g^d fisheries

much we appreciate their consul^sion i
could 1e 1 mnediately, ple^e ^^cate how
Rock, etc. y^eat' in view of devejo s and that we would welcome it '

three are as do not feel it WO^d bé as since the lf they
^ now Proposed beyond the ô approved Rowland

be reviewed. Our attitude t e date of Union Permit use o f^e
azeas would co 1^ change, if, sa y, the matter could

We woujd b^ct ^ a civil aijwa Y, Transport re 1
could Inost grateful and fe 1^ it p Y that new

see its way to ta^ would be useful 'requests for new concessio a s^dar line
if

Com
Please ^ssion

indicate a the U with respect to
U.S. authorities. any further

U S. Consul pprO^ ns gate0 date on
^e^ of other

so we ma which reply likely to bether Depa^ents Y^ow whether it is made to
1034, here which it may while t0 send you

y take a week to obtain.

Mémorandum de la direction
du Commonwealth britQnnique17-1)(s)au conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire dÉ

'raraux
Memorandum^f o

qssistant

Affalres extérieuresi

to Speciaj
m Brtt

toishUnderCommonwealth Division

CONFIDENTIAL
for External A,8`airseci etary of State

RE: AMERICAN BASES ( [Ottawa,] August 31
I refer to Our SUppLEMENTARY LEASES ' 1948Bri^e's conversation of a few ) ACT 19482 despatch No. 357 Of July weeks ago in connection with' This latest (Supplementary 2^' 1948, on the above sub'e Mr.Article

^VII of the 1941 Pr ^eS) Act,
7 ct.

land between Canada the °tOCO11 concerning the dcefe on the basis of
Pants to the United , United I(ingdom and the nce of Newfound-

ted States certain Su United States offo^ th ae reas they already hold u PPlementary rights in America,
first

time around nder that Protocol areas adjacent toQUO,,. the lst of July) 1948 ' was apparently gazetted
haVe .3.

Mr Bridle submits that the
' wlth°ut any Previous publi-

ment,belen approached in any waC^a^^ Government does
'Prior to not appear toPe^S êither

[] or in the course ôf ^^° this Su
r^s of our files here c0 procedu epof entary qgr^

^^e question ^^s this statement. Ou Publication. A
Eo en at least as to whether r representative thereforeast rf0

the Canadian Government should no t
of the discussions which were underand American authoritie r way b t have

ilciR, A. Macicay s, if not fully consulted. etween New..'

c0rd avec l^erô^, l'auteur a confond
^Protocole.

Voir l'aPPendice B$^ 2The author, herc
fused the A and elsewhere, has con-
Appendix B. ^eement and the Protocol. See
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•

4.
As Mr. Bridle pointed out, I think there is no doubt that this recentdefence e

(Supplementary Leases) Act involved consideratiô ^ol of the Agree^ment^of
sense in which that phrase is P ô^o^=eamds^as follows:
1941. Article 4 of that same arising

It is further agreed that in all consultatio ns
Su of the Agreement, or of^anY other

out of Articles 1 (4), II and (5)
the Canadian Government as

Articles involving considerations of defence,
well as the Government of Newfoundland will have the right to participate.

5. On the basis of a straight interpretation of this should havebeentcon-
safely be said that we have

of that nature.
w

sulted about a piece of legislation
6. It should be noted, however, that this question has already been raisedFebru

on several occasions in the past; our representative in St^n ^tat ôn between
1943, queried for instance wheth er
the Canadian and the United States Governments with regard to an extensive
system of communication lines extending across Ne â^oritiia for the pur-
poses of defence, which was being built by the U.S.

7.
The position taken by our Government on that occasion stated as

follows: which has animated
In view of the attitude of whole-hearted co-operation
both Governments in this matter, the Canadian Government does not desire
to apply an excessively technical interpretation to t^e b^é Un ted Sttates
so as to insist upon unnecessarily strict adheren Y

authorities to its provisions in implementing minor details of the defence

programme.

8.
A careful examination of the various files that we have on tSe^abl^e

would also tend to prove that Mr. Bridle is coé beenh

a

consulted when the
Canadian Government does not appear to haveof 1942 was passed. No C0n-
American Bases (Supplementary

'on on the basis of Article 4 of the Protocol of 1941 no^é Govern-
sultatl •appear to have taken place in this regard until July 1946 whe anting to the
ment of Canada was then approached on the question of gr

Government supplementary rights within the liml^eâ âre^
United States

the

g^antterritorial waters and air spaces adjacent to, ^éII
then

ti^ai the of, leased

at Argentia. The Canadian Government had already-. of the
constituted no more than was necessary for the exist oence

to the Pr0"
established U.S. rights, and that there was therefore no ^

posal submitted.

9. It
'mind, however, that all questions dealing haveshould be borne in

.S.-Canadian relations on matters of defence in Ne ôII o fl ^e ^ase
U
always been regularly discussed, ever since the Joint Board on DefenCe^^
Agreement of 1941, at meetings of the Permanent

----' • ^ *Note as in original: '
`^Note telle que ' dans 1orI •̂aal •.

As far as we are aware.
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10. In the light of the above considerations, and also because there is
a possibility that the present status of the U.S. bases in Newfoundland might
become at some later date the subject of fresh discussions between the U.S.
and Canadian Governments, it is hard to see what useful purpose would be
served, were the Canadian Government to insist now on the full recognition
of its rights to participate in the reaching of an agreement such as this
American Bases (Supplementary Leases) Act of 1948. I am moreover
inclined to believe that it would be rather politically undesirable and inex-
pedient to raise this particular question at all by suggesting to the persons
concerned that in our opinion we should have been consulted about this
recent legislation.

RAYMOND CRÉPAULT

1035.
10221-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut
commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting
High Commissioner in New f oundland

DESPATCH 213 Ottawa, September 15, 1948
CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

J should like to refer to your despatch No. 410 of August 14 and my
telegram No. '128 of August 26, regarding the desire of the U.S. Navy
authorities at the Argentia Base to use three areas in Placentia Bay for
*craft gunnery ranges.

We have now received replies from the authorities interested in the mili-
tarY, shipping, civil aviation and fisheries aspects of this question and, on
the basis of the views that they have expressed, there appears to be no
reason to alter the opinion given in our telegram No. 128-i.e. that there
h no objection here to the U.S.N. being granted use of the areas up to the
time of Union when the matter can be considered again.

I have etc.

R. A. NiACKAY
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
0
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1036. 17-D(s)

Mémorandum du secrétaire des chefs d'état-major interarme des États-Unis
au président des chefs d'état-major interarme

Memorandum from Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff of the United States,
to Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

SECRET [Washington,] December 13, 1948

SUBJECT: U.S. BASES IN NEWFOUNDLAND

1. Reference is made to your letter of 25 October 19481 in which you
requested on behalf of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee certain data
regarding present and projected United States plans for base development
in Newfoundland and Labrador.

2. At the present time, as you know, the United States National Military
Establishment operates, under a 99-year lease agreement, establishments at
Argentia, Ernest Harmon Air Force Base, Fort McAndrew, and Fort
Pepperrell. In addition, United States forces are now located on, and operate
from, the Canadian Air Base at Goose Bay where no United States lease
agreement is in effect. A brief description of each establishment, including
off-base facilities, is contained in the Enclosure hereto.i

3. Present plans of the United States military forces for the development
of Newfoundland and Labrador bases and estimated costs of these develop-
nments are as follows:

(a) Argentia-Additional communication facilities, a landplane hangar,
permanent quarters for officers, enlisted men and civilian employees,
central heating plant, water treatment plant, flight control tower,
permanent ammunition magazine, fog dispersal plant, garage, school
facilities, commissary store, roads and steam connections for

. piers. Total estimated costs, $21,541,002.
(b) Ernest Harmon Air Force Base-Housing for officers and enlisted

men, mess halls, cold storage plant, utilities, recreation building,

chapel, school, shop facilities, laundry and dry cleaning plant,

administrative building, warehouses, and airfield lighting. Total

estimated cost $26,449,210. lant.
(c) Fort Pepperrell-A signal operations building and power p

Total estimated cost, $112,200.
(d) Goose Bay-Expansion of POL storage, replacement of a b rteis

4. Projected plans for further development of leased bases in Newfoundland

include only Ernest Harmon Field for which a plan is now under considera-

tion for the construction of a harbor, at an estimated cost of $5,000,000.

1 Non reproduite. 2 Not printed.

hangar, extension of.runways, and construction of familY qua
Total estimated cost, $3,900,000.
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5. If adequate long-term base rights for

planned to provide permanent housing and further expansionare
pansion of petroleumstorage at an estimated cost of $6,000,000.

^nted, it is

6. The present and projected stren
Newfoundland and gths of United States Forces located inLabrador are as follows:

PRESENT

Enlisted
PROJECTED

Argentia ...............'••••••••••••
Officers men Officers

Enlisted
116 1109 men

Small
Ernest Harmon Field ...,••••
Fort Pe 119 increase

_

215 1220Fort McAndrew ...... 112
69292

135 1026drew ................ 88 705 No appre-

Goose Bay ...............
ciable

......... 66 change
577 No appre-

ciable
7. The following is the cost of operatin ea

change

Labrador during the Fiscal Year 1948: g ch base in Newfoundland_

BaSe Maintenance
Approximate Payand Operatios of

for MilitaryArgeada Utilities
Personnel

$4,272,958Ernest Harmo $4
n Field .....,,,,,,,

677,304 $2,243,500
epperrell 1,633,000

Fort
Mc^dmw ......................

777,830
1,341,500Goose Bay

......................
456,935••••••••.:. 1,497,500................... 718,953

8• The need for additional bases or base facili '
1'995,500

forces in Newfoundland and tles by the United States
req^e^ents, ^^ Labrador is now under study. When these
e^ be furnished, y' are determined, plans for their future development

'W. G. LALOR, Captain
U.S. Navy
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L'AVIATION CIVILE

CIVIL AVIATION

PARTIE 1/PART 1

LE SERVICE AÉRIEN TRANSATLANTIQUE'

THE TRANSATLANTIC AIR SERVICE'

1037.
NPA GN1/3 570/35

Extrait d'un rapport sur le service aérien transatlantique

Extract from a Report on Transatlantic Air Service

[London,] July 30, 1936
CAPTAIN MCEWEN (BY PRIVATE NOTICE) asked the Under-Secretary

of State for Air whether he has any information as to the progress of the
negotiations with regard to the projected North Atlantic air service?

THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR (SIR PHILIP SASSOON) : As
has already been announced, discussions took place in Ottawa in November

'Parce que située près de l'Europe et sise
sur la route du grand cercle reliant l'Amérique
du Nord à la partie la plus populeuse de
l'Europe de l'Ouest, Terre-Neuve fut d'une
"'Portance cruciale pour les envolées trans-
auantiques et ce depuis le commencement de
telles envolées. Le Canada commença à s'in-
téresser activement à ces envolées vers 1932.
Alors que TrQn.t-Canada Al, Llnes reliait
d^I les deux extrémités du pays, le gouver-
nement canadien vit un avantage à prolonger
son service en établissant un lien direct avec
^^o^Br^ passant par Terre-Neuve. La
^t le ^Sne qui, avec les États-Unis

Principal usager potentiel, favorisait
EMeMent le tracé passant par Terre-Neuve.
P4 1935, des discussions conduisant à un
accord sur l'établissement d'un service
enen transatlantique eurent lieu entre la
Trande-Bretagne, le Canada, l'Eire eterre-Neuve.

iBecause it is close to Europe and located
far out on the great circle route between
North America and the most populated part
of Western Europe, Newfoundland was crucial
to trans-Atlantic flying from the beginning
of such flights. Canada began to take an
active interest about 1932, by which time
Trans,Canada Air lines was operating a
service across Canada; the Canadian Gov-
ernment saw an advantage in this airline
having a direct link with Europe through
Newfoundland. Great Britain-which. along
with the United States. was the principal
potential user-also favoured a route through
Newfoundland, and in 1935 there were dis-
cussions between Great Britain, Canada, Eire
and Newfoundland leading to an agreement
on the establishment of a Transatlantic air
service.
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last between representatives of the United Kingdom, Canada, the Irish Free
State and Newfoundland regarding the establishment of an air service across
the North Atlantic. Arrangements were finally agreed upon subject to the
approval of the Governments concerned, which has now been given, to
enable survey flights to be undertaken and an experimental air mail to be
established as soon as possible, to be followed eventually by a mail and
passenger service on a minimum schedule of two flights a week in each
direction. Discussions also took place immediately after the conference in
Ottawa, with representatives of the United States Government in Washington
with a view to assuring the fullest measure of understanding and co-operation
with the United States in the development of trans-Atlantic flying. As a
result understandings were reached based upon the principle of full reciprocity
which it is hoped will bring about, as soon as practicable, the establishment
of a trans-Atlantic air service connecting the countries concerned.

The main details of the arrangements agreed between the respective Gov-
ernments are as follows:

1. A joint operating company which will be responsible for carrying
on the services will be incorporated at the instance of three com-
panies, of which one will be nominated for that purpose by the
Government of the United Kingdom, one by the Irish Free State
Government and one by the Canadian Government. The company
nominated by the United Kingdom Government will be Imperial
Airways, Limited. The board of directors of the joint company will
be nine in number, of whoni three, including the chairman and
managing director, will be nominated by the United Kingdom com-
pany, three by the Canadian company and three by the Irish Free
State company. The capital of the joint company will be sub-
scribed and held as to 51 per cent by the United Kingdom com-
pany, 241 per cent by the Canadian company and 241 per cent
by the Irish Free State company.

In return for landing facilities to be granted to the joint company
by the United States Government , Pan American Airways will
Ib^e granted landing facilities by the Governments of the United

ngdom, Canada, the Irish Free State and Newfoundland; an
d

that company will participate on a basis of reciprocity with the
joint company in the operation of the services.

. In the operation of the services all practical preference will be
given to the direct route from this country via the Irish Free State,
Newfoundland and Canada, but it may be necessary during all
initial period to operate the services via Bermuda during the winter
months.

. Experimental long-distance flights and other necessary investiga-
tions willbe carried out in the near future. The incorporation of
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our members appointed re-

^1u Inter-Governmental Committee ^n e reviewed.
Transatlantic Air ServicesWill be established, consisting of f

ntory to the joint company
and t PanrAmeri

an lÂiits own ter-
contemplated that unless otherwise determined by the ^aYs^ It is
the four Governments such rights will be ^ent of
transatlantic air services for a period of 1Sxyearsexclusive

th
respect of

question of exclusivity and the question of grantin ' ereafter the
assistance to the joint company will b g further financial
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the joint company will involve some delay
that experimental flights and investigationsn^d Will

hb
has been arranged

Imperial Airways Limited. The results of the ex Perimentale conducted by
and investigations will be placed at the disposalcompany when it is establis

flightsof the jo inthed. It is understood that Pan American
Airways will also be conducting experimental fli ts

5.
The control of commercial, technical a ^•
be secured to Imperial Airways Limitedand operating matters will

and through the medium of the articles of associati
its
on f

stockholding

company, subject to the superior jurisdiction of the board Joi nt
directors in questions of major poLcy, ard of

6.
b u^ne the experimental stage flying operationsY

Government of the United Kingdom. When the ^i
nt
^anced

com-com-pany assumes responsibility for flying operations it will
an annual subsidy from the several Governments on receivebasis'

an agreed

Of the total annual subsidy required Canada wi
20 per cent, subject to a maximum of Z75,000 thell contribute
State S per cent, subject to a maximum, of ^ 12 Irish Free
foundland a sum to be agreed ,000, and New-
United Kingdom Government; ^e 1em^n at Government and the

the United Kingdom Government. In conslderailwill be made up by
bution, the Irish Free State Government will be en t of their contn-
pate in the Empire Air Mail Scheme, if and when the to pa^ci-
without payment of further subsidy but only of the y so desire,

7.
Each of the four Governments concerned

postal payment.

range for the provision of the neCe^ has undertaken to ar-ar-
meteorological facilities for the transatlantic servi^ În radio and
with the general transfer of ineteorological servi nection

ces toorganisation being developed in the Irish Free State the a new
Kingdom Government will make an annual contribution U^ted
to the Irish Free State Governlnent on the balof £ 6,000
rendered. of services

•
Each of the four Governments conccrned has a1s
grant the necessary landing and tr '• °undenaken to
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spectively by the Governments of the United Kingdom, Canada,
the Irish Free State and Newfoundland to which will be referred
for approval decisions of [sic] proposals of the joint company
relating to transatlantic air services which may affect national
policy or the relations of the Governments concerned inter se or
with other Governments. All decisions of the Inter-Governmental
Committee will be reached by unanimous vote.

1038.
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72-M-36

Rapport sur l'évolution du service aérien transatlantiquei

Progress Report on Transatlantic Air Service'

CONFIDENTIAL [London, August ], 1936

II. GROUND ORGANISATION

C. NEWFOUNDLAND

(1) Air Bases.

The general arrangements in regard to air bases will be as follows:
(a) A seaplane base at Botwood.
(b) An auxiliary alighting area for seaplanes on Gander Lake.
(c) A land aerodrome at Hattie's Camp.2

These bases are all required to be available for experimental trans-Atlantic
flights which are due to commence early in 1937.

,The Newfoundland Government were informed on the 18th May that
the construction of the land aerodrome this year was approved in principle,
subject to further. consideration of the technical questions involved and the
method of finance, and that immediate steps should be taken for collecting
labour and obtaining machinery for constructional work. Work on the clear-
ing of the site at Hattie's Camp is in progress.

(2) Meteorological Facilities.

The Canadian Government have undertaken to provide and pay the
meteorological staff required for the provision of facilities for a trans-Atlantic
air service on a basis acceptable to the Newfoundland Government.

Close liaison is being maintained with the meteorological service in Canada
to ensure that an efficient meteorological organisation will be available when
required.

I Ce rapport fut préparé par le ministère de ' Tbis report was prepared by the Air Mill,
1'-Air de Grande-Bretagne. latry of Great Britain.

• L'aéroport de Gander. • Gander Aisport.
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An aircraft has been provided by
1067

carrying out upper air investigations , the Air Ministry for the purpose of
is based on Botwbd is Ne^oundland. This aircraft R,^ch
gramme laid down operated by Imperi^ Airways ^^t^ to a

by the Director of the Meteorological Service
p1O-(3) Wireless Facilities. in Canada.

The main signal station Will be at Botwood with a•
Gander Lake and Hattie's Camp ^ary stations at
ferred to Hattie s (^ the main air base is eventually trans-appaz.at^).

Camp it will be necessary to transfer some of the wirel
ess

It is essential that the provision of the full station at
the auailiary stations at Gander Lake and , Botwood and alsosceeded with at once if the stations are to be available

for
Camp should be pro-

Atlantic flights in the Spring of 1937. experimental trans_
the equipment must be delivered in Newfondland the weather conditions
stations are to be erected and in working order by the Sefore Winter if the
Important that the operators should gain experience i p^g• F^er, it isactually starts, in working before 8ying

The Air Ministry has appointed an officer to proceed
for the purpose of supervising the erection and installationto Newfoundland
stations by the Marconi Company. of the wireless

1039.

Rapport sur l'évolution du service aérien transatlanti4uei

CoNFIDENTIAL
Progress Report on Transatlantic Air Service'

72-M-36

& [London,] October 26, 1939
I. FLYING EQUIPMENT

1. "5.30" Class (Modified Empire) Fl '
Boa

Cabot ^g ^
New and Caribou

operated a weekly service between Southam tYork
on an eaperimental basis during Ap°n andh^cal or major operational troubles were ex August and September. Nom

°f^ this report), pe enced. (See also Part II

2. Sh ort's Atlantic Flying Boats
("G" Class Aircraft)

Golden Hind
Grenville
Grenadier

FIr^ ^g trials with the Golden Hind have shown furth er. It has been found more convenient
to embody tmeselfim

tions to be
Inc ^ n^zti fut p^p^ modifications

IMUrernemeaw ad Par U12 comit6 'hoe. 711e report was prePare
c d by an intc.^¢overnmental omrnittee ad hoc.
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in the second boat '(the Grenville) for purposes of further test rather than
modify the Golden Hind and to facilitate the work certain items of equipment
have been removed from the Golden Hind for this purpose. The engines
(Bristol Hercules IV) are also undergoing modification at the suggestion of
the makers.

3. Short's long range landplane (specification 14/38)
It has been decided in present circumstances to suspend the development

of this aircraft.

II. EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHTS PROGRAMME

The weekly service which began with the flight of Caribou on the 5th
August w as continued until the end of September the aircraft on the last
eastbound flight arriving at Southampton on the 30th September.

Eight round trips were made and all the journeys were completed without
incident.

By special arrangement between the United Kingdom and Canadian mete-
orological authorities after the outbreak of hostilities meteorological informa-
tion between the Newfoundland and Shannon Airports was exchanged in
code. Commanders of aircraft were furnished confidentially before departure
with full meteorological information for the next stage of flight, and addi-
'tional information was as necessary sent to them in flight in the form of
navigational instruction.

A full operational report on the flights is being prepared by Imperial
Airways Limited and will be circulated as a separate paper.

IV. GROUND ORGANISATION

B. Newfoundland

The paving of the Airport runways at Hattie's Camp was completed on
5th August and final surfacing operations concluded about a month later.

Weather conditions during part of the summer were unusually adverse and
a large number of bearings were given for approach both by Hattie's Camp
and Botwood installations. On three occasions recently it was found necessary
to bring machines in entirely by magnetic bearings. Pan American AirwaYs

- now practice this approach on every occasion.

V. AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

On the outbreak of war Pan American Airways terminated their Trans-

Atlantic services on the northern and southern routes at the Shannon and
9
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Lisbon Airports respectively. At the request of the American

demand warranted it a connection was provided b y n Company when
aircraft between Shannon Airport and Poole. y mPerial "C" class

The last eastbound journey by panroute was completed when the Yankee Clerican aircraft on the northern

October. The American Company have announced thatthise Shannon on 5th
via Shediac, Botwood and Shannon will be resumed in service to Europe
weather conditions permit. 1940 as soon as

During the winter season Pan American Airways propose
their trans Atlantic air services via Bermuda to Lisbon a to operate both

permission hasin this connection been given to them to use Bermuda nd
on their southernservice until lst

May and on their northern service unBotwood is again free of ice, til such time as

A. French
vI.

OTHER FOREIGN ACTIVITIES

UP to the outbreak of War, when their activities ce
OYing boats of Air France Transatlantique had carriased, the I.,atécoère
experimental trans-Atlantic flights. carried out this year five
B. German

Pre-war reports regarding the Blohm and
aircraft type B.V.222 then being developed, stat

Vos
ed that

six-engined passenger
have an all up weight of some 45 tons, and a cruising at the aircraft would
170 m.p.h, on long-distance runs such as that between speed of approximately

At the same time the Dornier Company
n New York and Lisbon.

OYing boat (D.0.20) on somewhat original lin s
es,

to be building a large
Diesel engines. This aircraft would be capable ' p°wered by eight Jumo
Passenge^, in addition to mail, on Atlantic services theing twenty or thirty
somewhat similar to that of the B.V.222. , all-up weight being

1040.

Most
for External A,O`airs

Le haut commissaire de T 11-4-17
Grande-Bretagne au so -

ax A,©aires extérieures
usecrétaire d'État

H'Bh Commissfoner of Great Britain to U
nder_Secretary of State

IMMEDIATE. SECRET.

My dear Dr. Skelton Ottawa, July 25, 1940

I have reei d ^.
st4Ve a telegram from the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs,

^g that the United Kingdom Cabinet have
agreed to flights at weekly
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intervals by civil flying boats of British Overseas Airways Corporation from
the United Kingdom to New York via Botwood and Montreal. If permits
can be obtained from the Eire authorities, a call will be made each way at
Foynes. Two long-range flying boats, Clare and Clyde will be employed. The
Clare will leave this weekend; the exact date of departure will be notified.
The Clyde will leave a week later.

Other demands for the use of these valuable boats may arise and the
United Kingdom authorities cannot count on being able to continue a
series of flights for the whole season to the end of September. Either or both
the boats may have to be temporarily or permanently diverted for other
work at any time.

The United Kingdom authorities are anxious therefore not to refer to the
resumption of these flights as a service. They will continue with such regu-
larity and so long as weather and circumstances permit. For this and other
reasons, the United Kingdom authorities are anxious that the publicity for
the flights should be reduced to a minimum.

I am advised that the needs of the Ministry of Aircraft Production for
space in these boats will have priority over the needs of the other United
Kingdom Departments, but some mail will be carried. Only one or two
priority passengers can be carried and the passenger accommodation will be
primitive.

Yours sincerely,
('jERALD CAMPBELL

1041. 72-HC-40

-was prepared the position regarding air transport has further detenora
, ..,.e y;th all its

the creation of a Canadian trans-Atlantic Air Service. Since this mtaor ted
•:in obtaining passages to and from Canada for official visitors and sugS"I

edum

ng the ddh^^g7Defence, a memorandum was prepared for him, explaini
ave e onour po g ltiesI h th h to re rt that durin the visit of the Minister of National

Sir,

'DESPATCx 647 London, December 6, 1941

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

pendable means of communication.

(vtae tetter tram roreign vmce, r.xnMu ^)- d„u 0%,w FK JJMo_ --

:attendant delays and difficulties has now become the quicker and more de-

Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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2. To meet the situation created by the slow transportation of officials
and despatches of urgent national importance, I feel that in the present cir-
cumstances and with the production of large aircraft in Canada, I am war-
ranted in suggesting that consideration be given to the initial establishment
of an air line between Canada and this country.

3. Two planes operating, one from Newfoundland, the other from England,
on a weekly service, could inaugurate the service, permit of time for over-
hauling, the servicing of craft and the necessary rest for crews between fiights.
The terminus in England should be in as close proximity to London as
possible and Salisbury Plain is suggested where there is adequate runway
for large machines. It would be necessary in this event to secure the col-
laboration of the Air Ministry in obtaining hangar space for one aircraft
and the use of the Ministry's meteorological reports covering this side of the
Atlantic.

4. In the event of, unfavourable weather reports, Salisbury Plain being only
four hours from London, officiais could remain in London until the last
minute. Under present conditions the long night journey to the taking-off
point necessitates leaving London twelve hours before the scheduled departure
of the plane. If during this period, unfavourable weather reports are received,
unnecessary delay, perhaps of days, at the departure airport, has been the
experience of many.

5. Passengers for the Canadian Government carried by British and United
States Services from June to 30th November were 42, and do not include
those officials for whom transportation has been arranged by Atfero through
the Air Ministry. Many more requested passages in connection with urgent
national business, for which no accommodation was available within a
reasonable time.

6. Canadian diplomatic mail, and plans, specifications etc, urgently re-
quired by the different Departments would also form a considerable part of
the load where space was available, after passenger requirements had been
met, and would relieve congestion on other air services, especially the west-
bound bomber, thereby pcrmitting a larger number of pilots to be transferred
to Canada by plane and expedite the delivery of bombers to this country.

7. During the first ten months of this year 517 diplomatic bags have been
despatched to Canada, 101 of which have been carried by bomber since the
inauguration of the service in June. 66 cases or parcels of machine parts, tools
or plans urgently required by the Department of Munitions and Supply have
also been transported by plane.

8. The operation of this service should be for the benefit of all Government
DePartments. In England all requests for its use should be controlled and
concentrated at Canada House. The responsibility for the actual operation of
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the service should be in the hands of the Air Officer Commanding the
R.C.A.F. in England or someone delegated by him working in collaboration
with Canada House.

9. Financially the interest on the initial outlay should be more than
covered by the money now paid out to operating companies for Canadian
official passengers. Politically at the conclusion of the war, Canada would
have an established air line to England which could continue to function in
cooperation with our railways or be operated by the Canadian Air Lines,
giving a through service from London to Vancouver.

I have etc.

aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Defence for Air to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

L'AVIATION CIVILE

VINCENT MASSEY

72-HC-40

Le ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au sous-secrétaire d'État

petition with the United Kingdom and United States requirements of the same
such aircraft through the Munitions Priorities Board in Washington, in com-
manufactured in the United States and, therefore, we could only obtain three
of the service. The only types suitable for Trans-Atlantic ferry service are
in any such proposal is the acquisition of suitable aircraft for the operation
communication facilities to the United Kingdom. The main difficulty, however,
very desirable course of action for improvement of Canadian Government

Ottawa, February 9, 1942

The proposal set out in Mr. Massey's letter No. 647 of December 6th for
the establishment of a Canadian Trans-Atlantic Air Service is admittedly a

Dear Mr. Robertson,

There is also another aspect of the proposal. Canada participated in the

services would receive an allocation.
for aircraft to be operated in parallel to the British Overseas Airways ferry
types in actual theatres of war. I do not think that a Canadian application

portion of the space available so that Canadian Government traflie can be
British Overseas Airways service to Canada and allot to Canada a speclfic
s to press the Umted KuI dom Government to au ent the a % . ,

It seems to me that the more proper course of action for Canada to take
i • • f 'lities of

for a competing civil service after the war.
organization to operate a parallel service with a motive of providing a basls
fore, it would be inconsistent for the Canadian Government now to set up all
formation of British Overseas Airways for Trans-Atlantic Service and, tnere-
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assured of priority, the space on east boun
and on west bound flights by the Hi d^^^ being allocated by yough Commissioner in London.

Yours very truly,

CHARLES G. POWER

Le secrétaire d'L`tat aux Affaires extérieures au haut
72-HC^O

en Grande-Bretagne
commissaire

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Comm
in Great Britafri rssconer

TELECRAM 374

Our despatch 94 Febru Ottawa, February 27, 1942
consideration Departments Con ér1 nedr here Air Service. After further
to ask United Kingdom Government to augment facilitiesest course would be
Airways Service to Canada and to allot specific portion of of British Overseas
Canada. In this connection United States Governme space available to
American Export Air Lines Inc, be nt have requested that
over Canadian territory en route non-stop between to conduct a service
Eire, for a period of five years. This service now authorw York and Foynes,
Government is expected to begin this spring. It is expectedized by United States
operated on the basis of three trips per week b y service will be

y mid-summer.

1044.

Le secrétaire d'Ektat aux Affaires extérieures au haut 72-M-36
' commissaired Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for ,Cxternal Affairs to Hi
in Newfoundland gh Commi,rsioner

Ottawa,
55

1942
United States Government is seeking permission through , their

March 11,

Embassy inLondon for flight over Newfoundland of
Porated and have asked Canada for pe^im nc t Export Airline Incor-Incor-
O^a^an territory en route non-stop between to conduct service over

New York City and Foynes.lV
e adiscussing matter with United Kingdom Govern

Q^Imissioner London and with Irish ment through High
Sioner in Ottawa. Government through High Commis-

^^ Partment of Transport of Canada has no objectio
n and states that the only feature to which exception might be taken

' Not printed.
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is request for permit for a period as long as five years. Transport suggests
that since all such services will probably require reconsideration at close of
hostilities it would be preferable to grant permit for the period of hostilities
and six months thereafter. We are also considering desirability of stating in
our reply to United States that we trust that the Company will give priority
to passengers sponsored by the Canadian Government.

Please discuss matter with Newfoundland authorities and find out what
action they are taking. Would appreciate reply at your earliest convenience
since United States Government is pressing us for answer.

1045. 72-M-36

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGKAM 69 St. John's, March 12, 1942

Your telegram No. 55 of March 11th, concerning proposed flights New
York to Ireland.

Newfoundland Government has not yet received any application but Woods
says that he will discuss it with me when application is received. He says no
doubt Newfoundland Government will agree to give permission, but they

. would want to consider length of permit and would probably approve
Canadian suggestion in that regard.

1046. 72-M-36

Le secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External.A,ffairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGxAM 64 Ottawa, March 20, 1942

Your telegram 69 March 12 American Export Air Lines.

We informed United States Minister yesterday that Canada would grant
permission on three conditions:

(a) Permit for period present hostilities.
(b) Aircraft to 'comply with Defence of Canada Regulations.
(c) Matter should be reconsidered in the event that any part of the

route becomes an area of operations. '
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We also said we trusted that the Company would give official

assengers sponsored by the Canadian Government. lpriority to

High Conmissioner London states that United Kin dom is
in these negotiations. g s speaking for

1047.

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secréta
ire'

72-HC-40

aux Affaires extérieures d' État

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for E

ZÈLEGRAM 1016
le-mat igairs

Your telegram No. 374 of Febru
London, April 14, 1942

azY 27th, British Overseas Airways.
The matter has been discussed with the United Kingdom authorities

inform me that the importance of increasing air communication who.

^d, that allocation of additional Liberators is being so^ hand^ada
aug-mentation of service in the near future expected. ^ aug-

,(2) Allocation of specific portion of space is not feasible '
^PortaIICe of requests from Canada, other Governments and Û; ciple, but
dom depa^en^ will be appraised by Priority Committe United King_
accordingly e and space allotted

(3) I am of the opinion that this will relieve situation but '
meet the requirements and I therefore consider that in view ofdtlhnot fully
demand for speedy transportation for Canadian official eurgent
further consideration should be given to proposal re personnel and mails,
^^ Canadian service. P ously advanced for

I have ascertained informally that United Kin
Agreement as in abeyance, and that any assistance authorities regard 1935
provision of air transportation for the duration of the warCwoûld could give in
after which agreement could be further considered. be welcomed,

MASSEY

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet
CwC

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Commit
SECRET tee

' • • Ottawa, May 22, 1942
AIR SERVICE BETWEEN CANADA AND T

'4 London had E MixISTER reported that the Canadian High Commissioner
raised the question of the possibility of establishing a Canadian

HE
36. THE UNITED KINGDOM

• PRIM
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trans-Atlantic air service in order to provide speedy transportation for

a Canadian official to secure return air passage in other than most exceptional
circumstances.

It was suggested that immediate consideration be given to the establishment
of a Canadian service as soon as possible. The departments concerned could
form an inter-departmental committee to report on the feasibility of the High
Commissioner's proposals. Such a committee might have a continuing respon-
sibility to advise on matters of international civil aviation affecting Canada.

(External Affairs memorandum to the Prime Minister, May 10, 19421).

37. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, agreed to the immediate estab-
lishment of an inter-departmental committee as recommended.

It was agreed also that, in the circumstances, it would be advisable and
opportune for Canada to withdraw from the 1935 agreement.

The U.K. government could hold out no hope of improved service by

British Overseas Airways, and it was now said to be practically impossible for

Canadian official personnel and Canadian official mail.

1049. 72-HC-40

Transatlantic air service.
SECRET. Your telegram of June 13th, No. 11561 establishment of Canadian

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM . 1682 London, June 23, 1942

portation of official passengers and mail westwards. We fully appreciate FL"

' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.

• P P
Airlines for operation by Trans Canada Airlines between Canada and the
United Kingdom would not change the situation. Our greatest need is trans-0-

2 It was felt that the ro osal to allocate two Liberators to Trans Canada

members of my staff, to consider the proposal and questions as outlined in

your cable.

uarters W C Jackson representing R.C.A.F. Headquarters, myse
Acting Director Q.M.G. Service, representing Canadian Military Head-

if and

1 A Committee meeting was held in Canada House with Colonel Smith,
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tical difficulty in the way of obtaining allocation of aircraft for this
pubut we are still convinced that the only satisfactory solution would be

an
^ose

Canadian line under direct Canada House control for allocation of seats
,

all
urgent parcels. The service representatives concur with me in the opinion that
the matter is not merely one of practical convenience but has a ve im ort
bearing on the Canadian war effort. ry p ant

7. ... Although it may seem to be outside the immediate scope of the
present discussion, I should like to emphasise my entire agreement with the
points made in paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 of the Department of External Aff '
memo of May 8th1 on the establishment of a Canadian Transatlantic air
service. I do not think that the importance of the longer range consideratio
involved can well be exaggerated and I strongly feel that without establish

^mentof a Canadian service now the relative position of Trans Canada Air n
would be difficult to, maintain in the future. The Canadian service would of
course operate in the closest co-operation with the existing British airlines.

1050.
MASSEY

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Comité de guerre du Cabinet
au Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary, Cabinet War Committee,
toCb'

DOCUMENT 219

SECRET

a met War Committee

[Ottawa,] July 7, 1942

RE: CANADIAN ATLANTIC AIR SERVICE--MILITARY
The Interdepartmental Committee on

as follows: , International Civil Aviation reports

Canadian trans-Atlantic Air Service

In accordance with the decision of the War Committee on July011
the first recommendation made by `thc Interdepartmentâl Com ^1942

on International Civil Aviation, a despatch has been forwarded ttee
Massey for communication to the government of the Unit

ed
to Mr.

that it is essential that Canada House be given first call Kingdom, stating
Aounds of mail and parcels weekly on the two planes ^,^c4 seats and 600
Trans Canada Air lines operate for British Overseas Ai h it is proposed
the trans-Atlantic service. rwaYs Corporation on
.

The Committee, however, is of the opinion that the onl complete
^e -establishment of an independent Canadian trans-Âtlanti solution

=is step, which is urgent in terms of the war effort wo c air service.
, uld meet Mr. Massey's

1 Noq reproduit. '
1 Not printed.
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difficulties which are likely to increase, and would also be of great postwar
importance. The Canadian service would be operated by Trans Canada Air
Lines for the Canadian government and would carry only official government
passengers, important mail and parcels. It would be a military service in the
same sense as certain American air lines which are now operated on behalf
of the government of the United States and designated as military lines.

The Interdepartmental Committee on International Civil Aviation repeats,
therefore, its second recommendation, made to the War Committee on July
I st, that informal exploration be launched, through the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence, as to the possibility of obtaining two planes from the
United States, for the establishment by the Canadian government of a Cana-
dian military trans-Atlantic service, to be operated by Trans Canada Air
Lines.

1935 Agreement

In accordance with the decision of the War Committee, on May 22nd,
1942, a communication has been approved and is being sent to Mr. Massey
for the government of the United Kingdom, making known Canada's desire
to withdraw from the 1935 Agreement which had provided for the establish-
ment of a joint trans-Atlantic air service.

A. D. P. HEENEY

1051. 72-M-36

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland -

DESPATCH 222 Ottawa, September 26, 1942

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to previous correspondence concerning the

intergovernmental trans-Atlantic air agreement of December, 1935, between
the United Kingdom, Ireland, Newfoundland and Canada.

2. The agreement provided for the formation of a joint operating com-
pany, the capital stock of which would be owned by a United Kingdom, a'
Irish and a Canadian company. The joint operating company was to take
over responsibility for operating a transatlantic air service as soon as "the
regular flying stage" was reached. Tt was hoped that this would be in 1938.
The joint operating company has, however, never been set up. Thus the
agreement has remained inoperative and in abeyance and presumably w^
remain inoperative and in abeyance so long as hostilities continue.

3 Already in the seven years which have pas-tel since the, agreement
- was drawn up conditions, so far as transatlantie 8ying is concerned, have
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changed greatly. It is to be expected that further material changes
cumstances will take place during the remainder of the period of hostilitim
In the opinion of the Canadian Government it is thus clear es.
conclusion of hostilities it willbe found that conditions have changedat the^
greatly since 1935 that the agreement of that year no longer ro so
useful basis for dealing with the postwar situation. g p ldes a

4. The Canadian Government is therefore of the opinion that it
wise for-the states which are would be
this fact and to a partners to the 1935 Agreement to recognize

gree to meet in conference, as soon as may be convenient
after the conclusion of hostilities, to consider the whole situation with
o transatlantic flying in the light of the then existing situation. wlregard

5. I should be grateful if you would on October 12 inform the Commission
Government of Newfoundland of the Canadian Government's ssion

view of the considerations set forth above, to withdraw fro desire, in

agreement, and of its willingness to enter into an agreement withe Ne 35m th
foundland, the United Kingdom and Ireland to meet in the

wference described in the precedin kind of con-
of our High Commissioners in the ÛnÎt^eda ^ngdo d Î^e same request
for specifying the date of October 12 is to ensure that the d' My reason
the United Kingdom, Ireland and Newfoundland are informed Governments of

simultaneously.
I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

72Le secrétaire d'^`tat aux Affaires extérieures au haut -M-3 6

à Terre-Neuve
commissaire

Secretary of State for External Affairs Io High Commissioner
iN tir

TELEG
- -._. •i^^,^s^uiru

RAM 183
SECRET Ottawa, October 3, 1942

^ Â despatch No. 222 of September 26. Inter- overnBreement. g mental Trans-Atlantic
Please postpone

from October 12 to NovemberOoVe^nent of notice of our desire to withdraw from
delivery theto Newfo

Agreement. I
undland

^nders^d that Mr. Howe is now discussing with Unitedcertain questions relating to temporary arran em
d Kingdom

service during the wai.. The situation mi
^

g ents for Trans-Atlantic
• Howe's negotiations or shortly afterwards a,e Were ô if in the middle^gd0m Government notice of our desire g1Ye the United

POS^enement till November 9 of the to •
^^d^w from the Agreement.

notice should help to keep the two
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[i

i

issues separate, the issue of temporary arrangements during the war and the
issue of obligations which we are under after the war concerning permanent
arrangements.

I am sending similar instructions to the Canadian High Commissioner in
the United Kingdom and Ireland.

1053. CWC

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

SECRET Ottawa, October 21, 1942

. 6. MR. HOWE raised the question of the Canadian position in respect of
trans-Atlantic air service. It was evident that the United Kingdom would do
nothing to meet our needs. They insisted upon control over all presently
available space and had, so far, refused to allocate planes for operation by
Canadian crews. This was most unsatisfactory, both as regards present and
post-war needs.

In these circumstances, it would be recommended that Canada undertake
the building of some fifty transport planes for Canadian operation. As an
interim measure, to meet the immediately urgent problem of handling Cana-
dian mail, it was proposed that an attempt be made to obtain three aircraft
from the United States for the institution of a Canadian Trans-Atlantic service.
This service would be a government operation for the purposes of carrying
Canadian mail and Canadian personnel.

Canada should withdraw now from the 1935 agreement, and the communi-
cation to that effect should. be despatched forthwith.

7. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the proposals of the
Minister for operation of a Canadian trans-Atlantic air service, and for
withdrawal by Canada from the 1935 agreement.

1054. 72-M-36

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCIx 312 Ottawa, December 29, 1942

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 630 of October 26th1
enclosing a copy of your letter of Qctober 24th1 to the Newfoundland

'Non reproduite. 2 Not printed.
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Government giving notice to the Newfoundland Government

ofdesire to withdraw from the Inter-Governmental Trans-Atlantic Canada's
Agree-ment of December 1935 between the United Kingdom, IrelaAnd Agree-foundland and Canada. , New-

I enclose a copy of a letter dated December 9th1 from
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs^ to the Canadian Hi

g

Mr. Attlee,
in London in which Mr. Attlee states that the United I^ind Co^ssioner
hope that we shall not, at this stage, g om authorities
ment. Mr. Attlee goes on to say

a press
isoinforminogation of the ment

of the substance of his letter. g^e Governnlent of
It does not appear to me that Mr.

considerations which were not weighed by the eC^a^an brings forward any
they came to their decision to give notice of their desireGo emment before

withdrawAgreement. Before replying, however, to the United I{i aw from
ment I should like to have the reply of the Newfoundland Govem Govern-
Your communication of October 24th. mment to

Would you be good enough, therefore, to press the Newf
emment for a reply. oundland Gov-

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

xternal A,ualrs

72-M-36

Sir, St. John's, December 31, 1942

%r1th reference to my despatch No. 630 of Octob 124PY of a despatch sent to the Commissioner for Pu • er 26th enclosing a
^^ concerning Canada's desire to withdraw from th U^^^ on October

or^-Adanuc Air Agreement of December e Inter-Governmental
^^ herewith a copy . 1935, 1 have the honour to• of the replyl received from Sir Wilfrid W. Woods

S^^g that the Newfoundland Government will be
confereIIce on the subject of the Agreement at the II r^dy to enter into a

dofthewar.
I have etc.

DESPATCH 767

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in
ENew f oundland to Secretary o t State

• for

' Not printed
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1056. 72-M-36

Le haut commissaire ad joint de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

513A/152 Ottawa, April 23, 1943

Dear Mr. Robertson,

We have received a telegram from the Dominions Office in regard to the
arrangements for the British Overseas Airways Corporation trans-Atlantic
service during the summer months, when it is hoped to revert to the use of
the North Atlantic route.

The question has been discussed by the Air Ministry both with British
Airways and with Squadron-Leader Pattison, the liaison officer in New-
foundland, of the terminal to be used in Newfoundland for this summer
service. Operationally Botwood is regarded as being preferable to Gander,
where in any case it is reported that accommodation of the kind required
would not be available; and it is understood that negotiations have accord-
ingly been on foot with the Canadian authorities concerned for the release
of suitable surplus Canadian Army accommodation at Botwood. The
R.A.F. Transport Command at Gander have, however, recently stated that
according to their information the subject is still under consideration in
Ottawa, and that meanwhile the Canadian Army are unwilling to release
the accommodation in question. The matter is now becoming one of some
urgency as it is hoped to be able to revert to the North Atlantic route bY

the middle of next month. We have accordingly been asked to enquire
. whether it is possible to expect a favourable decision in the near future.

The facilities which the British Airways hope to be able to use are, of course,
fully known to the R.C.A.F. in Newfoundland, and I understand also in
Ottawa.

There is one subsidiary point to which the Dominions office have drawn
A Aattention. According to paragraph 6 of the Agreement dated 17th PP

1941 l or the transfer to Canada for the duration of war of the control
of Newfoundland air bases, Canada assumed the non-financial obligations of
Newfoundland including the provision of ground facilities for trans-Adan

1935Sights, if thé-ce obligations arose out of the Ottawa negotiations of .

The increissing frequency of services now necessitates additional base facilities

at Botwood, which under the 1935 Agreement it would have been for the

Newfoundland Government to supply. The Air Ministry hope, therefore, that
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the Canadian Government will agree that the provision of these facilities is
now a matter for which they would be responsible.

Yours sincerely,

PATRICK DUFF

1057.
72-M-36

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner

DESPATCH 125
in Newf oundland

SECRET
Ottawa, May 5, 1943

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 767 of December 31 , 1942,concerning the views of the Newfoundland Government on Canada's desire to
withdraw from the Intergovernmental Trans-Atlantic Air Agreement of
December, 1935. You may now give the Newfoundland Government a re 1
in the following terms: P Y

The Canadian Government remains of the opinion that the 1935 Agreement
does not provide a satisfactory basis for dealing with the post-war situation in view
of the material changes in circumstances which have already taken place since
the Agreement was drawn up and the further changes which will undoubtedly take
place before active hostilities cease. In the opinion of the Canadian Government
the situation after the war is going to be so different from the situation in 1935
that in the interests of all concerned it would be better to start the discussions on
Post-war policy with a clean slate. The Canadian Government's suggestion, there-fore,

was that the United Kingdom, Ireland, Newfoundland and Canada agree
now that the 1935 Agreement be regarded as abrogated and that they further agree
to meet in conference as soon as may be convenient after the conclusion of hostilities
to consider the whole situation with regard to transatlantic flying in the light of
the then existing situation.

During the six months which have
made this suggestion, the Canadian, United uKingdom^United StateGaovernment

nd otherGovernments have been carefully studying the whole question
organization of international air transport after the war. of the proper

doubt, lead in due course to intergovemmental• discussions. Until thesel discussions
take place, the Canadian Government will not press its view on the 1935 Agree-
ment on the Governments of the United Kingdom, Ireland and Newfoundland.

We are asking our High Commissioners in the United Kingdom and Ireland
^d e S^az communications to the Governments of the United KingdomIreland.

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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1058. 72-HC-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

à Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

SECRET Ottawa, May 8, 1943
Dear Mr. Burchell,

On October 30 I wrote to you about the projected Canadian air service
across the North Atlantic. I said that Mr. Howe was trying to obtain three
transport planes from the United States to be operated by Trans Canada Air
Lines.

Mr. Howe was unable to obtain these planes but we did secure some time
ago a Lancaster plane from the United Kingdom and we propose to start a
shuttle service across the North Atlantic with this plane. T.C.A. believes that
with one plane they can do one round trip a week and they estimate that they
can inaugurate the shuttle service by the beginning of June.

The Government-owned Victory Aircraft plant at Malton is now working on
the York plane which is a transport adaptation of the Lancaster. We expect
to be able to put three York planes on a trans-atlantic service somewhere
between November 1, 1943 and January 1, 1944.

I enclose a copy of a letter of May 51 to Mr. Massey which will bring you
up to date on this subject.

We have not yet informed the United Kingdom of our proposals so that it is
not desired that you should at the present time say anything to the Newfound-
land authorities. However, we shall, of course, need landing and transit rights
in Newfoundland and we shall therefore in due course be asking you to get
in touch with the Newfoundland Government. Meanwhile, the information
given in this and the enclosed letter is strictly confidential.

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

1059. 72-M-36

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
adjoint de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy High
Commissioner of Great Britain

Ottawa, May 11, 1943
Dear Sir Patrick [Duff],

On April 23 you wrote to me concerning the arrangements in Newfound-
land for the British Overseas Airways Corporation Trans Atlantic Service
during the summer months.

' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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I have received a communication from our High Commissioner in New-
foundland in which he says that Air Commodore Heakes has told him that
satisfactory arrangements have now been made for accommodation at Bot-
wood, and that the representatives of British Overseas Airways Corporation
have been advised accordingly and are entirely satisfied. Air Commodore
Heakes also says that additional base facilities at Botwood have been satis-
factorily arranged.

You will, of course, understand that this action is being taken with
to co-operating in a service which will help the general war effort and that it
does not involve an admission that the Canadian Government is under a
legal obligation to make this provision.

Perhaps you will be good enough to let me know whether, in view of this
information, it will be necessary for me to reply further to your letter of
Apri123rd.

1060.
PRO DO 35 1110 A201/9 X/J 9642

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner in Great Britain

A. 201

SECRET
[London,) May 18, 1943

My dear High Commissioner,

Thanlc you for your letter of the 11 th May' informin
meof the g of the decision

Canadian Government not to press their suggestion for abrogating
the 1935 Inter-Governmental Trans-Atlantic Air Agreement. I need hard
say that this decision is most welcomé to the United Kingdôm Gover

ly
and I should be glad if you would convey to Ottawa an expression of our
aPPreciation.

May I assume that the Canadian Government have communicated in
Similar sense with the Governments of Eire and Newfoundland? a

Yours sincerely,

--r.
'Non reproduite.

I
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1061. 72-HC-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newf ound land

DESPATCH 150 Ottawa, May 21, 1943
SECRET

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to my secret letter to you of May 8th regarding
the proposed Canadian Air Service across the North Atlantic, and to the
letter of May 5thi to Mr. Massey, copy of which was enclosed with the letter
to you of May 8 th.

In order to avoid the possibility of the Newfoundland Government receiv-
ing the impression that we are carrying on negotiations behind their back..
I should be grateful if you would inform the Newfoundland Government, for
their confidential information, that Canada proposes to establish this wartime
service. It is thought that you might communicate to the Newfoundland
Government the information contained in the first seven paragraphs of the
letter to Mr. Massey of May 5th. You might make it clear to the Newfound-
land Government that the service is not a commercial or permanent service,
but a war service which will, for the most part, be used by members of the
Armed Forces, for mail of the Armed Forces, and for materials for the
Armed Forces.

It is imperative that the information given to the Newfoundland Govern-,
ment at this time be treated as strictly con8dential, for it may create an un-
favourable impression in the United States if the information reaches the
United States Government before they are informed officially.

The government of Eire is not being informed of the proposed.service at
this stage as it is felt that the matter does not directly concern them.2

I have etc.

H. L KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

' Non reproduite. 1 Not prtated.
'130 fait, 1e gouvernement de l'P.tre fut 2 In fact, the Government of Eire was in-

^^couraat avant que le service soit formed before the service was inaugurated.
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Le commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

A.8/6 -

Sir,

72-HC-40

St. John's, July 30, 1943

With reference to your note No. 72A of 19th July, 1943,1 I have the
honour to inform you that the Newfoundland Government is glad to concur,
so far as Newfoundland is concerned, with the arrangements set forth in the
exchange of notes of July 15th, 19431, and July 16th, 19431, between the
United Kingdom and Canadian Governments concerning the establishment of
a Canadlan Government trans-atlantic service on a wartime basis. The New-
foundland Government herewith grants permission for the aircraft on this
service to take off from, land on and fly over Newfoundland for the duration
of the war and six months thereafter.

Yours faithfully,

W. W. WooDs

NPA S-5-5-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 687

MOST SECRET. Following for Woods
<j-Ondon,] December 3, 1943

^Ifrom Clutterbuck. stryhave been turning over in their minds idea discussed with y ouoou i^â pre-e
N^arY way that development of Civil Air Services after the war

ndland and North American continent might to mutual advantage be
undertaken as joint Newfoundland•United Kingdom enterprise, e.g., through

for this purpose of a Newfoundland registered company ^United Kingdom financial support. with

2. Idea behind this suggestion is that Newfoundland will no doubt
todevelop ber own Air Services to Canada and the United State wish

Y in order to prevent control passing to either or both of theste c untries
but is likely to be handicapped in doing so b y of capital 'Y equ^pment and
*1ned Personnel. These deficiencies could however be

, V11- supplied from United
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Kingdom through B.O.A.C. or some other nominee of United Kingdom
Government if latter were given joint participation in a specially formed New-
foundland Company licensed by Newfoundland Government to conduct and
operate such services.

3. In this connection we have noted with interest information conveyed in
your Minim Prece telegram No. 72 of 22nd Novemberl regarding formation
of a new local Company in Newfoundland with the object of "engaging in
Air Transport activities to the Empire and foreign points after the war". We
see that the authorised capital of this company is only $100,000 part of which
it would appear is to be subscribed from Canada. No doubt Company has
only been formed in a small way to start with but development of Air Services
is a costly business and it is clear that undertaking on this scale would not
permit of very ambitious operations. It is noted too from the same telegram
that Russellz in recent press interview has advocated "establishment of con-
trol by Newfoundland of its own Air Services after the war". Not clear
whether there was any connection between Russell's statement and formation
of new Company or whether former was referring to possible development
by Newfoundland Government Railway of its own Air Services to Canada
and the United States.

4. Should be very grateful for your views on these developments and also
for comments on Air Ministry's suggestion above in light of current trend of
opinion in Newfoundland. In particular guidance would be helpful on the
following points

(i) What significance is to be attached to the formation of the new
Company referred to in paragraph 3 above and has it approval and
support of the Newfoundland Authorities? If so is it likely to be
granted Licence to operate?

(ii) In view of limited scope for the development of Airways of direct
, interest to Newfoundland does the Newfoundland Government con-

template licensing more than one operator? If not might it not better
serve Newfoundland's interests to explore possibility of a joint
Newfoundland-United Kingdom undertaking such as that tentatively
discussed with you by Air Ministry?

(iii) i If such a joint undertaking were established would the Newfound-
land Government regard it as cssential that Newfoundland interests
should have controlling share in financial arrangements? (Air
Ministry point out that from United Kingdom standpoint proposition
would of course be more attractive and might be more readily
acceptable if capital structure were such as to give United King-
dom nominee controlling share).

i Non reproduit. i Not printed.
^e. ' H.B. Rnssell, Oran! On" du chemin do ' H.B. Russdl. General, Manager of

fer de Terre-Neuve. Newfoundland Railway.
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Are you now in a position to send us as arran ed •
^r Ministry statistics of mail conveyed to and from lÛ ^sion with
and Canada in 1939. Very helpful if this information ted States
supplemented by statistics or estimates of passenger traffic could be
Newfoundland and the other two countries in the sam between

5• If you should feel that idea of joint United Kin do -Nee year.

undertaking is worth pursuing we should no doubt have to ^oundland
Government into consultation before plan finally takes shape. Canadian
exploratory stage we feel that discussion of matter which primarily
Newfoundland should be confine

• But at present

d to United Kingdom and NewfoundlandGovernments, You will of andcourse a
tas highly confidential in view of danger of misunlder of treating suggestion

result from any disclosure. standing which might

1064.
PRO DO 35 1111 A341/142

haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au S
41/142 X/J 9642

Ni81t Conrnrissioner of Great Britain to
crétaire aux Dominions

Dominions SecretaryTELEGa^►z 594
[Ottawa

SECRET and PERSONAL. Your telegram
,] February 24, 1944

I venture to make the followin C0No. 4951 and connected telegrams,
You know, been a^ g ^eII^• Canadian Government have, as

P Y g great attention to civil aviation problems, and it
represents one of main subjccts in foreign relations en a'n
t^ ^Y have all along felt that matter was so import 8^ g^eir attention.

. progre^ cou]d best be made b^ nt and issues so complea,
Principal parties concerned y^ and early discussion with all
diSCUSSion would have a

.
At first they felt that prior Commonwealth

reason PPcarnce of "ganging up" against us [U.S.]. For this
they felt some hesitation in participating in Commonweyea1r•

But when approach made to President Roosevelt showed ^^ talks last
pat^ no difficulty on that score, they readily agreed to that he antici-
^^ °^cr members of the Commonwealth in ^^ss civil aviation
app°mtment at the delay in arran • . ^ndon. They share our dis-
^e matter is urgent ^g ^der discussions since, in their opinionh° S^

, time for further purely Commonwealth consultation hass
and round table discussion with United States (and otherWd be next move. Powers)

TbeY have in meantime, produced a Dra
w^^ represeIIts the result of much close

ft International Convention
^^^iOa in study of the problem followings01el^e

°nÿssto ^ndon. Their object in preparing Draft has beenPO^,e^
PfOduce base for discussion, and they have no delusion that other

.. ^.._ anll subscribe to all suggestions containcd in it. The
doof the case either of United ' Y not expectthe

they look forward to agreement with United
^e Other Powers. ^ou ^n8dom or of United States of America,

reDrodait.
'Not Drinted.
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Kingdom on most matters, they do not expect it always on all matters, and
they see positive advantage, as proof of vitality and genuineness of Dominion
freedom within co-operative partnership of the Commonwealth, expression
of difference of opinion between members of the Commonwealth sometimes
occurs in talks of this character with the United States.

3. As stated, Canadian authorities have taken great care over preparation
of Draft Convention, and they would, I think, have welcomed some general
expression of appreciation from United Kingdom authorities of this construc-
tive contribution to study of problems facing us all. They would have had
no objection if at same time reply had also indicated that United Kingdom
could not subscribe to various suggestions in Draft. But what in fact has
happened has been that messages have reached Canadian Government
through three separate channels, and sometimes more than one message,
urging that on no account should the document be shown to the United
States. For reasons expressed above, Canadians do not share United Kingdom
view that it would be undesirable and contrary to Commonwealth interest to
present Draft to United States as a basis for discussion without prior Com-
monwealth agreement. I am sure that they will be irritated by fact that only
reaction of United Kingdom authorities to receipt of their memorandum has
been insistent plea that [? it should] not be communicated to United States.
This feeling may, I fear [? be] increased by action of United Kingdom Gov-
ernment suggesting to United States without consulting Canada that invita-
tions should be sent to the other Dominions (your telegram No. 2451). I
personally fully appreciate delicacy of position vis-d-vis the other Dominions
(four groups missing) and that it might have been improper or inexpedient
not to invite them. I am merely reporting authorities' view. They also would
have appreciated difficulty about other Dominions, and no doubt would
have been prepared to consider it carefully. At same time, rightly or wrongly,
they regard Canada as having a special place in post-war civil aviation. In
conformity with views of "functional representation" expressed by Mackenzie
King they would therefore have expected her representatives to take part
naturally in discussions with Major Powers on the subject. They are likely
to feel hurt that, without any previous consultation, United Kingdom have
taken line that, as Canada is to 'be invited all other Dominions must auto-
matically be invited, also thus relegating Canada from her position as an
important nation, with qualifications and rights of her own in certain matters
to that of only one out of a number of British Dominions.

4. There is a further more general consideration I should like to mention.
Before the war, Canadian foreign policy was far too negative and unwilling

to accept commitments in the international sphere, although admittedly in the

last resort it could generally be relied upon to follow a lead from Britain. The

war has given as sharp and salutary a jolt to Canada as it has to other nations.

She is now more conscious of her international responsibilities, and is ready to

play her full part in world affairs. It seems to me that from the general poInt

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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of view it would be greatly to our interest to encourage this development, and
to give a friendly welcome to any move such as the interest now being taken in
international civil aviation, which shows her anxiety to co-operate fully in
international machinery for the post-war world. I naturally do not agree with
everything that Canada has done or proposed in this instance. But, if we give
a chilly reception to moves of this kind, she will be more inclined to grow im-
patient at her ties with the Commonwealth. On the other hand, I am confident
that, in the great majority of matters, we shall be able to count on her agree-
ment, support and co-operation if we do not irk her by seeming to restrict her
freedom, or to insist too rigidly on a United Commonwealth Front in inter-
national affairs.

5. I trust you will pardon me for expressing my views thus frankly. But the
situation on civil aviation is tricky. I do not suggest that a major difficulty has
yet arisen, but I can see certain awkwardnesses lying ahead and feel that you
would wish to know the background situation as I see it now.

1065.
NPA GN113 478/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

and North American continent • We note that Bennett contends that in any

TELEGRAM 298
[London,] May 19, 1944

SECRET.
Your Telegram No. 197.1 Following for Woods from Clutterbuck.

Begins, Presume no decision will be reached on Bennett's application ending
reference home and that you will be letting us know upshot of discussion in
Commission.

2. To this end position remains that on basis set out in my letter of
4th Aprilz it is' very difficult to see how a Newfoundland Air Line could
oPerate successfully in Trans-Atlantic Service without very heavy subsidy and
this would apply too, though in less degree, to Services between Newfoundland

international arrangement Newfoundland should be entitled b y reason of her
ge0graPhical situation to specially favourable share of traffic but prospects for
securing agreement to this must be regarded as very doubtful and it is clear
moreover that only a very great incre

proposition
ase in Newfoundland's share would en-able

Participation in a Trans-Atlantic Service to become an economic.

3. In short it seems to us that any private Newfoundland Air Line o erat-
^^°epom^ outside the Island would be bound to look to Newfoun pnt for financial support Gov-
^^yhave PPort and the Newfoundland Government will accord-

to consider in their own interests what form of Air Line while
^ Non reproduit.
Non reproduite, ' Not printed.

' Not printed.
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1092 . tthem in
andainmeeting the Island's requirements would be likely to involve

financial liability. It is still strongly felt here that both on
ground

general Empire interests a joint Newfoundland-United ô^de best solû irise e
(no doubt with some participation by Canada)

on this until it is seen how
It is appreciated that no final policy can
far International Agreement on conduct of Post War Ci

vil
could usefully

to be forthcoming but we feel that in ô^c^slNon °wh^ch
dland

have taken place
be forming a provisional policy in Lgh
to date and hope that it will be possible for progress to be made in this

direction.
4. Bennett's latest activities and formal application now made by him have

increased concern here lest he may succeed in entrenching himself New
as to lead to establishing claim for recognition ^^ éma v orm of organ^a-

ffoundland National Airline to the exclusion oe
which might better serve the interests both of Newfoundland^annd. ÉQas

United Kingdom. No doubt, however, you have this aspect fully

NPA GN1/3 478/43
1066.

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Seeretary

TELEGRAM 412
[St. John's,] October 10, 1944

from
IMPORTANT. Your telegram of 556 Secret-' Following for ClutterbuckZ about Civil Aviation
Woods. Begins. Discussion of your letter of lOth Ju1Y ssibilities
policy showed that Commission would be sympathetic with po

more especially if Commission was satisfied that N lv
therein discussed avia-
land could in this way materially help to minimise risks American compeh-

i
eas
t woould have Newfouadlandtion being driven out of w ûidtithé c feelair

tion. The Commission
und-behind it if it adopted the poLcy of Partnership beté Né^ô weopuuon

' Canada and Newfoundland, th
instruments of United Kiagdom, partnershiP.
land share of international traffic being at the d np

o^
a° ôIIthe at our

find it difficult, however, on the basis of the dom representatives
dissal and in advance of discussions with ünited Kingdompo. You refer toô t ôf thesein this sense
in Montreal to come to a finalmé1escÔ

1 ând Dunn but Emerson's rep lth-in London with Puddester, E roblems confronting us. w^
discussions did not throw anym^onew a^^at wh ch I have indicated above We
out some such compelling v^ -• ssibilit

interesâ gi ret
cannot overlook entirely the po

Y that Newfoundland's

be best served by maximum air contacts with the United ssaon's only decl
gard to commercial and tourist possibiLues. c,, f ar

---- t Not printed.
1 Non reproduit. 9 Not printed.
9 Non reProduite.
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sion has been to instruct its representatives at the Montreal talks and subse-
quent international conference that they may agree to right of innocent pas-
sage and right to land for non-traffic purposes but should refer to Commis-
sion before agreeing to any other rights. Incidentally Critchleyl when here
recently expressed to me the opinion that it would be equally necessary to
keep both Canada and American interests out of any proposed Newfoundland
chosen instrument or internal air service. I may add that Bennett is worried.
He asked me yesterday if I would tell him whether I thought the Newfound-
land Government under the influence of the United Kingdom Government was
going to adopt a less sympathetic attitude to his company because of its en-
tanglements with outside interests and said he did not want to find himself
in the position of having gone so far with his associates that he must fight for
them at all costs. I would not commit myself but contrived to indicate that
I personally thought it possible that the course of events might well make
it impossible for his company constituted as proposed to be in any sense an
instrument of Newfoundland policy. As time presses I am sending you this
message at once, but I will bring up your message and this reply at what will
be my last Commission meeting on Friday when London is to be sworn in
and he may be able to send you a further message thereafter. Ends.

1067. NPA GN1/3 478/43

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Don:inions Secretary

TELEGRAM 426 [St. John's,] October 14, 1944

Our telegram No. 383 of 23rd September.2 Civil Aviation. Commission
has decided that Newfoundland should be represented at Commonwealth
talks and subsequent International Conference by London, Walsh and Patti-
son. Considered essential new Commissioner for Public Utilities should
attend and politically important that a Newfoundland Commissioner should
also be present. Delegates will be authorised to agree with Freedoms I and
II on page 5 of Balfour Committee's report2 A.T.L. (43) 1 and with refer-
ence to Newfoundland's share of international traffic to advocate adoption
for Newfoundland of the policy of a chosen instrument under the control of
the Newfoundland Government. We are informing Bennett in reply to a
written inquiry from him that he should be prepared for the adoption of this
policy by us. We are not, however, making any public announcement at
Present and shall probably await outcome of Commonwealth talks. We have
received from High Commissioner for Canada an invitation to send repre-
sentatives to Montreal by 23rd instant and also copy of agenda2 containing
seveâ items which is presumably that referred to in your telegram G. No. 62?

a:'C.? Cr't h1 E fral d 1 1 A C Crrtchley Director-General of IIri-
Brutsh

c eye diÿ Cteur g n V. a 0
Oversrat Airways Corporation. tish Overseas Airways Corporation.

'N0II reproduit. • Not printed.
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appears to have been called for the purpose of restricting Air Services and is
therefore diametrically opposed to the position set forth in the final sentence
of paragraph 6 of your telegram. Some of our difficulties arise from this fact.

We were fully conscious of the other arguments outlined in this paragraph,
but we had been led to understand that general acceptance of proposals was
unlikely. We have felt that nothing short of this would justify grant by New-
foundland of Freedoms III, IV and V.2There would be the strongest public

tries of a common plan. We must, however, point out that the Convention

by United Kingdom Government to unanimous acceptance by Empire Coun-

TOp SECRET. Your telegram No. 623 of November 17th.1 Commission has
carefully considered your telegram and notes the great importance attached

TELEGRAM 486 [St. John's,] November 20, 1944

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

1 Non reproduit.
' La Conférence internationale de l'Aviation

civile tenue à Chicago à la fin de 1944, a con-
venu de deux instruments multilatéraux ayant
trait au droit de vol. L'Accord relatif aux
services aériens internationaux réguliers sti-
pule que chaque État contractant accorde aux
autres États contractants les libertés de l'air
suivantes:

P Liberté: La liberté de traverser son
territoire sans atterrir;

20 Liberté: La liberté d'atterrir pour des
raisons non commerciales.

L'autre instrument multilatéral rédigé à Chi-
cago est l'Accord relatif au transport aérien
international. En plus des deux libertés de
l'air prEcitEe% l'Accord prévoit les conces-
sions suivantes:

3• Liberté: La liberté de débarquer des
passagers, du courrier et des mar-
chandises embarqués sur le territoire
de l'État dont l'aéronef possède la
nationalité;

4* Liberté: La liberté d'embarquer des
passagers, du courrier et des mar-
chandises à destination du territoire
de l'État dont l'aéronef possède la
nationalité;

30 Liberté: La liberté d'embarquer des

tout autre État contractant.

I Not printed.

passagers, du courrier et des mar-
chandises à destination du territoire
de tout autre État contractant et le
privilège de débarquer des passa-
gers, du courrier et des marchan-
dixs en provenance du territoire de

'The International Civil Aviation Con-
ference held at Chicago in late 1944 drew
up two multilateral instruments dealing with
the right to 8y. The International Air Services
Transit Agreement provides that each con-
tracting State grants to the other contracting
States the following freedoms of the air:

ist Fradom: The freedom to fly across
its territory without landing;

2nd Freedom: The freedom to land for
non-traffic purposes.

The other multilateral instrument for-
mulated at Chicago is the International Air
Transport Agreement. In addition to the two
freedoms of the air referred to above, the
agreement provides for the granting of:

3rd Freedom: The freedom to put down
passengers, mail and cargo taken on

in the territory of the State whose
nationality the aircraft possesses;

4th Freedom: The freedom to take on

pu the eterritory of tfor he State whose
nationality the aircraft possesses;

3th Freedom: The freedom to take on
passengers, mail
forthe ern ory of a another State and
the privilege to put down passeII$ers'

mail and cargo coming from any

such territory.
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feeling here against acceptance by Newfoundland if other countries held out,
and you should be aware of this. We should also warn you that in any event
there will be the greatest disappointment in Newfoundland if we are unable
to show that she will receive real and tangible benefits from the use of the
Airports on her soil. The indirect benefits which we envisage are not suffi-
ciently patent or certain to convince the critics. If on the contrary it appears
that she has had to make a sacrifice, public feeling will be strongly adverse
and we shall be accused of betraying Newfoundland's interests and acting
without a mandate.

Provided that the great majority of countries interested and all Empire
countries agree to grant similar privileges, we are prepared to agree to grant
of Freedoms III, IV and V for the compelling reasons outlined in your tele-
gram, and in the light of the safeguards enumerated in paragraph 7. We will
so inform Newfoundland representatives.

We wish to draw your attention to three points of importance to Newfound-
land which appear to call for serious consideration:

y b e sew ere.
`(3) Newfoundland representatives have suggested that United States

(1) From information received from Newfoundland representatives
there appears to be grave doubt if an arrangement made by the
chosen instrument of Newfoundland with another operating Com-
pany to operate Newfoundland's quota as her agent would be recog-
nised by the United States, which is claiming to operate unused
frequencies. It has been suggested that the international convention
or agreement might expressly or by implication preclude our chosen
instrument from making such an arrangement, which we have
agreed with you is the most suitable for Newfoundland. Our repre-
sentatives have suggested a safeguarding clause, but they doubt if
it will be accepted.

(2) We understand that traffic will pay such landing fees as may be
fixed subject to review by international authority., Unless adequate
rates are allowed to meet special conditions, for example heavy
costs of snow clearing at Gander, it may not be possible for New-
foundland to meet half of the cost of maintenance of Gander. We
appreciate that if these rates are too high traffic ma o 1 h

may claim that her bases in Newfoundland are available to civil
traffic as a result of the convention. As Article XI of Bases Agree-
ment specifically provides that civil use it to be settled by Agree-
ment between the two Governments, we maintain that an interna-
tional convention could not be held to take the place of such an
agreement even by implication. To make matter certain we feel
that the question of civilian use of all war bases in Newfoundland,
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including Canadian, should if possible be expressly reserved and
treated outside convention.

We should be glad to know whether these points will be safeguarded.

1069.

forward by the Americans of new proposals which are wholly unacceptable

NPA S-5-5-2

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary Io Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRA11i 633 [London,] November 22, 1944
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Your telegram 20th November No. 486. We very
greatly appreciate the decision of the Commission of Government to agree
to the grant by Newfoundland of Freedoms 3, 4 and 5 with the proviso (which
we should of course require as a necessary condition of our own acceptance)
that the great majority of countries interested and all Empire countries agree
to grant similar privileges. We understand your preoccupation with the need
for explaining to the Newfoundland public the benefits which would flow from
the acceptance of this degree of freedom for air transport but we are con-
vinced that in fact greater advantages will accrue to Newfoundland in this
way and it is in our view unlikely that if a general multilateral agreement is
reached tangible benefits could in fact be obtained by any attempt to make
a separate bargain with facilities available in Newfoundland territory.

° 2. You will however no doubt by this time have been informed by your
representatives at Chicago that situation has changed owing to the putting

purposes in the territory of another power". We assume that this qualification
would meet your wishes in respect of Newfoundland.

as to exclude "territory under jurisdiction and authority exercised for mflLtary

been instructed to ensure that in any Convention definition of the territory
of contracting powers for cabotage and other purposes should be so qualified

regards (3), point had already been raised by our Delegation and they had

to us, and we believe to a majority of the other participants in the Chicago
Conference. According to the latest information available here it may prove
to be impossible to conclude more than an agreement on the technical side
and transport questions may have to be left for further consideration at a later
date when a more general consensus of opinion may exist as to their solution.
We- are however repeating your telegram and this reply to our Delegation
at Chicago and are calling their attention to the three points of particular
importance to Newfoundland in the framing of any agreement on transport•
We are asking for our Delegation's comments on (1) and (2) of these. As
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Le secrétaire aux Dominion.s au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland
TELEGRA11i 648

[London,] December 2, 1944
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET AND PERSONAL.

My telegram No. 646 of today.i

Lord Swinton has telegraphed from Chicago that present instructions to
Canadian Delegation require them to withhold grant of Freedoms 1 and 2
on multilateral basis and that Newfoundland representatives in that case may
wish grant to be reserved also in respect of Newfoundland.

2.
We feel very strongly that for reasons set out in my telegram No. 646it is

most undesirable that there should be any reservation made by United
Kingdom Delegation in respect of these Freedoms. We think effect of with-
holding these elementary rights would be most unfortunate both generally
and from point of view of Newfoundland and do not see that in the long run
any practical benefit for Newfoundland is likely to be derived by doing so.

3. We hope therefore that Commission of Government will on further con-
sideration agree that even if Canada should ultimately decide to withhold
Grant of Freedoms 1 and 2 it would not be necessary to make a reservation
on behalf of Newfoundland.

4. Responsibility in this matter must, however, rest with the Newfoundland
Government. In the last resort, therefore, if on political grounds Commission
of Government feel it impossible to agree to grant of Freedoms 1 and 2 if
Canada withholds them Lord Swinton is being authorised to make reservation
accordingly on behalf of Newfoundland.

5. Please repeat most immediate your reply to Lord Swinton who is being
informed of substance of above.

1071.
NPA S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfouirdland { to Don:inions Secretary
TELEGRAM 496 ,

SECRET. Your tele
^Folloy^g ^le m No. 648 Secret and Personal of 2nd December.

Be gram has been sent to Newfoundland representatives at Chicago.gins'
Following for London and Walsh. No. 6 Secret. The Commission

have considered the question of the g

^B
rant at this stage of Freeand if Canada a g doms one and

grecs to sign the collateral agreement you should inform
F ^=hairman of the United Kingdom Delegation that Newfo

p^ also to agree. If, however, Canada should withhold undland isassent weINoa reprodulL

[St. John s,] Dccember 4, 1944

' Not printed.
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consider that you should. ask the Chairman to intimate that for the present
Newfoundland wishes to reserve her position for further consideration.

You could inform Lord Swinton to this effect.

This telegram is being repeated to the Secretary of State for Dominion

Affairs as No. 496. Ends.

1072.
NPA GN1/3 478/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TEI.ECxAM 661
[London,] December 9, 1944

My immediately preceding telegram.i Following is Text of message which
has now been received from Lord Swinton in Washington today. Begins.
The reservation of Freedoms 1 and 2 which I was instructed to make on
behalf of Newfoundland is already the subject of adverse comment.in Amer-
ican Press and will be increasingly embarrassing.

2. I explained that we had to give the Newfoundland Government time to
consider this question which had come up at a very l ate stage .

tfhua Ûnit d
plained temporary constitutional position of Newfoundland
Kingdom Government always treated Commission Government as a local

Government. be said here
3. This explanation carries little weight, 'and it will certaiiily away

that what United Kingdom have given with one hand they are taking
with the other. Berle who expressed great appreciation of United agd0^e

action in granting Freedoms one and two, referred to Newfoundland
key to the Atlantic route.

4, The Newfoundland objection is based partly on Canadian attitude, butcOnl-
they still think there is some bargaining power they can use. This is atedlyrepe
pletely at variance with United Kingdom attitude, will lie nathe ma^um
told Newfoundland Delegation their financial interest
use of airfields. ect. Our

5. Our frank attitude throughout the Conference bas won resp
concession of the two Freedoms was keenly appreciated. The las Bnand
plan was considered a good practical scheme by a number of operators

non

e
.poL•tical administrators. The sound position which we had secured by the,

'and may be underminend of the Conference is already prejudiced therefore, that Ne`^0und-
intransigeancx of Newfoundland. I sincerely hope, be
land Government can be brought to see reason and that the ]E^â ôrimÉnds,
instructed with the least possible delay to withdraw their re

Non trptoduit.
Not printed.
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:We are asking Lord Swinton to let us know what * is the precise position
regarding. Canada.

1073.
NPA GN1/3 478/43

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 520 [St. John's,] December 22, 1944
SECRET. With reference to telegram No. 661 of December 9th, 1944, giv-
ing text of a message received from Lord Swinton from Washington, the
Commission wish to point out that any embarrassment caused to him
arises from the present constitutional position and not from any action of
the Newfoundland Government. The Commission are fully aware that, as
regards foreign relations, the final word must, under the present con-
stitutional position of Newfoundland, rest with the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment, but they feel bound to point out that this situation is likely to
be the cause of further embarrassment both to the United Kingdom Govern-
ment and the Newfoundland Government. Public opinion here is very defi-
nitely opposed to leaving the disposal of Newfoundland territory and rights
to the United Kingdom, and we must advise that any attempt on the part
of the United Kingdom to disregard Newfoundland opinion on this subject
may lead to serious and unfortunate consequences. The Commission are
deeply appreciative of the position taken up by your Lordship on this
question.

..
A great deal of embarrassment would, in the opinion of the Commission,

have been avoided if the Newfoundland representatives had been invited to
the Civil Aviation Conference on terms similar to the invitation extended
to the Commissioner for Natural Resources and the Chairman of the Fisheries
Board in 1943 when they attended an International Fisheries Conference inI.ondon.

On that occasion the Newfoundland representatives kept just as
closely in touch with the official United Kingdom delegates as if they had
beea part of the delegation and the arrangement worked well. Indeed, onthe d

°^sion in question the Newfoundland delegates extricated the United
% dom delegates from a somewhat delicate situation vis-d-vis Canada. The
Commission suggest that consideration should be given to the adoption in
future Of this procedure. The question is likely to arise again in an acute
f o^ fil 1945 when an international fishery conference may be called by the
Umted States, largely as the result of a great deal of spade work on the
part. °f Newfoundland. It will be most unfortunate if the Newfoundland
ô^resentatives have to attend such a conference in an advisory capacity

yand not as fully accredited representatives of their country.
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In deciding to withhold Freedoms 1 and 2 until an opportunity could be
had of discussing the question with Sir George London and Mr. Walsh on
their return from Chicago, the Commission had very much in mind the inde-
terminate position of the bases constructed by Canada and the United
States in Newfoundland, and also the state of public feeling which had been
awakened by the publication of the terms of the lease to Canada of Goose
Bay Airport.

As regards the former, it now appears that Newfoundland's position in
relation to the Canadian and United States air bases is satisfactorily covered
and the Commission, through the United Kingdom, would appear, under the
Two Freedoms Agreement, to have the right to designate any one of the
airports in Newfoundland as a commercial airport to the exclusion of all
the others. The maximum concentration of traffic at Gander is clearly desir-
able having regard to our liability in respect of the heavy costs of airport
operation. The Commission would appreciate confirmation by the legal

• advisers to the Dominions Office on the legal points involved.

Turning to the grant of Freedoms 1 and 2, the Commission agree that
the best interests of Newfoundland will be served in the future by the freest
possible use of such airport as may be designated in Newfoundland for com-
mercial aviation, in the belief that such use will promote employment and
provide the most favourable travel facilities to Newfoundlanders and those

- wishing to visit the Island. Having reached this decision, however, the Com-
mission is brought up rather sharply against the position of Newfoundland
under the cabotage rule so long as Newfoundland is not a separate state.
It appears to the Commission that the United Kingdom will have full control
of all civil aviation which comes within the definition of cabotage and New-
foundland will have little say in the matter. The position may well arise as
regards transatlantic traffic that Newfoundland citizens may find great diffi-
culty in obtaining passages to and from the United Kingdom, especially in
the early post-war period, and the position would be aggravated by the tact
that such passengers might well have to wait for several days at a New-
foundland airport for passage on a United Kingdom plane when many planes
belonging to other countries were continually passing through and on which
accommodation might have been obtained but for the cabotage rule.

The Commission have considered this position very carefully. They would
like to make a public announcement to the effect that Newfoundland is
prepared to Grant Freedoms 1 and 2 to all comcrs, but in making
announcement, the Commission will have to lay particular emphasis on thekinbenefits to be expected. They feel that they should be given an undertag
bÿ the United Kingdom Government that, as regards cabotage, the rights of
Newfoundland citizens to passages on the transatlantic service will be fully
safeguardéd and the United Kingdom authorities will take steps, in agree-
ment with the Commission of Government, to prepare a scheme whereby an

adequate number of such passages can be secured to Newfoundlanders on
reasonable terms.
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve
Dominions Secretary to, Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 93,
[London,] February 24,CONFIDENTIAL. jV^ 1945

Y' immediately preceding telegram.i Canadian Trans..Atlantic Air Service.
My message to Canadian Government. Begins. No. 37.

Confidential. Your telegram 19th February No. 42.1 Carriage of Fare- a in
Traffic. P Y g

Since
Montreal Commonwealth Air Conversations in December 1944, we

have been considering suggestion made by Mr. Gov-

2

Gov-ernment Trans-Atlantic Air Service operated by Tra s-CanadaaA1r1Li
as

agents of Canadian Government should on occasion carry fare-paying traffic..
On full consideration we do not wish to offer any objection to this

proposal so far as United Kingdom is concerned provided of course that
frequencies and capacity of the Service continue to be regulated strictl
by war requirements and that non-officia.l traffic will be limited to classés
subserving the national interest and only carried in any spare space which
may be available after official requirements have been satisfied.3.

Canadian Government will no doubt consult Newfoundland Govern-ment also.
4.

We note your readiness to agree to carriage of fare-paying traffic on
United Kingdom non-commercial air transport services operating to Canada.
We have not (repeat not) yet decided to charge fares for fill-up traffic ôn
return ferry, service operated by B.O.A.C. between Prestwick and Montreal
to requimments of A O C-in-C., Transport Command R.A.F., but we areconsidering the

matter and will communicate our conclusions as soon aspossible.
5.

As regards question of tariffs we fccl sure that you will share our view
that fares and freight rates should form subj[Ends.] cct of prior agreement between us_

NPAMémorandunt du commissaire aux Services publics
S-5-5-Z

nements d la commission po« Terre N
et auxcuve Approvision-

Memorandum from Commissioner for Public Utilities and Supply
to Commission of Go

P•U, ' and S. 78=45
veriunent of Newfoundland

[St. Johns,] May 9, 1945

T. regardregard to the "study and recommendations" submitt
Limited, it will be rceollcctcd that ed by the Air

,N^ ^ Commission Minute No_
' Not printed.
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427244 of meeting held on 12th May, 1944,1 authorised a letter to Air
Transport Limited in which it was stated that the Government were prepared
to accord co-operation in a "factual survey of Newfoundland and Labrador
in relation to air transport in all its aspects, and with particular emphasis
on internal domestic requirements" which the Company proposed to
conduct 2 Our co-operation consisted of facilitating the acquisition of certain
charts, etc. from varous Services and he provison of certain meteorological
information. The report now attachedl embodies the results of that survey.
The memoranda by the Director of Civil Aviation were compiled as a result
of departmental discussions on the subject.

It will also be recollected that the original proposed set-up of Air Transport
Limited involved the participation of capital from Canadian and American
groups, as well as a Newfoundland group. On the 14th October, 1944, the
Company was informed that it "should be prepared for the possibility that
the Newfoundland Government will decide to exercise through a "Chosen
Instrument" under its control Newfoundland's rights in relation to inter-,
national traffic." The implications of this were apparently sufficient to induce
a modification of the proposed set-up of the Company which has now
disentangled itself from the foreign connections it had formerly established
as indicated in a letter of 29th December, 1944, of which a copy is attached.3

G. E. LONDON

1076. 72-Ni,-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
^ à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

,.

3)ESrATCH 159 Ottawa, July 10, 1945

SECRET

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that during Lord Cranborne's recent visit
to Ottawa informal conversations were held between him and the Honour-
:able C. D. Howe on civil aviation matters relating to Newfoundland.

dom, NeW"2. It was agreed that a conference between the United KinB
toundland and Canadian Governments should be held as soon as conveniendY

'Non reproduit. I Not printed.
'Voit les documents 1063. 1065-1067. • Sea Documents 1063, 1065-1067.
4Non reproduite. • Not printed.
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possible. Lord Cranbome agreed to take up the matter with Newfoundland
on his return to London. An inter-Departmental committee is being organised
here to make preparations. Canada's interests in the use of Newfoundland'

sairfields for trans-Atlantic flying would appear to be adequately safe-
ardedsince both Canada and Newfoundland have signed

the so-called "T 'w
Freedoms" agreement, drawn up at the Chicago International Civil AviatioonConference, permitting transit overhead and the use of designated airfields
for refuelling stops. The important problems likely to arise in these discussions
are (1) what fields are to be designated for international traffic, and

(2) whatarrangements should be made for the maintenance and operation of such
fields and ancillary facilities, such as weather and direction-findin stations
in the Newfoundland-I.abrador region. g ,

3. It has been generally assumed that Goose Bay and Gander Airfields and
Botwood Seaplane Base would be used for trans-Atlantic flying and that manyof the defence installations erected there by the Canadian Government

oube convertible to or useful for civil air purposes. Apart from technical aviati ldproblems, responsibility on
for the maintenance and operation of these facilitieswill raise i

mportant political questions. Presumably, if Goose Air Base is desi -
nated for international traffic it will be operated by Canadian authorities.
Under the Air Bases Agreement of 1941, Botwood and Gander are to
returned to Newfoundland.

Whether Newfoundland will be financially ableto
maintain these fields and whether they will have the technical personnel

available to operate them and their ancillary services are unanswered
ques-tions.

Under the International Civil Aviation convention the Internatio
nalAir Authority may on request provide or maintain facilities in a count

ry wh cis unable to provide or maintain them. Whether in the event that Newfo hland cannot maintain and operate these fields and facilities the und-

placed under the International Authority or whether assistance should be
provided by Canada and/or the United Kingdom may be important questions
in the forthcoming discussions.

4. It is also possible that consideration may be given to the use of other
fields, notably Harmon field and the emergency field at Buchans. The useGander a • se

ppears to be distinctly limited because of frequent adverse weather
conditions and because the nature of the terrain prevents extension of the
^nways to the desired length for large transport planes. There is some dis
position in Trans-Canada Airlines circles to urge the development of Buchans
field. The United States would apparently be willing to open Harmo

n field
to ` tr^Atlantic traffc provided other Newfoundland fields were available
toTU^t^ States airlines. (See note from the State De artme t^Y of which is being sent you under covering despatch of oda t'seda

12
tec^g to Harmon field. )1 No official of this Department is familiar withof these fields , and there is little information on our files about t hem.It

mq8bt, therefore, be useful if you found an op ortunit to se
°n Your forthcomi.n • p y e these fieldsg v •̂ sit to the western part of the Island.11

N0a nptndutta
Not printed.
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5. You will be kept advised about preparations for the conference and
about any other relevant developments. In the meantime, any views you may
have on any aspect of the problem will be appreciated.

I have 'etc.

R. M. MACDONNELL

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1077.

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Munitions and Supply
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

72-RV-40

Ottawa, August 20, 1945

Dear Mr. Robertson,

Thanks for copy of Cypher Teletype WA-42481 from the Canadian
Ambassador in Washington.

Trans-Canada Air Lines is already using Harmon v:%11, Stephenville, New-foundland, by local arrangement with the Officer Commanding the field.Very happy arrangements have been established and Trans-Canada oificials
are particularly pleased with the courtesies extended by those in charge of
the 8eld.

I suggest that the Government should advise the Government of New-
foundland and the Government of the U.K. that an early discussion of the
use of bases in Newfoundland is desirable.

In negotiations for Trans-Atlantic flying, it should be noted that Gander
airport is not suitable for heavy Trans-Atlantic planes without considerable
and costly reconstruction, whereas Harmon Field, Stephenville, is a satis-
factory, base. Therefore, the two intermediary airports to be retained for
Trans-Atlantic flying should be Goose airport in Labrador and Hannon
Field in Newfoundland.

Yours sincerely,^

C. D. HOWE
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au hau
72-AFj-4p

en Grande-Bretagne t commissaire

Secretary of State for Externat Affairs to High Commission
en Grande-Bretagne er

TELEGRAM 2024
Ottawa, September 1, 1945

The Hon. C. D. Howe is considering attending on behalf of
Commonwealth-USA Telecommunicauo^ Conference schedu

good

Canada the
ledber 15th in Bermuda. He considers that the Conference for Novem-

opport^tY to discuss with the United Kingdom bilateral provide a
in civil aviation relating to the North Atlantic and VVest I•^ a^eements
to discuss civil aviation rights in Newfoundland. n^es routes, and

It
would be very welcvme to us if the United Kin dom

Bermuda representatives with whom Mr. Howe could agree would send to,
the above matters subject to later governmental a rovalin principle on

Would you please obtain the views of the Dominions Office and advise us.

1079.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut conunissafre en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELECRAM 2350
là High Commissioner in Great Britain

72 AFJ-4Q

MYour tele Ottawa, October 9, 1945
gram No. 2903 of October 6th,1 Civil Aviation discussions with

. Howe at Birmuda. Wc welcome your advice that theauthoriUeS
would be very willing to send re resentativ United Kingdom

es. Their assumption
that

Mr. Howe has in mind discussions about bil ateral^da and the United Kingdom is correct. He doesn agreéments between
^ among Canada, the United Kingdom and the ot envisage tripartite

United States.
1080.

Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Le secrétaire d'État aux A 72-AFI.-44

Secretary of State for

EX-3578
E.Yternal A,(jairs to Ambassador in United States

TELE^.^!^M
^^EpuT^ Ottawa, October 9, 1945
`please .YourYour ^^VA^g06,i civil use of military airfields in Newfound-

to State Department's note of September 142 as follows:N^ ^^^ 1

utte, Not printed.
' Not printed.
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Begins. The Canadian Government has no objection to the use of the airfields
at Goose, Gander and Torbay by Pan American Airways, Trans-Continental
and Western Airways, and American Export Airlines on their proposed sche-
duled operations over Canada to Europe. It is pointed out, however, that the
use of the fields will require the concurrence of the United Kingdom and
Newfoundland Governments. In addition to the above air fields, the Canadian
Government would be prepared to consider making available the fields at
Montreal, Moncton and Quebec for International Two Freedoms traffic.

There is no objection to the use of Mingan by designated U.S. air carriers
as long as that airport be maintained in a serviceable condition but, if at a
future date it reverts to a caretaker basis, no responsibility will be assumed
for its maintenance for trans-Atlantic operations.

It is noted that the question of the use of Harmon Field by TCA or other
commercial aircraft cannot, in the opinion of the Newfoundland Government,
be settled until the general question is dealt with and that the Newfoundland
authorities are in communication with the Dominions Office on this subject.

With reference to para. 3 of the note of September 8th' to the Chargé d'Af-
faires of the United Kingdom, the Canadian Government would expect that
Canadian air transport enterprises now holding traffic rights (or receiving
future traffic rights) in the territories in which the military bases have been
established, would be permitted to exercise such rights at these bases, such
rights to be available to Canadian air transport enterprises on a non-discrimi-
natory basis vis-d-vis airlines of the United States and the United Kingdom,
subject to cabotage reservation. Ends.

1081.

are intent on continuing the flights using land planes via Gander as soon
_.r... .

' Non reprodnita ' Not printed.
' Non reprodndt. "Noc printed.

can, American Export ^rline and Trans-Continental and Western Airlines
as

three Companies which have been carrying on Trans-Atlantic fl1ghts un .
the United States Arm Trans rt Commd via Botwood viz. Pan-Amen'an ,

72-AFL-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au conseiller spécial
du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Special Assistant
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

St. John's, October 12, 1945

With reference to my telegram No. 217 of October 11 th2 on preparations
for the use of Gander as a civil airport I had a further informal conversation
on the subject with Sir George London and Squadron-Lcader Pattison today.
They tell me that what the Americans appear to have in mind is that the

der

A
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the Clipper operations via Botwood terminate, which will be about the end of
the present month or a little earlier. All of the three Companies have put
through their survey flights and are now engaged in what
zation flights following which they will secure they call familiari-
nautics Board at Washington to carry certificates from the Civil Aero-

on Trans-Atlantic flights.
All of the lines are anxious that there be no break between the termination

of their Clipper services and the inauguration of their Trans-Atlantic flights
by land planes and it is for this reason that the Americans are so anxious to
get established at Gander with accommodation for passengers and facilities
for servicing planes. Sir George told me that General Connell went so far as
to suggest that the most expeditious and generally best way of dealing with
the matter would be to give the three Companies a franchise to set

andoperate these facilities at Gander. Sir George pointed out, however, thatsuch
a development would be quite impossible as the airport would have to be
run as a Newfoundland airport and it would not be desirable to give a fran-
chise to three American Companies when eventually a great many Companies
including British, Canadian, French, Swedish and others would also b using
the airport. He does not, however, wish to discourage or hamper the Ameri-
Qns from going ahead with their commercial services.

Sir
George's general idea seems to be that, while Gander would no

officially deSignated as a commercial ai t be
States Companies could continue to run cheduled

severalplane ^é n^s' the United

on the understanding that they would have to be content with such fac 1 it
as could be easily provided. There are a good many vacant buildings in the
United States zone and doubtless they can improvise some sort of a
tion that will serve the u ^ommoda-

p rpose until a more elaborate and permanent organi-
Âm n is set up. There is, however, no mistaking the determination

cans to get the Trans-Atlantic services through Gander operating withe
out loss of time nor of the desire of the Newfoundland Government to
'encourage thém in the projcct.

Le secrétaire oux Dominions au gouverneur
72-AFL^40

Dominions Secretury to G
de Terre-Neuve

subs ru3Patches Nos. 1731 and 1742 of 31 st August and your
^ uent telegram No. 341 of 2nd October.a Future use ofBases Newfoundland
^'....: 4 _.

a Non reproduite. ^
^t 801. Not pr

,
^nted

[London,] October 13, 1945SE^Br
You d

overnor of Newjoundland^iECR,►M 473

_ °n teproduit.
11 Not printed.
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1. We have now had opportunity of discussing with Ministry of Civil
Aviation questions arising out of presentation of United States Note to Com-
mission of Government, and our views are summarized as follows:

(1) We note that United States Government seek permission for com-
mercial aircraft to land at Gander, Goose Bay, Torbay, Harmon
Field and Argentia, and we understand that Canadian Government
in so far as they are concerned would see no objection to use of
first three of above mentioned bases for this purpose. We note
further that United States Consul General has indicated that United
States requirements would be satisfied by grant of general rights
at Gander with emergency rights elsewhere. We on our side appreci-
ate desirability of opening up Newfoundland Airports without delay
for Trans-Atlantic traffic, and we would suggest, therefore, that
Commission should now inform United States and Canadian Gov-
ernments that they intend, as an interim measure and until the
future use for Civil purposes of the United States and Canadian
bases in Newfoundland has been finally determined, temporarily
to designate Gander as their principal International Trans-Atlantic
base, Goose Bay, Torbay, Harmon Field and Argentia being
scheduled as bad weather alternatives. Communications to United
States and Canadian Governments should however stipulate that
responsibility for diversion of aircraft away from Gander would
rest solely with Air Traffic Control Authorities at Gander;
. . .

(3) We agree with view expressed in final paragraph of your despatch

0

No. 174 that question of future use of Canadian controlled air bases
in Newfoundland should be discussed at early date between Cana-
dian, Newfoundland and United Kingdom Governments and we
hope shortly to be able to address you more fully on this matter.
In the meantime we would suggest that proposals as to use of
Torbay, or of Harmon Field and Argentia, for regular Continental
and Internal Services (as distinct from emergency use for Trans-
Atlantic Service) should be postponed.

(4) As to Landing Fees we agree with proposal at (B) in your telegram

No. 341 that these should be payable to Newfoundland at rates
to be determined; we also agree that Newfoundland personnel
should be employed at the bases wherever possible.

We assume that subject to an further comments which they may have2. y
on above points , Commission will, before sending reply to United States Con-
sul-General, discuss position fully with Canadian High Commissioner in St.
John's and make sure that Canadians are in agreement.

3. As Canadian High Commissioner in London has also approached us in
the matter, we should be grateful if you would inform us as soon as possible
of terms in which you intend to reply to United States Consul General.
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72-NIr40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newf oundland

TELEGRANi 292
Ottawa, December 4 1 945Your tele e No.

,
tYP 263 of December 3rd,1 Bermuda discussions on civilaviation.

Have now been advised by Dominions Office that United Kin do
Government agree to hold Bermuda discussions during week of Decem

berm17-22 and that United Kingdom delegation will be headed by
Lord wins'• ter of Civil Aviation. ter,

Canadian delegation consisting of Mr. Howe, Mr. Symington, Mr. R. A
MacKay, Mr. J. R. Baldwin and Mr. T. M. Bryson, assistant to Mr. Ho

we,Plan to arrive in Bermuda on December 15th and depart December 23r d.
d.

4' 1, have now reccived your Secret telegram 561.1 I will re l^. Possible. p y as soon

Is intcr-rclatcd with fifth freedom decision might beP9tlOned for discussion at Bermuda.

an
ovemment also states that she understands granting of

Sé^oms would only apply in respect of traffic on through
^^ :`^d do [sic] not involve establishment of separate Ns orth Atlantic

4tween U.S.A. and Newfoundland. She suggests that Pecial service
^â fourth frcedoms •• as grant of third

3• Canadi G

rates and capacities which would arise if freedomsare
^nted will fit in with any general proposcd pattern".

• n raisas no objection. Canada would expect thatany rights made available to U.S.A. would be extended to her. She assumesthat "Position as rcgards • •

NPA S-5-5-2

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newf oundla,:d to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAI^i 420
[St. John's,] December 5, 1945

SECRET. Paragraph 3 of my Secret tcle m No 1. or third and fourth freedoms. ^ • 414 application by U.S.A.

. .2. Canadian Governlnc t •

-,^
lN0a reproduit.

' Not printed.
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1085. NPA GN1/3 3/45

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TFILEGRANt 422 [St. John's,] December 7, 1945

SECRET. Your Secret Telegram No. 561.1 Neill, Walsh and Pattison will
proceed to Bermuda. It is politically important that a Newfoundland Com-
missioner should be included in delegation.

1086. NPA S-5-54

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

#

0

TELEGRAM 13 [London,] January 9, 1946

SECRET. Your telegram No. 455 of 31st December last 1 I have now
studied full record of Civil Aviation discussions in Bermuda and am glad
to learn that Commission have approved recommendations of Conference in
so far as they concern Newfoundland.

2. As regards paragraph 2 of your telegram I agree that United States
authorities should now be informed that Commission are prepared to com-
ply with their request for grant of Ilird and IVth Freedom rights at Gander
subject to conditions set out at (c) 1-5 of Summary of Conclusions of
Bermuda Talks.

0

national Civil Airport and of staff which will be required to this end (See m
some general indication of cost involved in operating Gander as an Inter-

that it will prove possible for Commission in advance of preparation of
detailed Memorandum for presentation to P.I.C.A.O. to provide me with

and Signals Organisation as temporary measure. I trust in this connection

accordance with conclusions reached at Bermuda to invite Canadian Gov-
ernment to continue in control of Meteorological Services and Tower Control
and to seek assistance of Air Ministry in maintaining Air Traffic Control

3. As regards future of Gander generally necessary steps will be taken in

this connection my telegram No. 583 of 11th December last.i).
4. As regards paragraph 5, I will telegraph further as soon as possible

garding practice to be followed for designation of Gander.

1, 1 Non reproduit. s Not printed.

I assume that next step will be for Newfoundland Government to Issue
Air Bases should take place in Newfoundland not later than ist February•

. n e mean e ave not rom ummary o
was decided in Bermuda that discussions on Military user of Newfoundland

S I th tim I h ed f S f Conclusions that it
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tions to Canadian and United Kingdom Governments to send re re
to take part in these discussions and it would seem desirable since ttatives
short that these invitations should be issued as soon as possible. time is

1087.

Communiqué de presse du commissaire
aux Services publics et aux Approvisionnements

Press Release by Commissioner
for Public Utilities and Supply

NPA S-5-5-4

[St. John's] January 16, 1946

BERMUDA CONFERENCE

DECEMBER 1945

U^U^
Upon ^^^a from the Bermuda Conference the Commissione

granted interviews to the Press and afforded gene
r for Publicral

on the proceedings of the Conference. The Commissioner nowinformation
to^u^t the public of the results achieved. This can most conveniently

be done in summarised form. niently

l' Traffic Rights for U.S.A. Airlines in Newfoundland

The Government of the U.S.A. had requested the
ant ofFourth Freedom rights to the U.S. gr Third and

Atlantic routes by the Civil Aeronautics Board. The Govbeen allotted North
.Airlincs

to grant these rights on the following conditions-
1. Newf dl

P.U. and S. 1324é;

Uoun and to be granted reciprocal rights to operate to the
.S.A., ffiese rights to be assigned for the time being to B.O.A.C.

to exercise on behalf of the Newfoundland Government.
That in accordance with the principle that broad equilibrium should
be maintained betwee
be n capacity and traffc offering, the U.S. would

granted the right to cxercise third and fourth freedom privileges
in respect of seven United States services through Gander in each
direction per weck, the United States Government to decide which
services each week should enjoy these rights.

That the Newfoundland Government reserves the right to ap rove
the fares to be charged, but will not seek a rate lower than that
established by the operators conference or by a majority of the
Operators on the route.

That in deciding to which weekly services traffic rights in New-
foundland should be assigned the United States Government
8howd be invited to bear in mind the convenience of Newfoundland
Passengers in relation particularly to the schedules of Newfoundland
rail services.
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5. That the above arrangements are ûndérstood to be an interim
arrangement subject to review in six months or a year's time in
accordance with experience gained in the interim.

2. The Third and Fourth Freedom rights, as applied to the present case,
are-

(a) The right of U.S.A. aircraft to carry traffic (passengers, cargo,
mail) from U.S.A. to Newfoundland;

(b) The right of U.S.A. aircraft to carry traffic (passengers, cargo,
mail) from Newfoundland to the U.S.A.

The principle that broad equilibrium should be maintained between capacity
and traffic offering was followed. ("Capacity" means the load which can be
carried over a route during a specified period: "traffic offering" means the
number of passengers (including freight) who actually travel over that
period). It will be seen, therefore, that the Newfoundland public will, if the
arrangements are acceptable to the U.S.A., have two opportunities of flying
to and from the U.S.A.-once by a U.S.A. plane and once by B.O.A.C. This
is a liberal arrangement under the "capacity-tratfic" principle.

3. The question of direct service from Newfoundland to the U.K. was
discussed. No difficulty is anticipated at present in providing passages
on the B.O.A.C. return ferry service which operates through Gander every
week day. The terminal point is, at present, Prestwick. Later this year it is
hoped that B.O.A.C. will be operating daily service on a commercial basis.
This will be adequate for Newfoundland traffic.

4. Gander Airport
It was agreed that Gander should be designated as the Newfoundland

international airport-this in accordance with the policy of Government. Gov-
ernment is now taking over control of Gander, but in certain of the technical
services-meteorological, air traffic and signals- assistance is being sought
from the Air Ministry and the Canadian Government. It will not be possible
for Government to take over meteorological control for some time-long
term training is involved-but other controls will be taken over in the
near future. (An Air Ministry Order has been circulated to Newfoundland
personnel in the R.A.F. informing them of vacancies in technical staff at
Gander. Applications have been received and are under consideration. )

` 5. Goose Bay

Canada will be granted the first four Freedoms at this Canadian built
airport. It follows, therefore, that T.C.A. could use Goose for Trans-Atlantic
services in so far as she wished to do so. Landing fees would cnure to Canada
at this port.

6. Torbay
It was agreed that Canada should be confirmed in her title to the land.

Newfoundland will have civil rights of user equal to those enjoyed by Canada.
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Newfoundland will have the usual Customs and I mnxigration.airport.

Landing fees would enure to Canada. Maintenance c hazs at the
met by the Dominion Government. . geS are

7. The
question of the military use of Gander, Goose and Torbay

discussed at a Conference which will be held in the near future ^ be
foundland. New-New-

$. The Commissioner hopes that this summary of the proceedin s m
of interest to the general public. g ay be

[J. S. NEILL]

72-NI.-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux A,(Jaires extérieures

High Commfssioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A,(Jairs

TELEGRAM 8
St. John's, January 21, 1946

IMPORTANT. SECRET.
Commission of Government has a r

mendations of Bermuda conference insofar as they concern Newfoundlacom-

2. Steps are being taken, through the Dominions Office, to invite t
nd. -

he Cana^an Government to continue to opcrate the meteorological services.3.
Newfoundland Government has informed United States Co

that they are prepared to nsul Generalgrant
s t

andin Ne^oundland on condition se forthin ârreedoms to United States lines
Recommendations of Bermuda Conference.p a^aph C of Conclusions and

PRO DO 35 1149 X/J 8146

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newloundland Io Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 70
CONFm [St. John's,] February 23, 1946

ENTI+L• Following for Cluttcrbuck from Neill.
very grateful if you made tentative enquiries as to wBegins. We would be
wOuld take over the control of Botwood his year. We ether the B.O.A.C.
av^ble^ and the financial burden of kcepin the base o have no trained staff

g pen for one companywewd.' ^ a considerable strain.2. We w0 1 .
U d Appreciate a reply at your earliest convenience. Ends.

'. .
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1090. PRO DO 35 1149 X/J 8146

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 86 [St. John's,] March 14, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL. My telegram of 23rd February No. 70. Botwood. Following
for Clutterbuck from Neill. Baltimore office of the B.O.A.C. have informed
us that the Transatlantic flying-boat service has been terminated, following on
the purchase of five Constellations for the Atlantic service this summer.

1091. PRO DO 35 1149 N516/29 X/J 9723

Le ministère de l'Aviation civile de Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire adjoint aux Dominions

Ministry of Civil Aviation of Great Britain
to Assistant Secretary for Dominions

R.6922/45 London, May 22, 1946

Dear Antrobus,

Your letter of 17th May (N.516/29)1 and enclosures about the grant of
traffic rights to U.S. airlines at Gander.

2. The issues in relation to the U.S.A. are fairly straightforward and the
conclusions of the Bermuda (December) Conference were dominated by two
main considerations, viz:

(1) The desire of all parties to afford the maximum possible protection
to the T.C.A. service between St. John's, Gandcr and Canada with
its connection at Moncton for the U.S.A.

(2) The necessity for securing B.O.A.C.'s rights to carry traific between
the U.S.A. and Newfoundland without involving the exercise of
Fifth Freedom rights which could not be granted on a discriminatory
basis.

3. In order to meet (1) it was decided, with some reluctance on the part the
Newfoundland, to limit traffic rights granted to U.S. airlines at Gander to
exercise of Third and Fourth Freedoms on the basis of two frequencies a
week.in each direction. In order to meet (2) it was decidcd that Newfound-
hand would designate B.O.A.C. to exercise her reciprocal Third and Fourth
rights in any agreement with the U.S.A. and so obviate placing the rights of
B.O.A.C., as a U.K. airline, on a Fifth Freedom basis.

. a we mus e . .
U.S.A.-U.K. (Bermuda) Agreement has : somewhat changed the position,
although It has not in any way deprived Newfoundland of her freedom tO
..^.

A Non teptoduita ; . I Not printed.

4° I tint- th t t admlt th U S contention that the subsequent
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Third and Fourth Freedom and refuse Fifth Freedom rairlines if she wishes. rights to U.S.
5.

Thecnix of the matter lies in the attitude of Canada.it
plain that 'there was no incentive to Canada to maintaiM^ Howe made

T.C.A., which Newfoundland needs for her connections with Canadarnce of
were to be exposed to unlimited Third and Fourth [Freedom] competition they

ofU.S. airlines and Fifth Freedom competition of the U.K. and foreign
on the direct Gander-New York services. As you know Canada will airlines
any circumstances grant Fifth Freedom rights at Montreal, and Newfoundla inis

entirely dependent on the T.C.A. service for air communica '
on

nd

Canada. Thus, unless Canada is prepared to modify her attitude with
towampetition with the T.C.A. service, Newfoundland is placed in the unha rds

dilemma of either adhering to the Bermuda (December) decisions
ppyher T.C.A. connection with Canada. or losing

6.
Newfoundland quite naturally, feels that it is in the interests of her

public to have access to the maximum possible number of seing '^^^n Gander and the U.S.A. and Walsh was

to
onl

rvlces operat-

ty, to accept the limitations which Canada, with our support, with
impose.

-
7. I notice that Canada has been informed of the nature of the

and it seems to me that we should await her reactions before U.S. claim
ourselves to any expression of o pinion. we commit
suggest that the High Commissioner might be as cd to edite settlement, I
Canada, since the protection of her T.C.A. service is the seek the views of
coIlceding the U.S. claim, main obstacle to

Yours sincerely,

W. W. BIRKETT

1()92.

NPA GNI/3 6/46
Le haut contnrissaire de Grande-Bretagne au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

NlBh Com--ruisioner of Great l^ritain tu Governor of Newfoundlan
TELEGR^ 10 d

1MMEDi4,TE, SECRET-
Following for Flinn

Ottawa, June 12, 1946

^at,follo • from Neill- We recommendtel ^g telegram be sent to Secretary of State. Begins. Your secretegrlal No. 187,1 Air Fmedoms. At convcrsatio
June on ` subject of rcncwal of T.C.A. ^ hcld in Ottawa on 11 th
s^t^ that the Agrccment Canadian Delegatesd^y had no objection to grant of 3rd, 4th and 5th Freedoms totic operators though 5th could not of course be o erated in
be -awithout her consent. Canadian d 1 p to

^e by bi-lateral a c cgates suggested that grant should
^-, greements.

No^ r^^Wt.
' Not printed.
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i

In view of this attitude we have agreed that Neill may state at conversa-
tions to be held this week in Washington that we are prepared to grant.
Freedoms referred to on non-discriminatory basis provided usual bi-lateral
agreement is made. Ends.

1093. 72-AGT-40

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 249 May 28, 1948

Sir,
I have been informed by the Commissioner for Public Utilities and Supply

that the United Kingdom authorities are anxious to proceed with the designa-
tion with I.C.A.O. of weather alternates in Newfoundland.

2. In this connection the Newfoundland Government would be grateful
if the Canadian Government would formally agree to the United Kingdom
Government designating Torbay and Goose Bay Airports as weather alter-
nates on behalf of Newfoundland. Such designation would, of course, be
in conformity with existing practice.

3. I understand that the Newfoundland Government is making a similar
approach to the United States authorities with respect to the Airports at
Argentia and Stephenville.

I have etc.
PAUL A. BRIDLE

1094. 72-AGT-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner In Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 102 Ottawa, July 23, 1948

Your telegram No. 128 of July 19.' Designation of Goose Bay and

Torbay as weather alternates to ICAO.

I. Canadian Government agrees that United Kingdom may now p b half
with their concurrence to designate to ICAO as weather alternates on
of Newfoundland Torbay and Goose Bay airports. I have learned that the
United States have agreed to a similar procedure in respect to the airports

Argenda and Stephenville.

f i

I Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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PARTIE 2/PART 2

LE SERVICE DE TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES A TERRE-NEU^,

THE TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES SERVICE TO NEWFOUNDLANDI

72-RV-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Coanmissioner
in Newfoundlaird

you wi have this matter taken up at once with the
approPriate ofliccrs of the Newfoundland Government.

^Suu Ung the service.
611 LU justIfy the necessary expenditures involved in

.

I Sh^ be grateful if 'll •

DESPATCIi 10

Ottawa, October 7, 1941
Sir,

I have the honour to enclose a copy of a letter from the De ut
Ministerof Transport, dated October 3, 1941,2 in which Commander Edwar^

that steps be taken to approach the Newfoundland Government with asks

obtain.ing permission for the operation of a regular airmail, assen e view toa
Press service from the terminal in the Maritime Provinces to GaQde1nd ex-

^ Lake^rt and thence to Torbay bÿ Trans-Canada Air Lines.

You will observe that Commander Edwards is prepared to give assu
that the Proposed service will in all respects be equal to that ive on ^n^Canadian

transcontinental route. He points out that the new service the

no way affect the intcrgovcrnmcnt agreement covering the operation of Ithe
Tmns-Atlantic Air Service but that it will be a purely local, and
development of the present Trans-Canada service. He adds, however, a logical
Tram-Canada Air Lines will require exclusive operatin ri hts that the
of, say, five years in ord •• sg for a period

'N
ents 063 and 1091-92.

hArodaite` 9

1Qgl^ ""*akment les documents 1063 et ' Sce also n- 1

otr

I have etc.

NORMAN ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs,^^

Not prmted.
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72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 14 St. John's, October 15, 1941

1. Certain factors make it desirable to give consideration to establishment
of a Canadian commercial air service, including air mail, between Canada and
St. John's. I am informed unofficially that this question has been subject of
earlier enquiry and correspondence with Newfoundland Government, but I
respectfully suggest it is of the greatest importance and should be fully exam-
ined in the light of existing political and commercial circumstances, as well
as of those connected with defence.

(a) An increasingly large number of persons are coming to Newfound-
land from Canada on business. Much of their work is directly con-
nected with Canadian defence measures, especially contracts for
construction of defence works, dockyards and barracks, and it is of
interest to the Canadian Government that these men should be able
to make the trip quickly;

(b) The number of Canadian Government officials who are required to
visit Newfoundland in the course of their duties also seem to be
increasing. By train and boat, and provided connections are made,
such persons leave Ottawa on Sunday afternoon and arrive in St.
John's Thursday morning. By using C.T.A. [T.C.A.?] in Canada
time is shortened but not materially as this end of journey is the slow
part;

(c) Mail from here, which is subject to censorship, may take an even
longer time as it is liable to be held over until the next train unless
posted well before train time;

(d) In promotion of friendly relations between Canada and hlewfound-
land which is at present matter of real importance, speedier means
of communication and travel between the two countries would be of
material assistance;

(e) During the winter months service across Cabot Strait and on New-
foundland railway is subject to considerable delay on account of
weather conditions, and has in the past been limited to twice a week.

2. I have not discussed the matter formally or otherwise with members of
Newfoundland Government, but Canadian service officers here inform Inc
in their opinion the Newfoundland ^ Government would probably not be
averse to establishment of such a service and would prefer that it should be
Canadian rather than American.
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American interests have commenced enquiry with a view toment tablish-ment of an air service to Torbay aerodrome. I informed you of their establish-to
R.C.A.F. in my despatch No. 11 of October 2nd.1 I understand
Earle, of Harvey and Company, St. John's, local agents of an d that

company, has left for Ottawa to pursue the matter further. American

Le secrétaire d'État au Affaires extérieures au haut -RV^O72
à Terre-Neuve commissaire

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
cn Newfoundland

Ottawa,
telegram of October 15th, 1941,

, October 16,1941

between Canada and Newfoundland. No. 14. Commercial air service

We wrote to you on this subject on October 7th, 1941, despatch
We agree with your observations and hope that it will be possible No. 10.

for establishment of service in question. Kcenleyside discuss to arrange
Wild who expressed sympathetic intcrest. ed matter with

TELEGRAM 11

72
Le haut commissaire

à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire
aux Affaires extérieures re d' État

High Commfssioner in Newfouitdland to Secretary o
f

State
lor External A,(Jairs

TELEGRAM 16 1

St. John's, October 21, 19411• Your despatch No. 10 of October 7th wasyesterday, only received at 6:00 p.m.

We confes rred with Commissioner Woods s •tandin this morn^ng and found his under-
g was that Trans Canada Air Services had dcfinitely refused to under-

oe ^ Service and s^ecordingly, with the consent and a
With Nohe had author'lzed negotiations to be opcned by of Do

Compan
minions

of t^e ^ East Air Lines, and apparcntly all that rcmainedHarvey sn the consent
CA°adian Government to use Torbay and Gander aerodromes.

it '!as unfortunate that I was not adviscd earlicr as ne
ndin^gd^n8 the Past two weeks. Sec m y gotiations have been

^ I ad^e in m y Y patch No. 11 of October
^-- ^^ Y gram No. 14 of October 15th, Mr. Earle of Harveymen

Not printed.
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and Company left for Ottawa las
to J to A nWilson from the NewfoundlandHe carried letter of introduction

Government.
I believe, however, that the attitude of the Newfoundland Government

will be favourable to T.C.A. In their negotiations Harvey and Company
were willing to agree to condition that services should only be limited to
duration of the war, and Dominions Office in^^i ^^Newfoundlands Gov-
posed this condition. I anticipate, therefo re,
ernrrient will probably object to giving exclusive operating rights to T.C.A.

for 5 year period.
Harvey and Company were notified by Woods of our application and

their representative immediately called on me and explained how far they
had gone with negotiations with North East Lines, but

estdlt Ha
was on the

rvey andunderstanding that the T.C.A. were definitely not inter
Company would prefer to have T.C.A. as they are also their agents here,
but have gone so far with North East that they are a bit

Govern-
Earle's instructions were to finalize arrangements with Can
ment and then proceed to Boston to finalize with North East Lines.i

My conference with Woods this morning was informal but I have filed
formal application today embodying request contained in your despatch and
will telegraph you reply.

72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

St. John's, November 3, 1941
TELEGRAM 24

Your despatch No. 10 of October 7th, and subsequent tclegrams and let-
ters with reference to T.C.A. establishing air service to Newfoundland. me

Sir W. W. Woods advises me that he has been authorizede°viceoon theservice
that the Newfoundland Government will welcome proposed

authorization is limitcd to pcriod of the watounderstanding that present
that during that period no monopoly or special

privilcges will be granted

as subse9110nflY
I North Fast AIr Llntt reçut uttErieuremmt s North East Ait I3n ^ta w a non-comme r"

un permis lui permettant d'esploitet une ligue
^^ce In

n^ PPo^ of United States bases
wn commerda3e tinat & desser^3r id bsisa cul

amEricsdna I Terre-Nearn. :' ' in Newfoundland.
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T.C.A., and further states that he would be glad to be acquainted with de-
tails of any plans that may be decided upon in accordance with this authoriza-
tion. .

1100. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 26 St. John's, November 4, 1941

My telegram No. 24 of November 3rd. Have had further conference with
Woods and suggest that you send me by telegraph reasons why five year
monopoly. rcquircd and when these are presented Government will reconsider
their decision and quite possibly may grant same.

1101. 72-RV-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary. of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGItAM 29 [Ottawa,] November 13, 1941

Reference yôur telegram of November 4, 1941, No. 26. Trans-Canada Air
Line Service to Newfoundland. Please place the following considerations
before the Newfoundland Government: I

(a) The organization of the service is being undertaken largely because

,. both difficult to obtain today, could be used to greater advantage.

Prospects of making it a success commercially are certainly no
greater than on other routes where their equipment and personnel,

than any other operation now undertaken by the Company and the
from the nature of the tcrrain and the climate, be more difficult

communications between Newfoundland and Canada are absolutely
necessary for the eQicicncy of our war services. The operation will,

` of the insistence from the Canadian Government that improved

jb) Both the Canadian Govcrnmcnt and Trans-Canada Air Lines must
F

S

radio range stations, now in course of erection, at Sydney, Gander

necessarily spend a very considerable sum on the air navigation
facilities essential to operate the route with safety and regularity.
These include the cost of the acrodrome at Torbay; the cost of the
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and Torbay; the cost of two further radio stations which will prob-
ably be found necessary for safe navigation of the route; the instal-
lation of two-way radio by Trans-Canada Air Lines for communi-
cation purposes along the line of the route; the cost and provision
of special aircraft and equipment required to operate the service;
the installation of the ground services essential for this operation.

(c) These items represent a capital investment of considerable magni-
tude from which no commensurate return can be expected in any
period less than five years. Experience shows that if the operating
company pays its operating expenses, depreciation, and interest
on the investment in the initial period, the results may be con-
sidered satisfactory. On these grounds it cannot be expected that
the Canadian Government and Trans-Canada Air Lines will invest
the necessary capital if they are open to unrestricted competition
from other sources which may use the facilities created for the
operation of the line without having been called upon to make the
capital expenditures involved in the equipment of the line.

The Canadian Government would be prepared to reconsider the whole
situation at the conclusion of hostilities in the light of the conditions exist-
ing at that time.

1102. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Comrnissloner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELECxAM 37 , St. John's, November 24, 1941

Your despatch No. 10 of October 7th. Newfoundland Government desire
clearer definition of last three words of fourth line from bottom of page one,
and particularly is the phrase intended to cover only use of Gander and
Torbay aerodromes. Also ask specifically if intended to cover all or any of
the following lanes:

`(1) Lanes between terminal in Maritime Provinces and Gander,

(2) Lanes between Gander and Torbay,
(3) Direct lanes between terminal in Marine Provinces and Torbay,

(4) Any other lanes in air over Newfoundland.

Their letter also states It would assist Government if some information

could be given as to size and type of planes which would be used, and charge
which would be made for carriage of mail and parcels.
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72-RV-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

Ottawa, December 4, 1941

With reference to your telegram of November 24, 1941, No. 37, re ard-
ing the proposed commercial air service between Canada and Newfoundland
I have the honour to enclose a copy of a letter' from the Deputy M^i rof

Transport, in which Commander Edwards answers the questions raise
in your telegram under reference. d

In the course of the conversation with Mr. Keenleyside this afternoon, th
Deputy Minister of Transport indicated that, if it became necessa ry, in youeOpinion, to

make a concession to the Newfoundland authorities nco necr
uoa with these negotiations, he would have no serious objection to the drop

-P^g of Trans-Canada's request for "exclusive operating ri ghts" over throutes under consideration. If you decide to make a concession n this pointe
you should, of course, point out to the Newfoundland authorities that this
does not mean that Canada would be obligated to assist any competing
by granting flying, or landing, facilities over or on Canadian territory. line

Thefact
ct r,^at Canada would not grant such facilities to an y

line.I shall be Y ne.
grateful if you will keep me informed in regard to the progressof Your negotiations.

I have etc.

NORMAN A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Le haut conunlssaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux A,Qaires extérieures

72-RV-40

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

TELF^^M 11
for External A,(Jairs

n n• Commission of Government inform me they

Your, des âtch
St. John , January 13, 1942.

No,
Canada7 and Newfou a t

4 1 of Dccember 4th regarding air service between

' Not printed.

's
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agree in principle to the establishment of a regular air service but say there
are several matters which call'for further elucidation. Edwards' letter of
December 3rd,11 contents of which I communicated to the Government,
states that the Department of Transport had in mind only Moncton, Gander
and Torbay when making application for exclusive operating rights. Govern-
ment letter points out as air ports at Moncton and Torbay are owned by the
Canadian Government, right to refuse their use for commercial purposes to
any company other than Trans Canada rests in the hands of the Canadian
authorities and that consequently application for exclusive privileges limits
itself to use of Gander airport. They also point out if permission is granted
to Trans Canada to use Gander without granting exclusive rights it is diffi-
cult to see what competition is to be feared between Moncton and Torbay
which are apparently to be terminal points.

On the other hand, if the Newfoundland Government completely excludes
other parties from the use of Gander for commercial purposes, development
of air service to other points in Newfoundland connected with the continent
might be deferred for period of five years. Also requested is more definite
description of nature of exclusive rights which are sought. For instance is it
intended to exclude a commercial line direct from the United States to
Gander and thence to Argentia or to exclude B.O.A.C. or Pan American
Airways from carrying passengers from the Newfoundland airport to any
western continental terminal now used or hereafter chosen by either of these
companies? Newfoundland Gove`rnmcnt feel that Gander for these purposes
is merely intermediate point and various kinds of service might develop if
Gander remains open for use by other parties.

Government also desire further information as to the charge which will
be made by Trans Canada for carriage of various classes of mail from NeW-
foundland to Canada' and of proposed schedule of service for both mail and
passengers.

It is also suggested that possibly a member of Transport Departme ^t
familiar with operation of acroplane service might be detailed to visit S
John's at an early date with the view of discussing the foregoing and other
snatters which are bound to arise, as it is felt speedier progress could be
made by personal discussion with someone familiar with the whole problem
-rather than by correspondence. This suggestion has my approval enabling
-negotiations to be finally and quickly closed.

I have not communicated to t Newfoundland Govcrnment information
-contained in second paragraph of your despatch No. 41. i

nwodnite. ' Not printed.
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72-RV-40

Le secrétaire d'L4`tat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commi
à Terre-Neuve ssaire

Secretary Of State for External Affairs to High Commission
in Newfoundland er

TELEGRAM 20

Your telegram of January 26th 1942
Ottawa, January 26, 1942

to
Newfoundland. J. A. Wilson, ,Dirécto

1 . 28,1
rvof Air Service . Air Services

Larson,Yce-President of Trans-Canada Air Lines; and a represe ntatives^ O. o T. the PostOffice Depanment will leave Montreal on Thursday mor
weather permitting, for Torbay, n'̂ g of this week,

St. John's, February 6, 1942

g no ôg to t youhe conferences which we have
le I^ir.

Wdd during the past two days respec
had

ting thelcomme
and theservice to

N ewfoundlaad b rcial air
y Trans-Canada Air Lines, I have the honour^ put before the Commission of Government f^g propos^: or their approval the follow-

extend^
o ewfoundland may consent to such service being^, .. , on the following conditions:

we Government f N ovcr mncnt of Newfoundland, and to which

ns ma ' an any other places in Newfoundland at which
^^e e Y hereafter be constructed by the Government of Canada

pproval of th'. G

r
incs to opcrate a scheduled air mail passenger r and

;^P.^ service over its territory, between ai
., ai der and Torba d ^^ in Canada and

eat of Newfoundland will issue a permit t,, TCanad qi L
The Governm

72-RV-40
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire suppléant

aux Services publics

Righ Commissioner in Newfoundlaird Io Acting Commission
for Public Utilities er

"to > mes.

' Six months' notice of cancellation may be given by eitherGoverament of Newfoundland or Trans-Canada Air L'

Year to Year ihercafter. rom Apnl lst, 1942 renewable from
. 1' Tbc permit shall bc f •

' Not printed,
.
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3. The granting of this Permit will not affect the Inter-
Governmental agreement covering the operation of the Trans-
Atlantic Air Service.

4. The Newfoundland Government undertake not to grant a
permit for commercial flying between Newfoundland and the North
American Continent which may compete with the traffic of Trans-
Canada Air Lines under this permit without prior consultation
with the Government of Canada.

parable
5. Trans-Canada Air Lines shall pro vide

Canada.to that given on Trans-Canada Air Lines

6. The initial frequency shall be one round trip daily six
days a week weather permitting, but this frequency of schedule
may be increased without further permit.

7. The rates and regulations for the carriage of passengers
express shall be comparable to those prevailing
time on Trans-Canada Air Lines in Canada.

- 8. The conditions governing the carriage of mail of Canada and
service shall be agreed on by the Postal authorities
Newfoundland from time to time.

9. Trans-Canada Air Lines' operations shall be conducted in
accordance with Air Regulations of Canada, and

eAir Defence

Regulations and Customs and Immigration regulations
from time to time in Newfoundland.

10. The Government of Newfoundland shall exempt from
Customs duties and taxes all aircraft, engines, parts and accessories,and
radio, motor tank trucks, materials for original constructi^d all
equipment of hangars and buildings ^^^

establishment rand soperationother equipment necessary for the
of the Service which may be imported by Trans-Canada éxemp^^n

thisor by the 'Government of Canada. Provided thauient of any
from duties shall not apply to vehicles or eq p ^c^^
class used on public highroads other than motor t^
nor to other articles or materials not specified above, e•g•^°e^ceof
supplies and equipment, consumable stores, We npor to be
all kinds, food-stuffs imported by or for the Company
used in any hostel or by its employccs or passcngers. entry,

11. The Government of Newfoundland shall permit thetroleum
free of duty and taxes, of special aviationfuel dthe service,
products necessary for the operation of the aircraft on

I have etc.

C. I. IIURCHELL
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1107. 72-RV-40

Le commissaire suppléant aux Services publics au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Acting Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

relations between our two countries.

St. John's, February 7, 1942

- I have the honour to inform you that your letter to me of the 6th instant,
No. 9, was considered in Commission by the Government this morning and
I am instructed to say that, subject to the approval of the Right Honourable
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs and subject to the slight modification
mentioned below, the Government accepts the offer therein contained.

The modification suggested, and to which I understand you agreed orally
on the telephone, is to para. 9, the words "defence regulations" being
eliminated so that it will then read "Trans-Canada Air Lines operations shall
be conducted in accordance with Air Regulations of Canada, the Air,
Customs and Immigration Regulations prevailing from time to time in
Newfoundland".

The Secretary of State's approval is being sought by cable and I will
communicate with you as soon as I hear from him.

I am to add that the Government appreciates very much the spirit of
friendly co-operation displayed throughout these negotiations and feel sure
that the agreement now consummated will add another link in the happy

Sir,

I have etc.

L. E. EMERSON

1108. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire suppléant
aux Services publics

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Acting Commissioner
for Public Utilities

No. 11 St. John's, Fcbruary 9, 1942

DeU Mr. Emerson

1. have your letter of February 7th, your file AG-54. The modificationto mn-{:. .
Y Pr0posal which you suggest in your letter is endrely satisfactory and

fl, les the proposal read as was intended, but your wording is much better

-- ^
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I note this afternoon that in the despatch which I sent to Canada, I inserted
the word "and" after the word "Canada" so that the modification to which
you referred in your letter reads in the final copy which I have sent to
Canada as follows: "Trans-Canada Air Lines operations shall be conducted
in accordance with Air Regulations of Canada and the Air, Customs and
Immigration Regulations prevailing from time to time in Newfoundland."
May I suggest that you make the same change in your copy.

I am very pleased that our conferences resulted in so satisfactory an
arrangement. I think that perhaps February 7th may be looked upon as a red
letter day because as a result of our conference, Newfoundland has been
brought closer to the mainland of America.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

1109. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 63 St. John's, February 27, 1942

My despatch, No. 88 of February 9th,i Commercial Air Service to
Newfoundland. Sir Wilfrid Woods has informed me that Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs has now approved Agreement for Trans
Canada Air Service.

1110. 72-RV-40

Décret du Conseil

Order in Council

P.C. 34/3017 April 15, 1942

MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY-AIR

The Board had under consideration a memorandum from the Honourable
the Minister of Munitions and Supply reporting:

tion
That, in connection with the organization, maintenance and opera

by Trans-Canada Air Lines of a line of aircraft between
Moncton

' Nos reproduhe. ' Not printed.
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New Brunswick, and the airports in Newfoundland at Gander and
Torbay, via Sydney, Nova Scotia, a survey of the route shows that
it

will be necessary to use the Radio Ranges installed at the airportsat Sydney,
Gander and Torbay, and in addition, to establish two

further Ranges, one in the vicinity of Port-aux-Basques and the other
near Millertown, Newfoundland, together with emergency landing
facilities at the last two named points;

That it will also be necessary to construct a small terminal building
at Torbay for the accommodation of radio equipment and passenger
traffic, together with a taxi strip and approximately one mile of road con-
necting the airport buildings to the nearest highway; to provide trans-
mitter buildings, one at Sydney and one at Torbay, and to erect living
quarters for the Radio Meteorological staffs at Sydney, Port-aux-Bas-
ques, Millertown and Torbay;

That time has not permitted a complete detailed survey, but an esti-
mate places the cost of carrying out the above noted works at $600,000;

That the installation of the equipment and the construction of the
facilities,

above noted, and the inauguration of the air service by
Trans-Canada Air Lines are required as essential parts of the military
activities now taking place in both Canada and Newfoundland, which
activities demand rapid movement by air on schedule of military and
official personnel, official plans and documents, mail and express con-
nected with the prosecution of the war.

The undersigned, therefore, on the advice of the Director of Air
Services, concurred in by the Deputy Minister of Transport, recommends
that approval be given for an expenditure of $600,000, under the
direction Qf the Department of Transport, to be chargeable to the
War Appropriation for 1942-43, for the erection of buildings and
installation of facilities required for the successful operation of an air
mail and passenger service by Trans-Canada Air Lines 'between Monc-ton,

New Brunswick, and the Airports in Newfoundland at Gander

The Board concur in the above report and, having approved the estimate

and Torbay, Via Sydney, Nova Scotia, and that a cash allotment of
$300,000 be made available for the period April lst to June 30th,
1942, for the completion of surveys, the purchase of e ui ment the
awarding of contracts and other essential work required to be under-
taken immediately.

Of eXpenditure and cash allotment, submit the same for favourabledera^on. consi-

A• D. P. HEENEY

Clerk of the Privy Council
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1111. T 11-4-17
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Le haut commissaire d Terre=Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux A,Qaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 250 St. John's, May 2, 1942

Sir,

I have the honour to report that the first airplane carrying mails and
passengers arrived at Torbay Airport and departed therefrom today, thus
opening the service by the Trans-Canada Air Lines to Newfoundland.

2. It will stand out as a historic day in Newfoundland as it means that
this country is no longer isolated from the North American Continent.

3. An announcement has also been made that beginning May 4 Pan-
American Airways will operate a service from New York to England via
the North Atlantic route, with the seaplane base at Botwood being used for
refuelling and other purposes. This service will be utilized for airmail from
Newfoundland at the rate of 35c. per half ounce, although this mail will
not be taken on at Botwood but will be carried to Moncton by the daily serv-
ice of the Trans-Canada Air Lines and placed on the planes at Shediac. The
reason for sending mail in this way is that it is a more rapid means of
transmission than is available between St. John's and Botwood.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

1112. T 11-4-17

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner ln Newf oundland to Secretary of State
for External A,©airs

DESPATCx 260 St. John's, May 8, 1942

S'ir,

With refcrence : to my despatch No. 250 of May 2nd concerning the
commencement of the commercial air service by Trans-Canada Air Lines
between . Canada and Newfoundland, I reproduce herewith the following

f
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editorial from the Fishermen-Workers Tribune of May Ist which indicatedthe significance of this service to Newfoundland;

RED LEiTER DAY

May lst, 1942, is destined to become a Red Letter Day in Newfoundland
history for it was on that date that the first regular air mail service between N-
foundland and the North American mainland went into operation. ew

No longer will it be necessary to wait for weeks to receive an answer to a
letter sent to Montreal, Toronto, New York, or any of the important mainlandcities.

The transportation of mail is no longer a matter of days but of hours. By
both Parties making use of the Air Mail it will now be possible to get an answer
to a letter sent to any of the Eastern cities within three days, whereas, formerly
you were lucky if you got an answer within ten days. This will be invaluable inthe more efficient conduct of business.

And, on May 4th, Newfoundland is to have a direct Air Mail service to the
United Kingdom by Pan American Airways. Formerly, Newfoundland could send
letters across the Atlantic by plane, but the letters had first to go to New York,

that trip took longer than the trip from New York to England. Under the new
set-uP the New York trip is eliminated and Newfoundland gets a direct service.

All of which serves to prove how quickly things are moving around us and
how great are the changes that are taking place each and every day.

One definite effect of all this will be to make Newfoundland better known to
the world, and the simplification of the transportation problem by the inauguration
of the air passenger service will unquestionably serve to bring more and more
visitors to our shores. All we need now is some place to put them when the

ethere. they g

I have etc.

A. J. PICK
for the High Commissioner for Canada

DND HQC 33-8-1
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
Nigh Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPATCx 463
for Ezternal Affairs

Sut St. John's, August 17, 1942

^n ^Ve the honour to refer to my despatch No.
^^g the courtesies to be ext ended on Trans-Canada Ai^rL nes o9 the1^er*em of the Commission of Government.

^ 2- Ât5tbc date of writing - • -thic ^nenn^ni. T L-'--

z?0..3̂ ; mentioned despatch.-
a N^ L_ .

Ulte.
' Not printed.
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3. Subsequent to the date of my despatch No. 435 of August 4th, I
received a letter from Mr. Wilson, Director of Air Services, under date of
July 29th, from which I quote as follows:

Trans-Canada Air Lines was advised some time ago to grant priorities to the
members of the Newfoundland Commission of Government. The Company has
issued instructions to its agents concerning this and mentioned the Commissioners
by name. It would be appreciated, however, if you would get in touch with the
Officer-in-Charge in Newfoundland to see that no essential points have been over-
looked. So far as this Department is concerned, it will be in order for you to
notify the members of the Commission of Government officially concerned as to
what has been done.

4. In the same letter, Mr. Wilson informed me as follows:

So far as this Department is concerned, we will be satisfied to act upon a
recommendation for a seat priority given from'the office of the Atinister responsible
for any one of the Government Departments. We are assuming here that all such
requests will be related directly toward the promotion of the war effort, since we
have no authority to take action on any other grounds.

5. I have not yet conveyed this information to the members of the New-
foundland Commission of Government officially as I have been awaiting a
reply to my despatch to you No. 435 of August 4th.

6. 1 would appreciate it if you would reply to my despatch by early mail.
The Commission of Government will, I know, be very pleased to have the
courtesy of "must ride" privileges on Trans-Canada Air Lines and to be
placed in this regard in the same position as Canadian members of the
Cabinet.

7. The members of the Commission of Government will also be very
pleased to know that a "must ride" priority may be obtained for Newfound-
land Government officials who have to travel on matters relating directly
towards the" promotion of the war effort.

8. The procedure suggested by Mr. Wilson is that a telegram should be
sent to him making the request.

9. 1 understand that it is proposed in the near future that the Canadian
National Defence Department of Air will put in service a special plane which
will make trips, perhaps three times a week, at stated times for the transport
of Naval, Army and Air personnel between Canada and Newfoundland,
independentlyof the Trams-Canada Air Lines.

10. I would be glad to know if this arrangement is definite as it will
relieve [sic] a number of seats for civilian travellers.

11. The present position Is that all available seats in the Trans-Canada
planes have been booked up for weeks ahead. The people of Newfoundland
have suddenly all become very air-minded and there is a great deal of dis-
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satisfaction, particularly in the business community, because it is impossible
for the men who have business connections in Canada to obtain seats on theplane.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

72-RV 40
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au vice-président de Trans-Canada •

Air Lines

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Vice-President of Trans-Canada
Air Lines

Dear Mr. Larson, St. John's October 17, 1942

Additional Servicc--Montreal-St. John's

1 have your letter of October 131 and am pleased to note that thereis
to be an additional plane for the Canada-Newfoundland Servic

additional service will be hailed with e• This
S^ce the sad loss of the mail boat with so many liVe^is country, particularly

It is not necessary to obtain permission for this service from th
Newfoundland Government but you might let me know soon as the

eauthor^ation is granted from Ottawa and, as a matter of courtes
I i -

them of the additional service which you are rendering. y' w ll notify

Your faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

DND HOC 33-8-1

Memorandum from Chief of the Air Staff to Minister of National

Mémorandum du chef de l'état-major de l'Air au ministre
de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Defence for Air

[Ottawa,] January 4, 1943

are anem pp rent from information received that Trans-Canada Air LinesPting to make R.C.A.F. Station, Gander, a collection and disposalPoint..
for ' civilian as

well as Service passengers, particularly when their*^t have
been unable to get throu gh to Torbay.IN

1.Itisa a .

°n reProdnit^

T.C.A. OPERATIONS R.C.A.F. STATION, GANDER

' Not printed.
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2. The Commanding Officer at Gander has apparently informed T.C.A.
that no operations are to *terminate or lay over at Gander except in an
emergency. He has stressed the following points in support of his action:

(a) T.C.A. are clearing flights from Moncton to St. John's, New-
foundland, when weather conditions are unfit beyond Gander.
One flight last week left 8 women and 6 men passengers on the
station for 2 days;

(b) Requests by telegram from all points in Canada and Newfoundland
are increasing requesting permission for civilian men and women
to emplane and deplane at Gander for points all along the New-
foundland railway;

(c) Accommodation and facilities for providing meals, M.T. and guard-
ing the passengers from intrusion on the working part of the
station are not available.

I

fE

I

3. The A.O.C., No. 1 Group, concurs in the action taken by the C.O.
at Gander and suggests that Gander cannot be made a civil airport without
agreement of U.S. Forces. He recommends it remain strictly Service.

4. Gander airport is one of the most fruitful places for unauthorized
or inquisitive persons to pick up secret information about Allied air
activities, being as it is an R.C.A.F. B.R. and Fighter station and the
main Western Atlantic terminal for long-range bombers being ferried to
the U.K. by R.A.F. and U.S. Ferry Commands.

S. There is no city in the vicinity which can justify its use as a terminal
for the collection and disposal of civilian passengers.

6. Our original agreement with the Department of Transport permitted
the use of Gander and Torbay airports by T.C.A. subject to the same
restrictions as are in force at Dartmouth. At Dartmouth civilian passengers
are not - allowed to loiter around the station. They leave the station for
Halifax as soon as they arrive by air, and when leaving Dartmouth by air,
arrive at the station just before the aircraft departs.

7. In view of the purely Service aspect of Gander Station and its isolation
from any large civilian community, I recommend that T.C.A. flight stops at
the station should only be permitted under the following conditions:

(a) For the emplaning or deplaning of Service passengers or civilians
employed by Government Departments or by contractors work
ing on Government Defence projects;

(b) For deplaning and onward transport by rail of purely civilian
passengers in an emergency where, owing to adverse weather or
mechanical fault, the aircraft is prevented from continu g
journey past Gander in either direction, providing T.C.A. has
arranged for accommodation, meals and guarding the passengers

while on the station;
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(c) Unless carrying passengers of a purely Service nature, such as
described in sub-para. (a), T.C.A. flights not to be cleared fromMoncton for Torbay unless meteorological information gives
reasonable assurance that flights can get through to St. John's;

(d) Gander not to be considered normally a collection or dispersal
point for pure civilians using the T.C.A. service into Newfoundland.

8. If you concur, the attached letter will be dispatched to the Department
of Transport.

L. S. BREADNER

Air Marshal

1116.
DND HQC 33-8-1

Le commandant de l'aviation, région aérienne de l'Est au secrétaire,
ministère de la Défense nationale pour l'Air

Air Officer Commanding, Eastern Air Command, to Secretary, Department
of National Defence. for Air

USE OF TORBAY BY T.C.A.

Halifax, March 15, 1943

1. Confirming telephone conversation with Air Vice-Marshal Cowley inreference to No. 1 Group signal A.107 dated 24th Februaddressed to E.A.C. and repeated A.F.H.Q. The signal reads,:
which was

Difïicult situation exists with respect to T.C.A. at Torbay. Torbay operations
are on an increasing scale and it is not unusual for three aircraft to arrive daily.
They have no accommodation whatsoever except an inadequate corner of Hangar
No. 2, with no sanitary or toilet facilities except that
through an operational hangar to R.C.A.F. facilities on far

passens desers have to walk

Theré' is no evidence here of construction proceeding in the area previously
agreed for T.C.A. where the following facilities have been installed:

(a) paved taxi strip

(b) concrete parking area
(c) cleared area for hangar site

(d) cleared area for administration building
(e) good gravel road to main paved Portugal Cove, St. John's road.

Present situation creates a bad security problem and interferes with R.C.A.F.
opetations inasmuch as there is considerable congestion on present taxi strip.
AnUcIpate Srcatly incrcased use of Torbay Airport due to intensification submarine
warfare Off Newfoundland. Request high priority be given to continuation of T.C.A.area development.

2• The views of the Air Officer Commanding No. 1 Group, in this matter
^ncurred in and it is recommended that the Department of Transport

p sed to providc separate facilitics for civil aviation.

G. O. JOHNSON
Air Vice-Marshal
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72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 354 St. John's, August 17, 1944

Sir,

From time to time when, by reason of bad weather or other sufficient
cause, planes of the Trans-Canada Air Lines are held up for several suc-
cessive days at Sydney or Moncton, citizens come to this Office to request
priority for their relatives or friends. When I tell them that priorities are
reserved for Government employees travelling on urgent business connected
with the war effort, they are not impressed. Some even go so far as to tell
me that private citizens are often actually doing more urgent and vital busi-
ness, as far as the war effort is concerned, than are the officials who are
granted priority over them. I am, of course, not in any position to judge of
the truth of such assertions. It is clear, however, that the Newfoundland
public is far too often sufficiently inconvenienced to make them exasperated
against the Company and indirectly against the Canadian Government which
is identified with it. For this reason I think that, while I haven't access to
very much information on the subject, I should call your attention to two
or three factors that have a bearing on our general relationship.

2. Flights by Trans-Canada Air Lines to and from Newfoundland for the
past four months of 1944 were recently reported in the local press as follows:

Percentage of
Flights Scheduled Flights
Made Operated

April .............................. 102 85%

96%May ................................ 120
June :....:.......................... 90 75%
July .. 95 77.4%................................

3. The operating percentages indicate the severe handicap imposed by
weather conditions on schedules to and from St. John's, particularly during
June and July. Similar conditions have also obtained during the first ten days
of the present month.

4. I have been credibly informed that, over the weekend of August 5th,
; there were from fifty to sixty passengers in Sydney awaiting return to New-
foundland having been delayed for periods ranging from a few days to two
weeks, and that a similar condition applied at Moncton. Delays maY be
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expected in the winter months, and it will be recalled that the Honourable
P. D. H. Dunn, Commissioner for Natural Resources and Mr. Ray Gushue,
Chairman of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board and party were delayed at
Moncton in February of this year for a ten day period. The two delays re-
ferred to were exceptional and were, of course, unavoidable, but nevertheless
they have resulted in unfavourable comment concerning T.C.A. service to
Newfoundland. The most vociferous complaints emanate in many instances
from passengers travelling on pleasure jaunts, but nevertheless the criticism is
not calculated to enhance T.C.A.'s reputation in this country.

5. Newfoundland air travellers are now in a position to make comparison
between T.C.A. and American Export Airlines and Pan American Airways
operating from Botwood. The agents for these two American airlines have
been booking fifteen passengers per trip three trips weekly from Botwood to
Shediac during the past several weeks.' I have not obtained accurate figures
covering flying conditions at Gander and Botwood as compared with those at
Torbay-these will be readily available from T.C.A. or the R.C.A.F. Head-
quarters-but from personal observation I should think that a much higher
percentage of T.C.A. flights could arrive and depart from Gander than has
been the case at Torbay.

6. This brings up the point with which you are already familiar, that
T.C.A. are handicapped in respect to restrictions covering persons enteringthe

military area at Gander while civilians are allowed more or less free
access at Botwood. The reasons for this apparent discrepancy are, of course,
appreciated as.it is a question mainly of the lack of accommodation for
civilian passengers at Gander, and of security. The general travelling public
are not concerned with the practical details of the problem and perhaps some
Reps could now be taken to adjust the position by erecting satisfactory
aCcommodation for civilian T.C.A. passengers at Gander Airport, and relax-
Ing security precautions to allow free entry and access to civilian T.C.A.
Passengers at Gander Airport.

7. It is difficult to counter the complaints in respect to the services of
T.C.A. as compared with Pan American Airways and American Export Air-
lines. it seems to the uninformed traveller that the United States civilian
airlines are able to secure additional concéssions to T.C.A. insofar as Gander
and Botwood are concerned. The fact that the Botwood Base and Gander
to^ °rt are both under the operational control of the R.C.A.F. does not seem

^prove the position insofar as T.C.A. are concerned.

e ctcsm of operations which has reachedappreciable proportions during the past few weeks would be eliminated, andT•C•AStatwould be able to compete on an equal basis with the two Unitedes airLnes takin civli N

g• Much, if not au of th ''' • •

g an ewfoundland passengers from Botwood, if

ice^ ^ pan Amakan Alrwopt offrait ^ In fact, only Pan American Airways was
providin& this tervice.
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permission is granted to allow T.C.A. passengers to embark and land at
Gander in periods of bad 8ying weather when it is possible to land at that
airport and not at Torbay.

9. While my information is far from complete, I feel that these complaints
should be brought to your attention. An adjustment of the conditions now
applying as regards to civilian passengers at Gander would seem highly
desirable, and immediate steps should be taken to adjust conditions to bring
them into line with those applying at Botwood.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1118. 72-RV-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESpATCx 307 Ottawa, October 5, 1944

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

Your despatch No. 354 of August 17 dealt among other things with the
possibility of Trans-Canada Air Lines being able to use Gander as a regular
stop. In my reply No. 258 of August 311 I stated that the question was being
taken up here.

2. I am glad to be able to inform you that new arrangements have been
worked out between the Department of Transport and the Department of
National Defence for Air. I enclose copies' of a letter dated September 281
from the Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air to the Deputy Minister
of Transport setting forth the conditions under which Trans-Canada Air
'Lines may make scheduled stops at Gander. The Department of Transport
states that these arrangements appear satisfactory for the time being.

'N

®

I have etc.

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

nDroduite. ' Not Drinted.
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1119.
72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 51
St. John's, January 27, 1945

Sir,

With reference to my despatch of January 9th, 1945, No. 18,1 respecting
Trans-Canada Airlines Newfoundland operations, I have the honour to
report that the Company's agents have announced that with the increase in
service, effective February 1st, 1945, additional passenger accommodation
will be made available to civilian and wartime travellers.

A general schedule revision will take place and the two daily flights from
St. John's will now provide through service to Montreal and the West,
instead of one, as was previously the case. Trans-Canada Airlines agents
have indicated that East bound passengers may now leave Montreal at 8 A.M.
and arrive in St. John's at 5.50 the same afternoon.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1120.
NPA S-5-5-4

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au commissaire à la Justice

High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Commissioner for Justice

No. 8
St. John's, June 1, 1946

With reference to our recent conversations respecting the desirability of a.
m^^g to discuss air facilities and 'scrvices between Canada and New-
fOundland I may say that I am today in receipt of a communication from the
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs suggesting that it would be
desirable if a meeting could be held in Ottawa in the near future to discuss
questions of technical services and traffic rights. It is pointed out, in each
of these two general fields, an agreement between Canada and Newfoundland
would appear necessary. Separate agreements would seem to be more feasible
thall a single agreement covering both fields since the incorporation of ar-
rangements for technical services with those concerning traffic rights would
Pmbably be both unwieldy and of little advantage.

Dear Mr. Winter,

N04 nProduita 1 Not printed.
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The technical questions are the provision of airway traffic control for the

Northwest Atlantic and for Newfoundland, the provision of meteorological
services for Newfoundland, and the communications required to operate these
two services. These problems were discussed at the recent Gander Conference.
It is suggested that the recommendations of that Conference and any future
changes that are agreed to should be incorporated into an agreement on air
navigation facilities and services.

It would seem desirable that traffic rights should be covered by a new inter-
governmental agreement to replace the existing agreements regarding the
Canada-Newfoundland and the trans-Atlantic services of Trans-Canada Air
Lines. Such an agreement should deal with the traffic rights in Newfoundland
and the use of the leased air bases in Newfoundland. Since the United States
is pressing for the opening of Harmon, Argentia and Goose Bay as regular
civil airfields, it is further suggested that the proposed meeting between
Canada and Newfoundland would offer a useful opportunity for discussion
of the policy to be followed in respect of the United States requests. We

understand that the United States is likely to press for a meeting on this sub-
ject shortly after the present session of Provisional International Civil Avia-

tion Organisation Interim Assembly.

The Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation Interim Assembly
meeting, which commenced May 21st, will probably last about three weeks

and a meeting towards the end of June would therefore appear desirable.

Ottawa would be the most satisfactory place for such a meeting from the

Canadian point of view.
I understand from our telephone conversation this morning that a meeting

in Ottawa the last week in June would be most convenient for your Govern-

ment and that it would be desirable that discussions be carried on as expedi-
tiously as possible in order not to drag on into July. In the absence of Mr.
'Neill, who, I find, will not be back in St. John's until June 6th, I am cotn-
municating this information to my Government.

I shall endeavour to provide you with our proposals for the Agenda of the
forthcoming Conference as far as possible in advance of the meeting.

Yours sincerely,
J. S. MACDONALD

72-NL-40

Décret du Conseil
Order In Council June 28P 1946

P.C. 2543

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them
a report dated

18th June, 19461 from the Secretary of State for External
Affairsp represent-

^ Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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ing that representatives of the Government of Newfoundland and the Govern-
ment of Canada have negotiated an agreement on Air Transport between
Canada and Newfoundland;

That the draft agreement provides inter alia, that

(a) the Government of Newfoundland will grant permits to an airline
designated by the Government of Canada to operate an air service
between Newfoundland and Canada and a trans-Atlantic service
over Newfoundland;

(b) Trans-Canada Air Lines shall be the designated Canadian airline;

(c) the service provided by Trans-Canada Air Lines and the rates and
regulations for traffic shall be comparable to those offered by Trans-
Canada Air Lines in Canada and the fees charged by the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland in connection with the bases and facilities
shall be comparable to those charged Trans-Canada Air Lines in
Canada;

(d) the Canadian and Newfoundland postal authorities shall arrange
the conditions covering the carriage of air mail;

(e) the Newfoundland Government agrees to exempt from customs
duties certain classes of goods used by the airline;

(f ) the terminal of the regional service to Newfoundland shall be
Torbay. The Canadian Government shall have the right to operate
an aerodrome at Goose Bay which, with Gander, may be used as
alternate points of call. Buchans may also be used. The airfields at
Torbay, Goose Bay and Buchans shall be available as alternate
bad weather airports for the air services of other nations on trans-
Atlantic operations;

(g) landing fees at Goose Bay and Buchans shall be paid to the Cana-
dian Government and the profits from the operation of these air-
fields shall be paid to the Newfoundland Government;

(h) at any other air bases in Newfoundland which may be available
for commercial traffic the Government of Canada shall be granted
most favoured nation treatment;

the provisions of the Agreement may be modified by direct agree-
ment between the competent air authorities of Canada and New-
foundland. confirmed by an exchange of notes;

the Agreement will continue in force subject to cancellation on
12 ` months' notice by either party;

the Agreement will come into force on signature;

at a. copy of the draft agreement is annexed; and
at it Is expedient to make provision for the signature of this Agree-

ment on behalf of Canada.
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Buchans (when used)
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The Committee, therefore, on the recommendation of the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, concurred in by the Minister of Reconstruction
and Supply, advise that Mr. James Scott Macdonald, the High Commissioner
for Canada in Newfoundland, be authorize to

atta^che
on behalfd draft.iof the Govern-

ment of Canada an agreement based upon
A. D. P. HEENEY

Clerk of the Privy Council

Goose

1122.
72-RV-40

Le secrétaire dttat suppléant aux Affaires extérieures au haut
commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to High
Commissioner in Newf ound land

DESPATCH 189
Ottawa, August 26, 1946

Sir,
In Article I of the agreement between Canada and Newfou ndland

desi nated by
transport, concluded on July 29k f d̂

l setedown in Newfoundlandwfoundland traffic
Canada is granted the right to pic k
carried between Canada and Newfoundland "and any other traffic which the
Government of Newfoundland may from time to time indicate."

I would appreciate it if you would approach the Newfoundland authorities
and ask whether they would agree, under the terms of the above provision,
to Trans-Canada Air Lines carrying from time to time such local traffic as
might offer within Newfoundlând between the following airports:

t Le teste de l'accord se trouve 1 l'aPpea-
% For tut of Agreement aee ppe

The present TCA service from Sydney to Torbay ^tween Torbay, Gander
for the carriage of any local traffic which might na;, L

would be very considerable. id iv-- used norrnally

We understand that not only would this be a conven^en citizens of
land, but it will help us to carry out our agreement to employ
Nearfoundland wherever possible. It is also considered essential in

connectiOll

with the maintenance of Goose, since air service into Goose is
In respect of

of movement of personnel and goods to an
Labrador sectio^f Newfoundland

the service to Goose, the benefits to the La
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and Stephenville when it is opened up. As far as movement from Newfound-
land to Goose is concerned, it is not our understanding that TCA plans to
operate any regular local service between Goose and Gander or other points
in Newfoundland, but that it might be desirable to run non-scheduled services
from time to time from Newfoundland to Goose for the carriage of special
traffic.

You might at the same time mention to the Newfoundland authorities that
it is the intention of TCA to operate a local service from Canada into Goose
primarily to carry goods and personnel in connection with the operation of
the airport. This local service will probably operate from Moncton on a
relatively infrequent basis such as once a week or once a fortnight. We
assume that in view of the traffic rights granted to us at Goose there
would be no objection raised by the Newfoundland authorities. We feel that
it would nevertheless be wise to inform Newfoundland of our intentions.

I have etc.
H. H. WRONG

for the Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1123. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
- aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 397 St. John's, September 18, 1946
Sir,

With reference to your communication No. 189 of August 26, respecting
the question of securing permission from the Newfoundland authorities for
the earriage of local traffic within Newfoundland, I may say that the Com-
missioner for Public Utilities and Supply has indicated that his Government
would have no objection to the proposal set forth in your despatch under
reference. He has pointed out, however, that the Newfoundland Government
would have to reconsider the question of cabotage if a local service is
°Perated in Newfoundland.

1 enclose for your information a copy of his letter of September 171 in
w^^

•
to my letter No. 53 of August 30,1 embodying our proposal, copy of

h has already been forwarded to you.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD
.' N°n reProduitt.

ot pru^
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PARTIE 3/PART 3

L'UTILISATION DES BASES MILITAIRES'

USE OF MILITARY BASES'

1124, 72-RV-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in United States

DESPATCH 528 Ottawa, May 8, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that by P.C. 1970 of March 16, 1942,

the Trans-Canada Air Lines was authorized to organize and maintain a
service between Moncton and the airports in Newfoundland, Gander and
Torbay, via Sydney. In connection with this service the Trans-Canada Air
Lines have been asked to make a regular call at Stephenville, one of the new
United States army air bases in Newfoundland. I should appreciate it if you
will make enquiries from the United States Government as to whether they
are agreeable to Stephenville being made a regular point of call on the service
between Sydney, N.S., and Torbay, Newfoundland.

If the United States Government is willing that regular calls should be made
at Stephenville the Tram-Canada Air Lines would wish to establish their own
radio communication station there. For this purpose approximately 400 to
600 square feet of space would be required, including radio and housing
accommodation for two radio operators and one mechanic. Power not exceed-
ing 800 watts would be required to operate the transmitter.

I have etc.
H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Aff airs

1125. 72-RV-40

` Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extirieures

High Cor»missloner In Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A f jairs

TELEGRAM 129 St. John's, May 21, 1942

My despatch No. 246 of May 1st2 Trans Canada Air Lines service to
Newfoundland. I now have a letter from Commissioner of Public UtW6eS in

`- 1080, 1082
'Voir éplemeat In doamaeats 1076-77, s See also Documents 1076-77,

1030, 1082 et 1120. and 1120.
' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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which he states he has been informed that Trans Canada Air Lines is making
use of Harmon Field, Stephenville, as a reco
and that formal application should have been made befogrenre l

andin
g larefield

made of an air port in Newfoundland which was not mentioned in permit
as.

Will you please advise Trans Canada accordingly and inform them they
should not make stop at Stephenville as a regular emergency port without
first

obtaining formal permission from Newfoundland Government. In the
meantime Stephenville should not be used except in the case of very greatest
emergency for the purpose of saving life.

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

72-RV-40

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 134
St. John's, June 1, 1942

Operating
telegram No. 133 of today's date,' Trans Canada Air Lines. Fowler,

Perating
Manager of Atlantic Division, Trans Canada Air Lines, is here

this morning and has explained the necessity of stopping at Stephenville to
refuel when Torbay and Gander are blanked out by fog. I therefore conferred
informally with Woods who says that no objection will be raised to such
stops provided it is understood that a formal application will be filed at a
later date. Please advise Trans Canada immediately of this decision.

72-RV-40
Le ministre aux bats-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
DESPATCH 1630

Washington, July 1, 1942Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 741 of Junece ' 242 con-
fo nd^^ ^ lar call by the Trans-Canada Air Lines at Stephenville, New-
have Stron pointed out in our WA-957 of May 13 1 the War Department
at • g objections to allowing commercial planes to make regular calls
men^t^ fields. This question came up for discussion at the State De art-

ew days ago and we were informed that the War Department con-
tinues to hold strongly to this view.

2' Tbe United States authorities therefore, have no intention of making aformI al
^uest for a scheduled stop at Ste henville and so far as theyP are. ,Xo^ ,

^N^ ^^^ 'Not priated.
' Not pnated.
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that the
concerned the matter can be regarded as closed. We o fd^étwar Depart-
ment States postal authorities and the re presentatives

forward the proposal have been
ment in Newfoundland who originally put

suitably advised. I have etc.
L. B. PEARSON

1128.

with the approval of Sir Wilfrid Woods, Boazâ and Ï^ink is one which
Utilities, and of the Chairman of the
should be continued.

3 The procedure which we have followe uP ••oner for Public
Office. d to the present time mers

for External Avars
St. John's, January 29, 1943

Sir, past
I have the honour to inform you that some difficulty has arisen in

illetto p ^b
few weeks with regard to the T.C.A. plane stopping at Stephenv

up or land passengers. today
2. I am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter which I Îalfaremnéd h m of

Mr. Larson, the Vice-President of the T.C.A., , ^n which
the attempt I have been making to avoid conflict between the

T.CsAo anngt at

Commission of Government of Newfoundland with regard to PP

Stephenville.
2. [

sic] It will be a bit of a nuisance for this Office to attend t o i^ioû^a^is

but I do not see any method of controlling the situation excep

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

L'AVIATION CIVILE

DESPATCH 46

either the commission of Government or with e

The matter of the T.C.A. planes making spve' d^•,Co ryn^and'
one that must be carefully watched in order to avo• ^d any.

th American Base

I have e c.
C. J. BURCHELL

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

vice-présidentLe haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au vice
-
p

de Traru-Canada Air Li'nes

Hi h Conimissioner In Newfoundland to Vice-President of
g Trans-Canada Air Lines

29, 1943
[St. John's,] January

Dear Mr. Larson, , henville.th
• al stops at Step
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- The position is that under its annual permit from the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment the T.C.A. has not authority to pick up or land passengers at the
airport at Stephenville. It is therefore necessary in each individual case to
obtain the formal consent of the Commissioner for Public Utilities, Sir Wilfrid
Woods and also of Mr. Hutchings, the Chairman of the Customs Board. This
consent has always been obtained through my Office, in the first instance
usually by telephone, but in all cases I have sent a following memorandum
so as to make it a matter of record.
. It is also necessary to obtain the consent of the American Base Command
and this consent has also been obtained through this Office. The procedure
which I have followed is to telephone the Office of the Commanding General,
Newfoundland Base Command at St. John's and obtain his consent and
when this is obtained I confirm it by a memorandum in writing which is
mailed to him. The American Commanding General arranges for the stop
with the authorities at Stephenville by communication direct with the airport,

there.
' Up to within rccent weeks all applications for the T.C.A. plane to stop at
Stephenville came through this Office and the procedure above outlined was
followed by me in all cases. In some cases the request was made through
the T.C.A. in Canada, and if the T.C.A. was willing to make the stop, this
request was repeated to me and I made the necessary arrangements with the
Commissioner for Public Utilities, and the Chairman of the Customs Board
and also with the American Base Command.

In the same way if the American Base Command desired the plane to stop
at Stephenville, application was made to me by Major-General Brant's office
and I made the necessary arrangements with the T.C.A., with the Com-
missioner for Public Utilities and with the Chairman of the Customs Board.

This practice has worked very smoothly up to the last two or three

^ In ' order to clear the matter up * to the entire satisfaction of the American
Forces in Newfoundland I thought it desirable to have a personal conference
with Brigadier-General Brooks and accordingly called on him by appointment
this morning. .

Brigadier-General Brooks is quite willing to continue the procedure
arranged by me with Major-Gencral Brant which was that all requests for a
stop at Stephenville should come in the first instance to this Office so that
I can obtain the necessary permission from the Newfoundland Commission
of Government for the making of such a stop and thus avoid any conflict
between the T.C.A . and the Newfoundland Government.

Brigadier-Generai Brooks also agrced that all applications by the American
Base Command.should come through him to my Office so as to give me an
oPPortunity of making the nccessary arrangements with the Newfoundland
9overnment.
°- Brigadiér-Gencral Brooks, howevcr, impressed upon me that it was not
desirable to make frequent stops at Stcphcnville to pick up or land passengers

sa war^d that only persons of -importance or who arc travellung on neces ry
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work should be granted this permission. He informed meô ^dô^ q^
the

.
applications.present week two or three of bis o and a he had

lied
refused to

the T.C.A. to stop at Stephenville lied to Mr. Houlton and in
No doubt these were the samen^ ^rhHoul on po inform them that the only
respect of whom I had lnstruct

'on the T.C.A. could entertain for a stop at Stephenville
^le for Amencan

application
was one which came from oe d^é ^at he would allow a stop at

Brigadier-General Brooks also lnf lications woulda
Stephenville when requested by me. I assured him ^Quest except for pe^ons
be carefully sifted and that I would not make war work.
of importance who were travelling on necessary

I understand
from Captain Fowler that it is desirable in the int

erest
nville os

case theysafety for your pilots to make more or less frequent Airport t in
that they can become thoroughly acquainted wl

emer ency landings there, and therefore, as I
have to make g art of the T.C.A. to making oc
there is no objection on the p

ional s ops

but rather the making of such occasional stops ^ rp,1
looked

s.at Stephenvllle, Operational Manager in this area and by Y
upon favourably by your Company in Canada,

.
May I suggest that the proper officials of your

• artlcularly officials at
Moncton, should be ^ s^c S

mcluding p . any requests for a stop
municate

ephenville•
with me if they receivesuch requests should be carefully sifted and shoul

I also suggest that any o desirescrson w
not be forwarded to me unless your officials consider the p on war

lg of their

work. I must also b

importance and is reall ^hémnatureto make the stop is éf sufficient their names and
business. In the case, for example, of Colonel Fox, if the aPbe^ sô ads d•
direct from Government authority in Washington,is not ollowed, the T.C.A.above outlinedh rocedure as that fsomesuc p

• • • Commission of Government o New 0''
béthewill be in confl^ct with

to
which is made at Stephenville without their consent

as any s P , .
considered as a violation of the T.C.A. p,-,Mit.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BUtCiIELL

v-4072-p

' à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'Êtat
Le haut commissaire A1jafres extérieuresaux o State

f h Commissfoner in Newfoundland to SecretarY f
H 8 for External Affairs 16, 1943

St. John's, Febrnary
DESrATCN 93 12, 1943'
^^, atch No. 37 of February

I have the honour to refer to your âa Ste henville.
relative to the T.C.A. plane atopping P

Not printed.
I Nao reproduite.
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. 2. In the arrangement in connection with this ^^é'T C.A. that^was
suggestion made to me by the operating managers
desirable to make more or less frequent stops at Stephenville in order thatits
their pilots could become thoroughly acquainted âo^s of

airport
the natnre of

approaches. This was stated to be desirable as, on
the surrounding country, it might be difficult for a pilot to use this airport
in the case of an emergency, unless he had made frequent previous landings

there.
3. With this in view, I have recommended the stopping of the plane at

Stephenville to pick up or land passengers on several occasions.
4. I now understand, however, that presumably because their pilots have

made sufficient landings at this airport, the T.C.A. do not desire to make
stops there, except for very special passengers. Thnt s^épltfrotm making
involves a very considerable delay and may pre plane

connections with the outgoing planes from Moncton.

I have etc.

72-RV-40
1130.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A f jairs to High Commissioner
in Newf oundland

C. J. $URCHELL

Ottawa, October 26, 1943

In your despatch No. 786 of October 21 you recommend that arrangements
be made for Trans-Canada Airlines to make a regular stopon to suggest that
at least once a day for the duration of the war. You go e
it would, perhaps, be advisable for you in the first ând

to
as
obtain

certained
views of the Canadian and Newfoundland governments g
their views notes might be exchanged between those two governments, draw-
ing attention to the importance of the use of this airport notes the might tbe
west coast of Newfoundland. You suggest that the n
presented to the United States government by us.

2. I am glad to inform you that the competent Canadian authorities are
of the opinion that a renewed effort should be made to obtain the consent
of the United States authorities to Trans-Canada Airlines stopping at Stephen-
V'Ue. on the day service to Newfoundland for the duration of the war. In
view of the fact, however, that the stop at Stephenville would be made in
order to suit the convenience of residents of Newfoundland, it is considered
that it would be appropriate that the first approach to the United States
=s :

' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.

DESpATCH 331

Sir
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government be made by the Newfoundland government. We shall be glad
to support the proposal which they make.

3. Trans-Canada Airlines would, of course, be willing to comply with any
security regulations which the United States authorities might wish to impose
on a commercial service calling at Stephenville.

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

i!P

1131. 72-RV-40
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DESPATCH 918 St. John's, November 16, 1943
SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

May I refer to your despatch No. 331 of October 26th, 1943, regarding
the possibility that the Trans-Canada Airlines should make a regular stop
at Stephenville.

2. I note your suggestion that it would be appropriate that the first ap-
proach to the United States Government should be made by the Newfound-
land Government, and the Canadian Government would be glad to support
any proposal which they would make.

3. I talked this suggestion over confidentially with the Honourable Mr.
Emerson, who in the absence of Sir Wilfrid Woods, is acting as Commissioner
for Public Utilities.

4. Mr. Emerson rather backed away from the suggestion that the first
approach should be made by the Newfoundland Government, because he
feared the possibility of the American Government asking permission to use
,Stephenville or Argentia for commercial purposes for their own planes in
return for their permission to allow Canadian planes to land at Stephenville.

5. I am inclined to agree with Mr. Emerson's views that it might prove
embarrassing to both Canada and Newfoundland if the original request carne
from the Newfoundland Govemment.

6. My original thought was that it would be reasonable for Canada to
make the request because of the fact that we have recently given permission
for American Export Airlines to stop at Gander, and to carry passengen
between the mainland and Newfoundland, which is in opposition to Trans-

Canada Airlines, to some extent at least.
7. I then put up confidentially to Mr. Emerson, the query as to whether

or not the Newfoundland Government would give their consent to the T.C•A.

tstop at Stephenville.
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8.
His own personal opinion was that consent would be willingly given

because it would be such a convenience to the people of the West Coast,
but he said the matter would have to be presented to the Commission for
a decision.

9.
You might let me have your views in the matter, after reading this

despatch, but in any event, it would be preferable to let the matter stand
over until Sir Wilfrid Woods' return to Newfoundland. I understand he is
expected back almost any time now.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

1132.
72-RV-40i

Le général commandant l'armée des États-Unis à Terre-Neuve au
surintendant des opérations de Trans-Canada Air Lines

d Moncton'

General Commanding United States Army in Newfoundland to Operations••
Superintendent of Trans-Canada Air Lines in Moncton'

CONFIDENTIAL
[St. John's,] January 29, 1944

SUBJECT: FUEL STOP AT IiARANiON FIELD, NEWFOUNDLAND.
1• This confirms tcletype from this Headquarters approving use of Harmon.

Field as a fuel stop.
2.

The Commanding Officer, North Atlantic Wing, Air Transport Com-
mand, desires that trips to be kept to a minimum due to long hauls necessa
during winter to maintain required levels of gasoline supply. ry

133J The following agreement as discussed verbally and in your letter of
anuazy 1944 must be adhered to:

a. No passengers will be boarded or deplaned at Harmon Field except
under the present agreement whereby passengers' engaged in war
work may be boarded or landcd with the prior consent of the
Commanding General, Newfoundland Base Command; the High
Commissioner for Canada, Newfoundland; and the Commissioner
for Public UtilLties, Newfoundland.

b.
For security reasons, all cabin window curtains must be drawn•.
ten (10) minutes prior to landing and kept closed until ten (10)
minutes after takeoff.

,4.'A
^py of this letter has been forwarded to the
Field and you may be assurcd that any ass^ an ea e essaGffi for

ëssful operations will be extended. ry

JOIIN B. BROOKS
Major-General
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1133. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External A,ff airs

DESPATCH 392 St. John's, September 2, 1944

Si;

With reference to my despatch No. 354, of August 17, 1944,1 concerning
Trans-Canada Air-lines service to Newfoundland, I have the honour to
inform you that Mr. F. I. Young, operation superintendent for this area, is,
at the moment, in St. John's, and has discussed with me, the possibility of
utilizing Argentia as an alternate landing field for T.C.A. planes flying from
Gander to Torbay, when weather conditions preclude landing at Torbay.

2. I have had occasion to draw your attention to the unfavourable com-
ments concerning T.C.A. service to this country which have become all too
prevalent recently, and to make some suggestions designed to overcome
existing difficulties in the case of civilian T.C.A. passengers landing and
embarking at Gander airport. It seems to me desirable, that any measures
which can be taken to improve T.C.A. service to St. John's should be
encouraged, and the suggestion put forward by Mr. F. I. Young falls into
this category.

3. Mr. Young discussed the possible stop with Naval Officials at Argentia
some weeks ago and has, he informs me, received official approval from the
Naval Department at Washington. The communication containing this ap-
proval will be made available to me within the next two or three days, at
which time I shall send forward a copy for your files. I have also discussed
the matter informally, with the Secretary for Public Utilities of the New-
foundland Government, who intimated, unofficially, that any steps taken to
improve T.C.A. service to St. John's should be encouraged, and that he feels
the Newfoundland Government would agree to the use of Argentia as an
alternate stop for T.C.A. planes travelling from Gander to St. John's when

weather conditions makelanding there impossible, it would seem to me

desirable to accept their offer, unless it raises issues of which I am not aware.

'
iâ as an alternative airport to Torbay whenuse of the ai rt 0f A11 W1

P, g •
A If the United States Na are M ared to extend permission for the

Government in the matter and I should like to have your approva
a ste before writin to Sir Wilfrid Woods

e ma er o . .. service r w IV was g •
course, be necessary to make an official approach to the Newfoundland

• 1 of such

weather conditions make Torbay unserviceable. He was fairly out-spoken n
#16 tt f T C A ' C,% 1944 h' Is not ood It would, of

I have etc.
J. S. MACDONALD

i Sea Document 1117.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commis
2•RV-40

à'Terre-Neuve
sarre

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 273
Ottawa, September 11, 1944

I wish to refer to your despatch No. 392 of September 2nd concerning thepossibility of Trans Canada Air Lines using Argentia as an alternate landingfield when Torbay is closed because of weather. Obviously, we welcome anydevelopment which will improve T.C.A.'s services, and if the United States
Naval authorities are agreeable to this step, the Canadian Government should
take whatever action is necessary to make

Argentia available to T.C.A.
The Department knows of no consideration which would influence theCanadian Government against taking this step, and you are thereforeauthorized to make an official approach to the Newfoundland Government

at your discretion.
It will be interesting to see whether the United States Naval authorities areWilling to give official permission. As a rule the armed forces of

the UnitedStates have shown themselves reluctant to have civilian planes land at servicefields. It
may prove to be necessary to make arrangements in Washington

,but we are prepared to do this if the necessary arrangements cannot be madein St. John's.

Sir,

I have etc.

HUGH L. KEENLEYSIDE
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

113S.'

Su, St. John's, September 15, 1944

for External A,(fairs

72-RV-40Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPATCii 410

Non reproduite,

with reference to your despatch, September 11, 1944 , No. 273 ,
cProPosed use of Argentia as an alternate landing field when Torbay a^Ceo ng

closed be^uSe" of weather conditions, I have the honour ^^^to
of the communication dated August 14, 1944,1 from enclose a copy

^^eossbach; United States Navy, to Mr. F. I. ÿ Lt.-Commander I.
Young, Operations Superin-nt,

Trans-Canada Airlines, Moncton, N. B.

' Not printed. • ,
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2. It will be observed that the Chief of Naval Operations, United States
Navy, has granted permission to Trans-Canada Air Lines to utilize Argentia
as an alternate field, whenever weather at St. John's is below limits.

J. S. MACDONALD

of September 30th,' 1944,1 notifying the Commission of Government s
Government for the stop was requested, and also copy of Sir Wilfrid's reply

,

. . 2. I am attaching copy of my letter No. 94 of September 16th, 1944,1 to
the Honourable Sir Wilfrid Woods in which permission of the Newfoundland

latter airport.

410, relative to the proposed use of Argentia as an alternative landing field

for Torbay when weather conditions preclude landing or taking off from the

I have the honour to refer to my despatch of September 15th, 1944, No.
Sir.
DDESPATCH 449 St. John's, October 5, 1944

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1136. 72-RV-40

approval.

permission for. Trans-Canada'Air Lines to make commercial stops
Field,`Stephenville, Newfoundland. I enclose two copies of the memorandum

- n acco an
13, 1945,2 we have given to the State Department a memorandum requestmg

• • at Harnion

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'`tat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESpATCtt 393, Washington, February 14, 1945

I rd ee with the instruction contained in your EX-522 of FebruarY

J. S. MACDONALD

1137. . 72-RV-40

which is dated February 14.

I have etc.

I have etc.

I have etc.
, L. B. PEARSON

"Non reproduite. Not printed.
' Non reproduit. Not printed.
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Mémorandum

Memorandum

[Washington,] February 14, 1945
During the course of the recent discussions in New York on Canada-United

States aviation questions the Canadian representatives raised the question of
obtaining permission for Trans-Canada Air Lines to make commercial stops..at

Harmon Field, Stephenville, Newfoundland, which is under the control ofthe
United States Army. The Canadian Embassy would be grateful if the

competent United States authorities could examine the position with a view-
to seeing whether commercial stops could not be made without interferin
With military requirements, g

Trans-Canada Air Lines operates a service from Canada to St. John's
Newfoundland, which is an extension of their trans-continental service. TheSt.

John's area is thus well served but the absence of a commercial stop
on the west coast of Newfoundland results in great inconvenience to residents.
of that area who wish to travel to Canada. There is a demand on the part:
of those residents for air communication with Canada which at present canot.
be met unless they first travel overland to St. John's.

If Trans-Canada Air Lines were permitted to use Harmon Field they would:
be able to provide a needed service for west coast residents. Moreover, the:
uncertainty of weather conditions in Newfoundland makes it most desirable:
that Trans-Canada Air Lines should be able to count on landing on the west.
coast, without the necessity of requesting permission on each occasion, when.
fields further east are closed down. It is therefore the hope of the Canadianauthorities that the

United States authorities will be able to agree to the:
regular use of Harmon Field by Trans-Canada Air Lines.

1138.

72-RV-40-
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
1Yigh

Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPqTCH 127

Sir,

f or External Affairs

St. John's, March 13, 1945'

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your tele am
March 7th, 1945,1 respecting the extension, for a further ^ No. 65 of :

from March 31st, of the Agreement for the maintenance ogenod of one year
service between Canada and Newfoundland by Trans-Canada Air Lienrcial air •
to report that I had a conversation on the subject this afterno es, and
George London, on with Sir^

1 Noa reproduit.
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the permission of the

3. Sir George state
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4. In view of the
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1139.
,L'ambassadeur aux

Ambassador in

'TELEGRAM WA-30

The Department of State has recerve an ^e hope
Embassy's memorandum dated February 14th, 1945, expressin8 lar use of Har'

United States authorities will Snd it ^,â near St phenvilleieN
Wfoundland, bY

mon ^eld, the United States ArcnY the Inme^ial
planes of the Trans^anada Air Lines.-ada Air Lines desires to make West eo^t

It has been noted that Trans-Canada on Field
stops at Harmon Field in order to prooi

^nada,v^and also to land at ô^s ^thout
of Newfoundland, who w^sh to travel t St. J

° when weather conditions make it .o p on^a be t^^i^d to
the necessity of requesting per^l

s Not printed.
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- As the Canadian Government is aware, the use by commercial aircraft of the
bases acquired under the exchange of notes between the Secretary of State and the
late Lord Lothian dated September 2nd, 1940, is governed by the provisions of
Article XI (5) of the Agreement between the United States and the United King-
dom for the establishment and operation of United States bases, signed March
27th, 1941, which reads as follows:

Article Xl.

(5) Commercial aircraft will not be authorized to operate from any of the
bases (save in case of emergency or for strictly military purposes
under supervision of the War or Navy Departments) except by
agreement between the United States and the Government of the
United Kingdom; provided that in the case of Newfoundland such
agreement shall be between the United States and the Government
of Newfoundland.

The appropriate United States authorities are prepared, however, to agree to
the commercial use of Harmon Field by planes of the Trans-Canada Air Lines,
as well as by the commercial planes of other nations, for transit purposes and
for picking up and discharging traffic, provided that similar privileges could be
enjoyed by commercial planes of the United States. Such an arrangement would
be on the understanding that the United States military authorities would operate
the field but that the Newfoundland authorities would be granted facilities to carry
out national treatment in respect to customs, immigration, quarantine and other
matters of national interest to be agreed upon, and that a reasonable landing fee
would be charged by the United States to cover expenses incident to providing
facilities for the use of commercial aircraft. It would also be understood that the
use of Harmon Field by the planes of any country would be subject to the prior
approval of the United States Government, and that operations into, at, and away
from the field would at all times be subject to the control of the United States
military authorities who would have the right at any time for reasons of military
necessity to prevent any plane from using the field.

This Government is prepared to initiate negotiations with the Government
of Newfoundland with a view to making Harmon Field available for use by com-
mercial aircraft on the above understandings, and would appreciate being informed
whether the Canadian Government is prepared to advise the Government of New-
foundland of its concurrence, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 4 of
the Protocol, annexed to the above-mentioned Bases Agreement which reads as
follows:

Protocol

(4) It is further agreed that in all consultations concerning Newfoundland
arising out of Articles I(4), II and XI (5) of the Agreement, or of
any other Articles involving considerations of defence, the Canadian
Government as well as the Government of Newfoundland will have
the right to participate.

At the same time this Government would appreciate knowing whether the
Government of Canada, in negotiations with the Governments of the United
Kingdom and Newfoundland, would be prepared to support similar arrangements
for the use.by United States commercial planes of Goose Bay Air Base in Labra-
dor, as well as of other Canadian military airfields in Newfoundland. The United
States Naval Air Base at Argentia should likewise be included in such arrangements
and it is assumed that the Government of Canada would advise the Newfound-
land Government and the Government of the United Kingdom of its concurrence.

Message Ends.
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'.• This Government, is further advising the Newfoundland Government. that if,
as an interim measure and without prejudice to the request just referred to, it
should be in a position to agree at once to the use of Harmon Field by Trans-
Canada Air Lines on its Moncton-St. John's route, the Government of the United
States

would be willing to concur, pending the determination of the question of
the wider use of the airfield by commercial planes.

The Government of the United States is glad to note that the Government of
Canada agrees that the present is an appropriate time to determine the post-war
use of military bases and that it is prepared to negotiate with the Governments
of the United Kingdom and Newfoundland and this Government regarding the
commercial use of the international airports at Goose Bay, in Labrador, and other
Canadian military airfields in Newfoundland. The Canadian Government's views
as to the practical measures to be taken to institute such negotiations would be
appreciated. In the meantime, this Government is advising the Newfoundland
Government of its interest in taking part in negotiations in the immediate future
with respect to the use by commercial aircraft of the other military bases in
Newfoundland territory, including Goose Bay.

Our immediate interest lies in bringing about use of Harmon Field by
T.C.A., and you will note that the United States is advising Newfoundland
that if, as an interim measure and without prejudice to the other request,
Newfoundland will agree the United States will concur. Our note No. 256 of
July 17th to the Department of State puts a case for exceptional treatment
for T.C.A., which may be of use to you in discussions with Newfoundland.

You shoûld add that, on the general question of civil use of air-
fields,

we would be prepared to have Goose, Gander and Torbay opened
for use by commercial planes for Two Freedom traffic and to discuss proce-
durè for granting traffic rights. By raising the general question with the
Newfoundland authorities, it will overcome the objection raised in your
despatch No. 275 of August 11 thl that our negotiations are conducted
through the United States. The fact is that we approached the United States
to get rights to Harmon Field, as we considered that this could be dealt with
as an exception. We cannot object to the United States opening the general
question on the strength of our specific request for rights at Harmon.

1141.
NPA S-5-5-2

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics et aux Approvision-
nements à la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Public Utilities and Supply
to Commission of Government of Newfoundland

P.U..AND S. 124-'45 [St. John's,] Au st 20, 1945

I submit, for consideration, the attached copy of a communication' from
the United States Government which was personally delivered to me by the
American Consul General, with the request that the matter, particularly that
aspect of it regarding the interim use of Harmon Field b Trans-Cana^drlines, might be Y ^given early attention.
^ 1 Non reproduite. .

i Not printed.
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2. The inhabitants of the West Coast in general, and of Cornerbrook in
particular, approached me through the West Coast Association ëarly in the
year with the request that arrangements should be made for a commercial
stop by the T.C.A. at Harmon Field.. I replied that, while admitting the
convenience to them of such a stop, Harmon Field could be used for com-
mercial purposes only after agreement had been reached between the
Governments concerned and that, whilst military traffic continued at a high
intensity through this military air base, the time would obviously not be ripe
for the opening of negotiations with the American we°e subsequently sent
reason to believe that copies of the correspondence

ossibl with a viewby the Association to the American Consul General, p y
to initiating or encouraging action from the American side, and that he
replied to the effect that he had nothing to add to my observations.)

only
occasion-

3. The Association made a point of the fact that
been
T.C .A.

ally stop at Harmon Field. Such stops, however, have
in an

• emergency-occasioned by weather conditions or other circumstances such
as important business visits to Cornerbrook in connection with the paper
mills and, to that extent, connected with the war effort-and have been per-
mitted only upon special request in each case. It has beenmyon Field hwas
down such requests to a minimum so that claims that Ha
"open to commercial air traffic" could not be established against us with the
disadvantages that might emerge therefrom.

4. I have little doubt that the West Coast Association has also made re-
presentations direct to the T.C.A., and the note from the Canadian EmbassY

in Washington to the United States State Department, mentioned in the
attached document, may have originated from this source. I have been aware
for "some time, however, that the Canadian Government (or the T.C.A.)

were interested in this question, because, in applying for the renewal this
year of the T.C.A.'s annual permit to use Torbay Airport, the Canadian

High Commissioner asked whether regular stops at Harmon ô^edembara
also be permitted. I pointed out that this request would cause s
rassinent and might lead to delay in issuing the Torbay Airport permit, SO

he withdrew the request and his formal application contained no reference to
Hârmon Field. It may be of interest to note that the Canadian High eOnt
missioner informs me that he has no information regarding the p
représentations of the U.S. Government.

ôf5. Paragraph 5 of Article XI of the Schedule to the Americano Bases Act
reads "Commercial aircraft will not be authorized to operate f
the bases (save in case of emergency or for strictly military purposes under
the' supervision of the. War or Navy Departments) except by agreement
between the United States and the Government of the United KinSdom;

provided that in the case of Newfoundland such agreement shall be between
the United States and the Government of Newfoundland". d1lGôvernmen
ment in this case is to be specifically that of the Newfoundl
it is obvious that in a matter of such complexity we shall need the guidance
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of the United Kingdom, both on technical and general grounds. The Protocol'
mentioned in the attached document does not appear in the Newfoundland
legislation, but I believe it provides for the participation of Canada in any
discussions relating to the use of the American Bases, specifically men-
tioning Articles I(4), II and XI (5). The final paragraph of the document
contains a hint, or more than a hint, that the time is fast approaching for
a general discussion of the post-war use of military air fields, and stakes a
United States claim to sit in on discussions relating to the commercial use
of Goose Bay and other military air fields established by Canada in New-
foundland. The latter, to my mind, indicates Torbay Airport, since Canada
cannot claim to have established Gander or Botwood Airports, though it has
undoubtedly expanded them considerably.

6. This communication raises the important question of the civil com-
mercial use of the American Base airports which is inherent in the Bases
Agreement legislation and also, indirectly, the similar question inherent in
the Goose Bay Agreement legislation, and I agree with the implication that
this whole matter should be dealt with comprehensively. The Goose Bay
Agreement specifically provides for the inclusion of the United Kingdom in
discussions on Goose Bay, but the American Bases Agreement does not
specifically include the United Kingdom in, and may perhaps be read as to
exclude it specifically from, the discussions on the American Bases in New-
foundland. It may, therefore, be necessary to decide whether we desire the
United Kingdom to come in on this latter discussion more directly than in
a mere advisory capacity, and if so we must, presumably, ask the United
Kingdom Government whether it wishes to do so. In such case, we should
obviously have to stake a claim for the United Kingdom when replying to the
present communication. On the other hand, the wording of the Bases Agree-
ment may have been selected with an eye on the future of this country.
While the present political set-up persists, Newfoundland cannot enter into
any agreement with a foreign power on any matter without United Kingdom
Government approval. If this is the present position, it would appear that
We must notify the Dominions Office of the receipt of this document and
give our views as to the method of procedure.

7. There is the more immediate point of the civil use of Harmon Field-
and also Argentia (though the latter would, I think, in practice, be still only
a matter of emergency terminal stop by T.C.A. as heretofore when the weather
is bad at Torbay rather than a traffic stop enroute as in the case of Hannon
Field)-as an interim measure pending settlement of the whole question.

8. It has to be borne in mind that the International Air Services Transit
Agreement (the Two Freedoms Agreement) makes a general grant of the
two freedoms to "scheduled international air services," but excludes fromthis

general grant, privileges in respect of "airports utilized for military
Purposes to the exclusion of any scheduled international air services". By
definition, the T.C.A., flying as it does over the territory of more than one

û l'appendice B. . ' Seo Appendix B.
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state, and flying a regular public service according to a published time table,
is a scheduled international air service, and its admitted use of Harmon Field,
as a regular commercial stop, would destroy the military of the two freef
that airport, which would then become open to the exercise

the Secretary of State with an indication that, in our view, the w fields

doms by other nations joined in the Agreement.

9. It will be noted in the second paragraph of the attached document
that the U.S. . claims rights in respect of its own commercial

fieldis airc
raft,

to the
also envisages similar claims bY=eme

trraffina
tions

c stops (the second freedom) and
T.C.A. This goes further than me
extends the matter to commercial stops which involve m^third t^ ohn's to
freedoms. (If the T.C.A. is allowed to carry passengers
Harmon Field and vice versa, it involves cabotage also). This matter, there-
fore, though apparently quite simple on the face of it, introduces the im-
portant question of the exercise of the third and fourth (and possibly third,
fourth and fifth) freedom rights not only for the ^T.C.A. but for

U.S A^
services and for the services of any other countries approved by the
This question is of major importance to Newfoundland and will require most
careful consideration with all the expert assistance we can enlist.

10. In my opinion there would be great danger in permitting the interim

use of Harmon Field by the T.C.A. before the whole matter is fixed up com-
^éprehensively. Though it is not quite clear whether the U.S.A. 3 c11 demand

it, it is clear that we should not be in any position to resist
interim use of Harmon Field by U.S.A. commercial services also. It would be

difficult to hedge about this interim position with saf egu of future c d scus^
render the position innocuous or non-prejudicial in resp of such
sions. The only immediate benefit accruing would be the convenience

passengers from the West Coast of the Island as might wish to p
service (without travelling to Gander), an d I doubt whether this r^ sing our
ficient weight or importance to warrant the grave risk of ^eop

position generally.
even the interim use

r 1l. I feel that the elements involved in considering the question to
of Harmon Field are basic elements and that it is begging ossible acri-
treât them superficially. And i feel awe should 'take the viéw that there
monious criticism from Cornerbrook, we has been
shôuld , be no commercial ` use of Harmon Field until the subject

thoroughly discussed at a conference and the whole matter comp n^ege of

settled." It follows from this that we shall have to foreg^emo andum and
such emergency stops as I have mentioned earlier in this
thls again may give rise to further criticism.

UU%
I r^12. I su est that our , best course of action is to report this hole question

of `the ` commercial use of the U.S.' air bases and the Canadian
militarY

ld be taken up in full conference at an early date.G. E. I-oN°oN .
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1142. 72-RV-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 278 St. John's, August 21, 1945

Sir,

In accordance with the instructions set forth in your telegram No. 229 of
August 17th, (which unfortunately was delayed in transmission and did not,
reach me till this morning) I called on Sir George London this afternoon and
informed him that, in accordance with the provisions of the Protocol annexed
to the Bases Agreement of 1941, the Canadian Government concurs in the
request put forward by the United States, through its Consul General in St.
John's, for the regular use, for transit purposes and for picking up and dis-
charging traffic, of Harmon Field and the United States Naval Air Base at
Argentia by United States and Canadian planes on the conditions set forth,
namely, that the United States military authorities would operate the fields but
that the Newfoundland authorities would be granted facilities to carry out
national treatment in respect of customs, immigration, quarantine and other
matters of national interest to be agreed upon, and that a reasonable landing
fee would be charged by the United States to cover expenses incident to
providing facilities for the use of commercial aircraft. It would also be under-
stood that the use of Harmon Field and Argentia by the planes of any
country would be subject to the prior approval of the United States Govern-
ment, and that operations into, at and away from the fields would at all times
be subject to the control of the United States military authorities who would
have the right at any time for reasons of military necessity to prevent any
Plane from using the fields.

2. I added that with respect to the general question of the civil use of air-
fields we would be prepared to have the airports at Goose Bay, Torbay and
Gander open for use by commercial planes for Two Freedom Traffic and to
discuss the procedure for granting traffic rights.

3. I emphasized, in conversation as well as in writing, that our immediate
interest lies in securing permission for Trans-Canada Air Lines to make use
of Harmon Field and told him that I understood that the United States has
informed Newfoundland that if, as an interim measure and without prejudice
to the other request, Newfoundland would agree, the United States would
concur. In accordance with your suggestion I developed the point that while
the use of Harmon Field would permit Trans-Canada Air Lines to give a
better domestic service to Newfoundland and would permit better operation
under unfavourable weather conditions it would be an extension of a do-
mestic service with no trans-Atlantic flying involved and the request was not
one that need necessarily prejudice the larger question of the use of basesin

Newfoundland for international services.
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Government and at its next meeting he would recommend that the whole
question be referred to the Home Government. He added that the Air
Ministry had hoped that the question would not be raised at so early a date
but that now that it had been raised by the United States acting at the request
of Canada there was probably no alternative but for them to take the matter
into consideration and in due course come to a decision one way or the
other.2 I have etc.

L'AVIATION CIVILE

. 4. Sir George London brushed aside this suggestion as completely irrel-
evant. He referred me to Article I of the International Air Services Transit
Agreement that "two freedoms" shall not apply with respect to airports
utilized for military purposes "to the exclusion of any scheduled international
air service." He stated that this provision was carefully inserted by the
British delegation for the express purpose of safeguarding their position and
emphasized that, in his view, this formal request for the right to use Harmon
Field for civil aviation purposes opened up the whole question of the use
of military bases for civil aviation not only in Newfoundland but in all
countries in which the United States had military bases.

5. The United States representative, Mr. Hopper, in putting the matter up
to Sir George London had made clear that the request for the opening up of
Harmon Field for civil aviation had come from Canada. He also made
clear that the Government of Canada had been in consultation with them
and had agreed that the present is an appropriate time to decide the use of
military air-fields generally for the post-war period. I enclose, herewith, for
your information copy of the memoranduml left with Sir George by Mr.
Hopper.

6. Sir George expressed the view that the Commission of Government
would be aghast at the suggestion that the military bases be used as civil air-
ports with the military authorities in full control of operations and charging
landing fees to reimburse them for expenses. Newfoundland would have
little or nothing to say, no revenue to collect for the use of Newfoundland
territory and the use of the military bases for commercial operations would
compete with traffic on Newfoundland's own airport at Gander. In any case,
it was much too big a question to be dealt with by the commission of

I. S. MACDONALD

'Non reproduit.
. *Il s'ensuivit une longe négociation impli-

quant la Grande-Bretagne, le Canada, Terre-
Neuve et les États-Unis, négociation liée à
une autre négociation semblable entre la
Grande-Bretagne et les États-Unis au sujet de
l'utilisation à des fins civiles des bases bail-
lées dans les Indes Occidentales et de l'intérét
que portait le Canada dans l'utilisation à des
fins civiles de la base de l'armée de l'air des
États-Unis située à Kindley Field dans les
Bermudes. Cette négociation avorta en octo-
bre 1947 lorsque le gouvernement des États-
Unis décida d'aller de l'avant au sujet des
accords sur les Indes Occidentales sans faire
référence aux accords sur Terre-Neuve. '

' Not printed.
'?here ensued a protracted negotiation in-

volving Great Britain, Canada, Newfoundland
and the United States which was connected
with a similar negotiation between Great
Britain and the United States over civil use
of leased bases in the West Indies and with
the Canadian interest in civil use of
United States Amy Air Force base at

Kindley Field, Bermuda. This negotiation

ended abortively in October, 1947 when the
United States Government decided to go

ahead with the West Indies arrangenlents

without reference to Newfoundland ananS'
ments.
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PARTIE 4/PART 4

LES SERVICES MÉTÉOROLOGIQUES

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES
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Skelton Papers 245
Le ministère de l'Air de Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire officiel

du haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne

Air Ministry of Great Britain to official Secreta
High Commission in Great Britain

ry,

Dear Colonel Vanier, London, August 23, 1935

As requested I am enclosing herewith a copy of my letter' to Mr. Wiseman
of the Dominions Office together with the memorandum on the Meteorolo •cal
Service in Newfoundland. I may say that when the Office here found out^ that
we already had an extensive *service in Newfoundland it was decided that
there was no necessity to send some one from here to organize the taking of
observations and the collecting of the reports. There will be no action taken

after the proposed conference in Ottawa, and future action will de p
on the decisions reached here [there?] p nd

Yours very truly,

J. PATTERSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum sur les services météorologiques à Terre-Neuve

Memorandum on Meteorological Services in Newfoundland

August 19, 1935][London,
Meteorological Service of Canada estab lished

ment
ological Servicein

Newfoundland about 1905. The Newfoundla da overon
observers and purchased the instruments. The Canadian Service paid the
the stations and generally supervised the work and issued the inspected

storm wa^ngs. This Service was maintained• up to 1932 when forecasts^^ts and
to thefinancial conditions in Newfoundland it was discontinued

. At that ingtime thestations in operation were: Belle Isle, Fogo, St. John's, Cape Race,
Port-aux-Basques. Belle Isle and Cape Race observation , Burin

by the staff of the Wireless stations and were directl s were taken
y underService since these stations were maintained by the

Dominion the Canadian
ConSequently t]1eSe stations were not affected when the Government.
vations ceased, Newfoundland obser-

In August 1934 the Director of the Canadian Meteorologicalto ogical Service was
go to Newfoundland to advise the Commission of Government

'Non reproduite,
' Not printed.
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in regard to re-opening the Service. As a result of this visit the Newfoundland
Service was resumed in September 1934, with the following stations in
operation-Cartwright, Belle Isle, Fogo, St. John's, Cape Race, Grand Banks,
St. George's, and Millertown. These stations report twice a day to Toronto
and the Canadian Service issues forecasts for shipping, aviation and forest
hazards during the Forest fire season.

In 1933 a survey of the situation was made in connection with a ship to
shore service that it was proposed to inaugurate from Rod Bay in the Straits
of Belle Isle to Moncton N.B. and with the thought that it would ultimately
result in a Trans-Atlantic service. The stations were thus selected with these
services in view.

At the above stations and at Northwest River fog and visibility observations
are taken, and fog observations are also taken at Botwood, Norman, Corner-
brook, Cornerbrook Dam, Deer Lake, Pointe Amour, Point Riche, Howley,
Bonavista and Ramea.

At the stations that telegraph observations the Commission Government
of Newfoundland pays the observers but the Canadian Service has supplied
the instruments. At the other stations I could not say whether or not payment
is made but in most cases I believe the observers are Government employes
and they may be expected to do this as part of their duties.

The Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources has charge of the
work and he has an assistant who surpervises it. The Canadian Service super-
vises the work indirectly through the Secretary of Natural Resources.

In anticipation of the service in the East a Memoir is now in the Press
dealing with the Climate of the Maritimes and the Gulf of St. Lawrence with
special reference to aviation. This Memoir contains all the fog data that we
have been able to collect from light houses and should be representative of
the situation in Newfoundland and districts surrounding it.

1144. 72-M-36

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité interministériel sur les
^ services aériens transatlantiques

Minutes of a Meeting of the Inter-Departmental Committee on
Transatlantic Air Services

CONFIDENT'UL [Ottawa,] January 29, 1936

-Members of Committee
Mr. V. I. Smart,

Deputy Minister, Department of Railways and Canals, Chairman.

Department of External Affairs
Mr. Loring C. Christie, _

Counsellor, Department of External Affairs.
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Department of National Defence
Mr. J. A. Wilson

Controller of Civil Aviation.
Post Office Department
Mr. P. T. Coolican,

1167

Assistant Deputy Postmaster General,
(Represented by Mr. George Herring).

Department of Railways and Canals and Marine [sic]
Mr. C. P. Edwards,

Director of Radio.

Department of Finance
Dr. W. C. Clark,

Deputy Minister, Department of Finance.

Also Present:

Post Office Department
Mr. G. Herring,

Chief Superintendent, Air Mail Service.
(Representing Mr. Coolican).

Mr. F. E. Jolliffe,

Assistant Director, Administrative Services.

The meeting opened in the office of the Deputy Minister of Railways and
Canals at 16:00 hours, January 27th, 1936.

In the unavoidable absence of the Secretary, Mr. Wilson acted.

PROVISION OF METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE

Consideration was given to the provision of the meteorological services
outlined in a report of the Technical and Operating Sub-Committee ap ointed
during the conversations with the other Commonwealth p
Ottawa in November, 1935, and embodied in the conclusions unanimouslnyreached by the conference (see paragraph 18 of report attached to minutes
of final meeting, dated December 2nd, 1935).1

It was decided that:
(a) Mr. Patterson, Director of the Meteorological Service, should

submit to the Minister of Marine immediately an estimate covering
these services in Canada and Newfoundland, and the Controller of
Civil Aviation should draft a letter, to be signed by the Chairman
of the Committee, to the Prime Minister, drawing his attention to
the necessity for including provision for these in the main estimates,
a copy of this letter to be forwarded to the Minister of Finance.

(b)
The Director of the Meteorological Service should again make
representations through his Department to Treasury Board for the
appointment of the necessary staff for this organization so that they
might be appointed as soon as possible and undergo a period of
training in their duties before actual operations commenced.---,.

'Non reproduit,
' Not printed.
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Mr. Patterson explained that provision for certain of these appointments
had been made in the estimates for the current fiscal year and that funds
were now available in his appropriations for such appointments. Application
had been made some months ago but so far no action had been taken to ap-
prove them.

1145. CTS 1940 No. 11

Texte d'un accord entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve sur le prélèvement
des données météorologiques à Terre-Neuve

Text of an Agreement between Canada and Newfoundland on the Taking of
Meteorological Observations in Newfoundland

[Ottawa,] May 18, 1940
BETWEEN:

HIS MAJESTY THE KING, represented herein by the Minister
of Transport of Canada, acting under the authority of an Order
in Council (P.C. 1443) dated the 11 th day of April, 1940, herein-
after called "the Minister",

Of the First Part;

"Minister of Transport" shall mean the person holding the position
or acting in the capacity, of the Minister of Transport for the time being,
and shall include the person holding the position or acting in the capacity
of the Deputy Minister of Transport, for the time being.

and

HIS EXCELLENCY VICE-ADMIRAL SIR HUMPHREY THOMAS WALWYN..
K.C.S.I., K.C.M.G., C.B., D.S.O., Governor and Commander-in-Chief
in and over the Island of Newfoundland and its Dependencies in
Commission, hereinafter called "the Government",

Of the Second Part.

WITNESSETH that the parties hereto, in consideration of the covenants,
provisos, agreements and conditions herein contained, hereby covenant,
promise and agree, each with the other, as follows:

1. That in this agreement the following words shall, unless the context
requires a different meaning, have the following meanings, respectively, that
is to say:

"Minister", or other words relative thereto, or of like import, shall mean
and include the party of the First Part as above designated or described, or
His successors and assigns;

"Government", or other words relative thereto, or of like import, shall
mean the party of the Second Part as above designated or described, or his
'successors and assigns.
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"Controller", or other words relative thereto, or of like i mport , the Controller of Meteorological Services of the De aP^é shall

Transport of Canada for the time being or such p nt of
in that behalf, person duly appointed to act

2.
That at the stations (hereinafter referred to as "

in Newfoundland where meteorological observations are required"the stations")
ment will: the Govern-

(a) provide the necessary office accommodation for the i
required in taking such observations; nstruments

(b) take the necessary precautions to assure that reasonabl
taken of all such instruments; e care is

(C) permit its employees to take meteorological observations;
(d) permit its employees to make the necessary returns•

^
(e) permit its employees to receive all necessa ^instruc

supervision from the Minister of Transport.
ry tions and

3•
The Government will pay to its employees taking

observations as in Clause 2 hereof provided such allowan meteorological
as may be approved by the Minister of Transport, a ce for their services
lyly or quarterly as may be agreed upon. p^ent to be made month-

That the Government will pay to the employees of the Mi '
in Newfoundland for meteorological work in Newfoun nlster recruited
by the Minister of Transport. dland the salaries fixed

5.
That the Minister will supply to the Government free of

necessary instruments and supplies for the said stations and charge the
the necessary instruments for taking meteorological o will furnish
Minister or his representatives will inspect the said bservations, and the
as may be necessary, s ations as frequently

6.
That all instruments and supplies required by thefurnished by the Minister shall be admitted to Newf oundlandsaid stations and

shall remain the property of the Minister. duty free and
7.

That the Minister will furnish to the Secretaryof
Newfoundland a certified list of those em loe Natural Resources

mentioned in Clause 3 hereof and who are meteoro o ecal ob the Government
^g services for the Minister setting out the amount g servers perform_
employee, together with a list of the employees of the Min et paid each such

s er as mentionedand defined in Clause 4 hereof certified by the officer
Purpose by the Controller, designated for that

8.
That the cost of telegraph messages from an o

Newfoundland to Newfoundland Airport y, f the said stations in
co^ection with meteorological reports shalllbee borne reference to or in
without reimbursement. by the Government

9•
That any payment for overtime brough t

between Botwood, Campbellton, Pla ent
about by the transmission of

John's and Newfoundland Airport shall not and St. John's, and St.
, be a charge against the Minister.
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10. That except as provided in Clauses 8 and 9 hereof the Minister will
reimburse the Government for all expenses in meeting the requirements of the
Minister as in Clause 2 hereof provided and will reimburse the Govern-
ment for payment of allowances paid to employees of the Government
taking meteorological observations for the Minister as in Clause 3 hereof
provided, and will also reimburse the Government for the salaries paid to
employees of the Minister as in Clause 4 hereof provided (such payments
are to be made only upon receipt of invoices certified by the Controller).

11. That nothing in this Agreement will effect [sic] the arrangements
that may be made between the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland
for the provision of radio and meteorological services as provided in
Section 18 of Part IV of the record of conclusions attached to the Minutes
of the final meeting of the Committee on Trans-Atlantic air services, held
in Ottawa, during the months of November and December, 1935.

12. That this Agreement shall be for a term or period commencing on
the lst day of April A.D. 1939 and shall continue in force until terminated
by three months' notice in writing given by either party to the other.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Minister has hereunto set his hand and seal
and His Excellency the Governor in Commission has caused the Great Seal
of Newfoundland to be affixed hereto and has signed these presents.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED
by the Minister in the
presence of-

W. WHITMARSH

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED

by the Government in the
presence of-

GEO. R. COOK

V. I. SMART

Deputy Minister of Transport.

GEO W. YATES SEAL
Secretary

BY HIS EXCELLENCY'S COMMAND,

J. A. WINTER
Commissioner for Home Affairs

and Education.

1146. 72-AGT-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

' TELEGRAM 97 London, January i l, 1946

Your telegram to Dominions Office No. 275 of December 29th,1 Bermuda

' Conference.

^ _ 'Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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U. Following are conclusions of Meteorological Sub-Committ

1171

ee.
(1)

Newfoundland Government to provide living accommodation for
Canadian civil service personnel. Requirement at Gander for:

(a) Chief Meteorological Officer, 1 married quarter.
(b) Forecast staff, 9 married quarters.
(C) Meteorological assistants recruited in Newfoundland, 15

married quarters.

(d) Radio range stafi, 3 or 4 married quarters.
At same time existing Canadian Department of Transport
single quarters should be retained. Living accommodation
to be designated for Canadian personnel but no objection
to temporary release.

(2) In view of national benefits from meteorological organization
question of Newfoundland

making appropriate financial con-tributions to be considered.

(3)
Department of Transport should be consulted regardin

offiquarters for Canadian staff. g ce

(4)
Conditions of service of Newfoundland staff recruited should
further considered, particularly regardin be

g pension eligibility.
(5)

Regarding provision of internal meteorological services, desira
discuss later: ble

(a) Continued operation on civil basis of internal com-
munications supplied by Canadian and United States
forces.

(b) Designation of administrative and financial responsibili
for provision and maintenance of additional com-
munications required for outlying weather station[s] in
Newfoundland.

III.
Sub-Committee further recommended questions (1) to

should be discussed later on official level. Further planning of (5) above
ail functions relating to operation of air base for civil purposes Gander for
discussed in detail and expert advice from Canada an should be
should be made available. In event of mil' d United Kingdom

tary
men

discussionded offic's on Newfoundlandair base [sic] being delayed further, recom
matters above should take place on or before February l talks relating to

>ti 1946.

IV. Full text being forwarded by next air bag.
0
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- 72-AGT-40

St. John's, May 2, 1946

. The meeting was held in the Department of Natural Resources, St. John's,

at 11: a.m., May 2, 1946.

Those present were:

CONFIDENTIAL

-Procès-verbal d'une réunion sur les services météorologiques à Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting on Meteorological Services in Neivfoundland

1172

1147.

NEWFOUNDLAND
Mr. K. Carter

Air. B. V. Andrews

Mr. D. J. Gillis

Mr. N. MacLellan

Secretary for Natural Resources
(in the chair)

Fishery Officer,
Department of Natural Resources
Director of Agriculture,
Department of Natural Resources
Acting Forestry Officer,
Department of Natural Resources

Aieteorological Division
Department of Transport
1lteteorolop,ical Division
Department of Transport

At the request of Mr. Carter, Mr. McTaggart-Cowan gave a brief oresent
of the Conference recently concluded at Gander and Agenda with a vew to
meeting was to consider the remaining items of g the
obtaining a basis of agreement for recommendations to be submittedfuture
' Governments of Newfoundland and Canada in corwectt ^^cular he drew
'Of; the Meteorological Service in Newfoundland.dCanadâ had signified her
attention to the Bermuda Conference at
. desire to withdraw entirely. He said that at the Gander C

onference
to be

Newfoundland representatives had requestcd that Canada continue
responsible for the. Meteorological Service in Newfoundland for arPf erdred
of years. The following problems in connection therewith were
to this meeting: • Stations;

(i) Policy regarding the Meteorological Reporting

(ü) Meteorological Services required in Newfoundland for other pur-
poses than Civil Aviation;

(üi) Staff problems, including compensation;
Services in Newfoundland-

^,.f ï.(iv) Distribution of costs of Meteorological SeN associa-

^ It was ' agreed to recommend that, because of the long and happy ent

tion ° between;.the Department of Natural Resources and the e to he basic

of Transport and béca►use of the Importance DmDivision sh ^ d^ntinue tO
industries of Newfoundland; the Meteorolog,i

CANADA

11ir. P. D. McTaggart-Cowan

Mr. H. H. Bindon
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be directly associated with the Department of Natural Resources in matters
affecting the Meteorological Service in Newfoundland.

The meeting agreed to , recommend that the Climatological Stations in
Newfoundland should be re-located so as to provide information of maximum
benefit to the basic industries of Newfoundland-agriculture, fisheries and
forestry. The re-location of the stations would be studied by Canada and
made the subject of continuing discussion at a later date.

Mr. McTaggart-Cowan stated that the location of the Meteorological
telegraphic reporting stations was determined by the requirements of civil
aviation as laid down by PICAO inasmuch as the service for civil aviation
had been requested by the Newfoundland representatives at the Gander
Conference to conform to PICAO standards.

Mr. Andrews said that, with regard to the requirements of the fishing
industry for meteorological service, the present coastal and fishing forecasts
covered all their requirements with respect to Newfoundland and the Grand
Banks but that between June and September an additional fisherman's
'forecast for the Labrador coast would be very helpful to the fishing fleet
in those waters. The Canadian representatives agreed to recommend that
this additional forecast be provided.

Mr. MacLellan stated that the Newfoundland Government Forestry
Division was in consultation with the Forestry Offices of Bowater's New-
foundland Pulp and Paper Mills Limited and the Anglo-Newfoundland
Development Company, Limited and would make, in the near future, a
combined proposal for meteorological service for forestry. Their principal
interest was in forest fire hazard forecasts. The Canadian representatives
expressed their readiness to examine Mr. MacLellan's proposals as soon
as they were formulated and foresaw no difficulty in providing the required
service.

Mr. Gillis outlined briefly the agricultural development programme of the
Newfoundland Government and named the principal regions involved as:

Avalon Peninsula
Burin Area
Hermitage Area
Codroy Valley-St. George's Area
Humber Area
North West Coast Area
Point Leamington Area
Cape Freels Area
Eastport Area.

He stated that the present public forecast service, broadly speaking,
covered the needs of these areas, but that forecast for maximum and
minimum temperatures for some of these areas would be desirable in the
SPring and autumn. Extended warnings of prolonged wet and dry spells
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The following methods were agreed as possible alternatives:
1 and that

would also be valuable. He further suggested that the climatological stations

in Newfoundland be. repositioned so as to provide information on the
climatic conditions of the agricultural areas named. The Canadian representa-
tives agreed to examine these suggestions and put forward a definite proposal
as to how best this could be done. The matter would then be discussed

further.
Mr. Andrews, Mr. Gillis and Mr. MacLellan then withdrew from the

meeting.
Mr. McTaggart-Cowan outlined the present conditions

Government for
of the Newfoundland citizens

Newfoundland and Labrador..meteorological duties in
Mr. McTaggart-Cowan introduced the 'question of distribution of costs,

MN

ewfoundland
advising that the Canadian Government might desire thatt̂he

eteorolog^cal
Government assume a greater portion of the cost of
Service in Newfoundland in view of the increased benefit of the Service to

the public.
Mr. Carter expressed the view that discussion on the extent of the con-

tribution by the Newfoundland Government to the Meteorological Service
was outside the scope of this meeting but agreed to discuss possible methods
of handling the financial and accounting arrangements for the Meteorological

Service in " Newfoundland.

ment of Transport. (This is the presen g
That the Department of Natural Resources obtain in

ndland Govt
a sum equal to the agreed contribution of the Newfou

• • th um is e^austed

Natural Resources for services rendered to the Meteoro ent contn-
^an;p^^de free Service as part of the Newfoundland Governm

adopted. It is inherent in either scheme that, in general, other tment of
rtments would submit accounts to the Depar

Government depa lo •cal Service rather

It 'was agreed to recommend that either alternatives NU.. Ne^oun^and

certain categories and submit others for payment to
• • t arran ement.)

Canadian Government. all accounts in
That the Department of Natural Resources pay

the Depart-

bear their share of the cost by a cLrect trans er

instance, all accounts and reclaim the t
Department of Transport. The Newfoundland Govermm^edns tOOthe

f of fu

total .1111"U11

direct trans er o un
in the first

2. That the Department of Natural Resources pay, t from the

the Newfoundland Government bear their snare of e c

f f f ds to the Canadian Government;

1. That the Canadian Government pay au accounts d^rect y
*U ost by a

erninent, pay all accounts submitted until e s
and thereafter recover from the Canadian

Government the full

amount of all accounts paid.
bers 2 or 4 be

bution.
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Mr. McTaggart-Cowan raised the question of the continuation of the

present arrangements for customs-free entry into Newfoundland for Canadian
Government. equipment and supplies necessary for the operation of the
Meteorological Service in Newfoundland.

Mr. Carter stated that this matter would have to be raised with Mr. J. G.
Howell and made an appointment with him for 11.00 a.m., May 3rd.

Mr. Howell confirmed, at that time, that the present arrangements would
be continued.

PARTIE 5/PART 5

LE CONTRÔLE DU TRAFIC AÉRIEN 1

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLi

1148. NPA S-5-5-4

Procès-verbal d'une conférence sur les services de navigation aérienne
à Terre-Neuve

Minutes of a Meeting on Air Navigation Facilities in Newfoundland

CONFIDENTIAL [St. John's, May 20,] 1946

The Conference met in the Eastbound Inn, Gander, at 4.30 p.m., April 27,
1946z, having been delayed two days by bad flying weather.

The following representatives were present:
CANADA

Mr. J. S. Macdonald

Mr. D. S. Robertson

Mr. C. C. Bogart

Mr. E. F. Porter

Mr. P. D. McTaggart-Cowan

Mr. H. H. Bindon

NEWFOUNDLAND

Mr. H. A. L. Pattison
Mr. W. S. Roddis
Mr. H. J. Clarke
Mr. T. M. McGrath
Flight-Lieut. W. Woznesensky
Squadron-Leader C. M. Brant
Mr. V. T. Myrick

"Voir également les documents 934-37.
' Cette conférence se termina le 1111, mai.

High Commissioner for Canada
(in the chair).

Department of Transport
Civil Aviation.

Department of Transport
Civil Aviation.

Department of Transport
Radio Division.

Department of Transport
Meteorological Division.
Department of Transport
1lieteorological Division.

Director of Civil Aviation
Secretary for Posts & Telegraphs
Department of Posts & Telegraphs
Newfoundland Civil Aviation
In charge of Gander Airport Tower Control
Newfoundland Civil Aviation
Newfoundland Aviation

1 See also Documents 934-937.
' This Conference ended on May 1.
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[pIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Su

conférence
conclusions et des recommandations de é NeuveRésumé dessur les services de navigation aérienne à Terre

-Neuve
Conference

m^, of Conclusions and Recommend ^ Newfoundland
on Air Navigation Facilities in

1946
[St. John's, May 20,1

CONFIDENTIAL
representatives informed the coâ e T°^ ^Cont ol

1. The Newfoundland
e now operating the Northwest Atlantic Oceanic A^ û^^ay Traffic

^ the required mi ni
at Gander and will continue to provideGander until such time as the Control Centre at Moncton
Control service at
assumes this responsibility. Royal Canadian Air eFa

2. The Conference recommends ath Traffic Control Centre in op tive
be asked to keep the

on

order to
Torbay Airway

permit time for full consideration of alterna
until May 15 in
arrangements.

ata gr
that because of the pICAO decisionM

on
onctone,

3• The Conference gr Traffic Control Centre a
location of the Northwest Atlantic Airway

it was

stem for Ai^aY
desirable, for technical reasons, to havâda and Newfoundland•

Traffic Control at Moncton for Eastern aUon of Airways in New
4. The Conference recommends that the Newfoundland and

Canada

foundland should be determin ►ed by ^ inclusion in
and information pertaining thereto disseminno e bn icating that the

appropriate Canadian manuals accompanied by
• ated.

agreement with the Newfoundland nauthoritles.

designation was made by agreed to and dissenu cditious
ail ,n o

rder to facilitate the exP eNices,

solution of

Amendments

detailedthereto matters

should Pebêmsimil

ning to air navigation

direct

5,

liaison,

Thea ^ Conference recommends ^ facilities and the

•• son, on a` technical level, should be e^nd 1Go vrnments.
^an and Newfou ^d roach be made to the

a ro riate officers of the Canad.PP P oint pp
6. The Conference recommends that a l

ce of :b the Canadian and Newfoundland overntne
United States authorities y

arrangements for the use and malntenan
with a view to making

u Land-line facilities in the United States cable;
e

( ) c ab l
(b) The FM radio station fi milltheend of the United States
(c) The open^ line section e Ray;

at StephenviUe to the Fm radio station at Capês cable in conneCtion
(d) The equipment attached to the ^ndtliQé communications. ts

with the provision of required le communications reQuiremen
opefation

7. The Conference recommends thate met by m^ntaining in ding the
and New . Waterford incluof Airway Traffic Control could best b

the PM radio , Lnk between Cape â Ray
repeater station at Cape North.

1 ,
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8. The Newfoundland representatives agreed to recommend to their
Government that the operation of the FM link at Cape Ray be undertaken
by the Department of Transport subject to the following provisions:

(i) That the Newfoundland Government may take over and operate
the FM link at Cape Ray at any time after due notice and
consultation;

(ii) That the network, including the link, would be used only for
aeronautical traffic, except with the permission of the Newfoundland
Government;

(iii) That the Newfoundland Government will be afforded circuit
facilities in the link at Cape Ray as may be required in the future,
it being understood that prior notice would be given and any
necessary technical rearrangements or additions made by agreement
between the two Governments.

9. The Newfoundland Government are prepared to continue to handle all
point-to-point and air-to-ground civil international operational traffic in and
out of Newfoundland and to operate the Newfoundland based end of* the
required communications channels.

10. The Newfoundland Government consider it essential that the Canadian
Government continue to operate the Meteorological Service in Newfoundland
for a further period of years.

11. The Conference recommends that the installation of the required
meteorological circuits form part of the general programme for the establish-
ment of Airway Traffic Control communications and the existing facilities
be maintained until the new facilities have been satisfactorily installed.

12. With regard to Meteorological communications, the Newfoundland
representatives agreed to recommend to their Government that:

(a) Their Civil Aviation Division provide all required international
radio communications, provided certain technical details could be
satisfactorily arranged between them and the Radio Division of
the Department of Transport and ARCAN;

(b) Their Department of Posts & Telegraphs provide all required
communications within their sphere of operations, and in addition
maintain the land-line teletype equipment and machines other
than those which, by agreement, are the responsibility of the United
States of America;

(c) The Meteorological teletype equipment and machines at Gander
be continued to be made available to the Meteorological Division.

13. With regard to the provision of Radio Range facilities in Newfoundland,
the Newfoundland representatives stated that they would recommend to their
Government that:

(a) Radio Ranges installed by Canada should be operated by Canada
for as long as they maintain Airway Traffic Control for the New-
foundland area;
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(b)

,The Newfoundland Governrnent should approach
Government with the view to obtaining assurance ^ t^^ted States
of the Radio Ranges located at the United States leased perationo
Newfoundland conform with the procedues followed in bases in
Newfoundland Radio Range network and, further the generalendarrange for close liaison with the Canadian authoritiethe system; p gs o veratino

(c)
The Newfoundland Government supply the necessary
services in connection with the operation of the Radio ancillary
Gander. Range at

14.
The Conference recommends that the Can '

forth-coming publication "Radio Aids to Air Navigation" should ^ent's forth-tion
tion regarding air navigation facilities in Newfoundland contain informa-

Government undertake to keep the Canadian Go d^at the New-
with the information required in addition to taking an y ment supplied
•PICAO, y on required by

15.
The Conference recommends that Notices to Airmen

(NOTAMS),be exchanged primarily on operational channels, but that u til),
channels exist the internal

Meteor ological teletype, and later suitable
Traffic Control teletype, should be used as a temporary ex edientthe Airway

16.
With reference to the distribution of costs for providin

g air ntion facilities and services in Newfoundland, the Canadian repr esenta tivesthat the Government of Canada would be prepared to
v detlthe-Airway Traffic

Control for the Newfoundland area and to operate the RadioRanges at St. Andrew's, Buchans, Gander and Torbay if the Newfo
Government would: undland

(a) Make payment for services rendered by Canada;
(b)

Make the required communications facilities available without
cost to the Canadian Government;

(c) Bear the operating cost of the four Radio Ran
ges;(d) Obtain assurance from the U.S. Government that

the RadioRanges at Stephenville and Argentia would be ret

i
n dadinoperation;

(e)
Maintain the other aids to air navigation in Newfoundland, such
as n/P, s.B.A., S.O.S. 51, etc.

[17•] The Newfoundland representatives stat ed
question were not of direct benefit to Newfoundland ^tha,t other nations were
also beneficiaries and that, in any case, Newfoundland was already making
numerous and valuable contributions in the provision of ancilla

ry services,
they could not recommend that their Government should contribute to the
costs involved. They could not, therefore, recommend acceptance of con-ditions (a), (b) and (c) of Paragraph 16 of this summ ary

18. The Canadian representatives stated that, in view of th .
e erationsadvanced by the Newfoundland delegation, : they would reco mend to the

Canadian Government that the general question- of division of costs beI
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revised in the light of the statem ' 1179in the Ineantune ent made 'maintain ^ an effort be made by Paragraph 17 above and
Canada 'as Traffic Control Y the Canadian Se that,, as

well as the Buchans' Rddo f^^ges and ^ces involved to
link, provided that: the FNt radio link to

the Buchans_Millertown FM radio(a) Required t^
from Cape ^ circuits in the U.

Ray to Ar enda cable and other
at no cost to g and Torba w^e facilities

(b) The NewfoundlC dada'
Y continue to be available

from the trnnk circuiGOVernmeIIt continue
both Ai^,a to the equipment and machinem^ta^ the lines

(c) The Newfoundla^c Control and the machiIIe locations for
minor revisions t Government the Meteorological Service;

to this e maintainto t' qui ment ' m0ve and carry
^e^ be 1equired. p and machines as out

19. The Newfoundland re maYs from time
Government the presentatives a

the Ne^OUndlandeGo these ^ed to reco^endprovisions to their
although

e^d further stated thatnot consider that the Ve^meIIt cannot b
they

to Pay do the total cost Canadian Govem fairly expected to••. as these ment should be called upon'
services are for general international

use.
1149.

Le secrétaire - 72-Ad'14`tat suppléant aux A GT-40au cha^.gé d'a ,^`aires extérieuresffaires par intérim a
,Âcting Secreta ^ ^t^s'Ums` . to Chargé d^^q ry of State for External q

,^`airsNo, 101 S aires ad intérim in United States
Sir,

It is Ottawa, August 27,
desired to enquire of ^ 1946

Of United States the United States autho •
services ancillland-line communications in Ne nties rega^in

2. Under a^ to civil aviation. ^oundland for the use
Ireland and Agreement of 1935 certain
service ^ NeNewfoundland# ,

between Canada, the ' United
wfoun Canada undertook to ^ngdon^,This an.an dland for the provide theland

gement was continued b pu^°Se °f trans Ad meteorologi^l
Durinand the United ^n by a^eement between tic civil aviation.

g^e war the gdOm reached in anada, Ney^,found-
ln Ne^oundl United Bermuda in DecemberStates also established ^ 1945.continue certain

and it is understood that the mete°rolo 'ville, and a^n meteorological stations U^ted States^c^ services
meteorolo Goose Air Bases. Close co_â notably those at Argent Proposes to
States se ^c^ l^orma^on Peration and re ^ Stephen-

rvices ' has developed between the ^lar inter-change offoundland ln Newfoundland, so that in e Canadian and U•
constitute a unified rneteorolo •^ ffect the two services in United

^ 1 system, • New
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3. During the war airway traffic control in the Newfoundland region was
shared between the Royal Canadian Air Force which exercised control over
domestic airway traffic from Torbay, and the Royal Air Force Transport
Command which exercised oceanic control from Gander. The North Atlantic
Route Service Conference, held in Dublin in March, ^ recommended the
establishment of a single airway traffic control centre for the northwest
Atlantic at Moncton, Canada. This recommendation was approved and has
been acted upon by the Canadian Government. Subsequently, by agree-
ment between the Canadian and Newfoundland Governments, the Canadian
Government undertook to include under the Moncton centre the responsibility
for domestic airway traffic control over Newfoundland, provided that the
necessary communication services in Newfoundland could be made avail-
able without cost to the Canadian Government.

4. On the withdrawal some months ago of the Royal Canadian Air Force
from Torbay and of the Royal Air Force Transport Command from Gander
airway traffic control was transferred to civil authorities in accordance with
the recommendations of the Dublin Conference. In order to permit of
continuous operation in trans-Atlantic civil aviation, arrangements were made
directly between officials of the Canadian Department of Transport and the
United States service authorities in Newfoundland for the use of certain
circuits in United States land-line communications for the meteorological
and airway traffic control services. Some of the necessary connections have
already been made by United States personnel at the various airfields. The
Canadian Government greatly appreciates the prompt, co-operation of the
United States authorities in this regard.

5. Certain further facilities are, however, required for efficient operation.
In particular, certain circuits are needed by Aeronautical Radio Canada
(AItcAN), which is the agent of the Canadian Government, for the pro-
vision . of trans-Atlantic aeronautical radio services and which will provide
air/ground/air and operational point to point communications for all trans-
Atlantic civil aircraft. At the request of the Newfoundland Government, the
requirements of ARCAN with respect to the United States land-line system
in Newfoundland are here included under item "D. Operational Require-
ments" in the attached memorandum. There is urgent need for a simplex
teletype circuit from Cape Ray to Gander.

6. A complete statement of requirements, including those already in use
and anticipated, is attached hereto.i

7. The Canadian Government hope that the United States authorities Will
find it possible to permit the use free of charge to the Canadian Govern-
ment of the facilities in land-line systems in Newfoundland noted in the
attached memorandum. It may be observed that the use to which such facili-
ties will be put will be of very considerable advantage for purposes of
defence. As ^ noted above, the meteorological services in Newfoundland

I Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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constitute in effect a unified system and the facilities provided b

y the _
dian meteorological service will be available to the United States military

as well as to civil operators. A single unified airway traffic control
ystem will provide for the safety not only of civil aircraft using Newfound 1

land fields, or passing over Newfoundland, but for the safety of military aircraft
well. It may also be observed that the Canadian Government is providin

the meteorological service, airway traffic control, and the facilities of ARCANin
Newfoundland as a contribution to inlernational civil aviation, and

the number of United States civil aircraft benefitting from these service at
will be much greater than the number of Canadian civil aircraft. s8.

Will you kindly present a written statement of the requirements of theCanadian
Government to the United States authorities, explaining the

reasons for the request that these requirements may be made available freeof charge.

I have etc.

[H. H. WRONG]
for the Acting Secretary of State

for External Affairs

1150.
72

L'ambassadeur aux États_Uni,r au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-3947

Your despatch No. 1015 of Au st 27th Washington, November 4, 1946

Land-line communication facilities in ewf undl nd quent correspondence.

Following is text of State Department's note dated November
authori^ng the use of these facilities free of charge, by aRCAN. 'Be i^ lst

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to the Chargé d'Affaires ad
interim of Canada and refers to the Embassy's note dated September 4th, 19461
regarding the desire of the Canadian Government to make necessary arrangements
with this Government whereby Aeronautical Radio Canada (ARCAN) may use, free
of charge, certain United States Army communication facilities located in New-foundland.

The Secretary of State has been informed by the Secretary of War that the
by Department perceives no objection to the use, free of charge, of the facilities
y ARCAN. Accordingly, the Secretary of State is pleased to inform the Chargé

d'Affaires that the facilities referred to in the Embassy's note of September 4th,
may be used by the Canadian Government, free of charge, for the pu osesspecified in the Embassy's note. ^ ^

The Secretary of War is instructing the cognizant Army officials to work out
the details of this matter with the proper officials of ARCAN.Ends. - .

--,^
1 Non reproduite.

I Not printed.
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aux Affaires extérieures

Bigh Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1151.: 72-AGT-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 333 Ottawa, November 22, 1946

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to our despatch No.' 1015 of August 27th to

our Ambassador in the United States (a copy of which was referred to
you), requesting that authorization be obtained from the United States
Government for the use of the United States land-line communication
system in Newfoundland for the use of the Airway Traffic Control,
Meteorological and ARCAN services.

We have now been advised by our Embassy in Washington that the
United States Government has agreed to make available to the Canadian
Government, free of charge, its land-line communication facilities in New-
foundland for these three services. Accordingly the arrangements necessary
for the utilization of these facilities for the operation of the three services
will now be worked out by officials of the Department of Transport and
Trans-Canada Air Lines with the United States Army and Newfoundland
officials in Newfoundland on a technical level. I should appreciate your
passing. this information on to the Newfoundland authorities.

I have etc.
SYDNEY D. PIERCE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

11520 72-AGT-40

, ' Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

DESPATCH 114 St. John's, March 3, 1947

Government, will be used solely for the purpose of passing commumcations
thé opération' of which

.
will now be the responsibility of the Canadian

Army for meteorological and air traffie control services in Newfoundlan ,
give` an undertaking that the circuits made available by the United States

I have: the honour to transmit, herewith, copy of a letteri from the
Acting Commissioner for Finance asking that the Canadian Government

' Non reproduite. ;.,ÿ ; - *.i ' Not priated.
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coming within the category of meteorological and air traffic control messages,
the Newfoundland Government to determine from time to time the class
and type of message which may be considered as coming within this
category. +

On general principles the request seems to be an eminently reasonable
one, particularly in view of the similar undertaking given by the United
States authorities. It is, however, a mâtter that comes primarily within the
purview of the Department of Transport. Accordingly I am confining myself
for the moment to acknowledging the letter and indicating that it is being
brought to the attention of the competent authorities.

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1153.
72-AGT-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux Finances
High Commissioner in Newf ound land to Commissioner for Finance

No. 5

Dear Mr. James,
St. John's, April 22, 1947

I wish to refer to a letter of March lstl signed by Major W. H. Flinn in his
capacity as Acting Commissioner for Finance requesting an undertaking thatthe

United States circuits now being operated by the Department of Trans-
port for meteorological and aeronautical services will not be used for com-
mercial purposes.

In reply I may say that while the principal service required by the Depart-
ment of Transport is for the purpose of exchanging meteorological data and
passing air traffic control messages, the Department may, of course, transmitcertain

Departmental administrative messages on the meteorological circuit.
In addition to circuits for handling meteorological and Air Traffic Control
messages, a circuit has been established for the purpose of handling operationstraffic.

This circuit will be operated by ARCAN, the communication agency
of the Department of Transport, in accordance with current PicAO commu-
nication standards respecting operational messages. Types of traffic not in
accordance with these rICAO standards will not be handled on the ARCANcircuit.

On the basis of the foregoing, you may be assured that the communicationfacilities
made available by the United States Army will only be used for

Canadian Government business and to carry out international commitments,
and will not otherwise be operated or used for the handling of traffic unless
this is mutually agreed upon by the Canadian and Newfoundland authorities.

' Noa reproduite

Yours sincerely,
J. S. MACDONALD

' 1 Not printed.
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1154.
821-32

La commission pour Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Commission of Government of Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM
St. John's January 12, 1935

Your telegram 4th December.2 Commission of Government has given
careful consideration to representations made, and having regard to very large
quantity and value of annual importations into Newfoundland from Canada
(which are materially larger than those to Canada from Newfoundland) feel
that cost of according to Canadian produce and manufacturers same pref-
erence as granted to Great Britain and Northern Ireland would be pro-
hibited from the point of view of revenue unless a preference were granted
by increasing existing tariff rates, a course which in view of low standard
of living at present existing in Newfoundland and depressed conditions of
fisheries, they regret would be impracticable. While it is true as stated in your
telegram that Canada admits Newfoundland fish free of duty, similar prefer-
ence to Canadian fish is granted by Newfoundland and in addition Canada
has valuable rights of fishing round the coast of Newfoundland and calling at
any Newfoundland port for bait and ice.

I Voir Egalement les documents 186, 188 1 See also Documents 186, 188 and 204.et 2od.
'Non reproduit.

2 Not printed.
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9180-40

Le vice-président de la commission pour Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Vice-Chairman, Commission of Government of Newfoundland, to Secretary
of State for External Affairs

St. John's, November 28, 1940

Sir,
During a visit to Ottawa in June, 1940, the Chairman of the Newfoundland

Fisheries Board, Mr. R. Gushuc, discussed informally with officials of the
Canadian Government the question of trade relations between Canada and
Newfoundland. Prior to this, the matter had been mentioned from time to
time when members of the Newfoundland Government and others had met
Canadian officials, in particular during and since the negotiations for the
Trade Agreements with the United States in 1938. At the conversation in
June, 1940, the view was generally accepted that an exchange of memoranda
on this subject would help to clarify the various questions involved, and it
was agreed that for this purpose, the Newfoundland Government should
take the initiative with a preliminary approach to the problem.

2. The broad facts of the matter are, of course, well known. Canada, by
virtue of both her proximity and her natural resources, has long held

a dominant position among the countries from which Newfoundland derives

her imports. With the development of Canadian manufacturing industries,
this fact has become increasingay more pronounccd. Competition is mainly

with the United States and the United Kingdom; but the fact is that whereas
N

forty, and to some extent even thirty years ago, importations into ew-

foundland from these three countries were approximately equal in value,
at the present time, and for some years past, Canada has enjoyed a larger

share of Newfoundland vade than either the United Kingdom or the United

States. Just before the present war Newfoundland was Canada's eleventh
best customer among the countries of the world, and the fifth best among

those of the British Commonwealth. Today her place must be even more im-

portant:
3. It ^ would be easy to show now Newfoundland's imports from Cae^ a

have fluctuated with the alternations of prosperity in the Island. From n y

' thirteen million dollars in 1929-30 Newfoundland's imports from Canada

' fell in value to leu than six millions in 1932-33, but had risen again to

ten millions in 1937-38 and over twelve millions in 1939-40• Theall valü^rnds
of goods Imported is very wide, comprising manufactured gAs
articles of food and raw materials for industry. The p^ of the ^abmo d,
concerned in Newfoundland trade are not confined to the Eastern

the Maritime Provinces have many close links with NeWfoundl and
though bec and Ontario,
but ûlclude also the manufacturing dIstncts of Que
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the Western Provinces which provide wheat for this market. It would pre-
sumably not be disputed that the Newfoundland market, and thus also
the prosperity of the Newfoundland people, are of serious importance and
interest to Canada.

4. Other sources of income and profit to Canada are derived in New-
foundland and must not be left out of this review. Canadian Banks and In-
surance Companies have, for many years, undertaken substantial and profit-
able business in the country. The services rendered by banking and in-
surance institutions are, of course, of great value to Newfoundland herself,
and their importance is appreciated. Nevertheless, the substantial sums which
have been deposited on savings and other accounts in the Canadian Banks
or paid in insurance premiums make it clear that Newfoundland has made its
contribution to the development of these important Canadian Institutions
and thus again that the prosperity of Newfoundland is a factor of importance
to Canada herself.

5. The economic position of Newfoundland is almost entirely bound up
with her export trade. Newfoundland is dependent on export trade for the
prosperity of her people and for her very existence. Although every year the
trade returns show a steady surplus of Newfoundland's exports over imports,
it is unfortunately the case that the countries to which Newfoundland products
are exported are, in the main, countries from which she has been unable to
purchase products to a substantial extent. This is particularly the case as
regards exports of salt codfish, the industry which has for many years given
and still at the present time gives, the greatest amount of employment to
Newfoundland. The markets to which this product is exported are Cuba,
Brazil, Portugal, Spain, Greece, the British and Foreign West Indies, and
before the war Italy. Exports from Newfoundland to these countries vary
from about $100,000 in the case of Cuba to over $1,000,000 in the case of
Portugal, whereas the value of this country's imports from those territories
is relatively small and always much less than the corresponding value of the
exports. Only in the case of the United States and the United Kingdom is
there anything approaching a balance of trade. It will be seen that New-
foundland has and must necessarily retain a substantial surplus of exports
to countries other than Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States,
and that this surplus is regularly used to pay for the heavy excess of imports
from Canada herself. These features have long been prominent in the eco-
nomic life of this country.

6. Our ready co-operation with your Government in the matter of Exchange
Control during the present war and the benefits which have accrued to the
Dominion of Canada therefrom are of too recent origin to justify more than
mere mention. We feel also that reference is not out of order to the strategic
position [of] this country in the defence of the Dominion of Canada and of
[to?] the readiness of its Government and people to permit the entry of your
troops and naval and air forces for the defence of Canada, thus making this
country almost without doubt the first battle ground in any attempt at in-
vasion of North America.
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7.
We appreciate the practical difficulties of improving trade relations with

Canada b y
export of goods from Newfoundland. Newfoundland'sounodl hd's^Port

yto Canada have for many years past been a fractionown in the manner described

in advise

^yhilst Canada's trade In Ne fo Newfoundland's exports to the Dominion.iron oreabove, the same cannot be said form
In recent years two-thirds of the export trade has take^for thef iron and
and smaller amounts of subsidiary raw materials required

S^e , Nova Scotia. These materials leave INewfoundland
and laboursteel industry at y Y'the minimum amount of income

in unprocessed form and yield •^e Newfoundland iron mines are, as
value to the country of their origin the Canadian industry itself. The
you are aware, owned and operated by the
remaining one-third of Newfoundland's exports to Canada ^ tos$750; 00
main of fishery products mnounting in value to some $500,0

annually.
Whilst there should be room for development of thisn^^e

group of Newfoundland's exports to Canada it is doubted whetherermit of its com-
near future this country's industries will so expand products Pof the Dominion.

active
in

comp
Canaé^ ôth the

betweén the exports of the twopeting to
Even

in a subforeign stantial
markets

extent

..^ confined to salt codfish and certai^ n otherefishery ofr the
countnes is practice

which, as already remarked, the rY

New-
ucts, industries upon
Newfoundland people may be said to depend.

S. The Dominion of Canada can, however,
ast and

show theits appreciation of
value of its g^dwill

fmindlands attitude and conduct in the p uade treaties

' future by ag^^g to associate Newfoundland with it in any ted that, as a

which it bas in contemplation with other c'AC^en•tlof Canada might
practical step in this co-opemtion, the Go about to be

ne otiations which are
is likely tothe Government of Newfoundland of any s

to tune in markets where Ne^OUndlandconfidence if
undertaken from time up mutual enterbe affected. Progress could best be made in

building

' ncgotiations which Canada may
^vance information regardm

i
trade

oundland on the understanding
that if New-

into could be notified to N

foundland wishes'sha to participate she should be free to do i ÔIIFe^ should

the rof inclusion of Newfoundland on most fé t orearr^8 ement made by
be^ right Trade Agmem

be recognised in the case of
any

^ of which Newfoundland might b
Canada affecting articles in the

ex
po

interested. far as impo^ and export trade with
oswhich, so ition

[9.] The United Kingdom • a much less favoura^oundland
Newfoundland is concerned, is relatively

has associated Ne d1er
than Canada, as ndopt -A. similar po ^Y and

with ral Trade
undland Ag^ee

may monts. We feel sure pVernmeny of othewtherself in sev be interested the G est that a sinilar
oc^ca^sion ; when Newfo
United Kingdom will act in the saine maaner;nwe now suFB

iernmet.
policy be adopted by the Canadian GODt would be grateful to have an^

tter andma '[10.] The Ncwfoundland GovernIne ent on this important
change of views with your Govcrnm
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expresses the intention of examining in the most friendly manner any pro-
posals related to it which may be put forward by the Government of the
Dominion.

I have etc.
J. C. PUDDESTER

1156. 9180-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, January 23, 1941
Dear Mr. Wilgress,

Shortly after your Trade Delegation left for South America, we received
a lengthy communication from the Government of Newfoundland reviewing
the course of commercial relations between Canada and Newfoundland, and
requesting that, as a token of recognition of all that Newfoundland had done
for Canada, we should undertake to keep the Newfoundland Government
informed about any commercial negotiations we had in prospect with third
countries and arrange for the insertion of an "optional clause" in trade agree-
ments concluded which would enable the Newfoundland Government to ad-
here to the agreement if it so wished.

The review of Canada's commercial relations with Newfoundland was
rather tendentious and open to argument on a good many counts. The specific
request to which it led up was not, however, to my mind an unreasonable one.
I am inclined to think that the Government might, on more or less compas-
sionate groùnds, do something to meet the Newfoundland desiderata in regard
to the negotiation of commercial treaties and I so informed the Minister
of National Revenue, who raised the question on his return from St. John's
last month. I told him, however, that I thought that consideration of the
questions of general policy raised by the Newfoundland Government's initia-
tive might well wait until your Minister's return from his trade mission
because, under present conditions, it was primarily in Latin American markets
that Canadian and Newfoundland exports compete with each other.

We are ready to take up with the Newfoundland Government a number of
vexed questions relating to the customs treatment of Canadian fish, fishing
vessels and equipment, which has been in an unsatisfactory state for years,
but do not want to do so until we have returned at least an interim
reply to their despatch of the 28th of November. I should, therefore, be
glad to receive at your early convenience the views of your Department
on the questions put forward in that despatch.

Yours sincerely,
O. D. SKELTON
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1157. 9180-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Ottawa, January 24, 1941

Dear Dr. Skelton,
I have received your letter of January 23 with regard to the lengthy com-

munication, dated November 28, 1940, which was received from the Gov-
ernment of Newfoundland shortly after our Trade Mission left for South

America.
In this communication the Government of Newfoundland reviewed the

course of commercial relations between Canada and Newfoundland. This led
up to the conclusion that, having regard to the large volume of goods which
we sold to Newfoundland without taking very much in return, it is to our
interest to help to develop markets for Newfoundland products. It was, there-
fore, requested that the Newfoundland Government should be kept informed
of any commercial negotiations we had in prospect with third countries and
that we should arrange for the insertion of an "optional clause" in trade
agreements concluded, which would enable Newfoundland to adhere to the
agreement if she so wished.

It must be admitted that there is a great deal to the arguments advanced
by the Government of Newfoundland, but I see great difficulties in the way
of meeting their request for the insertion of an "optional clause" in trade
agreements which we might conclude with other countries.

Our fishing industry in the Maritime Provinces has been agitating for
some years against the Canada-West Indies Trade Agreement, largely on the
grounds that the extensive concessions which Canada granted the British
West Indies have been of no benefit to the fishing industry, as the preferences
we obtain on salt fish from the colonies are also extended to Newfoundland
=the chief competitor of Canada in these markets. They have been pressing
for the conclusion of trade agreements with foreign countries and have largely
had in mind the possibility that such trade agreements might result in
Canada securing, at least temporarily, a tariff advantage overNewfoundland.
The experience derived from the negotiations with the Dominican Republic
hasserved to bring about a better understanding on the part of the Maritime
fishing interests of the principles which have to underlie trade negotiations
vwith other countries, but they would be certain to object most strenuously
to the inclusion of Newfoundland in any trade agreements we might conclude
with foreign countries, which provide markets for salt fish.

We can ascribe the Newfoundland request largely to the agitat10° which
' M •tim p' ces and the Government of NeW

foundland ' ûndoubtedly ' have in mind the possibility that Canada mIght
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conclude trade agreements with either Cuba or Brazil, which would result
in lower duties being extended to salt fish imported from Canada than on
the same product imported from Newfoundland.

The reqûest of the Newfoundland Government that they should be in-
formed about any commercial negotiations we have in prospect with third
countries is a reasonable one and I think we should do our best to comply
with this request. There may be occasions, such as the visit of the Trade
Mission to South America, when discussions between representatives of the
Canadian Government and representatives of other Governments may result
in considerable progress being made as to the basis on which a trade agree-
ment could be negotiated. In such cases we would not be able to informthe

Government of Newfoundland in advance of the discussions, but we
could advise them before any definite decisions had been reached by the
Canadian Govemment.

As regards the proposal to insert an "optional clause" in trade agreements
which may be concluded with other countries, I think it should be pointed
out to the Government of Newfoundland that this proposal gives rise to
great practical difficulties. It

might be mentioned that it has been the
policy of the Canadian Government to adhere to the principle of equality of
treatment in commercial relations and that we have endeavoured to maintain
the principle that there should be no discrimination as between Empire
countries in Empire markets, such as the preferences which Newfoundland
"tends to other Empire countries but not to Canada. In our relations with
foreign countries we have adhered to the most-favoured-nation clause, which
embodies the principle of equality of treatment in relations between tradingnations.

While, therefore, we would not take any action which would pre-
clude the granting to Newfoundland of any concessions which mi h t be
extended to Canada, and would be prepared to keep the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment infôrmed of negotiations which were contemplated, it might be
difficult to arrange for the inclusion of Newfoundland within the scope
of the concessions which the foreign country might be prepared to grant to
Canada. This is a question which could best be dealt with ad hoc, in the caseof negotiations with each particular country,
Government should agree in advance to actfor Newfoundland as ^,^,ellnadian

for
Canada in negotiations with other countries. There are only a few countries
With which Newfoundland would be interested in securing the same tariff
treatment as Canada and it could, therefore, be proposed to the Government
of Newfoundland that the two Governments should consult closely with one

when either Government undertakes negotiations for a t rade agree-ment ewith a foreign count
the chief ex ort

ry, which offers outlets for the sale of salt fish-
P product which is common to both countries.

Yours faithfully,

L. D. WILGRESS
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1158. NPA S-5-5-2

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Public Utilities to Commission of
Government of Newfoundland •

P.U. 73-41 [St. John's,] September 15, 1941

CONFIDENTIAL

I annex for discussion in Commission a copy of a report' by Mr. Curtis,
Head of the Supplies Division of the Department of Public Works, on his
inquiries in Washington and Ottawa relative to priorities for imports of essen-
tial requirements into Newfoundland from the U.S.A.

2. This question of priorities first arose in connection with Government
purchases and was dealt with as a matter of course by the Supplies Division
of the Public Works Department. About two months ago, however, we found
that various Companies and Firms in Newfoundland were confronted with
the same problem and some of them invoked Mr. Curtis's assistance. Late

in August I decided that immediate action w ^tt^wa and Washington tor ob-
tain as to procedure and I sent Mr. Curtis to
tain this information.

3.1'he first point to be settled by the Commission of Government is where
responsibility for'handling Newfoundland priorities should rest. The choice
appears to be between the Supplies Division of the Public

muc hwhachment and the Customs Department. I do not think it
it is, but, on the whole, I think it should be the Supplies Division-especially

if we are able to retain Mr. Curtis's services.

4. Subject to settlement of this point, I agree that we should post a clerical

officer in Washington for a few months to handle the clerical and routine
work in connection with Newfoundland applications. These applications
would be routed to him through the Supplies Division which wouPdib^c
course, seek. instructions where necessary from the Secretary for
Works or the Commissioner for Public Utilities in regard to the recommenda-Coin-
tion to be made in each case. I propose to set up a small Department

al
T radeBoardmittee in which representatives of H.M. Customs and the

would be invited to serve. The Supplies Division will probably need some
additional staff, but it will be a little time before we can say what addition
will be called for.

. 40

W. W. WOODS

1 Non reproduit. I Not printed.
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1159.

1193.

2551-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 8 St. John's, September 25, 1941

Sir,

I have the honour to enclose copy of letter' which I have received from
Canadian Breweries Limited.

2. My instructions as High Commissioner in Australia were to keep away
from all trade matters, except when I received special instructions from you
or was asked by the Trade Commissioners in Australia to assist them.

3. I should appreciate it if you would advise me as to how I should deal
with this letter and with similar requests in respect of trade matters. In the
meantime, I am not answering the letter but will await your instructions
which, perhaps, might be sent to me by telegram.

4. One difficulty I see in the matter is that I will get in trouble if I attempt
to arrange for the sale of beer from Canadian Breweries Limited, as other
breweries in Canada will naturally object.

5. My own personal views are that I should keep out of entanglements in
trade matters, but it is going to be embarrassing for me to do so.

6. Please advise if the Department of Trade and Commerce has under
consideration the sending of a Trade Commissioner to Newfoundland. If the
business warrants such an appointment and a Trade Commissioner was
appointed, I would be relieved from many calls which I know I am bound
to receive in respect of assistance in trade matters.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

1160. ' 2,551-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRANZ 4 Ottawa, September 30, 1941

Your despatch No. 8, September 25. As High Commissioner for Canada
in Newfoundland you are not expected to find markets for the products of
any particular company or, indeed, push sales of Canadian goods generally.--^

'Non reproduite. i Not printed.
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Canadian correspondents seeking your assistance should be advised, if the
matter is one respecting trade enquiries, commercial intelligence or sales
promotion, to write to the Department of Trade and Commerce; or, if the
matter is one involving the Newfoundland Government or Government policy,
bring it to the attention of the Department of External Affairs, Ottawa. In the
present case, where sales promotion and perhaps to some extent Newfound-
land Government policy are. both involved, your correspondent might be
asked to place the matter before the Department of Trade and Commerce.

1161. 703-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieuresi
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External A,$airsl
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] March 6, 1942

VISIT OF MESSRS. DUNN AND GUSNUE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

This morning, at your suggestion, a meeting was held with the above
mentioned gentlemen, with Mr. Angus taking part in the discussion, and
the following subjects were covered briefly:

1) Tariff arrangements with the United States affecting war imports

and exports.
2) Proposals for the establishment of parity of exchange between

Canada and the United States.

3) Fire protection in the Gander Airport area.
4) Newfoundland, and the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.
5) General trade policy of Canada and Newfoundland.

Tariff arrangements with the United States
affecting war imports and exports

Mr. Dunn expressed some apprehension in ,bard
eând

s
t atl^tedbeen received in Newfoundland to the effect that Canada imports

States might be making arrangements for the remissi on
the other. He wasinto their respective countries of war materials obtained in

afraid that the position of Newfoundland might be prejudiced if this pro-
gramme should develop, and when pressed for particulars mentioned the
position of the Newfoundland pulp and paper industry. We informed Mr.
Dunn that no arrangements had yet been completed; that the situation in the
United States made it unlikely that any action would be taken in the imme-
diate future, and that we would let Newfoundland know before any final
programme was adopted.

s M L. Keeakyside.
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Proposals for the establishment of parity of exchange
between Canada and the United States

Mr. Dunn stated that the Newfoundland Commission of Government had
been alarmed by suggestions emanating from what seemed to be responsible
quarters to the effect that Canada and the United States might shortly ar-
range for the re-establishment of parity as between the Canadian and the
United States dollar. We informed Mr. Dunn that there was little likelihood
of any such development; that most of the agitation for the establishment of
parity was created by speculators in the United States, and that Newfound-
land would be warned before any programme of this kind was adopted.

General trade policy of Canada and Newfoundland
Mr. Gushue referred to a proposal made by the Newfoundland Commission

of Government in 1940 to the effect that the two countries should follow
similar policies in the general field of external trade. He stated that the com-
munication which had been addressed to us by the Governor of Newfound-
land had never been acknowledged, much less made the basis for any serious
discussion of the subject to which it referred. He added, however, that on a
visit to Ottawa during the same year the matter had again been referred to
but that the Newfoundland Government had never been informed as to any
views that the Government of Canada might have developed in consequence
of that meeting. I informed our visitors that I had never heard of this dis-
cussion but promised to look into the matter and communicate with them
through our High Commissioner as soon as possible.

1162. 9180-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 161 St. John's, March 20, 1942
CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your telegram No. 54 of March 10, 19421
in which you state that during his visit to Ottawa, the Honourable Mr. Dunn
inquired why no reply had been sent to a letter from the Vice-Chairman of
the Commission of Government, dated November 28, ^ 1940, concerning the
association of Newfoundland with Canada in negotiations as to trade agree-
ments.

'NO" reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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2. In the telegram under reference, you also state that your records show
that this despatch received very careful consideration by the Departments
concerned and that a memoranduml waspprepared

éceo âoûstnen
191,

ts on the twowith a dossier containing copies of the principal
major unsettled problems of commercial relations with Newfoundland, and

sent to me.
3. I duly received the dossier which was brought to me by Mr. Pick last

September. I also read through this file myself when I was in Ottawa in

August last.
4. Rightly or wrongly, I decided to follow the advice which I found in a

letter on the file from the Minister of Finance, the Honourable Mr. llsley,fur-"to let this matter drift" and therefore did nothing about
of

it,
matters ewhichther developments, and certainly expected it to be one

the Commission of Government would take up with me after I had settled
here as High Commissioner for Canada.

5. I have, however, the following comments and recommendations to
make:

(1) This subject matter is full of dynamite and I did not want any
explosions during my first few months of office here. At all events,

now that I have been here for six months I am better equipped to

handle the explosion if it does come.
(2) There was no necessity for Mr. Dunn and Mr.dG^é ne

n
a special trip to Ottawa to discuss this matter wi P

of External Affairs there. I know them both intimately and meet

them both two or three times a month and have had frequent

conversations with them. Neither of them have either directly or
indirectly referred to this subject matter.

(3) Before my appointment as High Commissioner a draft letter was
prepared in the Department of Extern al Aûairs in ^draft letter,
John Puddester's letter of November 28, 1940. In th is
the matter of inclusion of Newfoundland in Canadian trade treaties

was practically made conditional on Newfoundland granting to

Canadian fishermen privileges similar to those granted S ^he^ f^e_

than law and regulations to N iô os ^d equipment and the landing
dom from customs duties on orts,
of their catches for temporary storage in Newfoundland ports.

the first few
If I had sent a letter in the form of this draft du na

months of my arrival here, I am afraid the result wouldack home be-
that I would have had to pack up my bag and gob
cause of the resentment which would have been aroused here. Ibbut• b these pnvi ges
not mean that it will be impossible to o ta^n
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a lot of preliminary work will have to be done and there must be
a closer drawing together of the fishing industry in Newfoundland
and Canada before any arrangement of this kind could be made.

My reading of Newfoundland history since my arrival here leads
me to the conclusion that what has held Newfoundland back more
than anything else is, first of all, the refusal of the British Govern-
ment to allow any settlement in Newfoundland during the first
three hundred years or more after the Island was discovered; (no
grants of land to individuals were permitted until the year 1824
either at St. John's or in any part of the Island) and secondly, the
extraordinary protocol to the Treaty of Paris added by the British
Government and the still more extraordinary interpretation put
upon that protocol by the British Government under which no
settlement was allowed within six miles of the whole western coast
of Newfoundland. This continued practically up to the year 1904,
when the British Government bought out the French rights under
the protocol. The western coast of Newfoundland is the finest and
most fertile section of the whole country and, in the ordinary
course, if it had not been for the protocol arrangement, that sec-
tion of Newfoundland would have been well settled and perhaps
more prosperous than any other part of the Island.

The spectre of the French claims to land and dry fish, and also
the similar spectre which continued for many years of the right of
the United States to land and dry fish, is one which the Newfound-
landers have constantly before them.

Any suggestion, therefore, that Canada should be granted any
special fishing rights on any of the shores of Newfoundland brings
up the old spectre in bold relief and it will take some negotiations.
to persuade the Newfoundlanders to give any country, even Canada,
the rights which are in any way similar to those granted to France
or to the United States by the British Government in days of
long ago.

(4) I entirely agree with the view of the Deputy Minister of Trade and
Commerce in his letter to Mr. Scott Macdonald, dated June 27,
1941, No. 13876-C, in which he says as follows:

It would seem to me that in order to carry out the suggestion of
the Commission of Government of Newfoundland it would be necessary
that Canada and Newfoundland should first of all hold a conference
and agree upon future cooperation in the production and sale of salt
fish. I would, therefore,. propose that instead of complying with the
suggestion put forward by Newfoundland we should suggest that the
two Governments at some future date should consult together with a
view to co-ordinating policies in relation to the production and export
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are
of salt fish, and that if out of this^ nf^ b^^ for

Governments
n the

able to agree upon a satisfactory
sale of salt fish to other markets we r's communication. to consider
the suggestion set forth in Sir C. J. ^ddate
In that connection I have the honour to refer to my telegram to

you No. 59 of February 21, 1942, in which I advised you that Mr.
Dunn and Mr. Gushue were leaving for Halifax, Washington and
Ottawa in connection with fishery matters and the concluding para-

graph of my telegram was as follows:
conflict between

The matter of fisheries bas always been one ofperhaps impress upon Finn

the value of
Newfoundlanôman^tter^coopctauôn being arranged. time ofDunn in Montreal at the b n in(5) When I met the Honourable Mr.

the Montreal conference, he mentioned to me that û h tod arrange
Nova Scotia and thought that h^ ndland and Canada and that
for a joint Fishery Board for Ne
he was going to Ottawa to discuss the matter furtherb with ^e
Finn. He added that he thought it might take a year
Board was actually formed, but said that he had been to fi h dealergs
and other places in Nova Scotia and met some

tof th
the

e suggestion.
and he said that he found them to be agree able.

report from Dr.
(6) I would appreciate it if you would obtain a r,s

opinion as to whether ben^^^s dssi
the
ble to

chief point
organize a joint

as to Mr. Dunn's conference with him and askD.F^ ry
^^ of conflict b^
Board. If this could disappear and the other
tween Newfoundland and Canada would

let ereof November 28,
matters referred to in Sir John Pud
1940 could, I think, be quickly settled.

not propose to take this matter up with Sir John or anY
(7) I do

of the Commissioners, at lea
tune

st until the return ^e^ ^om you in
I would like to

a telegr^Mr. Gushue. In the mean
articularly would appreciate having m in W.

the matter and p

time,

from you reporting as to whether or not there is an g Fishery

Dunn's statement to me as to
the ossibilit of a joint

9 Canada and Newfoundland.'
Si r is that it(g) If and when I do take the matter [upl wtth •ve me, toyou may 81advice .

Board bcing organ^d JUL
• ' John Puddester, mY

present view, aublect to any pressed by Mr. ess in his le'"
should be along the lines exWilgr
Mr. Scott Macdonald above quoted.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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1163. 9180-40
Le secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 67 Ottawa, March 31, 1942
CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge your despatch No. 161 of March

20, 1942, which is being referred for comment to the Department of
Trade and Commerce and the Department of Fisheries. I shall let you
know the result in due course. In the meantime there are one or two points
which may be considered.

Messrs. Dunn and Gushue stated their views on the cooperative marketing
of fish at a meeting presided over by the Honourable Monsieur Michaud,
at which the Deputy Minister of Fisheries and the Deputy Minister of Trade
and Commerce were present. Mr. Angus attended this meeting as a representa-
tive of the Department of External Affairs.

The Newfoundlanders outlined the history of the Fish Marketing Board
which was set up in Newfoundland during the depression and emphasized
the great economies which had been obtained by eliminating middlemen
and selling in bulk to overseas markets. They emphasized the importance of
frozen fish and the great advantage which inshore fisheries would obtain
from this method of processing. They also expressed the hope that Canada
and Newfoundland might be able to combine in marketing fish. They pointed
out that any plan for cooperative marketing was politically possible only
if the demand for it came from the fishermen so that the plan did not appear
to be imposed from above by a government. They, therefore, intimated that
they might bring the matter up for discussion while they were in the Mari-
time Provinces. The meeting was a friendly talk on matters of common interest
and was not in any sense a negotiation.

Nothing was said at the meeting to raise the broader issue of associating
Newfoundland in such trade agreements as Canada may negotiate from time
to time, nor was anything said of the possibility of granting fishing rights
on the shores of Newfoundland to Canadians.

Under these circumstances it would not appear advisable to raise the
question of trade agreements until the views of the Departments of Fisheries
and Trade and Commerce have been ascertained. Should any of the
Newfoundland Commissioners raise the question you might reply that it
is so closely associated with the problem of collaboration in marketing fish
that we should wait for the results, if any, of the discussions between Messrs.
Dunn and Gushue and the Canadian Department of Fisheries.

I have etc.
H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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3588-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce

Under-Secretary of State for External A f jairs to Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce

[Ottawaj April 4, 1942

Dear Wilgress,
The High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland writing under date

of March 26th refcrs to the appointment of a Priorities Officer, Mr. W. E.
Curtis. The High Commissioner is apprehensive that this officer will not make
any vigorous attempt to prevent the importation of non-cssential supplies.
Some force is lent to this conjecture by the fact that it is on customs duties
levied on these imports that the Newfoundland Government gets a substan-
tial part of its revenue.

As a check on the Priorities Office the High Commissioner suggests the
appointment of "a Canadian Trade Commissioner who would in reality be

a priorities officer. His work would be not so much to sell Canadian goods,
, although perhaps that might be developed especially in regard to essential
supplies which are now being imported from the United States and other
countries, but of which we have a surplus in Canada which we could export."

The High Commissioner goes on to say:
I can sec the need to have somebody here to investigate conditions on the

=pot frorn time to time, and be in a position to advise, from inside information
which he could obtain here, as to whether or not a quantity, say, of sugar, hayAn
or fertilizer or any other goods should or should not be imported from an,

to Nearfoundland. and in what quaatity.
The kind of man I bava in mind is one who has W training under ^Vilgr^

in the Department of Trade and Commerce, and preferably also one Who has

had experience as a Trade Commissioner or Assistant Trade Commissioner.

The suggestion that we ahould appoint a T,-,j, Commissioner who would

not in reality be a Trade Commissioner in order to check the work of the

piorities ofBcer who it is suggested will not in reality be a priorities oi^Cer

seems to me to be open to a good deal of objection. In any case it is some-

thing which would require discussion with the Department of Munitions and

Supply and with the Shipping Board. Before entering on these wider discus-

sions I should appreciate It if you could arrange to discuss this suggestion
with me personally.
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3588-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Dear Robertson,
Ottawa, April 8, 1942:

I have received your letter of April 4, with regard to the communication.
which you have received from the High Commissioner for Canada in New-
foundland, who, writing under date of March 26, has referred to the appoint-
ment of Mr. W. E. Curtis as Priorities Officer for Newfoundland and then
goes on to suggest the appointment of a Trade Commissioner or Assistant
Trade Commissioner to act as an advisor on the question of supplies for
Newfoundland.

As I told you over the telephone, when we discussed this question to-day,.
the situation referred to in the High Commissioner's letter is a reflection of
the present state of international trade. It is natural that the Newfoundland
Priorities Officer will desire to secure as large a volume as possible of sup-
plies from Canada, while we will endeavour to confine exports to Newfound-
land to goods which are essential to that country.

There have been many proposals in the past for us to appoint a Trade
Commissioner to Newfoundland. We did maintain a Trade Commissioner's
Office in that country from 1905 to 1920, but our experience at that time
was that there was not sufficient work to keep a Trade Commissioner fully
employed. There are only a few importing firms in Newfoundland and they
are able to get full information about Canadian sources of supply through:
the branches of the Canadian banks established in that country.

It is pôssible that under war conditions there might be some justification
for the appointment of a Trade Commissioner to be attached to the Office
of the High Commissioner and, particularly, to advise on what supplies should
be permitted to be exported from Canada to Newfoundland. I agree with.
Mr. Burchell that a man who has had experience as a Trade Commissioner
or Assistant Trade Commissioner would be most suitable for the work which
he has in view, particularly if he had also some experience of our export-
control organization before being sent to Newfoundland. We have a surplus
of Trade Commissioners at the present time and would have no difficulty in.
finding a man to spare for a position in Newfoundland, but I am still doubt-
ful if the volume of work, even under war conditions, would justify such an
aPPointment. Up to the present we have had no great difficulty about deciding
what supplies should be permitted to be exported to Newfoundland and we
always have facilities for checking on the essentiality of the goods for which
Newfoundland firms place orders in Canada. Mr. Burchell, however, would
be in the best position to judge the extent to which a Trade Commissioner

"Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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attached to his office would have sufficient work under war conditions to keep
himself fully occupied, and before giving further consideration to this ques-

tion Mr. Burchell might be asked to elaborate more fully on this point and
indicate more clearly the type of work which he thinks such a Trade Com-

missioner could perform.
Yours faithfully,

L. D. WILGRESS

1166. C 13876-C

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] April 8, 1942

•Dear Mr. Robertson,
I wish to acknowledge receipt of copy of confidential despatch No. 57,

dated March 31,1 to the High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland,
together with a copy of Mr. Burchell's despatch No. 161, dated March 20,
on the general subject of cooperation between Canada and Newfoundland
in matters pertaining to the fisheries and the association of Newfoundland
with Canada in" negotiations for trade agreements.

I have little to add in the way of further comment to my letters of
June 27, 1941,1 and July 7, 1941,1 addressed to Mr. ' Scott Macdonald. I
agree with Mr. Burchell that it is better not to initiate any further discussion
of this matter with Newfoundland authorities unless and until they again bring
up the question. In this event, reference could be made to the desirability of
Canada and Newfoundland coordinating policies in relation to the produc-
tion and export of salt fish before it would be practicable to associate New-
foundland in such trade agreements as Canada may negotiate from time
to time with other countries, which provide a market for the products com-
mon to both countries. Now that Messrs. Dunn and Gushue have discussed,
informally, with representatives of the Canadian Government the question of
coordination of policies in relation to the marketing of salt fish, there is
more justification for linking up this development with the possibility of
Canada acting also for Newfoundland in the negotiation of trade agreements
with other countries.

This may seem to be obviously stalling tactics, but in view of the uncertan-
, ties as to the position of international trade relations after the war we have
every justification in not going too far in committing ourselves at this
time to the association of the two countries in trade agreement negotiations.

Yours faithfully,
L. D. WILGRESS

i Non reproduite. Not printed.
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1167. 2551-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au ministre du Commerce

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Minister of Trade and Commerce

Dear Mr. MacKinnon,
[St. John's,] May 30, 1942

I have your letter of May 18th.1

I was indeed sorry that I missed meeting you when I was in Ottawa. My
plans, however, are to get to Ottawa quite frequently now that we have a
regular air service between Newfoundland and Canada. On my next visit,
I will certainly plan to meet you. I find that I can present a picture of
what is going on in Newfoundland to those interested in Ottawa much more
clearly in two or three days' visit, than I can do by three or four months
of correspondence.

I am very pleased that you decided to appoint a Trade Commissioner
to Newfoundland. It is, I think, of great importance that we should draw
Newfoundland and Canada closer together, and a Trade Commissioner can
be exceedingly helpful to that end.

I am afraid that we Canadians have treated Newfoundland too long as a
sort of poor relation. It is surprising, when you think of it, that no Prime
Minister of Canada has ever made an official visit to Newfoundland since
the organization of the Canadian Provinces into a federation.

I fear that, with the great scarcity of many essentials in Canada, the
shortage of shipping and the submarine menace around our coast, New-
foundlanders will certainly experience great hardships unless Canada stands
by her and assists her. I found, however, when I was in Ottawa that the
position taken by everybody with whom I came in contact was to treat New-
foundland, in the way of supplies, as if she were a Province of Canada.
This, I think, is the proper attitude. If we had adopted a somewhat similar
attitude in years gone by, relations with this country would have been very
much closer than they are at present.

I find the people here very congenial and friendly and I am enjoying
living with them, although of course conditions are quite different from what
they were in Australia, where I was exceedingly happy in my relations both
with the Government officials and with the people generally.

As I was the first High Commissioner appointed by Canada to any of
the other pommions, it was left more or less to me to work out the position.

My feeling is that the position of a High Commissioner who represents
one Dominion in another is entirely different from that of a Minister
or Ambassador to a foreign country. As I see it, a High Commissioner is
perhaps first and foremost an Empire missionary. He should not only look
after the interests of his own Dominion in the Dominion to which he is

Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.



With kind regards,
Yours faithfûlly,

C. J. BURCHELL
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accredited, but should also, so far as possible and practicable, look after
the interests of the Dominion in which he is temporarily resident insofar

as its relations with his own Dominion are concerned.
I found this policy worked in Australia and I hope and believe it will

be a sound policy in Newfoundland.
The Trade Commissioner which [sic] you are sending here should, I think,

have the same understanding. As conditions now are in Newfoundland, he
will be not only a salesman for Canada of ut

from Canada to New-as an ambassador of Empire and goodwill

foundland.foundland.
Since my return from Ottawa, I have discussed with various members of

the Government of Newfoundland and Government officials the possibility of
a Trade Commissioner coming here from Canada, found

if yourmous and hearty response to the suggestion. I quite

Trade Commissioner works along quietly her e,
eof

can fit in ve ry
Government

eciently
with

and usefully with the work of the Commission
the various merchants and can do most useful work, both for Canada and

for Newfoundland.
I would also like to let you know how much I enjoyed working with your

Trade Commissioners in Australia. I found them exceedingly useful to me
in my work and I was very happy at any time to assist them in their

Commis-The same happy relations will, I know exist between the T
sioner whom you may send here and this Office.

3588-40

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Seeretary of State

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

for External Afrarrs
Ottawa, June 3, 1942

Dear Mr. Robertson, • 1 dated May.
I wish to acknowledge receipt of copy o a High Com-

27th,i which you have received from Mr. C. J. Burchell, K.C.
missioner for Canada in Newfoundland, regarding the appointment of a
Canadian Trade Commissioner to Newfoundland. Mr. Burchell came to see
me on May 12th, just as I was leaving Jamaica, and we hadoma ssione^ at
plete conversation regarding the appointment ourch

a ell
Trade

told me that there is
St. John's. It was quite clear from what Mr. B

n air mail etter,
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lots of useful work which a Trade Commissioner could undertake under war
conditions. From the point of view of this Department, it would be useful
to have a representative in Washington [sic] who could assist us in work per-
taining to the Export Permit Branch and the Canadian Shipping Board.
There is also work which a Trade Commissioner could do on behalf of
various other Departments of the Government.

I discussed the whole question very frankly with Mr. Burchell and told
him about the Trade Commissioners who might be available for this assign-
ment. We agreed that the officer appointed should be regarded as a Trade
Commissioner but that he should work very closely under the direction of
Mr. Burchell. For this reason it would be very useful if the Trade Commis-
sioner could have his office in the same premises as that of the High Com-
missioner. His office, however, would be regarded as an independent entity
and we would pay the salaries of the staff of the Trade Commissioner and
also our share of the rent. Mr. Burchell very kindly offered to provide steno-
graphic assistance to the Trade Commissioner until such time as he could
engage a suitable stenographer.

This understanding reached with Mr. Burchell was confirmed by his letter
to you of May 27th. Following my return from Jamaica this question was
taken up with the Minister and he has approved of the establishment of a
Trade Commissioner's position at St. John's, Newfoundland, and the assign-
ment thereto of Mr. R. P. Bower, formerly assistant Trade Commissioner
at Sydney, Australia, and now with our Export Permit Branch. A Recom-
mendation to Council to this effect was submitted on May 23 and I am in-
formed by the Minister that this Recommendation has been approved.
Accordingly, arrangements are being made for Mr. Bower to proceed to
Newfoundland around June 22. He will be assigned a living allowance of
$2,000 which in addition to his salary of $2,940 it is thought should be
sufficient for him to maintain himself and his family at St. John's.

Mr. Bower's rank in the Commercial Intelligence Service is that of Assist-
ant Trade Commissioner and he will retain this rank and will be regarded as
Acting Trade Commissioner at St. John's, Newfoundland. He will, however,
sign himself as Trade Commissioner and to all intents and purposes will
discharge the duties in the same manner as if his rank were that of a Full
Trade Commissioner.

Frankly, we regard the establishment of this position at St. John's, New-
foundland, as a wartime measure in order to deal with the many pressing
trade questions which arise between the two countries as a result of the various
Wartilne controls. The whole position will be reviewed at the end of the war
and we will then consider if it is worthwhile maintaining a Trade Commis-sionerts

sho post at St. John's, having regard to the fact that previous experience
wn that Canadian firms have no difficulty in forming connections with

Newfoundland importers, owing to the close relations between the twocountries.
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The Minister proposes to make a Présa^announcement
ÎnatrSt Johng's,hNew-New-pointment of Mr. R. P. Bower as T^d

establishment of this positionfoundland, and further details regarding the
can be taken up with your Department after Mr. Bower has arrived at his

new post.
Yours faithfully,

L. D. WILGRESS

1169.
NPA GN1/3 1/42

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 638 [London,] November 24, 1942

One of the main tasks of Combined Food Board in Washington (composed
of Wickard, Secretary for Agriculture, representing United States and Brand,
head of British Food Mission, representing United Kingdom) is to deter-
mine most suitable allocations in interests of war effort of foodstuffs in short
supply. For this purpose Board is assisted here by Committee known aâôthe

London Food Committee, consisting of representatives of United King
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India and Southern Rhodesia. Main
duty of this Committee is to co-ordinate essential import requirements of
Empire countries, and also of Allies and Neutrals outside Western Hemis-
phere and when necessary to communicate global picture of these require-
snents (and also in appropriate cases of supplies of foodstuffs available
export) to the United Kingdom member of the Combined
United States are similarly responsible for bringing together corresponding
data regarding their own requirements and those of Allies and Neutrals in
Western Hemisphere and the two halves of world picture thus produced are
collated in Washington by Secretariat of Board. The Board then considers
most suitable allocations.

2. Canada is not a member of London Food CO .^t esks t
known her requirements in Washington, where Canadian Representati
on working Committees of the Board concerned with particular commodities.
Question arises through what channel Newfoundland requirements might bestCorn
be put forward, with a view to inclusion in total picture prese otVdion could
bined Food Board. If Commission of Government so desire P
be made for Newfoundland to be accorded membership of London Food
Committee with a view to Newfoundland Food requirements being presentedince

.: with those of United Kingdom and Eastern Hemisphere countrinsd . B is ssug
North America û principal source of supply for Newfoundla

tcd that best course would be for Newfoundland requiremen to on for
cluded with those of Canada when latter are presente ee^w^ll approachg,lu

° communication to Combined Board. If Commission agr ,
Canadian Government accordingly.
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1170.
NPA GN1/3 1/42

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au Secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 479 [St. John's,] December 18, 1942

Your telegram No. 638 of 24th November, 1942, Combined Food Board.
In view of our geographical position and of Canada and United States
being our main sources of supply we regard it as preferable that our state-
ment of requirements should be presented to Board on our behalf by Canadian
Government.

In our view it is undesirable that our requirements should be included
as part of Canada's needs. Conditions here are not comparable with those
prevailing in Canada and allocations on basis of conditions prevailing there
would not be practicable here where alternative commodities, especially
foodstuffs, might not be available.

In approaching Canada on our behalf we should be glad if following points
could be reserved:

(a) Canada would transmit our statements of requirements without
amendment, together with any explanations in support unless modi-
fication in our demands have been mutually agreed.

(b) That allocations should be made specifically to Newfoundland.

1171. NPA GN1/43 1/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 62 [London,] February 6, 1943
IMPORTANT. Your telegram No. 34 of 1st February.' Foodstuff require-
ments.

1• My immediate following telegram contains summary of telegram from
High Commissioner, Ottawa No. 280 in reply to my No. 27.

2. Canadian Government's reply appears substantially to meet wishes of
Commission of Government as set [out] in your telegram No. 479 of 18th
December and subject to possible adjustment in light of experience [;]
proposals made should in fact form good working basis for satisfactory
understanding. You will see that Canadian Officials are being instructed to
discuss with Dunn and Gushue in Washington as to presentation of New-
foundland's estimated requirements.

3. Grateful if you would let us know as soon as possible whether procedure
proposed is generally acceptable to Commission. If so it will remain to

i Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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secure formal approval of Combined Food Board of arrangements on
#hese lines and we would take this up with Canadian Government with a
view to approach being made to Board as soon as possible.

1172.
NPA S-6-1-7

.. Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM
[London,] February 6, 1943

My immediate preceding telegram. Following is summary of telegram No.
280 from High Commissioner, Ottawa in reply to my No. 27 of 3rd Janu-

âry.1 Begins.
1. Canadian Authorities agree in principle with proposals in telegram No.

27. They are awaiting information as to progress of investigations which
U.S. Board of Economic Welfare have for some time been making into
Newfoundland's essential requirements of foodst ^and other

d
products in

are
short supply. Officials of Canadian Wartime Prices
being consulted in connection with above enquiries in order to ensure that
Newfoundland requirements are met on scale commensurate with that found
possible for Canada and U.S.. Canadian Authorities are, however, of opinion
that presentation of Newfoundland programme to Combined Food Board
through Canada Representatives on Committee of Board need not interfere
with plans of Board of Economic Warfare and may help to avoid confusion.

2. Canadian Authorities entirely agree Newfoundland's requirements

should not (repeat not) be included as part of Canada's. Express agreement
making it duty of Combined Food Board to provide for Newfoundland should

avoid, misunderstandings and difficulties such as have arisen in past, in
obtaining from Board either increased Canadian allocation to allow for[,]
or separate allocation to[,] Newfoundland.

3. While Canadian Government agree to transmit Ne mo^dl ëW of Board
without amendment it would not be practicable for th
of Economic Warfare investigation to instruct their Representatives on
Combined Food Board Committees to refrain from discussing or criticising
Newfoundland estimates, if this appeared out of scale with Canadian and
U.S. estimates exactly as they might discuss or criticise those of any other
country. If Board find it necessary to reduce Newfoundland's requests to
bring them into line with consumption in Canada and U.S., responsibility
for reduction will lie with Board who will probably be acting onPrior dis-

cussion
of information furnished to it by Board of Economic Warfare.

between Canadian and Newfoundland Authorities on the otheres ônsa

(see 3 (A) of your No. 479 of 18th December) i might throw such r p
bility primarily on Canadian Authorities.
. . .

Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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1173. NPA GN1/3 1/43

L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne aux bats-Unis au gouverneur
. de Terre-Neuve

Ambassador of Great Britain in United States to Governor
of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 9 Washington, February 18, 1943

Following for Sir Wilfrid Woods from Dunn. Messages referred to by Wild
have not been received, but I have seen a summary of Canadian views regard-
ing presentation of our case to Combined Food Board. As Canada must
reserve the right to criticize our demands, consequently whenever she thinks
them too high our case is unlikely to be strongly presented. In view of mis-
conceptions entertained by Canadians as to conditions in Newfoundland, and
their ignorance concerning outport conditions, my view is that it would be
undesirable to present our case through Canada.

2. I understand that it might be possible for members of British Food
Mission to undertake presentation of our requirements. We should have to
provide them with the necessary material, and in the cases of major impor-
tance they would wish to invite a Newfoundland representative to put the
case to the Combined Food Board. It is thought that there would not be
much difficulty in obtaining concurrence of the Ministry of Food in this
arrangement which would be preferable to representation through Canada,
whose interests are more likely to confiict with ours.

3. On receipt of missing telegrams I shall cable you again if there is any-
thing in them which would alter view expressed herein.

1174. NPA GN1/3 1/43

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 60 [St. John's,] February 23, 1943

Your telegrams Nos. 62 and 63 of the 6th February foodstuff requirements.
Dunn has telegraphed from Washington that he understands it might be pos-
sible for members of the British Food Mission to undertake presentation of
our requirements and that in cases of major importance they would wish to
invite a Newfoundland representative to put the case to the Combined Food
Board. Having regard to the advanced stage of negotiations with Canada and
possible adverse repercussion on all supply matters which might be antici-
pated if withdrawal from previously suggested arrangements were made at
this late stage and also having regard to imperative necessity of establishing
hnmediate avenue of approach to Combined Food Board we prefer to adhere
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accord-
to'original proposals and should be glad if you would c^^ ateraexperien e
ingly with Canada without any furth If

raise the question
approach through Canada proves satisfactorY we coud

again.

NPA GN1/3 1/43
1175.

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Governor of Newfoundland

[Ottawa,] March 4, 1943
TELEGRAM 5

SECRET .
For Commissioner for Public Utilities from Curtis. [Begins.] Com-

bined Food Board. At meeting presided over by Angus, External Affairs,

alternative scheme to that agreed between Newfoundland and
mDominion

ade for allOfood-
was suggested. Main features are that provinces om^^ d Food Board or not.
stuffs for Newfoundland whether controlled by
Basis of suggested allocation is average of Newfoundland imports o
years 1937/8 1938/9 1939/40 plus ten percent to cover h gh

purchasing
in-

p
ower and standard of living and further ten percent to cover transi

ents
sources

cluding ships stores and canteens. Canada an`dh •h• W had hitherto obtained
of supply and they would absorb quantities
elsewhere. Generally speaking the proportion which wouldproportion as^neave^age
by Canada and U.S.A. individually would be é^nenient one country may
for three years mentioned above but where
undertake sole responsibility for supply. Suggested scheme has merit from
our point of view of preserving our relations with Board of Eco faomôc whât

fare. In principle Price and I consider it might
tho
more

ughatCanada since
Pan?] sole approach to Combined Food
Canada has suggested it herself and is obviously not enthusiastic over

previous proposals. percent
(a) We endeavoured obtain higher total weighting of previous con-

but Canada will probably be restricted to ninety percent
'on over basic period for her own needs. We have been invitedlwav s

sumpu
ington for meetings Monday to discuss further with Canadian

cordingly If
and Board of Economic Warfare there and are p roceeding ac

we agree
after discussions there we still agree as to merits of prop osals may

ask for
in principle. Nye should not agree on matters of detail
assurance that military supplies taken from civilian stocks would Sunday.S.
Glad receive telegraphic instructions from you through h Y }

Dunn has not reached here yet.

Ends.
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1176. 3265-V-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 27 St. John's, March 6, 1943

IMMEDIATE. Your despatch No. 46 of February 24th,' allocation of food-
stuffs to Newfoundland was only received today. Have had informal con-
ference with Newfoundland authorities and I think that I can say that they
will approve in principle of proposal, except that they will insist with probably
a very considerable degree of accuracy that 10 per cent increase because
of improvement in higher standard of nutrition and of consumption is too
small. They point out that during the basic year as high as 80,000 out of a
population of 300,000 were on dole of 6 cents a day. I think that if addi-
tional 10 per cent was offered, making 30 per cent in all, the proposal
might be satisfactory to Newfoundland authorities except that they might
desire to reserve judgment until it is seen how 10 per cent allowance for
ships stores and canteens and local purchases by military personnel work[s]
out in actual practice.

1177. NPA GN1/3 1/43

L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis au gouverneur
de Terre-Neuve

Ambassador of, Great Britain in United States to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM Washington, March 10, 1943

Following for Commissioner for Public Utilities from Curtis. Reference
Winsor's Telegram of March 6th,2 Combined Food Board. The alternative
referred to in my telegram sent through High Commissioner does not cut out
approach to Board but embraces all food stuffs irrespective of whether they
are controlled by Board which deals only with a few commodities in very
short supply. On such items as Board are interested in our avenue of ap-
proach would be either or both Canadian or United States in such propor-
tion as these countries had undertaken to supply our needs under alternative
plan.

(2) At meeting this morning with Board of Economic Warfare and
Canadian officials we argued in favour of increase in weighting but with-
out success. General food position of Allied Nations and future intentions

Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
Non reproduit. 2 Not printed.
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of Canada and United States regarding rationing were disclosed. Having
this in mind a request for consignment percentage was virtually unsupportable
but we obtained agreement that any case of proved hardship to New-
foundland under proposed formula would be sympathetically considered

by both countries. Meeting ended without any definite conclusion being

reached. We were asked at very short notice to attend meeting of State De-
partment which had apparently been called for the purpose of arranging
for exchange of notes finalizing proposals made by Canada. We again made
representations re 20 per cent weighting. Your point regarding inadequacy
of standard [of] living in basic period was pressed and elicited a counter offer
that we could accept 1941/42 import figures less repeat less 20 per cent.

It was strongly emphasised to us that immediate decision as to plan we
were going to adopt was essential. Allocations when agreed to would be
in any case be on quarterly basis adjusted to meet normal trade practices in
Newfoundland. If developments in allied food position made provision im-
perative this would be especially considered. Without any current statistics

available and keeping in mind your instructions that

not make any agreement on actual quantities. We undertook to re-examine
quantities originally proposed by Canada in the light of this counter offer
but in the meantime agreed in principle to the scheme provided satisfactory
agreement could be reached as to quantities. Sub-Committee, consisting of
one Board of Economic Warfare representative, one C^d representative,
Price and myself, was appointed to guard quant
agreement and report back to full meeting at State Department tentatively
arranged for Monday next. First meeting of Sub-Committee on Thursday.

Knowing that, we propose to acquaint t Âssume t thatf if Puddester concurs
that he can attend meeting if he desires.
proposals can be finalized on Monday next. Attitude of both Canadian and
United States representatives most co-operative and Newfoundland's special

position appreciated.

1178.
NPA GN1/3 1/43

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 109 [St. John's,] April 5, 190

Your telegram No. 95 of 3rd March,i foodstuff requirements. ed States

informal discussion between Canadian Government officials and United

Board of Economic Warfare Canadian Government have put forward alterna-

tive proposal that in view of dependence of Newfoundland upon Canada and

United States for foodstuffs as well as for other consumers'
goods not con-

N reproduit. I Not printed.
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trolled by Combined Food Board, these two countries should assume general
responsibility for meeting Newfoundland's needs. With respect to commodities
subject to allocation by the Combined Food Board, Canada or the United
States, as the case may be, would add to its own application for allocation
the amount required for export to Newfoundland. Procedure regarding all
foodstuffs to be provided Newfoundland has now been discussed in detail
with Canada and United States officials in both Ottawa and Washington and
agreed to in principle and quantities to be supplied by each country tentatively
agreed. It is now anticipated that there will be an exchange of letters between
the Canadian and United States Governments confirming arrangements and
further details will be sent to you when copies have been received.

1179. NPA GN1/3 1/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

Dominions Secretary to High Commissioner of Great Britain

TELEGRAM 930 [London,] April 13, 1943

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Addressed to High Commissioner, Ottawa No. 930,
repeated to Governor, Newfoundland No. 157. Your 589 of 11th March.'
Newfoundland's Foodstuff Requirements.

1. My immediately following telegram contains Text of telegram No. 109
of 5th April from the Newfoundland Government regarding revised arrange-
ments contemplated.

2. Meanwhile substance of proposals as set out in your telegram under
reference had been communicated to British Food Mission in Washington.
Latter regarded proposals as attractive and likely to provide useful working
solution in particular case of Newfoundland. They have indicated, however,
that in their view:

(1) Scheme should have formal approval of Combined Board and
(2) Desirable that any formula accepted as general rule for ascertain-

ing Newfoundland's food requirements should be understood to be
subject to modification in particular instances on recommendation
of appropriate Combined Food Board Committee.

3. Hope that matter may now be concluded fairly quickly. Suggest there-
fore that you should thank Canadian authorities for their action, tell them
informally of view of Mission as set out above and suggest that as soon plan
can be regarded as sufficiently definite they should arrange to present it to
Combined Food Board for approval. They would no doubt consider whether
this action would have to await formal exchange of letters referred to in
Newfoundland telegram No. 109.

"Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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1180.
PRO DO 35 115 572/1/1 X/J 9827

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité conjoint sur l'Alimentation

Excerpt from Minutes of Meeting of Combined Food Board

[London,] May 3, 1943

5. Food supplies for Newfoundland and Lab rador.
reportedn Board

by B.E.W. and Canadian W.P.T.B. together with schedules to

in letter from Secretary of State with proposed
of eBoard's approval

Minister. Agreed that Secretary of State be informe

d subject to provision for adjustmentof any item in light of Board's distribu-

tion arrangements or other programmes.

1181.
3265-V-40

i^ res. Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d' ^taa tt aux Affaires e xtérieures

Minister in United States to Secretary of for

DESPATCH 1104
Washington, May 12, 1943

Sir, April lOthlI have the honour to refer to your d^ paaztc^he P^^ ^df Trade Board
in regard to the plan worked out by the
and the Board of Economic Warfare for meeting Newfoundland's food re-
quirements from the United States and Canadian -sources.

2. Resulting from the request made to the State Department, on your
instructions, to initiate the exchange of notes to psu^ ^teld to into inemY
tion, a draft note from the State Department was subject
teletype WA-1894 of April 20th,2 and your approval was given, 21st z
to certain modifications as conveyed in your teletype EX-1453 o

^1 April
program

Subsequently, a further alteration in respect to the relation Z

with the Combined Food Board was cleared by my WA-2161 of May 5th,
and your concurrence as conveyed in your EX-1613 of May 7th.2the draft, I

3. As a result of these informal exchanges of
Hull,

views
Secretary of State ofhave now received from the Honourable Cordell H,

the United States, the attached note together with the schedulei f fôur of
therein. I would draw your attention to the request made on page
the note asking for an expression from the Canadian Government confirming
in turn the agreement as outlined in this note.

I have etc.
L. B. PEARSON

for the Minister
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[PIÈCE . JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le secrétaire d'État des États-Unis au ministre aux États-Unis

Secretary of State of United States to Minister in United States

Washington, May 10, 1943Sir,

I have the honor to refer to the negotiations which have been carried
on between representatives of our two Governments regarding the joint
supply of the food requirements of Newfoundland and Labrador. The Board
of Economic Warfare of the United States and the Canadian Wartime
Prices and Trade Board have now agreed to a program of supply whereby
each country will assume the obligation of providing Newfoundland and
Labrador with certain foodstuffs in specified amounts in accordance with the
details set forth in the schedules attached.l Upon the understanding that the
Government of Newfoundland has also concurred in principle in this pro-
gram, the Department of State desires to confirm this agreement between
our two Governments.

In addition to the agreed allocation of supply for the twelve-months period,
April 1, 1943 to April 1, 1944, this Government further understands that:

(a) Each country will, to the best of its ability, supply Newfoundland
with thirty-five per cent of the quantity mentioned in the schedules
during the three-months period beginning April 1, 1943, twenty-five
per cent in each of the two succeeding quarters and fifteen per cent
in the quarter commencing January 1, 1944.

(b) The Canadian and United States export control authorities will
exchange reports every three months relative to the quantities
licensed for export to Newfoundland. Newfoundland authorities,
on the other hand, will be asked to submit reports to each Gov-
ernment on the quantities imported during similar periods.

(c) Each country will accept the responsibility of replacing any food-
stuffs purchased by its armed forces from civilian sources in
Newfoundland.

(d) Modifications of the amounts specified in the schedules may be
necessary from time to time as unforeseen shortages occur in the
supplying countries or food production in Newfoundland fails to
measure up to advance estimates. Such modifications will be a
matter of informal agreement between the Board of Economic
Warfare and the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, in consultation
with Newfoundland authorities, and will be implemented through
the usual allocation procedures established in each country. In
making revisions upward of scarce foodstuffs, it is assumed that
the policy of equality of sacrifice among civilian populations of the
three countries will be recognized, due account being taken of
certain peculiarities in Newfoundland's consumption habits.

1 Non reproduites,
1 Not printed.
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(e) Each country will make every effort to replace or supply substi-
tutes for goods lost in transit.

( f) The aforementioned agencies of the respective Governments will
assist the Newfoundland Government in the event that commodities
under domestic restriction or allocation control are not available
in the commercial markets of the supplying country. This responsi-
bility will include representations on behalf of Newfoundland to
other departments of each Government and to the Combined Food
Board whenever such action is necessary.

(g) All the foregoing supply arrangements are subject to adjustment to
conform with any distribution arrangements or other programs that
may be recommended by the Combined Food Board.

The Department would appreciate an expression from the Canadian Gov-
ernment confirming in turn this agreement as outlined herein.

Accept, ctc.
CORDELL HULL

3265-V-40

Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État des États-Unis

Minister in United States to Secretary of State of United States

No. 264 [Washington,] May 19, 1943

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of May 10th,

1943, in which you refer to the negotiations which have been carried on
between representatives of our two • govcrnments regarding the joint supp1Y
of the food requirements of Newfoundland.

I am pleased to inform you that the Canadian Government confirms the
agreement as outlined in your note under reference.

Accept, etc.
LEIGHTON MCCARTIiY

-1183.
3265-V-40

Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

° Minister in United States to Secretary of Stale for External A,Qairs

TELEGRAM WA-5773 Washington, November 19, 1943

Following for J. H. English, Department of Trade and commerce, from

Scott. Begins. Since the despatch of my WA-5758 of November 18th1 re

1 Non reprodtûL I Not printed.
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Cogan's suggestion for a meeting in Newfoundland to discuss the serious food
position in that country, I have had an opportunity of talking the matter over
with Roy Geddes.

According to my understanding of Cogan's point of view, resulting from
Price failing to deal adequately with the clearance procedure from his end,
there has been an unnecessary and serious delay in the movement of certain
foodstuffs from the United States, particularly meat. Geddes readily concedes
that this may be the case, but on the other hand points out there may also
have been some degree of failure on the part of the Americans to implement
their share of the program. To the extent that this is true, Geddes and I are
inclined to the opinion that the Americans should answer to the Newfound-
landers themselves, rather than to involve us, if our records indicate that we
have lived up to our own undertakings.

Accordingly, Geddes has undertaken to contact you on his return to
Ottawa with a view to checking our records to see what the Canadian per-
formance has been at the end of the second quarter of the agreement, which
I believe is September 30th.

Pending the result of this study, Geddes would like to see no commitment
given on our part toward attendance at a meeting in Newfoundland. I think
when he sees you he will confirm his growing apprehension that the Ameri-
cans are tending to hold back on some of their programmes in the hope that
we can take over the load. As illustrations he has in mind leather for New-
foundland and feeding stuffs for Iceland.

On the other hand, it is realized that you may already have sufficient back-
ground from Bower which would lead you to support Cogan's suggestion,
but I think it would be advisable to wait until you have discussed the matter
with Geddes before I commit our side to a meeting in Newfoundland, indeed,
if the American program has fallen down, Geddes and I are both inclined to
feel that a meeting should take place in Washington for the purpose of find-
ing out where we stand on the agreement. Ends.

1184.
3265-V-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire
d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Special Assistant to Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

SECRET AND CONFIDENTIAL St. John's, November 27, 1943
Dear Mr. Angus,

I have your letter of November 22nd,1 in which you give me information
as to the meeting with Sir John Puddester, and Mr. Curtis.

Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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Apparently you are under the impression that there was some fault with

the Canadian canteens is not supplying the information. This is entirely

erroneous. As is explained in the enclosed letter from Mr. Bower,i the whole

fault is with Mr. Price, who totally neglected the matter in spite of repeated

requests from Mr. Bower. the happier
Price is a perfect nuisance to here, and

^This
sooner

was promptly accepted,
we will all be. He sent in his r^igiation

effective November 1st, much to his own surprise and disgust. They had
kee on.nobody to take his place, however, and have ^^ Io had ta n° d h is p

him
urpose

This week, however, he left for Washington,
in going there is to endcavour to get employment m aes of ^oe the

a adian
offices s there or in New York. The request was

Government through Mr. Wild to send a man from Canada to assist the

Food Controller, and presumably he would have
lakfé us

Price's
ed to

place,
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board very properly

been
involvedthis suggestion. If this had been donc, it would have used to doing

further trouble with Newfoundl ^cmcrnts andwh
o avery restive under the

their own ordering as and wh en they please,
controls which have been placed upon thcm?

1185.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL

3265-V-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to SecretarY of State
• for External Affairs

St. John's, January 14, 1944
DESrATCI; 17

Sir, Robertson's o^ice
t. ; May I refer to the conference which was held in Mr. .Mr

;[ ï about a year ago, attended by Mr. Robertson, Mr. Towers, Dr. Clark,ested that a
Dana Wilgress, Mr. Donald Gordon and others, in States und r which the
joint arrangement should be made with the lies to Newfoundland.
United States and Canada would jointly allocawhich then existed was

Z, At that conference, I pointed out the situation
m

sas and
d was obtaining supplies from the United Statn

that Ntwtoundlan to
supplies from Canada, and that neither country had any infor atlo

the other country was furnishing. I recall that Mr. andthe supplies,
Gordon

tt away
suggested that somebody should go down to ^Vashington ri8h this met
have a working arrangement made with the United States and
with the `appcoval of allRthose present.

^ . : a . ^.^..-- •

See
.

I Noo reprodnitG
Not ptînted^uments 1238 and 1245

^,^a ^r^ @Vdr , Epkment In docpnw 1238 et I

124A.
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3. As a result of that conference, the representatives of the United States
and Canada got together and in conference with representatives of the New-
foundland Government arranged a quota for all the food supplies and the
documents which were drawn up at that time set forth the various items
of food supplies required by Newfoundland and the quantities which would
be supplied respectively by Canada and the United States so far as reasonably
possible.

4. My attention has now been called by Mr. R. P. Bower, Canadian
Trade Commissioner, to the Minutes of the Meeting of the Commodity
Subcommittee of the Food Requirements Committee held on December
17th and December 29th and I note that the suggestion has been put for-
ward that in lieu of a joint agreement, there should be bilateral agreements
between Canada and Newfoundland, and Newfoundland and the United
States.

5. May I point out that the Joint Agreement has worked very smoothly
so far as all three parties to the Agreement are concerned, and I may also
respectfully state that bilateral agreements would not carry out the purpose
which I had in mind in making the original recommendation, would I am
sure be unsatisfactory to the Newfoundland Government, and might very
possibly break up the harmony between the three Governments which now
exists.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

1186. 3265-V-40

Le conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
I au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

PERSONAL Ottawa, January 18, 1944

Dear Mr. Burchell,
A copy of your despatch No. 17 of January 14, on the subject of the

Food Agreement with Newfoundland, is being forwarded to the Department
of Trade and Commerce. While it is under consideration, I might perhaps
point out informally that the Minute of the Food Requirements Committee
to which you refer may have lent itself to misunderstanding. It is not con-
templated that there should be bilateral negotiations between Newfoundland
and Canada and bilaterâl negotiations between Newfoundland and the
United States. What is contemplated is that all three countries should con-
sult just as they did a year ago and work out a similar program by which
Part of Newfoundland's requirements would be met from Canadian sources
and part from sources in the United States.
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It is, however, thought that it might be more satisfactory to have two

bilateral agreements than to have one >^ m^ agreement. advantages
of two separate agreements would lie g
Newfoundland authorities to which country they should look for each part
of their supplies and to make clear the limit of what they might expect to
obtain from each country. Our experience under the triangular agreement
has been that Newfoundland has exhausted the supply in the cheaper
country before turning to the country in be furnished at hiher andnotice and
then found that their supplies could not
perhaps that they could not be furnished all. that the

United eSates
is triangular leads to an assumption th
have underwritten each others undertakings.

While it is no doubt true that even with tw ^e epcaseeofagreements
country would attempt to go to the rescue in
default by the other, it would at least be clear that its

a
uch case

was a special act of goodwill and not an incident of the greement
There is obviously very little difference between one overall agreement

and two separate agreements reached as a result of a three-corner negotia-
tion. It has, however, been the view of the authorities immediatelyc^o Icem Îé

with the agreement here ^^t i^ possible thatl this explanation will dispose
smoothly than the former. I poss
of your objections but, if not, it will at least bring the issue forward for
discussion, and it will be greatly appreciated here if you will let us know
if you see any difficulty in the way of the course of action contemplated in
The Minutes of the Food Requirements Committee.

Yours sincerely,
H. F. ANGUS

3265-V-40
1187.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
par intérim à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Aflairs to Acting High Commissioner

been entirely successful. Not only bas an agreement been reached on

in Newfoundland
Ottawa, February 25, 1944

^ESPATCH 61

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that the negotiations with the é F^d

:States and Newfoundland representatives concerning the r ^ e i^^ 194^ have
Agreement, outlined in the State Department's note of May the

.9uantities of various foods to be supplied by the United Statesondaions
-Canada, but a complete understanding has been rea^âhave to be modified in
vnder which the details of this Agreement may
;accordance with supply conditions.

//
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2. The next step will be to put the Agreement into writing and for us
to address a note to the State Department asking for United States con-
currence. The Agreement will, like its predecessor, be subject to the approval
of the Combined Food Board. Newfoundland has not been a party to the
Agreement in the past but has expressed approval of it and so has the
Dominions Office. The reason for this procedure has been that Newfound-
land is assuming no major obligations under the Agreement. The New-
foundland répresentatives distinctly prefer the present form of agreement
to a possible alternative of two separate agreements between Newfoundland
on the one hand and each of the two supplying countries on the other. The
reason seems to be that Newfoundland, which is itself undertaking no major
obligations, would feel in a weak position in dealing with either of the sup-
plying countries while under the present type of agreement either of those
countries could be relied on to protest if the other does not live up to its
undertakings.

3. The proceedings were concluded with great despatch and were marked
by complete cordiality and complete confidence. The Newfoundland delega-
tion expressed its appreciation of what had been done to meet its wishes and
its complete conviction that when these wishes had not been met the reason
had been that the supplying countries were unable rather than unwilling to
furnish the supplies. On the other hand no suspicion was voiced by either
of the supplying countries concerning the character of the administrative
measures in Newfoundland for giving effect to the Agreement.

4. One main cause of friction has been removed. The Agreement is now
concerned entirely with Newfoundland's civilian supply, and there will be
special programming for the supplies required for canteens and other military
establishments. The request for this modification came from the Newfound-
land representatives and although some administrative inconvenience may
be involved the Canadian and United States representatives felt that it was
essentially fair that they should be asked to determine what supplies should
reach their troops, and that the supplies for United Kingdom military and
naval establishments and for ships' stores could also be most effectively
dealt with under separate arrangements.

5• In the course of the negotiations the Newfoundland delegates, andparticularly
Mr. Symes, expressed concern over the low level of nutritionin

Newfoundland and anxiety to increase nutritional standards, particularly
as far as the supply of milk products was concerned. Both last year's Food
Agreement and this Agreement have been based, in the main, on the prewar
scale of supplies with some allowance for greater prosperity. It was not
possible, in view of the great demands which are made on milk products at
present, to give effect to the suggestion that the
account of nutritional standards. It would , however,r appear

gramme
that this

take

question which must sooner or later be faced and that if after the war l theauthorities in
Newfoundland are prepared to concern themselves seriously

With the question of nutrition they should be able to count on the sympathetic
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ort and, if necessary, on the material assistance of Canada. Our under-
takings in connection with the Conference on Food and Agriculture make itis our
especially important that we should not neglect a country which

immediate neighbour.
6. It woùld, therefore, be appreciated if you can k^^d

in touch
land with re Pect

post-war planning which may be undertaken
Iinformed as to what part

to nutrition and keep the Canadian lies. It may even be
Canada will be expected to play in providing supplies. the planning

, possible that we can provide some assistance in connectio n
here.

in view of the nutritional studies which are taking place

I have etc.

3265-V-40

N. A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

1188.
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État des États-Unis

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State of United States 44

^ Non reproduite.

supplies,, a, supply programme for Newfoun an

becomes necessary to do so re uc i one quarter
made from time to time. It is understood that in any per cent of
the United States would be willing to ship up to fifty p ainst

the next quarter's allocation and to charge the shipment a8
-that quarter. It is also understood that any quantities allo ^m ône
one quarter but not called for may be carried forward f reement year, aay
quarter to the next but that, at the for will ab cancelled.
quantities which have not been

--- 1 Not printed.

the year beginning April 1, 1944. Representatives of the Commissioncok
Government of Newfoundland were present at the meetings, io r^nme,
place in Ottawa, and concurred in principle and in detail with ^Welvegmon^s

In addition to the agreed allocation of suppliessuplies of which are enclosed,i
, period, April 1, 1944, té April

nef uaderstands that
the Canadian Governm

ns will be made on a quarterly basis in order that (
a) Allocations dons and substitutions Y

Washington, June 12, 19

Sir, '
I have the honor to refer to your note of May 10, Newfoundla ^ndngand

,agreement for meeting the food requirements of

Labrador. Eco-Eco-
As a result of negotiations between representatives ^^^ Foreign food

nomic Administration and of the Canadian d1^ d bas been agreed on for

No. 222
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(b). If one commodity in a group should be unavailable, substitution
of a closely related item will be allowed; and if one supplying
country finds itself unable to supply a particular commodity, or
to make a suitable substitution for it, the other country will
attempt to make up. that country's quota for the commodity in
question.

(c) Each country will make available quarterly statements to the other
two countries showing the quantities of commodities imported or
exported as the case may be.

(d) If either Canada or the United States undertakes to supply part
of the quota of the other country to Newfoundland, the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland has undertaken to supply the necessary
particulars immediately.

(e) The present agreement is limited to civilian supplies and, unlike
its predecessor, excludes supplies to canteens, whether inside or
outside the barrack area, ship stores, and supplies for certain
civilian wartime organizations.

(f ) Each country will make every effort to replace, or supply sub-
stitutes for, goods lost in transit. -

(g) The appropriate agencies of the respective Governments will assist
the Newfoundland Government in the event that commodities
under domestic restriction or allocation control are not available
in the commercial markets of the supplying country. This respon-
sibility will include representations on behalf of Newfoundland to
other departments of each Government and to the Combined Food
Board, whenever such action is necessary.

(h) All foregoing supply arrangements may be subject to adjustments
to conform with any modifications which may be recommended by
the Combined Food Board.

The Canadian Government would appreciate an expression from the
Department of State confirming in turn this agreement as outlined herein.

Accept, etc.
M. M. MAHONEY

for the Ambassador

1189.
3265-V-40

- Le secrétaire d'État des États-Unis à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State of United States to Ambassador in United States

843.24/23 W h' J
Excellency

as ington, une 24, 1944

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of June 12,
'1944, which refers to the joint undertaking of this Government and the
Canadian Government to supply the food requirements of Newfoundland
for the period from April 1, 1944 to March 31, 1945.
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The list of items in the proposed program has been submitted to the
Foreign Economic Administration, which has the responsibility for securing

allocations of materials coming from United States oûnts •to be suppLr edeto
is informed that this list correctly represents
Newfoundland during the program period.

The Department of State concurs in the general outline of the mutualnote under
undertaking as set forth in paragraphs (a) through in

operative
reference, and it is assumed that the food supply p g
retroactively to April 1, 1944.

Accept, etc.

For the Secretary of State:

DEAN AcIIESON

1190.
C 13876-C

Le commissaire au commerce à Terre-Neuve eu directeuru Cornmerce Service
de renseignements comerciaux, mtntster

Trade Commissioner in Newfoundland to Director ^oc^ Cécial
Intelligence Service, Department of Trade and

St. John's, October 19, 1944

It Is possible that a sense of obliPuon may arCity
foundutnd in which case dollars may be made availabl^'Postt puts it, Bn ^

of . Canadian dollar exchange Is as bad as the Financ
^

tion. But if it
will be hard put to It to give us any. This may be

a wronĝ
^e cân do to help

i km there is anYth 8 d velop-

trend of its argument. I" Involved in a grant to NeW

In today's Daily News there is an Item tn YOU ^e
great interest to us and I am quoting extracts from it, showing y

to this country to kecp Newfoundland in a constan
questionably, the final decision will bea disa intment.

p th,. cditorial page which is of

land. There are great expectations in this countrY available
will bring forth. Some people say that.England will make cnough

t statc of prosperity. Un-

As you will have gathercd irom press commen
debate in the House of Commons in London, upon the future of Newfound-

• • as to what the debate

ts there is s o

THE FUTURE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

Dear Sir, . h^y to be a

does not err, the question arises w

proposition of the kind so often put forward In the Daily N^s for andann ^and def
^hk^h we would exchange control air

ericl running cinto cat least a w
total Of

Britain help us. One way would be to do without financial help for even if Some
ment purposes. But what would happen to us in that event? Of course,

ould begrant from Britain, Canada and roblem
sS.00p,ppp a year were possible of achievement, our financial p
aalved. Failint this we have to think of something else.

to give or lend us.one other way of solving this problem. That is, for us to uy
There 1s only

from Britain an amount equivalent to the dollars she may plan
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That could possibly be accomplished by increasing United Kingdom preference, or
employing the maximum amount of U.K. machinery and services in all develop-
ment and other public projects. The other alternative is to establish a Newfound-
land dollar on a sterling basis which would situate us favourably for making
the bulk of our purchases from Britain and would facilitate the extension to us
of sterling grants. It would not hinder us in our general export trade and we
would actually gain by selling much of our produce in American dollars provided
also we could buy most of our needs in the British market.

It would create some disturbance of our trade relations. We would not, for
example, be able to buy as much from Canada as we have done because Canada
sells us many times as much as we buy from her. On the other hand it would
not necessarily disturb our trade with America because we may expect to have a
favourable balance of trade with that country. Certainly our export trade would
be facilitated because so many of our competitors are within the sterling group.
In the long run, of course, the principal influences would be the stability of
the British economy created through the revival on a huge scale of British
export trade and the balancing of the peacetime budget, and the ability of the
British market to supply us on a competitive basis with the bulk of our needs.

When I was in Ottawa I mentioned the wisdom of attempting to negoti-
ate a trade agreement with Newfoundland at the present time. What I am
afraid of is that if we do not act now while we have something to offer, it
will be too late. I am aware of the reasons why you do not believe it is
possible to do anything at the present time, but I do not want you to be
ignorant of the danger we are running by letting this matter stand.

Yours faithfully,

R. P. BOWER

1191. C 13876-C

Le directeur du Service de renseignements commerciaux, ministère du
Commerce au commissaire au commerce à Terre-Neuve

Director of Commercial Intelligence Service, Department of Trade and
Commerce, to Trade Commissioner in Newfoundland

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] November 3, 1944

Dear Mr. Bower,
I wish now to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of October 19th,

Your file 150, in which you refer to the future trading position in New-
foundland and recommend that steps be taken, without delay, to negotiate a
trade agreement with Newfoundland.

There are, of course, many factors affecting the advisability of proceeding
along the lines which you evidently have in mind but I feel that it would be
highly desirable for you, at your earliest convenience, to prepare a memo-
random setting out your ideas as fully as possible as to the type of agree-
ment which it would be practicable for Canada to seek. Presumably, it
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would not be difficult to outline what Canada ^û b^^â°
from

consider-in the nature of tariff concessions Y
ably more difficulty in developing the other side of wÔ^â cbe reg ded by
say, what Canada could gibe^^ e oôf ^é^a^. However, as suggested,
the Colony as an adequate g to a memorandum
I think that you should give prompt and careful att ention

^elaborating our previous correspondence on this subject.
You may consider it desirable, after a more detailed study of the matter,

to come to Ottawa in the near future for discussions and if this should be.
the case, authority will be granted lawôu drbeefôr^yooseu to

concerned
prepareprocedurePossibly, on balance, the best

a memorandum, submit it to us for consideration, and then visit Ottawa,
to clarify the various points conccrning which we may be in doubt. You
might let me have your views on this possibility.

Yours faithfully,
C. M. CROFT

C 13876-C
1192. -

Le commissaire au commerce à Terre-Neuve au directeur Service

de renseignements commerciaux, ministère du Commerce

Trade Commissioner in Newfoundland to Director °oCommercial

Intelligence Service, Department of Trade and Commerce

CONFIDENTIAL
St. John's, November 7, 1944

TRADE TREATY WITH NEWFOUNDLAND

Dear:Mr. Croft,

Western Star of October 28' and (C) a front page item from the

This will acknowledge your confidential letter of Novemberand 3 on neabove subject. I hope you will " have time to study my reply a
closures as I consider them of the utmost importance and inte^^tached? (A)

First of all, may I suggest that you read the Press clippings torial
is an editorial from the Daily News of November 6.' ( B) is an ed l̂

from the
same issue of the Western Star.

,Canada's stock Is at an all time low in Newfoundland, not rb de1e the

The feelingthe beei problem, but largely because of â^u ^en days ago.
formal agreement of which was announced have been
is worse than it would ordinarily be because the newspaperse issue of the
earrying on a very bitter anti-Canadian campaign. Not a sin811ease was an

ted since the GOOSe BaY
St. John's Daily News bas been pt^in • Canada. Not at
'tlouncxd that has not contained vit

riolic attacks a^at shas not contained
newspaper: bas bten publlshed in the whole island

s Not printed.
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anti-Canadian editorials bolstered by numerous letters to the Editor along
the same lines. The radio too, has added its share of abuse. There are some
who see in this abuse an atempt to discredit the Commission of Govern-
ment rather than to stir up anti-Canadian sentiment. On the whole, , how-
ever, the views of the press are shared by the business community.

On Saturday, November 4, the Newfoundland Board of Trade addressed
an open letter to the Commission of Government protesting in the strongest
possible terms, the action of the Commission of Government in negotiating
this agreement in the name of Newfoundland. This letter read in part as
follows:

After full consideration of the terms of the Agreement the principles involved,
and the various implications which would become relevant upon its ratification,
the Board regards it as its duty to address the Government on this important
issue . . .

It is our feeling, under the circumstances, that for the Canadian Government to
seek such an agreement gives expression to an attitude of unfriendliness towards
Newfoundland, a lack of respect for her national sensitivity, and a disregard
for what is her reasonable ambition for material advantage. For an unrepresenta-
tive Newfoundland Government to enter into such negotiations was unstates-
manlike and unpatriotic. . .

It seems pertinent to record here the inclusion of a despatch relating to the
abandonment of a convention between Great Britain and France, dealing with
the right of the French to fish on the coast of Labrador from Cape Charles to
Blanc Sablon, from the Colonial. Secretary, Henry Labouchère to Governor
Darling on behalf of the Imperial Government, dated March 26, 1857 and we
quote:

The proposals contained in the convention having now been unequivocally
refused by the Colony, they will of course fall to the ground; and you
are authorized to give such assurance as you may think proper, that the
consent of the community of Newfoundland is regarded by Her Majesty's
Government as the essential preliminary to any modification of their terri-
torial or maritime rights . . :

The conclusion is inevitable therefore, that in seeking a ninety-nine year lease
of this territory for military purposes, the Canadian Government seeks a measure
of control over the Goose Bay Airport through which she will be enabled to
exercise a prior authority over civil operations for the period of the Agreement.
To expect that she would not do so is to ask Newfoundland for a measure of
confidence in Canada's goodwill towards this country which her attitude in this
matter seriously impairs, if not altogether destroys ...
We are certain it is the feeling of the people of Newfoundland that this Agree-
ment should not have been proposed, and that its ratification would stand out
in the future, as an injustice imposed upon a small country while her. cons-
titutional status was in suspension and, as a source of dissension and ill-will
towards the Government of Canada, contrary to our historic relations ...

Two things are manifest from a study of the above extracts:
( 1) Canada is even more unpopular than usual at the present time:
(2) The people of Newfoundland resent any commitments made in

their name by the present Administrative authority-the Commis-
sion of Government.
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In connection with the second point above - the feeling is so strong that
I am satisfied that any trade agreement now made by the Commission of
Government with the Government of Canada - whether it was a good agree-
ment or not - would be renounced by the people of Newfoundland at the
first possible opportunity simply because it was a product of the Commission
of Government. This would be doubly certain to take place if the agreement
in question conferred any advantage on Canada.

Furthermore, the Commission of Government after the abuse it has
taken over the Goose Bay Agreement, could never be induced (except under
the greatest of pressure from the United Kingdom Government) to negotiate
a trade treaty with Canada which would offer us any concessions. If we
cannot hope to conclude an agreement which will offer us concessions, why
attempt an agreement at all?

The fact of the matter is, we are now too late. Before this Goose Bay
agreement was announced, we were in a fairly strong position here. We had
helped the country out during a very trying period - at some inconvenience
to ourselves - and there was a general appreciation of this fact despite
a latent anti-Canadian attitude. I believe we could have arranged something
at that time which would have given our products the same treatment as are
[sic] at present accorded those from the United Kingdom. If we could not

-have arranged for such an agreement to take effect immediately, I think we
could have laid the ground work for a treaty which would have become
effective at the end of the war. Now anti-Canadian feeling is at a point
where, unless it subsides, it will be absolutely impossible for us to negotiate
any sort of a favourable trade treaty with Newfoundland.

I understand that the whole scheme of Imperial Preferences may be
abandoned after the war in the process of implementing the Atlantic Charter.
If that is so, then there is not much point in attempting to negotiate a treaty
now which would either be negative in its concessions or would be limited in
the term of its operations.

As you say in your letter, there are many factors affecting the advisability
of proceeding along the lines I recommended in my previous letter, and, in
view of the situation here to-day, I do not believe there is much we can
hope to aa:ômplish.

With your petmission, I would likc to preparc a memorandum along û d
lines that you suggest for your study and comment. This memorandum wo
be my idea of what we might hope to receive under normal conditions and
assuming that the present hostile attitude toward Canada abates. I do not
think that there is any great urgency about this matter now as I am satisfied

we can do noth;ng for some time to come. I do not therefore intend to (ive
this work the same priority which I would have given it under other cr-

cumstanees so that the memorandum may be longer in reaching
you than

would otherwise have been the case. Unless, too, there is a marked ch thât

for. the better ,in the general attitude towards Canada, I do not think

we will be able to progress to the point where it will be necessary for me to
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visit Canada to discuss the matter with you. Should the situation improve -or should I have occasion
to change my mind - I will immediately adviseyou.

Yours faithfully,
R. P. BOWER

1193.
C 13876-C

Le commissaire au commerce à Terre-Neuve au directeur
du Service de renseignements commerciaux, ministère du Commerce

Trade Coinmissioner in Newfoundland to Director
of Commercial Intelligence Service, Department of Trade and Commerce

Dear Sir, St. John's, December 11, 1944

TRADE TREATY WITH NEWFOUNDLAND

Further to my letter of December 61 and the attached report2 on a possible
Trade Treaty with Newfoundland, it has occurred to me that if it is decided
to attempt to negotiate a Trade Treaty with Newfoundland in the near future,it

would be a good move to make this attempt either just before or just after
negotiating an agreement to supply Newfoundland's food requirements for
1945. This would have the virtue of putting Newfoundland in the position
of having to ask for certain concessions for the coming year and our actionin

meeting these requests would be fresh in their minds when discussing
Trade Treaty matters.

I am aware that there are certain objections to this proposal, but I would
like to put it forward for your consideration. If you are in favour, the sug-gestion

might be put to Newfoundland that they should send delegates to
Canada to negotiate a Trade Treaty at the same time as they are sending
representatives to discuss the 1945 food allocations.

As the local Government can do absolutely nothing without encountering
the severest criticism from the press and public it would be a good idea to
try to arrange for the Newfoundland delegates to bring with them a large
advisory committee made up from the merchants and business men in the
community. You will remember that eighteen months ago, the Newfound-
land delegates were accompanied by Mr. Brookes
resenting the merchants of Newfoundland. This was one of the bestrthnps
that ever happened to us as both these men, previously convinced that
Canada was endeavouring to beat Newfoundland down, returned from the
meeting enthusiastic supporters of the stand we had taken. I will await your
comments with interest.

Yours faithfully,
R. P. BOWER

' Non reproduite.
Voir le document 1192.

1 Not printed.
' See Document 1192.
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1194.
C 13876-C

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
d Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 41 Ottawa, February 2, 1945

Sir,
The Department of Trade and Commerce has referred to us for comment

a report" by Mr. R. P. Bower, Trade Commissioner in Newfoundland, on
the considerations which would have to be taken into account in a trade
agreement between Canada and Newfoundland. No doubt you have seen
this report and we would welcome your views on it and also any observations
you could make in general on the advisability of concluding an agreement
and as to whether the time is propitious. The view that is held here is that
the time is not ripe because the balance of trade is so heavily in Canada's
favour and because the Commission is probably not disposed at this time to
give consideration to an agreement.

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

of information with the interested parties.
experiencx of the past year will be handled as they arise y
tions that may be dictated by seasonal demands or b mutual exchange
1945, at.the same ratios of participation as are now m e •

the result of the

proposed that the current arrangement be extended t jr.
ffect AnY mOdifica-• • •

The agreement expires on March 31 of this year, an
h ugh December 31,

d .lt is there
1945. • fore,
quirements of Newfoundland for the penod from pn 0Al

Ambassador of Canada and has the honor to re 1 the food re-
; of this Government and the Canadian Government to supp y

• A'1 1 1944 to March 31,

The Secretary of State presents his comp unen
fer to the joint undertakinS

' l' ts to His Excellency lac
A 843 24/2-645 Washington, March 14, 1945

Secretary of State of United States to Ambassador in United States

Le secrétaire d'État des États-Unis à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

1 1195.
3265-V-40

s Sc paument 1192.
'Voir le document 1192.
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The United States Government would appreciate being informed whether
the Canadian Government agrees to the extension of the present arrange-
ment through December 31, 1945.

1196.
3265-V-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux États-Unis

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State of United States
No. 94 Washington, March 19, 1945

The Canadian Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary of
State, and has the honor to refer to Mr. Stettinius' note of March 14, 1945,
suggesting that the present arrangement between the United States and
Canadian Governments to supply the food requirements of Newfoundland
for the period from April 1, 1944 to March 31, 1945, be extended through
December 31, 1945, at the same ratios of participation as are now in effect.

The Canadian Ambassador has been requested to inform the Secretary
of State that the Canadian Government concurs in the extension of the
present agreement through December 31, 1945.

1197.
C 13876-C

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 133 St J h'
Sir,

. o n at March 19, 1945

I regret that in the absence of Mr. Britton I could not get around todealing
with your communication No. 41 of February 2nd requesting

my observations on the negotiation of a Trade Agreement between Canada
and Newfoundland which was proposed by Mr. Bower, the Canadian Gov-
ernment Trade Commissioner.

2. I have secured from Mr. Bower a copy of the report' to which you
refer and have read it with interest. It may be useful for future reference
to have this memorandum bringing together as it does the background of
previoûs negotiations and some of the considerations that will have to be
kept in mind in any trade negotiations that are entered into between New-
foundland and Canada. I do not think, however, there is much to be said
for considering the negotiation of a Trade Agreement at this time or in-^,

'Voir le document 1192. ' See Document 1192. ,
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the near future. Indeed, I can hardly think of anything that would be more
destructive of general confidence and the possibility of working out sound
international tariff and general economic relations than for Canada at this
juncture to start making preferential Trade Agreements with other parts of
the Commonwealth. Nor would it be sound policy, either from a general
or a local point of view, to endeavour to secure long-term tariff advantages
from the fact that under allied supply arrangements Newfoundland is tempo-
rarily dependent upon Canada for an unusual proportion of its supplies. It
might possibly have been worth-while endeavouring

the United b
eginning of the

thoughwar to secure the same rates as are accorded to
most of these are on commodities in which we are not interested. At any
rate there is no present prospect of securing a favourable Trade Agreement.
It should be remembered, however, that in this country rates of duty, though
high, are levied almost entirely for revenue. They are gradually being re-
duced as a larger part of the revenue is secured by direct taxation. In the
meantime their reimposition does not mean here as it usually does elsewhere,manu-that Canadian goods are excluded for the benefit goods of local

the demandfacture but only that imports of the classes of goods
is elastic may be somewhat restricted by the higher prices made necessary

by the duties.
3. An endeavour to secure a more favourable trade position than we now

enjoy, or to make the present favourable situation more permanent in char-
acter would, I feel sure, do nothing to make relations more ^e di Î^ with
Newfoundland. It would, almost certainly, have the opposite e
view no steps should be taken to attempt to negotiate a Trade Agreement
with Newfoundland at least until the delicate and difficult negotiations re-
specting post-war military and commercial rights on the Bases ared^â

disposed

of either by Confirming Acts or new Agreements. If it should so P

that these problems are disposed of by the wider solution of political union,
questions of trade advantage would, -of course, be solved at the same time.

I have etc.
J. S. MACDONALD

1198.

I have the honour to refer to a."Statement of Imports an 19459 and

Comparative Figures for the year ended March 31st, 1944,99

2959-40

Newfoundland byF Countries, for the year ended March 31slssued by the

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

for External A,©airs
High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Seeretary of State

December 1, 1945
DESPATCH 365

Sir, A Exports of
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Secretary for Customs, copy of which is enclosed with this despatch.' This
statement has been issued in advance of the Customs Returns which will
appear shortly and in which thé Statement will be incorporated.

2. The total trade for the year 1944-45 was $114,536,046, an increase of
$7,602,777 over last year's figure. This is a new high and represents gains
both in domestic exports, which were up nearly 10%, and in non-war im-
ports which were up by something between 10% and 20%, depending on
the extent of importations for the Armed Forces. This latter figure, which
in 1943-44 was $15,907,602, will not be available this year due to a new
system of compiling customs returns. It has, however, been unofficially
estimated to lie in the neighbourhood of $10,000,000, a figure which is
probably low.

3. As usual, Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom provided
the bulk of the imports-some 98% in this case. This is indicated by the
following table:

Total Imports Fiscal Year Fiscal Year

From Canada
From United States
From United Kingdom

Total from Canada
U.S.A. and U.K.
Total from all
countries

1943-44 1944-45
$41,483,171 $43,034,879

18,110,312 19,362,642
2,039,041 2,088,003

$61,632,524 $64,485,524

$62,488,649 $65,824,066
Imports from Canada have increased appreciably in the past fiscal year.
Importations from Canada for the forces in 1943-44 totalled $13,412,600.
For 1944-45 they have been unofficially estimated to approximate
$8,000,000, a figure which is likely somewhat short of the mark. On this
basis, the increase in Newfoundland's non-war imports from Canada during
the past fiscal year would be something between 10% and 25%. There has
also been a noticeable increase in imports from the United States, while im-
ports from the United Kingdom show little change.

4. The 10% rise in domestic exports largely reflects sales to U.N.R.R.A.
and expansion of established markets for Newfoundland fish products.
Greece and Italy, which have for some years as a result of the war been
excluded from Newfoundland's trade, together absorbed more than
$2,000,000 worth of Newfoundland produce. While exports to Spain droppedslightly,

Portugal imported substantially more Newfoundland products than
during the previous fiscal year. Mexico, Brazil and the Argentine also pur-
chased increased quantities of Newfoundland goods. The British West Indies
and Porto Rico continued to be important customers. Increases in exports
to several smaller countries were to some extent offset by drops in sales to
certain minor markets.

'Non reproduite. ^ Not printed.
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" 5. Canada's purchases of Newfoundland
United States dr

opped
dropped

during the period
of eNewfoundland produce to the United Kingdom wereabout 5%. Exports

up slightly. These three countries together absorbed about 60% of New-
foundland's domestic exports. These statements may be indicated by refer-

ence to the following table:
Domestic Exports Fiscal Year Fiscal Year

1943-44 1944-45

To Canada $6,924,088
12,836,809

To United States 13,583,527
12,055,626

To United Kingdom 11,436,099

6. The St. John s Etienong e eg a
by stating that they

statistics presented by the Statement under rcfcrencc, cs." e"show a gratifying up-swing in Newfoundland's industrial activiti ^

Daily News, in its editorial column is somewhat more critical, stating that:
an inherent

Total to Canada,
U.S.A. and U.K. $31,943,714 $31,186,941

Total to all $46,414,485
Countries $42,397,415

• ' T f r m comments editorially on the trade

the whole picture, as it has done so often in the past, emphasius^at together
weakness in our trading position, inasmuch as the three countries,
supply 98% of our imports, buy from us only 60% of our exports. The
position is far worse when the trade with individual countries is analysed.^at mesL... II 'tain is buying s

p^ct;eal w^,y to ad just Newfoundland's unfan ou and blôthcr ubsidies. He en"
Canada appcars to be the granting of shtpp g

a ent to Canada on invisible trade "and concludcs
that, in

the o^y
` âday s being a competitor with^ Newfoundland in the export market, Withal cc of uade

States fnriff in Newfoundland s favour. He t es , view of an
He goes on to urge. the nçcesstty an

ofao aount of "the balanCe
ita rate "is stgniBcant of our complctc %-F Un,tecapita

d'uticc of a rcvision of the af

8. "The Wayfarer" writing in inc Daly Nelvs o

lyses Newfoundland's trade on a per capita
basis and concludes that i`adPer

•• d endcncc on for ^ d

' dian banking, insurance and transportauon comp • ana
f November 28th,

^ payments in inc reverse dirccuon as a seau
' anics

regarded as operating so as to wipe out inc unfavoura
trade."The a r does not, however, appear to have taken account of invisible

Canap^ • ' lt of scrvices rcndered Y

7. The Daily News also points out that paymen for onds and services

in Newfoundland by "garrison troops" and "other external source" can
otal• blc balance

important countries into better balance . . . in rcadiness or 99
' exchange and other difficulties may operate to our dfadv o^ ân

t f d services

to wtuch we ull most oi our ftsh p u all
` It concludes that Newfoundland must "find means to bring our trad ^c

f
'i
hena

for eumple, sells us six times as much as sue uys. n

as much as she sells, although this position will undoubtedly be rectified when
British goods are in casier supply. The United States has a net favourable balance
of trade with Newfoundland of S5,000,000. As against this a grouP of co att âll

• rod cts, supplies us with almost nothing
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phasizes that Newfoundland's dependence on Canadian imports compels
her to remain tied to the Canadian dollar..

9. I will forward you copies of the Customs Returns as soon as they
are received in this Office.

I have etc.
J. S. MACDONALD

. 1199. PRO DO 35 1151 572/1/2 X/J 9827

Le commissaire aux Finances au Bureau des Dominions

Commissioner for Finance to Dominions Office

294.40/33 St. John's, August 29, 1946
Dear John [Chadwick],

In a personal letter you referred to the oral report I made to Commission
regarding the effects of the recent appreciation of the Canadian dollar,
and enquired what was my assessment of the position.

The change was quite unexpected here, and according to Graham Towers,
who sent me a long cable the night before it became effective (and 'phoned
as well), it was a quick decision of the Canadian Government, although I
have no doubt that they had previously considered what steps they should
take if the need arose. Undervaluation of the Canadian compared with the
U.S. dollar had been obvious for some time; but the sudden abolition of
O.P.A. was the immediate cause of the change, as well as a suitable
opportunity.

I do not need to expatiate on the general effect on our economy, which
you can readily judge by reference to the Customs returns. On the import
side, our purchases at the moment are governed more by availability than
by price. On the export side, our immediate concern was, of course, its
effect on sales other than those made in Canadian dollars. We were mostly
concerned about paper, herring shipments sold in U.S. dollars, and UNRRA
. shipments of dried cod, for which the contract had not been finally
completed (although the price was to be expressed in Canadian dollars).
The latter has been adjusted to the satisfaction of local shippers, thanks
to stout assistance from the Canadian Foreign Exchange Control Board, who
treated

UNRRA generously by allowing them to use Canadian dollars
acquired at the old price. The herring shippers caused a fuss, but they had
previously been informed that futures were available if they wanted them
and, in any event, they have done very well this season. The paper industry
was not greatly concerned as it slapped 10% on its U.S. price, though the
reincarnation of O.P.A. has now made it necessary for the industry to get

,Official approval. We have had no complaints as yet from the mining industry.
You also asked about repercussions on staff. The instructors at the Voca-tional

Training School have already presented a memorial asking for
adjustment of their sterling salaries to give them the old equivalent in dollars.
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One may expect a similar claim from the seconded U. K. Civil Servants,
and I imagine that if this happens the U. K. Commissioners will not want to
be left out. I thnk I can enumerate most, if not all, of the official arguments
which will probably be put forward against adjustment, but the Instructors
are feeling very aggrieved and will probably press their claim. They could
not, of course, claim more than the loss on the sterling they actually need
to draw out here; it would obviously not apply to any part of salary allotted
to wife or family. It would be of great assistance if you could let us know
whether any daim has been received or adjustment considered in respect of
the numerous U. K. Government servants stationcd in Canada, or if you
could give us any other indication of official views on the subject. As you
know there is little or no margin out here, and the 109"o cut may be serious,
though to some extent it will vary in accordance with the circumstances of
particular individuals.

Yours sincerely,
[IRA] WILD

1200.
2959-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Nlgh Commissioner in Nexloundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

.1947-48 or ,17.1 points as against 4.3 Points the ye
of . the cost of living in Newioundland w ar before. Allowing

the te^tult of steeply rising Canadian and Amencan P 11the Government index
ptice increase in this period is strikingly by

168.0 to 185•1 in
for

' 4. The unptcedented dollar level of imports s during 1947• ^e
a very small pan of inc total imports or durin 1947-48 w^e 'n p'

consigned to the three United States bases at St. John s, Argc Vessels.
;ville ^ via non-commercial channels, that Is, by rail, or non-m, ^litary fesents

The total value of these imports, although not recordcd scparately, P

t United States military account. ,

3. ;Attention is drawn to the fact that the impo9 -tin and Stephen-

2. Accompanying the table is a summary ^ under review.
speda] interest concerning imports for the pe riod rt "tutns include goods

Table A.1 .. tu.*rt en points of

I have the honour to rcport that Ggures an
the Department of Finance on the external trade of Newfoundland for the

fiscal year ending March 31st, 1948. A summary of imports by commodity
groups together with total exports by countries of destination are given in

h rccently becn ru eas
Sir, 1 ed by

DESPATCII 1085 St. John's, December 29, 1948

^ ^ Not printed.
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an adjustment for this price increase it is estimated that the physical volume
of imports advanced by as much as twenty-five per cent.

5. The availability of many products influenced this change, namely, flour
and grain products, meat products, oils and fats, rubber manufactures, wool
clothing, lumber and manufactures, construction materials, pipe and fittings,
tools, electric motors and machinery, appliances, industrial machinery and
motor vehicles. The postwar expansion programme of the paper mills, mining
companies, fish filleting plants and secondary industries contributed to the
increases, together with the reconstruction programme of the Government
and Municipalities.

6. The United States share of Newfoundland's imports has progressed in
importance from 31.3% (1945-46) and 34.2% (1946-47) to 38.3% in
the last fiscal year. Canada's share has slipped from 62.7% to 52.3% over
the same period or a loss of 10.4% of which 7% has gone to the United
States and 3.4% to other countries, mainly the United Kingdom.

7. The imports by quarters shown in Table B indicate a steeper falling off
of Canada's imports in the last quarter of 1947-48 than the year before. It is
doubtful if this has any special significance or political origin. The October-
December quarter is the busiest import season of the year coming as it does
before the onset of bad weather and freeze-up of northerly ports. Throughout
last year imports were on the average heavier than the year before so that
there was a smaller accumulated demand in the last quarter than existed in
1946-47. The sharp falling off probably had little relation to the approaching
referendum of June, 1948.

TABLE B

CANADA
Quarter

1946-47 1947-48
April-June' 9,821,932 12,953,567July-September 11,318,239 13,496,539
4ctober-December 13,312,576 18,266,203
January-March 8,629,313 10,269,617

U.S.A. _
1946-47 1947-48

6,161,726 11,092,756
5,445,266 9,564,654
7,179,500 11,444,331
7,013,536 8,204,774

$ 43,082,060 54,985,926 25,800,028 40,306,515
8.

During the current fiscal year, different forces have been at work which
have affected the country's imports. The two main periods of im ortatio
are the first and third quarters of the fiscal year. p n
importers in Newfoundland were uneasy as to the u outctheome fioft hea ger,
referendum which was to take place on June 3rd. Buying was, accordin ^tcautious.

When it became necessary to hold a second ballot on July 2 nd^
this period of hesitant buying extended into the second and third quarter ,
during which merchants prepared their buying ' s'their anticipated invento programmes ln relation to
Confederation. This is

position
in

A^e target date for
out by a

31 st
Ne^oundland of over 25 per cent during the first five months of the orts to

current
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fiscal year.s
According to Canadian Export figures, however, the volume.

of goods shipped to Newfoundland over thôc^ erriod increased by 9.2%

and 8.4% for the seven months ending account for the
9, The falling ofi of American imports does not wholly

to August of this year was 13.8 per cent
14loss of Customs revenue which up

than last year. At the end of November, revenues
lower

s were
hal.s béCnea

cent behind those a year ago. During the last few months
expansion in bonded warehous PDe art^moentmÎt to is evident,

tion received from the Newfoundland customs P

therefore, that the importers
much

have adopted the practice of keepm• g as

of their stocks as possible in bond and removing them in. small lots inpermit importers
re uirements. This practice will p

accordance with daily q artiCUlarl of Canadian goods, to a
and merchants to reduce inventories, p
minimum before the merger of Canadian and Ne ^ oWhe e°

pr

aCticable.
Deliveries of new goods will be p-0ŸPÔ°^d ^ôse subject to low duties or

10. Commodities with rapid turn in the usual quantities.
of an essential nature have been imported throughout Purchases of
This will likely continue until the end of mâ^^^^ capital goods have
clothing, footwear, durable items, building

been kept to a minimum- companies are laying Plans
to

11. For the first quarter of 1949 many demand or else which will
stock up in American goods which are in heavy The extent to which

ExChange Controlbe subject to import restrictions after Confederation.
these plans are prosecuted will depend on the Emergency goods
ruling of the Canadian Government on the status

of ^eested, Émer-
g in bond after Confederation. If, as it has been s

uggested,
purchaSes

ency Eachan8e Controls are exercised in respect t ons ^^^h can profitably
will be confined to the importation of only osed to Canadian) or to
be Confederation. Thisimpotted under Newfoundland duties (as oPP

Ce thethose for which `scarcity prices will be paid
rts after

and counterbalan
buying will, however, Serve to l^é 1^ qu^ter of 1949.
reduction in other imports 1,,,;n12 1948-49 is,

2. The outlook for Canadian trade with Newf iol ^é é pectations of
12. has thus far run counter

on the whole, promising. chants ew-Newfoundland importers and mer. controls been in force in
.13. Had Canadian Emergency Exchange

• 1947-48, imports from the Unlasdi ^etas
foundland during the fiscal year - limited to
would have been -- according to a rough estimateper Cent of the present figure*
twenty-five million dollars or between 60 and 65 p

United
ndin is maintained in 1949, a 35% c Îmac^r^ for theIf the same rate of spe 8 COnfederation. P e Control

States dollar purchases is forecast following Exchang
twelve months ending June 30, 1947, (The EmergencY year be used fora beY
base

came to $30,732,592. Should the same basyear) United States imports in y
Newfoundland as for the rest of Canada, United(65% of $30,7329592) • An
reduced to as little as twenty million dollars

So:uoes U.S. Bureau of Ceasis monthly eIport retur°!•
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upward adjustment of this figure may be necessary after a careful analysis
of the components of Newfoundland's actual purchases during the twelve
months ending June 30, 1947. 4

14. The imports from the United States after union may well fall, there-
fore, to fifty per cent of last year's $40,312,868. The disruption and dis-
satisfaction which would result from so drastic a cut may indicate the need
to select a more favourable base year such as the calendar year 1947 when
United States imports totalled $37,788,314 or 93.7% of the figure for
1947-48.

15. The export returns (See Table C) include $2,629,334 of re-exported
goods of foreign origin. Newfoundland produced goods were valued at
$77,838,593 or $8,480,168 more than those exported in 1946-47, that is,
$69,358,425. The increase of 9.3% is considerably lower than the previous
year 13.9%.

TABLE C

Newfoundland Customs Returns for Export of Produce of Newfoundland
1937-1938 $34,482,580
1938-1939 31,376,144
1939-1940 32,837,323
1940-1941 36,723,352
1941-1942 37,416,284
1942-1943 28,501,451
1943-1944 42,397,415
1944-1945 46,414,485
1945-1946 60,862,405
1946-1947 69,358,425
1947-1948 77,838,593

A breakdown of exports is not available for comment in this report.

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

PARTIE 2/PART 2

LES PÊCHERIES

FISHERIES
1201.

Sir,

6262-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire
de la commission pour Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Secretary,
Commission of Government of Newfoundland

Ottawa, May 10, 1938

The attention of the Canadian Government has been drawn to changes
made in the past year or two in the Newfoundland fishing regulations -
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changes which have cancelled privileges that have been in operation for a
great many years and which cause considerable hardship to Canadian vessels
fishing in Newfoundland waters or on the neighbouring Banks.

The first of these relates to the regulations governing ships' stores. Cana-
dian vessels calling at Newfoundland ports to take on crews, equipment,
bait, etc., have had customs duties levied on the ships' stores even though
such stores have not been landed in Newfoundland and have, indeed, in
many cases been brought back to Canada, in part at least, unconsumed.
The Canadian Government, on its side, collects no duties on ships' stores
carried by Newfoundland fishing vessels, unless, as rarely happens in prac-
tice, such stores are landed in Canada.

The second point to which I should like to refer relates to the warehousing
of fish. For many years past it has been the custom for Nova Scotia fishing
vessels, after a trip to the fishing grounds, to place fish in Newfoundland
warehouses pending their return to the Banks to catch sufficient fish to load
their vessels. The fish, of course, are not intended for sale in Newfoundland.
This practice has resulted in the purchase of bait, salt, etc. from local mer-
chants and, generally, has brought more business to Newfoundland Ports.
In the last year or two this long-established privilege has been refused Cana-
dian vessels. Newfoundland vessels may, however, land their catch in Canada
free of duty and taxes.

In view of the hardships which the enforcement of ^ ^ouranew
bler treatment

is causing' to Canadian fishermen and of the very
which continues to be accorded in Canada to Newfoundland fishing vessels
and to Newfoundland fish, it would be greatly appreciated if the appropriate
authority of the Newfoundland Government could see its way to remove the
disabilities abovementioned and to restore that measure of recipro^nd New-

foundland

prevailed with respect to vessels and fish between Canada
foundland for so many years past.

I have etc.
O. D. SKELTON

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

6262-40
1202.

Le sous-secrEtaire d'Ittat aux Affaires extérieures au sénateur William Dug

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Senator William Duff

Ottawa, December 23, 1938

Dear Senator, 19381 concerning
I have ïeceived your letter dated the 19th December,

of the collection of duties by the Newfoundland Governnlent
the question
on the ship's stores belonging to the schooner A. W. Chisholm.

N reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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I had hoped that we should be able to obtain some action by the New-
foundland authorities upon the questions of principle involved, before this.
It has not been possible as yet to get a decision and, consequently, it be-
comes necessary to revise the coûrse followed in these negotiations.

The Newfoundland Government is now being asked, as a matter of execu-
tive clemency, and independently of the disposition of the questions of policy
involved, to give sympathetic consideration to your claim for a refund of the
monies paid on account of duties and expenses.

With regard to your request that the matter should be taken up with the
British authorities in London, it does not seem to me that such a course
would be justified. There are a great many important interests involved in
our relations with Newfoundland and, on the whole, it seems to be satisfactory
to deal with the Government directly. I should hesitate to prejudice the gen-
eral relations with the Newfoundland Government by taking this matter
up directly with London.

Yours sincerely,

O. D. SKELTON

1203.
6262-40

Le secrétaire de la commission pour Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Commission of Government of Newfoundland, to Under-Secretary

Sir,

of State for External Affairs

St. John's, February 9, 1939

I have the honour to refer to the correspondence ending with your
letter of December 23rd, 1938,1 which has reference to the alleged changes
in the treatment accorded to Canadian fishing vessels entering ports in
Newfoundland, and in particular to the claim made in respect of the schooner
A. W. Chisholm which visited this Country in the Spring of 1937. It was the
understanding of the Government that all questions in connection with this
particular case had been disposed of by the remission of duties upon certain
of the equipment of the schooner in question, as explained by the then
Chairman of the Board of Customs to the Honourable W. Duff of Lunen-
burg in a letter dated 6th October, 1937.1

Section 158(l) of the Newfoundland Customs and Excise Act 1938
provides, however, that all vessels desiring to take part in the fisheries of
Newfoundland must obtain a special fishery clearance and must not have on
board any goods subject to duty upon which duty has not been paid. It
should not be overlooked that if a Newfoundland vessel in possession of a

'Non reproduite.
Not printed.
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special
clearance touches at a Canadian or foreign port, its New-

foundland
foundland fishery clearance is automatically cancelled, and on returning to
Newfoundland any such vessel becomes liable to all the Customs Regula-

tions regarding the arrival of vessels fromeoforeign
which andmay

consequently
have been

to the payment of duty upon any stores or quiP
purchased outside this Country. Newfoundland vessels are not therefore

specially favoured in this respect. receive
It would not appear that vessels of Newfoundland reg, normally charge-

treatment" in Canada. Any such vessels pay the dues Y

able on vessels of any nationality visiting Canada, and they on board their
iemission of duty upon any goods purchased there when taken
vessels. It is also understood that the purchase of goods, free of duty ex

-bond, is permitted only when a clearance is granted for deep eWfou dland
The admission into Canada of fish caught by vessels of N
registry free of duty is, of course, treatment which would s'niln lNeWe
accorded to fish caught by vessels of Canadian registry if landed

u

foundland for consumption here. permitted
Vessels in possession of Newfoundland fishery clearances are to

to land their catch in this Country and return to the fishing grounds
resume fishing. No other vessel, however, is accorded this privilege. To
do so would in fact be tantamount to establishing a base in Newfoudndau t y

for foreign fishing vessels, and as these vessels wouadvantage as comPareâ
. on their stores they would be in a position of unfair
with local vessels which had paid such duties.

f^ls e ually upon vessels
The requirement that duty be paid d in the fisheries or coastal tradefof Newfoundland registry or vessels eng g

thl

ring into the trade or fisherie é°s
of Newfoundland. Canadian vessels ente

this Island pay neither less nor more than Newfoundland ves ^ns• invidious

therefore no question of the application to Canadian ve ^^rded t our own
distinction or indeed of any treatment different to that

vessels. which

•le it may be that in the past isolated cases have occurre he o^cers
Whl

the requirements of the law were not sufficiently unde
rstood

uence Canadian
of Customs in the more remote outports, and that in conseq

duties which were, in f act, p ermltte ^fishérmen were not called upon to pay

rescrib

by Newfoundland law, or that unauthoriud^n én^n
of fi

thatsh the
were p

enforcemene
the Government is unable to acceptyo chaag

of the law introduces any innovation, or that there has
been any

. -,whatever in the treatment of Canadian fishing vessels.

I have etc., W. J. CAREw
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6262-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au sénateur William Duff

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Senator William Duff

Dear Senator Duff,
Ottawa, February 17, 1939

On the 23rd December, 1938, I wrote to you concerning the Chisholmcase.

This Department had already taken up with the Newfoundland authorities
the question of principle involved. At that time, no decision had been reached
on these questions of principle and, accordingly, I informed you that the
Department was taking up the specific questions relating to the Chisholm
claim itself, and urging that they should be settled immediately, irrespective
of whether it would be possible to deal with the general questions involved.

Word has now been received from the Newfoundland authorities, dealing
both with the Chisholm claim and with the broader questions of principle
involved. The decision of the Newfoundland Government is adverse, in
both instances.

Accordingly, the whole question is being reconsidered, with a view to
submission to the Government of the question of what further action should
be taken in the circumstances. The Chisholm claim is very closely linked
with other aspects of the Newfoundland situation that have been brought to
the attention of the Department from various other sources.

• Yours sincerely,

O. D. SKELTON

1205.
6262-40

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité interministériel sur les pêcheries
de Terre-Neuve et de la Nouvelle-Ecosse

Minutes of a Meeting of Interdepartmental Committee on
Newfoundland-Nova Scotian Fisheries

[Ottawa,] April 3, 1939

On Monday, March 20th, at 2:30 p.m., an interdepartmental Committee
,was convened in Room 123 East Block to study the question of the relation
. Of Canada and Newfoundland in the matter of fisheries.
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There were present:
Mr. J. E. Read, Chairman,
Mr. P. L. Young
Mr. Munro
Mr. W. J. Callaghan
Mr. N. A. Robertson
Mr. L. D. Wilgress
Mr. A. E. Fortington
Mr. H. F. S. Paisley

LES AFFAIRES ÉCONOMIQUES

Department of External Affairs
Department of National Revenue
Department of National Revenue
Department of Finance
Department of External Affairs
Depratment of Trade & Commerce
Department of Trade & Commerce
Department of Fisheries.

Points of a general nature were brought in at intervals during the
discussion.

Mr. Wilgress mentioned the fears that were rising over the new arrange-
ment between Newfoundland and General Sea Foods, which might result
in Newfoundland taking a large part of the United States fish quota of
15,000,000 lbs. We have the right to have this quota allocated, and there
is a possibility of our doing so in the near future.

Mr. Roberston drew the attention of the Committee to the fact that,
although Newfoundland and Canada may quarrel over certain small points,
,they both have a wider common interest in the protection of the North
Atlantic fisheries against encroachments by foreigners, and also against
depletion.

A third point is that our immigration regulations practically prohibit
the migration of Newfoundlanders to Canada; this question might be con-
sidered when a settlement is brought about.

0 40

1206. 6262-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Commission of Government
of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 12 Ottawa, June 13, 1940

Reference your letter February 9 1939 and other correspondence
concerning position of Canadian fishing vessels in Newfoundland.

In view of changed circumstances, including war conditions, it is hoped
that it may be possible to renew the consideration of the general policy of
imposing duties on a ship's stores not landed during a temporary call•
expect to communicate by letter shortly for that purpose.

• • • • ' d u on fish caught by
- Meanwhile, inc special question of imposing u es
FCanadian vessels which land their fish temporarily in Newfoundland before
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bringing them back to Canada is a matter of great urgency and it is hoped
that your Government will give consideration to interim relief for the pres-
ent season, pending the discussion of more permanent arrangements. The
possibility of pressure from foreign countries for similar concessions now
seems to be remote and it is hoped that you will be willing to. make a
special concession for the present season, pending the adoption of a more
permanent policy on a reciprocal basis.

6262-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Commission of Government
of Newfoundland

1207.

TELEGRAM 37
Ottawa, June 9, 1941

My telegram No. 12 of June 13th, 1940. Position of Canadian fishing
vessels in Newfoundland. In view of reported scarcity of salt in Newfoundland
and of loss of valuable time and increased war risk involved in bringing catches
back to Canada, Canadian Government would strongly urge that Canadian
vessels be accorded permission, for the present season, pending discussion
of more permanent arrangement, to store their supply of salt temporarilyin

Newfoundland, and to land their fish temporarily in Newfoundland be-
fore bringing them back to Canada at end of fishing trip. As fishing fleet
is now fitting but for summer season and question is of importance to war
economy through its bearing on acquisition of foreign exchange, would
greatly appreciate if you could direct attention of competent authorities to
this

matter and let me have reply at earliest convenience.

1208.
6262-40

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 36

St. John's, June 17, 1941.
Your telegram of June 9th, No. 37. We regret for the reason given inthis

Government's letter of February 9th, 1939, to Deputy Secreta ofState, proposal cannot. be adopted. ry
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1209.
NPA S-6-1-7

L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis au gouverneur
de Terre-Neuve

Ambassador of Great Britain in United States to Governor
• of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 2
Washington, January 24, 1943

No. 2 For Dunn from Van Zwanenberg.
(1) Combined Food Board has set up Committ

what reommenda-fish products, whose task it will be to suggest to Board
fions of assignment to make with regard to usage and destination of exports
of raw fish supplies available to the United Nations. Usage will include
nature of processing to be applied to raw fish when there is a choice as
between canning, drying, salting, dehydrating, etc.

(2) Importance of this matter to Newfoundland was fully b expresdsed
was felt that your view on this particular question s
through direct representation on Committee rather than formalro^m^Canada

which is arrangement agreed on most other products.
cation inviting appointment of Newfoundland Representative will be forth-

coming from C.F.B. Fish Committee has been
(3) Meantime first formal meeting of C.F.B. ea^ likely

fixed for February 11th at which maint
o o sûectli^ odiscussio

f dr'ednfish for Puerto
to be United States's apprehension PP
Rico. Leighton will be present representing Canada and - wider problems are
bound to be discussed. In particular we wish to welcome opportunity to
discuss privately with you and Finn possibility of increasing

frozen fish
arrange

supplies to the United Kingdom. Hope therefore youé deavou rlto arrive at
tobe present personally ando ^gge^e yo Q bâVeldiscussion here first.
least one day before meeting so

S-6-1-7
1210.

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve à l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne
aux États-un ^s

Governor of Newfoundland to Ambassador of Great Britain
in United States

TELEGRAM 5
[St. John's,] January 27, 1943

N
tele am from Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs No3^

Reference gr Washington,
of 20th. Januaryi and telegram from H. M. Ambassador, i^. ManY
of 24th January. Following for Van Zwanenberg from Dunn• Beg ttee.

thanks for arran ' g for Newfoundland representation on .Fish oC serve on
We ^adly accept invitation to nominate a representauve t

Non reproduit.
1 Not printed.
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Committee. Am arranging to attend accompanied by Gushue, Chairman of
Newfoundland Fisheries Board. We hope to arrive on 7th. February as we
have other business in Washington and will be glad to attend preliminary
meeting as suggested by you. Will communicate with you on arrival. Ends.

1211. 2816-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Assistant Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Dear Keenleyside,
St. John's, March 26, 1943

Dunn tells me that when he was in Washington, the American authorities
with whom he was in discussion concerning the purchase of Newfoundland
fish, told him that Newfoundland must control the export price or the
United States would not continue to deal with them.

He, said that he agreed to do this, provided Canada would also control
its export price for fish.

He also tells me that he went on to Ottawa and had a discussion about
the matter there, with the result that Canada agreed to the proposal and
also arranged to send some of their representatives from the Department of
Fisheries here for inspection of the way Newfoundland is handling some
of its fish problems.

I understand that three men arrived within the last day or two from the
Department of Fisheries and are now engaged in this inspection. I also
understand that the Assistant Deputy Minister of Fisheries is arriving today.

I have heard no word from you about the matter, but I am assuming that
Dunn's information is correct.

I think that some joint control by Canada and Newfoundland of the price of
fish is probably a step in the right direction, looking forward to a still closer
cooperation between the two countries in fishery matters. There are,
however, several snags which will have to be removed before any working
arrangement can actually be made.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. BURCHELL

1212.
NPA S-6-1-7

Extrait d'une circulaire du commissaire canadien au commerce d Terre-Neuve

Excerpt from Circular by Canadian Trade Commissioner in Newfoundland

St.
FISH FOR WEST INDIES

. John's, June 10, 1943

During the past season, Newfoundland fish, which was sold to accounts
in the islands of the West Indies was largely transported to those areas
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The operation of the scheme requires control of exports by the supplying

countries and control of imports by the buying coustr^ s^ ^self-government
Canada,

proposed that the salt fish industry should by
achieve the ends in view. There have been two Salt Fish Exporters
Associations formed, one for the Maritimes and one for Quebec. These
associations have been informed of the above allo cations,

then t
hey

the
decide between them how each will share these , and

Association will divide its quota to the different markets
bee

among the
on the

individual members or importers. Export perm
recommendation of the associations and in this

the the
total

ia
international

export to any one country will be made to conform
allocations agreed upon. No exporter can export salt fish without an export

permit. And no exporter can secure a permit without the recommendation

case oof
achieve

of the association, otherwise there would be no
nl

force
the required international distribution of the fish.
producers living near the U.S. borders, and who eno

arrangementspts rwill have
amounts of green-salted and boneless fish, special g
to be worked out. All other producers will require to operate through the
associations in order to establish the shares.

The value of the fish affected by this scheme will be approximately

$4,500,000.

1214.
Bates Papers vol. 4

Mémorandum du conseiller spécial du sous-ministre
en

des
de guerre s

à la Commission des prix et du commerce

Memorandum f rom Special Assistant to Deputyut^ Mindister of Fisheries

to Wartime Prices and Trade

Ottawa, June 30, 1943

RE: RISE IN CANADIAN SALT FISH EXPORT PRICES IN 1943

The main varieties of fish that are sold in the salted form are not under
any Canadian price ceiling when sold either fresh or frozen. There has been,
therefore, a steady rise in the prices of these fish, and this has affected the
export price of the salted form. Furthermore, U.S.A. fresh fish prices have
been ranging 20% above the Canadian prices of the same varieties, a
factor adding an additional upthrust to Canadian fish prices.

In 1943 the Combined Food Board recommended that salt fish be
allocated internationally, and the implementing of this recommendation
added to Canadian export prices for the following reason: The essence of
this allocation scheme was that there be a single world price for comparable
grades. Newfoundland is the largest supplier, but her internal cost structure
has risen more than that of Canada in 1942 and 1943, and the world price
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was established at a level compatible with this condition in the great exporter.
Since the world price was thus established, it meant a rise in the Canadian
salt fish level, a rise that affected all salt fish, including pickled fish in
barrels.

1215. NPA S-6-1-7

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

. Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 80 [St. John's,] July 15, 1943

With reference to your despatch No. 170 of 25th. June 19431 we should
like to be represented at the proposed conference regarding suggested
measures for the policing of fisheries in the North Atlantic. Will forward
later name of representative with comments on proposals.

1216. NPA S-6-1-7

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve d l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne
aux États-Unis

Governor of Newfoundland to Ambassador of Great Britain
in United States

TELEGRAIVt 35 [St. John's,] August 28, 1943

'Raymond Gushue, Chairman Newfoundland Fisheries Board, has been
directed by the Newfoundland Government to proceed to the United King-
dom for consultation with the Dominions Office and to attend a conference
of representatives from various countries on fishery matters. Your good
offices are requested in arranging passage by clipper as near September
seventh as possible. Would appreciate telegraphic advice as to arrangements
that may be made. - -

1217.
5910-40

'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External A f jairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESpATCx 382 Ottawa, December 4, 1943

Sir,
I have the honour to enclose copy of a letter from the Deputy Minister

of F"isheries, under date of November 26, 1943,1 proposing a joint investiga-
tion by Newfoundland and Canada of the herring fisheries.

Non reproduita Not priated.
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2.

Herring fisheries are of very considerable economic im or
the region of Eastern Canada and Newfoundland. But although Potance to
biological information is available, much more information of t•^iderableis

needed before the fisheries can be fully exploited. his character
3.

The Province of Nova Scotia has recently proposed an inv
of the herring fisheries, agreeing to share the expenses. ^ estigation
Department of Fisheries approves of such an enquiry and rope Canadian
other eastern provinces interested in the herring fisheries pro âses to invite
similar terms. participate on

4. Since the herring is found in waters contiguous to Newfoun
Canada, it is apparent that the investigation should be carried dland and

onadjacent to each country. It is also apparent that both countriesin waters
benefit from such an enquiry. Cooperation between the two c should
enquiry is thus highly desirable. ountries in the

5.
The Canadian Government accordingly invites the Go

Newfoundland to participate in the investigation. If Newfou
ndland

vernment of
this

proposal arrangements can be made between the a agrees ta
of the respective governments. PProPriate officials

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1218.

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
f

DESPqTCg 1032
Sir,

or External Affairs

5910-40

St. John's, December 20, 1943

joi
MaY I

refer to Your despatch 382, of Decembernt investigation b 4th, 1943, relative to2. ^• P gD•
Y Newfoundland and Canada of the herring fisheries.

fur ' H. Dunn, Commissioner for Natural Resources, who was,
^shed with details of the proposed conference has

Newfoundland Government acce ts , replied that the
Prepared to p the proposal in principle and will bedis
Canadian cuss details for the carrying out of joint investigations b y the .Gov Donunion Governmentem , certain Provincial Governments and thement of Newfoundland.

I
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3. The Commissioner for Natural Resources has informed that officials
of the Newfoundland Government will be available to attend any meetings
called for the purpose of making suitable arrangements.

4. I am enclosing a copy of Mr. Dunn's letteri with regard to this matter.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCIiELL

1219. 6262-40

Le haut commissaire suppléant d Terre-Neuve au commissaire
aux Ressources naturelles

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner
for Natural Resources

No. 16 St. John's, May 1, 1944

Dear Mr. Dunn,

I have been requested by my Government to approach the Newfoundland
Government for permission for Canadian fishing vcssels to land salt and fish
in Newfoundland for temporary storage in bond during the present year
while operating on the fishing banks of Newfoundland. In making this
request I should point out that the privilege would be of considerable
value to Canadian fishermen since they could return to the fishing ground
to complete their catch without having to make the long voyage to Canadian
ports. No competitive interest between Canadian and Newfoundland fisher-
men should arise because of the fixed price for salt cod, and the granting
of such a privilege would not in any way injure the interest of Newfound
:land fishermcn.

The privilege of landing fish in Newfoundland was formerly accorded
to Canadian fishermen but was withdrawn some ycars ago by Newfound-
aand. This privilege is still granted to the Newfoundland fishermen who are
.allowed to land stores and fish in Canada for a temporary storage while
.fishing off Canada.

I should be obliged if you would advise me if the Newfoundland Govern-
.ment are prepared to grant this request. If so, my letter and your reply
•would constitute an agreement in the matter.

Yours sincerely,

J. C. BRrrTON

1 Non reproduite. I Not printed.
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1220. 1253

Le commissaire aux Ressources naturelles au haut commissaire

d Terre-Neuve ssarre suppléant

Commissioner for Natural Resources to Acting Hi h
in Newfoundland g Commissioner

Dear Mr. Britton, St. John's, May 6, 1944

Your letter of lst May concerning an application b
ernment for permission for Canadian fishing vessels to lân Canadian Gov-in

Newfoundland for temporary storage in bond d salt and fish
while operating on the banks of Newfoundland Wuring the present year
Commission of Government, as considered by the

It
was decided to grant this request subject to the fo
(1) This privilege is limited to the calendar ea^^ng conditions:

stricted to Newfoundland Customs Ports of En 1944, and is re-
is annexed.i try, a list of which

(2)
The master of each vessel reports to the Collector
and furnishes him with a list showing the quantiti sof altCustoms

andto be landed, together with the location of the remise fish
used for storage purposes. p s to be

(3)
The period of storage of fish shall not exceed six
period as will allow the vessel to finish its baiting and t oror such
turn

rn and pick up the landed portion of its cargo for con re-
a Canadian port, Veyance

(4) The owner or operator of the vessel makes
Newfoundland Fisheries Board f application to the

1221.

which • is stated the quantity to be
t ednand the

import salt in
which it is to be used. Purpose for

Yours sincerely,

P. D. H. DUNN

Le haut commissaire suppléant d Terre-Neuve au commissaire

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland to

17 for Natural Resources ° Commissioner

Dear Mr. Dunn, St. John's, May 15, 1944

by With Ceference to Your letter of May
anadi 6th, 1944, relative to the application

an Government for permission for Canadian fishin vess1 N0n reproduite, g elS to
' Not Printed.
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land salt and fish in Newfoundland for temporary storage in bond during

the present year while operating off the Banks of N^ o Ôuda 'the cond^
confirm our telephone conversation Gô ^^ént, as outlined in your letter,
tions required by the Newfound
are accepted by the Canadian Government.

It is suggested by the Canadian Government that M^ayd i t de
would

siredbthat
convenient date for the publication of the Agreement

inister of Fisheries should make the announcement at theopÏ hao
the M In conformity with your verbal agreement
the House at three p.m.

have
lace of the

informed the Canadian Government by cable tha^^Newfoundland Govern-
of the agreement are suitable to

ment.ment.
have been directed to advise you that the Canadian Gove

rnment
of Gov én-I

appreciates the consideration of the New
foundland
of Canadian fishermen.

ment in granting this privilege on behalf
Yours s'ulcerely,

J. C. BRiTroN

5910-40

1222.

set forth in the memorandum.
nominate a representaUve on the colnml 9

It will be noted that the next step is titee°w os terms of reference ^

is embodied in the attached memorandum. in^te Newfoundl^d to
• ^

that matters have been discussed
in Ottawa on May llth and as a result agreement

has been arrived at,

I

that it was the unanimous opmlon o I now have TO ,'-,k'
cries authorities that Newfoundland should be invited,

• h Newfoundland at a meeting held

tion ofthe hem

to m letter of March 3rd1 concerning a cooPera
Refening , Yng fishery of the Gulf of St. Lawrence in which I indiF sh

f the Provinces and the Dominion ort

Dear Mr. Robertson, • # ;,of. investiga-

Ottawa, May 16, 1944

762-2-2

Could you please take the necessary steps?
Yours very truly,

D. B
. FINS

Le sous-ministre des Pêcheries au
extérieures

of State
Deputy Minister of Fisheries to Under-Seeretary

. ARnirc
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1223.
5910-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à, Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 178
Ottawa, June 20, 1944

Sir,

I have the honour to request that you send a formal note to the Commission
of Government with regard to the joint investigation by Newfoundland and
Canada of the herring fisheries. This matter was dealt with in despatch
No. 382, dated December 4, 1943, and in Mr. Dunn's letter of December 16,
1943.1

2. An agreement to provide for an investigation of the Atlantic herring
fisheries of Canada and Newfoundland was reached by officials representing
the Department of Fisheries and the provinces of Canada which are directly
concenned therewith. The terms of agreement were discussed with and
approved by Mr. Gushue at a meeting held in Ottawa on May 11.

3. It is desirable to place on record the essential terms of the arrangement
which was approved at these discussions, and the Commission of Government
should be asked to confirm an agreement between Canada and Newfoundland
in the following terms:

I. In considering and providing for an investigation, under an Investi-
gator-in-Chief, appointed by the Fisheries Research Board, of the
possibility of greater utilization of the herring fishery in the waters
adjacent to Canada and Newfoundland and particularly in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, it is evident:
(i) That Newfoundland and each of the Atlantic provinces of

Canada have definite interests in the herring fishery and its
development, and that their people would gain by the increased
knowledge which the investigation would provide;

(ii) that the investigation should be made by the Government[s] of
Canada, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island,
Quebec, and New Brunswick, in co-operation;

(fii) that these governments should contribute to the expenses
involved by making the necessary monies available to the
departments co-operating in the investigation, and, if feasible,
by furnishing the facilities and personnel required for the
investigation;

(iv) that each of the governments should undertake to co-operate
in this investigation for an initial period of seven years.

I

'NO" reproduite.
i Not printed.
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II. In order to give effect to these considerations, it is agreed that
permanent committee should be established, acting under a chair-

man to be appointed by the Gov
tbe invited by the Govern-

ment
the co-operating governments should

ment of Canada to name a representative. Each of the participating
governments should agree to name its representative on this
permanent committee as soon as possible and to co-operate fully
in its work. This permanent committee should-

(i) determine the extent and manner in which each government
should contribute financial assistance on the basis of an
annual budget, and provide for the financial administration
of these contributions;

(ü) consider, formulate, and approve programmes of work to be
carried on under the Investigator-in-Charge appointed by
the Fisheries Research Board;

(u1
..,)

receive reports from time to time submitted to it by the
Investigator-in-Charge on work which has been accomplished;

(iv) meet at the call of the Chairman as often as may be necessary
to fulfil these purposes, and at least once a year;

(v) make such reports and recommen10the to
fulfilmentic'lopat^ggovernments as are necessary for

objects of the investigation.
I have etc.

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

5910-40
1224.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Aflairs to High Commissioner
in Newf oundland

1944
DESPATCH 238

Ottawa, August 17,

Sir,

.. May I refer to your despatch No. 330 of July 22,19441 concfrrnin yothe

proposed joint investigation of the herring fishery. is
No e 1 78 of June 20

` despatch that the arrangements out Lned in my despatch
are acceptable to the Newfoundland Government except thatashfoll ws:
foundland Government understood that it was further agreed e respecting
;.

The Commission of Government have consulted Mr. Gus u is that,
the joint meeting held at Ottawa in May. Their understanding

Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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in addition to the points mentioned in your letter under reference, it
was agreed:

(a) That a trust fund be. established to which each of the parti-
cipating governments would make annual contributions.

(b) That the trust fund be administered by the Fisheries Depart-
ment of the Dominion Government.

(c) That contributions to the trust fund, by each of the participat-
ing Governments be made on the basis of 20 units of
$2,000.00 each and divided among them as follows:

(i) Prince Edward Island 1 unit
(ii) New Brunswick 3 units

(iii) Nova Scotia 4 units
(iv) Quebec 4 units
(v) Newfoundland 4 units

(vi) Dominion of Canada 4 units

Total 20 units
(d) That, while it was agreed that co-operation for an initial

period of seven years was desirable, the amount of the
contribution of each Government would be provided by
annual vote and that, when such vote was being considered,
each Government would be free to decide whether it would
participate further in the investigation.

2. While paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) embody the recommendations
as to the method of financing the investigation agreed to at the meeting
of

May 11, which recommendations are to be submitted to the permanent
committee appointed to determine the details of the investigation, the
agreement signéd at the meeting provides that each participant agree to
cooperate in the investigation for an initial period of seven years. Until the
permanent committee has been appointed and has had opportunity to
determine, amongst other things, the financial details of the investigation,
it is difficult to state that the expenditure required for the investigation
would be limited to the amount of $40,000 per annum, Newfoundland's
share of which would be $8,000 per annum.

3.
Would you please enquire of the Newfoundland Government as to

whether they consider it imperative that their contributions should be
limited to the amount of $8,000.00 per annum, or whether they would be
agreeable to leave the total amount indefinite pending the organization of
the permanent committee.

I have etc.

R. M. MACDONNELL

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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1225.

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in New/oundland to Secretary of Stale
for E.rterna! Affairs

TELEOR»t 314
St. John's, September 8, 1944

Your despatch No. 238 of August 17th, proposcd joint investigation
herring fishery. Commissioner Dunn, who has just returned from the United
Kingdom and resumed direction of Department, informs me this morning
that Newfoundland Government is agrccable to defer fixing the total amount
of its liability pending the organization of the Permanent Committee.

Le gérant général de la Banque de la NouvelleQEcosse au gouverneur
C nad

BC RDF NFLD
1226.

o Newfoundlaaa".' We think you will bc n er

en
q

and ^^^osc a copy of our reply which ls ' R
« ^ International Exchan8e

Problems with Special ^ferenCe
Mea^orandum on I ; t cstcd in rcading

1 a
• • 'n the form o

position.
The four Canadian banks in Newfoundland replied 111. • d'viduaUy to the

an enquiry to the St. John s Cleanw8 Housc ^me from We
and ^ particularly an opinion, as to the results which may

principles accepted at the Bretton Woods Confercnce in relation to New-

fouodland and what steps,
if any, they should take to hold the best possible

Administration Committee is embarlung on a study o pos
oundland trade in fish, particularly salt c^Ush, ad advic,^e

affecting Ncari , . Association requcsting

The Newfoundland F'ishenes Board, w ic
. f twar conditions

LES AFFAIRES ÉCONOMIQUES

de la Banque du

General Manager, Bank of Notiotia, to Governor,
Bank of Canada

Toronto, February 12, 1945

^.w •.... -- ---.

. h' h with the Marketing

Yours very truly,

H. D. BURNS

I Not printed.
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for External Affairs
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2816-40

TELEGRAM 47
St. John's, February 17, 1945

IMPORTANT. Fishing industry here seems disturbed by a report which
apparently emanated from Mr. Gushue's office in Washington that the
Canadian Department of Fisheries is proposing to recommend reduction in
the price for salt cod for export. Apparently a conference of Newfoundland
and Canadian representatives is to be held in Montreal on 27th and 28th
February. Any such move would, of course, have serious repercussions for
Newfoundland, which is far more vitally interested in the salt cod market
than we are, and would redound to our disadvantage here. I am not, of course,
sure of the facts but I think it is sufficiently important for our Department
to see what, if anything, the Canadian Fisheries authorities are proposing to
do in the matter.

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

1227.

1228.
6262-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

DESPATCx 60
Ottawa, February 20, 1945

Sir,

May I refer to my telegram of April 20th, 1944,1 and other correspondence
concerning arrangements for Canadian fishermen to land fish and salt in
Newfoundland for temporary storage in bond for the season 1944.

2. It would be of very considerable advantage to Canadian fishing vessels
operating on the Banks of Newfoundland if arrangements smiliar to those
of last year could be made for the present year.

3.
Will you please confer informally with the Newfoundland authorities,

and advise whether a direct request for landing privileges for the present
year would be entertained.

I have etc.

1 Non reproduit.

H. H. WRONG
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

1 Not printed.
V
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1229. 2816-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 55 Ottawa, February 27, 1945

Your telegram No. 47 of February 17th. Prices of salt cod for export.

1) The Department of Fisheries advises that the report that the Canadian
Department of Fisheries was proposing a reduction in the export price of
salt cod for 1945 is unfounded. The Salt Fish Exporters Association in
Canada prepared a brief some months ago, and among other things, did
propose to the Minister that there be a reduction in the export price. The
Canadian Salt Fish Administration will meet Newfoundland representatives
tomorrow in Montreal, and the Administration will recommend that prices
be left unchanged for the 1945 season.

2) Three points are made in explanation of the Canadian attitude with
respect to the export price of salt cod:

a) In dried salt fish, Canada's markets are entirely in the west, and
particularly in the West Indies, while Newfoundland depends largely
on European markets. The Iberian Peninsula has been willing to
pay more than present prices, but these prices are too high for
our poorer West Indian markets, where the local governments are
almost all subsidizing the prices to the local consumers. The
Canadian trade is aware that this high price level is switching
many of their poor consumers to other products, and to try to
preserve their long-run markets, our trade recommended a price
reduction.

b) With the high price levels, and with high taxation, the Canadian
trade feels. that these consumers are being partly squeezed for the
Canadian Treasury, whereas Newfoundland merchants have been
able to retain much larger shares of war profits. Newfoundland
merchants can, therefore, plough back to their own industry (for
its re-equipment) much of the war profit, and use this to compete
against the Canadian trade in the post-war period.

c) Canadian costs have risen much less than those in Newfoundland,
and a smaller Canadian export price is probably justifiable. With
lower costs, with profits frozen, and with continuous objection
from all their main markets, because of the high price, the Cana-
dian trade recommended a reduction in the export price. Because
of this condition, and some others connected with Combined Fad
Board allocations, the Canadian trade feels that it is being m
to Une up with that of Newfoundland, to the detriment of its owl
self-interest in many instances.

3) 1 should appreciate your comments on these points.
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Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire
2816-40

d^^tataux Affaires extérieures

High Conunissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary
E t arY of State

TELEGRAIK 52
ernal Agairs

IMPORTANT. Your tele
St- Jo^'s, February 28, 1945

for export. ^^ No. 55 of 27th February, prices of salt cod
2.

Glad to learn that it has been decided to recommen
unchanged for 1945 season. I learned from a leadin dthat prices be left
this information had already reached St. John's and ^ firm last evening that^

among local merchants. I am, of course, mainly concei^-ned feeling of relief
of moves of this kind on relations between Canada an

d
with the effectthe

main point I wish to make is that proposals of Newfoundland and
Minister of Fisheries should not reach the trade u this kind made to thefina.lly taken.

Then it should be made pubc ^ess and until decision is
reasons for it. Doubtless the version that will hbe c'ü lafulltedstatement of the
to the alertness and adroitness of the Newfoundland here is that due
the Ca^dian proposal was turned down and local interest representatives

3. On economic nterest safeguarded.
grounds, Canada has a fair case for suggesting a reduction

^ price and it might be possible to limit it t o particularconsumed in the West Indies rather than a ge e al redu varieties that are
here, however, and there is doubtless considera ction. The feeling
Canada's system of subsidizing keeps Canadian ble justification for it, is that
matter is' intimately tied u costs low and that the v^,hole

P with the question of competitive subsidization
of exports which has caused so much trouble in the world fisherythe past•

Mr. R. p. Bower, Canadian Government industry inNewfoundland Trade Commissioner in, is
at present in Ottawa and would suggest that he becontacted on the subject.

1231.

Le conseiller spécial du sous-ministre
BC RDF NFLD

es Pêcheries
au ministère des Finances

Special Assistant to Deputy Minister of Fisheries
to Department of Finance

Dear Mr. McLeod, Ottawa, Apri124, 1945

I have Your letteri enclosing g correspondence on Newfoundland and her
y Position. I should like to make the following one com

'Non 1eproduite, ment.

' Not printed.
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You will recall that as a fish-producing country, Newfoundland has her
main markets in Europe, with about one-third of her outlets in the Western
Hemisphere (British West Indies, U.S.A., etc.). Her main competitors in salt
fish production are Norway and Iceland, also "one-crop countries" depending
on fish exports for the bulk of their cash income. These competitors are
mainly within the sterling area, as are some of the markets.

It is my understanding that the discriminatory devices now used within
the sterling area are more extensive and more potent than before the war: it is
my understanding also that despite Bretton Woods, a transitional period of
three to five years may elapse before the ban on discriminatory currency
arrangements becomes operative. In the post-war international trade in salted
fish, it is expected that this very period will be the critical competitive period,
when both Iceland and Norway - out of the salt fish trade during the war -
will use every effort to restore their pre-war exports. Iceland has already
begun to do so. Any discriminatory advantages that these two producing
countries could find from the sterling area during the critical transitional
period would be a serious deterrent to Newfoundland's future. A one-crop
economy cannot wait through a transition of three to five years for sub-
sequent international monetary stability, if within that period certain dis-
criminatory advantages are available to competitors.

This consideration is not mentioned in Mr. Macdonald's letter to Mr.
Robertson. I think, however, that it is this consideration and its latent
possibilities that may have induced the Newfoundland Fisheries Board, as a
board, to raise the whole question, and this is probably why Mr. Gushue
has been so active in pursuing the matter. The matter, therefore, may be more
than academic; Mr. Gushue seldom pursues the academic merely for its own
sake.

Yours truly,

4232.

4TELEGRAM . 8% St. John's, April 28, 19

STEWART BATES

Le haut 'commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires ext1rieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

6262-40

*respecLng our request at e oun an ove • bond

IMPORTANT. Our tele No. 81, April 19,1 and earlier correspondence
' ^ wf dl d G rnment extend by a further

=year the privilege of landing fish and salt for temporary storage m

' Non reproduit. ' Not printed.
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Commission of Government has agreed to

for a further year and propose to issue notice extend last year's arrangement
Tuesday evenin ' . to that effect for publication in
ment alon g s papers, May l st. Assume you will wish to make a

-g lines of last year's statement for informatio ^OUnce-
s^e time as Newfoundland Government or shortly ^ n of fishermen at

terwards.

1233.

DESPATCH 86

Sir,

ij`atrs

St. John's, December 2, 1941

They are, hov,ever as only of a ver y and

I have the honour to report on the rising

2. 1 should, however, mention the fact
ost of living in Newfoun^^d.

ment has only recently attempted to keep statistics Newf°undland Govern-
^efigures it issues must be considered tlcs on the cost of living

, indicative of a strong trend to highery pproximate nature.
3• A statement recently issued b living costs.

welfare indicates the following y^e Department of Public Health and
October 1g38 changes in the cost of living,

which has been taken as the base month: index

October 1, 1938
October 1, 1939
May 3, 1941
July 5, 1941

August 2, 1941
September 6, 1941
October 4, 1941
November 1, 1941

100
104

116

122

123

126
128
130

since

6'Tbecost
$l'200

oflivingforthe
•00 increased in weekly budget of a family

^e followin m of five earning
Voir é8al

g anner between October 1, 1938
eaient le doc^,eat 204.

'See also Document 204. -

PARTIE 3/ PART 3

LE CONTRÔLE DES PRIX1
PR1E CONTROLI

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secréta'
ire d'Étataux Atlaires

2897-40

Hi eztérieures

gh Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of Stat
for Externat A e
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and November 1, 1941, according to the statement issued by the Department
of Public Health and Welfare:

1938 1941
Item 1, October 1, November

Food $11.03 $16.11
Rent 4.50 4.50
Fuel and light 2.82 3.62
Clothing 3.00 3.90
Sundries 2.00 2.25

The percentage increases

$23.35 $30.38

in the preceding sub-groups were as follows:

Group
Food
Rent
Fuel and Light
Clothing
Sundries

1938
1, October

100
100
100
100
100

1941
1, November

146.0

128.3
130.0
112.5

8. It will be seen from the foregoing table that the increase in the cost
of living in Newfoundland since the beginning of the war has been of a very
serious nature. There appear to be a number of reasons for the price changes.
Newfoundland depends, perhaps more than any other country in the world,
on imports for the necessities of life. Thus increases in the costs of commodi-
ties in Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom, from which
countries Newfoundland secures practically all of its imports, are reflected
in a high cost of living here. In addition, the higher costs of transportation and
handling, together with limited shipping space, have raised the cost of
landing goods in Newfoundland.

9. There have also been internal reasons for increases in the index. A
special war revenue tax of 71 % on the ad valorem value of imports from
countries other than Empire countries in the sterling area was introduced
on November 30, 1940. As this applies to practically all goods imported
from Canada and the United States, it can readily be seen how it affects the
price level.This special tax was, however, taken off a number of commodities,
principally fresh fruits and coal, on December 1, 1941.

10. There has been a great increase in the national income of Newfound-
Iand, because of the United States and Canadian expenditures on defence
projects. Thus a greater purchasing power exists while, at the saine tinie,
the supply of local and imported agricultural and manufactured commodities
is quite limited. Under these circumstances of demand being greatlY in excess
of supply, it can be readily understood how prices have risen. The opini°n

^ .
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is sometimes expressed that local merchants have not resisted the
to charge what the market will bear and that all the price increases have
been due to the,higher costs of imported goods or to indirect taxation. ve not
of course, not easy to substantiate such a charge without official ^ It is,

11. At the beginning of the war
a Food Control Board was esttlgation.with Sir John Puddester, the Commissioner

for Public Health and
ablished

Chairman, While this committee ' is, I understand, of a representative
as

char-acter, it apparently seldom meets and has obviously not been ve
effectivePreventing rises in the cost of food. rY ective

12. The
announcement from time to time of the increases in

th e naturally gives rise to editorial comment in the newspapers demanding index
strongaction on the part of the Government. It is for this reason that thereinterest in

Newfoundland in the new regulations introduced in Ca is gmatcontrol prices and wages. nada to

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

1234.

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'Éta2897-40
aux Affaires extérieures t

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
f E

DESPATCH 21
or xternal Avacrs

Sir, St. John's, January 8, 1942

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 130 of Decembe
1with which I enclosed two copies of a broadcast address r 31, 1941

Puddester, the Commissioner for Public Health an by Sir John C.
of

matters of government policy. The view is ex é s
bye'

on a number

newspapers of St. John's that this statement is the most, or atolea the dailythe
most important official announcements since the st one of

establishmentW^mmission form of government in 1934. Sir John pu d of the

a wide variety of subjects, which may be sum arizedr'and dispeech dealt
under the following headings: scussed

1 Non reproduite.

I. Food Supplies
2. Price Control
3. Rent Control
4. Veterans Pensions
5. Post-War Planning
6. National Registration
7. Reduction of Taxation
8. Civil Defence
9. Free and Compulsory Education

' Not printed. 0
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1. Food Supplies

2. Sir John Puddester explained that there were now large stocks of food
on hand, "ample to keep our people well supplied until navigation opens
in the spring or even much longer than that". He then referred to the possible
loss of food supplies through fire caused by enemy action to the warehouses
on the waterfront of St. John's and announced that warehouses were being
secured in the suburbs of the city where stocks will be stored for such an
emergency. He stated: "The present plan is to store enough foodstuffs in
emergency warehouses to feed ten thousand people for two months."

3. He urged housewives to lay in extra stocks of food, stating, "we shall
not call it hoarding" and that the practice is "allowable on the distinct
understanding that if an eventuality should arise these extra stocks will be
shared with neighbours and friends who have been bombed or burnt out".

4. The public was obviously surprised at this official encouragement to
hoard food, which constitutes a reversal of the previous attitude of the
Government.

2. Price Control
5. Sir John Puddester argued that, because of Newfoundland's dependence

on imported foodstuffs, it would be very difficult to control prices in this
countryby adopting the Canadian policy of a general ceiling on prices.
Furthermore, he claimed that there was little or no profiteering in St. John's
because of the keen competition between the retail grocers.

6. While rejecting for the present at least, the idea of a general price
ceiling, Sir John Puddester announced that Regulations had been made
empowering him to limit the prices of individual commodities which he and
his advisers consider to be unduly high and unjustified. Three copies of the

:Defence (Price of Goods) Regulationsi are enclosed. He also appealed to
the public and to housewives to buy in the cheapest market and to pay cash,
condemning the credit system which has always been one of the social evils
of this country. He cited at length the appeal to Canadian housewives to
help maintain the price ceiling.

, 7. The Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare claimed that price
movements had been watched closely and that adjustments had been brought
about in many instances. He referred to the fixing of the price of coal, which
I reported in my despatch No. 94 of December 3rd, 1941.2 He also stated
that an increase of ten cents per gallon for milk demanded by the Dairymen sthe'Association had been forbidden on the ground that justification for f^s
increase had not been ro rl established. I enclose three copies
Order, the Food (Current Pr ces) Order, 1941,3 prohibiting n1il

k to
sold to the consumer at a higher price than was charged on December 15tb
`1941.

N reproduits. I Not printed.
: Non reproduite. • Not printed.

$Non reproduit. ' Not printea.
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8. In previous despatches I reported on the rise in prices and the constant
increase in the cost of living in Newfoundland. There was little comfort for
the general public in Sir John Puddester's remarks.

3. Rent Control
9. The Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare announced that it had

been decided to control house rents. I enclose three copies of the Defence
(Rent Restrictions) Regulations, 1941,1 which prohibit landlords from
.charging in future higher rents than were charged on June 30, 1941. I may
say that some time ago I sent Sir John Puddester a copy of Canadian Order-
in-Council P.C. 9029 of November 21, 1941, respecting Leasehold Rights
and Obligations in Time of War, and that he subsequently asked for an
additional copy.

10.
The reaction to the announced policy of rent control was, I think

generally favourable.

7. Reduction of Taxation

14. It was announced that the Special War Revenue Tax of 71% advalorem
on goods from countries outside the sterling area, which was im-

posed on December I st, 1940, would be removed from the raw materials
used for the manufacture of butterine, as discussed in my despatch No. 5
of January 3rd,1 and from certain items entering into the price of agricul-
tural produce, such as feeds, fertilizers, seeds and farm implements. Three
copies of the official notice of the tariff charges are enclosed.2

15.
The lifting of the Special War Revenue Tax on these items, together

with the amount of the tax removed on December lst, 1941, on which I
reported in my despatch No. 88 of December 3rd,3 will mean, it is estimated,
a loss of revenue in a full year of approximately $275,000.

I have etc.

1235.
C. J. BURCHELL

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

2897-40

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State

DESPATCH 520
for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL
9

Sir, .

St. John s, September 14, 1942

'
I have the honour to refer to my airmail despatch No. 515 of September

12, 19421 regarding the increase in the price of petroleum products.
• • •

1 Non re roduits. ^
'I Non ré roduit
Non rep .

Produit
Not printed.

' Not printed.e. ' Not printed.
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3. The following is the notice of the increase which appeared in The Daily

News of September 14th:

31 CENTS PER GALLON INCREASE ON GASOLINE

Present Conditions Cause a further
Increase in Price Petroleum Products

The Imperial Oil Limited have received advice that the present surcharge,
now in effect, on gasoline has been increased effective as at midnight Satur-
day last, from 11 cents to 14 cents per gallon, and in addition, owing to
increased transportation costs from the mainland to Newfoundland ports,
there is an additional increase of one-half cent per gallon, which in all
represents an additional 31 cents over and above the announcement of

August 24th. gallon on all
The surcharge in effect on August 24th was 11 cents per g

gasolines. Today's announcement, including additional surcharge and trans-
portation costs, raises this total increase to 141 cents per gallon.

In line with this advance
advanced

naphtha
o gtheosame é eaent approaimatel diesel

fuel and furnace fuel have a
These increases have resulted

of petroleum products,
which

as announced
it necessary to advance the p
from time to time.

4.
You will note that the news item, which presumably was inserted

New
the Imperial Oil Limited, after the formnot set outttveryocle

the
arly the

foundland Commission of Government, does
cause of the increase in price.

5. In private conversation with several of the leading citizens ôéS^Cleases^
I find that they are quite mystified ôto the

e increasesnis^an
for
export tax w^eh

Many people think that the cause of rais-rais-
the Government of Canada have placed on gasoline for the purpose

ing a revenue. the
6.

There should be, no mystery about this matter as the reason
a
for
nd byent

increase is well understood both by the Commission of Governm letters
the Imperial Oil Limited. I have explained the position very fully in my
to the Commission of Government.

7. I think the reason for the mysterious way in which ^^ss o of
nouncements have been made . ^^at the Newfoundland, particularly the
Government does not desire the people of the ^-
fishermen, to know that in Canada the Government is absorb^S^ng bo^
crease in transportation costs and war risk insurance and

e

li price. They
fishermen and the general public to p^ade a similart

cei
demand will be made

fear that if such an announcement is ^oline in their
on the Government by the fishermen, many of whom use g

8. It is unfortunate that a section at least of the peop le o the Canadian
believe the increase in price to be due to an export tax by thing

j Government for the purpose of raising revenue.
I do not know that any

motorboats. f Newfoundlind
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can be done about the matter to clear up the situation as, if I made an
announcement as to the real facts, the Newfoundland Commission of Gov-
ernment would resent it.

9. I think therefore that the only policy to adopt is not to attempt to give
any explanation. No doubt in time the representatives of the press will
ascertain the real facts and the matter will be presented to the people of
Newfoundland in its proper light.

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL

1236.
2897-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
à Terre-Neuve

Under-Secretary for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Newfoundland

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL Ottaw N U

Dear Mr. Burchell,
a, ovem er 11, 1942

I am referring to your private and confidential letter of November the
5th,1 concerning the paying of Canadian subsidies to importers and the
collection of the amount of these subsidies on goods exported to Newfound-
land. Last week Mr. Wild and Mr. Dunn were put into communication withthe

Oil Controller's office in order that they might obtain at first-hand a
clear account of the reasons for the advance in the price of gasoline in
Newfoundland. No member of this Department was present at these inter-
views and we have not yet heard whether the two Commissioners weresatisfied

with the explanations which they received. However, when Mr.
Wild returns to Ottawa on Friday of this week, it is hoped that we shall
be able to discuss the matter further with him. Advantage will be taken
of this occasion to ask Mr. Wild directly if the Commission of Government
has any objection to a frank explanation being issued in Newfoundland
either by a statement to the press or b '

An important question of policy arises both in connection wiwith the a asoline
and in connection with the requests of Newfoundland for help with war
risk isurance. It is obvious that these matters could be presented in
coeümndland by way of illustration of the advantages which such a
able to ty has as a result of membership in a large confederation which is
those perform services for people in exposed localities which no one oflocalities

could perform for itself, relying exclusively on its own
resources. It is indeed a matter of some surprise here that discussion has

I

NOn reproduite.
1 Not printed. •
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not followed these lines, and it is quite possible that a clear statement of,
what Canada is doing for her own citizens might stimulate this sort of
discussion. There are, however, certain dangers to be avoided. Canada must
not appear to be pressing an argument of this character, either by making
her help contingent on certain recognition by Newfoundland or by with-
holding her help in order to show Newfoundlanders the extent of their
dependence on outside communities. In ordinary circumstances these dif-
ficulties would be overcome by the form of the request which we should
expect to receive from the Government of Newfoundland; but as it is, we
are being asked to do things in the way that is most convenient from the
standpoint of the Commission of Government by enabling it to accomplish
things which the Newfoundland population wants and to avoid criticism in
Newfoundland. From what I have seen, I should imagine that the Com-
missioners themselves are perfectly aware of this situation and see all its
drawbacks, and yet the Commissioners can hardly be expected to say to
thé public "there are certain things that you want that cannot be obtained
from the resources of Newfoundland alone. You cannot expect the Govern-
ment of Great Britain to provide them and if you ask the Canadian Govern-
ment to do so, you put yourselves under a serious obligation. Are you
prepared to accept the full consequences of this obligation?"

I should appreciate your advice as to the method by which this question
of promoting some public discussion can be attacked. Do you, for instance,
think that it would be expedient for us to take the matter up with the
Dominions Office with a view to some statement in Great Britain of the
help that Canada has given in meeting the needs of Newfoundland?

In the meantime I shall ask the Wartime Prices and Trade Board if it
can supply you with a statement on the Canadian price ceiling and on the
policy of subsidies.

Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSON

2897-40

Mémorandum de la Commission des prix et du commerce en temps de guerre

1237.

• ' 'bl for ensunng
Canadian importers are withdrawn by exportation to Newfoun an .

Memorandum by jPartime Prices and Trade Board

[Ottawa, November , 19421

Statement concerning the circumstances under which subsidies paid to
Al d

the same time it admrnisters the pnce stabilization p ric^
^ by the Canadian Government on December 1, 1941. When import p

I The Wartime Pnces and Trade Board is respons^ e
condnued flow of necessary goods for civilian consumers in Canada. eCt

. . . . . . • olicy put in
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have risen to a degree which cannot be absorbed by trade and industry
the retail price ceiling, and which cannot be offset by economies

in production and distribution; the Canadian Government has authorized
direct government purchases abroad, reduction of duties and taxes, or the
payment of subsidies on goods imported for the use of Canadian consumers.

Under the Import Policy of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board (as set
forth in the Statements of Policy issued on December 2, 1941, January

and August 1, 1942) goods which are imported for re-export to ô 1^countries are not eligible for subsidy.
Applicants for import subsidies have

to sign a certificate to the effect that the imports in question are not for
re-export. In paying subsidies the concern of the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board is with maintaining supplies within Canada, under the price
This is why no subsidies are payable on re-exports from Canada. ceiling.

In a few cases it is impossible to determine at the time of importation
how a product will eventually be used, whether for domestic con
or for re-export. It may then be administratively unavoid sumptionabl

e e
ort subsidyshould be paid on all imports, but, in such cases, when th

are re-exported or any finished goods in the production of whach o^ s
imported goods have been used are exported, any subsid

whi
e

paid
must be refunded to the government Y ch has been

Prices Stabilization Corporation Ltd which administers , thee Commodity
refunds, for example the surcharge on petroleum products and policy. Such
butter and tea, simply have the effect of limiting the sco refunds on

of subventionspaid by the Canadian Government to the Canadian market.

2897-40
haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-secrétaire'

-40

aux Affaires extérieures
d'État

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Under-Secretary of State
for External Aflairs

Dear Norman [Robertson]
St. John's, November 16, 1942

With reference to
Flsh my despatch No. 671 oferrrten_Workers Tribune

has the following editorial
November 6th, 1942,1 the

on this appointment:
PRICE CONTROL

ment^e appoln^eIIt of Mr. E. C. Price, former head of the Customs De
, to the post of Deputy Price Controller, is one with which we find ourselves

^e é mplete agreement. While we have every sympathy with those
are suffcient Newfoundlanders available with the qualificati

ons nelcessa at1 N0n reproduite. rY
Not printed.
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to carry through a job of this nature, we do believe that in this particular in-
stance the end will be better served by the appointment of a man who is not
likely to be influenced by local prejudices, etc.

In order 'to do his job successfully and to give to the overwhelming masses
of the Newfoundland people adequate protection against profiteering and exploi-
tation, Mr. Price must expect to bring upon his head the wrath of the moneyed
powers of Newfoundland - and particularly of St. John's. Mr. Price's particular
characteristics are ones that should enable him to withstand this deluge, and he
can be assured that he will have the support and encouragement of all but a
certain few if he can provide any measure of relief from the steadily mounting
costs.

Owing to his familiarity with import costs due to his years as head of the
Customs Department, Mr. Price is in a position to know what profits are
being made by the importers and retailers, and it is to be hoped that he will apply
this knowledge in the right direction.

Mr. Price, the country is looking to you to put an end to profiteering. Your
task will not be an easy one and the extent of your success will be judged on
the basis of results. The rest is up to you.

It is interesting to find that any appointment by the Commission of
Government meets with the approval of any paper in Newfoundland and it

is particularly interesting to find a Newfoundland paper approving of the
appointment of an English Civil Servant to any position.

I think, personally, that the editorial hits the nail on the head. Price is,
I think, the right man for the job. He is very able and I think, completely

honest and also completely "hard-boiled". He made a brief speech at the
Montreal Conference in March and made a very favourable impression upon
men like Mr. Lockwood, Mr. E. P. Murphy, and others who spoke to me
about it after the meeting. I had him picked out in my own mind as the
best man to be appointed in Newfoundland to control transport which at

that time certainly needed some control, although there has been a great
improvement, as a-result of the recommendations of that Conference.

Mr. Price has been, until r.-cent weeks, the Chairman of the Customs

Board and also Chairman of the Liquor Commission. He resigned from

these positions recently and Mr. H. V. Hutchings, who is a Newfoundlander,
was appointed to succeed him.

° Mr. Price made a visit to England last July, and it was understood that

he was to return shortly to England and was to take up work there, and

to receive a promotion. I also understand that his work in England would

have been much more congenial than the work which he has now under-

taken as Food Controller. It is, therefore, to his credit that he has decided

to remain here to assume this new job.

Price is â typieal English Civil Servant, and performs his work con-hiin
scientiously and well. I have had a number of conferences wl for ^e

over Customs matters and I always found that he fought hard ofC °mmission
interests of his employer, which in this case was the
Government for Newfoundland.
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Unfortunately, however, like so many English Civil Servants, he has what
I would call an anti-Colonial prejudice. In his case the prejudice is a a'
Canada. Both Mr. Bower and I have found his prejudice cro in û lnst
several occasions. PP g p on

Price is going to Ottawa at the end of this month at the same time
Mr. Bower is going there. His mission there is to obtain inform 'as
as to the securing of food and other essential supplies for Newfoundland.
I do not think he considers it part of his mission to study the methods
controlling prices in Canada, as he does not believe they would be applicable
here. From what we can gather from conversations which he held with

PBower his plan is along the lines of the plan adopted b y Australia,
Mr.

is to fix the saine price on every commodity. This plan should which
Paratively simple in this country as practically be com-

imported and Mr. Price will be able to obtain xactl informati on
have to be

costs from the Customs returns. He will also be able to obtain the f eithe
and handling charges, and to arrive at a satisfacto ^tproper allowance for profit to the retailer. ry price by giving the

I think it would be a distinct advantage for Mr. Price to discuss
matterswith members of the Department of External Affairs, such as Hugh

side and Mr. Angus, and it would also be valuable if Mr. Bower
at these interviews. I think perhaps the best way to handle also

thematter is for me to ask Mr. Bower to arrange with the De artment the
External Affairs to meet Dr. Keenleyside and Mr. An gus p of
you suggest should be at the conference. I will ask M^B We any ^ hers, and
for the conference in advance so that the members of the ange

DepartmentExternal Affairs who meet Mr. Price are able to give him of
for discussion. Mr. W. E. Curtis, Priorities Officer left for

an hour or two

today and from there will go on to Ottawa. Mr. Price and Mr Washingtonleaving
Newfoundland by plane on November 29th, arriving ' Bower are

evening.
The conference will, therefore, be arranged for someetiinee same

ate^érlC part of that week. Mr. Curtis should also be asked during
onference. to be present

1239.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

Le conseiller spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires
9180-40

au haut commissaire à Terre-Neuv
extérieures

sPecial Assistant to Under,Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Newfoundland

Dear Mr. Burchell Ottawa, December 2, 1942
,

tmaybe f

I

well as o interest to you to know that Mr.Mr. Bower
were present at a meeting of the Ea

Curtis and
ort Control Price asP Commit
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tee yesterday afternoon at which the needs of Newfoundland received very
full discussion. The members of the Committee were very frank in expressing
their view that if Canada is to meet Newfoundland's needs on the same scale
as Canadian needs, we should be satisfied that consumption is being con-
trolled in the same way as in Canada. The extraordinary increases in New-
foundland consumption of some articles, such as canned fruit, were cited as
matters which required explanation.

The Newfoundland representatives expressed themselves as in complete
agreement with the principle that they should match all Canadian controls
by equivalent controls suited to the circumstances of Newfoundland and
cited rubber tires as an instance of their having done so. They explained the
extraordinary increase in the consumption of some goods by calling attention
to the demands of the armed forces, of Canadian civilian labour and of mer-
chant ships which purchase stores in Newfoundland. Retail purchases by
members of the crews of merchant ships were also mentioned as something
extremely difficult to control. When individual cases of commodities were
discussed it frequently appeared that the type of control imposed in Canada
would be unsuitable for Newfoundland.

I understand that the 'Newfoundland representatives are to consult with
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and with other controlling authorities
in Canâda. However, from the character of the discussions which took
place, I imagine that there will still be a great difference between the New-
foundland controls and the Canadian and that Newfoundland consumption
will appear at first sight more extravagant than ours.

I have no doubt that you will receive a full account of this matter in due
course from Mr. Bower, but you may find it convenient to have this ear1Y
intimation of it.

1240.
9180-40

Le président de la Commission des prix et du commerce en temps de guerre
au directeur, division de Washington de la Commission des Prix

et du commerce en temps de guerre

Chairman, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, to Director of jyashington
Division of Wartime Prices and Trade Board

Ottawa, December 21, 1942

Dear Plumptre,
^ about the

We have -become very much concerned, as you may knoW^ d
wildly inflationary tendencies which have developed in Newfoundlo
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and in particular about the abnormal movement of supplies of all kinds
the island from Canada. The United States authorities must also to

haveviewed some of the aspects of , the supply situation with concern becau
early in October the Board of Economic Warfare sent a Mr. Lethbrid se
of its staff, to the island to procure a schedule of the requirements whi

geUnited States was to be asked to supply the
• Y in 1943.

At his behest, each importer was required to prepare a schedule
his stock of each commodity at or about October 18th 1942 showing

his antici-pated stock at January 1st, 1943, his requirements of each " o
mmodityto be obtained from the United States in 1943, and the portion of

total to be required in the first quarter of 1943. Certain data on the
weights,use classification, etc., were also required.

We had revious
,the

Department of ' Trade and Commerce to obtain through ly asked
theirCommissioner estimates of the island's food requirements for Trade

took advantage of the occasion of the Board of Economic Warfare 43^ He
e surveyto have inserted in the schedule a column for the first quarter requirements

of all merchandise and commodities to be obtained from Can
total requirements from Canada for the year 1943. ada and the

The importers were given about ten days in which to com
returns under possible penalty of obtaining no supplies if they failed th

e^so.
When the returns were received by the Priorities Officer, the to do

data were transcribed to other schedules and the complete s baCanadianrequirements
was taken to Washington to be studied and weighedssion of

It
was thought that we might have obtained photostatic copie there.

but this was not done because of the prohibitive cost of makings of the whole
them.

The Priorities Officer went to Washin gton la,
the survey with the Board of Economic WarfareterWhens he ably to discuss

hadthat tour he came to Ottawa, where he was joined by Mr. E. C.
completed

recently appointed Price Administrator, and Mr. Bower, the Canadian the
^ TradeCommissioner, who brought with him the transcriptions of therequirements which had been prepared by some four hundred an Canadianimporters.

They had no facilities for reca itulatin d fifty odd

tendered our good offices to do it for them. The work isthe returns there; we
now

When completed, the recapitulation will be forwarded to in process and,

and elimination of the duplication and over-estimation which for refinementterize them.
We hope then to have a minimum estimate ch plainly charac-

her
of their requirements.The mission of Curtis and Price was, amongst ot

but they had no data on which to do so except things, to discuss supply
in generalities. We did,however, have a general discussion of the matt

under no illusions about our reluctance to continuer with them and left themstocks
without restraint or restriction, e supply from our declining

absence of control of Newfoundland pripces.ticularly in the face of the totalThessy reave no definite plans forcon^ol of Prices and are unlikely to have un e
pressure to •do so is put on

I
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ver, that many of the supplies for the Services are

them. We learned, howe ,
ortation can hardly be

purchased through island merchants so ^a ô^^e 1^ po^s for which export

appraised as civilian mqu^ements. Some^eld were said by Curtis to be of this military
permits had already been withheld ;1y made with him to issue

arrangements were accord' ^â ^iporters. We undertook
character. Certain laced by certificate attached byessentiality certiffcates for orders placed had this a^ent of

exports only when apP the agent of the Depto approve incidentally, e^e the applica-
the exporter. Curtis is a so, osition to supervise
Munitions and Supply and should be in a p
tions for essentialitY certificates. going to be

import control is glevel
I am not at all satisfied that this modeeS of tllocation on a supp found-

ew
effective. I believe that we may havelationship to the peacetime requirements of the uhements

we must first of all determine the reqwhich has some re
land economy but to do so other such organizations, andThis owé'ared importers.

theof the Services, of N.A.A.F.I., an i
stores,

which are to be obtained through if we can, what
I believe,we must determine, tion and,

proceeding to do. In addition, of the
United States is going to allocate proper and equitable

for civilian consûi âble allocation
um

e
discuss with them

^^gements for
eWfoundland. We would wish to ^o pârt from

supply req^e nenâ ûnâue portion of the load which derive ro eCts
were not carryl g en a ed on United States defence defénce

forces

the buying

statio of

Newfoundlandeof United States and Canadian
the direct ttiere.direct spending

st allocate so
to reasonable req uirementsWe should know what each COU o tun isde pfes pplŷe

that we will neither over-supp Y
in this sense

of the island.
you to a proach the Board of Econom^ pplyr situation Wl ^

I would like yp discuss this Newfoundlan of Canadi
re the datio on

New
the o surveyand determine if we may for refi 4d 3

it ma some me befo f undland
^em' While y be iled, the summarY sent Canada for 19
requirements are ^mp uirements from d, the

ent and a submission of m
inimum

should be opened by you "3
M Ithinkthatdis
received fronz them, s and
Board of Fconomic Warfare forthwith. Clark, Robertson^ Angu

d,
nd on

natter with MHisrs. Con ^ssioner to N elvfou
I discussed the ma i^ developments

Mr. Burchell, the Canadian Bh otent termination
• st all of whom are much concface of o^epmpending sand of theFriday 1a1 ri^ situation in ole., about ten t ou

na
from the current chaotic p •

to the don work wh^ch will return dof defence co^^^ and other normal pursuits an p
ossibly

dministration a
^^nry to their fishing . the concern of the A they ^e
While the price situation is basually • dom, it is feared éCOnomY
the Do^ons Office ` of the ,ois ^ ôu

n
g
r

^adian exchang the mediuW

apathetic and be^use the ïslanç of control on them through
measudmay have to press some
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of supply. Personally I am not content to have Newfoundland drawing
without restriction from our potentially limited stocks, nor even drawing a
rationed supply, without some earnest effort being made by them to control
the retail prices of the goods at some level in appropriate relationship to
their landed costs. I prefer that you do not mention this aspect of the matter
to the Board of Economic Warfare authorities at this stage.

I wish that you would take this discussion in hand and let me have a
report on your conversation. Geddes is familiar with the situation and will
give you such further details as he has. If you consider it necessary for him
to come to Washington at any stage of your discussions, he will arrange
to do so.

I am not sure what avenues of approach you have to the Board of Economic
Warfare but when I raised this point at our meeting, Norman Robertson
thought it best not to be too formal about it, - in other words, it was agreed
that you would be the best person to open the discussions and that the method
of doing so should be left to your good judgment.

Yours truly,

DONALD GORDON

1241. 9180-40

Le ministre aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in United States to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Washington, January 4, 1943

Dear Mr. Robertson,

I am enclosing herewith an exchange of communicationsi between
Plumptre and Donald Gordon concerning exports to Newfoundland from
the United States and Canada. I was a little worried when Plumptre told
me about his meeting with the people at the Board of Economic Warfare
to discuss this matter, in case the Board officials might attach more of an
official character to Plumptre's remarks than was warranted. Plumptre,
however, told me that he had emphasized that the discussions in question
were to be purely exploratory and informal in character. You will see that
be has also made this clear in his letter to Donald Gordon. I have, never-
theless, told him to make perfectly clear to Coe, Hamilton Rowan, and
the others concerned that no conclusions in regard to Canadian official
Policy in this matter should be read into anything which was said during
the discussions in question. I should think, however, that Plumptre's report

1 Partiellement reproduites. ^ Partly printed.
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on these discussions will prove helpful to those in Ottawa considering the

matter.

Yours sincerely,

L. B. PEARSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le directeur, division de Washington de la Commission des prix
et du commerce en temps de guerre, au président de la Commission

des prix et du commerce en temps de guerre

Director of Washington Division of Wartime Prices
and Trade Board, to Chairman of Wartime Prices

and Trade Board

Washington, December 31, 1942

Dear Gordon,

Your letter which asked me to initiate discussions with the Board of
Economic Warfare regarding exports to Newfoundland from the United
States and Canada, arrived the day before yesterday, and yesterday I took
steps to carry out your instructions. The following is my report to date:

In the final paragraph of your letter you suggested an informal approach.
Accordingly, I telephoned to Mr. Frank Coe, Executive Assistant to Mr.

Milo Perkins. Mr. Perkins is the Executive Director of the Board of
Economic Warfare. It happens that Mr. Coe is an intimate friend of mine.
I arranged to have a chat with Coe and asked him to bring in any officials
of the Board of Ecônomic Warfare who might be concerned.

Accordingly, -our talk was attended by the following people:
Mr: V. F. Coe - Executive Assistant to Mr. Milo Perkins
Mr. Archibald Hamilton Rowan - Acting Chief, British Empire

Section, Office of Exports, Board of Economic Warfare
Mr. Edward M. Milans - Expert on Newfoundland in the Offic' ,

of Economic Warfare Analysis, Board of Economuc Warfare
Mr. Stanley V. Allen - Assistant Commercial Attaché, Canadian

Legation
} Mr. A. F. W. Plumptre

I was particularly anxious for Allen to be along, partly because be
has considerable knowledge of the subject in question, and partly because
he had a talk with Mr. Geddes on the matter when he was in Washington
last week. New-

I explained your aprehension regarding price developments in
ând and, more particularly, regarding the lack of adequate controlfoundl

I
1
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informai means. In such a case the question of representation of Newfound

over exports to Newfoundland originating from Canada and the United
States. I took the liberty of reading extracts from your letter of December 21.
The representatives of the Board of Economic Warfare, particularly Mr.
Milans, who is closely acquainted with the matter, confirmed the views
expressed in your letter. Mr. Milans said that work on the voluminous
material which had been collected by the Board of Economic Warfare in
Newfoundland was progressing but was not yet completed. I understand
it should be completed in about a fortnight.

We all felt that some form of joint action might prove desirable, in
order to insure that Newfoundland did not get a volume of supplies which
was either unduly large or unduly small.

The question was then raised whether it was desirable to establish some
sort of formal board or whether it was preferable to execute the policy on
a more or less informal basis. Mr. Coe expressed the opinion that it would
probably be possible from the point of view of the Board of Economic
Warfare, to establish some sort of board, if in the opinion of yourself and
others, this seemed desirable. He said that there was no precedent as yet
in the experience of the Board of Economic Warfare for the establishment
of a board representing two countries to deal with matters affecting a third,
but one such board was under discussion at the present time within the
Board of Economic Warfare.

Some discussion was given to the question whether, if a board were
established, it should include a representative of Newfoundland as well as
representatives of Canada and the United States. The view was expressed,
although I do not think it vas unanimous, that if a board were established,
Newfoundland should be represented. (I personally took this view, although
I admitted that the fact that Newfoundland had not got responsible govern-
nient tempered my general desire to see that a small country got rep esenta-
hon on a board which primarily consisted of representatives of two lare
countries with an interest in its affairs.) g

Despite these discussions of formal machinery, I think it was the general
sense of those present that the end in view might better be attained through
land might not arise.

Mr. Coe pointed out that the Board of Economic
was accustomed to dealing with smaller countries which had ^cclaims

on supplies from the United States, and that in no case heretofore had
ally lnfonnal board been set up. However, he admitted that the fact thata third countr3,

- Canada - was concerned in this instance, mi t makegh e a
It

Was Pointed out that a considerable amount of informal coo
already existed between the Board of Economic Warfare an

peration

arly
d the Cana-dian authorities concerned with ex port control, articu1

^e Commercial Attaché at the Canadian le ation here.
the Office of

g Our Commercial
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Canadian Export Contre and theol Comm Statel eDtheooperation withAttaché with the Board of Economic w^R orts o South Amer-

constant in ccontact tivesto cooperative action vis-d vi
p^ent, in regard already exists on whichdr Cânada

esent
ameet

Board of Econo ^^n Warfare an
of
ica. theIndeedState an informal

Department, committee ,°f export programmes.
from time to time to consider the inter re •

Warfare had planned to in-

to control of exports to Newfoundland inIt appeared that the Board of
crease its strictness in regard Board of. ofany case. This of course was the primary purpose of the visit othour approach to
bridge to Newfoundland. In the abs

ence
Economic W^^e they would p °bably ha e P°Ce is to say,

countries, such as those in South America. Thatro who would,
ofof other for hgné appointed a representative in Newfoundland

they would with local officiaLs, have recommended a p
in collaboration
ex rts from the United States to that country' in Newf°undland, so far

that officiais had
p° Iviilans d

the Board of Economic Warfare

I was assured by Mr. •^^bridge di in NeWfoundlhâs left
the work whlch Mr Lefrom resenting

. himself

been disposed to welcome it. LJnfortunately,
Mr.

and gone into the United States Na^' e of

enerally pP ollabora-

a formal board,

think g a roved, that in the absenc
It was suggested, and I of Canadian-American c

the informal machinery not entirely agree

tion might be worked out on the Îoll^o,^ g m
linesay (Ibe may

useful for purposes of

with the procedure ou^edo but be concerned):

consideration by
a^e parties who may Trade

c Warfare and the Wartime Pnânda a
nd

o^d11Both the Board of Eeonomi
•

int representatives to reside in Necw°ll^bo ation with the
Board in^F^t appoint• of these representatives, in to draw uP
be the ieSponsibiliry

cials
of the Governrnent of Newfoundlan , These Pro'

appropriate offi,imports at periodic intervals. ected re'
programmes of Newfoundland s 1mPo

er in considerable detail NeWfoun ^ap 'thâps from uld
grammes would cover it wo

ements from Canada, from the ô nieshadsb aecn comp to the war.
quir
other countries. Whenever such a pr ^ nomic Warfare an

d orga•
be submitted comPlete to the Board of Eco ton,Re resentatives of each of these s^ S
time Prices and Trade Board. P Finoyfinformally, either in Ottawa or 1°a whole. fco,

w the programme asthe Board of
convenient,meet in order to revie cialappeared

^^0^ would
a^

agreement was reached between the offi
when

Board, each °rg to i^d
W^me Prices and Trade

iat;oD

nom Newfoundland the determination ;n regardPÎices an^ic Warfare and the
would report back to Newf ou at is to say, the Wartime

t ôu d
f the total programme*

That that we
d would report a determination on fhe suPP • warfa^ou dportion o Econom^ç be

ofTrade $0^ and the Boardrthcom^8from the United States• Thereforthcoming from Canada,
•report on the suppLes fo
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no joint report on the aggregate forthcoming from the two countries, al-
though this of course would be implied by the previous collaboration.

The matter of implementation of the joint determination raised some
possible difficulties. It was observed that while the Board of Economic
Warfare had powers to force ' American exporters to deliver to foreign
countries the goods which were allocated to them, no such power existed or
was in use in Canda. It might be necessary to use such powers in Canada
as well as in the United States, if Newfoundland was to be guaranteed the
level of imports which was determined by the joint discussions.

It was further noted that the Board of Economic Warfare has not the
power to make final allocations from American supplies. The War Produc-
tion Board has control over such supplies in general, although control over
agricultural supplies is now vested in the Department of Agriculture and
some other supplies are controlled by some other agencies. Therefore, the
Board of Economic Warfare is not in a position to guarantee that its de-
termination would be implemented. However, this situation would not be
novel in relation to Newfoundland. The Board of Economic Warfare is in
exactly the same position in obtaining supplies from the United States for
all the other countries under its jurisdiction.

The above possible machinery for implementing a common policy must
be regarded as extremely tentative. It is simply a basis for further dis-
cussion with all concerned.

When the contents of this letter have been considered, and when the
Board of Economic Warfare has completed its analysis (in perhaps a fort-
night) of its data on Newfoundland, I think it would be appropriate for Mr.
Roy Geddes (assuming that he is the proper person from the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board) to visit Washington and have direct discussions
with Mr. Rowan and Mr. Milans. Mr. Coe indicated that he would not
expect to continue in the discussions unless there was specific need for him.
Mr. Rowan was designated as our normal point of contact with the Board
of Economic 'Warfare in these matters.

Yours sincerely,
A. F. W. PLUMPTRE

1242. NPA GN1/3 1/43

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

TELEGRAM 2 [London,] January 5, 1943

SECRET. Following for Wild from Clutterbuck. [Begins.] We have received
telegram from United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada stating that
in course of recent conversation Mr. Robertson expressed on behalf of the
Canadian Government a good deal of misgiving about the economic situation
which is developing in Newfoundland. He pointed out that owing to the ex-
penditure of money on defence works, construction of which will shortly be
completed, there has been a good deal of money in the Island and that the
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result is an inflationary tendency which will make the situation worse if an

unemployment situation develops.
He observed that the Newfoundland Government do not seem to have

taken any important steps to deal with the situation and that there was
neither rationing, price control, subsidizing of commodities in order to keep
prices down or other measures for the same purpose. He thought that
problem was likely to be accentuated because of the effect of some recent
Canadian measures on supplies to Newfoundland. The prices of certain
important foodstuffs in Canada are to be kept at a reasonably low level by
Government subsidies. Newfoundland gets a large part of her supplies of
these commodities from Canada, but the Canadian Government cannot
extend the subsidies to cover exports to Newfoundland and there will be
no similar check on prices of such exports. Canadian Government will
probably tackle their part of the problem by confining their exports of such
commodities to the quantities which would be required if the same alsorations

toof those foodstuffs as are in operation in Canada were to apply
Newfoundland. This means that supplies of these commodities

t gbe that
Newfoundland will be limited and the result would [be] likely

the prices would rise.
We have informed the United Kingdom High Commissioner that we

understand that there has been extension recently price
1

New-

foundlandand and that you expected to take more comprehensive
as soon as you had received recommendations made by of tha erl2thof his recent visit to Ottawa and Washington (see your letter
December) i We should, however, be glad to have your observations on the
points made by Robertson and to be informed how matters now stand as
regards to question of extension of price control. You should know in this
connection that in approving recent proposal for increase in War Bonus,
the Treasury, while expressing satisfaction at the measures taken and in
contemplation to check the rise in the cost of living, as reported in your

may
letter of the 12th December, expressed the hope that these measâ other eme
accelerated and extended

to
oz 16A LV

dresist ôployers in a better position lr at leasG limlrt furthenincreases in

remuneration with their inevitable inüationary effects. Ends.

NpA GN113 1/43
1243.

!'État adjoint aux Dominions au commissaire
,ire te Finances

Assistant Under-Secretary of State, Dominions Office, to Commissioner

for Finance 5, 1943
N. 265/8

London, JanuarY

CRET
My dear Wild, f^A assing on to you
> In connexion with our saving telegram o t ay p

Robertson's recent remarks to our High Commissioner at Ottawa about 'or'

Non tePtoduita i Not printed.
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economic situation in Newfoundland, you may like to have the following
supplementary information:

(1)
While Robertson spoke quite sympathetically and appeared fully

appreciate the special diflîculdes of the Newfoundland Government, his
remarks suggested that he was under the impression that nothing at all was
being done in Newfoundland in the direction of price control. This rather
surprised us, especially in view of Price's recent visit to

Washington and
Ottawa, to say nothing of your own visit to Canada with Dunn, as a result
of which one would have expected the Canadian authorities to be fairly well
informed of the steps already taken or in contemplation in Newfoundland.
The explanation appears to be that Robertson was basing himself on
information supplied by Burchell who, we gather, has recently been in
Canada, and Burchell's account must have been somewhat out of date. We
have pointed this out to our High Commissioner in a telegram (No. 28 of
3rd January)1 of which I enclose a copy.

(2) When in Ottawa in September, I took the opportunity of speaking
both to Robertson and Donald Gordon about price control difficulties in
Newfoundland, and asked them whether, in the event of your wantin
expert assistance, there would be an ganadian Governmentbeing able to spare one of their pny ces control s tecialistsCto look into the
Newfoundland position and give you his advice. Donald Gordon said that he
would much like to go himself, but this, of course, was out of the question;
there would probably, he felt, be great difficulties in sparing anyone for the
Purpose, especially as for a job of this kind he would have to be a pretty
senior and responsible person, but after discussion both he and Robertson
said they thought that there would be a good chance of some suitable m
being made available, either from the Price Control Administration

an

Reserve Bank, [sic] if we were to make an official a or the
pproach to the CanadianGovernment on this subject.

I pass this on to you for what it is worth. I did not do so earlier s'Price's
appointment came so soon after my return home

,
m^followed b . , and this was

Y your own visit to Canada. But if you think that it would help
you to get a man down from Canada, we should of course be ve r
to take this up with the Canadian Government, and Robe ry eady

conversation with the High Commissioner would give us a ve
sutablrecent

(3) I appreciate the difficulty of the Canadian Government i
e peg.

^

n extendingtheir itttem^ subsidies to cover exports to Newfoundl
hoped they would be prepared to play up on this , But and (though I had

Prices of Canadian exports will be entirely uncontrolled f m
^s this mean that

end? Prima facie there would seem room for ne otiatio
the Canadian

^ô ecially ^^e g n on this point,
Canadians have a strong, interest themselves in keeping

= Prices in Newfoundland.
'Non reproduit.

I Not printed.
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have not allowed Robertson's remarks to delay our app

(4)
We the procedure for the presentation of Ne

the Canadian Government on IFood Board, and I take the opportunitY
land's requirements to the Combm^ o^e ^^ Commissioner (No. 27 of
of enclosing a copy of our telegr
3rd January)1 asking him to take this up.

tih kind regards and best wishes for 1943.w
Yours ever,

p.A. CLUTTERBUCK

Luxury importations will shortly be much cu rated and P rices foruuder^
.u pested in Price's report will be accele ecru

ation as s gg •• mul ated. Staff is being r^sepo ssible
^ f oodstuff s and commb L ôig Püon is being extended to Î

elease any Pei-
.considerable difficulty . ^^ssary to ask Canada

.• . . rtailed or p mos
sideration of Points of det .

rohibited. Investit

,Canadian OfHcials. He has n
dated Feb.

h^s P con-furtherersonal letter to yo. 6th^ to which a^Py toyou
p t^ his main recommendations subject
nexed. We have acceP .1

.distribution problems and ° ous problems ^how Canada has tackled analogous, eliminary. 1report*to ascertain
See my

ow submitted his p . re ortl is aja'
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1244.
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newf oundland to Dominions
Secret W7

6, 1943
[St. John's,] February

2
TELEGRAM 14 telegram No.

for Clutterbuck from Puddester. Y
our
a e of the conditions wl^eh

Secret
Follow,ing

January
5^q to Wild. We are not una nor have we

actron
bave prevailed in Newfoundland to which R^^^un er balancing • ed
overlooked the results which .mâ s ^d

pur Sued. price who natCéa^IIi o1 and
,on an emphatic scale is not ^ ate our food situation, pn ntial

short
riod in which to investig stocks, also found it esse

$ ^ t Ye^y existing d re actions Of

.At this time ô ment here as suggested. . Registr ad°n
: sonnel for emp Y tion ^oghp°tin an advanced stage re araof p P

Coupon rationing is Distribution cards
m

Despite
books are now being printed. ence.

:cards and coupon d for registration purP^es
will shortly con

^nôst of the iman i
s Not printed.
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difficult winter conditions we look forward to early completion registration
after which coupon books will be issued, and system introduced over such
commodities short supply of which Tenders this unavoidable.

We regard subsidizing of commodities as unsuitable and impracticable
having regard to Newfoundland conditions, but have recommended the
suspension or elimination of certain Customs duties. (See Governor's telegram
No. 19 Secret dated January 16th.)1 The. effects of our more recent efforts
in these fields are now becoming evident. Cost of living after rising nine
points between the months of July and November and by fifth on [of] one
point in December declined by one-half point in January.

We have never expected or wished Canada to absorb any subsidy on
goods exported to Newfoundland. For reasons explained in Paragraph
3(f) of Price's report adoption of suggestion that Canada might confine
exports to quantities which would be needed if Canadian scale of rationing
were applied here would be unfair to Newfoundland and would seriously
depress our already inadequate standard of living, some improvement in
which has occurred recently. This factor must in my view be taken into
account when considering rationing fishermens' [sic] families on sugar and
tea especially when they have been deprived of salt beef and canned beef.

It must be borne in mind that rationing is difficult in Newfoundland where
of a total of thirteen hundred and odd towns and villages over one thousand
of them are populated by less than one hundred people and may be
considered remote areas. Canada herself has recognized that her remote
areas should not be rationed by coupons.

We have already informally discussed with Canada the placing of a
ceiling on goods produced grown or manufactured in Canada and exported
to Newfoundland.

Canada has in our view not sufficiently studied special conditions here,
her conclusions being probably based mainly on superficial examination of
statistics etc. without adequate weight being given to modifying factors,
for instance the low standard of living of the average fisherman and logger
whose diet mainly consists of sugar, molasses, tea, salt beef, canned
beef,

of imported goods, and the vegetables and fish which he himself
provides from the land and the sea.

She should be assured we have position under constant review and that
every step possible will be taken to prevent inflation and restrict to the
utmost, having regard to our circumstances, importation of foodstuffs and
other commodities in short supply.

-- Cumulative effect of our proposals should achieve this end.

'N011 reproduit.
I Not printed.
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made in an exchange o e Price and Curtis towar
authorities. You will notice that I joined ecial position of
end of their negotiations and I am sa ^^^ fé^ hae vep been thorougl^^
Newfoundland and circumstances obtaining prices a
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Le commissaire à la Santé publique et au Bien-être social

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Dominions

Commissioner for Public Health and Wel f are

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Dominions
.5 1943[St. John s,] April ,

My dear Clutterbuck, You raised several
In your letter of the 29th March, No o lNSlures, and the steps we

to our food and price con tendenciespoints relating
have in contemplation in these fields to counteract the inflationary

facing us. z sayinS
have received our Telegram No. 109 • dated 5/n u4e'to NeW-You will h eed to new plans, wluch will e

very briefly that we have agr O°alwa and
foundland a

osed
definite share of food commodities. Herewith to

^py of a report2 by Price and Curtis on their recent vis
it

and the
Washington which sets out in detail the man to behadjusgotiationsted, but we ana'
agreement reached. A few items still r ements
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and United States
^p f 1 tters between the Canadian ds the
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preparing the goods for export and any intermediate brokers' charges and
profit, permission to ship the goods will be withheld. We have not yet made
any definite arrangements on this point with Canada, although the question
is not being overlooked. The difficulty is that if Canada's ceiling prices were
rigidly applied to exports there might be a disinclination on the part of
suppliers to bother with exports when there is a ready market in Canada
for all their products. This might mean that Canada in order to implement
the agreement we have now reached would have to exercise compulsory
powers to ensure the despatch to us of the foodstuffs concerned. Provided
therefore there is no excessive disparity between internal and export prices,
it seems best to defer positive action on this particulâr phase of the problem.
It is so much to Canada's own interest to keep this matter under review
that we can be confident that this will not be lost sight of.

We are now on the last lap of registration as a preliminary to the intro-
duction of coupon rationing, and despite considerable difficulty being ex-
perienced by printers in obtaining supplies of the special papers required
for the books, we hope to be able to put this into effect probably on June 1 st.
Unfortunately we have been able to make but little progress in giving Price
the staff he needs energetically to pursue the policy we have agreed upon.
We are trying to borrow a few men from the Paper Companies on "dollar-a-
year" lines and I may be able to let you know shortly what we have been able
to achieve.

I thought it well to write you at once in reply to your letter, but when I
send you a copy of our statementi to Ottawa I shall deal with the points
outstanding in your letter.

I also enclose two copies of Speech broadcast by Price on March the
27th•)i dealing with registration.

1246.
PRO DO 35 1151 572/1/1 X/J 9827

Le commissaire à la Santé publique et au Bien-être social au sous-secrétaire
d'État adjoint aux Dominions

Commissioner for Public Health and Welfare to Assistant Under-Secretary
of State for Dominions

St. John's, July 5, 1943
My dear. Clutterbuck,

I am forwarding herewith copies of two addresses2 delivered by Price

and myself (June 8th and 26th), together with Regulations2 covering the

'Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.'Non reproduit& ' Not printed.
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Coupon Rationing of Sugar,
July Sth Tea, and Coffee, which went into effect to-day
to

.
I trust this willgive you information as to what we have dondate. e up

As soon as rationing is cleared away and working, we shall further con '
tightening up the price control. You will understand that it will be a diffcuer
task to obtain 100% efficiency in this sarsel lt

extent of six thousand miles of Coast line and ove r one thousand villates
in which there is less than one hundred population in each. g

Thank you for your letter of recent date and the kind words about m selfwhich it contained, y

Yours sincerely,

J. C. PUDDESTER

1247.

Le haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne au sous-
2897-40

d'
aux Affaires extérieures

secrétaire État

Deputy High Commissioner of Great 13ritain to
#.- Under-Secretary of State

E •
815/16

r xternal A,Qarrs

Ottawa, August 31, 1943
Dear Mr. Robertson,

The Governor of Newfoundland has asked me to send you the enclosed
COpy of a memorandum showing the steps taken and in contemplation in
Newfoundland to maintain control of prices. The memorandum was prepared
at the request of the Secretary for Dominion Affairs and copies have been
sent to him. It is thought that it may be of interest to you.

Yours sincerely,

PATRICK DUFF

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum

Memorandum

[S. John's, August,1943]

In Newfoundland there has been a slow but definitely increasing rise in ^e
cost-of-living, since the outbreak of war. Taking the cost-of-living index
figure on the 1 st October, 1938 as 100 the figure had risen to 104.4 by the
lst October, 1939. By December, 1941 it had reached 131.6 and continuedsteadily to rise until a peak figure of 150.2 was reached in December 1942.Tt stood

at 148.9 on July lst, 1943. Three main factors had operated tO
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.- 8. In June 1942 the wholesale and retail prices of white (granulated)
sugar were fixed, but have since been modified from time to time.

9. By the Autumn of 1942 it became clear that the landed costs of many
of the foodstuffs subject to the Order of May 1942 (see paragraph 7)1
had risen so steeply that the ceiling price placed on them could not be main-
tained. The position was corrected by imposing as a new ceiling the prices
ruling on the dates set out below:

Tea, cocoa, coffee
chicory, coffee extracts December 14th, 1942

Salted beef and pork,
tinned meats December 22nd, 1942.

10. Experience showed that in the absence of inspectors and acute
public interest, the method of limiting prices to those prevailing on a given
date was unsatisfactory, and virtually incapable of enforcement. The policy
was therefore adopted of fixing the wholesale and retail prices of specified
goods by retail or/and trade units, and maximum prices on this basis are
now in operation in respect of the following foodstuffs: Sugar, molasses,
corned beef, tea, salted beef in barrels, five-cent confectionery, bread (white)
brown, raisin) (Avalon Peninsula only) potatoes, cooked corned beef in
tins, eggs, (imported and locally produced) butterine, (margarine).

11. In the case of the majority of the commodities mentioned in paragraph
7 which are not subject to price control orders, as in paragraphs 9 and 10,
the Food Controller has fixed the maximum additions which may be made
to landed costs, whether by a percentage mark up or on a unitary basis.
This arrangement also applies to imported fresh meats.

12. In the case of molasses a number of special difficulties were
experienced in fixing prices. By long standing custom, prices had been fixed
by the trade varying with the quality (fancy, choice, grocery) of the
molasses and the size of the container (tierce, puncheon, barrel). Had
this practice been followed it would have been virtually impossible for a
consumer to know the retail price which he should pay. The whole season's
importations were therefore handled as one unit, the importers acting as
a trade group, differences due to quality and size of containers were
ignored, and flat basic wholesale and retail prices fixed. To these prices
were added permissible additions to take care of freight and insurance
charges to certain distributive Outports.

.13. To purchase motor tyres and tubes users must first obtain a permit
from the Supplies Division of the Government. Retail prices of tyres are
fixed by the Price Controller and communicated to the trade and to Oe
Supplies Division. The maximum price which may be charged for any tyre
or tube is endorsed on the relative permit to purchase issued by the SupPlies
Division.

° ' Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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14.
To control the price of coal, Re a

1291

19421 prol^ibitin import tions were Published in Augustg port except under licencewas authorised to fix sale p rices , and the Price Controller
as to the prices properly payable toreat

mer ncertainty prevailed in St. John's
of coal might become subject to heavy chants by c°nsumers. A shipment
weather delay, dischar 'n demurrage due to convoy or heavy
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prohibition against a landlord dispossessing his tenant by simple notice to
determine the tenancy. In November 1942 therefore the Rent Regulations
were revised and it is now not possible to obtain possession of houses etc.,
unless the landlord can prove failure to pay rent, nuisance, or need of the
premises for the occupation of himself or his family and then only if
reasonable alternative accommodation is available. The number of cases
in which permission has been granted to increase rent or to evict tenants
is almost negligible. While a certain amount of hardship has no doubt been
experienced by landlords, whose income from their property has not in-
creased, to meet the increases in the cost-of-living and repairs, yet it must
be admitted that the regulations have been of inestimable benefit to the
community as a whole.

20. It is estimated that at this time about sixty per cent of all foodstuffs
have been brought under some form of price control. It is proposed to
continue and to extend the policy of fixing the prices of such goods. No
orders dealing with commodities other than food (except as mentioned in
paragraphs 13, 14, 15 and 16) nor with services have yet been published
but such extension to cover other commodities and services is under
consideration.

_ 1248. 2897-40

Le secrétaire de la Commission des prix et du commerce en temps de guerre
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Wartime Prices and Trade Board,
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, October 12, 1943

Re: Newfoundland Price Control

Dear Mr. Wrong, ,
..

A few weeks ago the Commissioner of Finance of the Newfoundland
Commission of Government called to see me with a most urgent request
that we provide them with one or two of our men to go to Newfoundland
to take over price control there. He emphasized the difficulties with which
they were faced and the needs of their case. He was referred to me by Mr.
Angus, and I saw him without knowing that a similar request had been
presented to the Board through your Department . a short time ago when
we stated that we did not think it possible to assist.

- I have again discussed the matter with the Executive Committee of the
Board and the opinion is that we cannot provide the requested assistanCe.
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to find men of sufficient seniority
who could be spared from our staff. But more than this, we feel it would be
unwise from a national point of view to undertake this task. The failure
to inaugurate a system of adequate price control in Newfoundland up to the

an
tai
is ;

det
Cal
to c
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1249.

Yours faithfully,

R. M. FOWLER

Le secrétaire de la comm^sio^ NPA S-7-2-4t
Pour Terre-Neuve au secrétaire adjointSecretarY Secretary for Dominions, Cornmissi

Dear Tait,

an In Your telegram
you stated that NO' 495 Of the lSth Septemberl abouttative e^denCe in the

Crosse's allow-support Tofreasury wished to be furnished with some authori-is at present lvghe1 than ' the view that the c
ost of living inin Canada, Newfoundlandd^ ^^ed to be able to obtai

Canada, bû ^ arative statement o OII1 the Canadian Trade Com '•
o com e te11s me Of living expenses in Newfoundlandn an aplete the com

that owing to pressure of work he ha
dN0

prehensive study u►
^ch he has in mind. s^en unablereProdwt.

He has promised

of Government O
f Newfoundland, to AssistantSecre1arY,

Dominions p jjice

[St. John's,] November It 1943
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to let me have the result of his survey when he finds time to complete it.
He informed me, however, that from a preliminary study made by the
Canadian High Commissioner and himself -he would estimate that cost of
living in Newfoundland is from 50 to 75 per cent higher than in Canada.
He mentioned that the Canadian Government had recently granted a sub-
stantial increase in his allowances on account of the very high cost of living in
Newfoundland. He also stated that his allowance is considerably higher than
that paid to the Canadian Trade Commissioner in Australia, where he
himself had been stationed previously.

The Manager of the Bank of Montreal states that his Bank recognised
long before the war that the high cost of living in Newfoundland was much
higher than in Canada; this was reflected in substantially higher living
allowances paid to staff in Newfoundland compared with those paid in
Canada. He estimated that the cost of living in Newfoundland was some
50 per cent higher than in Canada. The Manager of the Bank of Nova Scotia
who has recently made a study of the subject in support of a successful claim
by his staff for increased allowances because of the high cost of living in
Newfoundland, also estimates that the higher cost here amounts to at least
50 per cent. In granting their allowances the Banks have, of course, had
regard- to the lower scale of direct taxation in Newfoundland.

These Canadian representatives all state that in present circumstances at
any rate the cost of accommodation is higher here than in Canada. They
have in mind particularly conditions existing in St. John's. I should say that
there was not a great deal of difference in peacetime, but competition by
the military for vacant accommodation and congestion arising from other
wartime causes have driven up prices very considerably, especially for
furnished accommodation.

I attach a schedulei of comparative prices which has been drawn up by
a Canadian member of Curtis' staff who is employed on purchasing for the
Department of Munitions and Supply. These prices relate entirely to food-
stuffs of common consumption. The Newfoundland prices are those ruling
in St. John's; the Canadian prices have been confirmed against cunent
advertisements appearing in Montreal and Toronto newspapers. When it
comes to toilet articles such as tooth paste, razor blades etc. the same differ'
ences will be found. For example.a packet of razor blades which cost 250
in Canada is priced 40¢ in Newfoundland.

To all of us here the high cost of living in Newfoundland compazed with
that in Canada is so obvious as not to call for proof. Our high tariff `'e^
definitely increases the cost of living although Customs duties g^deWr^e
receive more than their fair share of blame. Duties affect dry goods, h
and luxury goods much more, of course, than foodstuffs. Additional traO'

portation, insurance ,and handling costs and allowances for loss in transltup

perishable commodities, together with the common practice of mar^g
..-. ,
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profit on total landed cost 1295
in peacetime• they ' all play an important
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v,^.^e.Even if Newfoundland ^ ^er differential in

our officiai cost of livin
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Canada's 18% should speak index i shows a v, Peacetime, the fact that

tself. ^me increase of 50% ag^st
I enclose an article' b
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deal of journalistic overstatement, it w° recently
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Yours sincerely,

1250, 1W• J. CAREW]

Le président de la Commission des 2897-40
au sous-secrétaire d^ at a^ du commerce en tempst mps de guerre

Chair^n Affaires extérieures
Wartime Prices and Trade Board,

-SecretaryCONFIDENT^L
to Under

ffairs
of State for External A

Dear Mr. Robertson, Ottawa, December 31, 1943

You NEWFOUNDLAND
t^e may remember a short chat I had with

ago in regard to conditions in Newfoundland °II the telephone a shortthe almost alar^g reports
dland in

which have appeared reference to
In the course Of maki ppeared in recent despatches.

^ ngerent countries Our g a general world survey of inflatio
in

tral
Research Division has produced the enclosedconditions

con-memorandum•1 I send it to you because
c0nditio^^ Newfoundland it gives a buds^Ye.
from Canadian Gove and will perhaps add somethin to view of
and situation is rnment officials. It seems obviou g despatches

fated to get steadils that the Newfound-
I am not su Y worse.

ge`^ from ffi^â dY acquainted with protocol to
Canada would be considered ^ow if actions or sug-

N0n re roduit appropriate. But I assume
le document 1253. thethe
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distress of an 'old neighbour might call for some sympathy and that in turn
might inspire some thinking as to whether or not some assistance can be
suggested in proper quarters.

Yours sincerely,

D. GORDON

1251. NPA S-7-2-4

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Finances à la commission pour
Terre-Neuve

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Finance to Commission of Government
of Newfoundland

F.104246 [St. John's,] October 8, 1946

COST OF LIVING INDEX FIGURE

This note is an attempt to summarize the Finance Department's views
on the Supply Department report' on the cost of Living index figure and the
wider problems arising therefrom. As I see the position, the responsibility
for framing the cost of living index figure and for controlling prices has
been placed on the Supply Department, but the Finance Department is vitallY
interested because the cost of living impinges on the economy of the country
at so many points and Government revenue and expenditure are sensitive to
the manner in which this question is handled.

2. It is evident that the control of prices in Newfoundland hitherto has
been impaired by the absence of a public opinion which was ready to tolerate
close control, and all the vexations which that entails; possibly by a certain
leniency on the part of the magistracy; and by the lack of sufficient trained
staff to enforce control effectively throughout the country. It is clearly imPos"
sible for us in this small community to resist major price trendst^ t^e
U.S. or Canada, but there are considerable fields in which we can
effective action and these may be considered, for convenience, under three

I main heads:

(a) Pre-landing costs
(b) Costs on landing
(c) Post-landing costs.

12. Inc Commission will perha s wish to consider
whether a furtner

th f "i -Ain h uld be authorized My own view is that we
, enquuy into e cost o g s o •
already possess, or are able to obtain, all the information necessary to enab e

' Non reproduit. ' 1 Not printed.
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us to reach decisions. A further en ui

might throw an intolerable burden onGovernment Departments already ha d- res ed by the
be completed in less than- six months and, Convention. It could

we as a Government would be bound to take executive action tto^check o
rreduce the rise in the index, or we should allow the position to drift almost
rbeyond further control. The only argument in favour of a further en u'

is that we could engage trading and consumers' interests and thus defend
^ourselves against yet another charge of arbitrary

we should best earn the thanks of the population by ou^rselve sg aI ^ k that
withthe position promptly and vigorously; and surely we could forestall criil

smby the issue of a carefully worded statement outlining the ste s whic
propose to take. P h we

13. If the Commission reach decisions at Thursday's meeting, I propose
to circulate for Friday's meeting a draft telegram in continuation of m
letter of the 28th of September, 1946,1 to Mr. Syers. y

R. L. M. JAMES

1252.

Mémorandumz des dépêches 445 et 446 (26 septembre 2897401947) du
haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve

Memorandumz on Despatches 445 and 446 (September 26, 1947)
from Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland

[Ottawa,] November 7,
The reports states that the high cost

, 1947
to hi h of living may be attributed primarilyg

prices in supplying markets outside Newfoundland. The important
secondary causes are the cost of inward carriage and of distribution. A
further cause is the present method of raising revenue b im

2. The report states that the profits of the distributive y
port duties.

whole not unduly high, trades are on the

3. The report recommends that

a) freight charges on the Newfoundland Railway be re-examin

b) further changes in the taxation system to a system of direct
ed;

ed taxation should be considered; graduat-

'Non reproduite.

R6<4 6 Par P. A. Bridle. 1 Not printed.
Lett rapport fut prép^ ' written by P. A. Bridle.sio

^^
par une commis.. + The report wasNeuve.quete sur le coût de la vie à Terro-

sion of Enquiry
prepared by a Commis.

into the cost of living in
Newfoundland.
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c) the Government should . enter into negotiations with the Canadian
Government and with the provision trade to explore the possibility
of securing flour for the Newfoundland market at a flat price,
lower than that now charged by the Canadian Wheat Board, and
steps should be taken, if necessary by state purchase, to ensure
that all Newfoundland merchants buy at the same price over fairly
long periods.

4. The Acting High Commissioner is of the opinion that it is doubtful if the
implementation of any of these recommendations would considerably
reduce the cost of living in Newfoundland.

5. The St. John's Daily News and the St. John's Evening Telegram, comment-
ing editorially on the report, are not optimistic that under present world
conditions the cost of living can be materially reduced.

6. The Daily News, which is inclined to be critical of Canada and to champ-
ion the cause of Newfoundland merchants, emphasizes that profiteering
cannot be blamed for the high cost of living. It is of the opinion that
tariff revision and reduction of the price of flour purchased in Canada are
the most hopeful means of reducing the cost of living. On the latter point
it argues that "the Canadian Government may well consider that its
highly favourable balance of trade with this country justify [sic] some
reduction from the world price which we have been charged". It also
asserts that Canada has a highly favourable balance of invisible trade
with Newfoundland and that the Canadian Foreign Exchange Control
Board has acquired Newfoundland balances in American dollars "which,
during the past five years, must have totalled some hundreds of millon of
dollars".

1253. 2897-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'Ëtat
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 139 ' St. John's, January 26, 1949

which I reported on the cost of living index for St. John's as of Novem
T have the honour to refer to m des atch No 13 of January 6th1 in

6th, 1948.
2. The cost of living index for St. John's as [of] December 4th, 1948, is

185.1, that 3s the same as November 6th, 1948.

7N-on reproduits. ^ s Not printed.
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lst October, 1938
1st October,,1939
6th September, 1947
4th October, 1947
1st November, 1947
6th December, 1947

100.0
104.4
172.1
176.0
178.8
179.5

3rd July, 1948
7th August, 1948
4th September, 1948 -
2nd October, 1948 -
6th November, 1948 -
4th December, 1948

I have etc.

C. J. BURCHELL
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183.7
190.2
184.8
185.5
185.1
185.1

PARTIE 4/PART 4

LE CONTR6LE DU CHANGE ÉTRANGER

1254
FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL

.

NPA GN1/3 320/25
^haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Governor
de Terre-Neuve

TELEGRq1K
ernor of Nex, foundland

SECRET. Following for Penson. Be s,
[Ottawa,] June 23, 1939

we understand it the _ gin Holmes's letter of June 20th.2 As
C^a^an Authorities the p$oposition of ofNewfoundland

your visit will be to discuss with the

^^^ part of the United Kingdom draft Defence in relation to Canadian

as enclosed in Clutterbuck's letter to you of April 212n1 d?sD^^ ô to
w^ch took place here with the Bank of Canada durin ^indicated that the position of Newfoundland in ex g Osborne's visit

chanParticular importance and that in so far as her cu enc y
ge i the

matters was of
sDollar it was essential that she should be brought the C^adian

ordinated with Canada. Otherwise the Island wold co^^t^ the scheme. co-

w^ch losses might occur or would suffer inconvenience tute gap through
by Canadian control.11.1 dice au can

Août

la Périod ada s'établissait ainsi poure correspondante: 1 The index in Canada was
Octobre
Octobre
Septembre
Octobre
Novembre
Décembre
Juillet

septembre
Octobre
Novembre

Non mproduDeécembre

3. The following figures summarize the position: i

1938
1939
1947
1947
1947
1947
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948
1948

ing the corresponding period.
100.0 October 1938101.6 October 1939138.0 September 1947140.6 ctober 1947142.0 November 19471".0 December 1947146.5 July 1948155.3 August 1948156.9

O

September
157.8 October
157.6 November
iS6.9 December

' Not printed.

1948
1948
1948
1948

as follows dur-
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h
ii

W

It is understood that Draft Regulations have been prepared by the Bank
of Canada and that these have been discussed with the Department of Fi-
nance but have not been submitted to or approved by Canadian Government
generally. I shall accordingly endeavour as soon as you have made definite
arrangements as regards visiting Ottawa to ensure that no difficulty is put in
the way of your discussing the position of Newfoundland privately with
Bank of Canada and Department of Finance. It will however be desirable
that your visit should be regarded generally as of a routine character.

You will no doubt inform England as soon as possible as to probable date
of your arrival. If you can be here by July 10th it now appears probable that
Towers and Gordon of the Bank of Canada and Clark will all be available.
Ends.

1255. NPA GN1/3 320/35

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 243 [St. John's,] August 25, 1939

SECRET. Following for Machtig from Penson. Repeated to High Commis-
sioner for H. M. Government in United Kingdom in Canada. Begins. Refer-
ence your Telegram No. 187 Secret, June 13th,i and related correspondence.
Documents furnished by Bank of Canada subsequent to my visit to Ottawa
have been studied and addition is being made to local Draft Defence Act
giving power to make regulations imposing exchange control on lines of
Bank of Canada draft proposals. Latter are referred to in Holmes's telegram
to me of June 23rd, of which you were no doubt informed. They were
discussed by Bank of Canada representative with Bank of England and are
described as at least as far-reaching as United Kingdom proposals. Local
regulations, a draft of which is now being prepared, could be put into
force if and when justified by circumstances. Regulations would follow Bank
of Canada draft as closely as possible. Think you should probably have
this information in view of possible developments. See also paragraph 3 of
your Circular Telegram C No. 13 Secret of August 24th.1 Ends.

1256. NPA GN1/3 320/25

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 289 [St. John's,] September 16, 1939

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Repeated High Commissioner in Canada. Your NO-

308/Secret' . Information was received here on evening September 14th

I Non reproduit.
, . -

I Not printed.
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that Canadian Gove 1301rnment was
imposeon night of September 15th to likely

exchange control reto act simultaneousl e Se tember 16th. ^aaionsC^^i^ Y• Penson had' p we were skedRegulations and a redraft rea
d u 1e^iv^ draft of ProposedA draft of regulatioch

himreferred to above

ns had b^ IIsame day as the telegramof first Canadian draft and had bee
prepared here

^c^srances, in view of action whichn sent to Canada serrû_o^on basis
Government on l st}^ September was actuallcially In
confo^ with revised this draft with cery tal̂II e^en CanadianCanadian dr^t was dments to16 ^t into force midnight' passed by

September 15th, effective on r mission, and
These regulatiôns made g September

establishment of Newfoundland Newfoundland Defence Act
close c wfoundland Forei provide forBo^d ^peration with and generall^ Exchange Control Board to act in

will have the duty of
on same lines as Canadian Board.ents of ontrolling dem

C^adian dollars to non-resid nt^m^ in foreign exch^ e
g^p°^• To meet immediate needs s' and licensin g' Pay-

xpO1ts andbeen issued.
'^ will an open licence for exports ând importsto be enforced • be withdrawn and

has

istration has si ^ada substituted arrangements similar to those
[] been estab^hed. as soon as necessary forms and ad

It Will be min-
^ange for PrioraPPreciated by you that it was
foun^^d consultation with unfortunately impossiblemi

lose recourse to Ca
You
nadian gregard to danger

to
of delay here in imposing Board ^^r that NeW-CaIlada •, regulations• for exchange in the event

pe^ttmg unrestricted transfer of Canadian made will result into
Newfoundland

f Hdian Board
and

xc^^ an teeing the Canadian B n^nry and balances
gh Com •

g sold in Newfoundland. Pleasee refer tele theN^OUndlan^sioner in Canada to us of June 23rd in
relation to Canadian which ^^

Exchange Regulations is set o foi, of
12S7.

Extrait du Commercial Intelligence J0 1
C 26896

Ezcerpt f rom Co ^^l
mmercial Intelligence lourna p

NEWFOUNDLAND [Ottawa,J October 6, 1939

Under
Foreign Exchange Control Regulation

Section 1^ of the Defence Act Ofth
e^oundland G f Newfoundland

G
oundl^d azette of September S 193, 1939 published in

P"rPOseS alnong °^vech or in Commission

^

to make 9w Power was given to the
were included: ar regulations for certain

b^^ par 1e alinist2re du Comanerc°'
1 published b y^^ef^.Y the DePartment of Trade

i
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For controlling foreign exchange transactions and in connection therewith for
licensing exports and imports and for providing for the declaration by persons
resident or being in Newfoundland of their holdings of foreign exchange and
foreign securities and for requisitioning the same if deemed desirable.

In accordance with these powers the Newfoundland Governor in Com-
mission issued foreign exchange control regulations effective September 16
(published in the Newfoundland Gazette of September 19) which were
similar to those issued by the Foreign Exchange Control Board of Canada
effective the same date, and summarized in the Commercial Intelligence
Journal No. 1860 of September 23, 1939 (page 569).

According to the Newfoundland regulations "Foreign Currency" means
any currency other than Canadian dollars and that [sic] a "resident" means
any person ordinarily resident in Newfoundland or in Canada.

In view of these rulings no exchange permits are required in order to
import goods from or export goods to Canada provided there is no trans-
action in "foreign exchange". It is necessary, however, as is the case of
Canada trading with Newfoundland, that export or import licenses, as the
case may be, be obtained by the Newfoundland exporter or importer. It is,
further, possible for a resident in Newfoundland to make payment in
Canadian dollars to a resident in Canada without an exchange permit.

1258. 1156-D-39

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in United States

DESPATCH 704 Ottawa, October 15, 1940

Sir,
With reference to the acquisition of certain Naval and Air bases in New-

fôundland by the United States, I have the honour to request that you will

discuss with the appropriate representatives of the United States Government

the suggestion'which is outlined in the following pâragraph.

2. When the Newfoundland bases are established and American forces

installed, it is possible that the United States Government may decide to pay

the officers and men, who are thus stationed in Newfoundland, in Canadian

dollars. If this should be done, it is the earnest desire of our Foreign Ex-

change officers that the United States Government should acquire the

Canadian dollars which it will need for this purpose by purchase from the

Bank of Canada or from some other Canadian institution at the established

rate. In other words, it is hoped that Washington will not endeavour to.

supply its needs by buying Canadian dollars in the "Black market" in New

York or elsewhere.

I
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• ^^e United States Gove 1303

Newfoundland in United States dollars

^

rnment continues to Pay thesatisfactorily el inhandled b y the situation, of course, Will be
shall be véry much obliged if ge stitutions.

with the appropriate offciaLs and let meo^ discuss this matter inf

4. I

ormallmaY express with regard to it, ow in due y
course what views they

I have etc.

0• D. SKELTON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1259.

Le ministre 1156-D_3 g
aux E`tats-Unis au secrétaire d'^`tar aux A

Minlster in Unitde States to Secret flaires extérieures

DESPATCH 2208
arY of State for External ^qffairs

Sir, Washington, October 21, 1940

With reference to Your despatch
honour to info No• 704 of October 15th I have t
question Of the you ^at we have discussed with the State De a he
Particular PaYment of United States forces in Newfoundland ent the

the undesirability from the Canadian oint and inPaid in Canadian dollars p
of view of having the2.

The De purchased in the "Black Market". m
representationp,s^ment promised to give every consid eration

are At the present time, however,only be the various D to our informal
'n•gather that the ^^g to get aroûnd to such administrativerdetails con-

negotiations for the acquisition1n such secrec of these bases were c S' We
Y^ o n such a personal basis and in such genera arrled on

ldepart^ental officials are ha '
w^ ^plied i v^ng a difficult time determining exactly that

in the agreements and how they should be ca ' Y what3. It is alto e
med out in detail.

local paid i
g ther probable that United States forces in Newfoundland

n United States dollars, which can be s will
^ancial institutions. How old at the official ratethis proble ever, the State Department has to

m in mind and I shall report on subse uent d promised to

keep

q evelopments.
I have etc.

I

M. M. MAHONEY

for the Minister,
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BC RDF 131-8
a

1260.

Le président de la Commission de contrôle du change étranger
au ministre des Finances

Chairman of Foreign Exehange Control Board

to Minister of Finance

[Ottawa,] December 9, 1941

should agree.

their very modest office expenses.
reasonable one for him to make,

and we recornmen
therefore, a very

not give the Newfoundland Board any issloner s
The request of the Comm d that We

offices the usual commission of 1/ o although
share of the spread, eeros ►

banks in Newfoun and Sewng I , Head
our accounts. The, spread between the buying pay to the banks

do
transactions thus accrues to this

8 %
Board.

^Newfoundland business, We pay

which Newfoundland is en g that in future such transters be ar
has now made a request in writing

at the midrate of $4.45.

As y

the chartered

y
ou are aware all exchange transactions entered Boa d pass through

• dland with the consent of the local ates in these

Dear Mr. Ilsley,
which you acknowledged under date of 17th

In my letter of 10th May,'
you

that the Board was applying the
May,' on the subject of rates I advised y

midrate

dom Con-
of $4.45 to its purchases of sterling from the United ^Government.

trol and to its sales for repatriation purPoses to the u Dominion
was in Ottawa

When the Commissioner for Finance for Ne rate
o

on transfers which be
recently he spoke to us informallY regarding tll resent, m
bas occasion to make to the Dominions office. These transfers 1ePbudget surpluses

art,
provision for public debt obligations and, ^^ do

part ,
Government. He

p p • 1 din to the Unitedt g ranged

Will you please advise me if you concur.

Yours sincerely,

G. F. TOWERS

1 Not printed.
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1261.
RDF 131-8

.
Le ministre des Finances au président de la Commission

de contrôle du change étranger

Minister of Finance to Chairman of Foreign Exchange Control Board
Ottawa, December 12, 1941

Dear Mr. Towers,
I have your letter of December 9th, and agree with you that we should

accept the request made by the Commissioner of Finance for Newfoundland
that the rate on transfers which he has occasion to make to the Dominions
Office should be the midrate of $4.45 to the pound sterling.

Yours very truly,
J. L. ILSLEY

1262.
C 26896

Mémorandum du chef de la division du tarif extérieur,
ministère du Commerce, au chef de la direction des licences d'exportation,

ministère du Commerce

Memorandum f rom Chief of Foreign Tariffs Division,
Department of Trade and Comme rce,

Department of Trade and Commerce
Ottawa, March 23, 1942

NEWFOUNDLAND EXPORT CONTROL

With reference to your telephone inquiry, the only Newfoundland regula-
tions respecting export control other than to Enemy countries, which we
have are:

Regulations issued September 1, 1939, under the Newfoundland Defence
Act contain the following:

No person shall, without a licence in writing from the Newfoundland Board of
Customs or such other person or persons as may at any time hereafter be
appointed for the purpose by the Commissioner for Finance, export or ship
any provisions or foodstuffs; or any animal, poultry, or bird, alive or dead,
suitable for food.

Newfoundland foreign exchange control regulations issued September 15,
1939, provide that:

No person shall export any goods or other property from Newfoundland except
under and in accordance with the terms of a licence granted by the Foreign
Exchange Control Board.

In a despatch of January 16, 1942,1 the Governor of Newfoundland
informed the High Commissioner for Canada. that the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment is prepared to adopt the export permit system for newsprint.

1 Non reproduite. 1 Not printed.
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We have not been able to find any reference as to the policy followed in
Newfoundland respecting the sale or export of essential war materials.

wM. CiILCHRIST

non-interest bearing loans be extended to mclu e paym uent

This was done and, as noted in your
rsAnnnn

have
one for R, 120 000.

letter from Wild, the Commissloner of lnan ,

' n to use the- mid-rate through us for transfers in co nnection
servic^permisslo d ents for debt

for interest and sinking funds. On Dece Fer Ce •^ which he requested that

un the mysteries concerning Newfoundland trans
1

VLS
941 Mr Turk received a

From information contained in me Bank s
f' to the United Kingdom

• ' fil s Ii believe I have cleared

[Ottawa,] November 12,1942

BC RDF NFLD
1263.

Mémorandum du Service de recherches de la Banque du Canada
à la Commission de contrôle du change étranger

Memorandum from Research Department^oaa ^ of Canada,

- to Foreign Exchange Control

loan was transferred through the d B f
an't

,
•

June 30tih. loans to the United 1'"119 om of the
acxount of non-interest bearing ossible that some Po?^0n and
Ottawa in October -1941. Hence it isk âf Montreal before this date an

Wild arranged for trans ers . d wh,le
. addltional amount emg f #1krough the Bank o here ^

, an
° paym^ents

ex
immediatel ââ f#£7704000 earlier in the course

that it
of
mustthe refer

year,
to my f C^ai•• b

ar to have transferred the uwill see they apPe 1 ation for
or about June 30th. f ll alnount of
'_ said tn be for service on our

from 45) to the Un1te
equivalent of $222,500 ( £50,000 ^a^g debt in connection with issues on

iThere rs s uest tothe Secretary for Finance there is a req
t â^gdom, and

^ ^ g ' to the situation sterling' t'll one puzzling feature . In thls e fer the°
it

of Montre •
f 'ttin to us' which I referred to in the abovel ter of June 17th

dlfference
^, 1n St John's in 1941 prior to the introductlon to Mr. Turk.

parUcu ar y •
transferred, through the Bank of Canada, which des in w1 the Ba^

• f£200 000 consisted of, exchange purchased through stemof the sY

assum
• 1 ear The letter goes on to state that #U our 1ist. The

Coming down to June 17th, 19429 I fin a e r annum,
Finance, in which he says that Newfoundland requires£ fund 0L
of which interest conslsts of Z592,400

ount becausekit

n

does not refer to anY
that this is a fixed annual 520 000 of this was

payments prior to june wu,, vui- .^. ^- .--
d 1 tter from the Secretary for

bence without our having any recor o 1•
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Mémorandum du Service de recherches de la Banque du Canada au gouverneur
de la Barique du Canada

Memorandum from Research Department, Bank of Canada, to Governor,
Bank of Canada

[Ottawa,] December 14, 1942

RE PROPOSED TRIP TO NEWFOUNDLAND

Il have canvassed the F.E.C.B. for problems of theirs which might be
usefully used as an entree to writing to Wild. At the moment there do not
seem to be any outstanding problems of much consequence. While, of course,
there will probably be others turn up, the only point in which the Board is
specifically interested relates to Canadian companies' purchases in the U.S.A.
for delivery to Newfoundland and Labrador (e.g. MacNamara Construction
Co.). Here the question is that we have no assurance that the goods are
actually purchased or that the companies have not obtained funds for the
same purpose in Newfoundland as well.

On my own account my more specific objectives concern their balance of
payments.

(1) To try and gain some idea of their balance of payments in U.S.
- funds for the coming year. Most accounts seem to agree that our

net gain of U.S. funds will be considerably reduced since the work
on the bases is drawing to a close.

(2) To ascertain their prospects vis à vis the U.K. We have never
known precisely the extent of special war orders over and above
their regular trade which is said to have been curtailed by shipping
losses.

(3) Thé extent to which we will be called on to buy sterling on balance
- so far the accounts have about balance - is tied in with their
budgetary position. Last year they had a heavy surplus, a good
deal of which was loaned to the U.K. To date the surplus is even
larger but their budget speech indicated that they anticipated a
sharp contraction.

(4) I should like to have an opportunity to find out how their trade
statistics are made up. Presumably they are not very good but
they may be usable if something is known of their composition.
This applies to their few statistical series generally. We know little
about them and a visit there would enable us (a) to make sure
that we get everything useful and (b) by personal contact it might
be possible to obtain informally some series not released for
publication.

(5) It should be possible to learn a good deal about their balance of
payments generally and in particular the invisible items which are,

1 G. S. Watts.
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with few exceptions, comparatively small in extent. If this is so itNew-will be possible to amend our Canadian estimates to include
in thefoundland. We have not been able to do this other th

net purchases or sales of U.S. dollars and sterling in their respec-

tive accounts.

The above reasons are entirely apart from the more general reasons for
the visit which I had in mind. These include

(1) a general familiarizing myself with the Newfoundland economy
(2) gathering available information on its resources
(3) its post-war prospects - for fishing

- mining
- pulp and paper industry

(4) the position of the U.S.A., present and future, in Newfoundland.
(5) their attitude towards Canada and the U.K.

1265.
Le commissaire aux Finances au gouverneur de la Banque du Canada

Commissioner for Finance to Governor, Bank of Canada

St. John's, December 30, 1942

Dear Mr. Towers,
Replying to your letter of the 15th December,i we should working of

to receive a visit from Mr. Watts to advise us regard 1g the which
Exchange Control and to go over any matters of mutualtual concern

visit Ottawa
require discussion. It was our intention that Mr. h slvowledge of Canadian

should
again in the near future so that he could bring
practice up to date but, in the circumstances, his visit will be deferred until

later. ° payments and
I note that Mr. Watts bas a special interest in the balance of PaI ^an assure

international trade which he would like to discussinformation
first

whch is available,
you that we shall be ready to give him any
although I am afraid that our statistics are not so comprehensive as^ris °budt
like them to be. We have, of course, full figures of Customs Ret to acute
there is at present some lag in the compilation of these, o^g m up to
staffing difficulties. We are, however, endeavouring to bring

late as speedily as possible. middle oftil the
We sball be extremely busy in Finance Departm ent

for the financial year
February completing our annual Esti^ates a^r Budgetver would be available
commencing the ist April next. A1

o
gh

1 Not printed. . ^1e Newfoond'
,I Non reproduite. s V. Calver, the oificial m

was Ies,`. ! V.`` Calrer, le fonctionnaire du ministtro ent of Finance who
des Finances de Terre-Neuve qui Était tes- land b^^f

rei^a exchan8e control.
poaubk du contr6le du change étrsa^et. P^

b



I. am afraid we could not give Mr. Watts much time before then, and I
would, therefore, suggest that his visit should be arranged for the latter half
of February if that is convenient to you.

With best wishes for the New Year.
Yours sincerely,

1266.

I. WILD

BC RDF NFLD

Mémorandum du directeur de la Section de la commercialisation,
Commission de contrôle du change étranger

Memorandum by Director of Merchandising Section,
Foreign Exchange Control Board

Ottawa, February 17, 1943

I understand that Mr. Watts of the Bank of Canada is leaving shortly for
a trip to Newfoundland, thus providing an opportunity to discuss outstanding
problems with the Newfoundland Control. This Section has experienced
considerable difficulty in obtaining surrender of Newfoundland Forms E
where United States goods have been ordered through Canadian firms, the
latter being responsible for payment to the American suppliers but the goods
are shipped to and cleared in Newfoundland. Our difficulties may be divided
into three classes as follows:

1. Goods shipped direct from the United States to Newfoundland
The Canadian payors find that the Newfoundland importers frequently do

not forward the Forms E evidencing import. This results in enquiries from
the Board to the resident firms who, in turn, have to communicate with
Newfoundland'in an effort to obtain the forms. Any action which the New-
foundland Control could take to arrange for Newfoundland importers to
attach their Form E when settling with the Canadian firms would assist in
eliminating such correspondence.

2. United States goods shipped "in bond intransit" through Canada to New-
foundland

It has been intimated on several occasions that because these goods ostensi-
bly come from Canada, the Newfoundland authorities do not issue Forms E.
We would like to obtain confirmation of this impression, because if so there
would be no danger of the Newfoundland importer being able to purchase
foreign exchange and we would be fairly safe in providing the Canadian
payor with United States dollars against the evidence of the intransit Customs
documents. It may be that Newfoundland would prefer to issue E forms
particularly if the authorities there can establish that the goods have only
Passed through Canada intransit. In that event, this advice will apprise them
of the situation and we can take steps to see that the Forms E are for-
warded to Canada. Their cooperation as suggested in No. 1 above would
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then be very helpful in this 'respect. As an instance- of this type of transaction,
we might mention that the firm of Rowlings Limited, Halifax, places orders
in the United States on behalf of Mr. A. B. Harding, Norris Point, New-
foundland, arranges to have the goods shipped through Canada "in bond
intransit" and they are cleared eventually at th e Customs port of

E
Bonne

several
Newfoundland. We have been unsuccessful in obtaining Forms
of these shipments for the reason given above.

3.
United States goods imported to Newfoundland on behalf of Government

bodies
Difficulties have been experienced in obtaining surrender

h to the spe-

cial

shipments on Government account. We are not ref g so much

problems engaging Mr. Hogben's attention, but oshipmen ts
o kyard, ^1Stg.

imports by such officials as the Naval Store Office r,

John's. We are at present in correspondence with the Ontario Hughes Owens
Company concerning one Ozalid Type Developing Machine shipped to the
Naval Store Officer under Department of M & S, Contract 49676, Requisition
Can. 786, K. BSB 786, FD 942, shipped direct from Johnson City, New

York. of the
We believe the importance for foreign exchange control purposes reciated

Forms E issued in connection with their imports
could be takent to enlist

fully by the officials concerned and any steps which
their cooperation would reduce the number of enquiries from this Board to
the Canadian agents handling their purchases.

H. S. HOLLOWAY

BC RDF 2B-520
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Report on Visit by G. S. Watts to Newf oundland

[Ottawa, April ,] 1943

cuite pleased at my coming. WhY t^s was the case I do not knoârtment at a

Exchange Control
' my visit which extended on a week longer than anticipatedWd^

During
and Calver were most kind and helpful. I heard independently that Wild

other than

the fact that the visit represented a little recognition of his dep ound to
• d Calver was keen to take me a round

time when he is rather hard presse . tangible evidenc
meet the managers of the four banks, partly, I inferred, as

ttawa had an active Interest in Newfoundland's exchange con colnthat O
trol

11 Cette ri site eut C."
3

to April 13._^• . ..

Fes^ ^risit toolc place foin
ü .4.1 24 fér:iu su

istration almost entirely in his hands; only tn tnalor m b^, 24

I gathered from Calver that he regards the funcUo
•

Wildof leaves
exchange

the adm^'
and his own circumstances as reasonably satisfactory. atters of policy or when

Rapport d'une visite effectuée par G. S. Watts à Terre-Neuve

El

G
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particularly important individuals are seeking special favours does Calver
consult with Wild and he told me that Wild always backed him up in his
decisions. .

I was in Newfoundland long enough to see a good cross section of
control in operation and I was favourably impressed with Calver's abilities.
He seems to have a thorough knowledge of the rules and regulations insofar
as they concern his activities; he is self-confident and his good judgment
commands the respect of those with whom he deals. It is worth observing that
his position is not a very enviable one in many respects. He is the Foreign
Exchange Control Board and as such is in a position to draw an the ire and
abuse of the disgruntled in a small community where he is personally
acquainted with most of those having dealings with the Board.

Calver occupies a small office in the Customs building, measuring about
5 feet by 7, the only redeeming feature being the view from his window which
commands the whole harbour, and under present conditions seldom a day
passes that something out of the ordinary occurs. His staff consists of a
secretary, two girls in the attic who check the bank's matched forms and do
a little statistical work, and an occasional part-time helper. His correspondence
is comparatively small, being limited chiefly to final authorizations, since
most decisions are reached and questions answered over the telephone. His
immediate superior is Walter Marshall, the Finance Secretary (Depûty
Minister of Finance) who subs for him when he is away.

Exchange control in Newfoundland differs from ours in two principal
respects. Apart from the special71 p.c. customs levy they have done nothing
to prohibit or limit imports from hard currency countries and they could be
accused of negligence in this connection for even while I was there I saw
authorizations for ,a number of imports from the U.S.A. which could have
been obtained in Canada. One consequence is that the shops contain goods
which we no longer see. They are, however, not without a plausible defence.
They have no domestic sources such as ours; the influx of Americans has
been a complicating factor; they are a separate political entity and should be
permitted to take advantage in some measure at least of their special good
fortune in having extensive dollar income; finally there is some point to
their claim that after so long a period of intense hardship it would have been
neither advisable nor equitable to shut off the flow from any source when
people had a little money to spare. In any case this has now become a
rather academic question for most goods of the type referred to (i.e. unobtain-
able in Canada) are rapidly becoming unavailable or in the case of necessities
are now being supplied under agreement by Canada and the U.S.A.

Moreover, if Newfoundland has been more lenient in the matter of imports
they have been a good deal ' more rigid and rigorous in controlling other
movements. This constitutes the second main difference. While this may not
be so, to the extent they claim, I was able to observe that Calver sticks
strictly to the' letter of the law in administering the instructions and I think
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we would probably regard him as rather quixotic at times. The quality of
mercy is pretty well strained in St. John's, ParticularlY in the provision of

travel funds.
The reason for this tendency is partly that Calver does not like to take

however, I inferred that it
liberties with the instructions. More basically,
devolves from the fact that any flexibility even on what we would considercommunity
justifiable grounds, would soon be broadcast around ^ écialall eading la er
and lead to continual squabbles, misin terpretation

t1edate thisd ( ô our éyes) rather
on. Calver, I think, realizes this and decon
uncomPromising attitude has been wise. But if an he Sheû ion of twhich will
about Newfoundland will have ^sPe^léectt mencounter. This is one reason
not enjoy the slack which w e

start him 'thi
eve

nkingwe about
should theinitiate

more appropriate
into some of the finer ^ë bÎakes

why I beL ropriate means of releasing

The specific points relating to F.E.C.B. business that I had t^ ô^^
were comparatively few in number and were not of Et f rate on goods
They had to do largely with difficulties in obtaining
ordered in the U.S.A. by Canadian firms and shipped direct to oN e^^°,Ila e

land. It is scarcely possible to devise a^t a^ôn w
ried

ork
procedure

most of the
this, trouble. In any case the base construction not a dead
trouble arises) is. practically completed so tlât it 1^^^ties arise. In fact

issue. However Calver is eager to assist sho Y for it w^ll
he will welcome having cases of this kind referred to him directly

ortunity of checking on the Customs. He emp
provide him with an oPP

hasized
athered that this

that all such instances should be sent to hi m where they are involved.
would be agreeable to the banks in Newf ^ucularly ^°S
He is in much the best position to deal with such questions P

relating to Customs. h ther after

this aspect of our relations was covere case s tof U.S.
•th Vyild I simply mention it in

to Newfoun an ,
not raised again. I am fairlY certain that it was l c Ï haVé s nce learned that

rather than a problem that concerned â in g t
onversations

with Penson durinShould

e^cpense
dl d but at that point he was interruPted an f the momeIlt

Dunng
had been met there would be any of the B°ar dsthe questi°n was

the course of a conversation caiver enqu ae rofits accruin8dwe

and later wi •the early ,of • particularly af ter such heavy S e

Calver and Wild both expressed themselves as of Inc oPln I iwSh

if not here to stay, would last for a long
while after the War' were

control, t^,p mssibilitv of relaxation of controls

exchange to us. ion that eRchanSe
ever be brought up agam --

empnasize wim, wir ,^......a..
not based on anything I heard in Newfoundland. Canada,

To anyone familiar with the attitude of Newfoundlandefs to
next thing to hatred,

which at its best is suspicion and at its worst
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matter for comment that our Exchange Control relationships with New-
foundland Government have not resulted in cries of "intervention" or "Con-
federation". Actually, barring an incident while I was there, the subject has
never been raised. The incident to which I refer was a speech by P. J. Cashin,
a former minister of finance and now generally in disrepute among the
better elements, in which he declared that we were being supplied with
$15 mm. U.S. per annum by Newfoundland to defray our deficit and that
Newfoundland was in danger of being "sold up the river". But in this case
he was blaming the Newfoundland Government rather than Canada. Burchell
asked me about it and I advised him to pay no attention to it unless it
became an issue. Nothing more was heard in the fortnight after while I was
there.

Newfoundlanders will seize on any possible excuse to blame us for their
trouble, be it in the Caribou' or the conduct of our troops and my only
explanations why they have not used exchange control to attack us are, first,
that it has become a world-wide phenomenon and one [on] which their
position is relatively not too bad. Secondly, Penson, Wild and Calver have
all, I believe, had sense enough to represent exchange control as an inde-
pendent Newfoundland measure. This has shielded us and at the same time
saved them from providing their opponents with a battle-cry. They have been
assisted by our policy of refraining from any act that might suggest inter-
vention. In view of the circumstances as I now see them, I am taking the
liberty of re-emphasizing this policy, not because of past errors, but because
of the trouble that one misstep could cause.

The Balance of Payments
One of the principal aims in visiting St. John's was to assess the effects

of the reported completion of the U.S. military bases on our net recepits
of U.S. funds from Newfoundland, which in 1942 amounted to $33.5 mm.
'Since it has been our understanding that the Newfoundland control compiled
no statistical records whatever it seemed likely that any such effort would
have to be largely inferential based on scanty piecemeal information. I was
therefore agreeably surprised to learn that since last May Calver had been
receiving from the Chartered Banks a classification of purchases and sales
of U.S. dollars and sterling by main purposes (including in the case of U.S.
funds a breakdown of exports between fish, pulp and paper, concentrates
and all others). I was given a table showing these data since May and
Calver has promised to send me the material monthly as it is received. I
have the complete tables on file; following are the main points of interest:

'Il s'agit du S.S. Caribou, traversier du 'S.S. Caribou, Newfoundland Govermnent
gouvernement de Terre-Neuve, qui fut tor- ferry, torpedoed in Cabot Strait in October,
Pillé - dans le détroit - de - Cabot en - octobre, - 1942, - when - under RCN escort, with loss of
1942 alors qu'il était escorté par la MRC. 137 lives.
Cent trente-sept personnes périrent dans
cet incident.

f
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NEWFOUNDLAND PURCHASES OF U.S. DOLLARS

$000's omitted

Base
Zinc Per- Contr.
Con- sonal Div. &
cen- Remit- & Army, Other

1942 Fish Paper trates Misc. tances Interest etc. Misc. TOTAL

May 659 875 100 14 6 4 2,752 391 4,801

June 469 800 50 - - 43 3,224 217 4,803

July 120 1,497 325 - 17 5 2,858 398 5,220

Aug. 456 810 600 9 16 2 2,629 217 4,739

Sept. 494 850 108 36 1 6 2,753 290 4,538

Oct. 580 606 400 23 - 4 2,967 357 4,957

Nov. 1,019 200 - 355 - 3 2,135 277 3,989

Dec. 1,598 1,103 200 109 - - 2,272 272 5,554

Jan. 1,950 854 275 78

NEWFOUNDLAND SALES OF U.S. DOLLARS

5000's omitted

1,295 309 4,763

Remittances
to U.S.A.
by U.S.

U.S. Personnel
Interest Contractors (Anglo-Amer. TOrAr.

1942 Imports & Div. Earnings Tel.) Misc.

, May 1,152
' June 1,546
, July 1,525
;Aug. 1,517.
Sept. 2,048
Oct. 1,536
Nov. 1,622
Dec. 1,854

1943

! JAM 1,218

1 33 144 73

176' 104 82 81
146 454•••

- 50 103 85

- 92 100 74

.- v 42 104 82
- - 83 50

676•• 65 94 80

• Bowaters.
es Buchins & Bowaters.

•** Includes $350,000 for purchase by Ciovt. of Steamer SS.1londu.
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For the sake of brevity the sterling purchases and sales are not shown.
The figures covering May and after are on file, but they do not show anything
of particular importance. For the writer their main value, judging from their
comparative smallness, was to suggest that a very large portion of Newfound-
land's sterling area transactions is quoted in Canadian dollars. Calver
indicated that this was probably true; at no time have any steps been taken
by the control which would influence the invoicing of goods one way or the
other.

In the U.S. dollar classification of the balance of payments, the item of
greatest interest is of course the one headed Newfoundland Base Contractors
and Army. Actually the totals under this heading include funds from four
sources:

(1) The four U.S. firms acting under the name "Newfoundland Base
Contractors". This is by far the largest item.

(2) Dollars purchased from the Army Engineers-a body who carry
out some structural work but whose functions are chiefly super-
visory.

(3) Dollars purchased from the Army finance officers for the payment
of troops in Canadian dollars.

(4) Receipts from the U.S. Naval Contractors working on the Argentia
naval base.

The offsets to these receipts are partially seen in the sales data - Contrac-tors'
Earnings, and Remittances. Contractors earnings arise from the fact that

their headquarters are in Newfoundland and they receive all of their payments
from the - U.S.A. there. Any profits will therefore be returned from New-
foundland and pass through the control. The army obtain their funds entirely
by buying in the official market. In the case of the Naval operations, con-
tracting is carried on as an adjunct to operations at Quinsett, Mass., where
the contractors' main operations are in ro ess.
their contracts in the U.S.A. and p^ They receive payments on
land.

As far as I could determine, howe erpth se ^ ansfers are Newfound-effected inthe official
market and not as is the case here frequently, in the fre e market.

All of the U.S. Army and Contractors' accounts are in the Royal Bank.
This is said to be the fruits of Morris Wilson's activities in the U.S.A. In the
case of Argentin and Placentia it was mostl luck as the ha

• a branch there. y y ppened to have

As evidenced in the U.S. dollar receipts from this source, base construc-
tion Work is definitel on the decline.
bers employed in Canadian and United States p oj ctsfltoltalled 19 ,000 e num-
peak, (I was unable to obtain the separate figures for the U.S.A. . Thehe
were presunmably all Newfoundlanders. ) se

By
to less than 10 000 and it was stated that hebnumbers em

number
o ed by the

ha
d the

dropped
yearend would not exceed 5 ,000 . I was told confidentiall ' thàt the fi re

likêly. . to be 'IIearer . 2,500. These will be mostl ma ntenanc
gu was

y e crews. The

i
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U.S. Army base contractors will soon close out their accounts but it is
expected that the Naval base operations will extend into August. All of
these operations in the past have generally lasted longer than anticipated.
There can be no doubt, however, that we will suffer a sharp and quite ex-

'tensive loss of dollar income from this source. But it should be noted that
there will be some offsets in reduced remittances on the debit side.

As for the other balance of payments items, Wild told me that paper
exports would be around 40% under last year owing to a small wood cut and
shipping difficulties. (Wild pointed out that shipping rates to U.S. ports for

-newsprint were $40 per ton, war risk, etc., inc.) Fish exports should be
appreciably higher, though Wild pointed out that the increase might be less
than the outsider would anticipate. Theoretically a good many of the dis-
charged base workers could go back to fishing; but in practice most of them
have let their boats and gear deteriorate and some things, like engines, are
irreplaceable. It is expected that lead and zinc concentrates will remain
close to present levels. Imports from the hard currency areas generally will
be somewhat lower than in the past owing to shortage of supplies and the
winding up of base construction. Remittance receipts from the U.S.A. which
at one time may have been as great as $1,000,000 per annum, have fallen
to negligible proportions as conditions have improved on the Island.

While we know the general direction of things to come for most of the
important items, it is difficult to make anything like a precise estimate of
our future net receipts of U.S. dollars, particularly as details for the full
year 1942 are not available. However, on the basis of what we have my
guess is that in this calendar year we may net as high as $17 mm. or $18 mm.
U.S. and that our receipts will certainly be in excess of $10 mm. This
compares with $34 mm. last year. These figures of course take cognizance
of the fact that there are some base expenditures this year. But even when
2hese have been reduced to a straight upkeep basis (i.e. garrison plus
maintenance crews) it is unlikely that Newfoundland will go into the red.
We should still probably net a few millions a year.

There are no changes in prospect in their relations with the sterling area.
They have had no special contracts other than a few contracts for mineswee-
pers early 'on in the war and their transactions with the U.K. have been
:reduced to very small proportions. I learned nothing that would suggest our
having to accumulate sterling on balance from them. Should their customs
zeceipts fall off substantially, as seems likely, the resultant decline
budgetary surplus would mean that we would not be able to srié ser°1^d8
on balance on the scale of last year. ,I was told, however, that t y

they h°pe to
::require some more sterling for maturities in the future which

.retire.

tries has always
Newfoundland's balance of payments with foreign cou"

been a gap in the balance of payments of the Canadian dollar area since
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there never have been adequate data for the preparation of estimates for
this region. The ideal procedure following the inauguration of control would
have been for them to have adopted our statistical code, as a result of which
we would simply have added their 'transactions into our records. One of
the more remote aims of my visit was to investigate the possibility of
persuading them to do something of this sort. I say remote because we do
not have very strong grounds for pressing them in this direction; for them
statistical operations have no imperative functional value; they have been
short of staff; and particularly now that they are partially achieving the
same ends in the monthly reports submitted by the banks, it would be
rather difficult to justify a complicated statistical mechanism for all that
remains of the unknowns.

The Chartered Banks in Newfoundland

I met the managers of the main offices of the four chartered banks, Hart
of the Montreal, Russell of the Nova Scotia, Baxter of the Royal and Mackay
of the Commerce. All were helpful and quite frank in discussing their various
problems and the types of business engaged in. Calver gave me the latest
summary of the annual bank return which appears in the Press.

Summary of Bank Returns for the years ended
31 December 1940, 1941, 1942

Deposits 1940 1941 1942
gavings .................................................... $24,705,503 $29,463,215 $39,367,725
Other ........................................................ 8,479,581 19,025,814 25,978,962

$33,185,084 $48,489,029 $65,346,687
Current Loans to Public .................... 4,057.544 6,167,823 8,258,049Bills and Notes `under discount ........ 954,617 1,123,048 627,863
Bank Syndicate Loan to Government 625,000 375,000
Loan to the City of St. John's ........ 530,575 546,274 502,950
Loan to the Railway Employees Wel-

fare Association ............................ 29,000 135,404 108,062

$ 6.196,736 $ 8,347,549 $ 9,496,924

The breakdown of time deposits is roughly as follows:

Montreal $13 mm.
Nova Scotia 10 mm.
Royal • 6 mm.
Commerce 2 mm.
Nfld. Savings Bank 7 mm.

Calver is willinI was g to give me a copy of the returns by individual banks; while
there he was unable to locate his working sheets from which he made

IT the summazy. Wild told me that he was hoping to get the data on a

i
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lquarterly or monthly basis and that the banks or some of. them at any
rate were kicking about providing the information at more frequent intervals.
He pointed out that they had to do it every month in Canada. He told me
he was going to let them think it over for a little while. In any case he was
not much worried since if they did not provide the information voluntarily,
all he had to do was pass a law providing for such returns as he required! -
Sometimes absolute government has its uses.

However as far as I was able to gather the relations between Newfound-
landers and the banks are uniformly good. The manager for the Nova Scotia
is particularly popular locally, and the Commerce and Montreal men are well
liked. Calver has found them very cooperative and helpful. On several
occasions he has had some slight altercations with the manager of the Royal
who tends to be somewhat overbearing; but these have never been serious
enough to lodge a complaint and in all fairness to Baxter there is more room
for difficulties between him and the control than is the case with the others
since he has the U.S. Army, Navy and base contractors' accounts. Personally
I found him very cooperative and I believe he is popular in business circles.

Every Newfoundlander who retains hopes of a political future should
self-government be restored, seems to feel obliged to harangue against the
Canadian banks periodically. The complaints generally are along the sanie
lines as are heard in the Maritimes - that only a fraction of the Newfound-
landers' deposits are invested at home and that their assets have been drained
off for investment elsewhere. But these very same individuals are the first
to admit privately that they could not get along without the Canadian banks•
So far as I was able to observe the banks are not guilty of any positive
faults calculated to disturb our relations with Newfoundlanders. The whole
system of having their finances under.Canadian control must be and is galling
to them, yet the banks have been there so long that they have come to be
accepted without 'much question. Whether the banks could do more to
improve their public relations in Newfoundland, should that policy become

of immediate concern, is another matter. I came away with the impression
that there was some scope for improvement in this direction. Staff policies

are not uniform. The Nova Scotia employs a number of Newfoundlanders,

one of whom is accountant. In the other banks the senior officials are all
Canadians and I believe I am right in saying that virtually all of the Montreal'S
St. John's staff are Canadian. The Canadians are no doubt instructed not to

show distaste at their appointments publicly - but in most cases from the

manager down they feel that they are bearing the white man's burdec and
are living in hopes of a transfer. Newfoundland being what it is, Cu

ffect
attitude is unavoidable; nevertheless, it has a rather unfortunate e.

ost of
f a1 h th 1 b' of the four. It has mT6e Bank V Montre as ^ arges usmess BoWaters

the very large accounts.includin the Nevvfoundland Government,
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and A.N.D. Co. In addition they have traditionally financed a good deal of
the Portuguese-Spanish-Italian fish export trade. Recently heavy exports
to Portugal have been passing through their hands. Situated as they are,
they do not pursue a very aggressive policy in going out after business.

The Bank of Nova Scotia, next in size to the Montreal, is rated as having
a very sound and lucrative business. They are believed to have gained relative
to the others over the past decade (exclusive of the American business of the
Royal). While they do not have any of the very large accounts they have a
good deal of sound commercial business in St. John's and they have retained
their better outport branches, which should be in a good position now. They
also have the accounts of the St. Lawrence Fluorspar at Aguathuna.

The Commerce activities have never been of very large proportions, nor
has the normal business of the Royal.

One peculiarity of banking in Newfoundland that was pointed out to me
on several occasions was that real savings deposits of individuals are sacro-
sanct. When once a Newfoundlander has established a deposit he will starve
before he commits the crime of drawing on his savings. I was told of many
instances of persons in dire distress throughout the depression who had
refused to draw on their savings deposits to the extent of a dollar.

The bank failure of the 1890's still has a powerful effect on habits in the
outports. Currency hoarding is the practice rather than the exception in many
isolated districts and is evidenced by the steady trickle of old bills and
andquated gold pieces into St. John's. In many regions paper currency, par-
ticularly for some reason or other two dollar bills, are not favoured. It is
believed that there has been extensive hoarding of fifty-cent pieces in the
past. The manager of the Nova Scotia told me that he would not be surprised
if there was a dollar hoarded in the outports for every dollar of individual
savings deposits in the banks.

It
will have been noticed in the table at the beginning of this section that

the expansion in time deposits in 1942 was exceptionally large - almost a
third. I quizzed the managers as to the nature of the increase. Their replies
were not uniform but all of them agreed that part of the increase consisted
of deposits by transient Canadians (Army, Navy and contractors' employees)
and Possibly some Americans. One of the banks had gone over their ledgers

disclosed something over $250,000 of this kind. If this is representative
of the others deposits of this kind might constitute perhaps $2 mm. of the
total and not more than $3 mm. At the same time deposits of individual and
company funds constituted an important share. Views as to the amount of
real individual savings by Newfoundlanders differed. Some claimed that it
was WOefully small. Others were of the opinion that it was extensive. My best
i;uess is that they represented about I of the $10 mm. increase over the year..,,
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Mémorandum du Service de recherches de la Banque du Canada

Memorandum by Research Department, Bank of Canada

[Ottawa,] December 15, 1944

NOTE ON NEWFOUNDLAND REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON
EXCHANGE PROSPECTS

Answering a communication of this kind involves placing the request in its
proper setting. The Salt Fish Board is a semi-official body with regulatory
powers which have grown until it is in effect an arm of the government. Its
chairman, Raymond Gushue, is regarded as extremely able and that he is
thinking ahead on the subject of exchange implications should cause no
surprise. It is, however, a little curious that if he instigated the letter or wrote
it himself that he would not pursue the inquiry

minds of
official channels.

members, itthe other hand if the letter originated in the
is natural that they would consult the Bank of Montreal who are the Govern-
ment's bankers. Next it would be interesting to know if the request was
connected with the drive for an indepe ^NOno ndlwho will be
whether it is simply a very natural interest g a group

strongly affected by exchange developments. The question can be answered
in such a manner as to deal with both considerations.

Newfoundland is a part of the Canadian dollar area. In the past her trade
has been divided about as follows, averaging the immediate pre-war years,
1936-1939, in $mm. Can.:

Exports to imports from Net _

3 9 -6
Canada ...............:......

11 6 +5U.K. ..... ...... ............ -1
U.S.A. .......:...:............ 7 8 2 +8
Others .. ...................... 10

25 +6
Total .... .............. 31

export
From this it will be seen that the main currents were a sizea

ble
he

balance with the U.K. which covered invisible debits, mainly in terestt
c0untrIes

the t also ondebt, with something to spare and a large credit balance with

which made possible the covering of deficits largely with Canada b types of

a. small scale with the United States. Under pre-war conditions

ies did not matter. The exports to "other" countries weie d^âd Âcurnnc
between Mediterranean countries, the West Indies and Latin Amen

countries
large share of the fish business - the bulk of exports to these

ries ncern^
apears to have been financed in sterling though the countn
did not necessarily fall within the sterling area.

s no sure guide to the future. It is hoped that more active rt oThe past ^ ^d

tions will prevail in ` Newfoundland. This p
r^upp^es higher exP re is

. • • rts The trade structu
will undoubtedly result in much higher mpo .
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such that the deficit with Canada will continue; in effect we will be receiving
the proceeds of exports to other than the U.K. and U.S.A. The U.K. balance
of payments will not yield a very large sterling surplus for us to accumulate.
We will probably be net losers of U.S. dollars.

The main problem will be the proceeds for fish to the traditional markets.
If they are financed in sterling this will mean an added burden for us; if a
fair share can be paid for in dollars - as will certainly be the case to some
extent - the problem is not a serious one. Certainly the problem is not trou-
blesome enough to make us loosen our bonds with Newfoundland because of
it.

Newfoundland cannot stand alone as a national entity nor can it have more
than' a nominally separate currency. It must belong to a currency group
and the choice is small. Certainly there is nothing to be gained by adhering
to the sterling area since 75% of her imports come from other areas and
not more than half her exports are in that direction. Yet enough of her ex-
ports go to the sterling area or are paid in sterling that there is nothing to
be gained by cutting loose from the latter. Her best hope is obviously
to stick by us in the hope that our encountering the same problems on a
bigger scale may result in a solution which, as a member of the Canadian
dollar area, will be in her best interests as well. The cost to us will be small,
but it is one that no one else would be eager to undertake. The foregoing
comments do not ignore the fact that Newfoundland might re-arrange her
economy to fit the U.S. dollar or sterling orbits, but one may conclude that
this would not be done willingly. Finally the instrumentality of the Canadian
banks renders Canadian currency inevitably the unit for practical use. Their
assets are all in dollars. We have guaranteed them current requirements, .but
we are under no obligation to turn over the reserves that would be necessary
to support an independent unit. Moreover how would they finance the estab-
lishment of monetary reserves anywhere?

I should think the proper approach from a diplomatic point of view would
be to point out that the World Bank and the Monetary Fund held out hopes
for free multilateral trading after the war but that this was an ultimate rather
than immediate hope. It would be mentioned as well that the U.K. had
Publicly as much as said that sterling would not be convertible so that
there might be difficulties in that direction. Thirdly it would be recalled that
the F.E.C.B. has the obligation to buy and sell currencies to Newfoundland
while exchange control is in force. This might be stressed. Incidentally might
this not be a good time for us to explore transitional policy arrangements
about foreign exchange control and of buying and selling currencies to
them. Should they receive some assurance or not?

Fourthly it could be re-emphasized that where there was a chance of choice
between dollars and sterling it was in the general interest to strive for theformer.

The general tenor would be to indicate that conditions would be
difficult, but to give them some assurances and by implication suggest that
theY have everything to lose and nothing to gain by doing other than re-
maining in the Canadian dollar area.
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1269. BC RDF 2B-520

Mémorandum de la Banque du Canadai

Memorandum by Bank of Canadai

[Ottawa,] August 19, 1948

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE CANADIAN BP-1 REPORTS

1. Treatment of Newfoundland
The treatment of transactions with Newfoundland in 1946 and 1947 has

been the same as that followed in earlier years since 1940. Since there ap-
pears to be a misunderstanding as to our treatment of Newfoundland in the
Canadian balance of payments a brief explanation of our theory and prac-
tice is in order. From 1940 on we have treated Newfoundland as part of the
Canadian dollar area. While this relationship also existed before the war the
currency aspects of the situation became more significant with the introduc-
tion of. exchange control by Canada and Newfoundland. Since then our
practice has been to give effect to this de facto situation as well as the avail-
able information would permit, but without disclosing separately in publica-
tions transactions of another country. Our procedure has been influenced by
the type of information readily available and by the fact that the Govern-

ment of Newfoundland has never issued either statements on Newfoundland's
balance of payments or statements on Newfoundland's transactions with the
Canadian Foreign Exchange Control Board.

In giving prior attention to the currency aspects of these transactions we
have not overlooked the necessity of other data needed for integrating theL
balance of payments with Canada's national accounts. Estimates have een
made in conjunction with the National Income unit of the D.B.S. covering
the adjustments which should be made because of the divergence between

: the treatment of Newfoundland in the balance of payments and that treat-

ment which would be most desirable from the point of view of the national
, accounts. It happens that these adjustments have not generally b en excep-
tionâlly large, as in many years it would appear that the size of f the
land's balance of payments with Canada on current account bas been

general order of the net currency settlements which have entered into the

Canadian current account . Similarly before the war when Canadian transac-
tions with Newfoundland were included in the Canadian balance of payments,

the practice was satisfactory from the national income point of view ^ô have

not diverge widely from the currency situation citer. Th^s appears all
been the case since at that time Newfoundland's -.,,r,-nt acc size as the
countries other than Canada seemed to be of the same general ecial
current account balance with Canada when account was taken of a^ éS in
'transactions arising out of the operations of Canadian owned comp

, Newfoundland.
. . ^ on Terms of

. 1 Préparé en vue des négociations sur 1 Prepared for negotiatio whioh

décembre 1948

were heldUnion with
I't^aton arec Terre-Neuve en novembre et

la Navember-Decembefl 1948..
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.
The procedures throughout both prewar and subsequently have been

affected by the lack of the satisfactory statistics which would make a thorough
and accurate estimation of Newfoundland's balance of payments either with
Canada or with other countries possible. Since 1940 we have, of course, had
data, on the amount of U.S. dollars and sterling transactions on Newfound-
land's account. An analysis of these transactions under certain broad cate-
gories has also been provided by the Newfoundland Exchange Control; but
we have had no complete information on transactions which took place in
Canadian dollars on Newfoundland account, and in any case the analysis
of the transactions in the foreign currencies was not of a type which could
be directly fitted into the balance of payments categories employed in Canada
or of interest to the International Monetary Fund. Newfoundland tradestatistics

become available only well after the event and ` to use them in
constructing balance of payments statements would require more detail on
their form and content than is now available in Canada. The international
transactions 'of some of the larger internationally owned companies give rise
to special problems connected with the exports of primary products.

The actual figures which have appeared in the Canadian balance of pay-
ments since 1940 are as follows:

. 1. Net purchases of U.S. dollars by the Foreign Exchange Control Board
on Newfoundland account. These transactions arise primarily from current
receipts and were augmented for a period of years by the expenditures of
the United States Government on the construction and maintenance of bases.
As the net receipts in many years to a large extent reflected these miscel-
laneous current transactions our practice has been to include this item in
that category of the current account with the United States. V e could notsatisfactorily

divide the net or gross amounts into balance of paymentscategories.

With regard to transactions in sterling these covered only part of thetransactions
with the United Kingdom and the sterling area, but the usual

net sales were only of significant size in the war years when they generally
from either repatriations of securities or the extension of loans andgifts.

The net sales or purchases of sterling by the F.E.C.B. on Newfoundland
account have consequently been introduced as a currency adjustment in thecapital

account in the sterling area. While this procedure might appearinconsistent
with the treatment of the U.S. dollar receipts, it should be

Pointed out that the amounts have been usually of relativély insignificantsize
except in the years when there were substantial capital pa ments

making this the logical place most representative of the transactions. In
1946 and 1947, for instance, the net currency adjustment in the sterling
area accounts for Newfoundland was not large enough to be of any special
S'ficance. In the latter year the currency adjustment took ac o nt of

Wn Canadian dollar transactions as well as sterling transactions as better
inforrnation on these first became available in that year.'•• . .., .

I I

(
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Le commissaire aux Finances au gouverneur de la Banque du Canada

Commissioner for Finance to Governor, Bank of Canada

St. John's, June 6, 1940

My dear Towers, possibility of raising
The Newfoundland Government h as

Loan, p^ Y^^ a view to
in the course of the next few weeks

the interest on the Newfoundland Public Debt, w^é I^éna ^aVepaying

t

the end of the current month and the end of WD should rnot allow the Un^ted
emergency there is a general feeling ossibly
Kingdom to pay the Debt interest on our behalf if that course can phope, be met from the
be avoided. Whilst some part of the interest can, b I^t of our meeting more
Exchequer in the ordinary way, there is no po Y
than one-third of the interest due at the end of the current month without

borrowing for this purpose.

This
's proposal has come forward on our own initiative and the Government

^of the United Kingdom has not asked ^é ûnikted Ksinsdom

eeial action in
authorities the

matter. We are putting the proposal o le of
being the wish of this Government and, we believe, of the conCérned that

ublic opinion here being t1he

little doubt that this can be raised' h t is in mind' as

we have in mind. I ha^eThe loan would be a small one; we
szsoWhat

ni'mimum• the sum of $l,
5^'^0

country- in the present emergency, p
within our power shall be done to relieve the burden upon

everything
United Kingdom at the present time.

ld aturally
wish to confine it

I am writing to apprise you at the present stage of w a^ded as hav^g
even if of small amount, may possibly be reg w^

such a loan; ^ warX avmgs Subscriptions to a NewfoundldaC C

Unes. Though Newfoundlan re the Purposes stated a
Lo for

war "an the same apP War
to whom a Canadian Loan might not have quite Canadian

d sidents have subscribed to bove would

will undoubt y apPe eal on p

some effect upo
Loan may possibly reduce to a small extent âimbscr1ntiNe^oundland adland
Loans, since Corporations and others operating ewfoun

cases also operating in Canada. On the othef 1és and individu^cmany . edl
al t,, local Companie

s

n ana ian s . .. ana

: We must naturally, give consideration t d to its dependenCe up°
undoubtedly have a special appe • , t1ke neculiar posit10n n the
Loan, a Ncwfoundland War ^ .• of 0

country at the present time, havuwg reg-

LES AFFAIRES ÉCONOMIQUES
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United Kingdom. The Loan, if issued, must be on the security of the New-
foundland Government alone. There will be no guarantee by the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom, and ,in view of the fact that all of our Public
Debt incurred up to 1933 is guaranteed by the United Kingdom, it will
probably be necessary to state specifically that the guarantee by that Gov-
ernment does not apply in the present case. Coming to the question of terms,

it was in mind that we should offer a 31 per cent loan at par with provision
for a sinking fund sufficient to retire the loan in twenty-five years. So far as
I have been able to gather indications, such a loan would be likely to be
well received here. These terms cannot, however, in any degree be regarded
as fixed, but only what is in mind so far. In fixing the rate of interest
we have in mind that the security of the Newfoundland Exchequer alone is
offered. An issue of Savings Certificates will, it is hoped, be made at the same
time.

My purpose in writing to you is to let you know at the earliest possible
moment that I have under consideration bringing this proposal before
the Government here, and to ask for your support in spite of the fact that
there would be a certain degree of overlap as between savings available in
this country and those arising from activities here and the general body
of Canadian savings. In writing also I need hardly say that I should be
much obliged for any co-operation and advice you could give us as to
the details of the proposal.

Yours sincerely,

J. H. PENSON

1271. BC RDF NFLD

Le gouverneur de la Banque du Canada au commissaire aux Finances

Governor, Bank of Canada, to Commissioner for Finance

My dear Penson,
[Ottawa,] June 10, 1940

Thank you for your letter of June 6th telling me what was in the wind
in respect of the issuance of a war loan in Newfoundland. I can quite
understand the desire to proceed along these lines. As you suggest, there
may be a certain overlap - but it should be disregarded.

As regards terms, I. am sure it is difficult for you to make a decision, in
view of the fact that there are no market prices for other Newfoundland
securities which would serve as a guide. I think you have to look at market
Prices and yields for governmental securities elsewhere in the Empire, and
assume that it is fair to ask Newfoundlanders to subscribe on a patriotic
basis for a return not differing very greatly from that which others have to
offer. A 31 per cent loan at par seems to fit into the above picture, and
mY only question would be whether a term of twenty-five years is somewhat
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long. Perhaps it would not interfere with original subscriptions to the loan,
but might have a bearing on the price at which the bonds subsequently
changed hands. Too substantial a discount from offering price presents an
embarrassment if further financing becomes necessary later on.

Yours sincerely,

G. F. TOWERS

NPA S-7-6-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 741 [St. John's,] November 13, 1940

MOST IMMEDIATE. Further consideration has been given financial position
here in light of outturn first four months financial year and in particular to
question of further measures to eliminate necessity for Grant in Aid for

1940-41. In paragraph (4) our Telegram No. 460 June 26th last' in which

we communicated to you our decision not to ask United Kingdom for finan-
cial assistance for remainder of war if at all possible we stated that decision
would be taken later as to form of financing sum roughly equivalent to Sink-
ing Fund of $800,000 by which estimated expenditure was not covered by

revenue and proceeds of sale of Savings Certificates. In that paragraph we
stated that we had not in mind further borrowing other than by sale of
Savings Certificates or to meet purely temporary requirements. This inten-

tion we now confirm. We believe it will be in accordance with your wishes

and will be endorsed by public opinion here.

As already indicated we are making further savings as compared with
expenditure in printed estimates of approximately $550,000. Having regard
to outstanding commitments with which we were faced at commencement
of year we believe this figure represents maximum possible.

, Present estimates of proceeds of sales Savings Certificates
for current

financial year $500,000.
Revenue receipts to date indicate Budget estimate will probably be ob-

tained' and exceeded by say $200,000. Uncovered balance of expenditure
less proceeds Savings Certificates is therefore approximately $700,00ort as

propose to assume Newfoundland's share of cost of operation additional
part of our war contribution and to meet sum of $700,000 by

taxation.
Exchange problem has also been under consideration.

In your Telegram

No. 714 September 6th1 you asked us consider further possibility increasing
.^:.

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.
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Newfoundland imports from United Kingdom. There is also problem of
endeavouring reverse present exchange trend towards United States dollar.
In Canada this has been done by 10 per cent war exchange on non-Empire
goods introduced in last Budget. This tax is in addition a large source of
revenue. We have come to conclusion that somewhat similar arrangement
should be introduced here with objects of (a) falling in line with Canada
in view of our close exchange relations, (b) supporting sterling exchange,
and (c) obtaining revenue. Simple tax of 10 per cent on non-Empire goods
would however give predominant advantage to Canada which country im-
ports from Newfoundland only one fifth in value of what Canada exports
to us. Objects (b) and (c) above could not be realized without other meas-
ures and we propose intermediate tax 5 per cent on importations Empire
goods not from sterling area, Empire goods from sterling area being free.
Whole problem has recently been studied when our Chairman Board of
Customs visited Ottawa and with certain exemptions wider than those per-
mitted in Canada proposal is practicable and likely to be effective. Estimated
revenue yield for balance of current financial year estimated at $750,000.

Both Canadian and United States Governments should be informed in
advance.

As regards latter whole matter was discussed prior to Canadian
budget in the summer. United States Government agreed Canada had legal
right under Article twelve their Treaty to take action on above lines and
accepted Canada's proposal provided it was of emergency character only,
terminating with the War. Corresponding Article of United Kingdom Treaty
to which we should appeal is sixteen. It will be of importance to give United
States as much notice as possible. In view of preparation of ground for us
by Canada we would suggest that approach be made through Consul General
here or alternatively we be authorized communicate direct by telegraph withBritish

Ambassador at Washington. Particularlcome y important that proposed tax
into force not later than December first and if at ail possible by

November 25th as importations at this time of year are heavy.

As regards Canada we propose to take advantage of visit St. John's of
Canadian Minister for National Revenue who will be here in a few days.

In addition to
War Exchange Tax we propose increase Income Tax to

give net additional yield of $108,000. Details will be furnished in furtherTelegram tomorrow.

Effect of above changes will be to show surplus of $150,000 to $200,000
ln current financial year. This surplus will be necessary as margin against
contingencies and minor variations revenue. In this way we propose eliminate
necessity for. Grant in Aid (this in reply to your Telegram No. 836 of()ctober 17th).1

Whilst we realize burdens will be heavy we have no doubt they will be
accepted as similar proposals previously in patriotic spirit which inspires this

Non reproduit.
I Not printed.
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country. We do not anticipate political reactions and are convinced that
these proposals will be regarded as preferable alternative to further loan.
Even with these increases taxation will probably compare not unfavourably
with that in Canada and certain other Dominions. Effect of proposed War
Exchange tax on cost of living cannot be left out of account. We consider
that increase attributable to tax should not exceed 5 per cent at most and
probably less. Some increases in Government expenditure may result but be
comparatively small.

A, matter of immediate importance is to give notice and if possible secure
assent of United States Government to proposed War Exchange tax and on
this ground we request your most urgent approval of these measures.

1273. NPA S-7-6-1

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newf oundland

TELEGRAM 957 [London,] November 20, 1940

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram of 13th. November No. 741.
We agree to proposal to introduce a war exchange tax of 10% on Foreign
goods and of 5% on import of non sterling Empire countries, provided
United States and Canadian Governments do not object. It should be noted
however that Article XVI of United Kingdom-United States of America
Trade Agreement is not in such wide terms as Article XII of Canadian-United
States of America Agreement, and could not, in our opinion, be invoked to
justify taxation inconsistent with Newfoundland's undertaking under Article
X and schedule 11 of former agreement. It will be necessary therefore to
obtain concurrence of United States Government before proposal can be
put into effect, but it is hoped that Canadian precedent will prove helpful

An approaching them.

It is thought that approach to United States Government should be
through His Majesty's Embassy, Washington and we agree that you should
telegraph direct. The Board of Trade have asked that Embassy may be
requested to keep Mr. D'arcy Cooper informed.

We agree also to proposed income tax increases proposed in your tele
gram of November 14th, No. 746.1 We very much appreciate your desire
to eliminate necessity for grant in aid and are glad to be assured of con-
fidence felt by Commission of Government that proposed increased taxation

-.will be willingly accepted in Newfoundland.
0, .:_ :. .
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5665-40
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 62
St. John's, November 21, 1940

IMPORTANT.
Government of Newfoundland have in mind imposition, as

special war measure, of war exchange taxes similar to that imposed by your
Government in June last, and United States Government is now being ap-
proached through His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington with view to
their concurrence being obtained in the same way as was done prior to im-
position of taxes by the Canadian Government. Proposed taxes on non-
Empire goods will be 10 per cent, and certain exemptions will be made
covering not only articles exempted from Canadian taxes, but also tobacco
and cigarettes and unmanufactured tobacco, sugar, cinematograph films,
books and magazines, newspapers, gasoline and alcohol beverages. Privileged
importations of certain manufacturing companies will also be exempted.

Effect of this tax in Newfoundland would undoubtedly be to divert trade
mainly from the United States to Canada. As you are aware, trade balance
with Canada is already very unfavourable to Newfoundland[.] [Allthough
prospective diversion would be welcomed from exchange point of view,

we
consider that further steps should be taken to give special advantages to
sterling. Simple imposition of 10 per cent taxes on importations from non-
Empire countries would not be sufficient from this latter point of view.
Furthermore, revenue aspect of matter must be considered. Additional
revenue is required here to give effect to this Government's undertakings not
to call upon the United Kingdom Exchequer for financial assistance for the
duration of the war. For these two reasons we have reached a decision that it
would be right to propose similar taxes of 5 per cent on importations from
Empire countries ou[tside] sterling area.

While regrettting necessity for step
so far as Canada is concerned, we trust that your Government will recognise
it is proposd under pressure of urgent war necessity. Effect of proposal as awhole will still,

we believe, be to give further substantial dvnta estoCanadian exporters to this country.
We are assuring the United States thathe

measure is temporary and of emergency character only, terminatin
g tthe end of the war, and a similar assurance would be to

at
given yourGovernment.

We should like to introduce taxes December I st at the latest.
relations between Newfoundland and Canada are not at resent on lbas s

trade
formal treaty, we should much a p of

early expression of any commentyour Government may care ^ to make.

We should add that Price, Chairman of Newfoundland Board of

2m̂s' Who was recently in Ottawa, could be available in Ottawa N
Cus-

to discuss details, if you should so desire. In that event should bemia er
^ You would telegraph at once. g d

I

(
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5665-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor of Newfoundland

tain United Kingdom exports to Newfoundland at the same volume wluch
would place Canadian dollars at the disposal of the United Kingdom to
assist in financing purchases both from Newfoundland and from Canada.
We are furnishing Price with copy of this telegram.

maintaining her exports to Newfoundland and desirability of helping main-

suggest, for consideration that announcement might include reference to

'difficulty which United Kingdom experiences under present conditions in

your Government concludes it is essential to impose the tax we would
and that Canada and Newfoundland are in the same currency area. If
of fact that no tax is being imposed on imports from other British countnes
the imposition of a tax on imports from Canada for exchange reasons in view
enue. At the same time we see difficulty in explaining to Canadian exporters
on imports from non-sterling Empire countries is to obtain additional rev-
certain fields to Canada and we realize also main purpose of the tax of 57o
yesterday. We realize that tax on non-Empire goods would divert trade in

taxes. I greatly appreciate your courtesy in bringing the matter to our atten-
tion. Various phases of proposals were discussed with Price when in Ottawa

TÈLEGRAM 65 Ottawa, November 26, 1940

IMPORTANT. Your telegram No. 62 of November 21st. Imposition of special

IMPORTANT. CONFIDENTIAL . Reference my Telegram • ^
21st. Special War Revenue Tax. United States Government are not prepared
agree proposal in form conveyed to you in Newfoundland Telegram No

.
United

November 21st, relying upon difference in wording of War Clauses in
Kingdom and Canadian Trade Agreements respectively with Unit heyta^ll
They have intimated, however, ; that in present circumstances
concur'in Special Tax being levied on importations into Newfoundlandû^g
United States provided that it applies equally to other countries, ^

' No 62 November
TELEGxAM 66 [St. John's,] November 29, 1940

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Avalrs
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

1276.
NPA S-7-6-1
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Empire countries other than those within sterling area. Our endeavours to
move them from this attitude have not been successful, and short of abandon-
ing proposal altogether, which would have serious effect upon our financial
position and forego indisputable advantage of giving preference to importa-
tions from sterling areas, we reluctantly find it necessary to propose modifica-
tion of previous arrangement to coincide with principle indicated by United
States Government. We propose, however, that rate of Special Tax should
not exceed 71 percent. This would be applicable importations from all foreign
countries and from Empire countries not in sterling area. As between Canada
and the United States effect of tax will not be to alter present position.
Whilst regretting this change we trust that in the circumstances you will
agree that objection need not be raised. Wording suggested in latter part
of your No. 65, of November 26th, will be adopted and if you would wish
make any additional suggestions we would consider. Announcement will,
however, be made tomorrow evening, November 30th and urgent reply is
therefore requested.
. Colonel Gibson is aware of the contents of this Telegram.

1277.
NPA S-7-6-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions
Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 770
[St. John's,] November 30, 1940

IMMEDIATE, CONFInENTIAL. Your No. 957 Confidential, November 20th.
United States Government replied November 29th that they considered tax in
form proposed would be inconsistent with provisions of Trade Agreement
and would object to establishment through arrangement proposed of en-
tirely new preference in favour of Canada. They intimated, however, that if
tax were imposed at same time on imports from Canada and United States
then United States Government whilst reserving its legal rights would not be
disposed to object at. present time if Newfoundland felt action essential
for war effort.

We accordingly decided to modify proposal to one of seven
and one half per cent tax on imports from countries other than Empire
countries in the sterling area. United States Government raises no objection
to proposal in this form. This whilst giving approximately same revenueYield,

will still favour sterling area but not

dollar. Canadian Government has agreed today not to ra set b'ec^i natothismodification. ^

trem^ are making announcement tonight. It is regretted that in view of ex-
importance of introducing tax by December I st we are taking action

in advance of your approval of proposal in its modified form..

I

(
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PARTIE 6/PART 6

LE TRAVAIL

LABOUR

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chargé d'affaires
aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Chargé d'Affaires
in United States

1278. Skelton Papers 395

appointed for that purpose.
and Canada should maintain close liaison with the agency through representatives
a single labour agency charged with these functions for all projects. United States
local economy, the Newfoundland Government should establish and administer

to deal with labour disputes; to minimize absenteeism; and so to devise and
administer labour policy that there will be a minimum of disturbance to the

Suggest that to avoid competition for labour between contractors on various
projects in Newfoundland; to determine propriety of importing labour and in what
numbers and classifications; to establish regionally uniform wages and hours;

for External Affairs:
be placed before the Newfoundland Government by the Secretary of State
posed that, if the United States Government agrees, the following proposition
tion and have taken advice of interested Departments here. It is now pro-
Hickerson that Canadian members of Board have been considering situa-
the construction of defence works in Newfoundland. Please inform Mr.

TELEGRAM 27 Ottawa, February 4, 1941

Reference defence of Newfoundland. The Permanent Joint Board on Defence
has been considering certain labour problems arising or likely to arise from

1279.

DESPATCH 823 Washington, April 2, 1941

Minister in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

2515-40

Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to prev1ou3 correspondence concerning certam labour pro
lilcely, to arise from the construction of defence works in Newfoundlandâ and

.
blems arising or

Sir,
.' - I have thé honnir to refer to m des atch No 346 of February 15,1 and

to enclose. a copy of 'a. Memorandum from the Department of State a
_

1 Non reproduite. > i 1 Not printed.
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March 29 in answer to the Legation's memorandum of February 51

'
whichwas left with Mr. Hickerson of the Department of State that da

y.
I have etc.

M. M. MAHONEY

for the Minister

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum

Memorandum

Washington,
is made to the Canadian

, March 29, 1941

5, 19411 in regard to labor problems arisinglor'likelemoorandum of February
struction of defense works in Newfoundland, y arise from the con-con-

The appropriate Departments of the Government of the Unite
have given careful consideration to the proposal set forth i d States

memorandum under reference which would be placed beforen the
the Nlewfou n's-land Government, if the United States Government a reed by nd

of State for External Affairs of Canada. The a ro nate au ho^e•Secretary

American Government agree that a proposal in the following tles of the
^l

well be communicated to the Newfoundland Government bhe^s might
of State for External Affairs of Canada: Y Secretary

To avoid
competition for native labor between contractors on variousprojects in

Newfoundland; to determine regionallydeal
with labor disputes; to minimize absen eesm;^and oato devise hours;

andadminister labor policy that there will be a minimum of disturbance to local
economy, the Newfoundland Government should establish and administer a single
labor agency charged with these functions for all
and Canada should maintain liaison with this agency through their

pres ntati'vesresponsibly in charge of the work.

1280.

TOP SECRET

50218-40
CPCAD, compte rendu des débats et des décisions

PlBD, lourna[ of Discussions and Decisions

Montreal, April 17, 1941
7.

With reference to labour conditions in Newfoundlan
^^t stated that he had given to Mr. Emers d, Mr. Keenley-

telegranl on this subject which had beennpr pared aftercc
copies

b^en Ottawa and Washington. I t was the general opinion of the Board
, Nan reproduit.
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and of the Newfoundland Commissioners that conditions in regard robltem
labour situation in the Island had changed for the better

brought to the Board's attention. The
to take back to St. John's the copy of the draft telegram and

C°ms^ôncons defed
had been first

in' the light of the situation as revealed to them on thëws Wh n' thee under-

tooktook to inform the members of the Board of their

has been further examined.

1281.

vision of Q. Jr
permanent employment.

Those shown in "F" are rates p
..L ,..,.e;.iP frms. w...ir,vnlent

Lsts
Department of Public Works. The rates snown in

maintenance work which is done under the direct
eof

tion •̂ obs and on mare more or less assured

th De artment and where employees ,;,I
where work is

St. John's, October 24, 1941

NPA S-4-2-3

L'administrateur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Administrator of Newfoundland to Seeretary of State

for External Affairs

Sir ,•
I have the honour to invite reference

q

your telegram No. 68 of the 21st

August, 1941,1 in which you ruest information relating
to rates of pay and

••

conditions of employment for .̂ ^La^ tOem
ployed at certain stations

operated in Newfoundland by your Dep^ent
of rates of wages paid to

NeWfoundlanders

2. 1 attach herewith coPies^ this country together with two
for various construction jobs now proceeding in lo ees of theIemp Y

• s showing the rates paid to some of^ the
(E and F) E are used on construc-

involvéd.
i Not printed.

These rates are llkely to be a

4. I tare it that w en y . . lo ment of a pe to be g1eat
operation of stations you have in mind eII^P lo ment is likely

, then the attraction of permanent emp Y ,tes of pay shown and it was fo included.so
d•

enough to lower somewhat the ra^e
Newfoundland R^way werelo ment is

that the lists of wages paid bbetter guide when permanent emp Y

than those norm y P
civilians for theof the present level of wages in t^ôh nry^ssity for hiring

• h ou refer manent nature:

Canadian Governm̂ •d The attached sheets are the best a

done on conuils-16 -,,-& ------- the unusuaiL
3. ' You are no doubt aware of the factrammet of the United Starewâg

and

for highes
situation created by the construction pro8

' • ents in Newfoundland created a demand lable indication

N tep ^^oduites.
I Not printed.

Non np
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5. 'There is no general law or regulation in this country which fixes either
rates of wages or maximum hours. The usual day for labourers is generally
taken to be 8 or 10 hours. In some cases overtime rates are paid beyond
this limit and it is generally accepted that work on Sundays is at overtime
rates. On construction jobs where men have to be away from their homes
it is usual for employers to set up bunk houses and mess rooms and deduc-
tions, varying from 60¢ to $1.00 per day, are made from the men's pay for
meals.

6. If you desire further information I would be only too happy to reply to
any inquiries that you may make.

1282.

I have etc.

[ I

2515-40
Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 310 St. John's, May 30, 1942

Sir,
I have the honour to enclose herewith copies of an official communiqu61

announcing the appointment of a Labour Relations Officer who will deal with
the labour problems under the direction of, for the present at least, the
Commissioner for Public Utilities. Mr. Albert J. Walsh, K.C., who has been
named to this post, was previously an Assistant-Secretary in the Department
of Justice. He was a member of the Trade Dispute Board appointed to settle
the question of •wages and working conditions of the longshoremen at St.
John's, on which I reported to you in my despatch No. 143 of March 12.2

I have etc.
C. J. BURCHELL

1283.

SECRET

CWC

r-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

Ottawa, March 25, 1943

RECRUITING OF LABOUR IN NEWFOUNDLAND

28. THE SECRETARY re rted that, following the meeting of March 5th,
the Department of External Affairs and Labour and the Immigration Branch
had worked out a scheme for the recruiting of labour in Newfoundland.

'Non reproduit. 1 Not printed.' Non reproduite. 2 Not printed
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1336 ^ d
It had been agreed that labour would be admitted fro ôNô^e uBritish

proceed to New-on the same basis ^ve^ of Canadian service asemployers were to
Canadians

foundland Represen
to come to Canada.

foundland to offer definite contracts to 1^0^o advisemo the type of work
An official of National Selective Service, ation Branch,
available, and a medical examiner, representing ^^^d^gr

licants, would also go to Ne
to examine aPP

The Canadian High Commissioner had been directed to inform the New-

foundland Commission of Government of these propos
als .

An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Secretary's note, Mar. 24, 19431--C•WC• document 455).

29. THE WA R COMMITTEE, after discussion, noted, with approval, the

report submitted.

NPA 5-5-6-1

1284.

um du commissaire aux Services publics à la commission
mémorandum pour Terre-Neuve

m Commissioner for Public Utilities Io Commission
Memorandum fro f Newf oundland

communication from s a
• e^é American Consul General informed the that

ss ility of obta ^ n
tun __. :..,, .,;ri^,^ as to Po I

Canada as to the possl become available in the course of 1 a
surplus labour that may Bases * I found that he had alreahehs^e

on the subject. At about the
ato the completion of ^rkGô the o.

for anY2. On my making preliminary inquiries U0111
ilities of finding employment in Canada ar owing

I think, speak for itself: the High Commissioner for
. .

CONFIDENTIAL roval of my colleagues w"
The annexed draft which I submit for the app

o l Government o

[St. john's,l
April 2, 1943

P.U. 48= 43

of this Conference. W. W. Wo
be a preliminary exchange

pDs

Puddester, Mr. Emerson, r•f views. The annexed draft let e

telegram from nis v^v%;••k•.-...
undland lumberjacks,

-^-
miners , culturai `- Sir

from Newfo
and agn J°

for a conference between Mr. Burchell, ô âeH^âer,there nvgût
arra`°ged M Dunn and myself in is the r

a Non reproduiu.
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PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE

Projet de lettre du commissaire aux Services publics au haut commissaire à
Terre-Neuve et au consul général des États-Unis à Terre-Neuve

Draft Letter f rom Commissioner for Public Utilities to High Commissioner in
Newfoundland and Consul General of United States in Newfoundland

[St. John's,] April 2, 1943

Dear Sir,
At the Conference held at this office yesterday at which you were present

there was a preliminary discussion of the prospects of surplus labour becom-
ing available this year for employment in the United States and Canada
on work connected with the war effort and we gave some consideration to the
procedure which should be adopted in the event of such transfer of labour
actually taking place.

2. The Commission of Government endorses the view expressed by the
Commissioners present at the Conference that there is a probability that in
the near future there will be a surplus of general labourers in Newfoundland,
over and above the requirements of work available in Newfoundland, who
under suitable conditions might be made available for transfer to the United
States and Canada. These general labourers would consist of "pick and
shovel" men, semi-skilled carpenters and men who have already had ex-
perience in Canada or the United States as steel riggers. The men recently
employed by the Bell Telephone Company on the construction of telegraph
and telephone communications across the Island would be representative
of the class of men covered by the description of "general labourers." It is
considered that the prospect of a substantial number of these men becoming
available is sufficient to justify you in advising your Government to this effect.
It is difficult at this stage to mention a figure but it seems probable that five
or six thousand men at least will become available in the course of the year.

3. As regards woodsmen, the Commission of Government is of opinion
that further inquiries are required before any indication can be given as to
the probability of any appreciable number becoming available for work
outside Newfoundland. As you are aware some 1450 Newfoundland woods-
men are already employed in the United Kingdom on woods operations
there. It would assist this Government in deciding what number, if any, of
the available woodsmen in Newfoundland could be spared for work in
Canada and the United States if you could ascertain from your Government
the terms on which and the conditions under which such employment would
be offered. In the meantime we will consult the two Paper Companies in
Newfoundland as to their requirements in the matter of woods labour during
the next twelve months or so. I should add that this Government would
wish to make at least a limited number of woodsmen available for work
outside Newfoundland if their services were urgently required for some
definite requirement of the war effort, such as the cutting of wood for the
aeroplane industry, which could not be met in full without such assistance
from Newfoundland.
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e are of opinion that agricultural labour suitiolbe available ineNew-4.W

farms in Canada or the United States ke not W kt^ while embarking upon a
foundland in sufficient quantity to makeagricultural experience and knowledge
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1285. Services Pt,

Le
haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux

public Utilities
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for
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High C 7ohn,s

May 1^

[W. W. Woons]

NPA S-5-6-1
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i see Document 12
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same ' obligation concerning military service as Canadians and other British :
subjects,-including Newfoundlanders, now residing in Canada.

It is pointed out that the Canâdian Government would be subject to
immediate protest if Newfoundlanders of military age and fitness took
positions which had previously belonged to Canadians called up for military
service.

I am instructed that it will not be possible for Newfoundland labourers in
Canada to obtain exemption from income taxation.

I should point out to you that by order issued on May 3, 1943, the
Minister of Labour directed the registration of Canadian men engaged in
non-essential industries and occupations with a view to their possible
transfer to essential industry.

As I have already explained to you, the Canadian Government is desirous
of assisting the Newfoundland Government if there is a real threat of unem-
ployment and possible distress in Newfoundland, but I am instructed that if
any arrangement is to be made the matter should be given immediate
attention, as otherwise the Canadian Government will have to proceed in
its re-allocation of labor in Canada for essential industries without taking into
account the possibility of obtaining additional labor from Newfoundland and
later in the year the situation may be so arranged that it will not be desirable
or necessary to take any Newfoundlanders into Canada.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

1286. -4995-40

Decret du Conseil
Order in Council

p•C. 4446 May 31, 1943

WHEREAS the Minister of Labour reports that there is a shortage of men
for employment in certain essential industries in Canada; that the Director
of National Selective Service reports that he is reliably advised that men
may be recruited. for such employment in Newfoundland and recommends
that. necessary. authority be given for such purpose, and advises that, in
order to facilitate the recruiting of such men, it will be necessary to make
provision for the payment of their necessary travelling expenses from
Newfoundland to Canada;

NOW, THEREFOitE,I His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on
the recommendation of the Minister of Labour and under the authority of
the War Measures Act, is pleased hereby to authorize the Director of National
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Selective Service to undertake appropriate measures to recruit persons resident
in Newfoundland for temporary employment in essential industries in Canada;
to pay necessary travelling expenses from Newfoundland to the place of
employment in Canada of persons recruited under the direction of the.
Director of National Selective Service for such temporary employment, and
in special circumstances as the Director of National Selèctive Service deems
advisable to pay necessary travelling expenses for the return of such persons
from the place of employment to Newfoundland.

. His Excellency in Council is further pleased to authorize payment of the
amount of such travelling expenses in whole or in part to a transportation
company in payment of transportation of any such person or to the employer
of such person in reimbursement of amounts advanced by the employer for
such person's travelling expenses, and to direct that the amounts so expended
for recruiting and travelling expenses be chargeable to the funds allotted
from the War Appropriation to the Department of Labour for General
Labour Transference.

A. D. P. HEENEY
Clerk of the Privy Council

j

7

1287.. NPA S-5-6-1

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Services publics à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Public Utilities to Commission
. of Government of Newfoundland

P.U. 48(c)-'43 St. John's, July 7, 1943
CONFIDENTIAL

With reference to' the recruitment of labour in Newfoundland for work
in Canada I circulate for the information of my colleagues a memorandum
written by the Labôur Relations OfHcer- which gives available information
to date. I saw one of the representatives of the C.P.R. and C.N.R. before
he returned to Canada and told him that there was a possibility that the
labour situation here might change quite suddenly so that we might be
anxious to obtain pick and shovel work for men without employm^é tha
I asked him to make this known to the two Companies. He assured
their disappointment in being unable to recruit labour on this occasion
would not deter them from coming back if they received advice that the
situation had changed so that the prospects of obtaining a consid ^u^tet
number of men were improved. I should like to think that such an
eaists for any surplus labour that we may find on, our hands. Of course"

New

Is too much to ho that employment will be available in Canada
foundland should be struckbÿ post-war economic blizzard, but the
blizzard may possibly start here even before the war ends.

W. W. Woons
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[St. John's,] July 6, 1943
Following the conversations between a Committee of Commissioners and

.the High Commissioner for Canada and the American Consul General held
at the office of the Commissioner for Public Utilities on or about April 1st
past, application has been made by several concerns in Canada for the
transfer of unskilled labourers for work there.

It was agreed at that meeting that Par-Tex Foundation Company
could recruit workers for transfer to Canada. It will be remembered that
the Company installed the cross-country cable here last year and I under-
stand that its officials intimated upon the completion of their work here
that they would like to take to Canada some of the men who had worked
with them. As the Company proceeded to recruit men without further con-
sultation

with us we have not been advised of the number who actually left
this country for work. A few weeks ago the National Selective Service Branch
of the Department of Labour at Ottawa forwarded to me a list of 21 males
and 5 females who have been transferred to Toronto from this country by
the Company. I understand that a larger number has, from time to time,
been recruited here.

Representatives of the Aluminum Company of Canada recently recruited
298 men for work as potmen at its plant at Arvida, Que. These men were
to receive 79¢ per hour for an eight hour day. It has been intimated that
the Company will seek additional men later.

Saint John Dock and Shipbuilding Company has recruited 94 men for
general work about its premises at Saint John, N.B. That Company wished
to obtain 120- men but was unable to make suitable arrangements for
transportation for the balance and the representative has returned to Canada.
The men will receive 45¢ per hour for a 44 hour week and time and a
half for additional hours worked during the week. After six months the
basic rate will be 50¢ per hour. In addition they will receive $1.85 per
week Cost of Living bonus.

Messrs.
Cape & Company obtained permission to take 30 men from

Botwood and vicinity for work on a construction job at Saint John. These
men were [passage illegible] from former employees and have now left the
country. They receive $8.20 per day.

In addition to the above Al Johnson Construction Company obtained
permission to recruit 300 men for work on a United States defence projectin

Canadian Labrador. These men will receive $250.00 per month with
board free. The Company received quite a number of applications and no
doubt all men required have been recruited by this time.

Representatives of C.P.R. and C.N.R. have been in this country for about
three weeks endeavouring to recruit a number of men for maintenance work
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on their railways at 45¢ per hour. They urgently require approximately
5,000 men and can make use of any number up to 12,000. They visited
a number of setlements in Conception Bay, Trinity Bay, St. Mary's Bay
and appointed agents there. Only 63 men were interested and as there was
little prospect of obtaining substantial numbers in a short period the rep-
resentatives have been recalled without taking any men.

In all the above cases, except the case of Par Tex Foundation Company,
permission to recruit men was given on the understanding that work in
mining, logging and the fishery would not be interfered with. Most of the
men have been recruited from the Avalon Peninsula. The representatives of
the Canadian railways were given permission to recruit in this area pending
a decision as to whether they might request applications from other parts
of the country. It is not likely that at the present time any large number of
men would be attracted by 45¢ per hour for "pick and shovel" work in
Canada. A considerable number of men who worked on defence bases last
year have returned to the fishery and there are few who are not now
employed or who have not employment in sight.

Workmen proceeding to Canada under inter-governmental arrangement
are exempt from military service for one year but are subject to the Canadian
Income Tax laws.

In addition to the organized movements of men to Canada a number
of families have, from time to time, been moving there. It is said that
approximately 200 skilled workmen moved from Cornerbrook alone when
the mill was on short time. A few other families or individuals have moved
to Canada from other parts of the country to seek work there. We have no
record of those numbers.

A. J. WALSx
Labour Relations Officer

1288. NPA S-5-6-1

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au commissaire
aux Services publics

High Commissioner in Newf oundland to Commissioner
for Public Utilities

No. 84 St. John's, August 7, 1943

Dear Sir Wilfrid [Woods], .
letters witbMay I refer to your letter of the 28th of July' and previous

reference to Newfoundland labour recruited by the Aluminum CompanY of

Canada for work at their plant at Arvida.
The Department of External Affairs requested the Department of Labour

to examine this matter more closely and Deputy Minister of Labour has

reported as follows: : •,

Non reprôduite. ' Not - printed.
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A further investigation has been made through independent sources, and it
can be definitely stated that the men from Newfoundland were not taken to
Arvida as strikebreakers. For some time
between two unions at Arvida. Both factionse are endeavouring toconsiderable

obtain
rival

amajority of the workers presently employed by the Aluminum Company as
members of their particular union. We are informed that the representatives of
one union advised the men from Newfoundland on their arrival that they were
being used as strikebreakers and that they should not accept work until theunion dispute was settled.

At the time there was no dispute, although this
particular union has been asking for a vote to determine which union shouldrepresent the workers.

We feel that the activity of the union in this case was an
endeavour to create a rather serious situation, and to thus embarrass the Com_Pany

We have not considered that there has been any labour dispute at the
Aluminum Company plant during recent months, and we have been, and still
are, continually supplying workers for this very important project from all parts
of the Province of Quebec.

I am asked to communicate this information to you but to state that '
would not be wise to make this information ublic. The Aluminum Compa it
of Canada has undertaken to cease recruitip

ng workers in Newfoundland nytheir
Quebec plants. Any men they employ will be only in their for

Ontarioplants
where, I understand, they are not having the same difficultyQuebec. as in

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
4995-40

aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in New f oundland to Secretary of State

DESPATCH 730
f or External Affairs

Sir, St. John's, September 10, 1943

May I refer to your despatch No. 268 of Se temberYou enclosed a co p 2, 19431 with which
py of a letter' from the Deputy Minister of Labour, stating

that the Newfoundland authorities can be assured that
have been recruited for work in Canada are exempt all Newfoundlanders

under the MobiliZation Regulations for one year fromthe ^litarycall-up
into Canada. date of their entry

2.
This statement does not fit in with the informatio

aSk^ Paragraph of your despatch No. 127 n contained in theof May 6, 19431 in
me to make it definitely clear to the Newfoundland Go e which you

there will be no special exemptions from mment that
3• In accordance

w with the last mentionedlideS service.^dd Woods patch I sent a note to Sirfro . ,
Commissioner for Public Utilities, under date of May 10,

w^ch I quote as follows:
N011 reproduite.
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the Mobilization Regulations for one year from the date of entry into Canada.
5. If this is the correct information, I should inform Sir Wilfrid Woods

accordingly in correction of my previous letter to him.
6. I will await hearing further from you before I pass on to the Commission

of Government the information contained in your despatch No. 268 of
September 2.

correct and that Newfoundlanders will be exempt from military call-up under

previously belonged to Canadians called up for military service.

4. I now understand from your despatch No. 268 of September 2,1 that
the instructions sent to me in your despatch No. 127 of May 61 were not

The view of the Canadian Government is that there is no reason why New•
foundlanders going to Canada should not be prepared to accept the same obliga-
tion concerning military service as Canadians and other British subjects, including
Newfoundlanders, now residing in Canada.

It is pointed out that the Canadian Government would be subject to immediate
protest if Newfoundlanders of military age and fitness took positions which had

I have etc.

hoped to have a report on the matter shortly.

foundlanders recruited for employment in Canada has been referred to the
Departments of Labour and Immigration by our Legal Adviser, and it is

^ 4 The e n uestion of the exem don from military service 01 e
is anticipated. N W,
further that in the present shortage of labour no change in this interpretation

. m you may assume at my espatc V.
the internretation of the regulations as presently followed. It may be said

3 I th' I. th d h N 268 of September 2
. recruited for employment in Canada. l i e

would be no special exemption from military service for Newfoundlanders
2. You refer to despatch No. 127 of May 61 which indicated that there

Canada..

DESPATCH 281 Ottawa, September 14, 1943

Sir,
I refer to your" despatch No. 730 of September 10 concerning exempdon

from military service for Newfoupolanders being recruited for employment in

d Terre-Neuve
Secretary of Stcrte for External Affairs to High Commissioner

in Newfoundland

C. J. BURCHELL

-1290. 4995-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

I have etc.
N. A. RoBEROf State

for the Secretary
for External Affairs

1 Non reproduite. I Not printed.
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Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au sous-ministre du Travail
High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Deputy Minister of Labour

Dear Mr. MacNamara,

1345

4995-40

St. John's, October 5, 1943

Your letter of September 21 st, was only received a day or two a o as it
was sent by surface mail. g

This morning I spent an hour with the Labour Relations Officer, Mr. A. JWalsh.
Mr. Walsh is a very able and very satisfactory man to deal .

with.is
a graduate in law and a gold medallist of Dalhousie Universit .

was at one time speaker of the Newfoundland Parliament, yand
The information which I obtained from Mr. Walsh is as follows:
At the peak of employment in Newfoundland there were about 20

Newfoundlanders employed on the various construction contracts,000
Thisfigure however includes some very old and also some very young men,as boys attending school who worked during vacations. It also includ
es

such

number of men such as shop-keepers who would not ordinarily be en a

in construction work but who found it profitable to engage temporarilythis work, poranly in

Mr. Walsh has recently obtained figures from the Canadian and American
ncanas to the number now employed in construction and maintenance

work as of August, 1943, and as of December, 1943, and has furn
With the following figures: (These figures only relate to Newfo lshed me
and do not include women. ) undland men

The American Armed Forces, including the Navy, had at
August, 6,441 men employed and estimate that at the nd o the end of
Will be reduced to about 4,700. f December this

The number of Newfoundlanders employed by Canadian contractors
end of August was approximately 2,900 men and this numbcreased at the

Probably to app1OUmately 3,800 men by the end of De
er will be ^_

cember.
know, the Canadian Government will expend several millions

dollars in improving the harbour facilities in the Port of
the next few months.) of St. John's during

Ilese figures
mean that out of the 20,000 em lo e

construction by Canadian and American Forces, or contact t
ors,

peak of
be required for employment in December of the °^^ 8,500 will

not the exact figures for the number of Newfoundlandersew
year. Mr. Walsh has

Canada or Goose Bay to work during the
twelve

ho have gone tois 1 ^500. He past months, but his estimate
gave me the following figures in that connection; namely:

300 men to Arvida of which about 100 have returned to N ^
men for the drydock at St. John's; ewfoundland;

' . N111 reproduite.
Not printed.
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60 men for the Brookfield Construction Company at Mahone Bay;
50 men to the Par-Tex Company for work on communications;

150 common labourers obtained by the MacNamara Construction Com-
pany to go to Goose Bay, plus a number of woodsmen also obtained
by MacNamara for the same purpose, but he has not any informa-
tion- as to' the number actually obtained. MacNamara's advertise-
ment asked for 200.
In • addition, there was a substantial number of men who went to
Canada during the past year in groups of two's -and three's or indi-
vidually, calculated to total 1,500 which he thinks is fairly accurate.

300 common labourers were also obtained by the Americans . to work
.. on the American base in Labrador. (not Goose Bay). These were

offered wages of $250. a month -and found, and were sent to La-
brador two or three. months ago.

Mr. Walsh's information is that 5,000 or 6,000 men who worked on
contracts for Americans and Canadians went back to fishing during the
present year, and he tells me they all did well and will probably stick to this
work so long as the high price for fish continues. He feels they would - not
give up this work to obtain employment outside of Newfoundland except at
very remunerative wages.

In addition to these men, a number are employed in civilian work by the
Canadian Army, Navy and Air Force, but I have no exact figures as to
this. Mr. Walsh, however, informed me that the R.C.A.F. at Gander have
about 250 civilian Newfoundlanders in their employ and the Royal Air
Force Transport Department at Gander have also a number of civilians. He
does not have the exact number but he thought it was about 100. I know
also that the Canadian Naval Forces in. St. John's have a number of New-
foundland civilians employed as transport drivers and for other purposes.
Mr. Walsh's estimate is that the total number of civilians employed by all
the Canadian'Forces in Newfoundland and by the R.A.F. will run upwards
Of 750. He is, however, obtaining more accurate information as to this and
will pass on the information when it is obtained.

A recapitulation of the foregoing figures is as follows:
Number of. men to be employed by Americans in Dec.

1943 . ...:................................. ................................... 4,700

Number of men to be employed by Canadian con-
tractors in December 1943 .................................... 3,800

Number of men gone to Canada or Goose Bay ........ 1,500
Number of men sent to American Base in Northern 300

Labrador ........:..:......................:.............................
600Nuinber. of men returned to Fishing ........................

Estimated number of civilians now émployed by Cana-
, Navy, Army and 'Air ,Force at Gander, .St

. 7:)U

TOTAL .......... ......................... ............. ..........................
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In addition also -to the men above referred ' to, some of the men* who
worked on construction work enlisted in the Army, and Navy and Air For
of Canada or in the Army of Newfoundland or the British Navy. ce

From the foregoing figures you will appreciate that of the 20,000 men
employed at the peak of work here there are approximately over 17,000

are now employed in Newfoundland or in Canada or Labrador '000
that consequently there is very little surplus labour in Newfoundlan and

Mr.
Walsh in the conference I had with him this morning inform •

that this statement is confirmed by the inquiries which he has made ed me
fromtime to time' and from the information he has received as above

^Hls statement to me is that it may be possible to obtain a ro uthned.
1,000 carpenters, a few of them skilled, but mostly what they Pp ^mately
carpenters in this country.

The so-called unskilled carpentersll hoW ^ ed
would be quite suitable for working on ordinary construction work, and
most, if not all of them, would be quite suitable for '
of small ships or boats or barges, as this is the workr^gw°II the building
been trained. These men, however, could not be obtained dch they have
offered wages of 70¢ to 80¢ an hour with fairly steady worknless they were

The Brookfield Construction Company had no difficulty
60 carpenters in the City of St. John's and could probably in obtaining

m^Y more in the City. They only accepted men with families Whô wobtained

flot be so badly hit by the Canadian Income Tax and they did no would
to the outports at all and it is in the outports that most of t go out
and Senu'skilled carpenters reside. these skilled
Company were 70 The wages offered by the Brookfield

0 an hour for a 10-hour day with payment at this rate
were hours and no broken time as the building of barges on which

working was to be done under cover. They were also offered campboard and lod 'n
that at ^ g'at the rate of $1.00 per day. Mr. Walsh's estimate s

this rate of wages and board a total of 1,000 might be obtainedsimdai. work.
for

With regard to common labour, his estimate is thmen ^ght be obt at perhaps 500 or 600
25 Years of age mned, but these would all be young men of from 18 to
advettture who are anxious to get out of Newfoundland in a spirit of
in^ght 'lot They would all be men with very little experience and might or
attracted prove serviceable.

He does not think that older men would be
the by the wages for common labour which are offered in Can

wages are about the same as Newfoundland is pa in to com ada asand in Canada Y g mon labour,the fact the Yearly wage would be substantially reduced by reason of
very mucthatlthe men would have to pay Canadian Income Tax which"

^ r^an what they would have to pay in Newfoundland, is
jrxte mY'deSpatch N. 761rnal Ag . of September 21st,1 I sent to the Department ofNewfoundl airs

as to the possibilit of ob a' ':
to work in the coal mines of Cape Breton nd I assum

men
e co

from
1 N0n eÀrroduiie: . PY
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of this despatch has reached your desk, but in case it has not done so, I am
enclosing copy herewith.

I discussed the matter of obtaining men for the Cape Breton Mines with
Mr. Walsh today, but he did not hold out much prospect of getting men to go
to Cape Breton to work in the mines. He stated that any Newfoundland[er]
who is a Certified Miner is now past the working age for useful work as
no Newfoundlanders have gone to Cape Breton to work in the mine for the
last 15 or 20 years. He also stated that he doubted whether even young men
of 20-25 years of age would be attracted to work in the mines as this work
does not appeal to them. He tells me that the American Smelting and
Refinery Company are operating a zinc mining company at Buchans and
are having great difficulty in getting men to work in their mines although
they are offering 50¢ to 55y per hour for common labour. Mr. Walsh also
explained to me that there is a constant demand for woodsmen by the
Bowater's Company and the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company
and that men can make good wages working for these companies. I under-
stand that both companies are very short in their stock piles because of the
inability to obtain sufficient labour to work in the woods during the past two
years.

He also mentioned the fact that there is considerable building going on at
the present time in St. John's and that a substantial number of men are now
employed at that work.

He told me that his recommendation to the Commission of Government
would be that they should place a limit of 2,000 on the number of inen
which should now be released from Newfoundland to go to Canada and his
own opinion is that unless very attractive wages were offered it would not be
possible to obtain even that number of men and the majority of men who
-could easily be obtained would be unskilled and semi-skilled carpenters.

Yours faithfully,

C. J. BURCHELL

t

q
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1292.
NPA S-5-6-1

Le haut commissaire par intérim à Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux
Services publics

Acting High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Commissioner

for Public 'Utilitles

[St. John's,] February Z, 1944

'Dear Sir Wilfrid [Woods],
S'° I-have been requested by the Secretary of State for Externaln ff^ s

^Ottawa, to inform you that meetings have been held between represe
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Department and representatives of National Selective Service
(Civilian), the Supervisor of Mobilization, National Registration andImmigration, with a view to re larizin
military service of workers recruited in Newfoundland u

about the call-up for
nder contract.

It has been agreed that since the recruitment of labour in Newfoundla.nd
may in some instances be prejudicial to the labour situation in essential New-
foundland industries, or to the labour situation there generally, the De art-
ment of External Affairs should be informed at the time an application is
made to recruit Newfoundland labourers and the approval of the Newfound-
land

Government obtained before permission is granted.

Workers so recruited will be admitted on non-immigrant status to Canada.
They will be required to register under the National Registration Act withinsix

weeks of entry, but they will be exempt from call-up for milit
service

during the period of the contract or formal extension thereof
ary

, pro
the period of exemption shall not extend beyond twelve months.vided that

At the end of the period of contract of service, or formal extension
thereof, and in any case not later than twelve months after arrival, they
will be liable to call for medical examination under the provisions of thNational

Mobilization Act. It will, however, still be possible to make f eorma
application for exemption from military service on the ground that

the 1y
are engaged in essential work, as is the case with workers ordinarily resident^ Canada.

If a worker leaves his employment before the expiration
contract, or engages in other work than that for which he ori ^̂ allrm ofcon-tracted,

he will become subject to the provisions of the Immigration
y con-

as in the case of a person applying for entry to Canada. If Act

rem^n in Canada, he will be deemed to have become ordin ^ itted to
therein, in which case he will be liable for milit

servic
y esident

as
British subjects ordinarily resident in Canada, e on the same terms

It
Will be observed that the above arrangement appliesrecruited in

Newfoundland and entering under contracts og^y to workers
foundlanders entering as visitors and becomin service. New-

^g e^Ployment will be liable to militar g resident by reason of obtain-

British subjects ordinarily resident in y call-up on the same terms as
Canada.

I believe that th
accordance e decisions and understandingswith described above

the desires of the Newfoundland
are in

^ent and I shall be happy Commission of Govern-
to receive your confirmation of this belief.

Yours sincerely,

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE.

(
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1293. - 4995-40

Le 'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
par intérim à Terre=Neuve

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High
Commissioner in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 95 Ottawa, March 28, 1944

Sir,
. May I refer to correspondence about the recruitment of labour in
Newfoundland.

2. I am informed by the Deputy Minister of Labour that the Department
of Labour has abandoned recruiting in Newfoundland and is withdrawing
its representative from St. John's. This -appears to be in accordance with a
Cabinet decision.

3. This decision is evidently due to improvement in the labour situation
in many centres in Canada. A number of war industries producing materials
of which there is now an abundance of supply, and no prospect of shortages,
are now laying off employees. These employees, insofar as they are not
subject to military call-up, will be available for other industries where
labour is needed. You will recall that in the case of the Saint John Drydock
Company recently it was found there was an abundance of surplus labour
in Montreal.

4. It is suggested that you inform the Commission of Government about
the decision of the Department of Labour and explain to them that it is in
no sense a reflection on Newfoundland labour but is due to the improved
labour situation in Canada. -

I have etc.

E

H. H. WRONG
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

1294.
4995-40

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner In Newfoundland to Secretary of State
f or Ezternal A,Qairs 4

17, 194
DFSPATCH 356 -- . St. John's, August

Sir.
6^

O.
With reference to my despatch of August 7th, 1944, No. for

previous despatches concerning recruitment of labour in Ne^o^
d

Non teprod ' '
^ . .

vite. ^ '` ^ Not printed.
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work. in Canada, I have the honour to inform you that the Labour Relations
Officer reports that 3,000 men and women have left Newfoundland for work
in Canada and the United States.

2.
A total of 1,222 men, 82 women and 73 children were despatched to

dairy 'farms in the North Eastern United States following country wide
recruiting by representatives of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Of this number only from 7% to 10% have returned or signified their
intention of so dôing. The mica mines in New England recruited a t
of 114. men during the present year and copper mining interests ' otal
secured 50 workers. in Vermont

3.
The Labour Relations Officer further indicated that the

Construction
Company secured 300 labourers from Newfoundlând foroa

project in Canadian Labrador, 'and that 300 men went to the Aluminum
Company of Canada's plant at Arvida , Quebec.

June, 1943; by the Saint John Dry Dock and Shilnbuil 1
men were recruited

the Brookfield Construction Company obtained a total of 112 men Qyi and
and 1944. The MacNamara Construction Company recruited 60 men for
work in Canada in October, 1943, and ten men proceeded in November
1943, to the Halifax plant of Canadian Industries '
Foundation Company, Toronto, acquired 60 men in 1943,d and

The

Cape

Par-Tex

Company 'took 30 'base workers to Saint John, N.B. The 'Dom' •`
and

and Coal Co mion ^ Steel
rporation, Limited, in Sydney are recruiting 400 men for work

at their. steel plant, and 'the Dominion Rubber Company of Canada have
now obtained 150 men and 150 women. T. C. Gorman, (Nova ScotiaI-imited,

were granted permission to recruit 25 labourers for wor ),railway . Wharf at North Sydney. k on their
4.

You have 'previously been notified concerning mostenumerated of the recruitment
and are aware that additional requests have recently been trans-

mitted on behalf of the Nova Scotia Sanitorium, Kentville for 20ordèrlies; the
National Harbour Board men and

Rubber Company of Kitchener 20 factory
at,
workers^ th

30 e Don; the Kaufman
minio

Worsted Company of Hespeler 50 girls; the Goodrich R bbernComolens
20 méII; 'the Atlas Steel Corporation, Welland

pany
Mersey Paper ^Com ^ , Ontario, 400 men; theM
Limited p^y 50 labourers; and Shurly-Deitrich Atkins Company,,

of Galt, 135 men. Furthermore the Newfoundland Government
have approved the recruitment of 500 men for
in Massachusetts, Maine and Connecticut. The itot fish processing industry
women for which the Newfoundland Government have a umroved of men andfor

work in Canada and the United States is pp recruitment

the period Jnne, 1943 to August 1944, approximately 4,500 during

draa,
1th

regard to future possibilities, the fishing season
g to a close and agriculture. work will soon be completed. In addition
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the number of workmen employed by the base contractors is steadily

diminishing. It is anticipated, therefore, that a reasonable number of work-
men, roughly 1,000, would be available from this country for work in
essential industry during the next six or seven months if required. This
estimate is over and. above the labour for which permission to recruit has

already been granted.

6. I am enclosing copy of a letter of August 12th, 1944,1 received from
the Labour Relations Officer which contains permission for recruitment by
the Nova Scotia Sanitorium, Kentville, the National Harbour Board at Halifax
and the Kaufman Rubber Company, Kitchener, Ontario, which you may
wish to have for your records.

r

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1295.
4995-40

Le haut commissaire suppléant à Terre-Neuve au commissaire aux
Services publics et aux Approvisionnements

Acting High Commissioner in New f oundland to Commissioner for
Public Utilities and Supply

No. 32

Dear Mr. Neill,

St. John's, October 10, 1947

I wish to refer to your letter of October 8th,1 (File No. L/R/4(g) ) con-

eerning the recruitment of labour in Newfoundland for employment in

Canada.
In accordance with recent changes the Canadian Government is not as such

concerned with recruitment in Newfoundland as there is no longer OY

prohibition of contract labour. Companies may arrange for immigration into

Canada and if necessary make their own arrangements with the Newfound-

land Government.
Yours sincerely,

J. C. BRITTON

ti

% Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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L'IMMIGRATION

IMMIGRATION

1296.

[St. John's,] January 24, 1939

CANADIAN IMMIGRATION PRACTICE AS AFFECTING NEWFOUNDLAND

I undertook at the last meeting of the Commission to outline the points,
so far as they were known to my Department in respect of which Canadian
Immigration practice bore particularly heavily on Newfoundland citizens.
They are as follows:

(1) The prohibition against Newfoundlanders attending schools, colleges
or universities in Canada from engaging in remunerative employ-
ment in that Country during vacations.

(2)
Lack of facilities for transfer to Canada of Newfoundland-born
employees of Companies, etc., which have their Head Offices in
Canada, from their branches in Newfoundland. Provision might,
for instance, be made that Canada would permit a number of New-
foundlanders to enter that Country to join a specified Company,
provided an equal number of Canadians were similarly employed
in Newfoundland.

(3)
Newfoundland-born Bank officials, recruited here, should similarly
be permitted to enter Canada, on the understanding that Bank
officials from Canada can as at present enter Newfoundland without
being subjected to the usual immigration laws.

(4)
The recent instructions regarding the non-employment of New-
foundlanders on vessels of Canadian register. This is a serious
matter.

Memorandum f rom Commissioner for Finance to Commission of
Government of Newfoundland

NPA S-5-6-1

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Finances à la commission
Pour Terre-Neuve

F. 17-'39

^5)
There is, further, the question of the requirements of the Canadian
authorities in the way of proof that an immigrant will not become
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a public charge. These appear to be quite uncertain in amount,
which is itself a grievance; and in the case of many individuals
excessive in amount. The Canadian authorities are not laying down
any hard and fast; rules as to the minimum amount of money
which must be in possession of any person desiring to take up
permanent residence in Canada. The local steamship companies
inform me that they have now made a definite regulation that they
will not issue a ticket to a person who is unable to show that he is
proceeding to Canada for a temporary period, unless he is able to
produce; a statement showing the prior approval to his permanent
settlement , in Ca'nada signed by the • appropriate 'Immigration
Authorities. It is understood that each case is decided on its merits,
that is to say,`-the sum which must be in the possession, of an
intending seitler has to bear some ratio to his social standing,
family and other circumstances. We want(i) greater certainty as to
the amounts required, (ii) more moderate limits, and (iii),greater
elasticity in the interpretation of the limits and requirements as to
proof.

(6) We also want modification of the position taken • regarding the
deportation of persons born in Newfoundland who .may become
public charges, etc. in Canada. I believe cases have arisen in which
persons of mature age have been deported to Newfoundland simply
because they happened to ,be born here of parents of Canadian
domicile; in some cases such persons accompanied, their parents
back to Canada when only two or three weeks old.•

(7) Finally, it is well to remember that we allow numerous Canadian
technical experts to settle and earn their living in Newfound
it is improbable that we shall be able to do without a flow of such
material for some years. In these circumstances a modification of
the stringent rules which. may properly be applied by Canada
against the citizens of some countries would seem to be justified
in the case of Newfoundland. I think we should seek reciprocity
in this matter. Not only does the Government itself employ Cana-
dian experts, but all the large firms bring in technicians, business
executives and others. The paper firms and other manufacturing
firms, wholesale suppliers of food products and other articles, all
employ Canadians to a greater or less extent. Canadians^â
mostly to be found in valuable appointments, whilst Newfoundl
seamen and miners are being excluded altogether from Canada,
on the ground that they intend to engage in gainful occupation
for which Canadians are available. It seems right that in these
circumstances some modification of the Canadian• restrictions
could properly be made in favour of Newfoundlanders.

, • I. H. PBNSON

Si
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1297.-
4995-40=

Le haut commissaire par intérim `à Terre-Neuve. au secrétâire , d'État ,, aux. Affaires extérieures
Acting

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretar
f

y of State

DESPATCH 158

or Ezternal A,uatrs-

Sh., St. John's, March 31, 1944

With reference t.o. my despatch of February 21st, 1944, No. 1041
previous despatchés relative to Canadian Immigration Re , and

to advise that I have discussed the matter of the effect of the administration
of Canadian Regulations with Mr. F. E. Pitttman, General Passenger and
Ticket Agent, Newfoundlând Railway.
^` 2^ Mr. Pittman contends that in cases where the railways are [is] com
through the interpretation of the Canadian Immigration re Pelled,
refuse passage to intending immigrants, ^ gulations, tonumber
down immediately contact the office of the eUnited States of those turned
in St. John's and procure visas for en Consul-General

3. The fact that Mr. Pittman wishes
try
to establish isnthat Canada is

reputable immigrants because of the hampering delay in handing down
decisions in individual cases. I am, however, inclined to the opinion that
the number of Newfoundland immigrants who are diverted to the United
States in this manner is negligible. It is my desire to make some inv
in the matter, and I should be obliged if you would procur testigations

e 1943guresshowing immigration from Newfoundland into Canada during
andthe first 'three

months of 1944. It is my intention to endeavour to obtain
Sir4ar data covering Newfoundland immigration into the United St t
Purposes I of `comparison, a es for

I have etc.

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

4995
Le secrétaire d'^`tat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

Secreta
suppléant à Terre-Neuve

rY of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner

refMaY I refer to despatch No. 158 of March 31 , 1944 from
^g to the result of the application of ^ the Ca adianr^ mmnleâsideRegulations to certain

Newfoundlande
^ tion

2. I think Mr. Pittman, General
rs.

foundlahd Radwa Passenger and Ticket Agent of the New-
y, would be unable to establish that Canada is losing

1 Non nproduite.

tn Newfoundland

' Not printed.

Ottawa, April 20, 1944

I
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many reputable immigrants to the United States because of the application
of the Canadian Regulations,. and I am quite certain that decisions are not
delayed beyond the time required for investigation in cases referred here
for decision.

3. In compliance with Dr. Keenleyside's request for statistics, I give below
the number of immigrants admitted to Canada from Nèwfoundland for the
Calendar Years 1942, 1943, and the first three months of 1944:

1942 .................................................... 1,381 immigrants
1943 ... . ........ . .. . ............ . .. . .................... 2,645 immigrants
3 months
ended March 31,
1944 ...................................................... 419 immigrants

4. The following figures record Newfoundland immigrants admitted to the
United States for the three-year period ended June 30 1942:

.Year ended ........................................... 272 immigrants
June 30, 1940
Year ended ............................................ 193 immigrants
June 30, 1941
Year ended ............................................ 149 immigrants
June 30, 1942

5. I am sorry that we have not received the 1943 record, but the figures
quoted certainly indicate that the loss to the United States is infinitesimal,
if it exists at all.

I have etc.
H. L. KEENLEYSIDEI

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

:

1299.
4995.40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures au directeur
du Service de recrutement national, ministère du Travail'

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Director of
National Selective Service, Department of Labour2

Ottawa, October 30, 1944

I am enclosing a copy of despatch No. 485 of October 25th3 from
High Commissioner for Canada in Newfoundland concerning applicatloOs

dln^by individual Newfoudlanders for entry into Canada with the object of fm
employment.

d de-
1 H. L. Keenleyside était .. de retour A ^'Ii. L. Kecnleyside had retume t° dud^Y

Ottawa et tEpondait à ut propre dEptche. in Ottawa and was answerin8 ^s oA

spatch. .
• A. MacNamua.
• Non reproduite. ' Not printed.

1
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According to my understanding, a Newfoundlander can enter Canad a ifhe or she is in any one of three categories: ( 1) a visitor, (2) a prospectivepermanent resident capable of self, support, (3) a labour recruit of a
Canadian employer who hires workers with the approval of Canadian and
Newfoundland Governments. In the circumstances it would seem that anindividual

Newfoundlander cannot enter Canada if he or she is seekin
employment. Newfoundlanders holding visitors permits have, I unde

grstandlately been finding employment in Canada, and no effort has been ma
de to,deport them.

If this is so and if there is a general labour shortage in the MaritimeProvinces,
would it not be possible and desirable to regularize the situation

by establishing a category of temporary entry permits for individual New-
foundlanders? The granting of such permits would, of course, have to bestrictly controlled. They could, I think, be granted when National Selective
Service judges the labour shortage sufficiently acute to warrant the immigra-
tion of labour and subject to the condition that the applicant is deemed
responsible and not likely to become a charge of [sic-on?] the state.

I
would appreciate your comments, and any information which can be

sent to the High Commissioner on the points raised in his despatch.

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE

PARTIE 8/PART 8

LA COOPÉRATION TECHNIQUE
' TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION

NPA S-5-6-1

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Governor of Newfoundland to Secretary of State for External Affairs

St. John's, March 25, 1942

I have the honour to refer to the appointment of Ju
Di^gute Of the County Court of Bathurst, dge J. L. Ryan,

CoIIditions o d appointed under paragraph 3. of.the Defencee1 ContrTradeol andfor
Of Employment and Disputes Settlement) Regulations, 1 941,prot^û eurPose of settling matters in dispute between the

The GoveUmOn of St. John's and the Employers' Association of St. John's.
apPoirltment^to be ana^ada were enough togood permit Judge Ryan's

ged informally between the Canadian Ministry of
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Labour and Sir" J.- C. Puddester, Commissioner for Public Health and
Welfare of Newfoundland, during the visit of the latter to Ottawa in
October last.

2. The Board completed its investigations and presented its report on
the 7th March, 1942.. [Judge Ryan] returned to Canada from St. John's
on the [illegible].

3. Printed copies of the Board's Report will be sent to the High Com-
missioner for Canada in Newfoundland in case the Report should be of
interest to any of the Departments of the Government of Canada.

4. This Government desires to express its appreciation of the services
rendered by Judge Ryan as a Member of the Board and its thanks to the
Government of Canada for having consented to his services being made
available to this Government.

I have etc.

[HUMPHREY WALWYN]

1301. DND 4-75/10

Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 71 St. John's, February 6, 1945

Sir,
Last -night I was a guest at the annual meeting of the Newfoundland

Board of Trade which had as guest speaker Mr. Henry G. Birks, President
of the Montreal Board of Trade.

,

3. The Commissioner for Natural Resources, Mr. Dunn, also spoke,

touching more specifically, on post-war problems in Newfoundland. ^d

stressed the necessity of greater productivity, the need for training

specialization and for more progressive and efficient methods of inerchan'

disiag.

4. In the course of his address, Mr. Dunn expressed the appreciation of,^a

Commission for the assistance Newfoundland has received from the U^
States and Canada. "We have been fortunate", he said, ,in receiving from

these two'Governments the fullest co-operation and assistance. The Amenc^

Government has willin lent us the services of experts on
soil conservation,

canning -and bird life The Canadian Government has sent us
experts es

water power, engineering and forest regeneration and have at all ^
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plaçed'the resources of their much larger organizations at our disposal.
have received valuable assistance from the Armed Forces in dealing We

forest,fires, sea and other emergencies on land. The Navy, the Arm and
the Air Forces, [sic] have all been equally generous with their help. It s not
generally realied by the man in the street the extent of [to?] which such
assistance has been given, and I gladly take this opportunity of acknowledg-
ing it".

I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1302.

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Minutes of a Meeting of Cabinet War Committee

CWC

TOP SECRET
, . , Ottawa, February 7, 1945

PROVISION OF MEDICAL PERSONNEL TO NEWFOUNDLAND

21. THE sECRETARY reported that the Canadian Medical Procurement and
Assignment Board had raised the question of a request from the Director of
Medical Services of Newfoundland for assistance in providin

doctorsmeet an'acute shortage in the island. g to
The

War Committee, on February 10th, 1944, had given the Boardauthority to
meet certain essential needs for medical care within civilianco1311nunides in

Canada. The Newfoundland Director suggested that the
requhements of Newfoundland might also be dealt with by the Canadian
Board in the same fashion.

Decision was requested as to whether the terms of reference of the Bo
should be extended to comply with the request of the Newfoundland ^aities author

An exPlanatory
note had been circulated.(Secretarys memorandum Feb. 19451-C.W.C, document 933)

22. THE MINISTER 'OF NATIONAL DEFENCE pointed out that the
inedical doctors to meet Canadian needs ' both Service

e shortage

s^ll very acute, and was not likely to become easier for
and civilian, was

some time.23
THE WAR CoMMITTEE, after discussion, agreed that in thstances, it

would not be possible to provide to Newfou `'
e circum-

âssistance requested.- ndland the medical

I

' Not printed.
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1303. 2757-40

Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État suppléant
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Newfoundland to Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATCH 521 St. John's, November 7, 1946

Sir,
With reference to Mr. Cannon'si despatch No. 489 of October 26th2

respecting the desire of the new Commissioner of Finance, the Honourable
R L. M. James, to strengthen Newfoundland Statistical Services and the
conversation Mr. MacKay and I had with the Dominion Statistician in the
course of my recent visit to Ottawa, I wish to inform you that I called
Mr. James and outlined to him the views expressed by the Dominion
Statistician.

2. Mr. James was quite agreeable to the suggestion that, as a preliminary
step, it might be advisable for a competent Statistical Officer to spend a few
weeks in his Department looking over the situation before offering any views
as to the approach that should be made to the problem or the selection of
the official most competent to undertake it. If, therefore, the Dominion
Statistician is prepared to send down a competent Statistician, in due course,
to look over the field Mr. James would be happy to receive him and to Ove,
him any necessary facilities to carry out his work. It would be desirable, of
course, that I be advised some time in advance so that Mr. James could
make any necessary arrangements for office accommodation, etc.

I have etc.
J. S. MACDONALD

6319-40
' 1304.

Le ministre de la Santé nationale et du Bien-être social au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Health and Welfare to Secretary of State

. for External Affairs

Calgary, November 7, 1947

My , dear Colleague, ^^ada
In 1944 a group of doctors from England, United States lând special

arranged a survey of health conditions in Newfoundlan

It A. E. L Caaaon. troisitma secrétaire du 1 A. E. L. Cannon,
Third SecretarY. 11'9b

haut commissariat l Terre-Neuye. Commission in Newfoundland.

' ' Non reproduite. ' Not printed.
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regard to nutrition and the nutritional status of people in various areas. The
survey was carried out on invitation of the Commissioner of Health, the
late Sir John Puddester. A confidential report was made to the Newfoun

d
-land Administration and a scientific report was published in the

CanadianMedical Journal. At that time certain recommendations were made an
dwas agreed that the same group of doctors would return in the course of

three or four years to re-survey the situation, assess any improvements
give additional advice to the health authorities in that country. and

The reason I am bringing this to your attention is the fact that one of th
members of my department is a member of the egroup and assid inorganizing the survey. He now has a telegram from th e Di ecor of H HealthServices in St. John's,

Newfoundland, stating that the Commissioner
Health has approved a survey for 1948. As many of the doctors . of
group are very busy, it is necess in the
York

the first week in December, and, duee toa P
he^ t^ meeting in New

d presenttime négotiations are under way between the Dominion of Canada an
New-foundland, I thought that the matter could be brought to

your att
New-

see if there would be any possible objection to Canadian do ors artillpatmn• toin this re-survey. P g

I wish to make it clear that this is not an official project of m de a
but that any of my officers taking y p rtmentto join t^s part are doing so as private citizens, invited
subject. group because of their special knowledge or interest in the

I
would appreciate an early reply, giving me your views on this matter.

Yours sincerely,

PAUL MARTIN

1305.

Le secrétaire ^ 6319-40
d^`tat aux Affaires extérieures au ministre de la Santé

nationale et du Bien-être social

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs to Minister
ealth and f^Vel f are

^of National

My dear Collea Ottawa, November 15, 1947
I refer to ^e'.

Your letter of November 7th regarding the proposed re-surveyof nutritional conditions in
NewfoundlSince the su and.

ponrn^ent andes^ ^°^iginally done at the request of the Newfoundland
proposed re-survey appears to have been agreed

at the time the report was made, I see no objection to ayÎ^aII aztment taking ] n officer of
k You for bringingpart in a private capacity, as is suggested.

ringing the matter to my attention.

Yours sincerely,

Louis S. ST. LAURENT

I
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, , PARTIE 9/PART 9

LES* TÉLÉCOMMUNICATIONS

TELECOIVIIVIUNI CATI ONS

I I

1306. NPA S-7-6-1

E

^,

a

Mémorandum du commissaire aux Finances à la commission
pour Terre-Neuve

Memorandum from Commissioner for Finance to Commission of
Government of Newfoundland

F.67245 [St. John's,] August 3, 1945

CANADIAN MARCONI INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEPHONE SERVICE

Act No. 43 of 1938 confirmed an Agreement which gave the Canadian
Marconi Company exclusive rights to furnish to the public telephone com-
munication by wireless or like means between Newfoundland and the
American or other Continents for a period of twenty-five years from the
lst day of August, 1938. The Act and the Agreement give to the Company
the following relief from taxation:

(a) For a period of five years from the date on which the Comp^y's
radio telephone service was opened for public use (10th January,
1939) exemption from the payment of the tax of $4,000 a year,
provided in Chap. 26 of the Consolidated Statutes (Third Series)-

(b) For the period during which the concession under (a) is effective,
exemption from half the normal rates of Customs duties on
material and accessories required for the repair, renewal and
replacement of the Newfoundland terminal.

hone
The Agreement further provides that at the end of the five year period

the Government will examine the economic position of the radio telep
service in the light of the capital expenditure incurred by the Companyevénué
to that time, the annual operating charges, and the amount of annual the
`received' froni' calls; in order determine whether exemprion frornf^th r
statutory taxation referred to in (a) above shall be continued for a
period. Any such extension would apply automatically to (b) also.Commission

° By Minute of Commission 912, of November, 1943, the on

a8reed that the 6e year period which would otherwise have be ^ed944
'the" 9thJailuary, 1944 should be extended to the 1st Novem ten
on ÿ account of the' interruption of the service for a period of Censorship
months ' from August 1939 to June, 1940; by order of the
Authorities. 000 a year and

The Company has now begun to•pajr its annual tax of é té1 addreSSed to

full Customs duties.on materials and accessories. In a l
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the Secretary for Posts & Telegraphs dated the 3rd May, 19351 1945
Company pointed out that althou [ ]^e
years 1941 to 1944 by reason of abnormal wartime trle profits during the

during the time it operated in 1939 and 1940, and it fears that followinlosses
gthe end of the war a very marked decline in traffic may occur which may

result in further losses on operation. The period of five years during whichit
has been operating has been abnormal, and the Company therefore asks

that the review of its economic position provided for in the Agreement
should take place at a later date following the return to more normal con-ditions.

The Company has suggested that such a review should occurannually.

Although I consider it unlikely that the traffic will fall off to such an
extent as to convert the substantial profits made by the Company duringthe

war years into an annual loss, I feel that it would be in accordance
with the spirit of the original Agreement to offer to review the position at
a fixed date-2 or 3 years after the cessation of hostilities in Europe, sayin

November, 1947. I would not, however, recommend that the right of
annual review should be given, since the original Agreement contemplated
one review only, at the completion of the five year initial period.

The Secretary for Posts & Telegraphs has informed the Company that it
would be reasonable to review the position at the date I have mentioned
and I ask for the authority of the Commission to confirm this. '

I. WILD

M inutes 0

NPA S-7-6-1
•- Procès-verbal

d'une réunion de la commission pour Terre-NeuveM

[St. John's,] August 4, 1945

Period puon from certain taxation should be continued for a further,
The decision taken in Minute No. 912-'43 is modi fied accordingly.• '. . a'.,k.. .

F. 6,1-45. It was agreed to extend to Novemb r
C
a
^ review of the International. Radio Telcphone Serv4i e

the
erated bwhich

^ Mazco^ Company should be undcrtaken in order to determ
the

whether eaem • ine

' Not printed.
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PARTIE 10/PART 10

LE LABRADOR'

LABRADOR'

I

1
I

,

1308. King Papers C133990

Le ministre des Mines et des Ressources au ministre des Pensions
et de la Santé nationale

Minister of Mines and Resources to Minister of Pensions
and National Health

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 10, 1938

My dear Colleague,
I have your personal letter of March 25th2with which you enclosed a copy

of a letter' relative to the possibility of granting a contract to Mr. Henri
Belanger, surveyor of Quebec, to delimit the boundary between Canada
and Labrador.

From the Report of the Committee of the Privy Council as issued
March, 1927, the demarcation of the boundary between Canada Administra-
is a matter that concerns the Dominion and the ^e Newfoundlandauthori'
tion. I have no information as to whether or not survey
ties have made any representations to Canada in regard to having a
made of the boundary line.

This survey would be a very large undertaking and would involve a
great many points in addition to the carrying on of the actual survey work.
The consent of the Newfoundland Administration to ^^é be egarda ô
and the latter would no doubt have representations
the survey_ and in regard to the methods to be followed. The standard of
accuracy to be adopted would also be a matter that would no doubt be
decided under agreement between Newfoundland and Canada.

I might also mention that insofar as the Dominion is concerned, a
Boundary Commission exists for handling boundary matters as between
Canada and adjacent areas and for undertaking any surveys that are nece^^ d
This Commission, which is one of the Services of this Department,
appear to be the proper organization to undertake such boundary surVeys
as the Dominion might be responsible for between Canada and Labrador.

dlaad

-: i Le Labrador fut accordé à Terre-Neuve
ëa rertu d'un jugement du Comité Juridique
du"Coased Privé à Londres en 1927. Par la
auite et jusqu'en 1933, alors que la situation
financière de Terre-Neuve ne cessa de se
détériorer., d y eut des propositions pério-
diques d'achat du Labrador par le Canada.
Le prix de vente le plus fréquemment men-
tionn6 était de $100 millions. Bien que 1e
Québec voulût acquérir le Labrador, aucune

-de ces propositions ne porta fruit.
' Non reproduite.

1 Labrador was awarded to New^^ttee

by an opinion of the Judicial ^ 1921.
of the Privy Council in Newfound-
Thereafter and until 1933,

as
were

land's financial situation worsened there sell
periodic proposals that Ne^a^ price
Labrador to Canada. The Pur' Mllion.
most frequently mentioned was 5100

wanted to acquire
La'

Althoueh Quebec
brador, none of these propo^s bore fruit'

' Not printed

1
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Under the circumstances, it will be a 1ecl •
1365

of boundary survey work bein pP ated that there is little Possibility
not seem ossible to g^dertaken in the near future, and it does

p give Mr. Bélanger anyhis request. y encouragement in regard to

Yours very truly,

[T. A. CRERAR]

1309.

NPA GN1/3 31/40
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secritaire aux

Governor of Newfoundl^d to Dominions
Dominions

TELEGRAM 39 Secretary

CONFIDENTIAL. Woods obtained followin [St. John's,] January 23, 1940
visit to

Canada from McKay, during his recent
Exploration Com y' Vi^P^sident of the Labrador Mining &

paDyo
^ted (see Act 41 of 1938)1. There is a possibilitof extensive development in the Labrador be •nnin

discoveries of ^ ^ g next season as a result1937. A full report ^^ade u°° ore deposits made by th
of

e Company sinceC011Ip on these deposits made by PICKANDS MATHER AND
AW and sent by President of Barclays Bank Canada toBarcla s

Chairmany Bank London who in turn handed it to Allen & Overysynopsis of this report ry Solicitors.
Sk Andrew Duncan sent on 8th January last to Sir Charles Wright and
According to McKay byplc^Campbell, Director of Vickers and Baldwin, Canada.

ps rtATHER satisfied as to existence of
tonnages high grade ore in Concession Area com arab large
to

uoa rangeS. Dep°sits vary p le Lake Superior
qualifies practicall from 60% to 70% iron ore content and highsupplemented b

y y Pute hematite. In some of the deposits iron content is
content in excess of pqO^^ to 20% with total iron and manganese

ore is of much higher quality than Wabanare and should. be able to compete successfull
^anent share Of British market. Develo rn y^^ foreign ores for per-if
^ the interest concern P ent would start next summerbe a ed could be assured within next few months that thereover market in the United Kingdom for 2,000,000 tons er annu

and above 1,000,000 tons per annum which Bethle P m
would take. The v^,ork involved would i hem Steel Company
w^uh more than half would ^^ nclude over 300 miles of railway of
$40 ,000, g towns and h Newfoundland Labrador and construction

000 ydr^lectric development and would cost some
Of deVelo

.

Estunat^ that production would begin within 3 years of startpmentto work.
We should be grateful if you would use •stimulate interest of British your influences0^ce and would steel trade in developing this new Empire

advise us as to their reactions to the idea of uantity nasû11'S absorbed by them
9 medPPort.e ^e , u and as to any action we could take to enlist theirwoWd

nderstand financial participation by United Kin dom intere
b ^ , a^ptable but is not in ang stNon r^pr^ y way necessary.

wtr
' Not printed.
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PRO DO 35 1151 N601/3 X/J 9827

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Dominions au haut commissaire
de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for pominions to High Commissioner
of Great Britain

London, March 18, 1943

I
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. NPA GN1/3 31/40

Le. secrétaire aux Dominions àu gouverneur-de Terre-Neuve .

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

[London,] February 25, 1940
TELEGRAM 106

CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram of January 23rd No. 39, Confidential. I am
informed that while British iron and steel trade would naturally welcome
any addition to Empire sources of supply of iron ore, it is not thought that,
having regard to climatic conditions both at deposits and on - sea-board
and distance of .these from tidewater, Labrador. ore could be marketed in
the United Kingdom at prices competitive with similar ores available from
ôthér sources more' favourably situated. Trade cannot, therefore, give
'assurance that market for two* million tons can be found in the United

• Kingdom. Iron and Steel Control add from their point of view that the fact
that no output can be obtained for three years would seem to rule out these
deposits.

1311. .

Dear Malcolm [MacDonald],
-We have recently seen a number of references in the Newfoundland Press

to a request stated to have been addressed to Mr. Mackenzie King by Mr•
Godbout, the Premier of Quebec, that negotiations should be opened for
the transfer of Labrador to Canada.

We' notice too that a somewhat similar suggestion, though falling short
apparently of an actual transfer of territory, was made in the Canadian
House of Commons by Mr. L. P. Picard during the recent debate on the
`Addres's (pp. 516-517 of the Official Report for February 17th)•

No doubt we can safely assume that suggestions of this, kind arWO ^dk be
to „be taken seriously in Canadian Government circles, but it
interesting to have any side-light you can give us on Mr. Godbout's initiative.
We had thought at first that possibly the developments at Goose ]Bay and
the important irone-ore discoveries inland, in which Canadian m.u e^te
financial interests arc interested, were responsible for whetting the app
of Quebec,' but I see that Mr. Picard's remarks were directed primanly to

.. Ham ilton •ve^^ potentialities of
the vast water powers c^no

^s d for ma aears^It looks in any case ashave, of course, been y y

whlch

13.
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De&

^
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if Mr. Godbout's intervention has been 1367
Of the pôst-war

prompted in the main b ythe o e, possibilities of I.abrador
a realisat1OIIP ning of negotiations for ^ and his train of thought

follow that of those United he cession of the territory in suggest-States Government to States circles
which have, ^ ed aPPeazs toLend-L,ease. ous territorial acquisitions in ^e United

According to a ne eturn for
public o ' • ^ telegram recently

puuon there is taking received
Paper'summed u Mr. Godbout's su

from
Newfoundlând

p by sa^ ng^ "We cannôt subsccnbeioôquite calmlY 'Who thinlc we may be robbed of
the fear o ^ OneDomWons Offi^

Labrador by the machinations of Ofttthwoseaction a ^' ^d this is said to be the aa-PPears to have stimulated general view. But Mr. Godbout'son the lin'es that Ne^ou thinking in NewfOundland about I.abr,if she is to • ndland must a ador,
the s lustify her ownershi P y greater attention to the territory

ame time the Ne p of it, and this may be all to the good. Atneither ^oundland press have not been slow
tGovernment ité ^^sion of Government nor to Point out

of the territo in a Position to enter into negotiah tionUf ited Kingdom
are

whom
rY. since both are trustees for the Ne^ou

by
the disposaI

alone such a transfer could be au^orued. ndland people by

Yours sincerely,

1312, ERIC MACHTIG

Le hQU PRO DO 35 1151 N601/3 X/J 9827

t commissaire de Grade-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire

HiBh
d'bat aux Dominions

Commissioner of Great Brl' •
U^er-Secretary

851/10 of State for Dominions

De^ Edc [Machti Ottawa, April• .

Yoù for your letter of the 18th Ma
g^

gh 5, 1943

tr Y 'rom Queb rch regarding suansfer of
Labrador to

ec,
Canada

that negotiations would be
suggestions, fanat-der

^ p for the. Sincem ^ iCOy of m you

I

%JLuade b
y despatch 136 of the 10th March yt he text ofhave received, 1Waut the Mackenzie ^
•. g to an cn ul an answerïabrado Poss1b1Lty of the q rY by Roy, a French-Canadian member,^e r to

handed United Kingdom Government arranging for
Ido ted ^ ^ gdoCa r to Canada in compensation for ood

not . nada, g s supplied to
^ Labrador. ^at very much si ^r (

gni ficance attaches to the recent references ego^g on. Of ,the pubh^^ or Ottawa. The territory has been
orl^gen there; and this bY reason of the air-fieldevelopment kno

oht to the
beres^^

has revived old stories of extensive de ^ toà° ^. ryes of water power, posits of ironr^Arod^^ , id

1 Not printed.
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There is, I know, a certain amount of discussion going on in the Depart-
ment of External Affairs about the post-war position of Newfoundland as
a whole, and I understand that the

question was mtu h
to the Prime
detailed and

Minister for a reply to Mr. Roy's
hinted at the possibility of Canada considering the incorporation of New-
foundland in Confederation. I do not think, however, that any serious con-
sideration is being given to the possibility that Canada might absorb Labrador
alone, though there is no doubt that the Canadians are anxious to make
the most of the concession which they have acquired at Goose Bay and the
facilities which they have constructed there.

Yours sincerely,

MALCOLM MACDONALD

1313.
NPA GN1/3 31/40

Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuve au secrétaire aux Dominions

Governor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

[St. John's,l June 9, 1943
TELEGRAM 65

` Negotiations as shown below have been carried on in recent m io
n^s

between the Commission of Government and Labrador Mining and Exp
tion Company Limited. a visit to

2. In January the Commissioner for Public R. Ttimmins^and officials
Montreal, discussed with the President (Jules resent
of the Company certain clauses of the Agreement and model le L, éd Act
in force under the Labrador Mining and Exploration Company y its work ^
of 1938 which the experience gained by the Company in
Labrador had shown in their opinion to require clarification an ôm^o .SSca-ion
tion. On 17th February the Company addressed a letter to the C
of Government in which the following specific requests wereomad

e:
31st December,

(1) that the period of the Agreement
3
extended

of Agreement)'1946 to 31st December, 1953 . ( uued under
(2) that the annual release of 15% of the area as req

9^e)Section 18 of the Agreement be postponed until the end
e^proposed termination of the Agreement, i.e. 31 st Decemb

at

con
which date the Company would release the whole of the w^ch

• cession area with the exception of the 2,000 square mdIIient^
wordedit is allowed to hold under Section 19 of the Agreement.

(3) that Clause 6 of the Lessees' Covenants in thieL^iï ent eto work

in such a manner as to make it clear that the q ann
e

and get the demised ores ... in a skilful and worpos^8
according to the most approved practice " be interpreted as

Non reproduit. 1 Not printed .
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on the Company no obligation to work continuousl the
a leased area. Y whole of

(4) that the system of royalties as-outlined in Clause 2 of the
Covenants in the Lease be changed to conform to Lessees'
royalties imposed by Section 111 of the Crown Land

(5) that provision be made in the lease for an additional r^e 1930.
period of thirty years, thus brin ' newal
lease to a maximum of ninety ^°g the total period for a mining

(6) that Clause 10 of the Less ë years
Covenants

sixty.

endedto accord with Clause 42 of the Agreement whic prov de th at the
Company shall have the right to sell, assign, transfer in whole the
in part its rights under the Agreement and to have its obligations

nsthereunder assumed provided the Government is not re lldlced
in its claims against the Company for any accrued obli aoII

(7) that a definition of the word "minerals" be i nserted g
.

ment in the Agree-ment and lease to accord with the definition now
of the Crown Lands Act, 1930. given in Section

(8) that provision be made in Clauses 5 and 6 of the mutual Agreement
clauses in the lease to the effect that in the event of the Cm ans
â^ng to pay rentals and royalties within the stated peri y'

Y the rights of the Government to enter upon the leasedod of
p remisesand to terminate the lease would be effective provided the Govern-

ment had given notice of default to the Company and the Company
failed to cure the default within sixty days after the date ofnotice. the

(9) that the Company should have the same
Governor in Commission for permission to acquire arivate to thepro-erty if such should be required for the Company's ope rations n

deprthe same terms as are granted by Sections 162 and 1
Crown Lands Art 1930 70 of the

3 It is to
n^ither be noted that during the period of the pre negotiationseus^ the Company nor the Government had much knowl a

g conditions and potentialities in the area, ge of the
hash shô COmm^sioner and in their During the recent discussions

Wn from the ex letter to the Government the CompanyAreseat
perience gained during five years field work that theô Agreem

A cmpanY toent ensure
needs th

modification if it is to offer sufficient prospects to
^d^81Y we have agreed

the
maximum mineral development of the area. • (

qualification in the case o^ grant the requests of the Company subject to
°^Y to the

agreed ^

a

^nfo p^ciPle of calculating9 oyaltics on a4netp
sb^ ofit bashaveand havelidd^^a

e Company that experience has
zpYaltle

S^^on 111 of the Crown Lands Act, 1930 for the calcu lation
conditions as

S are not suffciently specific.
We have reserved r- f '

or location or of a license to cutetimber orthe owner lease, grant
water power er or lessee of a

r urther discussion
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with the Company.both the. percentage of profit to be paid as royalty and
The method of' calculating the amount of profit on which the percentage is
to be paid.

4. We have further advised the Company that our consent to modification
of the terms of the Agreement in their favour will be (a) subject to your
approval and (b) conditional upon their agreeing to a modification in our
favour whereby the Company's obligation under Section 8 of thé ,1938
Agreement will be increased from $50,000 to $100,000 annually as from
lst January, 1944.

5. Telegraphic approval of the action so far taken would be appreciated
in order that we may continue negotiations.

1314. PRO DO 35 1152 602/2 X/J 9743

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

grec that we ought to avoid this. Would possible solution be to make n^t to
of Company's request conditional on the Government having regards

TELECRANt 346
[London,] July 6, 1943

Yôur telegram No. 65. Saving. Following for' Woods from Clutterbuck.
Begins. Your letter of 15th Junei about the Agreement with the Labrador
Mining and Exploration Company. We are consulting Imperial quequestion
in regard to Company's requests, (with particular reference to
ëf royalties) and [shall] endeavour to send re 1 as soon as possible.

As regards request (4) we note your view that assessment of royalties on
percentage of net profit is likely in practice to be only equitable ^ d

Of. the remaining requests those most open to question seem to be (5) for a
(6). As regards (5) objection was felt previously to so long a terni ,
mining lease unless accompanied by some provision for periodical ^év^om-
of royalties. It would seem inappropriate that Government should Would
mitted to a given scale of royalties for 90 years ahead and I take it you ant^g

revise the royalty terms applicable during the extended period. As mded
(6) ^ it is not wholly, clear to us why existing condition should be reg that
as likely' to hamper financing, having regard particularly to provisoo^
consent of Government should not be unreasonably withheld. On tus some
hand existing condition has always been regarded as affabe ture issue
safeguard against disposal of leases to speculators.

A

s undertaking and
would presumably be secured on the wholebe regardedCompan

y third p^ies ^
.debenture holders would not, we presume

n

relation to any particulâ►r lease. the
Gratéfulfor.'your further comments on (5) and (6) in thelight ofenera^Y

âbôve `.while we , are 'consulting Imperial Institute on requests S
Ends. ' , . ,., . i. _. , . .

1 Non reproduita',`: Not printed.
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PRO. DO 35 1152 602/14 X/J 9743
Le gouverneur de Terre-Neuye au secrétaire aux DominionsGovernor of Newfoundland to Dominions Secretary

DESPATCH 215

My Lord, St. John's, August 5, 1944

I have the honour to refer to your Despatch
No. 267 ofand your Despatch No. 386 of 28th December, 19431 re ^.d Septemberi

posals for a revision of the Agreement with Labrador Mining and Ex 1oÎâ ro-Company United. In our Despatch No. 63 of 4th March 1 p 1^onadvised you of the consideration , 944 , we
^ your Despatch relating to the cal u at ons of ro^ssion to the suggestionsgthe means by which the Government would

Yalty on iron ore and to
Security Regulations with the question of the oa,ssignment o by means ofleases, transfer of

2. Following receipt of Telegram
No. 255 of 4th M z

^ormal message on the matter of the sliding scale for royal ty,
an

re-opened with the Company by the Commissioner for Public Utilitieoin t was
Supply during discussions held in Montreal on May 27th a s^d
and arrangements were then made for discussions between ^28th' 1944,
and the sub-committee of the Commission of Government, athe Company
discuss this

matter, in St. John's during the early art of J ppointed to
e^nent was anxious to make every °ly. As the Gov-
matters dealt with in the best way

ry possible effort to have the outstandingpossible,
at the discussions, of Dr. Charles A. Camselled to request theof Mines', Ottawa, Canada. Dr. Camsell is a member ' Deputy Minister

Technical Comrtdttee of the Im eri l of the Mining Law
sub^tted his views on the matter of roInstitute and as

yalty to the, m é
such, he had alreadyviews

were subsequently forwarded to us v,it p n^ Institute, which
N'602/2 of 5th October, 1943• 1

, h a demi-official letter
Owing to illness Dr. Camsell was unableto

dale attend the conference but he sent as his representative
Mr. E. S. M'^

Chief of the Division of Mineral Economics of the De ^ln-
t^mé and Resources, Ottawa, who had o i ' partment of

morandum forwarded with the demi-off lC al letter noted ab Mr. Camsell
^^ Confe1eIICeS with officials of the La brador ove.

p^Y Limited took place in St. John son 4th and 5th Ju Exploration
uchpâny s^On^Y objected to a slidin lY, 1944g sca r on The

ground thatlncome T^e' together with the possibili ty loffarrise otr ri in the rate ofp
would make the financing of the whole Labrador developments0 unattractive to investors as to make i'

substantial financing it impossible to carry out the verydeVelopment of programme that would inevitably be necessary for the

out th at royalty
^e Company's areas in Labrador. Mr. Martindale pointed^ Payment was, in effectNo,, , a payment to the Government of a

reproduite.
N01 reproduit. ' Not printed.
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percentage of the net value of the ore in the ground, which value would
necessarily change with changes in the costs of mining, market values, etc.
and had no relation whatever to the capital structure of an operating com-

pany. While, therefore, an attempt has been made to induce the Company
to agree to a sliding scale, it was found absolutely impossible to do so and
it is our belief that negotiations would have

b^at the flat rate lf RoyaltyGovernment is still of the opinion, howe ,
5% calculated on the terms laid down in Clauseŝe2, 3, 4 and 5 of

Schedule to thee attachedConvenants of the Model Lease, which i
Bill," is an equitable one.

4. In view of the experience in large mines particularly in iron mines,
that the life of a mine may quite possibly be more than sixty years it was
decided by the Commission of Government that the Company should have
the right of renewal of the mining lease for an additional period of thirty
years, making ninety years in all.

5. The Company has requested from the Government from

all taxes during the first three years of operation, and that import
material, plant machinery and equipment both for original tal^ti ég and

for replacements be exempted from customs duties and taxes .

the first request the Company has been informed special con-
con-

cessionion could be granted to the Company, the Government
sideration the matter of income tax on mining companies ge ^enll miSht
that they would be further advised of such action as the Govern
take on the matter. With regard to the exemption from customs duties it
was decided that the Company should be given the right of duty free entry
on machinery, plant and materials for original installation

not exceed 2010,
replacements for the foregoing the rate of duty would for
This arrangement is to have effect for general construction purposes
twenty years from the date of enactment of the attached Bill and for le^é
mining for a period of twenty years from the granting of a mining
These arrangements which are in accordance with current practice where
capital expenditures on large projects are involved, are covered in Clae sMode^
the attached Bill and in Clause 3 of the Lessor's Covenants m^
Lease of the Bill.

6. In its negotiations with the Company the Commission of Goûérnm^d
has endeavoured to obtain the Company's consent to the b

various
ut we have had to

suggestions which we have received through your office,
bear in mind that, unless the Company is given terms which

it. ^l^o^

reasonable from the point of view of interesting capital ino ib^l és i . Fur^er-
indeed cannot, take really effective action to try out its p uests

are sincere in their req

wlu

and

more, we effort to obtain as favourable terms as
n

are
aturall y, have made Co

mpany
•le th y, atti-

possible they have on the whole been justified in their unce m er^orr toing raise

tudes on points which in their opinion would jeopardize th
the necessary capital.

} I Non reproduit. ^ Not printed.
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7.

The attached Bill has been read a first and second time npublished,
with the statement of Objects and Reasons, for a d has been

comment.clauses in the model lease 'follow the general lines . The
communicated to you with our Despatch No. 63 of the 4th Marc1e 1clausesCertain

modifications in the details of the clauses were made h' 1944.
the discussions with the Company, as a result of

8.
We should be glad to receive as early as osso'approval of our action. The Bill Will probably come upreisyodcovering

about the middle of September. reading

I have etc.

HUMPHREY WALwYN

1316.
PRO DO 35 1151 N601

Le commissaire aux Services publics et
/16 X/J 9827

au secrétaire ad joint aux Dom^^ô^ v^sionnements

Commi,rsioner for Public Utilities and Su p ply
to Assistant Secretary for Dominions

GD 4/55

Dear Tait, St. John's, January 11, 1946

I have received the following minute from the Government
In the Privy Council Award of 1927 the bounda ry b Geologist:
the

Newfoundland Labrador Peninsula was defined aween Canada and
The bounda s follows:

Peninsula is a ry between Canada and Newfoundland in the Labrador
or hazbour.of hne drawn due north from the eastern boundary of the bay
and from Anse Sablon as far as the fifty-second degree of North latitude,

thence westward along that parallel until it reached the Romaine
River, and then northward along the left or east bank of that river and its
head waters to their source and from thence due north to the crest of the
watershed or height of land there, and from thence westward and northward
along the crest of the watershed of the rivers flowing into the Atlanticuntil it reaches Cape Chidley. Ocean

2• In Part III of the 1943 re rttion Comp^ ,, po of the Labrador Mining and Explora-
as follows: any, Lumted, on pages 5 and 6, Dr. A. E. Moss states

The northeastern and western boundaries of the Attikama en-Andre^ea are l
uebec

ocated along the height of land, which is also the b unda
LakesQ, Canada and Newfoundland. The r3' betweendetermined b position of this boundary has been

mitted b y Broud traverses, information taken from the sketches sub-t1 stud y pros^tO^ and aketches made by Retty and others from the Air.b6und y of the map sheets will indicate the relativel fewl^ah , azy^ that have
been tied in with y Points on the

of the ^un^ . ground traverses. Although thea11
on

i a sm
Portion

ry is known ,̂ n a general way, the exact position of only
I

Is known accurately.reproduite.
' Not printed.
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Changes in the position of the boundary will be made from time to
time as more detailed mapping is completed. Furthermore, the position of
the boundary is extremely difficult to locate at many points, as within a swamp
where creeks draining opposite ends of the swamp drain into different water-
sheds. Many arbitrations between respective governments will be necessarj+
before this international boundary can be fixed.

3. A large part of the exploration work of Labrador Mining and Explor-
ation Company for the past two years has been done in the Ruth Lake-
Burnt Lake-Denault Lake area. In this area more than a dozen iron ore
deposits have been located. Though little or no trenching has been done
on these deposits to delimit them some of them are known to have a
possible length of three miles. With widths ofé

100 â°eué ormous.
200 feet it can be seen that the iron ore pot
Unfortunately the Labrador-Canada boundary meanders right through
the middle of this area, and, as can be seen from Dr. Moss's report the
establishment of a definite boundary line is going to present great diffi-
culties, particularly at this present time when transportation in the area
is so difficult and expensive. It may be assumed from Dr. Moss's state-
ment that for certain parts of the boundary line a determination on the
basis of the Award of the Privy Council will very likely be impossible as,
where lakes and swamps may drain in both sections [directions?], it will
be found impossible to determine the line marking the d straight
Furthermore the sinuosities of such a line will be infinite a
lines will have to be used for the boundary delineation.

4. While I was at the C.I.M. Convention at Quebec recently I discussedcai Survey
the matter informally with Dr. T. L. Tanton of the Geologi
of 'Canada. At this stage it was obviously impossible for `eie âgr ^
Tanton or me to have any definite ideas on the subject but
that at the present time the only practical method• of de nea d^te
boundary appeared to be by means of a^ bmmiss^ b un ari, line in
terms of reference and having power to
such areas where topography renders it impossible of determination

tion on

the basis of a literal interpretation of the Privy Council A

5. If the delineation of the boundary is delayed until mining °perationsossibd^tY ofume the
start in the area then I think we may safel

dlanda and Canada. It is mY
trouble and disputes betwebe brought to the imme^ate atten^OII
opinion that this problem should e

atof the Commission of Government and I should recommend that ^
Commission of Government approach the Dominion GoVern
Ottawa on the matter, suggesting that a preliminary investigation m of

ent

that p^
problem be made as quickly as possible with a view to having
of the boundary in the Northwest section of Labrador determ^ed VO
soon as practicable on a basis to be mutally agreed between
Governments. that

this minute to Commission with the obs ens ^en^t i
2. I have submitted

s

a boundary survey would be : vety expensive--.
^ust how exP

ta
t]

yo
is I

ha
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1375impossible at this t*
une to say. The length of the bound1,000 miles - running through an undeveloped and inaccesrsi is of the order of

mend-ând Commission agreed-that we should a ble area. I recom-^
beforé'initiating discussions with Canada. PProach you for guidance:

3.
The need for the consideration of the problem arises

Mining and Exploration Company a
s

from the fact:
existence of large iron ore deposits and there is aY roba demonstrated the.
the
them are

boundary

Labrador

actually cut by the meandering and indefinite
line

that s ome of

that

line in the Particular area. ne which might be.
4. I was surprised to learn from Howse that no surve

Privy Council'Awazd,
There, must, of course, have y had followed the.a possibility

that, at this stage, there would be no nece SeII fô eason. There istion of the full
boundary line-a survey of the comparat

ively
for the determina--

^e wcmlty of . the known iron ore deposits mi
gh

t ratively short section in
to come. Canada has an interest and we do not ce for manybe. yearsY

know what her attitude.:
5•

We would be grateful if you considered the matter
views as to the line of action you suggest we should take. The problem^c^t and its solution ea en l•

atter and let us haveis d'

6'
H°wse infôrms me that he is .the only official of this Government who,has visited the area and that it is

terra incognita .to Canadian off'icials.
Yours sincerely,

J. S. NEILL

Le
,

PRO DO 35 1151 N601/16 X/J 9827*
sous-secrétaire d'État adfolnt aux Do

aux Services publics et aux Ap rovt'sio^ au commissaire
Assistant p nnements

Under-Secretary of State for Dominions to Commissioner
for UPubl' "•

^NFIDENTIqL '

My Dear Neill

tilctres and Supply

we have réad `
about the with great interest your letter to Tait of the 11th Janua
4^k of a d^eS which may arise at some time in the fu rytured owing to they defined boundary fine between Labrador anacc^^ q^^ understand the Quebec.d uneasiness that has been expressed on this.^anad

.no doubt some arrangement willi have to be come too^t
$ou -u°0dnaer or later for the exact determinati withonand ry COmmission. But , as You say, this would be hke

boundary by a
be co ^ tôxPensive mattert even if thethe of the Commission were tathat pan of the boundary which runs throu the iron '8h -ore area_

London, March 14, 1946.

►
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But what impresses us even more is the difficulty of taking up this awkward
and obviously somewhat explosive subject just at a time when the machinery
for the determination of the future form of Government is about to be set
in train. I gather that there is as yet no pressure from Canada, and our view
accordingly is that the commission would be well advised to find ways and
means of stalling on this matter, as indeed they are fully entitled to do when
the length of their own tenure of office must in present circumstances neces-
sarily be uncertain.

Yours etc.
P. A. CLUTTERBUCR

1318.
9475-40

Le secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commisgoner in Newfoundland

DESPATCH 105
Ottawa, May 14,1946

Sir,
The granting of mining leases in adjoining areas of Labrador and^Canada

has raised the problem of the location of the boundary line. The^on
authorities concerned feel it essential for purposes of clarifying lurisdic

co °.derthat the boundary, at least in some areas, should be determined on the
with some degree of definiteness in the near future. In particular they d
that surveying of the boundary in the area north of latitude 54 degrees anl
west of longitude 66 degrees, as shown approximately on the attached map,
entitled "Dyke Lake Sheet", should be begun this summer. hotography and

2. A survey of the boundary should include vertical d control su^eYs'
mapping of a strip adjacent to the height of land, g round ground. ^e
establishment, survey and monumenting of the boundary on of a
first two of the above operations, vertical photography and mappinât any
strip, are essential preliminaries which could readily be undertah ^ographY
time. The Canadian Government is prepared to carry out vertical p 0the

this summer on the strip of country on both sides of the^é Co^ssion of
above area if satisfactory arrangements can be made with
Government.

3. The normal practice in surveying boundaries between count^ e^^ies
joint survey, either by a single party or by separate parties, the ^vo

be prep^ed
sharing the cost. If the Newfoundland Government would no t be prep
to participate in a joint survey the Canadian Governm IIâ ^^ prepared to
to undertake the survey alone provided Newfound
assume its share of the cost.

Non reproduite..
1 Not printed.
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4.

With respect to aerial photography and mapping of a strip on both
sides of the height of land north of latitude 54 degrees and west of longitude
66 degrees, it is suggested that the Commission of Government might be
prepared to pay the cost of the photôgraphy of that part of the area within
Labrador and the plotting and printing of maps based on such photo a h
If desired, an estimate of the cost could be provided the Newfoundland
Government shortly. It is felt, however, that the matter is of some urgency
and a decision on principle by the Newfoundland Government at an early

would be appreciated. y
5. It should perhaps be noted that the proposed survey has nothing to do

with the survey for defence purposes proposed in the recent Defence Agree-
ment between Newfoundland and Canada. The present survey is entirel
for economic and jurisdictional purposes. y

I have etc.

H. H. W[RONG]

for Acting Secretary of State
1319. for External Affairs

94
Le haut commissaire à Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'.État suppléant 5-40aux

Newfoaundlan térieuresHigh Commissioner in
d to Acting Secretary of State

bESPATCH 184 for External Affairs

Sir, St. John's, May 25, 1946

I have the honour to refer to my communcation No. 181 of May
respeCting the ques fion of the location of part of the boundary line bet 231
Labrador and Canada and to report that I am now inform ween

has been discussed by the Commission of Government. ed that the matter
2. It is pointed out that the survey programme

settled and it is not possible to alter it w, for this year has already

short and the staff is limited. For this reason alone ^e field season is very
arrange for a proper josurvey of the bounda lin would not be possible

rador this ry e between Canada and
have Year.

Meanwhile, to enable full consideration to be given I
been requested to furnish an estimate of the cost of the vari

p^proposed survey on the assum ption t
ous parts ofhatof

pate directly in the 'aerial survey and could ôfoundland could not

3 9^é supply more than two surveyors for the
not, before the summer

of the ect.pro
Commissioner for Natural Resources has also i formedj^ me thate

^onnation at present at the disposal^^gulation of his Department indicates that theyears
network in Labrador is unlikely, during the present or next few^n, to

elation wreach the stage at which fixed ground points would be
ith the aerial photo hic

available for
gmp survey.

I have etc.

'Non nprodwte.
J. S. MACDONALD
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1320.
NPA GN1/3 261/46

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newfoundland

'TELEGRAM 190
[London,] May 30, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL. , Your telegram No. 182 of the 27th May.' Following for
Flinn from Tait. Begins. In the circumstances no objection will be raised
here to joint Canada-Newfoundland survey on the lines suggested if Com-
mission are satisfied that grounds for urgency overridei hsid,vee rashould be glad
last paragraph of Clutterbuck's letter of the 14th Ma
to receive in due course estimate of Newfoundland's share in the cost. Ends.

1321.
NPA GN1/3 261/46

Le vice-président de la commission pour Terre-Neuve
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Vice-Chairman, Commission of Government,
to Dominions Secretary

[St. John's,] October 19, 1946
TELEGRAM 351

CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram No. 190. Following for Tait from Flinn.
Begins. Commission is satisfied that necessity for urgency overrides consider-
ations contained in Clutterbuck's letter referred to.

2. Newfoundland's share in estimated cost of proposed aerial ^ Square
portion of Labrador-Canada boundary is $6,338 based on 3,90
miles at $3.25 a square mile. It is proposed to inform Canadian G^er amnal

forthwith that Newfoundland will accept this expenditure and
photography as starting point for full survey of boundary. roblems

3. Full survey, which should follow aerial survey, involves many p

and it is intended, subject to the agreement of the Canadian autho g,ements
appoint a technical and legal committee to discuss preliminary ar a

in Ottawa. Ends.
9475-40

,1322.
Le haut commissaire d Terre-Neuve au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

lit oh Commissioner in Newfoundland Io Secretary of State
for External Affairs 17, 1941

DESPATCII 27
St. John's, January

CONFIDENTIAL 1ry ,
. 13t^

Sir,
le am No. 10 of JanuarY

With reference to your confidential tar^ the Canada Labrador NO
concerning the proposed discussioris ^g Government a^ee
dary, I have the honour to report that the Newfoundland

I Not printed
Nan reproduiL
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that January 27th is a convenient date for the beginning of these d'

steand have decided that it is not necessary ^scussions
Department of Justice to be represente ontthel Committee the Newfoundland

2.
Their representatives, Who will communicate with the DepartmentExternal

Affairs on their arrival in Ottawa, are the Government of
C. K. Howse and the Chief Surveyor, Division of Surve s J. H. Geologist,

Y , Burridge.
I have etc.

J. S. MACDONALD

1323.

Mémorandum des réunions d'un comité con joint pour discuter
9475-40

dun projet dedémarcation de la frontière Canada-Terre-Neuve

Memorandum of Meetings of Joint Committee to Discuss Pro osa
Surveying the Canada-Newfoundland Boundary p l for

CONFIDENTIqL
[Ottawa,]

The meetings were held on January
February 8, 1947

following were present: 27th and 28th, 1947, in Ottawa. The
L• C. Audette

Department of External Affairs(Chairman)
N• J. O8ilvie

Canadian International BoundaryJ• A. Pounder
General Executive Assistant, Sueys and Engineering Branch,

P. A. Department of Mines and ResourcesBridle
C. Department of External AffairsC. Howse

Newfoundland Government GeologistJ• H' Burrid$e Chief Surveyor, Division of Surveys, NewfoundlandGovernment

2. It was agreed that the most immediate reason for
means of surveying the Canada-Newfoundland bou considering ways anddevelopmeIIt

w^ch is taking place in
ndary is ' the miningthe neigh

^d on both sides of it. Canadian and Newfoundlandbourhood of the boundary
'a vievy of authorities are desirous,
the bounda^e p°ssibility of applications being made for mining leases, that
located, ry between the two countries in this area should be accuratelw^eh

Account must also be taken of problems of civil admi ywill accompany nistration3, The development of the area.
epnversatioCom•^ttee then proceeded to conduct informal and uno nthe C

ns on a technical level with a view to making recommendations o
anadian and Newfoundland Governments concernin the

fou IldlaII f^anging for the survey appropriate
and Bounda eY of such portions of the Canada-New-

of anit
as a ry as may be designated by the two Governments.

greed that the Committce should recommend the establishmentmissionerternational Bounda
would be aointed by eac of thentwo Govetn mist of a Boundary Com-

ments. Since Newfoundland
le to provide the personnel necessa r^ ' •

:

ir
e

(

It r. participation in a
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joint survey, it was agreed that the actual survey work should be carried
out by the Canadian Government and that the Newfoundland Government
should provide attachés to accompany Canadian survey parties.

5. It was agreed to recommend a survey at the earliest ' possible date of
the portion of the boundary lying between the intersection of the height of
land with latitude 55 degrees and its northerly intersection with longitude 66
degrees. The Governments concerned should reach an agreement in principle
regarding the remainder of the boundary and should give prior consideration
to the portion of the boundary north of latitude 54 degrees and west of
longitude 66 degrees. Consideration should also be given to early demarca-
tion of the boundary in the Anse Sablon area.

6. It was agreed that the Committee should recommend that survey of the
boundary on the ground should, if possible, commence next summer. Con-
currently geodetic control should be established on the Newfoundland side
of the area to be surveyed and a secondary triangulation net should be
extended to the height of land. Aerial photography should be continued
at the same time and standard air maps should be prepared. Preparation
and printing of special boundary maps should be deferred until the Moisie
River triangulation net of the Geodetic Service of Canada shall have been
extended northward and the survey checked accordingly.

'7. With respect to survey of such portions of the boundary as follow the
height of land, it was agreed that the Committee should recommend that
instructions to the International Boundary Commission should be to the effect
that it should find and mark, as accurately as may be practicable, the height
of land boundary in such areas as may be designated, using a series of monu-
ments, the minimum distance between monuments to be one thousand feet
except where, in the opinion of the Commissioners, a more satisfactory
boundary would be obtained by reducing this distance.

8. It was agreed that the Committee should recommend that the cost of
the survey should be borne on the following basis: Commissioner;

(a) Each Government to pay the salaries o f
cost o

Boundary
f the main triangulation

(b) The Canadian Government to pay
net; uallbY

(c) Other costs in connection with the survey to be borne e raphy;
the two Governments. This would include aerial pho g

between the main triangulation net and thesecondary triangulation
boundary; location, survey and marking of the boundary on s
ground;• and preparation and printing of special boundary map

and reports. ropriate
9. It was agreed that the Committee should recommend that re e^,atlon

arrangements be made by the Governments concerned for th acent
Wlbe w ithfrom lease, sale or grant of any kind of a strip

arrangemeIIt
feet to

eedto the boundary and on each side of it, ents conc
prejudice to any existing agreement into which the Governm
may have entered.

e'

f)
8)

h)



10. It was agreed that since it was the
1381

approached the Newfoundland Government 1egard^ n Government which
joint survey, it Should be recommended that th

e
g^eCanadian

proposal for a
should approach the Newfoundland Government re Governmentof an International Boundary g^ding the establishment
making any such approach Commission. It was pointed out that, before

to the Newfoundland Government, the CanadiGovernment would Probably wish
of Quebec, to consult the Government of the Province

e

L. C. AUDETTE
[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Résumé des recommandations

Summary of Recommendations

a) that a Canada-Newfoundland Boundary Co [Ottawa, February 8, 1947]
posed of two Commissioners, one being â^ssion be established, com-
Governments; appointed by each of the two

b) that a survey be undertaken at the earliest
e date, of the portionof the bo^d^.y lying between the intersection ofb th

latitude 55 degrees and its northerly intersection with height of land with
a distance of approximately 160 miles B to C onon^tude 66 degreesc Photostat);' ( the accompanying

) that agreement in
Gove Pnnciple should be reached with the Newfoundland

rnment regarding a future survey of the remainder of the bo
and that, should such an agreement be reached, ri undarybe gi^n to s

p or consideration shoulddegres urveying that portion of the boundary north of latitude 54
Photostat);and west of longitude 66 degrees (A to B on the accompanying

d) that, since Newfoundland would be unable to provide
sonIIel, the actual survey work be undertaken b the necessary
ment and the Newfoundland Government b'

Per-
cco Y the Canadian Govern-

, be lnvited to send observersmp^Y Canadian survey parties; vers toe) at the cost of the survey
conditionally estimated

will runcto $240,000 paragraph (b), which it istwo Governmen^; , be borne equally by the
that each Gove
that the rnment pay the salary of its Boundary Commissioner;
^ co Govern ^ment of Quebec be informed of the
or gt,^°^tY^withrecent practicc, requested to reserve survey and,

erve from lease, saleounda y kind, a strip of land sixty feet wide adjacent to the

h)
ment in ô' ^^^h nangement to be Without prejudice to an

the Government of Quebec may have eny tered ng agree-land an appr°ach in this
Gove m matter should then be made to the Newfound-^ , meDt.

^ N0n reprodwt.
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9475-40

Le premier ministre du Québec au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Prime Minister of Quebec to Secretary of State for External Affairs

;11

,

Québec, le 22 mars 1947

Cher monsieur St. Laurent,

En 1912, 1'Ungava fut annexé à la province de Québec. En vertu d'un
jugement du Conseil Privé, que je n'ai pas à apprécier, une grande étendue
de territoire fut attribuée à la colonie de Terre-Neuve.

La ligne de séparation entre la colonie de Terre-Neuve et la province de
Québec ne fut jamais officiellement et définitivement délimitée. Je suis con-
vaincu que, tous deux nous réalisons pleinement l'intérêt primordial que
possède la province de Québec dans l'établissement de cette ligne de
démarcation.

Des renseignements que je viens d'obtenir et que j'ai raison de croire bien
fondés, sont à l'effet que, depuis quelque temps déjà, les autorités fédérales
seraient entrées en pourparlers avec les autorités de Terre-Neuve dans le but
d'établir définitivement cette ligne de démarcation, à l'établissement de la-
quelle la province de Québec possède des droits incontestables et intangibles.

Vous conviendrez, je crois, qu'il n'est pas convenable et qu'il ne saurait
être convenable d'essayer d'établir cette ligne de démarcation sans avoir, au
préalable, obtenu la participation et le consentement indispensable de la
province de Québec.

Je suis très surpris que le gouvernement de la province de Québec n'ait
pas été avisé de ces pourparlers et de ces démarches. J'aime à croire que le
gouvernement fédéral n'a pas voulu se soustraire à 1'obligation qui lui in-
combe de consulter la province de Québec et d'obtenir son consentement a
ce sujet, mais qu'il s'agit plutôt d'un zèle intempestif et regrettable de la part
de fonctionnaires fédéraux. ,

Comme vous êtes le ministre sénior représentant la province dm Qtre âu
dans le cabinet fédéral, j'ai cru qu'il était de mon devoir de vous
courant de ces faits et de vous demander d'avoir l'obligeance d'obtenir et
de nous communiquer les renseignements officiels que possède le gouverne'ce
ment fédéral à csujet qui intéresseresse vivement et avec raison la provin

^ Il va sans dire que nous serons toujours heureux de collaborer à la f^ ,
de Québec et son gouvernement. ation

et à l'établissement d'une ligne de démarcation, d'une
frontière, conforffle a

nos droits* e^leurs
. Vous voudrez bien agréer, cher monsieur St-Laurent, mes m

vœux de santé.
M. L. DUPLESSIS.

8
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Le secrétaire d'Ëtat aux Affaires extérieures au r 947S-40
Secret p premier ministre du Québec

^Y of State for Exterrtal Affairs
PERSONNELLE Prime M^ister Of Québec

Cher Monsieur Duplessis,

frontière entre Terre-Neuve et le Canada, dans ern^t la délimitation

Compte de votre désir naturel d q nous ne manquerons

J'ai
bien reçu votre lettre du 22 mars conc

^ s lUngava, ^de laJe suis informé qu^on projette, en effet, de

démarcation et ilfaut évidemment qu'elle soit faite comme bornagef aue cette

intéressant Officiellementle gouvernement de Terre-Neuve et celui '
Il n'y a pas de doute qu'en fait le gou e Canada.

y est intéressé comme il l'était du reste lorsque nt de la province de
tribunaux et vous pouvez être assuré que

Québec
la cause a ét é soumise aux

jusqu^^ 'y collaborer. Je suis s^ , pas de tenir
Présent autre chose que des qu d n Y a pas eum eIIquérir pour savoir où ' Pourparlers préliminaires mais je vais

de quelle façon le gouvernê en sont rendus et aussi pour savoir exactement
qui avaient été sou ment de Québec a été associé aux procédurmises au Conseil Privé. esJe vous remercie de vœux
offre très cordialement les miesue vous m'exprimez et, de mon côté, 'e vous

Louis S. Sr-LAURENT

1326.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires . 9475-40
extérieures au premier ministre du QuébecSecre!alY of State for External Affairs to Prime Minister Of Quebec

c^er monsieur Du plessis, Ottawa, le 12 avril 1947
d^Je me réfère à la lettre
^tation de la fronu^re que je vous adressais le 25 mars conce rnant
^s Ministères . 'entre Terre-Neuve et le Canada, dans l'Un a lan^Cessité de

mtéressés du Gouvernement fédéral se renden g va.
qui

Neuve
délimiter cette Partie de la frontière entre le Canada et Terre-

s agit
as . Québec du Labrador.

d^ 92^
, ag

rpentage Pou
r déc

ider quelle doit être la frontière mais ^.
n le marquer selon la décision du Conseiltp ,en

le U a été d'usa = privé

dire^o^a et les pa° faifaisant l'arpentage des frontières interna tionales een^eden^ des deux gou^motrophes de faire un arpentage co joint ousentre
Tene. entre le Géo vl rnen1ents^ intéressés. En janvier dernier il y eut d aNeuve d'uIIe p^ gue ct 1 Arpenteur en chef du Gouverne es

les ofHclers correspondants du Gouvernement
ment de

Ottawa, le 25 mars 1947
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canadien et deux représentants de ce Ministère de l'autre part. Le but de
ces entretiens officieux était de préciser la méthode à suivre et de la répartition

des frais d'arpentage.
Lors de ces entretiens il fut convenu de faire aux gouvernements intéressés

certaines recommandations au sujet de l'arpentage projeté et que le Gouverne-
ment canadien, après avoir considéré ces recommandations, adresserait une
note au Gouvernement de Terre-Neuve afin de fixer les dispositions requises.
Les fonctionnaires canadiens qui assistaient à ces entretiens ont signalé aux
fonctionnaires terreneuviens que le Gouvernement canadien jugerait peut-être
à propos de communiquer toute décision au Gouvernement de la province de
Québec. Aucune recommandation n'a été soumise encore au Gouvernement

canadien.
Les ministres concernés tiennent bien compte de l'intérêt de la province

de Québec dans l'arpentage de la frontière internationale qui est en même
temps frontière de la province.

Je vous signale que les entretiens qui ont eu lieu jusqu'à date sont com-
plètement officieux et je ne manquerai pas de vous faire part de toute
décision touchant cette question de frontière.

Veuillez agréer,
[Louis S. ST. LAURENT]

1327.
NPA GN1/3 261/46

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au gouverneur de Terre-Neuve

Dominions Secretary to Governor of Newf oundland

[London,] April 22, 1947
TELEGRAM ssion
CONFIDENTIAL Your telegram No. 110.1 Labrador Boundary Commi^

Proposals are approved in principle. Assume that estimates of cost will be

transmitted as soon as they are available.

g475-40

1328.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre

des Mines et

des Ressources
External Agairs to Minister of Mines and Resources

Seeretary of State for 1941
= Ottawa, December

CONFIDENTIAL

Vfy dear Colleague, ^tmnt and of ^e
You will recall that early this year officials of your Dep Ne,foundland

Department of External Affairs met with officials of the

s N teproduiL
it Not printed.
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Government to discuss on a technical level the question of a possible su
of the Labrador boundary. These officials agreed on certain reco

rveytions but they have not yet been submitted to Cabinet. ^enda-

It is my view that it would be best to postpone the survey of any portion
of the Labrador boundary until it is clear whether or not Newfoundland
intends to enter into confederation with Canada. I feel that to raise
question about a survey at the present time would be apt to create oliti^ydiflïculties

which would be much more serious than any administrative c^culties
e^^eS which might result from uncertainty about the exact location of diffi-

dthe

I should like to inform the Newfoundland Government of our ositithis
matter. Before doing so, I would be glad to know if you conc on in

views.l Y ur in my

Yours sincerely,

LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT

11^I
Po ^ fut ^possible de

t^e^ ^0 t^ u ^er Pro
une r6-

'et ' No reply to this letter has been foundde^^^a^0n ta'eu
let

p^ de suite. I e but the proposed survey did not in fact
kta e place.
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50218-40
Recommandations de la CPCAD concernant Terre-Neuve

Recommendations of the PJBD Concerning Newfoundland

TOP SECRET

SECOND RECOMMENDATIONi
FIFTH RECOMMENDATION

Improving Communications in the Northeast
Ottawa, August 27, 1940

That the subject of communications between Newfoundland, the Maritime
Provinces, Eastern Canada and the United States, is of high importance, the
following subjects requiring to be examined:

(a) Railway facilities.
(b) Water transport.
(c) Roads.
(d) Air transport and communications.

That the establishment of additional commercial airways, complete with
landing facilities and aids to air navigation, between these important areas,
would be essential to the defence plan.

SEVENTH RECOMMENDATION

loint Defence Plan Ottawa, August 27, 1940

That the Service Members of the Board should proceed 'at once with the
prepazation of a detailed permanent plan for the joint defence of Canada andthe

United States and keep the Board informed of the progress of the work.

EIGHTH RECOMMENDATION

Defence of Newfoundland Washington, September 11, 1940

Of th t•the United States initiate as expeditiously as practicable such portions
increased defence of Newfoundland, covered by the Second Recom-illendation of the Board

be approved in Ottawa on August 26 and 27 as ma
found to fall within the limits of bases now

,
yStates, being acquired by the United

IV* le document 210.
1 See Document 210.
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1388 APPENDICE A

NINTH RECOMMENDATION

The Board learned from Messrs. Emerson and Penson that the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom is now arranging to send approximately one
thousand captured German airmen to Newfoundland for imprisonment there
and that the Newfoundland Government is now beginning the construction
of barracks for this purpose about five miles inland from the shore of
Conception Bay.

The Board feels strongly that the incarceration of German prisoners in
Newfoundland would present a serious military hazard which might jeopardize
the Defence Scheme for Newfoundland which the Board is now preparing
and thus menace the safety of Canada and the United States.

In these circumstances, the Board earnestly recommends to the Canadian
Government that discussions be initiated with the Governments of Newfound-
land and the United Kingdom with a view to bringing about an alteration
in this plan by the diversion of these German prisoners to some less dangerous
destination.

FOURTEENTH RECO',%MMENDATION

Montreal, January 21, 1941

United States Air Units for Newfoundland.
That most urgent priority should be given to the provision of facilities for

at least one United States squadron of patrol planes at Halifax and one
United States squadron in the Botwood area.

FIFTEENTH RECOMMENDATION

Montreal, April 16, 1941

Newroundland Fuel Storage
The Board reviewed the problem of fuel supply required for aerial

operations from the Newfoundland airport and in the Lewisporte-BotWood
area. Previous estimates contemplated storage for 1,600,000 gallons (of
which 600,000 gallons, one month's supply, would be located at Newfound-
land Airport) premised on continuous supply by rail from St. John's. It ^e
now been determined that reliance on continuous rail supply duri ng
winter is unsound. Facts were adduced to show that a mini f n^gataon
capacity of 2,600,000 gallons will be essential before the close
in the Botwood area next winter. Discussion clearly exposed the urgency
of providing the increase in capacity.

It was also pointed out that not only is the increase essentia c^ ft•defenCe
operations but is equally necessary for overseas ferrying of alr rovide

The Board agreed as its fifteenth recommendation that Canada p
the increased aviation fuel storage capacity required by prospective needs in
the Newfoundland Airport and Lewisporte-Botwood area in accorda^at ^e
the responsibilities accepted by the Canadian Governmenn^ces ary
United States Government assist in the procurement of the
tics to permit this recommendation to be carried out within the time sPeCfied.

m
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SIXTEENTH RECOMMENDATION
1389

Rehabilitation of the Newfoundland 'Railroad Montreal, April 17, 1941

After prolonged consideration with the Ne wfoundlandafter determination that the present condition and rollin
g stock Commissioners;

on order) of the Newfoundland railroad are barel ade (on hand and
requirements; and after full consideration of the y quate for civilian
supply prior to the winter of 1941 of United Statesgreabasesrgency of adequate
forces stationed outside base areas in Newfoundland and United States
sixteenth recommendation. ^^e Board agreed as its

That the United States procure and retain title to such railroadas is - necessary for its
military requirements in Ne lroad rolling stock

possible operations from the Newfoundland Air O.wfoundland including

That the Newfoundland Government continue to o
-land railroad and undertake at once the construction perate the Newfound-

^d necessary rehabilitation of the railroad outside of additional facilities
United States; of areas leased to the

That necessary arrangements for essential financialately
worked out between the United States and assistance be immedi-^ents;

Newfoundland Govern-

That both Canada and the United States assist in
ontnecessary Priorities required to permit this recommendationprocurement of the

the time spec;fied. to be carried

SEVENTEENTH RECOMMENDATION

Northwest River I,ar'ding Field

the Atlantic facilitate the ferrying of long
, to enhance the effectiveness and medium range aircraft across

In order to

to prevent congestion at the Newfo undland
cness of plans for hemisphere defence,security

for crews and equipment the Airport and to provide greater

air base the Canadian Government should
Board recommends:

loWin In the wc:nity of NOnh^,^,est River, ^btake the construction of an
g facilities as quickly Labrador, and provide the fol-(a) At least two as Possible.

Off and runways, minimum 150
(b) Storage landing into Prevailing windsX

5000 feet, to enable take

gallons facilities for 450,000 gallons aviation gasoline, for
aviation oil, and for other su 11,250(^) Seven 100 pplies

aircraft gallon per minute gasoline pumping units for servicin
(d) Tech.,- * g

al housing and equipment as follo2• A direct-on finder station. ^:
3.

aircraft radio range station.
^uument landing equipment.

Montreal, July 29, 1941
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1390 APPENDICE A :

4. An airways radio station capable of communication with
stations in the U.S., Canada, Newfoundland, and Green-
land and with aircraft in flight, for purposes of aircraft
control, forwarding and receiving weather data and air-
plane movement communications.

5. A meteorological station.
6. A maintenance hangar (heated), minimum dimensions

150 X 200 feet.
(e) Housing for personnel.

That if the Canadian Government should decide for any reason that it
will not undertake the desired construction immediately, this decision should
be made known at once to the Governments of the United States, United
Kingdom and Newfoundland and that the Government of the United States
be invited to provide the necessary facilities in the area under reference;

That Governments of Canada and the United States should cooperate to
make provision for the necessary priorities to permit the earliest possible
completion and that the Government undertaking the project should also
immediately initiate the necessary measures to ensure provision of an
installation suitable for safe operations from the ice in the Northwest River
area during the winter of 1941-42.

EIGHTEENTH RECOMMENDATION

Montreal, July 29, 1941

Underwater De f ences for Argentia
That the United States proceed with the installation of underwater defences

in the Argentia-Ship Harbour area.

TWENTIETH RECOMMENDATION,

Montreal, July 30, 1941

Newfoundland Roads
(a) That improvement and maintenance of road communications is recog-

nized as essential for effective military operations in the defence of
Newfoundland.

(b) That the Newfoundland Government should, without cost to the United
States or the Canadian Governments, make available the rights of way

necessary for such roads as the United States or the Canadian Goven-

ments [sic] consider must be constructed for military purposes.
(c) That the United States and Canada should be given the right

to con^â d

and maintain such roads as each individuall y requires in Ne^oun,
taia

for military purposes without obligation either to construct or mm

any roads. bave
(d) That Newfoundland, Canadian and United States vehicles w s â eh or

use without tolls of any roads constructed
by the United

Canada in Newfoundland outside of base areas.

lc
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(e) That all necessary road main tenance ,
1391

provided for above should be a roII is Newfoundland other than as
foundland authorities. ^tY of the appropriate New-

TWENTy-FIRST RECOMMENDATION

Maintenance of Facilities
Attention

was directed to the question oftures, etc., prO^ded b the
maintenance of the struc_States

Forces and it wâsCr^oda at Gander Lake for occupation b y
to permit the use by that the course of events ma y United

Newfoundland and Canada and ^oteé States Forces of like facilities lnabe it
States by Canadian forces. Considera permit the use of facilities in the United

of the maintenance of structures p ibdlties of ea^h country the general
are occupied b , etc.,

built by the Government iofn relpectthe ^chw following Forces of the other, and the Board are her
g as its twenty-first recOIImendation, g ed upon

When facilities are prOvided b y the Government of either country for theccupation of Forces of the other the follothe m^ntenance, upkee wing Pnnciples should applyde^dOn
p and servicing of such facilities, sub'ect y to

and if necessary modification as the circumstances to such
(a) why building constructed b ces require:

olly occupied b y the Government of one country and
the occu y Forces of the other should be maintained b

pying Forces and at the termination of the
yturned over to the Government of the countyin

occupation
the same condition as when the oc pat ô it wasmenced, ordinary _

insurrection or wear and tear, act of God, enemy action, riomt,(b)
The sa me

eacepted.
me rule should a p1

when these are included in an sa ea ces appurtenant to buildings
occupied by the Forces concerned which ble of deli mitation and
^mstances undertake the policing of ^e should in these cir-(C)
The occupying Forces should

ould also be responsible for the heating,
lighting and other services relating to any building or are
by them in all cases in which the a occupied
adapted exclusively to take care of t rvice is derived from a source
but in other cases the services he building or area in question
basis by the Government of should be provided on an equitableis permitted,

the country by which the occupation
(d) NO occu

existin pying Forces should make any structuralg facilities a,i^out the a change inthe area i
is set aside for Occupation of the Service by which

pr0vided, upation or the occupied buildings are

Montreal, November 10, 1941
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New York, December 20, 1941

Decentralization of Functions to Local Commanders
That the United States and Canadian Governments now authorize the

Commanders named in paragraph 12 of ABC-22, or ane they deem
representatives, to effect by mutual agreement any arrangements
necessary for the perfection of preparations for the common defence including
but not limited to, the installations of accessory equipment materials into
of either, the transit of armed forces, equipment or d efence

or through the territory of either, and the utilization by either nation of the
base and military facilities of the other.

TWENTY-SIXTH RECOMMENDATION

undertake that part of the project. and Ottawa to
e(f )' That suitable arrangements be made nsibil t y as for and co trol over ^f. . • tant

tion with this project be borne y

Montreal, June 9, 1942

Northeast Short-Range Ferry Routes to United Kingdom
routes outlined in

the Amy Air Forces app reciation
That the airfields in Canadian ^Ôn dated June 6th be constructed with

such variations as the detailed survey, now under way, may determine

to be advisable.
That the Canadian Government construct or authorize the United States(b)
Government to construct these fields and inform the UC^ada will
Government as promptly as possible what fiçlds, if any,

construct.

c) That the existing ferry airdrome facilities in Canada and New fou and be
(

(

ng p l
including Labrador, form a part of the o riatescapaci yi
increased, wherever necessary, to apprp

d
That ^such additional radio weather-reporting facilities for these routes

^ be provided _ and maintained as may be agreed upon by
States and the Canadian Governments. coOec-

e) That all costs of constructing air fields and other instn Wo,Ch âgrees to
( . b the Governme

insure the proper centraliZation o respo for wS
work of construction, and to provide the maximum

facil^l^^e au^onfies

and effective contact and cooperation between the approp
of the two countries. CanadiaO

(g) That the proposals relating to defence, to the maintenan^stallations as
sovereignty and the post will disposition of the nebe accepted by the two
outhned in the memoranda under reference

use ofGovernments.
(h)

the

That these airfields and facilities
be made available for the

dRoyal Air Force Ferry Commau•
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CTS 1941 No.
entre les gouvernements du Royaume-Uni

. 2
les États-Unis

d'Amérique concernant les bases cédées dt bail
aux États-Unis d'Amérique

Agreement between the Governments of the United Kingdom and
the United States of America relating to the Bases Leased

to the United States of America

London,
the Government of the

, March 27, 1941

and Northern Ireland, in consultation with
United

the Gog ernm of Great Britainent
l^d, are desirous at this time of further effectuating the declarat ô N^aâund-their

behalf by His Excellency the Most Honourable the Mar q on
Lothian, C. H., His Majesty's Ambassador Extraordin q of
in his communication of the 2nd September, 1940,1 t^^S Pré ^Po t en tiary,
of the United States of America, a copy of which is set out ^éx te
hereto and made a part hereof; I

And whereas it is agreed that leases in respect of the naval and air bases
to be leased to the.United States of America in Newfoundland, Bermuda,
Jamaica, St. Lucia, Antigua, Trinidad and British Guiana, res ectivel

P y, shallforthwith be executed substantially in the forms of the leases set out
in^ex II hereto, 'vrhich are hereby approved, and that a similar lease

respect of a base in the Bahamas shall be executed as soon as possible; in

And whereas it is desired to determine by common agreement certain
matters relating to the lease of the said bases, as provided in the communi -
don of the 2nd September, 1940, and the reply thereto of the same date2
from the Honourable Cordell Hull, Secretary of State of the United Sta
set out in Annex I and made a part hereof; tes,

And whereas it is desired that this Agreement shall be fulfilled in a spirit
and good neighbourliness between the Government of the United Kingdoman the

Government of the United States of America, and that details ofits
practical application shall be arranged b y friendly co-operation;
The Ündersigned, duly authorized to that effect, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

General Description of Rights
wit^ -nie United States shall have all 'the rights, power and authoritythe

Leased Areas which are necessary for the establishment, use
'Voir le document 248. ^Non reprodwte. ' See Document 248.

• Not printed.
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1394 APPENDICE B

operation and defence thereof, or appropriate for their control, and all the
rights, power and authority within the limits of territorial waters and air
spaces adjacent to, or in the vicinity of, the Leased Areas, which are neces-
sary to provide access to and defence of the Leased Areas, or appropriate
for control thereof.

(2) The said rights, power and authority shall include, inter alia, the
right, power and authority:

(a) to construct (including dredging and filling), maintain, operate,
use, occupy and control the said Bases;

(b) to improve and deepen the harbours, channels, entrances and
anchorages, and generally to fit the premises for use as naval and
air bases;

(c) to control, so far as may be required for the efficient operation of
the Bases, and within the limits of military necessity, anchorages,
moorings and movements of ships and water-borne craft and the
anchorages, moorings, landings, take-offs, movements and opera-
tions• . of aircraft;

(d) to regulate and control within the Leased Areas all communica-
tion within, to and from the areas leased;

(e) to install, maintain, use and operate under-sea and other defences,
defence devices and controls, including detecting and other similar
facilities.

(3) In the exercise of the above-mentioned - rights, the United States
agrees that the powers granted to it outside the Leased Areas will not be
used unreasonably or, unless required by military necessity, so as to inter-
fere with the necessary rights of navigation, aviation or communication to or
from or within the Territories, but that they shall be used in the spirit of the
fourth clause of the Preamble.

'(4) In the practical application outside the Leased Areas of the foregoing
paragraphs there shall be, as occasion requires, consultation between the
Government of the United States and the Government of the United
Kingdom.

ARTICLE IL

Special Emergency Powers.

When the United States is engaged in war or in time of other emergency,
the Government of the United Kingdom agree that the United States May
exercise in the Territories and surrounding waters or air spaces all such

rights, power and authority as may be necessary for conductingan^ be
operations deemed desirable by the United States, but these rights

theexercised with all possible regard to the spirit of the fourth clause of

)Preamble.
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ARTICLE III. I

user. ^
The United States shall be

u No

nder

ri-

no obligationAreas or an ;
to improve the LeasedY part thereof for use as naval or air bases, or to exe '

n^t, power or authority granted in respect of the
tain forces therein, or to provide for the defence Leased Areas, or tos mai^ny
as any Leased Area, or an y but if and so longfor the pu Y part thereof, is not used by the United Statesrposes in this Agreement set forth, the Go
Kingdom or the Government of the Territory Ve^ent of the United
as shall be agreed with the United States may take such steps therein +of public health, safety, be desirable for the maintenance

ty, law and order, and, if necessary, for defence.

ARTICLE IV. ^

(1) In any case in which
lurisdiction.

(a) a member of the United States forces, a national of the United
States or a person Who is not a British sub'e
with having committed, either within or without th hall be charged
an offence of a military nature e^ased Areas,

law of theUnited States, including, but not re trict de to, nder
treasonthe , anoffencerelating to sabotage or espionage, or any other offence

the Se^tY and Protection of United States naval relating to
establishments, equipment or other Property or to o and air Bases,
Government of the United States in the Territ perations of the

(b) a British subject shall be charged with ory; or
havinoffence within a Leased Area and shall be acommitted any suchor

pprehended therein;
(c) a person other than a British subject

committed an offence of any other naturel within acharged with havingthe United States shall have Leased Areaand exercise ' the absolute right in the first instance to assume^urisdiction
with respect to such offence.(2)

If the United States shall electdiction the
United States Authorities not to 'assume and exercise such ]''^ ^irtue of le shall, where such offence is punishableof the gislation enacted pursuant to Article V or otherwise nlshable

S it shall be â^,éed ,so inform the Government of the under the
ates autho •• between the Government of the Territory and thed shall,

Territory
reader hiu^ tot^é that the alleged offender should be brought United

ppropriate authority in the Territory for that purrpose ur-
Lâ̂séd Ifa a British subject shall

Area an offence be charged with having committed within aArticle, and
of the nature described in paragraph 1outside the

^^ not be apprehended therein, he shall, if i(n)
the (a) of this .

Teitory; or, if ^ Areas,i be brought to trial before the courts Territory
^e offence s not punishable under the law of ^érts of the

Territory,

r
e
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he shall, on the request of the . United States Authorities, be apprehended
and surrendered to the United States Authorities, and the United States shall
have the right to exercise jurisdiction with respect to the alleged offence.

(4) When the United States exercises jurisdiction under this Article and
the person charged is a British subject, he shall be tried by a United States
court sitting in a Leased Area in the Territory.

(5) Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to affect, prejudice or
restrict the full exercise at all times of jurisdiction and control by the United
States in matters of discipline and internal administration over members of
the United States forces, as conferred by the law of the United States and

(3) In th*-- ArUcle the e ression "process includes a-1.7 r111114;

to time be agreed to be necessary with a view to the enactment of legislation
to ensure the adequate security and protection of the United States naval and
air Bases, establishments, equipment and other property, and the operations
of the United States under the Leases and this Agreement and the punishment
of persons who may contravene any laws or regulations made for that
purpose. The Government of the Territory will also from time to time consult
with the United States Authorities in order that the laws and regulations of
the United States and the Territory in relation to such matters may, so far as
circumstances permit, be similar in character.

ARTICLE VI

Arrest and Service of Process
(1) No arrest shall be made and no process, civil or criminal, shall be

served within any Leased Area except with the permission of the Co^andr
ing Officer in charge of the United States forces in such Leased Area; but
should the Commanding Officer refuse to grant such permission he shall
(except in cases where the United States Authorities elect to assume and
exercise jurisdiction in accordance with Article IV (1) ) forthwith oe the

necessary steps to arrest the person charged and surrender b
appropriate authority of the Territory or to serve such process, as ^rôÇéss
may be, and to provide for the attendance of the server of such p ake
before the appropriate court of the Territory or procure such server to m
the necessary affidavit or declaration to prove such service. under

(2) In cases where the courts of the United States have jurisdiction
Article IV, the Government of the Territory will on request give 1e dé°eôf
facilities as regards the service of process and the arrest and sunen
alleged offenders. . . „, process by way

any regulations made thereunder.

ARTICLE V

Security Legislation

The Government of the Territory will take such steps as may from time

âof summons, subpoena, warrant, writ or other judicial document ô mnts or
the attendance of a witness, or for the production of any
exhibits, required in any proceedings civil or criminal.
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ARTICLE `1jj

Right of Audience for United States Counsel
In cases in which a member of the United States forcescivil or criminal proceedings in any court of the Territory b all be a party to

alleged act or omission arising out of or in the course f by reason of some
United States counsel (authorized to practise before the courlls °fficial duty,
States) shall have the right of audience, provided that suchcourts s the United
service of the Government of the United States and appointed fornsel is in the
either generally or specially by the appropriate authoritY, that purpose

ARTICLE VIII

Surrender of Offenders

Where a person charged with an offence which falls
the courts of the Territory is in a Leased Area, or a to be dealt with by
offence which falls under Article IV to be dealt with be^On charged with an

courts of the UnitedStates is in the Territory but outside the Leased Are asby
ssurrendered to the Government of the Territory or to the

, uch person shall be
Au^orities, as the case may be, in accordance United States
made between that Government and those Autho with special arrangements

ARTICLE IX.

Public Services.
United States shall have

.

services and facilities, roads, high aysr^bntdteseipl°y and use all utilities,
channels of transportation belongin to g, aducts, canals and similar

or controlled or regulated by, the^ove^eIIt of the Temtory or the Govern
under conditions comparable to and no less f ment of the United Kingdom,
from time to time to the Govcrnmen avourable than those applicable

t of the United Kingdom.

ARTICLE X.

Surv(1) The United States shall h
ave the right, after appropriate notification
hydrographic su the Government of the Territory, to make topogra hic and
and waters Ys outside the Leased Areas in an

veYS Outhe Territorypart pysurveys so adjacent thereto. Copies, with title and
s adj r

made Will be furnished to the Govern^ data, of any(2)
Notificafion and cop

ies
will be given to the United States Authorities

Gove carried out by the Government of the United Kingdomrnment of the Territo

r

r
d

ry.
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ARTICLE= XI.

Shipping and Aviation.

(1) Lights and other aids to navigation of vessels and aircraft placed
or established in the Leased Areas and the territorial waters adjacent thereto
or in the vicinity thereof shall conform to the system in use in the Terri-
tory. The position, characteristics and any alterations thereof shall be noti-
fied in advance to the appropriate authority in the Territory.

(2) United States public vessels operated by the War or Navy Depart-
ments, by the Coastguard or by the Coast and Geodetic Survey, bound to or
departing from a Leased Area shall not on entering or leaving the Leased
Area or the territorial waters in the vicinity thereof be subject to compulsory
pilotage or to light or harbour dues in the Territory. If a pilot is taken
pilotage shall be paid for at appropriate rates.

(3) British commercial vessels may use the Leased Areas on the same
terms and conditions as United States commercial vessels.

(4), It is understood that a Leased Area is not a part of the territory of
,the United States for the purpose of coastwise shipping laws so as to ex-
clude British vessels from trade between the United States and the Leased
Areas.

(5) Commercial aircraft will not be authorized to operate from any of
the Bases (save in case of emergency or for strictly military purposes under
supervision of the War or Navy Departments) except by agreement between
the United States and the Government of the United Kingdom; provided that
in the case of Newfoundland such agreement shall be between the United
States and the Government of Newfoundland.

(1)' Standard and test types of motor vehicles as determined by the United

States shall not be prevented from usingroads in a Territory by reason of
• • • ' f motor vehicles.

r .7
for use in a Territory of motor vehicles belonging to the Government 01 ^e

)n-compliance with any law relating to construction o
(2) No tax or fee shall ho- a able in respect of registration

or licensing

United States.

(1) The immigration laws of the Ida-tory s oses of this Agree-
as to prevent admission into the Territory, for the purposes Ar
ment; of any member of the United States Forces posted to a Leased
or any person (not being a national of a Power at war with His Malestythe

. the, King) employed by, or under a contract with, the Govenameôperation
• • • • amtenane ,

ARTICLE XII.

Motor Tra,^:c.

ARTICLE XIII.

Immigration.

hall not operate or app1Y so

Unîte with meconnec un,
or defencetof the Bases in the Territorynbû suitable arrangements wdl vu I
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made by the United States to -enable such persons to be readily identified
and their status to be established.

(2) If the status of any person within the Territory and admitted thereto
under the foregoing paragraph shall be altered so that he would no longer
be entitled to such admission, the United States Authorities shall notify the
Government of the Territory and shall, if such person be required to leave the
Territory by that Government, be responsible for providing him with a
passage from the Territory within a reasonable time, and shall in the mean-
time prevent his becoming a public responsibility of the Territory.

ARTICLE XIÿ.

Customs and other Duties.
(1) No import, excise, consumption or other tax, dut or impostbe charged on y shall

(a)
material, equipment, supplies or goods for use in the construction,
maintenance, operation or defence of the Bases, consigned to, or
destined for, the United States Authorities or a contractor;

(b) goods for use or consumption aboard United States public vessels
of the Army, Navy, Coast Guard or Coast and Geodetic Surveys;

(C) goods consigned to the United States Authorities for the use of
institutions under Government control known as Post Exchanges,
Ships' Service Stores, Commissary Stores or Service Clubs, or for
sale thereat to members of the United States forces, or civilian
employees of the United States being nationals of the United States
and employed in, connection with the Bases, or members of their
families resident with them and not engaged in any business or
occupation in the Territory;

(d) the personal belongings or household effects of persons referred
to in sûb-paragraph (c), and of contractors and their employees
being nationals of the United States employed in the construction,
maintenance or operation of the Bases and present in the Territory
by reason only of such employment.

(2)
No export tax shall be charged on the material, equipment, supplies

or goods mentioned in paragraph (1) in the event of reshipment from theTerritory.

su (3) This Article shall apply notwithstanding that the material, e ui ment
frôm^a or oods pass through other parts of the Territory en route to or

(4) Ad ed Area.
ities ministrative

measures shall be taken by the United States Author-(e)^ ôo
^ vent the resale of goods which are sold under paragraph (1)

entitled port^ under para^a h (1)
to bu y (d), of this Article, to persons not

miss Y goods at such Post Exchanges, Ships' Service Stores, Com-
arY Stores or Service Clubs, or not entitled to free importation underpara

P
gran^dph (1) (d); and generally to prevent abuse of the customs privile estho , , under this Article. gn^eS and th^ G There shall be co-operation between such Au-

overnment of the Territory to this end. 0
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arrangement.
apparatus designed to emit electric radiation, shall be settled by mutu

(2) All questions relating to frequencies, power and like matters, used by
al

otherwise than for military purposes.
less station shall be established or submarine cable landed in a Leased Area

(1) Except with the consent of the Government of the Territory, no wire-

ARTICLE XV.

Wireless and Cables.

and Post Offices in the Panama Canal Zone and the Philippine Islands.
Areas and between such Post Offices and other United States o

nationals of the nite a es p y
tion, maintenance, operation or defence of the Bases, and the families of
such persons, for domestic use between United States Post Offices in Leased

P st offices

and civilian personnel ( including contractors and their employees) who are

U' A St t and ,,.m In ed in connection with the construc-

Ofï'ices in the Leased Areas for the exclusive use of the United States forces,
The United States shall have the right to establish United States Post

ARTICLE XVI.

Postal Facilities.

(2) No such person shall be Lable to pay in the Tern ry ch
similar tax on his person, or any tax on ownership or use of property w^

is inside a Leased Area, or situated outside the Territory. ll be liable to

Taxation.

(1) No member of the United States forces or national of the United

States, serving or employed in the Territory in connection with the construc-

tion, maintenance, operation or defence of the Bases, and residing in the

Territory by reason only of such employment, or his wife or minor children,

shall be liable to pay income tax in the Territory except in respect of income

derived from the Territory. poll tax or

(3) No person ordinarily resident in the United States sha con-
pay income tax in the Territory in respect of any profits derived n d

er
States in

tract made in the United States with the Government of
• • ation or defence of the

for the United States in connection with the constru ^

operation or defence of the Bases.

- connection with the construction, maintenance, ope. Se1V1ce or work
Bases, or any tax in the nature of a licence in respect of ^tion maintenance,

`obtained

ARTICLE XVIII.

Business and professions. have, beenshall
Unless the consent of the Government of the Territory
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(1) no business shall be established in a Leased Area; but the institu-
tions referred to in Article XIV ( 1 )
prohibition against re-sale,, 'exclusi elycto ^e^eâoods, under a
in the said Article XIV (1 P ns mentioned

)(c), shall not be regarded as busi-
nesses for the purposes of this Article;

(2) no person shall habitually render any professional services in a
Leased Area, except to, or for, the Government of the United
States or the persons mentioned in Article XIV (1) (c).

ARTICLE XIX

Forces outside Leased Areas.
(1)

United States forces stationed or operating outside the Leased Areas
under separate agreement with the Government of the United Kingdom orthe

Government of the Territory shall be entitled to the same rights and
enjoy the same status as United States forces stationed within the LeasedAreas.

(2) The United States shall be under no obligation to maintain forces
outside the Leased Areas by virtue of any such agreement.

ARTICLE XX

Health Measures outside Leased Areas.
The United States shall have the right, in collaboration with the Govern-

ment of the Territory and, where necessa _cerned, to exercise, without other consid a^t ôn
with the

than Lo
cal

compensation ntoPrivate owners, if any, such powers as such Government and Local Authorit
and the Government of the United Kingdom ma y

Y Property in the vicinity of the Leased Areas forand y hespurpose of inspe tiônn
hed thf taking any, necessary measures to improve sanitation and Protect

ARTICLE XXI.

The UnitedtheTeOf
States may at any time abandon any Leased Area or any part

Gove ' without thereby incurring any obligation, but shall give to the
rnment of the United Kingdom as long notice as possible and in anycase not less than one year, of

its intention so to do. At the expiration of
notice the area abandoned shall revert to the Lessor. Abandonm

such

not be deemed to have occurred in the absence of such notice.
ent shall

1he United States may at an time before
^^ a reasonable y the termination of a lease, or
ments plaCed time thereafter, take away all or any removable improve-
territorial w

aters, or on behalf of the United States in the Leased Area or

ARTICLE XXII.

Removal of Improvements.

t.

te

rt

m
id
ie
to
A
to

ar
se
[ly

e-
âd
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ARTICLE XXIII.

Rights not to be Assigned.

The United States will not assign or underlet or part with the possession
of the whole or any part of any Leased Area, or of any right, power or
authority granted by the Leases or this Agreement.

ARTICLE YMV.

Possession.

(1) On the signing of this Agreement, leases of the ^hereto,ir shall be
11stantially in the forms respectively set out in Annex

forthwith executed, and all rights, power, authority and cot
under

leases and under this Agreement (including transfer of possession
shall not previously have been transferred) shall thereuponbaec beeéxercised
immediately, and pending execution of such Leases they may ven
ad interim and possession of the Leased Areas shall behé mi d isee lo ation
so far as the location thereof more detailedArea ns anot ascertainableainable theof a portion of. any Leased given as
descriptions are available, possession of sécûire occupiers of buildings in
rapidly as possible. This Article shall not r q
a.Leased Area to be removed from such buildings until re ôot^é ln essity
to vacate has been given and expired, due regard being had t
of obtaining alternative accommodation. 1^ relation to the Bahamas,

(2) The foregoing paragraph shall not apply
but a lease of the Leased Area therein, in terms similar to tho se
set out in Annex III hereto, and subj ect

t o the United States of America
be agreed to be required, will be granted
as soon as the location of that area shall have been agreed, whereupon this

Agreement shall apply thereto.

quire
avoid damage to fisheries in the Terrmtory.
----- I Not printed.

lNon reproduit.

' monts and in the exercise of its rights

water comprised in the Leased Areas or otherwise us Governmen

the Leased Areas in so far as may be founW^l
ûseaits best endeavours to

United .States by virtue of this Agreement, are reserved
to the ans.

and mhabitants of the Territory; but no rights so reserved â aWi^ou the
inhabitants

ferred to third parties, or exercised within the
Leased Are

consent of the United States. withm

1
ary re-

(2 ) The United States will permit the exercise of fishing W^^lit

(1) All minerals (including oil) and antiquities ana ^rt^e land and
thereto and to treasure trove, under, upon or connected theed or occupied by t

ARTICLE XXV

Reservations. • ts relating
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ARTICLE XXVI

Special Provisions for, Individual Territories.
The provisions, contained in Annex IIIi hereto shall have effect in relation

to the Territories to which they respectively appertain.

ARTICLE XXVII

Supplementary Leases.

The United States may, by common agreement, acquire by supplementary
lease for the unexpired period of the Lease granted in a Territor
additional areas, sites and locations as may be found necessary forthesuse
and protection of the Bases upon such terms and conditions as may beagreed,

which shall, unless there are special reasons to the contrary, be on
the basis of those contained in this Agreement.

ARTICLE XXVIII

Modification of this Agreement.

The Government of the United States and the Government of the
United Kingdom agree to give sympathetic consideration to any representa-tions

which either may make after this Agreement has been in force a
reasonable time, proposing a review of any of the provisions of this Agree-
ment to determine whether modifications in the light of experience are neces-
sary or desirable. Any such modifications shall be by mutual consent.

ARTICLE XXIX

The United States and the Government of the Territory respectively will
do all in their power to assist each other in giving full effect to the provi-
sions of this Agreement according to its tenor and will take all appropriatesteps to that end.

During the continuance of any lease, no laws of the Territory which would
derogate from or prejudice any of the rights conferred on the United States
bY the Lease or by this Agreement shall be applicable within the Leased
Area, save with the concurrence of the United States.

ARTICLE XXX

Interpretation.

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following
expressions have the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them:

"Lease" means a lease entered into in pursuance of the communi-
cations set out in Annex I hereto, and in relation to any Territory
means a lease entered into in respect of an area therein.

"Leased Area" means an area in respect of which a lease is or
^ ill be entered into.

' Not printed.
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"Base" means a base established in pursuance of the said com-
munications.

"Territory" means a part of His Majesty's dominions in which a
lease is entered into in pursuance of the communications set out in
Annex I hereto; and "the Territory" means the Territory concerned.

"The United States Authorities" means the authority or authorities
from time to time authorised or designated, by the Government of the
United States of America, for the purpose of exercising the powers in
relation to which the expression is used.

"United States forces" means the naval and military forces of the
United States of America.

"British subject" includes a British protected person.

Signed in London in duplicate this twenty-seventh day of March, 1941.

On behalf of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland:

WINSTON S. CHURCHILL
CRANBORNE
MOYNE

On behalf of the Government of the United States of America:
JOHN G. WINANT
CHARLES FAHY
HARRY J. MALONY
HAROLD BIESEMEIER

Protocole concernant la défense de Terre-Neuve entre le Canada,

le Royaume-Uni et les États-Unis d'Amérique

Protocol Concerning the Defence of Newfoundland between Canada,
the United Kingdom and the United States of America

London, March 27, 1941

The undersigned plenipotentiaries of the Government of Canada, the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United

States of America having been authorized by their respective Governments

to clarify certain matters concerning the defence of Newfoundland arismg
out of the Agreement signed this day concerning the Bases leased to the

United States, have drawn up and signed the following Protocol: eature
1. It is recognised that the defence of Newfoundland is an integral f eciai

of the Canadian scheme of defence, and as such is a matter of ^Prt^
concern to the Canadian Government, which has already assumed
responsibilities for this defence. and
. 2. It is agreed therefore that, in all powers which may be etxheecü é^a

in such actions as may be taken under the Agreement for ect of
3operadon of United States bases dated the 27th March, 1941, in fespected.
Newfoundland, Canadian interests in regard to defence will be fully
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3. Nothin 1405
gn he Agreement shall affect arrangements rela 'defence of Newfoundland alread ^Ve to theStates and Canada in y made by the Governments

of the Unitedpursuance of 'recommendations submitted to thoseGovernments by the Permanent Joint Board on DefeCanada. nce-United States and

4. It is further agreed that in all consultations concerningarising out of Articles I(4), II and XI (5) of the Newfoundland
Agreement,other Articles involving considerations of defence, the Agreement, or of any

as well as the Government of Newfoundland
will have t

he ian Governmentpate,
right to partici-

Done in triplicate, in London,
the 27th day of Marc h,

behalf of the Government of Canada:
h^ 1941.

VINCENT MASSEY
L. W. MURRAY
L.

behalf of the Government . B. PEARSON

and Northern Ireland: of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

WINSTON S. CHURCHILL
CRANBORNE
MOYNE

On behalf of the Government
of the United States of America:

JOHN G. WINANT
CHARLES FAHY
HARRY J. MALONY
HAROLD BIESEMEIER

e-
id
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August 21, 1940
P.C. 4077

The Committee of the Privy Council have h ad before
W ^I-mMa

a report,
ckenzie

dated August 20th, 1940, from the Right Honourable
King, Prime Minister and Secretary of State for External Affairs, representi^hge

That on August 17th, 1940, at the invitation of Ogdensburg in the
United States, he proceeded to the United States to ose of discussing

mutual
State of New

problems
York,

of
to

defense
meet

in relation to the safety of Canada and the United

States;
st é f

the
orThat conversations on this subject between the Prime Minister

President of the United States, accompanied by the Secretary of 17th, and
War of the United States (Mr. Stimson), took place on August
the following joint statement with respect to agreement Pn é Minister
reached was, on August 18th, released for publication by the

and the President: d• ed the mutual problems

703-40

Décret du Conseil
Order in Council

The prime Minister and the President have iscuss
of defense in relation to the safetyof Canada

aBoard
United

be set UP
It bas been agreed that a Permanent

at once by the two countries.
This Permanent Joint Board on Defense shall comm^endc ^imn?adiate studies

relating to sea, land and air problems including personnel
It will consider in the broad sense the defense of the north half of the Western

Hemisphere.
The Permanent Joint Board on Defense will consi^ill meetrshortly, mem e1s

from each country, most of them from the services. It the said conversations

the establishment of a Perm he^
and in

That the
agreeing,

actions
on ofthethe part of Canada,

Prime Ministe
r r to

in conducting
Joint Board on Defense for the consideration of the defense of the Go é^ment

of the Western Hemisphere, are in accord
Coh^ policy of

o f thethe Cabinet and

as approved on many occasions Dy the
the Cabinet itself.

• erefore recommends that his actions in c saad P g
T

he Prime Minister, th of the
the said conversations and in agreeing to the ed.
manent Joint Board on Defense be ratified and confirm and submit the

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation

same for approval. A. D. P. 1-IEENEY

Clerk of the
Privy Coune^

I

I

I

I

I

(

It

L
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Avions reçues et livrées par le Service transocéanique de la RAF
et par le Service des transports de la RAF

de septembre 1940 au 30 avril 1945
Aircraft Receipts and Deliveries by RAF Ferry Command

Type

Catalina

Mariner

Coronado

Liberator

Hudson

Fortress

Ventura

Mitchell

Marauder

Lodestar

Boston

Glider

Dakota

Mosquito

Baltimore

Lancaster

and RAF Transport Command
from September 1940, to April 30, 1945

[London,], May, 1945
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 TOTAL

Rec. 3 95 185 131 179 7 600Del. 1 89 150 119 190 1 550Rec. 30 - 30Del. 27 27Rec. 4 9 13Del. 3 2 5
Rec. 84 106 175 188 88 641Del. 78 93 170 187 86 614Rec. 38 451 494 113 2 1,098Del. 25 404 284 96 0 809Rec. 20 59 5 88 10 182
Del: 20 54 10 85 10 179Rec. 275 45 24 344Del. 139 34 26 199Rec. 126 240 335 30 731Dél. 93 197 322 42 654Rec. 5 2 2 9
Del. 4 2 2 8
Rec. 1 2 7 1 12Del. 2 2 4 4 12Rec. 111 87 134 332Del. 48 133 132 318Rec. 2 2
Del. 1 1Rec. 91 528 186 805
Del. 74 502 193 769
Rec. 7 281 196 484
Del. 5 224 tr
Rec. 1 1 ,e
Del. 1 1 y
ec. 12 175 141 328

Del. 6 165 ^'

R

143 314 d
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Type

Electra Rec.
Del.

Skymaster Rec.
Del.

Lib. C-VII Rec.
Del.

Goose Rec.
Del.

Lib. C-IX Rec.
Del.

York Rec.
Del.

APPENDICE D

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 TOTAL

1 1
1 1

Total Rec. 41
Del. 26

652 1,363 952 1,976

593 867 883

1 4 5
1 2 3

24 24
22 22

1 1

665
686

5,650
4,919

I

fc
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,' CTS 1941 Supplement No. 15
Mémoire d'un accord entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve

visant la concession de bases aériennes

Memorandum of Agreement between Canada and Newfoundland
Respecting the Transfer of Air Bases

St . John's,
order to arrange for effect to be given to the Ag reement

April 17, 1941

of control of the air bases of the Government of Newfoundla dtheat

Né

ansfe
v,rfoundland Airport, Gleneagles and Botwood to the Government of Canada,

which had been reached in principle by telegraphic and other correspondence
terminating on the 3rd day of April, 1941, meetings were held at the New-
foundland Airport on Monday the 7th, Tuesday the 8th and Wednesday the
9th days of April, 1941, and the following terms were agreed upon and have
been submitted to and approved by the Governments of Canada and New-foundland.

1• (1) Subject to the fundamental points set out in the succeeding
paragraph and subject to such agreed arrangements with regard to specific
activities as are hereinafter set forth and for purposes of defence, the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland will transfer to the Government of Canada for the
duration of the war the control of the Newfoundland Airport (as set outill

the annexed plan) and of the seaplane bases situated at Botwood andGleneagles, hereinafter referred to as the air bases; and the Government
ofCanada shall undertake in the place of the Government of Newfoundl

the responsibility for the operation of the air bases. and

(2) The responsibility for operation of the air bases to be assumed
by the Canadian Government shall include normal air base fa i't' strans_Ad^tic

movement of aircraft in accordance with established' forMuuStrY practice. Air

2. The Government of Canada agrees that:
(1) No part of the air bases shall be handed over to control of a

third party without prior consent of the Newfoundland Go
(2) No alterations shall be made in the existing lay

Government.bases t of the airWithout
prior consent of the Newfoundland Government.

caused b(3) Any damage to the air bases other than extensive damage
Of Canada sball action'1en, while such bases are controlled by the Government
this oblipaired by the Government of Canada; provided that
works ga^on on the part of the Canadian Government shall not apply to

and buildings constructed at the cost of the Canadian Government.
f oundland Government of the air bases shall be handed back to the New-

ment on the termination of hostilities.

1409
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(5) Control of the Newfoundland Airport Area vested in the
Commissioner for Public Utilities by Act No. 19 of 1938 shall not be affected.

(6). So far as practicable (a) Newfoundland- personnel will be
employed and (b) the present staffs at the air bases will be continued in
employment.

(7) Materials manufactured or produced in Newfoundland and
sold at competitive prices will be given preference.

(8) The facilities at the air bases, including the civil hangar at the
Newfoundland Airport will continue to be made available as required for
British civil aircraft operating across the North Atlantic or undertaking local
flights and plans for delivery by air of military aircraft across the Atlantic
will be facilitated. The Canadian Government will co-operate with the New-
foundland Government in the provision of suitable ground space as required
for the erection at the expense of the United Kingdom Government, of
accommodation for aircraft and personnel.

3. It is agreed that as from the date of transfer of control of the air bases
the present Aerodrome Control Officer will cease to have general charge
of administration of the air bases, but thât he or some other person will be
employed by the Newfoundland Government as liaison officer at the air bases
between the Newfoundland Government, the Royal Canadian Air Force and
the Air Ministry; and it is understood that the liaison officer will continue to

4. It is understood and agreed that the Air Ministry wireless organization
and equipment will be available for all purposes connected with aviation,
but that the control thereof will be retained for the duration of the war by the
Air Ministry which will have first call on its use at all times.

The Canadian Government will provide the power, heat and transport
required by the wireless organization, will repair ordinary wear and thereto
the buildings occupied by the organization, will keep open the roads
and will provide, at reasonable rates, messing facilities and quarters for
members of the staff. Provided the United Kingdom Governmenln will rein"b
burse the Canadian Government for so much of the cost thereby and
that Government as shall not exceed in any year the sum of event
provided further that the said sum shall be subject to adjustment in the
of a substantial expansion of the Air Ministry wireless organization or equip-
ment.

5. The Atlantic Ferry Organization of the Ministry of Aircraft Pô érating
and its agents'shall continue to have at the air bases the status

of an(at pts 00
s and o^ercompany and shall be allowed to provide itself at these bases

expense as to construction and maintenance) with such buildinga ree to be
ments offacilities as the Newfoundland and Canadian Governments may g

reasonably required and suitable as to the sanitary and other requue
I the bases.

direct the Air Ministry wireless organization in Newfoundland.

t
I

foi
th(
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1411. 6:
The Government of Canada shall assume

other than financial obligations, of the Govermm^tc of ge any obligations,
another Government in respect of . Ne^oundland to

the air bases, including the provision ofground facilitie's for trans-Atlantic flights, if such obliations
Ottawa negotiations of 1935, g arise out of the

7.
The Newfounciland Government agrees to lease to the Canadian Govern-

ment the lands at the Newfoundland Airport occupied by th
and buildings which have been constructed at the c the hangars, works
Government for the R.C.A.F. ost of the Canadianconsent ,of . or which shall be so constructed with thethe

Newfoundland Government for the R.C.A.F. at
air bases; for a period of 5 years, provided that on any of the
hostilities the Newfoundland Government shall hav or after the cessation ofe the riany such lease, to resume possession of all of the area of lga t' notwithstanding
north side of No. I runway of the Newfoundland Airport nd situated on the
said runway and the main line of the Ne and between the
exercise of such ri ^oundland Railway, but on the

ght the Newfoundland Government shall pay to the Can -
dian Government such reasonable compensation for buildings and erections

y of the Canadian Government as shall be agreed.
8.

The Canadian Government agrees to maintain
buildingsflow owned by the Newfoundland Government, possession

on of
repair the

which is being
transferl.ed to the

Canadian Government, and
Newfoundland Government at the cessatio to return possession to the

n of hostilities.
9' The Newfoundland Government understands

ranges and air-firing ranges will be required by the that practice bombing
M^^e ^clnlty of the air bases and a ree Royal Canadian Air Force
such ranges; g s to facilitate the establishment of

M. The Newfoundland Government agrees to
bomb storage facilities in the V between permit the construction of

thethe west side of No. the south side of No. 3 runway andNo. 2 4 runway and in an area southeast of the southern end of
thereforWay. toge^er with necessary roads and spur trackage. Fi

Final(Not to be be made in consultation with the Newfoundland Go plans
published). vernment.

10. The Newfoundland Gove
Govemmént for rnment agrees to transfer to the Canadianclu^ngs

the duration of the war its equipment at the air bases in-Botwo
urplus, equipment (but not including the small power boat

the Power boat at Gleneagles) for use or oat at

U^

of the air bases. anyis to The Canadian Government agrees that no movablepyroPrnybe dispos ^ of or removed from the air
^ngdom and Newfoundland r bases without the consent of theany. ag1eed s

Governments and that the proceeds ofales • will be the pro
11, It perty of those two Governments.

for,provid^nagreed that the Canadian Government

e
onsiblethe Atlantic,c g manne facilities at the base on Gander Lake to be operated by

Ferry prganization.
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12. It is agreed that as from the date of transfer the Government of the
United Kingdom and the Government of Newfoundland shall each pay to the
Government of Canada, while it is in control of the air bases, an annual

(4) Anti-aircraft defensive sites in the vicinity of the
land Airport, .;,r bases
Lake and reservoirs situated in the vicinity of the buildings at the

r vii Y Y g Newfound-( 3) A wate su l s stem includin a pumping station at
area of several acres, G nder
it is proposed to place to the north of the railway and which Will 1eQuu

proiection,
w^ch(2) A sewage disposal plant at the Newfoundland Airport , ean

will be approximately three miles from the main runway and alonS

Y •
(1) A radio range station at the Newfoundland Airport which

Government ma establish•
16. The Newfoundland Government agrees in principle that the Canadian

permitted by existing authorizations.
authorized shall be permitted to use the air bases and only to the extent

15. The Government of Canada agrees that, save with the consent of the
Newfoundland Government, only such foreign undertakings as are at present

Government.
the sites of which shall be settled in consultation with the Newfoundland
Canadian Government of refuelling bases in Newfoundland and Labrador,

.14. The Newfoundland Government agrees to the establishment by the

months' notice.
(3) Contract for operation of a bakery; terminable on three

three months' notice;
(2) Contract for operation of the Airport Store; terminable on

Building of the Newfoundland Airport; terminable on one month's notice;
(1) Contract for the supply of meals at the Administration

Goodyear Humber Stores, Limited, hereinafter described, viz.,

date of transfer of the bases the rights and obligations under the three sub-
sisting contracts between the Commissioner for Public Utilities and the

13. It is agreed that the Government of Canada will take over as from the

items of revenue accruing during such period.
The Canadian Government will be entitled to receive all rentals and other

taining and operating the Air Ministry wireless organization.
be responsible for the balance of such cost, exclusive of the cost of main-
of the facilities at the air bases, and that the Government of Canada shall
contribution of $25,000 towards the cost of the maintenance and operation

:17. The Newfoundland Government agr:es that during the con , "trackage. ^ uance

including accommodation for personnel; spur
(5) Gasoline storage plants at the air bases with necessary

of hostilities,
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1413(a)
The present status of the area of and surr

foundland Airport as a prohibited area under the o^din
not be altered except by Defence Regulations Ishalland

Prior arrangement with the Canadian Governme •
nt,(b)

The Newfoundland Department of Customs
Permits to 11Y over any part of Newfoundland withou will not issuethe

Commanding Officer, R.C.A.F. t the Prior consent of, Newfoundland.
18. It is understood that it is the intention of the

ment when it resumes control of the air bases upon cessation
.that the bases shall be o era

Newfoundland Govern_

their ori• P ted Primarily as civil of hostilites
^n^ Purpose for the development of tranAorts

tlan
and in accord with

extent of the continued use of the bases by the aviation.
resumption of control shall therefore b e

The

two Governments and regard e the subject of l consultation fter such
the United shall be had to the respective intere^eof

the

^ngdom and Newfoundland and Canadian Go vernmentsWestern Hemisphere defence and their financial m
' vestment in the bases. in19.

The date of transfer of control of the air ba
between the Aerodrome Control Officer and ses shall be agreed upontaking over.

d the Officer of the R.C.A.F.
Signed on behalf of the

S'gned on behalf of
the Government of
Newfoundland subject
to the concurrence
of the Governnient
of the United Kingdom:

overnn1ent of Canada:
COLIN GIBSON

W. WOODS

r
e
Y

d

i
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CTS 1944 No. 30

base et^nen eNeuveMémoire d'un accord entre le Canada
visant l'établissement d 'une

Labradord Goose Bay,
^eswf oundland

Memorandum of Agreement between Canada and Ne

relating to the Establishment of an Air

at Goose Bay, Labrador
St. John's, October 10, 1944

hun d
Made th^

's tenth day of October, Anno Domini one thousand ninted h^ in
and forty-four BETWEEN The Government first part

AbyI^1D
the Hi

The gb, Government
Commissioner. for Canada

of Newfoundland represented herein by the Com-

missioner for Public Utilities and Supply of the second part.

WHEREAS th
e development of a strategic air base for the def

enc of
hemisphe^re

considered byada, Newfoundland and Labrador, within the tlantc area
sche

mis
e

defence and as a basis of operations in th
of

Canada and Newfoundland to be of the utmost
the Governments

eed as
importance: orized to that effect, have agr

-Therefore the undersigned, duly authorized

follows: lease to Bis
or parcel of

Majesty the King

( 1) in The
right

of Newfoundland will
1
' t of Canada ALL THAT certa in piece at

land situated
at Goose Bay in Labrador described as follf T

ws:
er ng^ Basin

oin tbeing
om

North
t.o

Latitude 53 éS ^i 5

at

a concrete post marked "A" at the
said mos

t
ordinary high watermark, the sa p ees 23 minut

22 minutes 24.6 seconds and West Longitude 6
0
hen^ West astronom^e ^e

seconds; thence North astronomically

640 chains ;

305 then^

•• thence South astronomically 920 chains more e o^aTk; t

northern shore of the Hamilton River at ordin high era ât ordinary ogrhe

easterly along the northern shore of the Ham
ilton

along the
ter

mark to Goose Bay; thence northerly and westerlYon Basin; thence
^ • rk to Temn^ hiSh
of Goose Bay at ordinary high water ma on Basin at ordinary or
westerly and norherly along the shore of Terringt120 square miles more e

oint of beginning; containing •
water mark to the p Base : reservng neverthlse^

s^ the
less• hereinafter referred to as he AA

; ,-
the same unto H st daY

A^'Base all mines and minerals; TO HOLD years fromfoty efor
n°King in right of Canada for a ped o f

nine lhundred and air base

of September Anno Domini
sctione operation and maintenance

of an
set forth in the

the purpose of athe con
$ons by land or water

for the purposes
thereon for ope rations manner as

. recital hereto. _ • , _ _ _,,,,,, i,p, nuthorized or ratified in ^oundland-
ments of Canada and Ne

1414
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2^. During the périod of the lease the Government of Canada "shall have
the right to construct, maintain, operate, manage and control an air base at
the Air Base and without restricting the generality, of the foregoing shall
have as incidental thereto the following rights, namely:

(a) to build and maintain. a roadway approximately 22 miles in length
from the Air Base to Northwest River and such other roads outside
the Air Base as may be agreed with the Government of Newfound-
land from time to time. All roads built hereunder outside the Air
Base shall become public highways. Where the Air Base separates
two roads or two parts of the same road, passage through the Air
Base will be permitted, subject to such reasonable limitations as
are necessary for the protection of the Air. Base and its operations;

(b) to take from the neighbouring streams and rivers such water as
may be necessary for the purposes of the Air Base;

(c) to develop, construct and operate power plants for use of the Air
Base. and for such purposes to use such water storage and power
sites as may be agreed and upon such conditions as may be'imposed
by the Government of Newfoundland;

(d) to construct radio stations and transmission lines and operate
communications by radio, telephone and telegraph for the pur-
poses of the Air Base, subject to agreement with the Secretary for
Posts and Telegraphs of the Government of Newfoundland as to
frequencies and power output in the case of radio communications;

(e) to construct docks, wharves, slipways, piers and anchorages for
ships and aircraft at such places as may from time to time be agreed
with the Government of Newfoundland.

.3. For the duration of the war and for such time thereafter as the Govern-
ments agree to be necessary or advisable in the interests of common defence:

(a) the -management and control of the Air Base shall be -under the
direction of the Royal Canadian Air Force, wireless and - meteo-
rological services being supplied by. the Department of Transport
of the Government of Canada;

(b) use of the Air Base will be made available to United Kingdom
military aircraft and to aircraft of the United States Navy and
Army Air Forces. The Government of Canada may permit the
Governments of the United Kingdom and the United States to
erect buildings at the Air Base for the accommodation of aircraft
and military - personnel, and may permit such Governments to
station Naval, and Air Force military personnel . at the. Air Base;

(c) the use of the Air-Base by civil aircraft shall be permitted insofar
as such.use is a necessary part of the, war effort, and the Air Base
shall be available for. such other civilian use as may be mutually
agreed upon;

(d) in addition to any arrangements for the co-ordination of the wire-
less and meteorological services with other operating air bases and

i
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stations, such services at the Air Base may be co-ordinated with
those operated by the Government of the United States in Canadian
territory adjacent to Labrador and by the Royal Air Force.

4. The Government of Canada may from time to time erect within the Air
Base such works, buildings and fortifications as it may deem to be necessary
for the maintenance of the Air Base as an operational air base and for its
defence, and may station at the Air Base such military personnel as may be
required for the defence thereof.

5. Civil and military aircraft oxaed by the Government of Newfoundland
shall have the right to use the Air Base on terms not less favourable than
those of the Government of Canada.

6. The right of the United Kingdom to use the Air Base for military
aircraft shall be the subject of consultation and agreement between the Gov-
ernments of Canada, the United Kingdom and Newfoundland after the w•ar.
and, in the meantime, the rights of the United Kingdom under Article 3 of
this Agreement shall continue unimpaired.

7. The Government Of Canada will employ Newfoundland labour as far as
practicable at the Air Base.

8. Duly authorized officers of the Government of Newfoundland shall have
access at all reasonable times to the Air Base in the course of the carr)ing
out of their duties.

9. The Government of Canada shall transfer free of cost to the Govcrn-
mrnt of Newfoundland any land within the Air Disc reasonably required by
the Government of Newfoundland for the erection of buildings for the accom-
modation of its officials or for any other Government purposes.

10. In order to avoid doubt it is hereby declared that the laws of New-
foundland shall be applicable throughout the Air Base and to all persons
therein or thereon.

11. The devclopsncnt of the Air Base being primarily for defence, the Air
base and its facilitics shall not during the war be used for civil or for com-
mercial operaticros, except as provided in clause (e) Article 3 herml. The
question of its or their use for civil and commercial opcralions after the %ar,
and all mattcrs incidental thereto, will form the subjrct of d4cut.ion between
the Governments of Canada. the United Kingdom and h'ca{cundland, and
this discuision will take place not liter than twelve months after the war.

12. The Government of Canada agtres that it Will not. aïthout the consent
of the Government of Ncsfounctland, tran+fcr to any third party in whole
of in part the rights, powers and authority hcrcin granted to the Gorn^crnmcnt
of Canada.

Signed at St. John's. Newfoutrdland. in duplicase. this tenth day of Octobcr.
A.D. 19".

On behalf of the Government ot Canada:
J. S. MACDONALD

On behalf of the Government of Newfoundland:
W. W. WOODS
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72-NL,40
Pièce jointe d'un mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures

au Comité du Cabinet sur la reconstruction
Enclosure to Memorandum from Department of External Afjairs

to Cabinet Committee on Reconstruction

Ottawa, September 5, 1945
Exrc,,mn,,an ro>< Comrtetx-no.4 wt.v DnTt.oruEar or AtanELDs ANv FACUmF.s

IN Nt:wPotrNmt^u.-D AND Lr►aa,►Doa To 1<lAncx 31, 1945.

NtwrtatiDt.w.-m
Botwood Seaplane Base

D.O.T.
Expend-

D.O.T. iture
Arpropri- from
ations. Dw. Air

Funds.

Other D.O.T.
Dt.v.-Air ExDend-
Ecpend's iture
(As sul+p- from
lied by Dt.a.-Army
tt.c.w.r.) Funds. TorAt.

and Facilities 3,609 10,232 2,794,304 2,808,14S
IIuchans Aerodromc and
Facilities 1,046,733 1,036,733
Cape Bauld Radio
Dctachmrnt 84,732 84,752
Dono.-ant Fuel Dcl+ot 3,000 79,410 82,410
Gander Acrodromc, Sea-
plane Rase and
Facilities 37,456 1,707,413 18,328,949 20,273,860
Ganda Radio Dctach-
Mcnt 8,095 8,095
Gander Lake-Lewis-
portc-Elishops Falls
H'Miy 1,423,200 1,423,200
Ilolyrood Fuel Drpot 2,771 118.934 121,705Lev►isl+orte Fuel Depot 3,376 5,376Port-aua-Basqucs Radio
Dctachmcnt 66,192
St. John's 1leadquartcrs 84,307 1,746,849
St. Atulrcwi Radio Range =.389
Torbay Aetodrome and
Facilitics .61,496 1,146,428 7,301,507
Torbay-St. John Road 64.997
Rcfuttlin8 Bases
LuaAsx>rt
IIri` 1 tarbour Radio

9.37 0

66,192
1,831,156
200,389

11.709.431
64.997
9,370

Drtachment 16,239 16,239Goose Airrott and
FaâJ,tks 674,317 21,446,786 99,845 3,161.578 25,382,526
Sandgitt Lake Radio
K'cat.hct Station 44,107 44,107
Spottallsland Radio
Uctschttxrtt 12.318 12.318µ►1son Radio Range
1mssti jation 1.267 s".67

Totu S2,333,104 27,402,246 32,293,540 3,161,578 63,192,468
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CTS 1946 No. 15
Accord entre le Canada. Terre-Neuti•e et le Royaume-Uni

relatif aux installations de défense d Terre-,ti'euti•e

Agreement between Cannda. Newfoundland and the United Kingdom
Respecting Defence Installations in Nexfoundtand

St. John's, April 8 and London, May 3, 1946
The Governments of Canada, Newfoundland and the United Kingdom,

having examined the various problems relating to defence installations
constructed in Newfoundland under various agreements and understandings
made during the recent war, and having considered their respective interests
in Western Hemisphere defence, have agreed as follow•s:

ARTICLE I
In this Agreement the expression "Nev ►toundland" shall mean Newfound-

land and its Dependencies and the territorial waters thereof.

ARTICLE 2
(a) The Government of Canada shall re-transfer control and operation of

the Newfoundland Airport at Gander and the seaplane bases at G'.cncaglcs
and Botw•ood to the Government of Newfoundland as of March 31, 1946,
and the obligations of the Gm•crnment of Canada under the Air Bases Ame-
ment of April 17, 1941, between the Governments of Canada and Ncw-
foundland shall thereupon cease and shall be deemed to have been discharged.

(b) In order to assist the Gosrramcnt of Newfoundland in maintaining
the continuous operation of the Newfoundland A'uport. a progressive with-
drawal of Canadian personnel from March 31. 1946 to ',%tay 31, 1946 may
be arrangrd bctwcen the Royal Canadian Air Force and the 1\cwfuundland
Director of Ci-.il Aviation.

(c) With a view to facilitating the destlopmcnt of the Newfoundland Air-
port as a civil airl+oct, the Government of Canada forgoes its rights with
respect to a leasc at the Newfoundland Airport under Article VII of the said
Air Bases Agreement of April 17. 1941.

(d) The Gorertumrnt of Canada shall transfcr to the Gos-crnrncnt of New-
foundland all the buildings, hangars and wotks constructed by the Govcrn-
tacnt of Canada at the Ncwiauniland Airpatt, and all the equipment and
supplies of the Goti-crnment of Canada at the Airport. excluding stocks of
solid and l°squid fuels, oils and lubricants and the equipment and supplies of
the IkTvartmcnt of Transport of the Government of Cana:la, and the Govern-
ment of ticwfosutdünd shall pay t2urrior the sum of one million dollars in
such ïnstalrr.ents and at such times as may be agreed upon.

(e) The Government WNtrv►toundland thall rrosi<ie at the Ncwfrundlan.f
Airport such accommodation as may be trquirrd by the Canadian Armed

, 1418
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Forces during the period of progressive withdrawal from the Airport and for
the storage of such supplies as remain after March 31, 1946.

(j) During the provision by the Government of Canada of the hteteoro-
logical Service and Radio Range Service at the Newfoundland Airport the
Government of Newfoundland shall maintain suitable office and living accom-
modation for the necessary staffs of these Services, the location, type and
standard of this accommodation to be agreed between the Governments of
Canada and Newfoundland.

(g) The responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the Radio
Range at the Newfoundland Airport shall be the subject of separate negotia-
tions between the Governments of Canada and New-foundland.

(h) In the event of an outbreak of hostilities involving Canada and New-
foundland the Government of Newfoundland, at the request of the Govcrn-
ment of Canada, shall transfer control and operation of the Newfoundland
Airport to the Government of Canada for the duration of hostilities. Provided
that during the control and operation of the Airport by the Government of
Canada no part of the Airport shall be handed over to the control of a third
party without the prior consent of the Government of T'cwfoundland, and
that the Government of Canada shall maintain in repair, except in respect
of damage occasioned by enemy action, the buildings owned by the Govcrn-
ment of Newfoundland at the date of transfer and shall return possession
thereof to the Govcrnmcnt of Newfoundland on the cessation of hostilities.

ARTICLE 3

The Government of Canada forFocs its rights with respect to leases at
the seaplane bases at Botwood and Glcncaglcs under the provisions of
Article VII of the said Air Bases Agreement of April 17, 1941.

ARTICLE 4
(a) Title in fcc simple to the lands of Torbay Airport and its subsidiary

installations shall be s•csted in the Government of Canada in accordance with
the understanding between the Governments of Canada and NeHioundland
at the time of the construction of the Airport.

(b) Torbay Airport may be operated as a commercial airport by the
Go%crnmcnt of Canada for the air service bctw-ccn Newfoundland and
Canada, in accordance with such laws and regulations in force from time to
time in Newfoundland as may be applicable to civil aviation.

(c) Torbay Airport shall be available to Newfoundland civil and military
aircraft on terms not less favourable than those applicable to Canadian civil
and military aircraft.

(d) Torbay Airport shall be available for emergency landing by any civil
or military aircraft.

(e) Any landing fees imposed on civil aircraft using Torbay Airport shall
enure to the Gorcrnmcnt of Canada, provided that any revenue from landing
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fees or other charges in excess of the costs of operating the Airport for civil
purposes shall be paid to the Government of NersIoundland.

(j) The Government of Canada may construct and maintaia at Torbay
Airport such installations for defence purposes and may maintain there such
military equipment and supplies as it deems advisable.

(g) The Government of Canada may use Torbay Airport for military
training and requirements including the stationing there of military aircraft
and personnel for such purposes.

(h) In order to avoid doubt it is hereby declared that the laws of New-
foundland shall be applicable throughout Torbay Airport and to all persons
therein. and duly authorized officials of the Government of iti'cv ►rfoundland
shall have access at all reasonable times to the Airport in the course of the
carrying out of their duties.

(f) The Government of Canada shall pro-Ode suitable accommodation for
the Customs, Immigration and Posts and Telegraphs services of the Govtrn-
tnent of Newfoundland at Torbay Airport.

(1) The Governmcnt of Canada shall as far as practicable employ Ncw.
foundland labour at Torbay Airport.

(k) The Government of I`'cw-Ioundland shall enact Aerodrome Zoning
Regulations to ensure the safety of aircraft using Torbay Airport.

ARTICLE S

(a) The Governments of Canada and Newfoundland, and as necessary the
Grn-rrnment of the United ftiingdom, will consult with one another from time
to time as occasion may require with aiica to co-ordinating defence rcquirc-
mcnts in Nca-toundland. The Goi-ernment of Canada may establish and
operate in *,'rafoundland such facditïcs and installations as, at any such con-
sultation. may be agreed to be necessary.

(b) Can:iJian and United Kingdom military aircraft may fly over %ew-
foundIasud and use airports thcrrin undcr ',%'catoundland or Canadian rnn-
trol, as required, rsitltout payment of tancting fees but subjcct to the payment
of current charges for fuel. renairs, accommodation and other ser-6ccs.
Notification shall, hoa-esvcr. be p%-rn in advance to the aMmopriata air trame
^rontrot and airport authorities.

(e) The Government of Canada may in consultation with the Gmern-
tnent of NevrfoundlanJ cury out air photography and make topographic
and b}drognphic surveys in Newfoundland. Copies of maM charts and
other data resultiag thcrcfrota shall be available to the Go-ocrgment of
Newfoundland.

ARTICLE 6
This Agreement shaI1 enter Into form as from the 31st day of March,

1946, and ahaIl remain in force for a period of thrce years, and thereafter
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shall continue in force subject to revision by mutual agreement or to ter-
mination after twelve months' notice by any one of the contracting
Governments.

In Witness Whercof the undersigned, duly authorized by their respective
Governmcnts, have signed this Agreement.

Signed on behalf of the
Government of Canada:

J. S. MACDONALD

Signed on behalf of the
Government of Newfoundland:

J. S. NEILL

Signed on behalf of the
Government of the United Kingdom:

ADDISON
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CTS 1946 No. 34

Accord entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve relatif aux transports aériens
entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve

Agreement between Canada and Nexjoundland on Air Transport
between Canada and Nexloundland

St. John's, July 29, 1946

The Governments of Canada and Newfoundland agree:

Article I
That an airline designated by the Govrrnment of Canada shall have the

right to pick up and set down in Ncwfoundllnd. traffic carried between
Canada and h'ca-foundland, and any other traffic which the Government of
Newfoundland may from time to time indicate.

Article 11
That the Gor•crnmcnt of Newfoundland shall grant permits for the dur3-

tion of this Agrccmcnt, to the dcsignatai Cnnadian airiinc for the operation
of a regional service between Canada and Newfoundland and for the opcra-
tion over ticv%toundland territory of a trans-Atlantic scrsicc.

Article /it
For the purpose of this Agreement Trans-Canada Air Lines shall be

deemed the airline dcsignatcd by the Gos-crnment of Canada.

A ►riclt IV
That the two Governments shall consult in respect of any further arrssnge-

zncnts or agreements aIIccting the carriagc of traffic by ait on regional
scr%icts between N"{ound:snd and North Amcrics.

Arrkle V
The service provïdrd by the designated Canadian airtinc on the regional

operation between Newfoundland and Canada and the rates and rerulations
for the carnage of traffic thcrcon ahall be comparable to those offered by
Trans-Canada Air 'ncs in Canada; any fees which the Gos°crnmcnt of
Newfoundland chutes the dcsignatcd Canadian airline for the use of bases
and farilitirs in connection with the operation of this scs%icc shall be com-
parable to those charged Tram-Canada Air Lincs in Canada.

Anirle E'!
The conditions comrring the earriage of mail by air to and from tiew-

[aundland by the designatrd Cansdian airline shall he agrmd by the postal
authorities of Canada and Newfoundland from time to time.

1422
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Article VIl
The operatioa of the designated Canadian airline shall be conducted in

accordance with the air customs and immigration regulations prevailing from
time to time in Newfoundland and Canada.

Article Vlll

The Government of Newfoundland shall exempt from customs duties and
taxes all aircraft, cngines, parts and accessories, radio, motor tank trucks,
material for original construction and equipment of hangars and buildings
at the acrodromes, and all other equipment necessary for the operation of its
services which may be imported by the designated Canadian airline or by
the Government of Canada, provided that this exemption from duties shall
not apply to vehicles or equipment of any class used on public highroads
other than motor tank trucks, nor to other articles or materials not specified
above, e.g. office supplies and equipment, consumable stores, wearing apparel
of all kinds, foodstuffs imported by or for the Company or to be used in any
hostel or by its employees or passengers.

Article IX
The Government of Newfoundland shall permit the entry, free of duty and

taxes, of special a%iation fuel and petroleum products necessary for the
operation of the aircraft on the scnices.

Article a
The Canadian Government shall have the right to operate an airfield in

Newfoundland at Goose Bay and the airline services referred to in Article If
may use this airfield and the airfield at Gander as regular or alternate points
of call, it being understood that the terminal of the local service to New-
foundland shall be Torbay, unless otherwise agreed.

Article X1
At the airficld at Goose Day the Government of Canada may construct

buildings required for the administration of the airfield and the accommoda-
tion of personnel and traffic and may grant concessions for the operation of
these buildinp. In the g.ranting of concessions and in the employment of
labour at the field the Government of Canada shall, ahercvcr possible, give
priority to citircns of Ncuioundland.

Article XII
In the e-.-ent that the Gmcrnmcnt of Canada desires to use the airfield at

I3uchans for regional services, the Government of Canada may take the
neccssary stcl►s to proridc the accommodation and facilities necessary for
the administration of the airficld, for personnel and traffic, and for the
oprrati(rt of such builJinp as may be rrquirrd. In the granting of casecs-
sions and in the emplo)mcnt of labour at the field the Government of
Canada shall, w-lscresrr possible, givrt priority to citizens of Nmfoundland.
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Article X111
Civil aircraft of Newfoundland shall have the right to use the airfield at

Buchans on terms no less favourable than those applying to Canadian civil
aircraft.

Article XI V
Any landing fees collected at Goose Bay and Buchans shall inure to the

Government of Canada. Any profits arising out of the operation of these
airfields shall be paid to the Government of Newfoundland.

Article X V
At any other air bases in Newfoandland which may be made available for

commercial traffic, the Government of Canada s.haU be granted most favoured
nation treatment.

Article X111
The airfields at Goose Bay, Torbay and Buchans shall be made available

as alternate bad weather airports for the air services of other nations on
trans•Atlautic operations. The airficld at Torbay may also be designated by
the Government of Newfoundland as a terminal for regional air services
originating in North America. Additional commercial use over and above
these designations may be determined by the two Governments from time to
time.

Artick XVII
This Agreement and all contracts eonnceted tbcrcv ►ith shall be registered

with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization set up under
the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation done at Chicago on
Dccembrr 7, 1944.

Article XV111
If eithcr Government arxuidrrs it desirable to modify any provision or

pro%-isions of this Agccmcnt, such modification may be made by direct
agreement between the competent air authorities of the contracting parties,
confirmed by exchange of notes.

Article XIX
Any dispute betv►YCrt the two Governments relating to the interpretation or

application of this Agreement shall be referred for dccïsion to the Interim
Council in accordance with the provisions of Article 111. Section 6 (8). of the
Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation donc at Chicago on
tkcrmbrt 7, 19", unless the Governments agree to settle the ditrutc by
referring to an arbitral tribunal appointed by agreement between ttiem, or
to some othcr pcrson or body. The Gon=amcnts undertake to comply with
the decision given.

Artute XX
Ulun the Convention on International Civil Aviation ►iped at Chicago on

December 7, 1944, comes Into opcratïon In respect of both the two Govern-
mants, references in this Agrectnew to the Intcriat Agreement and the
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Interim Council shall be interpreted as references to the Convention and the
Council, In the event of the conclusion of any other muhilateral convention
concerning air transport to which both Governments adhere, this Agreement
shall be modified to conform with the provisions of such convention.

Article XXI
This Agreement shall continue in force subject to amendment from time

to time as may be agreed by the two Governments, and subject to cancella-
tion on twelve months' notice by either party.

Article XXII
This Agreement shall come into force on the date of signature.
Done in St. John's, Newfoundland, in duplicate this 29th day of July, 1946.

For the Government of Canada:
J. S. ALAcDOVALD

For the Government of Newfoundland:
J. S. NEILL
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS*
A/A .................. Antiaérien ....... Anti-aircraft................................. ........................and QMG .. Adjudant et quartier-maitre général Assistant Adjutant andadjoint .................. ..• ..• ..................... Quartermaster General ......A/AOC •••••--••••• Sous-commandant de l'aviation .... Assistant Air Ofricer Com.

manding ........................A/C ••"°u...............
. Commodore de 1.a•

Air commodore........................
ACFC .._.......... Corps d'aviation du service trans- Air Co .... .

océanique de l'armée américaine ... . mand of the United States

A/DNI .•••••...... Directeur adjoint du service de ren- Assistant Director of Navalseignemcnts navals ... ..................... Intelligence ................... .. ...AM .................. Ministère de l'Air (Grande- Air Ministry ( Great Britain)Bretagne) .... ..................... ...............
ANfAS •,. •.. ...,. Directeur du personnel militaire au Air 1►fember for Air Staff ....Conseil de l'Air
AOC ................ Commandant de l'aviation Air Officer Commanding ..AOC in C ........ Commandant en chef de l'aviation .. Air Officer Commanding_

in-Chief ................................
A/S .................. Aati-sous-marin(e) Anti-submarine.. . . ... .................
ASO ................ Directeur des services de l'état- Air Staff O

..... .......

major de l'Air .... ^
AStiV ..,.,........... Guerre anti-sous-marine ............... Anti-Submatine Warfare ....AIT ................ Anti-torpille ..... .............................. Anti Torptdo ......................ATC .. ,...,........ Voir ACFC ......... Set ACFC.....__ .............•.. ............................ATFERO ...,.... Organisation transocéanique Atlantic Ferry Orgaaization(Grande Bretagne) . . ................... (Great Britain) ..................A JNi . , ..,., .... vice-maréchal de l'ait ...... .............. Air Vice-:►farshal ................
BCATP Plan d'entaincment aérien du Com- British Commonwealth Air

mona-eahh britannique . .... ............. Training Plan .. ..................
CA .:._-, ... ..•....... Artillerie côtière .....,..... Coast Artillery__ .. .._ ........ ..................
CAC ............... Corps blindé canadien .. .................. Canadian Armoured Corps ..
CARC .............. Corps d'aviation royal canadien ... . Royal Canadian Air Fo=..
CAS :,.:.:..:....... Chef de l'itat-major de l'Air . . Chicf of Air Staff ................
CASL .............. Projecteurs de ta détente ebtitre .... Coastal Artillery Search.

_____-
Gghts .........._ ........................

'Cetta là" iectat *eukmeat hs abtMa- •7nb tu fnctudn oatr et asbreriuiooa
^ t^ t^ ^t^7isbea dam ce vAicb oaw moq trequeottT in tIIis Votc^me.
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CB .................... Contre-batterie ................................
CD ................» Défense côtière ................................
CGS ................ Chef d'État-major général ............

C in C.... ........ Commandant en chef ....................
CLB ................ ...........................................................
CNS ................ Chef de l'état-major naval ............
CO .................... Commandant ..................................
COS .................. Chefs d'état-major ..........................
COSC .............. Comité des chefs d'État-major ......
CPCAD .. .......... Commission permanente canado-

américaine de défense ....................

C%YAC ............ Corps féminin de 1'arm& cana-
dicnae ..< ...........................................

CWC ................ Comité de guerre du Cabinet ........

DBS ................ Bureau fédéral de la Statistique ....

Counter Battery ..................
Coast Defence ....................
Chief of the General Staff ..
Commander-in-Chief ..........
Church Lads' Brigade ..........

Chief of the Naval Staff ....
Commanding OtLcer ..........
Chiefs of Staff ....................

Chiefs of Staff Committee..
Permanent Joint Board on
Defence ................................
Canadian Women's Army
Corps ... ..............................
Cabinet War Committee ......
Dominion Bureau of Sta-
tistics -- . .............................

DCA -.- ........... Défense aErKtutr du territoire ........ Territorial Antiaircraft Da

D/CAS ............ Chef adjoint de -état-major de
rair < ., --- -.111- ....... ...................

DCGS .............. Chef adjoint d'état-major général -

Radu,toni ttirD/F
DMO and I .... Directeur des opérations militaires

et da rcnscigtacments ....................
DNI and P .- Direcuur du service de tcascitno-

meats navals et des plarss ................
DO .. ......,....... Bureau des Dominions ................
DOC ..,............. Commandant de district ................

EAC -- ...... ... Région aérienne de l'Est .........>.......
I'O,.N*F ..,,.......... OTidc: supfriew. détachement de

la MRC I Teme-Neuve ........
GOC . . ._,....... Ofilcicr t0kral commandant ........

GOC in C:..,.,.. OTxcr etbéf&J commandant en
,... .....chef

GSO . .............. Officier âEtat-majot général ........
lm , ... .,,........ DCA luurde
)ID _.. ._. ^.n..... service teffiuxw

,..... ...^.^ ..............lIQ ......... ........ Quartier général
ICAO .,........... Organisation de l'aviation civile

1ATP ..._.... ,....._ Voit SCATP ,.__-,.,..._....._. ...,.^,. ...
JPC ..,...... ......... Comilà mine de

fence .. ,. _.< ...... ...................
Deputy Chief of Air Staff ..

Deputy Chief of the Geaera!
Staff, _ ....... .......................
Direction Finding .................
Director of Military Optra-
tions and Intelligence -, ".
Director of Naval Ituelli-
teace and Plans ..._,... . .
Dominions Oace .......... <..
District Omccr Commatld-

Fsstcrn Air Command .
I'las Od'icer. Newfoundland

...Force
Gencral OMcer Command-

General OtBcer Commarsd-
...,..,_.,.ing-in{hief _ .. ......

General Staff Ofüccr ,.... . . ..
Mary Anti-aircraft
I ioeric Dcfeaca
Ilesdqvasters .._..,.....
Internatio,tiA Civil Aviation

Joint Planning Ctwttmitu+e ..
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JSC ................. Comité mixte .................................. Joint Service Commitiee ....
JSCS-C ............ Sous-comité mixte .......................... Joint Service Sub-Commit-

tce ........................................
LAA ................ DCA légère .................................... Light Anti-aircraft ............
LIT .................. Ligne télégraphique ........ .,.............. Line tele hgraFY ....................
MAP ................ Ministère de la Production d'avions Ministry of Aircraft Produc-

(Grande-Bretagne) ........................ tion (Great Britain) ............
aiG .................. Mitrailleuse ...................................... Machine Gua ......................
MGO ................ 11taltre général de l'artillerie ........ Master General of the

Ordnance ............................
Ri0 .................. Médecin militaire ............... .,...,.,.•... itfedical Officer ....................
MR .................. Marine royale (Grande-Bretagne) .. Royal Navy (Great Britain)
AtRC ................ Marine royale canadienne ............ Royal Canadian Navy ...... .
At/S ................ Dragueur de mines ........................ Mine Sweeper ......................
NCO ................ Sous-officier .................................... Non-COmmicc0ned Offcer..
NDIIQ ............ Quartier général de la Défense na- National Defence Head-

tionale ....... ....................................... quarters ................................
NOIC .............. Premier officier de marine ............ Naval Officer-inCharge ,...
NS11Q Quartier général de la Marine .,....., Naval Services Headquar.

ters ......................................
OC.................... Commandant ..,,.............................. Officer Commanding ..........
OR ..... ........ ..... Gradés et hommes de troupes ........ Other Rank(s) ....................
OPA ............. Bureau de contr8le des prix (États- Office of Price Administra.

Unis) . ... ....................................... tion (United States) ............
...... ............. Décret du Conseil ..,......... ......... ... Order in Couacil ................

PICAO ...,........ Organisation provisoire de l'aviation Provisional International ....
civile internationale ........................ Civil Aviation Organization

PIBD ............ ... . Commission permanente canada- Permanent Joint Board on
américaine de défense ...... ............ Defence ............ ..................

POL ..,....... ..,., Csscncc, huile et lubrifiants ............ Petrol, oil and lubricants ..
PNtSS ............... Station de transmission de port de Port War Signal Station ..,

guerre . ..............................
RAF .............,, ..... .. . . ....... ....:........... .... ................. Royal Air Force ................
RCAF .. .,......•., Corps d'aviation royal canadien .. Royal Canadian Air Force ..
RCN .. .. .......... Marine royale canadienne ............ Royal Canadian Navy .... ...,
RCNR ........., Réserve de la Ntarine royale cana- Royal Canadian Navy Re-

dicnnc , ..... . __ . ......................... serve .. ...... ,........ ......... .......
RCNVR ...... .., Réserve volontaire de la Marine Royal Canadian Navy Vol-

royale canadienne . ......................... unteer Rcserve ......... ..,........
RDF ........ ........ Radiogoniométrie ............................ Radio Direction Finding ....
Rr*I .. :.............. Marine royale _ . ... ... ...................... Royal Navy ........................
R:tiVR.............. Réserve volontaire de la Marine Royal Naval Volunteer

royale (Grande-Bretagne) ............ Rcscrve (Great Britain) ....
RIT,...«......... ... Radiotéléphonie .............................. Radio Tclephony ...... ....,.....
SAO ... ............ Officier supérieur d'aviation .......... Senior Air Oices ................
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SI. .................... Projecteur ........................................ Seuchlight ..........................

S/L .................. Chef descadriIIe ........................... Squadron-Leader ..............»

SASO ................ Premier officier de marine .............. Senior Naval Officer ............
SOO ................ Officier supérieur des magzsins Senior Ordnance Officer ....

militaires ..........................................
TCA ................ Trans-Canada Air I3aes ....
T/T .................. Téléphone et télégraphe .................. Telephooe and Telegraph ....

UNRRA .......... Office des Nations Unies pour le United Natioas Relief and
secours et la roconstruetion ............ Rrhabilitation Agency ........

V/CAS _ Sous-chef de l'Etat-major de l'Air .. Vice-Chief of Air Staff ......

V/CGS ............ Sous-chef détat-major général ...... Yice.►Chief of the General
Staff .................................».

V/CNS ,,,,,.,,,,,, Sous-chef do I'Etat-major naval ....» Y'àct4:hief of the Naval
Staff ....................................

WD .........»....... Voir CNAC .................................... Soe CWAC ..........................

W/T ................ Télégraphie sans 81.......................... «"irticu Teiesraphr _..........



INDEX*

A

ABC-22: 637
Accidents: 874, 876-877
Accords:

-Canada-États-Unis:
1940 déclaration d'Opdcnsburj: 205,
Appendice C

--Canada•Terre-Neuve:
1940 aervices météorologiques: 1145
1941 Gander. Botwood et Glen-

e axlcs: 72. 78. 80-82. 170. 177.
182. 273. 393-398. 400, 402. 406-
408. 413, 417-418. 420, 422-423.
423-429. 432, 436. 447, appendice
E
Torbay: 422, 423. 428. 460-462.
46"66

1942 service de TCA à Terre-Neuve:
1106-1107

1944 Goose Bay: 344, 350-354,
338. 480-513. 317-322. 323-542.
1197, appendice F

1946 transport aérien entre le Canada
et Terre-Neuve: 1120-1131. appcn-
dics I

--Canada- Ét a ts-Unis-G rande- Bretagne
1941 protocole annelé 8 l'accord sur

kt bases cédées 6 bail: 288-300,
311-312. art+endice B

--Cattada-Tem-:^eure Gran^-Brcu^tne
1946 insta2as;ons de défcnx: 983-

986. 990-993. appendice Ii
-i`_tats-UnisGrandc- Brcta^e

1941 accord sur les bases cédées à
bail: 103-104. 135. 139. 171-172.
182, 185. 209. 216-217. 22l .123.
232-313, aM+en3ice B

AmEsiadicni : 2. 339. 316
AatEriyut du Nord, détenu: 86. 96-97.

162. 185. 236. 301. 421. 484, 493, 338-
339

Aaslo-I`t+vtaurxi2and Derelotxnent Ceat.
psar: 177, 443

• Clèqve améro reo.+oi. 8 un document o.
8 ar Oi"ioima,

ADprovisionnements: 2, 43, 130. 203-
204, 1138, 1164-1165. 1169-1181. 1195-
1196, 1234, 1240-1241, 1245

Après-guerre. relations de défense dans 1':
-droits du Canada, propositions con-

cernant les: ►04, 408, 429, 773, 939-
950. 979. 981-982, 990

voir arusf Accords: États-Unis; Goose
Bay

-entrainement des ex-militaires terre-
neuviens: 839-840

-recruitement des Terre-Neuviens pour
les forces canadiennes: 852-838

-aurplus de guerre: 387. 951-952, 990
-Torbay: voir États-Unis
voir aussi Accords; Armée canadienne;

Bay Bulls; États-Unis. bases; St
John's

Arrentia: voir États-Unis
Armée canadienne: 76. 85-86. 143. 177.

210, 443, 455. 634-635. 637-638. 653.
633. 659, 812-815. 817. 820-824

--épouses et dépendants: 859-867
—relations avec la population civile:

868-871
-retrait: 953-961
voir aussi IIotwood; Commandeaxais;
Défenses antiaériennes; Défenses au
sol; Défenses des installations côtières;
Gander, Goose Bay; Relevés topogra-
phiques; Si. John *&

Assurances: 1133

Autorités civiles, assistance aux: 177. 180
Aviation civile:

--Anterican Export Airiines: 1043-1046,
1080-1081, 1131

-Bermudes. conférence de 1943: 1076,
1078-1079, 1083-1088. 1091, 1147

-British Overseas Airrrays Corporation:
1040. 1042-1043, 1047-1048. 1030,
1036. 1059, 1087. 1091

-Convection de Chicago: 1064, 1067.
1075

-Impcrial Airways: 44, 86. 314, 1037
-North East Airlines: 1098
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-Pan American Airways: 31, 1037,
1039. 1080. 1117

-_.4ervice aérien international terre-ncw
viea, projet de: 1063. 1060-1067.
1073

-scrvice aérien transatlantique: 44. 51.
204. 276. 286. 393, 413. 420. 424-423,
433. 1037-1094

--trafic aérien. contrôle du: 117. 418.
428. 441-442, 1086. 1120. 1148-1153

TranrCaaads Ait Lints: 314. 322-
323. 329. 476. 721, 736
service Canada Terre-I`eurc: 1091-

1092. 1093-1133
service sbire traaaattaats'ave: 1041-

1043. 1047-1053. 1037-1038. 1060-
1062. 1074. 1087

-utilisation des baus militaires i des
fins civiles: 946, 1068. 1076, 1080-
103'. 1124-1142
Gander- 339. 36& 400. 406-407. 410.

413. 427428, 433. 452, 1038-1039.
1056.1076. 1082. 1086-1087, 1091,
1093. 1101. 1110. 1115. 1117-
1118.1121-1122.1139-11t2

Goose Bay: 338, 366, 400, 482-484.
488. 490. 493-494. 498. 300. 509.
112. 3 28-129. 333. 1076. 1082,
1087, 1093. 1121. 1139•1142

Torbay: 476-479. 1082. 1087. 1093.
1095. 1104. 1110-1111, 1116-1117.
1121-1122, 1139-1142

s
Balance des pm►ksruats: voir Cbasse

ttranter
Bai►.ay,r: 7. 32. 33. 67. 69
Bae% aErienaes: rrir Bot+ockt; Ruth=x;

ttats-Uaa„ bains (ArBcraia. 11utsm
Fïe1Q)• Gander. Goose Bay; Tott+ay

Bs.+cr de fsvita&nttntai en et«=«: 69. $6.
180. 336, 421. 661-668

Bases navales: 8346. 221-222
fflr awxd Bay $nBs; Boe,rood. tut>

l."aïs. b.+"; St. lalzn's
Bataille de GrYn.le-13rtta,8ne: 86. 97
Batai'^Se de rAtlarrtiQut: 86. 98•99. 149,

18i. 211. 232. 236, 238. 405. 467. 470,

484. 648-4rU9. 611-612. 620. 622-d: ).
647449.65Z 732

Bay suas. 20s. ri9. 60"07, 00-631.
970-971. 974, 976. 917•981

INDEX

Bay Roberts: 2. 48. 230, 639, 642. 646,
954

Belle-Isle détroit de: 2. 36-37, 66-67. 79.
82. 86.114.143.146 . 138. 183. 221

Bcll île: 114. 1S 1-152. 250
voir aussi Défenses antiaériennes. Dé-

fense des installations côtières; Dé-
tcnse des installations Cavales

Botwocxl:
-base dhydrarions:

civils: 1038. 1056. 1076. 1081. 1089-
1090.1117
militaires: 44. 50-3 1. 37. 67. 69. 71.
84-86. 106. 108, 110. 112-121. 123-
123. 132. 333. 409. 411. 416. 419.
437-438. 443. 446. 448. 450. 453,
608-609

-ba+e navale: 132. 142-141. 146-147.
158. 171-172. 183. 222. 454. 547,
964. 966. 968

voir aussi Accords; 13éfcmet aatiafriea-
ttcs; Défenses au sof; D!'fca" des ins-
tatiatiana c.kîérrs: États-Unis

Brïtitls Ors:xas Alr.raYs Corporation:
voir Aviation civile

Bvchans: 2. 114. 1076. 1121-1122

C

Caboe. détroit de : 2. 114. 183. 732

Casadiaa Pscillc Rai7WaY, ssnîces si-
cicas: 314-313

Cape Race: 2. 67-69. 86. 114. 6?0. 11+3

Csvtiwu. SS: vwr Cabot. durcit de

Ccrswre : 2. 45. 7 54-771

Chante LtruBcr. contrôle du- 34. 180.
184. 1133, 1190. 1240. 1226, 1231,
1254-1269

Chemin de ici de Terre-Neuve: 2. 79.
86. 101. 114. 177, 190. 184-115. 308.
701-71 t, 736-737. 742, 812 81 3. It 17,
t22-324

C2ar ►e Suacr»bip Company: rt,ir ;`atita-
two

Comatiaa.lcmnta. tslatïons tan les:
--Gr3a.Sr-BrctaB.ae: 171-171.. 351, 361.

366. 369. 620.19). 901
_ Caaa.ia-f tats-L'aï+: S6. 101. 115.

194-191. 301. 620. 1117-419. 891. 894.
900. 902-903. 90t. 910-912. 915-916.
9'.4-9.'6.914-918
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--Canada-Terre-Neuve: 162-163. 171-
172. 177, 436, 445, 882-886, 890,
896, 899, 903

-Can"- G ran de- B rc ta gne - Éta ts-U nis :
382. 895. 897-898. 909, 929

-Canada-Tcrre-Neuve->`tats-Unis : 182.
425, 904. 906-907. 913-914, 917, 919,
921, 927•928, 930-932

Commandemcnts, structures des:
-Canada: 87, 469. 892, 920
-Terre-Neuve: 2. 933

Commerce: 1198-1200. 1209-1213
-avec la Grande-Bretagne: 1128, 1200
--avec le Canada: 188. 203.03, 1151-

1137. 1159-1163. 1166. 1168, 1190-
1191, 1197 1200, 1226-1227

-avec les itats-Unis: 2, 172, 1161,
1198. 1200

-commissaire au commerce canadien:
201, 1159, 1164-1163, 1167-1168

-représentants au commerce terre-ncu-
vicns: 200, 203

voir aussi Approvisionnements
Commission permanente eanado-amEri-

eaïne de dEfen+e:
-dEliUhations: 90. 139. 143, 146, 139,

261. 263-264, 277, 303-309, 313.
313-344. 399. 401. 401. 444, 446,
448. 440, 433. 437-439, 463, 467-
468, 391, 624, 627. 635-637. 642,
646, 639, 661. 669, 673. 675-679,
6E3-681. 692, 691-697. 699, 703-707,
709-710, 714, 717, 719, 730-731, 733.
903.956,959, 1010

--ttabii•semcnt et r%Me: :03-209, 211.
213. 280. 283-291, 298. 302, 311

--participation tcrre-neuvirnne: 142.
171-172. 175. 183, 212•214, 2117-
.31. 247. 258. 291. 2,93-295. 424

-mrmman.lali.ins: 210, 216. 251, 301,
313. 411, 707, 710, 711, 908, arren-
d+cr A

Commu nica tK-ms : 690-706
-aEriennr%: 14, 177-180. 230, 281,

311•312. 358-339. 361-362, 365-366.
369. 3S2. 398, 410, 417. 420, 423.
427, 460, 482. 490. 494, 701-706.
1038, 1120. 1148-1153

-at*r^•.^tucrrr: 13M.-1307
-cSNe et sans E.I. par: 2. 7. 27, 761
--Cana.ia-Terre•ticu%•t. défense: 693,

69S '03
-ccxsumcrciaks: 734-759, 768-771

Ca1,1e and V►'irclc.s I.imitcd: 2
Cans3 iau 1.! arconi Company: 2
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Commercial Cable Company: 2, 48
Western Union Telegraph Company:

2, 48
-lignes terrestres, par: 460, 690-699.

705-706
-stations de câbles sous-marins: 2,

7. 30. 48, 250, 639, 642. 646
Conditions économiques à Terre-Neuve:

2. 188, 204, 1154-1327
Confédération: voir Terre-Neuve, avenir

politique
Conférence impériale, 1937: 3, 8, 9
Conférences:

--Canada-États-Unis: 86. 1022
-Canada-Terre-Neuve: 12-13. 161-185.

428430, 493. 1147-1148
Canada-Grande-Bretagne-Terre-Neuve-

990
Convois: voir Bataille de l'Atlantique

Coopération technique: 203, 1296. 1300-
1303

Corner Brook: 2, 86, 643
Corps d'aviation royal canadien: 86, 981.

985
-Erou%es et dépendants: 859-867
-relations avec la population civile:

868-871
voir aussi Accords; Botvéœd; Défense
aérienne; Gander. Goose Bay; Recon-
naissance aérienne; Relevés topogra-
phiques; Torbay

Coût de ta vie: voir Prix

D

Défense aérienne: 2, S. 15, 18. 20-21, 23-
24, 63, 66. 68-69, 71, 79, 82, 85-86. 99,
106, 114, 123

Défense des installations c6ti&es: 102
-Bell. fle: 2, 3, 7, 9. 12. 19. 21. 33.

40. 34, 5 8-70. 83-86, 647-649, 652.
654, 656•657, 660. 954

--Botwood: 85, 139. 143-145, 150-151 .
437. 633. 635-636. 656-657, 659

-Goo+c 13a): 356, 379-380. 390-391
--l.ew i%,vorte: 638, 656-657, 659
,St. John's: 2, 77. 83. 102, 130, 143-

114, 147-1 58. 171. .18, 221-222. 221122-
559. 635-636. 956

voir aussi Année canadienne; Milice de
Tcrre-lcuve

Défense des installations navales:
--.k fcnscs anti-snus-marincs et ants-

torpillcs
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Bar >3ults: 592
Hell. ile: 650
Botwood: 143. 434
St. John's: 47, 49. 130. 136. 143. 591
voir aL.cri: États-Unis. bases (Argen-
tia )

voir mari Défense des installations cE-
tières; Reconnaissance des côtes par la
Marine

Défense de Terre-Neuve, Plans pour la:
637
voir arur! Défenw. politiques de

Défense. politiques de:
-Canada: 3. 7-11. 13-15. 21-23. 27.

33-36. 41. 67, 69, 78, 84. 86. 88-94,
96-100. 102-103. 137. 162, 163, 171,
177, 180. 183,204,232

-Plan de défense du Canada: $5. 87.
95. 101

voir a&wi Après-guerre
-Terre-Neuve : 2. 10-13. 15-16. :6. 28,

3.1-33. 44-48. 67, 69. 72. 77. lot-
109. 142, 143, 147, 162-163. 171-
172. 177. 180. 183

Defeare Act: 34,716.1233-1237
Emertenclr ( Defeaoe) Aci: 268,
M. 778. M. 790
?Un de défense: 2. 4-6

Défenses &ntiùticm«: 79. 85, 96
--Bell. ne: 643-644
_gotwood: 110. 172. 613
-Gam3er. 110. 114. 418. 633, 635-636.

641. 956
-Goose Bay: 391. 659. 933
-Le.i+porte: 635-636
--St. Joha *s: 1T2, 22:. 386, 397, 633.

635. 6-41. 956
-Torbay: 397. 633, 641

DEfet:an aati-saw csu^rincs et aati-tmp.illa:
voir Dtfemwt da Installations navales

Défenies agi soi.
-Botwoa! : 81. 106-123. 127, 633
-Gar^3er: ts. 106-114. 116-12], 635,

931
--Coo'e bal: 336. 369. 379, 390-391,
641. 933
--Lc"portc: 635. 6311, 641
voir caché St- Jotia's

Défenses lExes: roir Détenu àEtietutc; Dé-
fesacs aasia^rieaae.a: Dffetmes aati-
sous.asarirus et aaci torp►2lcs. Défenses
M sa. Détenu do Installations rôtiam

Détection aErieaae. unité de- 180, 184

Dominion Steel & Coal Corporation
( DOSCO ): 3. 12. 34, 39-61
voir a=d Bell. ce

Douanes. privil2Ra et exemptions: 171,
177-178. 184. 273. 297, 333-354. 490,
823-833. 983

E

Emerttncy Powers (Dcfence) Act, 1940:
voir Défetsse, politiques de

Enrôlement dans les forces canadiennes:
voir Recrutement

Esquimaux: 2
Essence; voir Pétrole, approvisionnements
États-Unis:

-armée : 86. 95. 133-134. 139. 233.
238. :61. 282. 303. 411, 435-416,
446, 448
retrait: 1027

-année de l'Air: 86. 93, 101. 371. 374,
403-403. 409. 412. 414-416. 418. 4:2.
424. 430, 446, 468. 470-473, 490. 390
at+s6s•suerre: 1030

-base+. "ral : 133. 17r.. 182. 241.
209. 775. 1238-1139. 11.67
après-8uette: 1027-1036
Utilisation à da fini ciriles: 1141-

1142
Art^►tta: 121, i88-189. 2ss. 261,

263•264. 273. 282. 304. 307-310.
313. 416. 473.
aptts-=uerte: 10:8-1029. 103.1-1033
défenses aatl+wrmuias et atui-

tors+i,lcs: 304, 307. 309
utilisation 1 des f'sns cinks: 1082.

1120. 112« 1124-i112. 1137-
1142

Fort Pcpt+etcil: 282, 303-306. 311.
313
après-guerre: 1027, 1030

liuuioa Fiet.i ( StrrlaenbU3e ): 303.
313
tuili,atiaa i des Ans cinks: 101:.
1120. 1122. 1124-1132. 1137-1142
►air a+.nt Actonlf

-_cmt+s d's,#iatiat de la I►(aristc: 411.
416. 419. 421, 424. 434. 437. 490

-déaeu+es 6 Te"*-2+kure: 104
-intEtht 6 l'cztEricur des bases s,a►éri-

c3i*es: 104, 139
Butr.ood: 104, 182. 209. 411. 421
Gander: 104. 1s3-134, 136. 170. 182.

209. "L22). 401-40. 409. 446,
448. 394, 989, 994, 1004-1006
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Goose Bay: 5 14. 319-320
après-guerre: 323-324, 994, 1004-
1026. 1036

St. John's: 133-134. 913
Torbay: 104, 470-473

aDrts-euerre : 995-1002
--marine: 86
voir amui Commandements, relations

entre les; Commerce; Commission
permanente canado-américaine de dé-
fense; Communications; Relevés to-
poBraPhiques; Service transocéanique;
Transports

Fer. roir Industrie minière
I-urnes;. Withy & Co.: voir Marine mar-
. chuxk
Financement de la défense de Terre-

Neuve:
-par k Canada: 91. 103-104, 178,

395. 410. 412-414, 423. J28429, 335,
364•370. 373. 378, 387-389, 607. 610.
614-618. 621. 623-626. 775, 966, 969,
appendice G

-fiar Terre-Neuve: 16. M. 44, 81. 92,
106. 108, 119. 162, 171. 173-174.
177-178. 184. 393, 406-407, 410. 413.
417, 423. 428. 460, 380-38.4 607,
628-629. 630-632. 810-813, 817-824

Finances publiques: 1234, 1270-1277
Fortes de défense de Terre-Neuve: voir

Milice de Terre-Neuve
loti Perrertrll: troir États-Unis

G

Gander:
--alvè*-tuerre, arrangements de 1': 990

-tctrait du CARC: 981, 983
-utilisation l da 6ns civiks: roir

Aviation civile
-ut,hsaticnt à des fins militaires: 13.

27•21. 30. 44. 30-31. 69. 74-73, 79-
i2. 84-36, 91-92. 93. 101•102. 114-
115. t23•1:6. 163. 166, 171, 177-178,
'12-Z23. 239. 445-446. 448-449. 451.
432. 456, 411. 608-G09, 611-612. 622

roir saisi Accords; Étau-Unis; Défense
aErienne; Dtfeases an.tiaErieastes; Dé-
lcases au "; Opérâtions aériennes

Glcaratlca:
--atalisatïoo ► des lias cira«: 1038

1435

-utilisation à des fins militaires: 178.
223. 398, 413, 419-422, 424-425. 427-
428. 981

voir aussi Accords
Goose Bay:

-utilisation à des fins civiles: voir
Aviation civile

-utilisation à des fins militaires: 338-
339, 343-348, 330-369. 371-373. 377-
386, 390-392, 444, 478, 516, 323-324.
622

voir aussi Accords; États-Unis; Défenses
antiaériennes; Défenses au sol; Grande-
BretaRne; Opérations aériennes

Grande-Bretagne:
--après Ruerre, intérêts dans les droits

d': 528, 333, 942, 967, 983, 990
-défense de la: 96-99
-défense, politique vis-à-vis Terre-

Neuve: 1-2, 4. 18-20. 29-31, 51, 67.
73

-Gander, capitaux déboursés pour:
400

-Goose Bay, intérêts 1: 498, 300. 506.
308-5 10. 512-513. 319

voir aussi Accords; Aviation civile; Ba-
taille de la Grande-Bretacne; Bataille
de l'Atlantique; Botw•ood; Chante étran-
ger. contrôle du; Commerce; Défense
dcs installations navales; Goose Bay;
Opérations aEriennes; St. Johns

Grand Falls: 2, 114
Groenland: 86. 102. 182

II

ltarbour Grace: S. 185. 250. 639. 934
1{attie's Camp: voir Gander
Haut commissaire:

-Z Terre-Neuve: 186-196, 202. 204
--de Terre-Neuve au Canada. projet:

197•201, 303
Home Guard de Terre-Neuve: 654

I

immiiration: 1203, 1:96-11.99
Inu+erial Airways: voir Aviation civile
tmt+erial Oil Company: 130, 158, 792.

990
Impôts: voir Taxes
Industrie minière: 2. 3, 204

voir aimi Be 1l. [le; Labrador
Internement: 43, 177•178, 112. aM+en-

dice A
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Juridiction civile: 363-366. 374-375. 403-
405. 419. 423. 446, 477-478

L

Labrador: 1122
-défense du: 2. 7. 27-.'S. 41. 56-57,

66. 86. 94. 20i
-exploration Knière et exploitation

du: 1309-1310. 1313-1318
-frontière du: 1308. 1316-1328
-intÉrfts du CanaAa: 93, 327. 330,

343, 422. 434, 341, 1311-1312
-{ntErfts du Québec: 1324-1326

Le.►isrocu: 67. 69. 86. 121. 132. 216. 437

Loi sur les forces du Commœwtalth
britannique: 171-173, 177, 261, 882-884,
886. 983

P-8

),farine marchande: 2. 24. 2a. 69. 97-99.
114. 1; 7. 180. 623. 713. 720. 7.14-736.
739-7{2
--comDaxnics maritimca: 2

Xrarine royak: 7. It. 24. 73. 8547. 97-
99. 123. 133. 155. 162. 232. 236-237
roïr "131 St. John's

Marine ray alc canad;cnae:
-4pou,es ct dErMuscs: 139467
-tctatiat' avec la ioi'ulatiaa cirik:

86l1-871
-ts t rait : 961. 95L 966
rsir onuf AW*-=ucrrt: Batailte da
rAtlautiqvc; Bay Balls: Mwoau3: Re-
k•ris tat+oua=*tiync..; Si. Jotso'a

7►tûace de Tcrrt-.1 ►env+t: 632, 6+0
-.djpioÉCtrscnt: 30. 64-70. 11. 633-643.

634, 63â617, 660
Equipenxat et emt:alr>emcat: 26, 29,

31-33. 42-13. 45. 33. 6t, 70, 16:-163.
166. 836-837

.-Eta2lix+ea^cat: 16. 26. 33, 46

voir sutal Apt*rtvttte

N

NclifoundLAW iAASM: 445. 316
Nutrition: 1304.130i

INDEX

O

Op&nsburR. déclaration d': 205, appen-
dice C

Opérations aériennes: 7, 79. 106. 114.
123-126. 405. 608-609
voir daid Bataille de l'Atlantique

Opérations bancaires: 1133. 12:6, 1267

opérations navalcs: voir Bataille de l'A-
tlantiquc; Bell. Oc; Cabot détroit de;
Délcase des installations Côtières; SL
Johns

Orxanisatioa de raviation civile Interna-
tionale COACI): 1093-1094
voir a,wi Aviation Civile. convCation de
Chicago

Organisation proYisioire de rariation
civile internationale (OPACI): 10E6.
1i:0
roir aru,i Aviation Civile. conwation de
C.tricffl

Pan-Americaa Aitwavs: Wr Aviation
ririle

P3us et papiers: 114, 188
P+iJr.hcrics: 2. 196. lit. 204. 1154-1131.

1162•1163. 1166. 1201•1232
Pétrok. a^xo^i.+ia^ncmcnts: 638, 712.

1235-1237. appendice A
Plan de dtlcae de Tersr-Ncutt. 1936:

rdr DEfcanc, Terre-.%*cuw
Plan d eatraincrnrnt aérien du Coeamoa-

•-raltlt britanaiove: 31. 96. 317, 3:0.
3:2- 324. 3:8-3:9. 446. 462

Population: 2
i'art ant Bs+^tucs: 2. 250. 235. 631. 732.

1110. 1143
1*cwra de aavitaticm y  longue dtt4.&m-t:

679-6i9
Prisonniers de ttvcrre; soir Internement
Prix et ccasri;la dm prix : 41. 11t. :41.

1:13-1253
hrof+tiftly: 9:-93. 173-174. 177-190. 184.

5(!2, 772-W4

--Actcs de mafirusat.aa. TKO?cd d': 47l.
!:S, 631, 789-è95. 797-K". 1197

-d ìasb^let et E^at+iwd: $01
--Crocrw Bay: 4tth4112. 496. 490, 492-

497. 499. 796-791, 102
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-St. John's: 353. 364-370, 573. 378,
580-382, 587-589, 600-603, 614-615,
621. 625-626

-Torbay: 464-466, 476. 785. 802

R

Radar: 86. 282. 366. 669-678
Radio: roir Communications, crible et

sans fil
Reconnaissance aérienne- 7-9. 15. 23-24,

27-28. 33-39, 67, 69. 72. 79, 99, 114.
434, 594-595

Reconnaiulme des côtes par la Marine:
12. 23 :4, 67. 69. 73. 76. 94, 594-593

Recrutement pour les forces canadiennes:
45. 85, 162-163, 171, 177, 221, 841-831

Régiment de Terre-Neuve: voir Milice de
Terre-Neuve

Relations consulaires: 186. 188
Relations culturelles: 204
Relevés topo8raphiques: 571. 574. 744-733

-Labrador: 746, 748-749, 750-751
--.St. John i: 743. 747

Routes: 86, 130, 182. 230, 714. 872, 875.
878•381, arpcndice A

Royal Air F'orce: 8, 18, 608-609, 611-612.
622

voir amui Gandcr; Goome Bay; Service
tran+cr<EaniQue

Ro)al Truu: 978
Ro3-aume-Uni: voir Grande-Bretagne

Ssint Pïcrtttt•1(iqtulott; 161, 186. 188
Sen" aErien tran.satlantiQue: voir A%ia-

t,on ci%ile
Scn-k" mEtErnnlc^iqt,cs: 27. 44, 75,

114. 273. 315. 358, 365. 369, 382. 398,
482. 490, 494, 1038, 1086, 1120, 1143-
1147
-communicatïcrtts 661•668, 693. 696.

11:0. 1148
-+satïc+rts météorologiques: 661-668

Scrswe ttanuxEanïQue: :9, 10« 156. 314-
39:, 413. 411. 417-418. 422. 424-423,
421. 441-442. 484, 491, 332, 667-668,
armet<iï<-t 1)

Ser►y.-e transocéanique de ta RAF: rwr
Sen-kt tlan«Kianique

Stations météorologiques: voir Services
météorologiques

Stephenville: voir États-Unis, bases
St John's

-arrangements d'après-guerre: 947-963,
965. 967, 969-970, 972-973, 975. 987-
988

-base navale défensive: 130. 132. 141-
148, 151-156, 158

-base navale opérationnelle: 102. 171,
183. 209, 221-222, 543-557, 559-393,
396, 598, 600-603, 610, 613-631

-défense avant la guerre: 2, 47-49, SS,
69, 77

-garnison: 30, 120, 137-140, 143, 146-
147, 166, 171. 188. 222. 635

-port: 720, 730
-retrait: 954-956
voir aussi Défenses antiaériennes. Dé-
fenses anti-sous-marincs et anti-torpilles;
Défense des installations côtières; Dé-
fense des installations navales; États-
Unis, bases (Fort Pepperrell); Relevés
topographiques

Surplus de guerre: roir Après-guerre
Sydney. N.É.: 3, 7, 9, 86, 114, 720, 722-

723, 727-729. 731-735, 737, 1110, 1117.
1122. 1155

T
Taxation: voir Finances publiques

Taxcs, eonceuions: 177, 180, 184. 297
Tcrre-Neuve, avenir Politique de: 1. 3.

188-189, 199, 201 . 204, 269, 310, 408,
3-8, 979. 1.'67. 1317
Confédération: 93, 104-105, 188-189,

204, 240, 435. 309, 541, 969, 1197,
1237

Terre-Neuve. force constabulaire de: 2.
445

Torbay:
-«trait du CARC. 980
%-air aussi Après-guerre
-ut^3iwtion 1 des fins civilcs: q»ir

ANiation civile
-utilisation à des fins militairn: 63,

103•104, 221-222. 439, 463, 467-479
voir aussi Accords; A^t2s-8ucrn; États-
Unis

Trafic aEricn, contrôle du: 177-178, 934,
990
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Traas-Canada Air I3aes: voir Aviation fer de Terre-Neuve: Marine m&mhan&.
civile Routes

Transport: 707-743 Trsvi7: 182. 333-334. 398, 428, 448-449.
voir aLSrt Aviation civile; Chemin de 470. 516, 1278-1293
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A

ABC-22: 637
Accldents: 874, 876-877
Atrrcnunts:

-Canada-Ncwtoundland:
1940 1►ieteorolo8ical services: 1145
1941 Gander, Botw-ood and Glen-

taFles: 72, 78. 80-82, 170, 177,
18'. 277, 393-398, 400, 402, 406-
408, 410, 413, 417-418. 420. 422-
423, 423-429, 432, 436, 447, Ap-
Pcndis E
Torbay: 422. 423, 428, 460-462,
464-466

1942 TCA Scnice to Iv'e+rtoundlaad:
1106-1107

1941 Goose Bay: 344, 350-354, 358.
480-313, 317-322, 325-342, 1197,
AM+endix F

1946 Air Transport t+etw-ern Canada
and I`ewfounailand: 11:0-1131,
Art+rndix I

-4.aaada•Nc«foundland-Grrat Britain:
1946 Defence installations: 983-986,

990-993, AM+cndax If

--Gna.la-United States:
1940 Qfdcasburg Declaration: 205,

Appendis C
-Caaada-L'aitetil Statcs-Great Britain:

1941 Protocol to Lcau.! Bases A jrec-
tt*c::t: .98-300. 311-31:, Appendis
B

-l:aitatil StaterGrcat Britain:
1911 Lta,c,l Bases Agreement: 103-

104, 135. 159, 171-172, 182. 185,
209, 216-217, 221-223, 232-313,
ArrenkL t B

Aid to civil power: 177, 160
Air bases: me Botteood; Btxluas; Gandcr,

Goose Bay: Torbay: United States,
baws (Artcatia, lfarttioa Field)

'^ A^ea^ ber Men to a D^ocaaxai or Its

Air defence: 2, 8, 13, 18, 20-21, 23-24,
63, 66, 68-69, 71. 79, 82, 85-86, 99,
106, 114, 123

Air operations: 7, 79, 106. 114. I25-126
405, 608-609
ser also Battle of the Atlantic

Air reconnaissance: 7-9, 13, 23-24, 27-
28, 35-39, 67, 69, 72, 79, 99, 114, 434,
394-593

Aircraft detection corps: 180. 184

Air traffic control: 177-178, 934. 990

Ant1o-Ncwfoundland Development Com-
pany: 177, 443

Anti-aircraft defences: 79, 85, 96
-Bell Island: 643-644
-Botwood: 110, 172, 635
-Gander: 110, 114, 458, 633, 635-636,

641, 956

-Goose Bay: 391, 659, 953
-Lewisrorte : 635-636
-St- John *s: 172, 222, 386, 397, 633,

635. 641, 956
-Torbay: 597, 635. 641

Anti-submarine and anti-torpedo dcfcntes:
see Naval defcnces

Artentia: are United States

Atlantic ferry service: 79. 102, 136, 314-
39:, 413. 413, 417-418, 422, 424-425,
428, 441442, 484, 494, 532, 667-663,
Appendis D

a

Balance of paytttcnts: see Foreign as.
chante

Banking: 1155, 12.6, 1267

Battle of Britain: 86, 97

Battk of the Atlantic: 86. 98-99, 149, 183,
211, 232, 236, 238, 405, 467, 470, 484,
608-609, 611-612, 6:0, 622-623, 647-
649, 632, 732

1439
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Bay Bulls: 204. 399. 604-607, 630-631.
970-971. 974, 976. 987-988

Bay Roberts: 2. 48. 250. 639, 64:, 646,
954

Belle We, Strait of: 2. 36-37. 66-67. 79.
82, 86. 114. 143. 146, 138. 183, 221

Bell W aad : 114, 151-152. 250
ue alw Aati-aircraft defences; Coast
defence Installations; Naval defences

Botwaai:
-.eiptaae base:

Military: 44^ 30-31. 37. 67. 69. 71,
84-86, 106. 108, 110. 112-121. 123-
123. 132, 333. 409. 411. 416. 419.
437-438, 443, 446. 448. 450, 433. 608-
609
Ci»7: 1038. 1056. 1076. 1081. 1089-
1090, 1117

-aara1 base: 132. 142-143. 146-147.
138, 171-172. 183, 222, 434, 547.
9644. 966. 96E

see oLo Agreements: Anti-aircraft de-
fcrnes: Coast defence installations;
Ground dcfcncec; United States

Britain: ue Great Britian

British Co:zicaoavealtb Air Training Mn:
51. 96, 317, 320 . 32:, 324. 32E-329,
446. 462

British lTcncaa Air.ra7nt Coti+oratïaa: me
Civil avi-Atioa

Buchattt: Z. lit. 1076. 112t•1122

C

Cabot Strait: 20 114, 195. 732

Causdiaa Amy: 76. 85-86„ 143. 177. 210.
44). 451. 634433. 637-6)1, 653. 655.
639. t12-SIS. $17, t:4s24
-nlatïaes with ciriliaa porjtatïoa:

86t-t71
--.rithdrawsl: 913-961
-wAres and dcprorSeatr: 839467
uv ot,w Antï-ai:craft defnsces; Bot-
.ao3: Coast ôcfence lastallatïoeu ►; Coas-
aurai tctatïoabil+s; Gaa3es; Goaoe
Bay; Ground Dcfsaces; St. loha`a; Sc:t-
*eï.

C;-id-s- tacAc ltaûray. sit retrket:
314-113

Cam Race. 2s 6749, 86. 114, 670, 1143

INDEX

Caribou, SS: see Cabot Strait

Censorship: 2. 45, 754-771

CÎYa aviation:
-air traffic control: 117, 418. 428. "1-

442, 1086. 1120, 1148-1133
-American Éxport Airlines: 1043-1046,

1080-1081. 1131
-Bermuda Conference. 1945: 1076.

1078-1079. 1083-1088. 1091, 1147
-Britiah Overseas Airn-a)y Corpora-

tion: 1 W0. 1042-1013, 1047-104E.
1030. 1036. 1059. 1087. 1091

-CAicato Convention. negotiation of:
1064, 1067-1073

-ci•il use of bases: 946. 1068. 1076.
1080-1082. 1124-1142
G aa0a: 358. 366. 400. 406-407. 410.

413. 427-428. 433. 432, 1038-1039,
1056. 1076, 1082, 1086-1087. 1091.
1095. 1104. 1110. 1113, 1117-1118.
1121-1122.1139-1142

Goose Bay: 358, 366, 400. 482-484,
488. 490. 493-494. 498. 500. 509,
112. 528-329. 535. 1076. 10E2.
1087. 1093. 1121. 1139-1142

Tor6ay: 476479. 10E2. 1087, 1093.
1093. 1104. 1110-1111, 1116-1117,
1121-1122. 1139-1142

-ImperW Airways: 44. 86, 314. 1037
-ltiewfovrkllari+l international air scr-

rict. propcsal: 1063. 1065-1067. 1075
-North East Air Lincr: 1098
-Pan AascrkaA Airways: 31, 1037.

1039. 1080. 1117
-Trattratlaatic air sa-vices: 44. 31, 204.

276. 286. 39). 413. 4:0. 424-423.
453. 1037-1094

-TraarCa"da Air Llnes: 314, 322-
323. 329. 476. 721. 736
Causda-!`c+rtou:s.ltaad reriice: 1091-
10920 1095-1133
transatlantic scrYice: 1041•1043. 1047-
1033. 1057-1031. 1060-1062. 1074.
1017

Clarke Stes::ulsip Company: ue Shiniat

Coast defence installations: 102
-.Bc.tl Wand: 2. J. 7. 9. 12 * 19. 21,

33. 40. 34. 38-70. 1346. 647-649,
632. 654. 656417. 660. 954

-4*ot.a+d : 15. 139. 143-145. 130-
112. 457. 633, 635-636, 636437. 659

--<)aort Bay: 336. 379-380. 390-391
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-Lewisporte: 638, 636-657. 659
-St. John's: 2. 77, 83. 102. 130, 143-

144, 147-158, 171, 218, 221-222, 282,
339, 393, 635-636, 956

sre also Canadian Amy; Newfoundland
al ditia

Coastal reconnaissance, naval: 12, 23-24,
67. 69, 73, 76. 94, 594-595

Command relationships
-Canada-Great Britain: 171-172, 358,

361. 366, 369, 620, 893, 901
-Canada-Newtoundland: 162-163, 171-

172. 177. 436, 443, 882-886, 890,
896, 899, 905

-Canada-United States: 86, 101, 183,
194-193, 301, 620. 887-889, 891, 894,
900, 902-903, 908, 910-912, 915-916,
924-9:6, 934-938

-Canada-Great Britain-United States:
382. 895, 897-898, 909, 929

-CaaaJa-Newta►ndIanJ-united States:
18:. 428, 904, 906-907, 913-914, 917,
919. 921, 927-928, 930-932

Command structure:
-CanaJa 87. 469, 892. 920
-NcwfounJlanJ: 933

Communications: 690-706
-ain►ays: 44, 177-180. 230, 281, 311-

312, 338-339. 361-362, 365-366, 369,
382, 398. 410. 417, 420, 425, 427,
460, 482, 490, 494, 704-706, 1038,
1120, 1148-1153

-cable and wiretess: 2. 7, 27. 761
-table stations: 2. 7, 30. 48, 250, 639,

642, 646
-Gnada-New{ounJland, defence: 693,

695-703
--commercial: 731-758, 768-771

Cable and 31 ûtlcu Limited: 2
Canadian Marconi Company: 2
Commercial Cable Company: 2.48
Western Union Telegraph Com-
ranr: 2, 0

-lat►Sline: 460, 690-699, 705406
-{+o+s*-ar: 1306-1307

Coafederation: ire NewfounJland. potiti-
cal future

Coafenaces:
-Canada<3rsat 8ritaisa-Ne-wfouad1and:

990
-Caasda-Nc.rtoundLnd: 12-13, 161-

113, 4.3-430. 493. 1147-1148
--canau-Us►ited States: 86. 1022

Consulat relations: 186, 188
Convoys: see Battle of the Atlantic
Corner Brook: 2. 86, 645
Cost of living: see Prices

Cultural relations: 204

Customs privileges and exemptions: 171,
177-178, 184, 273, 297, 353-354, 490.
825-833, 983

D

Defence of Newfoundland, plans for: 637
see also Defence policy

Defence policy:
-Canada: 3, 7-11, 13-15, 21-25, 27.

35, 36, 41, 67. 69. 78. 84, 86. 88-
94, 96-100, 102-105, 137, 162, 165.
171, 180. 183, 204, 232

-Defence of Canada Plan: 85, 87, 95.
101

see also Postwar defence relations
-Newfoundland: 2. 10-13, 15-16, 26.

28, 32-33, 44-48, 67, 69, 72, 77. 108-
109, 142, 145, 147, 162-163, 171-
172. 177, 180, 183

Defence Act: 34, 776. 1235-1257
Defence Scheme: 2, 4-6
E.merpency ( Defence ) Act: 268.
77., 778, 788. 790

Dominion Steel & Coal Corporation
( DOSCO ): 3, 12, 34, 59-61
see also Bell Island

Economic conditions. Newfoundland: 2.
188, 204, 1154-1327

E,merrency Powers (Defence) Act, 1940:
see Defence policy

F1ili+tment. in Canadian Forces: see Re-
cruitment

Glimos: 2

Ferry Command: set Atlantic ferry ser-
rice

Financin;, dcfcnce of Newtoundland:
by Canada: 91. 103-104, 178. 395. 410,

412-414, 425, 428-429, 333. 564-
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570. 573. 378. 587-389. 607. 610.
614-618. 621. 623-626, 773. 966. 969.
Appendix G

-by Newfoundland: 16. 26. 4l. 81. 92,
106. 108, 119. 162. 171. 173-174.
177-178. 184. 395. 406-407. 410. 413.
417, 425. 428. 460. 580-5 82. 607,
6' .8-629. 630-632. 810-813. 817-824
see also Public finance

Fa2xries: 2. 186. 188. 204. 1154-1157,
1162-1163. 1166. 1201-1232

Fixed defcnces: see Air defence; Anti-
aircraft defences; Anti-subtaarine and
anti-torpcdo defences; Coast defence
installations; Ground dcfcteces

Foreign exchange and foreign exchange
conuol : 34, 180. 183. 1155. 1190.
1200. 1226. 1231. 1254-1269

Fort Peppcrncll: m United States

Furness, Withy i Co.: i+re SAlppinj

G

Gandcr:
-civil use: Ste Civil aviation
-military use: 15. 27-28. 30. 41. SO-

S 1. 69. 74-75, 7942. 84-86. 91-92.
95. 101-101 114-115. 123-126. 163.
166. 171. 177-178. 222 :23. 239.
443-4^6, 448-419. 411-412, 456. 418.
60E-609. 611-612. 622

-postwar disposition: 990
-sritbdnwal of RCAF: 981. 983
me also Agrrementx: Air defence; Air

operatioas: Anti-aitaaft dcfcnces.
Atlantic ferry service; Ground de-
fet,ces: United Stain

Gasoline: rre Petrokum urpfil;es

Gkiicasks:
-cirïl W: 1031
-militanr use: 178. 223. 398. 413.

419-122. 4:4-42S, 427-428. 911
,ree also Agreements

Goose Bar:
-civil use: See Civil aviation
•-asititary a+e: 338-339. 343-348.. 330-

369, 371-375. 377-316. 390-392, 441.
478. 516. 123-324. 622

sre also Agreements. Air overations.
Aati-aïrcraft dcfeacr^a: Great BrUsift:
GrtxinI defracgs; United States

Grand Falls: 2. 114

INDEX

Great Britain:
-Defence of: 96-99
-Defence policy to Newfoundland:

1-2. 4. 18-20. 29-31. 31. 67. 73
-Gander. capital expenditure on: 400
-.Goose Bay. interest in: 498. 500.

506. 508-310, 512-513. 519
-Postwar dcfernce riRhts. interest in:

528. 533, 942, 967. 983. 990
sec also ALrscmcnts; Air operations;

Atlantic ferry service. Battle of
IIritain: Battle of the Atlantic; Bot-
wood; Civil aviation. Transatlantic
service; Foreign Fxchante Control;
Goose Bay; Naval defences; St-
JoAn':; Tradc

Greenland: 86, 102, 182
Ground drfcnces:

-Botwood: 83. 106-123, 127. 635
-Gander: $5. 106-114. 116-123. 633.

955
-Goose ilalr: 356. 369, 379, 390-391.

641. 955
-Le+-isporu: 635. 638. 641
tee also SL John's

1[

I larbour Grace: 2. 183. 250. 639, 934

Iiauic'x Camp- sre Gander
Ikmîspuric defeooe: me North Amcrkalb

defencs
IlïBit Commission":

-ia Newiaundlud: 196-196. 20:. 204
--of Ncwfoundland in C.aasaa, pro-

pmd: 197-199, :00-201, 203
Hom Gnard. Nerefouadand: 634

I

Imtsti Sr uioa : 120 3. 129 6-1299

Imt+crïal Air+nitt: ire Civil aviat;m

Imi+rrisl Ccrnfercnce, 1937: 3. 8, 9
ItnI+erial O►1 Cattteany: M. 158. 792.

990
lndians: 2, 138. 316
lnsuraafce: 1113
International C14 Aviation Ortatiliation

(1CI1O ► : 1093-1094
m al» Cis•w aviatina. Chicago Con-

sto6o0; Ptorhiooal laurnatioaal
Civil Aviation Ortaaitatioa (P1CAO)

tatcrt>m: 45. 177-178, 182. ADf+rndix A
Iroa Orrc: sre lUiaialt
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Jiuisdiction, civil: 363-366, 374-375, 403-
403, 419, 425, 446, 477-478

L

Labour: 182. 353-354, 398, 428, 448-
449, 470, 516, 1278-1295

Labrador: 1122
-i+oundary: 1308, 1316-1328
--Canadian interest in: 93. 327. 330.

343, 422, 434, 541. 1311-1312
-defatce: 2, 7, 27-28, 41, 36-57, 66.

86, 94, 204
-minin; and mining exploration: 1309-

1310, 1313-1318
--Quebec interest in: 1324-1326

C.ewisporte: 67, 69, 86, 121, 1320 216,
457

Loran stations: 679-689

1!

Meteorological services: 27. 44, 75, 114,
273, 315, 358. 365. 369. 382, 398. 482,
490, 494, 1038, 1086, 11:0, 1143-1147
-tommunications: 661-668, 693, 696,

1120, 1148
--vreatlur stations: 661-668

àfinin; and mining exploration: 2. 3. .04
set also Bell Island; Labrador

N

Naval bases: 83-86, 221-2:2
sK atm Bay Duits. Aotw,ool; St. John's;
United States, bases

Naval dcfcncn:
-utti•submarine and anti-tor=+e.lo de-

fencea
Bay liulls: 392
Bell ldanj: 6!0
ilatwoorl: 143, 454
Si. John *s: 47, 49, 130, 136. 143, 391
sre oi.oo: United States, bases (Arren-
w)

jet alu: Coast dcfcnce installations,
Coatiij naval

Naval c+t+eratioas: ire Aattle of the At-
taastic; Coast dcfcnce installations; 13e1!
Island. Cabot Strait; Si. John's

Nari€ational ai.ls: 7. S:, SS, 67, 69
?tie•iounSlan,l Airpvrt: s.+r Gaadcr
Ne+foun.l2assdeanada Steantships: ste

1 SAirrins
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Newfoundland Constabulary: 2, 445
Newfoundland Defence Force: see New-

foundland Militia
Newfoundland Defence Scheme, 1936: see

Defence Policy

Newfoundland Militia: 632. 640
--deplo3•ment: 30, 68-70. 85, 633-634,

634, 656-637, 660
-eQuipment and training: 26, 29, 31-33,

42-43, 43, 53, 68, 70, 162-163, 166,
836-837

-establishment: 16. 26, 33, 46
see also Postwar defence relations

Newfoundland, political future: 1, 3, 188-
189, 199, 201, 204, 269. 310, 408, 328,
979, 1267, 1317
-Confederation: 93. 104-103, 188-189,

204, 240, 435, 509, 541, 969, 1197,
1237

Newfoundland Railway: 2, 79, 86, 104,
114, 177, 180, 184-185, 308, 708-718,
736-737, 742, 812-813, 817, 822-824

Newfoundland Rangers: 445, 516
Newfoundland Regiment: sce Newfound-

land Militia
Newsprint: see Pulp and paper
North American defence: 86. 96-97, 162,

183, 236, 301, 42!, 484, 493, 538-539
Nutrition: 1304-1305

O

Ogdensbur; Declaration: 203, Appendix C
Oil: see Prtroleum supplies

P

Pan-American Airways: see Civil aviation
Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

-establishment and rble: 205-1.09, 211,
215, 280, 285-291, 298. 302, 311

-New foundland participation: 142.
171-172. 175. 185. 212-214, 217,
231, 247, 238. 291, 293-295. 424

-proceedinp: 90. 139, 143, 146, 159,
61. :63•64, 277. 305-309, 313. 343-.2

344, 399, 40!, 404, 444, 446, 448-
450, 433-431, 437-439, 463, 467-468,
390-<91. 624, 627, 633-637, 642, 646,
659, 661, 669. 673, 673-679, 683-
681, 692, 694-697, 699, 7 705407, 709-
710, 714, 717, 719, 750-731, 753.
903, 956. 959, 1010
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--recommesxiatioas: 210. 216. 231.
304. 343. 411. 707. 710. 714. 908,
Appendix A

Petroleum supplies: 638, 712. 1233-1237.
AZ?pendix A

Population: 2
pvrt-atu-Basques: 2. 230, 233, 631, 732,

1110. 1143
Postw-ar defczjce relations:

-Canadian <kfcntc rights. Droposed:
-04. 408. 4.9, 773. 939-930. 979.
981-982. 990

ue aGw Atrecments: Goose Bar. United
States

--rccruitmcat ci Ncwtoundlandrts for
CanadiaA for=: 832-838

-surplus war asuts: 387, 911-932. 990
me aleo United Statcs
-training of NewfounStalxl es-utrice-

cun: 839•is0
ue aLso Atfemcats; Bay Au11s: Gaa-

diaa Annr: Gander. St- Jobn's:
United States. baàes

Prices and price controi: 43. 188. 204.
1233-1233

Pcisoun of Wu: ut laternees
PropcttY: 92-93, 173-174. 177-180. 184.

30« 77_-809
-.Cmoirmin8 Actx., Erüjrmed: 478, 321I,

631. 719-795. 797-809, 1197
-Gander and Mx*-ao%l: 802
-.ÀC'rv~ Ray: 48048:. 486, 490. 491-

497. 499, 796-798. 802
Johas: 555. 364-370. 373. 378.

380-382. 587-399. 600-643. 614-613,
621, 625-6-.6

-Tat,aY: 464466. 476, 783. 802

Pro+isiaesal lntetauicwsal Civil Aviatim
ptunïzat;aa (p1CAO ): 1086. 1120
ree sLo Civil Aristioc, Chicago Coa-
"tzko

Pu1tw llnancs: 123t„ r70-1277
pop and paper: 114. 18t

R

Rad". 16. 282, 366, "W 's
Radio: S" Communications. Cable and

•ïrtless
Rail.-ays: aee *Fertoundlikad Railway
Rrcrtriamm for CAAbdiatr forces: 43, 93.

162-163. 171. 177, 221. i41431
RDF: Are Radat

INDEX

Reconnaissance: ue Air defence; Air
reconnaissance: Cos" reconnaisunce,
naval

Reftullin j bases: 69. 86. 180. 336. 422.
428. 661-668

Roads: 86. 130. 182, 230. 714, 872. 873.
$78-981. Appendix A

Royal Air Force: 8. 18. 608-609, 611-
612, 622
ue atso Atlantic ferry sctvice; Gander.

Goose Bay
Royal Canadian Air Force: 86, 981. 983,

-relations with driliaa population:
868-E71

-Mfvcs and dependcats: 839-667
me also Atreetzxnts: Air defeacc: Air
reconnaissance; Atlantic ferry service;
Batw-ood: Gander. Goose Bar; Survc3s:
Torbay

Royal Canadian Navy: 76. 86, 96, 102-
135. 171. 221. 336. 372. 384. 454. 736
-relations with driiian Population:

868-871
-+i tbdrar a1: 958. 961, 966
-.x;+" and depen.lents: 839•867
ne oGo 114ttle of the Atlantic. Bar

Eiulls: Botucod: i'o+trrar defcnca
rcl3tiassx: St. John's; Scure)'t

Royal tiarr: 7. It. '2A. 73. 83-87, 97-99.
123. 133. 133. 162. 232. 236-237
xe also St. John's

Royal Tmss: 979

s

Ssint Picrrest•^iiqncloa: 161. 186. 118
Sh;t+t+ïn8: 2, :J. :8. 64, 97-99, 118. 147.

180. 623, 7m 720. 724-736 739-742
--suaaIslLip luart: 2

urrusT.sife: rre United States, b:+cs
(11aren+o rom)

St. Jotu,•s:
-tarlly dcfc=t: 2. 47-49. 33. 69. 77
-eurrïron: 30. 120. 137-1 i0. 14). 146-

147. 166. 171. 188. 2.:. 635
--4u% al bs.te. de f elaai ft : 130. 114 141-

148. 131-136. 138
^- aara! l'&ae, opcrstïoaal : 102, 171.

183. 209. 221 '_::. 343•357. 359-
393. 396, 39â. 6001+03. 610. 613-631

--C«xt: 720. 730
-,,,^^ "twAkiM: }47•963. 965.

9é7, 969•970. 972•973. 973. 987-988
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-withdrawal: 954-956
see aLso Anti-aircraft defences; Coast

defence instailations; Naval defence,
anti-submarine and anti-torpedo de-
fences; Surveys; United States, bases
(Fort Pct+perrell )

Supplies: 2. 45, 130. 203 :04, 268, 1158,
1164-1165. 1169. 1170-1181, 1195-1196,

1234, 1240-1241, 1245
Surplus war assets: see Postwar defence

relations
Surveys: 371. 574. 744-753

-Labrador: 746, 748-749, 750-751
-St. John's: 745, 747

Sydney. NS-: 3, 7, 9. 86, 114, 720, 722-
723. 727-729, 731-735, 737, 1110, 1117.
1122. 1133

T

Tax conce+:iotts: 177. 180, 184. 297
Taxation: lee Public finance
Technical caot+eration: 204, 1296, 1300-

1305
Totbay:

-civil u.e: an Civil aviation
-military use: 63, 103-104, 221-222,

459, 463, 467-479
-withdraw-a) of RCAF: 980

we also Atrresncnts; United States
tb►tw•u defence Mutions

TlrsSa 1198-1200, 1209-1214
-Caitadian Ttade Caami+tioncr: 204.

M9. 1164-1164. 1167-1168
-Newfoutkliu^l tra.ic rrPrc.etttativrs:

200. 203
-with Canada: 188. 203-204. 1154-

1157. 1139-1163. 1166. 1168, t190-
1194, 1197. 1200. 1226-12227

-w-ïth Great Britain: 1128. 12t10
-with United States: 2. 172. 1161.

1199. 1:00
tee 41jo Supplies

Transatlantic air scnicrs: srY Civil mia-
LoA

Tranatlantk ferry smme: ste Atlantic
ferry service

Trans"Canada Air l.iaes: are Civil a+ia-
ticK1

Tr aa..t«tat;oo: 707-743
at tlxo civil asiatiott: Ncwtoundiand
Raatn aY; Roads; Saq`Piag
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U

United Kingdom: see Great Britain
United States:
-Army: 86. 95. 153-154, 159. 255.

258, 261, 282, 305, 431, 435-436, 446,
448
withdrawals: 1027

-Army Air Force: 86. 95, 104, 371.
374, 403-405, 409, 412, 414-416, 418,
422, 424, 430, 446, 468, 470-473,
490, 590
postwar: 1030

-bases. general: 135. 172, 182, 204.
209, 775, 1258-1259, 1267.
civil use: 1141-1142
postwar: 1027-1036
Argcntia: 121, 188-189, 255. 261.

263-264, 273, 282, 304, 307-310,
313, 446, 473
anti-submarine and anti-torpedo
defences: 304, 307. 309
civil use: 1082, 1120, 1122, 1124-
1132, 1137-1142
poatwar: 1028-1029- 1032-1035

Fort Pcpt+crrett: 282, 305-306. 311,
313
poatwar: 1027. 1030

Harmon Field (Stephenville ) : 305.
313
civil u%e: 1082, 11220, 1122, 1124-
1132. 1137-1142
see also Agreements

---dcfcnce intcrrst.s outside U.S. bases:
104, 159
Botwood: 104. 182, 209, 411. 421
Gander: 104, 153-154, 156, 170. 182,
:09, 222-223. 403-405. 409, 446, 448.
590. 989, 994, 1004-1006
Goose Bay: 514. 519-520

pro+tw•ar: 523-524, 994, 1004-1026.
1036

St. John's: 153-154. 913
Torbay: 104- 4?047S

l,ostwar: 995- t 002

-Lxrrtnditure in Newfoundland: 104
---Nary: 86
--.,tary Air Force: 411, 416. 419. 421,

424, 434. 437, 490
tee also Atlantic ferry service; Com-

mand; Communications; Permanent
Joint Board on Defence; Surveys;
Ttads; Transportation
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INDEX

Y w

Ylsitias Forces Acts: 171-171. 177, 268, w'estber :satioas: see I►ictsorolotica3 ser-

882-88J. 886. 983 "Cn
Wireless: see Commuaiatioas. able and

w-ireks+t

" csnc illustrant k lârn catrc f'Amétique du Ncmi ct 1'Eucrrc provirrt de

1'Atlas v/ the i;'aarLt lwbt^é pat ta :^`a:ïoeial Ccc►grarh'sc Sacicty cn 1970.

'lu msp thomit:t the tcluicu ci tiOrth Amrtita to Europe il cSrri%tj itm

Allai ci the P`a►t:! puDtitbei by the ;^►atioxul GrcVsi4u*c S06ctlr ta 1970.
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